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Dorit lawnmowers propel enough
scary things into the air?

At Honda, we've always been concerned about

clean air. And while we cant do anything about the

ambrosia franseria flying around your backyard, we
can do something about your mowers emissions.

Since 1982, we've been building environmentally

responsible mowers with our unique overhead valve

engine. Long before clean-air regulations existed.

Compared to many lawnmowers with side-valve

engines currently in use, Hondas generate lower

hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions. And
achieve up to thirty percent better fuel economy

Plus, thanks to our mulching technology Honda
mowers deliver fine-cut grass clippings back to your

lawn. Instead of to landfills.

This kind of thinking is nothing new at Honda.

Throughout our 19 years of building products here

in America, our goal has always been the same: To

balance your desire for fun and performance with

society's need for cleaner air.

This philosophy leads to products like our clean

mowers, which let you concern yourself with other

things when mowing the lawn. After all, who knows

when you may encounter a taraxacum officinale.

Thinking.
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No Ordinary

"Climb and TeU"
In two years, Natiiml History will celebrate its 100th anniversary. Through all those

years, it has covered expeditions to every part of the world. And yet, as the cover

story in this issue demonstrates, we can still bring our readers to new places.

Our exclusive coverage of an expedition to Bolivia's 21,500-foot Nevado Sa-

jama is not a "climb and tell" story of high-altitude adventure. The participants in

what one scientist called one of the most important scientific expeditions of the

decade were not out for personal fulfillment. Rather, researcher Lonnie Thomp-

son and his "ice corps," from the Byrd Polar Research Center and elsewhere, were

hoping that cores of ice drilled from this glacier atop the Andes would give them

the keys to interpreting the last 20,000 years of the earth's climate and help predict

the planet's future.

To cover this story, Natural History selected writer/mountaineer Mark Bowen

and photographer George Steinmetz. Although both are veterans of daunting as-

signments aU over the world (this is their first appearance in Natural History), they

found the Sajama expedition one of the most difficult of their careers. Bowen says

Thompson's two-week bivouac on

Sajama is one of the longest high-

elevation encampments ever under-

taken. Without supplemental oxy-

gen, able to work only a few hours a

day, and losing weight from the ef-

fects of high altitude, Thompson and

his crew were able to successfully

drill, pack, and return with two 430-

foot cores of glacial ice. Their find-

ings may yield information not only

about climate history but also on the

long-term effects of El Niiio.

The Sajama cores were the latest

additions to Thompson's collection

of ice from the world's highest

climes. His mission is an urgent one,

as Bowen explains, since tropical

glaciers everywhere are melting. A

drop of meltwater seeping down

through an ice core can contaminate

the whole, making it useless for re-

search. So while both Bowen and Steinmetz took much-needed and well-

deserved lowland vacations after their trip, Thompson came home, dropped off

the ice cores m his lab, slept, ate, shaved, and was off to the Himalayas to begin his

next climb.

We are looking forward' to taking our readers on more Natural History expedi-

tions.

—

Bruce Stutz

A mountaitieer, ice cores on iiis back,

descends Nevado Sajama.
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The Nature of
Diamonds
George E. Harlow,

Editor
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Nature of Diamonds...

It's the next best thing,
"

—Digby Diehl,

Playboy

A handsome, large-format

book. The Nature of

Diamonds is an authorita-

tive and richly-illustrated

tribute to the diamond.

Wide-ranging illustrations explain the geology of diamonds, chart

the history of mining from its origins in India and Brazil through

the diamond rush in South Africa and today's high-tech enterprises,

and capture the brilliance and beauty of this extraordinary gem.

Co-published with the American Museum ofNatural History

1997 288 pp. 62083-X Hardback $74.95

62935-7 Paperback $29.95
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Scientific Perspectives on Natural Disasters

Ernest Zebrowski, Jr.

"Zebrowski i infectious relish makes it hard not to lookforward to the

nextplague—of say, black widows—as he might tell it.

"

— Kirkus Reviews

Drawing upon actual events from ancient to present times, this

book focuses on basic scientific inquiry, technological innovation

and, ultimately, public policy to provide a lucid and riveting look

at the natural events that have shaped our view of natural disasters.

1997 320 pp. 57374-2 Hardback $24.95

Einstein's Mirror
lor\y Hey and Patrick Walters

The Theory of Special Relativity is one of the most profound dis-

coveries of the twentieth century. The authors explore the many

applications of relativity in atomic and nuclear physics, which are

many and range from satellite navigation systems, particle accelera-

tors and nuclear power to quantum chemistry, antimatter and black

holes. The book also features a superb collection of photographs

and includes amusing anecdotes and biographies about the early

pioneers, and also features the influence of Einstein's relativity on

the development of science fiction.

1997 240 pp. 43532-3 Paperback $27.95

Carl Sagan's Universe
Yervant Terzian and Elizabeth Bilson, Editors

"... it was Saga?! 's gift that he could make science accessible, and that

influence is apparent in most ofthe works here.
"

— Mark Freistedt, American-Statesman

Carl Sagan's Universe is a fascinating and beautifully-illustrated

collection of articles by a distinguished team of authors, including

Philip Morrison, Frank Press, and Paul Horowitz, and covers the

many fields in which Sagan worked. There is also a special chapter by

Sagan himself, dealing with space travel and our place in the universe.

1997 296 pp. 57286-X Hardback $59.95

57603-2 Paperback $22.95

Does the Weather Really Matter?
The Social Implications of Climate Change

William Burroughs

"Burroughs does an excellentjob ofdocumenting the social implications

ofweather using a fairly wide range ofhistorical examples. . .

"

— Anthony Barricelli, Satya

In this compelling look at weather, author Burroughs combines

historical perspective and economic and political analysis to give the

impact of weather and climate change relevance and weight. This

refreshing and insightful look at the impact of weather will appeal

to anyone who has ever worried about forgetting an umbrella.

1997 242 pp. 56126-4 Hardback $24.95

Global Warming
Second Edition

J.T. Houghton

"..Seldom has such a complex topic been presented ivith such

remarkable simplicity, directness and crystalline clarity...
"

— Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

In this second edition of his highly-acclaimed book, author

Houghton provides a succinct, lucid, and comprehensive guide to

global warming. The second edition features the findings of the

1995 IPCC and, to facilitate its use in the classroom, questions at

the end of chapters.

1997 265 pp. 62089-9 Hardback $59.95

62932-2 Paperback $22.95

Advanced Amateur Astronomy
Second Edition

Gerald North

"...the book has a superb introdiu'tion to the types ofastronomical

object most suited to amateur investigation.
"

— New Scientist
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the first time in North America, this advanced guide is designed to
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1997 414 pp. 57407-2 Hardback $69.95

57430-7 Paperback $24.95
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"...a beautifully produced book, in an oversizeformat, with an

elegant typographical design, clear diagrams and many colour

illustrations. The text is unflinchingly direct and accurate.,,
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— William H. Press, Nature

Malcolm Longair takes us on a breathtaking and up-to-date tour

of the birth of stars, the hunt for black holes and dark matter,

gravitational lensing and the Isiest evidence for the Big Bang.

1997 224 pp. 62975-6 Paperback $19.95
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Next to a refinery, this is our most innovative design.

You're looking at a tidewater wetland. Quite healthy and fully functional, it's literally next to

our refinery in Pascagoula, Mississippi. And while we've been known for designing refineries,

we also designed and constructed the wetland. Agreement to Adjacent to our refinery in southern

create this wetland allowed us to expand our refinery operations, Mississippi is a tidal wetland we

designed and built. This warm,

buzzing place interconnects a

wondrous web of life - from midlet,

crabs and periwinkles to heron and

alligators - proving that wetlands

can actually be created from scratch.

For more on how we did it, visit us

but we surpassed requirements for the wetland both in design

and acreage. We worked with several government agencies, and

one of our own employees, a marine ecologist named Dan Allen,

was the project designer. Wetland creation is an exacting task,

requiring a specific elevation for tidal flooding. That allows for

the exchange of nutrients and food, ensuring it functions like a

natural marsh. So, we properly graded the land. Then vegetation at www.chevron.com

was manually transplanted from an existing marsh and fertilized

to accelerate colonization. A tidal channel was dug to provide

water to the site, and its depth carefully calculated to optimize

water flow but avoid choking plants. Did our design succeed

Years later, studies by Mississippi State University clearly prove that it did. Today, the wetland

is still a habitat, nursery and feeding ground for a variety of wildlife. Typically, our technology

is used to affect our balance sheet. But when we consider the continued loss of wetlands

in America, few projects have been more rewarding than this one.

Chevron

People Do.
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To the

Editor
Surviving in Safo

I read with interest and

concern the superb article

'Sur\aving in Sato," bv Leslie

Nielsen (November 1997).

Her portrayal of the

community members was all

the more compelling because

she knew many ofthem

personally from her earlier

Peace Corps service.

I praise the editors for

including such a stor\' to

remind us of the needs of

Africa's people as well as those

of its \^aldlife. I was moved to

do something to help, small

though it might be compared

with the author's on-site

servdce. A quick search of the

Internet revealed charities

with ongoing development

projects in Niger. I urge

readers to join me in donating

to worthwhile philanthropies

working in the area.

RJchard F. Gilhiin

Silver Spring, MD

Not What the Doctor Ordered

Edward Z. Tronick's article

"Doctor's Orders" (October

1997) contains several

disquieting assumptions about

the Puerto Rican baby being

cared for by siblings while his

mother works. This baby is

not being raised in a foreign

culture, but in Boston.

Certain of our Western

childrearing practices are

adapted to the circumstances

we face in large. anon\Tnous

urban centers. Thus, there are

pragmatic reasons for lea\'ing

voung children under

adequate supervision. As a

mother of a six-year-old and a

nine-year-old, I can assure

you that such small

emergencies as a plugged

toilet can be daunting to

children. Also, given a healthy

baby of reasonable talent, the

siblings should be proficient in

the Heimlich maneuver. The

glaringly ob\"ious dangers

posed by fire or forced entry

are documented with

heartbreaking regularity' in the

newspapers.

As an African American

academic, I have often

encountered the notion

among blacks and whites alike

that the (poorer) peoples of

color need not conform to

certain standards because our

cultures are different. This

Latina is not alone in the way

she is rearing her babies, but

her sisters are not so often

brown as they are poor and

isolated. This isn't a "culture"

issue, but a class issue.

Hoiwrine C. Woodward

via e-mail

Vector Error

I noticed an error in

"Romancing the Equations"

("Universe," November 1997)

that to the layman probably

would appear insignificant but

that is most disturbing to an

engineer.

The cross product in

vector algebra is unique in

that it generates a vector

product. The product that

Neil de Grasse Tyson equates

it to in his other\\Tse

impeccable presentation is

shown as a scalar value. \XTiat

is missing is a unit vector

(magnitude of 1) such as

n(vector) representing the

directional propertx' of the

product. Another product of

vectors that does not generate

a scalar is the dot product.

The dot product, however,

does not fit his riddle

regarding the cross of a rabbit

and an elephant. Perhaps the

author of that joke spent more

time thinking about the next

parrs- than on the study of

vector analysis.

Bob Barnard

El Seoiiiido, California

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: It's not often that I

get caught without my unit

vector showing. The cross

product should have been

written as:

AxB = AB </;((9)k

Dovey Crockett, Live

Many of our readers have

pointed out an apparent error

in Stephen Jay Goulds essay

"A Tale ofTwo Worksites"

(October 1997). Gould vwote

"fWiHiam Graham] Sumner

cited a quintessential American

metaphor of self-sufiicienc)'

that my dicrionar\' of catch

phrases traces to a speech by

Davey Crockett in 1843,"

suggesting that Crockett gave

the speech in 1843, seven years

after his death. The sentence

should have read that Sumner's

citation, not Crockett's speech,

w"as traced to 1843.

—

Eds.

Natural History i e-mail address

is nlimaa@amnli.org

In the coming issues of

Zebra Zones
With three species of zebra roaming the African sa\"annas,

it falls to the females to organize each herd's social life

around the available resources.

New Lives to Live

How do immigrants to the United States retain or

reinterpret the cultures of the lands they left behind? We
asked some immigrant wTiters to tell us and some

photographers to show us.
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Dutchman Alex de Voogt ("Seeded Players") was initiated into bao, a complex type of

mancala game, in 1990, when he was in Zanzibar taking a course in SwahiH. His

fascination led to contacts with master players and a psychology doctoral dissertation

on the limitations of human memory and calculating skills. In a 1997 experiment, de

Voogt (left) played against a "bUndfolded" master, Abdulrahim Muhiddin Foum. De

Voogt has done fieldwork on related mancala games in Barbados, Namibia, and the

Maldives and is the author of Mancala Board Gaines, a catalog of the British Museum's

collection. He has also helped organize games conferences and a new journal. Board

Games Studies. De Voogt is currently a guest researcher at Leiden University and an

affiliated fellow at the International Institute for Asian Studies.

Mark Bowen ("Thompson's Ice Corps") leaped

at the chance to report from BoHvia on an

arduous expedition, led by paleoclimatologist

Lormie Thompson, to retrieve ice cores from

the summit ofNevado Sajama. The assignment

was an ideal one for Bowen, since his interests

in climbing, science, foreign travel, and writing

converged in it. Bowen (right) received his

doctorate in physics from MIT in 1985 and

went on to develop medical instruments and

pharmaceuticals. In 1994 he embarked on a

freelance existence as a writer, photographer,

and consultant to the medical industry. He has

chmbed extensively in North America and the

Himalayas, and has written about his

mountaineering experiences in the Caucasus and

Indonesia. Award-winning photographer

George Steinmetz hitchhiked through seventeen

countries in eighteen months before returning to

Stanford University to graduate in geophysics.

His photographs have been published in National

Geographic, Time, Life, and Conde Nast Traveler,

among other publications. Troubles come in twos

to Steinmetz. He has had two bouts of malaria

and has also been twice arrested for spying in

Africa (he was acquitted both times).

Rosie Mestel ("The Genetic Battle of the Sexes") turned to science writing after seven years' hard toil in yeast and fruit fly labs.

After deciding that hands-on research was never going to be for her, she enrolled in a science communications course at the

University of California at Santa Cruz, worked for Discover magazine for a year, and, in 1993, struck out as a freelance v^riter.

Currently a Umted States correspondent with New Scientist and a contributing editor for Health and Earth magazines, Mestel has

written about everything from the biology of nausea to the scientists who consult for Hollywood. She has never, ever wished

herself back in the lab. Her piece on the shark's immune system appeared in the September 1996 issue of Natural History.

In addition to great gray owls, Gordon Court ("Winter Grays") has studied other forest

owls, burrowing owls, and peregrine falcons. Court began his research in his native

Alberta, but went far afield for graduate work, earning a doctorate in zoology from

the University of Otago in New Zealand and studying the South Polar skua, a

predatory seabird, in Antarctica. Now an endangered-species biologist at Alberta

Environmental Protection, Court is shown here with his daughter, Emily. He

recommends Robert W. Nero's Tlie Great Gray Owl: Phantom of the Northern Forest

(Smithsonian Institution Press, 1980) and Robert R. Taylor's Tlie Great Gray Owl: On

Silent Wings (Windermere House PubHshing, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1997).

In. a small but powerftil boat, Michel Denis-Huot

("Take a Bow") stayed to the last moment in

front ot an oncoming supertanker to take the

photograph ot a bow-riding dolphin in this

month's "Natural Moment." In tliis instance,

Michel was the one behind the lens, but he

shares with his wife and photographic associate,

Christine Denis-Huot. credit for their ventures.

The couple also share a passion for wUdlife,

particularly for the mammals of East Africa,

where they first met. Michel gave up his

veterinary studies and Christine her computer

studies to pursue careers in natural history

photography. When not on the road, the Denis-

Huots and their nine-year-old son Hve in Saint

Address, France. Michel and Christine's photos,

and Christine's writing, have been pubhshed

widely. The latest of their many books, this one

on Kenya, is due out this year, and a project on

dolphins at play is in the works.



Subaru Presents
the Natural Wonders

of Australia

Taking to the road in Australia's Outback...

is an exhilarating journey to vast plains, the

mighty lift of majestic mountains, the endless

fascination of Aboriginal culture, and an

almost primeval sense of solitude and wonder.

Take Kakadu National Park—the setting

of Crocodile Dundee— whose wilderness and

environmental attractions date back to the Ice

Age. Its tropical climate gives rise to a

seemingly endless profusion of flora and

fauna and a bountiful collection of butterflies

and birds—pelicans, kingfishers, the graceful

jacanas—who share the river banks with

ancient-visaged crocodiles.

Or, in sharp contrast, the desert climate

of the remote Alice Springs, whose most

famous monument, Ayers Rock, is steeped

in spiritual mystery and natural beauty.

And there's more: Uluru-Kata Tjuta National

Park, which includes many sites sacred

to the Aborigines, including the stunning

mountain range known as the Olgas.

Sunsets exploding into fire. The sheer cliffs

of a gorge that rises from a shimmering pool.

Wildlife unseen anywhere else on earth.

A world viewed through the eyes of a people

with roots to the ancient past.

All worthy of exploration and awe.

And all eminently drivable.

What are you waiting for?—

^

TheBeautyofM-WheelDrive:
1 .SOO.wantawd or

www.subaru.com
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First, it whipped the Blazer in a test ot turning stabihty. Then it

topped the Explorer in a test of braking. Soon thereafter, it beat the

Cherokee with its superior fuel economy. Now, the Subaru Outback'

outshines these competitors in yet another arena: luxury. Our new

Outback Limited offers all the creature comforts of your finer

sport-utilities, like soft leather seating, woodgrain patterned trim

and alloy wheels. It also offers something these competitors don't:

the added luxury of two sunroofs. To test-drive this outstanding

All-Wheel Drive vehicle, stop by your nearest Subaru dealer.

call 1-800-WANT-AWD or visit our website at www.subaru.com

The Beaut\'ofAII-WheelDrivi
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By Lee SmoUii

Before the Beginning: Our Univene and

Others. By Martin Rees. Helix Books/Addi-

soii-WisleY, $25; 291pp.

Review -*^ lartin Rees is in love with

the universe. Even more, he

is in lo\'e with the adventure ot under-

standing it and the wondrous things it

contains.This passion, combined wdth un-

usual intellectual breadth and \\'isdoin, has

made him one of the world's leading as-

trophysicists. As England's Astronomer

Royal, he is ideally situated to introduce

cosmolog\" to a wider pubHc. In his new

book. Before the Beginning: Our Universe

and Others, Rees tells us not only what is

known of the cosmos—galaxies, neutron

stars, black holes, dark matter, the mi-

crowave background, inflation, the early

universe, the earlier universe, and the still

earlier universe before that—but also how

this knowledge was gained. For unlike ge-

ologists and paleontologists, astronomers

cannot perform experiments. Their

knowledge is gained purely fiom observa-

tion, although, as Rees points out, as-

tronomers are better off because they are

able to obser\'e the past direcdy, to see

many stars and galaxies almost back to the

time of their formation. These observ'a-

tions pro\-ide a lot of data, but much of it

is understood imperfectly. Perhaps the

great strength of this book is the extent to

which Rees gives a fair presentation of

competing theories, disagreements, and

controversies.

But beyond popularization of astro-

physics in general, Rees wants to con-

\Tnce the reader of the reasonableness of

three quite startling claims about the uni-

verse.The first (which he had a great deal

to do with developing) is that the con-

stants in the laws of physics, such as the

Multiver
masses ofthe elementan,' particles and the

strengths of the forces, have somehow

been finely tuned to special values that

allow the universe to develop aU of its

structures. Were the forces a bit stronger

or weaker, or the masses different, it seems

likely that our universe would contain Ht-

tle more than hydrogen gas.

As persuasive as Rees is on this subject,

the claim raises unsettling questions. If the

constants were tuned to special values,

ho^v were they so tuned? Before address-

ing these questions, Rees argues for his

second provocative claim, which is that

the universe we obser\'e with our tele-

scope may be only one of a large number

that make up what he calls the "multi-

verse." This idea is a namral consequence

of certain versions of quantum gravity'

and inflationary cosmolog)^ (aspects of the

latter wiU be tested by satellite obser\'a-

tions planned over the next decade). Rees

argues that there is reason to believe that

the whole universe is much larger than

what \ve obser\'e, but skeptics cannot be

faulted for asking what such extravagant
:

multiplication of the universe may do for .

us.What it does for us, of course, is allow
'

us to explain how the constants of nature i

were set. If our universe is onlv one of

Astronomers think high-speeii jets in the Cat's Eye Xebnhi, abope,Jlou> i)i opposite

directionsfrom the central star, forming identical structures on each side. Opposite: "Fliers,

"

seen as red blobs in this image ofa planetary nebula, are the source of high-speed streams of

gas converging above the poles of the central star One hundred such images have been

published in Through the Eyes ofHubble (Kalmbach Books, 1998).



many cases, then we can try to apply sta-

tistical arguments to explain its properties.

Rees advocates one of these, which he

calls "anthropic reasoning."

"We are reluctant to assign ourselves a

central position," he argues in his third

provocative claim, "but it may be equally

unrealistic to deny that our situation in

space and time is privileged in any sense.

We are clearly not at a typical place in the

universe: we are on a planet with special

properties, orbiting around a stable star.

Somewhat less trivially, we are observing

the universe not at a random time, but at a

time when the requirements for complex

evolution can be met." Characteristically,

Rees discusses alternative explanations.

While I would argue that some of these

cannot yet be tested (including a proposal

by this author), his is one of the best in-

troductions I know to this vexing set of

issues.

A book review is also supposed to say

what the reviewer didn't like about the

book, and I suppose I do have some quib-

bles, although they are as much about the

difficulties of the genre as they are about

Rees's book. There are topics on which I

suspect Rees could have said much more

but held back, perhaps because of the un-

certainty of our present knowledge. For

example, he tells us several times that

galaxies are like ecological systems, but he

never really explains why. Some necessary

characteristics of ecological systems are

that they are open thermodynamic sys-

tems kept out ofthermal equilibrium by a

flow of energy through them.The rates of

processes within them are governed by

interlocking sets of feedback loops. No
one knows more than Martin Rees about

the extent to which our present knowl-

edge of galaxies is consistent with these

characteristics of ecological systems. This

is one subject I wish he had said some-

thing more about.

Finally, there is the problem of what to

say about one's colleagues. In his life, Rees

has known most of the important cos-

mologists and astrophysicists of the sec-

ond half of the century. He treats us to

portraits of some of them, including Fred

Hoyle, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar,

Stephen Hawking, Robert Dicke, and

Roger Penrose, and his admiration tor

them is clearly communicated. But stiU

one does not quite see the flesh and blood

people in Rees's descriptions. While it

may be too much to expect a working

scientist to attempt intimate portraits of

his friends and colleagues, in a way it is a

shame that more scientists who write

don't take this risk.

But these are quibbles. Rees has some-

times been called the "astrophysicists' as-

trophysicist." Now, with this excellent

book, he can be everybody's.

Lcc Siiioliii, <i ilicoivtiiiil physicist cii die Cai-

icr for Gravitational Physics and Geometry at

Peinisyh'aiiia State Uniivrsity lias contributed

sei'cral key ideas to the search for a nnijication

of quantum theory, cosniolo^^y and relativity.

He is the author ci/"The Life of the Cosmos

(Oxford I hiivcrsity Press, 1997).
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The Physics of
Virtual Particles
III his recently published Beyond Star Trek,

Lawrence M. Krauss. a physicist and as-

tronouier at Case Western Reserpe Uniuersity,

investigates the pmzliiig ideas to come out of

twentieth-century physics about empty space—
devoid not only ofmatter but also ofany radia-

tion, such as radio waves.

From Beyond Star Trek, by Lawrence

Krauss. Copyright ©1997 by Lawrence

Krauss. Reprinted by arrangement with Basic-

Books, a division of Perseus Books, L.L.C.

Excerpt It we combine Heisenberg's

uncertainty principle with

Einstein's special theory of relativity, the

two together imply that empty space

need not be empty—according to reason-

ing borrowed from the physicist Richard

Feymnan. First, the uncertainty' principle

tells us that over very short distances and

times, since we cannot measure the mo-

mentum of a particle exactly, there is

nothing that stops it from traveling mo-

mentarily faster than the speed of hght.

But if it does do so, then it must behave as

though It is traveling backward in time

and therefore pass by its former self travel-

ing forward in time. It it then slows down

and starts to travel forward in time again,

it will pass its intermediate "backward-in-

time" self. This means that if I start out

with one particle, for a brief time three

(almost) identical particles will coexist: (1)

the original particle, (2) the original parti-

cle traveling back in tmie to get there, and

(3) the original particle which, after trav-

eling back in time, slows down and tra\'els

forward again.

I insert the parenthetical "'almost" be-

cause it turns out that if the original par-

ticle had an electric charge, then when it

travels back in time it simply behaves like

a particle with the opposite electric charge

traveling forward again. Thus, if vou start

out with a proton, for a moment you wUl

have two protons (the two particles trav-

eling forward in time) and one antipro-

ton. Indeed, it is precisely this reasoning

that, some seventy years ago, led to the

prediction that antiparticles must exist.

After a while, you will end up with just

one proton again.To an observer traveling

torward in time (if you could observe the

particles directly, which of course you

can't), it would appear that you started

with one proton, and then momentarily a

proton-antiproton pair appeared tram

nowhere only to disappear again.

"How do we know?" you may ask

—

since by definition this process is sup-

posed to be invisible. While we can't see

the three particles directly, we can indi-

rectly detect their presence. For example,

the electric field generated by three par-

ticles win be slightly different from that

generated by one, even though the total

charge will be the same. (The proton-

antiproton pair has zero total charge.) So

if the proton in question happens to be

the nucleus of a hydrogen atom, the elec-

tron orbiting the proton will be influ-

enced by a sHghtly diiferent electric field

than it would otherwise, and the energy

levels of the orbiting electron will be al-

tered in a calculable way. It was one of the

great postwar successes of elementary-

particle physics that this small shift could

be both calculated and measured. Sure

enough, the predicted effect of these par-

ticle-antiparticle pairs—called virtual par-

ticles, because they cannot be directly

seen—is exactly in agreement with the

experimentally measured value.

The fact that empty space is fdled with

a boiling mess of \'irrual parricle-antipar-

ricle pairs that spontaneously appear and

then disappear before you can say

"Rumpelstiltskin" suggests that empty

space may, in the quantum world, actually

carry energy. In fact, in general it should.

We know, for example, that as the um-

verse evolved and cooled, the energy of

empty space—or the vacuum, as it is usu-

ally called—changed as the temperature

changed and that various so-called phase

transitions took place to make the uni-

verse look the way it does now. So it is

natural to suspect that even today the vac-

uum carries significant energy.

/)( Einstein's Mirror (Candmdge University Press, 1997), autliors Tony Hey and

Patrick ]]'altcrs explore relativity's nuviy applications. Above: An artist's depiction oj

Einstein's schoolboy thought experiment with a mirror



space Travel
By Robert Anderson

nature, net If the pictures of Mar-

tian rocks being

probed by a robot failed to give you the

sense of being on the Red Planet, there

are images on the Internet that will:

(www.jpl.nasa.gov/marsnews/img) . The

people at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

generated these 3-D scenes of the terrain

around the landing site. When I viewed

one called "Twin Peaks" with inexpen-

sive 3-D glasses, I was drawn into the

landscape; boulders in the foreground ex-

tended across hummocks of debris de-

posited by an ancient flood. I could imag-

ine hiking over to one of the two hills for

a better view of the alien world.

But what about the planets beyond our

own solar system? What might they be

like? A site maintained by Jean Schneider

at the Paris Observatory has a nice Hst of

groups that are interested in extrasolar

planets (mesioe.obspm.fr/departement

/darc/planets/sites.html)

.

One site, maintained by Winchell

Chung (www.clark.net/pub/nyrath/star

map.html), guides you to all sorts of star

maps—some of them in three dimen-

sions—that show where many of the

brightest and closest stars in the sky are

located in relation to the Sun. One I tried

on my Macintosh (www.clark.net/pub

/nyrath/orion_182.hqx) allowed me to

maneuver freely among the stars found

thirty light-years from the Sun, although

I quickly became lost in space.

If all you want is a good map of the

night sky for any particular month, try

GalacticSky Charts (www.calweb.eom/~

mchai-vey). To learn about some of the

more interesting objects (including distant

galaxies) that can be seen with modest tele-

scopes, go to the Messier Catalog, named

for French astronomer Charles Messier

(www.seds.org/messier/Messier.hmil).

Robert Anderson is a science writer livinfi in

Los Ani^eles.

Bookshelf

The Quest for Alien Planets

By Paul Halpern (Plenum Publishin^^, 1997, $21.95, illus.)

Worlds Unnumbered
By Donald Goldsmith (University Science Books, 1997, $28.50, illus.)

Planet Quest
By Ken Croswell (Tlie Free Press [Simon & Schuster], 1997, $25.00, illus.)

In these three detailed and comprehensive books, astronomers Halpern and Gold-

smith and physicist Croswell trace new planetary finds and discuss the possibiliry

that faraway planets may host life.

In Search of Planet Vulcan
By Richard Baum and William Sheehan (Plenum Publishing, 1997, $28.95, illus.)

In the mid- 1800s, French astronomer Le Verrier announced that perturbations in

Mercury's orbit were caused by an unknown planet close to the Sun. Two as-

tronomers chronicle the failed hunt for the nonexistent planet.

Space and the American Imagination

By Howard E. McCurdy (Smitlisoniau Institution Press, 1997, $29.95. illus.)

By the mid-twentieth century, when it seemed as though the last earthly fi-ontiers

had been explored, the public had turned to the "new" frontier of space. Accord-

ing to McCurdy, public support for space programs has now waned because of dis-

appointed expectations.

Billions & Billions

By Carl Sagan (Random House, 1997, $24.00, illus.)

Carl Sagan's Universe
Edited by Yervant Terzian and Elizabeth Bilson (Cambridge University Press, 1997, hardcover

$59.95; paperback $22.95, illus.)

Just before his death, astronomer Sagan put together a selection of essays concern-

ing humankind s dramatic affect on our fragile world. Astronomers Terzian and Bil-

son have edited a collection by scientists who discuss topics related to Sagan's work.

Hunting Down the Universe

By Michael Hawkins (Addison-VVesley, 1997, $24.00)

Hawkins, an astronomer, beUeves that 99 percent of the universe's missing mass is made

up ofprimordial black holes formed within the fint microsecond of the Big Bang.

Visions

By Michio Kaku (Anchor Books/Doubleday 1997, $24.95)

Physicist Kaku tours the science of tomorrow, when developments in computers,

biogenetics, and quantum physics will bring about revolutionary changes.

The Dancing Universe

ByMarcelo Gleiser (Dutton/Penguin, 1997. $25.95. illus.)

Sweeping through twenty-five centuries, physicist Gleiser examines how hu-

mankind's discovery of the connections between mythology, philosophy, and sci-

ence brought about new cosmological insights.
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ceded Players

Master players ofhao, a game in the mancalafamily, compete in a tournament in Zanzibar.

The East Afiican game of

hao tests the limits ofthe

human irdnd.

By Alex de Voogt

More than four thousand miles away

from his native Zanzibar, Abdulrahim

Muhiddin Foum sat with his back to two

wooden game boards, taking on two op-

ponents in the complex East African

game oibac. This exhibition of a master's

skill, held in the Netherlands in 1997,

was the first-ever attempt by a "bhnd-

folded" bao player to play more than one

game simultaneously. The audience.

composed more of curious obser\-ers

than of knowledgeable bao players,

watched in silence as Abdu pondered his

next move. He dictated "six left." and

someone behind him distributed seeds as

instructed into the holes on one of the

boards. Meanwhile, the adversary at the

second board announced his move:

"Five right." Even the audience mem-
bers who had received only a cursors- in-

troduction to the rules were dazzled by

the rapidly changing positions projected

for them on video screens.

Invited to play at an international

conference and various universities in

the Netherlands, Abdu had found it dif-

ficult to concentrate in the foreim land s

untamihar, tast-paced surroundings. In

his first attempts at bhndfolded play, he

had preferred a casual, noisy atmosphere

to soothe his ner\'es. But now he needed

silence to create the peace of mind in

which to plan his strategy'. In the end,

neither game ended in \ictor\' for Abdu,

but the experiment proved that bhnd-

folded bao was possible. Afterward,
,

Abdu presented his analysis, not only re-

playing the moves from memory" but also

retracing them backwards—a difficult

feat in bao.

Abdus accompHshment resembled that

of Said bin Jubair. a seventh-century

black African who was the first recorded

chess player to compete \^'ith his back to



the board. But some people in Zanzibar

do not believe that Abdu's demonstration

in the Netherlands ever took place. It is

not the sort of stunt he is likely to dupli-

cate back home, smce no local player

would risk the humiliation of losing to a

man who is not even looking at the

board. In any case it would be an open

invitation to cheating, which is not un-

heard of in bao strategy.

Bao involves distributing, capturing,

and redistributing sixty-four seeds on a

game board with four rows of eight

holes. It is part of the mancala game

family, which consists of many variants

with different numbers of rows (usually

two, three, or four), holes per row (three

to twenty-four or more), and a propor-

tionate number of counters (usually

seeds or cowrie shells). The rules also

vary, but all mancala games involve a dis-

niatter for speculation. Variants of man-

cala have a long history in most areas of

Africa, in large parts of South and South-

east Asia, and in the Middle East. Africans

introduced the game to the Caribbean

and parts of South America. Mancala also

has followers in Western Europe and

North America, mainly as a result of its

recent commercial introduction.

Only two mancala games have an es-

tablished tradition of championship com-

petition; wani (also known as awele, awari,

owarc and umi) in West Africa and the

Caribbean, and bao (also known as solo,

ban, and mbau) in East Africa. Warri has

two rows of six holes and relatively simple

rules, while bao has four rows ot eight

holes and many complicated rules. An

\A 2x3+ 2 Javanese mancala hoard

tinctive way of making moves, which is

by spreading counters, one by one, into

consecutive holes.

Mancala is one of the oldest board

games in the world, although no one

knows how old. It may have begun as a

game played in holes scooped in the sand

or earth (as it often still is today), or on

wooden boards not likely to survive the

centuries. Some modern packagers of

mancala claim it was played in ancient

Egypt, but the evidence for this is ques-

tionable. The first solid evidence consists

of first-century boards from Africa and

the Middle East.

Despite considerable research, the geo-

j

graphic origin of the game also remains a

Tuareg nomads in Niger play a 2 x 4 mancala game.

One theory is that mancala is an

African invention, perhaps from North

Africa. While Asian mancala is played

predominantly by women and children,

African mancala is played mostly by men,

including kings and chiefs as part of royal

ritual. Comphcated variants have been

described in West and East Africa, and

beautiful boards from these regions are

found in various museums. Recent inves-

tigations in Asia, however, have revealed

many previously undocumented varia-

tions, a wide geographical spread, and

elaborately carved boards. Even mancala

games with four rows, like bao, may be

found in China, while they were once

thought to exist only in Africa.

important characteristic of bao is that

captured seeds are immediately reentered

into the game. As a result—unlike chess,

checkers, or warri—the game does not

diminish much in complexiu' toward the

end. All the seeds captured from an oppo-

nent may be lost again; only when the

opponent has no more seeds in playable

position does he lose the game.

Each move typically involves a se-

quence of picking up and spreading the

seeds around the board. Once a move is

initiated, its end position is calculable,

provided one knows the complete hierar-

chy of rules. Those who become bao

masters usually begin to learn the game in

their earlv teens, as do masters of other
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Player B "s

Rows ^

Player A's

Rows

Stock: 22

Stocfc 22

Stock 22

Stock: 21

Stoc>c22

An Opening Move

O - : .: :. Eaj:h player (A orB)

;• m it'hkh

7. j' .cnofwhkh

are distributed as slwivn. During thefirst

stage oftliegaine, tlie players take turns

Jistributing tlie reinaimng stock, seed by

seed, into some occupied hole, until all

seeds are in play.

PlayerA b^ns tlusgame by tlirouing

one seed (shown in red)from his stock

into one oftlie occupied holes in hisfront

TOW. Here lliepbyer Itas chosen tlie third

bole from tlie right.

Q Tlie tliree seeds in tiuU liole are dieii

picked up and distributed one by one into

die adjacent and conseaitive holes in

either a clockwise or counterdockunse

direatioii. (Wiidieivr direction is cliosen,

it must befr)Uowed during tlie renuunder

ofthe players move.) Hoe PlayerA has

spread tlie seeds (slioivn in bhie) clockiiisc.

Because tlie last seed liasfrillai into an

anpty liole, tliis move is now over and it

is Player B's turn.

V,-

Stock: 21

Captur-ing

stocfcis O-^r-:-^

Stock: 13

Stock: 13

Stock: 12

Stock: 13

Stock: 12

cannot initiate a capture, lie simply

. ;
'^:.' :' .::.& tlifougliout liis turn. Bui if .:

: ..;,: r ..:>; imtiate a capture, lie is

obUgated to do so, and tliis also entitles

him to make additional captures during

the turn. Here it is Player A's turn to

enter a seedfrom liis stock.

Q PlayerA adds a seed (shown in red)

to tliefront-row hole secondfrom left. In

so doing, he captures bis oppoiiait's dtiee

seeds (tliese are sliowii in bhie) in tlie hole

opposite.

PlayerA lias to disttibute any

captured seeds starting at one end ofhis

front row. Because in tins turn he dtooses

to move clockwise, lie must start at the

left. Tlie last captured seedfrills in an

ocaipied hole opposite one ofIds

opponent's ocaipied Iwles, resulting in die

capture ofan additional seed (slumti in

green). Tliis seed must also be altered in

:hefront row. Tlie move will contimie

uidi spreading and capturing seeds until a

last seedfolk in an wuxaipied hole. Nasoro



H'lienAU Seeds Are in Play

O 1 1 illi 110 stock left to add, Player A
iiiiisi spread the seeds from a hole iliat

cotUaiiis more than one seed. (A single

seed cannot be moved by itself.) If he

cannot initiate a capture, he simply

spreads seeds, starting with a hole in his

front row, ifpossible. However, he must

initiate a capture if he can, and in this

case he can. Here he chooses to spread the

tivo seeds (shown in red) in the third hole

from his left.

Q Spreading the seeds clockwise results

in a capture of two of his opponent's seeds

(shown in blue).

Tlie two captured seeds are placed in

Player A 's front row, in this case

necessarily beginning at his left-hand end

because he is already moving clockwise.

The second seed falls into an oaupied hole

opposite one of the opponent's seeds

(shown in green). Tliis seed is therefore

also captured.

Q Tlie newly captured seed is placed in

the front row, again starting with the hole

at Player A 's left.

Q The two seeds in that hole are now

picked up and spread clockwise (they are

shown in red). No new capture is made.

Tlie lastfalls in an empty hole, and the

move is over.

Losing and Winning at Bao

Tliese three sample )noves illustrate only the

main ndes and some of the complexity oj

bao. A player loses if at any stage of the

game his front row becomes empty. In the

second stage of the game, when all the seeds

are in play, a player will also lose ij he has

no holes containing more than one seed,

since at that point he is unable to move.

Reading and Games

Limits of the Mind: Towards a Charac-

terisation of Bao Mastership, by

Alexander J.
de Voogc (Leiden:

CNWS Publications, 1995) and

Mancala Games, by Larry Russ

(Copyright 1995 by Larry Russ.

613 Hudson Street, Hoboken, N]). Commercial game boards and computer in-

teractive versions of mancala are available, but they do not have the complexity- ot

bao. Web sites that provide playable or downloadable mancala games include:

www.cs.ruu.nl/people/hansb/d.gam/mancala.html

w^A^NV.elf.org/Mankala.html

tft.w\vw.media.mit.edu/courses/tft96/Students/ridleyb/assignments/to)-i.hmil#4

inls.ucsd.edu/y/OhBoy/Mancala/index.html

members.aol.com/GBShare/awale.htm
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board games. East African children—boys

mostly—play at bao clubs before the

older men arrive, learning the rules and

strategies.

Calculating elaborate moves and or-

chestrating compKcated captures several

moves ahead are central to the art of a

bao master. Such skills cannot be ac-

quired after a few months of looking at

the game but require the

kind of dedication and tal- f

ent characteristic of chess f

masters. The two games

differ gready. but both are

at the upper Hmit of com-

plexity' that humans can

master. Games wth more

comphcated moves can

easily be de\-ised and can

be calculated by comput-

ers. But it the moves are

generally too difficult for

the human player to calcu-

late, the game becomes

one of chance, in which

players move randomh-

without making a serious

effort to calculate. At the

other extreme are game<

in which the calculations

are too easy for the experi-

enced player. Such games,

like tick-tack-toe, may sat-

isfy children but other\^^se /„ JsJainibia

result in a pointless series

ot draws.

When the bao master has re\'iewed all

possible moves and decided on the best or

trickiest one, he \\t11 spread the seeds at

high speed, frequendy throwing three or

four at a time. Only five or sis turns later

are the masters plans revealed, and a be-

ginner wiR find that he could not even

have calculated the first, let alone the sub-

sequent moves. A mediocre player wiR

use other means to win a game. Teasing,

joking, and challenging the opponent are

a matter of course. Or a player might hide

a seed in his pakn, make advantageous

"errors" in distributing seeds, or intimi-

date his opponent \\dth the rapid and

forcefiid spreading of seeds. But nothing

will disturb a master, w^ho will calculate

the moves and corner the challenger.

A memorable duel of wats occurred in

the semifinals of a bao masters tourna-

ment held in Zanzibar in 1994. Masoud

Hassan Ah (known as Kijumbe) played

Ali Maulid Hussein (known as Mauhdi)

in what turned out to be the tourna-

ment's loncre^r T":i:irch Either could take

ponent not one or two but tens of seeds.

Capturing is obhgatory, and the oppo-

nent is force fed into a position where he

will easily lose his wealth again. Kijumbe

got spectacular wins, but on the fourth

day his strategy turned against him, and

the younger man went on to win the fi-

nals. Kijumbe had not played at so de-

manding a level in twenty years, and al-

two teams of Yei-speaking men play xwine (also called owela)

.

the match simply by \\inning two games

in a row. but on three successi\'e davs thev

won one game each. Their engagements

began at four o'clock in the afternoon

—

just after their prayers in the local

mosque—and continued until dawn. Ki-

jumbe, the most respected player of the

tournament, whose fame dates from the

1960s but whose age is not exactly

known, slowly began to show signs of fa-

tigue. His passion for the game and deter-

mination to beat his t\vent)f-six:-year-old

opponent was getting the better ofhim.

Kijumbe's plans in the semifinals con-

sisted of some intricate gambits known as

tapisha bao (vomiting bao). Anticipating

moves way ahead, a player offers his op-

though he should have mastered his op-

ponent, one cannot always master bao. As

they say in SwahUi, bao mguu wa shetani

(bao is a leg of the devU).

The host of this championship tourna-

ment was the Mikunguni bao club, one

of about sixteen such clubs on the island

of Zanzibar. The grandmasters of Zanz-

ibar also compete in tournaments with

representatives fijom nearby Pemba Island

and from Dar es Salaam, on the Tanzan-

ian mainland. The genius exhibited in

this region will awe anyone who has at-

tempted to learn the game. Whether or

not mancala originated in Africa, that

continent has assuredly given us some of

the world s most extraordinary players. D
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An Awfiil, Terrible

Dinosaurian
Irony Richard 0^ven, the "inventor" of

dinosaurs, argued that their existence

refuted the idea of evolution.

By Stephen Jay Gould

Strong and sublime words often lose their

sharp meanings by slipping into slangy

cuteness or insipidity. Julia Ward Howe
may not win history's accolades as a great

poet, but the stirring first verse of her

"Battle Hymn" will always symbolize

both the pain and might of America's

crucial hour:

Mine eyes have seen the glory of the

coming of the Lord;

He is trampling out the vintage where

the grapes of wrath are stored;

He hath loosed the fateful lightning of

His terrible, swift sword;

His truth is marching on.

The second line, borrowed from Isaiah

(63:3), provided John Steinbeck with a

title for the major literary marker of an-

other troubled time m American history.

But the third line packs no punch today,

because "terrible" now means "sorta

scary" or "kinda sad"—as in "Gee, it's

terrible your team lost today." But "terri-

ble." to Howe and her more serious age,

embodied the very opposite of merely

mild lament. Terrible—one of the harsh-

est words available to Victorian writers

—

invokes the highest form of fear, or "ter-

ror," and still maintains a primary

definition in Webster's as

treme alarm," or "overwhelmingly

tragic."

Rudyard Kiphng probably was a great

poet, but "Recessional" may disappear

from the educational canon for its smug

assumption of British superiority:

God of our fathers, known of old.

Lord of our far-flung battle line.

Beneath whose awflil Hand we hold

Dominion over palm and pine

—

For Kiphng, "awful hand" evokes a pow-

ei-ful image of fearsome greatness, an as-

sertion of majesty that can only inspire

awe or stunned wonder. Today, an awful

hand is only unwelcome—as in "you

keep your awful hand off me"—or im-

poverishing, as in your pair of aces versus

his three queens.

LJnfortunately, the most famous of all

fossils also suffers fi-om such a demotion

of meaning. Just about every aficionado

knows that "dinosaur" means "terrible

Uzard"—a name first applied to these pro-

totypes of prehistoric power by the great

British anatomist Richard Owen m 1842.

In our culture, reptiles serve as a prime

symbol of slimy evil and scaly, duplici-

tous, beady-eyed disgust—from the ser-

pent that tempted Eve in the Garden to

the dragons killed by Saint George or

Siegfried. Therefore, we assume that

Owen combined the Greek dciiios (terri-

ble) with sauivs (lizard) to express the pre-

sumed nastiness and ugliness of such a

reprehensible form scaled up to such

huge dimensions. The current debase-

ment of "terrible" from "truly fearsome"

to "sorta yucky" only adds to the negative

image already implied by 0\ven's original

name.

In fact, Owen coined his famous

moniker for a precisely opposite reason.

He wished to emphasize the awesome

and fearful majesty of such astonishingly

large, yet so intricate and weU-adapted,

creatures living so long ago. He therefore

chose a word that would evoke maximal

'

awe and respect
—

"terrible," used in ex-

actly the same sense as Julia Ward Howe's

"terrible swift sword" of the Lord's mar-

tial glory. (I am not, by the way, drawing

an inference in making this unconven-

tional claim, but merely reporting what

:

Owen actually said in his etymological

definition of dinosaurs.)

The long-standing scholarly muddle
;

surrounding the where and when ofi

Owen's christening has been admirably

resolved m r^vo recent articles by my col-

league Hugh Torrens, a geologist and his-

torian of science at the University of

Keele in England: "Where did the di-

nosaur get its name?" {New Scientist, April

4, 1992) and "Politics and Paleontology':

Richard Owen and the Invention of

Dinosaurs" (in The Complete Dinosaur,



J. O. Farlow and M. K. Brett-Surman,

eds., Indiana University Press, 1997).

Owen (1804-92), a professor at the

Royal College of Surgeons and at the

Royal Institution, and later the founding

director of the newly independent Nat-

ural History division of the British Mu-
seum, had already achieved high status as

England's best comparative anatomist.

(He had, for example, named and de-

scribed the fossil mainmals collected by

Darwin on the Beagle voyage.) The sub-

ject of several essays in this series, Owen
was a complex and mercurial figure

—

beloved for his wit and charm by the

power brokers but despised for supposed

hypocrisy, and unbounded capacity for

ingratiation, by a rising generation of

young naturalists, who threw their sup-

port behind Darwin and then virtually

read Owen out of history when they

gained power themselves. A recent biog-

raphy by Nicolaas A. Rupke, Richard

Owen: Victorian Naturalist (Yale University

Press, 1994), has redressed the balance

and restored Owen's rightful status as bril-

liantly skilled (in both anatomy and diplo-

macy), if not always at the forefront of in-

tellectual innovation.

Owen had been commissioned, and

paid a substantial sum, by the British As-

sociation tor the Advancement of Science

to prepare and publish a report on British

fossil reptiles. (The association had, with

favorable outcome, previously engaged

! the Swiss scientist Louis Agassiz for an ac-

count of fossil fishes. They apparently

took special pleasure in finding a native

son with sufficient skills to tackle these

"higher" creatures.) Owen published the

i
first volume of his reptile report in 1839.

In the summer of 1841, he presented a

verbal account of his second volume at

the Association's annual meeting in Ply-

mouth. Owen published the report in

April 1842, with an official christening of

Dinosauria on page 103;

Tlic combination oj such characters . . . all

manifested by creaturesfar surpassing in

size the largest of existing reptiles will, it is

presumed, be deemed sufficient groundfor

establishing a distinct tribe or sub-order of

Saurian Reptiles, for which I would

propose the name of Dinosauria. (Richard

Owen, Report on British Fossil Reptiles,

Part II [London, Richard and John E.

Taylor, published as the Report of the

British Association for the Advancement of

Science for 1841].)

Many historians have assumed that

Owen coined the name in his oral pre-

sentation of 1841 and have cited this date

as the origin of "dinosaurs." But, as Tor-

rens shows, extensive press coverage of

Owen's speech proves that he had then

included all dinosaur genera in his overall

discussion of lizards and had not yet cho-

sen either to separate them as a special

group or to award them a definite name.

("Golden age" myths are usually false, but

how I yearn tor a time when local news-

papers—and Torrens got his evidence

from the equivalent of the Plymouth

Gazette and the Penzance Peeper, not from

major London journals—reported scien-

tific talks in sufficient detail to resolve

such historical questions!) Owen there-

tore must have coined his famous name as

he prepared the report for printing—and

the resultant publication of April 1842
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marks the first public appearance of the

term "dinosaur." As an additional prob-

lem, a small inirial run of the pubKcation

(printed for Owen's own use and distri-

bution) bears the incorrect date of 1841

(perhaps in confusion with the time of

the meeting itself, peiliaps to "backdate"

the name against any future debate about

priority, perhapsjust as a plain old mistake

with no nefarious intent)—thus con-

founding matters even fiiither.

In any case, Owen appended an ety?-

mological footnote to his defining words

cited just above—proof that he intended

the "dino" in dinosaur as a tnark of awe

REPORT/^

BKITISH FOSSIL EEPTILES.

Pis? n.

KICHABD OWE*. Efi«. FJi-S., F.G-S., fc., ic

LO>"D ON:

P2S57^> BT BICHASD iND JOHN S. TiYLO-S,

XXXZXeX CCCTC Tin? 53313.

and respect, not ofderision, fear, or nega-

tivity. Owen wrote: "Gr. [Greek] deiiws

[Owen's text uses Greek letters here],

fearfiJly great; saiiws, a lizard." Dinosaurs,

in other words, are aw-esomely large

("featfiilly great"), thus inspiring our ad-

miraldon and respect, not terrible in any

sense ofdi^ust or rejection.

I do love the minutiae of natural his-

tory^ but I am not so self-indulgent that 1

would impose an entire essay upon read-

ersjust to clear up a Utde historical matter

about etymolc^cal intent—even for the

most celebrated of all prehistoric critters.

On the contrary: a deep and important

story Ues behind Owens conscious and

exphcit decision to describe his new

group with a maximally positive name

marking their glory and excellence—

a

story, moreover, that cannot be grasped

under the conventional view that dino-

saurs owe their name to supposedly nega-

ti\-e attributes.

Ow-en chose his stion^y positive label

for an excellent reason—one that could

not possibly rank as mere irony today.

Biuklaiid stuck a slip ofpaper

matked "Transmutation" above, in

Ills copy of Owen's report, left.

given our current invocation of

dinosaurs as a primary- example

of the w?ondroirs change and va-

riety that evolution has imparted

to the history of life on our

planet. In short, Owen selected

his positive name in order to use

dinosaurs as a focal argument

against the most popular version

of evolutionary theory in the

1840s. Owen's refutation of evo-

lution—and his invocation of

newty named dinosaurs as a pri-

L mar\' example—forms the ch-

max and central point in the

concluding section (entided "Summary,"

and occupying pages 191—204 of the

1842 publication) of his two-volume re-

port.

This ironic tale about the origin of

dinosaurs as a wieapon against evolution

holds sufficient interest for its own imme-

diate cast of characters (invohTng both

the most important scientists of the day

and the fossib deemed most tascinating by

posterity) but attains e^^en more signifi-

cance by illustrating a key principle in the

history of science. AH major discoveries

suffer fiom simplistic '"creation m^Ths" or

"eureka stories"—that is, tales about mo-

mentar\" flashes ofbriUiandy blinding in-

sight by great thinkers. Such stories fuel

one of the primal mvths of our culture

—

the lonely persecuted hero, armed with a

sword of truth and eventually prevaihng

against seemingly insuperable odds. They

presumably arise (and stubbornly persist

against contrary? evidence) because we so

strongly want them to be true.

Well, sudden conversions and scales

falling fixDm eyes may w-ork for religious

epiphanies, as in the defining tale abou:

Saul of Tarsus (named Paul the Apostle

on the Damascus Road; "And as he jour-

neyed, he came near Damascus, and sud-

denly there shined round about him a

Hght finm heaven; And he fell to the

earth, and heard a voice saying unto him.

Saul, Saul, why persecutes! thou me?

. . . And immediately there fell from his

eyes as it had been scales; and he received

sight forthwrith, and arose, and w^as bap-

tized"* (Acts of the Aposdes, chapter 9

But scientific discoveries are deep, diffi-

cult, and complex. They require a rejec-

tion of one y^iew of reaUty (never an eas"y

task, either conceptually or psychologi-

cally) and acceptance of a radically new

order, teeming with consequences for

everything held precious. One doesn't

discard the comfort and foundation of a

lifetime so hghdy or suddenly. Moreover,

even if one thinker experiences an emo-

tional and transforming eureka, he must

still work out an elaborate argument and

tVlease turn to page 611

*I must now invoke my "deal" wich the editors of

this fine magazine for one or rvro footnotes a \'ear

fagaing company poKcy). Since this essay focuses

on the rhjngino; meaning ofwords, I just can't re-

sist cidng one ofshe lines {Acts 9:5) left out ofthe

above quotation—suiely the unintentionally fiin-

niest bibHcal verse based on the passage of a word

from high culture into slang betw-een the sey'en-

teenih-centuiy King James Bible and our current

vernacular; "And he said. Who an thou. Lord?

And the Lord said, I am Jesus, whom thou perse-

cutest: it is hard for thee to kick against the

pricks."

(
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Porters near the summit of Ncvado Sajaina

carry a precious cargo of ice cores.
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he climbers I met in the

bars of La Paz last sum-

mer, as I adjusted to the

altitude, yawned when I

asked about the techni-

cal ditFiculty of climb-

ing 21,500-foot Nevado Sajama, Bolivia's

highest mountain. They called it a "walk-

up" or a "snow-slog," albeit a long one.

This was a good thing for the members of

the scientific expedition I was about to

tag along on because they had to get five

tons of drilling equipment to the top.

Their mission? To extract ice cores from

the summit glacier, float them down in a

hot air balloon, and deliver them, frozen,

to laboratories in Columbus, Ohio.

The leader of this expedition of more

than fifty people—including scientists,

technicians, mountaineers, porters, even a

world-class balloon crew—^was Lonnie

Thompson, a paleoclimatologist from the

Byrd Polar Research Center at Ohio

State University. He hoped to obtain a

record of changes in regional cUmate ex-

tending into the last glacial episode (the

Ice Age), which ended about 14,000

years ago. To procure these icy archives,

Thompson and tive others would live and

work on Sajama's summit—roughly four

thousand feet higher than Everest base

camp—for twenty-eight days in a row, a

feat of high-altitude endurance that has

been exceeded only twice in moun-

taineering history.

In 1993, three of these die-hards had

participated in a fifty-three-day effort on

a 19,800-foot col on Huascaran, in Peru's

Cordillera Blanca, recovering the first

glacial-stage ice ever obtained from a

tropical region. In a July 1995 article in

Science, they reported results that chal-

lenged the widely held view that tropical

climates remain unchanged during glacial

periods. The Huascaran cores suggested

not only that temperatures in the Tropics

were 5—6° C colder during the last ice age

than they are today but also that the air

was 200 times more dusty or very dry,

and that the Amazon rain forest was

much smaller. In the Tropics, conditions

also seemed to fluctuate as the ice sheets

receded, just as they did at higher lati-

tudes. This new information called for

modification of the mathematical models

used to simulate past and future chmates.

At that time, most paleocHmatologists

ignored tropical glaciers in their preoccu-

pation with the polar regions. In a com-

ment published in Nature (July 1995),

Wallace Broecker, of Columbia Univer-

sity's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observa-

tory, wrote that Thompson's achievement

on Huascaran "reveals how the tenacity'

The shadow of Sajama, left, meets the

horizon near Las Payachatas volcanoes.

Riglit: Members of last summer's scientific

expedition to Sajama's summit glacier

climbed the northwestface of the mountain

along a series of ridges—visible on the left

flank—on the way to "high camp," the last

stop before thefinal leg of theirjourney.

of a lone scientist moving against the

grain of conventional wisdom can alter

the course of thinking. . . . For years, he

fought not only the cold condition ot his

field sites, but also the lukewarm recep-

tion by many of those in our field."

Before leaving my home near Boston,

I called Thompson's wife, Ellen Mosley-

Thompson, who briefed me on what to

expect on the mountain. A vital woman

who. Like Lonnie, was born and raised in

West Virginia, she is coprincipal investi-

gator on this project. Her fieldwork gen-

erally takes her to Antarctica or Green-

land during the austral summer, so it

would seem that she and her husband are

rarely found on the same side of the

globe. The one-woman Mission Control

for this trip, she dispensed advice, at-

tended to crises, and aided stragglers like

me via phone and e-mail from her home

and office in Columbus.

While the climb might be easy, the

climbers in La Paz still advised me to treat
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.Sajama with respect. There's at least one

'body up there: in 1946, a participant in

,
the second successful ascent lost sight ot

his companions in wind-blown snow and

was never seen again. The elevation is it-

,
self a danger. In Bolivia, it is possible to

reach the base of a 20,000-foot mountain
' within hours of landing at La Paz airport,

! which itself sits at 14,000 feet. Inexperi-

enced climbers often go too high too

quickly, inviting pulmonary or cerebral

edema—abnormal fluid retention in the

lungs or brain—which can lead very

cjuickly to death. (Five weeks after

Thompson's expetiition ended, a French

woman, who had been guided to the

summit, died of edema on the descent.)

Sajama—a hulking volcanic dome that

broods alone near the western edge ot the

Altiplano, the world's second-highest

plain—is sacred to the indigenous Ay-

mara, who toil in the dusty fields at its

base, raising Uamas and growing potatoes

and quinoa, a protein-rich grain. Their

way of life and animistic beliefs have

withstood the Incas, the Spanish conquis-

tadors, and—at least for now—the lure of

the city. Sajama village, home to a few

hundred people, sits less than a mile from

the base of the mountain. When Thomp-
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son's caravan arrived in mid-June, an

emotional town meeting was convened.

Revering Sajama as a god that provides

water, fecundity, and life, the residents

feared retribution if the strangers drUled

in this high and holy place. Some attrib-

uted the previous summer's poor growing

season to the mountain's indignation at

the construction of an automatic weather

station (one of the many facets of this

project) near its summit by a group from

the University of Massachusetts. And the

townspeople wanted nothing to disturb a

gold cross, buried, according to local leg-

end, in Sajama's snows. Impassioned ne-

gotiations ensued.

The villagers' main concern was the

mountain. Besides promising to leave it as

they found it, Thompson and French

glaciologist Bernard Francou had to con-

vince them of the relevance of the re-

search. They explained that the glacier

—

the town's sole source of water—is

shrinking at an alarming rate. They had a

name for the weather pattern that brings

unusually dry summers to the already des-

perately dry Altiplano every three to

seven years: El Niiio. They explained that

a worldwide climate change may underlie

the increased firequency and severity of El

Nino in recent decades and that Sajama's

ice may tell whether human activity has

caused or contributed to that change.

Perhaps clues in the ice would improve

their ability to predict El Nifio, so they

can warn the people to plant appropriate

crops in the years when it occurs.

Thompson offered to leave if they

wanted him to. He was willing to drag his

equipment 120 miles north to the lumi-

nous lUimani, Bolivia's second highest

peak. This wasn't exactly a bluff, but an-

other delay would have seriously com-

promised his chances for success. In the

end, he agreed to provide a small grant to

the local library and donate an automatic

weather station to the village. He also

agreed to employ townspeople as the

need arose and donate mountaineering

equipment so the men could work as

porters and guides on future expeditions.

To mark the agreement, villagers and

expedition members gathered near the fu-

ture site of base camp, in a dry moraine

below the mountain's imposing northwest

face, to purify themselves and ask forgive-

ness for the transgressions they planned.

Standing in a circle around a fire, they

chewed coca leaves catalyzed by pinches

of kgia (a mixture of potato, quinoa ash,

and powdered limestone) and nips of

grain alcohol. Two yatiris, or holy men,

laid a white llama on a sacrifice stone and

sht its throat. Offering songs and prayers

At the summit, left, scientists Bruce Koci

and Vladimir Mikhalenko use a solar-

powered drill to extract ice cores from the

glacier. The cores quite possibly date from the

last ice age, which ended 14,000 years ago.

Right: Once drawn out of the glacier, the

cores are cut and quickly stored in snow pits

in order to preserve the story of climate

change frozen within them.

summit team, already acclimated by

climbing a mountain near La Paz, reached

the top of Sajama and set to the task of

mining ice. I

I

first saw it at night: an enormous

black hump under a bright stroke of

MUky Way, in an icy, star-filled sky.

As tropical glaciers melt, vital ror

to Sajama and Pachamama ("earth

mother"), the yatiris burned figurines of

humans and animals in the fire and sprin-

kled the llama's blood on the sand.

This was probably a fresh experience

for the newer graduate students, but just

another bump m the road for Thompson,

who's led thirty expeditions to glaciers at

the world's highest altitudes and latitudes.

After the ceremony, Thompson and his

I'd been jarred awake on the back seat ofa

four-wheel-drive vehicle as it encoun-

tered a deep pit in the road ringing the

mountain. When the driver, Juan Pru-

dencio, owner of the refi-igeration truck

in which the cores would be stored, had

suggested we leave La Paz after dark for

the six-hour drive south to the mountain,

I had feared he might fall asleep at the

wheel, but he and his technician looked



remarkably sharp, thanks to frequent for-

ays into the large bag of coca on the con-

sole between them. They showed me

how to mix pinches of gray, powdery legia

in with the leaves, stuff them in my

cheek, and squeeze the bitter, grassy juice

into my mouth. My cheek and tongue

went slighdy numb, and a sense of alert

ranging herds of the unmistakable, curi-

ously regal llama. As Las Payachatas, twin

volcanoes floating above the plains to the

southwest, turned pink, we puDed up at a

cluster of adobe huts. Don Luis Alvarez

and his smiling wife, Teodora (owners of

this hacienda), along with five balloon pi-

lots here to support the expedition.

well-being washed over me. The leaf is

legal in Bolivia and plays a prominent role

in the sacred and medical traditions of the

Aymara and other indigenous peoples

throughout South America. It's every-

where. In remote areas, coca leaves are

used as a form of currency.

Predawn light revealed a flat, freeze-

dried landscape, dotted with pointed

hairballs ofpaja bmm (wild grass) and free-

emerged with the sun. High winds had so

far prevented the balloon from flying.

By this time, the summit crew had al-

ready drilled 100 meters of the first

core—more than one-third of their

goal—and there wasn't enough time for

the four balloon flights that had been

planned. Focus was now shifting to Plan

B: arranging for porters to haul the ice

down, althouffh the balloonists still

wanted to demonstrate feasibility with

one test flight. I decided to move care-

fully up the mountain, balancing the risk

of edema against my strong desire to gain

7,500 feet—quite a gain in such a short

time, especially since the hacienda sits at

14,000 feet, and I had arrived from sea

level only four days before—by the time

the baUoon was scheduled to fly, six days

hence. Following the mountaineering

adage "Work high, sleep low," I made a

round trip to the 15,500-foot base camp

that day, passing through a grove of

stunted quemia trees—reputedly the high-

est forest in the world—and catching a

glimpse of a family of vicuiia, a wild

cousin of the Uama, once prized by Incan

emperors for its fine, golden wool.

At base camp three evenings later,

Todd Sowers, a geoscientist from Penn-

sylvania State University, poked a

bearded, sunburned face through the

door of the cook tent after a long descent

from the summit. His eyes scanned

mountains of food piled along the walls

and the five-course meal that had been

prepared by Ahnan Lin, an Ohio State

University geochemist from Taiwan.

Sowers licked his chops with a flourish

and said, "Ahnan, that looks delicious.

The cook on the summit can hardly boil

water. I've had nothing but soup and

freeze-dried food for two weeks." We of-

fered him a full plate and an empty seat.

As I lay in my tent an hour later I heard

a commotion outside. I rushed out to

find Lin and Doug Hardy, a geologist

from the University of Massachusetts who

had just finished servicing the weather

station on top, yelling for help. Hardy and

his colleague, Mathias Vuille, had been

picking their way along the path on the

last snowfield above base camp—firozen

solid since the sun had set—when the ex-

hausted Vuille had shpped. Vuille. by tar

the calmest of us all, soon straggled into

the strip of light projecting fi-om the cook

tent's door. He had arrested his fall by

digging his bare fingers into the ice. Large

patches had been sanded firom his hands

and forearms, and blood had congealed

on his skin, but the abrasions weren't



deep. He grimaced as I washed his

•wounds with ethanol noin one of several

five-gaMon drums in the cook tent.

Thompson had biougjit ethaool in case

the Racier required a thermal driH, which

meliis its wani' into the ice and needs a sol-

Yent to piEveiat it ftom keezkig in place.

He had learned long ago to bring

ethanol—the alcohol totmd in bever-

ages—rather than lethal methanol on

these excuxsioos, because the porters in-

variably break into it.

The next day, as I accompanied Sowers

on a round-trip to the high camp at

18,700 feet, the launchJEg pad tor the

summit, he described a few ofthe chem-

ical assays that would be used to read the

story in the ice. Sowers would be respon-

sible for analyzing the gas bubbles, while

the analvsis of the ice itself, and the dust

and microbes embedded in it, would be

carried out primarily in Thompsons labs.

One ofthe more usefiil markers in thi

branch ofpaleoclimatoiogv' is the isotopic

composition of oxy^n. In oxygen's pre-

dominant form, O, the nucleus of the

atom comprises eight protons and eight

neutrons. The next most prevalent form.

'O, has two extra neutrons. Water mole-

cules containing *0 have a stronger pref-
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erence for the liquid state (preferring it to

both water vapor and ice) than those con-

taining 'O. Scientists take advantage of

both aspects of this preference.

First, the ratio of 'O to ''O in ice

molecules serves as a proxy for atmos-

pheric temperature. As air, laden with

water vapor, rises from the Atlantic and

moves west toward the Andes, it encoun-

ters colder conditions the higher it goes.

The portion of the vapor that will con-

dense to form clouds, collections of tiny

water droplets, depends upon tempera-

ture and pressure. If the droplets get big

enough, they will fall as rain or snow.

Since O has a stronger preference for

the liquid state, the vapor in the air is

gradually stripped of its
' O as it rises.

Variations m atmospheric temperature at

a given height (or pressure) will cause

variations in the "O/ 'O ratio there. So,

the ratio found in Sajama's snow is a mea-

sure of the temperature of the overlying

air at the time the snow tell.

Second, in oxygen from ancient atmos-

pheres found in gas bubbles trapped in the

ice, the '^O/ 'O ratio reflects the size of

the continental ice sheets. From this, the

age of the surrounding ice can be interred.

As the sheets grow, they scavenge O from

the ocean because ^O wants to remain in

the liquid state. In gas bubbles trapped

20,000 years ago (during the last glacial

episode), the ratio was 1.3 O atoms per

thousand O atoms—higher than that of

Left: Taking a break at the summit in a

SIWW pit that served as dining room and

parlor for twenty-eight days are expedition

members (left to right) Bruce Koci, Markus

Frey, Lonnie Tlwmpson, Vladimir

Mikhalenko, Victor Zagorodnov, and

Patrick Ginot. Right: In his mountaintop

tent, Thompson makes notes on the

day's ii'ork.

todays annosphere. Sowers hopes to ob-

tain precise dates for the deep portions ot

Sajama's cores by comparing the ratios he

measures in them against standard curves

from Greenland and Antarctic cores.

Greenland ice cores can be dated very ac-

curately because their annual layers can be

resolved individually as far back as 45,000

years. He will also measure atmospheric

carbon dioxide and methane, the second

and third most important greenhouse gases

(water vapor being the first). In polar

cores, researchers have tound the levels to

be high during warm periods and low

during cold periods. About 12,000 years

ago, a cold event called the Younger Dryas

caused the ice first to advance and then to

recede. He expects to find a distinct dip in

methane levels, for instance, in the ice

from that period.

Base camp became the rendezvous

tor a parade of characters stroUing

or struggling up or down the

mountain every day. Sometimes, as many

as fifteen people crowded around the ply-

wood table in the ten-by-fifteen-foot

cook tent, and thirty or more bedded

down in the ten mountain tents clustered

around it. There were morning and

evening radio conferences involving Lin

at base camp, Thompson on the summit,

and the balloon crew at the hacienda.

The scientific crew came from at least

seven nations. Thompson had brought

along four trusted Peruvian mountaineers

from his many previous expeditions there.

A commercial outfitter from La Paz was

providing cooks, gear, and many more

porters. Local folks occasionally trooped

by leading donkey trains. The curiosiu-

t'actor brought scienrists and their families

from La Paz. And finally, there were a few

small groups of bewildered nroun-

taineers—in search of a solitan,- summit,

but stumbhng into a circus instead. All

were invited into the cook tent, and many

stayed to enjoy the camaraderie (and

abundant free food) for quite a few days.

The morning after my lesson with

Sowers, a group of porters strolled into

base camp, led by an eiiervescent, pony-

tailed rock chmber named Jaimes Gon-
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zalo. I decided to join them on their trek

to the high camp. We gathered in a circle

to pass around bags of coca and kgia and a

small bottle of ethanol (which I declined)

and then proceeded at a very relaxed pace

up the mountain. That night I lounged in

Gonzalos tent, listening to a jovial porter

play peaceful melodies on a wooden flute.

During dinner, another porter, a twenty-

one-year-old named Genaro, announced

proudly that he'd cHmbed to the summit

twenty-three times in eighteen days!

Later, on the initial, epic ice carry, he

would be the first to deliver his load,

shouting, "Genaro, primero!" ("Genaro,

the first!") as he arrived.

After a night of altitude-induced

sleeplessness, it seemed wise for

me to spend a second night at

high camp—still almost 3,000 feet below

the summit. I opted for a solitary day

hike. Stopping on an airy snow slope

leading to the edge of the summit dome,

I let the view spin for a while, then settle

in my head; it could easily have become a

swift 3,000-foot ride back down to base

camp. The porters had frxed ropes up the

slope, but I ignored them. I knew I

wouldn't fall. I wanted to savor the free-

dom of climbing alone and unfettered so

high in the air. When I reached the top of

the slope, soinethmg made me go for the

summit. Gradually Las Payachatas, which

had previously dominated the view to the

west, seemed to bow at the feet of Sa-

jama. To the north, IDimani and Huayna

Potosi, the other white gods of the Alti-

plano, appeared over the sharp edge of

the snow. Inching up the round dome,

deafened by the beating of my heart, I

began counting steps and breaths (thirty

steps, stop . . . forty or fifty gasps, start).

The porters, who had left me behind at

breakfast to haul loads to the top, were

now loping down.

Slowly the angle of the slope eased. I

saw a pole from the drilling rig sticking

from the summit like a solitary palm on

an airborne desert isle. A frigid bunker

came into view: a few wind-blown

mountain tents on sunken platforms of

ice, a snow pit for the scientists, a small

tent by its entrance where the solitary

cook melted snow for water and handed

one-pot meals down to them, another pit

for the ice cores, random piles of gear, a

wall of snow blocks and brown cardboard

boxes shielding the rig and its crew from

the wind, and electric cables snaking to

dozens of solar panels lying flat on the

snow. Complete sOence (one of the beau-

ties of solar power). White beaches of

snow dropped away in all directions. Next

An expedition member, left, makes his way

through mosslike yareta on the slopes

beneath Sajama. Yareta is the common

natne for any ofseveral densely cushioned

Andean herbs of the genera Azorella and

Laretia. Right: Dofia Teodora Jauregui de

Alvarez, owner of a hacienda at the foot of

the mountain, with some of the ftve tons of

equipment used on the expedition.

cough made me wince; he looked over-

weight, dressed in lumpy down—although

he'd undoubtedly lost weight (there's no

better way to take inches ofl^ the waistUne

than wasting away at altitude)

.

By day's end I understood the urgency

of this mission. Tropical glaciers—plane-

tary archives that provide the raw data

Frozen bubbles of gas preservn

to catch the eye: the horizon, hundreds of

miles away, the occasional knife-edged

mountain hovering above it like a cloud

of carved crystal. A hooded figure in red

broke trom his work and shuflled over to

greet me. It 'was Thompson.

He looked far older than his forty-nine

years. His three-week beard had grown m
gray; there were wrinkles around liis eyes

from dehydration and lack of sleep; his

upon which Thompson's life's work is

based—are fast disappearing. Thompson

believes that most, including Sajama's,

will be gone within fifty years, along with

their life-giving water and the power it

generates. Almost all cUmate scientists see

the melting of such glaciers as an early

sign of global warming. He describes re-

turning in 1991 to a glacier on Quelc-

caya, in southern Peru, where he had ob-
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tained a fine l,5()0-year ice core in 1983.

In the intervening years meltwater from

the glacial surface had seeped into the ice

and obliterated the record. "The zero de-

gree isotherm [the lowest altitude at

which ice will remain frozen] is rising at

4.5 meters per year," he insists. "Three

glaciers in Venezuela have disappeared

percent of the earth's land mass and 80

percent of the population. Their heat

drives global weather. If a subtle increase

in carbon dioxide raises their temperature

even slightly, more moisture will enter the

atmosphere. The greenhouse effect of the

vapor will cause worldwide temperatures

to rise significantly."

^rviividence ofancient atmospheres.
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since 1972. Forty percent of the glacier

on Mount Kenya has disappeared since

1963. Every tropical glacier we have mea-

sured is retreating, and wherever we have

sequential information, we can show that

the rate of retreat is exponential."

To him these vanishing records are an

important key to understanding global

climate. "To be relevant, you must work

in the Tropics," he says. "They contain 50

Peter deMenocal, a paleoclimatologist

at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observa-

tory, notes that Thompson has a reputa-

tion for gathering volumes of high-qual-

ity data and for having the courage to go

to harsh and downright dangerous places

to get it. Twenty years ago, Thompson's

colleagues assured him it would be im-

possible to obtain ice cores from the

Andes and the Tibetan Plateau, but the

records he retrieved from both places

have greatly advanced our understanding

of global connections in the earth's cli-

mate system, the connection between EI

Nino and Asian monsoons in particular.

Says Thompson, "A warmer climate

may induce a permanent El Nino. Be-

fore 5,000 years ago, the people on the

coasts of Ecuador and Peru ate tropical

fish. Cold water appeared only recently.

Since the earth was warmer then, that

time may show the behavior of El Nifio

in a warmer climate. It won't be good

for Australia and India, or for Ecuador

and Peru."

El Nino is signaled by a weakening of

the trade winds that normally drive warm

surface water west from South America's

Pacific coast and puU a current of cold

water up from the deep ocean to replace

ANTARCTICA

it. Fishermen along the coast of Peru,

noticing warm seas near Christmastime,

named the phenomenon El Nino after

the Christ child. Since the cold-water fish

they usuaUy harvest disappear then, they

spend the season repairing their nets. The

warm water normally pushed to the west-

ern Pacific by the trade winds produces

massive cumulus anvils near Indonesia.

During El Niiio, when the trade winds

recede, the western Pacific and the Andes

usually experience drought, while coastal

Ecuador and Peru are hammered by rain.

The monsoon fails in India. Droughts
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occur in Africa and Australia. Storms

pummel the coasts of California and

Mexico. The 1982-83 El Niiio. by most

measures the strongest of this centur\- (al-

though this year's may eclipse it), killed

nearly 2,000 people, left 600,000 home-

less, and caused an estimated SI 6 biUion

of damage. Thompson and Francou in-

tend to use a fort\--meter core from Sa-

jama to study El Nino, which may serve

as a scaled-down model of the sort of

abrupt cHmate change that might be in-

duced by global warming.

Standing near his drUl on the summit.

•with the \\'ind-packed sno\v mrning gold

in the afternoon light, Thompson told

me the reasons he had chosen this spot.

He waved at Las Payachatas and other

snow-capped peaks sprinkled along the

border with Chile. To the south, Gual-

latiri, one ofthe three Nevados de Quim-

sachata, periodically emitted pufB of

smoke. We were standing on the south-

ernmost tropical glacier in South Amer-

ica, he explained. These cores would fill a

gap between records he had pre\dously

obtained to the north, on Huascaran and

Quelccaya. and to the south, on Antarc-

ticas Dyer Plateau. They would add an

important data point to a transect of the

Americas in an international project

called Past Global Changes Pole Equator

Pole I, and complement other cores he

had obtained on the Tibetan Plateau,

where the record displays long-distance

correlation with El Nino-modulated

South American weather.

He had put years of effort into choos-

ing this site, and Sajama met his needs

perfectly. One advantage is its great

height. In the Tropics, glacial-stage ice is

found only at the deepest levels, frozen to

bedrock. With the warming of the at-

mosphere, all but the highest glaciers now

have rivers ot meltwater flowing beneath

them. The flow of Sajama's s^Tiimetrical

ice dome originates at its summit, where

it is coldest. Origination points, such as

summits and saddles, are the best places to

drill, because glacial flow is less likely to

have fractured the strata of the ice there.

In the High Andes, a new laver ofsnow is

laid down each year during the wet aus-

tral summer. Dust is deposited on its sur-

face during the dr\' winter. If the strata

remain undismrbed, the snow of recent

years is separated by dust bands, forming

discrete lavers that look like tree rings.

The weight of newer snow compresses

earher layers, so their thickness decreases

wdth depth. Below roughly 100 meters,

indixddual layers become difficult to dis-

tinguish, but unusual events, such as vol-

canic eruptions that leave a layer of ash,

may permit ver\' precise dating.

I remarked on the s^rmmetrs- of the

text-book moraines we could see below,

left behind by the retreat of the summit

cap. "That's another reason we chose Sa-

jama," he responded. 'If this volcano had

erupted since the last ice age, we would

see it in the moraines."

Sajama has one more usefiil feature. Ice

cores are usually collected in one-meter

lengths, wTapped in plastic bags, and sHd

into aluminum tubes. The tubes are

packed in insulated boxes and buried in

TIte portal of an abandoned churchframes

Nevada Sajama, Bolivia's highest

mountain. Tlie indigenous Aymara who live

at itsfoot revere the mountain as a god who

provides water, fecundity, hfe.

Paleoclimatologist Lonnie Tliompson is

counting on Sajama to provide crucial

information about regional climate changes.

erator: why not fly it down in a hot-air

balloon? Since Sajama rises from a flat

plain, and a circular dirt road surrounds it.

the mountain would seem to be the per-

fect place to test this outlandish idea—al-

though It would require the highest |

launches in ballooning histon,*. A flight

would take less than an hour and besin

Summit nights: three-seconci

snow pits. They're most vulnerable as

they're carried through w'arm air to a re-

frigeration truck waiting below. Trapped

gas bubbles—samples of paleolithic at-

mospheres—may escape it the tempera-

ture of the ice rises even a few degrees.

Reliable gas records have never been ob-

tained fixjm the Tropics. Four years ago,

Thompson conceived of a plan for keep-

ing the ice cold all the wav to the refria;-

just at da\\Ti—the coldest time of day and

the only time the air has a decent chance

of being stiU enough to provide a reason-

able marain of safet\'.

Since my sole responsibility' was to

get myself to the top, it had been

comparatively easy for me to thread

my way through the confusing logistics,

mountains of gear, swarms of people, and
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small pockets of resentment that seethed

in the thicker air below. (Resentment is

common on large expeditions. Here, as

elsewhere, it seemed to result from fear,

frustration at the weather, or failure on

the part of some to reach their personal

goals.) The purpose of the whole un-

wieldy exercise became clear only as I fell

drill; Patrick Ginot, a colleague of

Bernard Francou's; Felix Benjamin

Viceficio Maguina, the leader of the Pe-

ruvian mountaineers; and Russian scien-

tists Victor Zagorodnov and Vladimir

Mikhalenko. The adventure, the exoti-

cism, the beauty of this experience, the

stories to be told later were all secondai-v

jyaiiii

:liince

wjs to

]ken
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iJJStiti,
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111''

into step with the deliberate, unhurried

I

pace of labor on the mountaintop.

The sun set and the raven sky drew

away its warmth. Seven of us, wearing

headlamps, huddled in the snow pit. Two

rows of thighs, set knee-to-knee, made a

table for what passed for dinner. These

were the true believers, the ones who

stuck it out for four solid weeks: Lonnie

Thompson; Bruce Koci, designer of the

to these folks. They were there to watch

the science unfold.

At that altitude, nights are long and

mornings are slow. Once the sun had

pumped some warmth into our bodies

and risen high enough to provide power

to the drill, the scientists wandered over

to mine their ice, one meter at a time.

After twenty years, they had the system

down pretty well. Koci and Thompson

began designing drills in 1979. The latest

model is a tube about ten feet long and

six inches wide. A Kevlar cable attached

to one end passes through a pulley at the

top of the pole planted in the summit and

down to a solar-powered winch. A
rugged electrical wire, carrying power to

the drill, runs with the cable. The winch

lowers the unit to the bottom of the drill

hole. Gravity puUs it down as it cuts into

the ice. When the new core hits a stop in

the housing, the winch puUs the com-

plete unit, holding about one meter of

new ice, to the surface. Occasionally, the

shadow of a cloud stops the system dead.

When the drill sprouts from the ground,

the scientists swing it by its cable and lay it

on a metal stand. Despite the elegance of

the setup, the work has the obstinate

rhythm of a factory job.

1 watched as they neared bedrock, 132

meters into the first core. Thompson

himself extracted each new ice segment

from the drill so he could get the first

peek. He would inspect it and sketch its

visible features in a pad; then it would be

numbered and packaged and stowed in

the snow pit. The ice was hard and clear,

with many bubbles and a few wavy sheets

of dirt and small rocks inside. It looked

like, well, dirty ice to me; but the men

were all smiling and joking, like prospec-

tors who had struck a vein. Thompson

came as close as a cautious scientist could

to saying that these bottom layers were

formed during the last ice age: he had a

strong hunch he had struck gold again.

Despite the drain of living at such

heights, he seemed indefatigable as he

briefed me while sorting out problems

with the drill and juggling expedition

logistics over the radio. It seemed odd to

be discussing global warming on

benches carved of snow in a cave at the

summit of an ice-capped mountain, but

Thompson's concern was palpable. "Our

cores from eastern Tibet show that the

last fifty years there have been the

warmest in the last 12,000. On Huas-

caran, they're the warmest in 6,000

years. Although it was warm and wet on

Huascaran and m some other places
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10,000 years ago, if you look at the

planet as a whole, this century seems to

be the wannest since the last ice age."

E\?idence ofclimate char^ in the ice-

core record often coincides widi dramatic

dislocations in human activity, as shown

in several papers Thompson has written

with aicheolc^ts. A century-long dust

event, indicative of drought, is recorded

in the ice ftom Huascaran dating fi»m the

third millennium B.C., a period also

marked by coDapsir^ civilizations and mi-

grations in Europe, Asia, the Middle East,

Africa, and South America. '"Sometimes

a difference of only a few degrees can

cause the end of a civilization," he ob-

serves, mentioning a dust event in A.D.

900, recorded in the Quelccaya cores,

that seems to coincide with the abandon-

ment of fields around Lake Titicaca by

the pre-Incan Tiwanaku civilisation.

^^^rmer weather is not the only har-

bingier of ^obal winning. The extreme

weather that has made headlines all

thiou^ this decade may also be a sign;

the frequent and extreme hurricanes in

the Adantic, tor instance, or the severe

rains and flooding in the great plains of

the United States, or intensifiedH Ninos.

Thompson and Ftancou both warned me
that an El Nino was due in the tafl.

I strug^ed to keep up with Thomp-
son, who seemed in frill command of his

(feculties as he ratded off i&cts in that rar-

efied ain My Tiigjht?; on die summit con-

sisted of thousands of three-second naps

interrupted by desperate gasps for air. It

takes about five days ifor most people to

get a decent nigjit s sleep at that altitude

—

ifthey re capable ofadjusting at all. Part of

my motiv^acion to endure it was to watch

the balloon launch. I gave up waiting

after a delirious night during which the

wind blew so hard my tent seemed to rise

from the ground once or twice. The bal-

loon never flew.

The next morning, in siKt\'-mile-an-

hour winds, Maguina helped me struggle

into my crampons before I stumbled away

over the rim. As I trudged down alone.

gaining strength vidth every step, I was

unaware that the first ice carry w^-as taking

shape. It was timed so that the porters

would reach the snow line (18,000 feet.

roughly at hi^ camp) at dusk, to keep

the ice cold.

Back at base camp, after a sis-hour de-

scent and a huge meal, I settled into my
sleeping bag just as the weary porters ar-

rived, having shed their loads at a point

accessible by four-wheel-drive vehicles a

mile awaj'. They discovered the cans oi

ethanol in the cook tent and a celebration

ensued. A few ofthe revelers were still in

Porters, !efi, widi ke tores strapped to their

balks, begin t]ie trek doum Sajama. Weather

cottditiotis killed the original plaii, whicli

had mUedfoT the cores to beferried down ilie

mountain in a hot-air balloon. Hie porters'

journey back to base camp will take six-

hours. Riglit: From the top ofSajama's

northwest ridge, the 20,472-foot Pomerape

mountain is I'isibie on the western Iwrizon

(extreme left).

hi^ gear vi'hen I left for the hacienda ar

ten the next morning.

My pride at climbing Sajama was tem-

pered a day later by the spectacle of the

second ice carr^'. A few of the local

people began in Sajama village, climbed

7,500 feet to the summit, loaded awk-

ward fifty-pound cartons on their backs

(sometimes two), dehvered them to a

waiting vehicle above base camp, and

slept in their homes that night. (One of

the most spectacular of the previous days

drunks arrived first.) As the porters stmn-

bled toward us in the dark, most without

A lone scientin

flashlights, many tripping on small boul-

ders in their path, W"e would rush out and

lift the loads from their backs. 1 found

Genaro ""Primero" sitting straight-legged

on the ground, staring blankly \\'ith a

throat so sore from an ailment blazing

through high camp that he couldn't speak

or swallow water.

Three weeks later, I visited Thompson

in Columbus. Sajama's cores were stored
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safely down the hall. "The porters did

well," he pronounced. "The ice core is in

great shape. There's still fresh snow from

the summit on the outside of the tubes,

and the thermistors in some of the boxes

never gave readings above —10° C. I ex-

pect these cores to cover 20,000-plus

years, and the two 132-meter cores to

allow us to cross-check the record." (By

mid-November he had verified this; the

bottom thirty meters of the deep cores

exhibit a drop of 5.4 parts per thousand in

the ox)'gen isotope ratio—similar to that

in glacial-stage ice from Huascaran.)

He was vibrant with success. He

looked fifteen to twenty- years younger

than he had on Sajama. Evidently, the

only ill effect of his sojourn at the summit

was the loss of his toenails to "frostnip."

They wouldn't be back soon: the follow-

ing day he left for a site on the highest

plain in the world; the Tibetan Plateau.

0\'er thirty-five days in September and

October, he, Bruce, Vladimir, and some

other scientists, supported by FeHx Ben-

jamin and his able countrviiien, obtained

ice cores at the highest altitude ever: three

cores drilled to bedrock, at 23,500 feet

—

breaking the record they had just set on

Sajama.
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on terra firma, he also likes high performance.

So naturally, he drives a Diamante LS. You see,
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A big multi-adjustable seat holds you, while big

speed-rated tires hold the road. It's just one

of the ways a Diamante balances equal

measures of luxury and performance.

What kind of luxury sedan would you expect from a company

that builds 320-horsepower sports cars and world-renowned

sport utility vehicles? You would expect a premium sedan

that's sleek, powerful and well made. And you'd be absolutely

right. If you're interested in more facts on the Diamante, call

1-800-55MITSU. Or visit our web site at www.mitsucars.com

MITSUBISHI
DIAMANTE

Built For Living."

Diamante ES starts at $27,650. Diamante LS, shown with optional equipment, MSRP
$36,537 plus $470 destination/handling (Alaska $590). Excludes tax, title, license, registration

fee, dealer options and charges. Prices and vehicle availability may vary. Actual prices set

by dealers. 'Class includes import near-luxury sedans priced under $40,000.
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^ry[\lff\T^ T^lf*
By Rosie Mestel

The mice PaulVrana tends are different from

the white mice scientists usually study. Some

are a rich chocolate brown; others are a beach-

sand beige. Some—as mice go—are hulking

brutes; others are puny runts. As Vrana opens

their cages, they hop about and burrow into

their bedding to escape the discomposing

Umehght. "They're neat little animals, with

such interesting behaviors—lab mice seem duU

by comparison," says Vrana, a postdoctoral re-

searcher at Princeton University.

But behavior is not on Vrana's mind as,

day after day, he does what every geneticist

likes to do—put this female and that male to-

gether and wait for the inevitable to occur.

Vrana is thinking about war: war between fa-

thers and mothers, each wrestling to gain the

upper hand, callously using their babies as ge-

netic battiefields.

It's a bizarre and nasty-sounding concept,

but one with logic and number crunching to

back it. It's also a concept that might explain

a strange phenomenon that molecular biolo-

gists have unearthed this last decade: ge-

nomic imprinting. Basically, genomic im-

printing means that certain genes behave

very differently depending on whether the

mother or the father passed them down. This

fmdmg defies common, garden-variety ge-

netic theory, which tells us that it really

shouldn't matter whether father or mother

gives us any particular gene. While for the

most part this still holds true, scientists now

know that the DNA of a few genes is chem-

ically altered in cells that give rise to eggs

and sperm. And these alterations make for

dramatically different properties when the

father, rather than the mother, donates the gene to the young.

Why should this situarion have evolved? David Haig, an evo-

lutionary biologist at Harvard University, thinks he knows. Im-

printed genes, he says, are weapons that mothers and fathers use

to bicker over how big their babies should grow.

Bicker? Shouldn't mom and dad both want the best for their

fetus (with "want," in this context, being shorthand for whatever

best flirthers each individual's evolutionary ends)? Well, yes, says

Haig, but he argues that mother and father define "the best"

somewhat differently. Mom wants a healthy baby but she doesn't

want to end up so drained from feeding—or delivering—it that

she can't bear healthy babies in the future. Dad, meanwhile, does-

n't care about those fliture babies; who knows if they'll even be

his? He wants this baby, his baby, to get all the mother can give.

And therein Ues the conflict, with paternal genes ever pushing

for a larger, spunkier baby and maternal genes applying the

brakes to reserve energy for babies still to come.

Haig developed his theory of competing parental interests

years before the first imprinted genes were discovered. How, he

wondered, might this parental war of wills be orchestrated? The
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first critical clue came from experiments showing that the ge-

netic contributions of mother and father are not the same. Sci-

entists had engineered mouse embryos that contained (as do all

placental mammal embryos) two copies of every gene, but with

a crucial difference. In some of the embryos, both copies came

from eggs. In others, both came from sperm. Either way, the de-

velopment of the embryos went horribly wrong before they fi-

nally died.

Why did development go so awry? The explanation came in

1991, with the discovers'—in mice—of the first imprinted gene.

one that codes for a protein called IGF-II (or

insulin-like growth factor II). The gene is ac-

tive—that is, able to make protein—in an em-

bryo only if it comes from the father.And that's

because the mother has chemically altered, or

imprinted, her own copy of the gene, render-

ing it totally inactive. More than a dozen

other imprinted genes—some active only in

paternal DNA, some only in maternal—have

since been found in mice and humans.

As yet, researchers don't know just how

genes are turned off in the egg or the sperm.

The process appears to involve enzymes, such

as one called DNA methyltransferase, that add

methyl groups to the DNA. Whatever the

mechanism, the imprinting process is present

in the embryo but wiped clean and fashioned

anew in the offspring's own eggs or sperm

(but not in other body cells) later on in life

—

in a male pattern if the offspring is a male, in

a female pattern if it's a female.

To Haig, imprinting meant he had found

a perfect way for a father's genes and a

mother's genes to be pushing for different

outcomes. "It was great. It was really pleas-

ing," he says. "Within seconds of hearing

about it, I said, 'Aha! I've got a theory to ex-

plain that.'
" Haig wasn't the only scientist

thinking along such Knes; so was develop-

mental biologist Tom Moore, now of the

Babraham Institute in Cambridge, England.

In 1991, the two joined forces and pubUshed

their ideas together.

Is this evolutionary view of genomic im-

printing correct? Certainly, the theory' enjoys

support among many researchers working to

understand the molecular biology' ofimprint-

ing and its contribution—when it goes

wrong—to human disease.

"My feehng is that Haig's theory is the best explanation of

imprinting around," says Wolf Reik, a developmental geneticist

at the Babraham Institute. Shirley Tilghman, a molecular geneti-

cist and Paul Vrana's adviser at Princeton, also finds the theory

attractive. Others, though, say it's not yet time for an all-embrac-

ing theory: there simply isn't enough known about most im-

printed genes. And while Laurence Hurst, an evolutionary ge-

neticist at England's Bath University, praises the theory, there's a

sting in the tail of that praise. "It's an absolutely dehghtfijl, ele-

gant theory, and I'm not prepared to give up on it yet," he says.
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"But the bottom line is that while the early

data on imprinting seemed to all go vndi the

theory, just about all the data that have come

out since then have not conformed to its pre-

dictions."

Haig, meanwhile, is convinced. "I've got

no doubts. The theor\' is ver\' strong." Look,

he says, at where and when imprinted genes

are active: in the placenta, a tissue whose ver\-

job is to control the flow of food from

mother to embr%o, and in the fetus early on

in developmentjust when the parental war oi

Harvard professor David Haig,

right, has proposed that

imprinted genes evolved as

weapons mothers and fathers

use in a battle over how big

their babies should grow.

Unopposed, a mother mouse's

genes lead to puny offspring

(leftmost mouse), the father's

to hulking brutes (center).

Together, maternal and paternal

imprinted genes lead to young

of normal size (right).

wills should be happening. Thus, while the fimction of many

imprinted genes remains m^fsterious, they could easily be in-

volved in embryonic growth and \'igor.And even it they re not,

there are other ways that a father could ensure that his ofispring

does well: using imprinted genes to make the baby a better suck-

ler, for instance, or a fiissier, more demanding baby that gets

more attention and food from its mom.

And look, Haig says, at the kinds of organisms in which im-

printing occurs: in mammals and flowering plants but not, ap-

parently^ in birds, fish, or reptiles.The pattern supports his theory.

Birds, fish, and reptiles lay eggs containing a preset amoxmt oi

food, with no way for dad to influence matters. Thus, there s

nothing for mother and father to fight about. But plants, like

mammals, have embr\T)S that develop on the mother and are

nourished by surrounding tissue. The father, in the form of

pollen, can lobby for more food.

What's more, plants, like many mammals, are promiscuous:

the egg cells ofone plant can be fertilized by the pollen ofmany

others. It's an absolute condition of Haig's model that some of

the females in promiscuous species v\-ill bear the young ofmore



than one male during their lifetime. In monogamous species, all

of the babies will have the same father, and he'll want all ofthem

to thrive,just as the mother does. No conflict there.

And then consider, says Haig, the very nature of imprinted

genes—the ones, at least, that scientists best understand. IGF-II is

a growth-stimulating hormone. According to Haig's theory, the

IGF-II gene should be active in dad's DNA, nudging the embryo

to get larger. And so it is. Mom, meanwhile, should react by turn-

ing ofl^her IGF-II gene, slowing the embryo's growth. And so she

does. But mom has another trick up her sleeve: another protein

that sticks to IGF-II and stops its growth promotion. Her gene

for this protein is active, while dad's, stubbornly, is not.

grapelike cluster of cells develops instead of a placenta and even-

tually swamps the barely discernible, degenerated embryo—an

embryo, it turns out, that has only paternal genes. It's hardly

what dad had in mind.

Even smaller imbalances rock the boat. Mouse embryos that

lack the father's IGF-II gene end up small and wimpy. Others

lacking one or another of mom's growth-stomping genes end

up the Schwarzeneggers of the mouse world.

A similar power shift might also explain the tantalizing case

of two mouse species that Vrana tends in Tilghman's lab: deer

mice that produce very strange babies. The females of one spe-

cies—the dark brown Peroinysais mai}iailatiis—are so promiscu-

What has developed, in essence, is a molecular tug-ot-war,

with genes pulling on either side of the rope, dragging growth a

litde this way, a little that way, producing a baby larger than mom
likes but smaller than dad likes. The two-way struggle is crucial.

"If you've got two sides puUing, they come to rely on each

other's resistance," Haig says. "They tend to overstate their

claim." Dad knows mom is there to oppose him, so he lobbies

for a huge placenta, far larger than is good for the embryo.

Should mom drop the rope: disaster. In a strange, pregnancy-

gone-wrong condition called a hydatidiform mole, an abnormal.

ous that even babies within a single litter can have different fa-

thers. Vrana's other species, the sand-colored, beach-dwelling

Pewniyscns polionotus, pairs for life. Since imprinting, by Haig's

theory, should be useful for the dark brown mouse but not for

the sandy mouse, you might suspect that imprinting would be

relaxed, or even lost, in the latter.

You would definitely suspect it when you look in the cages in

Vrana's mouse-breeding room or leaf through his photo collec-

tion. Some of the mice, mothered by the monogamous beach-

dwelling deer mouse and fathered by the promiscuous species,
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were so huge that the mothers died giving birth. Others, fathered

by P. polioiwtiis and mothered by P. maiiiailahis are pathetically

puny. "It really looks as if there's an imbalance," says Tilghman.

"Here's this polygamous father mating with this poor, monoga-

mous mother who's lost her warlike, Haigian mstincts, and she

dies because she has this gigantic baby. She's stopped protecting

herself against the growth signals he's sending in. Or, in the re-

verse case, you've got this monogamous dad who's no longer

sending these growth signals in and you've got a polygamous

mom who's saying, 'Slow down, slow down.'
"

But while the two species of deer mouse seem to fit Haig's

model, other findings don't seem to support it. Last year. Hurst

Princeton biologists Shirley
|

Tilghman and Paul Vrana |

study the effects of f

imprinted genes by pairing |

up mice belonging to two I

different species—one

polygamous, one

monogamous—and
looking at the relative sizes

of their hybrid offspring.

moval of imprinted genes that were maternally derived—and

should have furthered the mother's ends—resulted in an abnor-

mally small embryo, just the opposite of what Haig's model

would predict. And then, says Hurst, consider a strange collec-

tion of cases in which mice or humans end up with two copies

of one of dad's or mom's chromosomes, while everything else in

the embryo is normal. Shouldn't an extra paternal or maternal

chromosome mean extra paternal or maternal imprinted genes,

and thus large or small babies? "In fact, you end up with half of

the data points consistent with the model and half of them not

consistent with the model—-just what you would expect for a

model that got it wrong," Hurst says.

and Gilean McVean, at the University of Cambridge, reported

that imprinted genes have not evolved as one would expect

them to if an arms race really were under way. Since father and

mother are each trying to keep ahead of the other, imprinted

genes should accumulate far more changes over time than do

normal genes. (Rapid evolution of this type is seen, for instance,

between parasites and the human immune system, which are

also engaged in a war of wills.) But imprinted genes have not

evolved rapidly.

And those aren't the only iU-fitting facts. In one case, the re-

But if Haig's model has its problems, none of the other im-

printing theories—more than a dozen at last count—fare any

better. Most fare worse."Some are just laughably dreadful," com-

ments Hurst. "You do the math, and you realize that the author's

come up with a reason why genes shouldn't be imprinted, not

why they should." Other models, while plausible, fail because

they just don't match the facts.

Take, for example, the ovarian time bomb theory, which

holds that imprinting evolved because eggs might cause aggres-

sive cancers if they developed without fertilization. (The pla-
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centa, after all, is tailor-made to burrow into tissues.) Inactivating

important growth genes in eggs—and waiting for sperm to sup-

ply them—could be a handy safeguard. But this model can't ex-

plain why males imprint their genes even though they don't

have such problems in their testes. Nor does it explain why

plants—which also don't have the invasive placenta problem

—

imprint, as well.

Alternatively, some have proposed that imprinting evolved

because only one copy of certain genes should be active in the

embryo. Maybe these genes' superprecise control over how

much protein they make is critical if embryos are to grow at the

right rate. Maybe turning off one gene makes this regulation eas-
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) ier. Hurst, for one, tmds this reasoning hard to buy. "There's

something squishy about this model," he says. "In a sense, that's

the reason that I think the conflict model might be right: all the

others just don't have the ring of truth about them."

But if Haig's model is correct, what about the data at odds

with it? For now, supporters of Haig's model aren't worried."!

think what Laurence [Hurst] has been doing is absolutely cor-

rect," says Moore. "He's saying, 'What does the theory predict?'

and then he's going out and testing the predictions." Neverthe-

less, Moore ponits out that when you look at the data in more

detail, there are ways to argue around what seems at first glance

to be damning evidence.

Why don't imprinted genes evolve superfast? Maybe they

can't. An escalating arms race might result in too many changes

and destroy the ability of the proteins to do their job.And in some

instances, the genes settle down to a stable balance ofpower.

Why don't those mice and human embryos with an extra

copy of one of dad's chromosomes, and thus an extra dollop of

some of his imprinted genes, conform to Haig's model and grow

into abnormally large babies? Perhaps because in these cases the

system has been shoved too far off balance, to the point where

the outcome is bad for the embryo. "If you make a major dis-

turbance to the system, if you cut the rope or

make one side let go of the rope, you can get

an outcome that's not adaptive for either

side," Haig explains.

Maybe. Perhaps. Therein lies the frustration.

"The problem is that the Haig model is quite

flexible: ifyou find something that's a contradic-

tion to the model, it's easy to argue your way

around it," says Reik. In other words, the model

IS damnably hard, maybe impossible, to test, for

now. And so inight it remain until more is

known about the development of embiyos, the

development of placentas, the function of

known imprinted genes, and the function of the

hundreds of other imprinted genes that may be

lurking out there waiting to be discovered.

Recendy, for example, researchers discov-

ered that imprinted genes on one chromo-

some—the X—seem to influence a child's

social skills. British scientists stumbled upon

the finding when they studied the personali-

ties of girls who are born with only one X
chromosome instead of two, as is normal.

Girls who'd inherited that lone X chromo-

some from their father were more gregarious

and generally more adept at getting along

with people than those who'd inherited it

from their mother. "I think it's a wonderfijlly

interesting finding," Haig says. "I'm neutral at

the moment about whether it fits my theory

or not. I could rationalize it—but when new things come up it's

best to just sit and think about them for a while."

In the meantime, Haig welcomes all findings about im-

printed genes, but to his mind, the answer is in. "I believe the

model has been amply confirmed, but there are a lot of people

who disagree with me on that," he says. "So now—depending

on who's doing the asking—the question becomes. When is

David going to see the error ot his ways? orWhen are the others

going to change their minds? Either way, I'm not sure that's ex-

actly a scientific question." D
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A denizen of boreal

forests from

Scandinavia to

Siberia to

Sasl(atchewan, the

great gray owi (rigfit)

is insuiated from

bitter cold by air

trapped in an

undercoat of fine,

loose feathers.

When an army of great gray owls invades

southern Canada, wildlife watchers and

banders head for the front lines.

M
id-October, 1996: A barley farmer near

the community ofNewbrook in Alberta,

Canada, sur^^eys the sodden remnants ot

his precious crop, kicking at the rotting

swaths with disgust. Like most grain

growers here on the southern edge of the boreal torest

in this part of the pro\ince. he knows that the wet au-

tumn has sealed the fate of this year's har^'est; most of it

will be left on the ground. The energ)'-rich seed heads

will soon be devoured by geese and ducks as they

gather here before their journey south; then mice and

voles ^^^ll move into the furrows and also reap a barley

bonanza. In early \^Tnter, under the protective blanket

of snow, the fattened rodents wiU begin to breed in

prodigious numbers and in turn attract mammal-hun-

gry predators from miles around. This year the abun-

dance of rodents heralds a natural history- phenome-

non: an invasion of great gray owls.

My colleagues Ray Cromie and Trevor Roper

—

owl banders rather than farmers—monitored the crop

conditions in east-central Alberta in the fall of 1996

with enthusiasm. As the scent ofmoldy grain filled the

air, they could almost smell the owls coming. On No-

vember 11, during a heavy snoxviall, the great grays

came in like a tidal wave. Ray phoned to alert me

when the first birds were spotted just north and east of

Edmonton, Alberta, where I Hve. Despite the storm, I

bimdled my familv into the car and headed for the

tovvTi of Opal and into what 1 can only describe as an

owl-o-rama. We saw great grays on the edge ot dense

stands ofmature aspens, on clumps ofwillow, on tence

posts, in the middle of pasmres. and on the root ot an

old granar\-. I have been a lifelong owl watcher, but I

had never seen such an abundance of great grays. At

By Gordon Court
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Back from the hunt, a

parent delivers fresli

meat, in tliis case a

weasel, to its brood.

Great grays

specialize in small

mammals and are

particularly fond of

meadow voles, wtiich

tt)ey cleanly dispatcti

witti a single bite to

the forehead.

one point, I stopped the car at an intersection near

Opal and saw six great grays in one clearing.

Nearly three feet tall, great grays are among the

largest of owls, but a good portion of their seeming

bulk is composed of an underlayer of loose feathers

that trap air, a good insulator. Despite their stature,

they are not as heavy or powerful as great horned or

snowy owls, and they specialize on small rodents, the

meadow vole being their favored prey. Great grays live

in coniferous, deciduous, or mixed forests of northern

North America, Europe, and Asia. Within these usu-

aUy dense forests, broken treetops or the stick nests

originally built by hawks or ravens provide the best

places for raising young. For hunting, however, great

grays either need or prefer clearings, including burned

areas, ditches, and even clear-cuts. While they can be

active at night, great grays hunt during the day in win-

ter (owls abroad on a winter day are invariably hunt-

ing). Their acute hearing allows great grays to detect

the movements of a mouse or vole under snow firom

thirty yards away. Zeroing in on a rodent, an owl drives

a hole through the snow by plunge-diving firom up to

twenty-five feet in the air. It is able to punch its balled

feet through snow crust thick enough to support an

adult human. When an owl plows through their snow

tunnels, the rodents are buried by miniature

avalanches. The predator then reaches down with its

long legs and sifts the snow by clenching its toes until it

gets the rodent. In this way, great gray owls routinely

capture voles two feet below the surface of the snow.

«



After liunting, they retire to the cover of dense timber.

While great grays are technically considered migra-

tory, their movements have neither the strict timing

nor the hemisphere-spanning lengths of flights under-

taken by some shorebirds and songbirds. Often, great

grays will ride out the vwnter in the same boreal forests

*jl
where they nested the previous summer. But sporadi-

cally, they set out in considerable numbers for the

.south. ("South" to a great gray owl means the rela-

tively balmy realms of southern Canada and the north-

ern United States.) Such irregular surges, or irruptions,

have been recorded in Ontario, Quebec, New Eng-

land, Iowa, Michisan, and Minnesota.

None of these owi bumper crops has been so

well documented as those of the last two win-

ters: the first in Manitoba, the second in Man-

itoba, Alberta, anci Saskatchewan. In the win-

ter of 1995-96, veteran owl banders Robert Nero and

Herb Copeland managed to capture and band 115

great grays within an hour's drive ot Winnipeg, Mani-

toba; the next year in Alberta, Cromie and Roper,

using nothing more than a mouse lure and a salmon

landing net, caught and banded 144. Nearly fifty of the

latter were trapped within a six-week period in a ten-

by-twenty-five-mile area northeast ofEdmonton, a re-

markable density for these large predators.

While rodent population explosions have long

been known to lure predators to an area, we knew lit-

tle, until recently, about what drove the owls from their

breeding grounds, 500 or more miles away, in the first

place. Deep or heavily crusted snow, severe cold, and

A Glimpse of the Gray
In noninvasion years, great gray owls can be rare. If

you want to see them, be prepared to travel fair dis-

tances. An especially good place to look in either

summer or winter is the Great Gray Owl Ecologi-

cally Significant Area, which lies within the Sandi-

lands Provincial Forest of Manitoba. Birding tele-

phone hotlines and birding Web sites on the

Internet are a good source of information on ongo-

ing irruptions. Act quickly on a good tip and get

out there.

Owl forecast: 1. Look for great gray owls on

calm days. If the wind is stronger than fifteen iniles

an hour, you'll probably be wasting your time, be-

cause an owl listening for mice under three feet of

snow is unlikely to hear much on blustery days.

2. In Alberta last year, most great grays were seen on

days when temperatures were around —20° F; on

some super days, when more than twenty individu-

als were sighted, the temperature was as low as

—43° F. (Great for viewing but not for owl banding,

these temperatures make for cold, slow hands, and

fumbling with a great gray's pointy parts makes for

bloody hands.) Also, owls need to forage more

often and for longer periods during cold spells, so

you may encounter more hungry owls on cold

days. 3. Some folks say that overcast days are more

productive. Not so in Alberta. We've had great days,

sunny and icy cold, with lots of owls.—G. C.

Great grays locate

rodents by listening

for ttieir movements

under snow. Below,

left: A second-winter

bird balls up its feet

just before plunging

through the snow

toward its target. The

clue to its youth is

the single, uniformly

dark adult primary—

the sixth feather in

from the wing tip.

Once through the

crust below right, a

great gray sifts the

snow with its toes

until it grasps its

victim.
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A male brings a

pocket gopher to his

family at the nest,

beiow. The female

will rend and

distribute the meat

equally to the four

nestlings and devour

any leftovers herself

These two-and-a-

half-week-old owlets

will be hopping

around nearby

branches within

another two weeks

and flying, after a

fashion, when they

are just forty days

old. Opposite: an

adult great gray owl.

slim rodent pickings had all been offered as explana-

tions. The answer came from the work of Manitoba

ornithologist Jim Duncan. He found that snow and

cold did not motivate the owls, but that hunger did.

Only a scarcity of rodents could force the birds off the

breeding grounds. The numbers ofmeadow voles tend

to rise and fall with little evidence of synchronized cy-

cles, so that could explain the equally variable and un-

predictable travels of great grays. Should a drop in the

vole population follow a food-rich summer in which

many owlets had fledged, a phalanx of hungry young

birds would swell the numbers of mature owls leaving

their forests to seek better hunting grounds. Add to

these factors an unusual abundance of mice and voles

causing the predators to concentrate locally, and you

have an owl invasion.

By

fitting adult birds with radio transmitters,

Duncan also discovered just how mobile great

grays can be. When dispersing to rodent-rich

areas in winter, these owls—although not

speedsters compared to many other birds—moved far-

ther and faster than we had thought. They could travel

five hundred rrules in three months and, flying day and

night, cover thirty nules in twenty-four hours.

Because great gray owls—whether male or female,

juvenile or adult—look alike, determining their vital

statistics takes more than quick observation. Thanks

mainly to Duncan and Nero, we now have methods of

finding out the sex and age of great grays. They real-

ized that one of the best indicators of sex was foot size

(males' feet are smaller), and they determined the sex

of winter-caught great grays in Manitoba over the past

decade primarily by measuring the birds' foot pads

While the ratio varied from year to year, females al

most always outnumbered males. Last winter in Al

berta, the sex ratio of our sample was fifty-fifty. The

age of the birds is revealed by the extent of wear and

the replacement pattern of certain feathers. In both

provinces, a disproportionate number of irruption-year

birds proved to be the same age: one and a half. These

were young owls facing winter for only the second

time. Last year in Alberta, 65 percent were second-

winter birds, compared with less than 20 percent in

nonirruption years. The remaining third were adult

birds or juveniles hatched just the previous summer

These numbers suggest that among great grays, a very

mobile "teenage" group leaves breeding grounds, per-

haps in the Northwest Territories or Alaska, and wan

ders widely in some winters searching tor areas where

the feeding is best. Researchers have speculated that

among these wanderers are owls from northern Asia

and Siberia. In the next few years, satellite telemetry

might reveal just how far these owls roam.

After the spectacular irruption last winter, my col

leagues and I decided to conduct foUow-up fieldwork

when it became clear that many of the owls had re-

mained in east-central Alberta. By summer, with super

numbers of meadow voles still providing plentifrd prey,

the great grays began to breed, nesting surprisingly

close together. We recorded as many as four nests with

young within the radius of a mUe. As we had suspected,

some of the pairs consisted of two-year-old birds possi-

bly breeding for the first time. While great grays can

breed at the age of one, this is rare, and most are three

or older when they first nest. The three to five eggs in

the clutch usually all hatch, but not all chicks survive to

leave the nest. We found that not only were our nesting

two-year-olds young for parenthood but they were also

more successful than average. Most of these pairs!

tended at least three nestlings, and of these most

fledged. Their numbers and the speed with which they

grew and began to leave the nests kept us so busy that

we were unable to band all of them.

Some of the young pairs had established themselves!

in areas that had never been known to host breedini

great grays. This may be one way in which this speciesl

disperses into new areas of suitable habitat, by setdin:

down in a hospitable locale discovered during thei

winter wandering. The events of the last two years ir

Alberta have convinced me that the great gray owls an

far more likely to roam than I had beUeved. If you liv(

in a certain latitude and conditions are right, they ma;

be coming soon to a forest near you. D
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ADVTRTISEMENT

Atlanta Housewife Investigated And

Almost Arrested For Losing 73 Pounds
By Sharon Louise Brodie, R.N., M.S.N.

I
began writing this at a very low point in

my life.

First, my husband left me like a thief in the

night. I had been at nurses' training classes un-

til 11:30 P. M. When I returned home, there was

a note on the kitchen counter saying he was

sorry but "... the fire has died." How original!

Anyway, he took most of my personal belong-

ings including my furniture, my share of our

savings account — even the sheets off our bed.

And, no matter what his note said, I know

the real reason he left. It was because I was

overweight. Very overweight. I was 57" and

weighed 210 pounds at the time. You'd think a

nurse could do something about her weight.

But I couldn't.

I spent $399.95 on a home gym. I tried

acupuncture. I tried hypnotism. I'd tried

sixteen different diets and failed at all of them.

Let me tell you something. In my humble

opinion diets don't work! Period. I tried

almost every popular diet you could think of.

The problem wasn't losing the weight. It was

keeping it off once you lost it.

I just couldn't go through hfe starving

myself. Or taking dangerous pills. Or drinking

those chalky-tasting "shakes" every day.

I became nervous. Irritable. And hungry.

Always hungry. So any little thing triggered

my anger. I was a bear. Or another "B" word.

Finally I'd binge. It was always the same.

I'd buy a box of chocolate filled donuts —
usually a dozen. The real good kind. Then I'd

drive around in my car with the donuts next

to me on the front seat, eating and hstening to

Rocket 105.

It was my mother w'ho finally talked me into

getting real help. She made an appointment for

me with our family doctor.

He took my history, listened to my

complaints about diets and then recommended

a program that was completely different from

anything I'd ever seen before.

This wasn't a "diet." It was totally different.

I started the program on May 17th. Within

the first four days, I only lost three pounds.

So I was disappointed. But during the three

weeks that followed, my weight began to drop.

Regularly. Within the next 196 days, I went

from 202 to 129 pounds. This may not seem like

a lot. But, to me, it was a miracle. This was the

first time in my life I'd ever been able to lose

weight — and keep it off!

Here, at last, was a program I could live

with. Why? Because I was allowed to eat.

Three delicious meals. Plus several snacks.

Every day. Seven days a week.

So I wasn't hungry. I wasn't irritable. I

wasn't bingeing on donuts.

But, I was losing weight!

I know what you're wondering. How can a

person eat so much and still lose weight?

The secret is not in the amount of food

you eat. It's in the prescribed combination of

specific foods you eat during each 24-hour

period. Nutritionally dense portions of special

fiber, unrefined carbohydrates and certain pro-

teins that generate a calorie-burning process

which continues all day long.

But the heart of the program is what re-

searchers call The Thermic Effect. In laymen's

terms it means that the Clinic-30 Program

extends your metabohsm so calories are burned

more consistently. Not just in unhealthy

"spurts" like many diets. 'That's why it allows

you to lose weight without feeling hungry.

Without feeling irritable. Without feeling bored

with all those "shakes" and bland meals.

The Clinic-30 Program is marvelously

different!

You'll enjoy meat, chicken, fish, vegetables,

potatoes, pasta, soups, baked goods, sauces —
plus great-tasting snacks. Lots of snacks.

You'll also enjoy the variety.

There are literally hundreds of selections

and combinations to choose from. Some are

gourmet meals. Others just soup and

sandwiches.

Here are some other features —
• There are no special foods to buy.

• There are no pills. No powders. No

artificial food. No drugs. No strange

or "herbal" foods.

• You don't count calories. You don't

keep diaries. Simply stick with the

program. It's easy-to-follow. Everything

is explained on a day-by-day basis.

Why haven't you heard about the Chnie-30

Program on TV? Or in newspapers?

The original program, developed by Dr. J.T.

Cooper, M.D., was given to senior medical

school students, interns and doctors who were

taking in-service training in family practice.

So it's doctor-tested. But until it was published

by Green Tree Press, Inc., it was only available

to doctors. No one else. And it's still only avail-

able directly through the doctor's pubhsher.

Green Tree Press.

Here are a few comments from people who

purchased the Doctors' Clinic-30 Program ...

Kitty R. wrote to say she lost 56 pounds and

went from a size 18 to a size 10 dress.

"The Clinic-30 Program works! I'm an

example. What I like best is that I can eat

six times a day and lose weight! I recommended

it to a couple of friends and they started losing

weight, too!"

Anne G., High Point, NC loves wearing a

size 10!

"I lost 25 lbs. in two months. I talk about

it so much that others in my workplace have

bought their own programs."

And then there's me. About 4 months ago

I was stopped by a policeman for not using

my turning signal. When he looked at my
driver's license he claimed it wasn't mine.

He said it had someone else's picture on it.

After he called for a computer check, he

came back to the car smiling. "You must have

lost a lot of weight. This picture doesn't even

look like you." I agreed. In a way, it was one of

the nicest "warnings" I'd ever received.

We'll be happy to send you the program to

examine for 31 days. Show it to your doc-

tor. Try it. There's no obligation. In fact, your

check won't be cashed for 31 days. You may

even postdate it 31 days in advance if you wish.

Choose a day and start the program. If you

don't begin losing weight within five days —
and continue losing weight — we'll promptly

return your original uncashed check. No delays.

No excuses.

Or keep it longer. Try it for six months. Even

then, if you're not continuing to lose weight on

a regular basis, you'll receive a full refund.

Promptly. And without question. This is the

fairest way we know to prove to you how well

this new program works.

To order, just send your name, address and

postdated check for $12.95 (plus $3.00 shipping/

handling) to The Clinic-30 Program, c/o Green

Tree Press, Inc., Dept. 250, 3603 West 12th

Street. Erie. PA 16505.

AN IMPORTANT REMINDER
Do not allow yourself to become too thin.

It's also very important to consult your phy-

sician before commencing any weight-loss pro-

gram. Because everyone's results will vary.

And be sure to see him periodically ifyou in-

tend to take off large amounts of weight.

1998 Green Tree Press. Inc.
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his Land/Nebraska

airof theEarth
ly Robert H. Mohlenbrock

I ' f .::

X/etlands in the United States interior usually aresfreshwater, ;

vhile those along the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf (Coasts are sahne

)r brackish. But some inland lakes and marshy ar^as also are

alty—most notably the Great Salt Lake ofUtah l|it also smaller;

wedands, scattered particularly in the Great Plainastates of

North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, and
|

; ^
Oklahoma. What these areas have in common is poor

.

drainage. The Great Salt Lake is a remnant of a -ff;^

huge freshwater lake that lost its oudet gi

to the sea at the end of the Ice Age, ::-j|

while the smaller salty wedahds | <|||

have generally formed in | - t '^^

surface depressions that | \ 0;$
periodically fill with water.

' "*'"'*

Iiiland wetlands typically

receive a supply of fi-esh

water fi-om rainfall or

streams and are drained

by nearby creeks. They

may accumulate salts ^ '='

during cycles of drouf

ilbut these minerals are RuM
out during wet seasons. Wh,

the land is not drained, howt

levaporating water may leave ,

salty compounds—especially

chloride, calcium chloride, s

sulfate, and calcium sulfate—

exposed patches of s'

A marsh wren

Photographs by Michael Forsberg
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Cattails wave over Arbor Lake, temporarily flush.

IS repeated, a whitish crust often accumulates, eventually torming

what is termed a salt flat, and any surface water becomes

increasingly salty.

During rainy periods, runoft" temporarily dilutes the salts, but

at other times the salinity of the soil may approach 5 percent.

The water table is usually shallow, with the upper inches of sOt

underlain by a more or less impervious layer of clay. Botanist

Irwdn Ungar and his colleagues have showTi that the salts are

generally concentrated in the upper ten to t^velve inches ot soil.

Freshwater marsh plants cannot grow under these conditions.

Several salty wetlands he in or near Lincoln, Nebraska, and

can be distinguished by their salt-tolerant plants from local

freshwater wet prairies, where prairie cordgrass grows. One is

Arbor Lake, a state-o\A'ned and -protected salt marsh at the

northwest edge of the cit\-. A twenty-acre depression that fills

temporarily followmg hea\7 rain—thereby jusriRang the term
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jlants grow where the soil's

;alt content is negligible,

ndigenous prairie cordgrass

ind prairie dropseed are joined

5y species that have colonized

he area because of

listurbance, possibly by hikers,

rhe "weedy" plants include

innual sunflower, common

agweed, smooth bromegrass,

:urly dock, yellow sweet

;lover, and pennycress.

Slightly saline soU,

Iwith salt content of up to

ibout 1.5 percent, supports a

number of species, including

iquirreltail barley and marsh

elder. The barley dominates

this zone from April to late

[une, but once it has ceased

flowering and dropped its

seeds, the marsh elder, which

germinates in late spring,

rapidly grows three or four

feet tall. Both species also

thrive in the absence of salt, as

do some other plants found

here, such as kochia, heath

aster, panicled aster, and

sprangletop grass.

With water scarce, sea hhle grows in the salt-crusted soil.

Certain plants appear to

depend on the presence ot

some salt. They include

spearscale, whose often

triangular-shaped leaves are

covered with minute gray

scales that give the plant a

gray-green appearance, and

salt grass. Another is red

glasswort, found in the

northern Great Plains

westward to British Columbia

and here, in Nebraska, at the

southern limit of its range. It is

a member of the genus

SaUcornia, whose species

—

"lake"—it is easily accessible from North 27th Street, which

forms its western boundary. The state has built a small

observation deck overlooking the edge of the marsh.

When I visited in early June, Arbor Lake was fairly dry, with

only a few areas of shallow standing water visible around the

^periphery. From the deck I could see a dense cover of wet prairie

vegetation, but I was looking for signs of saUne conditions. My
gaze fell upon what appeared to be a few patches of bare soil,

and I left the deck to inspect them. As I neared one, I could

detect a telltale white, crusty film. When I reached it, I saw that

the soil was not really bare but carpeted with dwarf plants—all

Isalt-tolerant species. As I walked away, the plants I encountered

were not only progressively taller but also species less tolerant of

salt. The tallest plants were salt-intolerant weeds and wet prairie

species, apparendy growing in salt-free soil.

The soil of Arbor Lake salt flats may be as much as 4.7

percent saline. Near Lincoln, one can also find a number ot pools

or ponds of standing water, a few of which have a salt content ot

variously called saltworts or

glassworts or pickleweeds—are

major components of coastal

salt marshes. They have

leafless, jointed, cyhndrical

stems and bear their flowers in

hollows of the thickened

upper joints. Like some of its

coastal relatives, red glasswort

has stems that turn red in

autumn.

IPPPKIW^ species that

tolerate greater salinity include

salt grass, easily distinguished

from most other grasses

because its short, narrow,

ratlier stiff leaves grow on

opposing sides of the stem

rather than spiraling around it.

Salt grass is also one of a few

grasses whose pollen-

producing flowers and seed-

producing flowers are on

separate plants, ensuring cross-

fertilization. Salt grass also

grows only one or two inches

high where the salt is most

concentrated, but up to eight

inches high where the salinity

falls to about 1 percent. This

same species is common along

the coastal plain ofNorth

America, although there are a

few minor differences between

the inland and coastal forms.

Another surprising sight in ,

Nebraska is sea bhte, whose

nearest relatives also are typical

of the coastal plain. This plant

has very narrow, somewhat

fleshy, gray-green leaves.

Where Arbor Lake's salt

concentration is highest—4.7

percent—the sea blite hes flat

on the soil surface, but it

grows upright where the soil

is about 2.5 percent salt.

about 3 percent, similar to that of the ocean. They are usually

surrounded by plains bulrush, a three- to five-foot-tall sedge

with triangular stems and flowering spikes that are nearly one

inch long. Most of the salt ponds contain a submerged, aquatic

species called widgeon grass. This plant, with tuii:s of threadlike

leaves attached to much-branched slender steins, is not really a

grass but is instead a relative of pondweeds. It is usually found in

coastal pools and ditches.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondak, explores the biological and geological

hiqhli(^hts of United States national forests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

Nebraska Department of Game and Fish

P.O. Box 30370

Lincoln, Nebraska 68503

(402) 471-5422
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Celestial Events

Last Eclipse
By Joe Rao

Those situated along the path of totality will see the Mooiijully

eclipse the Sun's light.

On February 26, the Western

Hemisphere's last solar echpse

of the century will begin as

the shadow of the Moon,

called the umbra, touches the

Earth in the Pacific Ocean

about 1,500 miles south-

southeast of Hawaii. For the

next three hours and twenty-

three minutes, the shadow

will sweep across Earth's

surface. Those within the path

of totality—a band some

seventy-three miles wide

—

will be within the umbra and

win see the Moon completely

cover the Sun. Part of the

band wiU cross Panama and

northern South America, but

much ot it lies over open

water. As the shadow sweeps

across the Caribbean Sea,

numerous cruise ships wOl be

positioned to give passengers a

gHmpse of this sky spectacular.

Near and along the center of

the shadow track, the Moon
wUl completely hide the Sun

for roughly four minutes.

On either side of the path

of totahty is the penumbra, a

region ot semishadow that

gradually increases from total

darkness to full illumination.

Parts of the United States and

Canada fall within the

penumbra. A partial solar

eclipse wOl be visible in these

areas, but its magnitude

diminishes with distance to

the west and north. At San

Juan, Puerto Rico, the

magnimde of the ecUpse will

be 90 percent. It decreases to

50 percent at Miami, 25

percent at Atlanta, 22 percent

at New York, 14 percent

at Dallas, 5 percent at

Chicago, and 2 percent at San

Diego. Those north of a Hne

running roughly from Los

Angeles to Sauk Sainte Marie,

Michigan, to Nain, Labrador,

wiU not witness the event.

The eclipse will occur in

midmorning m the

southwestern states and

progressively later in the day

to the east.

One word of warning;

take every precaution for

eclipse viewing! Never look at

even a tiny bit ot the Sun's

disk unless you are using a

proven filtration device, such

as #14 welder's glass or

aluminized Mylar plastic, to

protect your eyes. You can

usually find all the safety tips

you need in your local

newspaper.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the

American Museum-Hayden

Planetarium. He will speak about

the eclipse on February 1 1 . See

the "Events" column on page 84

for more details.
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The Sky in February

IBSSn IS invisible this

26th, will be passing by Venus

on the mornings of the 23d

and 24th.

iWllilliM is the lone evening

stal- this month; the yello\vish

white planet shines at +0.7

month as it passes through magnitude in the western

superior conjunction

—

beyond the Sun as seen from

Iiaiil£fl at magnitude +1.2, is

low in the southwestern sky at

sky for three to five hours

after sunset. It's near the

Earth—on the 22d. sunset and sets one to two Moon on the 1st.

iMailiBl
is moving rapidly

hours later. It is closing in on

the Sun, and by month's end mawwniii is at first quarter

west and away from the Sun. will be lost m the glow of phase on the 3d at 5:53 p.m..

By the end of the month it twilight. EST, and is full on the 11 th

stands 25° above the at 5:22 a.m., EST. The

southeastern horizon at HUriMli Hke Mercui7, is Moon is at last quarter on

sunrise. Greatest brilliancy invisible much of this month the 19th at 10:26 A.M.,

(-4.6 magnitude) is on the as it arrives at superior EST, and the new Moon
20th. The Moon, en route conjunction, on the far side of occurs on the 26th at 12:25

to ecUpsing the Sun on the the Sun, on the 23d. P.M., EST.
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gather extensive empirical support to per-

;uade a community of colleagues often

itubbonily committed to opposite views.

Science, after all, is as much a social en-

:erprise as an intellectual adventure.

A prominent eureka myth holds that

Charles Darwin invented evolution

within the lonely genius of his own mind,

ibetted by personal observations made

while he lived on a tiny ship circumnavi-

gating the globe, and then dropped the

:oncept hke a bombshell on a stunned

ind shocked world in 1859. Darwin re-

mains my personal hero, and the Origin of

Species will always be my favorite book

—

but Darwin didn't invent evolution and

would never have persuaded an entire in-

tellectual communitN' without substantial

priming fronr generations of earlier evo-

lutionists (including his own grandfather).

These forebears prepared the ground but

•never devised a plausible mechanism (as

Darwin achieved with the principle ot

natural selection) and never recorded, or

even knew how to recognize, enough

supporting documentation.

We can make a general case against

such eureka myths as Darwin's epiphany

of 1859, but such statements carry no

icredibilit\' without historical counterex-

amples. If we can show that evolution in-

spired substantial debate among biologists

long before Darwin, then we obtain a

primary case for interesting and extended

complexity in the anatomy of an intellec-

tual revolution. Historians have devel-

loped many such examples (and pre-Dar-

winian evolutionism has long been a

popular subject among scholars), but the

eureka myth persists (perhaps because we

so yearn to place a name and a date on

defining episodes in our history). I know

ot no better example (however little

known and poorly documented) than

Owen's invention of the name "dinosaur"

ias
an explicit weapon—ironically for the

wrong side, in our current and irrelevant

judgment—in an intense and public de-

bate about the status of evolution.

Scattered observations of dinosaur

bones, usually misinterpreted as human

giants, pervade the earlier history of pa-

leontology, but the first recognition of

giant terrestrial reptiles from a distant age

before mammalian dominance (the ma-

rine ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs had

been defined a few years eariier) did not

long predate Owen's christening of them.

In 1 824, Reverend William Buckland, an

Anglican divine by title but a leading ge-

ologist by weight of daily practice and ex-

pertise, named the first genus that Owen
would eventually incorporate as a di-

nosaur—the carnivorous Megalosaunis.

Buckland devoted his professional Ufe

to promoting paleontology and religion

Scattered

observations of

dinosaur bones,

usually

misinterpreted as

human giants,

pervade the earlier

history of

paleontology, but it

was only in the

1820s that giant

terrestrial reptiles

from a distant age

were first

recognized.

with equal zeal. He became the tirst ofti-

cially appointed geologist at Oxford Uni-

versity and presented his inaugural lecture

in 1819 under the tide "Vindiciae geo-

logicae; or the connexion of geology

with rehgion explained." Later, in 1836,

he wrote one of the eight Bridgewater

Treatises, a series generously endowed by

the Earl of Bridgewater upon his death in

1829, and dedicated to proving "the

power, wisdom, and goodness ot God as

manifested in the creation." Danvin's cir-

cle referred to this series as the "bilgewa-

ter" treatises, and the books did represent

a last serious gasp for the venerable but

fading doctrine of "natural theoiog}'"

based on the so-caOed argument from de-

sign—the proposition that both God's ex-

istence and his attributes of benevolence

and perfection could be inferred firom the

good design of material objects and the

harmonious interaction among nature's

parts (read, in biological terms, as the ex-

cellent adaptations of organisms and the

harmony of ecosystems expressed as a

"balance of nature.")

Buckland (1784-1856) provided cru-

cial patronage for several key episodes in

Owen's advance, and Owen, as a con-

summate diplomat and astute academic

politician, certainly knev\' and honored

the sources of his favors. When Owen

named dinosaurs in 1842, the theoretical

views of the two men invited comparison

with anyone's favorite metaphor for indis-

tinction, from peas in a pod to Tweedle-

dum and Tweedledee. Owen later be-

came an evolutionist, although never a

supporter of Darwinian natural selection.

One might be cynical and correlate

Owen's philosophical shift with the death

of Buckland and other powerftil men of

the old guard, but Owen was too inteUi-

gent (and also sufFiciendy honorable) to

permit such a simple interpretation, and

his later evolutionary' views show consid-

erable subtlety and originahD,'. Nonethe-

less—in a point crucial to this essay

—

Owen remained an unreconstructed

Bucklandian creationist, committed to

the functionalist approach of the argu-

ment fi-om design, when he christened

dinosaurs in 1842.

Gideon Mantell, a surgeon from Sussex

(southern England) and one of Europe's

most skilled and powerful amateur natu-

ralists, named a second genus (which

Owen would later include among the

dinosaurs) in 1825—the herbivorous

Iguiviodon, now classified as a duckbill.

Later, m 1833, Mantell also named Hy-

laeosiumis, now viewed as an armored her-

bivorous dinosaur and ranked among the

ankvlosaurs.
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Owen united these three genera to ini-

tiate his order Dinosauria in 1842. But

why link such disparate creatures—a car-

nivore with two herbivores, one now

viewed as a tall, upright, bipedal duckbUl,

the other as a low, squat, four-footed, ar-

mored ankylosaur? In part, Owen didn't

appreciate the extent of the differences

(although we do continue to regard dino-

saurs as a discrete evolutionary group,

thus confirming Owen's basic conclu-

sion). For example, he didn't recognize

the bipedahty of some dinosaurs, arid he

reconstructed aU three genera as four-

footed creatures.

Owen presented three basic reasons for

proposing his new group. First, the three

genera share the most obvious feature that

has always set our primal fascination with

dinosaurs: gigantic size. But Owen knew

perfectly weU that common size denotes

httle or nothing about taxonomic affinity.

Several marine reptiles of the same age

were just as big, or even bigger, but

Owen did not include them among dino-

saurs (and neither do we today).

Moreover, Owen's anatomical analysis

had greatly reduced the size estimates for

dinosaurs (although they remained im-

pressively large). ManteU had estimated

up to 100 feet in length for Iguanodon, a

figure reduced to 28 feet by Owen. In the

1844 edition of his Medals of Creation

(only two years after Owen's shortening,

thus illustrating the intensity of pubHc in-

terest in the subject), ManteU capitulated

and excused himself for his former over-

estimate in the maximally exculpatory

passive voice:

In my earliest notices of the Iguanodon

. . . an attempt was made to estimate the

probable magnitude of the original by

instituting a comparison betifeen thefossil

bones and those of the Iguana.

But the modern iguana grows short legs,

splayed out to the side, and a long tail.

The unrelated dinosaur Iguanodon had

very long legs by comparison (for we now

view the creature as bipedal) and a rela-

tively shorter tail. Thus, when ManteU

originally estimated the length of Iguan-

odon from very incomplete material con-

sisting mostly of leg bones and teeth, he

erred by assuming the same proportions

of legs to body as in modern iguanas and

by then appending an unknown tail of

greatly extended length.

Second, and most importantly, Owen
recognized that all three genera shared a

set of distinct characters found in no other

fossil reptiles. He cited many technical de-

tails but focused on the fijsion of several

sacral vertebrae to form an unusually

strong pelvis—an excellent adaptation for

terrestrial Hfe and a feature long known in

In naming them
"terrible lizards,"

Owen 'wished to

emphasize the

a'wesome and

fearful majesty of

such astonishingly

large, yet intricate

and -well-adapted,

creatures.

Megalosaurus, but only recently affirmed

for Iguanodon, thus suggesting affinity.

Owen's first defining sentence of his sec-

tion on dinosaurs (pages 102-3 of his

1842 report) emphasizes this shared fea-

ture: "This group, which includes at least

three well-estabUshed genera of Saurians,

is characterized by a large sacrum com-

posed of five anchylosed [fused] vertebrae

of unusual construction."

Third, Owen noted, based on admit-

tedly limited evidence, that dinosaurs

might constitute a complete terrestrial

community in themselves, not just a few

oddball creatures hving in ecological cor-

ners or backwaters. The three known

genera included a fierce carnivore, an

agile herbivore, and a stocky, armored

herbivore—surely a maximal spread of di-

versity and ecological range for so small a

sample. Perhaps the Mesozoic world had

been an Age of Dinosaurs (or, rather, a

more inclusive Age of Reptiles, with

dinosaurs on the land; pterodactyls in the

air; and ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, and

mosasaurs in the sea). In this view, dino-

saurs became the terrestrial component of

a coherent former world dominated by

reptiles.

Owen then united all his arguments

—

building a case, in their ensemble, for a

distinctive and dominant group of large-

bodied terrestrial creatures in Mesozoic

ecosystems—to characterize dinosaurs in

a particularly flattering way that justified

his etymological choice of "fearfully

great." In short, Owen depicted dinosaurs

not as primitive and anatomically incom-

petent demzens of an antediluvian world

but rather as uniquely sleek, powerful,

and well-designed creatures—mean and
|

lean fighting and eating machines for a

distinctive and distinguished former

world. Owen emphasized this central

point \vith a striking rhetorical device,

guaranteed to attract notice and contro-

versy: he compared the design and effi-

ciency of dinosaurs with modern (read

"superior") mammals, not with shthery

and inferior reptiles of either past or pre-

sent worlds.

Owen first mentioned this argument

right up front, at the end of his opening

paragraph (quoted earlier in this essay) on

the definition of dinosaurs:

Tlie hones of the extremities are of large

proportional size, for Saurians. . . . [They]

more or less resemble those of the heavy

pachydermal Mammals, and attest . . . the

terrestrial liabits of the species.

k

Owen then pursues this theme of struc

tural (not genealogical) similarity with

advanced mammals throughout his re-

port—as, for example, when he reduces

Mantell's estimate of dinosaurian body

size by comparing their leg bones with

the strong limbs of mammals, attached

under the body for maximal efficiency in

locomotion, and not with the weaker

w



imbs of reptiles, splayed out to the side

"'" md imposing a more awkward and wad-

iling gait. Owen writes:

w

mil

ent

edt

:iits-

for

large-

mil Owen stresses this comparison again in

mil the concluding paragraphs of his report

Tlic same observations on the general form

and proportions of the animal

[Iguanodon/ and its approximation in

this respect to the Mammalia, especially to

the great extinct Megatherioid [giant

grotnid sloth
I
or Pachyderiiml [elephant]

species, apply as well to the Iguanodon as

to the Me^alosaurus.

center of circnlation in a degree more nearly

approaching that which noii/ characterizes

the warm-blooded Vcrtcbrata.

The effect of Owen's promotion of

dinosaurs from ungainly, torpid, primeval

reptilian beasts to efficient and well-

adapted creatures bearing favorable com-

parison with modern mammals may best

be gauged by comparing reconstructions

of Iguanodon and Megalosauriis before and

after Owen's report. George Richardson's

Iguanodon of 1838 depicts a squat, elon-

gated creature, presumably relegated to a

dragging, waddling gait while moving on

adorn the reopening of the Crystal Palace

at Sydenham in the early 1850s. (The

great exhibition hall burned long ago, but

Hawkins's dinosaurs, recently repainted,

may still be seen in all their glor)-—and

less than an hour's train ride from central

London.) In a famous incident in the his-

tory of paleontology, Owen hosted a

New Year's Eve dinner in 1853 within the

partially completed model of Iguanodon.

Owen sat at the head of the table, located

within the head of the beast; eleven col-

leagues won coveted places with Owen

inside the model, while another ten

guests (the Victorian version of a B-list, I

George Richardson's 1838 Iguanodon is a lolling, lizardlike

creature with splayed-out legs andfeet.

Loui^ Figuier\ 1867 scene ofMegalosaurus batthng Iguanodon

embodies Oiven's concept of dinosaurs as efficient quadrupeds.

)4
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(and for a definite theoretical purpose

embodying the theme of this essay and

discussed below). Here, Owen speaks ot

"the Dinosaurian order, where we know

ithat the Reptilian type of structure made

the nearest approach to Mammals." In a

ifinal footnote (and the very last words of

his publication), Owen even speculates

—

ithus anticipating an unresolved modern

-debate of great intensity—that the effi-

cient physiology of dinosaurs invites

closer comparison with warm-blooded

mammals than with conventional cold-

blooded modern reptiles:

The Dinosaurs, having the same thoracic

structure as the Crocodiles, may he

concluded to have possessed afour-

chambered heart; and, from their superior

adaptation to terrestrial life, to have enjoyed

the function of such a highly-organized

short legs splayed out to the side (thus re-

calling God's curse upon the serpent after

a portentous encounter with Eve: "upon

thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt

thou eat all the days of thy life.") But

Owen, while wrongly interpreting all

dinosaurs as four-footed, reconstructed

them as competent and efficient runners

with legs held under the body in mam-

malian fashion.

Just compare Richardson's torpid di-

nosaur of 1838 with an 1867 scene of

Megalosaurus fighting with Iguanodon as

published in the decade's greatest work in

popular science, Louis Figuier's Tlie World

Before the Deluge. Owen also enjoyed a

prime opportunity for embodying his

ideas in (literally) concrete form, for he

supervised Waterhouse Hawkins's con-

struction of the first fijH-sized, three-di-

mensional dinosaur models, built to

suppose) occupied an adjoining side table.

I do not doubt that Owen believed his

favorable interpretation of dinosaurs \\ith

all his heart, and that he regarded his con-

clusions as the best reading of available ev-

idence. (Indeed, modern understanding

places his arguments for dinosaurian com-

plexity and competence in a quite favor-

able light.) But scientific conclusions

—

particularly when they involve complex

inferences about general world views

rather than simple records of overdy visi-

ble facts—always rest upon motivations

far more tangled and complex than the

dictates of rigorous logic and accurate ob-

servation. We must also pose social and

political questions if we wish to under-

stand why Owen chose to name dinosaurs

as "tearfully great": Who were liis ene-

mies? and What views did he regard

as harmful, or even dangerous, in a
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larger than purely scientific sense?

When we expand our inquiry in these

directions, the ironic answer that moti-

vated this essay rises to obvious promi-

nence as the organizing theme of Owen's

deeper motivations: He delighted in the

efficiency and complexity of dinosaurs

—

and chose to embody these conclusions in

a majestic name—because such di-

nosaurian competence provided Owen
with a crucial argument against the major

evolutionai-y theory of his day, a doctrine

that he then opposed with all the zeal of

his scientific principles, his conservative

political beliefs, and his excellent nose for

practical pathways of professional ad-

vance.

I am not speaking here of the evolu-

tionary account that would later bear the

name of Darwinism (and would prove

quite compatible with Owen's observa-

tions about dinosaurs) but rather of a dis-

tinctively different and earlier version of

"transmutation" (the term then generally

used to denote theories of genealogical

descent), best described as the doctrine of

"progressionism." The evolutionary pro-

gressionists of the 1840s, generally root-

ing their beliefs in a pseudo-Lamarckian

notion of inherent organic striving for

perfection, looked upon the fossil record

as a tale of uninterrupted progress within

each continuous lineage of organisms.

Owen, on the contrary, viewed the com-

plexity of dinosaurs as the "smoking

gun"—irrefutable evidence for annihilat-

ing such a sinister and simphstic view.

Owen opposed progressionistic evolu-

tion for a complex set of reasons. First of

aU, this opinion endeared him to his pa-

trons and gave him leverage against his

enemies. William Buckland, Owen's

chief supporter, had used his Bridgewater

Treatise of 1836 to argue against evolu-

tionary progressionism by citing the ex-

cellent design of ancient beasts that

should have been crude and primitive by

virtue of their primeval age. Buckland in-

voked both Megalosaiinis and Igiiaiiodon to

advance this argument (although these

genera had not yet been designated as

dinosaurs).

In his preface, Buckland announced an

intention to show that "the phenomena

of Geology are decidedly opposed [to]

the derivation of existing systems of or-

ganic life ... by gradual transmutation of

one species into another." He then argued

that the superb design of ancient organ-

isms proved the constant superintendence

of a loving deity rather than a natural

process of increasing excellence, from ini-

tial crudity to current complexity. Ac-

cording to Buckland, superb design of

giant Mesozoic reptiles "shows that even

m those distant eras, the same care of the

common Creator, which we witness in

A rising generation

ofyoung naturalists

threw their support

behind Darwin and

then virtually read

Owen out of

history when they

gained power
themselves.

the mechanism of our own bodies . .

was extended to the structure of crea

tures, that at first sight seem made up only

of monstrosities." He then inferred God's

direct benevolence from the excellent

adaptation of the teeth of Iguanodon to a

herbivorous lifestyle: we cannot "view

such examples of mechanical contrivance,

united with so much economy of expen-

diture . . . without feeling a profound

conviction that all this adjustment has re-

sulted from design and high intelligence."

Owen dutifully copied all these key state-

ments about dinosaurian excellence as?^

proof of God's commanding love and

wisdom into his 1842 report, while copi-

ously citing and praising Buckland as his

source of insight.

On the other hand, this defense of nat-

ural theology and attack upon evolution-
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ary progressionism also positioned Owen

well against his enemies. Owen deni-

grated the amateur and bucoHc Mantell as

much as he revered his urbane profes-

sional patron Buckland, but this spat cen-

tered on social rather than ideological is-

sues. In London, Owen faced one

principal enemy at this early stage of liis

career, when advance to domination

seemed most precarious—the newly ap-

pointed professor ot zoology at University

College London, Robert E. Grant.

Grant (1793-1874) ended up m dis-

grace and poverty for reasons that remain

unresolved and more than a htde mysteri-

ous. (See the excellent intellectual and

"forensic" work of historian Adrian

Desmond on this vexatious question. In-

cidentally, my own inspiration for this

essay began with an invitation to speak at

University College in a celebration to

honor the reopening of Grant's zoological

museum. In reading about Grant, and de-

veloping considerable sympathy for his

iplight, I naturally extended my research

to his enemy Owen, to dinosaurs, and ul-

timately to this essay.) But, in the late

1830s, Grant (who had just moved south

from Edinburgh) enjoyed prominence as

a new leading light in London's zoologi-

cal circles, and Owen's obvious and only

rival for primacy. Grant had pubhshed an

excellent and highly respected series of

papers on the biology and classification of

"lower" invertebrates, and he held advan-

tages of age and experience over Owen.

But Grant was also a political radical, a

man of few social graces, and—more rel-

evantly—the most proininent public sup-

porter of evolutionary progressionism in

Great Britain. (In a wonderfiil tale for an-

other time—and a primai-y illustration for

the sociological principle of six degrees of

separation and the general doctrine of

"what goes 'round comes 'round"

—

Charles Darwin had spent an unhappy

student year at Edinburgh before matric-

ulating at Cambridge. As the only light in

this dark time, Darwin became very close

to Grant, who must be regarded as his

first important academic mentor. Of
course, Darwin knew about evolution
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from general readings [including the

works of his own grandfather Erasmus,

whom Grant also much admired], and

Grant's Lamarckism stood in virtual an-

tithesis to the principle of natural selec-

tion that Darwin would later develop. But

the fact remains that Darwin first learned

about evolution in a formal academic set-

ting from Grant. The myster\^ of Grant

only deepens when we learn that the im-

peccably generous and genial Darwin

later gave Grant such short shrift. He ap-

parently never visited his old mentor

when the two men lived in London, liter-

ally at a stone s throw of separation, after

Darwin returned from the Beagle voyage.

Moreover, Dar\^an"s autobiography wTit-

ten late m his life, contains only one short

and begrudging paragraph about Grant,

cnkninating in a single statement about

Grant's evolutionism: "He one day. \\'hen

we were walking together, burst forth in

high admiration ofLamarck and his \dews

on evolution. 1 listened in silent astonish-

ment, and as far as I can judge \\"ithout

any efiect on my mind.")

But Grant represented a threat and a

power in 1842, and Owen used his anti-

evolutionar)- argument about dinosaurs as

an explicit weapon against this archrival.

The nastiest statement in Owen's report

on fossil reptiles records his unsubtle

skewering of Grant's e\'olutionan,' \dews:

Does the liypothesis of the transmutation of

species, by a march ofprogressive

development occasioning a progressive

ascent in the organic scale, afford any

explanation ofthese surprising phenomena?

. . . A slight survey of organic remains

may, indeed, appear to support such views

ofthe origin ofanimated species; but oj no

stream ofscience is it more necessary, than

of Paleontology, to "drink deep or taste

not."

To illustrate the supposed superficialin,*

and ignorance behind such false argu-

ments tor evolution. Owen then cites

only an 1835 paper by Grant—thus

clearly identifying the target of his jibes.

Could anvone. moreover, make a more

dismissive and scurrilous statement about

a colleague than Owen's rejection of

Grant by Alexander Pope's famous crite-

rion (the subject, by the way, of my col-

umn in this space just five months ago):

A little learning is a dangerous thing;

Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian

spring

0\^'en's concluding section cites several

arguments to buttress his anti-ti-ansmuta-

tionist message—but dinosaurs take the

stand as his star and culminating wit-

nesses. Owen, follo\\'in2; a standard for-

Even if one scientist

experiences an

emotional and

transforming

eureka, he must still

persuade a

community of

colleagues often

stubbornly

committed to

opposite views.

mulation of his generation, not a unique

insight or an idiosyncratic ordering,

makes a primary distinction between an

evolutionary version ofprogressionism, in

which each lineage moves gradually in-

exorably, and unidirectionally toward

greater complexity and increasing excel-

lence of design, and the creationist st\-le

of progressionism espoused by Buckland

and other natural theologians, in which

God creates more complex organisms for

each new geological age, but the highest

forms of one period do not evolve into

dominant creatures of the next age.

(To rebut the obvious objection that

God could then be xdewed as a humbler

\A'ho couldn't get things rieht at the outset

and then had to use all of geological tim.e f

for practice runs, Buckland and com-

pany—including Owen in the final para-

graphs of his 1842 report—argued that
;

God always creates organisms with opti

nial adaptations for the environments of

each geological period. But these envi-

ronments change in a directional manner,

requiring progressive advance of organic

architecture to maintain a level of proper

adaptation. Specifically, Buckland argued

that climates had worsened through time

as the earth cooled from an initiallv

molten state. Cold-blooded torpor

worked best on a hot and primitive earth,

but a colder and tougher world required

the creation ofwarm-blooded successors.)

Buckland and Owen held that the fos-

sil record could act as an arbiter for this

most vital of all zoological debates; in-

deed, they both believed that paleontol-

ogy might win primary importance as a

science for its capacity to decide between

progressive evolution and creation. The

two theories differed starkly in their pre-

dictions on a crucial matter. For transmu-

tationists, each separate lineage should

progress gradually and continuously

through time, while the newly dominant

form of each geological age should de-

scend directly from rulers of the last pe-

riod. But for progressive creationists, an

opposite pattern should prevail in the fos-

sil record: individual lineages should sho\v

no definite pattern through time and

might even retrogress, while the domi-

nant form ofeach age should arise by spe-

cial creation, \vithout ancestors and \vith

no ties to the rulers of past ages.

With this background, we can final!)-

grasp the central significance of 0^ven'!

decision to reconstruct dinosaurs a;

uniquelv complicated beasts, more com-

parable in excellence of design with latei

(and advanced) mammals than ^^^th low]\

reptiles of their own lineage. Such di

nosaurian exceOence refiited transmuta-

tion and supported progressive creation

ism on both crucial points. First, the higl

status of dinosaurs proved that reptiles hai

degenerated through time, as the old an;

best—the grand and glorious Mega'



losaums and Igiianodon—gave way to the

later and lowlier snakes, turtles, and

lizards. Second, these highest reptiles did

not evolve into the next dominant group

of mammals, for small and primitive

mammals had already been discovered in

Mesozoic rocks that housed the remains

of dinosaurs as well.

Owen clearly rejoiced (and gave thanks

for the support thereby rendered to his

patron Buckland) in the fearful greatness

of his newly christened dinosaurs as a pri-

mary argument against the demonizing

doctrine of progressive transmutation. He

wrote in the concluding passages of his

1842 report:

If the present species qfaniiimis had

resultedjrom progressive developiiieiit and

transmutation offormer species, each class

ought now to present its typical characters

under their highest recognized conditions of

organization: but the review of the

characters offossil Reptiles, taken in the

present Report, proves that this is not the

case. No reptile now exists which combines

a complicated . . . dentition with limbs so

proportionally large and strong, having . . .

so long and complicated a sacrum as in the

order Dinosauria. The Megalosaurs and

Iguanodons, rejoicing in these undeniably

most pefeet modifications of the Reptilian

type, attained the greatest bulk, and must

have played the most conspicuous parts, in

their respective characters as devourers of

animals andfeeders upon vegetables, that

this earth has ever witnessed in oviparous

[egg-laying] and cold-blooded creatures.

Owen then closed his argument, and

this entire section of his report, by using

dinosaurs to support the second anti-

transmutationist principle as well: not

only do dinosaurs illustrate a lack of

progress within reptilian lineages but they

also demonstrate that higher mammals

could not have evolved from dominant

reptiles:

Thus, though a general progression may be

discerned, the interruptions and faults, to

use a geological phrase, negative the notion

that the progression had been the result of

self-developing energies adequate to a

transmutation of specific characters; but, on

the contrary, support the conclusion that the

modifications of osteological structure which

characterize the extinct Reptiles, were

originally impressed upon them at their

creation, and have been neither derived

from improvement of a lower, nor lost by

progressive development into a higher type.

As a closing fillip and small (but pretty)

footnote to this argument from the public

record, I can also add a previously un-

known affirmation for the centrality of

anti-evolutionism as a primary motiva-

tion m Owen's designation of dinosaurs as

"fearfully great." Owen certainly stressed

an anti-transmutationist message in dis-

coursing on the significance of dinosaurs.

But how do we know that transmutation

represented a Uve and general debate in

the zoology of Owen's day—and not just
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a fiinny litde side issue acting as a bee in

Owen's owTi idios\'ncratic bonnet? The

public record does pro\'ide support for

the generalitv'. For example, the first fiill-

scale defense of evolution \\Titten in Eng-

lish, the anominously printed Vestiges of

the Natural History of Creation (by the

Scottish pubhsher Robert Chambers),

became the Hteran,- sensation and hottest

press item of 1844.

But I can add a small testimony fixjm a

personal source. Several years ago, I had

lists the taxonomic names of species

under discussion, or the anatomical terms

associated with Owen's immediate de-

scriptions. For example, in Owen's sec-

tion on dinosaurs. Buckland writes

"sacrum" next to Owen's identitication

of fiised sacral vertebrae as a defining

character of dinosaurs. And he writes "28

feet" next to Owen's defense of this

smaller length for Igiianodoii.

Buckland breaks this pattern in only

one place—to mark and emphasize

Sir Richard Ou'eti (1804-92)

the great good fortune to purchase, at a

modest price before the h\"pe ot Jiimssic

Park sent dinosaur memorabilia through

the financial roof, Buckland's personal

copy of Owen's 1842 report. (This copy,

inscribed to Buckland by Owen and

signed by Buckland in two places, bears

the incorrect date of 1841 and must

therefore belong to the original lot of

twent\--five printed for Owen's private

distribution.) Buckland obviously read

the document with some care, for he un-

derlined many passages and \\TOte several

margmal annotarions. But the annotations

follow a clear pattern: Buckland only

highlights factual claims in his marginal

notes; he never comments on theoretical

or controverted points. Mosdy. he just

Owen's discussion of dinosaurs as an ar-

gument against transmutation of species.

Here, on page 196, Buckland wxites the

word "transmutation" in the margin—his

only annotation for a theoretical point in

the entire pubhcation. Moreover, and in a

manner that I can only call charming in

our modem age of the 3M Post-it, Buck-

land cut out a square of white paper and

fastened it to page 197 by a single glob of

marginal glue, thus marking Owen's sec-

tion on evolution by sHght projection ot

the square above the printed page when

the book hes closed. Finally, Buckland

again wrote "Transmutation " on a loose,

rectangular sHp ofpaper that he must have

inserted as a bookmark into 0\ven's re-

port. Buckland, one of the leading Eng-

lish geologists of his rime, evidendy re-

garded Owen's discussion of evolution as

the most important theoretical issue to

arise from the giant reptiles that Buckland

had first recognized and Owen just

named as dinosaurs.

Evolution must be a genuinely awfiil

and absolutely terrible truth if Owen felt

compelled to employ the most fearfully

great of all fossil creatures in an ultimately

vain attempt to refute this central prin-

ciple of hfe's histor\', the source of all or-

ganic diversit); from Megalosatims to

-VIoses, from Iguaiwdon to the "lowly" in-

tusorians residing inside those zoological

oddballs who learn to name dinosaurs and

strive to contemplate the great "1 Am.'"

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorary'

Curator in Inirertebrates at tiie American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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OnBein

Kareried
How empty is intergalactic

space? Even astrophysicists

don't know for sure.

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Everybody knows that air is thin. How-

else could we be impressed when a magi-

cian pops a rabbit in and out of an other-

wise empt\- hat? Most of the time we are

not even aware the air is there. But when

the rabbit disappears, nobody tells you

that a cubic centimeter of pure, invisible,

sea-level air contains more molecules (ten

quintillion) than an average beach has

grains of sand. Is this a lot? Or is this a lit-

tle? Missing rabbits may be interested to

know that the average densin,- ot matter in

the entire universe is much, much less

than the air m a magician's hat. The adage

"nature abhors a vacuum" apphes fa-

mously to life under our blanket of

Earths atmosphere, but it fimdamentally

misrepresents the rest of the cosmos.

Before laborator^^ vacuums, air was the

closest thing to nothing that anyone could

imagine. Along with earth, fire, and

water, air was one of Empedocles' origi-

nal four elements that composed the

known world. Aristode then postulated a

fifth element known as the quintessence.

Otherworldly, yet Hghter than air and

more ethereal than fire, the rarefied quin-

tessence was presumed to compose the

heavens.

We needn't look as far as the heavens to

find rarefied emdronments. Our upper at-

mosphere wUl suffice. Beginning at sea

level, air pressure is about fifteen pounds

per square inch, which means that if you

cookie-cut a square inch of atmosphere

from thousands of miles up all the way

do^^Tl to sea level and put it on a scale, it

would weigh fifteen pounds. In compari-

son, a square-inch column ofwater would

need to be a mere thirt\--three feet tall to

weigh fifteen pounds. On mountaintops

and high up in airplanes, the cookie-cut

column of air above you is shorter and

therefore weighs less. At the 14,000-foot

summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii, home to

some of the world's most powerfiil tele-

scopes, the atmospheric pressure drops to

about nine pounds per square inch. While

obsemng on site, astronomers must occa-

sionally breathe from oxygen tanks to re-

tain intellectual acuir\-. Earth's atmosphere

extends thousands of rrules above its sur-

face, but the compressibUity of air enables

the atmosphere to pack over 99 percent of

its molecules below r^vent)- miles. Above

fifr\' miles, where there are no known as-

tronomers, the air is so rarefied that your

average gas molecule moves for a relatively

long time—an interminable 1/100,000 of

a second—^before colliding wdth another.

If, in between coDisions, the molecules

are slammed by an incoming subatomic

particle, they become temporarily excited

and then emit a unique spectrum ot col-
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ors before their next collision. When the

incoming particles are the constituents ot

the solar wind, such as protons and elec-

trons, the emissions are seen as curtains of

undulating hght that we commonly call

an aurora. When the spectrum of auroral

hght was first measured, it had no coun-

terpart in the laboratory'. The identit)- of

the glowing molecules remained un-

known until we learned that excited, but

otherwise ordinar); molecules of nitrogen

and oxygen were to blame. At sea level,

their rapid collisions with each other

—

clocked at seven biUion per second—ab-

sorb this excess energ\' long before they

have had a chance to emit their own Hght.

Earth's upper atmosphere is not alone

in producing mysterious lights. Spectral

features in the Suns corona long puzzled

astrophysicists. An extremely rarefied

place, the corona is that beautifuJ, fierv-

threat of head-on collisions with Win-

nebago-size boulders. The actual recipe

for the asteroid belt? Take a mere 2K per-

cent of the Moon's mass (itselfjust 1/81

the mass of Earth) and crush it into thou-

sands of assorted pieces, but make sure

that over 90 percent of the mass is con-

tained in just four asteroids. Then spread

all the pieces across a 100-miUion-mile-

wide belt that traces a 1.5-bilHon-mile

path around the Sun. Yes, traversing the

asteroid belt is more dangerous than not

traversing the asteroid belt. But it is not as

dangerous as you might think.

Leading aside pesky chunks of rocks

and boulders, interplanetarv.' space has an

average densit\" ot about ten atoms and

molecules per cubic centimeter, which is

about the same as the best laborator\' vac-

uums on Earth. Comet tails, as tenuous

and rarefied as thev are, represent an in-

The astronomically common yet

deadly gas cyanogen was discovered in

comet spectra in 1881 by Sir WUham
Huggins. When it was later announced

that Earth would pass through the tail of

Halley's comet during the comet's 1910

\'isit to the inner solar system, gullible

people were sold anti-comet pills by

pharmaceutical charlatans, even though

the total quantity- of comet tail that Earth

swept up amounted to no more than an

ounce or t\vo. One of hfe's important

lessons: knowledge of rarefied cosmic

phenomena can save you money.

The core ofthe Sun, where all the star's

thermonuclear energ\- is generated, is not

a place to find low-densin.- material. But

the core is a mere 1 percent ot the Sun's

volume. The average density' of the entire

Sun is only one-fourth that of Earth and

only 40 percent greater than that of ordi-

The average density of the Sun is only

one-fourth that of Earth and only 40 percent

greater than ordinary water. In other

words, a spoonful of Sun would
sink in your bathtub, but it

wouldn't sink fast.

looking outer region of the Sun that be-

comes visible during a total solar echpse.

The unexplained features were attributed

to "coromum," an element that was later

recognized to be iron. We then learned

that the solar corona is heated to milhons

of degrees, which puts normally famihar

iron into an unfamiliar state in which

most of its outer electrons are stripped

away and float free in the gas.

The term "'rarefied" is normally re-

sented for gases, but I wtU take the liberu-

to apply it to the solar system's famed as-

teroid belt. From mo\'ies and other de-

scriptions, you would think it was a haz-

ardous place, fraught with the constant

crease in densit\' by at least a factor of 100

over the ambient conditions of interplan-

etaiy space. By reflecting surJight and re-

emitting energ\" absorbed from the Sun, a

comet tail possesses remarkable \isibihty,

given its nothingness. Fred Whipple, of

the Har\'ard-Smithsonian Center for As-

trophysics, is generally considered a par-

ent of our modern understanding of

comets. He has succinctly described a

comet's tail as the most that has ever been

made of the least. Indeed, it the entire

^"olume ot a 50-milhon-mile-long comet

tail were compressed to the densit\- of or-

dinary' air, all the tail's gas would fill a ten-

mile cube.

nar)- water. In othet words, a spoonfiil of

Sun would sink in your bathtub, but it

wouldn't sink fast. In five biUion yean,

however, the Sun's core wiU have fused

nearly all its hydrogen into hehum and

will shordy thereafter begin to fuse he-

hum into carbon. Meanwhile, the lumi-

nosit\- of the Sun will increase a thou-

sandfold while its surface temperature

drops to half of what it is today. We know

from the laws of physics that the only way

an object can increase its luminosity- while

simultaneously getting cooler is for it to

get bigger. The Sun as we know it will

ultimately expand to a bidbous ball of rar-

efied gas that will completely fill, and ex-



tend beyond, the volume of Earth's orbit.

The average density of the Sun will fall to

less than one ten-billionth of its current

density. (Of course, Earth's oceans and at-

mosphere will have evaporated into space,

and life will have vaporized; but let's ig-

nore these complications.) The Sun's

outer atmosphere, rarefied though it will

be, will manage to impede the motion of

Earth in its orbit and force us on a relent-

less spiral inward toward thermonuclear

oblivion. Knowledge of rarefied phe-

nomena can also give you nightmares.

Going beyond our solar system, we

venture into interstellar space. Humans

have launched four spacecraft with

enough speed to escape the Sun's gravit)':

Pkvieer W and 11, and Voyager 1 and 2.

The fastest among them, Voyager 2, will

exceed the distance of the nearest star to

ithe Sun in about 25,000 years. Yes, inter-

istellar space is vast and empty. It's where

you might expect to find only one atom

or molecule for every two cubic centime-

iters. Like the remarkably visible rarefied

comet tails in interplanetary space, gas

clouds in interstellar space (with at least

100 times the ambient density) can read-

ily reveal themselves in the presence of

nearby luminous stars. When the light

from these colorful nebulosities was first

analyzed, their spectra once again re-

vealed unfamiliar color patterns. The hy-

pothetical element "nebulium" was pro-

posed. A century ago there was clearly no

unclaimed spot in the Periodic Table of

Elements that could possibly be occupied

by nebuhum. As laboratory vacuum tech-

niques improved, and as unfamiliar spec-

tral features became routinely identified

with familiar elements, suspicions grew

—

and were later confirmed—that nebulium

was ordinary oxygen in an extraordinary

.state. What state was that? The atoms

were each stripped of two electrons and

were in the near-pertect vacuum of inter-

. stellar space.

When you leave the galaxy, you leave

behind nearly all gas and dust and stars

and planets and debris. You enter a stu-

pendous cosmic void. Let's talk empty:

The average density of matter in inter-

THIS YEAR GIVE THE GIFT OF CONSERVATION WITH

Friends ©f the Rain Forest
Become a Friend and be entitled to one free night

at our safari-style tent camp in Belize, Central America

Receive our bimonthly newsletter for one year

(reporting on bird species and wildlife, detailing our

project and describing our sustainable

practices in a 200,000 acre rain forest reserve).

Become a Lifelong Friend and visit anytime space is

available. All are welcome to be actively involved in

forest life and local culture.

Friends is a nonprofit organization.

CALL1-888-44NATURE FOR4NATURE@aol.com

1

FREE LIGHTHOUSE
CATALOG!

The World's Most Complete Selection

Lighthouse replicas, gifts

and memorabilia. Featuring

Harbour Lights, Lefton,

Spencer Collin. Also books.

videos, prints, apparel, and

home accents-plates, clocks,

lamps, tables, pillows, glass-

and much more.

Call 1-800-758-1444,
or write: Lighthouse Depot.

P.O. Box 1459, Dept. 783,

Wells, ME 04090.

Visit our web site:

http://www.lhijigest,com

MEN'SWIDE SHOES
EEE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13

FREE catalog • High quality • 160 styles

HITCHCOCK SHOES. INC.
Dept. 72B Hingham, MA 02043

1-800-992-WIDE www.wldeehoee.com

Lustrous Renditions
Close relatives of museum collections, 14K gold with brilliant cut diamonds.

19th c. Pierced Diamand
& Pearl Drop Earrings,

1/10 ctw of diamonds &
5 mm pearls (each) /S-'i^

$250, Non-members,

$225, Members.

NHS1-010J90

19th c. Diamond (£ Pearl

Drop Pendant,

1/20 ctw ofdiamond
6 tnm pearl

$95, Non-members,

$85.50, Mejnbers,

NH51-010092

30th c. Diamond & Pearl

OmaTtient Necklace,

, 1/3 ctw of diamond

^H,m7n pearl

$^^i5. Non-members,

$589^, Members,

NH51-m'dt36

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF AT THE MUSEUM SHOPS

Central Park West at 79th Street. New York. .\civ York 10024

To order, please visit, write, call 212.769.5150 or fax 212.769.5044.
Include item numDer(s) with your order. Add $5 shipping and handling ror f rst item and SI for each

additional item wilhin the conimenlal United States. Puerto Rico, Alaska, and Hawaii add SIO (or

first Item and S2 (or each additional item. All orders please add an additional S.35 per SlOO o( value

for insurance. Pierced earrings are not returnable. Visit the shop on 3 to view the complete collection.

http://www.amnh.org/Exhibition/Diamonds

Experience

The Xature

Of Diamonds

Exhibition

Nov. 1 -April 2(i

American

Museum
of Natural

History
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Discovery Tours

Travel the World with
Discovery Tours

Exploring Provence: A Walking Tour

May 6- 15. 1998

From S4.495

The Ancient Splendors of Northern

Italy: Venice to Milan via the River Po

Mavl5-26. 1998

FromS5.990-S6.390

Southern Africa: Last of the Wild

June 3 -19. 1998

S6.695

Montana: Big Sky Country by Rail

June 9 -17. 1998

From $3,190 -$4,990

Galapagos Family Adventure

June i:-:i. 1998

FromS3,020toS5,460

France: A Family Barge Adventure

July 10-21. 1998

From S3.495 to S4.295

Voyage to the North Pole

July 16 -August 1.1998

From S 1 8.950 -S23.950

Exploring the Dalmatian Coast

Julv 22 - August 3. 1998

FromS5.795-S6.295

Discovery Tours

Africa's Great Rift Valley: Ethiopia to

South Africa By Private Plane

September 10-29. 1998

SI 4.995

The Ancient Silk Road: Through China

and Central Asia By Train

September 18 -October 10. 1998

From S8.990 to SI 1.980

Ethiopia: The Heart of African

Civilization

September 26 - October 12. 1998

Estimated from S5,450

Himalayan Kingdoms: Nepal. Tibet

and Bhutan

September 28 - October 18. 1998

Estimated from S6.900

Lost Cities of Asia and the Near East:

An Exploration By Private Jet

October 27 - November 20. 1998

S27.950

Oaxaca: Archaeology, Arts and Traditions

November 7 - 14. 1998

Estimated from S2.590

Enchanting India: Bombay to

Singapore Aboard the Song of Flower

November 15 - December 6. 1998

Estimated from S7. 1 95 - S 1 1 .095

Holidays in Kenya: A Family Safari

December 20 - January- 3. 1999

Estimated from S5.900

American Miiseimi of Natural Histon^
Central Park West at 79th St.. New ^brk. NY 10024 (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 Fax (212) 769-5755

Call for more information on these programs or for a complete list of our 1998 destinations.

galactic space is less than one atom per

cubic meter. Translated into household

terms, a cube of intergalactic space.

200,000 kilometers on a side, contains

about the same number ofatoms as the air

that fills the usable volume ofyour refrig-

erator. Out there, the cosmos not only

loves a vacuum, it's car\-ed from it.

The latest obser\"ational evidence sug-

gests that the universe contains insufri-

cient mass for its collecti\'e gravity- ever to

halt the current expansion. We are on a

one-way crip. Fine. Suppose one day we

find all that missing mass you've been

reading about—and then some. Suppose

we find enough mass to ulrimatelv torce

the universe to recoUapse. How rarefied

would that be? You can recoUapse the

universe with fewer than ten atoms per

cubic meter.

Alas, an absolute, perfect vacuum may

be impossible to attain or find. One of the

many bizarre predictions ofquantum me-

chanics holds that the real vacmun ol

space contains a sea of "xirtual" particles

that are continuously popping in and out

of existence along with their antimattei

counterparts. Their \irtualiD." comes from

having Ufetinies so short that their direct

existence can never be measured. The ac-

tion of these particles is commonly ref-

ferred to as the "vacuum energ\','" a phe-

nomenon whose effects are not wel

understood. But modern theories sugges

that the vacuum energ\- may create anti-

gra\it\- pressure—^ultimately causing the

um\-erse to expand faster and faster ant

making intergalactic space all the nron

rarefied.

What Ues beyond?

It has been postulated that outside ou

universe, where there is no space, there i

no nothing. We have no word to describe

this hypothetical region. Some call i

nothing-nothing. But were we ever tc

look, we might just find multitudes oflos

socks, car keys, and, of course, rabbits.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, tin astrophysidsr, is th

Frederick P. Rose direaor qt Xew York City

Haydeii Planetarium and is a llsiting Re

search Scientist at Princeton University.
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TECHNOIMY UPDATE

One scientists vision y^
revolutionizes the hearing

industry, benefiting millions

of people...

Crystal Eai-® uses sophisticated electronics to provide affordable,

cosmetically-pleasing and easy-to-use hearing amplification.

by Harold Sturman

One day a friend asked my
wife Jill if I had a hearing

aid. "He certainly does,
"

replied Jill, "Me!" After hearing

about a remarkable new product,

Jill finally got up the nerve to

ask me if I'd ever thought about

getting a hearing aid. "No way,"

I said. "It would make me look

20 years older and cost a fortune."

"No, no," she replied. "This is

entirely different. It's not a hearing

aid. ..it's Cr\'stal Ear!"

No one will know. Jill uas right.

Crystal Ear is different—not the

bulky, old-styled body-worn or

over-the-ear aid, but an advanced

personal sound system so small

it's like contacts for your ears.

And Crystal Ear is super-sensitive

and powerful, too. You will hear

sounds your ears have been miss-

ing for years. Crystal Ear will make
speech louder, and the sound is

pure and natural.

I couldn't believe how tiny it is. It is

smaller than the tip of my little finger and
it's almost invisible when worn. There are

no wires, no behind-the-ear devices. Put it in

your ear and its ready-to-wear mold fits

comfortably. Since it's not too loud or too

tight, you may even forget that you're wearing

it! Use it at work or at play. And if your hear-

ing problem is worse in certain situations, use

Crystal Ear only when you need it.

A fraction of the price. Hearing loss is the

world's number-one health problem, but in

COMPARE CRYSTAL EAR AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE

Innovative,

breakthrough

teclinology

solves common
problem...

Hearing loss, which

typically begins

prior to teenage

years, progresses

throughout one's

lifetime. Nearly 30

percent ofpeople

suffering the type

of loss Crystal Ear

was designed for

choose to leave the

problem untreated.

Crystal Ear is now

available to help

these people treat

their hearing loss

with a small and

very affordable

Class I in-the-canal

hearing amplifier.

most cases it goes completely untreated. For

many mUlions of people, hearing devices are

way too expensi\"e, and the retail middlemen
\vant to keep it that way. What's more, treating

hearing loss the old retail way can involve

numerous office visits, expensi\-e testing and

adjustments to fit your ear Thanks to Crystal

Ear, the "sound solution" is now affordable

and convenient. Almost 90°o of people with

mild hearing loss, and millions more with just

a little hearing dropoff, can be dramatically

helped with Crystal Ear. Plus, its superior

design is energy-efficient, so batter-

ies can last months, not just weeks.

Require fitting

Require testing

Battery life

Impact resistance

Whistling/feedback

Telephone use

Retail price

IVIOST
IN-CANAL
BRANDS

160 hours

Average

Frequent

Yes

51,000-2,000

CRYSTAL
EAR

320 hours

Excellent

Limited

Excellent

$299.85

You'll feel years younger! Wear

Crystal Ear indoors, outdoors, at

home and at work. Crystal Ear

arrives ready to use, complete with

batteries, two different fitting

slee\'es, a cleaning brush and e\en a

carn,'ing case. Crystal Ear is a break-

through advance in the hearing

device field. It is made in the US.A,

using state-of-the-art micro-manu-

facturing techniques that cut costs

dramatically—savings that we can

pass on to you. The conventional companies,

domestic and foreign, don't like that!

Don't be fooled by high prices. No hear-

ing device, no matter how expensive, can

eliminate background noise, despite claims

by the manufacturers. Crystal Ear does not

promise miracles^ust an affordable, sound

solution to many corrunon hearing problems.

DON'T TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT...

"My father spent

over S5000 on an-

other brand. I

showed him my
Crystal Ear, he tried

it, and he decided it

worked better tlian

his brand, even

though it was a small

fraction of the cost!"

—A satisfied Crystal Ear user

"Over 32 million Americans experience

some loss ofhearing. Tliough most cases go

untreated, over 90 percent of these people

would be disappointed to learn from their doc-

tor that there is no medical or surgical cure.

There is, hoivei'er, an effective treatment: elec-

tronic amplification.

"

—Dr. Dale Massad, MD

Risk-free. Try Crystal Ear and hear what

you've been missing. It comes with a 90-day

manufacturer's limited warranty as well as

our risk-free home trial. If you're not satisfied,

return it within 30 days for a full refund.

Crystal Ear®:

Three credit-card payments of S99.95 S12 s&H
If not purchasing a pair, please specify rigfit or left ear.

Please mention promotional code 3461-12493.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966

^: VISA

^ comt:rad
industries
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102

Midlothian, Virginia 231 13
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Art

AFRICAN MASKS AND HGURES, S150-$350, pho-

tos available, McCoy Imports, Cold Spring Road,

Liberty, NY 12754.

Autos

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,

Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your

Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-14212 for cur-

rer\t listings.

Books/Publications

AUTHORS WANTED: Successful, full ser\ice, sub-

sidy pubhsher can transform your manuscript into an

attractive,quality book - and promote it. Send your

completed work for a no-cost, no obUgation assess-

ment, or request a free brochure. Rutledge Books,

Inc., 1-800-278-8533, Dept. NH14, Box 315, Bethel, CT
06801.

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, Inc. 1-800-948-2786.

GREEN NATURE BOOKS' superb tortoise, orchid,

turtle, travel, and conservation catalogue free by FAX
1-305-246-4101 or at \v\nv.greennaturebooks.com.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publishing" 1-800-695-9599.

OUT OF PRINT BOOKFINDER. Send is-ants or send

stamps for catalog. 2035NH Everding, Eureka, CA
95503.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology,

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Haimum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505.

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS all fields Natural

History. Free catalog. Marcher Books, Dept. NTi, 6204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 53 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Riveraoss Publishing Inc., Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY10022.

CfflNA, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY - discontinued &
active china, crystal, flativare, collectibles. All manu-

facturers - fine & casual china, crystal, sterhng, silver-

plate, stainless. 4,000,000 pieces, 85,000 patterns. Buv

& sell. CaU for fi-ee listings daily 8am-10pm ET. 1-800-

REPLACE (1-800-737-5223). Replacements, Ltd.,

P.O.Box 26029, Dept. NL, Greensboro, NC 27420.

Education

DOG TRAINER INTERNSHIPS - Five week profes-

sional certification program with Master Trainer

Learning theory, behavior modification, training/in-

struction skills. Canines of America 718-651-3840.

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL.
Mushrooms, Oyster Shiitake, morels and much more.

Seminars on cultivation. Free brochure. Call 800-780-

9126. Fungi Perfecti, RO. Box 7634-NHM, Olvmpia.

WA 98507.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/ Forestry/Ecology

Careers. Professional level home study for con-

cemedindividuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors.

Free Uteratare. RC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800)362-

7070Dept.NNB124.

Employment Opportunities

DISCOVERY CHANNEL IMAGES Full Time

Position; Tape Logger Candidate vsill be responsible

for identifying and cataloguing footage elements into

an on-site database and image retrieval system.

Cataloguer will be responsible for accurately identi-

fying specific animals, birds, reptiles and insects.

Candidate will also be responsible for and specialize

in logging and digitizing natiaral history footage.

Ability to work with Discover Images Librarian to en-

sure accurate assigning of search elements and key-

\\'ords. Requirements: Prior experience incataloguing

and digitizing nahjral history footage in a timely

manner with keword acctrracy. Background degree,

course work or experience in biolog)', zoolog}' or nat-

ural history needed. Strong television/film back-

ground or production experience and knowledge of

\ideo formats necessary. Ability to deal effectively

with new technolog)'. IBM-PC computer skills in-

cluding Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word re-

quired. Ability to perform multiple tasksand main-

tain strong attention to detail. This position will

remain open until filled. Salary commensurate with

experience. Interested candidates should send a

cover letter and resume to Thea Ragatz, Discovery

Channel Images, Discover Communications, 7700

Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814, Fax: 301-

652-9198 or Email: Thea_Ragatz@discovery.com

EASY WORK! E,XCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll fi-ee 1-800467-5566 Ext. 6371

.

' Environmental Careers ^

Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers Two issues

eacfi month list opportunities nationwide A 6 issue trial

subscription is only SI 9 50 Subscribe today!

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, Rt 2 Box 16, Warrens, Wl 54666

GET PAID FOR READLNG BOOKS! SI 00 each. Send

name, address: Caico Publishing, (C-192) 22 North

Plains, Wallingford, CT 06492.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S.

Forest 'Hm,Evergreen, CO 80439 1(303)670-5996.

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC. India, Afiica, Latin

America, Native American Music, and more. Our

new catalog of h-aditional and modem CDs and cas-

settes is yours for the asking. Write Music of the

World. Pb. Box 3620, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or call

toU fi-ee 1-888-264-6689.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Na\'y Collimator Free catalog and our article

"Know your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical Co. Inc., 331 Manion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518)731-2610.

Real Estate

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes fttim pennies on SI.

Delinquent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your Area. Toll Free

(1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-14212 for current listings.

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or e,xist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707)448-3210. (8LA1).

Rentals

HEAVEN: secluded, modem, lakeside log cottage;

fireplace; canoe; paddleboat; sleeps seven; rates

S400/wk. For two. Brochure: Santa Claus Lake,

Temple, Maine 04984 or 207/778-6961.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE 80% on International

Travel: Europe S228, Asia S370, South America S176

roundtiip. Fly as onboard courier for the "big name"

air express companies. 1,400 roundtrip flights weekly

to cities aroimd the globe. Free ii\formation package

call Air Courier Association 1-800-822-0888.

East Africa
Galapagos ^r.

Costa Rica AMAZor>/f
Natui-al History & Photographic ^ventures

MAGERS 1-S00-633-0299

?
wvwv.voyagers.com

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding widMie sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Bots^vana, Zimbabu'e &
South Africa. Low cost camping or delaxe. Amazon!

Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wildemess.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swin-i, sail and

snorkel Darwin's Enchanted Isles. Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours: Call (800)525-

6772.

Nature & AdventureTravel

ALASKA
WILDLAND

AEVOnURES

For a Free Catalog

800-334-8730
vvviAM.alaskawildland.com

POBox3S9Girdwood,AK 99587^

ADVENTUTJES IN AFRICA & EG^-PT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs.

Himalayan Travel (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

ADVENTURE WTTH EDUCATION, Li\ing History

Camp Wyoming. Reenactment of Plains Indian life

from 186b's; seminars about histon', traditions, ar-

chaeology; hands on activities; sta\ing in tepees; cater

to families. Western Adventiu-es ph/fx (307)745-8723

http:/ / w^\^v2.vcn.com/business/adventure

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES. WUdlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, Around the World etc. Our 15th

year. Call Wanderlust Advenhores at (800)572-1592.
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AFRICA; Personalized safaris in East and Southern

Africa featuring Ranch/Private Home Safaris, Box

49, Mt. Trcmper, NY 12357 1-800-724-1221.

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Incj Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

AMAZON & ANDHS EXPLORATIONS. Scholar es-

corted, small group, educational adventures!

Rainforest Safaris & Riverboat Cruises! Cuzco &
Machu Picchu! Call Explorations, Inc. (800)446-9660.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS, The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981. Individual

attention. Regional references available. (800) 262-

9669.

From Your Jungle to Theirs.

Unique 'I'mvii Atkriitiiirs for Ages 50 ami Up

IMMJtRflA Travel
1= ^^-^Bli^ = i V 800-207-5454

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS -

Nature, Hiking, and the Outdoors. Enjoy hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805)687-7282.

Heart of East Africa
Distinctive journeys to Asia, Africa,

the Americas, Europe, & Antarctica

GEOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS,,,
(800) 777-8183

InnerAsia Travel Croup i si = i,)iir,4iii m

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-926-

1140, www.calnative.com

DISCOVER THE HEART AND MIND of India.

Journey with Dr. Martin and Carol Noval.

Tours/Treks. Brochure 800-486-6825.

EAST AND SOUTHERN AFRICA. Specializing in

custom designed safaris. Rewarding visits to unusual

permanent Camps/Lodges/Private Ranches/

Homestays. Air/Road Combinations. 30 years expe-

rience. References.Bill Dixson's Discover Africa. Box

40662, Nairobi, Kenya. Fax (254 2) 223647. Tel (254 2)

339094. ASTA Member.

Costa Rica 'Belize* Africa 'GalapaQos

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

Natural HisroRy

trips worldwide

Since 1982

P.O. Box 3656-C15

SONORA. CA 95370 ^"^" ^our Dreams

ofAdventure

CST 2007541-40 800 351-5041

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC - Wolves, Muskoxen,

Caribou, Moose, Grizzlies, Birds. Wildlife biologist

guide. Operating 24 years in Canada's Northwest

Territories. Brochure. Canoe Arctic hic. Box 130C,

Fort Smith, N.W.T. XOE OPO, Canada (867)872-2308.

Monkey Business
and 75 more primal advenhire trips.

If fnvel it your nligion, our mtalog it your lalvation.

Thailand Indonesia Laos Cambodia Viotnom Burma
Nopal Pfailippinos Now Guinea Borneo

Hcboily gels ymi into S[Am filre Asia Transpmilit Journeys.

800-642-2742 •Esl.l9>7> www.SoiillirastAsio.com

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call

for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-800-

665-3998.

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San Juan

Bautista, CA 95045 1-800-969-9014.

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean

trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-

225-2380.

SWISS ALPS "THE HIKERS PARADISE" 21st year.

Moderate optional length Dav hiking. Free brochure

caU 888-4784004. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours or

visit us at, www.swisshiking.com

ALASKA
Wilderness, Cultural &
Natural History Trips

Wi LDL^NJND T'^TSADVEf^XURES w 1

Worldwide Expl(

3 4 5-4
1 d 1 a n d

WYOMING FOSSIL HUNTING VACATIONS.
Dinosaurs, mammals, turtles, fish, insects & more.

Small groups. Professional guides. Western Paleo

Safaris. Toll free 1-888-875-2233, use RI.N. 7737 for

1998 info.vvT\'w.westempaIeo.com

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to

Volunteering in Nature Conservation 100-f projects

$16.00, (800)525-9379 www.greenvol.com

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classi-

fied is $455 per inch. Advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts. Ads are accepted at Natural History's

discretion. Send check or money order to: The

Market/Natural History Magazine, Central Park

West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any

written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above ad-

dress, or call 212-769- 5500. Please include your per-

sonal address and phone number, issue preferred,

and suggested category. Deadline-lst of the month,

two months prior to cover date.

Mil' York, Nliv York
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Small farmers in \X%consin

are taking a gamble on

dair\' sheep.

By Robb Walsh

Hal Kollers old white clapboard farm-

house and big red bams sit on a bluii

above the roUing green hilK of upper

\^lsconsiQ. Ifthere were some black-and-

white Holsteia cows in the picture, it

might be a picture postcard of America's

Dair\;land. But unlike most of his nei^-

bors around Star Prairie, Roller doesn't

milk cows.

"~Ybu should see the looks I get when I

teU people I milk sheep" KoDer says as he

"In Wisconsin, you have to find

something eke to do on a small farm be-

sides milk cows, or you're going to go

under," he says. "Family farmers can't

compete xvdth the big agribusiness dairies

an\Tnore. Ten years ago, on the drive

from my house to Amer^'; I passed eight

family dair\7 farms. Today, there is only

one left."

Sheep dairying sounds w-eitd to many

Americans until you start talking cheese,

he says. The United States imported fifty

million pounds of sheep's-mi1k cheeses in

1990, including such well-known vari-

eties as Itahan pecorino Romano, Greek

feta, and French Roqueftjrt.

"When I heard there w-as a market for

sheep's milk I started milking my

with his Dorsets. KoUer produced sheep

that gave mice as much mUk.

After %vatching Roller's sheep dog

round up the flock, he and I hop in the

car and head for Spooner. Wisconsin, to

find out about the progress ofthe Ameri-

can sheep dairy business. Yves Berger, a

French-bom researcher, meets us there

and takes us on a tour of the University of

Wisconsin's Spooner Agricultural Re-

search Station. Berger is currendy evalu-

ating crossbreeds of East Friesian and

Dorset sheep. Earlier in his career, he

worked at a sheep dairy research station in

La Fage, France, about ten rmles fir)m

Roquefort. He plans someday to com-

pare crossbreeds of East Friesians and

Dorsets wdth crossbreeds of Dorsets and a:

shows me around the farm. "Some

people actually say, 'Don't you mean

goats?' I want to slap my ft)rehead and say,

'Oh, so that's what they are!'
"

Dairy goats have become fairly com-

monplace on smaD family farms in Wis-

consin, thanks to the growing popularity

ofgoat cheese. Dair\' sheep are something

new around here. But wdth premium

sheep's milk selling for $75 a hundred-

wsei^t—^about fi^^e times the going rate

for cowl's milk—^Roller is verv^ happy to

milk sheep, even if his neighbors do give

him odd looks.

Dorsets,'" RoUer tells me. The Dorset is a

breed that originated in En^and and has

loi^ been raised ft>r meat in the upper

Midw?est. "I got less than a pound ofrrulk

a day during a 120-day lactation period."

A pound of milk a day is not a lot when

you consider that a Holstein cow gives an

averagie of eighty pounds ofmilk a day.

In 1991, Roller acquired two sheep

from British Columbia that were halfEast

Friesian (a northern European dair\'

breed that give ftsur to six pounds ofmilk

'a day) and half Arcott Rideau (Canadian

sheep raised iox meat). By crossing them

Lacaunes, the French dair\' sheep ot

Roquefort.

As we toured the milking parlor. I

asked Berger if he had any sheep's milk I

could taste. He dug around in the freezer

and handed me a Utde plastic Baggie ftiU

of frozen, yellowish milk I carried r.

around with me on the tour until it wai

defrosted and then cut the top and drank

it. It was mild in flavor, thick, and ven

creamy, with a silk\^ texture that lingerec

in my mouth. "I think it tastes ever

milder than cow's mUk," Roller said. "1

slipped some in the reftigerator once anc



ny kids poured it on their cereal. They

lever knew the difference."

The Bass Lake Cheese Factory in Som-

erset, Wisconsin, is KoUer's top customer,

stopped by the small cheese-making op-

;ration and asked owner Scott Erickson

vhy cheese makers are so crazy about

heep's milk. "Sheep's milk has about

wice the fat and twice the solids of cow's

nilk," he told me. "So you get about

wice as much cheese." But the volume of

olids is not the only difference between

heep's m:lk and cow's milk.

"If you look at them both under a mi-

:roscope, you see that the fat globules m
heep's milk are about half the size of the

"at globules in cow's milk," Erickson con-

;inues. "That gives sheep's milk a

that is very desirable to cheese makers; it's

that slightly rancid aroma you associate

with Italian pecorino."

Lipase occurs naturally in sheep's milk,

but it is also one of the digestive enzymes

in the mouths and stomachs of suckling

rummants. But rennin, or rennet, another

digestive enzyme found in young animals'

stomachs, is the one critical to cheese-

making because it causes rrulk to coagu-

late and form curds. In traditional cheese

making, rennet is extracted from a calf for

cow's milk cheese, from a kid for goat

cheese, and from a lamb for sheep cheese.

Nowadays, 75 to 80 percent of cheeses

are made with artificial rennets from mi-

crobial or plant products. But it was the

naturally occurring rennin in young ani-

used for cheese is one of those questions

we can only speculate about. The archeo-

logical evidence suggests that sheep and

goats were domesticated long before

cows, but no one can reaUy say which an-

imal was milked first. "It is hkely that

sheep and goats were important as dairy

animals before the cow," Mistry says. "But

it was so long ago, it's hard to say with any

certainty. You find conflicting informa-

tion in the literature, depending on who

was writing and where they were."

Cheese was more important than milk

or butter in warmer regions because it

didn't spoil as quickly. The ancient

Greeks and Romans referred to northern

Europeans as "milk drinkers," and Pliny

expressed astonishment that "the bar-

ijrlor,

r.moother texture and makes it easier to

digest." It also makes it possible for Erick-

';on to freeze the sheep's milk until he has

,1 .'nough for a 4,000- to 6,000-pound

Mtch. "You can't freeze cow's milk be-
Kflf

jgLrause the large fat globules will burst, but

:he small fat globules in sheep's milk

lireeze very nicely."

Erikson really waxes poetic about the

nilk's flavor. "We call it a hpase flavor," he

lays. Lipase is an enzyme that breaks fat

.()
ilown in milk, creating free fatty acids.

'The lipolyzed free fatty acids in sheep's

nilk have a unique tangy taste and aroma

ittifJ

id
Jail

ind vef

iiigeis

inceiK

mals' stomachs that was probably respon-

sible for the world's first cheese. "Before

the invention of pottery around 5000

B.C., bags made from the stomachs of

slaughtered animals were used as storage

containers," Vikram Mistry, coauthor of

Cliecse and Fermented Milk Foods (third

edition), told me. "The natural enzymes

found in the young animals' stomachs

would have caused milk stored in these

bags to coagulate and form curds. Most

experts believe that this is how cheese

originated."

Which kind of animal's milk was first

barous nations, v/ho hve on nulk, do not

know, or disdain, the value of cheese."

While the identity of the original dairy

animal may be in question, there's not

much mystery about why sheep's-milk

and goat's-milk cheeses are so common in

the Mediterranean. "Because of the cli-

mate and terrain, sheep and goats are still

more common than dair)' cows there,"

Mistry observes.

American cheese makers are learning

how to make sheep's-milk cheeses by fol-

lowing centuries-old Mediterranean

recipes. Classes and seminars, such as the
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TO SPEAK DOLPHfR:
ielf to a stay in Bermuda's most

luxurious resort, and make some playful

new friends. In the beautiful 3-acre dolphin

habitat we've opened at the Southampton

Princess, you'll have the opportunity to

actually meet and play with the world's

favorite marine mammals. Space is limited,

so sign up now for one of the special Dolphin

Quest packages. Who knows, you might

learn some rather interesting new words.

Call your travel agent or I-800-223-I8I8.

The Soul of Bermuda.
The Heart of Your Vacation.

Unique and Enriching
TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

Best of

PERU

BELIZEAN
Adventure

KENYA
Walking
Safari

Via Verde

COSTA
RICA
CQ%ts quoted are land only

Also South Africa, Tanzania,

Uganda, Honduras, Guatemala,
Galapagos Islands

Guided, Package & Custom Tours

B HOLBROOK
\\"vs'\v.holhrookrra\el.com

800-451-7111
Offering you the world since 1974

1 1 days

$2,477

9 days

$1,067

12 days

$2,297

9 days

$1,040

University- ofWisconsin s Master Cheese-

maker Program, bring artisanal cheese

makers from around the world to the

United States to demonstrate their tech-

niques. A visiting Italian cheese maker at

one such seminar inspired Erickson to

make a basket-formed sheep's-milk

cheese he calls Canasta Pardo, which won

first place in its category at the American

Cheese Sociers' Conference in 1996.

"Once people tr\- these cheeses, they

are hooked," Erickson says as he cuts into

another variet\' of basket-formed sheep s-

rmlk cheese he calls La Rosa. The cheese

is about the size of a round loaf of sour-

dough bread; it is rust-colored on the

outside and retains the ridges and inden-

tations of the basket it was formed in.

The inside is creamv white and dense

\vith a crumbly texture. I eat a little piece ' -

expecting an explosion ot flavors on my
tongue, but compared to Roquefort or

pecorino, this cheese is rmld. The charac-

teristic hpase taste is identifiable but not

overpowering, and the crumbly texture

turns to velvet in my mouth. It is an ex-

ceptional cheese, and I start trying to ne-

gotiate to buy some.
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"Sorry, this is the only one I have," Er-

kson laughs. "All our La Rosa and

:.inasta Pardo cheeses are still aging. We
ko to age them at least five months.

Vlien they're ready, they'll sell for around

iiirteen dollars a pound, plus shipping

iid handling." I stare longingly at the

asket-formed cheese with visions ot

ucsadiUas dancing through my head.

I beg and plead until, finally, Erickson

jlcnts. In the parking lot, I lovingly tuck

lie deliciously rancid-smeUing sheep's-

1
iilk cheese into the passenger's seat,

I /here
I can easily reach it. On the long

.rive home, I nibble at the cheese and

niagine a picture postcard of Wisconsin,

mierica's Dairyland, with sheep where

ne cows used to be.

Zulinary adventurer Robb Walsh writes about

wd for the Austin Chronicle.

l\Vhere to Get

\merican Sheep 's-milk

heeses

iass Lake Cheese Factory

Mnerset, Wisconsin

asket-formed sheep's-milk cheeses and

ended cheeses.

<()()) 368-2437

/lajor Farm

utney, Vermont

vged, raw sheep's-milk cheeses.

vvailable through Zingerman's by mail

rder. (888) 636-8162

Jorthland Sheep Dairy

4arathon, New York

iergere Bleue, an American version of

(.oquefort, and Tomme Bergere (Pyre-

ean-sryle sheep's-milk cheese).

,07) 849-3328

Md Chatham Sheep Herding Company

)ld Chatham, New York

iged sheep's-milk cheese and

lended cheeses.

S18) 794-7733

Voyage to the

North Pole
Aboard the Nuclear

Icebreaker Sovetskiy Soyuz

July 16- August 1, 1998

Surrounded by more than 500 miles of

thick polar ice drifting in every direction,

the earth's north polar axis was one of the

last great geographical prizes. Since explorer

Robert Peary succeeded in reaching the top

of the world in 1909, scientists and explorers

associated with the American Museum of

Natural History have transformed the polar

regions from imaginary territories to actual

places with contours, climates, ecologies

and cultures. The American Museum of

Natural History will be returning to the

North Pole in July of 1998. Aboard the

world's most powerful nuclear-powered

icebreaker, we will cross the north polar ice

cap in total comfort and safety—to

accomplish what a generation of explorers

endured incredible hardships to do. Along

the way we will search for walais, seals,

seabirds, whales, polar bears and other

Arcric wildlife. We will also explore Franz

Josef Land, a remote Russian archipelago

where eariy Arctic expeditions wintered. Join

the American Museum on this unforgettable

adventure and be among the select few

who have ever stood at 90 degrees north.

Discovery Tours

American Museinn
of Natural Histoiy

Cenlral Prnt West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024-5 192

800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700 Fax 212-769-5755

Call for a complete list of destinations.
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Take a
Bow

Photograph by

Michel and Christine Denis-Huot

Off the coast of Corpus Christi, Texas, a

bottlenose dolphin escorts a supertanker

into the GulfofMexico. Attuned to

their element, the streamlined mammals

can detect the pressure waves emanating

from a vessel's bow, take up position, and

ride along without ha\"ing to lift a fluke.

This dolphin, along with a few

companions, bodysurfed near the ship s

prow, occasionally arcing into the air as

the photographer focused his camera

from a small but sv\"ift boat, and the

tanker pilot bullhomed a warning. While

dolphins frisking in bow \vaves appear to

be indulging in sport, the beha\-ior may

be one the animals "learned as calves,"

says Randall Wells, a biologist at the

Mote Marine Lab in Sarasota, Florida.

He has often seen a mother botdenose

actively swimming by beating her flukes

(tail fins) while her inert calf, stationed

near her dorsal (or back) fin, was simply

pulled through the w^ate^. And long

beftsre men went down to the sea in

ships, dolphins rode the waves generated

by their fellow cetaceans the large

whales—a maneuver WeEs had wimessed

with bottlenose dolphins and humpback

whales near Hawaii. When necessar\;

bottlenose dolphins can sprint at t\\^nty-

five miles per hour (their usual pace is

two to four miles an hour), so the chance

that this acrobat wdll be overtaken by the

metallic hulk is sHm. But not impossible.

Wells reports seeing dolphins that have

been struck by boats, as well as those

menaced by traffic noise and pollution.

Something is indeed looming over the

thousands ofbotdenose dolphins

that live in the northern Gulf of

Mexico.

—

-Judy Rice
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Restori
An exhibition of pho-

tographs, "Sacred Moun-

tains of the World," will be

on display in the Akeley

Gallery from January 26

through March 3 1

.

In a high valley beneath

the sacred snow peak of

Nilkanth hes Badrinath,

the major Hindu shrine

in the Indian Himalayas.

Today, more than

400,000 pilgrims a year

come to Badrinath from

all over India. Under the

impact of so many visi-

tors, a sacred forest ofju-

hsa'sHair

Tlie Hindu temple of

Badrinath

niper and birch, which

once filled the valley, has

almost disappeared.

India's G. B. Pant In-

stitute of Himalayan En-

vironment and Develop-

ment, with the support

of the shrine's chief

priest, has initiated a pro-

gram of reforestation that

draws upon the ancient

Hindu myth in which a

sage petitions the goddess

of the Ganges River to

come down trom heaven.

She protests that the force

ofher descent wlU shatter

the earth, but Shiva, one

of the three forms of the supreme deity,

steps in to break her fall with his hair. Ac-

cording to the interpretation of religious

texts, the trees in the Himalayas are

Shiva's locks; their roots hold the soil in

place. If the Himalayan forests are cut

down, the Ganges—falling from heaven

in the form of monsoon rains—does in-

deed shatter the earth with floods and

landsHdes. "Plant these seedlings for Lord

Shiva," the chief priest recently told pil-

grims. "You win restore his hair and pro-

tect the land."

Badrinath's reforestation project pro-

vides a promising model for developing

sustainable environmental programs based

on enduring religious and cultural tradi-j

tions.

—

Edwin Bernbaum

February
Events
February 2
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics"

lecture series, David Weinberg, of Ohio

State University, wUl give a slide-illus-

trated talk entitled "The Big Bang and

Beyond" at 7:30 P.M.

February 3, 10, 17, and 24

Geologist Sidney Horenstein, the Mu-
seum's coordinator of environmental pro-

grams, will give four shde-Ulustrated talks

at 7:00 P.M. exploring the earth's geologi-

cal history.

February 5
In the first of a five-part series cospon-

sored by the Museum and Earthwatch In-

stitute, geologist Larry Agenbroad, of

Northern Arizona University, will speak

at 7:00 P.M. about the Western Hemi-

sphere's largest deposit of mammoth re-

mains, near Hot Springs, South Dakota.

February 10
Biologist John Kricher, a professor at

Wheaton College and author of A
Neotropical Companion, will speak about

the ecological and ethical issues raised by

land use in the American Tropics.

February 11
Hayden Planetarium lecturer Joe Rao

will talk at 7:30 P.M. about solar eclipses

through history.

February 14
The thirteenth annual New York Sword

Dance Festival wiU be held at 1:00 and

2:30 RM.

February 18
Two of India's authorities on the tiger

—

zoologist K. UUas Karanth and wildlife

photographer and author Valmik Tha-

par—will discuss the ongoing battle to

protect this endangered predator. The

talk begins at 7:00 p.m. and is free.

February 19
The role of diamonds and jewels in opera

will be the subject ot a discussion begin-

ning at 8:00 p.m. Panelists from the City

Opera Company wlU be joined by City

Opera singers, who will perform excerpts

from their repertory.

February 20 and 27
Jeffrey H. Schwartz, a physical anthropol-

ogist at the University of Pittsburgh and

research associate in the Museum's an-

thropology department, will give a talk al

7:00 P.m. on human evolution and our re-

lationship to Neanderthals.

February 23, 24, and 26
Retired BBC producer Jeffery Boswal

will explore various aspects of fdmini

wildlife for TV, including developini

ideas and shooting and editing the pic-

tures. The talks begin at 7:00 RM.

February 27
The world of the cockroach, from the jun-

gles of equatorial Africa to the kitchens of

North America, \y\]l be the subject of a talk

at 7:00 RM. by David George Gordon, an

award-winning nature writer and author.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory is located at Central Park West and

79th Street in New York City. For tickets

and information about events, call (212)

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site

for additional information (http://w\vw.

amnh.org). For hours and admission fees,

caU (212) 769-5100.
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Chang Tang—the name means northern

plain in Tibetan—is high, austere, and

largely unexplored. Rolling away to the ii\\7 "U 4-"U V% 4-

horizon, its immensity is broken only VVc lldVfc^ lllc dldllLc lU
by snowcapped ranges Vegetation SEVC OHC of thc laSt UnSpoilcd
is scant, with neither shrubs nor ,

1 4- * *

trees to break the expanse. Just a few CCOSyStCIUS OH OUr plailCt*

nomadic herdsmen inhabit the fringes.

Wolves still prowl the plains and snow

leopards stalk their prey among the crags;

wild yaks forage on the hillsides and herds

of Tibetan antelopes migrate over unknown
paths. This is a landscape untouched by

civilization, virtually the same today as

it was over a hundred years ago.

George Schaller, science director

George Schaller

rugged places, studying wildlife, and

fighting for its survival. And now
Schaller and his Chinese and Tibetan

colleagues have helped estab-

lish a huge reserve the size

of Arizona in -the Chang Tang.

There, Tibet's last great herds

can roam free and the nomads can

maintain their traditional culture.

Schaller explains, "If we don't

protect the Chang Tang now,

the magnificent species found

here could soon vanish forever."

Under such harsh and remote

conditions, the right equipment is not

only important, it's imperative. Which
is why George Schaller wears a rugged

Rolex Oyster Perpetual timepiece. .\\t.

ROLEX
Rolex Oyster Perpetual Explorer in stainless steel with matching Oyster bracelet-

For the name and location of an Official Rolex feweler near you, please call 1-800-36ROLEX.
Rolex, '%, Oyster Perpetual, Explorer and Oyster are trademarks.

Site of the Chang Tang Reserve in the

Tibet Autonomous Region.

of International Programs

for the Wildlife Conser-

vation Society, has spent

four decades in wild and
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Dont fish have enough on their minds

without having to worry about the water?

"^
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It's not easy being a fish in the nineties. But

thanks to Hondas long-time commitment to

clean water, at least they have one less thing

to think about these days.

Since 1973, we've manufactured and sold

only remarkably clean and surprisingly quiet

four-stroke outboard motors.

Unlike typical two-stroke marine engines,

which deposit unburned fuel and oil in the

water, Honda outboards feature recirculating

oil systems. So the oil stays where it belongs.

In the engine. Plus, our outboards are more

fuel-efficient and as much as ninety percent

cleaner for hydrocarbon emissions.

All of which proves that when it comes to

the environment, Honda is always thinking.

With all of our products, from cars to power

equipment, we work to balance your desire

for fun and performance with society's need

for clean air and clean water

Something we're sure all our underwater

friends appreciate when attempting to decide

which minnows are really minnows.

Thinking.
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On Africa's savannas, the availability of grass

and water dictate a herds social life.

Story by Mace A. Hack and Daniel I. Rubenstein
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Story by Julie Winokur
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Kumi-daiko—group drumming—gives
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Coming to America
In a world in which information is easy to come by—on tele\dsion, on the

Internet—the difference is no longer what you know but how well you

understand it. It's the thing we care about most at Natural Hisrcry and why we

decided to do a series on immigrant culture in the United States. Anthropologist

Nancy Foner points out in her introduction ("The Transnationals," page 34) that

unlike the European immigrants of the past, some ofwhom came as refiigees

from homes destroyed by war or intolerance, most of the newest immigrants can

and do maintain close ties to their native lands. For them, the transition into

their new world may be easier because they aren't castaways from their former

world, but assimilation still means breaking with the values of the cultures from

which they come.

In the first part of our series, we decided to ask immigrants to relate rites of

passage into their new world ("Five Stories," page 50). We assigned

photographer Ed Kashi and writer Julie Winokur to pro\-ide us \\'ith a glimpse of

the lives of older immigrants ("New Elders," page 36). Stephen Jay Gould's essay

("This View of Life," page 22) shows how even science can be used to ser\dce

xenophobia. And we asked Samuel Fromartz, himself the grandson ofJapanese

and Russian Je\\dsh immigrants, to report on the pursuit of the traditional folk

art o( kumi-daiko (group drumming) by youngjapanese Americans ("Anything

but Quiet," page 44) and how it allows them to celebrate both their native

culture and their lives in this countr\'.

Future articles in this series will look at the lives of other immigrant cultures

and, like the stories in this issue, go beyond the facts to bring our readers the

greater understanding they expect from Xatiiml History.—Bruce Stutz

Wong Wah Po, age 104, a newly iiatiiiahzed Aweiicaii
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Ifs a Reflection

On page 44 of "Its a Nose!

Irs a Hand!, Its an Elephants

Trunk!'" (November 1997),

the photo of the t^o

elephants reflected in a placid

pool appears to be upside

do'UTi. Details of the reflected

areas are all sharper than those

at the top of the picture.

Alaivin Goren

River Forest, HUiwis

Several sharp-eyed readers

noticed this mistake. The

right-side-up version is

reprinted above.

—

Editors.

Comfort in Stability

I was delighted to read

StephenJay Gould's account

of "pre-Darv\Tnian Scottish

evolutionist" Robert

Chambers's mayfly metaphor

("The Paradox ofthe Visibly

Irrele\'ant" Dec. 1997/Jan.

1998), illustrating why

evolution is emotionally

difficult to grasp, even by

those who intellectually

accept its reality-.

Human nature seems to

draw more comfort from a

static, unchanging nature than

flom an evoking one.

Thomas Went^A-orth

Hi^inson expressed the

sentiment welt "[A]s I turn

trom those men and w'omen

around me, w-hom I w"atch

gradually submerge under the

tide of grey hairs, it seems to

me a bliss I have never earned,

to find bird, insect, and

flower, renewing itself each

year in fi-esh eternal beaut}-,

the same as in mv earHest

childhood."

Paul Mantoii

Hicksvilk, New i&ffe

Nov/here to Run, Nowhere to Hide

In "Digging Cuba" (Dec.

1997/Jan. 1998), Ross

MacPhee states that, on a

regional basis, the loss of

mammal species in the

Caribbean in the last 500 years

has been lai^r than

"anw'here else in the world

(fiJly 40 percent of all

confirmed mammal

extinctions at the species level

siace 1500)."

But Timothy Hannery

wTites in 77ie Future Eaters

(1994) that the extinctions of

Austrahan mamm als are "the

worst that the world has

experienced in the last 500

years, accounting for just

under one-third of all

mammal extinctions."

Ifboth figures are correct,

can we conclude that the loss

ofmammal species in both

regions accounts for 70

percent ofthe worldwide

loss in that period? And

if so, is there a

connection betw-een

these uvo regions,

other than the

ob\ioiis one of

relatively recent

European expansion

into them?

Knrolyii K. Wrightson

HasTings-on-Hiidson, Neii' York

Ross MacPhee replies: The

difference between Tim

Hannery's estimate for

Australia and mine is more

apparent than real. My
colleague Clare Hemming and

I agree closety with him on the

number oflosses in Australia,

but we dh"erge somewhat on

how- regions are defined and

on the total number ofworld

extinctions. According to our

analysis, the combined total of

modem-era, species-level

extinctions in the Caribbean

and Australia comes to 6

1

percent (see pie chart, above)

—

still an enormous proportion

ofthe w'orld's ninerv- extinct

Islands versus Continents

Mammal Extinctions since ad. 1500
(including marine species)

Australia (20%

Africa (4%

Eurasia (1%)

The Americas

(1%)

Mediterranean Islands (1%

Atlantic Islands (2%
Indian Ocean
Islands {7%

Pacific

Islands

(22%)

Caribbean Islands (41%)

mammal species.

Surprisingly perhaps,

European expansion alone

does not seem to have pushed

up the mammalian extinction

rate ver\- much—on the

continents, at least. Islands are

another story. Generally

speaking, islands are small, anc

hfe there has evolved in

relative isolation. Accordingly,

acute impacts, such as large-

scale land clearance or the

introduction of exotic

competitors, often affect them

with disproportionate force.

Australia is a continent,

but in critical ways human

impacts there resemble those

on true islands.

In the coming issues of

V
Special Travellssue

Gouig to Exri'enies

For the most intrepid Natural Histor}' traveler;

the driest desert, the largest cave, the coldest cruise, and

the biagest inanimate creatures in the world.

Conservation

Killing Tigers

To satisfi," the growing Asian market for animal parts, hunters

have taken to setting up net walls ofdeath in the forests.
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III

As a Princeton undergraduate, Mace A. Hack ("Zebra Zones") participated in professor Daniel I.

Rubenstein's long-term field study of the wild horses living on Shackleford Banks, of} the coast of

North Carolina. After graduating, Hack (far left) joined Rubenstein (near left) in his ongoing study of

the social life of zebras in Kenya and expanded the study to Tanzania. Rubenstein has also traveled to

Israel to study onagers (wild Asiatic asses). Hack took a break from equids to write a doctoral

dissertation on the fighting behavior of male field crickets, but he recently returned to Princeton to

resume his zebra research in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, of which

Rubenstein is Chair. An important goal of their current work is to apply their knowledge of plains

zebra society to the conservation of the species. Photographer

Karl Ammann (right) lives on Mount Kenya, at the edge of the ^^R^^HV^^Bk ^M
range of the endangered Grevy's zebra, and he took many photos

in this month's feature in Samburu National Game Reserve, about two hours" drive from his

home. His pictures of plains zebras come from the Masai Mara Game Reserve and fi^om

Maralal, where "the Samburu people walk straight through the rather tame zebra herds. That's

great to see, because in my last stoiy for Natural History ["Road Kill m Cameroon," February

1997], I documented how, in Central Aiirica, anything that moves is eaten."

Stuart D. Williams ("Grave Times for Grevy's Zebras") grew up near the slopes ofMount Kenya and has been interested in the

wildlife of the area since childhood. He conducted a study of dik-diks for his undergraduate degree and has worked in both West

and East A&ica on a number of research projects. Currently a research scientist for the Zoological Society of London, Williams

works in Akagerra National Park, Rwanda. Coauthor Joshua R. Ginsberg is Director of Asia Programs for the WildUfe Conservation

Society in New York. In addition to Grevy's zebras, he has studied sea turtles m Thailand and African wild dogs in Zimbabwe.

Photographer Ed Kashi and freelance writer Julie Winokur ("New Elders"), husband and wife, hve in

San Francisco. Since the early 1980s, Kashi's photographs—on subjects ranging from the troubles in

Northern Ireland to the struggle of the Kurds in the Middle East—have been widely published and

exhibited. His and Winokur's collaborative documentation of the Uves ofJewish settlers on the West

Bank was featured in the December 1996/January 1997 issue of Natural History. Their work on older

immigrants in this issue comes out of a long-term project that examines aging in America. Kashi's two

books of photo-essays are Tlie Protestants: No Surrender (San Francisco: Ed Kashi, 1991) and Wlien the

Borders Bleed: Tlte Struggle of the Kurds (New York: Pantheon, 1994). Winokur's work has appeared in

many magazines and newspapers, including the San Francisco Examiner and Publishers Weekly. We the

Media: A Citizen's Guide to Fightingfor Media Democracy (New York: New Press, 1997), co-authored by

Don Hazen, is her most recent book.

Born in Brooklyn, Samuel Fromartz ("Anything but Quiet") first saw taiko drumming as a teenager in the 1970s. But he didn't try

the drums himself until last summer, when he attended a continent-wide conference organized by the Japanese American Cultural

and Community Center in Los Angeles. "While practicing in a workshop for about two hours," he recalls, "I figure I hit the drum

dead center, achieving a truly resonant sound, maybe five times. My arms were sore and my back hurt. The screaming was quite fun

though." Based in Washington, Fromartz is a freelance writer and a jazz columnist for Reuters news agency. A Los Angeles native,

Lauren Greenfield has contributed to numerous publications, including National Geographic, Time, Vanity Fair, and Life. Her recent

exhibition and book. Fast Forward: Growing Up in the Shadow of Hollywood, (Alfred A. Knopf, 1997), documents the impact of

Hollywood's values on the everyday lives of many young people in Los Angeles. In 1997, the International Center of Photography

honored her with its Infinity Award in the Young Photographer category.

Michigan native Steve Gettle ("The Natural Moment") has been photographing North American

wildlife for more than tv/elve years. His goal, he says, is to turn his hobby into a full-time career,

leaving his ceramic tile installation business behind. And he is well on his way. The work of this

self-taught photographer has appeared in Audubon, Birder's World, and Sierra and has been exhibited

at the American Museum of Natural History. Last year, he was named Michigan-Great Lakes

photographer of the year. He photographed the frosty opossum with a Nikon N-90S equipped ;

,

with a Nikon 300 mm lens. L
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Net Loss
By ElliottA. Notse

Songfor the Blue Ocean: Encounters Along

the World's Coasts and Beneath the Seas, by

Cad Safina. Henn^ Holt and Company,

$30; 458 pp.

teviWW* "Space ... is big. Really

big. You just won't believe

how vasdy hugely mind-boggling^ big it

is," said Douglas Adams in Tlie Hitchhiker's

Guide to the Galaxy. Sadly the dominant

species on our blue mote iu space has

similar difficult\' comprehending the im-

mensitv" of sea. Ninet)'-nine percent of

the biosphere that plants and animals per-

manendy inhabit (that is, feed and repro-

duce in) is sea. Below the waw surface,

events happen out ofsight and largely out

of mind. But unless Tve open our eyes to

what is really happening, we cannot pro-

tect and sustainably use the sea.

Now comes an eye-opener: Songfor die

Blue Ocean, Cari Safina's l\Tical celebra-

tion ofthe div-ersit)" ofmarine hte. Safina,

a biologist, sport fisherman, and veteran

of marine conservation batdes, heads the

Li\"ir^ Oceans Program at the National

Audubon Socien,^ With the kind of in-

sist, clarity; and eloquence found only

in the \'ery best nanire writing, he en-

lightens us about the decline of fisheries

woridv.-ide and w^eaves together the di-

verse voices of citizen conservationists,

scientists, international diplomats, and

people who fish for a living.

The author uses three themes to illus-

trate the broader story ofhumankind's ef-

fects on marine ecos^^tems. He fiirst ex-

amines the bluefin ttma, a warm-blooded

missile of a iish that can ouro^igh and

outpace a horse and whose migrator}'

routes firom spawning to teeding grounds

cross vast oceanic expanses. Bluefins are

apex predators, species—like hons.

w^olves. and eagles—chat e\'olved lai^ely

without predation fix)m other species. "We

now regard the bluefin's terrestrial coun-

terparts as magnificent creatures, and pro-

tect them accordin^y, yet value this giant

tuna primarily as sashimi. hi Tok)"o, the

finest 715-pound fi^ozen bluefin seUs

wholesale for $83,500, producing stag-

gering, corrupting profits.

The International Commission for the

Conservation ofAtlantic Tunas (ICCAT),

an organization ofAdanric-rim countries,

plus Japan, was founded to ensure healthy

populations of tunas and similar species.

But ICCAT's scientific reports, Safina

concludes, show that most species under

its authority—including bluefin, sword-

fish, and blue and white marlin—are in

decline. He shov\3 that ICCAT members

have used both nationalist demagogueiy

and intimidation to keep bluefin catches

so high that bluefin breeding populations

in the western Atlantic have declined 90

percent since 1970. ICCAT, sav^s Safina,

"might well stand for International Con-

spiracy to Catch AH the Tunas."

The second theme is an elegy to Pa-

cific Northwest salmon, which range the

ocean, then return to their natal streams,

fighting currents and vaulting cataracts to

hud pea-sized e^s bearing their genes

into the future in one paroxysmal, &tal

spav^Tiing. Salmon once supported the

rich indigenous cultures of Northv\7est

Coast Indians. Each year, the Indians

x\^ted tor fish fattened in the North Pa-

cific to be honored guests at their celebra-

tions of thanksgiving. Rapaciousness re-

placed reverence, however, when

Euro-Americans invaded.

The once-bounteous salmon popula-

tion has coUapsed before a blitzkrieg of

forces: overfishing, logging of ancient

forests, poUurion, and—most of all

—

dams that bar adult salmon fiiom natal

streams and hinder their smolts' return tc

the sea. Safina's depiction of the politica

dynamics behind the disappearance o

hundreds of salmon runs is both illumi-

nating and depressing: everybody blame

somebody else, and no one takes respon-

sibility. Salmon and their habitats are cov

eted by the protagonists of many eco-

nomic sectors, each maxunizini

immediate profit while passing on th

costs, both present and fiiture, to other

and doing anything necessary to evade

the regulatory structures set up to curb it

excesses.

The final theme is fishing in tropi

Western Pacific coral reefi, home to th

wodd's most diverse shaUow-w^ater ma
rine biota, including more than 2,50

species of fishes and nearly 500 species

corals. Seemingly a paradise to many; th

reeS are marred by an ugly realit\7: The is

landers fish spawning aggregations

groupers and other species vsdth dyna

mite, cv-anide, and bleach to appeas

Hong Kong consumers' taste for hve fish

and to sell as short-lived curios for marin

aquariums. As with bluefins and sahno:

short-term profits, not ecologic;

processes, now rule, and the fishes are fa;

disappearing fix>m the ree6. The islandei

have gone fix)m fishing for food to fishin

for money, and the cooperation of thei

governments is easily bought.

Among the book's grace notes are th

remarkable people it depicts: commerci;

fisherman Dick Good, who despite

day's meager catch of only four saknorj

gives one ot them to Safina; and ecolog:;

Bob Johannes, who discovered that in

digenous Micronesians had evolved wa\!

offishing coral reeffishes sustainabh- und

a cash economy replaced their subsistenc!

economy. But this book is also revealin

of the author, w'ho is candid about hi
I

owTi foibles and chides himself for hi^

sometimes hasty"judgments about people

He writes with insight and wit; and h^

best, often sensuous phrases last hk

memories ofchocolate after the taste itse

is gone.

Safina's lesson is clear: the sea is a ric

endowment of biological capital whos



inccrest could sustain us forever. But we

should not forget that billions of passen-

t;er pigeons darkened America's skies in

liSSO and became extinct in 191-1—in just

one human life span. That was before the

United States had strong conservation

laws, such as the Endangered Species Act

and the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Con-

sci\ation and Management Act. But this

.uuhor has observed that our federal gov-

ernment is reluctant to invoke the acts'

protective provisions to avoid offending

fishing companies, loggers, cattle ranch-

ers, real estate developers, the electric

power industry, and members of Con-

gress beholden to them. Despite the sci-

entific data and protective legislation, we

are pushing our favorite food fishes to-

ward the fate of the passenger pigeons,

squandering our oceans' biological capital

like drunken sailors. Reading this book

just might sober up enough of us to help

change course. What could be a better

gift to future generations than a living

blue Earth?

Ellioi! A. Sorse isfounder atid president of

Marine Conservation Biology Institute. He

is the author ofAncient Forests of the Pa-

cific Northwest (1990) and the editor of

Global Marine Biological Diversit\': A
Strategy for Building Conversation

Into Decision Making (1993).

Left: Tuna, Tsukiji Market,

Tokyo. Below: Dryingfuh on

Russia's Pacific Coast.

From Faces of Fishing: People,

Food and the Sea at the Begin-

ning of the Twenty-First Cen-

tury, by Bradford Matsen,

Monterey Bay Aquarium

Press, 1998, S19.95, 119 pp.,

illustrated.
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Dinosaurs in Depth
Review

Tlie Complete Dinosaur, James O. Farlow

and M. K. Brett-Surman, eds., Indiana

University Press, $59.95, and Encyclopedia duo of

of Dinosaurs, Philip J. Currie and Kevin entries

Padian, eds., Academic Press, $99.95 whom

These big new volumes,

each ofwhich is edited by a

renowned paleontologists, contain

by leading researchers, some of

have contributed to both books.

AUosaurus fragihs lunges at Dryosaurus akus, above,

a Pterodactylus.

Top: Two Archaeopteryx confront

The information-packed texts are soHdly

buttressed by references, glossaries, in-

dexes, charts, illustrations, and a panoply

of color reproductions.

The Encyclopedia contains 275 alpha-

betically arranged entries—from dinosaur

groups to fossil sites and natural history

museums—each cross-referenced. While

visually engaging, this book is essentially a

reference work, and the writing assumes a

good deal of scientific literacy.

Tlie Complete Dinosaur is arranged the-

matically (one of its six sections is or

"Dinosaurs in the Media"). In keeping

with the editors' goal of presenting a vol-

ume both authoritative and "as readable

as possible," anatomical and other scien-

tific terms are clarified within the text

but the science is fuU strength, and com-

peting theories are allowed full play. Thi

book is useful both as a reference and as

;

browse-and-enjoy compendium, am

some sections are good for a complete

read-through.
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Bookshelf

A Passion for Birds
ByJohn B. Rohrhach (Anion Carter Museum, 1997,

$19.95, illus.)

Photographer Eliot Porter graduated from Harvard

Medical School and worked as a biochemist for ten

years before he applied his scientific mind to photog-

raphy. Perhaps least known are his portraits of birds.

By the time of his death in 1990 at the age of 89,

Porter had built an archive of more than 8,000 nega-

tives and transparencies and 1 ,200 prints documenting

252 species. Porter's winter wren

Becoming Human
By Ian Tattersall (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1998, $27)

Although many popular anthropological accounts ofthe human species have been written, few are as engaging as that ofIan Tat-

tersall, a curator at the American Museum ofNatural History. Revisiting such places as the French caves decorated w.dth 30,000-

year-old paintings or the African sites that \delded early hominid fossOs, Tattersall explains the current state of evolutionary the-

ory, surveys exciting new data about primate behavior, and tells why we are unlikely to evolve into another species.

John Abbot's Birds of Georgia
Introduction and commentar}' by Vivian Rogers-Price iJlie Beehive Press, 1997, $125, ilhs.)

The EngHsh-born artist-naturalist John Abbot settled in Georgia in 1776 and, for the next sixty-five

years, collected and drew the insects, plants, and birds of the Savannah River Valley. Abbot's watercolors

ofbirds, housed in Harvard University's Houghton Library, are remarkable contributions to American art

and ornithology, ranking alongside those of his more famous contemporaries William Bartram, Alexan-

der Wilson, andJohn James Audubon.

In Search of Islamic Feminism
ByEUzabeth Warnock Fernea (Doubleday 1998, $24.95, iUus.)

Fernea, a professor at the University of Texas, spent t\vo years traveling around the world talking to Islamic women. She discov-

ered thriving feminist movements in Muslim communiries of Russia, the Middle East, and Africa, biult upon indigenous tradi-

tions and grass-roots networking rather than on the confrontational strategies of the West.

The Cities of the Ancient Andes
By Adriana von Hagen and Craig Morris (Tiiames and Hudson, 1998, $27.50, ilhis.)

Von Hagen, a writer who specializes in the archeologs' of Peru, and Morris, an anthropology curator and dean of science at the

American Museum of Natural History, combine archeological evidence with fictional vignettes to reconstruct the rich ceremo-

nial Ufe of ancient Andean cities as far back as 2500 B.C.

Where Worlds CoUide
jB]' Penny van Oosterzee (Cornell University Press, 1997, $17.95, iUus.)

In 1859, the English naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace theorized that an invisible biological boundary divided Asian-derived fauna

from species that evolved in Australia. Ecologist van Oosterzee follows Wallace's scientific journeys (without neglecting the

charm and adventure of the man) and connects his biogeographic and evolutionary theories to current research.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are usually available from the Museum Shop of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History (212) 769-5150.



Go Fish
3)' Robert Aiidmoii

nature.net Since Earth is often

called the water

iliiiet, it's not surprising that more than

lalf of Earths 60,000 or so vertebrate

pecies are fish. Yet, because we live in

iifFerent worlds, we rarely think about

Ish other than in the context ot the

qiuirium or the dinner plate. For a quick

oiirse in ichthyology, Odyssey Expedi-

loiis has a nice Web page (w\vw.odyssey

ycg.org/fish.htm). The site briefly covers

luch topics as what fish eat, how they

wim, and how some even change sex to

ncrease their reproductive success. As the

)rganization's name suggests, Odyssey

expeditions takes students on summer

rips to observe marine life at close range.

Cornell University (muse.bio.cornell

edu/cgi-bin/hl?fish) and the Electronic

'oo (netvet.wustl.edu/fish.htm) both

aave nice Hsts of fishy sites. Since I like

naps and had never heard of a ground-

ish, I tried the Groundfish Atlas (www-

)rca. nos.noaa.gov/projects/ecnasap/

cnasap.htinl) and found that it shows the

urrent status and distribution over the

Vdantic Ocean of such commercially im-

lortant fishes as cod, flounder, haddock,

nd halibut. (I have been contributing

inintentionaUy to their conservation by

voiding them on the menu.) Another

ite that focuses on fisheries in the United

States—and tells you if your dinner is

hreatened by overfishing—is called Our

-iving Oceans Annual Report

kingtlsh.ssp.nmfs.gov/olo.html).

Because I was intrigued by the oxy-

noron, I visited the Desert Fishes Coun-

il site at (ww~w.utexas.edu/depts/

:i he .w^\\v/fish/dfc/dfc_top.html) . The

.roup's goal is to preserve aquatic ecosys-

;ms in some of the driest regions of the

N'orld—on the premise that wherever

here is water, there are fish.

On Yahoo, I looked up orange roughy,

popular new food fish found at depths of

a mile or more on shelves and seamounts

around Australia and New Zealand. I

found plent\' of recipes, but only one site

on the roughy's biology (www. dpie.gov.

au/resources.energ\v'fisheries/fishfacts/

ffll.htoil). Thought to reach 150 years of

age, this tasty fish seems to grow too

slowly to replace fishing catches.

The ocean floor is another intriguing

habitat for some very bizarre animals.

Paul Yancey at Whitman College has cre-

ated a site (ww^v.bmi.net/yancey) that

provides some information on the biol-

ogy of fish and other creatures that lit-

erally live under tremendous pressure.

Many of the species have not yet been

identified, so if you happen to recog-

nize any of them, I'm sure he would

appreciate your E-mail.

Robert Anderson is a science imter living in

Los Angeles.
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By Matt Cartmill

Let
me propose a thought experiment.

Imagine that certain cells in the brain are

necessary for consciousness. Then sup-

pose that a certain drug paralyzes these

cells, \vith no effect on the rest of the

brain. People who take this drug behave

as usual, but they experience nothing

until it wears off. The di'ug converts them into sleepwalk-

ers. Finally, imagine that a new form of this drug has per-

manent effects, abolishing consciousness tbrever with, no ef-

fect on behavior. I want to test it on you. How much will

I have to pay you to take it?

The question answers itself. The value of life derives

from our awareness of it. Spendmg your life as a sleep-

walker is equivalent to being dead; so you would charge

whatever it would be worth to you to commit suicide.

As the source of all value in our lives, consciousness

should be at the top ofthe scientific agenda. Yet we know

litde about its evolution. Some scientists and philosophers

believe that consciousness has no evolutionary history be-

cause they think people are the only creatures that have

the outcome ofthe exercise ofa higher psychical faculty', if

it can be interpreted as the outcoine of the exercise ofone

which stands lower in the psychological scale."

For Morgan, "higher" implicitly meant "human."

Psychologists today revere his dictum under the name of

Morgan s Canon. Why do they so readily accept it? Why
is it safer to assume that human brain flmctions are unique?

People who study kidney evolution don't think it's anthro-

pomorphic to interpret an animal's urine as the outcome

of the exercise of higher (humanlike) kidney faculties.

One reason is that brain ftinctions, unlike kidney fiinc-

tions, are markers of the boundary between animals and

people. Because nonhuman animals lack many of our

mental abiUries, we regard them as property, to be used for

our ends in any way we choose—from food for the dinner

table to scientific experimentation. The only obligation

we recognize to other animals is a dut^' not to make them

suffer, and we acknowledge that dut^' only because we sus-

pect that some animals are on our side ofthe other big line

we draw across the moral landscape—^the boundary be-

tween things that are sentient and things that aren't.

Scientists are often reluctant to talk about animal con-

sciousness because it's not an observable propeiiy, and sci-

Aniroal Minds,!
As the source of all value in our lives, consciousness should be at

Slungjrom a

ceavpia tree, a

Central American

brown-throated

it. Although other scientists will

often admit in private that our

nearest animal relatives may have

mental lives something like ours.

three-toed sloth takes many of them hesitate to say so

a nap. plainly and publicly for fear of

being accused of sentimentality

and antliropomorphism.

To be sure, sentimentality and

uncritical anthropomorphism are

real temptations in dealing with

animals, and scientists succumb as

often as others. To guard against

such lapses, the British psycholo-

gist C. Lloyd Morgan laid down

the following law in 1894: "In no

case may we interpret an action as



.'lice deals only in public observations. So scientists who

uc interested in subjective awareness prefer to study -the

objective facts of neurology and behavior and try to con-

vince themselves that this is somehow the same as studying

consciousness.

The field of computer science called artificial inteUi-

i^cnce grew out ot these behavioristic assumptions, hi

1 9.S(1, the English computer theorist Alan Turing offered a

classic test for telling whether machines can tliink. He

called it "the imitation game." Suppose that we have a

.oniputer program that will exchange E-mail with you. If,

iftcr five minutes, you can't teU whether you've been chat-

nng with a human being or a computer, then (said Turing)

:he machine can think—because that's what thinking

means: being able to carry on a human conversation. Tur-

ling predicted that the huge (128 MB) supercomputers of

the year 2000 would play his unitation game so well that

f'an average interrogator wtH not have more than a 70 per-

cent chance of making the right identification after five

iminutes of questioning."

Turing's prediction hasn't worked out. Today, you can

.buy the supercomputer of Turing's dreams off the shelf at

Sears, and far more powerfiil machines can be had at

higher prices. But so far, none ofthem can play the imita-

tion game very well. Because a computer lacks the experi-

ence of inhabiting the worid in a Hving body it's readily

unmasked by asking questions that require a common-

sense understanding of the world. (A computer can be

more easily programmed to play chess than to handle a

question like, "Can a sheep eat an anvil?")

Computer metaphors have nevertheless come to

dominate the way we think about minds and brains. They

predispose us to believe that mental events are algorith-

mic—that is, that they are produced by executing a string

of logically connected insn-uctions—and that digital com-

puters (which are algorithm machines) will become con-

scious when we learn to run the right program on the

right kind of hardware. There are reasons for doubting

tins. It simply moving electrical charges around in a certain

pattern can bring a mind into existence, then I could

get the same effects by sliding beads around on a gigantic

abacus or making chalk marks on a blackboard. All these

processes can be computationally equivalent, with

algorithms that correspond in every detail; but none of

them seems like a plausible way of producing a subjective

awareness. And since a digital computer is just anodier

\nimal Dreams
p ofthe scientific agenda. Yet we know little about its evolution.

, J
1 ._ .,,,,,.

way of instantiating an algorithm. In SaLmh, Malaysia,

such a device is unlikely to be- a garnet pitta

come conscious. bundles at night into

If consciousness isn't algorith- afeathery ball to

line, then how is it produced? We sleep.

don't know. The machineries of

consciousness are still a mystery.

We know a lot about how our

nei-vous system processes and dis-

criminates among stimuli. But al-

though such sensory mechanisms

are necessary for consciousness,

we can perceive things and re-

spond to them without being

aware ofthem. The most spectac-

ulai" example ot tliis st.ite is sleep-

walking.
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Leopard, Sambuni National Game Reserve, Kenya

Giant tortoise, Galapagos Islands Walnis, Chukchi Sea, Alaska

Do animals that need to sleep as \A'e do sometimes wake up as a

In the Ihing brain, waves ot ner^'e-cell discharges travel

across the surface of the cerebral cortex like ripples on

\rater. These brain waves are fine and choppy when we're

aw^e, but in sleep, the ^\'a\"es get slower, bi^er, and more

synchronized. Thex" become slowest and biggest during

deep sleep. Strangeh? enou^ this is when sleepwalking

occurs. Sleepwalkers—who comprise about 25 percent of

all children and 7 percent of adults—may do dangerous

and stupid thin^, like w^aUdng through glass doors or o\^r

cliffi. But the^' can also do compUcated, distinctively

human things: converse or dri\-e away in cars.

The phenomenon ofsleepvv^alking shows that you can

get disancti\"el\' human beha\ior without consciousness.

Some sleepw%alkers could probabh' pass the Turing test.

And if unconscious jjeople can fool us, how can we be

sure that animals aren't unconscious even when they seem

to be awake? Do horses gallop in their sleep in the same

way that a sleepwalker gets into a car and dri\-es off at

sixty-five nules an hour? And ifwe can do so many thing;

while unconscious, then why did consciousness evolve?

One theor\' holds that conscious-

ness is usefiil because it allow

us to construct objects in ou;

minds by combining the inpu

Irom different senses. When wt

see a car driv^e past, we don'

separately hear its motor anc

see its bod\- and smell its exhaust. We perceh.^ one sin^i

thing—a car passing by. Neurobiologists refer to this as the

"binding" phenomenon. Most animals cleariy don't hav

it They have separate and verv' mechanical responses ti

the inputs feom different sense receptors. For example,

fix)g is built to snap at any moving dark spot of a certaii



jiizzly bear cub, Rocky Mouutaiii. Piinot jiili ill a iiiiicoiis bubble. Gayiihiii l.-Lui

: and experience their own conscious presence in the world?

izc. A frog will starve to death in the midst of a heap of

icshly killed flies, because it doesn't recognize them as

lies, by vision or any other sense.

Some other animals do display binding. It seems to be

1 necessary condition of consciousness, but the phenome-

' ion doesn't tlirnish proof of consciousness because it can

L'vndendy take place without conscious awareness. Sleep-

ivalkers, for example, have been kno\\'n to sit down and

tlay the piano, which surely requires putting hearing,

ouch, and proprioceprion together.

Then what use is consciousness? If consciousness were

iscless, I think natural selection would have operated to

VI nd of it somehow, since we have to pay a liigh price for

t. The price we pay for consciousness is unconsciousness,

.)t the special and peculiar sort we call sleep. Sleep isn't just

esting; it's a complicated and dangerous undertaking. In-

oitebrates and coldblooded vertebrates don't do it. When

they hide and rest, they show litde or no change m brain

activity. Only mammals and birds exhibit true sleep, in-

volving a shift from fast to slow waves in the tbrebrain.

In both groups, slow-wave sleep is intenoipted at inter-

vals by so-called REM (rapid eye movement) sleep. In

mamiiiiilian KEM sleep, the body goes limp but die brain

waves become fast and shallow again, and the closed eyes

s^ving this way and that in synch \\itli bursts of actixntN' in

the visual cortex and the ear muscles. The brain appears to

be seeing and hearing things that aren't there. The human

brain, at any rate, is doing just diat, because REM sleep is

often associated with dreaming.

Why do we sleep? Some argue that sleep ser\'es to

conserve energy, wliich is why only warm-blooded ;ini-

nials do it. But in fact, niamm.ilian sleep uses just about as

much energy as wakefril resting does. Another theoiy

holds that sleep is a defense against predators, that it's na-
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tuie's ^\^a\' oftelling us to hide Avhen \ve don't need to be

up and about. But most animals hide and rest without

deeping, and mammals and birds too big to hide still have

to lie dowTi and sleep even- day out in the open, exposed

to even" predator in the wodd. They do it as little as pos-

sible—a horse sleeps onlv three hours a day, ot which onlv

thim- minutes is spent King dowTi in REM sleep—but

they would be better oiFifthey didn't have to do it at all.

Evidently,
sleep isn't primarily an adapta-

tion to our external emitonment It's

something imposed upon us by the

needs of the brain. If we're forced to

stay awake around the clock day after

day. we start manifesting pathological

s^Tnptoms culminating in haUucina-

rions and metabolic collapse. Molecular biologist Francis

Crick, who has turned in recent years to the smd\" ofbrain

flincrion, has suggested (along with his co-workers at the

Salk Insrimte for Biological Smdies) that birds and mam-

mals can't live without sleep because their behavior is flex-

ible and learning based This theon," holds that beha\ioral

flexibilit\-—free will, ifyou like—introduces noise into the

SN^tem and tends to mess up the innate, "hard-wired" re-

sponses and beha\iors that all animals need tor sur\i\al.

According to Crick's model, sleep in general—^and REM
sleep in particular—^acts every day to erase the neural irrel-

evancies, reset all the innate systems, and put evervthing

back in working order, like running a disk-repair program

and restarting a computer.

One piece ofevidence in favor ofthis model is that we

need less sleep, especially REM sleep, as we age. Most in-

evolurion. Some of the savants who doubt that dogs feel

pain when you kick them remind me a little ot those cre-

ationists who reject the theory of evolution because the\

have never seen a fish turn into a chicken. I suspect that

these savants are less concerned about understanding the

universe than they are about resisting the temptations of

anthropomorphism.

To most ofus, anthropomorphism doesn't look all that

dangerous. Our close animal relatives, after all, are anthro-

pomorphic in the literal sense of the word, which means

"human-shaped." They have organs like ours, placed in

the same relath,'e positions. And interestingly enough, they

seem to recognize the same correspondences and homolo

gies that we do. Just as we anthropomorphize dogs, horses,

and other domestic animals, they return the favor by using

their own social signals to greet, entreat, and threaten us-

and each other—^much as thei,' would fellow members of

their species. Scientists often regard this "assimilation ten-

dency'" in animals as some sort of mistake, as if the poor

stupid beasts were confaising dogs, horses, and people. But

if all these similar species have similar mental lives, the as

similation tendenc\' is perfectly realistic.

Consciousness may be adaptive partly because it pro-

motes that tendency. Psychologist Nicholas Humphrey

proposes that our ancestors evolved consciousness because

it enabled them "to read the minds of others by reading

their own—to picture, as if fiom the inside, what othei

members of their social group were thinking about and

planning to do next." Humphrey," araiues that other animals

have no use for such insights and therefore aren't con-

scious. But mind-reading skills would be usefijl for othei

social species—and between species as well. A zebra that

Sleep isn't primarily an adaptation to external environment,
Riolit: New York

City, 1995

fant mammals, including human babies, spend 50 to 80

percent of the sleep q'cle in REM sleep. As we reach

adulthood, the worid grows more familiar and our behav-

ior gets more routinized, and REM sleep drops to about

20 percent of the total cycle. Perhaps it does so because

there is less new learning to be cleaned up after.

Sleep seems to restore something that is damaged or

depleted by things that go on in our brains when we are

conscious. Frogs and other animals that are probably never

conscious don't need sleep. Animals that we know are

conscious (people) do need to sleep. So do the animals that

we suspect may be conscious (mammals and birds). It

seems reasonable to think that animals that need to sleep as

we do will sometimes wake up as we do and experience

their own presence in the worid.

The evidence for animal consciousness is indirea. But

so is the e\idence ft)r the big bang, neutrinos, or human

can tell when a lion is feeling hungrv' is less likely to get

eaten. A dog or a man who can tell when a horse is fiari-

1

ously angr\' is less likely to get kicked in the head. Insofa

as anthropomorphism alerts us to the mental states of

other species, its not a mistake; it's a survival sldll.

If consciousness allows us to read other minds-

analog)' with our awareness ot ourselves—then the assim

ilation tendency makes adaptive sense. It so, then scientists

dismissal of even the most realistic sorts of anthropomor

phism ironically diminishes the value of their own con

sciousness. In this one respect, the average horse may b<

more tiilly awake than are a lot of ps\'chologists anc

philosophers.

Matt Canmill is a professor of anatomy and anthropology'

Duke Umversity. His award-winning book, A View to a Deatl

in the Morning (1996), is about tlie histor)' ofhunting.
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The Internal Brand

ofthe Scarlet

1

All Italian immioraiitJainUy at Ellis Island, ca. 190d

As a setting for an initial welcome to a

new home, the international arri\^ haU

at Kennedy Airpon pales before the spa-

ciousness, the open air, and the s\"mbol of

fellowship in New York's harbor. But the

plaque that greets airborne immigrants of

our tune shares one feature with the great

lady W'ho graced the arrival of so many

seaborne ancestors, including aU my
grandparents in their childhood. The

plaque on Kennedy's wall and the

pedestal of the Statue of Liberty bear the

same inscription: Emma Lazarus's poem

Tlie New Colosstis—but wdth one crucial

difference. The airport version reads:

Did
"undesirable"

immigrants cany

a special gene for

uncontrollable

]/|^nderlust?

By StephenJay Gould

Give me your tired, your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to

breathe free . . .

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost

to me:

I lift my lamp beside the golden door.

One might be excused for supposing

that the eHsion represents a large and nec-

essan.- omission to fit the essence of a

longer poem onto a smaUish plaque. But

only one hne, easily accommodated, has

been cut—and for a reason that can only

reflect thoughdess (as opposed to merely

ugly) censonhip, therefore inviting a dou-
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ble indictment on independent charges of

stupidity and cowardice. (As a member of

the last public school generation trained

by forced memorization ofa holy histori-

cal canon, including the Gett^.'sburg Ad-

dress, the Preamble to the Constitution,

Mr. Emerson on the rude bridge that

arched the flood, and Ms. Lazarus on the

big lad\? with the lamp, I cau^t the dele-

tion right away and got sufficiendy an-

noyed to write a New York Times Op-Ed

piece a couple of years ago. Obviously, 1

am still seething, but at least I now have

the perverse pleasure of using the story

for my owti benefit to introduce this

essay.) I therefore restore the missing line

(along with Emma Lazaruss rhyming

scheme and syntax):

The wretched refuse ofyour teeming

shore

Evidenth', the ttansient wind of politi-

cal correcmess precludes such a phrase as

"wretched refose," lest any \'isitor read the

line too literally or personalh? Did the au-

thorities at our Port Authoritx? ever hear

about metaphor and its prominence in

poetry? Did they ever consider that

Lazarus mi^t be describing the disdain

of a foreign eUte tow^ard immigrants

whom wre would welcome, nurture, and

value?

This story embodies a double irony

that prompted my retelling. We hide

Emma Lazaruss line today because we

misread its true intention, and because

contemporary culture has so confused

(and often even equated) inappropriate

words with u^' deeds. But the authori-

ties of an earlier generation invoked the

false and literal meaning—the identifica-

tion of most immigrants as wnretched

refuse—to accomplish a deletion of per-

sons rather than words. That is, the sup-

posed genetic inferiorit\»^ ofmost refugees

(an innate wretchedness that American

opportunity could never overcome) be-

came an efective rallying cry for a move-

ment that did succeed in imposing stror^

restrictions on immigration beginning in

the 1920s. These lav\fs, strictly enforced

despite pleas for timely exceptions, im-

mured thousands of Europeans who
sought asylum because Hider's racial law^s

had marked them for death, while our

quotas on immigration precluded any ad-

dition of their kind. These nvo stories of

past exclusion and truncated present wel-

come surely illustrate the familiar histori-

cal dictum that significant events tend to

repeat themselves—the first time as

tragedy, the second as farce.

In 1925, Charles B. Davenport, one of

Americas foremost geneticists, wrote to

his fiiend Madison Grant, the author of a

best-selling book. Hie Passing of die Great

Race, on the dilution of Americas old

(read northern European, not Native

American) blood by recent immigration:

"Our ancestors drove Baptists fiom Mas-

sachusetts Bay into Rhode Island, but we

"The nomadic impulse is,

in all the cases, one and

the same unit character.

Nomads, ot all kinds, have

a special racial trait—are,

in a proper sense, members
of the nomadic race."—Charles B. Davenpon,

1911

have no place to drive the Jews to." Dav-

enport faced a dilemma. He sou^t a ge-

netic argument for innate JeviTsh undesir-

abihty, but conventional stereotypes

precluded the usual claim for inherent

stupidity. So Davenport opted for weak-

ness in moral character rather than intel-

lect. In his 1911 book. Heredity in Relation

to Eugenics—not, by the way, a political

tract but his generation's leading textbook

in the developing science ofgenerics—he

wrote:

Li earning capacity botJi male andfanale

Hebrenr immigrants rank high and die

literacy is above tlie mean ofall immigrants.

. . . On die odier hand, they show die

greatest proportion ofoffenses against

chastity and in connection with

prostitution, the lowest ofcrimes. . . . TIu

hordes ofJews that are now coming to us

jroni Russia and the extreme soudieast of

Europe, with their intense individiMlism

and ideals ofgain at the cost ofany

interest, represent the opposite extremefrom

the early English and the more recent

Scandinavian immigration, with their

ideals ofcommunity life in the open

countr)', advancement by die sweat ofdie

brow, and the upreariiig offamilies in the

fear oj God and love ofcountry.

The rediscovery- and publication o:

Mendel's laws in 1900 had initiated the

modem study ofgenerics. Earlier theories

ofheredity had enxTsaged a "blending" or

smooth mixture and dilution ot traits by

interbreeding, whereas MendeUsm fea-

tured a "particulate" theory of inheri-

tance, with traits coded by discrete and

unchanging genes that need not be ex-i

pressed in all ofispring independent andi

undiluted, but that remain in the heredi-

tary constitution, aw"aiting expression in

some fiiture generation.

In an understandable inirial enthusiasm

for this great discovery, early genericists

conunined their most common error in

trying to identify singje genes as cause-

for nearly ever^' feamre of the human or-

ganism, fiiom discrete bits of anatomy tc

complex facets of personality. The search

for sin^e generic determinants seemec

reasonable for simple, discrete, and dis-'

continuous characters and contrasts (like

blue versus broven eyes). But the notior

that complex behaviors might alsc

emerge fi:om a similar root in simple

heredity ofsingle genes never made much,

sense, for two major reasons: (1) a conti-:

nuity in expression that precludes am

easy definition of traits supposedly undel

analysis (I may know^ blue eyes when I se*

them, but where does a sanguine person'

ahty end and melancholia take over?); an^

(2) a ^drrual certainty that environment

can substanrially mold such characters

whatever their underlying generic influ

ence (my eyes may become blue whateve

I eat, but my inhetendy good brain ma



end up residing in a stupid adult if poor

nutrition starved my early growth and

poverty denied me any education).

Nonetheless, most early human geneti-

cists searched for "unit characters"—sup-

posed traits that could be interpreted as

the product of a single Mendelian fac-

tor—with abandon, even in complex,

continuous, and environmentally labile

features of personality or accomplishment

in life. (These early analyses proceeded

primarily by the tracing of pedigrees. 1

can envisage accurate data, and reliable

results, for a family chart of eye color, but

how could anyone trace the alleged gene

for "optimism," "feeble inhibition," or

"wanderlust"—not to mention such

largely situational phenomena as "pau-

perism" or "communality." Was great-

uncle George a jovial back-slapper or a

: reclusive cuss?)

Whatever the dubious validity of such

overextended attempts to reduce complex

human behaviors to effects of single

genes, this strategy certainly served the

aims and purposes of the early twentieth

century's most influential social crusade

with an allegedly scientific foundation:

the eugenics movement, with its stated

aim of "improving" America's hereditary

stock by preventing procreation among

the supposedly unfit (called "negative eu-

genics") and encouraging more breeding

among those deemed superior in blood-

line ("positive eugenics"). The abuses of

this movement have been extensively

documented in many excellent books

covering such subjects as the hereditarian

theory of mental testing and the passage

ot legislation for involuntary sterihzation

and restriction of immigration from na-

tions deemed inferior in hereditary stock.

Many early geneticists played an active

role in the eugenics movement, but none

more zealously than the aforementioned

Charles Benedict Davenport (1866-

1944), who received a Ph.D. in zoology

at Harvard in 1892, taught at the Univer-

sity of Chicago, and then became head of

the Carnes^ie Institution's Station for Ex-

perimental Evolution at Cold Spring

Harbor, New York, where he also estab-

lished and directed the Eugenics Record

Office, beginning in 1910. This office,

with its mixed aims of supposedly scien-

tific documentation and overt political

advocacy, existed primarily to establish

and compile detailed pedigrees in at-

tempts to identify' the hereditary basis of

human traits. The hyper-enthusiastic

Davenport secured funding firom several

of America's leading (and, in their own

judgment, therefore eugenicaUy blessed)

families, particularly from Mrs. E. H.

Harriman, the guardian angel and chief

moneybags for the entire movement.

In his 1911 textbook, dedicated to

Harriman "in recognition of the gener-

ous assistance she has given to research in

eugenics," Davenport stressed the depen-

dence ot effective eugenics upon the new

Mendelian "knowledge" that complex

behavioral traits may be caused by single

genes. Writing of the 5,000 immigrants

(Please turn to page 10)
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As herjuvenile offspring yawns, a plains zebra mare pulls hack her

ears in a subtle threat to a herd member that has gotten too close.

.. >.:,..
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Of the many species of equids (horses,

asses, and zebras) that dominated the

worlds grasslands for much of the last

eight million years, only seven are left,

three of them zebras. AH three zebra spe-

cies live on the savannas of eastern and

southern Africa, all feed exclusively on

grass, and all have the stripes familiar to

even the youngest child just learning that

"Z is for zebra." Yet just as a closer look

reveals differences in stripe patterns

among the species, insights gained from

years of fieldwork have uncovered two

ver^' different t\"pes of zebra societ\", one

ofwhich is unusual for mammals.

Of the three species, the plains zebra

tEqtiiis burchelli) is the most abundant and

widespread, inhabiting tropical grasslands

from the vast, acacia-dotted savannas of

East Africa—where we have studied it for

the past ten years—down through the

scrubby woodlands of the Zambezian re-

gion to the rolling, treeless veld of South

Africa. The mountain zebra (E. zebra),

preferring a more temperate climate, Uves

in the broken, mountainous regions of

Namibia and southernmost South Africa,

while Grew s zebra (Ji. grevyi) ranges over

the stony, thin grasslands of Ethiopia and

northern Kenya, where it sometimes

overlaps with the plains zebra.

Both plains and mountain zebras live in

vear-round breeding groups ot one to

several adult mares, their recent offspring,

and a single adult male—the staUion

—

that defends his exclusive mating rights to

the females. These groups can be \asual-

ized as a wagon wheel, with the stallion at

the wheels hub and the mares occupying

the rim. The spokes of the wheel are the

strong bonds between each mare and the

StaUion. The females form long-lasting

social bonds with one another as well,

adding strength to the wheel's rim.

Females of many other social mammal

species, such as lions and elephants, also

form bonds, but the\- do so almost exclu-

Tlie plains zebra is the most abundant spec\

through the woodlands of the Zambezian

sively with close kin. What makes plains

and mountain zebra societ^• unusual is

that the bonds are between unrelated in-

di\-iduals. These zebras belong to a small

set of species (which includes, among

others, the mountain gorilla, the

hamadrs'as baboon, and the greater

spearnose bat) in which not only male but

also female oiEpring ultimately leave the

group in which they were born; conse-

quendy, the adult females within a group

are never closely related. (The evolution-

ars7 impetus for the dispersal ofyoung fe-

males may be avoidance of inbreeding.

Since a staUion may retain a harem for

many years, any daughters that stayed at

home would sooner or later wind up

mating with their father. Our observa-

tions in Tanzania's Ngorongoro Crater

lend support to this explanation: young

females there move even farther away

from the group of their birth than do

young males.)

Grevy's zebras are less social, with mares

and their most recent oiJspring the onl\

stable social unit. Although one some-

times sees a number of mares and their

voung feeding together, such groupings



typically break apart within hours or days.

Stallions live alone, defending territories

iic.ir water or rich patches ot grass and

mating with any sexually receptive females

that come to feed or drink. Mares with

newborn foals must remain near water be-

cause of the physiological demands ot

milk production and the inability ot

Muing foals to travel long distances. Con-

sequently, they may stay on a single stal-

lion's territory tor several months. Once

her foal is old enough to travel, however, a

mare leaves the stallion's territory, often

loining up with other lactating mothers.

The differences in zebra society can be

explained by a crucial tenet of behavioral

ccolog\': the distribution of females is dri-

\cii primarily by the distribution of the

resources they need in order to repro-

duce. In the semiarid savannas of Kenya's

Buffalo Springs and Samburu national re-

serves, where we and our colleagues have

studied Grevy's zebras on and off for the

past fifteen years, the best grass grows in

widely scattered patches, forcing teniales

to range over large areas to tind sufficient

food. Competition for grass, together

with the differing ability of lactating and

nonlactating females to travel long dis-

tances, works against the development of

strong social bonds and stable groups.

Plains and mountain zebras generally in-

habit lusher grasslands, where both food

and safe places to drink are more abun-

dant and more evenly distributed.

Male zebras, meanwhile, respond more

to the distribution of females than to the

distribution of resources. But this is seldom

Travel Notes
The lush cnmwiiinait of Tanzania's

N^oiwi(ioro Cmler supports zebras and a

great uariety of other animals year-round.

Driving conditions are rough, so virtually all

tourism is by safari. Most tours originate in

.'\rnsha, a five-hour bus ride from Nairobi or

a short drive from Kilimanjaro International

Airport. High seasonfor tourism isfrom mid-

June to August and at Cliristmastime. A less

crowded time to go is the end of the wet season

(late May and earlyJune), when baby

animals and breeding birds abound. Northern

Kenya s seniidesert offers an abundatue of

birds and an extensive mammal fauna

dominated by the oryx, reticulated giraffe,

gerenuk, and Grevy's zebra. Hotels in the

Buffalo Springs and Samburu reserves can be

reached by car from Nairobi.

igingfrom the vast, acacia-dotted savannas ofEast Africa,

\i, to the YolUng, treeless veld of the south.

400 Miles

Opposite page, top: Ttiv stallioii-and-

niarc groups ofplains zebras graze

together in typical East African acacia

savanna. Group members mainiai)i their

cohesiveness, even in herds oj several

hundred. Left: On the alert for ticks or

other parasites, o.xpeckers ride on the back

of a plains zebra.
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Grave
Times for

Grevy's

Zebras
By Stuan D. IVilliams and Joshua R. Giiisbeiv

Grevy's zebra has a distinguished lineage.

It is the closest li\'ing relative of Dinohip-

piis—the Miocene horse from which all

modern horses, asses, and zebras evolved

—

and most closely resembles the first equid

that wandered into Africa several milhon

years ago. Eventually, the descendants of

this equid came to range over much of

the continent. At one time. Gre\y's range

mav have included all ot eastern Africa,

but by modern times, it was restricted to

the semideserts of Kenya, Ethiopia, and

Somaha.

In recent years, the species has become

endangered. It disappeared from Somalia

in 1973. In Ethiopia and Eritrea, perhaps

only 500 Gre\'y's zebras survive, and those

are found in and around a few protected

areas. The species has also declined dra-

matically in Kenya, from an estimated

14,000 in the mid-1970s' to approxi-

mately 4,000 today.

In Somalia, Grew's was a victim of

overhunting. Hunting was also a major

threat in Kenya. By 1977, Kenya had

banned both hunting and the export of

skins, but the decline continued. Field

studies that we and other researchers con-

ducted in the 1980s suggested that com-

petition with domestic animals might also

be an important tactor; and in 1992, \ve

began a research project to investigate the

complex interactions between Gre\'y's ze-

bras and Uvestock.

In northern Kenya, Grew's zebras

compete direcdy with the pastoral people

and their Hvestock for food and access to

water. Kenya has one of the world's fastest

growing human populations, and more

people means more cows, goats, sheep,

and camels. This has led to both intensi-

fied competition and, outside protected

areas, a loss of habitat for the zebras. The

importance of these findings cannot be

~ebra hires the neck of a female, a soniewhai atypical prdudc to mating.

overestimated because protected areas ac-

count for less than one percent ofthe spe-

cies' historic range.

Livestock do more than just eat gras

that would otherwise be avaOable to thi

zebras; their intense grazing can change

vegetation, causing grass to be replaced b\

woody species unpalatable to zebras anc

domestic animals alike. A vicious cyclt

results: as less food is available, competi

tion for it intensifies. Zebras are forced t*

travel farther and farther to find food. Al

this moving about burns up a lot of en-

erg\', an effect that shows itself in the poo

sur\''ival rate offoals born to mares outsid

the parks and reserves. Making matter:

worse, these mares are often in poor con-

dition themselves and bear fewer foals t(

begin with. Competition for water is alsi

a problem. Zebras prefer to drink durin|

the relative safet\' of daylight hours, bu

where Grew's and livestock use the sani'

water suppHes, the zebras are forced ti

drink at night, when lions and hyenas ar

most active.

Many years may pass before the effec

of this sort of competition becomes obvi

ous. Although many young zebras di

when competition is intense, the long

Hved adults are little affected, and th

population may dechne as slowly as 2 or

percent a year. Over time, of course, eve

such a slow rate is devastating, as anyon

who has ever lost the struggle to stay sol

vent knows; if the amount of mone

coming into a bank account is eve

slightly less than the amount going ou

the account will eventually hit zero.

Conser\'ationists usually focus their at

tention on critically endangered specie

By that point, however, when only

handfiil of individuals remain, determir

ing the processes that brought these spg

cies to the brink of extinction is difficul'

We need to spend more time studying th

slow, steady declines by which most spe

cies become endangered. Sadly, thj

Grew's zebra is probably a good modi

for what is happening to many rare an

threatened animals and plants.



,is simple as it seems. A Grevy's stallion, for

example, could follow mares around one at

.1 time, waiting for an opportunity to mate.

But such a strategy would be veiy time-

consuming and ineiJicient, since females

.uc sexually receptive for just a short time

.ifter giving birth, gestation lasts thirteen

months, and foaling is not strongly sea-

sonal. The stallion is more likely to en-

counter receptive females if he finds a

place with the food and water females

need and then stays put. If he can keep

nwil males away fi-om the inuiiediate area,

he raises his chances ofbeing the only male

to copulate with receptive females.

Given these apparent advantages of ter-

ritoriality, it may seem odd that the plains

and mountain zebra males go to the trou-

ible of defending whole groups of females

instead of simply staking out a claim to a

water hole or rich sward of grass. But

plains and mountain zebra females also

travel widely to seek good grazing and

cannot be depended on to return faith-

fully to the same spot. Plains zebras m the

Serengeti, for example, migrate a few

hundred miles every year, tracking the

lush growth of grass that follows the rains.

And while following a single mare might

not make reproductive sense, following a

harem is an altogether different proposi-

tion: any male that can defend a group of

females as it travels stands a very good

chance of mating with all of them as they

come into estrus.

But why do females in the more social

zebras form cohesive, long-lasting

groups? Abundant tood and water may

permit group formation, but they do not

explain why it occurs. In many other ani-

mals, living in groups appears to lower the

risk of predation for any one individual,

but zebras probably do not form groups

for this reason alone: a closely related

equid, the wild horse, lives in groups

identical in size and composition to those

of the zebra, even in environments free of

predators. Unless group living is a ghost

of predators past, other factors must favor

group formation in equid societies.

The answer can be found in the distri-

bution and behavior of the surplus, non-

breeding males known as "bachelors."

Because zebras, Hke aU equids, digest food

relatively inefficiently, individuals spend

as many as sixteen hours a day grazing.

Pregnant and lactating mares especially

In northern Kenya, Grevy^s zebra competes directly with

pastoral people and their livestockforfood and water

A pliiiiis zcbm scratches its head on a broken tree, a rare find in tlie f^rasslands.
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After twenty minutes offighting
—which can get violent—

stallions and bachelor males usually settle into an uneasy truce.

need lots of uninterrupted feeding time.

If a female is disturbed often enough, her

physical condition, and thus her ability to

bear and raise a healthy foal, decreases sig-

nificantly. In the plains zebras we study m
Ngorongoro, as well as in a population ot

wild horses living on an island off the

coast of North CaroHna, we have found

the main source of disruption to be con-

tests between a group's stallion and other

males—usually bachelors. As bachelor

males approach a group, the mares move

closer together while the stallion trots out

to meet his challengers, which are usually

tamiliar to him from siinilar encounters in

the past. After touching noses with each

one, he uses his considerable physical

strength and agility to keep them away

from his females. Occasionally, one of the

bachelors manages to outflank a stallion

that is busy sparring with other rivals.

The intruder may get to the mares to in-

vestigate their reproductive status, or even

attempt to copulate. Most of the time,

however, the stallion—after a few tense

minutes of rubbing necks, shoving, and

snorting—succeeds in maintaining a

buffer around his group, protecting his

mares from the disruptive sexual advances

of other males. Thus, by choosing to as-

sociate with a dominant male, a female

secures the peace she needs to graze for

long periods. By intimidating other stal-

lions and harems, a strong staDion can also

ensure his mares' access to water and food.

The influence of plains zebra bachelors

on social organization may extend even

further. In this species, bachelors congre-

gate in large and cohesive groups, often

containing twenty or more males. A sin-

gle stallion set upon by such a large group

has little chance of defending his females.

As he barrels into the mob, taking on five

or six of the marauders at a time, other

bachelors just stream around him and

head for the females. However, groups of

plains zebra stallions and their mares often

associate to form herds, which may some-

times contain as many as several hundred

animals. When a bachelor group ap-

proaches such a herd, four or five stallions

may leave their groups together and pre-

sent a solid front against the interlopers,

keeping them on the periphery ot the

herd. After twenty minutes of fighting

—

which can get violent but usually involves

Plains zebras and blue ii'ildebeests (dark

animals in herd) often associate on the

plains ofEast Africa, above. Two Grevy's

stallions, opposite, battle over a mate.

Prevailing in male—male combat is

essential to reproductive success, and

combat can be intense, as males punch with

their forelegs and deliver bites to the head,

neck, and legs.

nothing more serious than an occasion;

lunge at the rump or hind legs of an op

ponent—the stallions and bachelors settli

down to an uneasy truce of vigilant graz

ing and sporadic outbursts of tussling

Eventually, the bachelors wander off anc

the stallions return to their groups. 1

Over the years, we have observed thai

the makeup of these herds is not randonii

certain stallion-and-mare groups tend td

stay together, raising the tantalizing possij

bility that the herds represent an addi-i

tional level of social organization. If sc

zebras once again would be unusua;

among mammals, for only a few species;

most of them primates, live in such com[

plex societies. I-

i
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By Nancy Foner ^ merka's last great wave of immigra-

tion began more than a hundred

years ago and peaked before World

War I. A new wave, only decades

old, is transforming the nation

today. In 1997, an all-time-record

29 million foreign-born persons were living in the

United States—the proportion of immigrants, at 1

1

percent, is inching up toward the 1910 figure of 15

percent. And these new arrivals are moving beyond the

gateway cities into the heartland. Hmong refugees

firom Laos, to pick one example, are now more than 10

percent of the population of Wausau, Wisconsin.

Immigrants who came through EUis Island in the

last wave were overwhelmingly from southern and

eastern Europe; today's arrivals are far more diverse.

They come from Mexico, the Philippines, Vietnam,

the Dominican RepubHc, and China—to name the

top five source countries for legal immigrants in 1995.

Where once there were Jewish pushcart peddlers, now

there are Korean greengrocers and Indian newsstand

dealers. Mexican gardeners and busboys are also a fa-

miliar part of the urban landscape.

A century ago, immigrants were generally poor and

low skilled; today, too, many reach America with httle

more than the shirts on their backs. Still, according to

the 1990 census, a third of all those who arrived in the

previous five years were college graduates. The West

African driving your cab in New York City could well

turn out to be studying engineering at City College.

The Korean greengrocer may have a master's degree.

Many are practicing their professions and trades here

—

in medicine, engineering, and computers. And some

are bringing with them substantial amounts of capital

that give them a start in business.

In what seems Hke a timeless feature of immigrant

settlement, today's newcomers often cluster in enclaves

near kinfolk and friends, finding comfort and security

in an environment of shared languages and institutions.

But new polyethnic neighborhoods, with no parallel in

previous waves of immigration, have also emerged.

New York's Elmhurst section, in the borough of

Queens, now has the distinction of welcoming more

people from more places than any other ZIP code in

the United States. Between 1991 and 1995, nearly

13,000 immigrants from a stunning 123 countries

moved there. Among better-educated and more pros-

perous immigrants, a new kind of suburban existence

is developing in the nation's bedroom communities.

Monterey Park, California, only eight miles east of

downtown Los Angeles, has been dubbed the first sub-

urban Chinatown.

Another dramatic difference is that most of today's

immigrants are people of color, while those in the last

great wave were, in the main, phenotypicaUy white.

Most newcomers enter racially polarized cities, where

they often live among—and are victims of the same

kind of prejudice as—native-born blacks and Hispan-

ics. Bear in mind, however, that race was an issue in

the last wave as well. Jews and Italians, thought to be-

long to inferior races, faced outspoken prejudice.

Some reasons that immigrants are drawn to Amer-
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ica do not change. Today's newcomers are often escap-

ing oppressive governments and poverty. In 1991, the

minimum niontUy salary for full-time work in the

United States was thirteen times higher than the mini-

mum wage in the Dominican Republic; a Brazilian

baby-sitter in New York makes more in one week than

she made m a month as head nurse back home. Gov-

ernment policies have also influenced the flow ot mi-

grants. Some countries, Uke China, have relaxed their

exit restrictions. In the United States, the hberalization

of immigration laws after 1965, along with new

refugee policies, opened the gates to millions (most

notably Asians) who had been shut out before.

Once the immigrants setde here, modern trans-

portation and communications change the context in

which they live out their lives. Some social scienrists

even thmk a new term needs to be invented

—

"transnational"—to characterize the way many people

now forge ties across national borders. Even before

they arrive, their exposure to a new, global consumer

culture and economy means that today's inmiigrants

are more culturally attuned to the United States than

their predecessors were. Once, letters spread the word

about America; now, movies and television bring

vivid, up-close views of American popular culture to

the remotest villages in the developing world.

A centui7 ago, the trip back to Italy took about

two weeks, and more than a month elapsed between

sending a letter home and receiving a reply. Today's

immigrants can hop on a plane or make a phone call to

check out how things are going at home. They can

participate in weddings of scattered relatives by watch-

ing videotapes sent by mail and maintain business in-

volvement in more than one country through modern

telecommunications. And the technology is not all

that's changed. New, dual-nationality provisions in a

growing number of countries allow immigrants who

become United States citizens to vote in their home

country as well as here. The Dominican Republic will

soon allow its citizens to cast their ballots in polling

places abroad, making New York's Dominican com-

munity the second largest constituency in Dominican

elections—exceeded only by Santo Domingo.

The newcomers are a force to be reckoned with. In

California, the Republican Party worries about alien-

ating the growing Hispanic vote; Miami already has a

Cuban American mayor. By 1990, Asians were 15 per-

cent of the entering class at Harvard and almost 25 per-

cent at MIT. Although the Chinese were once vilified

as the "yellow peril" and Japanese Americans were im-

prisoned in internment camps not so long ago, Asian

Americans now have a new image; some even call

them the "model minorities."

WiU the new immigrants follow the path ot those

who went before? How will their children respond to

the American scene? Who among them will become

our leaders? AH we can say with certainty is that this

new wave of immigration, like its predecessor, will

profoundly change the way we live.

Nniiey Foiicr is a pwfcssor of iiiithropolooy ,u the State

Uiiiivrsity oJ'Nai' York at Purcliasc.

An Italian and

Spanish barbershop

advertises its

presence in English,

standing out among

Chinese and Korean

signs in the

polyethnic Fiushing

section of New York

City's borough of

Queens.
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An older generation

comes to America.

The old days were the New World days, when young im-

migrants came to America to claim their futures. It was a

time when elders sent their children off with the imphcit

understanding that parents and children would never see

each other again.

Today, people live longer than ever before, and trans-

portation has become so easy that even an octogenarian can

confidently travel thousands of miles, across continents and

oceans, to start over. Seniors now account for more than 4

percent of legal American immigrants. Many are retired

and have come here to help care for their grandchildren.

For many, the resulting experience is a rewarding but some-

times bewildering mixture of American and Old World

hfestyles.

According to a recent study by the National Research

Council, there has been a gradual shift in immigrant popu-

lations toward both children and the elderly "This shift has

mirrored changes in immigration pohcy, especially as family

unification moves to center stage," the study found.

The people described in the foDowing pages all came to

America after they had raised families in their native coun-

tries. They chose then to follow in the footsteps of their

children. For many older immigrants, coming to America

means a loss of control, the transition fiom being the head

of a household to being a boarder in their children's homes.

Without a car or drivers hcense, they often feel confined;

without an income, they're afraid of burdening their chil-

dren: without a social life or fluency m EngUsh. they teel

isolated.

Given the American preoccupation with youth and the

anti-immigration sentiment infecting the country, the imm-

cial burden of older immigrants on the state has become a

poUtical issue. But these imnugrants receive $1,000 to $2,000

less per year in Social Security benefits than do their second-

or third-generation counterparts, and are 40 percent less

likely to be placed m nursing homes, according to die Na-

nonal Research Council study Their conn-iburions to child-

care and home maintenance cannot be given a price tag.

In this photo-essay, San Francisco photographer Ed

Kashi takes us into the lives of three families, all of whom

hve within sixty miles of one another in the Bay Area. The

Fondekar taniily (opposite, top), whose roots ai'e in India,

lives in the suburbs of San Jose. Leah Frenkel (middle), a

Jewish woman from Uzbekistan, and Wong Wah Po (bot-

tom), from mainland China, live only a few blocks apart.

Despite their isolation in their adopted country, these se-

niors have the comfort of their families" presence, ot being

part of a chain whose links remain unbroken.
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Sunila and Vasudeo Fondekar—India

Among
Indians, the ex-

tended family is a liv-

ing tradition that has

managed to traverse

continents relatively

intact. The Fondekars

began visiting the

United States after

their daughter, Binita,

moved here ten years

ago to join her husband from an arranged marriage.

Sunila, age fifty-nine, made the first extended visit, for

one fiill year, after the birth of their first grandchild.

When the Fondekars were sponsored by their daughter

for green cards last year, they naturally moved in with

her family. Now Sunila helps care for her grandchil-

dren, which has enabled her daughter to go back to

work as a software engineer.

Until recently, the Fondekars had no intention of

setthng in America. When SunUa's husband, Vasudeo,

faced mandatory retirement from the Indian Railway

seven years ago at the age of fifty-eight, the couple

purchased a home in Bombay. "Our future was in

India only," he says, his crisp white kurta an unusual

sight in the suburban Cahfornia setting. "When our

children settled here, they asked us to come because we

missed each other so much."

Since moving to the States, Vasudeo has retrained

as a computer operator and, after a difficult search, has

landed a job at a Silicon Valley computer company. He

beHeves that most American companies are reluctant to

hire seniors because of the high cost of insuring their

health. The need for medical coverage was part of the

reason Vasudeo wanted to return to work, but he also

(Please turn to page 69)
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On a recent Siindny, I lisiideo Fondekiv; dbove,

reads India Today online on his laptop

computer, while his son and an in-law watch

49crs football on television. Once a week his

wife, Sunilii, aftcnds yoga class at the Iiido-

Aniericaii Community Service Center, bottom

row, far left. Center: Siinila shops at the local

supeniiarkcl. Left: During Diwali, the Hindu

festival of lights, Sunila blesses each family

member in turn. Tliis traditional five-day

holiday has been condensed iino one day to

accommodate their busy American lifestyle.



Above: Leah Frenkel visits a market near her

new apartment in San Francisco's Chinatoim.

Bottom row, left to right: Her twenty-one-year-

old granddaughter, Regina, stops in for a visit on

her way to work. At the L'Chaim Senior

Center, Leah socializes and takes classes in

English. Before serving a meal she has prepared

for herfellow immigrants, Leah lights Sabbath

candles and gives the traditional blessing.
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Leah Firnkcl—Uzbekistan

eah Frenkel's eyes glaze over

with tears as she watches a

home video that her son

Gregory has recently brought

from Uzbekistan. She nar-

rates a scene of herselfvisiting

her parents' graves and points

out her recently deceased sis-

ter. She watches the video as

though for the first time, and

Gregoiy takes a paper napkin to dry her tears.

By the time Leah Frenkel came to San Francisco

four years ago, at age seventy-four, most of her friends

were either dead or had emigrated. Born m Romania,

Leah migrated with her family to Uzbekistan, a pre-

dominantly Mushm state, in the 1940s. Synagogues

were few and far between, and religious tolerance was

at a minimum. "Jewish people spend their whole Hves

as imnugrants," says Leah, whose first language is Yid-

dish, although she also speaks Russian, Pohsh, and Ro-

manian and IS learning EngHsh.

She finally decided to emigrate when an older son

moved to seek a better hfe m America. He chose San

Francisco because his in-laws had already setded there.

The Umted States is also one of the few countries that

allowed them to immigrate as an extended fainily.

In Uzbekistan, Leah worked as an accountant in a

cotton factory; if she had stayed, she would be hving

on a pension of $10 per month. In the United States,

she's entitled to more than S6(30 monthly in Supple-

mental Security Income, and her small studio apart-

ment costs only about a third of that.

Until a few months ago, Leah lived with her older

son and his wife and t^vo children, but she wanted her

(Please turn to page 69)
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IVoiw ]Vah Po—China

n the last Thurs-

day ot even'

month, a group

of ten elderly

Chinese men tra-

\'erse the few

short blocks from

the On-Lok Se-

nior Center to

the Little Garden

Restaurant in San Francisco's Chinatown. Among
them is Wong Wah Po, 104 years old, dressed in a dap-

per gray suit and fedora and pushed in a wheelchair by

an eight\--sbc-year-old man who volunteen at the se-

nior center. 7\fter a feast that includes soup, barbecued

pork, Chinese broccoli, beef and bitter melon, and a

whole chicken (presented ^^•ith its head still on), the

men return to the senior center to play mah-jongg.

A native ofmainland China, Wah Po emigrated to

the United States nearly rsvenrs- years ago to foUow

his son, who is now se^"ent^ years old. By the time

Wah Po came to America, he had already migrated

within China for poUtical and economic reasons. Up-

rooting one more time wasn't so traumatic, he ex-

plains, despite the fact that he was already more than

eighty years old. Eventually, his daughter and her

children followed suit.

He brought udth him only his most prized posses-

sions: his paintbrushes and a detailed family histor\-. in

calligraphy, that traces twent\--r^vo generations. His an-

cestors, he says proudly, were butlers in the Ming Dy-

nast\"s Royal Court. Although he speaks no English,

last year, at the age of 103, he became an American cit-

izen. He proudly shows off the naturalization certifi-

cate, his newest trophy.

(Please turn to page 69)
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Japanese
Americans
reinvent

taiko

drumming.

Seiichi Tanaka never planned to be a founder ot

idikc—-Japanese drumming—in the United States. He

actually came to San Francisco from Japan in 1967, at

the age of twenty-four, to pursue a martial arts career.

But then, at a local spring Cherry Blossom Festival, he

was surprised by the absence of the familiar drums,

which he remembered playing even as a child. ("The

drummers would get drunk and then fall asleep. That's

when I would try taiko.'") The following year, he bor-

rowed some drums from a Buddhist temple in San

Francisco and organized his own contingent of players,

at first consisting mostly ofJapanese nationals Living in

the Bay Area. Tanaka's martial arts background helped

shape his philosophy and approach, which emphasizes

the drummers' intense physical and mental training

and their disciplined and graceful movement. His

group, San Francisco Taiko Dojo, has since grown and

influenced the development of others in the United

States and Canada.

The first major gathering marking this three-dec-

ade-long movement in North America was held in

1997 and drew nearly 500 people to Little Tokyo, the

predominantly Japanese American community ot

downtown Los Angeles. During one jam session, while

others were relying on brute force, Tanaka's drumming

seemed efFordess, as if it were an afterthought to the

fluid movement of his entire body. In a master class he

Quiet
held afterwards—ninety students rotaring through the Shoji Ozawa, a

drums—he urged: "You have to totally relax. Let the Japanese member of

energy come fr-om your ki [center]. Feel the energ\- San Francisco Taiko

come fr-om the mother earth, from the bottom ofyour Dojo, solos on the

feet." He stressed a kind of loose intensity', in which the odaiko, or big drum.

mind focuses on the tips of the baclii, or drumsricks.

And he heartily endorsed the yelps one often hears

from performers at taiko concerts. "Screaming is very

important! After you scream you teel good."

Taiko rarely strays from an emphasis on percussion

instruments. The pulse is maintained by the resonant

tones of large and small drums, the clackerv'-clack that

these wood-and-skin instruments make w^ien they are

hit on the side, and the shrill sound of the atarigciiic (a

bowl-shaped metal instrument struck \\'ith deer antlers

attached to a bamboo stick). Gongs of various size and

shape add musical depth, and a bamboo flute occasion-

ally offers a melody. When the drummers solo, they

improvise m response to the rhythms, engaging in a
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kind of dance with the strong undercurrents.

This music has ancient roots. The drums, which

vary in form and use, probably came to Japan from

China and Korea beginning around the fifth century,

following the paths of Buddhism and theatrical arts.

The drums are used in gagciku, the traditional Japanese

court music that has changed little since the eleventh

century. Regional folk styles of taiko have developed

throughout Japan, tied to festivals and religious rites.

But strictly speaking, the group drumming (kumi-

daiko) popular today—in which several performers play

drums of various sizes, some keeping the beat, others

soloing—is a post-World War II development.

In Japan, the rise of kumi-daiko coincided with the

late 1960s counter-culture movement, which led some

young people to reexplore folk arts that had been ne-

glected as a consequence of the rapid modernization

and Western bias of the post-war era. Ondekoza and its

offspring, Kodo, now among Japan's best-known taiko

groups, were established as rural communes in which

the participants self-consciously sought to rediscover

their roots. Japanese American youth began to explore

taiko during the same turbulent times, vi^hen they were

battling what was viewed as the stiff assimilationist out-

look of their parents' generation and the prevalent

stereotype of the "quiet Japanese" (taiko is anything

but quiet). The 1997 taiko conference was organized

i»

by the Japanese American Cultural and Community

Center QACCC) and held at their headquarters in Lit-

de Tokyo. Founded in 1980, JACCC is a nonprofit or-

ganization whose mission is to preserve and promote

Japanese and Japanese American heritage and arts.

Masao Kodani is the minister of the Senshin Bud-

dhist temple in Los Angeles. According to him, before

Pearl Harbor, "Every adult was expected to offer some-

thing in terms of entertainment, whether it was a poem,

singing, or dancing." But the war—and the internment

by the United States of 110,000 Japanese Americans in

barbed-wire-ringed camps—had a corrosive effect on

that tradition. Despite huge economic and emotional

losses suffered by Japanese Americans, their overwhelm-
j

ing response to that experience was assimilation. And , f
among the things that got left behind were the small cel-

ebrations of the community's cultural spirit.

Kodani took charge of the temple as a young min-

ister in 1968. This gated compound Hes in an African

American and Latino neighborhood of south-central

Los Angeles that had been largely Japanese American

until the 1970s. Taiko drums are used in some of the

temple ceremonies and festivals, but usually with other

instruments and not for the kind of athletic group per-

formances with which they are now associated. After

the 1969 Obon Festival (a summertime celebration of(

the ancestors), Kodani remembers, he and a member

4

m.

Kodani and Abe were putting away some drums when they began playingij

hours, until they were sweating, their hands bleeding. ''We should do somi

Right:At a 1997

conference held in

Los Angeles by the

Japanese American

Cultural and

Community Center, a

Japanese expert

teaches a master

class in bamboo

flute. Far right:

Workshop

participants practice

on drums made from

wine barrels, an

American innovation.



if the temple, George Abe, were putting the drums

iw.iy for another year when they began playing them,

rhey played for about four hours, until they were

,\\catmg, their hands bleeding. "George, I think we

diould do something about this!" Kodani remembers

iaying. Shortly thereafter (just one year after Tanaka

formed his group in San Francisco) Kinnara Taiko was

founded. It was the first contemporary taiko group to

.ome directly from the Japanese American community.

Tanaka linked up with Kinnara Taiko and shared

knowledge, especially about buUding drums. Most tra-

ditional taiko drums are made by hollowing out a tree

itrunk and stretching animal skin over the head. Espe-

cially in the case of an odaiko, or large drum, this can be

quite an undertaking. Kinnara Taikos innovation was

ito use oak wine barrels. Without this cost-saving re-

source, taiko probably would not have developed in

North America the way that it did. Another difficulty

was stretching the skin. The group first used pliers,

Kodani said, pulled by the biggest guy in the congrega-

tion. Later, with the help of Tanaka, they devised a sys-

Ttem with car jacks to stretch the skin. "We had to go

through many experiments, breaking jacks and skins,"

Tanaka says. It's now a standard method.

For someone like Johnny Mori, who grew up in

the sixties and was an early member of Kinnara Taiko,

the group seemed a natural link to Japanese culture.

ri.They played for about four

about this!" they agreed.

"Mentally, for me, it was very rewarding to idenrify

with what I thought was a Japanese thing," he says.

"But lo and behold, this particular taiko, this Japanese

American taiko, had no roots whatsoever in Japan,

nothing at all. Basically, we sat around and said, 'Are

we making this thing up?" and Reverend Masao said,

'Yeah, we're just making this up.' And I go, 'This has

no connection? No other Buddhist group in Japan

does this?' And he said, 'Nope.' I go, 'Wow, I always

thought I had this connection to Japan—and I don't.'
"

At first, this realization bred insecurity, which was

compounded by comments from Japanese who told

the group they were not playing taiko. But when other

Japanese Americans cheered them on, especially the

older Issei (first-generation immigrants), they grew

more confident. What they were doing, the sounds

they made, reflected who they were. It was a uniquely

American form.

To be sure, there were missteps along the way. P.J.

Hirabayashi, of San Jose Taiko, remembers that young

musiciansjamming on the taiko drums "had no inkling

how to play." Alan Okada, of New York's Soh Daiko.

recalls one of their early instructors improvising on

saxophone while the group played drums. The ques-

tion they faced then—and still face—was how to

maintain the traditions of taiko and stiO create music

that resonated personally. "We were lucky enough to

know there are traditions, and some of those traditions

are valuable and need to be maintained," Okada says.

"And we were lucky enough to know that you can

change things. . . . It's a living folk art, and it evolves."

Today, there are more than one hundred taiko

groups—most formed in the eighties and nineties

—

performing throughout North America, firom Calgary

and Vancouver to Los Angeles, Honolulu, and

Burlington, Vermont. In Japan, there are roughly

5,000 groups, including several major professional

troupes. Week-long festivals attract thousands, and

groups play for hours; at one festival, a thousand drum-

mers play simultaneously. Kodo, along with a number

of other professional groups, has been a force in that

evolution in Japan. It tours eight months out ot the

year, conducts workshops the world over, and holds a

percussion festival at its base on Sado Island, otl the east

coast of Japan. (Last year, groups from Senegal,

Trinidad, Indonesia, and Ireland appeared). Kodo has

become so influential that its members bemoan how-

novice groups in Japan copy its pieces instead of devel-

oping their own.

Yoshiaki Oi, a founding member ofKodo and now

a teacher m the group, applauds the American sr\'le.

He says he heard a specific Kodo piece played at the

Taiko Recordings

Kenny Endo Taiko

Ensemble, "Eternal

Energy,"Asian Improv

Records. 1994:

Katari Taiko,

"Commotion,"

Karakarakara Records.

1994:

Kodo, "Ibuki," Sony

Records, 1996:

Mugenkyo, "Mugenkyo,"

self-published, 1997:

Ondekoza, "The

Ondekoza."JVC, 1997:

San Francisco Taiko

Dojo, "Tsunami," self-

published, 1997:

San Jose Taiko, "Mo

Ichido," self-published,

1996:

Soh Daiko, "Soh Daiko,"

Lyrichord, 1991:

"Japanese Traditional

Music: Percussion," King

Records, 1990:

Uzume Taiko

Ensemble, "In Your

Dreams," Co Zoo May

Records, 1994

Resources

Some of these

recordings, especially

the self-produced ones,

are difficult to find. They

are available, along with

other taiko products and

information, from

Rolling Thunder, 3008

Giant Road. San Pablo,

CA 94806. Web sites:

Rolling Thunder

www.taiko.com

Kodo

www.kodo.com

Ondekoza

members.aol.com/

ZaOndekoza/index. html
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Below: The Los Angeles

taiko group Zenshuji

Zendeko performs in

formal costume.

Opposite page:

Ctioonyong Lee attacks

ttie big drum for New

York's Soti Daiko.

Los Angeles conference. "In Japan, you hear the same

melody [played by other groups], but it's the same pre-

sentation that we do, with the same sound, but what I

heard here was different." He hopes that North Amer-

ican groups wUl appear more frequently in Japan "to

show what creati\'it\' is all about."

Kenny Endo, who grew up in Los Angeles and

now Uves in Hawaii, has probably taken taiko the far-

thest among Americans. He composes, runs a school,

tours regularly, and plays with musicians in Japan and

the United States. His interest took him to Japan for

ten years in the 1980s, where he studied taiko and

hogaku hayashi—'the classical Japanese ensemble for

flute and drums found in Noh and Kabuki. He played

percussion in the Kabuki theater as a protessional and

was the first foreigner to earn the distinction of being

granted a natori, a stage name that is also an informal li-

cense to teach. But Endo previously worked in fiink,

Latin, and jazz bands, even as he studied with the San

Francisco Taiko Dqjd All these experiences show up

in his work. "I feel a responsibility and a desire to con-

tinue the traditional music, whether it's Kabuki music

or festival music," Endo says. "But I also feel a desire,

for my own expression, to compose and use taiko in

other types of contexts with other people." At the con-

ference's concluding concert, Endo introduced a vioUst

and saxophonist to play with his taiko ensemble. He

also played a tsuziimi (an hourglass-shaped hand

used in Kabuki) wth Tanaka's group.

Perhaps the climactic moment came \\hen drum-

mers lined up to take turns on a three-foot-wide drum

nesded horizontally on a wooden stand. Two perform-

ers at a time pounded at opposite ends, one as soloist

and the other in a back-up role. As the sweat flew off

their bodies, which in some cases were clothed only in

lorn cloths, the drummers unleashed a rhvthmic fi:enz\-.

summoning up a deep roar with mounting intensir.-.

Following the concert, conference participants par-

took of food and drink set out by the JACCC in the

open plaza outside the hall. But the milling crowd was

still reluctant to disperse. After a couple ofhours, some

ofthe musicians spontaneously struck up a pla\-fiil, rau-

cous tankobushi, a traditional song and dance at Obon

festivals, then segued into other taiko dance music.

Somebody picked up a bamboo flute, another started

to tap on a table, and then a couple homed in on plas-

tic garbage cans and turned them upside do\\Ti for

drumming. Surrounded by deserted office buildings in

do\^Titown Los Angeles, the plaza felt like a \Tllage in

the midst of a valley. The musicians tbrmed a huge cir-

cle, couples danced in the center, and even Tanaka

boogied into the fray to loud cheers. Everyone clapped

and laughed long into the night; it was a celebration ot

rhythmic spirit as old as the taiko drum itself

For Japanese American youth, taiko drumming challenges the stereotype of
|

the "quiet Japanese" and the assimilationist outlook of an earlier generatior
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Rites of

passagefrom

the Old World

to the New
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By Han Ong

You tell people you

were born in Manila,

and immediately they

conjure up this won-

derful, exotic child-

hood, conflating Ma-

nila with the million verdant, sunlit

resorts of their imagination. Or they run

you through the perils of a place that is no

more than a pastiche of the nightly news-

cast, a Marcos here, an Aquino there, and

of course, hnelda with her shoe factory,

giving your hfe the patina of danger and

excitement it never possessed. And all the

while you're standing there, and you're

thinking; Heck, everybody's got to be

born somewhere.

You nod on and on, telling them that

you now live in New York City, that al-

though you came to this country at six-

teen you already spoke near-perfect Eng-

Ush (only a giveaway accent to be worked

on, sloughed off), and that, although you

came with your family and the act of

coining here together gave you a tempo-

rary closeness, you are now estranged

firom them. They'll take the last two ad-

missions as independent of each other,

not reahzing in their frenzy of free associ-

ation that these two things are the ones

most closely linked in your Hfe.

I did not know what coming to Amer-

ica would actually involve, except in a

fuzzy, Third World, gospel-swallowed-

whole sense of "improvement." In my

mind, what I saw was a sky bluer and

with fluffier clouds than the actual sky

above our heads in Manila. Looking back

on it, I can see that this is exactly hke a

child's behef in heaven: it's above you and

you climb a staircase to get to it. My par-

ents' version of America was probably

more sophisticated, but that did not make

them any more prepared.

They came to make our life better, but

to their way of thinking, America was a

place of "evil." Since my parents were

both Chinese and Cathohc, this "evil"

largely meant great personal freedoms,

which they hoped their children would

not partake in. They wanted to remain

the sole arbiters of right and wrong for us,

consequently drawing lines around our

conduct that, in the harsh light ofAmer-

ica and its emphasis on personal liberty,

were revealed to be outdated, unfair, in-

human. Still, their hold on us would have

remained firm had we not felt that they

were in some sense weakening, their au-

thority manifestly cracking, when re-

quired to confront white people and a

country whose language and systems ex-

posed them as mere virgins: so many

tasks, like having to talk to the phone

company people, say, to ask about a bill;

or to the grocer to finesse the difference

between one brand of rice and another

—

tasks for which we, the children, had to

intercede on their behalf—turned us into

the new adults of this new place and our

parents into infants, their threats and in-

junctions growing day by day into watery

things.

We translated our parents' Tagalog. It

wasn't that they didn't speak any English

but that their speech was hampered by

self-consciousness—knowing that their

accents obscured certain words, that they

dropped off crucial syllables and rounded

off words that needed a delivery closer to

spitting, that they had a limited vocabu-

lary. They learned the word "good," for

example, but none of its synonyms, which

turned conversation into redundant

music—good, good, good, on an endless,

unvarying loop. All this (and the thought,

too, of money, which meant that what

they said had better be clearer than any-

thing else in their Hfe) made their mouths!

dry at crucial moments. So they turned to

their children, and to me, their son, in

particular, as I possessed a sharp tongtie

and an exactitude they found consoHng.

I'm not sure that my parents did find

anything about America consoling. To

improve our lives they were wiUing to

give up many things. In America the;

would Hve in what would be poHtely re^

ferred to as "reduced circumstances." But

they never imagined that among those

things they had to give up would be theii

authority, seeing their children take ovei

I

Jeioi



1 es that in the old country were theirs

; J theirs alone.

We had come to Los Angeles a month

: :r the 1984 Olympics. The city was

j
ing through a fever phase of optimism,

; .1 everywhere you turned you heard

; nit plans for "expansion," "meeting

I
' twenty-first century," "reorganiza-

I n"—catchphrases I now realize appHed

I us, the children, as well. We learned

1 w to take the bus, familiarized our-

< ves with schedules, routes, length of

I vel. E.xploring the city, we learned, for

I r own safety, how to ignore public

I mniotion; we learned the danger sig-

nals on the street; we learned to escape

the hassles of our daily household at the

movies, which took us even farther away.

But mostly, we learned the language,

sharpening our skills through constant

practice in the outside world, a world

we—unlike our parents, who remained

hemmed in—grew to trust, and a world

that took us, or I should say, took me, be-

yond their fear-fdled stranglehold.

Playwright and performer Han Ong's work

deals largely with urban American life. A high

school dropout, he was awarded a MacArthur

Fellowship in 1997.

By Nahid Rachlin

In
1 964 I left Ahvaz, a hot, dusty

town in southwestern Iran, to at-

tend college in America. At last I

was going to the place where

you could do what you wanted.

This was the America I had

learned about, not from the Americans

who were employed at the oil refineries

in Ahvaz, who basically were segregated

from the Iranian population, but from

American movies. By the time the fdms

came to Ahvaz, they were already more

than ten years old. (I saw All About Eve in

the 1960s.) Still, the women in these

movies made their own decisions, mar-

ried whom they wanted, had careers,

were outspoken—leading me to realize

that there were other possibilities in life

besides getting married (as soon as the

right suitor, approved by my parents,

came along), having children, and settling

for passive domesticity. My own parents

at least allowed me to watch the movies.

Most others forbade their daughters to

watch them in fear that they would be led

astray. (It is significant that one of the first

sparks of the Iranian Revolution, fifteen

years after I left, was the setting on fire of

a movie theater in a town near Ahvaz that

used to show American movies.)

To make us into ideal girls who would

go on to become ideal wives, we had to

be carefuUy watched. When we went out,

we were accompanied by an adult (in my

case, a servant). We were not allowed to

associate with certain people—foreigners

or people of different rehgions; that is,

non-Muslims. At our girls-only school,

we weren't allowed to criticize our tradi-

tional roles and had to listen to lectures

about proper behavior. I kept begging my

parents to send me to America, and fi-

nally they gave in. But they made sure

that once there, I would be protected;

they selected a small women's college

near the medical school that my brother,

who had gone to America a few years be-

fore, was attending.

At Lindenwood College, in Saint

Charles, Missouri, I walked through the

J_
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campus, my heart pounding with excite-

ment. Students roamed about, talking,

waving to one another, or sitting on

swinging benches in front of the dormi-

tories, looking carefree. As it turned out,

there was no need for my brother to pro-

tect nre. To my shock, the college's rules

turned out to be as limiting as those I

chafed against in Ahvaz. The curriculum

was geared to prepare us for domesticity,

with many courses in home economics,

sewing, and cooking. The ideal young

woman at Lindenwood was a good

Christian, agreeable and gay, sociable,

outgoing. (One student seemed to think I

was altogether too serious because she

would say to me, "SmQe!" whenever she

passed me.) We had to attend services at

the Presbyterian chapel on campus twice

a week, no matter what our religion; we

had to wear high-heeled shoes and skirts

to Sunday dinner; we were supposed to

be in the dormitory by eight o'clock on

weekday nights and eleven on weekends.

Rebellion was quickly punished. One
student's acquiescence to the culture of

conformity fed into another's.

Behind the chapel was a large meadow

with a few apple trees. Sometimes I went

there and sat under a tree for a while. It

reminded me of when I was a child and

used to sit in the hollow of the tree in our

courtyard. Then one day, the house-

mother, a middle-aged, kindly looking

woman, summoned me to her room and

asked, "Is something the matter? You

<K-€ Am^rid^i^ CoiU;«'r r^k?'%rn^J ouX

leave the chapel and sit in the field all

alone."

"I Hke sitting there," I mumbled.

"If you don't stay in the chapel to the

end of the sermon, you'll be expelled

from the college. I have been given re-

ports that you're antisocial. You must start

mingling more. To start with, I want you

to go to a mixer. It wiU be a part of your

American college experience."

"I'D try," I said.

The mixers took place once a month

in a hall on campus. Boys from nearby all-

male colleges were invited. As soon as I

entered the hall, I regretted it. The girls

stood on one side of the room, and from

the other side the boys scrutinized them

with the same supercilious expressions I

had seen on the suitors who used to come

to our house in Ahvaz to look me and my
sisters over. Their eyes glided past me and

the other less striking girls. I walked out

and sat on a swing at the far corner of the

campus and stared at the moon, the same

moon that shone in the sky above our

house in Ahvaz. I thought of my sister

and me sleeping on mattresses on the

roof, staring at that moon, whispering

about the Umitations of our town. I asked

myself. When am I gomg to find the free-

dom I have yearned for all my life?

When I graduated, instead of returning

to Iran, I went to New York. Being out of

the grip of my parents, I could now take

steps on my own. I lived in Greenwich

Village, worked part-time, took graduate

courses. The students I met were ambi-

tious and were always examining ideas,

debating politics. The streets were hned

with ethnic restaurants. There were

women in saris, men in fezzes. People

spoke different languages and in accented

English. Nothing was uniform. You could

be who you wanted to be. This wasn't

quite the America of the Hollywood

movies either, but it was the one that, I re-

alized, I really had been searching for.

Nahid Rachlin teaches creative writing in New

York City. She has published three novels and

a collection ofshort stories. In herfree time, she
,

likes nothing better than going to the movies.



By Orlando Cruz

Everyone from my town

comes to New York City.

The first person came

here, and that started the

chain. The very first place

I saw in New York was

C^ueens. I couldn't beheve that everybody

spoke Spanish there. It was definitely the

last thing I expected.

I had entered a Catholic seininary as a

teenager in Ecuador. When I lefi: at

twenty, I couldn't find a job in my home-

town of Gualaceo, and life became diffi-

cult. At twenty-two, I decided to come to

the United States with my brother, Mar-

tin, and fi-iend Luis. We each borrowed a

few hundred dollars for the journey.

Smce we didn't have visas, we had to

make our way overland—by bus, car, and

foot—through Colombia, Panama, Costa

Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador,

Guatemala, and Mexico.

You worry all the time when you're an

illegal immigrant. You wonder. What

next? We were stopped at several borders

along the way and sent back to the coun-

try we had just left. In southern Colom-

bia, police officers stole most of our

money. In northern Colombia, two men

threatened to kiU us if we didn't hand

over everything. They had a gun and

knives and were on drugs. Thankfully, we

escaped. In Costa Rica, police took Luis

off the bus for having no papers. They

freed him after he paid his "ransom." In

Nicaragua, I was arrested, along with

thirteen other Ecuadoreans, and jailed for

eight days. The otTicers took what money

and belongings we had before sending us

back to Costa Rica.

Illegals pay "coyotes" to help them

evade capture. The coyotes think of us as

"polios" (chickens), goods to be traf-

ficked for profit. To get us from Costa

l^ca to Guatemala, our parents, whom
we had contacted, scraped up $L500 to

pay for a coyote to help us. Going from

Guatemala to the United States—Mexican

border took another contract—this one

for $3,000 each. (Thirty doUars was all

You worrc^ all tH^^\vn-f i^^i^^^ljf:^ 3^ ;[|^'.

vv^i^y^avKt. y°o wcry^d^r^ V^ai" ^^^T?^
lU.^!

two Indians had charged to guide us from

Colombia into Panama. That took days,

walking in the jungle, through streams

and across mountains, sleeping by river

banks. We had heard stories of cannibals

there, tigers too, but didn't meet any.)

It took us fifty-four days to reach the

border at Tijuana, Mexico. I thought,

maybe twenty minutes and we'll be over

the magic line. In the evening, coyotes

led a group of us on what turned into an

endless and terrifying trek through river

and scrub. It seemed the same thing to die

or to keep going. In the end, we made it

across the border at dawn, only to be ar-

rested by American immigration officers

within five minutes and quickly escorted

back to Mexico. (We told them we were

Mexican. If we'd said Ecuadorean, they

might have shipped us all the way home.)

A few hours later, we tried again. Finally

we were in, and in May 1992, we flew

fi-om Los Angeles to New York. I was

$4,000 in debt.

Marrin, Luis, and I had supported one

another along the way, but once in New-

York, we separated. Someone found me

work at a metal factory on Long Island.

Someone else lent me his (false) papers.

My first week's paycheck was $183. As

soon as I had a chance, though, I went to

work in a restaurant. Restaurant work is

good for illegal immigrants. The pay

(often cash) is good, work is stable, food is

free, and there's usually a chance of over-

time. I bei^an bv washing dishes, some-
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times sLxty-five hours a week. It was hard,

but not as hard as another employee, who

used to schedule me for bad shifts and

shout insults about "f ing Hispamcs."

Dispiriting as that was, it was not heart-

stopping, like the day in the summer of

1994 when police came—guns drawn

—

down to the basement where I was work-

ing. They told me to He on the floor,

handcuffed me, and took me to the local

precinct, where I was photographed, fni-

gerprinted, and interrogated before being

told that I was not the person they were

looking for.

I couldn't understand what people

were saying when I first came here, so I

went to school to improve my English.

John Steinbeck's Tlie Pearl was the first

book I read through completely. Next, I

took computer classes. I know people

who've been here for years, washing

dishes, and in my darker moments I won-

dered if that was how it would be for me.

But at the restaurant I learned to make

salads, dressings, soups, main courses,

how to write menus, how to shop; even-

tually, I was earning $600 a week. I paid

back my parents and paid off my other

travel debts. I bought a car, a TV, a VCR.
Still, It wasn't the hfe I wanted. So, after

four years at the restaurant, I left to join a

religious community in New Jersey. A
year later, I came to work where I am

now—at a center for immigrants. The

work is satisfying; I should be legal soon

and therefore be able to go home for my
first visit. I hope to go to college next

year to study sociology.

Luis works as a landscapes He is al-

ready legal. He married and has bought a

house. Martin is legal too. He works at

the same restaurant where I used to work.

He built a house in Ecuador but has no

plans to go back. My youngest brother

followed us here two years ago. He's al-

ready more American than Ecuadorean.

Orlando Cruz (not liis real name) is aimiting

the outcome of his appealfor legal status in the

United States. He says, "Even if offered a mil-

lion dollars, I wouldn't make a journey like

that again.

"

By Sanjay Nigam

So,
I'm watching my six-year-

old son at soccer practice,

and he's dribbling the ball

toward the goal and now he's

within scoring range, but a

defender rapidly approaches.

My son hesitates. "Kick it! Kick it!" I

want to yell. I know what he's thinking:

Should I go for the goal, or should I pass

the ball? And for some strange reason, it

occurs to me that Churchill would kick

and Gandhi would pass. My son passes.

AH of which leads me to reflect on

what preoccupies me ever more as I sink

into the doldrums of midlife: differences

between Western and Eastern ways, and

also the hfe I live and the Hves my kids

will Hve. Perhaps I wouldn't dwell on this

as I do were it not for creepy feelings of

inauthenticity that seem to accompany

these ruminations. Vague guUt unearths

all sorts of tilings.

Occasionally I am struck by the fact

that my very Western lifestyle and atti- is*

tudes are radically diflerent from anything 0)^

my ancestors could have imagined—s( )0

different that the contradictions that sur- life

face now and then must mean something iter i

In part, these apparent contradiction) k lo

arise out of the obvious East-West dij sfii

chotomies: the material versus the spirii KScac

tual, the analytical versus the organic, thi ji h

competitive versus the cooperative, am i rw

so on. Sometimes the only realistic stanc Icie 1

seems to be a kind of cultivated ambiva tn re

lence. But ambivalence exacts a price an renBJ

causes much more than mere philosophi Un

cal malaise. Our bodies seem to

mounting what is, at least to me, a verfccni

distressing reaction. Of all ethnic group: f otii

Asian Indian immigrant men may tur ml

out to have one of the highest incidence bi <

of coronary artery disease in the Unite w tl

States and Great Britain. It isn't clear wb
but many physicians think the culprit is \

combination of Western diet an

Ufestyle—a mismatch between the envi

ronment we have chosen to Hve in an twili



still very Indian genes. So, another

ijMitradiction: We Easterners transplanted

s
|> the West are developing the prototypi-

"|J disease ofmodern Western man much

star than he is. Perhaps there's another

"llde to all of this. I want to believe that

sneath this and other more benign con-

'adictions lurks some great secret, some

w territory, the exploration of which

» I'ill reveal what it means to live your

It I'hole life in a culture that is in nearly

/ery respect the opposite of the one your

larents and grandparents grew up in.

I was born in India and brought to the

Inited States as an infant. Growing up in

xizona some thirty-five years ago, I was

pi ine ofmaybe a dozen or so Indian kids

—

l.sian Indian kids—in the whole state.

:uJot only was I a visible ininority but,

t 'liven the sizable Hispanic and Native

jiierican populations, I had to point out

ay differences to avoid confusion. When
think back, the quest for my identity as

brown man in a white world, although

ot without a little pain, was exciting

—

ossibly the defining experience of my
fe. I want my kids to go through that

recess, and I don't want it to be too easy.

Identity, as Odysseus learned, is a com-

licated business. Confronting Cyclopses

ind whirlpools is easy compared with fac-

Iig

internal conflicts that can be so ardu-

ius you often feel like succumbing, for-

:etting yourself. Indian immigrants may

Drget more easily than others. Most of

I'

hose who settled in the United States

ame from highly educated, English-

jpeaking, hberal, and prosperous families,

iack in post-independence India, they

vere sometimes labeled "brown EngHsh-

nen." And when they came here, the

uhenomenal power of Americanization

nade the conversion fi^om brown Eng-

ishman to brown American relatively

lainless. But something important was

ost in the conversion—although no one

'[uite knows what. Now the second and

I4iird generations are searching for it.

It might help the present generation to

lave a hero of some sort. Unlike main-

tream Americans and Indians of the an-

cestral land, we have no convincing he-

roes to identify with, no natural or super-

natural creatures who seem to represent

what we're after—someone who knows

who we want to be yet also reminds us of

where we've come fi-om. This may not be

so bad if we design our own superman or

superwoman. Such a superhero might

embody something of wily, witty, adven-

turous Odysseus—that great-grandfather

of all Western heroes, with his unmatched

instinct for self-preservation—and also

possess qualities hke those of the original

Buddha, quiet wisdom and a sense of

what is essential in life. One can imagine

comparable chimeric superheroes—Ar-

juna and Plato, or even Nietzsche and

Gandhi. But creating one's own chimeric

superhero is very hard. And so we yield to

the temptation of co-opting mainstream

superheroes at the cost of parting with

our parents" heritage and ignoring the

fact that we are, indeed, different.

Fortunately or unfortunately, there are

mirrors—and I'm not referring only to

the kind above the washbasin in pubHc

bathrooms. It is in these mirrors that our

sense of inauthenticity appears. The re-

flections tell us we cannot avoid the

East—West question, that we must some-

how refashion the issues in a deep way

relevant to the American context and to

our individual contexts. What are our

lives if not pieces of East and West search-

ing for the right fit?

And so the search continues, as it must.

Like the grand unification theory occu-

pying modern physicists, this East-West

thing could prove intractable. But so are

most important answers we chase after. As

Asian Americans, the burden of working

out the cross-cultural grand unification

theory rests upon our aching backs. It

rests upon my son, who week after week

in soccer practice must decide whether to

kick the crap out of the ball or yield to

the game.

Sivijiiy Nigam is Associate Professor ofMedi-

cine at Harvard Medical School/Brigham and

Women's Hospital. His novel, The Snake

Charmer, will be published by William Mor-

roii' this s\mimet

By Memima M. Sillah

ack in Sierra Leone, my
boyfriend proposed to

me through a modest

delegation of about

forty-five people from

his family, telling the

SLXty or so members ofmy extended fam-

ily how much a union of the two famiHes

would add to each one's already estab-

lished good name. To prepare for the

wedding, my entire family—all members

ofmy tribe through birth and marriage

—

made monetary or other contributions.

Even though our parents were relatively

well off (both of our mothers were busi-

nesswomen, my father a land surveyor,

and his an electrical engineer), the

thought of rejecting the contributions

was as far firom their minds as the idea of

refusing tax breaks would be for an

American fainily. Besides, our parents had

contributed toward others' weddings and

would continue to do so.

Younger tribe members who had less

money did the running around. I didn't

know exactly how many guests would be

attending the ceremony; I simply gave my
part of the list to a "cousin" who called

me and identified herself as the person m
charge of the guests. Another day, a

"cousin" of my fiance called to ask my
full name. He was in charge of printing

the invitations. Afterward, everybody said

the wedding was a hit. I thought so, too. I

remember asking my sister which of our

relatives had selected the music for the

bride and groom's dance, because it hap-

pened to have been my favorite song. She

said my brother had. I approached my
brother, meaning to thank him, but he

said another "cousin" had chosen it. In

the end, nobody remembered which of

the numerous organizers of my wedding

had made the selection.

I was now also part of my husband's

family, which was as extensive as my own,

and so I would be invited to participate in

all of their weddings, fianerals, child-out-

ings, and parties. I escaped these engage-

ments because a month after the wed-
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ding, my government ofeied me a job

with an international bauxite organiza-

tion in Kingston, Jamaica, and in June of

1980, my husband and I left Sierra Leone.

He returned to Miami, where he had

been a manager of a department store,

and I went to Kingston-

family (that is, all tribe members who
cared to participate) met to express their

profound disappointment at the impend-

ing breakup of a marriage the\' had all so

happily put together. The\' gave her bleak

scenarios ofher children without their fa-

ther, and voiced myriad examples of di-

t^ '!ha

A year later, when 1 wanted a divorce,

some thirty members of my family met

solemnly and decided I should come

home to t:aTir I knew their intention was

to redirect my focus toward starting a

famihi I made excuses that got so numer-

ous and complicated that they rmalK' gsve

up on me and made a recommendation

to die tribal headman (who had adminis-

tered the traditional Mnslim marriage) to

accept my request for a divorce.

I have a "cousin" back home whose

wedding was oi^anized several months

before mine. A tew years later, she left her

husband and, with her two children,

moved back into her parents' home, in-

tending to start divorce pioceedii^. The

voiced ^'omen scrambling to feed their

sons and daughters. She w^as frequendy

stopped in the street by her and her hus-

band's ftiends and relatives and entreated

to reconsider. Eventually, she changed her

mind and returned to her husband, who
later thanked the family members. sa\Tng

he knew- that they wouldn't have sat back

and watched his marriage dissolve. The

woman was praised for her patience and

for heeding good counsel. She attends

and enjoys a great many family fiincrions,

where she is warmly welcomed.

Few members of my tribe have come

to the United Stales, and those that have

are spread out in different states, so group

ties are hard to maintain. When I first

came to this country, I stayed with a

"cousin" and close firiend in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, among a com-

munity of Mandingo people from Sierra

Leone. After about three months, I was

offered a job as an administrative assistant

with an international organization in

New York City, and I moved to the

Bronx. 1 made ftiends in my apartment

building among both Americans and im-

migrants firom other countries. They

were caring, of course, but in a different

way from what I was used to, and I some-

times felt alone. But when 1 needed time

to myself or just didn't feel like socializ-

ing, I appreciated the distance.

When I had my son seven years ago, I

missed the many relati\-es who would have

\isited me at the hospital and later helped

with the baby and my domestic chores.

That I w^as a single mother would have

caused litde concern; 1 had been married

once, and a married woman is alw-ays con-

sidered married. But I w'as relieved and

uplifted when the hospital nurse gave me
the birth certificate form to fill out, and I

simply put dowTi the name I had decided

on for my son, without having to deal

with an involved and expensh'e naming

ceremony. I also decided to skip the cus-

tom of cutting off my son's birth hair. I

had never really liked the w-ay babies

looked without hair. StiU, whenever my
son got a cold or cried incessandy, I could

not help thinking that some curse was de-

scending upon me for leaving his hair on.

Finding myself in new simations and

taking untried paths, I question myself

more frequently than when I was home,

but at least Fm encouraged by the knowl-

edge that I'm not alone. When I talk with

other w-omen fijom Siena Leone, or from

other parts of the w-orld, I find that they

too, experience doubts when they take

steps that w-ould be considered out of the

ordinar\' in their culture. It all starts with

that first big step away from home.

Memwia M. SiUah is uvrkiito on a iiovell

about Afriain immigrant women in the United!

States. She wrote about fanale dmimcision jor\

Natural History in tlieAttgust 1996 issue.



Hagerman
Fossil Beds
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By Greg McDondd

about anywhere in

r sindii Luwn ui jndgciinan in south-central

'you can see the 600-foot-high chffs that rise

he Snake River. The layers of sediment that

I'form these blufis hold a history of the area fiom 3.7 to

Bp million years ago. At that time, in the Phocene, the

-re^n was wetter and grassier than it is now and was

home to some wildlife that is stiU familiar today and other

animals that are long extinct. Llamas, camels, peccaries,

mastodons, ground sloths, and primitive dogs once

. roamed the savanna-hke plains. Beavers, muskrat, a

L variety of waterbirds, frogs, turdes, and fishes hved in

.. or along rivers and streams Hned with willow, alder,

and elm. But the fossil beds' claim to fame

Grasses and sagebrush grow on. cliffs

", overlooking the Snake River

^U Jeff Gnoss
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Monumental Sights IAny visit

to the Hagennan Fossil Beds

National Monument begins

\^dth a stop at the Visitor

Center located on Highway

30 (State Street) in the town

of Hagerman, Idaho. Exhibits

at the center highlight the

variety of fossOs—including

horses and other vertebrates,

invertebrates, and plants

—

found since 1929 at the Horse

Quarry and the 300 or so

other fossil sites within the

park. The monument land

covers approximately 4,300

acres and includes recognizable

portions of the Oregon Trail,

stretches of the Snake River,

high desert-sagebrush

habitat—and its attendant

wildUfe, including horses,

deer, rabbits, and coyotes

—

and wedands good for viewing

waterbhds. Big, rounded

boulders visible on the sides of

the roads are lumps of basalt

transported by the waters of

the great Bonneville Flood,

which helped create the

Hes in the great numbers and fme preservation of the animal

known as the Hagerman Horse.

The first four excavations at the Hagerman site were

undertaken by the Smithsonian Institution from 1929 to 1934.

First under the leadership ofJames W. Gidley, at that time the

leading expert on fossil horses in North America, and later under

C. Lewis Gazin, the crews uncovered enough fossil horse heads

and complete skeletons to account for 120 individual animals.

These fmds, and the research they inspired, soon made the

Hagerman site famous among paleontologists. The Smithsonian

also found the specimens to be a hot medium of exchange with

other museums. In the 1930s and '40s, skeletons from Hagerman

were incorporated mto exhibits of fossil horses across the country,

and so the Hagerman Horse was introduced to the public.

Now known scientifically as Eqiius simplicidens, the Hagerman

Horse represents a critical transition in equine evolution. The

earhest example of the modern horse genus Eqiius, it is closely

related to its descendants, which include modern horses, zebras.

Hagerman Valley along the

Snake River some 15,000

years ago. The Visitor Center

provides maps deHneating

roads, overlooks, trails, and

boardwalks. No camping, ofF-

road exploration, or fossil

collecting is allowed within

the monument grounds.

Privately owned camp

grounds can be found in

nearby Hagerman.

ESBUa During the

summer, in addition to a

variety ofprograms on the

history and ecology of the

area, park rangers offer tours

of the Horse Quarry (these

begin at the Visitor's Center,

and you will need your own

vehicle to reach the site). For

information write:

Hagerman Fossil Beds

National Monument

221 North State Street

P.O. Box 570

Hagerman, Idaho 83332

Phone: (208) 837-4793

^

and donkeys. About 4.3 feet (13 hands) tall at the shoulder and

weighing some 935 pounds, this horse probably looked more

Uke a zebra than a mustang. From their small, three-toed

ancestors of some 20 million years ago, equids adapted and

branched out, so that by about 1 2 million years ago, these

herbivores were at their most diverse, with a variety of species,

browsers as well as grazers, sharing their native. North American

landscape.

By three million years ago, horses were much less diverse

(besides Eqiius, only one other genus, Naniiippiis, existed), but E.

simplicidens had developed the habits and physical attributes

—

large size, single toe, long legs, and high-crowned teeth—we see

in horses today. By about 10,000 years ago, horses were extinct

on this continent, but they survived in Eurasia. Only with the

coming of the Spanish to the New World did horses once more

run on their evolutionary home turf.

Tlionsand Springs and the Snake River. Idaho

rin
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Three million years ago, the Hagerman Horse Uved in the savanna-

like landscape ofwhat is now southern Idaho.

In 1988, the Hagerman Horse was named the state fossil of

Idaho, and the fossil beds were given official protection,

designated by Congress as the Hagerman Fossil Beds National

Monument. In addition to its crown jewel, the Horse Quarry,

1 the extensive monument lands contain some three hundred

fossil-rich sites, as well as stretches of the original Oregon Trail,

.wilderness areas, and the winding Snake River. I came to

iHagerman in 1992 as the park paleontologist to help preserve

the historical site and renew paleontological research there.

In the summer of 1997, a grant from the Canon U.S.A.

Foundation allowed me to take a field crew back to the Horse

Quarry, not just to retrieve more horse bones—the site is still

productive—but to examine the deposits for clues as to how and

why the bones had accumulated. The long-accepted explanation

was that many horses had died over a long period of time at a

water hole, but our crew wanted to apply new techmques in

determining the placement of bones within the sediments. In

addition, the Hagerman fossils did not have the preponderance of

very young and very old animals typical of sites where bones

accumulate year after year. (The age and se.x of the many

Hagerman Horses housed in museum collections can be

determined by examining their teeth, as in modern horses.) In

photographs taken during the Smithsonian excavations, the

sediments looked more like those of a river channel than a placid

water hole, and I began to think that the horse remains may have

accumulated when a herd lost most of its members while trying

to cross a fast, flooding river.

The pattern that emerged after three months' careful

excavation showed that the site was not an ancient water hole,

but neither was it a stretch of fast-moving river. It was more Hke

the Platte River of Nebraska today: broad, shallow, and slow

flowing. While screening the sediments, we found lots of delicate

fossil remains offish, frogs, snakes, birds, shrews, and mice

—

bones that would not have stayed put if the river had been strong

and swift. Even the smallest of horse "wrist" bones rested

alongside the ponderous skuDs and jaws. Maps of the distribution

of bones showed that most had been waterborne, but only for

short distances.

Last summer's excavation provided a new working hypothesis

on the origins of this classic site and the fate of its most famous

denizens. The sediments indicate drought conditions. Perhaps

the horses were drawn to the slowly drying river and then stayed

near the dwindUng resource, stripping the vegetation clean and

dying of hunger, if not thirst. The carcasses became mere bones

on the dry river bottom. Eventually, water returned to the

channel, jostHng the concentration of bones and, over time,

burying them in river sand. Three miUion years would pass

before natural erosion would bring them to Hght on the bluffs

over the Snake River.

Greg McDonald has been the paleontologist at Hagerman Fossil Beds

National Monument in Hagerman, Idaho, for six years.
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Celestial Events

Cancer's Cluster
By Joe Rao

While Cancer, the Crab, is the least conspicuous of the zodiacal

constellations, it contains one of the largest, nearest, and brightest

of the star clusters: Praesepe (also called the Beehive). This month,

Cancer is high toward the south at midevening; look for the

cluster—whose diameter is about tliree times the Moon s—m the

middle of the lambda-shaped constellation.

Praesepe is one of the few star clusters mentioned in antiquity.

About 260 B.C., the Greek poet Arams called it Phatne (Greek for

"manger," which later became the Latin praesepe) and described it

as a "little mist." In 130 B.C., Hipparchus called the cluster a "little

cloud." In 1610, Galileo resolved the cluster into thirty-six stars; it

acmaUy contains more than 300 stars, about 100 ofwhich can be

seen with a small telescope or good binoculars.

Praesepe is visible to the naked eye as a fiizzy patch near the

stars Gamma Cancri and Delta Cancri. For about 2,000 years, these

stars have been called AseUus BoreaUs and AseUus Australis—the

northern and southern ass colts; they may have been thought of as

feeding at the manger.

Both Arams and Phny the Elder noted that Praesepe s absence

on a clear night meant a storm was near. Indeed, any high cloud or

haze preceding a weather disturbance can easily obscure Praesepe.

The origin of the cluster's relatively new moniker, the Beehive,

is unknown. Perhaps someone looking through a crude telescope

thought the cluster looked just like a swarm of bees.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Miiseiiiu-Hayden Plaiictariimi.
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The Sky in March

ISSSDS is well-placed for

viewing during the middle of

March, arriving at its greatest

eastern elongation (18.5 °) on

the 20th. From March 1

1

through the 25th, this zero-

magnitude planet is easily seen

in the western sky about an

hour after sunset.

Itoihbi is brilliant (magnitude

—4.4) low in the eastern sky,

rising two to two-and-a-half

hours before sunrise. Look for

it on the mormng ofMarch

24; it Hes to the left of and

sHghtly below the crescent

Moon. It reaches its greatest

elongation west of the Sun

(46.5 °) on the 27th.

MHIKI is all but gone from the

evening sky, gradually lost to

view in bright evening

twilight.

WinnHl is too close to the

Sun's glare to be seen during

the first half of the month.

Toward the end of March, it

emerges from the morning

twiUght and is visible low in

the southeast about an hour

before sum"ise. On the

morning of the 26th, in parts

of the eastern United States, a

thin crescent Moon rises with

Jupiter hidden behind it. Use

binoculars to locate the Moon
in the bright morning twilight

and watch for the emergence

ofJupiter fi-oni behind the

Moon's dark side soon after

local moonrise. For other parts

of the country, the Moon wiU

appear to rise with Jupiter,

hovering immediately to its

right.

liWnHil begins the month

setting three hours after sunset

and is readily seen in the

western sky by nightfall.

Toward the end of the month,

it gradually disappears into the

bright evening twiHght. On
the 1st, note the crescent

Moon riding above and to the

left of Saturn.

iiJElBBBlil is at first-quarter

phase on the 5th at 3:40 A.M.;

fiiU Moon is on the 12th at

11:34 P.M.; last quarter is on

the 21st at 2:37 A.M.; and the

new Moon occurs on the 27th

at 10:13 P.M. All rimes given

are in Eastern Standard Time.

A Penumbra Lunar Eclmse

occurs on the night of March

12-13, as the fuU Moon slides

through the Earth's faint outer

(penumbral) shadow. The

deepest phase of the ecHpse

will come at 11:20 p.m., EST,

when 73.5 percent of the

Moon will be inside the

penumbra. For a few minutes,

obser\fers might note that the

Moon's lower portion appears

slightly "smudged."

The Vernal Equinox occurs

on March 20 at 2:55 P.M.,

EST. Spring begins in the

northern hemisphere, autumn

in the southern.

Look for the star chister Praesepe (area of detail) in Cancer.
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the graceful and gently
adventurous activity of birding is gathering more and

more enthusiasts every year. It's easy to see why. Bird-

watching combines our fascination with the natural world with an

opportunity to be an inobtrusive observer

of the great beauty and immense appeal of these endlessly

engrossing creatures.

And while birding is in some ways the easiest of pastimes

(step outside almost anywhere to begin) true enthusiasts seek out

destinations like those that follow. It is here-in marshy lowlands or

on mountain crests, along beaches, or deep in the woods-that the

authentic exhilaration of discovery occurs. And with more than

9,000 species of birds throughout the wodd, there is a great deal to

discover.

Whether at rest, in bnlliant song, or in full flight, birds-called

by ornithologist Roger Tory Peterson "the most eloquent expression

of reality"-offer an open invitation to wonder and astonishment.

COSTA RICA

Packed into this small nation (half the size of Kentucky) is a treasure trove of

ecological wonders. Walk and explore highlands embraced by clouds or

mist-infused lowlands. Or patches of desert and swamp; coffee plantations

and cattle ranches; pristine beaches and a volcano whose intermittent tantrums

can fill the sky with steam and the surrounding landscape with ash.

And then there are the birds-some B5D different species, more than can be

found on many continents. Little wonder that naturalists from all over the world

gather to catch sight of the glorious quetzal, the scadet macaw (and 1 5 other

parrot species), the emerald toucans, and hummingbirds. More than 50 species of

these delicate treasures have been recorded here. There are also six different

kinds of toucans, flycatchers, antbirds, blue-crowned motmots, wood-wrens, brush-

finches, tanagers, cotingas. And the enormous harpy eagle that can snatch a small

animal from the limb of a tree.

BELIZE

explore the tiny country of Belize and be prepared for a journey into an

unspoiled, breathtakingly beautiful realm. 170 miles of Caribbean

coastline, the second longest barrier reef in the world, and three

magnificent coral atolls make the destination for divers.

Inland, the jungles, swamps, and the gentle rise of the Maya Mountains are

a vivid haven for naturalists, who can view an astonishing array of wildlife-from

jaguar and tapir to more species of butterflies than can be found in the United

States and Canada.

Here, too, more than 300 species of birds can be spotted. The best site of

all is the Crooked Tree Wildlife Sanctuary, 33 miles northwest of Belize City. A

network of inland lagoons, swamps, and waterways, the sanctuary protects

resident and migrant birds. Here the lucky birder will find herons and ducks (both

the black-bellied-whistling and Muscovy varieties), as well as snail kites, snowy

and great egrets, ospreys, and black-collared hawks. The sanctuary is the nesting

home to the largest flying birds in the New Wodd-Jabiru Storks, whose wing

span can exceed 12 feet.
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TRINIDAD
ts very name synonymous with the natural

I

beauty and tropical indulgences that are the

Caribbean, Trinidad is at the southernmost tip

of the West Indies. With its Northern Range rising

10 more than 3,000 feet and an inland comprised

of lowland forest, mangrove swamps, and

remnant savannas, the island is remarkable for its

natural diversity. Wildlife abounds island-wide.

The species list includes some 108 mammals, 55

reptiles, and 25 amphibians. But birders can find

particular riches on the island, with some 400

species available.

Most naturalists will want to begin at the

Asa Wright Nature Centre, at an elevation of

1,200 feet in the Northern Range. Established by

a trust to preserve and study tropical wildlife, the

Centre is home to a glittering array of birds whose

very names incite the imagination: squirrel

cuckoos, white-necked jacobins, six species of

hummingbirds, chestnut woodpeckers, blue-

crowned motmots, pygmy owls, and rufous-

browed peppershrikes.

Journeys from the Centre (which offers

excellent overnight accommodations) can yield

other natural wonders as well; Leatherback

turtles, red howler monkeys, and hosts of

magnificent butterflies.

MEXICO

the
sumptuous physical glories of Mexico are

well-known, including its unparalleled

beaches, magnificent mountains, and striking

desert landscapes. But less publicized are its

efforts to preserve the environment and the

wildlife therein. Our warm and welcoming

neighbor to the south has been making

impressive strides toward eco-tourism and the

promotion of adventure travel. The country is

dotted with national parks and protected lands,

where wildlife is abundant and wonderfully

accessible.

Among the most notable is the Sian Ka'an

ASA WRIGHT
Nature Centre ^ Lodge, Trinidad

Trinidad's species include an

impressive 400 birds, 108 mammals,

55 reptiles, 25 amphibians, and

over 617 butterflies.

Individual visits and expertly

guided group tours are

conducted at the Centre,

as well as throughout Trinidad

and its sister island of Tobago.

The classic setting

for tropical birding

Represented Exclusively by

CAUGO VENTURES
156 Bedford Road
Armonk, NY 10504

800 426-7781
(in the USA and Canada)

JABIRU • WOOD STORK • SCARLET IBIS • RU FESCENT TICER H ERON • HOATZIN

HATOELCEDRAL
IN THE HEART OF THE WILDLIFE-RICH LLANOS

VENEZUELA
No nation in South America can match this beautiful country

for its geographic and natural diversity. Nearly half of all the

birds in South America can be found here; over 1,290 species.

All of our inexpensive 9-day tours feature Hato El Cedral, a 106,000-acre wildlife re-

serve and working catrie ranch in the llanos, where you can see Jabiru, Maguari, and

Wood Storl<^, seven species of ibis, Rufescent Tiger Heron, Hoatzin, Horned Screamer,

Sunbittern, and Aplomado Falcon among over 200 odier possible species. Other

animals include Red Howler Monkey, Crab-e.ating Raccoon, Prehensile-tail Porcu-

pine, Pink Dolphin, Giant Anteater, Ocelot, Anaconda, herds ot Capybara and hun-

dreds of Caiman. Combined with a visit to famous Henri Pittier National Park, our

program gives you some of the best birding to be found in this remarkable nation.

Individual and Group Bookings may be ^
arranged with year-round departui-es

TOLL-FREE (800) 426-7781 (US AND CANADA)
CaliTO Ventures, Inc. • 156 Bedford Road • Armonk, NY 10504 ,:

HORNED SCREAMER • SUNBITTERN • APLOMADO FALCON • RED HOWLER MONKty^:
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Biosphere Reserve, more than 1,300,000 acres along the Caribbean t;oast. A

UNESCO World Heritage Site, Sian Ka'an |IVlayan for "He who is born beneath the

sun") offers forests, lagoons, bays, anti reefs-as well as 23 unrestored Mayan

ruins.

Best of all, the reserve is home to 33 percent of the bird species identified

in Mexico, among them the black catbird, the Cape May warbler, and the Zenaida

dove. |The Yucatan's location along the north-south migratory route makes it a

popular resting spot for U.S. and Canadian species.) But these are merely a

sampling. There are also toucans, ibis, egrets, falcons, vultures, and ospreys.
i
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VIRGINIA

the state's Eastern shore, with its barrier islands, lush forests, beaches, dunes, and

marshes, is a virtual paradise for birders. Dunng the spring and fall, the area

becomes a major flyaway for migratory birds, some 250 species.

At Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge-best known for its wild ponies-

swans and snow geese abound, and visitors can get clear-eyed views, depending on

the season, of sandpipers, gulls, swans, pelicans, and bottlenose dolphins. Kiptopeke,

a state park at the southernmost tip of the Eastem shore, is a site where omithologists

Expand your universe with the

revolutionary Meade ETX Telescope

Observe land, sea or sky in stunning

high-resolution detail with the

largest-selling modem
telescope in

the world.

Use the Meade ETX to explore

hidden corners of the universe

you never thought you'd see.

As Sky & Telescope reported,

"The Cassini Division in Saturn's

rings popped into view. . . tetres-

trial views were tack-sharp. ..1

I oulA see every wisp ofvelvet on the

antlers of a deer 50 feet away. . . the

EIX [is] at! ideal all-purpose telescope for anyone wanting to inspect eagles at

100 yards or stars at 100 light-years. . .a compact, portable telescope withfirst-

chus optics. " The Meade ETX; there's no other telescope hke it in the world.

See it nov; at any of over 1000 Meade dealer locations in the U.S.A. and

Canada, including inuC 1K|^1[|

Call The Nature Company at 1-800-367-6178 for die score nearest you. Cail Meade Instruments

at 1-800-866-6902 for a tree copy of Meadi; Bulletin ETX or for other dealer locations; or write

or fiix to Mcadt Instruments Corp., 6001 Oak Canyon, Irvine, CA 92620. FAX: (714) 451-H60.
www.meade.com ETX Telescope: S595; shown with optional camera adapter- Other prcmium-
qualit)' Meade telescopes from SI 00 complete.
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Coastline Md'
!iP(y^HIBffil?lf»State Forest host

\ a spectacular variety of birds.

• Over350 species recorded

• Guided and self-guided

birding opportunities available

• FREE birdwatchingguide

and checklist

For information: 800-852-0335
E-maiL-econ@ezy.net

http://skipjack.net/le_shore/visitivorcester
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capture, tag. and release songbirds and birds of prey on

their way south. (It's also the site in early October of a

birding festival.) At the Virginia National Wildlife

Refuge, a visitors center allows splendid, uninterrupted

views of wildlife-not only birds, but the box turtle and

astonishing butterflies. And at Fisherman Island

National Wildlife Refuge, guided tout? are available

from October to March.

WEST VIRGINIA

a
state that is 70 percent wooded would seem to

be a bird-watcher's dream, and is indeed the

case with the lovely state of West Virginia.

Breeding and migratory birds abound here, and the

enthusiast who travels here will be rewarded with an

impressive array of species.

The Allegheny Mountains region, marked by its

4,000-ft. elevations and cool forests is a perfect site for

warblers, thrushes, and migrating hawks. Blackwater

Falls State Park, Dolly Sods Recreation Area (where

migrating songbirds are tagged from August to

Octoberl, and North Fork Mountain are among bird-

watchers' favorites.

In fall and spring, the Ohio River Corridor bursts

with bird life, including great blue herons, wood ducks,

and ospreys. Best sites here include McClintic Wildlife

Management Areas, Greenbottom, and The Ohio River

Islands National Wildlife Refuge.

The third favored area for West Virginia birding

is the New River Gorge/Southern Region. As the

river cuts through the Appalachian Mountains,

it creates a perfect migratory passage for waterfowl,

raptors, and songbirds.

Quality Feeders Attract Quality Birds

The i^Eiy HummZingcr - Mini is Ihc lalcsl addilion to Ihc .Aspects family

of hummingbird feeders.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE Easy lo clean • 3 feed pons • 8 oz. capacity
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The Lodge on Little StSimons Island

Georgia island wilderness, 7-mile beach, natural

fiistory tours, birding and recreational activities,
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Best of

PERU
1 1 days

$2,477

BELIZEAN ,aays

Adventure $i,067

KENYA
Walking 12 days

Safari $2,297

YiaYerde

SPA™ ^^-
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Co%i% quoted are land only

Also South Africa, Tanzania,

Uganda, Honduras, Guatemala,
Galapagos Islands
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Alaska, Belize, Costa Rica, Arizona.,

Ecuador, Brazil, Texas, New Guinea...

and dozens ofother exciting destinations on nearly

WO departures of our carefully designed birding itineraries.

Just a few of our tliirty May to August 1998 tours;

CALIFORNIA May 8-17 • POINT PELEE 8; ALGONQUIN

May 9-18 • SPAIN May 10-24 • NORTH CAROLINA May 23-31

YUKON TO THE ARCTIC OCEAN lune 6-15 • CHURCHILL,

MANITOBA lune 18-25 • ALASKA (4 |une tours)

MONTANE ECUADOR June 27-|uly 6 • NOVA SCOTIA 8t

NEWFOUNDLAND )uly3-13 • KAPAWI LODGE,

ECUADOR luly 5-15 • ABRA MALAGA &

MACHU PICCHU, PERU |uly 24-Aug

2

OUTBACK AUSTRALIA Aug 1-21

Call for our free catalog & itineraries.

800-728-4953

tjeldguidb inc

P.O. BOX 160723. AUSTIN, TEXAS 78716

512-327-4953 • FAX 512-327-9231

http://www.fieldguides.com

e-mail: fgileader@aol.com
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DiscovaA New World
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Discover

Twain's America
Explore America's heartland rivers with
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Steaniboatin'* river cmise vacation. For a

free brochure liighlighting adventures on
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paddlewheelers, see your travel agent or

call today.

1-800-315-9547
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OfHeartland America"!

O^tfiing Compares

to 9{t%u Zealand

Where else can you find alpine glaciers and

hot thermal pools, tropical rainforests and

soaring mountain peaks? From cosmopolitan

cities to indigenous people, pastoral farms

and untamed wilderness - nothing compares

to New Zealand.

For information and free brochures, call

1 800-248-8986, Ext. 7074

Call vour travel agent for reservations.

www.collettetours.com
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New Zealand.

I

Simply Remarkable."
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A learning adventure you will never forget!
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FREE.
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Athena Review
Quarterly Journal ofArchaeology, History, & Exploration

Greeks & Romans in Gaul

For a free trial issue on Roman Britain, write or fax us today.
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Stiiiila and Vnsudcc Fondekar—India

(ContinuedJivm page 38)

knew that to thrive m America he must

keep active.

"People who are born and raised here

know they have to be on their own," ex-

plains Shelly Roy, an Indo-American so-

cial worker in San Jose. "People raised in

India have different expectations. They're

more dependent, especially the women.

Elderly parents are brought over as baby-

sitters, but they have socialization needs.

Their children have to make time to take

their parents places or show them how to

use public transit. I've been to homes

where the children say they have no time

for their parents.And in South Asian soci-

ety, problems are not supposed to be dis-

cussed, so the situation is very tough."

Perhaps the most difficult transition

for many elderly, male immigrants is from

breadwinner to dependent ward. "You

may have held a powerfial position in your

work, but you come here and you must

put your past position out of your mind,"

says Ayaray Anara Yanaswami, an Indian

senior who has lived here for four years.

"Your daughter or son is master of the

house.You're not master, but mediator."

Wong Wall Po—China

(Coniiniied from page 42)

I Wah Po lived with his wife in an

apartment for fifteen years. Five years ago,

i,

when she died, he moved into On-Lok, a

I
community-based alternative to nursing-

!
home care for frail seniors. In China, he

', explains through an interpreter, a family

;
typically takes care of its elders. But in

I
America, he prefers to live at On-Lok.

"The next generations are so busy in the

United States," he says. "They work sev-

eral jobs, they have their own children. It

would be a burden to care for elders." His

great-grandchildren, who were born

here, don't speak Chinese. "They have

virtues," he says, "but not Chinese virtues.

They don't respect elders as people in

China do, and they don't give me pocket

money when they visit" (such gifts are a

traditional gesture of respect).

On a Sunday morning,Wah Po's fam-

ily comes to visit. His daughter, who her-

self is seventy-two years old, and a grand-

daughter install new curtains they have

brought for the windows, while another

granddaughter unpacks homemade lotus-

root pancakes. The family takes their pa-

triarch to a neighborhood restaurant for

dim sum—the highlight of his week.

When Wah Po is asked how he's man-

aged to live so long, he laughs and replies

that he doesn't eat too much and prefers

dried tish, black mushrooms, shark's fm,

and abalone; regularly practices tai chi and

other exercises; uses Western medicine

when necessary; and—above all—refuses

to let anything upset him.

Leah Frenkcl—Uzbekistan

(Continuedfrom page 4 1)

own place when the family moved to a

new apartment. The search for subsidized

housing took Leah across town, away

from the largely Russian neighborhood

where her son lives, to Chinatown. Immi-

grants from the former Soviet Union oc-

cupy only ten apartments in Leah's build-

ing; almost all the other tenants are

Chinese families.

Leah's American world revolves

around her Jewish identity. She lights Sab-

bath candles every Friday night, attends

synagogue every Saturday, and centers her

social life around the L'Chaim Senior

Center. There she studies English twice .i

week, takes exercise classes, and has devel-

oped a community' of friends who share

both her cultural and rehgious identity.
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(CoHtinuedfrom page 25)

who passed through Ellis Island every day,

Davenport states:

Efery one ofthese peasants, each item of

that "riff-raff^' ofEurope, as it is

sometimes carelessly called, mil, iffecund,

play a role for better or worse in the future

history of this nation. Formerly, ivhen we

believed thatfactors bletid, a characteristic in

the genu plasm ofa single individual

among thousands seaned not ii'orth

considering: it would soon be lost in the

melting pot. But now tve know that unit

characters do not blend; that after a score of

generations the given characteristic may still

appear, unaffected by repeated unions. . . .

So the individual, as the bearer ofa

potentially immortal germ plasm with

innumerable traits, becomes ofthe greatest

interest.

That is, of our "greatest interest" to ex-

clude by restricting immigration, lest

American heredity be overwhelmed with

a deluge of permanent bad genes from

the wretched refuse offoreign lands.

To illustrate Davenport's characteristic

style of argument, and to exemplify his

easy sHppage between supposed scientific

documentation and overt political advo-

cacy; we may turn to his influential 1915

monograph entided Tlie Feebly Inherited

(publication number 236 of his benefac-

tor, the Carnegie Institution ofWashing-

ton), especially to part 1 on "Nomadism,

or The Wandering Impulse, With Special

Reference to Heredity." The preface

makes no bones about either sponsorship

or intent. With three of America's

wealthiest and most conservative families

on board, one could hardly expect disin-

terested neutrality toward the fuH range of

possible results. The Camegies had en-

dowed the general show, while Daven-

port paid homage to specific patrons:

"The cost of training the field-workers

was met by Mrs. E. H. Harriman,

founder and principal patron of the Eu-

genics Record Office, and Jvlr. John D.

Rockefeller, who paid also the salaries of

many ofthe field-workers."

Davenport's preface also boldly admits

his poHtical position and purposes. He
wishes to establish "feeble inhibition" as a

category of temperament leading to infe-

rior morahty. Such a formulation will

provide a one-two punch for identifica-

tion of the eugenicaUy unfit—bad intel-

lect and bad morals. The genetic basis of

stupidit)- had already been documented in

numerous studies of the feebleminded.

But eugenics now needed to codif\" the

second reason for excluding immigrants

and discouraging reproducti\''e rights of

the native unfit—bad moral character (as

in Davenport's fallback position, docu-

mented earHer in this essay, for restricting

Jewish immigration when he could not

invoke the usual charge of intellectual in-

feriority) . Davenport wTites:

Early geneticists believed

that single discrete genes

would be tound tor ever\'

feature o± the human
organism, from anatomy

to personalit}'.

A word may be said as to the term 'feebly

inhibited" used in these studies. It was

selected as aft term to stand as co-ordinate

with 'feeble-minded" and as the result ofa

conviction that the phetiomena with which

it deals should properly be considered apart

from those offeeble-mindedness.

To alla\^ any doubt about his motivations,

Davenport then makes his pohtical point:

Feeble inhibition, leading to immorality';

may be even more detrimental than fee-

blemindedness, leading to stupidity.

/ think it helps to consider separately the

hereditary basis ofthe intellect and the

emotions. It is in this conviction that these

studies are submittedfor thoughtftl

consideration. For, after all, the chief

problem in administering society is that of

disordered conduct, conduct is controlled by

emotions, and the quality ofthe emotions is

IsnE
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I

r-

strongly tinged by the hereditary

constitution.

Davenport then selects nomadism as

his primary example of a putati\-eh" sim-

ple Mendelian trait—the ptoduCT ofa sin-

gle gene—based on feeble inhibition and

leading almost ine\-itably to immoral be-

ha\'ior. He encounters a problem of defi-

nition at the very outset of his work, as

expressed in an opening sentence that

must be ranked as one of the least pro-

found statements in the entire history of

science. "A tendency to wander in some

degree is a normal characteristic of man,

as indeed of most animals, in sharp con-

trast to most plants."

How; then, shall the "bad" form of

wanderlust, defined as a compulsion to

flee finm responsibilitv; be distinguished (#'

from the meritorious sense ofbravery- and A^

adventure—leading to "good" wander-

lust—that motivated our eady (largely

northern European) imm^rants to colo-

nize and subdue the fiontier. In his 1911

book, Davenport had warmly praised as 1

"the enterprising tesdessness of the earh'

settlers . . . the ambitious search for bener

conditions. The abandoned farms of

New England point to the trait in our

blood that entices us to move on to reap a

possible advantage elsewhere."

In a feeble attempt to put false labels on

segments of complex continua, Daven-

port identified the "bad" form as "no-

madism," defined as an inabilit)- to inhibit

the urge we all occasionalh^ feel to flee

fix)in our duties, but that decent folks

suppress. Nomads are societ\^'s tramps,

bums, hoboes, and gypsies—^"those w^ho,

while capable of steady and efFeciive

work, at more or less regular periods run

2W3Sf firom the place where their duties lie

and tavA considerable distances."

Having defined his quarry (albeit in a

fatally subjecti\'e way), Davenport then

required two fiirther arguments to make

his fevored link ofa "Tjad" trait to a single

gene that eugenics mi^t labor to breed

down and oun he needed to prove the

hereditary' basis and then to find the
^^^

jjiiii

ter



His arguments for a genetic basis must

DC judged as astonishingly weak, even by

:he standards of his generation. He simply

argued, based on four dubious analogies,

:hat features akin to nomadism emerge

whenever situations veer toward "raw"

iiature (where genetics must rule) and

iway from environmental refinements ot

modern human society. Nomadism must

be genetic because analogous features ap-

pear as "the wandering instinct in great

apes," among "primitive peoples," in chil-

dren (then regarded as akin to primitives

under the false view that ontogeny reca-

pitulates phylogeny), and in adolescents

(in whom raw instinct temporarily over-

whelms social inhibition in the Sturm

iund Drang of growing up). The argu-

frcquently assumed that they are nomadic

because they hunt, but it is more probable

that their nomadic instinctsforce them to

hunting rather than agricuhurejor a

Ui'chhood,

Davenport then pursues his second

claim—nomaciism as the product of a sin-

gle gene—by tracing pedigrees stored in

his Eugenics Record Office. On the sub-

jective criterion of impressions recorded

by fieldworkers, or written descriptions

of amateur informants, Davenport

marked all nomads in his table with a

scarlet W for iVandcrhist, the common

German term for an urge to roam). He

then examined the distribution of lis

through families and generations to reach

relevant gene resides on the X-chromo-

some and males pass only a Y-chromo-

some only to their sons). Mothers with

the trait pass it to all their sons, but none

of their daughters, when the father lacks

the trait. (Since the feature is recessive, an

afflicted mother must carry the gene on

both X-chromosomes. She passes a single

X to her son, who must then express the

trait, for he has no other X-chromosome.

But a daughter will receive one afflicted

X-chromosome from her mother and

one normal X-chromosome from her fa-

ther; she will therefore not express that

trait because the father's normal copy ot

the gene is dominant.) Davenport knew

these rules, so his study didn't tail on this

account. Rather, his criteria for identify-

Postcr glonjying eugenics, ca. 1922

ment about "primitive" people seems

particularly weak since a propensity for

wandering might be regarded as well

suited to a lifestyle based on hunting mo-

bile game, rather than identified as a mark

ofinadequate genetic constitution (or any

kind of genetic constitution at all). But

Davenport, reversing the probable route

of cause and etTect, would not be

^
daunted:

If we regard the Fuegians, Australians,

Bushmen and Hottentots as the most

primitipe men, then we may say that

primitive man is nomadic. . . . It is

Charles B. Davenport (1866-1944)

one of the most pecuhar and improbable

conclusions ever advanced in a famous

study: nomadism, he argued, is caused by

a single gene, a sex-linked recessive located

on what would later be idenrified as the

temale chromosome.

Davenport reached this conclusion be-

cause he thought that nomadism ran

through family pedigrees in the same

manner as hemophilia, color bhndness,

and the other truly sex-linked recessive

traits. This status can be legitimately in-

ferred from several definite patterns of

heredity. For example, fathers with the

trait do not pass it to their sons (since the

ing nomadism as a discrete and scorable

"thing" were so subjective, and so biased

by Ins genetic assumptions, that his pedi-

gree data turned out to be worthless.

Davenport's summary reached (and

preached) a eugenic crescendo: "The

wandering insrinct," he stated, "is a fiin-

damental human instinct, which is, how-

ever, typically inhibited in intelligent

adults of civilized peoples." Unfortu-

nately, people who possess the bad gene

11 '(the scarlet letter ofwanderlust) cannot

achieve this healthy inhibition, and they

become feckless nomads who run from

responsibility- by literal tiight. The trait is
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genetic, racial, and undesirable. Imnu-

grants marked by IF should be excluded

(and many immigiants must be shiftless

wranderers rather than brave adventurers),

while nomadic nativ^es should be stron^y

encouraged, if not compeDed, to desist

fiom breeding. Davenport concludes:

T7ie new light brought by our studies is

this: The nomadic impidse is, in aO die

cases, one and die same unit diarader.

Nomads, ofaU kinds, have a special racial

trait—are, in a proper sense, members of

die nomadic race. Tliis trait is die absence

qfdiegenninal determiner tliat makesfor

sedentariness, stability, domesticity.

Of course, no one w^otild now? defend

Davenports extreme view ofsin^e genes

determining nearly every complex

human behavior. Most colleagues eventu-

ally rejected Davenports theory; he lived

into the 1940s, long past the eady flush of

Mendelian enthusiasm and well into the

modem era of understanding that com-

plex traits usually record the operation of

many genes, each with a small and cumu-

lative effect (not to mention a strong, and

often predominant, influence from non-

genetic environmental contexts oi growth

and expression). A single gene for anger,

convi\'iality, contemplation, or wander-

lust now seems as absurd as a claim that

one assassin's bullet, and nothing else,

caused World War I, or that DarwTn dis-

covered evolution all by himself, and we

would still be creationists if he had never

been bom.

Nonetheless, in our modem age of re-

newed propensity? for genetic explana-

tions (a valid and genuine enthusiasm

when properly pursued), Davenport's

general style of error resurfaces on an al-

most dail^' basis, albeit in much more sub-

tle form, but with all the vigor of his pu-

tative old gene—yes, he did propose

one—for stubbornly persistent behavior.

We are noi questioning whether genes

influence beha\aor; ofcourse thej' do. We
are not arguing that genetic explanations

should be resisted because diey have neg-

ative political, social, or ethical connota-

tions—^a charge that must be rejected for

two primary reasons. First, natures facts

stand neutral before our ethical usages.

We have, to be sure, often made dubious,

even tragic, decisions based on false ge-

netic claims. But, in other contexts, valid

arguments about the innate and heredi-

tary basis ofhuman attributes can be pro-

foundly liberating.

Consider only the burden lifted from

loving parents who raise beautifiil and

promising children for tw^enty years and

then "lose" them to the growing ra\^ges

of schizophrenia—almost surely a geneti-

cally based disease of the niind, just as

many congenital diseases ofbodily organs

also appear in the third decade of life, or

even later. Generations of psychologists

had subdy blamed parents for uninten-

tionally inducing such a condition, then

viewed as entirely envirotmiental in ori-

gin. What could be more cruel than a

false weight ofblame added to such an ul-

timate tragedy? Second, we wtU never get

very far, either in our moral deliberations

or our scientific inquiries, if we disregard

genuine facts because we dislike their im-

plications. In the most ob\'ious case, I

cannot think of a more unpleasant fact

than the ine^dtable physical death of each

human body, but a society built on the

premise that King Prospero will reign in

his personal flesh forever will not flourish

for long.

However, ifwe often follow erroneous

but deeply rooted habits of thinking to

generate false conclusions about the role

ofheredit)' in human behavior, then these

habits should be exposed and corrected

—

aU the more \dgorously if such arguments

usually lead to recommendations for ac-

tion that most people would also regard as

ethically wrong (involuntary sterilization

of the mentally retarded, for example). I

believe that we face such a situation today

and that the genetic fallacies underhring

our misusages bear a striking similarity in

style and logic to Davenport's errors,

however much we have gained in subdety

of argument and factual accuracy.

Throughout the history ot genetics, the

most common pohtical misuses have

rested on claims for "biological determin-

ism"—the argument that a given behavior

or social situation can't be helped because

people are "made that way" by their

genes. Once we attribute something we

don't Hke to genes, we tend either to

make excuses or to make less effort for

change. For example, many people stiU

argue that we should deny educational

benefits and social services to groups

falsely judged as genetically inferior. Their

povert\7 and misfortune lie in their awa

heredity, the argument goes, and theretore

their condition cannot be significandy

ameliorated by social intervention. Thus,

history shows a consistent hnkage be-

tween genetic claims in this mold and

conservative political arguments for main-

tenance of an unjust status quo of great

benefit to people currendy in power.

Of course, no serious student of either

genetics or pohtics would now advance

such an argument in Davenport's style oi

"one gene, one complex behavior." That

is, no one today talks about the gene foi

stupidity, promiscuitN', or lack of ambi-

tion. But a series of three subde—^and ex-

tremely common—errors leads all toe

often to the same eugenical style of con-*

elusion. Somehow, we remain fascinatec^

with the idea that complex social behav-

iors might be explained, at least in large
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part, by inherited "atoms" of behavioral

propensity lying deep within individuals.

We seem so much more satisfied, so

much more intrigued, by the claim that a

definite gene, rather than a complex and

inextricable mix of heredity and social

circumstances, causes a particular phe-

nomenon. We feel that we have come so

much nearer to a real or essential cause

when we impUcate a particle within an

individual, rather than a

social circumstance built

of multiple components,

as the reason behind a

puzzling behavior. We
will avidly read a front-

page headline entitled

"Gay Gene Found," but

newspapers will not

even bother to report an

equally well-docu-

mented story on other

components of homo-

sexual preference with a

primary social root and

no correlated genetic

difference.

The common source

of these errors lies much

deeper than any correla-

tion to a poUtical utility

most of us do not even

recognize—and would

disavow if we did. I sus-

pect that the source Ues

in a general view about

causaHty that has either

been beaten into us by a false philosophy

about science and the natural world or

may even record an unfortunate foible in

our brains evolved mode of operation.

We hke simple kinds of explanations that

flow in one direction from small, inde-

pendent, constituent atoms of being to

complex and messy interactions among

large bodies or orgamzations. To use the

technical term, we prefer to be "reduc-

tionists" in our causal schemes—to ex-

plain the physical behavior of large ob-

jects as consequences of atoms in motion,

or the social behavior of large animals by

biological atoms called genes.

But the world rarely matches our sim-

plistic hopes, and the admittedly powerful

methods of reductionism don't always

apply. Wholes can be bigger than the sums

of their parts, and interactions among ob-

jects cannot always be disaggregated into

rules of action for each object considered

separately. The rules and randomness of a

situation must often be inferred from di-

rect study of large objects and their inter-

A iicn-ly diiivcii jdiiiiiy, \cir )oil-: idly, til. I'MH)

actions, not by reduction to constituent

"atoms" and their fundamental proper-

ties. The three common errors of genetic

explanation all share the same basic fallacy

of reductionist assumptions.

1 . We think we have become oh so so-

phisticated in acknowledging that both

genes and environment produce a given

outcome, but we then err in assuming

that we can best express this correct prin-

ciple by assigning percentages and stating,

for example, that behavior A is 40 percent

genetic and 60 percent environmental.

We must understand why such reduction-

ist expressions have no meaning. Genetics

and environment do interact to build a

totality, but resultant wholes are unbreak-

able and irreducible to separate compo-

nents. Water cannot be explained as two-

thirds the separate properties of hydrogen

gas mixed with one-third oxygen's inde-

pendent traits—just as wanderlust cannot

be analyzed as 30 percent of a gene for

feeble inhibition mixed with 70 percent

of social circumstances that abet an urge

to hit the road.

2. We also think that we have become

sophisticated in saying that many genes,

not just a Davenportian unity, set the

hereditary basis of complex behaviors.

But we then take this correct statement

and impose the reductionist error of as-

serting that if behavior A is influenced by

ten genes and is 50 percent genetic (by

the first error), then each gene must con-

tribute roughly 5 percent to the totahty of

the behavior. But complex interactions

are not built as the sum of independent

parts considered separately. I am not one-

eighth of each of my great-great grand-

parents (although my genetic composi-

tion may be roughly so determined); I am

a unique product of my own interacting

circumstances of social setting, heredity,

and all the slings and arrows of individual

and outrageous natural fortune.

3. We think that we are being sophisti-

cated in qualifying statements about

"genes for" traits by admitting their only

partial, and often small, contribution to

an interactive totahty. Thus, we think we

may legitimately talk of a "gay gene" so

long as we add that only 15 percent of

sexual preference records its operation.

We need to understand why such state-

ments are truly meaningless and therefore

worse than merely false. Many genes in-

teract with several other factors to influ-

ence sexual preference, but no separable

"gay gene" exists. Even to talk about a

"gene for" 10 percent of behavior A is to

commit the old Davenportian fallacy on

the "little bit pregnant" analogy.

To give a concrete example of how a

good and important study can be saddled

with all these errors in public reporting

(and also by careless statements of some
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jarticipating researchers), the New York

Umes greeted 1996 with a headhne on

he front page of its issue for January 2:

'Variant Gene Tied to a Love of New
Thrills." The article reported on two

tudies in the January 1996 issue o( Nature

enetics. Two independent groups of re-

earchers, one working with 124 Ashke-

lazi and Sephardic Jews from Israel, the

ther with a largely male sample of 315

tthnically diverse Americans, found a

learly significant, if weak, association be-

ween propensity for "novelty-seeking

lehavior" (as ascertained from standard

urvey questionnaires) and possession of a

variant of a gene called the D4 dopamine

receptor, located on the eleventh chro-

mosome and acting as one of at least five

receptors known to influence the brain's

response to dopamine.

This gene exists in several variant

forms, defined by differing lengths

recording the number (anywhere from

two to ten) of repeated copies of a partic-

ular DNA subunit within the gene. Indi-

viduals with a high number of repeated

copies (that is, with a longer gene) tended

to manifest a greater tendency for nov-

elty-seeking behavior—perhaps because

the longer form of the gene some-

how acts to enhance

the brain's response to

dopamine.

So far, so good—and

very interesting. We can

scarcely doubt that

heredity influences broad

and basic a.spects of tem-

perament—a bit of folk

wisdom that surely falls

into the category of

"what every parent with

more than one child

knows." No one should

be at all offended or

threatened by the obvi-

ous fact that we are not

born entirely blank or

entirely the same in our

mixture of the broad be-

havioral propensities

defining what we call

"temperament." Certain

genes evidently influ-

ence particular aspects of

brain chemistry, and

brain chemistry surely

affects our moods and

behaviors. We know

that basic and powerflil

neurotransmitters, such

as dopamine, strongly

impact our moods and

feelings (particularly, for

dopamine, our sensa-

tions of pleasure). Dif-

fering forms of genes

that affect the brain's response to

dopamine may influence our behaviors,

and a form that enhances the response

may well incline a person toward novelty-

seeking activities.

But the long form of the D4 receptor

does not therefore become the (or even a)

novelty-seeking gene, and these studies

do not identify tliis behavior as such-and-

such a percent "genetic" in origin—al-

though statements in this form domi-

nated popular reports of these discoveries.

Even the primary sources—the two orig-

inal reports in Nature Genetics and the ac-

companying "News and Views" feature
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entitled "Mapping genes for human per-

sonality"—and the excellent Tiiiies story

(representing the best of our serious press)

managed, amid their generally careful and

accurate accounts, to propagate all three

errors detailed above.

The Times reporter cited the first error

of assigning separable percentages by

writing that "about half of novelty-seek-

ing behavior is attributable to genes, the

other half to as yet iU-defined environ-

mental circumstances." Dr. R. P. Ebstein,

principal author of one report, then stated

the second error of adding up effects

without considering interactions when

he argued that the long form of the D4
gene accounts for only about 10 percent

of novelty-seeking behavior. If, by the

first error, all of novelty seeking can be

viewed as 50 percent genetic, and if D4
accounts for 10 percent of the totahty,

then we can infer that about four other

genes must be involved (each contribut-

ing 10 percent for the grand total of 50

percent genetic influence). Ebstein told

the Times reporter: "If we assume that

there are other genes out there that we

haven't looked at yet, and that each gene

exerts more or less the same influence as

the D4 receptor, then we would expect

maybe four or five genes are involved."

But the most significant errors, as al-

ways, fall into the third category of mis-

proclaiming "genes for" specific behav-

iors—as in the Nature Genetics title

previously cited: "Mapping genes for

human personahty." (If our professional

journals so indulge, imagine what the

popular press makes of "gay genes,"

"thrill genes," "stupidity genes," and so

on.) First of all, the D4 gene, by itself ex-

erts only a weak potential influence on

novelty-seeking behavior. How can a

gene accounting for only 10 percent of

the variance in a trait be proclaimed as a

"gene for" the trait? If I decide that 10

percent ofmy weight gain came from the

calories in tofu (because I love the stuff

and eat it by the ton), this item, generally

regarded as nutritionally benign, does not

become a "fatness food."

More importantly, genes make en-

zymes, and enzymes control the rates of

chemical processes. Genes do not make

novelty-seeking or any other complex

and overt behavior. Predisposition via a

long chain of complex chemical reac-

tions, mediated through an even more in-

tricate series of life's circumstances, does
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not equal identification, or even causa-

tion. At most, the long form of D4 in-

duces a chemical reaction that can,

among other possible effects, generate a

mood leading some people to greater

openness toward behavior defined by

some questionnaires as "novelty seeking."

In fact, a further study, published in

1997, illustrated this error in a dramatic

way by Unking the same long form ofD4
to greater propensity for heroin addiction.

The original Times article of 1996 had

exulted in the "first known report of a

link benveen a specific gene and a specific

normal personality trait." But now the

same gene—perhaps via the same route of

enhanced dopamine response—correlates

with a severe pathology in other person-
i

.

aHties. So what is D4—a "novelt\'-seek-

ing" gene in normal folk, or an "addic-

tion" gene in troubled people? We need ;!

to reform both our terminology and our

concepts. The long

form of D4 is a gene

that produces a chemical

response. This response

may correlate with dif- .

ferent overt behaviors in i "''

people with widely )
ifc

varying histories and ge- ! Mff'

netic constitutions. ' i»niii

The deepest error of |
sp'j™

this third category lies in I » Jfl

the reductionist and re- ifflCJi

ally rather silly notion

that we can even create

rigorous definitions for

discrete, separable, spe-

cific traits within the

complex continua of

human behaviors. We
have enough trouble

|
ssient

specifying characters I
i

with clear Hnks to par- j H

ticular genes in the i toUlii

much clearer and sim- 1 s

pier features of human I tiiii

anatomy. I may be able ( imilii

to specify genes "for" i met]

eye color but not for leg

length or fatness. How
then shall I parse the

continuous and necessarily subjective cat

egories of labile personalities? Is novelty

seeking really a "thing" at all? Can I even

talk in any meaningful way about "genes

for" such nebulous categories? Have I not

fallen right back into the errors ofDaven

port's search for the internal scarlet letter

W of wanderlust?

I finally realized what had been trou-

bling me so much about the literature on

"genes for" behavior when I read thM Niik

Timcs's account of C. R. Cloninger's the-l
Solfci

ory of personality (Cloninger is the prin- yi!^

cipal author of the Nature Genetics "Newsfctjuj

and Views" feature): !''lB.(ioi

ffltiri

Srit



Nofclty seeking is cine offoiir iispecfs that

Dr. Cloiiiiigey and many other

psychologists propose as the basic bricks of

normal temperament, the other three being

avoidance of harm, reward dependence and

persistence. Allfonr humors are thought to

be attributable in good part to one's genetic

makeup.

'he line about "humors" crystallized my

jstress, for I realized why the canny re-

lOrter (or the scientist himself) had used

nis old word. Consider the theory in

lutline: four independent components of

;mperament, properly in balance in

normal" folks, but with each individual

dsplaying subtly different proportions,

fius determining our personal tempera-

aents and building our distinct personal-

ties. But if one humor gets out of whack

y substantial over- or under-representa-

lon, then a pathology may result.

But why four, and why these four?

y\\y not five, or six, or six hundred?

^hy any specific number? Why try to

arse such continua into definite inde-

endent "things" at all? I do understand

le mathematical theories and procedures

aat lead to such identifications (see my

ook Tlie Mismeasure ofMan), but I regard

le entire enterprise as a major philo-

Dphical error of our time (while I view

,ie mathematical techniques, which I use

xtensively m my own research, as highly

aluable when properly applied). Numer-

.;al clumps are not physical realities. A
our-component model of temperament

aay act as a useful heuristic device, but I

ion't believe for a moment that four ho-

aunculi labeled "novelty seeking,"

avoidance of harm," "reward depen-

ence," and "persistence" reside in my
rain, either vying for doininance or co-

iperating.

The logic of such a theory runs in un-

army parallel—hence the clever choice

f "humor" as a descriptive term for pro-

osed modules of temperament—with

le oldest and most venerable of glori-

lusly wrong theories in the history of

ledicine. For more than a thousand

ears, from Galen to the dawn ofmodern

medicine, prevailing concepts regarded

the human personality as a balance

among four humors—blood, phlegm,

choler, and melancholy. Humor, from the

Latin word for liquid (preserved in our

designation of the fluids of the human eye

as the aqueous and vitreous humors), re-

ferred to the four liquids that supposedly

formed the chyle, or digested food in the

intestine just before it entered the body

for nourishment. Since the chyle arose,

on one hand, from a range of choices in

the food we eat and, on the other hand,

from constitutional differences in how

various bodies digest this food, the total-

ity recorded both innate and external fac-

tors—an exact equivalent to the modern

claim that both genes and environment

influence our behavior.

The four humors of the chyle corre-

spond to the four possible categories of a

double dichotomy—that is, two axes of

distinction based on warm-cold and wet-

dry. The warm and wet humor is blood;

A single gene for anger,

conviviality,

contemplation, or

wanderlust now^ seems as

absurd as a claim that one

assassin's buUet, and

nothing else, caused

World War I.

cold and wet generates phlegm; warm

and dry makes choler; while cold and dry

forms melancholy. I regard such a logi-

cally abstract scheme as a heuristic orga-

nizing device, much like Cloninger's

quadripartite theory of personality. But

we make a major error if we elevate such

a scheme to claims for real and distinct

physical entities inside the body.

hi the medical theory of humors, good

health results from a proper balance

among the four, while distinctive person-

alities emerge from different proportions

within the normal range. But too much

of any one humor may lead to oddness or

pathology. As a fascinating Hnguistic rem-

nant, we still use the names of all four hu-

mors as adjectives for types of personality:

sanguine—dominance of the hot-wet

blood humor—for cheerful people; phleg-

matic, for stolid folks dominated by the

cold-wet humor of phlegm; choleric, for

angry individuals saddled with too much

hot-dry choler; and melancholic, for sad

people overdosed with black bile, the

cold-dry humor of melancholia. Is the

modern quadripartite theory ot personal-

ity really any different from this older

view in basic concepts of number, bal-

ance, and the causes of both normal per-

sonality and pathology?

hi conclusion, we might imagine two

possible reasons for such uncanny similar-

ity between a modern conception of four

components to temperament and the old

medical theory of humors. Perhaps the

sinularity exists because the apparatus is

true, with the modern version represent-

ing a great refinement of a central fact

that our ancestors could only glimpse

through a glass darkly. But alternatively

—

and ever so much more hkely m my judg-

ment—the stunning similarities exist be-

cause the human mind is a constant thing,

despite all our growth oflearning and the

historical changes in Western culture. We
therefore remain sorely tempted by the

same easy fallacies of reasoning.

I suspect that we once chose four hu-

mors, and now designate four basic con-

stituents of temperament, because some-

thing deep in the human psyche leads us

to impose simple taxonomic schemes of

distinct categories upon the world's truly

complex continua. After all, our forebears

didn't invoke the number four only tor

humors. We parsed many other phenom-

ena into schemes with four tundamental

properties—the four compass points, the

ages of man, the four Greek elements ot

air, earth, fire, and water. Could these

similarities be coincidental, or does some-

thing about the workings of the human

brain tavor such artificial divisions? Carl

Jung, for reasons that I regard as dubious,

felt strongly that division by four repre-

sented something deep and archets'pal in
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human proclivities. He argued that divi-

sions by three lack balance and lead on-

ward (for one triad presupposes another

for contrast), whereas divisions by four

stand in optimal harmony. He wrote:

"[BJetween the three and the four there

exists the primary opposition of male and

female, but whereas fourness is a symbol

ofwholeness, threeness is not."

I think Jung correctly discerned an in-

herent mental attraction to divisions by

four. I suspect the basis for this propensity

Hes in our clear (and probably universal)

preference for dichotomous divisions.

Four represents a kind of ultimate di-

chotomization—a dichotomy of di-

chotomies: two axes (each with two fim-

damental properties) at right angles to

each other. We may experience four as an

ultimate balance because such schemes fill

our mental space with two dichotomies

in perfect and opposite coordination.

In any case, if this second reason ex-

plains why we invented such eerily similar

theories as four bodily humors and four

basic constituents of temperament, then

such quadripartite divisions reflect biases

of the mind's organization, not "real

things" out there in the physical world.

We can hardly talk about "genes for" the

components of such artificial and prejudi-

cial parsings of a much more complex re-

ality. Interestingly, the greatest literary

work ever written on the theory of hu-

mors, the early-seventeenth-century

Anatomy of Melancholy, by the English di-

vine and scholar Robert Burton, properly

recognized the four humors as just one

manifestation of a larger propensity to di-

vide by four. This great man, who used

the balm of literature to assuage his own
lifelong depression, wrote of his condi-

tion: "Melancholy, cold and drie, thicke,

blacke, and sowre ... is a bridle to the

other two hot humors, bloode and

choler, preserving them in the blood, and

nourishing the bones: These foure hu-

mors have some analogie with the foure

elements, and to the foure ages in man."

I would therefore end—and how could

an essayist possibly find a more appropri-

ate culmination—with some wise words

from Montaigne, the sixteenth-century

founder of the essay as a Hterary genre.

Instead of trying to identify a propensity

for wandering or for novelty seeking

(perhaps a spur to wandering) in a spe-

cific, innate sequence of genetic coding,

perhaps we should pay more attention to

the wondrous wanderings of our mind.

For unto we grasp the biases and propen-

sities of our own thinking, we wiH never

see through the humors of our vision into

the workings of nature beyond. Mon-
taigne wrote:

It is a thorny undertaking, and more so

than it seems, tofollow a movement so

wandering as that of our mind, to penetrate

the opaque depths of its innermost folds, to

pick out and immobilize the innumerable

flutterings that agitate it.

Stephenfay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history ofscience at Harvard

University. He is also the Frederick P. Rose

Honorary Curator in Invertebrates at the

American Museum of Natural History.

The Donkey
Image and text by Alexis Rockman

Unlike the mule, that relatively recent

and sterile product of crossbreeding,

the donkey has o history that has long

been intertwined with that of humans.

Were it not for the noble tradition of

horse breeding, this donkey would likely

have fallen by the wayside at an early

age. Although separated from his

healthy equine cousins, this donkey is

obviously oared for, despite his

disabled status.

1 997. 40 X 48 X 4.25 inches. Envirotex,

digitized photograph, stainless steel

crutch, bondage paraphernalia, barn

siding, strew, plastic plants, plasticene on
wood.

Alexis Rockman presents tiis idiosyncratic

view of nature monthly in Natural History.
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Se
Greatest

tory
Ever Told

^

The world has persisteil many

a long year, having once been set going in

the appropriate motions. From

these everything elsefollows.

Lucretius

Sometime between 12 and 16 billion

years ago, all the space and all the matter

and all the energy of the universe could

fit on the point of a pin. The temperature

was so high that the basic forces of nature

that collectively describe the universe

were unified. For reasons unknown, this

teeny-weeny cosmos

began to expand. Our es-

tablished theories of mat-

ter and energy cannot be

invoked to even hint at

what the universe was

like before it reached 10

seconds ofage. But at 10

seconds, black holes

spontaneously formed,

disappeared, and formed

again out of the energy

contained within the unified field. Under

these extreme conditions (according to

what is admittedly speculative physics),

the structure of space and time became

severely curved as it gurgled into foamy

convolutions. Physical phenomena we

now describe by Einstein's general theory

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

of relativity (the modern theory of grav-

ity) and by quantum mechanics (the de-

scription of matter on its smallest scales)

were then indistinguishable. But as the

universe continued to expand and cool,

gravity split from the other forces. Shortly

thereafter, the strong nuclear force and

the electroweak force parted company, in

an event that has been implicated as the

cause of a rapid, thirty-power-of-ten in-

crease in the size of the universe. (This re-

lease of stored energy is loosely analogous

to the release of a substance's latent heat as

liepi'

iinniit

Jtlii

mfc

Biterei

k

Whafs been happening
since tlie big bang?
An eartliling brings us

up to date.

it freezes solid. The thermal energy stored

in a gram of water at zero degrees, for ex-

ample, exceeds that which is stored in a

gram of ice at the same temperature. The

energy difference is water's latent heat.)

The early rapid expansion of the uni-

verse, known as the era ot inflation.

stretched and smoothed out the cosmic

distribution of matter and energy so that

no region varied in density from another

by any more than about one part in

100,000. Henceforth, the story gains sup-

port from laboratory-confirmed physics.

The universe was, and continues to be,

hot enough for photons to convert their

energy spontaneously into matter-anti-

matter particle pairs, which then annihi-

late each other to become photons again.

For reasons unknown, the symmetry be-

tween matter and antimatter had been

"broken" earlier, possibly

at the second force-spht-

ting, leading to a sUght ex-

cess of matter over anti-

matter: for every billion

antimatter particles, there

existed a-biUion-plus-one

matter particles. This in-

equality was small but re-

ally, really important for

the future evolution of the

universe: As the universe

continued to cool, the electroweak force

split to become the electromagnetic and

the weak nuclear forces—-joining with

gravity and the strong force to complete

the four distinct and famiUar forces of na-

ture. As the temperature of the photon

bath continued to drop, pairs of matter-

sniper.
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mtiniatter particles could no longer be

:rcated spontaneously from the available

photons. All remaining pairs swiftly anni-

liiLitcd, leaving behind a universe with

one particle of ordinary matter—and no

uitunatter—for every billion photons.

Had this asymmetry not emerged, the ex-

panding universe would forever be com-

posed of light and nothing else. Over the

roughly three-minute period that fol-

lowed, surviving protons and neutrons as-

sembled to create the simplest atomic nu-

clei. Meanwhile, free-roving electrons

scattered the photons to and fro, creating

an opaque soup of matter and energy. By

the tmie the universe cooled to one or

two thousand degrees kelvin—about the

temperature of fireplace embers—the

loose electrons were moving slowly

enough to get snatched by the nuclei to

form complete atoms of hydrogen, he-

lium, and lithium—the three lightest ele-

ments. The universe became transparent

to visible light for the first time, and these

free-flying photons are seen today as the

cosmic microwave background. Over the

following billion years, the universe con-

tinued to expand and cool while matter

gravitated into the massive concentrations

we call galaxies. As many as a hundred

billion galaxies formed, each containing

hundreds of billions of stars that undergo

thermonuclear fusion in their cores.

Those stars with more than about ten

'times the mass of the Sun achieve suffi-

cient pressure and temperature in their

cores to manufacture elements heavier

ithan hydrogen, including the elements

that compose rocky planets and the life

upon them. These elements might have

remained hopelessly locked away were it

Inot for the fortuitous fact that high-mass

stars explode, scattering their chemically

enriched guts throughout the galaxy.

After 7 or 8 billion years of such enrich-

ment, an unremarkable star (the Sun) was

born in an unremarkable region (the

Orion Arm) of an unremarkable gala.xy

(the Milky Way) in an unremarkable part

of the universe (the outskirts of the Virgo

supercluster). The gas cloud from which

the Sun formed contained sufficient
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heavy elements to spawn a system of nine

planets, thousands ot" asteroids, and bil-

lions of comets. As planets condensed out

of the parent cloud of gas, they continued

to accrete debris for several hundred mil-

lion years. The effect? The surfaces of the

rocky planets were rendered molten by

the persistent high-velocity impacts of

comets and other leftover debris, inhibit-

mg the formation of complex molecules.

As the solar system's accretable matter was

used up, the planet surfaces began to cool.

The planet \ve call Earth tormed in a

zone around the Sun, where oceans re-

main largely in liquid form. Had Earth

been much closer to the Sun, the oceans

would have vaporized; had Earth been

much farther, the oceans would have

fragile. Earth's encounters with large, left-

over asteroids and comets, formerly com-

mon events, still wreak intermittent

havoc on the ecosystem. A mere 65 mil-

lion years ago (less than two percent of

Earth's past), a lO-triUion-ton asteroid hit

what is now the Yucatan Peninsula and

obliterated over 90 percent of Earth's flora

and fauna—including dinosaurs, the

dominant land animals. This ecological

tragedy pried open an opportunity for

Earth's small, surviving mammals to fiU

freshly vacant niches. One branch of|

these mammals, called primates, pro-

duced a species (Homo sapiens) with a level

of intelligence capable of inventing astro-

physicists, along with their methods and

tools of science. The species then went

Our bodies'atoms are
traceable to the birlti of ttie

universe and the death of stars.

frozen. In either case, life as we know it

would not have evolved. Within the

chemically rich liquid oceans, by a mech-

anism still unknown, there emerged sim-

ple anaerobic bacteria that unwittingly

transformed Earth's carbon-dioxide-nch

atmosphere into one with sufficient oxy-

gen to allow aerobic organisms to flourish

and dominate the oceans and land. These

same oxygen atoms, normally found in

pairs (O2), also combined in threes (O-,)

to form ozone in the upper atmosphere,

serving then and now as a shield that pro-

tects Earth's surface from most of the

Sun's molecule-hostile ultraviolet light.

The remarkable diversity of life on Earth,

and we presume, elsewhere in the uni-

verse, is owed to the cosmic abundance of

carbon and the countless number of mol-

ecules (simple and complex) made from

it. No, the number is not actually "count-

less," but how can you object to the use of

the term knowing there are more vari-

eties of carbon-based molecules than all

other molecules combined? But life is

on to deduce the origin and evolution oi

the universe.

Yes, the universe had a beginning. Yes

the universe continues to evolve. And yes

eveiT one of our body's atoms is traceabki

to the big bang and to the thermonucleaij

furnace within high-mass stars. We an

not simply in the universe; we are part o

it. We are born from it. One might ever

say we have been empo\vered by the uni-

verse to figure the universe out—and w(

have only just begun.

Dedicated to the memory' of DavKS

Schramm, University of Chicago, whosj

cosmological insights led us all to a deepe;

understanding of the astrophysics of th<

early universe. His recent death in a plan

crash leaves a void that \\aLl not soon b

filled.

Neil de Gmsse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is t\\

Frederick P. Rose director ofNew York City^

Hayden Planetarium and is a Visiting Ri

search Scientist at Princeton University.
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no wires, no behind-the-ear devices. Put it in

your ear and its ready-to-wear mold fits

comfortably. Since it's not too loud or too

tight, you may even forget that you're wearing

it! Use it at work or at play. And if your hear-

ing problem is worse in certain situations, use

Crystal Ear only when you need it.

A fraction of the price. Hearing loss is the

world's number-one health problem, but in

mi\imi\L^r>i\i\mAnm
FREQUENCY

RESF^ONSE:

VOLUME:

/Adjustable

Innovative,

breakthrough

technology

solves common
problem...

Hearing loss, which

typically begins

prior to teenage

years, progresses

throughout one's

lifetime. Nearly 90

percent of people

suffering the type

of loss Crystal Ear

was designed for

choose to leave the

problem untreated.

Crystal Ear is now

available to help

these people treat

their hearing loss

with a small and

very affordable

Class I in-the-canal

hearing amplifier

COMPARE CRYSTAL EAR AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE

most cases it goes completely untreated. For

many millions of people, hearing devices are

way too expensive, and the retail middlemen

want to keep it that way. What's more, treating

hearing loss the old retail way can involve

numerous office visits, expensive testing and

adjustments to fit your ear. Thanks to Crystal

Ear, the "sound solution" is now affordable

and convenient. Almost 90% of people with

mild hearing loss, and miUions more with just

a little hearing dropoff, can be dramatically

helped with Crystal Ear. Plus, its superior

design is energy-efficient, so batter-

ies can last months, not just weeks.

MOST
IN-CANAL CRYSTAL
BRANDS EAR

Require fitting Yes No

Require testing Yes No

Battery life 160 hours 320 hours

mpact resistance Average Excellent

Whistling/feedback Frequent Limited

Telephone use Yes Excellent

Retail price $1,000-2,000 $299.85

You'll feel years younger! Wear

Crystal Ear indoors, outdoors, at

home and at work. Crystal Ear

arrives ready to use, complete with

batteries, two different fitting

sleeves, a cleaning brush and even a

carrying case. Crystal Ear is a break-

through advance in the hearing

device field. It is made in the USA,

using state-of-the-art micro-manu-

facturing techniques that cut costs

dramatically—savings that we can

pass on to you. The conventional companies,

domestic and foreign, don't like that!

Don't be fooled by high prices. No hear-

ing device, no matter how expensive, can

eliminate background noise, despite claims

by the manufacturers. Crystal Ear does not

promise miracles—just an affordable, sound

solution to many common hearing problems.

DON'T TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT...

"Myfatlier spent

over $5000 on an-

other brand. 1

shou'ed him my
Crystal Ear, he tried

it, and he decided it

worked better than

his brand, even

though it zvas a small

fraction of the cost!"

—A satisfied Crystal Ear user

"Over 32 million Ajnericans experience

some loss ofhearing. Though most cases go

untreated, over 90 percent of these people

-would be disappointed to learn from their doc-

tor that there is no medical or surgical cure.

There is, however, an effective treatment: elec-

tronic amplification.

"

—Dr. Dale Massad, MD

Risic-free. Try Crystal Ear and hear what

you've been missing. It comes with a 90-day

manufacturer's limited warranty as well as

our risk-free home trial. If you're not satisfied,

return it \vithin 30 days for a full refund.

Crystal Ear®:

Three credit-card payments of S99.95 S12 s&h

If not purchasing a pair, please specify rigfit or left ear.

Please lucittiou prontotioiinl code 3461-12605.

For fastest service, call loll-free 24 tiours a day

800-992-2966
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A frigid north wind worked to

pull the mercury far below zero

—

';''',,, not that unusual for a February day in

southern Michigan. Until recently,

.
^ the Virginia opossum was not

a feature of this frozen landscape.
" When European colonists first

,^^^
arrived, the opossum—North

.^' Ainerica's only marsupial—^was found

only as far north as Pennsylvania.

' Following the trail cut by settlers, and

fc;* reportedly introduced into the Northwest

as a food source during the Great Depression,

Sj«>i» the opossum has extended its range into

X southwestern British Columbia. An omnivorous

diet and a reduction in the nuhiber of bears, wolves,

and cats that are its natui-al predators have helped the

S;' opossum to thrive. Adapting to life in the north, it

-, accumulates fat during the fall and may enter an

it inactive state during severe weather, remaining in its nest

, , for several days at a time. Wlren it ventures out—-usually to

' search for food^—^it does so at a price: frostbite cost tlris traveler a couple

'••r of inches of tail, not an uncommon toU for those that push the limits

of the northern range. Says Steve Getrie, who photographed diis creature on

Iiis walk jiome from a morning spent pliotogi'aphing birds, "I have never

seen an opossujii in our area tjiat was more thaii a yeai" old without some

fi-ostbite damage to its taO^—and often an ear or two."

—

Annette Heist
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March Events
March 2
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics"

lecture series, Chris Impey, of the Uni-

versity of Arizona, will give a slide-illus-

trated talk entitled "The History of

Everything" at 7:30 P.M.

March 9
Alan Dressier, of the Carnegie Observa-

tories in Pasadena, California, wiH give a

sUde-Olustrated talk entided "Return to

the Center of the Universe." The lecture,

beginning at 7:30 P.M., is part ofthe "Dis-

tinguished Authors in Astronomy" series.

March 16
John Hare, director of the Wild Camel

Protection Foundation, has made four

expeditions to the Gobi since 1993,

tracking wild Bactrian camel migration

routes. He estimates that less than one

thousand wild Bactrians are left in the

of the Hall ofHuman Biology and Evolu-

tion, will speak at 7:00 P.M. on some of

the topics covered in his latest book. Be-

coming Human: Evohitioii and Human

Uniqueness, focusing particularly on the

fossil and archeological evidence tor

human cognitive evolution. In his book,

Tattersall revisits some of his favorite

archeological sites as he explores hu-

mankind's origins, the current state of

evolurionarv' theory, and what we know

about other primates" behavior.

March 19 and 26
April 2 and 9
Seaweed and flowering plants of coastal

dunes and wetiands vidll be the subject of

four sHde-Olustrated talks on marine pro-

ductivity and biodiversity given by Mu-
seum botanist and lecturer William

Schiller. The talks begin at 7:00 RM.;

Schiller wUl repeat them on tour consec-

Bdcirian camels in a Chinese scroll paititiug by Wu Zuo Ren, circa 1930

wild, all ofthem livang in the heart of this utive Monday afternoons at 2:30 RM.,

desolate and remote region. Hares sUde- starting March 16.

illustrated talk wdll begin at 7:00 RM.

March 24
jViarCn 1 9 The sixty-eighth annual James Arthur

Ian Tattersall, a curator in the Museums Lecture on the evolution of the human

Deparmient of Anthropology and creator brain wiU be given by Ian Tattersall, a cu-

rator in the Department ofAnthropology.

Basing his ideas on the archeological

record, Tattersall wiU argue that a "mod-

ern" level of cognitive flinction evolved

quite recently and suggest that "behav-

ioral modernity" developed considerably

later than "physical modernity," coming

only with the invention of language. The

talk begins at 6:00 P.M. and is free.

Throughout March
During International Women's History-

Month, the Education Department \vill

offer free weekend programs. The title ot

this series of performances, fdms, and dis-

cussions will be "Women of the World:

Diverse Paths to Their Histories." The

presentations wOl feature \asual. musical,

hterars', and anthropological works pre-

sented by blues singers, storytellers, anc

dancers. The department wall also con-

duct workshops for adults and children, a;

\\'eU as nature walks and field Crips outsidt

the Museum. Call (212) 769-5315 for .

complete listing.

The Hayden Planetarium will offer

number of courses, beginning thi

month, m astronomy, meteorology, na%'i-

gation, and aviation. For a completi

schedule and additional details, call (212

769-5905.

The Museum's IMAX Theater is fea

turing Cosmic I oyage. an exploration o

the universe's form and structure; Uliak:

an investigation of le\'iathans; and Timt

ica, a history of the world's most famou

shipwreck. Double features will be shown

on Friday and Saturday e\-enings at 6:0'

and 7:30 RM.

The American Museum of Natural His

tory is located at Central Park West an

79th Street m New York Cit\'. For ticke'

and information about events, call (21-

769-5200. Consult the Museum Web sit

for additional information (http://w"\\"v

amnh.org). For hours and admission tee

caU (212) 769-5100.88 I



Instead of a pot of gold, I find a panorama of green:

the living treasure of the Sonoran Desert.

For a free travel packet, call the Arizona Office of Tourism

at 1-800-925-6689. HSlL^J www.arlzonagulde.com
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A Superlative

Travel Guide
Intrepid Witiiral History travelers may argue whether Borneo's Deer Cave,

explored in this issue by zoologist Simon D. PoUard ("Under the Rainforest,"

page 26), is one of the world's bluest. Some may take issue \\ath calling Chile's

Atacama Desert, where wTiter Jim Malusa found himself hiking (""Silent Wild,"

page 50), the world's driest. And Kevin Krajick's cruise aboard a research vessel

in the frozen North ("Life in the Arctic Labyrinth," page 38) may or may not

have been the world's coldest. But there's little doubt that nowhere in the world

is there a prairie chicken as big as the one that photographer JeffJacobson and

writer Marnie Andrews caught sight ofjust off the expressway in Rothsay,

Minnesota ("Land of the Giants," page 76).

What ties together all the travels in this issue is not the parameters of the sights

but the time the wTiters take to contemplate, study, and appreciate what they see.

Adventure travel is a big draw these days. But in the quest for adventure, the

natural world can too easily become little more than a backdrop. A rafting trip

down river rapids may be exciting, but so is a car wreck. Drifting slowly in a

canoe, or even walking along a local shore observing the \\Tldhfe, can be the

greater adventure. To appreciate a river, mountain, or forest only tor the

challenge it poses to us is to miss the real adventure m nature travel: to appreciate

the complexities of things beyond ourselves.

—

Bruce Suiiz

Guillemots diving in the Arctic Archipelago.
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To the

Editor
Harmful Inquilines

In the text accompanying his

image "The Rec-Rooin"

(February 1998), Alexis

Rockman groups rodents

among the inquilines—

a

group that he defines as

"animals using other animals'

dwellings without direct harm

to the host.""

But not only can in-house

rodents harm us by infecting

us with hantaviruses, their

habit of gathering and massing

nest-building materials in the

walls, combined with their

gnawing at electrical wires,

definitely brings the risk

of fire.

Joyce Crocker

Lafayette, Indiana

An Errant Island

Havingjust laid out a good

chunk of money to take the

family on a cruise to Antigua

to view the total solar echpse

on February 26, I was

horrified to see your map on

pages 44 and 45 ("Coral

Worlds,"' December

1997/January 1998). You

place the island hundreds of

miles from the path of totality!

I hope things wiU be

rearranged so that our trip

win be successful. (I believe

that Antigua should be just

north of Guadeloupe.)

Robert A. Gorcn

Wynnewood, Pennsylvania

Antigua is indeed just north of

Guadeloupe. Our map was in

error. Bon voyage.

—

Eds.

Impious Smugness

The subject of Stephen Jay

Gould's February essay was

Tlic pliotoi^raph of a Cuban treefro^featnred

in the December 1997/January 1998

"Natural Moment" was not, in fact, natural.

PhotographerJoe McDonald had indeed

photographed the creatine in the Everglades,

but he later set up a similar shot in his studio.

Tlie latter was what we received and published.

For our readers' information, the studio shot is

at left, the natural below.—Eds.

"dino.saurian irony," but I find

equal irony in Gould's

statement that Rudyard

Kiphng's "Recessional" may

disappear from the educational

canon because of its "smug

assumption of British

superiority."

"Recessional" is about

what happens when "The

Captains and the Kings depart

. .
." and "... drunk with

sight of power, we loose /

Wild tongues that have not

Thee in awe."

When we sang the

"Recessional" in our

Pennsylvania high school in

the early 192()s, an English

teacher told us that Rudyard

Kipling was passed over for

selection as poet laureate

because of this impiety to the

British crown!

Bassett Ferguson

Wilmington, North Carolina

In the coming issues of

Special Report

America's Shorebirds
Their migration routes span the continents from Canada to

South America. The marshes and shorelines where they rest

and feed form the basis of a network of reserves that runs

the length of the hemisphere. Our report follows the

sandpipers, avocets, red knots, sanderlings, and their kin and

tells you where to go to see diem.

Universe

Water Worlds
In a ranking of cosmic abundance, water's constituents of

hydrogen and oxygen would be one and three on the list.

Rather than ask why some places have water, the better

question may be: Why don't all places?

/))' Neil dc Grassc Tyson
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Arachnologists Simon D. Pollard and Robert R. Jackson ("Under the Rainforest"), who

first visited Borneo five years ago, eagerly returned last year to look for insects and

spiders in Gunung Mulu National Park's famed bat caves. Pollard, left, a native New

Zealander, is the curator of invertebrate zoology at the Canterbury Museum in

Christchurch and an adjunct research professor at the University of Canterbury Jackson,

an associate professor of biology at the university, originally hails from North Carolina.

On June 23, Pollard will present a slide-illustrated lecture at the American Museum of

Natural Histoi7, "BUnd and Bitten in the Biggest Bat Cave in Borneo."

Eric Hansen ("The Nomads of Gunung Mulu") has known the Penan ofBorneo since 1982, when he

trekked 1,800 miles across the island. The tale of that adventure is told m his book Stmnger in the Forest:

On FcKit Across Borneo. Pictured here with Kurau Kosin, Hansen, right, is an author and journalist based

m Sacramento, California. His work with the Penan includes recording their music, documenting their

language, compiling information on their use of medicinal plants, and chronicling change. He is also

working on Forbidden Flowers, a book about the international trade in rare and endangered orchids.

New York City-based journalist Kevin Krajick ("Life in the Arctic Labyrinth") takes a special interest in

the ecology and geology of little-known places. A graduate of Columbia University's School of

Journalism, he has written for Smithsonian, Discover, Audubon, and the New York Times. Among his ,

editorial posts were a stint at the National LawJournal, and eight years as an associate editor at Newsweek.
;

His first book, Tlie Barren Lands, about diamond prospectors in the Far North, will be published next

year. Krajick's article "An Esker Runs Through It" appeared in these pages m May 1996.

Artist Deborah Ross ("Looking for Maria") teaches at the School ofVisual Arts in New York City

and creates illustrations for exhibits at the Bronx Zoo (Wildlife Conservation Society). Ross, pictured

here with Sergeant Richard Eleu, of the Kenya WildUfe Service, first went to Kenya in 1987 to paint

baboons and has returned many times, traveling to the open plains of Aniboseli National Park to

pamt elephants (see "A Kenya Sketchbook," Natural History, December 1996/January 1997) and, last

vear, to the thick brush of Tsavo East National Park.

Jim Malusa ("Silent Wild") knows deserts. He lives with his family in Tucson, Arizona, amid the

cactuses and rocks of the Sonoran Desert. Malusa received his Ph.D. in ecology and evolutionai7

biology from the University of Arizona m 1989 and now does fireelance work as a biologist for the

Nature Conservancy and the Coronado National Forest. He is also a freelance writer and has

reported on foreign explorations for the Discovery Channel. His idea of a good time is to tour the

world's great deserts by bicycle. So far, Malusa, pictured here in the Atacama Desert, has ridden

through the Sahara Desert, the Taklimakan Desert m China, and Australia's Central Desert.

Tracking giant inanimate animals through the American Midwest ("Land of the Giants") was something

that husband-and-wife team Marnie Andrews and Jeff Jacobson had talked about for years; eventually,

the megafauna proved irresistible. These days Andrews, an actor as well as a writer, is working on a

one-woman show, Surviml Secrets. JeffJacobson is an attorney turned photographer. His award-winning

work has been widely published m such magazines as Life, Rollin^ii Stone, Geo, Fortune, and the New York

Times Magazine, as well as in several books, including My Fellow Americans . . .
(University ot New

Mexico Press, 1991). He's now working on a book of "postmodern urban landscapes."

On a visit to South Africa, photographer Wolfgang Kaehler ("To Get to the Other Side") was struck by

the sight of two jackass pengi.iins crossing a road. When he first saw them, they were perambulating side

by side and looked "as if they were holding hands." Using a Nikon F4 camera and Nikon 80-200 mm

lens, he took several shots as the pair continued their trek. Since 1997, Kaehler has traveled to 140

countries, taking wildlife photographs. His 1998 roster includes assignments in Saudi Arabia and South

AiTienca; he will also lead photography and natural history tours in hidonesia, Iceland, and Namibia.
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Wrons: Division
By Beniiiwd Niasdmiaim

Jlie Alyih qf Coiiiiiieiits: A Critique of

Aletageograpby, by Martin W. Lewis and

Karen E. Wigen, University of California

Press, $55 (doth) and $19.95 (paper); 344

pp., maps.

Review Geography pro\'ides us

with maps and terms that

we use to order and orient our under-

slanding oflocal and ^obal events. These

tools underpin our imaginar\' divisions of

the world—our mental maps. Second-

century Greco-Eg3'ptian geographer

Claudius Ptolemy defined geography as

"a representation in pictures ofthe w'hole

known world together with the phenom-

ena which are contained therein." In the

play Rape Upon Rape^ eighteenth-century

English writer Henr\' Fielding wrote,

"map me no maps, sir, my head is a map,

a map of the whole wodd-'" But -what if

Ptolemy s geographic "pictures" were dis-

torted, or Fielding's mental map uTiong?

Jlie Myth of Continents, by Duke Uni-

versity's Martin Lewis and Karen Wigen,

is a signifiranr and capdvadng cautionarj?

tale ofhow common "metagec^?aphical"

terms ("the set of spatial structures

through which people order their knowl-

edge of the wodd") produce simphsnc,

flawed, and sometimes dangerous no-

tions. Despite centuries ofscientific smdy,

we are still a long way fi-om ha\Tng a

comprehensive inventory or unbiased

classifications of our planet's en\nron-

ments and occupants. Depending on

starting-point definitions, estimates of

earth's biological diversin,' in number of

species range fi-om 12 to 50 million and

firom hundreds to hundreds of thousands

of en\7ironments (there are almost 1,500

oceanic islands, each with the uniqueness

of a snovkl3ake). Estimates of cultural di-

versity run fiom 192 to 10,000 peoples (a

"people" is defined either as citizens of

nation-states or as those having a distinct

language and culture).

With refi-eshing clarity and impressi\'e

scholarship, in some 200 pages of text and

75 pages of notes, LeviTs and Wigen ex-

amine five fandamental but flawed geo-

graphic concepts that guide every field of

human inquiry? Imagine a five-tiered ge-

ographic hierarchy of increasin^y larger

territorial assumptions: the base com-

prises 192 nation-states; the second tier,

seven continents; the third tier, the Fint,

Second, and Third Wodds; and the last

two tiers, the megageographical units ot

East and West and North and South.

EilZ

According to the authors, the myth of

the nation-state is based on "the assump

tion that cultural identities (nations) coin-

cide with politically sovereign entities

(states) to create a series of internally uni-

fied and essentially equal units." Only

tw?enty of the world's culturally and lin-

guistically united 6,000—10,000 nation

peoples are also internationally recog-

nized as states. These include Iceland,

Portugal, Nauru, Tuvalu, and the Mar-

shall Islands. Most countries—^90 percent

of the world's states—are actually multi-

national, claiming the lands, resources

and identities ofhundreds of distinct peo-

ples fi"om preexisting nations (Indonesia

670; India 380; Austraha 250; Democia

tic Republic of the Congo 210; Brazil

200; and China 150).

When multinational states break up, as

did the So^^et Union, Yugoslavia, and

Czechoslovakia, the preexisting nations

tend to endure, while the manufacmred tss.

state identities disappear, sometimes

overnight. As the authors point out, most

states are pictured as "holistic entities,

unified and distinct." In fact, the vast ma

jorit}' are "imposed pohtical-geographical

units" whose central goverrmients,

armies, and poHce forces—often run by

one of the preexisting nations—seek t

C3
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unify the other, unconsenting nation-

peoples within their borders. This is the

source ot many territorial conflicts,

refugee crises, and human rights viola-

tions that are often characterized as inter-

nal state problems, rebel-led civil wars, or

civil emergencies caused by terrorists.

Another basic taxonomic category of

popular geography is the sevenfold conti-

nental division of the world. Academics,

journalists, and politicians refer to "Asia,"

"Europe," or "Africa" as uniform re-

gions—as if being positioned withm the

arbitrary boundaries of a continent im-

parted some sort of essence to societies,

economies, political systems, events, and

circumstances (for example, "African art,"

"Asian banking," "South American

democracy," and "European culture").

Lewis and Wigen astutely emphasize

that "when it comes to mapping global

patterns, whether of physical or human

phenomena, continents are most often

simply irrelevant." Refugees, for example,

are produced not by continents or conti-

nental-scale environments ("Asia's refu-

gees") but by armed conflicts, govern-

ments, people, and ideologies. A world

map of "flee-from" and "flee-to" refugee

crises and movements would reveal not

continental causes but common, human

dilemmas, such as a central government's

armed expansion into nation-peoples'

territories, as was the case with the

Chechen, Hmong, Kurds, Miskito, Ti-

betans, and many other peoples. If one is

interested in studying deforestation, pop-

ulation growth, urbanization, or eco-

nomic development, little is to be gained

from an analysis limited to continents be-

cause today's world is connected through

the global economy and processes that

transcend continents.

A higher level of geographic abstrac-

tion, although just as flawed and outdated

as that of nation-states or continents, is

the concept of three "worlds"—the de-

mocratic First World, the communist

Second World, and the developmg Third

World (originally conceived of as the

nonaligned world). Still widely used in

the social sciences for poHtical analysis,

the three-world scheme is so wrong and

self-limiting as to be essentially meaning-

less. Is there a Third World geology or

Third World vegetation? Are Argentina,

Uruguay, Singapore, Taiwan, and South

Korea really Third World countries? Or

do they have these designations simply by

virtue of where they are located? Theo-

retically, since the collapse of the commu-

nist Second World, couldn't the Third

World move up a notch? What about the

thousands of nonstate "Fourth World"

nations, from Catalonia to Scotland, that

are not included at all?

The last two tiers in the geographical

hierarchy—the cultural-political East and

West and the economic North and

South—have been altered over centuries.

The concept of the West has expanded

westward from the core area of Latin

Christendom, while that of the East,

which once designated Egypt, the Levant,

and the adjacent areas, has expanded east-

ward to include Asia. The North and

South categories divide the globe into the

economically developed "North" and the

developing "South," often with Httle re-

gard to where some countries are actually

located in these "economic hemispheres."

China is grouped in the South and yet

extends to a latitude of fifty-eight degrees

north, while Australia and New
Zealand—Southern Hemisphere coun-

tries—are grouped in the North (or the

"West," when speaking culturally).

Ironically, while satellites and comput-

ers allow us to more accurately map the

world in its grand diversity—including

aspects of econoniic globalization and ex-

panding communications—the old map-

pings still limit our understanding. As the

satirist Jonathan Swift wrote in 1733 in

On Poetry: A Rapsody:

So geographers, in Afrk-maps,

With sai'age pictures fill their gaps;

And o'er nn-habitable downs

Place elephantsfor want of towns.

Bernard Nietschinaini, a professor ofgeography

at the University oj California, Berkeley,

was project director of the recently published

Maya Atlas (M)rt/i Atlantic Books) and is

currently working on a large-scale National

Geographic Society map, "Coral Reefs of the

World."

»(v/i and Windows compatible), $99; to order call (888) 288-0160 or visit: wunv.cscotese.com
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Maya on the Map
By Tim Nonis

Maya Atlas: The Struggle to Preserve Maya

Land in Soiitlicni Belize, by the Toledo

Maya Cultural Council and the Toledo

Alcaldes Association, North Atlantic

Books, $25; 154 pp., iUus.

ExcerDt "More indigenous territory

can be defended by maps

than by guns," geographer Bernard

Nietschmann has written. And never has

the point been better illustrated than in

the Maya Atlas, a compilation of words,

maps, and images produced by the Maya

Mapping Project (MMP). The MM? was

initiated by Mayan leaders in the Toledo

district of southern BeHze in 1995 to se-

cure their rights to land they have occu-

pied for centuries but which the Belizean

government has ceded to multinational

logging operations, claiming that the

Maya were "immigrants" and "squatters."

The MMP effort to secure Mayan land

rights is forcing the government of Belize

to recognize the Maya as a political entity.

In a series of three workshops, local

Mayan leaders, the Indian Law Resource

Center (Washington, D.C.), and GeoMap

(a consulting group at the University of

California, Berkeley) came together to

map the disputed territory as it is known

to those who have historically inhabited

it. Stories were written by the commu-

nity elders; demographic and land-use in-

formation was gathered and compiled;

maps were drawn and redrawn; and new

symbols showed where to find not just

rivers, roads, and forests but also the loca-

tion of historical and sacred places, medi-

cinal plants, drinking water, and hunting

areas. The compilation, writing, and edit-

ing of the atlas involved members ofevery

Mayan community in southern Belize

(representing approximately 12,000

people) and linked Geo-

Map's technology to a

wealth of local tradi-

tional knowledge.

With the publication of the Maya Atla.

the Mayan land-rights struggle is drawing

international attention. The Mayan lead-

ers' case is pending in Belize's Supreme

Court. While the paving of the Southern

Highway (a development project in-

tended for more efficient resource extrac-

tion) has been stalled, the Mayan people

in southern Belize will continue their

struggle against government encroach-

ment. The atlas they created will better

equip them to confront future issues.

Tim Norris, a freelance cartographer/designer,

graduated from the University of California,

Berkeley. He has worked extensively with the

Maya ofsouthern Belizefor GeoMap.
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Bugs
By Robert Aiideifoii

nature.net Even if you never

liked insects, you have

;o admit they do some amazing things. A
ist of insect superlatives—the African ci-

:ada produces the loudest sound, for ex-

imple—is at the University of Florida's

Book of Insect Records site (gnv.

fas.ufl.edu/~tjw/recbk.htm). I was sur-

srised to find that the longest life cycle

or an insect is held by a wood-bonng

5eede, Biiprcsiis aiimlenta, that worked a

oiece of timber tor fifty-one years.

Insects on the Web (www.isis.vt.edu/~

ranjun/text/Links.html), maintained at

i/irginia Tech, and Gordon's Entomolog-

cal Home Page (www.ex.ac.uk/-

Hlramel/welcome.html) are both good

jslaces to start. The latter includes quite a

i)it of information on caring for insect

lets. If you are so inclined, I recommend

he small, spiny stick insect over the

Madagascar hissing cockroach. For bud-

ling collectors, the Young Entomologist

|iociery (www.tesser.com/minibeast) is

[
Iso worth checking out. One of the most

lizarre insects, the ant Hon, is represented

ly a terrific page (www.enteract

:om/~mswanson/antlionpit/welcome

btml) with movies of the little subter-

anean monsters trapping their prey.

'. I never found the comprehensive site

jin natural msect control I was looking

.3r, but I came across a list of pesticide-

'ee recipes for deahng with insects that

ou might want to eliminate (www.

'3nic.net/melissk/pestcont.html). My fa-

orite: When the ground is dry, place

3me instant grits on top of a nest of fire

iits. When it rains, the queen, who has

ivariably gorged on the grits, will drink,

Musing her stomach to expand fatally. I

iniost wish I had a few fire-ant mounds

carby on which to try it.

Y>bert Anderson Is afreelance sdenee writer in

m Angeles.

Bookshelf

Georges Cuvier, Fossil Bones, and Geological Catastrophes
By Martin J. S. Rudwick (University of Ciiicago Press, 1997, $34.95, illus.)

Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) rejected early theories of evolution and advocated a "cata-

strophic" view of geological events, while at the same time founding the modern science of

paleontology. Rudwick (a historian of science) has translated Cuvier's key papers, allowing us

access to the great Frenchman's thought, from his ideas about extinctions to his reconstructions

of fossil animals.

Envisioning the City
Edited by Dai'id Buisseret (University of Ciiicago Press. 1998. S50. illus.}

Among the oldest known maps, city plans reflect the diverse perspectives of

their creators, from churchman to merchant, soldier, and sanitary engineer.

Studies of cities—ranging from seventeenth-century Andiijar, Spain, to

twentieth-century Chicago—reinforce the point that cities are mapped out

the way people want to see them.Plan of Chicago

Maps and History
ByJeremy Black (Yale University Press. 1997, $35, illus.)

Historian Jeremy Black looks at the first "historical atlas," published in 1 570 in Antwerp, and

examines how the practice of remapping and interpreting a previous age's worldview has con-

tinued to the present. In the mid-twentieth century, however, the scope of such atlases has

broadened to include global trends in health, population, and the environment, as well as a

range of sociological, cultural, and economic factors.

Picturing Empire
ByJames R. Ryan (University of Chicago Press, 1998, $38, illus)

To many Victorians, photography rendered "truthful delin-

eations of natural objects." Ryan, a lecturer in geography at

Oxford University, shows how nineteenth-century British

explorers, soldiers, hunters, mountaineers, conservationists,

and anthropologists used photography to capture, organize,

and domesticate England's distant Empire.

Native Americans
By Robert J Moore, Jr (Stewart, Tabori €- Chang, 1997, $60,

illus.)

In the 1830s and 1840s, three painters—Charles Bird King,

George Catlin, and Karl Bodmer—went West to document

the cultures of Native Americans. Their drawings, paintings,

and eyewitness accounts provide a glimpse of ways of Kfe that

slowly faded out of existence after 1891, when the majority

of Native Americans were confined to reservations, and their

traditions extinguished.

Oxford Atlas of

Exploration
Foreword by John Hemming

(Oxford University Press,

1997. $40, illus.)

Tliis comprehensive collec-

tion of maps, pictures, and

text examines 3,000 years

of exploration in concise,

double-page spreads.

American Pronghorn
ByJohn A. Byers (University of Chicago Press, 1997, $23.95. illus.)

Zoologist John Byers, who by his calculation has spent nearly d.OOO hours observing the

pronghorn antelope of the West, believes that their prodigious running ability is an adaptation

to predation by species of hyena, Hon, and cheetah that died out ten thousand years ago.

The Social Regulation ot Competition and Aggression in Animals
By .Martin H. Moyndian [Smithsonian Institution Press. 1998. $27.50, illus.)

Moynihan. the late zoologist and director of the Smithsonian's Tropical Research Instiaite.

spent the greater part of his professional life studying the mechanics and evolutionarv origins

of aggression in birds, primates, and ccphalopods.
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Voyage _

ofa Painter
In 1804, Charles-Alexandre

sketches ofthe strange fauna

By Eirol Fuller

To the French sailors and scientists aboard

Le Geogmphc and Le Natiimliste in March

1804, how welcoming and familiar

France must have seemed after a three-

and-a-half-year expedition to the little-

known shores of Australia and Tasmania.

The voyage had been dogged by disaster.

Rifts between the crew and Captain

Nicolas Baudin had caused defections.

The rigors of the journey had led to

deaths. And the expedition had not suc-

ceeded in its mission to chart Australia's

coast. The pubhc, preoccupied by the

Napoleonic Wars, had ignored the entire

undertaking.

Nevertheless, the two ships returned

with a vast collection of natural history

specimens, mcluding live wombats, kan-

garoos, and emus. Also aboard the ships

was a great treasure; the preparatory

drawings of Charles-Alexandre Lesueur,

who, at the age oftwenty-two, had signed

aboard Le Geographe as an assistant grmner

and had taken over as expedition artist

when the official artists jumped ship in

Mauritius. From these drawings, he

would eventually produce a series of ex-

quisitely rendered watercolors on vellum,

which were published between 1807 and

1816 in the expedition's official report.

Voyage de Dkouvertes mix Terres Aiistrales.

Unsung throughout most of the Eng-

Lesueur returned to France with

ofAustralia and Tasmania.
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lish-speaking world and little known even

in his native France, Lesueur is a fimiliar

name only to those who have studied the

early history of exploration in Australia.

A remarkably complete archive of his let-

ters, papers, and paintings is kept in his

hometown of Le

Havre, at the |

Museum d'Histoire |

Naturelle, which he I

was instrumental in I

establishing. What |

has been docu- |

mented about f

Lesueur's life—the |

journey to Australia, |

the return to France, S

a long spell living in i

the United States, |

and a final home- |,

coming to Le i

Havre, where he s

died m 1846—is

due largely to the

efforts of Jacqueline Bonnemains, an

archivist at Le Havre's natural history mu-

seum. Yet for all Bonnemains's work,

Lesueur remains a shadowy figure. He has

acquired little of the fame ofJohn James

Audubon, Joseph Wolt, or Edward Lear,

yet his pictures of the early Australian

scene are among the most historically im-

portant and beautiful records of nine-

teenth-century zoological discoveiy

The impact of the strange Australian! ipire

fauna on early explorers may not always

be appreciated today. They found birds,

whose tails were shaped like lyres. They

found mammals that laid eggs, carried

their young in pouches, and were armed;

with poisonous spikes. As the eighteentl

century turned to the nineteenth, creal

tures such as kangaroos, koalas, and wom|

bats, unique to Australia, were like

ing Europeans had encountered befon

The animal wonders of Africa, Asia

the Americas were already fairly we

known, but Australia was only just begin

ning to give up its secrets, and they wei

sometimes difficult for the Europeaj



I niind to accept. When the first stuffed

I

duck-billed platypus arrived in England,

it was famously condemned as an im-

poster; the beak of a duck was thought to

have been skillfully and undetectably

ituck to the body of an unknown, ratlike

creature with a stumpy tail.

A decade or two earlier, seamen who

tiad sailed with Captain James Cook had

bund it difficult to describe an encounter

vvith a kangaroo; certainly their descrip-

:ion was very basic. The first report came

oack of an animal that was "as large as a

Greyhound, of a mouse colour and very

wift."

Later, the great naturalist Sir Joseph

3anks tried to pen a clearer description

lut found himself at a complete loss: "To

ompare it to any European animal

would be impossible as it has not the least

resemblance of any one I have seen." The

celebrated first painting of a kangaroo by

George Stubbs, the famous English ani-

mal painter, looks as if the specimen he

worked from had been pumped up like a

football, which is, apparently, just what

happened.

Lesueur's great achievement lay in his

ability to convey the wonder that he felt

in his encounters with such curious crea-

tures. His compositions are unsophisti-

cated and painstakingly honest. Some

critics have suggested that they lack all

litelike quality, but Lesueur was operating

at a time when the camera was not avail-

able to make clear the fleeting postures as-

sumed by living creatures. He could only

paint the creature that he saw in ixont of

him. Sometimes this happened to be only

a dried or crudely mounted specimen.

Lesueur produced all of his highly fin-

ished paintings in Paris after the expedi-

tion's return home, working from pre-

served specimens and the drawings that

he'ci brought back from the journey. A
letter he wrote on October 27, 1817,

gives some insight into the appearance of

his studio: "If you see my room, it's a

topsy-turvy world: the skins of fishes,

spirit bottles, fossUs, shells . . . and tor-

toises in the middle of all this." Many of

Lesueur's drawings are preserved in Le

Havre, alongside the watercolors on

which his reputation largely rests.

Now, almost 200 years later, the voy-

ages of Le Geographe and Le Naturaliste are

chiefly remembered because they sup-

^reatures depicted by Lesueur included a

lebmfish and an extinct species ofsmall

Imu, opposite page, a short-nosed spiny

tnteater, above, and banded hare wallabies,

light. Below. An account of the expedition

lopeared between 1807 and 1816.
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plied Europe with a vast fund of scientific

information. Captain Baudin's mission

added immensely to knowledge of the

Australian fauna and those places the ex-

pedition explored. The iTussion brought

back 40,000 preserved animals, filling

thirty-three large packing cases aboard Le

Naturdiste, together with a similar quan-

tity of botanical specimens. Altogether,

there were upward of 100,000 dried or

preserved organisms, 2,500 of which

were undescribed species.

Many of these last were invertebrates

and plants, but there were also a number

Preserved specimens, siifli as a Tasmanian trout

Galaxias truttaceus, ivere broiiglit hack by the

of more spectacular

discoveries, includ-

ing the banded hare

wallaby {Lagostrophits

fasciatus). Lesueur's

painting of this ani-

mal is one of his

most memorable.

First found by the

expedition at Shark

Bay in Western Aus-

tralia, the species was

widespread in the

southwest corner of

Australia at the time.

Today its range has

contracted, and it

can be found only

on two small islands in the same bay

where Captain Baudin's men originally

found it.

Another creature brought to the pub-

He's attention by the expedition is now

extinct. On January 6, 1803, the ships

landed on Kangaroo Island, a large island

just off" the coast ofsoutheastern Australia,

and found huge flocks of a peculiar dwarf

form of emu that has been classified as

Droitwins demeniamts. The scientists and

crew managed to capture several of these

birds alive and loaded them onto Le Geo-

graplie. At least two survived the long

journey back to

France and were sent

to the residence of

the Empress

Josephine, where

they are said to have

lived until 1822.

So quickly were

the remaining emus

on Kangaroo Island

exterminated that

these two surviving

exiles were possibly

the very last of their

kind. One of the

emus brought back

to France was sent to

the Jardin des Plantes

-sliaped fisli, (of the National

expedition. Museum of Natural

History) in Paris, where it remains as a

stuffed specimen. This particular individ-

ual may have been captured on King Is-

land, where the emu population vanished

about the same time as the one on Kan

garoo Island. Strangely, of all the thou-

sands of specimens brought back, this is

one of the few that remain intact—or, at;

least, that can be positively identified.

Specimens were distributed to a number

of museums and collections, but most

records have been lost. Even specimens

deposited in the museum at Le Havre area

gone, destroyed during World War II.

Other living creatures were also stowed

aboard the expedition's ships, and getting

them all safely back to Europe was a high

priority with Captain Baudin. But three

days' sailing from Kangaroo Island, thd

captain found, to his dismay, that two o:

his kangaroos had died, presumably frorr

the dampness. As a remedy, Baudin hac

two ship's officers removed from theii

cabins so that the remaining kangaroo;

could be kept in drier quarters.

Worn out by responsibility and effort!

Captain Baudin fell seriously iU as Le Gw
graphe headed for home via Mauritius

Barely two weeks after the vessel's arriva

there, he died.

As for Lesueur, he was to enjoy mam
more productive years, yet the work hi

did for the Baudin expedition undoubt

edly represents the high point of his ca

reer. Although he spent the most impor

tant periods of his life away from hi

native city of Le Havre, the French por

pulled him back in the end; he returnei

there from America in 1837, after an ab

sence of twenty-one years. During his la;

two years, Lesueur lived in his famil

home close to the sea and became direc

tor of Le Havre's newly founded museur

of natural history.

Lite most recent book by painter, ii'riter, an

boxing buffErrol Fuller is The Lost Birds c

Paradise (Voyagenr Press, 1995). Researc

for an upcoming book on the great auk he

taken him to museums all over the world, it

chiding Lesueur's Museum d'Histoire M
tiirclle in Le Havre.

i
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ofWiirzburg and Marrakech

Why the author gladly bought crudely forged fossils from a rock merchant in Morocco

By StephenJay Gould

We tend to think of fakery as an activity

dedicated to minor moments of forgiv-

able fun (from the whoopee cushion to

the squuting lapel flower) or harmless

embellishment (from my grandfather's

vivid tales of the Dempsey-Firpo fight he

never attended to the 250,000 people

who swear they were there when Bobby

Thomson hit his home run in a stadium

with a maximum capacity of some

50,000).

But fakery can also become a serious

and truly tragic business, warping (or

even destroying) the lives of thousands,

and misdirecting entire professions into

sterility for generations. Scoundrels may

find the matrix of temptation irresistible,

for immediate gains in money and power

can be so great, while human gullibility

grants the skillful forger an apparently

limitless field of operation. The van Gogh

Sunflowers bought in 1987 by a Japanese

insurance company for nearly 40 million

dollars—then a record price for a paint-

ing—may well be a forged copy made in

about 1900 by the stockbroker and artist

manque Emile Schuffenecker. The phony

Piltdown Man, artlessly confected from

the jaw of an orangutan and a modern

human cranium, derailed the profession

of paleoanthropology for forty years until

exposed as a foke in the early 1 950s.

Earlier examples cast an even longei

and broader net of disappointment,

large body of medieval and Renaissanci

scholarship depended upon the docu

ments of Hermes Trismegistus (Thrice-

Great Hermes), a body ofwork attributei

to Thoth, the Egyptian God of Wisdom,!

and once viewed as equal in insight (nol

to mention antiquity) to biblical and clas-

sical sources—until exposed as a set ol

forgeries compiled largely in the third

century A.D. And how can we possibK

measure the pain of thousands of piou;

Jews who abandoned their possessions

and towns to follow the false messial

Shabbetai Tzevi to Jerusalem in the apoc-.

alyptic year of 1666—only to learn tha
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their leader, imprisoned by the Sultan and

threatened with torture, had converted to

Islam, been renamed Mehmed Efendi.

and made the sultans personal door-

keeper.

The most famous story of fiaud in my
own field ofpaleontolog)^ may not quaUf)'

for this first rank in the genre but has

surely won both general tame and staging

power by persisting for more than 250

years. Like all great legends, this stor>' has

a canonical form, replete with conven-

tional moral messages and told without

any variation in content across the cen-

turies. Moreover, this canonical form

bears httle relationship to the actual

course of events as best reconstructed

from available e\idence. Finally, to cite

one more common propeny of legends.

These fossils displayed a great array ofob-

jects, all neady exposed in three-dimen-

sional reUef on the surface of flattened

stones. The great majority depicted or-

ganisms, nearly all complete and includ-

ing remarkable features of beha\ior and

soft anatomy that would never be pre-

ser\"ed in conventional fossils—lizards in

their skins, birds complete with beak and

eyes, spiders with their webs, bees feeding

on flowers, snaib next to their e§^, and

frogs copulating. But others show^ed

heavenly objects—comets with tails, the

crescent Moon with ra)!^, and the Sun all

efiulgent with a glowing central face of

human form. Still others depicted He-

brew^ letters, neady all spelling out the

Tetragrammaton, the ineffable name of

God—^YHWH. usuaUv transliterated bv

From Lithogtaphiae Wirceburgensis, 1/26

the correction of canonical errors gains

further value in teaching us some impor-

tant lessons about how we use and abuse

our owTi histors-. Thus, the old tale merits

yet another retelling, which I first provide

in the canonical (and false) version known

to so many generations of students (and

no doubt remembered by many readers of

this magazine from their college courses

in natural science).

In 1726, Johann Bartholomew Adam
Beringer, an insufferably pompous and

dilettantish professor and phv-sician from

the town of Wiirzburg, published a vol-

ume, the Lithogmphiae Wircebiirgensis (or

Wiirzburg lithographv), documenting in

copious words and twent\--one plates a

remarkable series of fossils that he had

found on a mountain adjacent to the cit\".

From a Moroccan rock shop, 1998

Christian Europe asJehovah.

Beringer did recognize the difference

betw-een his stones and conventional fos-

sils, and he didn't state a dogmatic opin-

ion about their nature. Still, he didn't

doubt their authenticit\", and he did dis-

miss claims that they had been carved by

human hands, either recenth" in an at-

tempt to defraud or long ago for pagan

purposes.

Alas, after pubHshing his book and

trumpeting the contents, Beringer found

out that he had indeed been duped, pre-

siunably by his students placing a prank.

(Some sources say that he finally ac-

knowledged cricket)^ when he noted his

own name written in Hebrew- letters on

one stone.) According to legend, the bro-

kenhearted Beri^er then impoverished

himself by attempting to buy back all

copies ofhis book and died dispirited just

a few? years later. Beringer's false fossils

have been knowTi ever since as Lugen-

sieine, or "'King stones."

To illustrate the pedigree ofthe canon-

ical tale, I cite the version given in the

most famous paleontological treatise of

the early nineteenth centurA; James

Parkinsons Organic Remains of a Former
\

World (volume 1, 1804). Parkinson, a

ph\'sician by training and a fine paleontol-

ogist by avocation, identified and ga\=e his

name to the degenerati\-e disease that

continues to puzzle and trouble us todav.

He WTOte of his colleague Beringer:

One work, published in 1 726, desen^es to

be partiailarly noticed; since it plainly

demonstrates, that

learning may not be

siifficient to prei'ent an

unsuspecting n>an,JTom

becoming the dupe of

excessiiv credulity. It is

uvrthy ofbeing

mentioned on another

aaount: the quantity of

censure and ridiaile, to

which its author was

exposed, served, not only

to render his

cotemporaries [sic] less

liable to imposition; but ako more cautious

in indulging in unsupported Itypodieses. . . .

We are here presented with the

representation ofstones said to bear

petrifactions ofbirds; some with spread,

others with closed, wings: bees and wasps,

both resting in their airiously constructed

cells, and in the aa ofsipping honeyfrom

expanded flowers . . . and, to complete the

absurdity, petrifactions representing the sun.

moon, stars, and comets: with many others

too monstrous and ridiailous to deserve

aien mention. Tliese stones, artfully

prepared, had been intentionally deposited

in a mountain, witich he was in the habit

ofexploring, purposely to dupe the

enthusiastic colleaor. Unfortunately, the

silly and cniel trick, succeeded in sofar, as

to occasion to him, who u>as the subject of
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/'/, SO great a degree of mortification , as, it is

said, shortened his days.

All components of the standard story line,

complete with moral messages, have al-

ready fallen into place—the absurdity of

the fossils, the guUibility of the professor,

the personal tragedy of his undoing, and

the two attendant lessons for aspirmg

young scientists: do not engage in specu-

lation beyond available evidence, and do

not stray from the empirical method of

direct observation.

In this century's earlier and standard

work on the history of geology (Tiie Birth

and Development of the Geological Sciences,

pubhshed in 1938), Frank Dawson Adams

provides some embeDishments that had

accumulated over the years, including the

unforgettable story, for which not a shred

of evidence has ever existed, that

Beringer capitulated when he found his

own name in Hebrew letters on one of

his stones. Adams's verbatim "borrowing"

of Parkinson's last phrase also illustrates

another reason for invariance of the

canonical tale—^later retellings copy their

material from earlier sources:

Some sons of Belial among his students

prepared a number of artificialfossils by

moulding forms of various living or

imaginary things in clay which was then

baked hard and scattered infragments about

on the hillsides where Beringer was wont to

searchforfossils. . . . Tlie distressing

climax was reached, however, when later he

one day found a fragment bearing his own

name upon it. So great was bis chagrin and

mortification in discovering that he had

been made the subject of a cruel and silly

hoax, that he endeavored to buy up the

whole edition of his work. In doing so he

impoverished himselfand it is said

shortened his days.

Modern textbooks tend to present a

caricatured "triumphalist" account in

their "obligatory" introductory pages on

the history of their discipline—the view

that science marches inexorably forward

from dark superstition toward the refining

light of truth. Thus, Beringer's story

tends to pick up the additional moral that

his undoing at least had the good effect of

destroying old nonsense about the inor-

ganic or mysterious origin of fossOs—as

in this text for undergraduate students

published in 1961:

The idea thatfossils were merely sports oj

nature was finally killed by ridicule in the

early part of the eighteenth century. Johaini

Beringer, a professor at the University of

Wiirzburg, enthusiastically argued against

the organic nature offossils. In 1726, he

published a paleontological work . . . which

inchidcd drawings of many truefossils but

also of objects that represented the sun, the

moon, stars, and Hebraic letters. It was not

till later, when Beringer found a "fossil"

Contemporary
Moroccan feke

fossils are plaster

casts ofsmall
animals, cleverly

cemented to

flattened rocks.

with his own name on it, that he realized

that his students, tired of his teachings, had

planted these "fossils" and carefully led

him to discover them for himself.

A recent trip to Morocco turned my

thoughts to Beringer. For several years, I

have watched, with increasing fascination

and puzzlement, the virtual takeover of

rock shops throughout the world by strik-

ing fossils from Morocco—primarily

straight-shelled nautiloids (much older

relatives of the coiled and modern cham-

bered nautilus) preserved m black marbles

and limestones and usually sold as large,

beautifully polished slabs intended for

table or dresser tops. I wondered where

these rocks occurred in such fantastic

abundance; have the High Atlas Moun-

tains been quarried away to sea level? I

wanted to make sure that Morocco itself

still existed as a discrete entity and not

only as disaggregated fragments fashion-

ing the world's coffee tables.

I discovered that most of these fossils

come from quarries in the rocky deserts,

well and due east of Marrakech, and not

from the intervening mountains. I also

learned something else that dispersed my
fears about an imminent dispersal of an

entire patrimony. Moroccan rock shops

dot the landscape in limitless variety;

there are young boys hawking a specimen

or two at every hairpin turn on the

mountain roads, impromptu stands at

every lookout point, and large and formal

shops in the cities and towns. The aggre-

gate volume of rock must be immense,

but the majority of items offered for sale

are either entirely phony or at least

strongly "enhanced." My focus of interest

shifted dramatically from worrying about

sources and hmits to studying the ranges

and differential expertise of a major in-

dustry dedicated to the manufacture of

fake fossils.

Some enhancements are quite cleverly

done—as when the strong ribs on the

shell of a genuine ammonite are extended

by carving into the smallest and inner-

most whorls and then "improved" in reg-

ular expression on the outer coil. But

other "ammonites" have simply been

carved from scratch on a smoothed rock

surface, or even cast in clay and then

glued into a prepared hole in the rock.

Other fakes are simply absurd—as in my
favorite example of a wormlike "thing"

with circles on its back, grooves on both

sides, eyes on a head shield, and a double

projection, like a snake's forked tongue,

extending out in front. (In this case the

forger, too clever by half, at least recog-

nized the correct principle of parts and

counterparts, for the specimen comes in

two pieces that fit together, the projecting

"fossil" on one slab and the negative im-

pression on the other, where the animal

supposedly cast its form into the sur-

.((II



rounding sediment. The forger even

carved negative circles and grooves into

the counterpart image, although they do

not match the projecting, and supposedly

corresponding, embellishments on the

"fossil" itself.)

But one style of takery emerges as a

kind of industry standard, as defined by

constant repetition and presence in all

shops. (Whatever the unique and per-

sonal items offered for sale in any loca-

tion, this viti ordinaire of the genre can al-

ways be found in abundance.) These

"standards" feature small (up to six inches

in length), flattened stones with a promi-

nent creature spread out m three dimen-

sions on the surface. The fossils span a fuU

range, from plausible trilobites to arthro-

pods (crabs, lobsters, and scorpions, for

example) with external hard parts that

might conceivably fossilize (although

never in such complete exactitude) and

small vertebrates (mostly frogs and lizards)

with a soft exterior, including such deli-

cate features as fingers and eyes, which

cannot be preserved in the geological

record.

After much scrutiny, I finally worked

out the usual mode of manufacture. The

fossil takes are plaster casts, often remark-

ably well done. (The lizard that I bought,

which can be seen in two photographs

accompanying this column, must have

been cast from Ufe, for a magnifying glass

reveals the individual pores and scales of

the skin.) The forger cuts a flat surface on

a real rock and then cements the plaster

cast to this substrate. (If you look carefully

from the side, you can always make out

the junction of rock and plaster.) Some

fikes are crudely done, but the best ex-

amples match the color and form of rock

to overlying plaster so cleverly that dis-

tinctions become nearly invisible.

When I first set eyes on these fakes, I

experienced the weirdest sense of deja vu,

an odd juxtaposition of old and new that

sent shivers of tascination and discomfort

up and down my spine—a feeling greatly

enhanced by a day just spent in the med-

ina of Fez, the ancient walled town that a

millennium has scarcely altered, where

only mules and donkeys carry the goods

of commerce and where high walls,

labyrinthine streets, tiny open shops, and

calls to prayer (heightened during the fast

ofRamadan) mark a world seemingly un-

touched by time and conjure up every

stereotype held by an uninformed West

about a "mysterious" East. I looked at

these standard fakes and I saw Bermger's

Liigensteitie of 1726. The two styles are so

uncannily similar that I wondered at first

if the modern forgers had explicitly

copied the plates of the Lithographiae

Wircebnrgeiisis—a siUy notion that I dis-

carded as soon as I returned and consulted

my copy of Beringer s original. But the

similarities remain overwhelming. I pur-

chased two examples—a scorpion of sorts

and a hzard—as virtual dead ringers for

(Please turn to page 82)
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By Alan Rdniiowitz Killed for a
I followed an old elephant trail, stopping

occasionally to listen for the famihar

alarm call of a barking deer or a rustling

in the underbrush that might signal the

presence of a hog badger or pheasant. I

was looking for wildlife, but although I

had walked more than ten miles from the

nearest village, an ominous silence

greeted ine throughout the day. The

overgrowth on the trail and the absence

of any tracks but my own heightened my

sense of foreboding. Finally, toward late

afternoon, already deep within the largest

protected forest in Laos, I hit the wall

—

literally.

The "waU" I had walked into in the

gathering darkness was an extended

trapline made of sticks and small trees, no

more than four feet high, that snaked its

way for a quarter of a mile across the val-

ley and up the nearest hiUside. I could tell

the structure was man-made, but I had no

idea what it was made for untU I reached

an opening that was partly blocked by the

skeleton ot a barking deer. Then, at regu-

lar intervals along the wall, I discovered

more openings, each with a snare hidden

beneath the forest htter. Some openings

were large enough for deer, bears, and

tigers, while others were small and low to

the ground, just right for catching civets,

smaU cats, and ground-dwelling birds. At

certain points, little stick ladders leaned

against the wall. These, I was told later,

were to enable forest spirits to surmount

the wall without disturbing the traps.

As I walked along the wall, I saw that it

was abandoned. Later, I learned that most

of the larger animals in this valley, such as

deer, bears, and wild pigs, had been

wiped out by this "wall of death" during

the previous dry season. A new wall was

being built in an adjacent valley, but no

one had bothered to dismantle these

traps. A few final carcasses were ot little

consequence.

In the past, indigenous peoples hunted

largely for personal consumption. Even

when wild meat was sold or traded, trans-

actions took place locally, and wildlife

Be
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populations were not endangered. Con-

servationists who were familiar with these

practices, and who subscribed to the er-

roneous notion that indigenous peoples

always lived in harmony with their envi-

ronment, developed the concept of "sus-

tainable" hunting. This concept was pop-

ular with wildlife managers, who believed

that if you protect large enough areas of

forest, preventing habitat destruction ing

within them, you will also protect the an- ill a

imals living in the forest, even in the face

of poor management and ongoing local

poaching. The last two decades have been

a time of growing realization in Asia that

wildlife populations and even entire spe^

cies are disappearing, or their numbers

plummeting to unprecedented lows. This

awareness, combined with changes in

hunting practices and in market demands,

has forced a reexamination of these con-

cepts of protection and sustainabiUty. In-

creasingly, biological surveys throughout

Asia are revealing that preserves are often

merely forest facades—areas of beautifiil
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Cure Hhistmtioiis by Elizabeth Traynor

foliage on the outside with many of the

larger animals gone from the inside.

Behind all this new devastation is a

resurgence of interest in an ancient prac-

tice: the use of wildlife parts in traditional

•Asian medicine. With the burst in eco-

nomic growth throughout much of Asia

.durmg the 1980s and early 1990s, tradi-

itional cures became more affordable, and

iusing them became both a status symbol

:and a way to hold on to tradition in a

rapidly changing society. Added to other

commercial uses of wildlife—such as the

growing local demand for wild meat and

trophies for the tourist trade—the re-

Wewed interest in old-fashioned cures has

had a devastating effect.

In remote villages throughout Asia,

wildlife took on a value far beyond any-

thing that had been known in the past.

The carcass of a sambar deer or a bear, for

example, no longer simply put meat in

the pot or provided a mat to sit on. Now
the animal could be traded for clothes,

btchen utensUs, and maybe even a new

gun. Better still, animals that had never

been hunted were now of value, and the

condition of the carcass didn't matter.

Traders canvassed villages, willing to pay

for almost anything: tiger bones, leopard

fat, tapir skin, elephant eyeballs, porcu-

pine stomachs, wild boar teeth, bear gall-

bladders, deer tendons, monkey paws,

civet glands, rabbit skulls, otter penises,

rodent flesh. It didn't take long for

hunters to figure out that a single, freshly

killed animal was not nearly as valuable as

the parts of many animals. Thus began

the slaughter.

Over the last decade, while searching

for tigers, clouded leopards, and Suma-

tran rhinos, I traveled to some of Asia's

largest, most remote forested areas. De-

spite differences in cultures and pohtics

across national borders, inside the forests

the story was always the same. Unpro-

tected forests all showed signs of the same

debihtating illness: too few large animals

in habitats where they had once been

abundant. And the situation was not

much better within most protected areas.

The reasons could be found hidden on

the forest floor, unseen until they had

done their work—wire ground snares

that tightened as the frightened animal

struggled to escape, neck snares that

choked, spring snares that Ufted an animal

into the air and held it upside down, jaw

traps that bit to the bone, falling-weight

traps that crushed skulls and bodies, and

bamboo or wooden spike traps that skew-

ered. The lone hunter and his gun were

now replaced by trapHnes that sometimes

ran for miles and were checked only

every one to two weeks. I accompanied

hunters as they retrieved traps containing

only a leg or toe or the barely identifiable

rotting carcass of an animal that must have

lived for days before its death. The

hunters were never disappointed. No
matter how litde was left in the trap or

what shape it was in, there was always

something of value to salvage.

The irony of these trade-driven hunt-

ing practices, and the indiscriminate

Pig-tailed macaque flesh:

/(')• iihihvia and general lassitude

Sumatran rhino horn:

Jor headaches and fct'crs
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slaughter that results, is that they come at

a tiine when significant strides in wildlite

conservation have taken place throughout

much of Asia. There is greater awareness

among people of all economic levels

about the ecological and moral value of

forests and wildlife. More protected areas

have been set aside than ever before.

Thailand, for example, designated its first

national park in 1962; today, the countrv"

has about 100 parks and sanctuaries. Gov-

ernments have enacted stronger laws and

signed international conventions about

hunting and trading in endangered wild-

life, chiefly the Convention on Interna-

tional Trade in Endangered Species

(CITES). Yet something has gone terri-

bly, dangerously awry when more species

of animals are to be seen in the market-

place than in the forests.

The creation of large protected areas

wiU not insure the survival of wildlite as

long as economic pressures, coupled with

a lack ofadequate on-the-ground protec-

tion, encourage hunting with snares.

traps, and other techniques that continue

to kill Asia's wildlife wantonly, cruelly,

and wastefiiUy. To reduce these pressures,

the use and consumption of wildHfe

products must change. One approach is to

educate the practitioners of traditional

Chinese medicine about the threats their

profession poses to wildlife. The Wildlife

Conservation Societ\" has one such pro-

ject under way, employing Chinese na-

tionals to work with traditional-medicine

practitioners in China.

Demand for wildlife parts, however,

extends far beyond Chinas borders: iron-

ically, international pressure has so far led

to more effective controls on the sale of

certain tiger products in China than in

North America. Earher this year, the

Wildlife Conservation Society and the

World Wildlife Fund issued a report on

tiger-based medicinal products. Accord-

ing to the report, more than halfthe retail

stores surveyed in the Chinatowns of

seven major North American cities of^

fered products made with animal parts

from endangered species.

Recently, the American College of

Traditional Medicine in San Francisco, in

conjunction with the World Wildlife

Fund, has begun an initiari\"e to promote

alternative ingredients

—

such as dog or

pig bones instead of tiger or leopard

bones—in traditional Chinese medicinal

products. In todays global econom\; the

business of saving wildlife is complicated

and often finstrating. But it is an essential

business. Without it, w-e will one day, not

too long ftom now, be left with little but

the soimds ofsilence in our fijrests.

Alan Rabinowitz is Director of Science ih

Asia for the Wildlife Conservation Society.

He has worked extensively in the forests qi

Tliailand, Taiwan, Myanmar, Malaysia, and[

Laos, conducting research on big cats an,

other endangered large mammal species ana]

setting up some cf the region's first trainii:;<

programsfor staff in protected areas. In addi-\

tion to his scientific and popular publications.

Rabinowitz is author of the recently revised

Wildlife Field Research and Conser\"a-

tion Training Manual (Wildlife Conserva-

tion Society, 1997).
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More than a mile long

and up to 700 feet high,

a Bornean cave crawls

with hats, hugs, and

biologists.

I

sat on a rock outcrop in northern Sarawak, the

principal Malaysian state on the island of Bor-

neo, looking east across the Melinau River. The

rainforest spread out before me and gently rose

like a rumpled quilt over a small range of

mountains three miles away. As dusk descended and

rain clouds gathered, black streaks rose from the base of

the mountains Uke floating scarves. The scarves were

millions of bats pouring out of Deer Cave and begin-

ning their almost daily foraging commute to distant

sites, including the coast fifty miles away. They would

return to their roosts before daylight, after not only

feeding themselves but also securing a source of energy

for other inhabitants of the cave. Just as life on earth

depends on the sun contin-

uing to shine, a host of in-

vertebrates depend, directly

and indirectly, on the three

tons of bat guano that fall to

the cave floor each day.

Deer Cave owes its exis-

tence to the region's very

thick limestone deposits and

heavy rainfall—about 200 inches a year. Rapid weather-

ing of the limestone by water flowing through it has cre-

ated a massive cave complex. A travel brochure boasts

that Deer Cave, more than a mile long and ranging up to

600 feet wide and 700 feet high, could hold five cathe-

drals the size of Saint Paul's in London. Long known to

the local inhabitants, Deer Cave got its name because

people used to hunt deer that came to drink water flow-

ing out the west entrance. Not far from Deer Cave is the

Sarawak Chamber, the world's largest natural chamber,

not discovered until 1984. It is nearly 2,000 feet long,

1,500 feet wide, and more than 300 feet high.

Deer Cave and its bats are a prime attraction of Gu-

nung Mulu National Park, a 210-square-mile zone close

to the border between Sarawak and Brunei. The park is

named for Gunung (Mount) Mulu, a 7,800-foot sand-

stone peak that looms nine miles east of Deer Cave. I

visited the park with Robert R. Jackson, a jumping-spi-

der expert and my colleague from the zoology depart-

ment at New Zealand's University of Canterbury. One

thing that drew us was a report, from a 1977-78 expedi-

tion conducted by the Royal Geographical Society and

the Sarawak government, that jumping spiders were liv-

ing around Deer Cave. We wondered if these creatures,

which depend on keen eyesight to catch prey, could be

living inside a cave. In any case, the habitat was bound to

be intriguing.

Despite the remote location, we did not have to

rough it. Our base camp was the recently constructed



Royal Mulu Resort, just outside the park boundary.

Each morning, our guide, Richard Jalong, would ar-

rive in a long, wooden boat with an outboard motor

and take us three miles up the twisting Mehnau River.

We would then proceed two miles on a walkway

through the rainforest to the west entrance of Deer

Cave. For the benefit of tour groups, a concrete path

leads about two-thirds of the way through the cave.

Even some generator-powered lighting is installed, but

the tour guides we saw never turned it on, preferrmg

to rely on their flashlights.

The huge entrance, from which flows a ten-foot-

wide stream, is at the base

ot a theater of limestone

cliffs, many of them cov-

ered with vegetation. A
couple of hundred yards

inside, the ground beside

the stream is a seething

mass of cockroaches, bee-

tles, and flies crawling

over bat guano. These creatures extract nutrients from

the partly digested or undigested remains ofinsect prey

that have passed through the bats. A cloud of mist

often hangs over the guano, filling the air \\dth an am-

Left: At dusk,

bats emergefrom

the west entrance

ofDeer Cave.

Most numerous

are the wrinkle-

lipped bats, some

oj which fly asfar

as fifty miles to

feed on insects.

Far left, top: A
naked bat, one of

a dozen bat

species inhabiting

the cave. Far left,

bottom: One

denizen of the

raitforest is the

stalk-eyedfly; the

njales' unusual

headgear figures

in mating

competition.

A host of invertebrates

depend, directly and

indirectly, on the three

tons of bat guano that fall

to the cave floor each day.
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Travel Notes

Guming Mulu

National Park is

accessiblefrom Miri,

on the Saraii'ak coast,

by air or along the

Baram and Tutoh

Rivers by boat.

Accommodations

includefacilities at the

park headquarters,

nearby guest houses,

and the Royal Mulu

Resort. A guide must

accompany visitors to

Bandar Seri Begavian^

GUNUNG'mJW
NATIONAL PARK

40 MILES

J}A

the park. Package

tours ofDeer Cave, as

well as more strenuous

jungle and mountain

treks, are available,

independent travelers

may consult Lonely

Planet Malaysia,

Singapore and

Brunei (Lonely

Planet, 1996).

monia stench, a by-product of the breakdown of pro-

teins. It is warm inside the cave, about 78° F, and the

air is saturated with moisture.

Hundreds of feet above, visible only as pools of

blackness, vast roosts of bats

emit a sound like rustling

cellophane. Les Hall, a bat

biologist in the University of

Queensland's Department of

Veterinary Pathology, esti-

mates that the bats number

between two and five mil-

lion. He has observed at least

twelve species, probably the greatest variety known for

a single cave. Most prominent are wrinkle-Hpped bats

and several species of horseshoe bats. I rarely saw bat

bodies on the ground, however—further testimony as

to how quickly scavengers absorb whatever falls to the

cave iloor.

About a half mile into the cave, the stream disap-

pears below ground and the passage narrows. Here, the

bat roosts are only two or three hundred feet above the

Jumping spiders have

eyesight that rivals our

own. Come face-to-face

with one, and it stares

hack at you.

floor. Looking into this blackness with my headlamp

was like looking into the night sky during a light

snowfall, except these flakes were guano. Beyond the

narrow passage, another stream appears, and the cave

expands into a large chamber. At the east end is an

opening to the Garden of Eden, a mile-wide, circular

sinkhole fdled with jungle vegetation. The sinkhole

was created when part of the cave roof collapsed many

thousands of years ago, dropping the rainforest down

to the level of the cave floor and leaving sheer clifls

hundreds of feet high. From the air, it looks as if a gi-

gantic finger had poked a hole into the rainforest.

The vegetation in the Garden ofEden is beautifully

backlit when seen from within the cave, but to reach it

you have to surmount one last obstacle, a deep, dark

pool in the stream. Swimming through the pool, I

could not help feeling that some monster would nibble

at me or yank me beneath the surface, but fortunately,

as in the garden itself, no large animals lurk there.

The most obvious signs of creatures that inhabit the

cave, other than the mounds of guano, are spider webs.

Thousands of amaurobiid cobweb spiders build flat,

circular sheet webs on the moss and soO around the en-

trances and on high mounds of collapsed Hmestone far-

ther in the cave, where light penetrates. (Because the

openings at both ends of the cave are large, some light

reaches into most of its main passage, except where it

narrows in the middle.) In darker parts of the cave and

in dim regions close to the entrance, psechrid cobweb

spiders with very long legs bounce across the sUk of

their huge trampohne-like webs to grab trapped in-

sects. Their webs are httered with the hollow exoskele-

tons of the cockroaches, flies, earwigs, and beetles that

feed on bat guano. Hairy earwigs, which hve among

naked bats and suck oil from their bodies, are also

common victims in these webs. They often fall from

the roosts, and iflucky enough to miss the spider webs,)

they attempt to climb back up. Assassin bugs, disguised

as bits of firngus-riddled detritus, scavenge the remains

of prey hanging in the webs. They move very slowly

across the silk to avoid being detected by the owner.

On the limestone walls, where the psechrids can-i

not attach their trampolines, small hersihid, or two

tailed, hunting spiders sit motionless with their long

pairs of spinnerets sticking up behind them. Hersiliids

do not build webs but sit in ambush and wait for prey

to land within striking distance. When a victim is clos

enough, the spider behaves like an out-of-controll

wind-up toy, wrapping its meal in a bag of sUk. Hairyj

earwigs attempting to negotiate this gauntlet often end!

up as bundles of spider food. Another hunting spider

common on the pale brown hmestone walls is the two

tone brown heteropodid, or huntsman spider, the sizi

of a human hand. Like the two-tailed hunting spiders,

it waits in the darkness for tactile and vibratory cue^

from prey before leaping on them. Its victims include

camel crickets, which gather in large groups, their lonj

antennae "listening" for predators.

Many spider species inhabit Gunung Mulu Na-

tional Park, including some eighty jumping spider

(salticids) . One thing we were on the lookout for in-

side Deer Cave was Portia fimbriata, a jumping spide:

on record as living on the nearby limestone chfli. Spot^

ting these brown, one-third-mch-long creatures is nc



The Eyes Have It

By Robert R. Jackson

Jumping spiders (salticids) are unmistak-

able. These are the only spiders with eye-

sight that rivals our own. Come face-to-

face with one, and it stares back at you

with a pair of large eyes, known as the

principal eyes, located front and center of

the head. These eyes perceive size, color,

and form. Another six secondaiy eyes,

positioned laterally, function mainly as

movement detectors.

Observant by nature, salticids do

more than just leap on their prey, as the

common name implies. First they see

Portia ^(jefi thejump cii Scytodes, a spitting spider.

and recognize their prey from a distance

of up to thirty times their own body

length; then they stalk it, using a mix of

crawling, waiting, and jumping. Insects

on the wing are leaped at and taken in

midair interceptions. Salticids even make

careful detours to take elusive prey from

behind.

The jumping spider's prmcipal eyes

are as refined as those of a cat, but the de-

sign details are very different. What you

see from outside are stationary, corneal

lenses that have a long focal length. Be-

hind each of these convex lenses lies a

long eye tube leading to a complex retma.

Light is refracted by a cone-shaped de-

pression in the surface of the retinal ma-

trix. This has the effect of enlarging the

image, as in a telephoto lens. The pho-

toreceptors, which are sensitive to the

spectrum of light from ultravio-

let to green, are stacked in four

^ layers. This layered arrange-

ment, combined with the way

different wavelengths of light

come to a focus at slightly dif-

ferent depths, is believed to pro-

vide a means to distinguish

color. In addition, a stepped

arrangement of the photorecep-

tors in the deepest layer may en-

able the spiders to keep objects

in focus—from a great distance

to a few body lengths away—in the ab-

sence of an adjustable lens. In the central

region of the deepest layer is a fovea, in

which receptors are packed especially

close together. The fovea is smaD, having

only about 1 00 receptors and an angle of

view of about two degrees. Compensat-

ing for this narrow-angle field, however,

the spider has sLx muscles attached to the

eye tube, which provide precise rotary

and to-and-fro movements. Having fixed

its gaze on an object of interest, the

jumping spider scans it by moving its

fovea about within the large image cast by

the lenses of the eye.

A typical jumping spider does not

build a web to ensnare prey but actively

hunts insects during the day. Other spi-

ders are common in the darkness of

caves, but not these creatures, with their

highly evolved eyesight. That is why we

were intrigued to find one species, Portia

fimbriata, living in Deer Cave and captur-

ing its favorite prey, other spiders. Even

before this discovery, P. fimbriata had a

reputation as an oddball among jumping

spiders. While it may be found hunting

away from webs, it also is known to build

a prey-capturing web of its own and to

invade the webs of other spiders. Despite

the danger they pose, other web-building

spiders are usually no match for P. fimbri-

ata. Its eyesight usually gives it the advan-

tage, enabling it to pounce on its victim

at just the right moment. Lack of preci-

sion can be fatal. Sometimes the tables

are turned and the intended prey be-

comes the predator. D

easy task because they mimic bits of detritus. My col-

league is an unrivaled jumping-spider detector, how-

ever, and he soon discovered them hving among the

spider webs inside the cave and dining on their pre-

ferred prey—other spiders, including some particularly

dangerous species.

We found that when it had sufficient light, P. fim-

briata used its normal tactics, which depend on its eye-

sight. TypicaDy, fi-om a distance it sees and identifies a

spider in a web. It then mimics prey trapped in the web
by making vibratory signals and watches how the other

spider responds. Because it can see well, P. fimbriata can

time its attack with precision. Our subsequent labora-

tory experiments have confirmed that it can also cap-

ture prey in total darkness. Exactly how it does this is

still being investigated.

Scavenging among the spiders and crickets are tail-

less whip scorpions and six-inch centipedes. The cen-

tipedes, whose bodies are dwarfed by large legs and

long antennae, move back\\'ard and fonvard equally

quickly and, when disturbed, cover thirty or forty feet

before pausing. Seeing all these invertebrates spaced

out on the cave walls reminded me of the Afi-ican sa-

vanna, where the herbivores seek safety in numbers and
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Right: A
centipede suii'iivs

in the cave by

catcliing crickets

and scavenging

the remains cif

dead animab. Far

right: MiUipedes

mate in the

nearby rainforest.

Kurau Kosin, u'ho

died in 1991, was

a Penan elder wlw

never adopted the

settled life. He
holds a packet of

medicinal leaves

and wears a

headdress made of

rattan and bornhill

feathers.

The Nomads ofGrnnml
Stoiy and photograplis b)' Eric Hansen

Nearly 10,000 Penan inhabit the re-

mote interior of Borneo's Sarawak

rainforest. Their oral tradition de-

scribes how, in the beginning, the

first Penan man and woman stood in

the forest while two large trees blew about in a wind-

storm. As the trees swayed back and forth, a large

branch of one entered a hole in the crotch of the other.

The man and woman were ignorant of sex and procre-

ation, but the motion of the trees gave them an idea,

and the end result was the birth of a child. The Penan

say they have been in the forest ever since, hvmg a no-

madic existence as hunters and gatherers.

Catching a gUmpse of the Penan elders, with their

feathered headdresses, distended pierced earlobes, tat-

toos, loincloths, and blow guns, one imagines them to

be members of a mysterious lost tribe chnging to an

ancient way of life. Some people beheve that the Penan

(or Punan, as they are variously called) are the aborigi-

nal inhabitants ofBorneo. But a more plausible theory

of their origins was first put forth by British anthropol-

ogist Tom Harrisson, curator of the Sarawak Museum

from 1947 to 1966. Harrisson proposed that the Penan

are principally de-

scendants ot over-

whelmed villagers

who reverted to

nomadism during

the nineteenth

century, when the

Kayan and Iban

tribes carried out

their great head-

hunting e.xpedi-

tions. In a 1986

study, anthropolo-

gist Carl Hoffman

concluded that the



At the east end of the

cave is an opening to the

Garden of Eden, a mile-

wide sinkhole filled with

jungle vegetation.

carnivores and scavengers forage opportunistically.

Unlike most of the cave's residents, the bats have to

leave to feed. The mass exodus, which can be viewed

from vantage points near the west entrance, is spectac-

ular. It begins soon alter

the day shift of swifdets

(small swallowlike birds)

return to their nests in-

side the cave, near the en-

trance. At first, the bats

are hesitant to leave the

cave, perhaps mindful

that bat hawks on the

surrounding cliffs are prepared to pick them off. Some

circle around the roof of the entrance, like penguins

trying to avoid being the first one in the water. Even-

tually, however, some spiral up the cliff-face and into

the sky. Others soon follow in continuous streams.

Wrinkle-Upped bats fly high above the rainforest to

catch their evening meal of insects. Because the cave is

so large, allowing a huge colony to form, these bats

must fan out to distant sites to obtain sufficient food.

Other species inhabiting Deer Cave feed more locally,

some on moths, beetles, and other insects and some on

fruits and nectar. Altogether, some thirty species ofbats

kfw/w
groups called Penan were hnguistically diverse, but that

their languages appeared to be related to those of

sedentary peoples. He reported that in two dialects

spoken in East Kalimantan (in hidonesian Borneo),

"punaii has the meaning 'to gather,' 'to collect,' or 'to

assemble' things or goods." This habit of purposeful

wandering to collect jungle products is what distin-

guishes the Penan from the settled tribes of Sarawak.

Whatever their origins, the Penan cannot hold on

to an isolated existence. For those living along the

Tutoh and Melinau Rivers, fateful change began to ar-

rive at least three decades ago. Protestant and Catholic

missionaries began converting the nomadic and seini-

settled Penan in the 1950s, displacing their original an-

imist religion and its elaborate system of taboos and

bird omens. The 1977-78 Royal Geographical Soci-

ety/Sarawak Government Expedition and Survey (car-

ried out soon after the establishment of Gunung Mulu

National Park) helped introduce many Penan to the

concept of day labor and a cash economy. Logging

companies began large-scale operations near the park

in the early 1980s. They were followed in 1990 by in-

ternational adventure-travel companies, which hire the

Penan for low-paying jobs. The Royal Mulu Resort, a

beautifully designed and situated luxury hotel, was

opened just outside the park in 1993. United States

and Australian environ-

mental groups have made

brief visits to the Penan

communities and spoken

of "cultural genocide,"

but they have not suc-

ceeded in mitigating

these developments.

In 1982, when I first

encountered the nomadic Penan, I hired them to lead

me on a five-month, 1,800-mile jungle odyssey across

the island of Borneo. What had lured me was the

chance to experience a vanishing way of life. And in-

deed, today, very few full-time nomadic Penan are left

—

"From the forest we
get our life," say the

Penan, who still view

themselves as nomadic

hunter-gatherers.
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A lantern fly,

right, and a

pentatoniid bug, far

right, are insects

thatfeed on plain

fluids.

may be found in the rainforest, from ground level to

the upper canopy, constituting the most numerous

group ot mammals there, both in terms of species and

of individuals.

Like bats, we too spent the days in Deer Cave and

left in the evening.

As we walked back

through the rainfor-

est to our boat, frogs

and insects sang out

in a cacophony. Ci-

cadas and crickets

rasped industrial

techno-beats. One

species of frog

croaked like an an-

tique car horn,

while another spent

the night singing

"what, what, what."

Most unsettling was

the frog that sounded like a cuckoo clock running in

reverse. Our headlamps picked up the eye shine off

four-mch huntsman spiders, which waited on tree

trunks and vegetation for prey to send telltale vibra-

between 300 and 400 in all of Sarawak, by government

estimates. The rest are either settled or semisettled in

upriver villages, where they are learning to farm liill

rice, bananas, and tapioca. Many of the Penan go to

church on Sundays, some of their children attend gov-

ernment schools, and most wear Western-style cloth-

ing. Nevertheless, on a re-

cent visit to Penan commu-

nities near Gunung Mulu

National Park to research

the use of medicinal plants, I

realized that these people

stOl view themselves as forest

nomads.

In the villages of Batu

Bungan and Long Iman, I met with Katong, Tingang,

Bati, and Bati's wife, Paya, all friends I knew from my
many previous visits. Together we traveled for a day up

the Tutoh River before tying the dugout to a tree with

a length of rattan. Shouldering our packs, we hiked

into a towering wall of primary rainforest. Although

my four companions had been settled for nearly

twenty years, upon entering the rainforest they quickly

and eflbrtlessly fell into their hunting and gathering

mode.

The nomads are prohahly

the descendants of
villagers who sought

refugefrom nineteenth-

century headhunters.

Katong picked jackfruit, marked a tree that held a

beehive full of honey, and stopped to replant a durian

seedling in a sunny spot. Paya collected rattan to make a

backpack and a lump of tree resin to use as a Hght at

night. Tingang, knowing what I hke, cut a vine that

contained drinking water that tasted of sassafras. He

showed me a leaf

used as sandpaper and

another one, com-

bining the properties

of stinging nettles

and poison oak, that

he called "the fire

leaf." It seems that a

nineteenth-century

European explorer

once used the fire leaf

as toilet paper; the

Penan are still talking

about the spectacular results of that experiment.

Bati and Tingang collected sections of giant bam-

boo for cooking rice and carrying water, while Paya

gathered bundles of edible fiddlehead ferns. She also

began selecting medicinal plants, which she identified

by their Penan names. There was a a root used as an
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tions across the bark and through the spiders' feet. A
light show was also provided by the fireflies, whose

continual flashes made me feel as if I were being pur-

sued by insect paparazzi intent on selling my portrait to

some arthropod tabloid ("Alien Found in Bat Cave!").

Bat hawks aren't the only ones waiting for the bats

to leave Deer Cave. I would often emerge from my
torays into the cave's deeper recesses, covered in bat

guano and with my mud-caked camera equipment

around my neck, to find

a hundred people of all

ages, some carrying pic-

nic baskets, waiting

around the west entrance.

Since Gunung Mulu Na-

tional Park was opened

to the public in 1985, the

number ot visitors com-

ing to see the bats has risen to about 1,600 a month.

The park and the Royal Mulu Resort can be

reached only by a forty-minute flight in a small plane

or an eight-hour boat journey. People usually fly in

from the city of Miri or from the small nation of

Brunei and stay for one or two nights. The nightly bat

exodus IS becoming one of Sarawak's biggest tourist at-

Disguised as bits of
fungus-riddled detritus,

assassin bugs scavenge

the remains ofprey

hanging in spider webs.

anti-inebriant and for curing hangovers, a slender root

that serves as an antidote for scorpion and snake bites, a

fleshy stem that is chewed as a cure for headache and

upset stomach, and an aromatic leaf applied to sore

joints. Paya also gathered a leaf that produces fragrant,

soapy bubbles when crushed and rubbed between the

hands with water. Katong uprooted a fine example of

toii^kat ali (Etirycoina loii^ifolia), the fabled aphrodisiac of

Borneo. The group managed to collect all these things

Iby the side of the trail.

As we moved through the forest, Katong identified

birdsongs, interpreted animal tracks, predicted what

month the dipterocarp trees would begin to drop their

seeds this year (and attract the wild boar), and esti-

mated what time it was (within ten minutes, according

to my watch) by the sound of the cicadas. By the time

we arrived in camp, the Penan were loaded down with

enough food and supplies to last for several days.

Joined by Katong's wife, Lujok, they built a water-

proof shelter in three-quarters ofan hour using saplings

and a roof of overlapping fan palms. After setting up a

cooking area and splitting several days' worth of fire-

wood, Paya selected a length of thin-walled bamboo

and made a Penan nose flute. Surveying the camp, I

saw primitive affluence at its very best—not a compass.

map, packet of freeze-dried food, or scrap of Gortex

fabric in sight.

Contrary to common assumptions about these for-

est nomads, the Penan were never a people to wander

aimlessly in search of resources. Traditionally, their

movements were carefully thought out, and they fol-

lowed a net^vork of well-established trails that con-

nected stands of wild sago palms and areas rich in tish

and game. In addition, their custom ot iiioloiii^—claim-

ing ownership of wild plants and trees in order to save

them for later use—guided their management of nat-

ural resources. The idea was to harvest resources with-

out exhausting them and pass on ownership rights to

Dipterocarp logs,

left, are probably

destined for high-

quality plywood.

Far left: Abat and

her daughter live

along the upper

reaches of the

Tutoh River
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A jumping spider,

right, awaits prey

OH a large, dead

leaf. Far right:

Like the huge caves

formed within the

limestone

mountains, surface

pinnacles owe their

existence to the

region's heavy

rainfall.

tracrions. Park officials hope they can implement a

management plan that ensures the bats are not over-

whelmed. They are worried that the noise levels from

visitors inside the cave could stress the bats and cause

them to seek out other caves. Another concern is the

destruction ot habi-

tats on the coast,

where some ot the

bats fly to feed.

As outside tech-

nolog\; wealth, and

culture infiltrate

this isolated region,

w^ildlife has made

some ingenious

adaptations. On our

boat trips back to

the resort, for in-

stance, bats would

dip in and out of

my headlamp beam

to grab insects attracted to the light, much Hke dol-

phins surtacing and di\'ing in a boat's wake. Similarly,

in nearby Clearwater Cave, I saw a six-foot cave racer

snake coiled next to one ofthe lights used to illuminate

the next generation. The practice of molong allowed the

torest to regenerate and continue to pro%ide the Penan

with such staple foods as fi-uit and sago and, indirectly,

with bearded pig and several species of deer.

The forest also pro\'ided the Penan \\'ith such jun-

gle products as gaharu (an

/ saii^ primitive affluence

at its very best—not a

compass, map, packet of
freeze-dried food, or scrap

of Gortex in sight.

aromatic wood used as in-

cense and medicine in

China and elsewhere in

Asia), bezoar stones (mon-

key gallstone, used in Chi-

nese medicine), rattan, ed-

ible bird nests, wild-bee

honey, camphor, and tree

resin. These items were once exchanged for salt, to-

bacco, shotgun shells, cooking pots, iron tools, and

fabric, but today the Penan are just as likely to trade

jungle products for jean jackets. T-shirts, running

shoes, wTistwatches, sunglasses, plastic teacups, floor

covering, radios, and videocassette players.

The Penan have an expression: "From the forest we

get our life." They did not overexploit their emdron-

ment, and for this reason the plant, fish, and animal

populations in their part of the forest remained stable

unril recently. But this started to change in the 1980s,

when logging camps began to surround

Gunung Mulu Park. Since then, sUtation

of the rivers, competition from hunters

working in the logging camps, and a dra-

matic increase in the settled Penan popu-

lation have led to an overall depletion ot

wild game and fish. In addition, the col-

lection ofjungle products for trade may

soon decUne because of a growing cash

economy, the drop in demand for some

ofthese products, and the increased diffi-

cult)- offinding the ones for which there

is a market.

Tingang explained to me that many of

the Penan originally abandoned their no-

madic existence because they wanted their children to

attend school and be able to mix wixh other races. They

also wanted to be near government health clinics so that

they could get modern medicines. Before the clinics

were established, the Penan bound or sutured their own

wounds, and the women gave birth in the jungle.

Even if they wanted to revert to fiiO-time no-

madism in the forest, my Penan companions would

find it vers' difficult to do so. Their \illages of Batu

Bungan and Long Iman are wedged between the log-

t



the cave during the hours visitors walk through. The

light was oif, but according to our guide, the snake

stakes out a position next to the light, which attracts

flying insects when it is switched on. The snake may

occasionally catch an insomniac bat intent on dining

on the lured insects. I wondered if the snake salivates

Pavlovian drool when the Lights come on.

With the rapid development of Gunung Mulu as a

tourist destmation, I asked Tom Damit, one of the se-

nior guides in the park,

how long it would be be-

fore the park was on a

cellular phone network.

Would cell phones ever

be as common on the

hips of locals as they are

in the city of Miri? He

laughed and said he could

imagine a scenario in which he is huntmg monkeys in

the forest with a blowpipe, and just as he is about to

blow the dart at his prey, his cell phone goes off and

scares the monkey away.

Indirectly, any such development would depend on

the continued daily fall of tons of bat guano to the

floor of Deer Cave. D

On our boat trips along

the river, hats dipped in

and out of my headlamp

beam to grab insects

attracted by the light.

ging concessions and Gunung Mulu National Park, so

wild game is often scarce or subject to hunting restric-

tions. The Malaysian government encouraged the

hunter-gatherers to settle down as a way to "protect"

the wild, natural beauty of the park and to brmg the

Penan into the mainstream of society.

Penan now work as laborers and sell handicrafts to

tourists, while developers and park ofl^icials seek ways

to accommodate a growing stream of foreign visitors.

The existing airport runway was recently extended to

handle more flights, and despite denials from resort

personnel, rumors circulate that the Royal Mulu Re-

sort has plans to add many more rooms and build a

monorail and golf course.

One night at our jungle camp, after I had finished

my notes and put away the plant presses, Katong asked

me to explain the meaning of the word golf. He had

heard the word mentioned many times, but he could

not imagine what it was. By the Ught of a tree-resin

lamp, I described the felling of thousands of trees, the

bulldozers at work churning up the earth and leveling

the ground, and then the planting ot grass, and the cre-

ation of water hazards and sand traps. I teed oft' using

what I called "a heavy metal spoon attached to one

end of a stick." I worked the ball down the fair\\'ay

using a variety of clubs and sticks until I eventually

managed to put the little white ball into a shallow hole

at the far end of the jungle clearing.

When I finished the story they aU laughed, and

Tingang congratulated me on my fantastic and absurd

imagination. I don't think the Penan believed a word

of what I said. Leveling a vast expanse of jungle for

such an activity didn't fit ver^' well with their concept

of //Ki/ii»(;. I didn't bother telling them that there were

still seventeen holes left to play. D

Katong (left), Bati

(right), and their

wives, Paya and

Lujok, build a

temporary slieher

using saplings and

fan palms.





By Kevin Krajick

r — 1 he strangest place on earth I have ever

" " gone fishing was off the stern of the

Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker

Louis S. Sl-Laurcnt. On a freezing

September night, the ship was stopped

and silent m shifting pack ice at the heart of Canada's

Arctic Archipelago, the 550,000-square-niile laby-

rinth of islands, bays, sounds, gulfs, peninsulas, in-

lets, channels, and straits north of the North Amer-

ican mainland.

Rick Crawford, a fish biologist from Massa-

chusetts, brought the gear: a pole cobbled to-

gether from a thick orange mop handle and a

bolted-on deep-sea reel, with gobs of duct tape

wrapped around the handle. He plopped a line

over the ship's fantail into a watery crack fifteen

feet below and jiggled the lure. Light from an

open hatch showed pressure ridges and ice

hummocks a dozen feet away and almost level

with the deck; beyond was total darkness.

Snow began to fall. After a while, Crawford

handed me the mop handle and went to

fetch another pole. "Catch something," he

whispered.

We and others aboard were trying to

Even ill summer,

thick sea ice, left,

clogs the narrow

channels between

islands in the

Canadian Arctic

Archipelago.

Tlie author's

voyage aboard the

icebreaker Louis S.

St-Laurent covered

a vast stretch of ice-

choked water. Tlie

map below shows

part of the route the

ship traveled.
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]]lien tJie ice

breaks up in

siiiJinier,

ii'liales, seals,

and seabirds

conoreoate to

feed or breed.

Afew weeks

later, most

creatures flee.

catch anything that would tell us about life in the

world's least explored marine region. Crushing year-

round ice, narrow channels, uncharted shoals, and a

crazy quilt of currents make travel here difficult to im-

possible, even for the 30,000-horsepower Louis. Biolo-

gists have long presumed the area almost Hfeless, yet

there is growing e\'idence ofbiological hot spots: packs

of deep-di\dng whales, conventions of polar bears and

seals, s^^•i^ling masses ofbirds. Some of these local con-

centrations appear in the same places yearly; others pop

up—seemingly at random—for a few^ hours or days,

then disappear. Scientists on our 2,400-mile research

voyage, conducted by the Canadian Department of

Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), to these normally inac-

cessible places were asking the essential Arctic biologi-

cal question: why are things where they are?

The Arctic Archipelago is less studied than the re-

motest parts ofAntarctica. The reason is ice. In austral

•\\-inter, the southern ocean waters are a frozen mass

surrounding a single piece ot land; but in summer,

most ice dissipates into adjoining warm seas, opening

the way for beasts and scientists. The Arctic Ocean is

the opposite: a sea shut in by the landmasses of Siberia,

North America, and coundess islands. During the brief

summer, the ice breaks up a bit but has nowhere to go.

Pacific and Adantic waters stream in through straits

along Alaska and Greenland and, once inside the trap,

gyre in a complex parfait topped by ice up to twenty

feet thick. About a third of the outgoing water is

thought to drain through the archipelago to the At-

lantic, but passages are so constricted and twisty that

floes may take thirt\' years to reach open sea. Shore-to-

shore pUeups and freeze-thaw c\-cles create monstrous

stretches of sea ice as deep as 150 feet—the world's

thickest ice—and water streaming underneath rarely

comes up to the surface.

With so Utde open water, H\Tng things that abound

on the edges of the permanent ice pack—such as

seabirds and ph^toplankton, the ocean's floating plant

Hfe—seem to thin out or disappear in the inner islands.

Scientists have thought that because of the ice, phyto-

plankton are unable to photos\Tithesize, seabirds can-

not get at fish, and marine mammals are unable to find

breathing holes. Gigantic bowhead whales and smaller

beluga whales form distinct populations east and west

of the archipelago. Narwhals, small whales whose sin-

gle spiral tusks once fueled the unicorn myth, are

found almost entirely in the east. Even signs of ancient

Arctic peoples are exceedingly rare on the central ice

pack; animals were probably too scarce, travel too dan-

gerous. Not a single inhabited setdement exists in the

inner archipelago.

Beneath the ice, though, is previ-

ously unsuspected Hfe. Since 1993, radio- I

tagged belugas, once thought to hve only s

in shallow coastal waters, have been tracked 1

migrating each fall to a 1,650-foot-deep %

ice-covered trough in Viscount Melvdle %

Sound, at the very center of the archipelago. "

Signals show that the whales dive to the bot-

tom, presumably to some rich, secret food

source. Radio tags on polar bears have revealed

that some frequent a nearby bay. WhUe polar

bears nearlv ever\^vhere else range thousands ot

miles in search of food, these apparently have a

steady source. No one knows what is dri\dng these

seemingly rich ecosystems because no one has been

able to obser\'e them firsthand.

tarting in about 1500, Europeans tried to

tmd a wav through the Arctic Archipelago

to the Orient, but most voyages resulted in

dead ends. Crews suffered frostbite and

scurvy; months or years of deprivation and

despair often ended in madness, mutiny, and death. In,

1845, Sir John Franklin and his 129-member crew set

out to find a "northwest passage" through the

lab^Tinth—and disappeared. The fate of Franklin's ex-

pedition became the subject of endless, vain searches

and worldwide speculation. Archeologists to this day

find bones of his men, hacked with knife marks, on

lonely islands; we now know the dead were eaten by

their comrades. Neither Franklin nor his two ships,

probably crushed by moving ice, have ever been found.

Explorers finally pieced together a map of the re-

gion, but it was not until 1944 that a Royal Canadian'

Mounted Police ofEcer in a schooner sailed through ir

one season. Plans to ship oil across the archipelago

came to nothing. The handflil of vessels that now entei

the islands during the six-to-eight-week shipping sea-

son mostly haul suppHes to a few tiny native communi-|

ties along the southern fringe, near the mainland coast

Our expedition intended to avoid these areas, instead

threading between the far north islands, pushing

against the main ice stream in Viscount MelviUei

Sound, then through M'Clure Strait, where much o

the ice flows in from the Arctic Ocean—an east—wes

voyage made only once, in 1993, by the Louis itse

On August 28, 1997, 1 and many of the scientists flevj

in to meet the ship at Resolute, a mosdy Inuit setde

ment of some 180 persons at the eastern edge of th^

permanent ice—the end of the Une for most vessel

coming trom the east. Here, from late July to mid-Sep

tember, floes peel off into open water and drift towan

id
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board, couldn't say for sure what

caused the sudden bloom, but he had

ideas. The main variable in algal

growth is the availability of nutri-

ents—scarce in the north but

sometimes concentrated by water

movement. Concentrations may

occur where opposing currents

or tides collide and mix; where

freshwater streams hit salt

water; or where

the

Atlantic, and

huge numbers of migra-

tory whales, seals, and seabn-ds come to

the ice edge to feed or breed. A few weeks later,

most creatures flee as the water refreezes for thou-

sands of miles around.

We cast off in freezing fog at 2:00 a.m. Next day,

the ship was in Barrow Strait pushing through floes

broken by ponds and leads—corridors of open

water that can be as narrow as creeks. Framed by

the barren, eroded hills and cliffs of surrounding

islands, the ice presented a shifting puzzle of end-

less shapes and colors. Peaks of massive mountains

would appear on the horizon, signahng distant

land; an hour later, the land would turn out to be a

giant mirage created by humped-up ice—a common
illusion that disoriented early explorers.

Department of Fisheries and Oceans biologist

Buster Welch came on deck with me. He has studied

Arctic tood webs for tliirty years but until this moment

had stayed at the ice edge. "I only had a small boat," he

explained. "We could not possibly make it through

here." Soon we arrived at several spots that fascinated

him. In some open areas, "grease ice" was forming

—

crystal-laden water, viscous as bacon fat, on its way to

resolidifying for winter. It was a strange, dirty brown,

and the ships wake washed scuzzy foam off it onto

nearby floes. "That's not dirt," said Welch. "That's the

biggest bloom of algae I have ever seen. You won't see

anything richer, short of a duck pond or sewage treat-

ment plant." He pointed out that photosynthesis, car-

ried out by algae, determines the abundance of every-

thing else: the tiny invertebrates that eat the algae,

larger invertebrates that eat them, cod that eat them,

and seals, whales, and birds that eat them, on up to

1,000-pound polar bears, the top predators.

Eddy Carmack, a DFO physical oceanographer

moving water hits

underwater bumps or troughs, turns around a point

of land, or squeezes into a narrowing channel. Any

combination can create slowdowns, eddies, and up-

weUings that concentrate sediments and organic matter

and drive them to the surface, where phytoplankton or

bacteria use them. Nutrients rare in one water mass

may be common in another, so places where they meet

are often biologically rich.

Fishes and marine mammals may concentrate in a

particular spot, either because it's a good feeding place

or simply because they are pushed there by currents.

"Things Hving in the water don't scatter at random like

kids running out into a schoolyard," said Carmack. In-

stead, they concentrate. All it takes is the right combi-

nation of topography and moving water—and the

archipelago has topography and moving water the way

Kansas has cornfields and wheatfields.

After leaving Resolute, the ship made a brief de-

tour east to Beechey Island, a place where the water

may temporarily conjure such fertility. Some of the

scientists had flown over an inlet near this spot in a he-

licopter in 1995 and had described seeing what looked

A polar hear tries

to make its way

across a lead, or

gap, on chunks of

hrol-;cn ice, above

left. In a freshwater

shalloii' in the

Canadian

Northwest

Territories, above,

hundreds ofbehii^a

whales gather to

molt by rubbing

their skins oti

underwater rocks.
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With its spedally

designed and

reinforced steel bow,

the 15, 000- ton

icebreaker Louis S.

St-Laurent, right, is

one of the few ships

capable of traversing

the Arctic Archipelago

during the six-to-

eight-week summer

season. A crew

member, below right,

retrieves large nets

used to collect

plankton.

Mountain

peaks

appeared on

the horizon,

signaling

distant land.

They turned

out to he

mirages

created by

frigid air and

humped-up

ice.

like a river of

black ink stream-

ing a half mile in

the clear water. It

was a densely

packed school of

arctic cod—some 2

billion of them.

The fish weren't

spawning or feed-

ing; no one knows

what they were

doing. Charging in

with mouths open

were some 2,000 bel-

uga whales and narwhals and un-

countable numbers ofharp seals

Seabirds swarmed in the air like

bees, diving repeatedly to

gorge. Many tore out just the

fatty livers of the fish and left

the rest. A few hours later, the

inlet was empty; an unknown

signal had ended the party.

After collecting stories from

native people and witnessing

similar gatherings since,

Welch thinks that these

"feeding events" may not be

unusual; it's just that scien-

tists are rarely around at the

right time to witness them.

If water movements do

control phenomena like

these, it will be a while

before we understand

how. The bottom topog-

raphy of many passages is

stiU poorly charted, and

no one is sure exactly

what routes water trav-

els, how long it takes,

what compounds it contains, and

whether the various streams make rest stops or detours

along the way. Places where algae grows profusely may

not attract many creatures; algae, along with the rest of

the food web, may be swept downstream to some

other spot. And so most days we made frequent stops

so Carmack's crew could lower an array of canisters to

take water samples and measure temperature, salinity,

chlorophyll levels, and other properties and begin con-

structing a map.
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After taking sam-

ples opposite

Beechey Island,

we turned due

west and steamed

deep into the ice of

Viscount Melville

Sound. We contin-

ued to see far more

signs of Kfe than ex-

pected. In open

water between ice

pans, Welch's group

lowered fine nets and

came up with loads of

weird, squirming zoo-

plankton: shrimplike

amphipods with big

eyes and long, grabby

legs; jeUyfish-like

ctenophores in the

shape of hot-air bal

oons, covered with

beating cUia; pointy,

transparent arrowworms

their black pincers loaded

with poison. When the

ship plowed through ice,

it would flip over floes to

expose invertebrates or|

cod grazing on the under-

sides. Crowds of glaucous guUs and black-legged kitti-i

wakes from nearby colonies appeared, as if out ofl

nowhere, to swoop into our wake and scarf down theMju-

newly exposed prey.

Fish biologist Crawford and his colleagues kept 400"

pounds of frozen squid, used for baiting hooks and

nets, stacked up next to the ship's cache of vaniUa icei^

cream. One time they hauled in a net with a few smaU/a

pk



cod, but by the time they got it on deck, one specimen

had been converted to a perfectly stripped skeleton.

"There's things down there that will eat anything soon

as it stops moving," Crawford commented. "I'm not

sure I want to know what some ofthem are." A video-

cam and hydrophone lowered to the bottom by Pete

Scheifele, a University of Connecticut bioacoustician,

gave us startling hve broadcasts of five-armed brittle

stars scuttling out of the way and swaying anemones

violently puUing in their tentacles as the camera ap-

proached.

My job was to stand in the howling wind on an

open deck and count marine mammals and birds with

DFO scientist Jim Reist. At places where the water

was shallow, dozens of massive, bottom-feeding

bearded seals had hauled themselves out onto small

chunks of ice. In deeper water, we saw smaller ringed

seals sitting next to breathing holes they'd knocked

through patches of new ice. The only seals thought to

survive here year-round, they scratch tenaciously at

these holes, through deepening ice, all winter.

As we headed deeper into the sound, progress

slowed. Leads became rarer, and the ship had to make

constant detours around massive floes. At night, we

were regularly jarred awake when the bow smashed

head-on into a pan of ice to open a path. For those of

us bunking below waterline, the next sound was of ice

scraping slowly along the hull, inches from our heads,

as the ship inched forward. I wondered it icebreakers

ever sprang leaks.

Signs of life began to thin, too. We were now well

past the big bird colonies around Resolute, and on

some days only one or two guOs tagged along. Bearded

seals thinned, then disappeared, and after a while, even

the hardy ringed seals became hard to find. There was

less plankton, and Scheifele's video images of the bot-

tom began showing mostly mud and rocks. Maybe this

place would turn out to be barren after all.

By September 7, we were following along a low

peninsula at the northern edge of the sound, where a

narrow lead presented the only route forward. Satellite

images and reconnaissance by the ship's helicopter

showed the sound's central channel choked with

closely packed ice fragments. If we entered, we could

be trapped—or worse. But the deep middle was where

the belugas had been tracked by radio telemetry in pre-

vious years. And beyond this lay Wynniatt Bay, where

50 many polar bears had been tracked. After much de-

;bate, the captain made a left-hand turn directly into

Ithe central ice mass.

Worming through narrow leads, we were soon sur-

rounded by infinitely beautiful seascapes: a shifting

archipelago of ice floes twisted and tortured to resem-

ble volcanoes. Viking ships, jawbones, Egyptian

obelisks, and limestone caves. In small, clear patches of

open water, the keels of some ice pans appeared deep

turquoise. The sky was overcast and leaden gray, but on

distant horizons aU around, bright sun spots pierced

through. It was deadly calm and quiet.

s we got near the center of Viscount

/A \ MelviUe Sound, something strange

I

L

\ \ began to happen: life reemerged. First,

my binoculars revealed a single ringed

aseal lying like a log on new ice. Then

another, and another. Soon the ship came to an area

dimpled with scores of their perfectly circular breath-

ing holes. A little farther on, Reist and I saw in the

snow on port side a winding line of gigantic footprints:

polar bear.

Three huge forms suddenly shot vertically out of

the water like ballistic missiles. By the time I had re-

covered my wits, people were running out on deck

with cameras. The missiles were harp seals—a species

scientists had never seen this tar west until this mo-

ment. They leaped out again, their blackish bodies sus-

pended momentarily in the air. A moment later the

water near them began to boil. Three, six, ten, thirteen

harps appeared, racing along in a tight pack ahead of

the ship. As we passed, they milled about nearby.

Throughout the day, we saw other pods ot them,

sometimes swimming placidly, other times bobbing up

partway out of the water to spy on us.

Unfortunately, the ship had to stop short of the

central trough; helicopter scouting showed the ice

ahead to be impenetrable, with blocks as big as apart-

ment houses tumbled on top of one another. The sci-

entists, unwiUing to give up, piled into the aircraft.

Scheifele took only a hydrophone. Eighteen miles

from the ship, over the deepest part of the trough, they

landed on a small floe and crawled on their bellies to

the edge. There, they beat a hole through the thin ice

with an iron bar and hand-winched sampling bottles

and the hydrophone into the black water. Scheifele

heard a clicking sound, as if a wheel of fortune were

spinning, then a long, eerie yowl—the unmistakable

phonations of belugas. During the next fifteen min-

utes, more whale sounds echoed: cicadas buzzing, ba-

bies crying, and carpenters hammering. These might

have been echolocation signals allowing the whales to

find breathing spots in the ice above or prey some-

where below. "I don't know what they were saying,"

said Scheifele. "I only know they were there."

Seals fearlessly popped out of a lead nearby to
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From the air,

scientists saw

what looked

like a river of

black ink—a

school of

2 billion

densely

packed arctic

cod, followed

by 2,000
beluga whales

and

uncountable

harp seals.

watch the humans. On the flight back to the ship, the

scientists could see them all over. When passing over

one football-shaped pan, they noticed the strange color

of the ice. Circling back, they saw why: a polar bear

was in the center, his head buried in the belly of a seal.

Purple entrails were spilling out, and both bear and ice

pan were covered with gore. The bear looked up at the

helicopter. We had found our hot spot, and now it was

time to get the heU out.

oving ice could zipper shut the

way back to the edge of the

sound's channel at any moment,

and we clearly were not going to

make it any farther along our

planned route; the ice stream was too powerful. We re-

treated the way we had come. After two days' hasty

backtracking, we were back near Resolute. From here

w^e turned south toward the mainland coast, down a

narrow passage called Peel Sound, where rocky cliffs

and hiUs were visible on both sides.

On the way, the water taken from the center of

Viscount Melville Sound was analyzed, and the scien-

tists' mouths dropped. Contrary to expectations that

the water just rushes through, chemical analysis

showed It stays thirty years or more down in the deep

center trough. There, it is. a balmy 33° F and loaded

with nutrients. This suggests that below the raging sur-

face currents, a big, quiet trap exists, where water cy-

cles around and collects aquatic Hfe. This would help

explain the bounty ofmammals on the surface. But we

stm had no idea what was down there, apart from the

beluga. "This is hke chapter three of a murder mys-

tery," said Carmack. "We know there's been a killing

and we have a few clues. But we just don't know who

did it yet."

Another tantalizing chapter was added as we neared

BeUot Strait, a twenty-mile-long cleft in the high

promontories along Peel Sound. Cutting cleanly

through a huge north-south peninsula, Bellot Strait is

the shortest water route from east to west. It is the true

Northwest Passage, as well as the first place north of

Tierra del Fuego where flowing Pacific waters meet

Atlantic tides. If, somewhere on the earth, the ship-de-

stroying Scylla and Charybdis of Greek mythology are

ahve, this might be their abode. Westerly currents pour

through the passage with terrifying velocity, alternately

boosted by or colliding with tides from the east.

"Whirlpools and sharp rocks await unwary voyagers,

and ice floes are said to shoot out of the mouth ofBel-

lot Strait like bowUng balls.

Vessels stay away, but the strait is another place

where wildlife gathers. Radio-

tagged belugas have been tracked

concentrating outside it, and trav- 5

elers have reported seeing large

flocks of seabirds. Perhaps nutrients

concentrate there because the con-

stant violence roils up sediments and

organic matter, or because such differ-

ent water masses mix. These are

guesses, but the motion definitely

maintains a polynya—a year-round

patch of open water—that accommo-

dates a wide range of creatures.

As we passed by the entry to the fear-

some cleft, ringed seals suddenly became

visible in large numbers on the ice. A
mother polar bear trailing two cubs heaved

into view off starboard. Soon after, a single

male was spotted off port side stalking along

the ice a quarter mile away. Welch was stand-

ing on the fantail trying to count the crowd of

guUs and kittiwakes diving to grab fish uncov-

ered by our passage. While looking down at the

snow along our moving huU, I saw a forty-foot-

long pinkish groove flecked with raw tissue and

flanked by footprints. This was one murder mys-

tery easily solved: a polar bear had killed a seal,

then dragged the body between its legs to a more

convenient dining spot. A while later, we spotted

the blackened skeleton of another seal on the ice,

stamped down all around by the footprints of scav

ending arctic foxes.
\

Deeper investigation of this place would have to-

wait. The captain was now mostly concerned wi

getting us into clear water on the other side of the p,

sage, and we were making no more stops. At the boi

torn of Peel Sound, we approached the place whe|^

Franklin's ships are thought to have gone down. Heii

we sailed by a series of bare, eerie rocks incongruoua^

called the Tasmania Islands. I later learned they wej"

named for colonial residents of that New Zealand ii

who, like others around the British Empire, co-

tributed funds to the search for the lost hero so lor

ago. This lifeless terrain was what they found.

Dead ahead, a dark object was sticking out of ti;

ice. As we pulled within a few yards, I saw a batter

cylinder of wood about a foot and half long, as I

around as a man's thigh. A nineteenth-century shi

spar? Drifi3,vood carried by river from a Siberian

Canadian forest into the Arctic Ocean? We'd ne\

know; the Louis nudged the ice, and the wood slow]

folded underneath, not to be seen again



Leads open in the

ice in spring and

summer, providing

travel corridors and

breathing space for

ii'liales and seals.
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Wefound ha' standing by a low acacia tree, her horns backlit by the morning sm

Maria is extraordinarily svveet, for a

rhinoceros. I \^tI1 always be gratefiil for

her part in my education in the

particular and subtle language of the

African bush. Last year. I traveled to Kenya's Tsavo East

National Park to paint \Mldlife and was soon enchanted

by the landscape. The broad band of the Yalta Plateau

rose a thousand feet above my campsite. Blo\A'n

ever\'\vhere by the wind, brick-red dust from the

park's lateriric soil colored the brush and its inhabitants,

coating elephants and leaves alike. But as beautifiJ as

the area was, the thick brush made it difficult to

approach the animals. Even when I could get within

painting distance, the animals tended to run away.

I had a frustrating first week, but then Kenya

Wildlife Ser\ace rangers from the park's Rhino
Release Program kindly undertook my education.

These rangers monitor the black rhinos that have

been introduced into the park since the program

began in 1993. (In the 1980s, intense poaching and
severe drought had virtually eliminated Tsavo 's

original black rhino population.) The rangers use

radio collars to monitor the movements of the

introduced rhinos, and when the transmitters run

out, they track the animals the old-fashioned wav

—

on toot. I was to walk with them.

iMaria, with her unusual tolerance of people, had
chosen the immediate \icinity of the release program's

base camp as her home range. The rangers refer to her

as "iMother of the Camp" and consider her proximin-

Looking for



she pricked up her ears and turned to face us. Then she lay down for a nap.

Maria Story and paintmgs by Deborah Ross
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The rangers taught me how to keep downwind of the animals, how to read "hu.

^"^^^
a sign of good luck. And so she seemed for me, too. On
my very first day out with the rangers, we found her

standing by a low acacia tree, her horns backlit by

the morning sun as she pricked up her ears and

turned to face us. After watching us for a while,

Maria sighed and lay down for a nap. It was ten

in the morning, and the sun was hot. My guide

said it was time to leave Maria to her rest.

As we trekked back to camp, I was

thrilled and oprimistic about the coming

days. Litde did I know that x\vo months of

searching would pass before we would meet

up with Maria again. But the process ot

looking for her proved enormously

rewarding, and soon the search captured my

svtl*' *;,^

c:a

^^



ript," and—perhaps most important—how to move silently through the bush.
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full attention. My guides taught me how to keep

downwind of animals (it helps to kick up a small

cloud of dust and check which way the wind blows

it), how to read "bush script" (telling the age of a

footprint, for example, by the sharpness of its edges),

and—perhaps most important—how to move silently

through the bush.

As we tracked Maria, we encountered many of the

other animals living in this dense and magical

landscape: a crocodile slipped into a water hole at our

approach, and a startled yellow-billed stork flew off; a

hippo, objecting to our intrusion, burst out of a small

pool and lumbered away. We also followed giraffe

tracks circlmg round and round an acacia and read the

movements ot a large snake slithering across the road.

Once, our own passage through the brush flushed

out a pair of grouse. Sergeant Richard Eleu,

the ranger who took charge ofmy bush

education, knelt down, pointing out what

at first appeared to be a cluster of leaves

at the base of a small bush but turned

out to be four grouse chicks

huddling together, camouflaged

in their stillness.

On my last day with the

rangers. Sergeant was determined

that I would see Maria one more

time. (As a mark of respect for hi

long service protecting rhinos all

over Kenya, everyone referred to

Sergeant by his tide.) We
followed her tracks, confident we
would find her when she stopped

for her midmorning nap. But

10:00 A.M. came and went, and

still the tracks went on. Soon the

tracks revealed that Maria had

joined up with two other rhinos,

known to the rangers as Ruto

and 284. We made our way up a

small rise and chmbed some

rocks that gave us a 360-degree

view of the surrounding plain.

No rhinos in sight. Disappointed,

we began to retrace our steps. And
there, on the trail, were the rhino

tracks, overlapping ours. The rhinos

had sneaked around behind us.

Redoubling our efforts, we soon heard

loud chewing just beyond us in the bush.

We crept silently, circling around the sound until we
were downwind. Then Sergeant beckoned to me to

climb on top of a termite mound, and there was

Maria, looking petite and sweet next to 284, a huge

rhino known to have a bad temper and a tendency to

charge. With her ears pitched forward in my
direction, 284 was snorting and looking very

ominous.

The setting was not conducive to painting, but

fortunately I had my camera with me. Sergeant urged

me to take some pictures. The clicks ofmy Nikon

seemed alarmingly loud. It was time to leave. D
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When the

earth was

very young,

and the

land was

everywhere

rock, it

must have

looked like

Chile's

Atacama

Desert.
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Undaunted by

severe drouahts,

Eulychnia cactus,

below, survives in

Pan de Azi'icar

National Park,

"the blooming

garden of the

Atacanta.

"

Chile's
Pan de Aziicar Narional

Park is the simplest sort of land-

scape, where every feature has

the dean profile of a paper

cutout: a heave of black slabs; a

hogback ridge; a naked, scrap-

heap mountain standing in its

awn debris. The park lies at the edge of the Atacama

Desert on Chile's northern coast, where the Pacific

Ocean rolls in long, gray breakers that smack and foam

onto the headlands.

If the bald desert isn't enough to repel visitors, the

road there should be. It's lousv. Taxi driver Mario Ver-

acas, who's ferrying me from Chaharal, seventeen

miles south of the park, hates the corrugated dirt road

that makes his Htde Che\y shudder and the sun visors

flop do^^^l and his dashboard Bible skid to the floor.

When a deep drift of sand appears, he mutters. "This

part is bad,"' then slows do\Mi so much that we can't

possibly make it through.

'^'hich is why my first close look at the Atacama is

from my knees, digging beneath the taxi. I ask Mario if

there are any plants nearby that we could tear up and

toss beneath the tires for traction. "Only cactus," he

says. "It has not rained in two years." I keep digging.

ica's Death Valley receives less than nvo inches of rah

annually—a sniffle of moisture—^buc that's one hun

dred times wetter than some reaches of the Atacama

where rainfall averages only .02 inches a year, as clos-

to rainless as is known on this planet. Most years ther

is not a drop. From the perspective of a thirsty anima

or plant, there w no rain. The perfect desert.

Mario calls it the "tranquil desert," although afte

he guns his taxi out of the sand, he's too ner\-ous t<

drive much farther. He stops, eyes my backpack, anc

says, ""Only nine kilometers to the park headquarters.

I get out. shoulder the pack, and leave Mario behinc

The afternoon sun is low and swollen, and the flutei

stems of cactuses catch halos of yellow light in thei

At least I'm stuck where I'd long wanted to go. Deserts

are my natural habitat, and the Atacama is the driest of

them all.

Some plants and animals do survive in Pan de Azu-

car and in other relatively "fertile" patches of the Ata-

cama"s 54,000-square-inile expanse. Elsewhere, the

desert stretches out bone-drv and sterile. North Amer-



spines. I have the road to myself for the next two

hours, then stop and make camp amid a jumble ofdark

boulders. On a planet that I usuaUy experience as

buzzing and hopping with life, I spend the night feel-

ing very alone.

A
few days earlier, riding on a bus north

out of Santiago, I opened the windows

as we entered the drylands, and I felt

my skin tighten. The tall poplars out-

side the capital gave way to scrubby aca-

cias clipped into umbrella shapes by hard-luck goats.

Farther north, the acacias quit the hillsides to inhabit

only the folds between, the sandy arroyos holding

buried traces of the last rain. It felt as if we were head-

ing south from Los Angeles to Mexico's Baja Califor-

nia. It wasn't just the bus driver's choice of music—the

yelping trumpets of Mexican mariachis. Chile's 2,700-

mile stretch along the Pacific is dry toward the equator

and wet toward the pole, mirroring the run from the

Pacific Northwest to Mexico's Baja. The dark forests

of southern Chile hold all the gloom and drip of

Washington's Olympic Peninsula. Central Chile shares

southern California's easy weather and groves of exotic

eucalyptus. In northern Chile, the desert takes hold.

One reason for the aridity is the cordillera of the

Andes, Chile's eastern frontier. With peaks nearly

23,000 feet high, the Andes force winds to cool and

Tlie Atacama

Desert, left, with

the Andes in the

background.

EnoughJog rolls in

from the Pacific to

sustain intermittent

communities of

plants and animals

along tlie coast.

Chile, Bohi'ia, and

Peru fought in the War

of the Pacific, 1879 to

1883. over the

Alacama's sodium

nitratefields, aboiv.

Chile won.
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Tlie naturally

mummified

remains ofan

Atacameno Indian

are on display at

the archeological

museum of San

Pedro de Atacama.

Having observed

the desert's

desiaating effects,

the coastal

Chinchorro people

developed elaborate

artificial

mummification

processes.

drop whatever water they carry onto the mountains,

depriving Chile of rain from the Atlantic. The Pacific,

too, offers no relief. Fifty miles off Chile's coast, the

Pacific is as much as 26,000 feet deep. The Humboldt

(Peru) Current sweeping north from the sub-Pacific

Antarctic stirs up the black chill of the submarine

trenches. Pan de Aziicar is as close to the equator as

Miami, Florida, yet the water here is so frigid that the

park harbors a colony of Humboldt penguins. Cold

water next to warm land doesn't make rain; the fog

moves onshore and evaporates like the morning dew.

Equally desiccating is a phenomenon that has its

origins in the Tropics, where air biHowmg over the

equatorial zones rises, cools, and drops its rain. Devoid

of moisture, the air then hustles along at great altitudes

for several thousand miles before sinking; the places

this air descends on are among the most arid on earth:

the Empty Quarter of Arabia, the Skeleton Coast of

Africa's Namib Desert, and the Atacama. It's hard to

believe that an invisible mass of sinking air can render

the Pacific's rainmaking powers impotent, but it does,

sitting atop the cold, persistent fog hke oO on water.

Along the coast of Peru, north of the Atacama, the

Humboldt Current is occasionally displaced by warm

currents associated with El Niiio. The fog breaks,

warm marine air spirals up into thunderheads, and

storms begin. But without El Nino, survival in the At-

acama hinges on how long you can wait.

Walking through the Atacama

Desert, you hear only the

crunch of gravel underfoot.

Most landscapes have a voice:

prairies shush in the wind, jun-

gles pant and groan, forests titter; the Atacama holds its

breath. The morning after my first lonely night here, 1

hike under a Ud of dull fog, over sleek foothills of pul-

verized rock, at the foot of mountains as dark as burnt

brownies. Poking out of the dirt are some of Pan de

Azucar's fourteen species of cactus. They include

chubby barrels of the genus Copiapoa that all lean

north: by aiming their head at the sun's zenith, they

keep their sides cooler. For a hat, they wear a reflective

coating ofwax. The clusters of spindly columned Euly-

chnia are two meters high and can't lean without falling

fiat. Like Arizona's senita (Lophocerens) cactus, the Euly-

chnia copes with severe droughts by abandoning whole

limbs. Each Eulychnia is surrounded by a sad heap of

discarded arms.

Not all is cactus. Hidden in a shallow arroyo is a

bunch of succulent leaves of the heroic Nolana—

"heroic" because it manages the unimaginable, to

flower here. Like Zorba the Greek, the Nolana is deter-

mined to have sex to the end. Of course, it is no more

"determined" than stone. Yet how else to describe the

nerve and grit of desert Ufe? In more humid climes, life

appears an everyday accident. Here it seems stubborn,

and very clever.

For instance, virtually all plants

need carbon dioxide, water, and

sunUght to make food. The trou-

ble is, when the sun is out, the

heat is on, and there's no way to

allow the carbon dioxide in with-

out letting some water out. How-

ever, some species of Nolana and

cactus have hit on an answer: they

take up carbon dioxide during the

cool of night and store it in the

form of malic acid, then complete

photosynthesis during the day

without opening their pores. It

sounds simple, but it's no less ele-

gant than designing a car engine

that takes in and stores oxygen

twelve hours before it needs it to

combust gasoline—a feat that

might be accompUshed, given a

few million years of tinkering. It's

the stuff of evolution.

Although relatively recent

glacial episodes caused rainfall to

increase briefly in the Atacama,

the desert has been hyperarid for at

least the last 13 to 15 million years

when, stratigraphic records show,

water-borne sediments stopped HE'::^^!^^^

accumulating in its basins. This

desert remains a testing ground for

the toughest plants and the wiliest

animals. I'll never see the Ata-

cama's leaf-eared mouse (Phyllotis),

probably because it, too, is waiting

for the rain, for a spurt of vegeta-

tion, for seeds to eat. In the mean-

time, it turns down its metabolism,

not simply resting but achieving a state of torpor tha

would do a swami proud. Its body temperature sink

thirty-five degrees Fahrenheit and its need for food anc

water drops to one-tenth of normal. That's what i

takes to survive.

When I arrive at Pan de Aziicar park headquarters

I expect the ranger to be a sort of desert rat. Instead,



meet David Marchant, a wrinkle-free young man with

eyes the color of kelp. He gives me a tour of the official

cactus garden and of the solar still that turns salt water

to fresh. The pelicans and guUs that shriek and swoop

above the crash of the surf are our only company. Pan

de Azucar, says Marchant, is the blooming garden of

the Atacama. On the other side of the coastal moun-

:ains, he warns, there is nothing.

Nothing?

"Here the plants drink the fog," he says. "In the

Tiorning, the earth is damp. Twenty kilometers away

irom the sea—no fog, no plants, nothing for many

f
lundreds of kilometers. You will see if you leave the

l^ark by the other road, to the east." I do, on the back

of his motorcycle, clinging to Marchant like a limpet

so my pack won't flip me backward as he charges

through the sandpits. He drops me off near the last of

the Nolana plants, at the Pan-American Highway that

crosses the fijll 600 miles of the Atacama from Copiapo

to Arica. For much of this length, wherever the moun-
tains are high enough to cool and condense the fog,

there are coastal fog communities of plants and ani-

mals. Inland, several basins that collect floodwaters

from the Andes support mesquite trees (Prosopis). But

between the Andes and the coastal mountains there is

only a single stream, the Rio Loa, and a handful of

oases. I stick out my thumb and catch a ride to the dri-

est reaches of the Atacama.

1
' perhaps one thousand people, have ex-

acdy two reasons to venture into the

surrounding desert: the town dump and

the rock quarry. Isabel Charcas, matron

of the local inn, peers out at the desert between the

branches of a mango tree she's watering, but there's not

much to see. A terrific wind has joined the earth and

sky in a heaving cloud of dust. Isabel drags a gushing

hose to an orange tree. She deftly twists off a fruit.

"Here, have an orange."

It's very hard to leave Pica. I like the orchards, the

jacaranda trees with their sexy purple blooms, and the

church that is merely a ramada with a cane roof de-

signed for shade alone, as if to remind you that heaven

IS closer than rain. The cane grows at springs where

water that has percolated down from the Andes

through gravel is brought to the surface by a lens of

impermeable rock beneath the town. This sUver of

L^eologic luck has been enhanced by eight miles of in-

dustrious burrowing by the locals, resulting in a net-

work of underground canals like those in the deserts of

Chinese Turkestan and Iran.

These tunnels are hard work, but the water is

worth it. It's one hundred miles south from Pica to the

W\o Loa. It's another hundred miles south to the next

sizable oasis town, San Pedro de Atacama, where there

are scattered artifacts of the Atacameiian culture reach-

ing back at least 1 1 ,000 years. Descendants of the Ata-

cameno persist, although it's remarkable that they sur-

vived the water of San Pedro, which has arsenic levels

of over 600 micrograms per liter, more than eleven

times the maximum allowed by the United States En-

vironmental Protection Agency. Pica's water is good

water, says Isabel, as she fills my jugs. I thank her and

tromp out of town. Once I'm out fi-om beneath the

canopy of trees and into the murk ofblowing crud, the

he residents of Pica, an oasis town of

Travel and
Reading
Pan dc Azucar

National Park is off

the I'an-Aincrican

Hiolni'ay. sivailicn

miles norili of the

town qj Chanaral. Il
"
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'

is accessible hy car—if
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determined; be jH
preparedfor deep sand -£^
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ii'ater is available at

the headquarters
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230 miles to the
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National Reserve,
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Atacama" (American
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Tlie main plaza in

Pica, below, an

oasis town in the

northern Atacama

town soon fades from a scarab-green blip in the desert

to a smudge of khaki. Then it's gone.

An odd feeling, walking out into a clearly hostile

place, but I have a compass and need only walk in one

direction today and the reverse tomorrow. I choose

115 degrees east-southeast, past the quarry and a

whitewashed wooden cross garnished with palm fronds

trembhng in the gusts. A bit farther and everytliing is

dust and stone, with a veneer of sand scalloped by the

wind. The stones are brown fragments, with occasional

black cHnkers the size ofmy shoe.

Soil inicrobiologists have found the wind-borne

spores of Bacilhis bacteria in the Atacama, but that's

about it. No dung beetles, no threads of fungal hyphae,

no decomposition. Philip Rundel, of the University of

California, Los Angeles, is working on the physiology

of the genus Nolana. He figured that the chalky re-

mains of dead plants he had found were maybe hun-

dreds of years old. He did not expect what his prelimi-

nary radiocarbon dates told him—that some of the

plants had keeled over several thousand years ago.

The aridity that allows such feats of preservation

also gives humans a fair shot at a kind of immortality.

The Chinchorro, the ancient fisherfolk of the Atacama

AtaMina Desert,

far fit','!,', ims

described by

Charles Daiwin as

"so useless a

country.

"

coast, developed elaborate burial rituals after they no-

ticed that their deceased didn't rot but instead mummi-
fied. Their dead, according to anthropologist Bernardo

T. Arriaza, "were literally disassembled and recon-

structed." Organs were removed, skeletons reinforced,

skin sewn back on. With nothing in the soil to cause

remains to decompose, the Chinchorro mummies have

lasted far longer than the Chinchorro: the oldest 1

mummies so far discovered are 9,000 years old.

And that was at the relatively moist fringe of the
, |

Atacama, along the Pacific. It's drier here, away from if

the foggy coast, and I remember Ranger Marchant'; :j

words: "There is nothing." The proof comes as the '.

wind fades and the dust settles, like a veil dropping, :i

The landscape emerges, the elemental landscape that
.j

underhes all others. A plain in Nebraska, a hollow ir
|

Virginia, the Big Sur coast of California—if thesql'l

places were burned clean of Ufe, hit with wind and su

for a millennium or two, and stripped to bald ridges

then they might look like this: bedrock buried unde

the crumbs of erosion, not a freckle of green, nothini

to give a clue as to what's near or far. The sun sinks h

degrees into a vague horizon, the lurid globe takin

the day with it. I hear the compass in my pocket clack

ing against pesos, hear my breathing.

The desert is powerflil because it is so simple,

brute. "I arrive at last at your wild mineral silence,'

wrote the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda. I imagine hi

was drawn by the Atacama 's blank face. As geographei

Isaiah Bowman recorded in 1924: "I was delighted t

find all my expectations of desert scenery realized. Fo

the first fifty miles there was but a single spot where

natural growth of green could be seen." I once be-

heved that all deserts are good deserts, clean ani

bright, but what I see before me are heaps of grit th

color of cement, shoved around by the wind. At Pai

de Aziicar, as at my Arizona home, each weird plan

and panting rodent and croaking bird is a success

something to bhnk and marvel at. Here in the heart o

the Atacama, aridity is the only winner.

It's getting cold fast. Making camp is easy: stop, p

out mat and sleeping bag, he down. There are no ant

to bother my dinner of cheese, onion, and bread. If

had hay fever, this would be paradise. Solace come

with a swallow of wine and the words of my bedtimi

book, Charles Darwin's account of his voyage on thi

H.M.S. Beagle. "It was almost a pity," he wrote of thi

Atacama in 1835, "to see the sun shining constantly

over so useless a country." My little oil lamp attracts

lacewing that must have flitted over from Pica. My de-

hght is aU out of proportion to this half inch of gree;

insect with blond wings—as if a condor had landed.

The next morning, in the cheery Hght ofdawn, m;

camp looks like a finger painting, a brilliant tussle ol

blue sleeping bag, orange mat, green pack. I eat fou

oranges that Isabel gave me, pack up, and explore a bi

then turn tail for Pica. I won't miss the Atacama, bu|

there's pleasure in knowing that biology texts are right

Without water, there is no life.

J,





Discovery Tours

the World with

the American Museum
of Natural History

Since 1869, the American

Museum ofNatural History

has sponsored thxmsands of

scientific expeditions around

the globe in an effort to

unravel the world's greatest

mysteries. It is this passion

to discover and to

understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational

travel program.

Participants in the

Discovery Tours travel

program have the unique

opportunity to explore the

world with Museum

scientists as they continue to

uncover new insights into

the nature of life on earth.

Since 1953, over 12,000

Museum travelers have

participated in Discovery

Tours to some ofthe world's

greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological sites and

cultural centers.

n U i c> L d

Fire & Ice: Islands of the Bering

Sea - Cold Bay to Petropavlovsk

June 20 -July 6, 1998

From $6,690 to $11,890

Voyage to the North Pole

July 16 -August 1,1998

From $18,950 -$23,950

Exploring the Dalmatian Coast

July 22 -August 3, 1998

From $5,795 - $6,295

Exploring Alaska's Coastal

Wilderness

July25-August 1,1998

From $3,070 to $4,470

Egypt: Cruising the Nile

October 12-26, 1998

Estimated from $6,390

Journey of Odysseus: Retracing

the Ancient Mediterranean

October 16-30, 1998

$6,395 -$13,995

Enchanting India: Bombay to

Singapore Aboard the

Song of Flower

November 15 -December 6, 1998

Estimated from $7, 1 95 - $ 1 1 ,095

The Galapagos Islands

January 8 -20, 1999

Estimated from $5,290

Among the Great Whales:

A Whale Watching Expedition

to Baja California and the

Sea of Cortez

February 6 -14, 1999

Estimated from $2,790 - $4,190

S Discovery Tours

AiiieiicanMuseinn of
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 Fax (212) 769-5755

Monday-Friday 9am-5pm Eastern Time

Call for a complete listing of our 1998/1999 tours.

Please mention ad code #7250498.

The Amazon:

Discovering Untamed Wonders

March6-13, 1999

March 13-20, 1999

March 27 -April 3, 1999

Estimated from $2,250

TRAIN TRIPS

Montana: Big Sky Country by Rail

June 9- 17, 1998

From $3,190- $4,990

Across Canada By Private Train

September 1-9, 1998

From $4,990 -$7,890

The Ancient Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia By Train

September 18 -October 10, 1998

From $8,990 to $11,980

LAND PROGRAMS
Southern Africa: Last of the Wild

June 3 -19, 1998

$6,695

Digging for Dinosaur Fossils in

the Rocky Mountains

of Montana

July4-ll, 1998

$1,250

Africa's Great Rift Valley:

Ethiopia to South Africa By

Private Plane

September 10-29, 1998

$14,995

Prehistoric Caves and Medieval

Castles of Southern France

September 17-30, 1998

Estimated from $5,575

Peru Expedition

September 25 - October 9, 1998

From $4,995

Ethiopia: The Heart of African

Civilization

September 26 - October 11, 1998i

Estimated from $5,450

Himalayan Kingdoms: Nepal,

Tibet and Bhutan

September 28 - October 18. 199S

Estimated from $6,900

Lost Cities of Asia and the

Near East By Private Jet

October 27 - November 20, 1998'

March 1-26. 1999

$27,950

Oaxaca: Archaeology, Arts and

Traditions

November7-14. 1998

Estimated from $2,590

Voyage to Antarctica

January 28 - February 1 1

,

Prices TBD
1999

FAMILY PROGRAIVi

The Mighty Columbia:

A Sternwheeler River Cruise irj

the Pacific Northwest
{

June 26 -July 4, 1998 !

From $2,090 to $4,850
j

France: A Family Barge Advem'^e

July 10-21,1998

From $3,495 to $4,295 I

Holidays in Kenya:

A Family Safari I

December 20 - January 3, 1999

Estimated from $5,900
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CANADA'S ATLANTIC COAST-Not
manv places on eai'ili laii liuast the

world-class adventures you'll find on

Canada s Atlantic Coast, made up of

Nova Scotia. New Brunswick.

Newfoundland. Labrador, and Prince

Edward Island. In fact, tliree of the

precious L^TiSCO \\ orld Heritage

sites are found here.

The first: L",\nse Aua Meadows

National Historic Site in Labrador.

The place where the Norse \'ikings

first set foot in North America, it's a

fascinating trip back to the Iron Age as

you explore the turf-walled buildings,

walk the rugged landscape, and

experience life much as it was

ten centuries ago.

On Newfoimdland is Gros

Mome National Park.

LMESCO's second site. StiU

fjords nm deep between steep

granite waUs. -500-miUion-\ ear-

old rock—Uterally the earth's

mantle exposed by tectonic

upheaval-4s a playgroimd for

arctic hares, woodland caribou.

The third Heritage Site i-

Lunenberg. Nova Scotia. ^ lii -

map of what is now kno^s-n as

"Old ToviTi" has not changed

since 17-53. .\ walk alone the

Whatever the moments of

discovery-and part of the thrill of

travel is to find your own-they

remain indelible throughout a

lifetime. Here are a handful of

destinations where such

possibilities for "childish delight"

are nearly infinite. Be prepared

for astonishment and wonder.

streets reveals imique architecfiu-al

stTides. such as "The Lunenberg

Lump.

-And on Prince Edward Island, the

largest continuous marine span bridge

in the world connects the Island with

mainland Canada. It's now easier than

ever to see the mysterious red-clay

cUffs and explore unspoUed salt

marshes, sand dunes, and rare birds.

Forfree Adventure Guide and Touring

Planner. Call 1-500-365-2627. operator 633.

NEW BRUNSWICK-For awesome

forces of nature, look no further than

the Bay of Fimdy in New
Bnms\i-ick. Canada. For perhaps

II' iw here else on earth are these

1' nees more palpable-or more

accessible. Situated on the

conrinent s Grand Atlantic Coast,

this reniarkalale bodv of water is

home to die highest tides on

earth.to 350 mdhon years' worth

of natural liistor\-. and to whales-

-those supreme mammals. You'll

find more different kinds

here—the humpback, the min ke.

the right, and the finback—not to

menrion porpoises and dolphins.

\ isitors can experience the Bay's



For your FREE Canadian Adventure Journals
Call 1-888-443-5555 op#i8 toll-free. Or fill this in:

Name

Address_

Citj' State -Zip_

e-mail address

Mail to:

Canadian Adventure Journals
P.O. Box 9018
Jericho, NY 115753-9521

or visit us on-line at:

travelcanada.ca ^ A W I A rN A
(offer only \'alid in tlie L'.S. ) L. A IN A UA
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EXPLBRE
POCONO

Pennsylvania's

Pocono Mountains
offer unsurpassed

natural areas...

state parks, fishing,

hiking, bicycling,

watchable

wildlife, and
more. Experience

this world of

i woodlands,
waterways, rare

plants and natural wonders.

Call 1-800-762-6667* and
ask for your FREE Poconos
and Northeast Pennsylvania

Outdoors Discovery Map.

*1-8OO-P0CONOS
http:/ / www.poconos.org

Pocono Mountains Vacation Bureau
1004 Main St., Box NH, Stroudsburg, PA 18360

CARBON, MONROE, PIKE i WAYNE COUNTIES

-Lennsyivania Memories k* a liletune'

Unique and Enriching

TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

Best of

PERU

BELIZEAN
Adventure

KENYA
Walking
Safari

Via Verde

COSTA
,

RICA $1,040
Com quoted are land only

A"so South Africa, Tanzania,
Uganda, Honduras, Guatemala,
Gaiapagos isSands

Guided, Package & Custom Tours

1 1 days

$2,477

9 days

$1,067

12 days

$2,297

ROOK
\\'vv\v.holbrooktravei.i

-458-71 n
Offering you the world since 1 974

power and wonder by traveling

through three Eco-Zones: The Fundy

Aquarium Eco-Zone. noted for whales

and other wildlife; the Saint John

Geological Eco-Zone, teeming with

natural histoiy; and the Tidal

Experience Eco-Zone, the best vantage

point for these astonishing high tides.

Bay of Fundy offers hearty as well as

'soft ' adventurers the opportunity for

sea kayaking, whale-watching, hiking,

and a great deal more. World-class

attractions, such as The Hopewell

Rocks and Fundy National Park.

Nova SCOTIA-TIus provinces

warm relationship with the sea

(a visitor is never more than .56

kilometers away from the shore) has

made Nova Scotia a rich and ^avid

destination. A btrrly and aggressive

coastline shelters many fishing villages

among its bays and inlets. By contrast,

in the Annapolis Valley, gentle farm

country fairly bursts with sprmgtime

apple blossoms.

For cit)' life, the Halifax-Dartmoutli

area bustles. Near one of the world's

largest natmal harbors, Hahfax brims

with historic properties, dating from

1800 to 1905. (A Titanic display at

the city's Maritime Musetun has

become more popular than ever,

thanks to the recent movie's sudden

success.) And the Museum of Natural

llistoiy has several adjuncts

thioughout the province to bring the

history, wildlife, geology, and peoples

of the area to vivid life.

An excursion to Cape Breton Island.

at the provuice's north-east end, is also

imperative. Remote and imposing, the

island boasts a rocky coast and an

interior of mountains, rivers, and

lakes. The islands Higliland National

Park has some of the country's most

spectacular terrain. Hiking and cycling

(biU not for amateitrs) are splendid

ways to take full advantage of the

scenery, and there are several sites for

first-class whale watchmg.

Great britain-so you think you

know the British Isles? As perhaps

the most favored destination of all for

sopliisticated travelers. Great Britain

has earned its sterlmg reputation

vilth a host of classic sites.

M
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But take the coiuitn' for granted at

voiu" owTi peiill Chances are thero niP

countless liiddeu treasures tlu-oughoui

the kingdom waiting to be explored:

museiuns. manor homes, stone ciicles.

galleries, castles, abbeys, and

gardens—a truly distuictive arrav of

in\'itiiiglv imexplored sites.

Take the Callanish Standuig Stones,

for example, on Scotland s Isle of

Lewis. Standing for some 4.000 years,

dieu- mysteries intact, diey have in\'ited

speculation that thev relate to the monn

in ways diat Stonehenge is said to

relate to the sun. Or the CasterUgg

Stone Circle in England's north

countn . a renmant of an ancient

culture's rehgious ceremonies.

And. of com'se. the castles: Eastnor.

vdxh its faii'\iale settuig m
Herefordshire. Wales" Cardiff Castle, a

flamboyant Xeo-Gothic gem. Or Corfe

Castle, a splendid ruin with dark

liistoiic associations.

Exploring Britain's less-traveled

corners can be an exliilaratmg wav to

re\isit an old and cheiished friend.

WYOMING-Brawny, colorful.

expan6i\ e. and diverse. 'Wyoming

embraces broad, open praities.

awesome moimtain ranges, and the

classic splendors of Yellowstone.

Lstead of the BTitain everyone kno'

discover its hidden treasures.
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\\ itii pleasures for the casual visitor

and challenges for the most adventure-

minded, the state represents the West

in all of its glory.

Its Southern tier is marked by the

fascinations of Cheyenne and Laramie

and their irresistible Wild West

associations. Flaming Gorge National

Recreation Area—so named for its fierv

red sandstones—offers hikinu, boating.

crnss-coniUrv skiing, and camping

amid its spectacidar scenery. Look, too.

lor a paiiiipK (if w ildlilr: mdiisc.

an(eliip<', elk. and occasionalK blacL

bear and mouMfain lion.

Here, too, is the Snow y Range,

whose Scenic Byway is llie |5crl'ect i-onle

lor discovering cam]igr(ninds, ski areas,

and the hot-springs resort of Saratoga.

Yellowstone, the world's firs!

national paik. is the crown jewel of lln-

park s\strm. W ilh some 250 active

geysers, and the largest concentration

of mammals in the lower 48 states

(inchiding grizzly bear, bison, and

Rocky Mountain elk), Yellowstone

remains an uiiforgettal:>le and

unmissable destination in itself, h is

rivaled for sheer l;)eainy (and first-class

birding) by the Grand Teton National

Park. To the east, it's the Bighorn

Canyon National Recreation Area,

where hiking, ca\ing. and vidldhfe-

spotting are perennial favorites.

THE POCONO MOUNTAINS-Named
by the non-profit conservation agency,

The Nature Conservancy, as "one of the

Wdild > la^l great pla(•(•^.' tin- I'm mihi

Miinijtains is among those coz\ secrets

lliat true nature lovers like to keep to

themselves. 'I liis 2.-l-()()-si|.-mile region

iiestlefl in the uorllieast corner of

l'enns\ Kaiiia is a treasnre trove of

if Britain's most

sigKts are beco

j^tpf

tKe Grand Tour of Britain's

Hidden Treasures. It's a

coJJecl-ion of lesser Jcnovyn

;fascinating country
f- ,

"

ises and gardens, castJes,

abbeys and museums, put

together for tJie seasone<'

traveler, many of wKicJi

are accessibJe with the

Great British Heritage Pass.

For your free Grand Tour

and Heritage Pass brochures,

call 1-800-395-726S. And

get off the beaten P

path on your next .

British vacation. L '

'^'^

1 - 8 - 3 9 S - ,:

y/ww.visitbrit- a i
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n COME SHARE OUR WORLD 2»ythe^

Bosro.v;

e've packed a thousand

seacoast adventures into this

free 368-page Doers' and

Dreamers" Guide. Lose yourself in

the sounds of the surf and the salt

sea air. Hunt fossils along a rock\-

shore. Feast on seafood fresh from tlie

deep. .\11 in an island-like pro\ince where

you're never more than 35 minutes from the sea. Call

for youifree guide today and book accommodations

ranging from cozv" B&Bs to liDOiiy hotels at the same time

Remember - your money's ^\ortli a lot more herel

Get Your FREE guide todav!

1-800-565-0000 NO
Ask for Operator # Two bttp://explore.gov. ns. ca/iirtualns

wildlife, rare plants, and a host of

natiual wonders.

-\nd even secrets can contain secrets.

Nature Consen ancy has identified

"Hidden Treasures among the

Poconos boundaries. There's Big Bear

Swamp, home to black bear, porcupine,

beaver, and songbirds. Fossil Trail has

been didabed "an outdoor classroom."

filled with all manner of natural

beaim-. from hemlock gorges and

w aterfaUs to ponds and shale barrens.

\\ oodboimie Forest Trail « ends

tlirough 600 acres to give the Wsitor a

feel of the \Trgin woods that once

covered most of the state. Lakeside

Trail includes Tobvhanna State Park,

resident to most of the ^arieties of

Pocono mammals—bobcat, covoie.

otter, and bear among them. And the

Ledgedale Xatiual -\rea is a 100-acre

forest preserve overlooking Lake

^ allenpaupack. whose hdls bin-st with

briUiant spring flow ers.

All told there are seven state parks.

"2.000 acres of state forests, state game

lands, and the Delaware ^\ ater Gap
National Recreation area.

MONGOLIA-Mongoha offers one of

the most midiluted and haimting

glimpses into the past as can be found

on eartli. With one of tlie last nomadic,

horse-based cidnu'es in the w orld. the

cotmrr\" is also one of the few remainins
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Take a vacation

good enough to

mai(efou forget

wliat year^,

it is.

unspoiled wildernesses of Asia.

Appioximalely the size of Western

Europe, Mongolia boasis a pristine

ecosystem: one-lcrilli uC iis land lias

been preserved as a wildlife icfnge.

proxiding a habitat for planl and

animal life not found throughoni tlie

rest of the continent.

A rich Tibetan-Buddhist Iradilion

infuses the countiy with not only an

intense spirituality, but a legaex of an

Pack your bags

and let History

Channel Tours pack

your vacation with all the

excitement of the past. Dine with Thomas

Jefferson's descendants, take a cruise on an

original 1920's Rum Runner, do time at

Alcatraz and have the time of your life reliv-

ing the past. History Channel Tours include;

• Expert tour guides

• Unforgettable special events

Lodging at the finest

historic inns

as well. Sctdpture, calligraphy,

jjainting, music, and dance, alDounrl

here—from "throat singing" to

handcrafted sOver work.

E.xploring the countiy can be a great

adventure, whether hiking among
niounlain foothills, visiting a rare

species of wild horse at the Hustain

Nuruu National Reserve, or visiting the

site of the f 3th-century capital of the

Mongol empire. A camel ride to

Flaming Cliffs yields the site of the first

collection of dinosaur eggs ever

disco\ ered. A trek through the

legendary Gobi reveals e.xotic plant life

diat sustains the herds of nomads'

animals. /Vnd at the ])eaks of the .Altai

-Mdinitains. alpine lakes teem with fish

and hills blaze with wildflowers.

Here hospitality is warm and

surprise seeitis endless. It's a

dc^linaliiin that s liiiK distint'tix c and

ripe lor e.\|:)loratioii.B

© 1998 Htslory Channel Tours, All Rights Reserved

CANADA

CANADA'S #
ATLANTIC COAST

.^s.^^^^^

Call now for vour FREE
100-page, full-colour Adventure
Guide & Touring Planner and
discover the many ways we
make people feel good.

1 -800-565-2627
(operator 635)

E-mail canadacoast@ns.sympatico.ca

(operator 636)

or visit www.canadacoast.com
(operator 637)

Our expeditions will
certainly give you
something to write

home about.

Assuming there's
mail service.

^iiUtt
Track endangered tortoises

in Joshua Tree National Park.

Uncover the riddle of Costa Rican

dry forests. Identify the dolphins of

Sarasota Bay, Florida. Find out what
makes wetlands work in Texas and

Canada. Unearth Morocco's ancient
|

City of Gold. Earthwatch trips are

not just vacations, they are short

( I
-3 week) expeditions where you

help scientists perform on-site

research. No experience is

necessary and the cost of your
trip IS a tax-deductible

contribution. Call today.

It's your move.

1-800-776-0188
info@earthwatch.org
www.earthwatch.org

a nonprofit organization ap.'^jath



EXPLORER GUIDE
OVENTURE TRAVEL CHINS ECUADOR

IMMERflA Traz-el
ir^r^COl^iV 800-207-5454

^_ Unique TracelAnkxntares

^ .^^ farj^es50and Up

BALI
THAILAND
SULAWESI
TURKEY
NEW GUINEA

lordable. escorted non-group touring to

an cities. Yangtze Ri^er. Silk Road. Tibet.

Adaptable to special interests..

Planned by Fredric M. Kaplan,

author =1 sellino China Guideb'O'Ok.

lS-3:i Jcfrdsa Rd.

Fair Lawn. NJ (17410

Chins

7 BEIJING
---.-;.7gcrv :^mi:£ 1976

GALAPAGOS
MY Eric Flamingo LeOj" MA Corinthian.

1-800-633-7972 wwwecm'eniura-coni.ec

EXPLORE THE WORLD FRANCE NEW MEXICO

Athena Review

Greeks & Romans in Gaul

POLYNESIA - THE RED SEA KAMCHATKA

In Search of Lost Worlds.
Dig for dinosaar fossils in the

mesalajids of New Mexico.
j;,.- 2n-'..,'ned paieortoioSEt

ttjs summsr

J'ufy 13-17,

AusiKt 2-8.

MesallniA Hnsaw MIUBeuiiii anid tUwdSc^^
Idbarainrfes •M^ lEotalc^l Cdllege

mt Smi* iferttii SL, TutMimari, »*» EB«1 • 5IB-461-I413

PERU SOUTH CAROLINA

Chorieston's Beach Resorts

Seabrook&Wild Dunes

i| Die; :ii'e -Ziite.ighjimg. tontine
-i._n:^-i:r:.-c K

Free 28-Page Resort Guides^^ ^ c A c -
! s-cnd 1 - 500 -£4o - 3 9 1 i

_;::;rj^ Vi;,c: Dunes '- SCO -3i*- 0.606

^SoSSots^" Seabrook '-iOC-c-^- 2:233

WILDEST PLACES

fflJ^BLWA ExrHDmOMS

jA^ TRAVEL T© THE

#>^^ WiRIE'S v/iLnesT
^- - PUCES!

:'rn led speditions to li:c ^,.,__^^
:::"> -wldtst places! For a ^^^
il r—chure call loll free:

1-888-610-2220

www.nataretraveler.ceiB



EXPLORER GUIDE
FLORIDA GREECE MONTANA

Vacation deep in

tne heart or Florida.

Lakeland, located in the middle or Central

Florida, has everything you look lor in a

Florida vacation. More than one hundred

lakes. Legendar^' bass rishing. ^'atersports. 60

.\jitiques District shops and dealers. Detroit

Tigers Spring Trainino, Minor league haseball.

Great museums, exhibits and restivals.The

largest sinigle collection or Frank Llovd ^'^ri^ht

Architecture. Lypress Gardens. Bok Tower

Gardens. Fantasv ol Flight. Exceptional

restaurants. Walt Disney ^orld and other

attractions are nearby. For your hree vacation

inlormation, just give us a call.

D

LaWand
i^lorida

P.O.

Late

941/688-8551

ox 3607

A FL 33802-3607

Greece
A Country of Extraordinary Beauty

Picture white-washed villages nestled

high on a mountainside where the

narrow, winding streets are lined with

flower-decked balconies. Collette

Tours combines the Greek Islands with

4-night Aegean cruise

for the best of both

worlds!

For information and free brochures, call

1-800-248-8986, Ext. 7098
Call your travel agent for reservations,

www.collettetours.coni

CSTS^6766-20 ^g^ a

Missouri River
Petting Zoo.

Wildlife larger than life, and a

little bit wilder... in a land

Mother Nature has left waiting

to be discovered. Call for a free

travel planner, but leave your

butterfly net at home.

1-800-653-1319
Inquire about our free coupon book.

Montana's

Missouri River Country J
?̂^

NEW HAMPSHIRE NORTH CAROLINA WYOMING

Call or write for the Lakes Region

vacation information packet. It includes

the "Where To..." guide with lodging,

dining, camping, rentals, boating &
fishing details and maps.

Phone: I -800-60-LAKES

E-mail: lra@lakesregion.org

Web site: http://lakesregion.org

Lakes Region Association

PC Box 589

Center Harbor, NH 03226

New HAMIgHIRE
The road U^d traveled.

Dif liistory ofThe Outer Banks is ridh andjasmating-

as is the expaiavx ofkarmng it So come to The Outer

Banks ths spring. Thews ne\-cr been a better lime.

The Outer Banks
NORTH C .^ R O L I N .\

DiscoverA New World
IXCK • Kim Hawk • X\gs IIud • H.^rrai.\s Isl\>t) • Rlh.vt« 15lo,t)

Callfor \ow Spiin^ Values Vacation Guide

1-800446-6262

hiip:/A\'\\'w.outer-banks.co niAisiior- iafo/

e-mail dcib-info@ouier-banks.com

1
1

Spring. Tne perfect

lime to discover

way tnis place is a

national park.

-^^
1s^s

^

i"roni ~no\v-co\'erea pealc? to

uildflowers, spring is an ideal time

Lo visit Grand Teton National Parle.

And JacKson Lake Lodge is one or

tne most spectacular places to stay in

tne parlc. For reservations or a tree

trochure, call S00-628-99SS.

^ "Jackson Lake Loige
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Autos

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,

Chevys, BNfW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your

Area. ToU Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-14212 for cur-

rent listings.

Books/Publications

DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO PUBLISH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative pubHsher with offices in USA
and Europe. Call Pentland Press, fric. 1-800-948-

2786.

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scfiolariy, |uve-

nile and religious works, etc. New auttiors welcomed

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press, 516 W 34 St., New York, NY 10001

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year tradition. Author's Guide to Subsidy

Publisl-iing 1-800-695-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Hannuni Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
73402-1505

PUBLISH TODAY! Proven marketing techniques,

award-winning design, twenty years editing experi-

ence, lowest printing prices. Call 212-399-1961 for

free estimate or write for free self-publishing guide.

The Roating GaUery, Dept. WJ, 331 W. 57th St., #465,

New York, NY 10019.

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 53 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation.

Riveraoss Publisliing Inc., Dept. NH; 127 East 59th

Street, New York, NY 10022.

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY - discontinued &
active china, crystal, flatware, collectibles. All manu-
facharers - fine & casual china, crystal, sterling, silver-

plate, stainless. 4,000,000 pieces, 100,000 patterns.

Buy & sell. Call for Free Ustings daily 8am-10pm ET
1-800-REPLACE (1-800-737-5223). Replacements,

Ltd., PO. Box 26029, Dept. NL, Greensboro, NC
27420.

Education

GROW GOURMET AND MEDICINAL Mushrooms,

Oyster Shiitake, morels and much more. Seminars on
cultivation. Free brochure. CaU 800-780-9126. Fungi

Perfecti, PO. Box 7634-NHM, Olympia, WA 98507.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION/ Forestry/ Ecology

Careers. Professional level home study for concerned

individuals. Exciting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. PC.D.L, Atlanta, Georgia. (800)362-7070

Dept. NNE124.

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371.

'Environmental Careers *

Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private, & government employers.Two issues

eacti month list opportunities nationwide. A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $19.50. Subscribe today!

The Job Seeker
Dept NH. Rt 2 Box 16. Warrens, Wl 5466S

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 each. Send

name, address: Calco Publishing (C-192), 22 North

Plains, WalHngford, CT 06492.

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S.

Forest HiU, Evergreen, CO 80439. 1(303)670-5996.

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small

business. Grants/loans to $800,000.00 free recorded

message: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Inventions

inventions, ideas, new products!
Presentation to industry /exliibition at national inno-

vation exposition. Patent services. 1-800-288-IDEA.

Kites

KITES! Free 96-page Catalog with hundreds of kites,

windsocks and boomerangs. Call or write today!

Into The Wind, 1408-N Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302

(800)541-0314.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy Collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine. Mirakel Optical (io. Inc., 331 Mansion St.,

West Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518)731-2610.

Real Estate

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from pennies on $1.

DeUnquent Tax, Repo's. REO's. Your Area. Toll Free

(1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-14212 for current hstings.

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or exist-

ing home. Over 100 different programs available.

Free recorded message: (707)448-3210. (8LA1)

Rentals

FOR RENT: 3 bedroom condo in San Jose, Costa Rica.

Furnished, all utilities. $400/week, $l,100/month.

973-455-1512.

Tours/Trips

ACA AIR COURIERS SAVE 80% on International

Travel: Europe $228, Asia $370, South America $176

roundtrip. Fly as onboard courier for the "big name"
air express companies. 1,400 roundtrip flights

weekly to cities aroimd the globe. Free information

package call Air Courier Association 1-800-822-0888.

East Africa -^
Galapagos ^,^

.CosTA Rica AMAZOisf/ |j

Natural History & Photographic Adventures

lAAGEHS 1-&00-655-0299

vxAAAA/.voyagers.com

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South Africa. Low cost camping or deluxe. Amazon!
Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jungle wUdemess.

Fantastic flora & fauna. Galapagos! Swim, sail and

snorkel Darwin's Enchanted Isles. Choice yachts,

Machu Picchu option. Costa Rica! Rainforest expedi-

tions alive with dazzling birds and tropical wildlife.

Small groups, expert guides, guaranteed departures.

Free brochures! Special Interest Tours: Call (800)525-

6772.

ATLANTIC CANADA - Guided Tours:

Seabird Sanctuaries; Whales; Icebergs;

Dorset Eskimo & Viking Sites; World

Heritage Sites; Small Groups; Amazing

Adventures Inc., 43 Knight St., Grand Falls,

NF Canada A2A 2N1; Tel/Fax:(709) 489-4754

http ://www . gorp.com/amazadv/

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs,

gorilla tracking more. Also unique tours in Egypt,

Israel, Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs,

mmalayan Travel (800)225-2380, 24 hours.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES. Wildlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, Around the World etc. Our 15th

year Call Wanderlust Adventures at (800)572-1592.

AMAZON & ANDEAN EXPLORATIONS. Scholar

escorted, small group, educational adventures!

Rainforest Safaris & Riverboat Cruises! Cuzco &
Machu Picchu! Call Explorations, Inc. (800)446-9660.

Dragon Stalking
and 75 other unique trips

If Irani is your nligion, our <alalog is your salvalion.

Thailand Indonesia Laos Cambodia Vietnam Burma
Nepal Philippines New Guinea Borneo

Nobody gets you into SEAsia //Ae Asia Transpacifit Journeys.

800-642-2742 'Est. 1987 • www.SoutlieastAsia.iom

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS, Tlie Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981.

Individual attention. Regional references available.

(800) 262-9669.

^»B^
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COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador,

Galapagos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey,

South Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages.

Call for full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1-

800-665-3998.

Nature & AdventureTravel

ALASKA
WILDLAND

AOVENTXJRES

For a Free Catalog

800-334-8730
www^laskawildland.com
PO Box 389 Girdwood, AK 99587>

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1-800-

926-1140 \\'i\'w.cahiative.com

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger yachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San

Juan Bautista, CA 95045 1-800-969-9014.

Costa Rica -Belize 'Africa 'Galapagos

Natural History

TRIPS Worldwide
Since 1982

P.O. Box 3656-C15
SONORA.CA 95370

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
FtilfiU Your Dreams

of.Atifcnntre

I

CST 2007541 ao 800 3S1-S041

GALAPAGOS UNUSUAL & CLASSIC Adventures,

including rarely visited islands. Plus Ecuador
Highlands, Amazon, Peru, and More. Affordable

quality, since 1965! (510) 671-2900. Fax (510) 671-

2993. forum@ix.netcom.com

GALAPAGOS
You, eleven other adventurers and our licensed natu-

ralist v/ill explore more islands by yacht than any other

Galapagos expedition. 60 trip dates. Mochu Picchu

and Peru options. Free video and brochure.

INCA Qnca Floats, Inc.)

1 31 1 -N 63rd Street, Emeryville, CA 94608
510-420-1550 incafloals@aol.com

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel

1-800-225-2380.

SWISS ALPS "THE HIKERS PARADISE" 21st year.

Moderate optional length Dav hiking. Free brochure

caU 888478-4004. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours or

visit us at, vvww.swisshiking.com

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to

Volunteering in Nature Conser\'ation 100+ projects

$16.00, (800)525-9379 www.gieenvol.com

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classi-

fied is $455 per inch. Advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts. Ads are accepted at Natural History's

discretion. Send check or monev order to: The
Market/Natural History Magazine, Central Park

West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any
written inquiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above ad-

dress, or call 212-769- 5500. Please include your per-

sonal address and phone number, issue preferred,

and suggested category. Deadline-lst of the month,
two months prior to cover date.

Woman sellijig meat, San Bias Altempa, Mexico
Hronn Axelsdottir
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By Neil deGrasse Tyson

In ancient days two auiators procured to

themselves iimigs. Daedalusflew safely

through the middle air, and was duly

honoured in his landing. Icarus soared

upwards to the sun till the wax melted

which hound his wings, and hisflight

ended in a fiasco. In weighing their

achievements perhaps there is something to

be said for Icams. Tlie classic authorities tell

us, of course, that he was only "doing a

stunt"; but I prefer to think ofhim as the

man who certainly brought to light a

serious constructional dfect in theflying-

machines of his day [and] we may at

least hope to learnfrom his journey

some hints to build a better machine.

Arthur Eddington

Stars and Atoms [1921)

For millennia, the idea of being

able to fly occupied human

dreams and fantasies. Waddling

around on Earth's surface as ma-

jestic birds flew overhead, per-

haps we developed a form of

wnng envy One might even call

it wing worship.

You needn't look far for evi-

dence. For most of the history of

broadcast television in America,

when a station signed ofl^ for the

night, it didn't show somebody walk-

ing erect and bidding farewell; it instead

would play the "Star Spangled Banner"

and show things that fly, such as soaring

birds or some Air Force jets whooshing

by. The United States even adopted a fly-

ing predator as a synnbol of its strength

—

the bald eagle appears on the back of the

doUar bUl, the quarter, the Kennedy half

dollar, the Eisenhower doUar. and the

Susan B. Anthony dollar. There's also one

on the floor of the Oval Oflice in the

White House. Our most famous super-

hero. Superman, can fly upon donning

blue panty hose and a red cape. When
you die, ifyou qualify, you just might be-

come an angel—and everybody knows

that angels (at least the ones who have

earned their wings) can fly. Then there

are the wdnged horse, Pegasus; the wing-

footed Mercury; the aerodynainically un-

likely Cupid; and Peter Pan and his

fairy sidekick, Tinkerbell.

Our inabOiD,' to fly

often goes un-

noticed in

text-

book comparisons of human feature

with those of other species in the anima

kingdom. Yet we are quick to use tht

word "flightless" as a synonym for "hap-

less" when describing such birds as tht

dodo and the booby, which tend to fmc

themselves on the wrong end ot evolu

tionary jokes. We did, however, ulti-

mately learn to fly because ot the techno

logical ingenuity afforded by our humai

brains. And of course, while birds can fl-y

they are nonetheless stucl

with bird brains

But thi

self-

Robert Grossman
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aggrandizing line of reasoning is some-

wiiat flawed because it ignores all the years

before we had figured out how to fly.

I remember as a student in ju-

nior high school reading an

essay, published at the turn

of the century, that ar-

gued the impossibility of

self-propelled flight by

any device that was

heavier than air. This

was clearly a myopic

prediction, but one

needn't have waited for

the first airplanes to be

invented to refute the

essay's premise. One only

needed to look at birds,

;, which have no trouble flying

:i and, last I checked, are aU heavier

than air. If something is not forbidden by

the laws of physics, then it is, in prin-

ciple, possible, regardless of the hmits

of one's technological foresight. The

speed of sound in air ranges from

about 700 to 800 miles per hour,

depending on the atmospheric

temperature. No law of physics

prevents objects from going

faster than Mach 1, the speed

of sound. But before the

sound "barrier" was broken in

1947 by Charles E. "Chuck"

Yeager, piloting the Bell X-1

(a U.S. Army rocket plane),

much claptrap was written

about the impossibility of ob-

jects moving faster than the

speed of sound. Meanwhile,

buUets fired by high-powered ri-

fles had been breaking the sound

barrier for more than a century.

And the crack of a whip or the

sound of a wet towel snapping at

I
somebody's rear end m the locker

room is the mini sonic boom created by

: the end of the whip or the tip of the

;
towel moving through the air faster than

}

the speed of sound. Any limits to break-

ing the sound barrier were purely psy-

chological and technological.

The fastest winaied aircraft is incon-

afflicted with a

case of wing en

human beings

eventually flew—and

even went

ballistic,

testably the Space Shutde, which, when

descending from orbit, slows down from

speeds in excess of Mach 20.

Although we have other

craft that routinely

travel many times

faster than the

speed of sound,

you can never

travel faster than

the speed of

light. I speak

not from a

naivete about

technology's fu-

ture but from a

platform built upon

the laws of physics,

which apply on Earth as

they do in the heavens. The

Apollo astronauts who went to the Moon
are credited with attaining the fastest

speeds at which humans have ever flown:

about seven miles per second at the end

of the rocket burn that lifted their craft

beyond Earth's orbit. This is a paltry

1/250 of one percent of the speed of

light. Actually, the real problem is not the

moat that separates these two speeds but

the laws of physics that prevent any object

from ever achieving the speed of light, no

matter how inventive your technology.

The sound barrier and the hght barrier

are not equivalent limits on invention.

The Wright brothers of Ohio are, of

course, generally credited with being

"first m flight" at Kitty Hawk, North

Carolina, as that state's chosen license

plate slogan reminds us. But this claim

needs to be further delineated. Wilbur

and OrviUe Wright were the first to fly a

heavier-than-air, engine-powered vehicle

that carried a human being—OrviUe, in

this case—and that did not land at a lower

elevation than its takeoif point. Previ-

ously, people had flown in balloon gon-

dolas and in gliders and had executed

controlled descents from clitTsides, but

none of these eflbrts would make a bird

jealous. Actually, Wilbur and Orville's

first trip would not have turned bird

heads either. At 10:35 A.M. eastern time

on that historic day, December 17, 1903,

the first of their four flights lasted twelve

seconds, at an average speed of 6.8 miles

per hour against a 30-mile-per-hour

wind.

The Wright Flyer, as it was called, had

traveled 120 feet, a Utde more than the

length of one wing on a Boeing 747

jumbo jet. Even after the Wright brothers

went public with their achievement, the

media took only intermittent norice of it

or other aviation firsts. As late at 1933

—

six years after Lindbergh's historic solo

flight across the Atlantic—H. Gordon

Garbedian ignored airplanes in the other-

wise prescient introduction to his book

Major Mysteries of Science:

Present day life is dominated by science as

never before. You pick up a telephone and

within afew minutes you are talking iinth

afriend in Paris. You can travel under sea

in a submarine, or circumnavigate the globe

by air in a Zeppelin. Tlie radio carries

your voice to all parts of the earth ii'itli the

speed of light. Soon, television will enable

you to see the world's greatest spectacles as

you sit in the comfort of your living room.

But some journahsts did pay attention

to the way flight might change civiliza-

tion. After the Frenchman Louis Bleriot

crossed the Enghsh Channel from Calais

to Dover on July 25, 1909, an article on

page three of the New York Times was

headlined "Frenchman Proves Aeroplane

No Toy." The article went on to obser\'e

England's reaction to the event:

Editorials in the London newspapers

buzzed about the nciv world where Great

Britain 's insular strength is no longer

unchallenged; that the aeroplane is not a

toy but a possible instrtmient of warfare,

which must be taken into account by

soldiers ami statesmen, and that it was the

one thing needed to wake up the English

people to the importance of the science of

aviation.

The guy was right. Thirt\-fi\'e years later,

not only had airplanes been used as fight-
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ers and bombers in warfare but the Ger-

mans had taken the concept a notch fur-

ther and invented the V-2 to attack Lon-

don. This vehicle was significant in many

ways. First, it was not an airplane; it was

an unprecedentedly large missile. Second,

It could be launched like a rocket several

hundred miles away firom its target. Third,

Its modern-looking, pointy, bullet-shaped

body with large fins at the base influenced

an entire generation of images in science

fiction stories of space travel. And lastly,

for its entire airborne journey after

launch, it moved under the influence of

gravity alone; in other words, it was a sub-

orbital ballistic missile, the fastest

•way to deliver a bomb from

one location on Earth to

another. Cold War

"advances" in the

design of ballistic

missiles enabled

military powers to

target cities on

opposite sides of

the world. Flight

time? About half

an hour.

Colloquial usage

of the term notwith-

standing, if something

"goes ballistic," its trajectory

is no longer controlled by rockets

or fms or wings, although fins can add

stabUity to its flight. Where it goes (and

where it lands) is controlled by the laws of

gravity. AH falling objects, all satellites (in-

cluding the Hubble Space Telescope), and

all interplanetary spacecraft "go ballistic"

after they are launched.

While we can say they're traveling bal-

listically, do we have the right to declare

missiles to be flying? Are falling objects in

flight? Is Earth "flying" in orbit around

the Sun? By Wright brothers' rules, a

person must be onboard the craft, and it

must move under its own power. But no

rule says that we cannot change the rules.

If flight includes space travel, then the sky

is the Unlit.

Knowing that orbital technology was

within reach with the V-2 rocket, some

people were getting impatient. An article

dated March 22, 1952, and entitled

"What Are We Waiting For?" was writ-

ten by the editors of Collier's, a popular,

family-oriented magazine. The article

was conceived and written after two Col-

lier's journalists visited New York City's

Hayden Planetarium on Columbus Day,

1951, for a seminal "Space Travel Sympo-

sium" attended by engineers, scientists,

and other visionaries. The Collier's editors

endorsed the need for and value of a

space station that would serve as a watch-

ful eye over a divided vv^orld:

The

-flying

humans were the

Apollo 13 astronauts,

who went about

245,000 miles

"above" Earth,

//) the hands of the West a space

station, permanently established

beyond the atmosphere,

would be the greatest hope

for peace the ivorld has

ever known. No

nation could

undertake

preparationsfor war

without the certain

knowledge that it

ivas being observed by

the ever-watching eyes

aboard the "sentinel in

space. " It would be the

end of the Iron Curtains

wherever they may be.

We Americans didn't build a space sta-

tion; we went to the Moon. With this ef-

fort, our wing worship continued. Never

mind that on the airless Moon, where

wings are completely useless, our astro-

nauts landed in a spacecraft named after a

bird. A mere sixty-five years, seven

months, three days, five hours, and forty-

three minutes after Orville left the

ground, Neil Armstrong gave his first

statement from the Moon's surface:

"Houston, Tranquillity Base here. The

Eagle has landed."

The human record for "altitude" does

not go to anybody for having walked on

the Moon. It goes to the astronauts of the

ill-fated Apollo 13. Knowing that they

could not land on the Moon after the ex-

plosion in their ox'ygen tank, and know-



ing that they did not have enough fuel to

stop, slow down, and head back, they ex-

ecuted a single figure-8 ballistic trajectory

around the Moon, swinging them back

toward Earth. And the Moon just hap-

pened to be near apogee, its farthest point

from Earth in its oval-shaped elliptical

orbit. No other Apollo mission (before or

after) went to the Moon during apogee;

this granted the Apollo 13 astronauts the

human altitude record. After I had calcu-

lated that they must have reached about

245,000 miles "above" Earth's surface, in-

cluding the orbital distance from the

Moon's sui-f;ice, I asked Apollo 13 com-

mander Jmi Lovell, when he was visiting

ithe Museum recently, "Who was on the

far side of the command module as it

rounded the Moon? That single person

.would hold the altitude record." He re-

i.fused to tell.

|i In my opinion, the greatest achieve-

ment of flight was not Wilbur and

iOrville's airplane, nor Chuck Yeager's

breaking of the sound barrier, nor the

Apollo 1 1 lunar landing. For me, it was

the launch of Voyager 2, which ballistically

toured the solar system's outer planets.

During the flybys, the spacecraft's shng-

shot trajectories stole a little ofjupiter and

Saturn's orbital energy for its rapid exit

from the solar system. Upon passing

Jupiter in 1979, Voyagers speed exceeded

40,000 mUes per hour, sufficient to es-

cape the gravitational attraction of even

the Sun. Voyager passed the orbit of Pluto

in 1993 and has now entered the realm of

interstellar space. Nobody happens to be

onboard the craft, but a gold phonograph

record is attached to its side. It is etched

\\'ith the earthly sounds of, among many

ithings, the human heartbeat. So with our

heart, if not our souls, we continue to fly

farther than ever before.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York City's

Haydeti Planctariiiiii and is a Visiting Re-

search Scientist at Princeton Uniivrsity. He re-

cently contributed a chapter entitled "Paths of

Discovery" to The Columbia History of

the 20th Century (1998).
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This Land/Upper Midwest

Land of the Giants
Photographs by Jeff Jacobson Story by Marnie Andrews

Near dusk, under a dark, foreboding sky, we caught sight of the Worlds

, ; Largest Prairie Chicken off the expressway in Rothsay, Minnesota.

Frozen in niidniating ritual, his air sacs puffed up, his feariiers spread.

the twenty-two-year-old game fowl stands eternally "booming" for

the benefit of passersby. And while just the sight of this gargantuan

grouse would have made the trip worthwhile, our pilgrimage thus far

had already taken us to Audubon, Iowa, home of Albert, Worlds

Largest Bull; to Neillsville, Wisconsin, to hear Chatty Belle. Worlds

Largest Tlilking Cow; and to Fennimore, Wisconsin, to view Igor the

Rat. The upper midwestern United States teems with giant hoofed.

clawed, and finned animals—all inanimate. If dinosaurs had not actually

roamed the earth, the proprietors of these roadside attractions \\ould

most likely have invented them too, along with the World's Largest

Buffalo in Jamestown, North Dakota, and the World's Largest Pelican in

Pelican Rapids. Minnesota.

"When my husband, photographer JeffJacobson, and I first heard of

. these monumental creations, we thought of die Lascau.x cave in

Dordogne, France, where, 17,000 years ago, humans painted deer.

horses, oxen, and aurochs on the walls. We thought of the

mound builders of the Ohio River Valley of .SOO B.c:..

who sculpted a giant egg-swallowing serpent into the

landscape. But nothing had prepared us for die sight

of the World's Largest Pheasant, in Huron. South

Dakota, perched on an abandoned liquor store

next to a bowlinir allev. Will archeoloirists

before the.se twentieth-century

behemoths, trying to imagine the

impulses that inspired them?--

While we could understand the Giant

Black ]")uck in Blackduck, Minnesota,

* why does Ffa.zte- have the World's Largest

'
. Turke)^ Why, tlie World's Largest Floating

-
•'.;' Loon in Virginia, Minnesota (not to be

conflised with the World's Largest Talking

)' 'j • LoWn in Mercer.- Wisconsin, which, sadly, has

. ' been silenced by \andal,s)? The World's Largest

Muskie at die National Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame

in H;iyward. Wisconsin, was. we decided, like the deer at

Lascaux. sxinbolic of the importance of this wild game to the

residents of the region. Or, since one could actually climb up into

the fish's mouth, perhaps it was a post from which to look out at the

flat, surroundinii landscape (not an issue in Nevis. Minnesota.

W^'
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where the World's Largest Tiger Miiskie had a ''Keep Out" sign

wedged into its giant jaw).

The pilgrims that we met along the way gave us little help. Did
they think the animal sculptures were rooted in ancient

Scandina^ian m\-tholog\^^—^reflecting the culmre of those who
setded the Upper IVIidwest? Or did they think the species depicted

were those most important to the well-being ofthe population?

Most people seemed uninterested in h\-pothesizing and were

content just to stop (""We were bored," said one) and pose in front

of a giant inanimate animal, speedily snap their photographs, and be

on their \\-av.

Guide to Midwestern Megafauna

Height Length Weight Composition

Prairie Chicken 13 feet 18 feet 4.5 tons Concrete

"Badger 35 feet 16 feet 3.5 tons Concrete

Turkey 22 feet 18 feet 2 tons Cardboard/rubber coating

Fiazee, Mnmesota

Muskie 48 feet 143 feet 250 tons Concrete/fiberglass

Block Duck 9 feet 9 feet 2 tons Concretaiiberglass

l^at 12 feet 8 feet 0.5 tons Rbergloss

Buffalo 26 feet 46 feet 60 tons Concrete
lamesiamL ^3OTdl Dakota

*QQ5ed to die puHic
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Celestial Events

Celestial

Summit
Meeting
By Joe Rao

Venus, a brilliant beacon in

the eastern sk)' since mid-

January, rises one and a half to

two hours before sunrise this

month. Jupiter, which

emerged from the bright

morning twUight in March, is

now about 1
8° to the lower

left of Venus and rises about

an hour before the Sun.

During much of April, these

celestial bodies—the two

brightest planets to the naked

eye

—

wHl approach each other

in the predawn sk\'. The

spectacle will begin on April

22 and cHmax on the morning

of the 23d, when the crescent

Moon joins this planetary' duo

in an eye-catching

configuration.

Venus and Jupiter appear

brilliant because their thick,

cloudy amiospheres reflect

sunlight. At magnitude —2.1,

Jupiter is twice as bright as

Sirius, the brightest star in the

sks-. But Jupiter pales in

comparison ^^'ith Venus,

which, at magnitude -4.2, is

about seven times brighter.

The planets wiU be

separated by just half a degree

on both mornings, but their

positions relative to each other

change noticeably. On the

morning of the 22d, Jupiter is

to the lower left ofVenus; the

following morning, it wiE

have switched to Venuss lower

right, and the crescent Moon
will then be 1.5° to the lower

left ofboth planets. Look for

this three-way formation low

toward the east-southeast at

5:00 A.M. local time. Although

they are. of course, nowhere

near each other in space, fi-om

our vantage point these

celestial bodies appear to be in

the same plane. The Moon is

the closest to Earth (225,300

miles away on the 23d).

followed by Venus at 82.4

rrdllion irdles, and Jupiter at

525.8 million.

The angle of reflected

sunlight on the trio also varies,

making the Moon appear to

be crescent-shaped, Venus to

be in a gibbous phase, and

Jupiter fully illuminated (see

illustration).

The Sky in April

ISSJSSn IS at inferior

conjunction—passing between

the Earth and Sun—on the

6th. As such, it is imisible

through much of April.

li'ifilKi approaches solar

conjunction next month and

is invisible.

fcinilllil is in conjunction

wth the Sun on the 13th and

cannot be seen this month.

liiai'jMiliJ IS at first quarter

on die 3rd at 3:18 P..M., EST.

Full Moon is on the 11th at

6:23 P.M., EDT. Last quarter is

on the 19th at 3:52 P.M., EDT,

and the New Moon occurs on

the 26th at 7:41 A..M., EDT.

Venus, Jupiter, and a crescent

Moon line up (see inset) in a rare

presentation.

In an extremely rare event,

on the morning of the 23d,

obser\'ers in eastern Brazil and

southwestern Africa (and in

the ocean in between) will see

the Moon appear to briefly

occult (or hide) both planets

from \-iew simultaneously. An

occultation of either Venus or

Jupiter from a specified

location occurs on an average

of once every twent\' to

twenty-five years. The

simultaneous occultation of

both planets happens

only once in many hundreds

of years.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the

American Musewn—Hoyden

Planetarium.

iJtIJIAf-J/Aia A fat crescent

Moon should be only a minor

obstacle to \'iewing the annual

Lyrid meteor shower, which

peaks just before sunrise on

the 22d. Appearing to

emanate from the vicinity of

the brilliant blue-white star

Vega in Lyra, the meteors are

directly overhead at about

4:00 A.M. local daylight time.

While not numerous

(generally only ten to fifteen

meteors appear per hour),

Lyrids usually appear as bright

swift streaks of light.

"Sorina Aiieod on Aoril 5

For most parts of die countr)',

daylight sa\Tng time returns at

2:00 A.M. local time on the

first Sunday in April. Move

clocks forward one hour.
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(ContinuedJrom page 21}

Beringer's Liioensteine, and I present on

these pages a visual comparison of the

two sets of fakes, separated by 250 years

and a different process of manufacture

(car\'ed in Germany versus cast in Mo-
rocco). I only wonder if the proprietor

beUeved my assurances, rendered in my
best commercial French, that I was a pro-

fessional paleontologist and that his w'ares

were faux, absolument et sans doiite—or if

he thought that I had just de\'ised a bar-

gaining tactic more clever than most.

But an odd similarity" across disparate

cultures and centuries doesn't make an

The "K'ing

stones" of 1726
depicted spiders

^^ith their \vebs,

bees feeding on
floAvers, and even

the Hebrew
name ofGod.

essay. I only extracted sufficient generality

when I realized that this maximal likeness

in appearance correlates ^ith a difference

in meaning that couldnt be more pro-

found. A primary strategy of the experi-

mental method in science works by a

principle known since Roman times as

ceteris paribus ("all other things being

equal")—that is, ifyou wish to understand

a controlling difference betw"een tv\-o sys-

tems, keep all other features constant, for

the difference may then be attributed to

the only tactor that you have allowed to

var\-. If, for example, you wish to test the

effect of a new diet pill, oy to establish

two matched groups—folks of the same

age, sex, weight, nutrition, health, habits,

ethnicitx; and so on. Then give the piU to

one group and a placebo to the other

(without telling the subjects what they

have received, for such knowledge would,

in itself, establish inequalit^' based on dif-

fering psychological expectations). The

technique, needless to say, cannot be per-

fect (for true ceteris paribus can never be

obtained), but if the piU group loses a lot

ofweight and the placebo group stays the

same, you may conclude that the piU

probably works as hoped.

Ceteris paribus may be a far more dis-

tant pipe dream in trving to understand

two different contexts in the developing

histo^^• of a profession, for we are now

not manipulating a situation ot our o\\ti

design, but rather smd^ing past circum-

stances in complex cultures that cannot

be regulated by our experimental ideals at

all. But any constancy between the tv\-o

contexts increases the hope of illustrating

and understanding their differences in the

foUovving special way: if we directly ex-

amine the disparate treatment ofthe same

object in two cultures, worlds apart, then

at least we learn that such disparities arise

from the cultural differences, for the ob-

jects treated do not van,^.

The effectively identical Uigeiisteine of

early-eighteenth-cenmr\' Wiirzburg and

modern Marrakech embody such an in-

teresting difference in proposed meaning

and effecth'e treatment by two cultures

—

and I am not sure that we should be

happy about the contrast. But we must

first correct the legend of Beringer and

the original Liioensteine if we wsh to

grasp the essential difference. As so often

happens in the construction of canonical

legends for moral purposes of a later age.

the standard tale either distorts or mis-

takes nearly every important detail of

Beringer's sad story. (I obtained my infor-

mation primarily from an excellent book

published in 1963 by Mehin E. Jahn and

Daniel J. Woolf, TIk Lying Stones of Dr.

Beringer. Jahn and Woolf provide a com-

plete translation of Beringer's volume,

along with incisive and extensive com-

mentary about the paleontology of

Beringer's time. I used original sources

from my own hbran,' for all quotations

not from Beringer in this essay.)

First of all, on personal issues not di-

recdy relevant to the theme of this essav

Beringer was not tricked by a harmles:

student prank but rather purposely de

fiauded by two colleagues who hated hi

dismissive pomposity- and wished to brint

him dowTi. These colleagues—
-J.

Ignati

Roderick, professor of geography and al

gebra at the Universit>' of Wiirzburg, anc

Georg von Eckhart, Hbrarian to the cour

and the university—^had the stones carvec

(or. in Roderick's case, probably die

much of the carving himself) and ther

hired a seventeen-year-old boy, Christiar

Zanger (who may also have helped witl

niiisTration ti'oni Johanii Beringer's

Lithographiae Wirceburgensis

the carving), to plant them on the moun

tain. Zanger, a double agent of sorts, wa

then hired by Beringer (along with tw

other boys, both apparendy innocent o

the fraud) to excavate and collect thi

stones.

This information comes from incom

plete and somewhat contradictory- record

of hearings held in April 1726 before th

Wiirzburg Cathedral Chapter at the Cir

HaU of Eivelstadt (the site of Beringer

mountain just outside Wiirzburg). Thes(

records, discovered by the Germai

scholar Heinrich Kfrchner in 1935 in th:

state archives of Wiirzburg, focus on thi

testimony of the three boys. Zanger, thi

double agent, states that Roderick hai

devised the scheme because he "wishec

to accuse Dr. Beringer . . . becausi

Beringer was so arrogant and despisec

them all." I was also impressed by the tes

{
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tiniony of the boys hired by Beringer.

Their innocence seems clear in the won-

derfully ingenuous statement of Nicklaus

Hahn that if he and his brother "could

make such stones, they wouldn't be mere

diggers."

The canonical tale may require

Beringer's ruin to convey the desired

moral, but the tacts argue differently. I do

not doubt that the doctor was painfully

embarrassed, even mortified, but he evi-

dently recovered, kept his job and titles,

Hved for another fourteen years, and pub-

lished several more books (including, al-

though probably not by his design or will,

a posthumous second edition of his Litho-

graphiae Wirceburgensis). Eckhart and

Roderick, on the other hand, were dis-

graced. Eckhart died soon thereafter, and

Roderick, having left Wiirzburg (volun-

tarily or not we do not know), then

wrote a humbling letter to the

prince-bishop begging permis-

sion to return—which His Grace

allowed after due rebuke for

Roderick's past deeds—and to

regain access to the hbrary and

archives so that he could write a

proper obituary for his deceased

friend Eckhart.

But on the central intellectual

theme of Beringer's significance

in the history of paleontology, a

different kind of correction in-

verts the conventional story in a

more meaningful way. The usual card-

board tale of progressive science tri-

umphant over past ignorance requires that

benighted "bad guys"—who upheld the

old ways of theological superstition

against the plainly obvious and observa-

tional truths of advancing science—be

branded as both foolish and stubbornly

unwilling to face nature's empirical factu-

ality. Since Beringer falls into this cate-

gory of old and bad, we want to see him

as hopelessly duped by preposterous fakes

that any good observer should have rec-

ognized—hence the emphasis, in the

canonical story, on Beringer's mortifica-

tion and on the ridiculous character of

the Liigensteine themselves.

The Wiirzburg carvings are, of course,

absurd by modern definitions and under-

standing of fossQs. We know that spiders'

webs and lizards' eyes—not to mention

solar rays and the Hebrew name of

God—cannot fossilize, so the Lugensteine

can only be human carvings. We laugh at

Beringer for not making an identification

that seems so ob\dous to us. But, in so

doing, we commit the greatest of aU his-

torical errors by arrogantly judging our

forebears in the light of modern knowl-

edge perforce unavailable to them. Of
course, the LUgensteine are preposterous

once we recognize fossils as preserved re-

mains of past organisms. By this criterion,

letters and solar emanations cannot be real

fossils, and anyone who unites such ob-

jects with plausible images of organisms

can only be a fool.

But when we enter Beringer's early-
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eighteenth-century world of geological

understanding, his interpretations, how- k, i

ever improbable (and however tragically imioro

misguided), do not seem so absurd. First Hdece

of all, Beringer was puzzled by the
y

unique character of his LUgensteine andiirtf

adopted no dogmatic position about|«l

their nature. He did regard them as nat

ural and not carved (a portentous error, ten ft

of course), but he demurred on further
| sntj

judgment and repeatedly stated that he 'n

had chosen to publish in order to pro-
i kith

vide information so that others might ii

better debate the nature of fossils—a tac-

tic that scientists supposedly value. The

closing words of his penultimate chapter i ligm

may be a tad grandiose and self-serving,
| fcv,|.

I

'criii



Dut shall we not praise the sentiment of

Dpenness?

/ liiu'c ii'iIHiii^Iy submitted my plates to the

scriitiiiy of wise men, desiring to learn their

verdict, rather than to proclaim my own in

this totally new and mnch mooted question.

I address myself to scholars, hoping to be

instructed by their most learned responses.

. . . It is my fervent expectation that

ilhistrions lithographers will shed light upon

this dispute which is as obscure as it is

umisnal. I shall add thereto my own

humble torch, nor shall I spare any effort to

reveal and declare whatever future yields

may rise from the Wiirzburg field under

the continuous labors of my workers, and

whatever opinion my miud may embrace.

More importantly, Beringer's hoaxers

lad not crafted preposterous objects but

w/;; a Moroccan rock shop, 1998

lad cleverly contrived—for their pur-

poses, remember, were venomous, not

lumorous—a fraud that might fool a man
if decent will and reasonable intelligence

>Y
the standards of interpretation then

iurrent. Beringer wrote his treatise at the

ail end of a debate that had engulfed sev-

inteenth-century science and had still not

'Cen fully resolved. What did fossOs rep-

esent and what did they teach us about

rie age of the earth, the nature of our

lanet's history, and the meaning and def-

nition of life?

Beringer regarded the Litgensteine as

natural," but not necessarily as organic in

irigin. In the great debate that Beringer

new and documented so well, many sci-
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enrists viewed fossils as inorganic products

of the mineral reabn chat somehow mim-

icked the forms of organisms (but might

also take the shapes of other objects, even

including planets and letters—thus mak-

ing the Liigenstciiie not preposterous

prima facie). This debate could not have

engaged broader or more crucial issues

for the developing sciences of geology

and biology—for if fossils are remains of

organisms, then the earth must be an-

cient, life must enjoy a long history of

consistent change, and rocks must form

from the deposition and hardening ot

sediments. But if fossils can be inorganic

results of a "plastic power" in the mineral

kingdom (that can fashion other interest-

ing shapes like crystals, stalactites, and

banded agates in different circumstances),

then the earth may be young and virtually

unchanged (except tor the ravages of

Noah's Flood), while rocks, with their

enclosed fossils, may be products of the

original Creation, not historical results of

altered sediments.

If pictures of planets and Hebrew let-

ters could be "fossils" made in the same

way as apparent organisms, then the inor-

ganic theory gains strong support, for a

fossilized aleph or moonbeam could not

be construed as a natural object deposited

in a streambed and then fossiUzed when

the surrounding sediment became buried

and petrified. The inorganic theory' had

been fading in Beringer's time, while the

organic alternarive gained continually in

support. But the inorganic view remained

plausible, and the Liigeiisteine therefore

become clever and diabolical, not prepos-

terous and comical.

In Beringer's day, theories of sponta-

neous generation remained popular for

explaining the origin of life; if simple or-

ganisms can arise by the influence of sun-

shine upon waters or heat upon decaying

flesh, why not conjecture that simple im-

ages of objects might form upon rocks by

natural interacrions of hght or heat upon

inherent "lapidifsang forces" of the min-

eral kingdom? Consider, moreover, how

puzzHng the image of a fish inside a rock

must have appeared to people who re-

garded rocks as products of an original

creation, not as historical outcomes of

sedimentation. How could an organism

get inside? And how could fossils be or-

ganisms if they frequently occur petrified,

or made of the same stone as their sur-

roundings? We now have simple and "ob-

vious" answers to these questions, but

Beringer and his colleagues still struggled,

and any sympathetic understanding of

early-eighteenth-century contexts should

help us to grasp the centrahty and excite-

ment of these debates and to understand

the Ltigcnstcine as legitimately puzzling.

I do not, however, wish to absoh-e

Beringer of all blame under an indefensi-

bly pluralistic doctrine that all plausible

explanations of past times may claim the

same weight ofjudicious argument. The

Liigeiisteine may not have been absurd, but

Beringer had also encountered enough

clues to uncover the hoax and a\-oid em-

barrassment. However, for several reasons

involving flaws of character and passable

intelligence short ot true brilliance,

Beringer forged on, finally allowing his

judgment to be canceled by his desire to

be recognized and honored for a great

discovery that had assumed so much of

his time and expense. How could he re

linquish the tame he could almost taste

when he wrote:

Behold these tablets, which I was inspired

to edit, not only by my tireless zeal for

public service, and by your wishes and

those ofmy many friends, and by my

strongfilial hue for Franconia, to which,

from these figured fruits oj this previously

obscure mountain, no less gloiy will accrue

than from the delicious wines of its vine-

covered hills.

I am no fan of Dr. Beringer's. He strike;

me, first of aU, as an insufferable pedant—

so I can understand his colleagues' frus-

tration, while not condoning their solu-

tions. (I pride myself on always quoting

from original sources, and I do own s

copy of Beringer's treatise. I am no Latin

scholar, but I can read and translate mosi

works m this universal scientific language

i
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manufacturer's warranty. Prepare yoursell
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winter with the healthiest humidifiet you

can buy. $t 19.95 ($12.95) #9290.
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of Beringer's time. But I cannot make

heacis or tails of the convoluted phrasings,

the invented polysyllabic words, the ab-

surdly twisted sentences of Beringer's

prose, and I have had to rely on Jahn and

Woolf's translation, previously cited.)

Moreover, Beringer saw and reported

more than enough evidence to uncover

the hoax, had he been inclined to greater

judiciousness. He noted that his Lii^en-

stcine bore no relationship to any other

objects known to the burgeoning science

of paleontology, not even to the numer-

ous "real" fossils also found on his moun-

tain. But instead of alerting liim to pos-

sible fraud, these differences only flieled

Beringer's hopes tor fame. He made

many observations that should have clued

him in to the artificial carving of his fos-

sils: Why were they nearly always com-

plete, and not usually fragmentary like

most other finds? Why did each object

seem to fit so snugly and firmly on the

enclosing rock? Why did only the top

sides protrude, while the lower parts

merged with the underlying rock? Why
had letters and sunbeams not been found

before? Why did nearly all fossils appear

in the same orientation, splayed out and

viewed from the top, never from the side

or bottom? Beringer's own words almost

shout out the obvious and correct con-

clusion that he couldn't abide or even dis-

cern: "The figures expressed on these

stones, especially those of insects, are so

exactly fitted to the dimensions of the

stones, that one would swear that they are

the work of a very meticulous sculptor."

Beringer's arrogance brought him

down in a much more direct manner as

•well. When Eckhart and Roderick

learned that Beringer planned to publish

his work, they realized that they had gone

too far and became frightened. They

tried to warn Beringer, by hints at first,

but later quite directly as their anxiet}' in-

creased. Roderick even delivered some

stones to Beringer and later showed his

rival how they had been carved—hoping

that Beringer would then draw an obvi-

ous inference about the rest of his identi-

cal collection.

Beringer, however, was now commit-

ted and would not be derailed. He replied

with the argument of all true believers,

the unshakable faith that resists all reason

and evidence: yes, you have proved that

these psychics are frauds, but my psychics

are the real McCoy, and I must defend

them even more strongly now that you

have heaped unfair calumnies upon the

entire enterprise. Beringer never men-

tions Eckhart and Roderick by name (so

their unveiling awaited the 1934 discov-

ery in the Wiirzburg town archives), but

he had been forewarned of their activities.

Beringer wrote in chapter 12 of his book:

Then, when I had all but completed my

ii'ork, I caught the rumor cucidatmg

throughout the city . . . that every one of

these stones . . . was recently sadpted by

hand, made to look as though at different

periods they had been resurrectedfrom a

very old burial, and sold to me as to one

indifferent tofraud and caught up in the

blind greed of curiosity.

Beringer then tells the tale of Roderick's

warning, but excoriates his rival as an

oafish modern caricature of Praxiteles

(the preeminent Greek sculptor) out to

discredit a great discovery by artificial

mimicry:

!

/

4^
Unr Praxiteles has issued, in an arrog^ant ^^

letter, a declaration of war He has

threatened to write a small treatise exposing

my stones as supposititious [sic]—/ should'

say, his stones, fashioned andfraudulently
\

made by his hand. Tims does this man,

virtually unknown among men of letters,

still but a novice in the sciences, make a bid

for the dawn of his fame in a shameful

calumny and imposture.

If only Beringer had realized how truh

and comprehensively he had spoker

about "a shameful calumny and impos-

ture." But Roderick succeeded becausci

his carvings had been sufFiciendy plausi-

ble to inspire belief by early-eighteenth-:

century standards. The undoing of al

protagonists then followed because
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Beringer, in his ovei-weening and stub-

born arrogance, simply could not quench

his ambition once a clever and plausible

hoax had unleashed his ardor and vanity.

In summary, the Liigcnstciuc of

Wiirzburg played a notable role in the

most important debate ever pursued in

.paleontology—a struggle that lasted for

'centuries and that placed the nature of re-

lality itself up for grabs. By Beringer's

time, this debate had largely been settled

in favor of the organic nature of fossils,

and this resolution would have occurred

even if Beringer had never been born and

the Liigciisleiiie never carved. Beringer

may have been a vain and arrogant man of

limited talent, working in an academic

backwater of his day, but at least he was

i struggling with grand issues—and he fell

because his hoaxers understood the great

stakes and fashioned frauds that could be

viewed as cleverly relevant to this intellec-

tual struggle, however preposterous they

appear to us today with our additional

knowledge and radically altered theories

about the nature of reahty and causation.

(One often needs a proper theory to set

a context for the exposure of fraud. Pilt-

down Man fooled some of the worlds

best scientists for generations, and I will

never forget what W. E. Le Gros Clark,

one of the three scientists who exposed

the firaud in the early 1950s, said to me
when I asked him why this resolution had

not occurred earlier. Even an amateur in

vertebrate anatomy, like myself, has no

trouble seeing the Piltdown bones for

what they are—the staining is so crude;

the file marks applied on the orangutan

teeth in the lower jaw are so obvious, yet

so necessary to make the teeth seem

human in the forger's plan, for the cusps

ot ape and human teeth differ so greatly.

Le Gros Clark said to me: "One needed

to approach the bones with the hypothe-

sis of fraud already in mind. In such a

context, the fakery immediately became

obvious.")

The Liigensteine of Marrakech are, by

contrast—and I don't know how else to

say this—merely ludicrous and preposter-

ous. No excuse save imorance—and I do.

of course, recognize the continued preva-

lence of this aU-too-human trait—could

possibly inspire a belief that the plaster

blobs atop the Moroccan stones might be

true fossils, the remains of ancient organ-

isms. Beringer thus was grandly tricked in

the pursuit of great truths, however inade-

quate his own skiUs. We are merely hood-

winked for a few dollars that mean Httle to

most tourists but may make or break the

hves of local carvers. Caveat emptor.

In contrasting the conflicting meanings

of these identical takes in such radically

different historical contexts, I can only re-

call Karl Marx's famous opening line to

The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,

his incisive essay on the rise to power of

the vain and cynical Napoleon III, culmi-

nating in his appointment as emperor in

1852, as contrasted with the grand hopes

and disappointments inspired by the orig-

inal Napoleon. (The French revolution-

ary calendar renamed the months and

started time again at the establishment of

the Republic. In this system. Napoleon's

coup d'etat occurred on the 18th of Bru-

maire, a foggy month in a renamed au-

tumn of year VIII—or November 9,

1799. Mai^x, who may be justly out of

fashion for horrors later committed in his

name, remains a brilliant analyst ot histor-

ical patterns.) Marx opened his polemical

treatise by noting that all great events in

history occur twice—the first time as

tragedy, the second as farce.

Beringer was a pompous ass, and his

florid and convoluted phrases must rank

as a caricature of true scholarship. Still, he

fell in the course of a great debate, using

his limited talents to defend an inquii-y

that he loved and that even more

pompous fools of his time despised

—

those who argued that refined people

wouldn't dirty their hands m the muck of

mountains but would solve the world's

pressing issues under their wigs in their

drawing rooms. Beringer thus character-

ized this opposition from the pseudo-ele-

gant glitterati of his day:

They purine jpaleonlologyj with an

especially ccnsorions rod, and condemn it to
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rejection from the world of erudition as one

of the wanton futilities of intellectual idlers.

To what purpose, they ask, do we stare

fixedly with eye and mind at small stones

andfigured rocks, at little images of

animals or plants, the rubbish ofmountain

and stream, found by chance amid the

muck and sand of land and sea?

He then defended his profession with the

greatest of geological metaphors:

Any [paleontologist], like David of old,

would be able with onefiawless stone

picked from the bosom of Nature, to

prostrate, by one blow on the forehead, the

gigantic mass of objections and satires and

to vindicate the honor of this sublime

sciencefrom all its calumniators.

Beringer, to his misfortune, and largely as

a result of liis own limitations, did not

pick a "flawless stone," but he properly

defended the great value of paleontology

and of empirical science in general. As a

final irony, Beringer could not have been

more wrong about the Lugensteine, but he

couldn't have been more right about the

power of paleontology. Science has so

revolutionized our view of reality since

1726 that we, in our current style of arro-

gance, can only regard the Wiirzburg hii-

gensteine as preposterous, because we un-

fairly impose our modern context and fail

to understand Beringer's world, including

the deep issues that made his hoaxing a

tragedy rather than a farce.

Our current reality features an un-

slayable Goliath of commercialism, and

modern scientific Davids must make an

honorable peace, for a slingshot cannot

win this battle. I may be terribly old fash-

ioned (shades, I hope not, of poor

Beringer), but I continue to believe that

such honor can only be sought in separa-

tion and mutual respect. The temptations

for increasing fusion with the world of

commerce are omnipresent and well nigh

overwhelming, for the inimediate and

palpable "rewards" are so great. So scien-

tists go to work for competing pharma-

ceutical or computer companies and

make monumental salaries but cannot

choose their topics of research or publish

their work. And museums expand their

gift shops to the size of their neglected

exhibit halls and purvey their dinosaurs

largely for dollars in the form of images

on cofiee inugs and T-shirts or by special

exhibits, at fancy prices, of rented robotic

models, built by commercial companies

and featuring, as their come-on, the very

properties—mostly hideous growls and

lurid colors—that leave no evidence in

the fossil record and that therefore remain

a matter of pure conjecture to science.

I am relieved that Sue the Tyran-

nosaurus, sold at auction by Sotheby's for

more than 8 million dollars, wiU go to

Chicago's Field Museum and not to the

anonymity of some corporate board-

room, to stand (perhaps) next to a phony

van Gogh. But I am not happy that no

natural history museum in the world has

funds for such a purpose—and that Dis-

ney had to pony up the cash. Disney is

not, after all, an eleemosynary institution,

and they will legitimately want their

piece for their price. WiU it be the Disney

Hall of Paleontology at the Field Mu-
seum? (Will we ever again be able to view

a public object with civic dignity, unen-

cumbered by commercial messages? Must

city buses be fuUy painted as movable ads,

lampposts smothered, taxis festooned,

even seats in concert halls sold one by one

to donors and embellished in perpetuity

with names on a metal plaque?) Or will it

be Sue the Robotic Tyrannosaurus—the

purchase of the name rather than the

thing, for Sue's actual skeleton cannot im-

prove the colors or sounds of the robots,

and her value, in this context, lies only in

the recognition of her name (and the

memory of the dollars she brought

down), not in her truly immense scien-

tific worth.

I am neither an idealist nor a Luddite in

this matter. I just feel that the world of

commerce and the world of intellect, by

their intrinsic natures, must pursue differ-

ent values and priorities—the commercial

world looms so much larger than our do-

main that we can only be engulfed and

destroyed if we make a devil's bargain o

fusion for short-term gain. The worth o

fossils simply cannot be measured in dol-

lars. But the Liigensteine of Marrakech car

only be assessed in this purely symbohc

way, for they have no intellectual value

and can only bring what the traffic (anc

human gullibility) wiU bear. We cannoi

possibly improve upon Shakespeare's fa-

mous words for this sorry situation—anc

this ray of hope for the honor and differ

ences of intellect;

Who steals my purse steals trash . . .

But he that filches firom me my good

name

Robs me of that which not enriches

him.

And makes me poor indeed.

But we must also remember that thes^

words are spoken by the villainous lago

who will soon make Othello a victim (bj

exploiting the Moor's own intemperancel

of the most poignant and tragic deception

in all our literature. Any modern intellec-1

tual, to avoid Beringer's sad fate, mus|

hold on to the dream—while keeping

cold eye on immediate realities. Follov

your bliss, but never draw to an insidJ

straight.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geolog

and the history of science at Harvard UniveA

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu%

seum of Natural History.

Image by Alexis Rockman

7 997. 44.25 x 56.25 x 4.125 inches.

Envirotex, digitized photograph, oil

paint, latex rubber, rat body parts,

rattlesnake, asphalt, unknown bird

part on wood.

New York artist Alexis Rockman

presents his idiosyncratic view of

nature monthly in Natural History.

K.
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Steel A4asquerade
By Eitid Sdiildkroiir

A new exhibiiiofi, "Spirits in Steel: Tlie Art

of the Kalahari Masquerade," will open in the

Miiseum's first-floor Gallery 77 on April 25

and nm through October 12.

Like
many West A&ican coastal

peoples, the Kalahari of

southeastern Nigeria think ot

sw?anips. creeks, and other

bodies of water as the home

of spiritual beings ^vho may form many

kinds of relationships wdth humans. Peri-

odically, the Kalahari invite these spirits to

join them in celebrations and masquer-

ades. The spirits—^w-hich

may be male, female, or

anim al—are thought to

take possession ofthe cel-

ebrants, who put on

water-spirit masks and

costumes and make their

way through towTis and

villages, inspiring laugh-

ter, wonder, and fear

among the inhabitants.

Sokari Douglas Camp,

a London-based sculptor

bom in eastern Nigeria,

v^imessed these masquer-

ades in her hometown

throughout her child-

hood. Then, in the early

1990s, she learned of a

collection of Kalahari

masks in the British Mu-
seum's storerooms. Dis-

turbed by the idea of the

disembodied masks, she

thought of creating life-

size steel sculpoires of

masqueraders to display

with them. In 1995, in

collaboration with the British Musemii,

her figures were exhibited alongside the

masks from the museum's collections.

She said she decided to work with

masks from a female point of \new, which

is that ofthe observer. Women in her part

of Nigeria are not allowed to perform

with masks or to touch them, so women

and children are the principal witnesses of

masquerade performances. "I began my
work by observing how masks are put on

the masqueraders; how the human form

is changed; ho^v men become gods when

they perform. The masqueraders are ahve

and frightening and beautifril when they

move. This element still comes across in

museums, even though the mask is not

moving and is in a box."

Thirteen of Sokari's steel figures wiD

be on display at the American Museum of

Natural History- for the next five and a

half months. The exhibition will also in-

clude traditional and modern masks from

the collections of the British Museum

and the American Museum of Natural

History- as well as \ddeos of the Kalahari

masquerade and commentary" by the

artist.

Enid Schildkrout is chair ofthe Museum's De- I

partment ofAnthropology and has been doing

i\

fieldwork in Africa since the 1960s.
\ Mo

I'A

A symbol ofpower, "Big Masquerade with Boat

and Household on His Head," right, wears an

apron spattered with the blood cfsaerifices made

to the water spirits. Tlie "Otobo (Hippo)

Masquerade," above, is a fearsome half-animal

half-human character.

t^
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tecting its nest, discovered by

AMNH scientists in the Gobi

Desert in 1993. (Illustration by

Micl< Ellison for the AMNH)
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Biodiversity and Human Health April Events
A two-day symposium—sponsored by

the Museum's Center for Biodiversity- and

Conservation, Harvard Medical School's

Center tor Health and the Global Emi-

ronment, and the United Nations Envi-

ronment Prosramme—\\ill be held at the

Tropical poison

frogs are a

source ofnew

medicines.

Museum on Friday and Saturday, April 17

and 18. This event \\-ill bring together a

multidisciphnarv' force of experts to ex-

amine the vital role of biological diversits'

in promoting human health and to forge

strategies to combat the degradation of

the global environment.

Scientists, environmentahsts, and

health professionals from around the

world win explore the value to medical

research of plant, animal, and microbe

species and their use as sources of

new medicines. The speakers

will also consider the per\-a-

sive threats to human

health that are cre-

ated when ecosystems

are altered, compro-

mised, or destroyed.

For additional intorma-

tion, please \-isit the Bio-

diversity Center's Web site

(http://research.amnh.org/

biodivenit)'/).

Hands-on Science for Children

Science-oriented acti\-ities that foster ob-

servation skills in children aged four to

seven can now be found on the Museum's

Web site (http://w-^^-^v.amnh.org). On
the Family Acti\dties page, children can

obser\'e the complexin" of a shell, identif\-

differences in birds" teet, or compare the

leaves of oak and beech trees. Parents can

also help their children in a range of pro-

jects, from composing field journals to

diorama making.

Biodiversity: It Takes All Kinds to Make A
World is a colorfU sixteen-page magazine

ot word puzzles, picture searches, articles,

and interactive games. It addresses four

questions: What is biodiversits-? Why is it

important to us? What are the threats to

it? and What is being done to save it? The

publication will be distributed free to \isi-

tors when the new Hall of Biodiversity

opens in May. Both the Web page and the

magazine, which is handed by the Interna-

tional Bank ofJapan, are produced by the

Museum's National Center for Science

Literacy, Education, and Technology':

April 6
The John Burroughs Association's annual award for

nature WTiring \\-Ul go to John Alcock for his book In

(J Desert Garden: Loi'e and Death Among the Inseds.

Tickets to the awards luncheon are $30, For resei

tions and information, call (212) 769-5169. 1
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" lecture s^
ries, Julianne Dalcanton, a Hubble Fellow at the ols

ser\'atories of the Carnegie Institution, will give
'~

shde-iUustrated talk entitled "Galaxies Faint ai

Fu2z\ " at 7:30 P..M.

iApril 15, 22, and 29
May 6 and 13
"Animals, People, and Pets: Cviltural Change in the

Twentieth Centur\'" will be the theme of live talks in

a series co-sponsored by the Museums Education

Department and the Columbia Graduate Anthropol|

og\- Alumni. The lecmres will begin at 7:00 P.M. 1

April 20
At 7:00 P.M,, Cad Zimmer, a senior editor at Discover^

magazine, will give a talk dra\Mi fiom his newly pub-

lished book on macroevolution. At the Waters Ed^
Macroa'olution and the Transfonuaiion of Life.

April 23
At 7:00 P.M., astronomer Da\id H. Le\-\; codiscoverer

of comet Shoemaker-Le\")" 9. will give a talk entitled

"Sharing the Night Sk\'." His lecture will be accom-

panied by poetn; slides, \ideo, and music.

April 23 and 30
T\vo talks on the theme "Life at the Ends of the

Earth" by Kenneth A. Chambers, zoologist and

scholar of polar exploration, will focus on the Arctic

and Antarctica. The talks will begin at 7:00 P.M.

April ZD
Original monologues and scenes exploring a range of

women's issues \^^ll be presented by author Ban
Caseley Swnain at 2:00 and again at 4:00 R.M. The pro-

gram is signed as well as spoken and is suitable tOT

families with older children. For information, call

(212) 769-5186.

Throughout April
A variety- of free multicultural outreach programs

from around the world will be presented during an

Indigenous Peoples" Celebration chat includes talk^

films, performances, and lecture-demonstrations. Fw
a schedule of events, please call (212) 769-5315.

The Museums IMAX theater is featuring Cosnat

I oyaoe, an exploration of the universe s form and

structure; Wliales. an investigation of the feedings

breeding. na\'igation. and sociahzation of le\iai

and Tiraiiica. a histon.- of the worlds most famoi

shipwTeck. Double features will be shown only oiPI

Fridays and Saturdays at 6:00 and 7:30 P.M.

The American Museum ofNamral Histor\" is locat

at Central Park West and 79th Street in New Yoi

Cit\'. For rickets and informarion about events,

(212) 769-5200. Consult die Museum Web site Bit

additional information (httpr/./www.amnh.org). For

hours and admission fees, call (212) 769-5100.



What to do when a whale calls 911.

In January 1997, a baby gray whale was found struggling along the California

coast. Separated from her mother at birth, she was weak, dehydrated and barely clinging

to life. Her only chance for survival was Sea World. Thanks to an around the clock

team of dedicated marine mammal speciaHsts and veterinarians, thousands of gallons

of clams, fish and cream, and her very own 1.7-million-gallon pool, this big baby

named J.J. is still making history. Now a robust 20,000 pounds, J J. is ready to face her

next challenge. If all goes well, her successful return to the ocean will begin a new

chapter in a very special story.

J.J.'s amazing rescue touched millions of people around the world. But most of our

rescues don't make headlines. They happen behind the scenes every day of the year.

Dedication isn't a new idea at Sea World. Our 40-year commitment to conservation

and environmental awareness continues to grow stronger every day. Just like J.J.

I



Glenn Nugent loves the performance of his

racing sloop. And when it comes to traveling

on terra firma, he also likes high performance.

So naturally, he drives a Diamante LS. You see,

Nugent is passionate about sailing, but on land,

he has absolutely no interest in driving a boat.

A big multi-adjustable

seat holds you, while

big speed-rated tires

hold the road.

It's just one of the

ways a Diamante

balances equal

measures of luxury

and performance.

Natural hlatory
AM. WUS. HAT UTon<

Sef 5.06(74.7)« ^

you won t notice any noise.

It's smooth, sophisticated and inlaid with platinunn.

And that'sjust the engine.

QD

When platinum-tipped spark

plugs are fitted to the biggest

V6 in its class,* you end up with

an eye-opening 210 horsepower.

Why else would we use such an

expensive material where no

one will ever see it?

Diamante ES starts at 527,650. Diamante LS, shown with optional equipment,

MSRP $36,537 plus $470 destination/handling (Alasl<a $590), Excludes tax, title,

license, registration fee, dealer options and charges. Prices and vehicle availability

may vary. Actual prices set by dealers. *Class includes Import near-luxury sedans

pnced under $40,000.

What kind of luxury sedan would you expect from

a company that builds 320-horsepower sports cars

and world-renowned sport utility vehicles? You would

expect a premium sedan that's sleek, powerful and

well made. And you'd be right. Interested in more

information? Call us at 1-800-55MITSU. Or come

visit our web site at www.mitsucars.com

# MITSUBISHI
DIAMANTE
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Stephen Jay Gould on Galileo
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"I can climb that mountain witli four wiieels."

"I can climb it with two."

"I can do it with one."

"Let's meet our finalist: Bob is a gym teacher from Duluth.

"Okay, Bob. Climb that mountain."
;;\^ And lie'll be driving the Mercedes-Benz M-Class! Johnny?"

(Audience applause) "That's right, Brock, the impressive

M-Class comes with the unique 4-wheel Electronic Traction

System. 4-ETS electronically senses wheelspin and responds

by braking the slipping wheels. Then, it redirects power

back to the wheels with traction. Now you can get a grip

in almost any condition-with the M-Class!" (Audience

applause) "Thanks, Johnny! Well, Bob has made it up the

mountain on just one wheel, so he's our big winner! Johnny,

tell us what he's won!" (Audience applause) "For more informa-

tion, call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES, or visit us at www.MBiiSA.com.

i-
'> The Mercedes-Benz M-Class starts at $33,950.*" M-CLASS
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32 Guatemala's New Evangelists
Missionaries have been seeking converts

among the Maya since the days of the Spanish

Conquest. In recent years, Protestant

evangelicos have penetrated the

predominantly Cathohc countryside.

Story and photographs by Rachel Cobb

44 Discovery

Shorebird Odysseys
On their migratory flights between the Arctic

and South America, some birds can log

20,000 miles a year. How the birds find their

way across the continents remains a mystery,

but scientists do know that preserving key

habitats along their routes is critical to these

birds' survival.

Jim Corven

46 Twenty-Five Years and Counting

Brian Harrington

Map byJoyce Pendola

48 Rites of Spring Migration

49 Web Flights Robert Anderson

50 Northwest Passages

Nils Warnock and Mary Anne Bishop

52 A Season in the South

Horacio de la Cueva

54 Kansas Travelers Helen Hands

56 Showdown at Delaware Bay

Paul Kerlinger

Cover: Sundown over

California's Salton Sea silhouettes

a black-necked stilt. Beginning

on page 44, this month's

"Discovery" section highlights

the spring shorebird migration.

Photograph by Tom Vezo

^smimEmn

4 Up Front: Shorebird Odysseys

6 To the Editor

8 Contributors

Natural Selections

10 Interview: A Conversation with

George C. Williams

Frans Roes

12 Excerpt: Life and Death Fallacies

George C. Williams

13 Bookshelf

16 This View of Life: The Sharp-Eyed Lynx

Outfoxed by Nature

Stephen Jay Gould

22 Journal: Island Dreams

Thomas McNamee

28 Findings: Windows on the Desert Floor

PeterJ. Marchand

Field Guide

73 This Land: Border Lands

Robert H. Mohlenbrock

76 Celestial Events: Stellar Body Double

Joe Rao

78 Universe: Water, Water

Neil de Grasse Tyson

82 The Natural Moment: Mud Warriors

Photograph byJeremy Stafford-Deitsch

-I
At the American Museum of Natural History'

84 Regalia of Rank
84 May Events



^bu may try this offer for the free coffeemaker.

But you' stay for the coffee. i

You may wonder why we're offering you

a free 10-cup Automatic Drip Coffeemaker

just for trying Gevalia" Kaffe. Quite simply,

it's the only way to be sure that, when you

first taste Gevalia Kaffe, it will be at its

absolute best.

Open a package ofGevalia Kaffe, and

you'll instandy appreciate its fresh aroma.

Brew it and with every drop, the anticipation

will increase. Raise a cup to your lips and

the true pleasure— a richly satisfying M-bodied flavor

—

is yours to enjoy.

SINCE 1853.

In 1853, a time when clipper ships voyaged to the ends of

the earth, Victor Theodor Engwall founded his importing

company. As the years went by, his family was seized by an

obsession to produce the world's most superb cup ofcoffee.

Tirelessly, they worked month after month, tasting and

testing the exotic coffee beans that came into port until at

last they were satisfied. And soon, their obsession with

perfection was dramatically rewarded.

THE ROYAL SEAL OF APPROVAL.
The prized Gevalia* blend ofArabica beans is so exceptional

that it has earned the Royal Seal ofApproval from generations

ofSwedish kings. It has become Sweden's most beloved

coffee, and can become yours, too.

EXCEPTIONAL COFFEE. EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE.

Now you can have Gevalia convenientiy delivered to your

home or office It comes vacuum-sealed in half-

pound golden foil packages in your choice of

Whole Bean or Ground, in Traditional Roast"

Regular or Decaffeinated.

Just complete the order form,

and we'll also send you a 10-cup

coffeemaker (retail value $44.95)

in your choice ofhunter green,

soft white orjet black witii your

introductory offer. Shipments will

follow about every six weeks. You can change your order

whenever you wish.

For faster service, call 1-800-GEVALIA (1-800-438-2542).

Choose your free

coffeemaker in hunter green,

soft white or jet black.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL 1-800-GEVALIA

CJ XCSj I would like to tr\' one pound of Gevalia' Kaffe for S10rmdudingshiRwig3ndhjnJ!in«i,

and receive with it a 10-cup Automatic Drip Coffeemaker as a free gift irctaiu-aiuc 544.95).

Please send Gevalia Kaffe— two 1/2-lb. packages of the t\-pe(s) indicated beiow— with the

understanding that I will continue to receive shipments of Gevalia* approximatelv everv six

weeks, plus a special holiday shipment. I understiuid that 1 may ciincel this arrangement at any

time after receiving my introductor)' shipment without obligation to accept further shipments.

The Automatic Drip Coffeemaker is mine to keep regardless ofmv decision-

Check coffeemaker color: D Green (EG) D White (WH) D Black (BL)

Check One: A. 1 lb. Traditional Roast" Regular

B. n 1 lb. Traditional Roast' Decaffeinated

C. D 1/2 lb. Traditional Roast' Regular & 1/2 lb. Decaffeinated

n Whole Bean (1) Ground (2)

D Visa D MasterCard D American Express D Discover Card

Check One:

Charge my:

Card Number

Please sign here_

_Exp. Date_

D Enclosed is my check payable to Gevalia Kaffe for SlO.OO

CODE: 998765

Name

Address

Cit>- State

Phone ( )

. Zip_

COMPLETE AND MAIL THIS COITON TO:

GEX'ALL^ KAFFE. P.O. BOX U424. DES MOINES. IOWA 5033(^142 -1

9
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HERE'S WHAT YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO. 1. You must be pleased with Gevalia Kaft'e or you may can-
cel and kocp the free colfueinaker. 2. If pleased, do nothing and a siitpnient of four 1/2-lh. paekajies (2 lbs.
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exceeded. Limit one mendtcrship per liousehold. ColTecmakcr offer expires l/31A)0. ©199S Gevalia Kjiffc
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Shorebird Odysseys

One natural phenomenon that has it all is the migration of animals—from turtles

and cetaceans that traverse the oceans to the salmon and shad that return to their

natal streams; from the herds of caribou that track the tundra to the birds ofprey

and shorebn-ds that crisscross the hemispheres. Migrations speak of time, place,

sex, birth, death, wind and tide, the changing of seasons, the demands of

survival, the absence of borders, and the balance of ecosystems. The flights of

inigrating birds challenge our imaginations. Walt Whitman described them as

"flashing a hint of the whole spread of Nature with her eternal unsophisticated

freshness, her never-visited

recesses of sea, sky, shore

—

and then disappearing into

the distance."

While we might take long

walks, run marathons, train

for triathlons, only in our

dreams can we come close to

the athleticism of a bird's

migratory journey; only in

our myths or in our

machines can we fly or travel

such distances. We are

fascinated because these

migrations defy the

Hmitations of our bodies and

our terrestrial notions of

time and change: whatever

else goes on, the birds wOl

return in their season and

disappear in their time into

the distance.

In October 1996, Natural

History pubhshed a special

section on the migrations of the world's birds of prey ("The Rites ofAutumn").

In this issue we celebrate the springtime return of Western Hemisphere

shorebirds to their breeding grounds. And while we give you the natural history

of these birds and some details of their long flights from South America to the

Arctic and points in between, we're hoping the articles inspire you to get out

and see these migrants for yourself. To that end we've included a map of the

birds' routes (page 47) and a Ust of shorebird festivals (page 48). We hope this

issue gives you a new rite of spring.

—

Bruce Stutz
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To the

Editor
Hot Tuna

My conceptual world has

suffered a severe tremor with

the arrival of your March

1998 issue and "Net Loss

"

Elliot Norse's review of Carl

Safina's Songfor the Blue

Ocean. The third paragraph

informs me that the bluefin

tuna is a warm-blooded fish.

Please don't tell me, after all

these years, that I was

intellectually abused by my
high-school biology teacher.

Robert L. Shalkop

Salisbury, North Carohna

Elliot Norse implies:

Research begun in the late

1960s and led by the late

Francis G. Carey, ofWoods

Hole Oceanographic

Institution, showed that

bluefin and bigeye tuna, as

well as several requiem sharks,

have highly developed heat

exchange systems that keep

their blood temperatures stable

as they move from relatively

warm surface waters to cold,

deep waters. Thus, the term

"warm-blooded" is now used

for some fishes, contradicting

everything we learned in high

school. Barbara Block, of

Stanford University, is using

advanced computer

technology to further study

the phenomenon in great

oceanic fishes.

The Greatest Extinction

I was impressed by "The

Greatest Story Ever Told," by

Neil de Grasse Tyson (March

1998). But on page 84, he

states: "A mere 65 million

years ago (less than two

percent of Earth's past), a 10-

trillion-ton asteroid hit what is

now the Yucatan Peninsula

and obliterated over 90 percent

of Earth's flora and fauna

—

including dinosaurs"

(emphasis added). Although

the Cretaceous extinction was

devastating, I don't believe it is

credited with a 90 percent

consequence. That figure

applies to the most devastating

extinction event, the Permian,

which ended that era about

248 miUion years ago.

David L. Tlwmpson

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Yes, the 90 percent figure is

usually cited for the Permian

extinction and 75 percent for

the Cretaceous. But Ross

MacPhee, curator of mammals

at the American Museum of

Natural History, points out

that scientists necessarily

disagree on such estimates, in

large part because it is

impossible to establish how

many species were extant

before the extinction

occurred.

—

Editors

IVIore Quartets

Stephen Jay Gould, m "The

Internal Brand of the Scarlet

W" (March 1998), could have

considerably strengthened his

argument that we have an

inherent propensity for

quadripartite divisions had he

included two foursomes that

Mother Nature herself has

mandated: the four

fundamental forces

(electromagnetism, gravity,

and the weak and strong

nuclear forces) and the four

nucleotides ofDNA (adenine,

cytosine, guanine, and

thymine). Indeed, our

ingrained tendency to

apportion by fours might be a

subject for a future essay.

Curt CoUier

Lafayette, CaUfornia

Across tlie Mancaia Board

As a collector ot board games

and sometime student of their

history, I very much enjoyed

the article on bao ("Seeded

Players," February 1998).

When I was living in France, I

kept a mancaia board to

entertain my nine-year-old

daughter. As she and I played

under our awning one day,

another little girl wandered b

and watched us intently. Afte

a few minutes, she indicated

her desire to play. I watched

these two girls, neither of

whom spoke the other's

language, engaged each othe-

for well over an hour.

However, it soon became i

clear that our visitor knew

different rules; my daughter

and I were chastised severely

when we strayed from what

the girl considered the norm

Carl R. Berman, Jr.

Marina, California

Biodiversity

A Forest Grows in Manhattan
Visitors to the new Hall of Biodiversity at the American

Museum ofNatural History will find an African rainforest

and a vast panorama of life on the planet.

Life in the Balance
Why is biodiversity threatened? Why should we care? NUes

Eldredge, a curator in the Museum's Department of

Invertebrates, looks at the "biodiversity crisis" as precursor

to a sixth major extinction episode—one caused by humans.
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Artist's re-creation based on

fossils of an oviraptor pro-

tecting its nest, discovered by

AMNH scientists in the Gobi

Desert in 1993. (Illustration by

Mick Ellison fortfie AMNH)
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Peter Marchand a : _- ^^ : the Desert Floor") is a biologist of extremes. Ha\TOg spent many years studying the winter

ecOiOgv' oi pl^r.s. ^.u tt:;::::o^s m snow country, the subject of his book Ufe in the Cold (Univenity ofNew England Press, 1996),

he is now fascinated by the Sonoran Desert. "The forces that shape evolution and adaptation become much clearer at the edges,"

he explains. The evolution ofhis own living habits seems to have taken him in a direction counter to most—^he migrates north

to the snow^-covered Rockies in the winter and south to the desert in the summer. .Marchand, a visiting professor ofbiology at

Colorado College, in Colorado Springs, now resides ("more than an^'where else") in Florence, Arizona.

In 1991, while researching a stor^' in Guatemala on

the Day of the Dead (a Latin .American Catholic

holiday), photojoumalist Rachel Cobb "Guatemala's

New Evangelists") became intrigued with the

nations Evangelical Protestants. In this issue, she

reports on her most recent trip there to meet v. ;tn

both missionaries and converts. Cobb, who lives in

New York Cit)', has also documented the homeless,

alternatives to incarceration, and obesity in America.

Her award-winning photographs have been

exhibited in the United States and Europe and have

appeared in many pubHcations.

After eigbteer: > e^r^ offieldwork in Central America, particularly in Belize and Costa Rica but also in Panama, Honduras, and

Nicaragua, Jim Corven ("Shorebird Odysseys") is very familiar with the threats faced by birds that migrate between continents.

Now; as director ofthe Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network, he coordinates efibrts to identify and protect the

chain ofwetlands—from Tierra del Fuego to the Arctic—that are \ital to birds migrating between wintering and breeding

grounds. Based at the Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences, Corven is helping to design a National Shorebird

Conservation Plan that integrates research, management, and pubhc policy to protea birds and preserve their habitat.

^^^KK^ Nils Wamock ("Northwest Passages") has studied shorebird migration along the Pacific fl^T\-ay from Mexico's

kQ|^^^^ Baja California to Alaska's North Slope. Formerly a research associate with the Biological Research Di\ision ofI

19 ^fe^ ^P the U.S. Biological Survey in the Pacific Northwest, he is now with the Point Reyes Bird

ObserxTatory in Stinson Beach. CaUfomia, where he is directing a project on the

endangered San Clemente loggerhead shrike. (Wamock also conrribured the apt passage

fram Pablo Neruda that appears on page 44.) Coauthor Mary Ann Bishop has been a USDA
Forest Service wildlife biologist at the Pacific Northwrest Research Station in Cordova.

Alaska, since 1989. When not studying the western sandpipers and other shorebirds ofPrince WiEiam Sound

and the Copper River Delta, Bishop researches black-necked cranes in Bhutan and Tibet.

•i.-.#

A Midw-est native. Helen Hands "K .^.is

Travelers") became irisresiej. ui ^ncreoirds

while studying for her master's degree in

Fisheries and Wildlife at the University of

Missouri in Columbia. Now a viildlife

biologist for the Kansas Department of

Wildlife and Parks, Hands monitors both

migrant and nesting shorebirds, as weD as

webless migratory game birds, at Cheyenne

Bottoms, near Great Bend, Kansas, on the

path ofthe midcontinental migration. Hands

also enjoys the outdoors off the job. She goes

hunting, fishing, and backpacking with her

husband. Randy Rodgers, and dog, Ryne.

Paul Kerlinger ("Showdown at Delaw^are Bay") first wimessed the spectacle ofmating horseshoe crabs and migrating shorebirds a

Delaware Bay in 1980. In the early 1990s, as director ofthe Cape May Bird Observatory, he grew alarmed at the decreasing

numbers of crabs and birds there. Maw an environmental consultant for the wind powder industr\; Kerlinger is also a leading

researcher ofthe effect of ecotourism on local economies. He is the author ofHow Birds Migrate (Stackpole Books, 1995) and

Bight Strategies ofMigrating Hawks (Universit>7 of Chicago Press, 1989). His latest book, Tlie Neir York City Audubon Societ)''s Guic

to Finding Birds in tlie Metropolitan Area, is due out from Cornell University Press next year. Kerlinger lives in New York Cit\'.

Photographer Jeremy Stafford-Deitsch ("The Natural Moment") currendy Uves in London, where h

studies Egyptology at University' College, and runs Shark Trust, a nonprofit organization dedicated

to protecting rays and sharks. To get his shot of dueling mudskippers. Stafford-Deitsch says he

consulted a biologist who told him to "slosh out into the mud, sit there, and wait." He did: "For

hours," he said, "until ever^Tihing got used to me." Stafford-Deitsch used a Nikon F-4 equipped

with a 400 mm lens to take the photograph.
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"/ am convinced that it is the light and the

way." Tliese are the final words in Adapta-

rion and Natural Selection, George C.

miliams's 1966 book

about evohition. In the

decades since the publi-

cation of this book,

which became one of

the most influential in

its field, nothing has

altered IViUiams's con- §

viction that evohition- |

ary theory is notjust of I

intellectual interest bin

has much praaical sig-

nificance for human

life.

A marine biologist

by training, Williams

took two sabbaticab to

conduct fish research in

Iceland, but he is most

widely known as a the-

oretician. As early as

1957, he wrote a paper

on senescence consid-

ered by some to be a

cornerstone of modern

evolutionary theory.

Williams lias also writ-

ten passionately about

the "moral unaccept-

ability of imtural selec-

tion" and tlie necessity

of using our intelligenct

to triumph over it. For

a paper on evolutionary-

ethics, Williams came

up with one oftlie most

eye-catching titles in

scientific literature: "Mother Nature Is a

Wicked Old Witch."

Despite his strongly held convictions,

Wlliams says thatfjr him, controversy is what

makes biolog)' interesting. In years past, he de-

fended reduaionism (the idea that organisms

can be adequately understood in terms of

physics, cliemistr}', and the history ofevolution-

ary change) uiien it was notfashionable to do

so. More recently, he has explored the insights

to begained fry applying evolutionary theory to

medicine. His 1996 book, Evolution and

A Conversation

\vith

Georee C. Williams
By Frans Roes

c 1997

Healing: The New Science ofDarwinian

Medicine (coauthored with Randolph Nesse,

ofthe University ofMichigan Medical School),

stresses the importance of understanding the

adaptive significance ofsymptoms such as fever

rather than merely seeking immediate relief.

George Williams taught biology for thirty

years at the State University of New York at

Stony Brook, where he is now professor emeri-

tus. He is abo editor of the Quarterly Re-

\dew of Biology, which has been publbhing

thoughtfil articles and book reviews about the

life sciences for nearly three-quarters of a a-

tury. Williams's latest book. The Pony Fis

Glow and Other Clues to Plan and Pi-

pose in Nature, was published by BasicBoi^

as part of its Scieiue Masters Series.

Tliirty years ago, in Ada-
Interview

tarion and Natural S-

lecrion, you criticized some ideas in biolog)

I think that my main criticism in tit

book was directed at the general assun-

rion that adaptation characterizes popu-

rions and species, rather than simply te

individuals in the populations and speci

.

What I did was take the position that n -

ural selection works most effectively t

the indi\'idual level, and adaptations t: r

are produced are adaptive for those in -

xdduals, in competition with other m -

viduals of the same population, ratli

than for any collective well-being. j

Individual selection would mean that living!

ganisms are not adapted to prevent the exti

lion of their own species.

That is right. Most evohdng linead

human or otherwise, when threater'i

with extinction, don't do anything speiil

to avoid it. I presume that the last pabit

passenger pigeons, once a ver\' abundit

bird in North America, now extinct, ^

produced the same old way. Once ..e

species had gotten extremely rare, it d

nothing new and did not take any spe jl

measures, the way an indi\-idual woul'il

threatened with death. On the ot;r

hand, we humans in fact have not g(ie

extinct as yet; all our closest relatives h;e.

so I would presume that to some extit

the current human biolog\" may be bia^i

in favor of attributes that make us less \l-

nerable to extinction.

Just what features raise or lower vulrr-

abOm- to extinction is a ^eneralK- ;-



glected problem, but it is widely recog-

nized that sexual reproduction helps to

keep a population going. Sexual repro-

duction is a complicated process that is

occasionally lost, thereby simpHfying the

reproductive process. As a general rule,

though, in both plants and animals, once

a line of descent loses the sexual process,

nothing new ever comes of it. It won't

branch into several new species the way a

sexual species might. So asexual repro-

duction exclusively in any hne of descent

apppears to be a dead end. If there has

ever been a mammal that reproduced

asexually, it is not around any more and

has no descendants.

If selection works at the individual level, why

don't individuals livejorever? Wliy do we grow

old?

Well, no matter how fit you keep your-

tielf, sooner or later something will get

iyou: an accident, a new epidemic, an at-

:ack by terrorists, or whatever. Even if

you had eternal youth, this would obvi-

ously not assure that you Hve forever. So

';he interesting question is, once we attain

3ur fuU youthflil adulthood, why don't

Afe just stay that way?

Suppose we could do that: let's wave a

Tiagic wand, and suddenly we have eter-

lal youth. In evolution that would not be

itable, because eternal youth does not

iboHsh mortality. Let's say that half of us

OTth this eternal youth managed to live to

100, a quarter to age 200, one-eighth to

500, and so on. A mutation that would

;onfer some sHght advantage in our twen-

ies and thirties might well be favored,

ijven if it causes us to drop dead at age

500. Most people are going to be alive in

heir twenties and thirties and thus get the

liiioenefits of whatever that mutation does,

ilbut since only one-eighth of the popula-

ion is going to reach age 300, dropping

'iead then would be worth an advantage

liiiarlier in life. So the evaluation by natural

Selection of new genetic variability would

>e biased in favor of the earlier part of hfe

listories and against the later part, until

4ve had reevolved to something like the

enescence we have now.
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But I read that sea anemones may liveforever.

How is this possible?

The general rule is that anything that is

passed on in reproduction does not un-

dergo senescence. So things that can di-

vide in two, wixh. both halves going on,

would ordinarily not deteriorate with in-

creasing age. They wouldn't have the

kind of trade-oil" that you have when

there is something you can discard. We
humans may discard our bodies, but our

germ cells do not necessarily come to an

end. We can pass them on in reproduc-

tion to people who in turn can pass them

on. Asexually reproducing organisms

such as sea anemones retain eternal youth

for the same reason that our germ cells re-

tain eternal youth. I think it is the British

biologist Tom Kirkwood who invented

the term "disposable soma." Iftou have a

disposable soma, that soma wtU undergo

senescence. Ifyou don't, it won't.

Tliere are all sorts of wonderfd adaptations,

yet you write that natural selection never de-

signs new machinery. R'?))' did you write this?

Because there is nothing in natural se-

lection that looks ahead and plans ahead.

All it can do is make use of variation that

is present. Some things work better than

others, and the ones that work better are

the ones that tend to be preser\'ed. And

these are always presented in relation to

immediate circumstances, never in order

to facilitate an^T:hiag in the future.

You also wrote that every organism shows fea-

tures that are finctionally arbitrary or even

maladaptive.

The human body is just full of illustra-

tions of ^fhat are really either arbitrary or

in many cases quite unfortunate legacies

fix)m prior historv". Our respirator\' sys-

tem, for instance. Way back, half a billion

years ago at least, some early vertebrate

didn't have a respiratory s\-stem, but it had

a digestive s\"stem with a way of taking in

water at the front end and running it

through a filter. That machinery" turned

out to be easily modified to facilitate res-

piration, to arrange some special mecha-

(Please turn to page 14)

Life and

Death

Fallacies

From The Pony Fish's Glow and Other

Clues to Plan and Purpose in Nature, by

George C. Williams. Copyrigln 1997 by

George C. WillliVns. Reprinted by arrange-

ment with BasicBocks.

F X r "^
f n t

^3^1*7 traditional reUgions

foster attimdes that ought to

have disappeared as biological under-

standing accumulated over the last cen-

tury. One of these might be termed the

George C. H-llliams, 1962

holy-corpse fallacy. When people die,

their relatives and friends behave as if

there were some moral significance in the

dead body. They ignore the fact that the

"last remains" are just that, material that

happened, at the time of death, to provic '--

the medium of expression for a huma .
-

hfe. However long this complex huma -

message was expressed is the duration ( i",

time in which the materials were comir i ^

and going. The tons of matter that at or tr

time or another were part of a dead senit r'-

citizen are already dispersed throughoi ^

the terrestrial ecosystem. A small mino ;

it\' of the dead person's molecules are : : -

orbit around the earth or sun. Crematic ^

ofthe matter that happened to be there ;

'

the last minute merely hastens an ii :~:

evitable process. i::

The holy-corpse fallacy' once had su| : r.

port &om the biological concept ofproti t;?

plasm, the special living matter of an o

ganism. Other matter may be entern ; _

and leaving a living celL but its protoplas ::;

:

was presumably a stable entity that regi rj;:

lated this material flux, es

dead person may hal Ej

dead protoplasm, but in

was presumably that pe r ;

son's vet)' own prot^ t .;

plasm, and had be« ejj,

throughout his or he
life. Protoplasm w ';::;

often discussed in the I ;i:

ology courses I took c:

the 1940s. It is a term ; t ;

most never heard todai b

Another error is t t;

moment-of-conceptii k;-

faUac)'. The joining o) [
--;.

human egg and spei c-,

defines a new afcj]

unique human gen '^:;

;

t\-pe. It does not pt r-

duce any human hof :
-

and fears and memor :]^

or anything else ofmo > '-

importance imphed

the term human. T
newly fertilized egg n

have the potential for a fiilly human ex

tence, but that potential was there ev

before fertilization. The same can be s;

of all the fertihzations that might hs

been. The penetration of that egg by o



erni meant an early death for millions

competing sperm. It destroyed all hope

^ those millions of other unique human

notypes.

The moment-of-conception fallacy

iplies that fertilization is a simple proc-

. with never a doubt as to whether it has

has not happened, hi reality, the "mo-

."nt" is a matter of some hours of com-

.'X activity. There are elaborate bio-

emical interactions between the sperm

d various layers of the egg membrane.

ke sperm gradually breaks up, and only

nucleus is established in the egg. Then

tth egg and sperm nuclei initiate radical

ianges before the flision of the two nu-

i. Many of the developmental events

lowing this fusion were predetermined

ring the production of the egg. Genes

fjvided by the sperm do not have dis-

nible effects until embryonic develop-

•nt is well under way. A strictly biolog-

I definition of hunaanity would have to

cify some point in this elaborate pro-

i:m at which the egg and sperm have

idenly been endowed with a single

iman life.

There are other difficulties with defin-

; humanity this way. If that single

man life develops for a while and then

ides to produce identical twins or

)lets, are they to be considered one

iTian being? This would be contrary to

lost everyone's moral sensibilities. Re-

it observations have raised additional

istions about the connection between

logical and moral individuality. Early

.levelopnient, fraternal twins from two

arate, fertilized eggs may fuse and de-

pp into what, at birth, is physically a

^le baby. Molecular techniques avail-

; today may show that such an individ-

is geneticaUy different in various parts

ts body. An apparendy normal woman

Y have some genetically male tissues

II what originated as her twin brother,

|vice versa. Tlie only realistic view is

jt a human life arises gradually, which is

much help in making personal deci-

is or devising public policy. D

Bookshelf

At the Water's Edge
By Carl Zimmer (The Free Press [Simon & Schuster], i998, $25, illus.)

Zimmer, a senior editor and writer at Discover magazine, gives a lucid exegesis of macroevolu-
tion—major, long-term changes in animal anatomy and behavior. He discusses transitional

forms, cladistics, and other technical matters without losing sight of the animals themselves

—

or ot the flawed, quirky, and ingenious humans who are investigating their origins.

A Science Odyssey
By Charles Flowers (William Morrow, 1998, $30, illus. Videos of the ten-hour PBS series are available

from WGBH Video, 800-255-9424.)

Astronomer Edwin Hubble s discovery that the universe is expanding and medical researcher

Joseph Goldberger's piecing together the nutritional etiology of pellagra represent just two of
the developments in science featured in a PBS series that aired in January and February 1998.

The five-part series, and its accompanying book, examines the advances of the last hundred
years in cosmology, medicine, human behavior, technology, and geology.

The Murder of Tutankhamen
By Boh Brier (C. P Putnam's Sons [Penguin Putnam], 1998, S24.95)

Atter examining X rays of the 3,000-year-old mummy ofKing Tutankhamen, Egyptologist and

paleopathologist Bob Brier was convinced that the nineteen-year-old pharaoh died from a blow
to the back of his head. Using forensic, archaeological, and historical evidence. Brier dramatizes

the turbulent times in which Tut Hved and pieces together the explanation of his murder.

Ecoviews
By Wliit Gibbons and Anne R. Gibbons (Tlie University ofAlabama Press, 1998, S16.95, illus.)

Herpetologist Whit Gibbons, of the Universit)' of Georgia's Savannah River Ecology' Labora-

tory, has teamed up with his sister, Anne, to take a wide-ranging look at the natural world from

an ecological perspective. Whether describing the bombardier beede that shoots off a scorching

liquid in self-defense or the South American knife fish that uses electric current to distinguish

its territory, they offer a paean to earth's diversity and a plea to preserve it for our own sur\-ival.

Beauty ofAnother Order
Edited by Ann Tliomas (Yale University Press, 1998, S50, illus)

Five essayists discuss the popular and historical uses of photography since its mid-nineteenth-

century beginnings and trace its evolution—via electronics and digital technology'—into an es-

sential tool for exploring the natural world.

Cats' Paws and Catapults
By Steven Vogel (W W Norton, 1998, $27.50, illus.)

Biomechanics is the way liwng things work—how they walk, run, jump, fly. and grow. Vogel,

a professor of biology at Duke University, compares human technology over 10,000 years with

nature's selected designs over billions of years.

North
By Nicolas Umier; translated from the French by WWard Wood (Harry N. Abranis, Inc., 1998, $49.50, illus.)

In a miscellany reminiscent of the Wliole Earth Catalog, French advennirer Vanier documents

two decades of expeditions to the far north. His text is illustrated with maps, photographs, and

detailed drawings and captions that explain everything from building an igloo to snaring spruce

grouse to harvesting edible Uchens.

Molecules at an Exhibition
ByJohn Emsley (Oxford University Press, 1998, $24.95)

Emslcy, of London's Imperial College of Science, Technology, and Medicine, eschews formu-

las, equations, and diagrams as he discusses "the intriguing materi:ils of evervday life." Whether
he is tracing the role of titanium in paint and pacemakers or elaborating on such "molecules

from hell" as sarin (the lethal nerve gas) or thallium sulfate (a poison used by Iraqi securin-

forces), Emsley is a fluent and entertaining guide to the wodd of chemistry' for the nonexpert.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are usually available from the Museum Shop of

the American Museum of Natural History, (212) 769-5150.
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(Continuedfrom page 12)

nisms for exchanging gases with the envi-

ronment when the organism got big

enough to actually need that.

Ever since then, all descendant verte-

brates have had the forward end ot the di-

gestive system and the forward end of the

respiratory system very much involved

with each other. This manifests itself in

the human body with a crossing of the

two systems in the throat. So there can

be, and frequently are, traffic problems

there, the extreme being that you choke

to death because you are trying to eat

something. If you could redesign it, you

would have two completely separated sys-

tems, or they would be connected in a

way that doesn't require any crossing of

the two systems.

Another seemingly maladaptive phenomenon:

Wlty would a vital organ like the human male

testis he outside the body, where it is quite vul-

nerable?

For some reason, sperm development

has to be at a lower temperature than the

rest of the body. This is accomplished by

the somewhat external scrotal structure.

This certainly makes the testicles vulner-

able, and I think an indication of this is

that whenever mammals reproduce sea-

sonally and don't need to be producing

sperm for much of the year, the testicles

are retracted into the body and only go

back into the scrotum during the breed-

ing season.

But this sounds like an excuse: We don 't know

why testicles are outside the body, so it nnist be

temperature.

Oh no, I think it quite obviously is

temperature because any time the testicu-

lar temperature is abnormally elevated,

for instance by a high fever, sterility or

defective sperm results.

Still, I think this sounds like makhig the the-

ory irrefutable.

If you are talking about the general

theory, it is not likely to be refiitable by

Front-Tine Ppecision and Reap-Tine

Pnwer In One Easy-to-Use Tillsp!

Ue Revolutionary VersaTiller ONLYfrom TROY-BILT!

Ve^.4TllA.ER
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any one study. No single observation like:

this is going to make users of some major

theoretical set of ideas abandon these

ideas. What does happen is that you use

evolutionary theory to make certain pre-

dictions and check on those predictions. 'F
*

More often than not, they turn out not to

work. So you go back to the drawing

board and try something else. You don't

find the wrong ones being published in

biological journals.

But aren't people justified in saying, hey, then

is a conspiracy going on of biologists who don'i

publish anything that is unfavorable to evolu-

tionary theory?

The same bias affects engineers. They

calculate that if they did something a cer-

tain way, they would produce a better en-

gine. They do it and try it out, and it

turns out not to be better at all. So they

Natural selection

maximizes short-

sighted selfishness,

no matter how
much pain or loss

it produces.

go back and try something else. They dc

not claim to have refuted the laws of ther-

modynamics. These are not things tha

get pubhshed in the engineering journals:

It is only the improvements that get pub-

lished. Evolutionary theory works thi

same way: Use it to generate expectation

and then check on them. If the expecta

tions turn out as expected, then you hav

made a discovery that may be somethin;

important.

Darwin based his theory on generaHza

tions that were strictly empirical. You caj

go out and see that organisms do var^

that variations are inherited, and tha

every organism is capable of increasing it

numbers in sufficiently favorable circum

stances. These are basic premises that ca:

© 1998 Garden Way, Inc.



be checked directly. By contrast, physical

theories, such as those that describe invis-

ible atoms, are often not directly testable.

//; your latest book, you describe the biological

creation process as being both "evil" and

"abysinally stupid. " Hliat do you mean when

you say this?

Natural selection maximizes short-

sighted selfishness, no matter how much

pain or loss it produces. There are far

more losers than winners, and great losses

often arise from trivial gains. The killing

of monkey infants for ininor male repro-

ductive gain IS the example that most per-

suasively led me to use words like evil.

As to its stupidity, natural selection

produces what seem to be ingenious de-

vices, like eyes and hands and the human

capacity for language, but a close exami-

nation shows these devices to be just the

sorts of things that can arise from trial and

error, with no modifications that would

arise froin any real understanding of the

problems to be solved. As a result, all or-

ganisms are burdened with maladaptive

historical legacies, such as the many prob-

lems that arise from the close association

of the human reproductive and excretory

systems.

Ifound in your work several references to Bud-

dhism. Do you have a special Hkhigfor Bud-

dhism?

My reading on this sort of thing is ex-

tremely limited, but as a doctrine I think

Buddhism is more compatible with the

spirit of scientific inquiry than what you

get in the Old Testament. I think it is be-

cause of the e.\plicit recognition in Bud-

dhism that things are not naturally good.

There is a lot of pain and suffering in the

world, and that is because that's just the

way the world is. And the way to over-

come this is to live a certain way and to

be resigned to the inevitable imperfec-

tions of life.

This is opposed to some Christian and

Jewish traditions, in which everything is

for the best to some extent, because it is

God's will that things be this v/ay. And if

they don't seem right—well, that is be-

cause we don't really understand. In the

Book ofJob, for instance, no matter how

many evils befall, you accept them and

really don't admit that they are evU be-

cause they must have come from God.

And opposing what God does is stupid

because God is so powerful. Job's avoid-

ance of rebellion against God has nothing

to do with God being good or wise or

anything like that; it's strictly because

God is so povverfijl, and you don't fight

something when you are so much weaker

than that which you would fight.

Trained as a sociologist, Amsterdam native

Frans Roes has for much of the last decade

written about evolutionary theory. His second

book, The Naked Mole Rat: On Hu-

mans, Animals, and Evolution, was pub-

lished (in Holland) in 1993. Roes is now

working as an eiwironmeiual adviser, consult-

ing with firms on their fossil energy consump-

tion, chemical use, and waste production.
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^he Sharp-Eyed

nx
Outfoxed by Nature

Pan One: Galileo Galilei and the Tliree
,

Globes of Saturn

In 1603, Federico Cesi. the duke of

Aquasparta, founded an organization that

grew from uncertain beginnings to be-

come the first scientific societ\" in mod-

ern European histors". Cesi (1585—1630),

then a teenage nobleman, imited three

slightly older friends (all in their

midtwenties) to estabhsh rAccademia dei

Lincei (the Academy of the Lynxes), ded-

icated to scientific investigation ("reading

this great, true, and universal book of the

world," to cite Cesi's own words) and

named for a sleek and wily carnivore,

then still li\ting in the forests of Italy and

reno\T,Tied in song and stor^' for unparal-

leled sight among mammals.

The legend of the sharp-eyed Ktix had

arisen in ancient times and persisted to

Cesi's day. Pliny's canonical compendium

of namral histon,- had called the lynx "the

most clear sighted of all quadrupeds.'"

Plutarch had embellished the legend by

speaking of "the lynx, who can penetrate

through trees and rocks wdth its sharp

sight." And Galen, ever the comparative

anatomist, had \\T:itten: "We would seem

absurdly weak in our powers of ^nsion if

we compared our sight to the acuiDi" of

the lynx or the eagle." (I have translated

these aphorisms directly from Konrad

Gesner's 1551 compendium on mam-
mals, the standard source for information

on natural histon,' in Cesi's day.)

Still, despite Cesi's ambitious name and

aims, the academy offour young men fal-

tered at first. Cesi's o\ATa father made a

vigorous attempt to stop his son's foohsh-

Galileo and friends

taught us that there is more
to observing than

meets the eye.

By Stephen Jay Gould

ness, and the four Lynxes all dispersed to

their native cities, keeping their organiza-

tion ahve only by the uncertain media of

post and messages. But Cesi persevered

and triumphed (for a time), thanks to sev-

eral skills and circumstances. He acquired

Emblem of the Academy of the Lynxes,

modern Europe'sfirst scientific society,

founded in 1 603 in Rome.

more power and prestige, both by grow-

ing up and by inheriting substantial

wealth. Most importandy, he became a

consummate diplomat and facilitator

within the maximally suspicious and

labyrinthine world of chdl and ecclesiasti-

cal pohtics in Rome during the Counter-

Reformation. The Lvn.xes flourished

largely because Cesi managed to keep the

suspicions of popes and cardinals at bay

while science prepared to fracture old

views ofthe cosmos and develop radically

new theories about the nature of matter

and causation.

As a brilliant administrator. Cesi knew

that he needed more clout among the

membership of the L\-nxes. He therefore

recruited, as the fifth and sixth members

ot an organization that \\ould eventually

reach a roster of about thiny. two of the

most prestigious thinkers and doers of

early-seventeenth-century life. In 1610 he

journeyed to Naples, where he persuaded

the senior spokesman of the fading Neo-

platonic school—the se\'enr\'-five-year-

old Giambatrista della Porta—to join a

group of men young enough to be his

grandsons. Then in 1611, Cesi made his

preeminent catch when he recruited the

hottest intellectual propert)^ in the West-

ern world, Galileo Galilei (156+-1642), to

become the sLxth member of the Lynxes.

The year before. Galileo had proNided

an ultimate proof for the cHche that good

things come in small packages by publish-

ing Sidereus nuncius (Starry messenger)

—

httle more than a pamphlet really, but

containing more oomph per paragraph

than an\thing else ever achieved in the

historv' of science or printing. Galileo

shook the earth by turning his newly in-

vented telescope upon the cosmos and re-

porting that the moon is a planet \\-ith

mountains and valleys, not the pertect

sphere required by older science and the-

ology'; that thousands of pre\'iously invisi-

ble stars build the MUky Way, thus ex-

tending the cosmos beyond anv prexiously
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(Continuedfrom page 21)

Stelluti first encountered Galileo in the

context of this struggle, and he initially

took della Porta's side. In 1610, with della

Porta inscribed as a Lynx but Galileo not

yet a member, Stelluti wrote a gossipy let-

ter to his brother about the furor gener-

ated by Sidereiis mincius and the dubious

claims of the pamphlet's author:

/ believe that by now you must have seen

GaUleo, he of the Sidereus nuncius. . . .

Giambattista della Porta wrote about [the

telescope] more than thirty years ago in his

Magia naturalis . . . so poor Galileo will

be besmirched. But, nonetheless, the Grand

Duke has given him 800 piastres. *

But when Galileo joined the Lynxes,

and as his fame and success solidified and

spread, Stelluti and his compatriots be-

came fervent Galileans. With della Porta

dead and the Starry Messenger riding a

truly cosmic crest of triumph, the Acad-

emy of the Lynxes grew to become

Galileo's strongest intellectual (and practi-

cal) base, the primary institutional sup-

porters of the new, open, empirical, and

experimental view of scientific knowl-

edge. Making the link between GalUeo's

error and Stelluti's planet, Cesi wrote to

Stelluti in 161 1 about the wonders of the

telescope, as revealed by Galileo himself,

who was paying a long visit to the duke of

Aquasparta:

Each evening we see new things in the

*The quotations from Galileo's Letters on

Sunspots come from StiUman Drake's 1957 Eng-

lish translation, published by Anchor Books. I

have translated aU other quotes from the Itahan

of SteUuti's 1637 monograph on fossil wood,

letters from several volumes of the Edizione

nazioimle of Gahleo's complete works, and three

standard sources on the history of the Academy

of the Lynxes: Breve storia delta Accademia dei

Lincei, by D. Carutti (Rome: Salviucci, 1883);

Contributi alia storia della Accademia dei Lincei, by

G. Gabriel] (Rome: Classe di scienze morali,

1989); and L'Accademia dei Lincei e la cultura eu-

ropea nel XVII secolo, a catalog for a traveling ex-

hibit about the Lynxes by A. M. Capecchi and

several other authors, published in 1991.

heavens, the true office of the Lynxes,

fupiter and its four revolving sateUites; the

moon with its mountains, caverns, and

rivers; the horns of Venus; and Saturn,

your own triple-star [0 triplice suo

Saturno]

.

Such floods of reforming novelty tend

to alienate reigning powers, to say the

least—a generahty greatly exacerbated in

early-seventeenth-century Rome, where

the papal government, besieged by wars

and assaulted by successes of the Refor-

mation, felt especially unfriendly to un-

orthodoxy of any sort. Galileo had writ-

ten a first note of cautious support for

the Copernican system at the end of his

Letters on Sunspots, published by the

Lynxes in 1613. Soon afterward, in

1616, the Church officially declared the

Copernican doctrine false and forbade

Galileo to teach heliocentrism as a

physical reality (although he could con-

tinue to discuss the Copernican system

as a "mathematical hypothesis"). Galileo

kept his nose clean for a while and

moved on to other subjects. But then, m
1623, the Lynxes rejoiced in an unantic-

ipated event that Galileo called a "great

conjuncture" (mirabel congiuntura): the el-

evation of his friend and supporter Maf-

feo Barberini to the papacy as Urban

VIII. (In an act ot literal nepotism, Maf-

feo quickly named his nephew

Francesco Barberini as his first new car-

dinal. In the same year, Francesco Bar-

berini became the twenty-ninth mem-
ber of the Lynxes.)

On August 12, 1623, Stelluti wrote

from Rome to Galileo, then in Florence,

expressing both his practical and intellec-

tual joy in the outcome of local elections.

Three members of the Lynxes would be

serving in the new papal government,

along with "many other friends." Stelluti

then enthused about the new boss:

Ttie creation of the new pope has filled us

all with rejoicing, for he is a man of such

valor and goodness, as you yourselfknow

so well. And he is a particular supporter of

learned men, so we shall have a supreme

patron. . . . We pray to the Lord God to

preserve the life of this pope for a long time.

The Lynxes, suffused with hope that

freedom of scientific inquiry would now

be estabUshed, met for an extended con-

vention and planning session at Cesi's es-

tate in 1624. Galileo had just built the

first usable microscope for scientific in-

vestigation after recognizing that lenses,

properly arranged, could magnify truly

tiny nearby objects, as well as enormous

cosmic bodies rendered tiny in appear-

ance by their great distance from human

observers. Anticipating the forthcoming

gathering of the Lynxes, Galileo sent one

of his first microscopes to Cesi, along

with a note describing his second great

optical invention:

I have examined a great many tiny animals

with infinite admiration. Mosquitoes are

the most horrible among them. . . . I have

seen, ivith great contentment, howflies and

other tiny anUnals can walk across mirrors,

and even upside down. But you, my lord,

will have a great opportunity to view

thousands and thousands of details. . . . In

short, you will be able to enjoy infinite

contemplation of nature's grandness, and

how subtly, and with what incredible

diligence, she works.

Galileo's microscope entranced the

Lynxes and became the hit of their meet-

ing. Stelluti took a special interest and

used the new device to observe and draw

the anatomy of bees. In 1625, Stelluti

published his results, including a large en-

graving of three bees drawn under

Galileo's instrument. Historian of science

Charles Singer cites these bees as "the

earliest figures stiU extant drawn with the

aid of the microscope," and if the name of

the sadly underrated Francesco Stelluti,

the tardigrade among the Lynxes, has sur-

vived at all in conventional annals of the

history of science, he perseveres only as

an entry in the "list of firsts" for his mi-

croscopical drawings.

The Lynxes, always savvy as well as

smart, did not choose to draw bees for ab-

i
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conceivable limit; and that four moons

orbit Jupiter, forming a miniature world

analogous to the motion of planets around

a central body. Moreover, Galileo pointed

out, the crystalline sphere supposedly en-

compassing Jupiter (and each of the other

planets) could not exist, for the revolution

of moons would shatter this mystical

structure of a geometrically perfect, un-

sullied, and unchanging cosmos—God's

empyrean realm.

But Galileo also made some errors in

his initial survey, and I have always been

struck that standard books on the history

of astronomy, written as they are in the

heroic or hagiographical mode, almost

never mention (or only relegate to an

awkward footnote) the most prominent

of Galileo's mistakes—for the story strikes

me as so fascinating and so much more

inforinative about the nature of science,

and of creativity' in general, than any of

his valid observations.

Galileo also turned his telescope to Sat-

urn, the most distant of the vnsible plan-

ets, and he saw the famous rings. But he

could not properly visualize or interpret

what he had observed, presumably be-

cause his conceptual world lacked the

requisite "space" for such a pecuhar ob-

ject (while his telescope remained too

crude to render the rings with enough

clarity to force his mind, already be-

numbed by so many surprises, to the

most peculiar and unanticipated conclu-

sion ot all).

The srsTTiied Galileo looked and looked

and focused and focused, night after mght.

He finally decided that Saturn must be a

threefold body, with a central sphere

flanked by two smaller spheres of equal

size, each touching the main planet. Fol-

lowing a common custom of the day—es-

tabhshed to preserve claims of priority

while not reveaUng preliminary' conclu-

sions ripe for theft by others—Galileo en-

coded his interpretation as a Latin ana-

gram, which he posted to his friend and

leading compatriot in astronomical re-

search, Johannes Kepler.

Kepler may have been as brUhant as

Gahleo, but he never resolved the ana-

gram and he misinterpreted the message

as a statement about the planet Mars. In

frustration (and a bit of pique), he begged

Galileo for the answer. His colleague

repUed with the intended solution: Al-

tissiimim plaiietam tergemltium observai'i (I

have observed that the farthest planet is

threefold).

I regard the last word of Galileo's solu-

tion as especially revealing. He does not

advocate his conclusion by stating "I con-

jecture," "I hypothesize," "I infer," or "it

seems to me that the best interpretation

is. . .
." Instead, he boldly writes "obser-

vavi"— I have observed. No other word

could capture with such terseness and ac-

curacy the major change in concept and

procedure (not to mention ethical valua-

tion) marking the transition to what we

The stymied Galileo

looked and looked and

focused and focused, night

after night. He finally

decided that Saturn

must be a threefold body,

with a central sphere flanked
'

by two smaller spheres of

equal size, each touching

the main planet.

call "modern" science. An older style (as

found, for example, in Gesner's com-

pendium on mammals) would not have

dishonored a claim for direct observation

but would have read such an argument as

a corroborative afterthought, surely sec-

ondary in weight to such criteria as the

testimony of classical authors and logical

consistency with a conception of the uni-

verse "known" to be both true and just

—

in other words, to authority' and fixed

"reasonableness."

But the new spirit of skepticism toward

past certainty, coupled with respect for

"pure" and personal observation—thenj Sij

being stressed by Francis Bacon in Eng-

land, by Rene Descartes in France, and by

isni

ion

'
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the Lynxes in Italy—was sweeping

tlirough the intellectual world, upsetting

all standard procedures of former times

.Hid giving birth to the modern form ofan

institution now called "science." Thus,

Galileo supported his theory of Saturn

with the strongest possible claim of the

new order, the one argument that could

sweep aside all opposition by claiming a

direct, immediate, and unsullied message

from nature. Galileo simply said: I have

observed it: I have seen it with my own

eyes. How could old Aristotle, or even the

present pope himself deny such evidence?

I do not intend, in this essay, to debunk

the usual view that such a transition from

old authority to direct observation marks

defining (and wonderfully salutary)

event in the history of scientific method-

ology. But I do wish to note that all great

mythologies include harmful simplicities

lamid their genuine reforms, and that

these negative features often end up by

saddling an originally revolutionary doc-

trine with its own form of restrictive and

unquestioned authority. The idea that

observation can be pure and unsullied

(and therefore beyond dispute)—and that

great scientists are, by implication, people

who can free their minds from the con-

straints of surrounding culture and reach

conclusions strictly by untrammeled ex-

periment and observation joined with

dear and universal logical reasoning—has

often harmed science by turning the em-

Diricist method into a shibboleth. The

rony ot this situation fills me with a niix-

nire of pain for a derailed (if impossible)

deal and amusement for human foibles

—

is a method devised to undermine proof

oy authority becomes, in its turn, a spe-

;ies of dogma itself. Thus, if only to

aonor the truism that liberry requires

iternal vigilance, we must also act as

watchdogs to debunk the authoritarian

"orm of the empiricist myth and to re-

issert the quintessentiaUy human theme

:hat scientists can only work within their

ocial and psychological contexts. Such

in assertion does not debase the institu-

ion of science but rather enriches our

ntw of the greatest dialectic in human

i

II

history: die transformation of society by

scientific progress, which can only arise

within a matrix set, constrained, and fa-

cilitated by society.

I know no better illustration of this

central principle than the tale of Galileo's

losing struggle with Saturn, for he in-

sisted on validation by pure sight (obser-

I'cim), and he was quite wrong—presum-

ably because his intellectual domain

included no option for rings around a

planet. Galileo did not just "see" Saturn;

he had to interpret an object in his lens by

classifying an ambiguous shape within the

structure of his mental space, and rings

didn't inhabit this interior world.

The great Dutch astronomer Christiaan

Huygens finally recognized the rings of

Saturn in 1656, more than a decade after

Galileo's death. Galileo, who had wrestled

mightily with Saturn, never moved be-

yond his trigeminal claim and finally gave

up and turned to other pursuits. In his

1613 Letters on Sunspots, published by the
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Lynxes (with the author designated on the

title page as Galileo Galilei Linceo),

Galileo continued to insist that Saturn

must be threefold because he had so ob-

served the planet: "I have resolved not to

put anything around Saturn except what I

have already observed and revealed—that

is, two small stars which touch it, one to

the east and one to the west." Against a

I
colleague \vho interpreted the planet as

!
oblong, Galileo simply asserted his supe-

rior \-ision. The colleague, Galileo \\Tote,

had viewed Saturn less often and \\Vi\i a

much poorer telescope, "where perfection

is lacking, [and] the shape and distinction

of the three stars imperfectly seen. I, who

have observed it a thousand times at dif-

ferent periods wth an excellent instru-

ment, can assure you that no change

whatever is to be seen in it."

Yet just as Galileo prepared his book on

sunspots for publication, he observed Sat-

urn again after a hiatus of two years, and

the two side planets had disappeared (a

situation produced, we now know, when

the planet's orientation causes us to see

the rings directly on edge). The stunned

Galileo, reduced to a most uncharacteris-

tic modesty, had just enough time to

make an addition to the last chapter of his

book. He abjured nothing about his pre-

vious obser\'ations, or about the right-

eousness of the empirical method in gen-

eral. He merely confessed his puzzlement,

making a lovely classical allusion to the

primar\' myth about the planet's eponym:

/ had discovered Saturn to be three-bodied.

. . . When Ifirst saw them they seemed

almost to touch, and they remained so for

ahnost two years without the least change.

It was reasonable to believe them to be

fixed. . . . Hence I stopped observing

Saturn for more than two years. But in the

pastJew days I returned to it andfound it

to be solitary, without its customary

supporting stars, and as pefectly round and

sharply bounded asJupiter Now what can

be said of this strange metamorphosis?

Tliat the two lesser stars have been

consumed? . . . Has Saturn devoured his

children? Or was it indeed an illusion and

afraud with which the lenses ofmy

telescope deceived mejor so long—and not

only me, but many others who have

observed it with me? . . . I need not say

anything definite upon so strange and

unexpected an event; it is too recent, too

unparalleled, and I am restrained by my

own inadequacy and thejear oj error.

After this lengthy preamble on the

maximally celebrated Galileo, I now wish

to present the main subject of this dual

essay: the virtually unknown Francesco

SteUuti, one of the original four Lynxes, a

loyal friend and supporter of Galileo, and

the man who tried to maintain—and

eventually disbanded with dignity in

1652—the original Academy of the

Lynxes, fatally weakened after Cesi's un-

timely death in 1630. The pre\'iously un-

charted Hnks between Stelluri and Galileo

are rich and fascinating (I would have said

"the links between these Lynxes," if the

pun were not so horrific) and provide a

poignant iUustrarion of this essay's central

theme: the power and povert\' of pure

empiricism and the need to scrutinize the

social and intellectual contexts of re-

search, both for practicing scientists (so

they wiU not be beguiled) and for all

people who wish to understand the role

and history of knowledge (so they wijl

grasp the necessarv' and complex interdig-

itation of science and society).

The original L\Tixes began with all the

bravado and secrecs' of a U^jical boys' club

(Cesi, remember, was only eighteen years

old, while his three compatriots were all

rwenty-six). They wrote complex rules

and enunciated loft^' ideals. (I do not

know whether or not they developed a

secret handshake.) Each adopted a special

role, received a Latin moniker, and took a

planet for his emblem. The leader, Cesi,

commanded the botanical sciences as

Coehvagus (the heavenly wanderer); the

Dutchman Johannes van Heeck would

read and interpret classical philosophy as

lUuminatus; Anastasio de FOiis became

the group's historian and secretan,^ as

Eclipsatus. Poor Francesco SteUuti, \vho

pubhshed httle and e\ddendy saw himself

%

JttB



.IS a systematic plodder, took up mathe-

matics and geometry under the name of

lardigradus (the slow stepper). For his

planet, Stelluti received the most distant

and most slowly revolving body—Saturn,

the subject ot Galileos error.

In their maturity, the Lynxes would

piovide powerful intellectual and institu-

tional support for the open and empirical

approach to science, as promoted by their

most prominent member Galileo. But at

their beginnings, as a small club of young

men, the Lynxes preferred the older tradi-

tion of science as an arcane and secret

form of knowledge, vouchsafed only to

initiates who learned the codes and for-

mulas that could reveal the mysterious

harmonies of universal order—the astro-

logical links between planetary positions

Pope Urban VIII, wlio ordered that Galileo

be triedfor heresy in 1 632

and human lives; the alchemical potions

and philosophers' stones, heated in vats,

that could transmute base metals to gold

("Double, double toil and trouble; Fire

Durn and cauldron bubble," to cite some

famous witches); and the experiments in

smoke, mirrors, and optical illusions that

occupied an uncertain position bet\veen

;ategories now labeled as magic and sci-

ence, but then conflated. Giambattista

della Porta, the fifth Lynx, had survived as

a living legend of this fading philosophy.

Delia Porta had made his reputation in

1558, long before the birth of any origi-

nal Lynx, with a book entided Magia nat-

iiralis (Natural magic). As a young man in

Naples, della Porta had founded his own
arcane organization, the Accademia dei

Segreti (the Academy of Secrets), dedi-

cated to alchemical and astrological

knowledge and later officially suppressed

by the Inquisition. By initiating the aged

della Porta into the Academy of the

Lynxes, Cesi and his compatriots showed

the strength of their earher intellectual al-

legiances. By inducting Galileo the next

year, they displayed their ambivalence and

their growing attraction to a new view of

knowledge and scientific procedure.

The election ofboth newcomers virtu-

ally guaranteed a period of definitional

struggle within the academy, for no love

could be lost between della Porta and

Galileo, who not only differed so greatly

in their basic philosophical approaches to

science but who also nearly came to

blows for a much more specific reason

rooted in the eternally contentious issue

of priority. Galileo never claimed that he

had invented the telescope firom scratch.

He stated that he had heard reports about

a crude version during a trip to Venice in

1609. He recognized the optical princi-

ples behind the device and then built a

more powerful machine that could survey

the heavens. But della Porta, who had

used lenses and mirrors for many demon-

strations and illusions in his Magia natnralis

and who understood the theory of optics

quite well, then claimed that he had for-

mulated all the principles tor building a

telescope (although he had not con-

structed the device) and therefore de-

served primary credit for the invention.

Although tensions remained high, the

festering issue never became an overt bat-

tle royal because Galileo and della Porta

held each other in mutual respect, and

della Porta died in 1615 before any grow-

ing bitterness could get out of hand.

(Please turn to page 70)
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Human nature is the

least predictable element

in a battle for the last

pristine ecosystem on
Saint Croix.

By Tliomas McNamee

Conservation is supposed to be about

consen^ation, right? Say you want to save

the last untrammeled ecosystem on the is-

land of Saint Croix, in the U.S. Virgin Is-

lands. Youve got an upland wilderness.

You've got the island's last rsvo really iso-

lated and pristine beaches. You've got su-

perlative coral reefs and sea-turtle nesting

habitat. You've ^ot research underway at a

Island
world-famous facility. You want to talk

biodiversity, fisheries, beaut\; and knowl-

edge. Your plans probably do not include

an eccentric countess, embezzled research

funding, and the fliry of a hurricane.

Hurricane Hugo came to Samt Croix

late on September 17, 1989. Through the

night, the wind blew at over 140 miles

per hour (and probably harder, but Hugo

broke all the anemometers). At the West

Indies Laborator%' of Fairleigh Dickinson

Universit\' (FDU), a marine research sta-

tion at the eastern end of Saint CroLx (the

largest of the U.S. Virgin Islands), thirt\--

five students and twent)' researchers hud-

dled together in a dorm as the roofs flew

out to sea and the boats at the station's

docks splintered and sank.

The laboratory's director, Elizabeth

Gladtelter—a compact marathon runner

then fort\'-two years old, with a fierce,

direct stare and the set of jaw that be-

speaks iron determination—rallied her

troops. Soon students, facult\', and staff

were digging latrines, firing up barbecue

grills to heat water, forming committees

for every conceivable e.xigency, including

entertainment. They made, remarkably,

three hot meals a day and salvaged years

of research data. Twenty-two of the

twenty-eight who stayed to try to restore

the laboratoiy came down with dengue

fever—a mosquito-borne malady that

makes you feel as though your every bone

is broken and, accordingly, is known as

"breakbone fever"—but they survived

that too. Within a month, research sched-

ules were back to normal.

Hugo left Saint Croix in ruins. Three-

quarters of the island's houses had lost

their roofs. There was no telephone ser-

vice, no electriciD,'. There was some loot-

ing, and much more rumor of it. Hardly a

tree was left with a leaf or twig. Swarms

of bees and wasps descended on a largely

homeless populace. It took four months

to restore power, even longer to get the

phones working. Mainlanders (swindlers

among them) arrived to cash in on the re-

building. Local businesses shriveled.

Tourism, the economy's heart, dwindled

to almost nothing.

The West Indies Laboratory had been a

paradise of a research facility, nestled in a

mountain bowl of dry tropical forest and

endowed with state-of-the-art equip-

ment. Its flower-lined paths wound

alongside coconut palms, gumbo-limbo

trees, and tropical fruit trees. The sea,

with its miles of coral reef, lay just across

the road. The lab brought together un-

dergraduates, graduate students, conser-



vationists, and researchers in many natural

science disciplines from all over the

world, including some of the leading

lights of marine science. Before Hugo

smashed it almost to pieces, the lab's re-

search work had resulted in nearly 250

scientific publications.

The late Fairleigh Dickinson Jr. had

helped found the lab in 1971 as a campus

of FDU—whose board he chaired—set-

ting it amid some 200 acres that he do-

nated. Dickinson was a very rich man and

a generous man, and no place was dearer

to his philanthropic heart than Saint

Croix, where he kept a house; he once

owned much of the eastern tip of the is-

land. In 1977 he donated a large parcel of

it to the U.S. Virgin Islands to be pre-

served as a park. It encompassed mostly

undeveloped beach with superb coral

reefs just offshore, and above it mountain-

sides of uninhabited tropical woodland.

Close by this parcel, on the south side

of the island's eastern tip, lie two isolated

bays that epitomize the tranquillity,

beauty, and biotic diversity that have been

lost in much of the Caribbean. It's a long,

hot walk through the thorn bush to Jack

Bay and Isaac Bay, where arid mountain-

sides—although farmed, overgrazed, and

altered in centuries past—have grown

into a dense quilt of thorn scrub and cac-

tus and littoral woodland: an undisturbed

beach ecosystem. The bay areas are sensa-

tionally beautiful. So is the reef. Four-

foot barracudas hover in the shallows of

crystalline water between the surface and

the crowded heads of elkhorn coral.

Surges of red-eared sardines burst from

shadow, and brown pelicans plunge into

their midst. Rainbow-colored parrotfish

gnaw at the coral and excrete it in cloudy

plumes—the source of sand for the beach

where leatherback, hawksbiU, and green

turtles come to lay their eggs. Here and

there, the long-spined Caribbean sea

urchin (Diadema aiiliUarwii) is making ten-

tative moves toward recovery from its

mysterious pan-Caribbean die-off fifteen

years ago. This spiky and venomous crea-

ture was the principal grazer of algae on

the coral reefs, and scientists speculate

that the demise of great stretches of reef

may have been caused by Diadeina\ disap-

pearance, as ungrazed, rapidly growing

algae choked the coral. Now, just as mys-

teriously, Diadema seems to be coming

back at Jack and

Castle Aura, left,

inspired plansfor a

luxury housing

dei'elopineiit,

Conununity Aura,

which would engulf

the site of the

former West Indies

Laboratory.

Isaac Bays and else-

where around the

island.

Coral reefs are

both highly re-

silient and highly

vulnerable. Hugo

buUdozed reef

walls of elkhorn

coral across the

south shore of Saint Croix, sometimes

scouring ten to twenty feet ofsand out of

the reef channels, but there was no de-

tectable damage to the Jack and Isaac

Bays' reef ecosystem. A hurricane to a

reef is something Uke a fire to a forest: an

agent of renewal. On the other hand, or-

dinary mud can choke a reef. Ten years

ago, reefs offshore firom a Saint Croix re-

sort development called Carambola were

trashed by the mud that washed down

from its construction site.

The possibility of just such a sudden

catastrophe is what had so many people

on Saint CroLx so upset back in 1986,

when Dickinson sold the land he owned

in the area surrounding Jack and Isaac

Bays to CaribBank Financial Group LP, a

real estate development company headed

by Franklin Knobel. This was no minor

parcel: it was the whole south side of the

eastern tip, 301 acres all the way from the
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ridge line dowTi to the sea, directly ad-

joining the land Dickinson had earlier

given to the territory.

Knobel eventually floated a proposal

for a huge resort there, and the local con-

servationists—^led by the Saint Croix En-

\'ironnientaI Association—set up a howl.

A battle was in store. Then came Hugo.

Of the Dickinsons' o\\ti house, noth-

ing was left but a concrete slab. There

were many such slabs. For the island's

55.000 people, unemplo\Tnent was hor-

rendously high. Crime and other indexes

of despair rose. The bottom dropped out

ofthe real estate market. Franklin Knobel

stopped making payments on the mort-

gage Dickinson had extended to him. As

the months dragged on. Saint Croix

seemed paralyzed in a sort of posttrau-
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matic shock. And Jack and Isaac Bays re-

mained pristine.

Meanwhile, the president of Fairleigh

Dickinson University, Robert Donald-

son, was impressed with the work Betsy

Gladfelter and her smdents and staff had

done after the hurricane; Donaldson had

toured the lab shortly after Hugo struck.

Gladfelter says that insurance company

oiEcials and the Federal Emergeno,' Man-

agement Agency had assured her the lab

was eligible for hiU replacement money

—

$1.3 million. And Donaldson said his visit

had con\Tnced him that when the insur-

ance money came through, the universit^•

must rebuild the West Indies Laborator\'.

But the universit\' was in severe financial

difficulty, and running the lab cost

money. Some members of FDU's board

of trustees saw Hugo's devastation of the

lab as an opportunity': the insurance

money could be used to pay off some of

the universit)-'s debt.

When FDU sent its representatives to

Saint Croix in Februar\- 1990, Gladfelter

suspected that the university,? was thinking

about shutting down the lab and pocket-

ing the proceeds. Her faith in the execu-

tive branch of the university had already

taken a battering because of events at Salt

River, a deep bay on the north shore of

Saint Croix. The National Oceano-

graphic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) operated a submarine research

station called Aquarius there, and fionds

for Aquarius flowed through the office of

Richard Touma, associate dean of the

College of Science and Engineering at

FDU. It mmed out that some Aquarius

ftinds had been embezzled. Gladfelter was

not optimistic. The

signs for the lab's

fiiture were grim.

On February' 27.

1990. the planning

and development

committee of the

FDU board of

trustees decided,

by a margin of one

vote, to use the in-

surance proceeds

'"to rebuild [the lab] ifthe University does

not need the fiinds for general University

purposes of a higher priorit\'." That deci-

sion was followed in April by the board's

vote to suspend the coming academic

year at the lab. The same spring, NOAA
decided to relocate the Aquarius research

station, effectively mo\ing it out of the

scandal-tainted control of the universin,'

and away from Saint Croix. (In February

1993, Touma would plead guilt)' to theft

of federal hinds and would receive three

years' probation.)

Gladfelter continued to drum up letters

of support from scientists worldwide,

manv of \vhom had \vorked at the lab.

But on June 13, the FDU board voted to

kill the West Indies Laboraton,'. Betsy

Gladfelter simply refused to let it die.

When Francis J. Mertz, who had been

appointed the new president of FDU in

May 1990, went down to take a look at

the lab, Gladfelter begged him to keep it

open at least for the rest of that summer;

she would find an angel somewhere. And

Dickinson promised her that he would

help fiind the reborn lab. Then Gladfelter

discovered that the Virgin Islands' plant-

closing law required procedures—includ-

ing gi^'ing the employees the first option

to purchase—that FDU hadn't followed,

so in September she and nine other staff

members at the lab sued the university' to

keep the faciliD,' open. And she stormed

up to FDU's home campus m Teaneck,

Ne\v Jersey, to demand written assurance

(which she never received) that FDU
would use the insurance proceeds for re-

building the lab ifshe succeeded in form-

ing a nonprofit corporation to run it.

On September 12, 1990, the Territor-

ial Court of the Virgin Islands issued a

temporary' restraining order directing

FDU to keep the lab open for three

months wth full pay for everyone on the

staff, and ordering the plaintifis to post a

550,000 bond. (In the event that the case

went against the staff, the bond would

cover the universin." for possible lost rev-

enue.) But the tide soon turned against

the Gladfelter group; not satisfied with

the manner in which the bond was
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posted, the judge vacated the restraining

order. On November 30, Gladfelter and

the rest of the staff received the following

notice from the Office of Academic Af-

fairs at FDD:

Effective iiiiiiicdicitcly, the lab is

pcnihvieiitly closed, Viuil further notice,

there is to be no access to the facility, hi

case of emergency contact Mr Farber. Yoti

will be contacted in due course about

outstaudiui^ pay arrani^cmcuts.

So who e.xactly was Mr. Farber? And

how had he entered the picture? Well, it's

complicated.

Nadia Farber, the contessa de Navarro,

is the widow of Sid Farber, a Long Island,

' New York, industrialist (her title comes

to her from a previous husband). The

above-mentioned Yuri Farber is the in-

dustrialist's nephew. He and the contessa

sometimes reside in splendid isolation in

Castle Aura, a vast and inexpressibly

strange stucco and marble ersatz-Moorish

castle designed by the contessa herself; it

stands high on a crest, overlooking the

West Indies Laboratory.

The contessa, who is ofBulgarian birth

and international upbringing, is a small,

ample, and graceful lady of a certain age,

and she and her castle are the object of

obsessive fascination on Saint Croix. Her

wardrobe consists almost entirely of caf-

tans and color-coordinated turbans. She

wears iridescent sea-blue eye makeup that

swirls around her cheekbones in serpen-

tine filigree. She speaks ten languages. In

the heat of the day she carries a white lace

parasol. Gesturing theatrically with genr-

crowded fingers, she calls her interlocutor

"my darling." She is utterly charming.

Yuri Farber is as reserved as the con-

tessa is flamboyant. A fortyish Czech, he

is by all reports the entrepreneurial spirit

of the contessa's expanding empire. He is

guarded, polite. He has reason to be cau-

tious; he is unpopular with some of the

neighbors, as is the contessa.

This, in part, is why. By the late 1980s,

Fairleigh Dickinson University had a de-

clining enrollment (down by 38 percent

in ten years) and a budget deficit reported

to be $24 million. Desperate for cash, the

university, just a few months before the

devastating hurricane, had sold the con-

tessa approximately 125 acres of roadless

forest land it owned in the area between

the lab and the castle. At that time, the

^^^Wk,

South Carolina's offer exceeded the con-

tessa's bid, but FDU was already well

along in its negotiation with her. In AprU

1991, the contessa signed a contract to

purchase the lab and its remaining land

for $415,000. The contract included pay-

ment to Sid Farber's estates of $10,000 a

month for lab se-

Tlie cast of

characters in the

drama overJack

and Isaac Bays

includes the

contessa de

Navarro, left,

and the late

Farleigh

Dickinson Jr.,

below.

curity and manage-

ment until the uni-

versity settled all

outstanding mat-

ters (between it

and the lab staff)

and the deal could

at last close. (The

university and staff

are prohibited from

discussing details of

contessa also picked up the t

right of first refusal for a re- ;

maining 9.5 acres, includ-

ing the West Indies Labora-

tory itself.

Then came Hugo, the

lab shutdown, the lawsuit,

the court order. The con-

tessa saw her chance to

complete her holdings, and

FDU jumped. On Septem-

ber 11, 1990—one day be-

fore the issuance of the

court order to keep the lab

open for three months

—

the university installed a

new property manager at

the lab: Yuri Farber.

Betsy Gladfelter pleaded

with the contessa not to go dirough with

her option to buy the lab properrs'. Glad-

felter also called the University' ot South

Carolina, which has one of the best ma-

rine science programs anywhere. With

amazing alacrity for an institution, USC
offered to rescue and rebuild the lab.

their final setdement.) The contract also

stipulated that the contessa would donate

$175,000 to FDU.

The contessa and Farber had a vision of

their own for the property': Communirs'

Aura, a luxurious mountainside dex'elop-

ment, the design of whose houses would
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reflect the glory of the great Castle Aura

towering above it. Some of the lab struc-

tures would be incorporated into the de-

sign; the rest would be demolished and

replaced by a club for the citizens of

Community Aura, with a swimming

pool, tennis courts, dinmg room, "what-

ever my people wish," as the contessa put

it. Soon, Yuri Farber's bulldozers were at

work chewing in a network of roads.

Time in the islands passes in stumbling

starts and sudden fits. Long periods of sta-

sis are punctuated by irruptions of cata-

strophe—like Hugo, say, or hke real estate

developer Franklin Knobel's successively

less outrageous but ever more hopeless

proposals for Jack and Isaac Bays.

Franklin Knobel could have been sent

from Central Casting: pac-

ing back and forth in white

pants, white shoes, and gold

bracelet, sucking fiercely on

a cigarette, preemptively

angry, he endured hearing

after hearing, filed plan after

amended plan for the

bays. The environmentalists

howled, the hearings

dragged on through the

years, new conditions were

attached to this or that per-

mit, and Knobel would be

back at the drawing board.

Stasis, meanwhile engulfed

Community Aura. The cas-

tle still stared down at the ruins of the

West Indies Laboratory, which the con-

tessa still declined to sell. But along the

new roads, not a single house rose.

In the meantime, Gladfelter and the

University of South Carolina decided that

the best place for a rebuilt lab was Cot-

tongarden Point, a lovely peninsula on

the land Dickinson had given to the Vir-

gin Islands government. It was essentially

wilderness except for one dirt road and a

gigantic radio telescope, part of the Very

Long BaseUne Array, a system often tele-

scopes that stretches from Hawaii to Saint

Croix. To build there would require shar-

ingjurisdiction with the University of the

Virgin Islands—an agreement that took

three years to forge—and approval by the

U.S. Virgin Islands legislature. The Uni-

versity of South Carolina faced the

prospect of a legal battle of its own, for

many local environmentalists were ap-

palled by the vei^y idea.

However, the leading conservation

group, the Saint Croix Environmental

Association, decided not to oppose the

Cottongarden proposal. USC promised

that development of the lab site would be

ultrasensitive and pointed out that having

a major university committed to moni-

toring the ecosystems at the eastern tip of

the island for the next hundred years

ought to sound like a pretty good deal. If

only Jack and Isaac Bays could be pro-

tected, the reborn West Indies Laboratory

would preside over one of the world's

great nature reserves. But developer

Franklin Knobel still wanted to build

around the bays.

In 1994, at long last, having filed his

umpteenth amended proposal and declar-

ing that the necessary fiinds were in place,

Knobel got a permit to develop the land

around Jack and Isaac Bays—new roads,

miUion-doUar houses, jobs for islanders,

twinkling Hghts, two nice beaches. But

ten days later, Knobel declared Chapter

1 1 bankruptcy; his debt to Dickinson had

reached $3.4 miUion. (Chapter 1 1 bank-

ruptcy allows a debtor to continue in

business, with a court- and creditor-ap-

proved repayment plan).

The Nature Conservancy saw an op-

portunity for what would be its most

magnificent Caribbean sanctuary. After

two independent appraisals were con-

ducted, the Conservancy offered to buy

the Jack and Isaac Bays propert)' from

Knobel. He turned them down. Realiz-

ing that the property was likely to be re-

turned to Fairleigh Dickinson Jr. (the

mortgagor), the Conservancy also began

discussions with him and his wife, Betty.

Betty Dickinson recalls that she and her

husband accepted an offer of appraised

value; Carol Mayes, from the Conser-

vancy's office on Saint Thomas, says that

no formal offer was made. "It was a hand-

shake deal," says Betty Dickinson, "a gen-

tleman's agreement."

Reef research:

Fairleigh Dickinson

University's West

Indies Laboratory

drew scientists from

all over the world.

But with pro-

ceedings for the

return of the deed I

from Knobel BHi

slowly working

their way through

federal court, stasis

reigned atJack andi

Isaac Bays once

again. In 1996, Fairleigh Dickinson Jr.

died. The court gave Knobel until June

1997 to redeem the mortgage. He did not

do so, and at last the deed was returned to

Dickinson's widow. Meanwhile, the Saint

Croix real estate market had continued to

decline; the Conservancy ordered an up

dated appraisal of the property. Mayes says

that the Conservancy's strict policy is

never to pay more than appraised value.j

As Bett\' Dickinson remembers it, the jsl

new appraisal came in lower, and the

Conservancy lowered its offer by a mil^

Hon dollars. Outraged, Betty Dickinson I

declined. She is, she says, "srill dickering«4ii

with the Nature Conservancy," but doesJijn

n't really care if nothing comes of that.BlwIj

l«ii
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The taxes are low, and she doesn't mind

just holding on to the land indefinitely in

j

its present unsullied condition. Is Betty

Dickinson committed to seeing Jack and

Isaac Bays preserved in perpetuity? One
senses that that is her wish, but she will

not commit herself.

Islands concentrate and crystallize ac-

tion that is diffuse and indistinct in the

larger world. All this madness over one

splendid little patch of real estate perched

above an azure sea may not mean much in

the great global scheme of things. But it

embodies the real hfe of conservation

worldwide, in which misunderstanding,

moral pride, blind eccentricity, endless

delays, and the limidess loquacity of the

dollar can easily overwhelm the best-laid

plans. We want to think of conservation

as a matter of rational thought and ratio-

nal action, when in fact the arcane, un-

predictable, and just plain screwy caprices

of human nature are many a time what

determine the outcome on the ground.

Will the West Indies Laboratory be re-

born? Well, that depends—among other

things, on whether all goes well with the

University of South Carohna's plan for

Cottongarden Point; the university finally

signed a lease for the site with the Virgin

Islands government last year. Will Jack

and Isaac Bays end up as a Nature Con-

servancy reserve or a flashy resort? Well,

that depends—among other things, on

whether the Conservancy can find its way

back into Betty Dickinson's good graces.

Are these processes so complex as to be

beyond the influence of individuals? No.

jack and Isaac Bays would almost cer-

tainly be a subdivision today were it not

for the Saint Croix Environmental Asso-

ciation. The West Indies Laboratory

would be no more than ruins were it not

for Betsy Gladfelter. The whole situation

s impossibly complex, maddeningly un-

Dredictable. But isn't there a certain

trange beauty, too, in its irreducible hu-

cnanness? Saint Croix is us.

Thomas McNainec is the mitlior ofThe Re-

xirn of the Wolf to Yellowstone mid other

Koks. He lives in San Francisco.
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Windows
on the

Desert Floor
when scientists at the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA)

began thinking seriously about the possi-

bility of life elsewhere in the universe,

they looked to Earth's own desert soils for

some idea of what might exist on less

hospitable planets. It was not an illogical

choice. Many desert surfaces—from fro-

zen polar rockscapes to the sun-baked salt

crusts of Death Valley—come close to

matching the extreme conditions imag-

ined to exist on other orbiting bodies. So

desiccating are these desert soils that, at

times, plants let their roots die back to

avoid losing water to the very ground that

gave them Hfe. Compounding this stress

are drastic temperature swings. In warmer

regions, desert soils easily reach

150°-160° F (in Death VaUey, soil tem-

peratures of 190° have been recorded).

Then, at night, when heat is radiated to

the cold vault of the heavens, tempera-

tures often plummet one hundred or

more degrees, sometimes droppmg close

to the freezing mark. For water-depen-

dent, temperature-constrained, soil-

bound organisms, the desert floor may

well represent the extreme Umit, the hard

edge of terrestrial life.

What might seem at first a ground al-

most devoid of life, however, turns out on

close inspection to harbor a surprising di-

versity of some of the toughest organisms

on earth—a microbiota of remarkably

drought- re.sistant and heat-tolerant algae,

cyaiiobacteria (formerly caUed blue-green

algae), fungi, lichens, and mosses. In the

best of situations, these organisms thrive

By PeterJ. Marchmd

on the surface, forming a distinct crust

held together by sticky polysaccharide se-

cretions and constituting a true pioneer-

ing community—the only living ground

cover in some deserts of the world. These

crusts are sometimes a conspicuous fea-

ture of the soil surface, as in the sagebrush

deserts of the American West, where they

may produce pillars several inches high

and resemble miniature canyon lands. In

the hot Sonoran Desert, the brown and

desiccated crust usually escapes notice al-

together by the untrained eye. But when

Diminutive World Under a

Quartz Rock in the Desert

1 . yellow crustose lichen 2. blackish crustoss lichen

3. cyanobQCferia strands 4, moss 5, moss 6. moss spore

capsule 7. unicsllulor algae 8. yellow funglvorous mite

9. predatory mite 10. milky quartz 1 1 . fungal hyphae

it rains, the photosynthetic members of

the community respond quickly, greening

wdthin hours.

Under the harshest conditions, these

same organisms persist out of sight, pro-

tected in a unique microhabitat—a special

niche provided by calcareous or sihceous

stones, most commonly quartz and chal-

cedony, scattered about the desert surface.

As I sprawled flat on my belly one day in

the searing heat of the Sonoran Desert to

photograph this phenomenon, I carefiiUy

pried from the ground a piece of milky

quartz that was partly embedded in the

soU. A wisp ofpowder drifted upward as I

disturbed the dusty, dry silt trapped by the

veneer of pebbles on the ground surface.

Beneath the quartz was a miniature gar-

den—an oasis amid the parched and bar-

ren rock rubble. Only a tiny sprig of moss

poking through the sand grains was rec-

ognizable to my naked eye; other inhabi-

tants of this garden were microscopic,

their abundance and photosynthetic ac-

tivity evident as a striking green tint

against the dull, inanimate background.

In an environment where unusual Hfe

forms are common, and extraordinary

adaptations appear everywhere, the abihty

of this community to persist underground

was perhaps no more remarkable than the

abihty of, say, aquatic beetles to survive in

the desert by living within the watery

pulp ofdowned and rotting saguaro cacti.

Still, as I lay there in the formidable heat

examining the quartz, the emerald-col-

ored band staining the white mineral

contradicted my anthropocentric sense

i
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Directory
of

Hard Rock
Habitats

In
a land scorched by sun and wind, exposed rock would seem an unlikely refugium for life ofany kind. Yet even in the most

hostile of cUmates, a single rock can provide a variety ofH\ing situations for microbiota adapted to life at the extremes. In ad-

dition CO the emdronment beneath translucent stones, both the surface and subsurface ofporous rocks often support a surprising

diversity' of microorganisms.

Most conspicuous ot the surface rock-dweUers in hot deserts are the crustose Hchens. which have an extraordinarv' capacity- to

endure months of almost complete dehydration and then resume growth quickly when wet. They are also able to continue pho-

tos\Tithesizing beyond the temperature thresholds at which most plants shut douTi. Resihent as they are, however, crustose

hchens have their limits, and where rock surfaces become too inhospitable for the

hchens, they are often replaced by bacteria.

Commonly referred to as "desert varnish," the dark, often shiny surfaces ofsun-baked

rock (favored sites of some prehistoric artists) found in numerous desert environments

are actually large colonies ofbacteria. Able to obtain energ\" from inorganic as well as or-

ganic substances, these hardy colonists adsorb submicroscopic bits of wind-transported

clay to their cellular surfaces to biuld a thin layer of protection fixDm direct sunhght.

Minute quantities ofmanganese and iron, also collected from atmospheric dust and sub-

sequendy oxidized by the bacteria, combine with the clay minerals to form a tough

coating of dark manganese oxide or reddish iron oxide.

Once estabhshed, the bacterial colony grows outwardly from scattered points, often

starting in tiny depressions that capture the wind-transported minerals and retain moisture from dew or runoff (the bacteria

themselves may have been similarly "'trapped""). The colony may eventually cover entire cliff faces in arid regions. As Ronald

Dorn, ofArizona State UniversiU". and his colleagues elsewhere are finding, these colonies may persist for hundreds ofthousands

of years, adding paper-thin layers, one upon another, to the rock varnish, providing the longest record yet discovered of climate

histor\- on our planet (see '"The Once and Future CHmate," Xatiiml History, September 1996).

Remarkable as these bacteria are, they are matched by an equally impressive algal community that flourishes where neither

hchen co\er nor varnish bacteria have been able to take hold, completely hidden within the matrix of the rock itself Robert

Bell, of the Universitv^ ofWisconsin, has been working with different variants of Coconino sandstone from the Sonoran Desert

and is finding, in the hghter-colored rocks, a zone of algal growth King between 1.5 and 3.7 millimeters below the surface ofthe

rock. Here, cyanobacteria and green algae develop and reproduce, obtaining energy through photosynthesis and even showing

adaptive response to Ught of different intensity-. Cells exposed to greater hght in upper portions of the band often possess protec-

tive orange and red pigments, helping to shield them from damaging ultraviolet radiation, while those receiving less hght at the

bottom of the band usually are vivid green. Bell and E. Imre Friedmann, of Florida State Uruv'ersitv', along with others, have

identified twentv-one different species of cy-anobacteria and green algae that hve entirely within the interstices of crv-staUine

sandstone and limestone of hot deserts. Like their rock-surface counterparts, these hidden microorganisms persist by the same

stop-and-go pattern of growth, enduring extended periods of extreme desiccation between short bouts of metabohc activitv".

The secret to the good life on—or in—a hard rock, it appears, is to hve intermittendy.— P.J. M.

that this ground was too inhospitable for

such hfe. How could this diminutive

communitv continue to frinction under

such conditions?

All stones on the desert surface pre-

serv-e moismre in the soil beneath them,

at least for a time. This is ancient knowl-

edge: prehistoric Hohokam farmers of

the Sonoran Desert used rocks as mulch

around their agave plantings. In addition,

translucent calcareous and sOiceous min-

erals can transmit visible Ught, in some

cases to depths approaching nvo inches.

thus supporting photosynthesis below-

ground and under complete cov-er, much

Hke a greenhouse. Measurements made

by plant physiologist Frank Sahsburv; of

Utah State Universitv". showed that about

1 .5 percent of the sunhght striking the

surface of a nulkv' quartz stone penetrated

a thickness of one inch; this means that as

much energv- reaches an algal colony be-

neath this stone on a sunny aunrmn day as

is av-aUable to a potted plant in a typical,

w-ell-Hghted office.

These minerals offer another advan-

tage. When I shpped the thin wire probe

of my thermocouple thermometer just

below the surface of an algae-encrustedl

soil lacking a cov-er of stones, my digital

meter read 146.1° F. (The air temperature
j

in the shade of my body was 106.5° F.)

Under a dark volcanic rock l^ing on the ^
surface, my instrument registered a tem-' *i

perature of 148.5° F. Beneath an adjacent "t:

quartz stone of similar size, however, the *E

soil temperature was only 134.1° E indi- '''•'

eating that the hght-colored quartz re-
^'"

fleeted a significant amount of the sun's ^^s

energv; reducing the temperature of the 1 s

soil below- it. By midaftemoon, the soil *

surface hit 153° F; temperatures beneath *&



the quartz remained on average fourteen

degrees cooler.

The literature is rich with taxononiic

lists of microbiota found under these

translucent stones, much of it gomg back

to the efforts of Roy Cameron, of

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, who
nmducted exhaustive studies of desert

^olls in the 1960s. Cyanobacteria are usu-

illv the most prevalent hfe form in the

hot deserts. Some, like the filamentous

\oitoc inusamiin, convert atmospheric ni-

aogen m the soil into a nutrient form

nore readily available to other plants, thus

increasing soil fertility. Another filamen-

:ous species, Aiicmcolcus mginatus, grows

ike a bundle of optic fibers within an

3uter sheath of mucilage that binds soil

^articles together even long after the

ryanobacteria die, thereby stemming ero-

• ion. Spherical cells of green algae are

jresent in some soils, along with an as-

emblage of bacteria, some of the latter

leriving their energy from the metabo-

ism of sulfiir compounds in the soil. Hy-

)hal strands of fungi probe through the

ommunity, sometimes parasitizing the

Igae and cyanobacteria and sometimes

initing with them to form lichens. Tiny

iiosses, too, often find refuge beneath

hese translucent stones, their roothke

hizoids branching profiisely, weaving the

ommunity together.

Like the moist duff of a forest floor, the

rganic matter accumulated by the Uving

nd dying of these organisms, sometimes

uilding a layer one-half inch thick, holds

lore moisture than the surrounding soil,

;inforcing conditions that favor growth

1 this desert refijgium. And within this

iUiputian garden roam protozoa and ne-

latodes, as well as mites and other

linute arthropods—grazers and preda-

Drs alike feeding on bacteria, algae,

jngi, plants, detritus, or each other. It is

microcosm of the desert at large in the

ladow of a translucent stone. Behind

lese windows on the desert floor, the life

yfcles of a communirs' continue to turn

)ng after the last raindrop falls, while

ther desert organisms mark time, wait-

ig for the next season of scant rain. D
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New members of an

Assembly of God

congregation are

baptized in

Guatemala's Lake
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Story and photographs by Rachel Cobb

Wandering along the shore of volcanic Lake Atitlan, in

the Guatemalan highlands, I come across two women
kneeling in the sand with their backs to the lake, qui-

etly praying in the shelter ofsome low cHfFs. Copal, an

incense ofpine resin, burns in front of them, and as the

wind blows, they struggle to light and relight small

orange candles in the sand. They wear Mayan clothing

typical for the locale—embroidered blouses, hand-

loomed skirts, and bead necklaces. Behind them, at the

water's edge, a young man and two children observe

the ceremony in sUence. Suddenly the two women
turn to face the lake and the children and, holding

their palms up, pray loudly. As they do, a woman of

mixed Indian and European descent—a ladino—ap-

proaches from above along the low cliff and stares

down at them. Without looking back, the two Mayan

women abruptly stop their ceremony, gather up their

belongings, and leave with the man and children.

I'm stQl trymg to make sense of the scene that has

unfolded and dissolved so quickly, when the ladino

woman smiles at me. "Bnijeria [witchcraft]," she com-

ments about them. "Evangelical," I conclude about

her. A chubby woman of

about forty-five, Jovita Ca-

brera de Caranca has driven

more than three hours firom

Escuintla with fellow mem-
bers of her Assembly of God

church for the baptism of a

dozen young men and

women. Jovita leads me to

where her group is setting

out loudspeakers for a service. Soon the pastor is

preaching, thrusting his fist into the air, while local

vendors wander through the crowd selling souvenirs

and roasted peanuts with chili and Ume. When it

comes time for the baptism, everyone rushes to the

shore for a good view. The candidates, aged fifteen to

seventeen, tremble and chng to one another in the final

moments before they are plunged into the lake. After-

ward, over a picnic lunch, Jovita tells me she became

an Evangelical Protestant in answer to God's call.

I have been coming to Guatemala for the past sev-

eral years to learn more about people Uke Jovita. The

first time I traveled to this country, in 1991, I heard

emotional preaching and twangy electric guitar music

coming firom a cinder-block church on a muddy back

street in Guatemala City. I also noticed brightly

painted EvangeUcal churches even in small, remote

highland villages. I saw preachers dressed in tuxedos.

"This is my last

chance Jose
realized during the
service, He asked
Jesus Christ to de

his savior

•i%^=^

dramatically pointing to heaven, mimicking the ges-

tures of their counterparts in the United States. In a

predominandy Catholic region, all this seemed out of,

place, a cultural export firom home. I wanted to find

out what was behind this phenomenon. At the time, I

didn't know that Evangelical Protestantism had already

swept almost a third of Guatemalans into its fold. Sim-

ilar waves of conversion have taken place in many

other Latin American countries.

In addition to Catholics, a wide range of Christian

groups practice in Guatemala, including Baptists,

Mennonites, Presbyterians, Methodists, Seventh Day

«»>



Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses, and a variety of Pente- Mayan diet. Above: A

costals. As David Stoll writes in Is Latin America Turning worr\an from Ctiajul

Protestant?, "While in the United States 'evangelical' wo/te to ttie corn mill.

connotes a theological conservative who emphasizes Left: Two women clean

the Bible, personal salvation, and evangehsm, in Latin corn in Nebaj.

America evangelico can refer to any non-Catholic

Christian. The term includes the Mormons and Jeho-

vah's Witnesses ... as well as Protestants whose exege-

sis is unsuitably liberal." In Guatemala, converts come

from aU walks of life, but a great number have come

from the Mayan community, the largest indigenous

population in Latin America after Bolivia's. Twentv'-
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two linguistically distinct Mayan groups exist today,

descendants of the post-Classic population encoun-

tered by the sixteenth-century conquistadores.

When I was searching for a translator at the begin-

ning of this trip, I met Jose Sanchez, the director of a

language school in Antigua

Guatemala, the old colonial

capital. Speaking slowly and

distinctly, he told me the

story of his conversion. It

happened in 1991, when he

was drinking so much that his

students began to comment.

One of them, an American,

confronted Jose and invited

him to his church. Jose arrived hungover and thinking,

"I need a beer," but during the ser^dce he thought,

"This is my last chance." He went up to the altar and,

in front of the congregation, asked Jesus Christ to be

his savior. "'I began a new Hfe," he declared. He mar-

ried, started a family, got a job at the American em-

bassy, and later became the director of his own school.

He was active in the church and taught Bible study

classes on Saturday nights in his home.

Evangehcal Protestants emphasize personal salva-

tion, a direct relationship with God. and a literal inter-

Condemnations of

wife beating
and oloohol

consumption hove
strong appeal for

women

ward signs of being touched by God, offer a t^-pe of

mysticism that many are drawn to.

The translator I've hired is Cesar Perez. We have

traveled to Lake Atidan from Antigua Guatemala along

the t\vo-Iane Pan American Highway, which runs

through the highlands. Taking a turnoff, we headed

down a mountain, past a road stand where watermel-

ons stood upright like so many sculptures, pots of caUa

Uhes beside them. Around a bend of the steep, winding

road, shimmering Lake Atidan suddenly came into

^dew, and at the base of the mountain we pulled into

Panajachel, a favorite spot for tourists, aging hippies,

and Guatemalans from the city. Panajachel was among

the first places where Evangehcal Protestantism took

hold m Guatemala.

Catholicism, brutally imposed by the Spanish con-

querors, is the principal rival faced by Protestant mis-

sionaries. But indigenous religious practices predating

the Spanish Conquest stiH persist among the Maya,

who largely follow a syncretic form of traditional and

Cathohc behefs known as costumbre (custom). Reh-

gious traditions tied to the 260-day Mayan ritual calen-

dar continue even \\dthin the cofmdias (religious broth-

erhoods, or saint societies) that were introduced by the

Spaniards. Tradirionahsts use copal, alcohol, candles,

marimbas, and sometimes fire\vorks in their various \

Above: On Good

Friday. Catholics in

Santiago Atitlan cany

an effigy of Christ in a

procession. Above,

right: f^embers of a

Saint Francis cofradia

(religious

brotherhood), repaint

figures of saints.

pretation ofthe Bible. They forbid smoking and drink-

ing, a significant proscription in a country where alco-

holism is wdespread. Many of the converts I've met

have converted in an effort to overcome a problem

with alcohol. Evangelical Protestants' condemnation of

alcohol consumption, gambling, adultery, and \vite

bearing has strong appeal for women, gixing them a

new means of gaining control in a macho culture.

Much-needed health clinics, houses, and schools are

also pro\aded by Evangehcal Protestant groups. And on

a spfritual level, the fastest gro^^dng groups, the Pente-

costals, with their speaking in tongues and other out-

prayer ceremonies tor deities and ancestors or in cele-

brations of saints. Protestant missionaries first arrived

in the 1870s, but not until a century' later did wide-

spread conversions take place. What helped open up

the Maya to Protestantism was a long histor\' of social

inequahts- and political \-iolence.

A key factor in this histon,' was the expropriation ot

their land, which was the basis not only of their liveli-

hood but also of their communitv' The process began

following the Conquest—when the Spaniards gathered

the Maya into some 700 concentrated settiements-

and advanced in the 1870s and 1880s, as hberal re

lOt

^n

redX



formers sought to modernize the country and develop

the export of coffee. Communal property rights were

abolished, and debt peonage laws were enacted, in ef-

fect forcing the Maya to work on the plantations, often

far from home. Exploited and impoverished, the Maya

saw their social order—and customs—fall into decline.

The legacy has been the most uneven land distribution

in all Latin America. Land reform that might have

eased the deep social inequalities was squelched by a

1954 CIA-engineered coup. Organized resistance to

the government mounted in the countryside and later

developed into full-fledged civil war.

'Solola. _ . ^,

/ ^Lake Miiljan [
^—

' ^ A
•Santiago Atitlan Anttgija

p|J^ ^T? \

Guatemala ^^,

// //;(// J (/..

After a devastating earthquake m 1976, interna-

tional aid started pouring in to rebuild the country, and

so did Evangelical Protestant missionaries. Churches

associated with Elim Ministries, Word Church, and

Assemblies of God, among others, sprang up in areas

hardest hit by the earthquake, which were largely pop-

ulated by the Maya.

In 1982, General Efrain Rios Montt seized power

after a bloodless mihtary coup. Guatemala's first Protes-

tant leader, he brought two elders from his Word

Church with him into the presidential palace. Al-

though some of Guatemala's worst human ntrhts

abuses took place while Rios Montt held power, the

Reagan administration and much of the religious right

in the United States considered him an ally. He was

deposed in 1983. Although severely battered by then,

guerrilla forces continued fighting. After years of ne-

gotiations, a peace accord was finally signed in Decem-

ber 1996, ending Central America's longest civO war.

One afternoon in Panajachel, I meet two American

Mormon missionaries. Elder Davis, twenty, and Elder

Vantielen, nineteen. The Mormons (Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-Day Saints) claim some 165,000

members in Guatemala. Although it is not required,

most men aged nineteen and

women aged twenty-one are

expected to serve as mission-

aries for two years. Davis and

Vantielen take me on one of

their daily visits to people

they hope to convert.

Just outside town, we ap-

proach an onion farmer me-

thodically turning soil. He
smiles and puts down his hoe

to make small talk with us.

With their close-cropped hair and crisp, white, name-

tagged shirts, the elders stand in stark contrast to Juan

Francisco Chiroy, who is all dense muscle wrapped in

sun-browned skin. Juan Francisco attends the New
Jerusalem Evangelical Church, but the Mormon elders

patiently try to win him over.

Davis has a year's more experience and does most

of the talking. He seems to understand that conversa-

tion with Guatemalans moves gradually, getting to the

point almost as ifby chance, but the silence during the

pauses makes Davis nervous, and he fiUs in with excla-

mations o{"E.\celenter and "Calidad! [Cool!]," rapidly

snapping his fingers and shaking his wrist. After about

twenty minutes, the elders flip open their notepads and

schedule Juan Francisco for the following Sunday, an

effort that seems out of place, given the fluid sense of

time in these parts. Juan Francisco doesn't seem to

mind their attention, but neither does he invite it. He

pohtely goes along with the plans.

As we walk back to town, a woman from the Mor-

mon church asks the elders to bless another woman's

sick child, even though the child's mother is not Mor-

mon. Inside the family compound, Davis tells me that

I can watch but that I can't take pictures, because what

is about to take place is sacred. They are going to call

on the Holy Spirit to be present and cure this boy, and

my taking pictures might disrupt that process.

A bare bulb liijhts the one-room house where the

Men and women at a

comer restaurant in

Santiago Atitldn
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Below: In a carryover

from pre-Conquest

religious traditions, a

Mayan priest in Nebaj

makes an offering on

Q'anil, the day of corn.

Right: A member of the

Complete Evangelical

Church of God in Pulay

reads the Bible during

a six-hour prayer

session.

boy, who appears to be about ten, lies motionless in

bed. His mother strokes his head. Davis and Vantielen

speak gently to her for a few minutes. Then, guided by

Davis, Vantielen moves closer to the mother and child,

places his hands on their shoulders, and begins to pray.

His prayers are quiet, a little unsteady. Within seconds

the mother starts moaning and crying, "O Seiior

[Lord]! Por favor, Sefior. . .
." Vantielen stumbles.

Again he prays, and again she cries out. He stops. I see

his face flinch a little as if he's trying not to laugh.

Davis takes over, and the mother's cries continue as he

anoints the child with oil. In a tew minutes we are hur-



rying through the garden, and \^intielen is apologizing

to nie: "That's never happened! In our church one

person prays and the others just listen. That's never

happened! That was weird!"

A few days later, Cesar and I load up with food and

water for the drive up to the northern part of Quiche

Department into an area known as the Ixil Triangle,

the mountainous region between the towns of Nebaj,

Cotzal, and Chajul, where the Ixil language is spoken.

During Guatemala's long civU war, this was a major

battleground between guerrillas and the army. Virtu-

ally all rural settlements here were razed as part of the

army's counterinsurgency strategy. Some were rebuilt

as so-called model villages with straight, wide, easily

patrolled streets.

We drive from the lake back up the mountain to

where the road turns north, up hairpin curves into the

touristy market town of Chichicastcnango, on past the

departmental capital of Santa Cruz del Quiche, and

into more mountains. I have come to the Ixil Triangle

in part to see the work of the Agros Foundation,

which builds houses for people displaced by the civil

war. Of the five communities they have helped build

around the country, three are here. A couple of miles

outside Nebaj, I drive up a dirt road into El Parai'so

("Paradise"), so named by those who live here. Chil-

dren run alongside the pickup truck or jump onto the

rear bumper for a ride. Tomas Godinez, the executive

director of Agros in Guatemala, takes me to the freshly

dug foundation where the new schoolhouse will be

built. American volunteers and Maya from the village

are measuring out rooms, digging, and hauhng stones

up the hill. It IS late on the second day of work, and

many volunteers are sunburned and tired. Some break

ofi'to play with the village children.

In an hour, the entire village oftwenty-five families

and the ten or so volunteers

are gathered for a welcome

meeting in a temporary

schoolhouse, a structure

with low wooden sides and a

roof of draped blue plastic.

Jacinto Perez, leader of El

Paraiso's Committee (the de-

cision-making body), ex-

plains the importance of this

new community. "In the time of the violence, we lost

everything we had—our animals, our crops, even,'-

thing. The town of Nebaj is the only place that sur-

vived [in the Nebaj jurisdiction], the only conununirs'.

In order to save our Lives, many fled to the mountains,

to the city, or to Mexico. But thankfully, we've been

able to return to our community. Thanks to Agros and

thanks to God, we have our houses now, which are the

basis ot our lives."

Afterward, while Tomas watches, I ask Jacinto

about El Paraiso. What are the rec]uirements to be ac-

cepted into the Agros program? Just two. he says: you

have to be displaced and you have to be Christian. By

"Christian " he means Evangehcal. Catholics are not

permitted to live there. In a roundabout way. Jacinto

acknowledges he converted to Evangelical Protes-

tantism shordy before being accepted into the Agros

program, and I can see this question embarrasses him.

Pentecostals draw
many, with their

speaking in

tongues and other
signs of being

touched by God.

-Hi-
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Above: A pastor from

the Assembly of God

church in Panajachel

says a healing prayer

for a woman whose

daughter has recently

died. Right: Seeking to

make converts in the

course of agricultural

work, a missionary

outside Nebaj nins a

small orphanage and

operates a farm with a

fish pond.

especially in front of the director. When I run into Jac-

into a few days later, I press him again to tell nie about

his conversion. Anyone who tries this blunt approach

with a Maya is likely to come up empty-handed, and 1

am no exception. He simply says, "That is how I want

to worship God now."

Back at the hotel in Nebaj, I talk to Arondo Rivas,

an eighteen-year-old who works as a receptionist. Sev-

eral years ago, he converted to Evangelical Protes-

tantism, along with the rest of his family. Maria, his

mother, had no husband, no food to feed her children.

She went to her sister's church one Sunday to pray, and

a preacher from Texas, Brother Mike, asked, "Wlio is

Maria? Thfe Lord says she has nothing in her house to

eat." Brother Mike promised that soon they would

have food in the house, and the next day they did. He
and other church members gave the tamily sixty-five

quetzals (about eleven dollars) to buy food.

"This is why I beheve that God exists and that he

sees us, but not those who don't believe," says Arondo,

adding that his life has been transformed. He used to

smoke cigarettes and "go in the streets with his

fi-iends," but now, he says, "I have felt the presence of

God in my body, and it is beautifrd." He reads the Bible

everv afternoon.

The missionaries I meet in the region are brave and

unblinking in their belief that they are doing God]

will. Ron and Vicky Fiedler found their calling afte

experiencing financial ruin in Dallas, Texas. "Lon

Jesus, use us, use us, use us!" they begged, seekin.:

meaning in their Uves, and in missionary work the*

have found contentment. "We get to be here and '

get to have all the ftm," they say. "We get to be part

what God's doing." The Fiedlers have learned to get b

month to month, not knowing where money wi

come from, hving on faith.

The Fiedlers' fi-iend Jerry Strahl is a "field associ

I



ate" ofMissionary Ventures. Together with his wife, he

runs an orphanage for eight children and operates a

farm with a fish pond. Jerry is tall and thin, with large,

strong hands lined with dirt-fiUed cracks. Sometimes

he is quiet, but when he is enthusiastic about some-

thing, the words flow in a jumble of Spanish and Eng-

lish. Jerry uses his everyday work as an entry into the

lives of those he's trying to convert. Selling fish, he

might inteiject something about "fishers of men."

"The agricultural teaching is just a way in to teach-

ing the Bible," Jerry says. "We teach people what will

grow and what won't grow. They don't know anything

about corn," he adds, without a trace of irony. "There's

something that you'd call hunger. There are some

people who've never had an experience like this hap-

pen. They get a hunger for something, for the truth.

When the Lord has something that fills your hunger,

you want to eat it and it tastes good, so that's it. These

people have got a hunger for the things of God."

Later, Cesar and I drive to Chajul to talk to Dwight

Jewett, who has been working for almost twenty years

for the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), a sister

group of WycliflJe Bible Translators, a California-based

organization. SIL fieldworkers document the world's

languages, particularly previously unwritten ones, and

translate texts for native speakers to use.

In translating the Bible, Dwight has struggled to

find Ixil expressions for concepts that are unfamiliar to

those who speak the language. To translate "I love

you" into Ixil, one might say, "I die regarding you."

Any such translation can be tricky if one is trying to

get across the idea of God's love for humankind. "I be-

lieve there is a sense in which we should have a fear of

God, but we also must have a strong sense of the love

of God," says Dwight, "and I don't see any of that in

traditional Mayan religion."

"I see that as one of the major obstacles to develop-

ment. ... I really believe that before, they were afraid

"We get to have all

the fun," soy two
missionaries

"We get to be part
ot what God's

doing

to change," he says. "Not only do they have the spirits

of the hiUs and other natural objects, but they also have

the spirits ot ancestors." The fear of angering their an-

cestors, he believes, led the Maya to continue to do

things the way they were done in the past. It took

something as disastrous as war, he says, for them to fi-

nally open up to new religious ideas. "That's why I say

political violence was a factor, because all of a sudden it

didn't matter anymore what the spirits thought, be-

cause they're not helping, so there's an opening there

for something new."

I hear of a Catholic priest

who is doing remarkable

work in the area. One
morning, on my way to

Cotzal to look for him, I

drive through Pulay, a model

village, and hear cries and

shouts coming from inside a

small wooden Pentecostal

church. I park, pry open the

creaky wooden door, and edge inside. About a dozen

men and women stand close to the altar of the Com-
plete Evangelical Church of God, singing, praying, and

crying. Women, who on the street would be demure

and reserved, are jumping up and down, stamping

their feet, and rhythmically bouncing their heads fi-om

side to side, shouting, "O Seiior! O Sefior!" One or Left: Mormon

two drop to the dirt floor in spasms, saUva dripping missionaries chat up a

from their mouths. They clap as fast as possible, and I potential convert.

try to join in, feeling that my silence in this commo-

tion IS somehow noticeable.

Later that afternoon, after making an appointment

with the Catholic priest in Cotzal, I return to talk to

members of Pulay's Pentecostal congregation. Their

six-hour prayer session is now over, and inside the unlit

church, the pastor and two church elders sit next to the

altar. I sit below in the first pew. I find myself answer-

ing, rather than asking, questions. I tell them I was

raised in the Episcopal Church, thinking that puts me

safely between Catholicism and Evangelical Protes-

tantism. I explain that the Episcopal Church is a break-

ofl:" of the Catholic Church, older than the Pentecostal

branches of Protestantism. No, they tell me, theirs is

the first church, the church of God, founded fift)' years

after the death of Christ. Do 1 make the sign of the

cross during services, they want to know. Yes, I answer.

Smiling in satisfaction, the pastor turns to the others

and mumbles something in Ixil that I can't understand,

until I hear the word calolica. Evangelical Protestants al-

ways seem to want to pin down my background in the

first few minutes.

Althougti the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-

Day Saints has a

distinctive theology,

Guatemalans are likely

to regard f^ormons as

just another

Evangelical Protestant

group.

1
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n El Salvador they
"ed SIX priests," the
commander said

"and r]e'fe we don't
respect them

either

Top: Father Federico

gives communion in

Cotzal. Above: Plaques

on the church wall

commemorate the

names of citizens who

were killed or who

'disappeared' during

the counterinsurgency.

The next day, in the courtyard of the newly re-

stored Cathohc church in Cotzal, I meet Father Fed-

erico. Born in Germany, he has a brisk air, strong blue

eyes, white hair, and a narrow beard that squares his

jawhne. He is gentle when he speaks to the Mayan

men and women who work in his church, and I get

the feeling that he is loved.

Father Federico has worked

here since 1989. He says that

although a thousand people

now attend Sunday Mass,

when he arrived Cathohcs

were "praying secretly or

meeting in their homes."' The

Church had pulled out of the

region in 1980, after several

priests and other clerg\- and

catechists were lolled.

In response to the desper-

ate poveny of the Ixil Maya,

priests who were in the re-

gion earher, in conjunction

with Catholic Action (a pas-

toral movement to foster

greater orthodoxy among

Cathohcs). had been moved

to help organize health-care

providers and start agricul-

tural and craft cooperatives.

Some called tor resistance to

social injustices, along the

lines of what became kno\\'n

as Hberation theolog}'. They

also spoke out against the

army's increasingly ruthless

counterinsurgencv tactics.

Armv suspicion began to faU

indiscriminately on priests,

catechists, and association

leaders, even on ordinary

Cathohcs. In July 1980, after

escaping an assassination at-

tempt. Juan Gerardi, the

bishop of Santa Cruz del

Quiche, left his diocese and traveled to the Vatican to

report on the violence. And that August, the Mission-

aries ot the Sacred Heart, two ot whose priests were

murdered, issued a statement saying that they "left the

area in sohdarit)' with the bishop and in protest against

five years of massacres by the army." While some Evan-

gehcal missionaries and leaders also lost their hves, by

and large, thev did not challenge authorin:

The counterinsurgency penetrated comrnunities

through the organization of civil defense patrols,

known as PACs, to root out guerrilla sympathizers. In

Cotzal, the first PAC was formed with the help of an

Evangehcal pastor. Nicolas Toma. His brother was one

ot sixr\'-tour men killed by the army in a massacre that

took place on the morning ofJuly 28, 1980. The mas-

sacre was a reprisal to a guerrUla attack on army bar-

racks. Pastor Nicolas claimed that, caught between the

army and the guerrUJas, he was forced to choose sides.

The information he provided helped identify the

guerrilla infi-astructure in and around Cotzal. and the

PACs were instrumental in breaking the insurgency in

the area.

It was about that time that Father Federico first

\'isited Guatemala. He traveled north through Quiche

and across the border into Chiapas, Mexico, where he

saw Guatemalans arrive "marked by the massacres, by

death, by violence." Guatemalan forces crossed the

Mexican border and continued killing in refugee

camps. "This experience had a ver\; very powerfiil ef-

fect on me," he says. "Since then, in all my work, the

Quiche has always been, as they say, el muudo de mis ojos

[the world to me]."

Speaking of Cotzal, he says, "Here, twenty-six of

the twent\'-nine small \allages were leveled, practically

on top of the people. We calculate about 1 ,200 ci\-il-

ians were killed, not counting the hundreds who fled

to the mountains afterward and died of hunger. . . .

Many felt forced to change to another rehgion to save

their hves. With an Evangelical identity card, they

could pass freely [in and out of to\\Ti]."

By 1989, when Father Federico came to Cotzal.

the situation had eased, but he claims that "the Evan-

gehcals, the military, and the civil patroUers didn't want

the Cathohc Church to reestablish itself in the parish."

Shortly after his arrival, sis Jesuits were killed in El Sal-

vador. "The following Sunday, the commander said, in

a meeting \\dth 400 to 500 patroUers, 'In El Salvador

they killed six priests, and here we don't respect them

either.'
"

Before long. Father Federico started roofing pro-

jects and then hvestock projects. "They were always

for everv'one. The people were used to each church fa-

voring only its owii members," he asserts. "We didn't

want to di\-ide the \illages by being able to recognize

the Cathohc houses by their roots. That was, practi

caUy speaking, the point at which those who had op-

posed me before changed their \aewpoint."

Six years ago, his church began to commemorate

the 1980 massacre. Father Federico recalls that the

wddows in town came to him sa\"ing, "Father, \ve havel



to do something and ask God for forgiveness for the

wrongs the army did to the sacred corn."

"In the time of the violence," he says, "the army

destroyed the corn, they cut and burned the corn

—

everything, everything—to take the food from the

guerrillas. That is the theory ot Mao; to take water

from the fish. The tish is the guerrillas and the water is

the people. So they massacred the people . . . and they

destroyed the food, the basic nourishment, which is

corn. That, for the people, is criminal, because the

corn is sacred. So the widows told me, 'Father, we

have to do something.'
"

They held a procession, one of the first great pub-

lic processions in Quiche Department in many years.

"The widows went to the locations where their hus-

bands and fathers had been killed, and there, with the

incense, with the smoke of copal, they brought the

souls of their dead to the church." Then they pinned

the names of the dead and "disappeared" onto the wall

under a crucifi.x. "In the Mayan culture that is pos-

sible," explains Father Federico. "They [the souls] were

resdess; that's why to have their souls in the church was

a great satisfaction and a great happiness."

Thinking back to the years of violence. Father Fed-

erico suggests that "the sects" (as some refer to Evan-

gelical groups) provided a relief valve. "You can vent

during the service, for example, with jumps, with

songs, with shouts. It's a litde like an escape," he says.

"My theory has always been, when the military pres-

sure diminishes—the fear, everything—they will lose

their followers. [The people] now could say, 'Well,

we've been through different times—more difficult,

more violent—and to save our lives, we converted.

And now that we live in peacefLil times, we can return.'

I don't know, I can't assess that yet. . . . Some always

return." D

In Solold, a Catholic

nun and Mayan

townsfolk observe a

Palm Sunday

procession.
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Shorebir<
ByJim Con'en

Red knot number 0802-45388 had just

left her wintering grounds in Tierra del

Fuego at the southern tip ofSouth Amer-

ica and was heading north to nest in the

Canadian Arctic. Caught m the dehcate

mesh of a mist net in Argentina, she was

gendy removed; the number on the metal

band on her leg was checked and her

identit)^ verified. This bird was a veteran

originally banded in May 1987 by a sci-

entist working on Reeds Beach in New
Jeney. Her sleek wings, spanning twenty-

inches, had carried her since then on nine

round-trips of 20,000 miles each between

Tierra del Fuego and the Arctic tundra.

She was in good health, her body shifting

into marathon mode. Released, she con-

tinued her journey. Perhaps in less than

two Tveeks, she would be eating horse-

shoe crab eggs on Delaware Bay on the

mid-Atlantic coast of the Umted States.

Red knots are shorebirds. Also called

waders in Europe and Asia, shorebirds in-

clude sandpipers, plovers, oystercatchers,

and several related birds. At least 177 spe-

cies are known worldwide; we have at

least 47 species in the "Western Hemi-

sphere. The term "shorebird" is a good

one because all shorebirds are associated at

some time in their lives with the water's

edge, whether the water is an ocean, a

lake, a river, or a prairie pothole. They

buUd their nests on the ground in habitats

as diverse as tall-grass prairies, Hchen-cov-

ered tundra, sandy beaches, and upland

farm fields. (Other waterbirds—such as

guUs, terns, herons, cranes, ducks, and

geese—may share these environments,

but they fill distinct ecological niches and

are not considered shorebirds.)

Biologists separate shorebirds into four

"guilds," according to their feeding

habits: mud birds (such as black-beUied

plovers and semipalmated sandpipers) fre-

quent open tidal mudtlats; wading birds

(avocets, yeUowlegs, and phalaropes, for

example) are usually seen standing in the

shallow waten of wedands; coastal birds

(including sanderlings, oystercatchers,

surfbirds, and the endangered piping

plover) prefer beaches; and upland birds

(kiUdeers, upland sandpipers, and the pos-

sibly extinct Eskimo curlew) are denizens

of grasslands and prairies.

Although relatively small and dehcate-

((1

looking creatures, shorebirds are vora-

cious predators that consume huge quan-

tities of insect larvae, small clams, snails,

worms, and other invertebrates. Plovers

use their keen \ision to find food and

tend to stalk prey, while many sandpiper-^

are high-speed probers whose specialized

beaks can "smeD" prey and feel its move-

ments in the soil. Perhaps the most skilled

are the oystercatchers, able to shell and

devour an oyster or mussel in thirts' sec-

onds, usins onlv their biUs.

'Now they pass, filling the distance,

afaintflapping of wings against the light,

a throbbing winged unity''

Pablo Neruda, "Migration'
komA/falBieiS!itfiPotitoHstusSa.k.tofJackSiim&.® 1985, by pannssionatUrnEisa^ ofTens Press



pdysseys
The need for food is one of the forces

driving migration in shorebirds, as well as

in other migratory animals. The availabil-

ity offood in a particular location will de-

pend on cUmate, season, and competition

from other hungry creatures, and shore-

birds have evolved a very successful strat-

egy of moving at just the right time of

year to the sites in the hemisphere where

the food supply is likely to be most abun-

dant. The cues for migration may be a

combination of local water and food

conditions, the changing season (shore-

birds always seem to be moving toward

places with longer daylight hours), and

other subrie factors not yet understood.

The northward (spring) and southward

(fall) routes that shorebirds follow vary

with the species and its dietary needs.

Some travel long distances; Hudsonian

godwits and red knots, for example, may

cover more than 20,000 miles round-trip.

Others, such as snowy plovers, move

modest distances between their summer

and winter residences. One population of

piping plovers winters along the coastline

of the Gulf of Mexico and nests in the

northern prairies of the United States and

Canada. Woodcocks and snipes are atypi-

cal shorebirds in that they generally mi-

grate short distances, if at all.

Migrant shorebirds use specific fly-

ways—the most direct routes with the

best stopping places for feeding. Birds that

winter along the Atlantic coast of Ar-

gentina, Brazil, and Suriname (red knots

and semipalmated sandpipers, for ex-

ample) tend to fly across the Caribbean

and up the Atlantic coast before turning

inland toward Hudson Bay. Shorebirds

that winter in central and western South

America (such as western sandpipers and

sanderhngs) come north along a Pacific

route, taking advantage of coastal refuel-

ing sites. In addition, great numbers of

shorebirds from both eastern and western

South America and Mexico—among

them American avocets, Wilsons phala-

ropes, and Hudsonian godwits—cross the

Gulf of Mexico and fly through the cen-

tral United States to take advantage of the

food-rich wetlands, playas, and potholes

that dot the landscape from Texas all the

way to Saskatchewan.

How these small birds can so precisely

find their way from one end ot the globe

to another is a fertile area for study. Even

the summer's new chicks, which often

depart on their first southward migration

after all the adults have left, know their

way over totally unfamiliar territory.

Eighty percent of the hemisphere's

summer-hatched semipalmated sand-

pipers winter on the beaches of Suri-

name; red knots head to Argentina, tak-

ing advantage of southern trade winds

over the Atlantic; ruddy turnstones navi-

gate toward Brazil.

The wetlands where the iniCTrants re-
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fuel are critical stepping-stones along fly-

ways, and the loss of a major wetland,

whether in North or South America, can

affect millions of birds. In the United

States, 50 percent of original wetlands

have been filled, drained, polluted, or

otherwise degraded, and other countries

are following suit. Using ever\'thing from

small planes to basic footwork, scientists

and volunteers have searched North and

South America over the past twenty-five

years in an effort to identify the wetlands

that sustain the greatest numbers of shore-

birds (see sidebar, right). They have used

this information to estabhsh the Western

Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Net-

work, or WHSRN. To date, the

WHSRN has recognized thirty-four wet-

lands in seven countries as critical links in

a chain on which shorebirds depend.

A model program for international co-

operation and local responsibility, the

WHSRN is coordmated by the Manomet

Center tor Conservation Sciences in

Massachusetts in partnership with Wet-

lands International: the Americas. More

than 120 organizations, spread through-

out the Western Hemisphere wherever

shorebirds are found, collaborate to main-

tain the hnks m the ner^vork and to safe-

guard the birds on their routes from

southern wintering grounds all the way

to their nesting sites.

One of the more popular activities

within the WHSRN has been the "twin-

ning" of northern and southern sites that

share common shorebird species and con-

servation needs. For example, the Cana-

dian WOdhfe Ser\dce at the Bay of Fundy

(betvi/een New Brunswick and Nova Sco-

tia) has worked closely with its counter-

parts in Suriname to study semipaknated

sandpipers and improve their habitats.

Recently the Prairie Pothole Joint Ven-

ture—a broad coalition of private, tribal,

state, and federal organizations conserving

wetlands for prairie shorebirds in the

north-central United States—has begun

exchanging information and ideas with its

counterparts in Canada and Mexico.

Such collaboration is the essence of the

WHSRN approach. D

T\venty-Five Years and Counting

By Brian Harrington

Every ten days during April and May,

whatever the weather, John and Florence

head for their local marsh near Virginia

Beach with binoculars and spotting

scopes to watch birds. They are particu-

larly careful to identify the many shore-

birds coming through this part of the

nud-Atlantic coast on northward migra-

tions and to estimate their numbers. John

and Florence, who are not biologists but

volunteers in the International Shorebird

Survey (ISS), are using their birding skills

to contribute to a vast data bank on the

birds and their migratory routes. To date,

more than 800 shorebird watchers have

collected information from 1,650 loca-

tions throughout the heinisphere. Since

the organization's beginnings in 1974, I

have helped coordinate this New World

network of volunteers.

Organized by the Manomet Center for

Conservation Sciences, the survey pro-

vided information that led to the creation

of the Western Hemisphere Shorebird

Reserve Network. The ISS is ongoing.

Every year, survey biologists and volun-

teers add to the data on rmgration routes,

the timing of peak migrations, and loca-

tions of key stopover areas for globetrot-

ting shorebirds. We have identified 146

new sites in both North and South

America that may quahfy for inclusion in

the WHSRN (recent additions to the

network are Chaphn/Old Wives/Reed

Lakes, in Saskatchewan, and San Antonio

Oeste, in Argentina), and we are hard at

work on a shorebird migration atlas,

which win give those who make policy

and conservation decisions the basic

"when and where" information.

While not designed to track bird popu-

lations, the survey contributes to such

studies. One recent evaluation of twenty-

six shorebird species showed that at least

sixteen are threatened or in decline; one,

the upland sandpiper, is on the increase.

Our survey helped document a 40 to 80

percent decline over the past twenty years

in short-billed dowitchers, sanderHngs,

and whimbrels. ISS data also show that a

huge potential exists tor providing good

migration habitat simply by managing

and maintaining areas already set aside for

wOdhfe. A third or more of thirty-two

species counted by the survey were found

at existing wildlife refiiges.

ISS files now include more than 49,000

censuses, with about 1,300 being added

each year by 50 to 100 volunteers. Ifyou

want to get your feet wet, please contact

the Internarional Shorebird Survey, Man-

omet Center for Conservation Sciences,

RO. Box 1770, Manomet, MA 02345,

USA, or e-mail bharr@manomet.org.

Brian Harrington, director of the International

Shorebird Snri'ey, is an ornithologist at the

Manomet Centerfor Conservation Sciences in

Manomet, Massaclmsetts, and author of The

Flight of the Red Knot (W W. Norton and

Company, 1996).
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Rites of Spring
Migration
Chances are that a shorebird festival is

coming soon to a beach or mudflat or

marsh near you. The list below is just a

sample of the birding celebrations becom-

ing popular throughout North America.

Whether for a day or a week, festivals offer

art and photography shows, walking tours,

contests, workshops, talks, and abundant

birding. For more information, consult

the 1998 Directory of Birding Festimh, pub-

lished by the National Fish and WOdlife

Foundation. This booklet Hsts and gives

details about a year's worth of birding cel-

ebrations in the United States and Fourth graders visit Hartney Bay in Cordova, Alaska, on the Copper River Deha.

Jlie animal Kacheinak Bay Shorebird Festival in Homer, Alasi^a, draws birders

Canada. The booklet is available from the

foundation at 1120 Connecticut Ave.

NW, Suite 900, Washington, D.C. Phone

(202) 857-0166; fax (202) 857-0162;

e-maU info@nfwf.org.

April 18-25 Garnet Festival. Wrangell,

Alaska (800) 367-9745

April 24-26 Grays Harbor Shorebird

Festival. Montesano, Washington (800)

321-1924

April 25-26 Delmarva Birding Weekend.

Snow HiU, Maryland (800) 852-0335

April 30-May 3 Lake Jackson Migration and birders draw their favorite subjects.

Celebration, Clute, Texas (800) 938-

4853

May 2-3 Salt Plains Celebration of Birds.

Cherokee, Oklahoma (580) 596-3053

May 6-10 Copper River Delta Shorebird

Festival. Cordova, Alaska (907) 424-

7260

May 7-10 Sixth Annual Kachemak Bay

Shorebird Festival. Homer, Alaska

(907) 235-7740

May 8-10 Big Stone Bird Festival.

Ortonville, Minnesota (800) 568-5722

May 8-10 Chincoteague National

WOdHfe Refuge's Fourth Annual

International Migratory Bird

Celebration. Chincoteague, Virginia

(757) 336-6122

May 9 San Francisco Bay National

Wddlife Refuge International

Migratory Bird Day. Alviso,

California (408) 262-5513

May 15-17 Cape May Bird

Observatory Spring Weekend.

Cape May Point, New Jersey

(609) 884-2736

May 16-17 Plover and WildUfe

Festival. Newburyport,

Massachusetts (978) 465-5753,

ext. 26

May 30—31 Shorebirds and Friends

Festival. Wadena, Saskatchewan

(888) 338-2145



Web Flights
By Robert Atidmoii

Whether you are a serious birder hoping

to add a rare species to your Hfe list or a

casual nature-watcher interested in ob-

serving the annual ebb and flow of avian

activity, the Internet is a good place for

finding out which birds are moving

through your area at any given time. The

sites are particularly useful for tracking

elusive, long-distance migrants such as

shorebirds. The best place to start is the

Shorebird Watcher (pwl.netcom.com/

~djhoff/shorebrd.htmJ), maintained by

Dick and Jean HoSmann. This attractive

site has a plethora of Hnks to other Inter-

net sites related to the birds.

Among the offerings are sites that play

recordings of the songs of many species.

As any birder knows, a bird's call is often

the best way to distinguish one species

from another. I tried one or two sites and

listened to a lot of bird songs and calls, in-

cluding those of a few shorebird species

(www.mbr.nbs . gov/id/songlist .html)

.

At the Virtual Birder, you can test your

knowledge by trying to match calls with

photographs (www.virtualbirder.com/

vbirder/matcher/matcherDirs/SONG/

index.html). I also found a Virtual Birder

site (www.virtualbirder.com/vbirder/

realbirds/dbhsc/index.html) with an arti-

cle about the crisis at Delaware Bay,

where fishing for horseshoe crabs has led

to a drop in numbers of incoming shore-

birds. The site explains the chain of

events, recent developments, and how

you can help.

Via the Internet, the Virtual Birder also

takes you on a trip to the wetlands of

Cape Cod and other destinations to give

you an idea of which birds to expect on a

real trip. Two other sites have general in-

formation on the best places for encoun-

tering shorebird migrations: the Great

Outdoor Recreation Page (www.gorp.com

/gorp/activity/birding.htm) and the

Wetlands Network (www.wetlands.ca/

exploring/exploring.html). While visit-

ing Wetlands, check out the home of the

Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve

Network (www.wetlands.ca/wi-a/whsrn

/whsrndex.html) for events, workshops,

and information about each area in the

vast chain of wetlands vital to migrating

shorebirds.

On the Shorebird Sister Schools Pro-

gram site (www.fws.gov/~r7enved/

ssspenhan.html), kids and teachers can

follow migrations, join discussion groups,

plan classroom activities, and learn about

birds that travel the Pacific fl^^way. Shore-

bird identification tips, interviews with

people who study shorebirds, and a pro-

file of the program's ambassador species,

the western sandpiper, are among the

hyperlinks available at this site.

Individuals can also report their own

sightings on the Internet. In the unlikely

event that you have seen an Eskimo

curlew, for example, you can contact the

Canadian Society for Endangered Birds

(www.wetlands.ca/wi-a/whsrn/ecurlew

.html). To help you spot this endangered

shorebird, the society provides pictures of

its known associates and traveling com-

panions, as well as pictures of birds with

which it is easily confiised. But don't look

too hard. Although large flocks ofEskimo

curlews once flew fi-om the Texas coast to

the Arctic, this species is now close to ex-

tinction.

Robert Anderson is a freelance science writer

living in Los Angeles.

r4 black-necked stilt tonclics down on the Salton Sea in southern California.
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Northwest
Passages

By Nils Wamock and Mary Anne Bishop

Bordering Prince William Sound, the

eighty-mile-wide Copper River Delta in

south-central Alaska hosts millions of

shorebirds on the final leg of their spring

migration. This site and other shorebird

magnets—such as San Francisco Bay,

Grays Harbor in Washington, and the

Fraser River Delta in British Columbia

—

are stops along the Pacific flyway, a mi-

gratory route that winds up the western

coast of North America toward the sub-

Arctic and Arctic tundra, where the birds

wOl nest.

The sheer numbers of birds point to

the magnitude of the migration, and re-

search on this natural phenomenon has

led to a recognition of how vital the

stopover sites are to migrant species. But

relatively little is known about how indi-

vidual birds make the journey. How do

they use the sites during migration? Do
they make relatively short hops from one

stopover site to the next or do they

undertake long-distance jumps to far-

Above: A western

sandpiper in breeding

plumage. Among the

millions of shorebirds

that touch down at

Alaska's Copper

River Delta, right,

western sandpipers

and dunlins

predominate.

off sites, leaping their way up the coast?

Along with other members of a collab-

orative research team from the United

States and Canada, we theorized that by

radio-marking and tracking individual

sandpipers, we could learn more about

the mysteries ofmigration. We decided to

focus on the western sandpiper. With a

population of between two and four mil-

Uon, this is the most abundant shorebird

species along the Pacific coast. Weighing

on average less than an ounce, western

sandpipers are not quite as big as northern

cardinals. They nest principally in the

tundra of western Alaska and winter

mainly in coastal lagoons and estuaries

firom California to Peru.

The advent of radio transmitters with

signals detectable by satellite has revolu-

tionized the study of the seasonal move-

ments of large birds, but the weight of

these devices—about three quarters of an

ounce—precludes their use on small,

sandpiper-sized inigrants. We pinned our;

m^.



^^^^

J

hopes on transmitters weighing just hun-

dredths of an ounce and about the size of

pinkie fingernaiL Each transmitter

would have its own frequency and could

be heard a few miles away in a small plane

or a specially equipped truck. To radio-

mark the birds, we first set up mist nets at

saltwater and freshwater ponds where the

sandpipers fed and rested. Those caught

in the fine mesh were removed, weighed,

and measured. We then attached the

miniature transmitters to then' lower

backs with a bit of glue. This method of

attachment appealed to us because once

the birds reach their breeding grounds,

the transmitters fall off when the birds

molt their old feathers.

After a 1992 pilot study, we expanded

our efforts in 1995 and 1996. We cap-

tured and radio-marked migrating birds at

busy San Francisco Bay and at the less ur-

banized coastal estuary at Grays Harbor.

Because some western sandpipers migrate

not along the coast but through the arid

'""^i.

interior of western North America, we

also marked birds at Honey Lake, Califor-

nia, a freshwater wetland in the western

Great Basin.

Monitoring coastal wedands known to

attract large concentrations of western

sandpipers migrating from San Francisco

to Alaska proved to be an enormous chal-

lenge. When a bird's signal was no longer

heard at its capture site, indicaring that it

had moved on, we contacted other track-

ers to the north and asked them to begin

listening for the bird's radio frequency.

Along with our many collaborators, we

searched fourteen coastal and four inland

sites by land and sea—from Humboldt

Bay, California (about 250 miles north of

San Francisco Bay), all the way to the

delta of the Yukon and Kuskokwim

Rivers in Alaska, some 2,SOU miles firom

San Francisco Bay.

The path of one particular western

sandpiper, known as Number 4.521,

proved to be extremely informative. A fat

male weighing more than an ounce, this

individual was captured on April 17,

1996, in an area encroached upon by

urban sprawl, a salt pond at the south end

of San Francisco Bay. He spent the next

three days shuttling between the bay's

low-tide mudflats—where he fed on

small clams, worms, and other inverte-

brates—and adjacent salt ponds, where he

roosted and occasionally foraged during

high tides. After April 2 1 , his signal was

not detected for four days, but he prob-

ably made some stops along the Califor-

nia or Oregon coast before we heard his

signal again on April 26, during an early

morning aerial survey at Grays Harbor.

Number 4.521 was on the move, and just

a few hours later, he had crossed the bor-

der into Canada and was relocated feed-

ing with a flock of birds on mudflats near

Vancouver, British Columbia. He rested

at that province's Fraser River Delta for a

day and a half before resuming his migra-

tion along the rugged, remote northern

Pacific coast. Three days went by, with

none of the monitoring sites picking up

his signal. Finally, on May 1, he was de-

tected when he stopped some 1 ,000 miles
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One Sandpiper's Journey

to the north at an estuan' by Yakutat, a

fishing village on the GulfofAlaska.

Less than twenty-four hours later, our

bird was 185 miles north-

west, at Alaska's Copper

River Delta, where he

paused for five days to refuel

on the invertebrate-rich

mudflats. He moved at a

leisurely pace across this im-

mense delta, first spending a

few days at the far east end.

then one day near the mouth

ot the Copper River, and

.mother few days around the

barrier islands at the west

end. He then shifted direc-

rion and flew west some 460

miles to Bristol Bay, where,

rwo days later, we heard his

signal for the last rime. He

may have mated and nested

on the low, wet tundra near Bristol Bay or

continued north toward the Yukon-

Kuskokwim Delta. In all, we followed

A Season in the South
By Horado de h Cuem

Guillermo, Fehpe, and 1 agree; the

western sandpiper at the far end of the

mudflat is an old friend. We had cap-

tured, color-banded, and released him

when he arrived in Punta Banda (on the

Pacific coast of Baja California. Mex-

ico) in late October three \^Tnters ago,

on his first trip south fixjm his probable

birthplace in Alaska. Since then, he has

made the round-trip several rimes and is

likely to spend the winter with us once

again. This seasons migration is stiU in

progress, however, and many of the

birds feeding along with our familiar

sandpiper will continue southward,

some only to the end ofBaja California,

others all the way to Panama or even to

the mudflats ofPeru.

While many thousands of migrating

shorebirds pass through Pimta Banda in

spring and fall, some of them, including

up to 5,000 w-estem sandpipers, stay all

winter at this saltwater lagoon in the bay

offEnsenada, Mexico, sixty miles south

of the United States border. Ensenada is

one of the sites in a research program set

up by biologists fixsm Mexico, the United

States, and Canada. The information w^e

gather here is added to that collected on

w"estem sandpipers in different parts of

their range, from Alaska to Ecuador and

Peru. For the last five years, our Ensenada

team has "smdied how this species spends

the winter. By catching sandpipers and

placing several small color bands, in

unique combinations, on their legs, we

can identif," indi\iduals year after year.

Eight)' percent of the \\intering birds

at Punta Banda are male: in wintering

sites to the south, the proportion ofmales

decreases and that of females rises. Most

likely, this is because the males need to

reach the Arctic breeding grounds in the

spring before the females, to secure good

territories. By wintering at a spot a bit

farther north, the males automatically get

a head start. So for male western sand-

pipers, Punta Banda 's latitude is a plus.

this tiny sandpiper for twenD,--two days,

from California to western .Alaska, on an

odyssey of 2,600 miles.

A comparison of 4.52 Is migration

with those ofother radio-marked western

sandpipers revealed that he w-as tx^pical in

some ways and not in others. Relocating

him at five different monitoring sites was

in itself unusual, since the average num-

ber of relocation sites was two per bird.

Similar to most males reaching the Cop-

per River Delta area, he was fiirst detected

at sites south of the delta. Females were

more likely to be relocated for the first

time at the Copper River Delta or at one

of the monitoring sites to the west. A fiill

80 percent of our radio-marked birds

paused at the delta, although 4.521's five-

day stay was longer than most.

Once he left San Francisco, 4.521 trav-

eled an average of202 miles per day, a rate

similar to that of other males moving be-

But wintering shorebirds are not just

loafing around the mudflats in stag

groups, biding time until spring. Their

survival from October through March

depends upon finding refiige fiTom both

harsh weather conditions and local preda-

tors. A site must also pro^ide suflicient

feeding so the birds can buOd up the re-

seiA'es needed to undertake the next mi-

gratory flight.

Farjiom shy, iwo wesiem sandpipeis

squabble over a patch oforoiind.

Along this stretch of the Baja Califor-

nia coast, the weather is good and food

plentifiil. Twice a day at low tide, the

eight-square-mile lagoon at Pumta Banda

is transformed into mudflats that harbor -

the aquatic invertebrates favored by god-



riic Yukon-Kmkokwim Delta is the

northern destination ofmany birds.

tween San Francisco and the Copper

River Delta. We did, however, record

some exceptionally fast-moving birds.

One covered 1,330 miles, from Grays

Harbor to the Copper River Delta, in less

than forty hours. The record holder as-

tounded us by flying the 2,000 miles from

San Francisco to the Copper River Delta

in about forty-two hours, a rate of about

forty-five miles an hour. The energy and

determination packed into those tiny

bundles of feathers amazed us.

Aided by an army of helpers and the

newest technology, we were able to con-

clude that, in general, western sandpipers

do not migrate by long-distance jumps.

Instead, they appear to use a series of

shorter flights, hopping from one wetland

to the next and stopping for relatively

wits, dowitchers, dunlins, willets, black-

bellied plovers, and other shorebirds.

Western sandpipers are particularly fond

of the lagoon's abundant fly larvae.

Our team has found that western sand-

pipers build up their energy reserves

slowly, and the weight that a bird gains

between its fall arrival and spring depar-

ture is minimal. What does change is the

body's proportions of fat, protein, and

water. Our measurements show that as

winter goes on, water gradually decreases

and protein and fat increase in the heart,

liver, skin, red muscle, and kidneys; we

also see some accumulation of fat in the

chest and upper legs.

While Punta Banda appears to have

food enough for all comers, the mudflats

.ire exposed only part of the day. Incom-

ing tides signal when feeding time is up,

and this tide-bound schedule changes

slightly every day throughout the winter.

Low tide brings crowds of shorebirds to

the mudflats, with western sandpipers

competing mainly among themselves and

with least sandpipers for feeding territory.

As spring approaches, low-tide periods

last longer and a greater expanse of mud-

brief periods. Our results clearly demon-

strate the need for a series of intercon-

nected wetlands along the Pacific flyway.

flats is exposed. The birds begin to

spend as much time as possible in fren-

zied feeding, one of the restless behav-

iors that is a prelude to migration. We
estimate that about 30 percent of the

western sandpipers marked or seen in a

given year at the lagoon are also seen

here the next year, so there is a ten-

dency to return to a wintering site

when it has proved to be a good one.

(We have no way of knowing if absent

birds have died, flown to a difl^erent site,

or are living undetected in far reaches of

the lagoon.)

If the three-year-old returning sand-

piper that Guillermo, Felipe, and I are

watching stays around the lagoon for

the coming months, we can expect to

find him time and again in our spotting

scopes. With others of his species, he

will feed avidly on fat fly larvae when-

ever tides allow, occasionally shoulder-

ing aside an even more diminutive least

sandpiper. When not probing the mud,

he wUl mainly roost with other west-

erns, sometimes preen and clean his

plumage, and occasionally just wander

about. Storms are rare and the major

As go the wetlands, so goes the future ot

western sandpipers and multitudes of

other waterbirds. D

threats that come from the sky are

winged and sharp-eyed; from peregrine

falcons to red-tailed hawks and short-

eared owls, birds of prey are particularly

attracted to Punta Banda in winter. We
suspect that many sandpipers disappear-

ing in midseason have fallen victim to

these avian predators.

As our study continues, we are learn-

ing more about how western sandpipers

adapt to local conditions that may var^'

from year to year, information that will

help us devise conservation plans for

Punta Banda and other wetlands. With-

out such knowledge and plans, shore-

birds migrating or wintering along this

coast—together with the visitors that

come to see them—will no longer

enjoy its bays, lagoons, mudflats, and

beaches, but find instead the drained

expanses, urban encroachment, resorts,

and saltworks that are consuming so

much of the Baja California coast.

Horacio dc la Cnci'a is a research tjssistant at

Centro dc Int'estigacioii Cientifica y dc Edii-

cacion Superior dc Ensenada. in Baja CaU-

J'ornia, Mexico.
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.4 Hudsonian godwit calbfiom a lichen-covered rock. These birds take tlie midcontinental route on tlieir way to Canada in spring.

By Helen Hands

Imagine you're a semipalmated sandpiper

migrating north from your wintering

grounds in South America. You're well

on your way, headed up the middle ofthe

North American continent. Reaching

Kansas, you fly over miles and miles of

green winter wheat, miln stubble, and

pasture. Then, right in the center of the

state, seven miles northeast of Great

Bend, you see a large, elliptical wedand

that makes your mouth water. You swoop

down and join the many other shorebirds

at Cheyenne Bottoms.

The Western Hemisphere Shorebird

Reser\-e Nenvork has designated this bot-

tomland as a site of hemispheric impor-

tance, one helping to support more than

500,000 shorebirds migrating along the

midcontinental route. Thirty-nine shore-

bird species have been identified at the

bottoms. Of these, thirt\' are regular \Tsi-

tors. Among the most numerous are

long-billed dowitchers, Wilson's phala-

ropes, and white-rumped. Baird's, stilt,

and semipahnated sandpipers. \^/Tiile

some birds stop only long enough to re-

plenish energ\- reserves needed to con-

tinue their journev to more northerlv

nesting grounds, others, such as killdeers,

snowy plovers, American avocecs, upland

and spotted sandpipers, and Wilson's

phalaropes, remain to nest.

A 41,000-acre natural land sink,

Cheyenne Bottoms was formed by geo-

logical forces about 65 million years ago:

some 100,000 years ago, after river-borne

sediments filled in the basin, it became a

freshwater marsh. Today, the bottoms re-

flect years of shaping by human actixity.

Nine man-made, interconnected pools

each cover more than 700 acres. Roughly

50 percent of the bottoms is privately

owTied and consists of native-grass pasture

and cropland planted wdth wheat, rmlo,

and alfalfa. Areas set aside for wildlite in-

clude the Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife

Area, where I work as a biologist and

monitor migrant and nesting shorebirds.

These 20,000 acres in the southeast cor-

ner of the bottoms are adjoined by 6,772

acres owiied and managed by the Nature

Conservancy since 1990.

Overall numbers of shorebirds and the

time of peak migration var\' from year to

year, depending on the availabiUt)? of un-

Ifc



vegetated mudflats with less than five

inches of water—the ideal habitat for in-

coming shorebirds. Migrants such as the

semipalmated sandpiper are not likely to

set down in alfalta fields or in ten inches

of water or in areas invaded by cattails.

In a marsh, the water level naturally

' fluctuates. In the bottoms, it can go from

bone dry to five feet deep, as happened in

1992. Annual precipitation averages

twenty-four inches, but in a typical year,

even more water is lost to evaporation.

Yet after a heavy rain, the water level can

rise by as much as ten mches overnight.

Such fluctuations help check the growth

of dense stands of cattails, trees, and

herbaceous plants, such as millet and

Idock. They also promote the proliferation

of insects, including tremendous numbers

lof bloodworms (named for their often

'bright red color) that attract hungry

Ishorebirds to the marsh.

Bloodworms are really not worms at all

ibut the larval and pupal stages of

imidges—small flying insects similar to

mosquitoes but without the tendency to

bite. A study in the mid-1980s estimated

the dry weight of bloodworm larvae in

rhc bottoms during the six months span-

J lung the shorebird migration period to be

I commonly in the 100-ton range (the

equivalent of about 1,000 tons of live

bloodworms). While some bloodworms

an survive in the mud beneath flooded

vegetation, most live submerged in mud
where few plants grow.

Cheyenne Bottoms' natural sources of

water—runoff, precipitation, and two

reeks that flow into the basin—have

seen supplemented since the 1 950s by

Bows diverted from the Arkansas River

md one of its tributaries. Walnut Creek.

These sources proved unreliable, how-

ever; starting in about 1970, the once-

j,
iiealthy marsh began sufliering from water

shortages, which led to the spread of cat-

ails and the subsequent loss of open

nudflats. As a result, shorebird numbers

n the bottoms began a long decline.

j

An important turnabout came in 1992

vhen, after a severe drought, a landmark

;ourt decision ordered cutbacks in irritja-

Birding the Coasts of Kansas

Nebraska

CHEYENNE
BOTTOMS

Salin:

The best time to see shorebirds at

Cheyenne Bottoms is during spring mi-

gration, which spans mid-March to late

May but usually peaks in late April and

the beginning of May, depending on

habitat conditions. The smaller fall mi-

gration starts in July, generally peaks in

August and Sep-

tember, and ends

by late October.

At the Chey-

enne Bottoms

Wildlife Area,

you can watch

birds from your

car, driving the

gravel roads that

originally divided the marsh into five

separate pools. Depending on overall

water levels, the pools can be vast, and

the birds can be close to the road or a

few hundred yards away. Plan to bring a

tion near Great Bend to allow more water

to reach Cheyenne Bottoms.

The fight to keep mudflats clear of in-

vading cattails continues. With favorable

Topeka

50 miles

Great Bend

QU

Kansas

Oklahoma

spotting scope, preferably with a win-

dow mount. Observing shorebirds from

the roads allows you to use the car as a

blind and makes flushing any nearby

birds less likely. Before your trip, you

can get the latest information on shore-

bird numbers and road conditions by

calling Cheyenne

I
Bottoms' twenty-

I four-hour hotline

at (316) 793-7730.

Two other areas

you should visit are

also recognized by

the Western Hemi-

sphere Shorebird

Reserve Network:

the Nature Conservancy Preserve, adja-

cent to the Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife

Area, and Quivira National Wildlife

Refuge, about thirty miles southeast of

the bottoms.

—

H. H.

weather, large tractors to mow these tena-

cious plants, and persistence, we hope to

reclaim more of the mudflats for the ben-

efit of shorebird travelers. D

f Wichita

Sweeping the u'litcr with its distiiictifc bill, an American awcet "feels" for edible

insects and crustaceans.

I
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Showdown at

Delaware Bay
By Paul Keriinger

For Joan Walsh, a biologist at the New
Jersey Audubon Society's Cape May Bird

Observator\', spring of 1997 was omi-

nously quiet. By niid-May, the shores of

Delaware Bay that Walsh frequently visits

are usually packed, not with beachgoers

but with throngs of mating horseshoe

crabs, tens of thousands of migrating

shorebirds, and the biologists, birders, and

simply curious who come to see them.

For millennia, horseshoe crabs (these

ancient animals are more closely related

to spiders than to true crabs) have hauled

their tanMike bodies onto the shores of

Delaware Bay by the milhons to mate (see

"Sex and Gluttony on Delaware Bay,"

Natural History, May 1986). Some beaches

are carpeted black as the paired crabs (the

males attach themselves to the larger fe-

males) emerge from the surf. As the fe-

male deposits her eggs in the sand, the

male fertilizes them. Then he may help

the female cover the eggs before the cou-

ple heads back to sea. The female can lay

up to 80,000 eggs a season, so the crabs

might repeat this mating act several more

times before they move into the deeper

waters of the bay and ocean for another

year. The eggs hatch in about a month,

and the young, too, go to sea.

Not all horseshoe crab eggs hatch, but

few go to waste. Just as the crabs are lay-

ing their eggs, anywhere from 500,000 to

1.5 million shorebirds—the majorit\^ of

them red knots, sanderHngs, ruddy turn-

stones, and semipalmated sandpipers

—

stop along the bay shores of New Jersey

and Delaware on their migration from

South America to the Canadian Arctic.

Top and right, a

bird's-eye view of

horseshoe crab egos.

A female lays eggs

under the sand,

below. Far right: A
truckload of live

bait.

^**. -^^

They gorge on the abundant eggs, which

provide the fat and protein to friel the

next 1,500 to 2,000 miles of their trek.

Red knots may gain 50 percent or more

of their body weight in fat \\'ithin ten

days to two weeks while feeding fririously

at the egg-rich beaches—something Hke a

160-pound human putting on eighty

pounds over the holidays. Some 80 per-

cent of the North American population

ot red knots stops over each vear on the

shores of Ne\v Jersey and Dela\vare;

horseshoe crab eggs are therefore critical

to the birds' successfiil migration.

This crossroads of mating horseshoe

crabs (locally called king crabs) and mi-

grating shorebirds now draws \'isitors

from around the world. It was brought to :'

public attention in the 1970s by, among ^

others. Cape May Bird Obser\'ator\- di-

rector Pete Dunne and shorebird biologist :::

Brian Harrington. Birding records from

the 1930s through the 1960s make no

mention of the annual spectacle, presum-

ably because it didn't happen. Between

the 1880s and 1920s, about arnillion

horseshoe crabs were har\-ested each year

for fertilizer and hog fodder. Although,

the market waned. fift\' years passed be-

fore crab numbers rebounded, shorebirds

came back in huge numbers, and the

phenomenon was "rediscovered.'"

Today, horseshoe crabs are again a valu-Js

able commodit\-, but this time as bait. Ac-

i&^



I
cording to fishermen, eels and whelks

(locally called conch) are particularly fond

of egg-bearing females; the demand is

therefore high for those same animals that

provide spring fare for shorebirds. Tradi-

tionally, the fishermen picked the crabs

off the beaches by hand and at no cost;

this harvest was relatively small. But with

the burgeoning market for eel and whelk

I
both here and abroad, a market for the

I crabs began to develop along the entire

bay shore in May and early June. Some

scientists, and even casual observers, re-

ported seeing fewer horseshoe crabs, es-

pecially on the New Jersey side of the bay.

In the late 1 980s, biologist Mark Botton,

of Fordham University, estimated that the

population of this species in the neigh-

boring Atiantic was between 2.3 and 4.1

million crabs. But Botton and others be-

heve that annual harvests since then of

more than half a miUion crabs, combined

last Coast, and anyone selling them

:ould get fifty cents per crab. This price

ittracted commercial fishermen, whose

ncomes had suffered from stringent regu-

ations and the overharvest of other fish,

s well as those who saw a fast and easy

suck. Some fishermen converted their

»oats to trawlers, which can drag a net

cross the seafioor and ensnare tens of

ihousands of crabs in a single day. In the

past ten years, the harvest has grown from

cottage industry to a regional business

omplete with middlemen.

By the early 1990s, pickups and even

arge refrigerated trucks—some coming

rom as far away as Massachusetts and

outh Carolina—were lining up on the

with the slow maturation of this species

(they start reproducing at about ten years

old), have led to a decline.

Fishermen remained unconvinced,

even when four separate scientific studies

by Botton, Limuli Laboratory (an inde-

pendent, for-protit company), the New
Jersey Bureau of Marine Fisheries, and

the Delaware Division of Wildlife all

reached similar conclusions. Relying ei-

ther on estimates of adult crab numbers

or on population estimates based on sur-

veys of eggs deposited on bay-shore

beaches, aU four studies concluded that

since about 1 990, horseshoe crab popula-

tions have declined by more than 50 per-

cent. Aerial surveys conducted by Kathy

Clark, of the New Jersey Endangered

and Nongame Species Program (New

Jersey Division of Fish, Game, and Wild-

life), show that fewer red knots are using

the New Jersey beaches and that more are

now found on the Delaware side, where

horseshoe crabs are more abundant.

Whether the decline of horseshoe crabs is

already having an effect on the hemi-

sphere's population of red knots is not

known, but without abundant crab eggs

to feed on, the future of these birds is in

jeopardy.

In January 1995, an unusual and large

coalition of environmental groups and

businesses (including the New Jersey

Audubon Society, National Audubon So-

ciety, American Littoral Socier\', New
Jersey Conservation Foundation, Du
Pont, Mobil Oil, and Atlantic Electric)

called for emergency regulations on

horseshoe crab fishing, citing not only

ecological but also medical and economic

reasons for protecting the crabs. Pharma-

ceutical companies use the crabs' blood to

detect bacterial contamination in phar-

maceutical products and to screen for dis-

eases such as gonorrhea and spinal menin-

gitis. Once captured and bled, the animals

are returned to the water, where their

survival rate is about 90 percent. The

"harvest" is thus small in comparison

with that of the bait business. The May

spectacle of horseshoe crabs and shore-

birds also helps support a growing eco-

tourism industry in southern New Jersey.

A study by the Cape May Bird Observa-

tory found that birders and other wildlife

watchers annually bring rruUions of dol-

lars to local businesses.

In response to the coalition, the New
Jersey Department ofEnvironnrental Pro-

tection (DEP) restricted hand-harvesting

to two nights per week. But trawling

continued full force. By May 1997, the

issue got the attention of New Jersey

Governor Christine Todd Whitman, who

issued executive orders temporarily ban-

ning all trawling and hand-harvesting.

When the New Jersey Marine Fisheries

Council failed to adopt new standards,

the DEP drew up rules based on Whit-
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man's orders. But in September 1997. the

council vetoed the DEP rules. In Octo-

ber, the council reversed its decision in an

out-of-court settlement with the New
Jersey Audubon Societ\' and the Ameri-

can Littoral Society', and the bans were re-

instated. While fishermen aren't happy

wdth the new restrictions, they can take

solace in the governor's decision to com-

mit 580,000 to research the population

size of the crabs and the migrating shore-

birds. The study should help answer the

lingering question: How many crabs can

be harvested without tipping the delicate

balance?

Horseshoe crabs, meanwhile, having

already bounced back once after decades

of wholesale har\'est, are likely to recover

again. As a species, these rugged creatures

have survived 200 million years of chang-

ing climate and habitat. And according to

Botton. a synthetic horseshoe crab

"scent" that is being developed would re-

duce the need for the animals as bait.

The situation for migrating red knots

and other shorebirds is more deUcate.

Good stopover sites are few and far be-

tween, and no substitute exists for

Delaware Bay. Years could pass before

horseshoe crab populations are restored

and they lay eggs in such abundance that

peak numbers of shorebirds are again

lured to New Jersey. Biologist Walsh

thinks that real conservation \\dll come

only when we see horseshoe crabs not as

bait but as a national treasure. D

A red knot at a refueling stop on a New

Jersey beach
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r ADVERTISEMENT

OO
best reasons to visit

Rhode Island.Above,the
sun gleams from

a porch at Mohegan
Bluffs. Right, one of
the island's thrilling

coastlines.

Rliode Island

Living
proof tiiat great things come in small packages, Rhode Island packs

myriad treasures within its borders: 400 miles of astonishing coastline,

dozens of public and private beaches, endearingly quaint seaside villages,

and 2,300 acres of lush woodlands. With no point further than an hour's drive

away from any other, a traveler can handily traverse the state in search

of one of the many National Historic Landmarks there (in fact, tiny

Rhode Island boasts approximately 20% of these sites).

The major cities-Providence and Newpon-each teem with historic buildings

(including Newport's fabled mansions), cuhural riches, and shopping opportunities.

But if outdoor recreation is more to your liking. South County offers splendid

resort activities, from hiking and kayaking to swimming and fishing. And for a look

at what has been called "One of the Last Great Places in the Western Hemisphere,"

take a ferry to Block Island-an 1 1-square-mile resort whose Nature Conservancy

operates a large trail system for an intimate look at nature and its wonders.

.exults poet Jonn Maseiield,

and wno ^voula disagree? Wnetner tenind tne wneel

or a car, on a Dike, or on root, true communion

Tv^itn nature, w^itn nistory, or w^itn wildlire can Jbe

the most joyous or experiences. Read on ror a sampling or

U.b. states Tvnose colorrul and rascinating' roadways invite

tne traveler to create indelible memories.
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New Hampsnire
I

ugged yet sublimely beautiful, New

. Hampshire embodies the best of New

I England. Ideal for driving, the state

tempts visitors with innumerable reasons to

stop along the way. (The covered bridges

alone-53 in all-could fill a vacation.) Here are

but a few: Rhododendron State Park, whose

flowers explode into blossom in July; from

there its a short hike to a wonderful view of

Mt. Monadnock. Lost River Gorge, in north

Woodstock, where a tour following the river

finds caverns, waterfalls, and tumbled granite.

The loon sanctuary of Squam Lake, made famous

by the film, "On Golden Pond." Kancamagus

Highway, a gorgeous drive through lush forests,

seen at their very best when autumn paints its

most glorious colors.

The White Mountain region, whose National

Forest covers 780,000 acres, is a skiers paradise, of

course, but also brims with opportunities year-round for

wildlife observation (it has the largest

moose population in the state], bird watching, hiking,

canoeing, and fishing. And the Isles of Shoals, six miles

off the coastal town of Portsmouth, provide an ideal

place for whale watching.

The state's invigorating choices can bring

a great inner peace, well-expressed by native

son Robert Frost: "It's restful just to think

about New Hampshire."

New Hampshire's amazing scenery:

Bretton Woods (left) and the Crystal

Cascade Waterfall.

oin watching inoode roam through our 70l , ,_, , ^_

^^^kayakittg ill a quiet cove on one ofour 270 lake.u New Hampshire .nirround.i

'%i'.'^)dit with reniait^ble haturdl beauty without taking you too far from civilization.

-frSo ca// I-S0d-jS6-4664. e^:t., 193 for yourfree Vacation Kit.' ' J

New Hampshire
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Kentucky
Famed for its blue grass, supreme horse farms, and

invigorating place in the westward development

of the United States, Kentucky is also a physically

enchanting state with an abundance of lakes,

mountains, forests, and rivers. Mammoth Cave

fJaiional Park and the Abraham Lincoln Birthplace

National Historic Site are two of the most famous

reasons for a Kentucky visit.

But the Cumberland Gap National

Historic Park, shared with Tennessee

and Virginia, is reason enough to linger

in the state. The Gap, a natural passage

through the mountain barrier, opened the

door to western exploration. Nearly

22,300 acres, the park includes more than

50 miles of hiking trails, a restored

mountain community, and beautiful vistas

of mountains and forests.

The Cumberland Falls State Resort Park on

the Cumberland River is highlighted by a 65-

foot-high waterfall, the second largest east of

the Rockies. But other options include nature

trails, riding, Whitewater rafting, hiking, and

wildlife observation.

And The Trace, running the length of

the Land Between the Lakes

Recreational Area, offers more than

200 miles of hiking trails leading to

fascinating historic and natural sites.

The Woodlands Nature Center offers

live wildlife exhibits and a host of

outdoor activities.

Among Kentucky's
splendors is the hypnotic

Cumberland River
(above), where

Whitewater rafting is an
invigorating activity.

As FAR AS WE KNOW,

DEADLINES DO NOT APPLY

IN EVEN THE LARGEST ROOMS

OF A SAND CASTLE

-~-~f.

G E T

liijil ll E S S E D .

ISJJkNU
vvivw.VisitRhodelstand.com'; -Unwind for your free ri travel guide
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Montana
Impressive in size and majestic lo

behold, Montana is crossed with a

full 24 scenic drives, allowing a

traveler to soak in the slate's glories

at leisure. Beartoolh Scenic

Highway, for example, begins at

the small resort town of Red

Lodge, offers a northeast

entrance to Yellowstone, and

winds upward to a 10,000-ft.

elevation, with glacier lakes

ind beautiful fields of alpine

flowers along the way. Pioneer Mountains Scenic

Byway is an exhilarating, 35-mile road with views of

granite peaks, pine forests, and serene grass-covered

valleys. The wonderfully named Going-to-the-Sun

Road moves through Glacier National Park-easily

at first, but gradually more challenging. Worth the

effort, however, for the amazing scenery along the

i way. Pintler Scenic Highway is rich with Indian

lore and the restored mining town of Philipshurg.

And Kings Hill Scenic Byway stretches 71 miles,

through Lewis and Clark National Forest. Along

the way, stop for tours of old mines, horseback

Montana's grandeur
is exemplified by a view from the
Pioneer Mountain Scenic Byway

(left). Above, the quaint
Old West town of Philipsburg.

riding, hot springs, and a host of other activities.

Whichever road you choose, Montana offers nearly

endless delights.

TT^-^TT^r^T^

You're never t
in the dirt
Kids aren't the only ones who dig

South Dakota. We have sandboxes
for grown-ups, too. From {Mitchell's

new Archeodome, which covers an
ancient Indian village, to The Mammoth
Site, an in-situ display of Ice Age
fossils, you can get your hands dirty

or just watch the fun.

old to play

A
See the remains of

Columbian and wooily

mammoths at Hot Springs'

Mammoth Site, which was
onc^ an Ice Age sinkhole.

For a free South Dakota Vacation Guide,

call USOOaSaDAKOTA (1-800-732-5682). Ask for the

Guide to Archaeology and Paleontology in South Dakota.

sdinfo@goed.state.sd.us http://www.state.sd.us

Enter an archaeologist's world at
-'

Mitchell's newest attraction, the

Archeodome, open summer 1998,

A Indulge your urge for

adventure at excavations

across South Dakota.

:ajin!jiKW««B5EsssaB«sra3J3iia5ias.^i£B.;saiaB;Esai!^^
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Pocomoke River State Forest host

a spectacular variety of birds.

• Over350 species recorded

• Guided and self-guided

binUng opportunities available

• FREE hirdwatcbingguide

and checklist

For information: 800-852-0335
E-iiiaiL-ecoti@ezy.net

bttp://skipjack.netAe_sbore/vlsitworcester

DISCOVER
SCENIC ROUTE 6

Pennsylvania's

Route 6 offers over

400 niiles of

unspoiled natural

wonders, historic

sites, Victorian

villages and the

bookmarks of

American histor}'.

Route 6 is more
than a joumev.

It is, in and of

itself, a destinahon.

CaU 1-800-VISITPA, ext 112

and ask for 3'our FREE Route 6

brochure

T^^l

http:/ /w\\nv , paToute6.com

Pennsylvania Route 6 Tourist Association

Dept. 112, 1006 state Street, Box NH, Erie, PA 16501

leiirUrS'B'ailia ALmones k* a litetane

Missouri

The
Slate's lovely Katy Trail runs tor an

uninterrupted 230 miles from St. Charles, west

of St. touis, to Sedalia. Built on the former

corridor of the Missouri-KansasTexas Railroad, the

trail allows travelers to move through several

natural landscapes. (History buffs viiill also note

that it is an official segment of the Lewis and Clark

Historic Trail.)

Designed for hikers and bikers (and also

accessible for the disabled), Katy Trail has

become a popular way to re-visit history -

vestiges of the railroad still exist in the guise of

abandoned grain elevators and such depots as

Sedalia and Boonville. There are also such stops

as the towns of

Augusta, once the center of German cultural traditions.

St. Charles, an early French settlement, and

Marthasville, home to Daniel Boone and the site

of his grave. Further west, there's Rocheport, notable

for its antebellum houses, and Franklin, associated

with the beginnings of the Santa Fe Trail.

Nature lovers will thrill to the landscapes along the

way: Limestone and sandstone cliffs towering

up to 250 feet above the river: upland and bottomland

forests: rolling prairies; acres of red oak and sugar

maple, Cottonwood and giant sycamore. The spring

brings a bounty of flowers, the fall a palette

of reds and oranges.

Birders find Katy Trail a particular delight.

Chickadees, orioles, woodpeckers, cardinals, indigo

buntings, red-tailed hawks, meadowlarks, killdeer, and

American bald eagles can be spotted. In season, search

the skies for the migrating Canada geese, sandpipers,

and great blue herons.

Both restful and bracing, Katy Trail is an

unmatched experience.

Missouri's Katy Trail (top) is a bike-
lovars haven. Grey Towers (above)

is one of the marvels of
Pennsylvania Route 6.

Pennsylvania
Route 6

Pennsylvania Route 6 is more than a journey,

it is in and of itself a destination. There you'll

glide through a national forest, follow the gentle

bends of an impatient river and retrace the historic

trails traveled by pioneers. There are architectural

marvels, unspoiled natural wonders, Victorian villages,

and the bookmarks of American History. And

everywhere, a hospitality that seems to have been

forgotten elsewhere.

An informative new Pennsylvania Route 6 Map and

Guide highlights the major historic and recreational

attractions for each of the 1 1 contiguous Northern

Pennsylvania counties traversed by Route 6. The

brochure is available by calling 1-800-VISITPA, ext.

112. You can also visit the Route 6 Tourist Association

at www.paroute6.com.
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Soutn Dakota

This
magnificent slate's glorious Black Hills are

the stuff of iegenris. Pine-covered mountains

on the Great Plains, the Black Hills dominate

an area with five national parks, abundant wildlife,

recreation trails, waterfalls, trout fishing-and, of

course. Mount Rushmore. The area's Badlands is

also wonderfully evocative of the Old West, from the

lore of the Lakota Sioux, to such colorful characters

Amazing foliage marlcs Needles
Highway, a part of the Peter

Norbeck National Scenic Byways

as Calamity Jane, Wild Bill Hickock, and the

controversial General Custer.

Driving through the Black Hills yields an array of

unbelievable scenery; two of them have been

designated as National Scenic Byways: the Peter

Norbeck and Spearfish Canyon.

The Norbeck, made up of Needles Highway, Iron

Mountain Road, Horse Thief Lake Road, and Sylvan

Lake Road, encompasses lakes, impressive granite

rock formations, hairpin turns, spiral bridges,

wildlife preserves, and wilderness areas. Stop along

the way for a picnic, a rock climb, or a dip in an

alpine brook. Nearby is Custer State Park, marked

by four mountain resorts, campgrounds, geological

formations, and one of the nation's largest herds

of bison.

Spearfish Canyon twists 19 miles through a

gorge, with Spearfish Creek lining the canyon floor.

Hiking or mountain biking along the way is

invigorating, while others may simply want to watch

the creek gurgle idly.
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stract amusement. Not coincidentally, the

family crest of MafFeo Barberini, the new

pope and the Lynxes' anticipated patron,

featured three bees. Stelluti dedicated his

work to Urban VIII, writing in a banner

placed above the three bees: "To Urban

VIII Pontifex Optimus Maximus . . . from

the Academy of the Lynxes, and in perpet-

luii devotion, we offer you this symbol."

The emboldened Galileo now decided

to come out of intellectual hiding and to

ifisk a discussion of the Copernican sys-

tem. In 1632, he published his epochal

masterpiece in the history of science and,

firom the resultant tragedy, in the history

of society as well: Dialogo . . . sopra i due

massimi sistemi del mondo tolemaico e copenii-

cano (A dialogue ... on the two great sys-

tems of the world, Ptolemaic and Coper-

.lican). Galileo hoped that he could avoid

my ecclesiastical trouble by framing the

work as a dialogue—an argument be-

tween a supporter of the earth-centered

I'tolemaic system and a partisan of

Copernicus's sun-centered view.

We all know the tragic outcome of this

decision only too well. The pope,

aUleo's erstwhile friend, became furious

Old ordered the scientist to appear at a

rial before the Roman Inquisition,

jalileo was convicted and forced to ab-

ure, on his knees, his "false" and heretical

Copernican beliefs. He was then placed

iinder a form of house arrest on his small

(State at Arcetri for the remainder of his

ife. His situation scarcely resembled soli-

ary at Alcatraz, and Galileo remained

lolly active in scientific affairs by receiv-

ag visitors and engaging in voluminous

orrespondence up to the moment of his

leath (even though blindness aiHicted his

jist four years). In 1638, he even managed

o smuggle a copy of his second great

'ook in dialogue form to a printer in the

beral Netherlands: Discourses and Mathe-

hiiical Demonstrations Concerning Two New
cicnccs. But Galileo was not allowed to

ave Arcetri either, as the vindictive

ope, still feeling betrayed, refused

.ilileo's requests to attend Easter mass

lid to consult doctors in Florence when
IS sight began to fail.
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The literature on the whys and where-

fores of Galileos ordeal is varied and volu-

minous, and I shall not attempt even the

barest summai"y here (the most interesting

and original of recent books include Mario

Biagioli's Galileo, Courtier, University of

Chicago Press, 1993; and Pietro Redondis

Galileo Heretic, Princeton University Press,

1987). AH agree that Galileo might have

avoided his fate ifany one of a hundred cir-

cumstances had unfolded in a sHghdy dif-

ferent manner. He was, in other words, a

victim of bad luck and bad judgment, not

an inevitable sacrificial lamb in an eternal

war between science and religion.

However, until doing the re-

search for this essay, I had never

appreciated the strength of one

particularly relevant factor along

the string of contingencies. From

the vantage point of the Lynxes,

Galileo would almost surely have

been able to navigate a subtle path

around potential trouble, if the

most final of all events had not in-

tervened. In 1630, at age forty-

five and at the height of his influ-

ence, Fedenco Cesi, founder and

perpetual leader of the Lynxes,

died. Galileo learned the sad

news in a letter from Stelluti:

"My dear signer Galileo, with a

trembling hand, and with eyes full

of tears [con man trauante, c con

ocelli picni di lacriine—it sounds so

much better in Italian!], I must

tell you the unhappy news of the

loss of our leader, the duke of

Aquasparta, as the result of an

acute fever."

I feel confident that Cesi could

have interceded to spare Galileo

for tv^fo reasons. First, his caution and

diplomacy, combined with his uncanny

sense of the practical, would have sup-

pressed Galileo's famous and fatal impetu-

osity. Galileo, ever testing the limits, ever

pushing beyond into a realm of danger,

did cast his work in the form of a dialogue

between a Copernican and a supporter of

Ptolemy's earth-centered universe, but he

had scarcely devised a fair fight. Ptolemy's

champion bore the name SimpHcio, and

the quality of his arguments matched his

moniker. Moreover, Urban VIII devel-

oped a sneaking suspicion that Simplicio

might be a caricature of his own imperial

self—hence his angry feeling that Gahleo

had betrayed an agreement to discuss

Copernicanism as one coherent theory

among equally valid alternatives. If Cesi

had lived, he would, no doubt, have in-

sisted that Galileo write his dialogue in a

less partisan, or at least a more subtly

veiled, form. And Cesi would have pre-

vailed, both because Galileo respected his

judgment so highly and because the

Stelluti 's drawings of bees, as seen through Galileos new

microscope, adorned the 1625 treatise, Apiarium.

Lynxes intended to publish his book at

Cesi's expense.

Second, Cesi was the most consum-

mate of politicians on the Roman scene.

As a nobleman and diplomat (contrasted

with Galileo as a commoner and some-

thing of a hothead), Cesi would have

greased all the wheels and prepared a

smooth way. Galileo recognized the di-

mensions of his personal misfortune only

too well. He wrote to his friend G. B.

BaHani in 1630, just before Cesi's death:

/ was in Rome last month to obtain a

license to print the Dialogue that I am

writing to examine the two great systems,

Ptolemaic and Copernican. . . . Truly, I

would have left all this in the hands of our

most excellent prince Cesi, who iwuld

have accomplished it with much care, as he

has done for my other works. But he is

feeling indisposed, and now I hear that he

is worse, and may be in danger

Cesi's death produced two complex

and intertwined results lying at

the heart of this essay: the subse-

quent—and preventable—con-

demnation of Gahleo and the at-

trition and inevitable death of the

Academy of the Lynxes. Stelluti

tried valiantly to keep the Lynxes

alive. He importuned Francesco

Barbermi—the cardinal and

nephew of the pope and the only

member of the Lynxes with

enough clout to frU Cesi's shoes

—

to become the new leader. Bar-

berini's refusal sealed the Lynxes'

fate, for no other rich and noble

patron could be found. Stelluti

soldiered on for a while and, in a

noble last hurrah, finally pub-

hshed, in 1651, the volume on

the natural history of the New
World that the Lynxes had been

planning for decades: Nova plan-

tarum et mineralium mexicanorum

historia. In a final loving tribute,

Stelluti included Cesi's unpub-

Hshed work on botanical classifi-

cation in an appendix. In 1652,

Stelluti, the last original Lyn.x, died—and

the organization that he had nourished

for a lifetime, in his own slow and steady

manner, ceased to exist.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also the Frederick R Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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Border Lands
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The pointy southeastern corner of Oklahoma,

a triangle of land squeezed between Arkansas and

Texas, is bounded on the south by the meandering Red

River, on the east by a surveyor's straight border, and on the

north by the Litde River (a tributary of the Red). This

region offers a number of wetlands of a kind one might not

expect to encounter here. Some have been incorporated into

the relatively new Little River National WildUfe Reflige.

Others are found in the Tiak Ranger District, an isolated

portion of the Ouachita National Forest,

which lies mainlv in Arkansas.
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I recently toured the area, after first receiving an orientation

from ranger Robert Bastarache, of the Tiak Ranger Station,

which is housed in the post office in the town of Idabel.

Heading southeast from town along State Highway 3, I

parked beside the road between the tiny villages ofBokhoma and

Tom and made my way along a small tributary of Parker Creek.

After walking a short distance through a forest of loblolly pine,

oaks, and hickories, I entered rather marshy terrain. False nettle,

with its tight spheres of tiny green flowers, began to appear, and

soon there were several other marsh species—a beggar's tick with

three-lobed leaves; two smartweeds, one with pink flowers and

one with white; and mock bishop's-weed, a plant that resembles

a delicate Queen Anne's lace. Wetter areas provided excellent

habitat for hzard's-taU.

"contam numerous rare

species. In addition to the

yellow fringed orchid, the

small green wood orchid, and

the grass-leaved ladies' tresses,

others that may be found in or

near bogs are green adder's

mouth orchid, southern

twayblade, large whorled

pogonia, autumn coralroot,

Indian pipe, and American

pinesap. AH but the last two

are orchids.

»^p:,.rt!»i gjg rocky, relatively

treeless areas. Goodwater

Glade has some blue ash, cedar

elm, and red cedar. Golden

glade cress and two other

miniature mustards—thread-

leaved bladderpod and a plant

known as Selenia—grow there.

Other plants in this glade are

often found in prairies in the

Midwest. The common grass

is little bluestem, while among

the wildflowers are orange

puccoon, purple coneflower,

yeUow coneflower, purple

prairie clover, and two types

of bluets.

^ harbor

bitternut hickory, sugarberry,

green ash, and the rather

uncommon nutmeg hickory

and swamp chestnut oak. The

canopy is so dense during the

summer that little sunlight

penetrates to the forest floor.

As a result, most of the

wildflowers in this habitat

bloom in the spring, before

the trees have put out all their

Buttonbush

leaves. Among them are wild

blue phlox, Solomon's seal,

the spectacular red-and-yeUow

Indian pink, and bee balm.

Upland woods are

composed principally of white

oak, chinquapin oak,

mockernut hickory, red

mulberry, wild black cherry,

and black gum. There is also

an ample inidcanopy layer of

small trees such as red

Suddenly the ground was spongy; sphagnum moss was

underfoot. I had come to the edge ofMcKinney Bog, a peat bog

in southeastern Oklahoma—unexpected here because these

habitats are rare this far south. Since peat bogs are not good

places for hiking (and hikers are not good for the fragile plant

community), I poked around the edge of this one. I was

rewarded by seeing yeUow fringed orchid, small green wood
orchid, and grass-leaved ladies' tresses (this is also an orchid, with

small white flowers in a spiral spike).

Returning to my van, I headed north, at first retracing part of

my route along Highway 3. I noticed several scissor-taUed

flycatchers—an Oklahoma trademark—perched on overhead

wires. I then turned ofi"the highway and followed smaller roads

to a dead end at the edge of a forest. From there I hiked a short

ofwhich grSW in standing

water. The muddy banks

support meadow beauty,

cowbane, bur reed, monkey

flower, and two kinds of

Hibiscus, or rose mallows. All

of these bloom in summer.

Autumn brings the flowering

of Letterman's ironweed and a

white aster (Aster simplex). Thi

only woody plant common
along the sloughs is the

shrubby swamp privet.

buckeye, hop hornbeam^,

redbud, and rough-leaved

dogwood. Spring-flowering

wUciflowers include hairy

phlox and goat's rue, the latter

a hairy-leaved member of the

pea family with pink and

cream flowers. In the summer,

yellow crownbeard and two

species of sunflower bloom on

the forest floor.

^^!^2^BEffllH besides

hosting bald cypress, are home

to swamp red maple, water

hickory, and water elm.

Buttonbush, Virginia sweet

spire, and storax, all with

attractive white flowers, fill in

the shrub layer. When trees

die and topple into the murky

water, they often form a

suitable place for wildflowers

to take root. Species that

commonly grow on the half-

submerged logs in the Little

River National Wildlife

Refuge include three diflierent

kinds of beggar's-ticks, a pink

Saint-John's-wort, false netde,

pinkweed (a type of

smartweed), and a small white

aster (Aster lateriflorus)

.

E^a have southern wild

rice, beaked rush, soft rush,

and several kinds of sedges, all

f
^ are a

mixtuie ot loblolH pine and

broad-leaved deciduous trees.

Common are green ash,

cherrybark oak, pecan, sweet

gum, and musclewood.

Overcup oak is at the edge of

its range here. American

beautyberry and deciduous

holly are firequently

encountered shrubs. Giant

cane, a type of bamboo, is

plentiful, while sensitive fern

and netted chain fern are

found occasionally. One of the

few wildflowers that bloom in

the spring is jack-in-the-

pulpit; summer flowers

include white mock bishop 's-

weed, yellow loosestrife, blue

waterleaf, purple false

dragonhead, and the fire red

cardinal flower.
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distance through an upland woods to Goodwater Glade, the

largest pristine limestone glade in Okiahoma. Glades are rocky,

open areas within othei"wise forested terrain. In this case, the

rocky ground and the dry northwest- and west-facing exposures

discourage the growth of woody plants. The glade lies about

seventy-five feet above Little River to the north and Goodwater

Creek to the west. A mesic, or moist, forest grows down along

the creek, while the upland woods adjacent to the glade are

dominated by white oak, chinquapin oak, and mockernut

[lickory.

While lacking trees, Goodwater Glade hosts a diversity of

wildflowers, including a tiny, endangered one called golden glade

:ress. This is the only place in the world where this little

Tiember of the mustard family lives. (For a long time, a very

limilar plant found near the east Texas community of San

\ugustine was thought to be the same species, but botanists now

egard them as distinct.) Golden glade cress is a dwarf annual

with all its leaves clustered in a ring, or rosette, at the base of the

)lant. From the center rise flower stalks up to four inches tall.

Each bearing several lemon yellow flowers. The plant blooms in

larly March. By late April the seed pods have formed their

nearly spherical seeds, and by early May the plant withers and is

jone. Thus, by the time the heat of summer is drying up the

jlade, the golden glade cress has completed its life cycle. In the

fall, some of the seeds germinate into new plants, forming new

losettes that lie dormant over the winter months.

I left Goodwater Glade early in the afternoon, heading back

oward Idabel and then north on U.S. Highway 70 to the other

ide of the Little River. This route took me through a section of

(he Little River National Wildlife Refuge. To explore the refuge

nore thoroughly, however, I had to double back and reenter it

)n smaller roads. The refuge does not yet have visitor faciUties

nd formal trails, but ten miles of unpaved roads wind through

~ "^ \ N N \ \
Little River National Wildlife Refuge

'

Goodwater-f '^'fil^fffQ

Glade

ITIAK /

RilVNGER

DISTRICT

Spatterdock, a rclatiiv oftlie water lily

several wedand habitats. With care, one can walk ofi'the roads

into some of these areas, which are much more typical of

wetlands farther south and southeast. There are bald cypress

swamps and even alligators, which are found nowhere else in

Oklahoma. The alligator snapper and the four-toed salamander

also live in the refuge.

Wet sloughs—narrow bodies of open water—often lead into

the cypress swamps. One of the wildlife refuge roads crosses a

slough, providing an opportunity to view its plant Ufe. Growing

in the standing v/ater is southern wild rice—a six-foot-tall grass

that towers over clumps of soft rush—and several kinds of sedges.

The refuge also contains extensive bottomland forests of loblolly

pine and broad-leaved deciduous trees. The flora is diverse, but

since these forests are subjected to spring floods, they have

relatively few spring wildflowers. One of several ponds is easily

accessible along U.S. Highway 70. Spatterdock, an aquatic plant

related to the water lily, is common; it has two-inch-wide,

yellow club-shaped flowers. In summer, the large, cream-colored

flowers of water lotus, rare for this part of the country, stand on

stout stalks above the water.

Robert H. Mohk'iibrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Soiitliern

Illinois Utiii'ersity, Carboudale, explores the biological and ocologic

higlilights oj United States nationalfirests and other parklands.

For visitor information, write:

District Ranger

Tiak Ranger District

Ouachita National Forest

Post Office Building

Idabel, Oklahoma 74745

(405) 286-6564
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Stellar Body Double
By Joe Rao

The Big Dipper is high in the northern sky this month as

darkness falls, pro\'iding a good opportunit\' to view the second-

magnitude star Mizar. Look for Mizar in the middle of the

dippers handle, where the handle bends. Using a telescope, you

should be able to discern a second star near Mizar, a smaller,

companion star called Mizar B, first obser\?ed in 1 650 by the

Jesuit astronomer Giovanni Battista Riccioh. Its sighting made

Mizar the first double star ever recorded.

We now know that most of the stars in our galax\' are in

double-star s\'stems, whose components orbit each other over

inter\7als ranging from hours to centuries. Double-star s^'stems

can take a number of forms. Visual binary systems contain stars

that are sufhciendy separated from each other and also close

enough to us to be seen. In ecJipsitia binary systems, we see only

one star, yet we know that two exist because the component stars

sometimes block each other as they orbit, varying the brighmess

of the observable star. In spectroscopic biiiar)' s^^^stems, the existence

ofcompanion stars is verified by examining the spectrum of light

emitted from the stars. Astrometric binary systems are those in

which we can measure the graxitational puU between the two

stars. Other stars, called optical doubles, are not true double-star

systems. From our perspective, these stars might appear to be

close to each other, but they are actually great distances apart.

Since RiccioH put both Mizars on the map, we have learned

that they are actually part of a multistat system. Mizar and Mizar

B are each spectroscopic binar\' systems \\ith their own unseen

companions—a double double-star s\stem. But as only r\vo of the

stars are \Tsible with a telescope, most astronomers stiU refer to

Mizar simply as a double star.

Joe Rao is a Icaurer at the American Museum—Hayden Planetarium.

The Sky in May

IS at Its greatest

distance w^st of the Sun (27°)

on May 4—an unfavorable

position for Northern

Hemisphere observers. The

planet is well south of the

ecHptic, so it can be seen only

\A-ith great difficult)'. Look for

ir ver\' low in the eastern

D,\alight early in the month.

PinifHB slowly fading during

May; rises in the east-

northeast about VA hours

before the Sun. It is well to

the left of the crescent Moon
on the 22d and above and to

the right of it on the 23d.

Notice how Venus interacts

with a much dimmer Saturn

on the mornings of the 28th

and 29th.

is too close to the Sun

to be seen until late July. It is

at solar conjunction beyond

the Sun as seen from Earth on

the 12th.

remains low in the

predawn sk\- throughout May

and rises two to three hours

before sunrise. A bright and

striking conjunction with the

fat crescent Moon occurs on

the morning of the 2ht:

Jupiter will be above and to

the right of the Moon.

BntnlnB shining like a

yellowish white "star,"

emerges in the northeastern

dawn sky in the last week of

May. On the morning of the

23d, Saturn will be above and

shghtly to the left of the

crescent Moon. The best

chance to see Saturn is in the

early morning on the 28th and

29th, when it lies ver\- close to

briUiant Venus. Both planets

should fit in the same low-

power telescope field. Samrn's

rings show their greatest tilt in

six years and will be

spectacular from now through

the end of the year.

lUAMiliB IS at hrst-quarter

phase on the 3d at 6:04 A..M.,

EDT: fbU Moon is on the

11th at 10:29 .A..M., EDT; last

quarter is on the 19th at 12:35

.•\.M., EDT; and the new

Moon occurs on the 25th at

3:32 P.M., EDT.

Tliefour stars ofMizar, as seen from an imaginary planet
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Did cometary impacts deliver Earth's er^tire oceanic supply?

by Neii de Grasse Tyson

From the looks of the many dr\- and un-

friendly-seeming spots in our solar sx's-

tem^. you might rhink diat water, while

plenriful on Earth, is a tare commodit\- in

the galax}'. But of all molecules with three

atoms, water is by far the most abundant.

And in a ranking of the cosmic abun-

dance of elements, waters constituenis of

hydrogen and oxygen are one and three

on the list. So rather than ask why some

places have w^ter, we may learn more by

asking why all places don't.

Starring in the solar s\"stem, ifyou seek

a dr\; aidess place to \isit, then you needn't

look farther than Earth's Moon. Water

swiftly evaporates in the Moon's near-

zero atmospheric pressure and during

its two-week-long,

200° F day But dur-

ing the rw-o-week

night, the tempera-

ture can drop to

250° below" zero.

The ApoUo astto-

nauts carried with

them all the water

and air (and air con-

ditioning) that they

needed for their

joume\' to and from

the Moon. But mis-

sions in the distant

future may not need

to bring water or as-

sorted products de-

rived from it. E\"i-

dence from the

Cleineniiiie lunar or-

biter in the 1980s

and more recent evi-

dence from the

Luiun Pwspeaor

stron^y support a

long-held contention that there are

fixjzen lakes hiding at the bottom of deep

craters near the Moon's north and south

poles. Assuming the Moon sufiers a cer-

tain number of impacts per year from in-

terplanetan.- flotsam, then the mix of im-

pactors should include some sizable

Wvater-rich comets. How big? The solar

s\-stem contains plent\" of comets that,

when melted, could make a puddle the

size ofLake Erie.

While one w-ouldn't expect a freshly

laid lake to sur\T\"e many sun-baked limar

da\^, any comet that happened to crash

into a deep crater near the poles {or hap-

pened to create its own crater there)

would remain in darkness, because deep

polar crateis are the only places on the

Moon "where the Sun don't shine." (If

you thought the Moon had a perpetual

dark side, then you have been badly mis-

led by many sources, no doubt including

Pink Floyd's 1973 best-selling rock albiun

Dark Side ofthe ^looii.) Light-star\-ed Arc-

tic and Antarctic dwellers know that the

Sun never gets very hi^ in the sky at any

time of day or year. Now- imagine Ihing

in the bottom of a crater whose rim was

so high you could never see the Sun on

the horizon. In such a crater on the

Moon, where there is no air to scaner

sunhght into shadows, you WHDuld hve in

eternal darkness.

Ice can evaporate even in cold dark-

ness. Just look at

cubes in your

freezer's ice tray after

you've come back

from a long \^carion:

they'll be distincdy

smaller than when

you last looked. But

if the ice w^re well

mixed w-ith sohd

particles (as it is in a

comet), it could sur-

\-ive for thousands

and miUions of years

in the extreme cold

at the bottom of the

Moon's deep polar

craters. No doubt

about it; if we were

ever to estabhsh an

outpost on the

Moon, we would

benefit greatly from

locating it near a

frozen lake. An ob\"i-

ous ad\:untage wx)uld



be having ice to melt, filter, and drink.

You could also dissociate the water's hy-

drogen and its oxygen and use them as ac-

tive ingredients in rocket fuel, remember-

ing to keep the rest of the oxygen for

breathing. And in your spare time, be-

tween space missions, you could always

go ice skating.

The Moon has been pummeled by

solar-system debris, as its well-preserved

record of craters tells us, so one might ex-

pect Earth to have been hit, too. Given

Earth's larger size and stronger gravity,

you would expect it to have been hit even

more often. Indeed, it has been. Earth

didn't just hatch from an interstellar void

as a preformed spherical blob. It grew out

of the condensing protosolar cloud from

which the Sun and all its asteroids,

comets, and planets were formed. During

its first half-biUion years, Earth continued

to grow by accreting small solid particles

and then (through incessant impacts) as-

teroids and water-rich comets. The im-

pact rate of comets at the time is sus-

pected of having been high enough to

account for Earth's entire oceanic supply

of water. But uncertainties (and contro-

versies) remain. When compared with

the water in Earth's oceans, the water in

comets is anomalously high in deuterium,

a form of hydrogen that packs one extra

neutron in its nucleus. If all the water of

Earth's oceans were delivered by comets,

then the comets that hit Earth during the

early history of the solar system must have

had a somewhat different chemical profile

than the ones we observe today.

And just when you thought it was safe

to go outside, a recent study of the mois-

ture level in Earth's upper atmosphere

suggests that Earth regularly gets slammed

by house-sized chunks of ice. These in-

terplanetary icebergs swiftly vaporize on

impact with the air, but they nonetheless

contribute to Earth's water budget. If the

impact rate of the ice has been constant

over the 4.6-billion-year history of Earth,

then this source of water alone could ac-

:ount for the world's oceans. Water vapor

is also out-gassed from volcanic eruptions,

)0 Earth has had no shortage of ways of

getting its supply of surface water.

Our mighty oceans now account for

over two-thirds of Earth's surface area, but

only about one five-thousandth of Earth's

total mass. Still, the oceans weigh in at a

hefty 1,5 quintiUion tons, 2 percent of

which is frozen at any given time. IfEarth

ever suffers a runaway greenhouse effect

(as Venus already has), then our atmos-

phere would trap excess amounts of solar

energy. The air temperature would even-

tually rise, and the oceans would swiftly

evaporate into the atmosphere as they

sustained a rolling boil. This would be

bad. Apart from the obvious ways in

which Earth's flora and fauna would die,

an especially oppressive death would re-

sult from Earth's atmosphere becoming

300 times more massive as it thickens

with water vapor. We would all be

crushed.

One feature that distinguishes "Venus

fi-om the other planets in the solar system

is its thick, dense, heavy covering of car-

bon dioxide, which imparts up to 100

times the pressure of Earth's atmosphere.

One recent study
suggests that Earth's

upper atmosphere
has been regularly

bombarded by
house-sized chunks

of ice.

We would all get crushed there, too. But

my vote for Venus's most peculiar feature

is the presence of craters that are all rela-

tively young and distributed over the

planet's entire surface. This ordinary-

sounding trait implicates a single, plan-

etwide catastrophe that reset the cratering

clock by wiping out all evidence of previ-

ous impacts. A major erosive weather

phenomenon, such as a planetwide flood,

could do it. But more likely a widespread

geological (Venusological?) event, such as

a lava flow, turned Venus's entire surface

into the American automotive dream—

a

totally paved planet. Whatever process

reset the clock, it appears to have ceased.

Our fascination with planets (and our

ignorance of them) is not limited to

Venus. Etched with features that look like

river beds, floodplains, river deltas, net-

works of tributaries, and river-eroded

canyons. Mars surely was once a watering

hole. The evidence is strong enough to

declare that if any planet in the solar sys-

tem other than Earth ever boasted a

flourishing water supply, it was Mars. But

for reasons unknown, Mars's surface

today is bone dry. Whenever I look at

Mars, I look at Earth anew and wonder

just how unstable our surface supply of

liquid water might be.

Imaginative observations of Mars by

the noted American astronomer Percival

Lowell led him to suppose that colonies

of resourceful Martians had built an elab-

orate network of canals to redistribute

water fi-om Mars's polar ice caps to the

more populated middle latitudes. To ex-

plain what he thought he saw, Lowell

imagined a dying civilization that was

somehow running out of water. In his

thorough, yet curiously misguided, trea-

tise. Mars as the Abode of Life, published in

1908, Lowell laments the imminent end

of the Martian civilization he imagined

he saw:

The drying up of the planet is certain to

proceed until its surface can support no life

at all. Slowly but surely time will snuff it

out. Wien the last etnber is thus

extinguished, the planet will roll a dead

world through space, its evolutionary career

forever ended.

Lowell got one thing right. If there were

ever a Martian civilization (or any life at

all) that required water and, if for some

mysterious reason, all the surface water

(//'(/ dry up. It would lead to the same de-

nouement that Lowell describes.

Mars's missing water may be under-

ground—trapped in the planet's perma-
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fix)st. The CTadence? Large craters on the

MarOan surface are more likely than small

craters to exhibit dried mud spiUs on their

rims. Assuming that the permafrost is

quite deep, reaching it would have re-

quired a large collision. The deposit of

energy" from such an impact would have

melted this subsurface ice on contact,

splashing it upward. Craters with this sig-

nature are more common in the cold

polar latitudes—just where one might ex-

pect the permafrost Wer to be closer to

the Martian surface.

By some estimates, if all the water sus-

pected of hiding in the Martian per-

mafix)St (and known to be locked in the

polar ice caps) were melted and spread

evenly over its surface. Mars would ac-

quire a planet^-ide ocean tens of meters

deep. A thorough search for contempo-

rary (or fossil) life on Mars must include a

plan to look in many places, including

spots below the Martian surface.

When thinking about where hquid

water (and, by association, life) might be

found, astronomers were originally in-

clined to consider onh" planets that or-

bited at the right distance fix)m their host

star to keep water in liquid form—not

too close and not too far. Looking in this

Goldilocks-inspired "habitable zone" was

a good start. But there may be other

places where difrerent sources of energ\'

keep water liquid when it would other-

wise turn to ice. A mild greenhouse efiect

would do it. So would an internal source

of energy, such as leftover heat from the

formation ofthe planet or the radioactive

decay of unstable elements. (Both sources

contribute to Earth's residual heat and

consequent geological activity.)

Other possible sources of energy in-

clude planetary" rides, which are a more

general phenomenon than simply the

dance between a moon and a sloshing

ocean. Jupiter's moon To gets continually^

stressed by- changing tides as it drifts

slightly closer and then slightly farther

fi»mJupiter dirring its near-circular orbit.

At all times, the side of lo closest to

Jupiter feels a stronger tbrce of gravity^

than the side that is farthest. This differ-

ence serves to slit^fTy stretch the sohd

moon in the direction ofJupiter. But as

lo s distance from Jupiter changes during

its orbit, Jupiter's tidal force across lo also

changes, thus pulsing its already? oblong

shape. Like a squash baU or racquetball in

constant use, when lo suffers changes in

structural stress, its temperature wtII rise.

Thus, despite a distance fiiom the Sun that

would othersvise guarantee a forever-

frozen world, lo earns the title of the

most geologically" acti\'e place in the en-

tire solar system—complete ^ith belch-

ing volcanoes, surface fissures, and plate

tectonics. Some have compared modern-

day" lo with the early Earth, when our

planet w^as stiU piping hot firam its episode

offormation.

Europa, another moon ofJupiter, may-

be even more intriguing than lo. Also

ridally heated. Europa is a world covered

with thick, migrating ice sheets afloat on

an ocean of slush or liquid water. (This

was long suspected and recently con-

firmed with hi^-resolution images taken

by the Galileo planetary probe.) An entire

Europa—a moon of

Jupiter~is a world
covered with thick

migrating ice sheets
afloat on on ocean
of slush and liquid

water.

ocean! Imagine going ice fishing there.

Indeed, engineers and scientists at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratories are beginning to

think about a mission in which a space

probe lands on Europa, finds (or cuts) a

hole in the ice, and then extends a sub-

mersible camera to have a peek. Since

oceans are the most likeh^ place of origin

for life on Earth, aquatic life in Europa's

oceans becomes a plausible fantasy.

In myf opinion, the most remarkable

teature of water is not the well-earned

badge of "uruversal solvent" that we all

learned in chemistry" class: nor is it the

wide temperature range over x^ihich it re-

mains Uquid. Water's most remarkable

feature is that, while most things (water

included) shrink and become denser as

they cool, when water cools below 4" C
it expands, becoming less and less dense.

When w"ater fiisezes at 0'' C, it is even less

dense than at any" temperature at which it

was Uquid, which is very good new"s to

fish. In the winter, as the outside air

drops below" freezing, 4° C water sinks to

the bottom and stays there, ^diile a float-

ing layer of ice builds extremely" slowly

on the surface, insulating the wanner

water below"

Without this density? inv^ersion below^

4° C, the upper surface of a lake would

cool and sink to the bottom; w^armer

water would rise from below. This forced

convection would rapidly- drop the vi-aters

temperature to 0° C, and then the surface

would begin to fijeeze. The freshly

formed, dense, sohd, ice would sink to

the bottom and force the entire lake to

freeze sohd fir>m the bottom up. In such a

^fodd, ice fishing w-ould be uninteresting

because all the fish would be dead—fresh

frozen. And ice angers would find them-

selves sitting on a layer of ice at the bot-

tom of the pond or atop a completely

fix)zen body- of T\-ater. You could shde

around on lakes and ponds fearless of

falling through. No longer would you

need icebreakers to traverse the Arctic; ei-

ther the entire Arctic Ocean ^"ould be

frozen sohd, or the frozen pans would all

have sunk to the bottom and yxiu could

just sail y-our ship without incident. In

this altered world, ice cubes and icebergs

\%"ould sink, and in 1912, the Titanic ft

would have safeh" arrived at its destination pi'

in New- York Harbor

Phy^sics fantasies are fun.

The existence ofw^ter in the galaxy" is

not limited to planets and their moons,

'^'iter molecules, along with several other

household chemicals such as ammonia

and ethvl alcohol, are found routinely" in

cool interstellar gas clouds. Under special

conditions of lovi? temperature and hi^

ic

fit



density, an ensemble of these water mole-

cules can be induced to transform and

fiinnel energy from a nearby star into an

amplified, high-intensity beam of mi-

crowaves. The quantum physics of this

phenomenon greatly resembles what goes

on with visible light inside a laser. But in

this case, the acronym is MASER, for

Microwave Amplification by the Stimu-

lated Emission of Radiation. Not only is

water practically everywhere in the

galaxy, it occasionally beams at you, too.

While we know water to be essential

for life on Earth, we can only presume it

to be a prerequisite for life elsewhere in

the galaxy. Among the chemically illiter-

ate, however, water is a deadly substance

to be avoided. A clever science-fair ex-

periment that tested anti-technology sen-

timents and associated chemical phobias

was conducted in 1997 by Nathan

Zohner, a fourteen-year-old student at

Eagle Rock Junior High School in Idaho.

He invited people to sign a petition that

demanded either strict control of, or a

total ban on, dihydrogen monoxide. He
listed some of the odious properties of

this colorless and odorless substance:

It is a major component in acid rain.

It eventually dissolves almost anything

it comes in contact with.

It can kill if accidentally inhaled.

:

• It can cause severe burns in its gaseous

state.

• It has been found in tumors of terminal

\M cancer patients.

li

iili j

Forty-three out of fifty people ap-

proached by Zohner signed the petition,

six were undecided, and one was a great

supporter of dihydrogen monoxide and

crefused to sign. Yes, 86 percent of the

Ipassersby voted to ban water (H7O) from

the environment.

Maybe that's what really happened to

the water on Mars.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York City's

Hayden Planetarium and is a Visiting Re-

searcli Scientist at Princeton University
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Photograph by Jeremy Stafford-Deitsch
ENP Images

Territoiy, gently sloshing seawater laps at the exposed roots of mangrove trees,

I'^gh the tangle of vegetation that forms the base of these productive saltwater swamps. As the tide recedes, the

ow begins to wriggle with hfe: clams, crabs, mud lobsters, snails, each wrangling to find a nleal and avoid

resident fish is ideally suited for this pursuit—-the mudskipper. Using its pelvic fins and its muscular, fonvard-

^_ iced pectoral fins, this tropical goby scoots across the mud's surface searching for insects and other invertebrates on the oozing

I flats, often far from the water's edge. Unlike most fish, mudskippers manage to "breathe" on land because their branchial chambers

I hold water from which their gills can draw oxygen. When the tide is in, most mudskippers retreat to the safet)' of the elaborate

mriows they construct in the muck. Those without burrows—mosdy juveniles—perch in mangrove trees until the tide goes out,

or else stay in the water, where they may face predatory fishes.

,,
A I I Burrows are prized possessions for another reason: after a male

r / \ / •"*\ •" •" z*""^ /^ •^ attracts a suitable female, he leads her to his place, where the

I \ I I I \ v^ courtship continues in private. And so the highly territorial male

l/\/l \ J I
mudskippers will aggressively defend tlieir turfby head-butting,

" V»«^ V.,^^ ViiX biting, and—as shown in this photograph—rising up in a

threatening ritual display.

—
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Resalia ofRank
"Kings, Chiefs, and Womett of Peuvr" an

exhibition ofphotcgmplis by Pliyllis Galaiibo,

is on display in the Akeley Gallery tlirongh

June 28.

In West Africa, with its clashing ideolo-

gies and economic and social pressures for

change, traditional leaders continue to be

induentiaL Pli\^lis Galembo, a pioiessor

in the Department of Fine Arts at the

State Univetsity ofNew Yods. at Albany,

spent sis months in Nigeria on a Senicr

Fulbrig^t Research Award interviewi/.j:

and photographing kings, chiefi of towns

and palaces, and okao (women of power)

among the Western I^o and in the

Benin and Yoruba kingdoms. The por-

traits that emerged from her research doc-

ument traditions sttetclung back a thou-

sand years and reveal the impact of the

modem wodd on ancient cultures.

Galembo has combined her interests in

ritual clothing and the African diaspora in

her book Dimne Ltspiration Jrom Benin to

Baliia.

Chiefs. E Omisakin, the Obahije oj Ue-Ife, displays emblems of his high status: a heavily

anbtoideredgarment, a woven cap, blue beads, a horse-tailJly wliisk, a ceremonial sword,

and a plaque bearing his title

May E^'ents

iviay 4
As paJT ofsiie "FroiaffieiK im Ascrophvacs'' leomie

serieSs, Paaal Hartz, ofNASA, amid E. O. Hdffljrax, of

die Naval Reseaich Labor^Eoiy, "will give a sSide-

nBiLiisinnaireid irrallBr eumiidexi ""Tlie Oinireeise "wida X.-ra^'^

Eve>r The leccme vriE began ac 7:3C') P-^b.

May 5, 12, 19, and 26
Tb icelefeirace the Gieaier Nfew ^ik CemteEuniial ajid

che opeoiaiiS ofdue Hall ofBiodavieisiit^^ Sidise}"

HoffeinsteMii. die MiuiseiiMiiis icooidiisairor of

EirifviinoiiinnienEal PmbEc PiosTrainris. "will ajve a seiies

ofle^xoies enidded Tlse "^^eders ofNew "Vbikr

^^A calk in die series wil begie at 7:iO*0 PJ^a-

May 6
Pet keepiiis; and ics (diamajjas; meanmigs in dae

TJmiied Soces "wil! be die siiib|ect of a tA.

i>ea;snniing at 7:00 EAfl. \5v tmscorian Kadaeone C.

Goer, ofdie Univejrsiisy ofUcali,

May 7
PaErioa "'K'og^t. a piofesor ofasidaiopolo^ ac die

Siace UnffFemsy ofNew 'H'd^ at Sitony BiooBc, wiM
gi^e a ii^IV ai 7:1*0 KAB. oe e^ns to sffiady and

piorecd iMada;23iSCair's leiniiims-

Xfee Tnr^aiiinii'tnaik aisd bsids ot Cwo aieas of
Ediiopaa—^SMmiem Mouinitaans Naiiaonal Paik aiad

die easrem sfeoires ofLake Lan^gano, in dae Rift

VaDey—will be die subject of a talk at 7:00* RM. by

Bridsb writer and traveler Micfeael Sueec

May 9
Vasicois aie inviiced to bring aittifeoB, bones, fossils,

minerals, and odaer natural objeocs to die

Mnsenmls annnal identification day. This event will

sake place in die Biirds ofdie "^Cisdd Hall between

1::0O aaad 4130 R.M- No appraisals will be given, nor

wiM die MiaseiMn identify gamstones.

May 11
At 7:00) K.M-, Firencl]! photo- and radJo-jonimaEsts

Nicolas RgT^naird and Qaodie Baran "will rjijllr about

dieir first contact widi the Korabn, a pireinonsiy

iiMikno'Wsii a^roup ofindigenous peoples in the

Biazilsan Anaazon.

May 13
Human attitudes toward dos5 dainou^ hisrory and

acioss cnltmes "w^ be die subject ofa talk,

beginning at 7:*0)O EM,, b},^James Seipeli ofdie

Univeisicy ofPennsySvania.

May 16
iMaik A. NoidBL ch^iirm^n ofdie Museums
Depantment ofVeftebrate Paleontol^^t, "will

discuss die soentilSc b^is ofdie dinosaiarian

naonsteirs irepresenied in the ^hjlinii Gi^dziih, Kans^ qf

t^2£ Mmastas be&jie a screeniog ofdie 19j4 classic.

The progiana wiH. ran from 2:i(K) to 4i50 P,M-

May 18
As |jait ofd3e "Dasdi3gii3s!hed Authors in

AsErononiy'" series, Micliael Lemonick, of Timie

magazine, will give a siide-iEustiared talk at 7i30

feM- entided "The Seaich for Life on Other

Wodds."

May 21 and 28
Microbiologist Lynn Margulis and science "writer

Doiion Sagan will dra\^" upon die diemes of their

new book, S^^m£<3 TmiJis: Essays ojj Gai-a, Syinbwsis

asid Ei^hm.0111. m va-o taOcs banning at 7:00 RM.

May 27
The presers^on of a tmiqiae^ biologically diverse

area created b^- the demilitarized zone separatiiig

North and Soudj Korea -will be discussed by Ke
Chung Kini. ofPennsylvania State UniveTsit%^ at

7:00) EM.

The Ameocaiii JMuseaam of Nataaiai History" is

located at Cential Part West and 79th Street in

iNew \brk Cit}'. For tickets and information about

ewnts, caM 1(212) 769-5200. Consult the Museum
Web site for additional information (htrp://\^^^^v.

an3nl1.org). For hours and admission iees, call (212)
j

769-5100.

I
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Since 1869, the American

Museum ofNatural History

has sponsored thousands of

scientific expeditions around

the glohe in an effort to

unravel the world's greatest

mysteries. It is this passion

to discover and to

understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational

travel program.

Participants in the

Discovery Tours travel

program have the unique

opportunity to explore the

world with Museum

scientists as they continue to

uncover new insights into

the nature of life on earth.

Since 1953, over 12,000

Museum travelers have

participated in Discovery

Tours to some ofthe world's

greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological sites and

cultural centers.

CRUISES
Voyage to the North Pole

July 16 -August 1,1998

From $18,950 -$23,950

Exploring the Dalmatian Coast

July 22 -August 3, 1998

From $5,795 -$6,295

Exploring Alaska's Coastal

Wilderness

July 25 -August 1,1998

From $3,070 to $4,470

Egypt: Cruising the Nile

October 12-26, 1998

Estimated from $6,390

Journey of Odysseus: Retracing

the Ancient Mediterranean

October 16-30, 1998

$6,395 -$13,995

Enchanting India: Bombay to

Singapore Aboard the

Song of Flower

November 15 - December 6, 1998

Estimated from $7, 1 95 - $ 11 ,095

IVIexico's Copper Canyon and the

Sea of Cortez

January4-ll„1999

Estimated from $2,100 - $2,950

Project Easter Island

January 7 -20, 1999

Estimated from $4,990

The Galapagos Islands

January 8 -20, 1999

Estimated from $5,290

Voyage to Antarctica

January 28 - February 11, 1999

Prices TBD

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 Fax (212) 769-5755

iVIonday-Friday 9am-5pm Eastern Time

M for a complete listing of our 1998/1999 tours,

^lease mention ad code #7250498.

Among the Great Whales:

A Whale Watching Expedition

to Baja California and the

Sea of Cortez

February 6 -14, 1999

Estimated from $2,790 - $4,190

Costa Rica and Panama:

A Journey on the Wild Side

March 7 -14, 1999

Estimated from $3,090 - $5,080

The Amazon:

Discovering Untamed Wonders

March 6 -13, 1999

March 13-20, 1999

March 27 -April 3, 1999

Estimated from $2,250

TRAIN TRIPS

Across Canada By Private Train

September 1-9, 1998

From $4,990 -$7,890

The Ancient Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia By Train

September 18 - October 10, 1998

From $8,990 to $11,980

LAND PROGRAMS
Digging for Dinosaur Fossils in

the Rocky IVIountains

of Montana

July4-ll,1998

$1,250

Africa's Great Rift Valley:

Ethiopia to South Africa By

Private Plane

September 10-29, 1998

$14,995

Prehistoric Caves and Medieval

Castles of Southern France

September 17 -30, 1998

Estimated from $5,575

Peru Expedition

September 25 - October 9, 1998

From $4,995

Ethiopia: The Heart of African

Civilization

September 26 - October 1 1, 1998

Estimated from $5,450

Himalayan Kingdoms: Nepal,

Tibet and Bhutan

September 28 - October 18, 1998

Estimated from $6,900

Lost Cities of Asia and the

Near East By Private Jet

October 27 - November 20, 1998

March 5 -29, 1999

$27,950

Oaxaca: Archaeology, Arts and

Traditions

November 7 -14, 1998

Estimated from $2,590

Big Cats of the Serengeti

Februaryl8-Mach3, 1999

Estimated from $6,995

FAMILY PROGRAMS
France: A Family Barge Adventure

July 10-21,1998

From $3,495 to $4,295

Holidays in Kenya:

A Family Safari

December 20 - Januar)' 3, 1999

Estimated from $5,900
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Our Commitment Continues
^X''llile )Ou're roaring down a roller coaster, soaring

abo\'e the Arctic, whirling on a water ride or discovering

other sensational adventures at the SeaWorld and Busch

Gardens parks, we're working on adventures behind the

scenes. Anheuser-Busch Theme Parks have been

committed to protecting and preserving the emironment

for 40 years, 365 days a year, 24 hours a day.

SeaWorld rescues, rehabilitates and releases moreA heartwarming animal rescue

He help pick up 2.5 million

pounds ofr^e

Caringfor endangered species

marine ammals than any organization in the world, among

them a baby gray whale named J.J. , orphaned along the

California coast last year.

Busch Gardens and SeaWorld help to sustain

wildlife and habitats on all seven continents, and we are

the caretakers of more than 60,000 animals, including 40

threatened and endangered species.

We support the Center for Marine Conservation's

International Coastal Cleanup, the largest in the world.

Our educational programs Uke '"Sleep with the Sharks"

and Zoo Camps encourage evers^one to learn about our fragile and wonderfiil world.

So enjoy the thrills and adventure of our parks. We'll continue working behind

the scenes on adventures that mean the world to all of us.

.4 whole /It'll' kind of classroom

SeaWorld BuschGardens
ADVENTURE PARKS

.\NHEUSER-BUSCH
TH£.\LE P.AJUiSe

© 1 998 Busch Entertainment Coiporation. AJ rights resetved.
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Nobody likes risking money, least of aJI us. You see.

our principals and employees have over $125 million

invested in the funds we manage. That's why, over the

years we've developed strategies that strive to

maximize perfonnance and minimize risk.

Consider, for example, our Focus Fund® — a

large-cap value fund that concentrates in six sectors of

the economy; our Guardian Fund^^— a large-cap value

fund; and our Socially Responsive Fund^— a large-cap

value fund that invests with a social conscience.

These funds all follow a disciplined value investment

style, the hallmark of Neuberger & Berman for nearly

fifty years.

To find out more, call today for a prospectus, which

/" 1-800-877-9700, ext. 3448 ^
\ www.nbfunds.com J

Neuberger & Berman Equity Funds ^

~ - -,
;

' - - -
5 ,5a' 1 J ea-

."CC-S 41.54% 20.59% 17.96%

G-a-c^a- 33.44% 18.09% 17.35%

Soc. Resoc-s.e 43.45-- 22.03-f N/A

V Ave-age ---_= ^er^-s F:- .Pe-ocs Er.ceG 3/31 98' 7

contains infonnation on fees and expenses. Please

read it carefully before you invest or send money.

You'n also receive our brochure "10 Secrets Every

Mutual Fund Investor Should Know" based on nearly

50 years of investing money — yours and ours —
successfully.

Neuberger^BermanFunds
If we don't invest in them, why should you?

*Tobl Retiuim iodiides retimiested dimdends and capital gain cfisbibuliions. Investment letyms and principal may fluctuate. Past performance is

iTo guarantee ot future results. Redemplibn proceeds may be higher or llower than original cost Prior to November 1. 1991, the investment

potides of Focus Fund required that it invest a substantial portion of its assets in the energy field. While its value-oriented approach is

intended to limit risks. Focus' portfolio — with its concentration in sectors — nrtay be more greatly affected by any
single economic, political or regulatory development than a more diversified mutual fund. Neuterger & Berman
Management Inc. previously absoiribed certain opeiaing expenses of Socially Responsive Fund. Absent this airangement, wlhich is subject to

change, the total retym of the Fund would have been less. ^Sitce inception return for Socially Responsive Fund is from 3f1 6f94.

©1998 Neuberger Sl Benrnan IMJanagement Inc.. Distributor.
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28 Chagi's Charge
Each July, Mongolia's nomads celebrate

Naadam. For six-year-old Chagi, it's a first

chance to ride in the testival's horse race.

Robert McCracken Peck

Photographs by Pierre Perrin

Paleontology

38 Voracious Evolution
Four hundred irdUion years of

evolution demonstrate the resilience

and diversity of sharks.

John Maisey

Art by Ray Troll
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Special Section

42 Life in the Balance
This month the American JVluseum of

Natural History opens its Hall of Biodiversity.
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A Hall for the 21st Century
The American Museum ofNaniral History was established

well over a century' ago for the purpose of capturing the

momentum and excitement of scientific discovers' in a wodd
of incredible biological and cultural riches. In the time since, as

scientists have learned more about the diversity of life on Earth,

we have come to appreciate better not only the extraordinary'

variety ofliving things but also their exquisite

interconnectedness and the tragiUn' and \'tdnerabilit\' of the

deHcate web of life. Scientific research has demonstrated that

neady every ecos%'stem—ever^' network ofbiological species

—

is under threat.

According to scientists recently surveyed by the American Museum ofNatural

History in conjunction with Louis Harris and Associates, Inc.. the current

extinction rate is the fastest in Earth "s 4.5-billion-year histon,'. j\nd, unlike prior

extinctions, this so-called Sixth Extinction is mainly the result ofhuman acri\'ity,

iwt natural phenomena. The scientists sur\'e\'ed rated biodh'ersit\' loss as a more

serious environmental problem than the depletion of the ozone layer, global

warming, or pollution and contamination.

Yet despite w^amings fir>m scientists, the public remains largely unaware ofthe

biodiversit\' crisis and its impUcations. which include an increased rate of

enx'ironmental disasters such as flooding and drought: the impaired abilit\' of the

environment to recover from natural and human-induced disasters: reduced

potential for discovering new medicines; damage to agriculture, fisheries, and food

production: and degradation of the world's economies and related social and

political destabOization.

In response to the biodi\'ersit\' crisis, the Museum believes it has an important

responsibUit)' to enhance the pubHc imderstanding of this situation and to pro\'ide

strategic insight for mitigating global enwonmental degradation. As a first step, the

Museum established the Center for Biodiversity' and Conservation, which is

conducting research with strong implications for conservation in such varied

locations as Madagascar. Vieniam, Bolis'ia, Brazil, and New York City,

In addition, the .Museum has spent hve years creating an exhibition that brings

the issue of species loss and habitat destruction to the pubHc. This newest

permanent exhibition, the HaE ofBiodiversitv; reveals the extraordinary' wonder,

beauty, and diversity of life; the severe threats to the li\'ing world; and

—

importand\'—^the steps necessary to mitigate the biodiversit\' crisis. The hall

prox^ides a dazzling array of animals, plants, and other organisms in a massive

Spectrum of Life and %'i\'idly illustrates the workings of \-ital ecosNstems in a

painstakingjy detailed 2,500-square-foot re-creation of an African rainforest. This is

a diorama for the twent\'-first century'—where the visitor is inwed behind the

glass, where the animals are not still but mo\Tng on video, and where the sounds

and smells of this great ecos^'stem can be heard and felt, proxiding compelling

evidence of the importance ofpresersTing the environment.

The Museums efforts do not stop with the exhibition. Information on the hall's

"Bio-Bulletin" board—giving late-breaking news on scientific explorations and

discoveries—^wiU be available electronically to audiences in schools, homes,

libraries, and communit\"-based learning centers.

The envitoimiental change now threatening and transtbrming our planet

directly and powerfiiUv connects this Museum to societal needs and issues. All of

us—indi\'iduals, governments, and instimtions—must strive to bridge the gap

'Derv\'eea scientific knowledge and pubhc understanding, not only out of concern

for our owii friture existence but also fir)m an inescapable moral responsibiht^' to

future generations and the planet itself.

EUai V Putter

President, American Museum ofNatural History
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To the

Editor
Lesueur in America

I read Errol Fuller's "Voyage

of a Painter" (Aprill998)

with great interest but was

surprised by its brief, casual

reference to the years (1816-

37) that naturalist Charles

Alexandre Lesueur spent in

America.

A protege of geologist

WiUiam Maclure, Lesueur

became curator of

Philadelphia's Academy of

Sciences when Maclure was

its president. In 1825, both

men went down the Ohio

River on the famous

"Boadoad of Knowledge" to

participate in the communal

e.xperiment at New Harmony,

Indiana. In the ensuing eleven

years, Lesueur made

significant contributions to

natural history and

archaeology. He is weD known

in Philadelphia and New
Harmony—and not at all, as

Fuller wrote, "unsung

throughout most of the

Enghsh-speaking world."

John B. Elliott

New Harmony, Indiana

IVIuseum Eugenics

Stephen Jay Gould's exceBent

discussion of Charles B.

Davenport's research ("The

Internal Brand of the Scarlet

nr March 1998) invites the

observation that Davenport

enjoyed not only the hnancial

patronage of three of

America's wealthiest families

but also the scientific support

of Henry Fairfield Osborn,

then president of the

American Museum of Natural

Histors'.

A leader in the eugenics

movement, Osborn hosted

the International Congress of

Eugenics at the Museum in

1921 and 1932 and, along

with Museum trustee

Madison Grant (mentioned by

Gould), argued for the racial

basis of psychological

dispositions.

PascalJames Imperato

Brooklyn, New York

Animal Minds

At last, someone—Matt

CartmiU—had the courage to

shoot back at Morgan's Canon

("Animal Minds, Animal

Dreams," March 1998). After

all, one's evidence of

consciousness in other human

beings is just as indirect as

one's evidence of

consciousness in a dog or cat.

Given that Darwinian

biology is based on evidence

ot shared common ancestry

and an organic continuum of

humankind and all other

organisms, why should we

assume that human

consciousness is so unlike our

other characteristics that it

sprang up fuU blown out of

nowhere?

Among scientists, the

position that there is animal

consciousness should be

considered the conservative

behef

Kathleen Burnham

Stanford, California

Conscious Computers

Matt CartmiD argues that

computers, because they are

limited to instantiating

algorithms, are unlikely to

achieve a subjective awareness.

But when equipped vidth a

hardware random number

generator, computers can

reach beyond the hmitations

of algorithms. It is not clear

what, if anything, our minds

can do that computers cannot.

That we cannot now build a

self-aware machine does not

diminish the Ukelihood of

doing so in the ftiture.

JefRaskin

via E-mail

In the coming issues of

Human Nature

Nicodemus, Kansas
Founded by freed slaves, the town ofNicodemus maintains

a vital present and a proud connection to its past.

An angel shark (genus Squatina) described and drawn by C. A.

Lesueur in Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy, 1818.

Environment

Fragments ofthe Forest

What happens to a rainforest when it's cut down for

agriculture or timber? A smdy of the effects of

fragmentarion reveals how animals—from ants to birds and

wild peccaries—cope with changes in their habitat.
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French photojournalist Pierre Perrin ("Chagi's Charge"), left, spent more than a year

observing the hfestyles of nomadic peoples in Mongolia and elsewhere. Nomades: Les

Passagers de la Terre, the result of those studies, was

published in France in 1991. Perrin's

environmental and natural history work includes

tracking stork inigration by satellite from Europe

to Aiirica and photographing the Chinese who fish

with trained cormorants. Since 1994, Robert

McCracken Peck, Fellow of the Academy of

Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, has accompanied academy limnologists working in and

around Mongolia's Lake Hovsgol. To study the country's nomadic culture, he has traveled

independently to all but four of Mongolia's eighteen provinces.

"Paleontology is not so much a profession as an incurable disease," says John Moisey ("Voracious

Evolution"), left. Bitten by the bug when growing up in England, Maisey went on to get his

doctorate from the University of London. Now a curator and Axelrod Research Chair in the

Department of Vertebrate Paleontology at the American Museum of Natural History, Maisey

specializes in ancient fishes, sharky and otherwise. He has done extensive fieldwork in South

America, particularly on the fossil fish of the Santana formation in Brazil. He is the author of

Santana Fossils: An Illustrated Atlas (TFH Publications, 1991) and Discovering Fossil Fishes (Henry

Holt, 1996). Fish and fossil aficionado Roy Troll combines

science and art in a blend unmistakably his own. His painting

Swimming u'ith the Sharks, encapsulating 400 million years of

shark evolution, has been traveling the country since 1995 as

one of the works in his exhibition "Dancing to the Fossil Record," now at the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences. The show includes art, fossils, fish, music, and—^yes—a dance

floor. A denizen of Ketchikan, Alaska, Troll studied fine art at Washington State University

and honed his knowledge offish through years of avid anghng and by participating in

fieldwork in the fossil beds of western Kansas and Montana.

Paleontologist Niles Eldredge ("Life in the Balance"), left, began his association with the

' American Museum of Natural History as an undergraduate "apprentice" in 1964. He came on

staff five years later and was appointed a curator in the Department of Invertebrates in 1979. A
specialist in marine invertebrates, Eldredge, with Stephen Jay Gould, proposed the theory of

punctuated equilibrium in 1972. These days, writing occupies much of his time; after taking on

curatorial duties for the Museum's new Hall of Biodiversity, he managed to complete two

books: Life in the Balance (on which this month's feature is based) and The Pattern ofEvolution (to

be published by W. H. Freeman this fall), in which he argues that "without disruptions in the physical world

leading to extinctions, you don't get evolution." A cornet player, Eldredge is also a "maniac collector" of vintage

instruments and a dedicated watcher of birds. Italian-born photographer EnrJCO Ferorelli earned a law degree with a

specialization in labor relations in the mid-1960s but soon turned to photography. No stranger to the world's diversity, he has

studied Indonesian culture, is at ease in five languages, and has traveled on assignment to more than thirty countries, from Iceland

to equatorial Africa. His photographs have been published in National Geographic, Smithsonian, Newsweek, and other magazines.

He also photographed the Museum's Hall ofVertebrate Origins for the June 1996 issue of Natural History.

.After living in the Galapagos for nearly thirty-

five years, Tui De Roy ("The Natural Moment")

recently relocated "amongst the tree ferns" of

Golden Bay, on New Zealand's South Island.

From there, she continues her frequent travels

to far-flung locations to photograph and write

about nature. She is a contributor to magazines

in more than twenty countries and an editorial

staff" member of International Wildlife and Ocean

Realm. Her latest book, Galapagos: Born ofFire

(Warwick Communications Group, Toronto),

appears this month. For the underwater shot ot a

brown pelican feeding, De Roy used a Nikonos

V camera with a 20 mm lens.
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By Timothy Fknnery

Life: A Natural History ofthe First Four Billion

Years of Life on Earth, by Richard Fortey;

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.; $30; 416 pp.

Natxire s Boswell

Review
There is much poeti'y in this ?

tale of life's four-biUion-year

history on Earth. It is a beautifiilly written

and structured work, autobiographical yet

packed with lucid expositions of science.

The personal elements are crucial to the

story, for Fortey—a senior paleontologist

in London's Natural History Museum

—

has been at the center of paleontological

research for more than two decades.

Fortey begins with an account of a

1967 expedition to Norway's Arctic is-

land of Spitsbergen, where he and a fel-

low Cambridge student spent two

months discovering a wealth of Ordovi-

cian fossils. Fortey was the younger, but

positions \vere reversed when letters from

Cambridge arrived with their exam re-

sults, and he alone had done well enough

to continue to a higher degree. The hon-

esty with which this socially delicate tale

is told is striking, but what impressed me

was the way in which Fortey interweaves

it with apparently effortless explanations

of the origin of the universe and the

depth of evolutionary time.

"The Earth was born from debris that

circled the nascent sun," writes Fortey in

describing the astronomical events that

shaped our world and the solar system.

Stressing what he sees as randomness in

Earth's origin, he points out that a slight

variation in size, position, or spin ofEarth

might have precluded the possibility of

Ufe. Then, too, he notes how improbable

it was that life was generated out of the

poisonous brew of cyanide and oxides of

carbon. He moves on to describe the first

photosynthesizing prokaryotic bacteria

and stromatolites—fossiUzed in Precam-

brian rocks—which pumped oxygen into

the atmosphere and paved the way for

multicellular organisms.

This far back, the division between an-

imals and plants is murky, but as Fortey

writes, "animals are the spongers on the

Radiolarians, like this silica-shelledfossil, evolved more than 570 million years ago.

hard work of photosynthesizers." He em-

ploys an imaginative mixture ot natural

history, paleontology, and even selections

from Disney's Fantasia to get his points

across and picks a rock sequence in New-

foundland to trace the first flourishing of

Ediacara fauna through to the Cambrian

radiation. The ancient assemblages of fos-

sil animals in the Burgess Shale are also

discussed, and Fortey presents an analysis

ot Stephen Jay Gould's book on the

Burgess animals, Wondeijul Life. Fortey

says of Gould: "If palaeontology has a

priesthood, then Steve Gould is the pon-

tiff". The Burgess Shale, however, is one

case where he has, I think, been fallible."

Where Gould sees a world of dead-end

oddities in the shale, Fortey sees ancestors

for many extant life-forms.

We learn from Fortey about the

plethora of paleontological techniques

and how the slow, laborious, and some-

times dangerous work of this science is

done. For example, hydrofluoric acid,

used to remove fossils from their matrix.

can also remove "almost everything, in-

cluding the fingernails of the investigators

if they fail to take the most stringent ot

precautions." He also describes paleontol-

ogists who tease "details out with a pin by

gently flaking otf Httle pieces of the cov-

ering rock, preparing drawings of every

Hmb under a camera liicida, testing recon-

structions until they made sense in three

dimensions."

Other paleontologists are drawn in]

brief biography, such as the eccentric]

nautQoid authority Rousseau H. Flower,]

who carried a bullwhip around his Ne^

Mexico field site and used it on rock;

outcrops that refused to yield his beloved]

fossils. While the expert on Ediacara]

fauna, Dolf Seilacher, of the University oi

Tubingen, contradicted everyone ani

everything, he inspired Fortey with hi;

conviction that the best place to be was

somewhere nobody had been before.

Others, such as the "English Mozart,

George Frederick Pinto," are introduced

in cameo because their life is a parable:



Einstein deciphered

the mysteries of the t-ji

universe for every Cj
scientist in the world.

=mc
Isn't it about

time someone

deciphered them

for you:

At last. .

.

The secrets of modern physics... taught in language you can understand ...on video- and
audiocassettes that let you learn at your own speed, wherever and whenever you wish!

NOW AVAILABLE FROM
THE TEACHING COMPANY:

Einstein's Relativity and the

Quantum Revolution: Modei-n

Physicsfor Non-Scientists

—taught to you by one of the most

acclaimed science teachers in Ametica!

Physics may well be the most important subject

in the universe, a theoretical realm that ranges

from the infmitesimally small to the infinitely

vast, its laws governing time, space, and the very

forces that created our world.

With scientists finally on the verge of unlocking

the deepest secrets of the universe and with breaking

news of discovery after discovery, an understanding

of this fascinating subject has never been so

important.

But if you're like most people, youVe been

frustrated in your efforts to understand these major

science stories.

You're feced with ever-more-mysterious references

to the "strong" force or the "weak" one, waves versus

panicles, "Big Bangs," "Big Crunches," and the 90

percent of the imiveise that may still be missing!

And until now, there was little you could do

about it. It's hard for anyone, regardless of intellect,

to grasp concepts like this based on nothing but a

news teporter's hurried explanation.

That's why its so exciting to offer one of

The Teaching Company's best courses, Eitistein's

Relativity and the Qtianttim Revobitiofi; Modeiti

Physicsfor Non-Scientists, at a special low price

that puts this brilliant course within reach of

everyone who wants to understand physics.

Professor Richard Wolfson presents the theories

of the great physicists so that anyone can undeistand

them!

Newton and Copernicus. Time and space.

Matter and motion. Einstein and the stunning

revelations of relativity. Quantum physics. Quarks.

Mesons. Even the fiiture of the universe.

Best of all, these terms aren't explained to you

with numbers or confusing references onlv a science

major would know but with exciting explanntiom in

plain English. Cr)'stal-clear diagrams. And examples

that bring each landmark concept out into the light

so you can understand it. Even if you've never taken

a physics course in your life!

And remember, this course is from The
Teaching Company—the renowned education

company that puts America's most gifted and
exciting college teachers on tape. So you can

enjoy this extraordinary learning experience

where and when you want.

In your living room. Your car. The peaceful

quiet of your yard. Or even while you jog!

On his own Middlebury College campus.

Professor Richard Wolfson is a teaching legend, and

to watch him share his love for his subject and his

excitement over sharing it with yoa. is to be reminded

ofwhy you love learning in the first place.

Normally the 1 6 lectures of Einstein's Relativity

and the Quantum Resolution: Modern Physicsfor

Non-Scientists would sell for SI 99.95 in video and

$129.95 in audio. But to introduce you to The
Teaching Company, we are offering the complete

course, for a limited time, for ordy $159.95 in video

and $99.95 in audio.

The course is packaged with a complete oudine

including photos, diagrams, and a recommended

reading list, and it carries The Teaching Company's

unconditional guarantee of your satisfaction.

If the prospect of learning the never-more-

pivotal subject of physics from a teacher of remark-

able quality appeals to you, please respond today

and get acquainted with The Teaching Company.

We'll give you the kind of teachers you've always

wanted and desen^e.

The forces that shape our lives...

explained with excitement and clarity!

PARTI
Lecture 1: Space and Time, Matter and Motion

Lecture 2: The Clockwork Universe

Lecture 3: Let There Be Light

Lecture 4: Dichotomy in Physics

Lecture 5: Crisis in Physics: Einstein to the Rescue

LIFETIME SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

Lecture 6: Stretching Space and Time

Lecture 7: Past, Present and Elsewhere

Lecture 8: Faster than Light? E=mc^ and All That

PART II

Lecture 9: From the Tower of Pisa to General

Relativity

Lecture 10: Black Holes and Curved Spacetime

Lecture 1 1

:

Into the Heart of Matter

Lecture 12: Quantum Quandaries

Lecture 13: Wave or Particle?

Lecture 14: Quantum Uncertaintv: Goodbve to the

Clockwork Universe

Lecture 15: The Particle Zoo

Lecture 16: Cosmic Evolution

Your SuperStar Teacher*

RICHARD WOLFSON. Ph.D., Professor of

Physics and George Adams Ellis Professor of the

Liberal Arts ac Middlebur>' College, is one of the most

renowned science teachers in the United States, easily

moving among disciplines as varied as medical physics,

experimencal plasma physics, electronic circuit design,

solar energ)' engineering, and theoretical astrophysics.

A legend among students for more than v.\o

decades at his own highly regarded campus, where

his innovative and vibrandy interesdng courses are

perennially filled, he is equally ac home before a non-

technical audience. And his work outside the universit}'

arena, whether writing an anicle for Scietitific American

or creating a book-length explanadon oi Nuclear

Choices: A Citizen's Guide to Nuclear Technology, has

given Americans a new understanding of science and

its impact on our lives in an age of extraordinan,'

scientific discover)'.

SAVE UP TO $40 OI\l THIS SPECIAL OFFER!

To order, mail coupon below or call our toll-free number: (Please refer to offer code 6012)

1-800-TEACH-12 (1-800-832-2412) Fax: 1-703-912-7756

,iii**
The Teaching Company®

t^jit ~405 Alban Station Court, Suite A107
"W Springfield. \'A ::: 150-2318

^ Offer Code 6012

Please send me Einstein's Relativity and the Quantum

Revolution: Modem Physicsfor Non-Scientists, which

consists of sixteen 45-minute lectures on video- or

audiocassette, with complete lecture oudines,

diagrams, and handsome storage case.

iplauc check desiredfonnat)

SALE I I Audio*: Entire rwo-part course, $99.95

(reg. price $129.95), plus $10 S&H.

SALE
I I Video*: Entire two-part course, $159.95

(reg. price $199.95), plus $10 S&H.

'Note: Virginia residcim please add 4.5% sales tax.

I I Check or Money Order enclosed

L^ h® zi^- j

Account Number

CiTV/ST.vrr/Zii'

Phone flfnx hnr quariotu irgiinfingwur oniirr >

Q FREE CATALOG. Please send me a free

copy of your complete catalog of over 60

courses (no purchase necessary).
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Pinto, like a Cambrian animaL was by

mere chance consigned to a peripheral

role in history. V.J. Gupta, a professor at

the universirv' in Chandigarh, is remem-

bered for duping scientists into behe\'ing

his claims about Himalayan geology.

Chapter by chapter, Fortey progresses

through time. Cambrian, Silurian, De-

vonian, or Permian—each of these pre-

historic periods, representing miUions of

years, is wddly depicted. He elucidates

the Ordovician period in particular detail,

not only because it's his favorite but be-

cause it marks the end of the first great

phase of diversification and reorganiza-

tion of marine hfe. For the terrestrial

transformations of the Silurian and De-

vonian periods, Fortey takes us to New
Zealand's forests. "There, tree ferns erupt

skywards like fireworks; epiphytic ferns

hang fixsm branches, as deUcate as lace;

creeping ferns cover ever)' patch of im-

tenanted soil." At the base of the Cale-

donian Moimtains of the Welsh Border-

lands, he visualizes Silurian fish making

the transition firom marine habitats to

firesh and brackish water: ''these sluggish

animals grubbing their way upstream, fol-

lowing the nutritious mud, tapping wtU-

ingly into a resource that hitherto had

been exploited by nothing more ad-

vanced than bacteria."

Imagining a Carboniferous coal forest

330 million years ago, Fortey writes:

"The only sounds are generated by the

scrape of insect limbs, or maybe a low

amphibious hiss. There is Httle colour,

because there are no plants that have yet

developed the flamboyance of flowers.

Dark greens and browns are the colours

made by lycopods and tree ferns; here and

there the firesher green of a shoot, or a

flash of primary colour produced by the

bright finit body of a fimgus."

Fortey covers plate tectonics and takes

us on a tour of Pangaea, the landmass

formed in the late Permian, and Tethys,

an ocean whose tropical waters lapped the

superconrinent's shores. The obligator\'

cap is dolfed to Alfred Wegener, the Ger-

man meteorologist who, in 1915, pub-

lished Origin of Continents and Oceans.

Wegener championed the idea of "conti-

nental drift" fifn,' years before the time

was ripe, and he was pilloried for it. Yet,

according to Fortey, this was one of the

few rimes a lowly field geologist's discov-

ery had equaled those of theoretical

physicists such as Isaac Newton, Albert

Einstein, or Stephen Hawking.

By the rime he gets to the age of dino-

saurs, Fortey has wandered fi-om his own
realm, and the WTiring loses a Little of the

wonderfiil immediacy of the earher chap-

ters. He is probably least at home with

mammals, my own specialty. There are

the odd misspeUings and rather more nu-

merous misunderstandings here, but it

would be unfair to discredit such a wide-

reaching book for a few faults that only a

specialist would norice.

Web ofLife
By Robert Anderson

nature.net
Ever since the issue of

preserving biodiversity-

supplanted that of old-fashioned wildlife

conser\"arion, researchers have been

scrambling to identify', count, and catalog

the globe's miUions of species, down to

the last microbe. The Internet seems to

have come alongjust in time to allow easy

access to the resulting multimde ofspecies

databases. The Biodiversity and Biologi-

cal Collections Web Server (http://

biodi\'ersity.uno.edu/) gives you a hint of

how many organizations are involved in

the mammoth task.

I never found a site that succeeded in

giving me a gut sense ofwhat biodiversity'

is, but I did find several good primers on

the subject. One is at the World Re-

sources Institute (www:wTi.org/wTi/

biodiv) and another in a hypertext book

(Biodiversity and Conservation) published in

sixteen chapters, including a "complete

webhography." Written by biologist Peter

J. Bn,'ant, of the University of California

at Irvine (darwin.bio.uci.edu/~sustain/

bio65/Tidpage.htm), the chapters are ht-

The chapter dealing with ourselves is a

wonderfiil blend of science and anecdote.

Opening with a description of his wife

threading a needle, Fortey Hkens this rou-

tine skill to being human. He explores

the overlap we share with our ape rela-

rives and the tremendous parience, luck,

and guesswork involved in tracing human

origins. He concludes with the rousing

"Let history begin." Fortey seems almost

reheved to pass the work of the "recent"

record on to others, because for him, his-

torical truth is the victim of selecrivity on

the part of the historian, leading to the

possibiliry of lies and deceprion.

Timothy Fhvniery is principal research scientist

at the Australian Museum in Sydney and au-

thor of The Future Eaters.

tered with links firom the text, a kind of

"writuig" that only the Internet allows.

One of the sites it steered me to was

Biodiversity' Flashpoints in the Americas

at the Natural Resources Defense Coun-

cil (wv^rw.nrdc.org/nrdcpro/flash/flshpts

.html). This site identifies endangered

Western Hemisphere ecosystems espe-

cially rich in species. In the United States,

it points to Alaska's Tongass Narional For-

est as one place that needs urgent protec-

rion—fi-om the United States Forest Ser-

vice. Also check out the National Gap

Analysis Program (w\A'\v.gap.uidaho.edu

/gap), which is attempring to map areas

in each state to idenrif\' e.xisting "gaps" in

biodiversity protection.

Another good site is the Tree of

Life (http://phylogeny.arizona.edu/tree

/phylogeny.html), a vast (already more

than 1,000 pages) and ongoing project

that na\'igates the evolurionary pathways

of major groups of organisms.

Finally, if you go to the American

Museum of Natural History's new Biodi-

versity- Center (http://research.amnh.org

/biodiversity/), you'll be able to find out

about the new Hall of Biodiversity:

Robert Anderson is afreelance science writer.
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VoiceNet the largest stand-alone calling card company in the U.S.
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One simple 17.50 anytime-
rate for all 50 states.

No surcharges
worldwide.

Six-second billing

worldwide.
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rates, even from country to country.
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The Bowels of Earth
Li The Ecology ofEden, phihsoplier, dassi-

dst, mid biolo^t Emm Eisaiberg examines

the strategies liimg things Iwm used in tlieir

struggle for nutrients, living space, and off-

spring. Drawing from a broad range ojadtural

and sdentijk topics, he examines die place the

mydi ofEden holds in tlie Western psydie.

From Tlie Ecology ofEden, by Evan Eisen-

berg. Copyrigbt © 1998 by Evan Eisen-

berg. Reprinted by permission from Al-

fred A. Knopf, Inc.

Soil is an extraordinarv
Excerpt

rhing, unlike an^Tiiing else

on or in the earth. But it is such an occult

thir^—hidden from us even when 'we dig

into it, sUpping through our fingers in

more ways than one—that v^^e feel the

need to compare it to something else. It I

had to choose two aboveground things

diat soil is most like, I would choose a

great city and a mess ofentrails.

The city part is easy enough. Soil is, to

put it mildh,? densely setded- One tea-

spoon ofgood grassland soil may contain

5 bilUon bacteria, 20 million ftmgi, and 1

milHon prorists. Expand the census to a

square meter and you will find, besides

unthinkable numbers of the creatures al-

read\' mentioned, perhaps 1,000 each of

ants, spiders, wood hce, beedes and their

larvae, and fly larvae; 2,000 each ofearth-

worms and large myriapods (miDipedes

and centipedes): 8,000 slugs and snails:

20,000 pot worms, 40,000 springrails.

120,000 mites, and 12 million nematodes.

These citizens are often in motion,

hurrying along the vast expressways made

by moles, the boulevards of earthworms,

the alleys between particles of sand or

clay, and the dank canals that these alleys

often become. Certain districts and cer-

tain intersections

—

mainly close to the

roots of plants—get especially bus\^ The

citizens move in the dark, sniffing at

chemical trails. They are constandy doing

business with one another. They traffic in

molecules: minerals, organic compounds,

packets of energy. Their interactions are

sometimes fiiendl\!; sometimes competi-

tive, often predatory.

Aristode called earthworms the in-

testines of the earth, and he was not

wrong. The soil iBelf, though, is a tangled

slaw" of intestines, some as thick as vour

arm. some a few molecules wide. The

business ofthe soil is digestion and assim-

ilarion, and the creatures ofthe soil are al-

ways enlarging the surface area where

these processes can take place.

Fungi, ranging in size from the great

mycehal clot beneath a toadstool to tinv

threadlike microbes, send out long fingers

called h\'phae that penetrate dead tissue.

Besides physically roughing up the tissue,

thev exude enzvmes that disest it chemi-

cally, so that the simplified nutrients can

be absorbed into the fiingi. Ifyou could

somehow unravel the ftmgal h\'phae in a

single ounce of rich forest soil, they

might easily stretch tv\-o miles.

A Uke figure might be racked up by fil-

amentous bacteria called actinomycetes.

which, under the electron microscope,

look like something midway between

anders and bean sprouts. Among the most

plentifiil of all soil oi^anisms. they give

damp soil and damp basements their

heav\', head^' smell. The^' also secrete en-

z\"mes that break dowTi dead tissue into

nutrients, which are then absorbed along

the surface of the branched, springy fila-

ments—^although, like all baaeria, they

lack the fimgi's ability to break do\\Ti tis-

sue bv brute force.

Ill 7£.Viii, J camally iTrigaiedJidd is preparedJor pUtumg.

I



OUT DAMN PLAQUE

Removes Plaque

Between Teeth

Hate to floss? It's awkward and

cumbersome. Aiid automatic

flossers, while making it easier,

cost a bundle! And no matter

how often or how well you floss,

you're only doing half the job —

removing plaque from between

the teeth ~ not from the sides

nor those hard to reach peri-

odontal pockets where the bacte-

ria that cause gingivitis and gum
disease flourish. Introducing

SoniPick™ — the advanced sonic

powered flossing device that does

the job qtiickly, gendy and com-

pletely. SoniPick's unique design

removes plaque from between teeth and deep

from within the facial and lingual pockets where

the baaeria that cause gingivitis and gum disease

hide. Developed by the makers of the UltraSonex

toothbrush, SoniPick uses a single tuft of multiple

cleaning filaments (about 25) vibrating orbitally

at an astounding 1 8,000 strokes per minute. The

cleaning tuft slips easily between even the ughtest

teeth and gendy into gtim pockets. It then fans

out, whisking plaque from between die teeth and

fi'om deep within the gum pockets. No otherflossing method^ string floss or auto-

matic, can do this'. Includes diree sets of sized cleaning dps - thin, medium and

thick - for thorough and gende cleaning between teeth and all gum surfaces.

Ideal for cleaning braces, bridges and dental implants. And, the best news of all

— The SoniPick costsjust afraction ofthose other autonwticfiossas! Use the

SoniPick and then visit your dentist. You'll both be amazed. ^^. 95 ($6.95)

#9160 includes 30 cleaning tips, stand and AA battery. Replacement Cleaning

Tips (30) $12.^5 ($2.95) #9170.

A ROOM FULL OF FRESH AIR FROM A

PINT-SIZED PURIFIER

Experts predict that the unusually

warm, wet winter caused by El Nino

will bring the worst allergy season in 20

years. Now, at your desk, in your den,

even in your bedroom, there's no reason

not to breathe clean, fresh air. The Puri-

Clear 55 4-Stage Air Purifier is a pint-

sized wonder that measures just 6"L x

6 "D X 6"H, fits anywhere, and will

scrub the air clean and mountain fresh

in a 12' X 10' room 3 times a hour.

Pollen, smoke, animal dander, bacteria,

odors and mold spores are all removed

by Puri-Clear's sophisticated 4-stage purification system. Here's how it works

~ Stage 1, the pre-filter, removes large dust and dirt particles. Stage 2, the

activated carbon filter, traps and removes irritating odors. Stage 3, a specially

designed 3M Filtrete" filter, electrostatically attracts and removes small and

microscopic sub-micron particulate pollutants. Stage 4, the separately con-

trolled negative ion generator, revitalizes and freshens the air. And that's not

all, the Puri-Clear 55 features a convenient, slide con-

trol fragrance dispenser, a "squirrel cage" fan that is

powerfijl yet whisper quiet and Puri-Clear's unique

wrap-around filter that draws air into the filter stages

from three sides, complete the package. Ruggedly

constructed and UL listed. The Puri- Clear 55 is the

first and only personal air purifier that's both full fea-

tured and value priced. fS9.9S ($8.95) #9300.

There's no reason not to be cool

Sufi^ering at a hot desk or work

station while others luxuriate in

air conditioned comfort? Does

your spouse prefer the bedroom

warmer than you? Can't use that

room that gets extra sun during

the day without lowering the air

conditioning throughout the

whole house? Introducing the

KoolZone^' by Slant/Fin, your

personal space air cooler. The

Kool Zone effectively spot cools

the area seven feet in front of it

by up to 12°. That means that

you'll have cool comfort wherever you are any time ofthe year! The Kool

Zone is not an air conditioner or a fan. It is a genuine water evaporation

cooling system. A quiet rwo-speed fan pulls warm air from the room, then

pushes it through the Kool Zone's cooling chamber at the rate of 70 cubic

feet per minute (CFM). Within the cooling chamber, the warm air passes

over a revolutionary and patented absorbent evaporative wick. The evapora-

tion cools the wick which then cools the air. Its large capacity water reservoir

provides up to 10 hours of uninterrupted cooling

and it costs just pennies per day to operate. It's

compact and light weight (just 7.5 lbs.) so it's great

for the office, home or anywhere you'd like to be a

littie cooler. $1)9.95 ($12.95) #9115. Special

Introductoiy Offer ~ Imperial KoolZone. Same as

above but with double the cooling width and

twice the cool air output (140 CFM). Costs jtist

10 cents a day to operate. Measures 12"H x

2174"Wxl27:"D..^/'i«9. 95 ($13.95) #9125.

Two-Speed Washable Absorbent

Pre-filter Cooling Coil

Control Water Level

Switch Indicator

REMOVE UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER

Once-and-for-all hair removal for

your face, underarms, bikini line —

anywhere you have unwanted

hair. Introducing Emjoi Beauty, an

exceptional new device that com-

bines all the essentials for perma-

nent epilation (hair removal) in a

compact, convenient kit that can

be used anytime, anywhere.

p^^^iK=„i.i^^^^^ Emjoi Beauty employs sophisticat-

491^ E^^^HH^^^^^I '^^ Radio Frequency (RF)

*.> .<JP ^^^^^^^^I^^H Technolog)' to provide non-inva-

sive, totall)' safe hair removal from head to toe. And, it is

designed to be used safely and easily on your most sensi-

tive areas. With Emjoi Beauty, there is no need tor time-

^ consuming and expensive visits to the beaut)' salon. You

^T^ _ \ '\ get professional results in the privacy of your home. To

I^^S^ d use, simply grab the unwanted hair with the tweezers

and push the button. Hold for 20 seconds, and the hair will slide out, root

and all, from die follicle. Hair removal with Emjoi Beaut\' is painless and

hygienic. In minutes, your skin is smooth to the eve, and silk\' to the

touch. .^(59. 95 ($8.95) #9390.

ORDER TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

Extension

NATHB521800-644-8100
TO ORDER BY MAIL: Send check or money order (be sure

to include S & H) or credit card number and expiration date to:

Tools For living'

Dept NATHB521; RO. Box 452, Louisiana, MO 63353

For more great products visit our web site at: www.tmgusa.com B52 © 1998 The Magellan Group, inc.



B A U S C H L O M B SPORTS OPTICS

To appreciate nature

is to preserve it.

¥mm lie icy pea£s of the ^ ! ::

to the vast windswq* cai?p)ni
'

the AmeiicaB Soattawe^ and liie

daite^ ion^ of Africa. Bai^ch

&LombP ImMicii^is iHing the

details of life's most adfentnroiK

tnnnteiiits into focus.

E:' lE"- series rs itomnwjitni

1 ^rizTt ^irnnojJlcBS.

^.y^^ii..
*'" J*

For more tbaii 100 years. BattS*:^ i

Lomb binoculars hare beeo heiiHng

outdoor eotfaosi^ts aronnd tbewwM
appreciate natnre.

Dnring this time, the snpeiior

IHieci^m (pities (tfBanscb & Lmnb
binocidais have become tect^azeA as

the standard bj wMch an othas are

oieasaied. Ihe tradition of sc^idfliial

qnality woitmai^iip coiitiiiiies to this

ds^ in oar Mtef Disco^i^ieff' CnstiMn'^and

Legacy*" fines of Unocnlars.

BaiKch & Liwb biaocnlais canh^pm
get back to nature. See for jfomsdlL C^
fSOOS 423-3537 for the Bai^di & linnb

deaier Dearest yoo.

Bai^tb & Lomb^ sprats optics. The

natural dioice for over a centniii

far inptnm^Lirmi resQlliiSiiom ^rm ^ ^ ,«f ^

ddrwerltomgeifeii^l^amdi ^'''''^J
dbseimsarSoiaus. ^^^

egTtSoFSgaeHfeofftfaelNfe^nEm^AsdBiKiciSod^i.

STDnninTii sputtffifiiT^ sooi^ies are a
fetfoirifee rm ClTTe tifidldL TRfrCT" umiuljjrh

BAISCH
& LOMB.
B I \ C I LARS

Roots, which do not digest but merely

absorib, aie not quiiDe so rich in suilace

auea, bnt: shi^ come dose. The loot sys-

cem of 21 snnsje. foor—mon^-old r%"e plant

was ifoend to have a sm&ce area of 639

sqnaie meteis—130 times the suij&ce aiea

of the afoovi^jonnd plant—all of it

packed into aboet sis Eteis of soSL Mech
of thit expanse is accounted for by loot

haiis, which spmoiit lilcp a seraph? beaid

near the growmg tip ofthe loot. Ifa meie

sEiipling of an annmial plant j'an SO pack

the soil with lOOts, nootlets, and toot

haiis, one can nnaffline w^hat lies beneath

the sod ofa mateie peiennial grassland or

the litter ofa ibrest.

Most plants, though, aue unsatisfied

wnth the muHe^ie they gjet otat ofloodets

and loot hairs. They enlist the hel^ of

liTiini'gni that lunre^de or clung to the toots and

branch otit into the soSL These tniions of

toots and fongn, known as myconhizae,

not only inciease the stirifece area of the

toot netwoik bnt also ^we the plant ac-

cess to cenain nutrients, such as phos-

phate, that it would be haid put to gairihfr

on its own. In letiim, the fiingi get a

trickle ofsugsr.

Fungi maximize sumce aiea—oi; to be

precise, the ratio of suifiice aiea to \t>l-

tmie—by stretching otit. Bacteria, ftingis

only peers in decompQation, achieve the

same endby staying lery ^annalU As any ob-

ject gets bi^er, its wolunne incieases faster

than its suii&ce aiea. (Vblume incieases

with the cube of the ladius; smfece area

with the sqnaie.) To pet it e^en mote

cruddy, the bi^pr something gets, the &r-

ther its insidiK get ftom the outside worid.

lit you want to exchange oaetgy and matter

with the outside wodd as efficienliy as

possible, you had bettjar stay smalL

It is no accident Aat apait jHoiu tiie

sqjL, the other gieat habitat for bacteria on

land is the guts ofhumans and other ani-

mals. Not only bacieiias small size but

also their chennical wbrtuosity—the rangje

of enzymes they ''»" pioduce, the un-

likely stuff ftom w?hich they can pluck

eneig^?—make them inrailuaMe in yotir

bowels, as well as in the bowels of

the eatth.
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Bookshelf

Annals of the Foimier World
ByJohn McPlicc (Rvmi; Slimis ami Giroux. 1998; $35; ilhis.)

The geological writings ofMcPhee have been collected in one volume. Four books on the ge-

ology of America

—

Basin and Range, In Suspect Terrain, Rising from the Plains, and Assembling

Califortiia—recount "histories of the human and Uthic kind," and a new essay, "Crossing the

Craton," describes the large, geologically immobile portion of the continents heardand.

The Sacred Balance
By David Su:uki (Prometheus Boolis, 1998; S25.95; illiis.)

Geneticist David Suzuki elaborates on the massive degradation of the biosphere. He believes

that as we "approach the end of a millennium filled with incredible progress and destruction,"

we must rediscover our place in the natural world, "making sacred those things that provide us

with a rich, fiill life."

The Garden of Ediacara
ByMmliA. S. McMeuamin (Cohimhia University Press, 1998; $29.95; iUus.)

Ediacaran fossils, first discovered in the 1960s, are mysterious life-forms (quilted bodies with

three curving arms at the center, surrounded by a fringe offine radial lines) that populated the

seas 600 million years ago. This first evidence of complex life was an evolutionary dead end, as

geologist McMenamin argues, flourishing and disappearing in Precambrian times, about 50

rmlHon years before life on Earth began to diversity.

The Once and Future Forest
By LesUe Jones Saner and Andropogon Associates; foreword by Ian McHarg (Island Press, 1998; $50

hardcover, $30 paperbacle; ilhis.)

Sauer, a landscape architect and field ecologist, and Andropogon Associates, a frrm that spe-

cializes in ecological planning and design, have created a guide for those who want to help re-

store the grasslands, meadowlands, and woodlands that border on suburban and urban areas.

Vanishing Treasures of the

Philippine Rain Forest
By Lawrence R. Heaney and Jacinto C. Regalado

'^

Jr (Tlie University of CIncago Press, distributed for

the Field Museum, 1998; $24; ilhis.)

The PhiUppine rainforest is a rich ecosystem

encompassing some of the world's most en-

dangered flora and fauna. This book, pub-

lished on the centennial of Philippine inde-

pendence from Spain, identifies the steps

needed to protect the islands' natural heritage. Philippine

Thinking Ecologically
Edited by Marian R. Chertow and Daniel C. Esty (Yale University Press, 1997; $35 hardcover, $16
paperback)

Chertow and Esty, of the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, have tapped

people in government, nongovernmental organizations, and academia to pinpoint health and
ecological problems in the twenty-first century and to propose sound environmental policies.

Which World?
By Allen Hammond (Island Press, 1998; $24.95}

World Resources Institute scientist Allen Hammond explores alternatives for the twenty-first

century: a world driven by free markets and human initiative that fosters economic and human
progress; a fortress world where unattended social and environmental problems lead to conflict

and violence; and a transformed world in which human ingenuity' and compassion succeed in

ofli'ering a better life.

Consilience
By Edward O. Wikon (Alfred A. Knopf Inc., 1998; $26)

Wilson, a pioneer in the fields of sociobiology and biodiversity, argues for the fundamental

unit)' of all knowledge and the need to search for consilience—a small number ofunifying laws

that underlie eveiy branch of learning.

Adventures
is tKe i\uii\ber of\e

sytvclic^Lted

'wildlife prograLti\ in.

the U.S.

Endorsed by the

National Education

Association.

Family entertainment

at its best!

For a program listing call

1-800-869-6789
or check out our web site at

•www.jackKaLfvn.a.com.

In peu-tnersKip witK
Busch Gfu-dens and Sea >Vorld
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Young Naturalists
Late last year, students across the country, from the seventh to the twelfth grades, were invited to compete for the first American Museum of Natural

History Young Naturalists Awards, administered by the Alliancefor Young Artists and Writers. Entrants were asked to observe and document a

natural area, to research a "pest" species' role in the ecosystem, or to trace an inanimate object's connection to its origins in the environment. Two

winnersfrom each grade were chosenfrom among the 2,000 applicants. Tlie award recipients were invited to attend the opening of the Museum's new

Hall of Biodiversity, and the ivinning entries have been published on the Museum's Web site (umw.amnh.org). Excerpts appear below.

Aspen: A Keystone Species
Restless leaves sift the ever-brilliant Colorado sun into

undulating patterns, wavering across the pale trunks of an aspen

grove. Wind rustles the branches as I step among the trees.

Across the ground before me, overgrown with grasses and

vegetation that seem determined to bind it to the earth, stretches

a fallen aspen log. I have stepped and stumbled over it many

times while wandering in our corner of the forest on the west

shoulder of Pikes Peak, but this time I stop and sit quietly down.

Old branches, gray with weathering, still arch over fronds of false

Solomon's seal and golden banner, while at the opposite end of

the trunk, white ruffles of shelf fungus sprout from scarred bark.

I have lived most ofmy lite in the Pikes Peak region of

Colorado, among aspen and conifer forests. Four years ago, my
family moved to ten acres of land adjoining the Florissant Fossil

Beds National Monument. I began to keep a nature journal,

documenting in words and drawings what I observed around me.

As my eyes increasingly opened to the events of the natural

world, I began to perceive the key place aspen holds in

supporting and sustaining the biodiversity of our region. Aspen

has always held a special place in my perception, but since

beginning my nature journals, I've come to appreciate more fuUy

its great array of ecological roles.

Sarah E. Drummond, Grade 1

1

TIte Christian Academy, Florissant, Colorado

Bacteria
Strep throat, cholera, pneumonia, whooping cough. These

diseases, and more, are often the only things bacteria get credit

for doing. I have researched these microscopic, unicellular

organisms and found out that bacteria are responsible for much

more than just diseases. There are thousands of kinds of bacteria.

Most of them are harmless to humans. There are about two

thousand species of bacteria identified, and even more where

they came from. It is possible for bacteria to reproduce as often

as every twenty minutes. If aU the newly formed bacteria

survived, there would be about 500,000 new bacteria cells every

six hours. That is a lot! Thankfully, this does not happen.

Bacteria are the oldest forms of Life, and the simplest and the

most numerous. Bacteria were here 3.5 billion years ago. . . .

Even though there are 2.5 billion bacteria in one gram of soil,

you may never see a single bacterium in your entire life. Ifyou

Hned 10,000 bacteria up, side by side, they would take up only

2.5 centimeters and could only be seen under a powerful

microscope. Even though bacteria are extremely small, they are

found nearly everywhere—even in the Dead Sea.

Rachel Mock, Grade 7

Saint Margaret of York, Loveland, Ohio

The Invincible Cockroach
A recent survey indicated that the cockroach was the most

despised creature, beating out snakes, rats, bats, and spiders. I was

able to observe this insect in its own environment when my

father made an arrangement whereby I accompanied a health

inspector on a tour of a roach-infested house.

The house I visited was old and not very clean. There was a



lot of clutter in the corners, and the stove was very greasy. The

inspector opened the food closet, and I came face to face with

the dreaded cockroach. In fact, I came face to face with several

roaches. When the inspector moved a can, there seemed like

hundreds. I was ready to run away. . . .

I never expected I would ever have to do research on the

cockroach, but I became curious and wanted to find out what

this bug was all about. The cockroach that I saw is called the

German cockroach, or BlatteUci gemmnka. Humans consider it to

be a pest because it invades where we live, eat, and sleep. There

are between 4,000 and 7,500 different species of roaches. Of this

amount, only 1 percent are considered to be a pest.

Matthew Moncll, Gmdc 7

Saint Rita, Statcii Island, New York

Bees in the Ecosystem
The score was 8 to 7. My team had the lead. The last batter from

the other team was at the plate. One more strike and the batter

1 would be out. I was ready to play ball if it came to me. I

was focused on the game until that darn bee decided to pick

on me. . . .

Bees are actually very essential to the ecosystem. I cannot help

but imagine what would happen to the environment and

ecosystem if all the different species ofbees disappeared. This

little creature, which everyone looks on as a nuisance, would

change the ecosystem so much for the worse.

If the bees began to disappear, we would rely more on other

insects and mammals to spread the poUen of flowers. The

pollination process of the flowers would begin to slow down, and

eventually some species of wildflowers would begin to become

extinct. The flowers would not be the only ones to suffer from

this. Many ammals would also suffer fi-om a loss of food, and

these herbivores would begin to thin out. The process of

elimination does not stop here. Many carnivores that feed on the

herbivores would have a hard time finding food and could die of

starvation. Now you can see what an important and necessary

role the bees have in the deHcate balance of the ecosystem.

Emily LaMond, Grade 8

Saint Margaret of York, Lovelaiid, Oliio

Nature's Slimy Friends
! I am a proud member of the banana slug species. I live in

Washington State and the rest ofmy family lives

mainly in the Pacific Northwest. One will

rarely see me eating in a human's

garden, however. Hikers

label me "beautiful,"

children call me

"awesome," and

naturalists

find me

"friendly." ... I am taking it upon myself to explain about

myself and other slug species found in North America. . . .

Though we may seem gross and annoying, slugs help to clean

up the earth we live in. Just the other night, I got together with

a few other banana slugs and we had a housecleaning party.

Instead of eating Hving plants, we ate all the decomposing

material on the ground until we were so fiill we could hardly

crawl back to our homes. . . . This story leads to the point that if

1, and every other slug, did not exist today, campers would have

a lot more muck to hike through. . . .

I hope I have helped you to understand more about me and

my relatives. I understand if you still think I am repulsive. I

sometimes tliink a human is repulsive too, after they spend five

days in the woods without a bath. At least we do not smell bad.

Kristel Zadwiv, Grade 1

1

TlwmasJefferson High School, Auburn, Washington

The Natural Environment of
New Lisbon, New York

When I'm at my grandparents' house in the Adirondacks in the

winter, I can hear the wolves out on the lake. Since the snow on

the lake is usually packed down by the snowmobiles, the deer

walk on it instead of walking through the deep snow. You can

hear the noise the wolves make when they are chasing a deer and

the silence when they've killed it.

Over Christmas break, on December 28, 1997, we had an

interesting experience. Dad and I were taking a walk. It was

around dusk and we took our dog, Samantha, with us. . . . We
noticed that the dog was running through the woods. We
weren't worried because she came back to us when we reached

the beaver dam. Then she ran oft" again. . . . We still weren't

worried; we figured that Mom had let her in the house. We had

just gotten in the door; I had one boot off and Dad was just

taking his off. All of a sudden he spun around and flung the door

open and whispered, "Listen."
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In the distance, above the ravine, I guessed, was the sound of

how^ling dogs. They were either wolves or coydogs. Whatever

they had yelped twice, before it died. Then everything went

silent. . . . Something had definitely been kUled. Fortunately, it

wasn't our dog.

The dogs [coydogs] depend on the group for survival because

without the pack they wouldn't be able to kiU the food they

need. Also, some dogs need to be led by a leader, and the females

need the males to get food for them when they are not able.

Andrea Brmmius, Grade 9

Indian Hills High School, Oakland, NewJersey

Habitat Variety and Bird
Abundance
Over the past three years, I have been privileged to observe Lake

Wildwood fluctuate through three distmctive habitats. The

original habitat was a full man-made lake. The

next . . . consisted of lake bed mudflats.

The last habitat was a marsh. . . . The

dry upper edges of the lake bed near

the main coast supported a nest of

kiUdeer. Like the fiddler crabs of the

Georgia coast, the killdeer chicks

scurried fi^om place to place, behind their

ever-watchfiil parents. When threatened, the

fledglings retreated to thick vegetation in the

middle of the lake bed. . . . The spring of 1997

ushered in a different era for the lake. The

marsh had receded hundreds of feet. . . .

A killdeer pair raised another brood,

although without protection of the

vegetated lake bed. One day I could

not locate the fledghngs. When I

finally looked at the adult, I saw ten

legs under its body! AH four chicks were hunkered down under

the parent bird, hiding their heads in its belly feathers.

Over the next two weeks this behavior was noted several

more times. The fledglings were quite round with long legs.

They had only one black breast band. Several weeks passed

before the second band appeared. Their taOs resembled scufied-

up, frayed brooms. Propelled by their greenish gray legs, the

chicks ran from spot to spot searching for anything that moved.

Erecting its body, one fledgling uttered a weak "killdee." The

adults, however, were quite loud. The killdeer has a very

descriptive Latin species name: vodjems.

G, Pauljolwson, Grade 12

Home Education Program, Macon, Georgia

Biodiversity in Arizona
On January 2, 1998, I was walking through the desert ecosystem

of Papago Park, located along the eastern city limits of Phoenix,

Killdeer *

Arizona, when I discovered the trunk of a dead ironwood tree in

a sandy wash strewn with rocks, shrubs, and other tree trunks.

The soil in the wash was slightly moist, due to rains from the

previous week. Upon turning over the ironwood trunk, I

noticed three millipedes (Orthoporus ornatus) trying to crawl away

from the sunlight and back into the damp soU, their preferred

environment. Damp soil is important for the survival of the

millipede because its food source, bacteria, thrives there.

Millipedes emerge from the soQ after a heavy rain and then

return there when the desert heat dries the ground exposed to

the sun. If millipedes suddenly disappeared from the earth, the

bacteria population would thrive and possibly overpopulate.

These creatures rely on a dark, damp envirormient.

I also found two centipedes (Solopendra heros) trying to burrow

into the soil. . . . The third organism that I found beneath the

ironwood was an Arizona brown spider. . . . This spider's diet

consists of insects, such as those found in the soil beneath the

ironwood I turned over. . . . Like both the centipede and

millipede, the Arizona brown spider helps to keep the population

of small insects to a minimum.

Katie Prendergast, Grade 8

Our Lady of Perpetual Help, Scottsdale, Arizona

The Slimy, Yet Special Slug
Slugs have an important place in the ecosystem of the world.

Most slugs are herbivores—eating fungi, Hchens, shoots, roots,

leaves, fruits, vegetables, and flowers. Slugs are also known for

being scavengers—eating decaying vegetation, animal feces, and

carrion. Slugs are not as much in danger of being prey as other

organisms are. Many potential predators of the slug do not eat it

because of its sticky, slimy mucus. A German writer once

questioned this fact and Hcked

^^^^^^^^^
'

his slug-slimed hand. His

appetite was lost for days,

proving that slugs do not taste

good. Predators do, however,

exist. They include the

hedgehog, badger, shrew,

mole, mouse, frog, toad, snake,

carnivorous beetle, and some

birds. Thus, the slug has an

important place in the

ecosystem. Certain orgamsms

depend upon the slug for then-

food, and the slug, in turn,

depends upon other

organisms. . . . Without slugs recycling decaying and fecal matter,

soils would lose important nutrients; thus, plants and crops would

not grow as well. This, of course, would create a domino effect,

aftecting the entire ecosystem and food web of organisms.

Shep Nickel, Grade 10

Richard Montgomery School, Rockvillc, Maryland



Poison-Dart Frogs:
Nature's Touch-Me-Nots
I believe that if the species of poison-dart frogs became extinct,

humans would be most affected by the loss. Scientists are

constantly using the environment around us to find cures for

diseases. They are acknowledging the poison-dart frog's

contributions. Many scientists are just now recognizing the

importance of these frogs, which is why the loss of these animals

would be detrimental to humans.

Deep within the Ecuadorian rainforests, one might find

Epibpedobates tricolor, a poison-dart frog, lying on a palm frond

near a babbling cascade. But this innocent looking creature

secretes epibatidine, a chemical with anesthetic properties. A
spider could be easily conquered with this secret weapon of the

poison-dart frog, but scientists have found a beneficial way to use

this potent chemical from Epibpedobates. . . .

The researchers recognized the chemical structure of

epibatidine was similar to an experimental drug for Alzheimer's

disease. It was then that scientists started working on ABT-594.

They got rid of the poisonous property of epibatidine that

affected the cardiovascular and respiratory systems. ABT-594 will

aid cancer victims who used morphine and experienced serious

side effects from it.

Christopher Hanson, Grade 9

Lake Matj High School, Longwood, Florida

No One Sings the Praises of
the Dreaded Jellyfish
Now the year is 3000. Humans have accomplished what they

consider to be a great achievement, albeit by accident. Pollution

has killed off the last of the jellyfish. At first there was litde

difference, aside from fewer stings at the beaches. Fifty years pass.

Now imagine a world v/ithout otters, crabs, and sea turdes.

Imagine a world devoid offish, oysters, or starfish. A dismal

\ world lacking sharks, dolphins, birds of the shore, and whales.

The ocean is now a vacuous abyss, home to nothing but water

and a species of algae considered inedible by fish. The people

cried when they saw what had happened, but it was far too late.

. . . Before the humans could stop it, the marine mammals and

large predators had become extinct. The year is now 3100. From

lack of sea creatures, the mammals that fed on the sea creatures

have become extinct as well, thereby slowly killing off, by the

dreadful fate of starvation, many of the other land mammals.

Insects and plants are overrunning the world. There is an

epidemic created by the huge population of the now-plentiful

mosquitoes. The epidemic is only treatable through a protein

that could enter live human systems without disrupting them.

The green fluorescent protein that doctors used to retrieve from

jellyfish is the only one that was ever known. This plague brings

about the destruction of the human race. Beyond this, we have

no knowledge.

Susan Morris, Grade 10

Springbrook High School, Silver Spring, Maryland

The Feared, the Pest, the
Cockroach
My view of cockroaches has been permanently shaped by an

experience I had as a volunteer at the Metro Washington Park

Insect Zoo. Volunteers handle a tropical species of cockroach,

the Madagascar hissing cockroach, for the pubUc. The first time I

held this cockroach was during my orientation as an insect zoo

volunteer. I sat in the chair wondering what creature was going

to emerge from the transportable plastic home. The curiosity

overwhelmed me. . . .

Two shiny black eyes peered back at me. Its mouth curved

back and seemed to form a gentle smile. The cockroach began

to move its antennae delicately along my palm; its touch was so

light that I could not feel it. . . . CarefLiUy I moved my finger

down along its segmented back. I could feel the hard covering,

the exoskeleton surrounding the insect. . . .

Suddenly and with an air of determination, the creature

turned, exposing the legs which had. until then, remained

unnoticed. Each leg was a glossy black and was covered by hair-

like spines that resembled the thorns on thisdes, but seemed

remarkably harmless. Each foot had a round section that looked

like an upside-down bowl, and there were two hooks on either

side of this. The hooks kept the cockroach from falhng offmy
hand. Amazingly, and with much caution, I discovered that I

could mrn my hand palm down without this creature ha\-ing any

difficult}' staying put. Truly this creature, this remarkable animal,

could not be the same pest people complained about; it could not

be the cockroach! There was nothing scary or disgusting about it.

Paige Sliell-Spnrling, Grade 12

Yamhill-Carlton High School, Yamhill, Oregon



THE NATURE OF

Allergies
At

last the perfect outing: bracing sun-

shine, a cool breeze, a brisk walk to

enjoy the glories of nature.

But suddenly—a tickle in the throat. Watery

eyes. Coughing. Rashes. A nose that

won't breathe. The perfect outing, becomes

the perfect nightmare. Allergies have intruded

and threaten to ruin a wonderful commune

with the great outdoors.

That allergies and their effects can be an-

noying, frustrating, and even dangerous is a

well-known fact. Every year more than 50

million Americans—20% of the population

—

suffer theh debilitating effects, making aller-

gic diseases the sixth leading cause

of chronic disease in the country.

,i^i|:

What isn't known is why some are affected

and others not. Researchers remain perplexed

by the sources of allergies in the human body,

citing such possibilities as heredity, environ-

ment, immune-system breakdowns, hor-

mones, and less-than-active lifestyles.

What is known is that all allergic diseases

have at least one thing in common: they're

signalling that the immune system is mobiliz-

ing as a response to a foreign substance in the

body, be it pollen, animal dander, dust mites,

or mold.

For travelers, the culprits of allergies can lurk

almost anywhere—a dusty museum, a fields

of spring flowers, an unexpected insect sting.

But none of these need hamper the progress

of a truly hearty—and well prepared—adven-

turer. Allergies may be a nasty fact of life,

but they needn't get the best of anyone. Relief

can be as easy as reaching in a pocket.

Mm 'jr.:
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Ask your doctor about a trial of

nondrowsy, 24-hour CLARITIN®.

fee/ better, not "medicated.

"

One tablet daily gives you 24-hour, nondrowsy relief

from seasonal allergy suffering.

Studies show that the incidence of drowsiness was
similar to that with placebo (sugar pill) at the

recommended dose. Drowsiness may occur if you
take more than the recommended dose.

Experience tlie #1 prescription antihistamine.

CLARITIN' has been the leading prescription

antihistamine worldwide since September 1994.*

CLARITIN * is well tolerated. It has a low occurrence of

side effects, which occurred about as often as they did

with placebo (sugar pill). Most common were headache,

occurring with 12% of people; drowsiness, 8%; fatigue,

4%; and drj' mouth, 3%.

Nondrowsy antihistamines, such as CLARITIN®, are

available by prescription only. Notify your doctor of other

medication(s) you are currently taking. Consult your

doctor for important information concerning this product.

For a $5.00 rebate certificate and important free

information about seasonal allergy relief.

Call toll free 1-888-833-0003

Once-a-day

Claritin
£?! (loratadine)
Please see next page for additional important infon-nation.

'These findings were based on a sales comparison of loratadine (US dollars)
with other leading antihistamines. IMS International Prescription Audit .

(September 1994 to January 1998).

"BLUE SKIES" By Irving Berlin ® 1927 (Renewed) by Irving Beriir^, <rvir>g Berlin Music Company.



CLARITIN®
brand of loratadine

TABLETS, SYRUP, and

RAPIDLY-DISINTEGRATING TABLETS

BRIEF SUMMARY (For lull Prescribing Information, see package Insert.)

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: CLARITIN is indicated tor the relief of nasal and non-nasal

symptoms of seasonal allergic rhinitis and for the treatment of chronic idiopathic urticaria in

patients 6 years of age or older.

CONTRAINDICATIONS; CLARITIN is contraindicated in patients who are hypersensitive to

this medication or to any of its ingredients.

PRECAUTIONS: General: Patients with liver impaimient or renal insufficiency (GFR < 30 mUmin)
should be given a lower initial dose (10 mg every other day). (See CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY:
Special Populations.)

Drug Interactions: Loratadine (10 mg once daily) has been coadministered with thera-

peutic doses of erythromycin, cimetidine. and ketoconazole in controlled clinical pharmacol-

ogy studies in adult volunteers. Although increased plasma concentrations (AUG 0-24 hrs)

of loratadine and/or descarboethoxyloratadine were observed following coadministration of

loratadine with each of these drugs in normal volunteers (n = 24 in each study), there were
no clinically relevant changes in the safety profile of loratadine, as assessed by electrocar-

diographic parameters, clinical laboratory tests, vital signs, and adverse events. There were

no significant effects on QT^ intervals, and no reports of sedation or syncope No effects on

plasma concentrations of cimetidine or ketoconazole were observed. Plasma concentrations

(AUG 0-24 hrs) of erythromycin decreased 15% with coadministration of loratadine relative

to that observed with erythromycin alone. The clinical relevance of this difference is

unknown. These above findings are summarized in the following table:

Effects on Plasma Concentrations (AUG 0-24 hrsl of Loratadine and

Descarboethoxyloratadine After 10 Davs of Coadministration

(Loratadine 10 mql in Normal Volunteers

Loratadine Descarboethoxyloratadine

Erythromycin (500 mg Q8h) + 40% +46%
Cimetidine (300 mg QID) +103% +6%
Ketoconazole (200 mg Q1 2h) +307% +73%
There does not appear to be an increase in adverse events in subjects who received oral

contraceptives and loratadine.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, and Impairment ol Fertility: In an 18-month carcino-

genicity study in mice and a 2-year study in rats, loratadine was administered in the diet at

doses up to 40 mg/kg (mice) and 25 mg/kg (rats). In the carcinogenicity studies, pharmaco-
kinetic assessments were carried out to determine animal exposure to the drug. AUC data

demonstrated that the exposure of mice given 40 mg/kg of loratadine was 3.6 (loratadine)

and 18 (descarboethoxyloratadine) times higher than in humans given the maximum recom-

mended daily oral dose Exposure of rats given 25 mg/kg of loratadine was 28 (loratadine)

and 67 (descarboethoxyloratadine) times higher than in humans given the maximum recom-

mended daily oral dose. Male mice given 40 mg/kg had a significantly higher incidence of

hepatocellular tumors (combined adenomas and carcinomas) than concurrent controls. In

rats, a significantly higher incidence of hepatocellular tumors (combined adenomas and
carcinomas) was observed in males given 10 mg/kg and males and females given 25 mg/kg.

The clinical significance of these findings during long-term use of CLARITIN is not known.
In mutagenicity studies, there was no evidence of mutagenic potential in reverse (Ames)

or forward point mutation (CHO-HGPRT) assays, or in the assay for DNA damage (rat pri-

mary hepatocyte unscheduled DNA assay) or in two assays for chromosomal aberrations

(human peripheral blood lymphocyte clastogenesis assay and the mouse bone marrow ery-

throcyte micronucleus assay) In the mouse lymphoma assay, a positive finding occurred in

the nonactivated but not the activated phase of the study.

Decreased fertility in male rats, shown by lower female conception rates, occurred at an oral

dose of 64 mg/kg (approximate^; 50 times the maximum recommended human daily oral dose

on a mg/m^ basis) and was reversible with cessation of dosing. Loratadine had no effect on

male or female fertility or reproduction in the rat at an oral dose ol approximately 24 mg/kg
(approximately 20 times the maximum recommended human daily oral dose on a mg/m^ basis).
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e Sharp-Eyed

nx
by Nature
Mi£^

In the city of Rome, in 1603, several natural

philosophersfounded modern Europe's first sci-

entific society. They called themselves the

Lynxes, choosing this animal as their symbol

because it was believed to be endowed with su-

perlative sharpness of vision. In Part One of

this essay, the author shoived how the preemi-

nent Lynx, astronomer Galileo Galilei, pub-

lished flawed "observations" about Saturn.

Part Two argues that Galileo's fellow Lynx

Francesco Stellutifell into a similar trap.—Eds.

Part Two: Francesco Stelluti and the Mineral

Wood ofAquasparta

Francesco Stelluti remained faithful to

Galileo during the great physicist's last

years of internal exile and arrest. On No-

vember 3, 1635, he wrote a long and in-

teresting letter to Galileo at Arcetri, try-

ing to cheer his friend with news tlom

the world of science. Stelluti first ex-

pressed his sympathy for Galileo's plight:

"God knows how grieved and pained I

am by your ordeal" (Dio sa quanto mi son

doluto e doglio de' stioi travagli). Stelluti then

attempted to raise Galileo's spirits with

the latest report on an old project of the

li Lynxes—an analysis ofsome curious fossil

'' wood found on the estate of their leader,

i Federico Cesi, the duke of Aquasparta:

You should know that while I was in

Rome, Signer Cioli visited the duchess

[Cesi's widow] several times and that she

gave him, at his departure, several pieces of

the fossil ivood that is born near

Aquasparta. He wanted to know where it

wasfound and how it was generated. . . .

SastT

By Stephen Jay Gould

for he noted that Prince Cesi, of blessed

memory, had planned to write about it. Tlie

duchess then asked me to write something

about this, and I have done so and sent it to

Signor Cioli, together with a package of

several pieces of the wood, some petrified

and some just beginning to be petrified.

This fossil wood had long vexed and

fascinated the Lynxes. Stelluti had de-

scribed the problem to Galileo in a letter

of August 23, 1624, written just before

the Lynxes' convention and the fateful se-

ries of events initiated by Stelluti's micro-

scopical drawings of bees, intended to

curry favor with the new pope (and de-

scribed in Part 1 ofmy essay).

Our lord prince [Cesi] kisses your hands

and is eager to hear good newsfrom you.

He is doing very well, despite the

enervating heat, which does not cause him

to lose any time in his studies and most

beautifid observations on this mineralized

wood. He has discovered several very large

pieces, up to eleven palms [of the human

hand, not the tree of the same name] in

diameter, and others filled with lines of

iron, or a material similar to iron. . . . If

you can stop by here on your return to

Florence, you can see all this wood and

where it is born and some of the nearby

mouths offire [steaming volcanic pits near

Aquasparta that played a major role in

Stelluti's interpretation of the wood]. You

will observe all this with both surprise and

enthusiasm.

We don't usually think of Galileo as a

geologist or paleontologist, but his

cathohc interests (with a small c.') encom-

passed everything that we would now call

science, including all of natural history.

Galileo did take his new telescope to his

first meeting, in 1611, with Cesi and the

Lynxes, and all members became en-

thralled with Galileo's reconstructed cos-

mos. But he also brought to the same

meeting a curious stone recently discov-

ered by some alchemists in Bologna and

called the lapis bononiensis (Bologna stone)

or the "solar sponge," for the rock seemed

to absorb and then reflect the sun's Hght.

The specimens have been lost, and we strU

don't know the composition or the nature

(found in the earth or artificially made) of

Galileo's stone (some scholars conjecture

that it may have been barium sulfide). But

we do know that the Lynxes were en-

tranced. Cesi, committed to a long stay at

his estate in Aquasparta, begged Galileo

for some specimens, which arrived in the

spring of 1613. Cesi then wrote to

Galileo: "I thank you in every way, for

truly this is most precious, and soon 1 will

enjoy the spectacle that, until now, ab-

sence from Rome has not permitted me."

(I read this quotation and information
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about the Bologna stone in Paula Findlen's

excellent book Processing Nature [Univer-

sity of California Press, 1994].)

Galileo then took a reciprocal interest

in Cesi's geological discovery—the fossil

wood ot Aquasparta—so Stelluti's letters

reflect a clearly shared interest. Cesi did

not live to publish his controversial theo-

ries on this fossil wood. Therefore, the

ever loyal SteUuti gathered the material

together, wrote his own supporting text,

engraved thirteen lovely plates, and pub-

lished his most influential work (with the

possible exception of those earlier bees) in

1637 under a title almost as long as the

text of the treatise: Trattato del legnojossile

miiierale nuovamente scoperto, nel quale breve-

mente si accenna la varia & mutabil natura di

detto Legno, rappresentatovi con alcune figure,

die mostrano il liiogo dove nasce, la divcrsita

dell'onde, che in esso si fedono, e le sue cost

varie, e maravigliosc forme (Treatise on

newly discovered fossil mineralized wood,

m which we point out the diverse and

mutable nature of this wood, as repre-

sented by several figures, which show the

place where it is born, the diversity of

waves [growth lines] that we see in it, and

its highly varied and marvelous forms).

The title page illustrates several links

with Galileo's 1613 Letters on Sunspots.

Note the similar design and the same

publisher (Mascardi in Rome) for the two

works. Both feature the official emblem

of the Lynxes—the standard picture of the

animal (copied from Konrad Gesner's

1551 compendium) surrounded by a lau-

rel wreath and topped by the crown of

Cesi's noble family. Both authors an-

nounce their afl^diation by their name

—

the volume on sunspots by Galileo Galilei

Linceo, the treatise on fossil wood by

Francesco Stelluti Accad. Linceo. The

ghosts of Galileo's tragedy also haunt Stel-

luti's title page, which bears a date of 1 637

(lower right in Roman numerals), when

Galileo lived m confinement at Arcetri

secretly writing his own last book, which

would be published the following year.

Moreover, SteUuti dedicates his treatise

quite obsequiously "to the most eminent

and most revered Sia;nor Cardinal

Francesco Barberini" (in letters larger

than the type used for Stelluti's own
name), the nephew of the pope who had

condemned Galileo, and the man who
had refused Stelluti's invitation to lead
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(and save) the Lynxes after Cesi's death.

But the greatest and deepest similarity

between Galileo's book on sunspots and

Stelluti's treatise on fossil wood far tran-

scends any visual likenesses and resides in-

stead in the nature of a conclusion and a

basic style of rhetoric and scientific proce-

dure. (This similarity struck me forcefiJly

when I bought a copy of Stelluti's treatise

Utterly unbiased

observation must

rank as a primary

myth and

shibboleth of

science.

last month, read the text, remembered the

old tale of Galileo and Saturn, and then

formulated the theme for this essay. As I

pursued my research, I then became

stunned by the eerie and uncanny series of

more specific links that I discovered be-

tween Stelluti and Galileo, including the

likenesses in the two title pages.) Galileo

presented his major discussion ofSaturn in

this 1613 book on sunspots (as quoted in

Part 1 of this essay), where he advocated an

entirely false interpretation that he re-

garded as necessarily correct because he

had observed the phenomenon with his

own eyes. Stelluti's treatise on fossil wood

;

presents a completely false (actually back-

ward) interpretation of Cesi's discovery

and then uses exactly the same tactic of ar-

guing for the necessary truth of this

view—because he had personally ob-

served the phenomena he described.

Despite some practical inconveniences

imposed by ruling powers committed

neither to democracy nor pluralism (one

might, after all, end up burned at the

stake like Giordano Bruno, or merely ar-

rested, tried, convicted, and restricted Hke

Gahleo), the first half of the seventeenth
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century must rank as an apogee of excite-

ment for scientists. The most fundamen-

tal questions about the structure, mean-

ing, and causes of natural phenomena all

opened up anew, with no clear answers

apparent and the most radically different

alternatives plausibly advocated by major

intellects. By inventing a simple device

for closer viewing of the heavens, Galileo

fractured the old conception of nature's

grandest scale. Meanwhile, on earth,

other scientists raised equally deep and

disturbing questions about the very na-

ture of matter and the basic modes of

change and causality.

The nascent science of paleontology

played a major role in this reconstruction

of reality—priniarily by providing crucial

data to resolve the two debates that con-

Francesco Stelluti s

eyes told him that

fossil wood was

formed from clay,

not from plants.

vulsed (and virtually defined) the profes-

sion in Stelluti and Galileo's time;

(1) What do fossils represent? Are they

invariably the remains of organisms that

lived in former times and became en-

tombed in rocks, or can they be gener-

ated inorganically as products of forma-

tive forces within the mineral kingdom?

(If such regular forms as crystals and such

complex shapes as stalactites can arise in-

organically, why should we deny that

other petrified bodies strongly resembling

animals and plants might be products of
;

the mineral kingdom as well?)

(2) How shall we arrange and classify
|

natural objects? Is nature built as a single

continuum of complexity and vitality, a

chain of being rising without a gap firora

dead and formless muds and clays to the

pinnacle of humanity, perhaps even to

Oij^
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God himself? Or can natural objects be

placed into sharply separated and im-

mutably established realms, each defined

by such different principles of structure

that no transitional forms between realms

could even be contemplated? Or, in more

concrete terms, does the old tripartite di-

vision of mineral, vegetable, and animal

represent three loosely defined domains

within a single continuum (with transi-

tional forms between minerals and veg-

etables and between vegetables and ani-

mals) or a set of three utterly disparate

modes, each serving as a distinct principle

of organization for a unique category of

natural objects?

Cesi had always argued, with force and

eloquence, that the study of small objects

on earth could yield as much reform and

insight for science as Galileo's survey of

the heavens. The microscope, in other

words, would be as valuable as the tele-

scope. Cesi wrote:

Ifti'e do not know, colled, and master the

siiudlcst Illinois, how it'ill we eivr succeed in

grasphig the huge things, not to mention

the biggest of all? IVe must invest our

greatest zeal and diligence in the treatment

and observation of the smallest objects. The

largest offires begins with a small spark;

rivers are bornfrorn the tiniest drops, and

grains ofsand can bnild a great hill.

Therefore, when Cesi found a puzzhng

deposit of petrified wood near his estate,

he used these small and humble fossils to

address the two great questions outlined

above—and he devised the wrong answer

for each. Cesi argued that his fossil wood

had arisen by transformation of earths and

clays into forms resembling plants. His

"wood" had therefore been generated

from the mineral kingdom, proving that

fossils could form inorganically. Cesi then

claimed that his fossils stood midway be-

tween the mineral and vegetable king-

doms, providing a smooth bridge along a

pure continuum. Nature must therefore

be constructed as a chain of being. (Cesi

had been committed to this position for a

long time, so he can scarcely be regarded

as a dispassionate or disinterested observer

of fossils. His botanical classification,

eventually published by SteUuti in 1651,

arranged plants in a rising series from

forms that he regarded as most like min-

erals to species that he viewed as most like

animals.) Since Cesi could not classify his

fossils into any conventional kingdom, he

awarded them a separate name for a novel

realm between minerals and plants—the

metallophytes.

SteUuti, playing his usual game of fol-

low-the-leader, devoted his 1637 treatise

to supporting Cesi's arguments for the

transitional status of metallophytes and

their origin in the mineral kingdom from

transmuted earths and clays. The fossils

may look like plants, but they are "born"

(in Stelluti's phrase) from the heated

earths of the surrounding countryside

(where subterranean magmas boil the

local waters, thus abetting the conversion

(Please twn to page 69)
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1: The Latin vrord iteaning peace 2: A
period of general stability in inter-

national affairs 3: The first socially-

responsible mutual fund.

P A X
WORLD
FUND

Oolid investment return can be

achieved without supporting industries

that are destructive to the planet, its

societies and environment.

Pax World Fund is a diversified,

balanced, no-load mutual fund that

invests in such industries as pollution control, health care,

food, clothing, housing, education, energy and leisure activi-

ties.The Fund does not invest in weapons production, nuclear

power or the tobacco, alcohol and gambling industries.

Therefore, with Pax there are social as well as economic dividends.

Now Also Available: Pax World Growth Fund

-^ Perforiviance

With Peace
Of MllNID

20-YEAR Total Return
$10,ooo Investment

$1 15,724
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S120.000

$100,000

580,000

S60,000

A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE FUND

1-800-767-1729
wwAV.paxfund.com

Average Annual Total Returns As Of 3/31/98

1 Yr: 33.17%

10 Yr: 13.20%

5 Yr: 14.21%

20 Yr: 13.02%

Tot,il return figures include the reinvestment of dividends and represent past performance which is no gu.irantee of future results. For more complete information,

including charges and expenses, please call for a prospectus which should be read caretiilly before investing. Investment return and principal value m.ay rise or fall.
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By RabestMcGmkai Pede

"When Monffolia tiiio'ws a part\; the resr

ofAsia locks its doors," boasted a reveler

at a recent cdebiatioii in Ulaanbaatar, the

capital. If true, MongoHa's annual

Naadam festival must prompt many a lock

clicking among its neighbors. For three

days each July, Mongolia's pastoral no-

mads—almost half the nation s total pop-

ulation of 2.4 million—gather at meeting

places thiou^out the country to enjoy

the long, "W'ami days of summer, ex-

change news, and test theit athletic skills

in an event that is part family reunion,

part county feir and part mini Oh,"mpics-

The word iiaadam comes from the verb

fSdndoMi, meaning "to pla^"" or '"to have a

good time," which is exacdy -what Mon-

golians have been doing each svmmaer

since before the armies ot Genghis Khan

swept across most ofAsia and Eastern Eu-

rope in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turi«. The event was gi\-en a poEricai

oveday (and renamed People's Revolu-

tion Day) during Mongolia's period ot

communist rule (1921-90), but today

Naadam^ focus has returned to its non-

ideological roots. The festival's main

events are archery; wrestling, and horse

racing, the so-called manly sports (al-

though women now participate m—^and

ofien win—Naadam's archery and riding

competitions).

"When paleontologists fiom die Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History began

visiting Mongolia's Gobi Desert in 1922.

their leader, Roy Chapman Andrews, de-

scribed the "amazing spectacle" of the

Naadam ceremony he witnessed in Urga

(the original name ofthe country's capital

cit\-). "All the ehte ofMongolia gather on

the banks of the Tola pTuul] River,

dressed in their most splendid robes." he

wrote. "The archery viTesding, and horse

racing are mnous throughout the East."

Today's Naadams are no less colorful,

and the-y attract huge crowrds. The wTes-

riing matches are as popular as baseball

games in the United Stat«. Contestants,

wearing the traditional zodog (open-

fronted, long-sleeved vest), shmidag

Previous page: Young riders in a Naadam

raie. Top: Hie three-weekjourney to

Gabliar is routinefor Cliagi'sfamily, who

am pack up tlmrfek tents, or gers, itu two

hours. Right andfar right: Omgi in tiie

family ger.

(sporting shorts), and omuls (high boots),

vi-resde standing up; the winner must

throw his opponent off balance, forcing

him to touch either his knee, elbow, or

back to the ground.

In the archery competition, partici-

pants use a composite bow^—made oflay-

ers of glued sine-w and horn, almost

straight, with heavih' curved ends. This
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EachJuly
Mongolia's

nomads
leave their

herds for a

three-day

party

Travel Notes
Mongolia's Naadam festivals take place

efery yearfrom July 11-13, although

these dates may vary locally The largest

and most organized of the Naadams is

celebrated near the capital, Ulaanbaatcir

Flights to the capital are offered by Korean

Airlinesfrom Seoul, Aeroflotfrom Moscow,

and MIAT (Moiigolia's national ainmys)

from Beijing. Given the limited hotel space

in Ulaanbaatar, overseas visitors should

make reservations well in advance. English

is not widely spoken, roads are few and

extremely rough, and -rental cars are

nonexistent, so the assistance ofa travel

agentfamiliar with the country is

recommended. Transit visasfor Russia or

China and a tourist visafor Mongolia are

required.
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Riders and their mounts warm up before the

start. Wlien the race begins, they gallop

across the steppe until the turn-around

signal—the most dangerous motnent, when

some ridersfall atxd risk being trampled in

the terrible jostling.

weapon, once employed by Mongol

horsemen in combat, has a range ofmore

than 350 yards. Today's Naadam archers

stand and shoot at surs (rows of small felt

and leather balls)—the men from a dis-

tance of 75 yards, the women from 65.

Of Naadam's three events, horse racing

IS by far the most exciting. Although once

a proving ground for warriors, it is today

a competition reserved for young riders

(ages five to thirteen) and their horses.

Revered for their strength, speed, and

agility, Mongolia's short, stocky horses

have long been central to the life of Asia's

nomadic warriors and herdsmen. Accord-

ing to Venetian traveler Marco Polo, a

Mongol horseman could sustain himself

by drinking his mount's blood and "ride

quite ten days' march without eating any

cooked food and without lighting a fire."

Used for transportation, food, and sport,

horses also serve as a medium of exchange

in a culture whose currency is of uncer-

tain and fluctuating value.

The mares are especially valued for

their productivity: not only do they en-

sure the continuity of each family's herd

but they are also the indispensable source

of a fermented milk drink called airag.

This rich, milcOy alcoholic beverage is an

essential part of the Naadam tradition and

is served at most of Mongoha's other so-

cial occasions as well. Although for out-

siders an acquired taste, airag is to Mongo-

lia what vodka is to Russia or beer is to

Germany: the national drink of choice.

In the summer of 1997, French pho-

tographer Pierre Perrin t'oDowed a sLx-

year-old girl named Chagi as she and her

family made the three-week journey

trom their customary grazing lands in

eastern Mongolia to a Naadam festival in

Galshar—about 180 miles from Ulaan-

baatar. Chagi's family, like other Mongo-
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lian nomads, makes its livii^ by raising

livestock. Chagi's grandfather, Tseden-

sodnom, is one of the largest stockbreed-

ers in Mongolia, with a herd of more

than 1,000 animals: 400 sheep, 360 goats.

160 horses, 140 co^^s, and 15 camels.

Dming most of the communist era, pri-

vate ownership of domestic animals was

strictlj' controlled by the central go\^m-

ment. Since the country's acceptance of

ftee-market reforms in 1990, however,

rules have been liberalized, and herd sizes

have growTi considerably (Some econo-

mists applaud the change, but enxiron-

mentalists fear the inevitable effects of

overgrazing, which are already evident in

many parts ofthe country.)

To find enough food, the herds must

frequentl^T be moved as much as thirty or

fort^' rrules across the country's fenceless

grasslands. AH her life, Chagi has moved

with her family's livestock. Like most

children in Mongolia, she has been able

to ride a horse since she could w^alk. This

ability taken for granted in daily life, is a

source ofenormous famiW pride when it

is appHed to Naadam's rough-and-tumble

racing competition. "With her grandfa-

thers help, Chagi has been preparing for

the big race since early spring, training on

the fastest, leanest, and strongest of the

family s horses. To be prepared for the

strain of Naadam, the horses to be raced

are ridden during the hottest time of the

day, sometimes wrapped in sheepskin.

They are taught not to stop during the

race, no matter what might happen. In

some cases, a young rider has fellen off a

3

x-<V

J

Above: Chagi rides liatless. Right:

During tiie race, a young rider's feet

may be tied to the stirrups. Far

right: Tlie riders' unprotectedfaces,

like this child's, are often bruised and

cut durino the race.

horse that nevertheless has gone on to

win the race.

On the day of her Naadam competi-

tion, Chagi carefully groomed and bound

her horse's mane and tail. She then tied

her own hair with a big blue bow^ and

donned her best silk del, the traditional

one-piece tunic worn by both men and

women. Before the race began, a com-

'V
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tr Further Reading
To learn iiuire about the country, read

Mongolia's Culture and Society, by

Sechin Jagchid and Paul Hyer

(Westmcw Press, 1979), and The

Changing World of Mongolia's

Nomads, /))' Mebyn C. Goldstein and

Cynthia M. Beall (The University of

California Press, 1994). ,
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Below and right: After the festival, Chagi's

grandfather takes her to Ulaanbaatar to show

her the big city, where she samples some

rides at the Russian-buihfairgrounds.

,^^0^

mittee ofjudges checked the ages of the

horses (by their teeth) and the security ot

their harness, girth, and saddle frxtures.

After each was registered and issued a

number, the riders sang an ancient song,

drank some airag, and splashed some on

the horses' flanks for luck.

Before hundreds of spectators and

cheering friends and family, Tsedensod-

nom led Chagi to the starting line. At the

opening shout, she and the other young

jockeys exploded onto the course and

thundered ofi" across the steppe for a dis-

tance of eight miles. Then, at the signal to

turn, they galloped the same distance

back to the waiting crowd. As the roars of

excitement subsided, the dust-coated rid-

ers and their lathered mounts were liber-

ally doused with airag. The winning horse

was dubbed "Tumny ekh," the Leader of

Ten Thousand, and the riders were given

presents of freshly chopped cheese.

Although Chagi did not win this year's

race, she had a respectable finish. She and

her grandfather were very pleased. When

the final match was over and goodbyes

had been said, it was time for Chagi and

her family to return to the work of raising

livestock and preparing for the winter to

come. With luck, she wiU race at Naadam

again next year.
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Voracious Evolution Art by Ray Troll

Story byJohn G. Maisey

Shark teeth are among the most common of all vertebrate

fossils. While such abundance may befit creatures renowned

for their appetites, it contrasts with the rarity of shark

skeletons. Sharks, rays, and their less numerous kin the

chimaeras, or ratfishes, are characterized by skeletons

composed ot cartilage rather than solid bone. (Collectively,

they are known as chondrichthyans; bony fishes are the

osteichthyans.) After a shark or ray dies, the microscopic

layer of phosphate prisms covering the cartilage, held

together by a framework of collagen fibers, is easily shattered

into thousands of fi-agments. Happily, just within the past

two decades, discoveries of more complete remains {notably

oi Stcthacanthus in Scodand and Fakatus in Montana) have

enabled paleontologists to give form to many fi-agments and

to discern the prehistory' of sharks and their relatives.

And what a colorfial prehistory it is. Modern shark

diversity seems dull compared with the array of

chondrichthyans that existed in the Carboniferous period.

At that time, from 360 to 300 million years ago, large parts

of present-day Europe and North America were covered by

warm, shallow seas. Sharks and their relatives flourished in

this subtropical marine paradise. We know of more than two

dozen famihes, but any tally in the fossil record is bound to

fall short.We are limited to the fossils we happen to find, and

these never give us the complete picture. In todays well-

studied oceans, we recognize forty tamilies of

chondrichthyans. More pertinent to the question of

diversity, however, are the differences among families. Today,

most sharks are modest variations on the basic shark theme.

In the Carboniferous, sharks were wildly distinctive.

A rehct of this dramatic ancient diversity' is seen today in

the chimaeras, whose name, from the fantastic animal of

Greek mythology, reflects their bizarre anatomy. Ancestral

chimaeras diverged fi^ona mainstream shark evolution and

gave rise to many weird and wonderfijl creatures. Some had

armor-plated heads rivahng those ot the ponderous

placoderm fishes that Hved during the preceding Devonian

period. Others, such as Iniopcra, Sibirhyiichiis, and Iniopteiyx,

bore recurved and barbed spines projecting fi-om their fins

and bodies. The cochliodonts, among others, used batteries

of tooth plates

—

expanses of fiased

teeth—to crush their

prey. Today, this array of

chimaera body plans is

gone. Only the elephant

fish (Rhinochimacra) and

ratfishes (Clnmaera and

Callorhynclms), with their

large upper and lower

tooth plates, have

survived.

Sharks of the

Carboniferous were as

highly specialized as

their chimaera cousins,

and their overall diversity

IS comparable to that of

In Swimming with die Sharks, the artist portrays humdfamoug living

ami extinct cartilaginous fish knoiimfroni varions localities around the world.

modern-day reef-dwelling bony fishes. This suggests that

sharks were once able to divide up the highly productive,

warm-water reef environment into many distinct niches in

ways their present-day descendants do not. (By contrast,

bony fishes, which dominate in numbers and diversity today,

were relatively unspecialized 300 million years ago during

the heyday ot cartilaginous fishes.) Some Carboniferous

sharks had elaborate secondary sexual features in the form of

specialized spines and barbed hooks on their heads and back

fins. Male Stethacanthus, Damocles, and Fakatns may have used

these adornments to attract females. Other ancient sharks,

such as Helicoprion and Orniilwprion, evolved tooth whorls in

the lower jaws that looked like, and probably worked as

efficiently as, buzz saws. Still others developed a complex

conveyor-belt mechanism for rapid tooth replacement.

These last are the kinds of sharks that survived through the

age of dinosaurs to the present. Their teeth were used for

just weeks or even days before being shed.

Far from primitive, the kinds of sharks and rays living

today are highly evolved. They derive fi-om an ancestor that

appeared 200 million years ago, midway along the

chondrichthyan evolutionary time fine and at about the

same time as the precursors ot mammals and birds. Sringrays

first appeared about 60 million years ago and thus are iiom a

lineage no older than that ot horses and primates.

The tooth replacement so characterisric ofmodern

sharks seems to have evolved in fits and starts. The oldest

fossil shark teeth are those of predators that lived some 400

million years ago. Extremely rare, many early shark teeth

display signs of considerable wear and tear. By the

Carboniferous, shark teeth were, like their bearers, more

plentiful and diverse and were being shed before they were

even blunted. By the Jurassic and Cretaceous (between 200

and 65 million years ago), most sharks were replacing their

teeth rapidly and in great numbers. The isolated tooth fossils

of sharks such as Hybodus are often still as sharp as the day

they were shed.

There were two post-Cretaceous quanmm leaps in

shark-tooth producdon. One was during the Eocene (56 to

35 million years ago), when essentially modern shark faunas

became estabUshed, and

the second during the

Miocene (23 to 5

million years ago), when
the greatest of the great

whites, Carcharodon

nicgalodon, pfied the

oceans wielding six-

inch, serrated tooth

blades. Like their

modern descendants,

many Miocene sharks

replaced each tooth

every few weeks,

processing and discarding

thousands in a lifetime.

"Voracious evolution"

indeed! D
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Ourfailure

to recognize

our

connection

with the

global

ecosystem

lies behind

the

biodiversity

crisisfadng

ourplanet

today.

Photographs of

the Hall of

Biodiversity by

Enrico

Ferorelli

Adaptedfrom Life

in the Balance:

Humanity and

the Biodiversity

Crisis. A Peter N.

Nevraumont Book

(Princetop Univer-

sity Press), 1998

Life in the
By Niles Eldredge

Life is abundant, colorful, and richly diverse. Biodiversity

is that spectrum of Ufe fi-om the smallest bacteria to the

giant redwoods, from algae to wild dogs. It is all the

world's millions of Hving species and aU the places in

which they Hve—the vast array of ecological systems

ranging from the polar ice caps, with their relatively few

species, to the forests and grasslands of the Tropics, which

teem with species. The interconnections of all these species and ecosystems form a global ecosys-

tem now roughly 4 billion years old.

Energy flows through the individual systems as animals consume plants that have trapped solar

energy through photosynthesis; these animals are eaten by other animals, and all are destined to

die eventually and be recycled by microbes and fungi. Energy also flows between ecosystems.

What happens in the Amazonian rainforest ultimately affects not only the conspicuous mammals

and birds of that forest but also its river fauna. Runoff from the rivers affects the ocean and all its

life. Our failure to recognize our part in this complete system lies behind the biodiversity crisis

facing the planet today.

Take the air we breathe, for example. The atmosphere close to Earth's surface is mostly inert

nitrogen (79 percent), which in itself is a good thing—an atmosphere richer in oxygen than it

already is (20.9 percent) would HteraUy fan the flames of out-of-control wildfires. But it is oxygen

that most of us mean when we talk about "air." Oxygen is absolutely essential to aU living things

except for a very few forms of microbial life that utilize other chemical pathways to break down

the nutrients on which they live. All the rest—most microbes, plants, fungi, and animals—require

a constant supply of oxygen just to exist. Although no one seriously thinks that our supply of

oxygen is in imminent danger of collapse, it is important to realize just where the daily replen-

ishment of this most precious resource comes from: most of the world's fresh supphes of oxygen

are produced by single-ceUed, microscopic plantlike organisms floating near the surface of the

oceans—supplemented, of course, by the photosynthesizing activities of terrestrial plants. Con-

sider also that green plants filter out noxious gases, utilizing carbon dioxide in the very act of

photosynthesis, and absorb other noxious effluents, including particulate matter from dirty air.

Of course, plants do more for us than enrich and cleanse the atmosphere. The Amazonian

rainforest, for instance, controls the water cycle over a vast region because its trees transpire a

tremendous amount of water every day. Clearing forests leads to the massive erosion of soil no

longer held in place by tree roots. Earth is losing 25 billion tons of topsoil each year through ero-

sion—a direct reflection of our conversion of land with natural vegetation into farmland and a



Balance
portent of the difficulties that lie ahead for us because of our continued reliance on agriculture. 1

Consider for a moment the net effect of increased erosion from denuded lands on the global sys- |

tern. Coral reefs typically fringe the shorelines in tropical oceans, and coral reefs worldwide are |

beginning to show distress. Reefs, for all their massive structure, are actually made up of deHcate |

colonial animals that are extremely sensitive to the silt content in water. They quickly die as the |

clear tropical waters become clouded with particles of clay and quartz, as has happened recently 1

in Belize. Coral reefs also provide a protective barrier to delicate ecosystems, such as the man- |

grove wetlands fringing the southern tip of Florida, breeding grounds for countless species offish |

and "shellfish." Without such habitats, our fisheries

—

..,_..

already on the verge of collapse in many places, over-

I taxed as they are by often ruinous fishing practices

—

would soon be in even worse shape.

Oxygen is only one of the elements provided to

animals courtesy of other living things. Nitrogen, an

essential component of all proteins, is another. De-

spite its plentiful supply, virtually no organisms—not

even plants—can extract nitrogen from the atmos-

phere and incorporate it directly into their bodies.

Only a few forms of bacteria (aptly called nitrogen-

frxing bacteria) can accomphsh the task. Some plants,

'i such as the legumes (peas and their relatives), harbor

nitrogen-fixing bacteria amid their roots. AH the ni-

trogen in our bodies comes from eating plants, or eat-

ing animals that have eaten plants. The cycle is com-

plete when organisms that decompose dead plants and

animals produce ammonia, which is then converted

by other bacteria into nitrates that plants can pick up

again directly from the soil and convert into free at-

mospheric nitrogen.

And what about the carbon cycle? Carbon is crucial to the construction of our very bodies, but

I
it must return to the system so more bodies can be built. In the arid Tropics, the carbon cycle de-

pends entirely on termites. No termites, no plant decay—and without these agents of decomposi-

tion, life would soon simply cease as vast mounds of dead plants accumulated and sat there. Ter-

mites cannot break down the strong carbon bonds of cellulose, the prime constituent of plants, any

better than we can. They need help, just as plants need bacteria to extract nitrogen from the at-

mosphere. Bacteria (and some protozoa) fill the bill. Spirochetes (related to those that cause

How can we comprehend the vast sweep of living diver-

sity—the 10 million species now living, not to mention the

millions that have evolved and become extinct over the 3.5-

biUion-year history of Ufa? It helps to think of organisms in

five basic groups—the kingdoms Monera, Protista, Fungi,

Plantae, and Animaha. The Ust can also be divided into two

groups. Monera (or bacteria), which lack distinct nuclei and

the internal organelles present in all other organisms, consti-

tute the prokaryotes. AH other organisms are known as eu-

kar>'otes; their main component, DNA, is housed in a discrete

nucleus and their cells contain certain stiaictures—mitochon-

dria and chloroplasts, for example—that supply energy to

buUd the cell and maintain its flincrions.

Of the eukaryotes, plants, fimgi, and animals appear to be

evolutionarily coherent groups; that is, the species within

them share common features and seem to have descended

from a single, common ancestor. But microbiologists are only

now unraveling the evolutionary relationships of single-

celled eukaryotes—the protists. These include amoebas,

algae, and a host of far less familiar organisms. Some of them

may be more closely related to multicellular plants, fungi,

and animals than they are to one another.

m*
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syphilis and Lyme disease) housed in the guts of termites actually break down the cellulose into or-

ganic compounds that the termites can use. Without those lowly microbes—and their plant-eat-

ing termite hosts—there would be no carbon cycle, and we would all soon be in trouble.

Nitrogen fixation and cellulose digestion are but two examples that point to a crucial, hidden

world of microbial Ufe. That world—teeming with

invisible bacteria and with other, more complex sin-

gle-celled creatures—splays a disproportionate role in

running the global system, regulating the amounts

and proportions of gases in the atmosphere and water,

decomposing larger plants and animals, and enriching

soil. There can be no doubt that the vast range of or-

ganisms in global systems—from microbes to fungi,

plants, and animals—splays a far greater role in our

everyday lives than we think. We take them for

granted. That is fine, so long as we don't tip the

applecart by destroying so many local ecosystems

that we compromise the global system and our very

existence.

Yet we have already lost many of the players in the

system. Recent measures of extinction rates yield

amazing results. Many species in museum collections

simply cannot be found in the wild anymore. Col-

leagues at the American Museum of Natural History

have told me of returning after a few years' absence to

locales where they had once found new species—in

one case, a spider in Chile—only to find that the spe-

cies' habitats had been completely destroyed. Rough

but credible estimates of current rates of species loss

result from combining known rates of habitat de-

struction with accurate assessments of the numbers of

species occurring per hectare in tropical rainforests

and the average size of the areas each occupies. The

most famous of these, E. O. Wilson's figure of27,000

species a year, boils down to three species an hour

that are lost forever. Some biologists think Wilson's

figure is too high, but plenty of others think he has

underestimated the loss. Although habitats have been

vastly altered in North America and Eurasia, the con-

sequences there have not been as severe as in the Tropics. The same amount of habitat destruc-

tion in the Tropics accounts for many times more species' extinctions than would occur in the

higher latitudes—a pattern of vast significance to understanding both the generation and the loss

of biodiversity. Because high-latitude species are broadly adapted physiologically, they are conse-

quendy distributed over far larger ranges than species typically are in the Tropics. A songbird spe-

cies such as the American redstart, with huge populations spread out every summer over south-

Earth still belongs to bacteria, despite the ubiquity

and far more obvious presence of us eukaryotes. Nine major

groups (phyla) of bacteria are still very much with us. Some,

such as the blue-green algae, are photosynthesizers. Others,

such as spirochetes, work alongside protists (such as

zoomastiginans) in the hindguts of termites, breaking down

cellulose. Other spirochetes are not nearly as friendly to our

interests, causing syphilis, Lyme disease, and other unpleasant

human afflictions.

The two most primitive of the living groups of bacteria

constitute the Archaebacteria. One type, the methanogens,

are poisoned on contact with oxygen (the earliest atmosphere

ofEarth was virtually oxygen-free), as befits holdovers of the

most primitive life-forms. The other type is capable of living

in the most extreme environment—highly concentrated

brine pools (death to other organisms) and hot springs.

We animals share with ELingdoni Fungi and King-

dom Plantae the distinction of having bodies constructed of

many cells. Humans have billions of body cells—belonging

to more than 200 different cell types; although plants and

fiangi are also multicellular, none ofthem comes close to our

own species in terms of cell diversity.

Do we therefore assume that multicellularity is an evolu-

tionary specialization that links us most closely either with

plants or with fungi? Or do we contemplate the possibility

diat the closest relatives of animals may instead be among

certain of the vast array of single-celled microbes?

While still holding out the possibility (which I happen to

beUeve) that we animals are actually even more closely related

to amoebalike and flagellated protists, we can legitimately ask

which of the other two multicellular kingdoms, plant or

fungi, are our closest relatives.

It's the fimgi. Yep. Fungi (mushrooms, molds, and yeasts

being the best known) share more genetic information with

us than we—or fungi—do with plants.

.^-.'.J|i^^;rf^l:v:y.v;vo.'v.;i.v.-l,\^a(/if^i.^-^•,^^-^.^>.
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Free-living, single-celled flagellates move around like

sperm cells, powered by the vindulating motions of their fla-

gella. They are heterotrophs; like true animals, they engulf

food, rather than synthesizing sugar from sunlight the way

plants and certain photosynthetic microbes do. Amoebas also

engulffood, but lacking flagella, they locomote in an entirely

different way—by extending their protoplasm through

pseudopods, re-forming their bodies to move in the desired

direction. Amoebalike cells also show up in sponges as the

cells that secrete the spicules (segments of the body skeleton),

which are composed of either calcium carbonate, silica

(glass) , or the more familiar spongy proteinaceous material of

the familiar bath sponges. No question that sponges are true

animals, not because sponges prowl around seizing prey but

because the few cell types they have are animal-like and also

very similar to the most animal-like of the single-celled mi-

crobial prorists.
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em Canada and die northern United States, can suffer great reductions in numbers yet still be

nowhere near total annihilation. But tropical species are sitting ducks, as the fossil record also

clearly shows: they are. as a rule, much more narrowly adapted and restricted in range than are

t\-pical higher-latitude species.

Habitat destruction is only one aspect of human interference that has led directiv to species

endangerment and extinctions. Another is simple overexploitation—overhunting and overfish-

ing. The great auk, the passenger pigeon, and many other species were simply hunted to death.

Modem technology has made marine fishing so efficient that vast tracts of ocean bottom are

being denuded in the marine equivalent offorest clear-cutting. This very same technology, how-

ever, is hideously wastefiil; marine turdes and seals, along with many unmarketable species offish

and invertebrates, die \^ith even." puU of the net or

passage of the trawler.

Another kind of hnman interference with the

global ecosystem is the introduction of "ahen spe-

cies"—^plants and animals that foUo\\' humans around

the planet. Many species have been and are still being

dehberately introduced, as ^\"hen Europeans brought

both domesticated and wild species wixh them to

their colonies for utilitarian and, presumably, nostal-

gic and aesthetic reasons.

Introduced species can and often do drive native

species directly to extinction, and the loss ofthese na-

tives sends shock ^vaves through ecos\'stems. (In these

cases, ecos\'stem destruction is a consequence, not a

cause, of species extinction.) The brov^Ti tree snake,

ior example, has driv^en several native species of birds

The angiosperms, or flowering plants, include aD the

familiar ^^ildflowe^s plus all but a handful ofdie wodd's trees,

bushes, and grasses. The\? are by far the dominant, most nu-

merous members of the modem plant ^^dd. (Mosses and

ferns are the most conspicuous of the remaining plant

phyla—holdovers from the eady days of plant e\T)lurion-)

osperms evolved rapidh? beginning in the Cretaceous,

a large extent repladr^ the cycads (palmlike trees such as

the sago palm, one of the few survi\-ing members of this

group) and the conifers (pines and their relati\"es, which go

back to the Paleozoic but are now limited to a scant 550 spe-

cies). There are at least 230,000 species of angiosperms.

Their name (meaning "encased seeds") derives fiom the se-

cret of their success, a seed that houses the embr\"onic plant

and the endosperm to nourish it as it develops. The en-

dosperm is protected by a tou^ outer seed coat. Thus, the

angiosperm seed is the plant eqm\-alent of the vertebrate am-

niote egg; both are \ital reproductive adaptations conveying

areat advantages to lite on land.
to extinction since its introduction into Guam during

World War II; loss of that island's native bird species,

in turn, has disrupted the normal predator/prey bal-

ance and other aspects of local ecos}"stems.

Although ecos\-stem disruptions probably happened in the deep geological past—as when the

joining ot North and South America resulted in migrations and the loss ofmany mammalian spe-

cies—^we began our own course ofnegati\?e impact wien our species started to spread around the

•uorid 100,000 wars ago. We intensified that impact \Aith the invention of agriculture 10,000

years ago and with our \TrmaIly simultaneous declaration ofwar on local ecos\"stems. Agriculmre

changed the entire relationship benveen humans and ever\"thing else H\"ing in their ^icinit\. To

plow' a single field, to cultivate just a handhil of crop species, meant destroying dozens of native

plant species that would otherwise have been growing there. No one ever heard of a "wreed"

until humans began dictating that only a limited number of plant t\^es should be growing on a

gi\-en plot ofland. Even though famine has stalked the enterprise since its inception (there really

is no such thing as complete control over food suppUes), agriculture has been a sturmingly suc-

cessfiil ecological strategx". The best indicator of ecological success is growth in population ot the

species in question. Estimates var}', but it seems likely that there w^ere no more than 5 miUion

people on the planet 10,000 years ago. We had nearly completed our spread over the globe by i



then, but we were still organized into relatively small groups as hunter-gatherers, stUl utterly de-

pendent on the productivity of the local ecosystems in which we lived.

The upper limit on human population back then was set by the same rules that govern the

numbers of all other species: each population is lim-

ited by environmental "carrying capacity," the average

number of individuals that a local habitat can support

(taking into account available food and nutrient re-

sources primarily, but also other important factors,

such as the prevalence of predators and disease-caus-

ing microbes, and even more general influences, such

as cHmate and rainfall). Each local population had its

maximum, usually thirty or forty individual hunter-

gatherers. It was agriculture that popped the Hd off

the natural regulation of human population. No
longer Hmited by the inherent productivity of local

ecosystems, human agricultural societies immediately

began to expand. Agriculture makes a settled exis-

tence possible—and as populations began to grow, as

patterns of political control and the division of labor

began to emerge, human life rather quickly assumed

the form familiar to those of us living in advanced

modern societies.

Now we are all connected, in a direct economic

sense, with all the other human populations on the

globe. We import and we export, and we have a util-

itarian approach to life's exuberant diversity. Today we

exchange an astonishing $1 triUion worth of goods

and services daily among ourselves. Our destructive

impact on Earth has been exacerbated by the Indus-

trial Revolution, runaway population growth, and the

unequal distribution of wealth. By ceasing to depend

on local ecosystems, we have become estranged from

the natural world. But in forsaking local ecosystems,

we haven't managed to escape nature, despite the en-

tirely new relationship we have established with it. In-

stead, we are engaged in a perpetual race to feed our-

selves, and every time we come up with clever

innovations of agricultural technologies—whether the crop rotation and efficient plowing meth-

ods of a few centuries ago or the biotechnological manipulation of crop plant genes today

—

human population numbers expand right along with them.

Terrestrial ecosystems are becoming farmland at an unprecedented clip (one estimate has a halt"

hectare of tropical rainforest disappearing every second!) and, to a lesser extent, disappearing

under suburban housing developments, shopping malls, highways, and continuously expanding

cities. Ecosystems are also falling victim to the devastation of overharvesting (of trees and fish-

The most primitive of all animal groups hardly flil-

fill the conventional picture of what an animal really is. Coe-

lenterates are such a group: this vast phylum of animals lacks

organs entirely but gets by with a "tissue-grade" body orga-

nization. They are the jellyfish that can be such a bane to

swimmers; they are also sea anemones on rocky shorelines.

They are also the corals that form extensive reefs in the

oceans. No matter what form they take, the animal is the

soul of simphcity, consisting ofbut two layers oftissue that do

all the work—filtering food particles, absorbing oxygen, and

producing eggs and sperm.

Many coelenterate colonies form a kind of superorgan-

ism. A brain coral, for example, is actually a colony of hun-

dreds of genetically identical individuals. A single adult Por-

tuguese man-of-war consists of several different types of

individuals that form floats, reproductive structures, and

stinging tentacles. It is a colony that looks deceptively like an

individual organism with multiple organs.

Earthworms, a powerful force in terrestrial ecosystems,

are so important that, late in his life, Darwin devoted an en-

tire book to them. Earthworms are responsible for renewing

the earthiness of soil (a combination of small flakes of rock-

derived minerals and organic materials in various states of

decay). Adding nutrients to the soil as dirt passes through

their guts, earthworms turn over the topsoil as well as aerate

it as they emerge at night to leave their castings on the sur-

face. Along with sunpler, wormlike nematodes (yet another

major phylum of invertebrates), earthworms are largely re-

sponsible for the rejuvenation of soils—the very underpin-

nings of terrestrial ecosystems of all types, firom grasslands to

forests. Although modern agriculture has substituted harrows

and fertilizers for a traditional, natural dependence on the ac-

tion of earthworms, nonetheless these creatures remain vital

to global agricultural production.
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New species of mollusks and other invertebrates are

turrung up all the time. I even discovered one myself in 1968

as a student at Bodega Bay Marine Laboratory, on the Cah-

fornia coast some forty-five miles north of San Francisco.

There, in a tide pool exposed at low tide at 5:00 A.M., w^ere

two gorgeous, two-centimeter-long white nudibranch snarls

with red rhinaria (circlets of gills) belonging to a species my

colleagues and I could not identify in any guide book,

monograph, or professional papers at our disposal. If new

species are found in the intertidal zone ofsuch a populous re-

gion as northern California, think of what undiscovered

creatures lurk in the nooks and crannies beneath the waves or

on the ocean floor a mile and a half down or in the newly

discovered deep-sea vents.



eries, in particular), but change itself is nothing new. Paleontologists have identified five major

so-called mass extinction events over the course of the last 450 million years. These came about

in various ways, but all were driven by changes in the

physical environment. The current wave of mass ex-

tinctions is different. The driving force is biological.

Humans, the first global species, are precipitating the

Sixth Extinction. What can we do?

1. We must acknowledge the problem. Those of us

who are aware of the threat to biodiversity must begin

a systematic campaign to enlighten the world, rich

and poor nations alike, about the challenge of main-

taining biodiversity—and, ultimately, sustaining life

—

when few of the world's 6 billion people still live

within what remains of their local ecosystems.

Among the issues we must address in poor, develop-

Arthropoda is easily the most important group of

advanced aiiinia] life from the point of view of sheer num-

bers, diversity, and ecological impact. Their name refers to

their many legs, which are divided into several segments. In-

sects are arthropods, as are crabs and shrimp, spiders, scorpi-

ons, and many less famihar groups. Arthropods have invaded

virtually every known habitat on Earth. Although no one

knows for sure how many arthropod species there are, nearly

1.1 million species are known; 950,000 of them are insects,

and 350,000 of the insect species are beetles. Just how impor-

tant are arthropods to the natural economy? Harvard Univer-

sity ant speciahst and biodiversity expert E. O. Wilson, in his

book TJie Diversity of Life, has written; "So important are in-

sects and other land-dwelling arthropods that if all were to

disappear, humanity probably could not last more than a few

months [my italics]."

ing nations are sustainable harvesting and ecotourism.

But there are issues that need to be understood in de-

veloped nations as well. Most economists in the

United States, for example, still fail to acknowledge

the biodiversity problem, with some actually denying

that species loss really matters to human life.

2. We must stabilize the htimaii population. The pop-

ulation problem pertains to developed nations every

bit as much as to undeveloped nations (even though

the absolute numbers ofhumans may be much greater

in the latter) because overconsumption by rich na-

tions uses up resources. But poverty also leads to an

ever-widening circle of environmental annihilation.

People desperate for enough firewood with which to

cook their meager evening meal and shed a Httle Ught

and warmth also have a share in the destruction of the

world's forests.

Population biologist Joel Cohen, in his provocative

analysis How Many People Can the Earth Support?

(W. W. Norton, 1995), agrees with other analysts

who maintain that the human population will even-

tually stabilize of its own accord. Why? I beHeve it is

because we humans truly have redefined our niche,

becoming the first species to play a direct and con-

certed economic role within the global system. And
economic systems also have carrying capacities. Just as only so many squirrels can live in New
York City's Central Park—limited as the food supply is—only so many people can inhabit Earth.

How many people is that? Cohen says, wisely, that it depends on what level of subsistence you are

talking about. World population is now growing by nearly a quarter of a million people a day.

Sharks no longer loom as me rnbst important verte-

brates of the world's oceans. That title belongs to the true

bony fish. There are some 25,000 species of bony fishes

known, and more are being discovered all the time. Although

freshwaters around the world abound in species, most bony

fishes are marine, and most of these are tropical. The array

includes some marvelous renmants of old branches of fish-

dom, one of which led to us terrestrial vertebrates. Candi-

dates for our closest hving fishy relative include the lung-

fishes—with their notable capacity to survive droughts sealed

up in muddy burrows at lake and river bottoms—and the

famed coelacanth, thought to be extinct until one surfaced in

a fisherman's net in the 1930s.

But it was the evolutionary explosion of the advanced

actinops, the teleosts, in the Cretaceous Period, about 100

miUion years ago, that produced the initial spurt of what is

now a prodigious array of true bony fishes. These range from

anchovies and herrings up through giant tunas and include

A& sorts of colorful fish you see in aquariums—most of the

(Pper come from rivers in tropical chmes—as well as the riot

of fishes found in the vicinity of most of the world's coral

reefs, which are themselves restricted to the marine Tropics.

^%^f

J
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And according to most estimates, one or two billion is the most Earth can support in the fashion

of middle-class Americans. Accepting the disparity in wealth among nations—acceptmg, that is,

that the vast majority of the world's population currendy living in povertN^ will continue to do

so—how many people can Earth support? When will the stabilizing system automatically kick

in? At twelve billion? Fourteen billion? That's the ballpark range of most estimates. Long before

those kinds ofnumbers are reached, the world will see an increase in conflict, famine, and disease.

How can we stem the stiU-rising tide of human population? Cohen Usts several ways, none of

them easy. Dissemination ot birth control information and paraphernaUa is one obvious avenue

that has had good results. Sustainable economic de-

velopment, where it can be achieved, is another.

Studies and pilot projects in several developing na-

tions have shown that birthrates drop significandy in

proportion to the number of women who become

educated, who learn about birth control, and who

enter the workforce.

3. We must rewrite economics texts and fine-tune the

notion of siistainability. The goal must be to raise the

quality of Hfe for everyone now living on Earth, not

to produce more souls to share less and less. This is

the essence ot sustainability. We need to raise, mine,

quarry, and make only what we need to sustain our-

selves in our present numbers. We need to husband

our nonrenewable resources. Economists must begin

to reckon with the impact on local and global systems

of the removal of these resources. Responsible use

will leave plenty for the next generation, which, ide-

ally, will be no larger than the present generation.

4. We must utilize our existing expertise in conserva-

tion. A profound change has taken place in both the

discipline of conservation biology and the practice of

conservation in the field. Nearly everyone now

agrees that habitat loss and ecosystem degradation are

the main factors in the Sixth Extinction, and that

therefore conservation efforts should be aimed first and foremost at identifying and saving critical

habitats. This does not, of course, mean that we should never focus attention on individual spe-

cies. After all, it often amounts to the same thing. The outcry to save the giant panda or the

northern spotted owl also applied to saving as much as was left of their habitats. Indeed, focusing

on individual species helps conservation biologists identify which habitats and ecosystems are

most urgendy in need of protection.

But comparing ecosystems and component species to decide what to save and what to let go

is truly a tricky proposition. Is one ecosystem more valuable than another because it has more

species in it? If so, then tropical systems are by definition more valuable than their higher-latitude

counterparts. Are we to sacrifice the tundra because it has far fewer species than a tropical rain-

forest? Clearly, decisions on preservation must hinge on factors that transcend the presence of this

Frogs and salamanders are amphibians—smooth-

skinned, insect-earing descendants of the first vertebrates to

crawl out on land—and are thus founding members of the

earhest terrestrial ecosystems. Frogs are truly amphibious,

with many species spending more time out ofthe water than

in it. What makes an amphibian an amphibian is not so much

its daily mode of life but rather its reproductive habits. All

amphibians—frogs and salamanders—must seek out water, or

in some instances ver\' moist soils or even the leaves of very

humid tropical plants, to lay their eggs.

Not so reptiles—meaning turdes, crocodilians, tuataras,

lizards, and snakes. Except for the relatively few' reptile spe-

cies that give birth to live young, these organisms produce

amniote eggs, in which the developing embryo is ensconced

in a protective, water-filled membrane enveloped in a hard,

calcified shell. Bird eggs are ver^' similar to reptilian eggs.

Striking additional confirmation that birds are actually mem-
bers of the reptilian dinosaur clan came recently when re-

mains of the small dinosaur Oviraptor were foimd (by Mu-
seum paleontologist Mark NoreU and colleagues) in

Cretaceous sediments in MongoHa, in a position indicating

that the dinosaur was sitting on a clutch of eggs, its legs

folded under it, exacdy like a chicken. We niamnrals, too, are

amniotes: the "water" that "breaks," signaling the imminent

arrival of a new human baby, is none other than the amniotic

fluid of the ruptured amniotic sac.



or that particular species—or even the number of spe-

cies at risk, or their uniqueness, or whatever other

criterion we might adopt. If we take the longer view,

if we realize that intact ecosystems themselves, and

not just their component species, have value, then we

shall realize that all ecosystems, all habitats, and all

natural places have such value and that as much as

possible (and practicable) must be conserved—taking

into account, of course, sustainable use and the eco-

nomic well-being of local human inhabitants.

5. We must strike a balance between human economic

needs and the continued heahhy existence of ecosystems and

species. It is simply unacceptable to tell the head of a

starving family in Madagascar not to cut down trees

Birds, some 9,000 species of which have been identi-

fied, are among the best-known creatures on Earth, mainly

because the vast majority are diurnal—flying, eating, and

mating by day. (Mammals, in contrast, remain to a great ex-

tent nocturnal, a holdover from the bygone days of the

Mesozoic, when virtually all mammals were nighttime skulk-

ers, and dinosaurs, the ancestors of birds, ruled the day.)

From ostriches to sparrows, birds find their closest rela-

tives among the extinct sauropod dinosaurs, which included

the Ukes of Tyrannosaurus rex and the huge brontosaurians.

Most birds, Hke bats, fly; lacking teeth, birds pierce, bite, and

crush their various foodstuffi with their specialized, horny

beaks. Their feathers, like mammalian hair, were derived

from primordial reptihan scales, perhaps first as a means of

regulating body temperature and later as indispensable ad-

juncts for powered flight.

for firewood or not to burn the forest to clear land for

more rice cultivation. Such postures are arrogant, simplistic, and doomed. Sustainability refers as

much to human life as it does to the use of the local environment. Conservation, in short, is fu-

tile unless the economic interests and well-being of local peoples are central considerations.

People may be divorced in a formal, ecological sense from their local ecosystems, but espe-

cially in developing countries, they still freely use the fruits of those ecosystems. They kiU animals

SPECIES
Eastern Gniy Squirrel

Schtms caToUnmsis

An eastern gray

squirrel's

evolutionary

relationships.

From the center

i outii'ard, each set

of riitgs

ciminiscribcs an

cvcr-largcr set of

the squirrel's

ci'ohitionary

relatives, from

genus Sciurus to

the super kingdom

Eukaryota.
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InsectiTores—^moles, shrews, hedgehogs, and the

like—are insect (and earthworm) eaters. Bats (Order Chi-

roptera) presumably derived from early insectivores and be-

long to one of the most divene groups of mammals, one

\\dth more than 986 knowTi species.

Rodents, with some 1,814 knowii species, are distin-

guished by ever-growing incisors, allowing them to gnaw

aw-ay at their vegetable foodstuffs. They live in an amazing

array ofenvironments, from the Arctic tundra (lemmings) to

the depths of the tropical rainforest (South America's capy-

bara—the world's largest rodent).

for food and pelts; they cut trees for building and tlrewood. They have a sense that it is their right

to do so—and, of course, in so thinking, they are perfectly correct. If that attitude underlies the

ongoing destrucrion ot the emironment around them, it also, ironically enough, holds the key to

persuading local people the \\-orld over to think of themseh-es as ste^^ards of their environment

and to see that the living world around them is more valuable to them aUve than dead.

How, then, to con\dnce a young Malagasy man that Madagascar's lemurs must be saved and

that the only way to do so is not to cut do^^^l the \\'oodlands surrounding his home? We must es-

tablish economic enterprises that make it possible not just for isolated indi^^duals but for entire

communities to see the value ot the li\'ing world around them: value not in a traditional sense

—

as, say, fire\\"ood—but in new forms. Demonstrating the advantages of ecotourism, marketing of

forest products, and access to the diverse plant genes and natural pharmaceuticals contained

^^^thin the forest may con\Tnce local peoples that re-

taining the natural \A'orld is more profitable than de-

stropng it would be.

6. tie iimst develop a political will and agenda. Con-

seiwation is not a ne\\- movement. Theodore Roo-

sevelt was a conspicuous part of the effort to save the

American bison from extinction and, perhaps more

importantly, to create our national parks system. Al-

though some historians argue that this system re-

flected the desire of railroad magnates to set aside

scenic wonders as an incentive for railroad travel in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the

sheer act of setting aside vast tracts of land also greatly abetted conser\'ationist goals. At mid-

twentieth centurv". we had the ^^Titings ofsuch inspii'ational conser\-arionists as Aldo Leopold and

Rachel Carson.

The Earth Day movement goes back to the 1960s, and there is no doubt that the air is now

basically cleaner around New York Citv \\here I Ii\e. than it was several decades ago. Non-

governmental organizations actively lobbying for conser\-ation goals have sprung up and, sever-

ally and collectively, contributed much to the cause. Like^^^se, scientists in the academic commu-

nity" have begun to take heed of the current crisis and to respond, A new field, conserv'ation

biolog}"—dedicated to apphdng biological principles to the task of conser\'ing species and ecosys-

tems—has been developed. Scientific societies are also getting involved—for example, plant and

animal systemarists have developed a well-conceived plan to make an inventor\' of the ^^"orld's

biodiversit)' through a massive, integrated effort.

Most critically, the public has, by degrees, become more sensitive to en\'ironmental issues and

more concerned with the fijture of life and the physical en\iromnent around us. Cable television

channels are crammed wdth nature shows, and if most of these fail to mention the Sixth Extinc-

tion, they do signal an appreciation for the natural world. Although the United States lags behind

in the formation of "green" poHtical parties like those found in many nations in Europe and else-

where, en\tironmental issues consistently rank high in our national opinion surveys.

But the United States—^inexpUcably and inexcusably, in my We\\"—has yet to ratif\' the biodi-

versity' treaty that emerged from the United Nations—sponsored conference on enviromnent and

development, popularly called the Earth Summit, which took place in Rio de Janeii-o in 1992.



Most of the world's nations have ratified this document, which, among other things, calls for a

concerted stucly of each nation's biodiversity and a massive effort to slow the destruction of

ecosystems and the loss of species. Republican president George Bush declined to sign the docu-

ment. The Democratic administration of Bill Clinton

signed in 1993, but Congress has yet to ratify it. What

we need is nonpartisan, positive action.

The goodwill of the American people, plus the ef-

forts of individuals, nongovernmental organizations,

and scientific groups, means a lot, but we also have to

put our money where our mouths are, and that means

substantial and consistent government support. The

old conservationist saw "Think globally, act locally"

never meant so much as it does now, and its original

intent remains true: If everyone takes care of his or

her own neighborhood, the global envn"onment will

be better off

We, species Homo sapiens, are vertebrate animals—al-

though of rather a peculiar sort. Unlike all other organisms,

most humans no longer live within the confines of local

ecosystems. Through our self-awareness, our cognition, and

our capacity to use language, we have collectively devised an

elaborate behavioral system handed down through the gener-

ations by learning rather than through genes. This is our

unique adaptation, through which we perform the usual

gamut of animal functions.

We are members of the Order Primates, allied through a

long evolutionary sequence with the great apes, Old and

New World monkeys, and the "lower primates," including

lemurs and lorises. We are among the more primitive of

mammalian groups, stretching all the way back across the

Mesozoic-Cenozoic boundary to the Cretaceous, when true

mammals first began their evolutionary radiation.

All this means thinking about the long-term,

rather than tomorrow's short-term, gains. The effort

requires (1) implementation of suggested initiatives to

document remaining biodiversity worldwide; (2) as-

sessment of the extent and health of remaining

ecosystems; (3) development and implementation of

conservation poHcies that reflect both the true eco-

nomic value of the living world and the economic

needs of existing human populations interacting with

these ecosystems.

The task is enormous. It will cost billions of dollars

and will have to involve the direct participation not

only of politicians and scientists but also of business-

people, economists, demographers, lawyers, sociolo-

gists, and anthropologists—all with their particular

expertise on the relation of humans to the physical,

living environment.

We have arrived at the present state—worrisome as

it is—simply by doing what we do best: using our

brains, our culture, to wrest a living from the natural

world. Yet we know we are eating ourselves out of

'house and home. We know we are fouling our nests in the bargain. We must remember that we

Igot into this predicament honestly, by devising bigger and better mousetraps—contrivances to

make a living. The biggest one so far, the one that utterly changed our position in the natural

world, was the invention of agriculture—an experiment that, if it has perhaps succeeded too well,

has nonetheless given us all the finer things of human experience.

And so, I think, if we have arrived at this exalted, troubled state through our own cleverness,

isurely we are smart enough to call a halt, to say "enough," to stabilize, to strike a balance. D

What of viruses? Aren't they alive as vpell? In a

word, no. Viruses have RNA but are utterly unable to repro-

duce on their own. Although much smaller and simpler than

bacteria (suggesting that they are an even more primitive

form of life), viruses are parasites, utterly dependent on the

DNA of living creatures, whose cells they invade, take con-

trol of, and use to replicate themselves. Thus, viruses—what-

ever they are—must have made their appearance after bacte-

ria and eukaryotes.

Fantastic as it may seem, I think there is much to the sug-

gestion (from microbiologist Lynn Margulis) that viruses are

escaped snippets of the genetic code of other organisms.

Viruses do not form a coherent natural group. Some—such

as those that cause polio, AIDS, or flu—may be more closely

related to us than they are to, say, the tobacco mosaic virus.

Important as they nonetheless are to the well-being (or lack

thereof) of the world s true organisms, viruses stand to the

side in the spectiaim of life.
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Evolution and Environment
The two faces of biodiversity

Hie heart of the

evohitioiiary

process hes in

local ecosystems,

where the

u'ifiners and

losers ifi the

oaf lie of life are

recorded.

Charles Darwin is most famous for his

enunciation of the principle of natural se-

lection, an idea that comes fixDm combin-

ing two very different obser\'ations about

organisms in the wild. The first is that no two indr^id-

uals in a popvilation are exacdv alike. This natural vari-

ation is present in every population in ever\- ecos\-stem.

Moreover, this \-ariation is heritable—meaning simply

that organisms tend to resemble their parents.

Darwin drew his second obser\'ation fiom a pam-

phlet by the Reverend Thomas Malthus entided An

Essay on the Principle oJPopulauou As It Affects the Future

Improrement of Society. Malthus 's point w^^ that, if left

unchecked, the human population (and, as Darwin re-

alized, the population of any species) would soon

mushroom to huge numbers. Darwin calculated that,

starting with a single pair of elephants, and assuming a

production of six ofepring per elephant over a sixtx-

year period of fertilin,; some 19 million

elephants would be aUve after 750 years.

Since no such unstoppable, geometric ex-

plosion of elephants, or any other species

for that matter, has taken place, something

must be at work to keep populations in

check. That something is precisely the ex-

igencies of the game of life: the need to

find food, stave off disease, ward offpreda-

tors, find a mate, contend with too much

or too litde water or with temperatures

too hot or too cold.

Darwin also studied how- animal

breeders modily- the traits of livestock and

pets by allowing only a relatively small number ofindi-

\iduals—those with a desired trait—to reproduce.

Darwin recognized that the reproductive control

breeders impose on their stock is similar to what wild

populations experience: Only those organisms best

suited to coping with the factors that limit population

^ize wiE (on average) be the ones that survive and re-

produce and, in the process, pass along those very traits

that were the ingredients for success.

But if the traits for success are sifted by natural se-

lection and handed down preferentially to each suc-

ceeding generation, w ont evolution eventuallv come

to a halt, as traits are perfected? In theor\; yes—^if, that

is, the en\ironment doesn't change. But emironments

do change, sometimes a lot. sometimes a Htde, daily,

seasonally, yearly, and over longer, geological periods.

And these changes are important. The heart of the

evolutionary process Hes within local ecosystems, for it

is here that ecological and evolutionary' processes inter-

sect and here that the winners and losers in the game of

Hfe are recorded.

In Lewis Carroll's Tlirough the Looking Ghus, the

Red Queen complained that she had to run constandy

just to stay in one place. In the 1970s, that image ap-

pealed to the UniversiD,- of Chicago's Leigh Van Valen,

who thought it a usefiil metaphor for how" species re-

late to one another in the wild—^and how their inter-

action affects their evolution. Underhing the

metaphor is a basic assumption: within a particular

ecosx^stem. changes in one species (often in its num-

bers) are likely to have a negative effect on others, forc-

ing the affected species to "run hard"

(meaning, to change through natural se-

lection) just to '"stay in one place" (mean-

ing simply, to continue to exist in that

ecosv'stem).

And indeed, biologists looking at the

details of ecosystem draamics and year-

by-year patterns of evolutionan,- change

within populations see a seething world

of ups and downs, with natural selection

constandy tinkering with the average

characteristics of many species. Years of

research by Princeton Universit\''s Peter

and Roseman.- Grant on the Galapagos

Islands' famous finches (commonly

known as Darwin's finches) have revealed

great fluctuation in bill size and shape—

a

reflection, in turn, ofchanges in the av^-

abilit\" of the various seeds the finches eat. No doubt

about it, natural selection is constandy at work, modi-

fiing adaptations to suit current conditions.

But manv biologists, looking at evolution over

longer time inter\"als, have noted that species are rarely

modified consistendy in one direction long enough for

significant evolutionary- change to accumulate. Even

the Galapagos finches seem to oscillate, not really

"goina: an\-w-here " in an evolutionary- sense.



The reason is that short-term environmental

change tends to be cychcal, so natural selection is not

likely to keep pushing a species in any one particular

direction long enough for new species or major new

adaptations to evolve. Furthermore, every species is

broken up into local populations, each of which be-

longs to a different local ecosystem—making it even

less likely that natural selection will modify the entire

species in any particular way as time roUs on.

For many decades after Darwin, most biologists

saw evolution as natural selection "tracking" environ-

mental change. The standard presumption was that,

when the environment remains more or less constant,

natural selection works to hone adaptations, perfecting

them still further. When the environment changes,

adaptations will gradually be modified to fit the new

. conditions. In fact, however, when faced with changes

in their environment, the species themselves do the

tracking—by moving to regions for which their exist-

ing set of adaptations is suited. Biologists now realize

that the typical outcome of most environmental

change is not significant, directed evolution but species

relocation or, failing that, extinction.

How, then, do new species arise and larger, more

permanent evolutionary changes occur? The answer, it

turns out, still involves environmental change, but of a

much greater magnitude than organisms usually experi-

ence. Ecosystems—and the species whose populations

inhabit them—are remarkably stable entities. University

of Rochester paleontologist Carlton Brett and his col-

leagues have pointed to a succession of some thirteen

Paleozoic communities in eastern and central North

America that each lasted, on average, about 5 or 6 mil-

lion years. Anywhere from a few dozen to several hun-

dred marine invertebrate species are known from each

interval, and for millions of years, few, if any, of those

species show any appreciable evolutionary change.

However, an average of only 20 percent of the spe-

cies survive to make it into the next interval of stable

ecosystems and stable species. Ecosystem disruptions

(for the most part, rapid climate changes) are key here;

the loss of most species—and the appearance of new

ones—occurs suddenly. The change is relatively abrupt

and severe, and then, barring further disruption,

ecosystems and species setde down for another long

period of stability. Mammals, for example, did not di-

versify appreciably until after the terrestrial dinosaurs

finally succumbed to extinction.

The most important evolutionary aspect of ecologi-

cal upheavals may be that when ecosystems are severely

disrupted, habitats become fragmented, often isolating

individuals or populations of particular species. This

process sometimes leads to the rapid evolution of new

species. Neither speciation nor evolutionary change

mediated by natural selection depends entirely on peri-

ods of rapid environmental change and consequent

ecological disruption; but the reality is that many speci-

ation events—taking place in a variety of different lin-

eages, all living in the same general area—often occur

nearly simultaneously as an evolutionary re-

action to momentous environmental

change. And it is the physical environ-

ment—meaning for the most part climate,

especially marked and rapid changes in

global temperature regimes—that seems to

cirive the entire system.

Until no'w. In the current wave of mass

extinctions, the driving force is biological:

a single species, our own, is disrupting

ecosystems and driving species extinct all

around the world. The planet may not be

groaning under the weight of millions of elephants, but

it IS certainly feehng the burden of some six biEion

human beings. Malthus's ruminations on unchecked

populations growing beyond their carrying capacities

are as relevant as ever. And yet, some might ask, given

what we now know about the role of disturbance in

the evolution ofnew species, why not just let this mass

extinction run its course? The answer is simple: new

species can evolve—that is true—and ecosystems can

be reassembled, but only after the cause of the disrup-

tion and extinction is removed or stabilized. For recov-

ery to begin, we humans will have to cease acting as

the cause. And eventually we will, but whether

through determined action or through our own
ciemise is less clear.

—

Niks Eldrcdge

The drivingforce

behind the

current wave of

mass extinctions

is a single

species—our

own.

Adapted from Lite

in the Balance:

Humanity' and

the Biodiversity

Crisis. A Peter

N. Neimviwoiit

Book (Princeton

University Press),

199S
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Stow bv

Brian Morrissey

Photographs by

Enrico Ferorelli

With scientific

accuraq' their

goal, a team of

Museum
scientists and

artists traveled to

Central Africa to

gatlw material

for an ambitious

nm^ diorama.
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A tree made of

cardboard tubing,

foam, and plaster

is placed in the

diorama, right.

Previous page (left

to right): David

Reilly, Christine

Djuric, Thomas

Bugler, and

Nicholas Rye

make theforest

"real. " Tliey and

other artists used

paint, drills, and

heat guns to make

the artificial leaves

look as though

they had been

chewed by bugs

and wortns.

Elq)hants roam

theforest along

mth buffalo and

antelope, white-

nosed and

moustache

monkeys, gray-

cheeked

mangaheys,

duikers, and

hushpigs.

For four hectic weeks starting in November 1996,

twenty of us from the American Museum of

Natural History worked in the forest around

Bayanga, a village in the southwest corner of the Cen-

tral African Republic (CAR). Our task was

to collect plants, insects, animals, and infor-

mation for an ambitious rainforest diorama

that would be the centerpiece of the Mu-
seum's new Hall of Biodiversity.

We walked the forest in the shadow of

Carl Akeley, who died in the mountains of

the Belgian Congo (now the Democratic

Repubhc of the Congo) during a collecting

trip in 1926. Akeley, a pioneer in both dio-

rama construction and taxidermy, was one of

the first Westerners to promote wUdlife con-

servation in Africa. The twenty-eight habitat

groups in the Museum's Akeley Hall of

African Mammals are the result of his vision

and skill, and many of the methods he and his

contemporaries employed to create those

groups are still in use. The diorama that we were col-

lecting for, seventy years later, focuses on pristine and

degraded forest, as well as on marshy salines (or salt

licks), where elephants dig holes with their tusks to get

at mineral-laden water.

A project of this scope is by necessity a collabora-

tion ot designers, artists, scientists, naturalists, and in

this case, video and film crews as well. It combines

Akeley-vintage skills with far newer ones. The tech-

niques for collecting and replicating plants and leaves

for the traditionally designed foreground in the 26-by-

90-foot diorama remain virtually unchanged since

Akeley 's time. But instead of conventional background

paintings, the new diorama features state-of-the-art

video projections. The expedition's video crew shot

seventy hours of material, and renowned wUdlife pho-

tographer Alan Root filmed at three forest sites to pro-

vide material for the moving backdrops.

The Bayanga site was chosen primarily because of

the nature of the forest surrounding it. The Dzanga

Sangha, a relatively intact virgin rainforest, is part of

nearly 500 million acres of tropical moist forest that

covers the center of Africa. Forest elephants roam the

Dzanga-Sangha, along with buffalo and antelope,

white-nosed and moustache monkeys, gray-cheeked

mangabeys, duikers, bushpigs, and elusive bongos. The 1

forest also provides habitat for western lowland gorillas;

but only one person in our group was lucky enough to



Left: Exhibition

assistants add

final touches to

artificial leaves, in

the plant-making

looni (left to right:

liilic Gamble,

Jennifer

Moernian, Bridget

riiomas, and

Larissa Fawkner).

The artistry was

painstaking.

Prcparator Barrett

Klein, above,

works on a dung

beetle display.

spot one. Plant life is diverse, with African tulip and

rubber trees, strangler figs, cecropia, and more. The

Museum also chose this site for what it could teach us

about threats to that diversity—and about threats to

forest people's traditional ways and to their use ot the

forest's raw materials.

Twenty-five years ago, Bayanga was a village whose

300 people got by mainly through fishing the adjacent

Sangha River. The population grew when a Yugosla-

vian logging company set up operations nearby, pro-

viding some jobs and the hope of more. Today 3,000

people live there, most having come in search of work

from elsewhere in the CAR and from neighboring

countries. The unemployment rate is more than 90

percent. Families living in mud huts or wooden shacks

help sustain themselves with a few chickens, goats, or

pigs. Although they trade with the indigenous BaAka

people, the relationship between the groups seems un-

easy. The BaAka, who number between 2,000 and

3,000, live in their own villages scattered through the

forest and have given up their traditional nomadic life.

We employed both BaAka workers and other locals

to help cut trees and vines and do other tasks. We also

learned from them: for example, the BaAka sutured

cuts with the pincers of live, half-inch-long driver ants.

One notable item of local lore concerned the

potency of garlic root. The information that

it was to be chewed by "the married men"

was imparted with a grin. Some of us (not I)

partook of two-inch-long roasted goliath

beetle grubs and live termites, which— I'll

have to take their word for it—taste sweet

and nutty. With the local workers' help, we

documented and preserved leaves, plants, and

trees—close to 130 species in all; in the end

we used 90 in the diorama.

What made this venture different from previous

Museum collecting trips was the large size of the

planned diorama, the number ot people who partici-

pated, and the remoteness of the site. As the work was

coming to an end, political unrest 300 miles away in

the capital, Bangui, forced us to improvise a quick exit

Some ofus

partook qftwo-

inch-long roasted

goliath beetle

gmbs and live

termites.

.
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Right: David

Reilly

(foreground)

checks to see that

light fixtures are

camouflaged

behind theforest

canopy. The

diorama makers

had to match

inventiveness with

accuracy: twenty

thousandfeet of

artificial vines trail

alongside real

vines. Far right:

The diorama team

gathers in the

nascent rainforest.

Photographs and

measurements

guided the

team in

reconstructing

largeforest trees.

Molds made of

latex rubber

and ofplaster

helped in re-

creating the

texture ofbark

and leaves.

through Cameroon. We crated the several tons of ma-

terial we had gathered and arranged for its transport to

New York. The four weeks had been grueling: the

heat, the sweat bees, the mosquitoes, the lo-

gistics, the sheer scale of collecting. The ven-

ture had also been exhilarating.

Certainly, a diorama could have been

made with photographic references alone,

and most observers would not be able to spot

slight inaccuracies. But we were on a quest

for scientific accuracy. Just as in Akeley's day,

we gathered small trees, vines, branches, and

other woody material and—once they had

been fumigated—incorporated them into the

diorama. We took photographs and measure-

ments of larger trees to help us construct

replicas back in New York. We made latex

rubber molds of tree bark and plaster molds

of leaves to get their textures just right.

Leaves, fungi, mosses, fruits, and flowers can-

not be well preserved and must be replicated.

We documented the minutiae of the forest on

film. We made color studies so that precise

details could be recalled later. The one thing we could

not measure was the advantage to us, as re-creators, of

experiencing the full power of the Dzanga-Sangha: its

light and sound, its colors, insects, and debris—the

myriad details that make up the whole forest.

Brian Morrissey is an artist in the exhibition department of

the American Museum of Natural History
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The newly completed Hall of

Biodiversity highlights the

interdependence of Earth's multitude

of life-forms and habitats. A fiill-

scale African rainforest diorama

illustrates the complexity of a

single local ecosystem, and the

Spectrum of Life Wall

displays some of the vast

array of organisms

produced by evolution.

Computers and videos /
convey the message /
that biodiversity is

/ /
a matter of / ^
urgent, practical 1

concern. ,
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Glide over tlie OI<avango Delta, or travel on

Soutfi Africa's elegant Itovos Rail. See tfie great

migration in the Serengeti, the abundance of

wildlife on our Kenya

Family Safari, or get up

close to the mountain

gorillas of Uganda.
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This Land/Minnesota

Little Potholes

on the Prairie

About 12,000 years ago, the

Ice Age glaciers that had

ground southward in Nortli

America began to melt and

retreat. They left behind

depressions that filled with water,

oreating the (3reat Lakes and

counriess other lakes of more modest

size. So-called prairie potholes—small

pools found in the Great Plains

today—are also

remnants of

this era.

According

to naturahst %^^k^ '

Mark
*

Heidinger, they

formed when

,

blocks of ice S
.^ .1/.,.,.. ,-j

separated from a

<»i,

^. .;^f^-

C()//////()// nek fivloii

All photographs by Jim Btondenbutg; Miiiden Pictures

'
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yellow loosestrife known as

swamp candles, and a slender,

weak-stemmed plant called

the marsh sweet pea.

glacier and were covered by till. When the buried ice melted, the

overlying material collapsed, leaving the potholes.

Just as prairie grasses have largely given way to cultivated

plants, many prairie potholes have been drained to make way for

cropland. Those that remain provide a valuable refirge for ducks

and wetland plants. They are concentrated in North and South

Dakota, but one of the least disturbed areas containing prairie

potholes is Schaefer Prairie, a 160-acre tract in Minnesota.

Located near the community ofBrownton, about forty-five

miles west of MinneapoHs, Schaefer Prairie also harbors a variety

of prairie habitats. Long preserved by Lulu Schaefer, an ardent

IJfi'iiHffi support cattails and

two kinds of bulrushes—the

soft-stem bulrush, which has

round stems and grows six feet

tall or more, and the shorter

and stouter river bulrush, with

sharply triangular stems. Three

plant species that live in the

water without taking root are

the yelloAV water buttercup,

spiked water milfoil, and a

yellow bladderwort (Utricuhria

vulgaris).

Two species ofbur reeds

grow where the standing

water is not too deep. The

more prevalent is Sparganium

eurycarpiim, but S. americaiiuni

is also present (this is its

farthest western location in

the United States). Other

common plants are tussock

sedge, scarlet smartweed,

water horsetail, and water

parsnip. Water parsnip is a six-

foot-tall plant with clusters of

white flowers that resemble

those of Queen Anne's lace.

An unusual feature of this

species is that its leaves above

the water are divided into

inch-wide segments, while

those that grow below the

surface are dissected into

narvov. threads.

A'h --h pbnts bordering the

outer ei.!gr-s of the potiioies

include a blue iris, the pmk-

flowered swamp nulkweed, a

y''^^'^'""^'^ is identified by

the growth of prairie

cordgrass. A reed

(Calawcigrostis inexpansa), a

couple of sedges (Carex bebbii

and C. festucacea), and Baltic

rush also grow here.

Wildflowers that bloom in

spring are Indian paintbrush,

blue-eyed grass, and yellow

star grass. These are replaced

in summer by water

horehound and water

hemlock w'lxh white flowers,

lover of wildflowers, it is now protected by the Namre

Conservancy, which purchased the land in 1967.

Fossil pollen samples taken from the soil a fe\v miles away

from Schaefer Prairie suggest that between 12,000 and 10,000

years ago, the region was forested by spruce and larch trees. Pine

and deciduous trees dominated for the next 2,000 years; then

about 8,000 years ago, prairie plants took over. Schaefer Prairie

today consists of a gradation of wet, moist, and dry prairie

communities created by slight differences in elevation.

Stands of cattails, visible from the road that borders the east

side of the prairie, give away the locations of the potholes, where

tooth sunflower, blue lobeha,

and a white aster (Aster

simplex) appear. The season

ends with Riddell's

goldenrod—growing here at

the western edge of its

range—and the purple-

flowered closed gentian.

Two shrubby species found

in the wet prairie are false

indigo, which may grow as

high as ten feet, and the much

shorter meadowsweet, a type

of spiraea.

Mesic prairie.
I

with a

moisture level intermediate

between wet and dry,

accommodates a wide ranse of

A northern leopard frog in Schaefer Prairie

hedge hyssop with pink

flowers, winged loosestrife

with purple flowers, and

fringed loosestrife with yellow

flowers. By September, saw-

plants. You can be sure you

are in mesic prairie when you

see wild bergamot, ^vild

prairie onion, hoary puccoon,

and a spider\vort blooming in

the spring—or white death

lily and northern bedstraw

flowering in early summer.

Common midsummer and

autumn bloomers include

mountain mint (whose close

relatives live in mountains),

butterfly weed, culver's root,

smooth aster, smooth

goldenrod, and stiff-leaved

goldenrod. Showy milkweed

also appears here, at the

eastern edge of its range,

along \\dth narrow-leaved

hawkweed, at its southern

extreme, and Kalm's

bromegrass and wild timothy,

both at their southwestern

liinits.

tji'j.miHij grasses include

big bluestem, litde bluestem,

side oats grama, Indian grass,

June grass, Canada wild rye,

and Plains muhly. The

flowering season begins in

early spring with the

blooming ofpasqueflower and

closes out in September with

downy gentian. In between

come prairie sunflower, white

prairie clover, purple prairie

clover, prairie coneflower, and

dotted blazing star.

Unexpected species for

southwestern Minnesota are

HiU's thisde, sk)'-blue aster,

false boneset, and prairie

nulk vetch.



water stands throughout the year. On a visit one sunny August

morning, I found the water to be more than three feet deep in

some places. Most plants that grow in this deep water (such as

the cattails) are rooted in the bottom muck. But three species

—

\cllow water buttercup, spiked water milfoil, and a yellow

bladderwort—simply float. Their deeply divided leaves lie a little

below the water's surface, while their flowers are borne on stalks

at or above the surface. The underwater parts of the bladderwort

include tiny bladders that suck in microscopic organisms, which

arc then digested.

Tussock sedge, whose circular clumps provide handy

stepping-stones, is one of several kinds of sedge that grow where

the water is more shallow. Other marsh plants appear near the

1 outer edges of the potholes. Where the terrain is imperceptibly

higher, prairie cordgrass and other plants typical of wet prairies

begin to appear. The wet prairie soil, which is usually very soggy

throughout the year, supports large patches of grasses, sedges, and

rushes. In places, a succession of wildflowers blooms from May
through September.

Wet prairies grade into moist, or mesic, prairies, which

remain wet for part of each year but dry out during the summer.

These support the greatest

N.DAK. Gs)

lil^lNNESOTA

S.DAK. / "^
Mii^neapoliscl

,fs~-

Ci

diversity of plant species,

including showy milkweed,

narrow-leaved hawkweed,

Kalms bromegrass, and wild

timothy. Dry prairies, typified by big and little bluestem and

various other grasses, are found at the highest elevations, where

che soil is arid throughout most of the year.

The preserve is bounded on the southwest by Buffalo Creek.

Between the creek and the prairie is a narrow strip of streamside

forest consisting mostly of green ash, American elm, and box

elder. Elderberry and wolfberry are the main shrubs.

Wildflowers, although not plentiful here, include two kinds of

false Solomon's seals, two kinds of bedstraw, red baneberry, white

avens, downy yellow violet, and sweet cicely.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United Slates nationalforests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

The Nature Conservancy of Minnesota

Suite 320

1313 Fifth Street, S.E.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

(612) 331-0750

Lady 's slipper
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Celestial Events

The Not-So-Mighty Hercules
By Joe Rao

OnJune evenings, the constellarion Hercules is hi^ in the

eastern sky. Its stars are said to outUne a kneehng man shooting

an arrow; he is pictured upside down, with his head toward the

south. And while the star pattern was named for the

tmthological strongman, it is rather weak and not easy' to see.

The red giant star Ras Algethi (Arabic for "head ofthe

kneeler") marks Hercules' head. Its color is a result of its

relatively low temperature, about 3,000° K. StiU, it is hundreds of

times larger than our Sun and thousands oftimes brighter. Red
giants are in the final stages ofstellar evolution: in about 5.5

bilHon years, our Sun will likely become one.

The constellation Hercules is formed by about a dozen stars.

The four stars at the hips and waist make up the Keystone; if a

great, imaginary stone arch were drawn across the sky at midnight

duringJune, these stars would form the keystone at its center.

Between the Keystone's two western stars is the great globular
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cluster Messier 13. It is named for Charles Messier, a French

astronomer who in 1784 published a list ofmore than 100 objects

that comet seekers might mistake for comets. M13 is about

23,000 light-years away and is barely \Tsible to the unaided ex'e. In

small telescopes, it looks like a fuzzx- patch; larger telescopes reveal

a grand celestial chrysanthemum ofthousands of stars.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at tiie American Museum—Hoyden Planetarium.

The Sky in June

UuHimii'm is at superior

conjunction on the 1 0th. It is

not observable until the final

week ofJune, when it \^t11 be

very low in the west-

northwest just after sunset

—

the lone planet \Tsible to the

unaided eye at nightfall.

K^UU2 rises at the start of

morning t^^ilight—between

3:30 and 4:00 .4..M. local

time—^and is low in the east-

northeast at dawn. A crescent

Moon hovers below and to

the right ofVenus on the

moming of the 21st.

luilUiS immersed in moming
twilight, can't be seen this

month.

gimiimw in Pisces, rises at

about 2:00 A.M. on the 1st and

about ninety minutes earlier

by month's end. High toward

the south at dawn, it is an

exceDent target for \'iewers

with telescopes. The fourth-

quarter Moon is a few degrees

below and to the right ofthe

planet on the moming of

the 17th.

also in Pisces, rises

in the moming twihght earlyl

in the month but closer to

2:00 A.M.by die 30th. It

appears below and to the lefr^

ofthe Moon on the 19th and I

above and to the right on

the 20th.

h

Four siiws in Herculesform the Keystone, which is high oi>erliead inJune.

USu^Q is at first-quarter

phase on the 1st at 9:45 P.M.

Full Moon, on the 10th at

12:18 j\.M., is the lowest foil

Moon of 1998; for obser\'ers

in Canada and the northern

United States, it is only 25°

above the southern horizon.

Last-quarter Moon occurs oi

the 17th at 6:38 A..M., and

New- Moon is on the 23d at

11:50 P..M.

The summer solstice. whicbi

marks the first day ofsummei

for the Northern Hemisphe;

occurs onJune 21. At 10:03

A.M., the Sun is direcdy overj

the tropic of Cancer (latitud

23.5° north). Days are longi

and nights shortest in the

Northern Hemisphere. It's

the other way around in the

Southern Hemisphere. All

times given above ate easi

daylight time.
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(Continuedfrom page 21)

of loose earth to solid metallophyte).

Stelluti concludes:

Tlic generation of this wood proceeds not

from the seed or root of any plant butfrom

a kind of cartli, very much lil^e clay, wliicli

little by little becomes transmuted to wood.

Nature operates in such a manner until all

this earth is converted into that kind of

wood. And I behet'c that this occurs with

the aid of heatfrom subterranean fires,

which arefound in this region.

To support this conclusion, Stelluti

presented the following five basic argu-

ments:

(1) The fossil wood, generated from

{.earth, reproduces only the forms of tree

trunks, never any other parts of true

plants:

It is clear that this ii'ood is not bornfom

seeds, roots, or branches, like other plants,

because we never find pieces of this wood

with roots or branches or nerves [internal

channelsfor fluids] as in other [truly

vegetable] wood and trees, but oidy simple

trunks of variedform.

(2) The fossil trunks are not rounded,

IS in true trees, but rather compressed to

wal shapes, because they must grow in

itu from earths flattened by the weight of

werlying sediments (see the accompany-

ng reproduction of Stelluti's figures):

/ believe that they adopt this oval shape

because they mustform under a great mass

of earth, and cannot grow against the

overlying weight to achieve the circular, or

rather cylindrical, form assumed by the

trunks of true trees. Thus, I can securely

affirm that the original material of this

wood nuist have been earth of a clayey

composition.

(3) Five of Stelluti's plates present de-

ailed drawings (perhaps done, in part,

vith the aid of a microscope) of growth

imes in the fossil wood. Stelluti's argu-

ment tor these inner details of structure

follows his claim (just above) for the out-

ward form of entire specimens: the

growth lines form wandering patterns re-

flecting irregular pathways of generation

from earth, following limits imposed by

the weight of overlying sediments. They

never form in regular concentric circles,

as in true trees. Stelluti therefore calls

them onde, or "waves," rather than

growth Unes:

Ttie waves and veins are not continuous,

allfollowing the same form, as in

[vegetable] wood, but are shaped in a

variety of ways—some long and straight,

others constricted, others thick, others

contorted, others meandering. . . . Tliis

mineral wood takes its shapefrom the press

of the surrounding earth, and thus it has

waves ofsuch variedform.

(4) In the argument that he regarded as

most decisive, Stelluti holds that many

specimens have been found in the process

of transition, with some parts still made of

shapeless earth, others petrified in the

shapes and forms of wood, and still others

tully converted to wood. Stelluti views

these stages as an actual sequence of trans-

formation. He writes about a large speci-

men, exposed in situ:

In a ditch, we discovered a long layer of this

wood . . . rather barrel-shaped, with one

segment made ofpiwe earth, another of

mixed earth and ivood, and another ofpure

wood. . . . We may therefore call it earth

wood [creta legno]

.

Later, he draws a smaller specimen (also

reproduced here from Stelluti's figures)

and states:

Tlie interior part is made of wood and

metal together, but the crust on the outside

seems to be made oflateritic substance—
that is, of terra-cotta, as we find in bricks.

(5) In a closing (and conclusive) flour-

ish for the empirical method, Stelluti re-

ports the results of a supposed experiment

done several years before;

Call toll-free
1-888-443-5555 op#i8

for your FREE copy of the

Canadian Adventure Journals.
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e-mail address
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weight bronze cents. .And the ori^nal

1909 Lincoln cent was recalled just

days after release, because of objec-

tions that designer Victor D. Brenner's
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Good quality for far less than you'd

expect to pay! Pair: SI9. Order
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.-i piece of dmnp eartli u^w ttikat fiom die

interior ofa spedmai ofdm uttod and

placed in a room <fdie palace of

Aquasparta, bdoisgiiig to Diike Cesi. Afier

severtd mondis, it uvisfound to be completely

tomvrted into umod—-as seen, not undiout

astonishment, by die i^orementioned Laid,

mid by odieis u^io mailed it. Aiid not a

siii^e person doubted diat eardi is seed and

modier ofdtis ivood [la terra e seme e

madre di questo legao],

"With twentietii-century hindsi^t, we

can easily see hovv Stelluti fell into error

and told his story backward. His speci-

mens are ordinary' ifossil wood, the re-

mains of ancient plants. The actual se-

quence of transformation runs ftom real

wood, to replacement ofwood by miner-

als (petrifaction), to earth that may either

represent weathered and degraded petri-

fied wood or may just be deposited on or

inside the wood by percolating waters. In

other w^ords, Stelluti ran the sequence

backward, in his crucial fourth argument,

Sx>m formless earth to metaUoph^Ties lo-

cated somewhere between the mineral

and vegetable kingdoms.

Moreover, Stelluti's criteria of shaping

by overhnng sediments (arguments 2 and

3) work just as well for original wood

later distorted and compressed as for his

reverse sequence ofmetaHophytes actively

growing within restricted spaces. DeUcate

parts fossilize only rarely, so the absence

of leaves and stems and the restriction of

specimens to trunks only record the usual

pathways of preservation for ancient

plants, not SteDuti's naive idea (argument

1) that the tree trunks cannot belong to

the kingdom of vegetables imless fos-

silized seeds or roots can also be found. As

for the supposedly crucial experiment

(argument 5)—well, what can we do

with an undocumented 300-year-old ver-

bal report that ranked only as hearsay

even for Stelluti himself?

Nonetheless, Stelluti's treatise played an

important role on the wrong side of the

great debate about the nature of ifossils—

a

major issue throu^out seventeenth-cen-

tury science and not faiDy resohed until the

mid-ei^teenth century (see "The Lying

Stones of Wiirzburg and Marrakech,"

April 1998, for a late defense, fom 1726,

of Stelluti's general wewj. Important au-

thors throughout Europe, fiom Robert V-

Plot in England (1677) to Olaus Worm in

Denmark (1655), reported Stelluti's wTirk

to support the view that fossils arise within

Stelluti's illustration ofafossilized section of

tree tniiik, compressed to an oval shape by

the uviohl ofoverlying sediments.

A detail ofan iUustration oj petrified wood,

from Stelluti's book, shows complex,

meanderino "wai'es," orgrowth lines.

Stelluti's treatise depictsfossilized wood,

slwmng earth on the outside and well-

formed wood at the interior.



tlic mineral kingdom and are not the re-

mains of organisms. (Stelluti, by the way,

did not confine his arguments to the wood

of Aquasparta, but made a general extrapo-

lation to the naaire and status of all fossils.

In a closing argument, depicted on a fate-

ful thirteenth plate of ammonites, Stelluti

held that all fossils belong to the mineral

kingdom and grow within rocks.)

When we evaluate the logic and

rhetoric of Stelluti's arguments, one con-

sistent strategy stands out above all else.

Stelluti had fmaUy become a true disciple

of Galileo and of the primacy of direct

empirical observation, viewed as inher-

ently objective. Over and over again,

Stelluti states that we must accept his con-

clusions because he has seen the phenom-

enon, often several times over many years,

with his own eyes.

Stelluti had used this Galilean rhetoric

to great advantage before. At the bottom

of his beautifijl 1625 engraving of three

bees for Pope Urban VIll (Maffeo Bar-

berini), Stelluti had added a little Latin

note just under his greatest enlargement

of paired bee legs. In a phrase almost

identical m form to Galileo's anagram

about Saturn, Stelluti wrote: Fmnciscus

Stelliilus Lynceus Fabi^^ Microscopio Obser-

vavit (The Lynx Francesco Stelluti from

[the town of] Fabriano observed [these

objects] with a microscope). This time,

and for once, Stelluti had a leg up on

Galileo—for the "slow stepper" among

the Lynxes had made accurate observa-

tions, properly interpreted, while Galileo

had failed for the much more difficult

problem of Saturn. (This Latin note, by

the way, may represent the first appear-

ance ot the word "microscope" in print.

Galileo had called his instrument an occlii-

olhio, or "little eye," and his fellow Lynxes

had then suggested the modern name.)

But SteUutis luck had run out with

Cesi's wood, when he invoked the same

kind of claim to buttress his errors. Con-

lider a sampling of such statements, fol-

owing the order of Stelluti's text:

Tlie genemlloii cj tills wood, which I have

been able to see and observe so many times,
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docs not proceedJrom seeds. . . .

Hie material of this wood is nothing other

than cartli, because I have seen pieces of it

[perche n'ho veduto io pezzi] witli one

part made of hard earth and the otiier of

wood.

Figure 7 shows a

drawing oj a large oval

specimen, which I

excavated myselffrom

the earth.

Tlie outer suface of

the other piece appears

to be entirely in wood,

as is evident to the eye

[in the drawing

presented by Stelluti].

SteUuti ends his trea-

tise with a flourish in

the same mode; he

need not write at great

length to justify his ar-

guments (his entire text

only runs to twelve

pages), because he has

based his work on per-

sonal observation:

And tliis is all I need

to say, with maximal

brevity, about this

material, which I have

been able to see and

observe so many times

in those places where

this new, rare, and

marvelous phenomenon

of nature is horn.

requiring any vaHdarion beyond the claim

itself. Utterly unbiased observation must

rank as a primary myth and shibboleth of

science, for we can only see what fits into

our mental space, and all description in-

cludes interpretation as well as sensory re-

porting. Moreover, our mental spaces em-

body a complex architecture buUt of social

On the allegoricalJrontispiccc to Ins Dialogue on the Two

ChiefWorld Systems (1632), Galileo (left) is depicted in

disputatious cotwersation with his illustrious predecessors in

astronomy, Ptolemy (center) and Copernicus.

But Stelluti had forgotten the old prin-

ciple now embodied m a genre of jokes

that begin by proclaiming: "I've got some

good news and some bad news." Galileo's

empirical method can work wonders. But

no faith can be more misleading than an

unquestioned personal conviction that the

apparent testimony of one's own eyes must

provide a purely objective account, scarcely

constraint, historical circumstance, and

psychological hope—as well as nature's fac-

tuahty, seen through a glass darkly.

We can be terribly fooled ifwe equate

apparent sight with necessary physical re-

ality. The great Galileo, the finest scientist

of his or any other time, knew that Sat-

urn—Stelluti's personal emblem

—

must

be a triple star because he had so observed'
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the farthest planet with good eyes and the

best telescope of his day, but through a

mind harboring no category for rings

around a celestial sphere. Stelluti knew

that fossil wood must grow from earths of

the mineral kingdom because he made

good observations with his eyes and then

All scientific

description

includes

interpretation as

well as sensory

reporting.

ran an accurate sequence backward

through his mind.

And thus, nature outfoxed the two

lynxes at a crucial moment of their ca-

reers—because both men concluded that

sight alone should suffice, when genuine

solutions demanded insight into mental

structures and strictures as well.

As a final irony, the emblem of Stelluti

and Galileo's own society—the lynx it-

self—had been chosen as an exemplar of

this richer, dual pathway. Federico Cesi

had named his academy for a wild and

.wUy cat, long honored in legend for pos-

sessing the sharpest sight among animals.

But Cesi had chosen well and subtly, and

for a conscious, explicit reason. The acu-

ity of the lynx arose from two paired and

complementary virtues—sharpness of vi-

sion and depth of insight, the outside and

the inside, the eye and the mind.

Cesi had taken the emblem for his new

society from the title page of Giambattista

della Porta s Natural Magic (1589 edition),

where the same picture of a lynx stands

below the motto aspicit et inspidt—hterally

read as "he looks at and he looks into," but

•metaphorically expressing the twinned

ideals of observation and experimenta-

don. Thus, the friture fifth Lynx, the liv-

ng vestige of the old way, had epitomized

the richer path gained by combining in-

sight with, ifyou will, "exsight," or obser-

vation. Cesi had stated this ideal in a doc-

ument of 1616, written to codify the rules

and goals of the Lynxes:

In order to read this great, true, and

universal book of the world, it is necessary

to visit all its parts, and to engage in both

observation and experiment in order to

reach, by these two good means, an acute

and profound contemplation, by first

representing things as they are and as they

vary, and then by determining how we can

change and vary them.

Ifwe decide to embrace the entire uni-

verse as our source of knowledge and in-

sight—to use, in other words, the full

range of scales revealed by Galileo's two

great instruments, the telescope and the

microscope (both, by the way, named by

his fellow Lynxes)—^we had better use all

the tools of sensation and mentality that a

few billion years ofevolution have granted

to our feeble bodies. The symbol of the

lynx, who sees most acutely from the out-

side but who also understands most deeply

from the inside, remains our best guide.

Stelluti himselfexpressed this richness, this

duality, in a wonderfully poetic manner by

extolling the lynx in his second major

book, his translations of the Latin poet

Persius, published in 1630. Cesi had se-

lected the lynx for the animal's legendary

acuity of vision, but Stelluti added:

Not merely of the exterior eyes, but also of

the mind, so necessaryfor the

contemplation of nature, as we have taught,

and as we practice, in our quest to penetrate

into the interior of things, to know the

causes and operations of nature . . .just as

the lynx, with its superior vision, not only

sees what lies outside but also notes what

arises from inside.

Stephenfay Gould leaches biology, geology,

and the histor)' ofscience at Harvard

University. He is also the Frederick P. Rose

Honorary Curator in Invertebrates at the

American A/Iuseum of Natural Histor)'.

CHIMPANZEE

POUTICS
Power and Sex

among Apes

revised edition

FransdeWaal

In this classic work,

now with color photo-

graphs, Frans de Waal

reveals the social inter-

actions of chimps

—

sexual rivalries, power

takeovers, coalition

building, isolation

tactics, peacemaking

—

and reaffirms the

complex bond between

humans and their

closest living relatives.

"As much fun as a tree

full of wild chimps."—American Journal

of Primatology

$29.95 hardcover

THE JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY PRESS
1-800-537-5487

www.press.jhu.edu

Roman Empire Hoard Unearthed.

Bojoan Coin at least

ferm l^yeaisoMJ
^VL.^' j|JUST IMAGINE tioiding 1500 years

'*-', I'llliZ

of histor)' in the palm of your hand!

These Ancient Roman bronze coins are

,uaranteed to be at least 1500 yeare old!

iiizens of Ancient Rome had no banks, so

\\ i:y buried dieir money, often telling no

in; about it. Many of these caches remained

I iried for diousands of years! Today, thanks

ilieu.se of sophisticated

I il detectors,

iiLiuit coins are

becoming more

plentiful and

affordable.

Normally these historic

treasures retail for $12.95,

but through this special offer

you can purchase them for ONLY

$7.95 each! (IJmil 2) Youll save $5 off our regular

retail price. Your Ancient Roman coin will come in a

beautiful, informative folder. You'll also receive our

fully illustrated catalog, plus other fascinating

selections from our Free Examination Coins-On-

Approval service, from which you may purchase any or

none - return balance in 1 S da« - with option to

cancel at any time. Satisfaction guaranteed.

To order, call 1-800-645-3122
or send J7.95 for each coin (limit 2) to:

Littleton Coin Company
646 Union St., Dent. Iv\H20S, Littleton, NH 03561

45-Day Money Back Guarantee of Satisfaction
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Autos

SEIZED G^RS trom S175. Porsches, Cadillacs,

Oie^TS, BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, -JWETs, Your

Area.' Ton Free l-80a-21&^000 Ext A-14212 for cur-

rB\t listings.

B00KS/PUBUCA.TI0NS

DOYOURWIABOOKTOPUBUSH? Contact es-

tablished co-operative publisher ^nith offices in USA
and Europe Call Pentland Press, Inc 1-800-94S-

2786.

MANUSCRIPTS W'ANTED ALL TYPE. Publisher

with /r-vear tradition. ".Author's Guide to Subsidv

Publishifig" 1-S0M95-9599.

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geolog}-, .Archaeology,

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalog

The Hannum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, OK
7>J02-1505

SOUTSfDS OF NATUT!E - to rekx. sleep, work, dream
bv; available tape or CD. Free cat^og. Resource

Biterpriie, 35 East 15 St. Bayonne, N] O70O2

\\"E11 PUBLISHYOLUBOOK Our 53 years experi-

ence wiH help vou to success. Send manuscript or

outline for tree information and evaluation.

Rivercross Publishing Ino, Dept NH; 127 East 59ih

Street, Nctv York, NT 10021

China, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INATNTORY' - discontinued i
active china, cry"Stai flatware, coBectibles. All manu-
facturers - fine & casual china, cr\-sial, staling, snvff-

plate, stainless. 4X100X100 pieces, lOOXKK) patterris.

Bity&selL Call for Free listings daily 8 am-lOpmET.
1-800-REPLACE (1-800-737-5223). Replacements,

Ltd., P.O. Box 26029, Dept NL, Greensboro, NC
27420.

Educatio.n

COLLEGE CREDIT FOR TR.A\TU Held Courses,

Expeditions, Ecotours, Safaris! Geologv, Ecologv,

Vulcanolog^', Omithologr, Botany, Manne Biology,

More! SASE; Edelman, Box 400B7, Brooklvn, NY'

11240

GROW GOLTLMET .ANT) MEDICEM.AL
\lushrooms. Oyster Shiitake, morels and much more.

Seminars on cuiti\ation. Free brochure. Call 800-780-

9126. Fungi Perfect!, P.O. Box 763«*iHM,01ympia,
WA 98507.

WTLDUFE CONSERVATION/Foresfry/Ecology
Careers. Professional level home study fra: cra)caned

individuals. Exdting careers in the outdoors. Free lit-

erature. P C D. L, .Atlanta, Georgia. (800)362-7070

DeptNNG124.

ESIPLO^i'MENT" OpPORTL"NTTIES

EAS\'WOPiC EXCELLENT PAi ! .Assemble products

at home Call toll tree 1-&C0467-5566 Ext 6371.

GET RAID FOR READING BOOKS! SlOO each. Said
name, address: Calco Publishing (C-192), 22 NcRlh
Flains,Wallingtord, CT 06432.

Environmental Careers
£^.'-o--^€-3 a -arjra] rescuice va'Canctes from non-

c-c^- z~'-5~s S go-.-e-TTeTTt efnptoyera.Two (ssues

eaz~ ~z-'s e: 2z:c~^--::-&s ratCfTA-.de. A 6 rssye triaJ

s.isc-;"- s ;- . S'SK. Subscritw tod.ayl

The Job Seeker
Dep-. NH. Rt 2 Box 1 6. .Va.r-ers VVi 5i6S6

FDs.ANOAL

FREE CASH GR.ANTS: College Scholarships.

Business. Medical bills. NevCT Repay. Toll Free 1-

800-218^000 ExtG-14212

Lnter.\et

N.ATL'RENODE ONT-STOP WEBSHE for Nar.:re

Lovers! Community'. Shopping. Educatior..

Reference Nein-s. .Advertise your Business: '^.4

636-7803 hlip://w^^^^"JlaturHKxiecom

Music

EXCmNG WORLD MUSIC India, .Africa, Latin

.America, Native American Music, and more Our
new catalog of traditional and modsn CEte and c^-
settes is yours for the asking. WMte Muse of the

Kodd, P.O. Box 3620, Chapel HilL NC 27515 or cafl

ton free l-888-26i-66S9.

Photo/Oftical

B1N0CLT_AR S.ALES .ANT) SER\TCE Repairing

binoculars since 1923. AHgnmait psframed «i our

U. S. Navy Conimator. Free catalog and our aitide

'TCnow your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine Mirakel Optical Co. Inc, 331 Manaon St,

WestCox5adde.\Y':21°2 rl?'~?l-261'?.

Re-al Estate

GOVT FORECLOSED homes from pemis «i SI.

DelEnquairTax,Repo's. REO's. Your.Area. TtJlFree

(1)800-218-9000 Ext H-14212 for currott Ifeiin^

Rent.als

FOR RENT: 3 bedroom condo in San Jose, Cc-rta Rici.

Furnished, afl utilities. S400.'week. Sl.lCO mor.-j-.

973-155-1511

MALT OhkIos i665 week. SmalLfriaidlyplace rigjit

on the ocean. Pool 1-800446-7307.

http://w^^^^^ndhi.com/sa^a

Toltis/Trips

ACA .AIR COL"RIERS SA\'E S<>'s on International

Travel; Europe S22S, Asa S370, South .Amaica S176

round trip. Fly as onboard couiia for the liigname"
air express companies. 1,400 round trip flig^its

weekh' to cities around the g^obe Ree intematkxi

package call Air CoujictAssocjafim 1-800-522-0888.

.ADVENHLIRE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife sa-

faris in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana, Zimbabwe &
South A&ica.Lo\»'ast camping« deluxe .Amaztm!

Cruise, camp, hike or paddle the jxmgje wfldaness.

Fantastic flraa & faima. Galapagos! Swim, sail and
snorkd Darwin's Enchanted Isles. Choice j'achls,

Madm Rcchu (^jtiraL CosiaRica! Rainforest expedi-

tiwis aBve with dazzling birds and tn^ical uildHfe.

Scnall groups, expat gindes, guaranteed depaitmes.

Free brochures! %)ec3alInteestTouis: Cafl (800)525-

677Z

.AD\ENTX1JES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Eorairanical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,
Zimbalnve, Botsivana, Narnibia, Kilimanjaro dimbs,

gorilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt
brael, Turkey, Jordan, Svria. Free color catalogs.

HiiniilavanTfavel(5':0i21^3S0,24hours.

GALAPAGOS
Yoy, deweo ottieff" odweriiiuffBre cpnd our llDcentsed rajlhui-

ralisf will explore more islonds by yodtii thon any oter
Golopogos expedMoo. 60 Jirip dbles. Modiu Picdhu

und Peni opitions- Free video omd brodhyre.

INCA flnicc Hniofe. Inc.!)

1311-N63rolSfeE5.E-5-.-. 5 CA946l[»

.AFFORD.ABLE .AFRICAN .AD\?EMnjRES. Wikilife

safaris to East and Southern Aftica. .Also, India,

Burma, Xletnam, Around the Wtrid, etc Our 15!h

year. Can^N^anderlust.Advaihirffi at (800)572-1591

MLAZON & .A.\T)EAN EXPLOR.AnCMMS. Scholar

escorted, small group, educational adyentures!

Raii\fore5t Safaris & Kveiboat Cruises! Cuzco &
Machu Rcdiu! Call Explorations, Inc (800) 446-

9660.

AALAZONLAEXPEDmONS. The .Amazm'sleading
company for expedition travel, sir»ce 1981.

Individi^ attoiiiaL R^jkmal rrfaotces available

(800)262-9669.

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, GU.ATEJvLALA. Honduras,

Mexico-nature and marine reser\'es, archaeology,

outdoor and waia qxats, dx^ing, and authentic

cultural experiertces. Great Trips, ielqihones

(800)552-3419, (612) 89044(B, facamile (612) 894-

9S62 Emait ereattrriosSusntemetcmn

/VEIinWonders of Ecuador & Galapagos

In the Path of Gentle Giants:
HUMPBACK ViWALES -2 2\ ..--S^;

FORUM INTERNATIONAL S25-671.2SO0.

FAX: £25-€71-2993- forumeix.netcom.com

COSLA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador
Galapagos, Italy, Ei^^and, btdia, Ethiopia, Albania,

Indonesia, .Australia, Yemeiv, Greek fete, Turkey,

South .Africa, \Tetnanv and many mcKe ^naUgroiq)

holidays to many countries. Suitable for all ages.

Call for fun coIot brodiure Advaitunes Abroad 1-

80^66&^399a

DISCO\'ER MEXICaS COPPER CAM'ON, Costa

Rica,moTewilhiheCalifomiaNali\e CaIll-S()(W26-

1140 w^%^vxalnafiyeoom



GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/16 passen-

ger vachts. Galapagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220, San

Rkin Bautista, CA 95045 1-800-969-9014.

Costa Rica 'Belize 'Africa •Galapagos

Natural History

TRIPS Worldwide
Since 1982

P.O. B0X3656-CI5
SONORA. CA 95370

GEO
EXPEDITIONS
Fulfill Your Dreams

ofAdventure

CST2007541-40 800 3S1-S041

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1-800-225-2380, 24

hours.

LANGUAGE, SPORTS, ARTS LEARNING vaca-

tions. Don't vegetate.. .edu-Vacate! Explore great

places, French, Spanish, watersports, skiing, bicy-

cling, photography, painting, Italian & French cook-

ing—you name it! Combine language/cultural

study with sports or arts. Tuscany, Corsica,

Bordeaux, Provence, Alps, Cote d'Azur, Southern

Spain, Barcelona, more, eduVacations 202-857-8384

Orangutan Orange
and 75 other colorful trips

It travel Is your religion, our <atalag is your salvation.

Thailand Indonesia Laos Camhodia Vietnam Burma
Nepal Philippines New Guinea Borneo

Nobody gets you into S£ Asia like Asia Transpadfic journeys.

800-642-2742 • Est. 1987 • www.SoulhcastAsi

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & nat-

ural history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean
trekking. Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-

800-225-2380.

SWISS ALPS "THE HIKERS PARADISE" 21st year.

Moderate optional length Day hiking. Free brochure

call 888-4784004. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours or

visit us at, www.swisshiking.com

Video

wonderful world of wildflowers.
Video of over 120 wildflower photographs from
across America. Send $12.95 to Larry Goltz, 3020
Harlan, Redding, CA 96003.

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to

Volunteering in Nature Conservation 100+ projects

$16.00, (800)525-9379 www.greenvol.com

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is

$455 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid. No cash

discounts. Ads are accepted at Natural History's discretion.

Send check or money order to: The Market/Natural History

Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY
10024.

abd die ^Gle River
Aboard the M.S. Nile Sovereign

October 12 - October 26, 1998
MK«gs.??.ey,i--*-.;feV,<

Along the Nile River, the lifehne of Egypt

for thousands of years, Hes perhaps the most

remarkable concentration of ancient antiq-

uities found anywhere in the world. Built

by powerful Pharaohs, often in honor of the

great gods and goddesses of ancient Egypt,

the glory that once characterized these

long-abandoned cities is still unmistakably

clear. Join the American Museum of

Natural History this fall aboard the com-
fortable 50-passenger Nile Sovereign as we
explore the spectacular monuments of Giza,

Luxor, Kamak and Abu Simbel, as well as many
ofthe lesser known sites along the fabled Nile.

Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum of >^

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 Fks: (212) 769-5755

Call for a complete list of our 1998/1999 destinations.

Please refer to ad code EGY698

Your Benefits as an Associate of the

American Museum of Natural History

(Effective July 1, 1998)

'- A one year subscription to

Natural History Magazine (call

1-800-234-5252 to order a gift

subscription or for questions.)

'- R-ee one-time admission pass to

the Museum with a one-time

discount on a ticket to our IMAX
Theater or special exhibition.

Discount at the Museum Shops

and through the magazine on

imique merchandise and books

Automatic membership in the

Natural History Travel Club—
guaranteed lowest prices with 2%
cash rebate, discounts at selected

hotels and Hertz Rent a Car—
Call toU free 1-888-455-9389

No Annual Ese AMNH
MasterCard or Yisa—call to

apply 1-800-847-7378

-:%- No Annual Ffee Transmedia

Card—good for 20^ discounts

at more than 7,000 quality

restaurants. Call 1-800-422-5090

and use code JP20 to apply

-::;• $0.10 per minute rates 24 hours a

day on long distance calls—call

1-800-653-2669 to apply

($3.95 monthly charge)

>:< Opportunity to travel around

the world with Museum Scientists

on Discovery Tburs—call 1-800-

462-8687

-A^ Satisfaction from supporting an

American institution that has been

educating the pubhc since 1869.

Associate card must be presentedfor

all Museum discounts and benefits.

American Museum of Natural History'

Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork, NY 10024

www.anuih . ore'
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The "Great Devilfish

Reflirbished

5 5 June Events

By Bidiard BUs

Created some 105 years ago, the Mu-
seums forty-three-foot-long papier-

mache giant squid model has long been

one ofthe most popular of the Museums

exhibits. The twelve-foot body, with

ei^t long arms and two thirty-one-fbot

tentades, has eyes ten inches in diameter

and is studded with hundreds of suckers.

It was manufactured in 1895 by Ward's

Natural Science Establishment of

Rochester, New "Vbik, and sold to the

Museum for $750.

seum-p^atural History), and the Oceano-

graphic Museum in Monaco. Those in

Chicago, Milw-aukee, and Monaco still

exist, but Caliiomia's was destroyed

(aloi^ with the museum and much ofSan

Francisco) in the 1906 earthquake; the

British Museum's model was blowTi to

bits in Wodd War 11, and the Smithson-

ian's was ruined in a flood.

The Museum's giant cephalopod

model has hung in the Shell and Coral

Hall, die Hall ofOcean Life, and the HaU

of In\"ertebrates and no^- is part of the

"Wyi of Lite" in the newh* created HaU

Yale University cephalopod expert

A. E. Verrili created the first life-size

model ofwhat was called "the great dev-

ilfish" after examining a specimen that

washed up on Neviaoundknds shores in

1S77. Ward dien copied Verrill's design

—

not only ibr the American Museum of

Nstarsl History but also for the Field

Museum of Natursl History in Chicago,

the California Academy of Sciences in

San Francisco, the Smithsonian, the Mil-

waukee Public Museum, the British Mu-

of Biodiversity Its eyes have been re-

designed, and it is newl^- painted; thou-

sands of red dots represent the chro-

matophores by w'hich it changes color.

Since no one has ever seen a hving,

healthy giant squid, models are the best

way we have of beholding the largest of

all invertebrates—and one of the most

mysterious and elusive creatures on earth.

Rldiard Ellis's book The Search for the

Giant Squid uill be published later diis year.

June 2
Niles Eldredge, a curator in the Museum's Depart- I

ment of Invertebrares and one of the principal cura-

tors for the new" Hall of Biodiversit\". will discuss the I

diversity" ot life on this planet, drawing from material
|

fiom his new book. Life iii tlu Balaiuc The calk wiB |

begin ar 7.-00 P.M-

A lecture in a five-part series on the wonders of I

New York, celebrating Greater New York's 100th an-

rnversary and the opening of the Hall of Biodiversity;

wiB be ginen at 7:00 PJiI. b\- Sidne\- Horenstein, who
|

will talk about New Yorks indigenous and intit>-|

duced plants and animals.

June 4
Cosca Rica's leaiherback nmles, among the largest

and oldest filing reptiles, wiH be the subject of a talk

by James R. Spotila, piofessor of environmental sci-

ence at Drexel University-. The r>\i- cosponsoied by

the Museum and the Earthwatch Institute, begins at

7:00 RXL

June 6
Pagdiriwang, a festiral honoring the centennial of

Philippine independence horn Spain, sktS teatiare

cralt demonstrations, music and dance performances,

children's w-orkshops, rilms and lectures. The pro-

grams are h-ee with admission to the Museirm and

win rake place from noon until 7:00 RM. in the HaS
ofOcean life, Linder Theater, and Leonhardt People

Center.

June 10 and 1 /

Coir^>oser JeSisy Webock will give a two-part lec-

ture about the music of the Azerbaijan region (in

southern Caucasus Mountains) and its di\'erse musii

traditions Hiring back himdreds of years. The sKde-

iEusirated program also teatures demonstrations and

will begin at 7:00 P_xi.

June 23
Borneo's Deer Cave, featured in the April issue of

\muriil History, wili be the subject of a talk at 7:00

P_\IL by New Zealand zoolt^ist Simon Pollard. In ex-

ploring the cave. Pollard discovered a species ot

jumping spider he was searching for and examin

the interrelaiioiaships between the cave's tweh'e

des of bats and the beedes. centipedes, and vari<

other irrvertebrares that live there.

TbiDu^outJune
"Wforkshops for adults and children, as w-ell as nature!

walks and field trips outside the Museum, \s-ill be of-!

fered throughout the month. Call the Membership,

Department ^i (212) 769-56C>6 or the Education De-

partment at (212) 769-5315 for details.

The A'lirseinn's IMAX theater is reaturing C:-.^raf
j

Vcr/age, an exploration of the imivetse's form

strucTure; and Ajfiazon, a portrait of the river, its do]

and iauna. and the people who live along its shores.]

Double features will be shown only on Friday 2nd

Saturday evenings at 6K)0 arsd 7:30 P.M.

The -\merican Museum ofNatural History is loc^i

at Central Park West and 79th Street in Ne\\- York

City For tickets and information about e\-enc5.

(212) 769-5200. Consult die Museum Web site

addidonal informadon (http://wwwL amnh.org .

hours and admission fees, caB (212) 769-5100.

icjBP
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Discovery Tours

]xplore th|g^orld with'

the American Museiim

If Natural History J.

#lrr-
V

Hnce 1869, the American

iuseum ofNatural History

as sponsored thomands of

yientific expeditions around

'le globe in an effort to

nravel the world's greatest

lysteries. It is this passion

) discover and to

nderstand that inspires

Hscovery Tours, the

Iuseum's educational

ravel program.

'irticipants in the

Hscovery Tours travel

rogram have the unique

yportunity to explore the

orld with Museum

ientists as they continue to

icover new insights into

e nature oflife on earth,

ince 1953, over 12,000

useum travelers have

irticipated in Discovery

mrs to some ofthe world's

eatest wildlife areas,

vhaeological sites and

itural centers.

i

CRUISES
Exploring the Dalmatian Coast

July 22 -August 3, 1998

From $5,795 -$6,295

Operation Titanic

September 1 - 9, 1998

$32,500

Egypt: Cruising the Nile

October 12-26, 1998

Estimated from $5,995

Journey of Odysseus: Retracing

the Ancient Mediterranean

October 16-30, 1998

From $6,395 -$13,995

Oriental Passage: Bombay to

Singapore Aboard Song of Flower

November 15 -December 6, 1998

From $7,490 -$11,390

Mexico's Copper Canyon and the

Sea of Cortez

January4-ll„1999

Estimated from $2,100 - $2,950

Easter Island

January 7 -20, 1999

$4,990

The Galapagos Islands

January 8 -20, 1999

Estimated from $5,290

Voyage to Antarctica

January 28 - February 1 1, 1999

From $8,700 -$15,300

Among the Great Whales: Baja

California and the Sea of Cortez

February 6- 14, 1999

Estimated from $2,790 - $4, 190

The Bay of Bengal: Bhutan and

India Aboard the Sea Goddess II

February 17 - March 6. 1999

Estimated from $9,880

Costa Rica and Panama:

A Journey on the Wild Side

March 7 - 14, 1999

Estimated from $3,090 - $5,080

The Amazon:

Discovering Untamed Wonders
March6-13, 1999

March 13 -20, 1999

March 27 -April 3, 1999

Estimated from $2,250

TRAIN TRIPS

Across Canada By Private Train

September 1 - 9, 1998

From $4,990 -$7,890

The Ancient Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia By Train

September 18 - October 10, 1998

From $8,990 to $11,980

National Parks of the West
Aboard the American

Orient Express

June 2 -10, 1999

Estimated from $4,495

Prehistoric Caves and Medieval

Castles of Southern France

September 17 -30, 1998

October 10-21, 1998

From $4,995

Peru Expedition

September 25 - October 9. 1 998

From $4,995

Ethiopia: The Heart of African

Civilization

September 26 - October 1 1, 1998

From $5,450

Himalayan Kingdoms: Nepal,

Tibet and Bhutan

September 28 - October 18, 1998

From $6,995

Lost Cities of Asia and the

Near East By Private Jet

October 27 - November 20, 1998

March 5 -29, 1999

$27,950

Oaxaca: Archaeology, Arts and

Traditions

November 7 -14, 1998

Estimated from $2,590

Big Cats of the Serengeti

Februaryl8-Mach3. 1999

Estimated from $6,995

I

LAND PROGRAMS FAMILY PROGRAMS

Africa's Great Rift Valley:

Ethiopia to South Africa By

Private Plane
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From $3,495 to $4,295

Holidays in Kenya:

A Family Safari

December 20 -January 3. 1999

Estimated from $5,900

I
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(crabgrass)

ambrosia franseria

(ragweed)

taraxacum officinale

(dandelion)

antlquus pila tenisiae

(old tennis ball)

Don't lawnmowers propel enough

scary things into the air?

At Honda, weVe always been concerned about

dean air. And while we can't do anything about the

ambrosia franseria flying around your backyard, we
can do something about your mower's emissions.

Since 1982, weVe been building environmentally

responsible mowers with our unique overhead valve

engine. Long before clean-air regulations existed.

Compared to many lawnmowers with side-valve

engines currently in use, Hondas generate lower

hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions. And
achieve up to thirty percent better fuel economy

Plus, thanks to our mulching technology Honda

mowers deliver fine-cut grass clippings back to your

lawn. Instead of to landfills.

This kind of thinking is nothing new at Honda.

Throughout our 19 years of building products here

in America, our goal has always been the same: lb

balance your desire for fun and performance with

society's need for cleaner air

This philosophy leads to products like our clean

mowers, which let you concern yourself with other

things when mowing the lawn. After all, who knows

when you may encounter a taraxacum officinale.
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Enchanted Forests
From the seventeenth to the nineteenth century',

every European explorer or sojourning naturalist in

the New World seemed to take a turn at drsdng to

relay the wonders of the Western Hemisphere's

forests. One ofmy favorite efforts comes from

Spanish explorer Romulo Gallegos, who described

the Amazonian rainforest:

IVIien there, Ifeel the wonder of the infinite, the

obsessive pleasure of the repetition: trees, trees, trees . . . columns coated in green

shilling moss, lichens covered by parasitic plants, and plants in the air, braided and

strangling vines as thick as tree trunks. Stockades of trees, walls of trees, thick

fortresses of trees! A landscape of trees without end, from tlie roots to the canopy, and

the power and their size immobilize you when you stand among them andfeel the

flow of their wisdom in the silence. Deep green vines, plants in the air, trees! Trees!

The tropical forests endured, but European settlers quickly decimated the

temperate forests of North America. Within twenty years of the founding of

Philadelphia, the citizens of Pennsylvania, once known as Penn's Woods, had

to import wood for friel from mountains a hundred miles away. By the

nineteenth century, travehng journalists such as John Muir were reporting on

the loss ofwhat had once seemed like endless forests.

Now South America's forests are under threat. We reahze these days that the

real wonder of a forest is not its size but the diversit)' of hfe that it holds. A
special section in this issue is devoted to the work of scientists studying what

happens when continuous forest is cut into fragments. We asked the scientists

to give us the facts, and \\'e sent artist Alexis Rockman to do a series of

paintings that evoke the enchantments and wonders the forests still hold.

Award-Winning Work
Putting a magazine together on deadline can often be harrowing work. When
that work is recognized, it's a special pleasure. In the last few months. Natural

History and its contributors have won several noteworthy awards. In May
Kevin KJrajick was gi\-en the American Geophysical Union's Walter SuUivan

Award for Science Writing for "The Ciystal Fuel" (May 1997). In March.

photographer Antonin Kratochvil received the first Alfred Eisenstadt Award

(EISIE) for "Mongoha: Out in the Cold," which ran in our July—August 1997

special "Children at Risk" issue. Eugene Richards 's photography for

"Surviving in Safo" (November 1997) was an EISIE runner-up and \\imier of

the Canon Photo Essay Award in the University of Missouri School of

Journahsm's Pictures of the Year competition, which also recognized

"Sun.i\ing in Safo"' \\ith the Global News Award of Excellence and named

Gene Richards Photographer of the Year. Cohn Finlay's photo-essay "Bosnia:

After the War Without End" (July-August 1997) was also given an Award of

Excellence. Finally, Natural History won a Pictures of the Year Award for team

photo editing and best use of photography. We congratulate Kevin Krajick;

editors Maire Crowe and Annette Heist, who worked \\ith him;

photographers Antonin, Gene, and Cohn; our photography editor, Kay

Zakariasen; and our designer, Thomas Page.

—

Bruce Stutz
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Life in the Balance
Hiimanily and the Biodiversity Crisis

Niles Eldredge

Humans, as a species, are destroy-

ing the planet we inliabit. Niles

Eldredge, the Scientific Curator of

the new Hall of Biodiversity at The
American Museum of Natural History,

shows exacdy how we are decimating

other species, the consequences for our

environment, and what we can do to

alleviate the crisis we have created.

Cloth $24.95

Is the Temperature
Rising?

The Uncertain Science of Global Warming

S. George Philander

S. George Philander provides an excellent

introduction to climate and weather, vwitten

in straightforward, non-technical language.

Cloth $35.00

I

A Guide to the

Birds of the

West Indies
Herbert A. Raffaele

This is the first comprehen-

sive field guide to the birds of

the West Indies to appear in

more than fifty years. It covers

all 564 bird species in the region.

Cloth $45.00
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A Fragile Eden
Portraits of the Endemic Flowering

Plants of the Granitic Seychelles

Rosemary Wise
This is an extraordinary book,

fiUed with beautiful full-color illustra-

tions of some of the world's most
unusual plants. AU of the illustrations

were painted from first-hand obser-

vation.

Cloth $75.00
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To the

Editor
Biodiversity in the Balance

Thank you for Niles

Eldredge's "Life in the

Balance" gune 1998). I was

very much impressed by the

lucidin,^ and breadth of

Eldredge's presentation. But

why must we resort to the

'"pharmaceuticals-out-of^

plants argument" to jusrif^"

preser\"ing biodiversit\'?

What more exploitati\^ and

homocentric argument

could there be?

John Siiiwis

via E-maU

Neglected Giants

My husband and I were

shocked that your article on

Midw'estem megasculptures

("This Land,'" April 1998)

failed to mention Salem Sue,

the world"s bi^est Holstein.

Not to milk- the story^ for

more than it's worth, but I

would ad\?ise anyone \Tsiting

the Upper Midw"est to hoof it

to New Salem. North Dakota.

to gaze upon this magnificent

fiber^ass structure.

Aime S. AIcNiilt)'

Cheshire, Connectian

You missed the giant

strawberr\' in Strawberry

Point, low-a, and the two

renditions ofPaul Bun\^an and

Babe in Bemidji and Brainerd,

Minnesota.

Shelley Stei>a

TliiefRiveT Falls, Minnesota

Uncertain Beginnings

Poinniig out ho^v hard it is to

define the beginnii^ of a

human life, George C.

WiUiams notes (in "Life and

Death FaUacies." May 1998)

that after the conception of

fiatemal twins, the e^s may

fiise to form a chimera—

a

single organism made up of

pordons ofboth fertilized ova.

Indeed, the ultimate

idenrit\' of any fertilized egg is

at first indefimte. From

fertilization through day

fourteen, the conceptus—

a

trophoblast and the few cells

composing the embryoblast

—

is termed a pre-embryo. A
pre-embr\ro may develop into

an embr\'0 proper, an ectopic

or a molar pregnancy, a

choriocarcinoma, twins or

more, a chimera, or—as

happens because of genetic

defects in at least two-thirds of

cases—^nothing at all.

Frank Stiineiwi!

Sarasota, Florida

Fish Out of Water

We enjoyed seeing and

reading May's "Natural

Moment" on mudskippers.

We would only add that there

is a species ofmosquito that

feeds mosdy on the blood of

these remarkable air-breathing

fish—testimony to just how

much time they can spend out

ofw"ater. In fact, some

mudskippers can do \\ithout

water for up to thirty hours.

LAiq' Bunkley-lVilliams

Ernest H. Williams

University ofPuerto RJco

Mayaguez, Puerto Rieo

Galileo's Saturn

In "The Sharp-Eyed L\tix

Outfoxed by Nature" ("This

View of Life," May 1998),

Stephen Jay Gould took

Galileo to task for

misinterpreting the rings of

Saturn. In 1610, Galileo said

he had obser\'ed that Saturn

was a triple object, with two

small companions almost

touching it on either side. He

was led astray, according to

Gould, "presumably because

his intellecmal domain

included no option for rings

around a planet." To presume

that Gahleo saw the rings but

was mentally unprepared to

describe them as such seems

wide ot the mark.

However, Gould also

mentioned parenthetically a

better explanation: that

Galileo's telescope was "too

crude to render the rings with

enough clarity to force his

mind"' to the correct

interpretation. Indeed, while

Galileo's telescope was the

best then available, its optics

were miserable by modern

standards and incapable of

resohdng the rings. Ifyou

shghtly de-focus Saturn in a

small telescope, it looks almost

exacdy as Galileo described it.

Galileo was not alone in

misinterpreting Saturn's rings.

For many years, everyone

who observed the planet

(including Scheiner, Riccioh.

Hevelius, Fontana, Gassendi.

and Christopher Wren) got it

wTong. Only in 1656, with a

much better telescope, did

Huyghens solve the problem.

Galileo's reporting in this

case was exacdy what it

should have been. He

described accurately what he

had obser\'ed.

Slei'cn Soter

Depanment ofAstronomy and

Astrophysics, Ameriam Museum

of Natural History

New York, New York

Coming soon in

Lmm

Special Report

Guyana's Essequibo River was the lifeblood of23,000

people who Uved along its banks. Then 800 million gallons

of cyanide-laced eiHuent poured into it fiom the Omai gold

mine. Writer MarkJacobson and photographer Antonin

Kratochvil report finm Guyana.
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American folklorist and historian William H. Wiggins Jr. ("The Emancipation of Nicodemus")

wrote his doctoral dissertation on Emancipation Day celebrations, but he hadn't seen the

one in Nicodemus, Kansas, until he traveled there on behalf of Natural History. A professor in

the Department ofAfro-Amencan Studies and Folklore at Indiana University, Bloomington,

Wiggins has also done research on black churches and on sports history. He is currently

writing a biography ofJoe Louis, drawing on African American legends, songs, proverbs, and

other lore about the great heavyweight boxing champion.

For the last fifteen years, artist AlexiS ROCkmaP ("Fragments of the Forest") has worked in various media, including oil and water

^
paints, collages, and found objects. His overriding theme has been nature and how we perceive

it. Guyana, a book done in collaboration with writer Katherine Dunn (Twin Palms Pubhshing,

1996), resulted from a visit to the rainforest. ConcreteJungle Quno Books, 1997), edited by

Rockman and Mark Dion, explores how urban environments and nature meet and sometimes

collide; another book. Future Evolution, is in progress. Rockman has exhibited in Tokyo,

London, Milan, Los Angeles, Venice, and New York, and his works are in the collections of the

Guggenheim Museum, the Los Angeles Museum of Art, the Brooklyn Museum, and the

Carnegie Museum of Art.

William F. Laurance ("Fragments of the

Forest"), a senior scientist in the Biological

Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project, studied

the effects of forest fragmentation and logging

in tropical areas of Austraha, New Guinea, and

Southeast Asia before moving to Brazil in 1996.

He also holds associate appointments at the

Smithsonian Institution and University of

Missouri-St. Louis. Laurance gratefully

acknowledges the assistance of Carlos Ritd, of

the National Institute for Research in the

Amazon, Manaus, and Glen R. Barry, of the

University of Wisconsin-Madison, in collecting

background material for this article.

Ever since Raphael K. Didtiam ("Rise of the Supertramp Beetles"), left, was "knee-high to, a grasshopper in a small town in New
Zealand," he had dreams of exploring the Amazonian rainforest. He describes his

"hard-won" Ph.D. from Imperial College, University of London, as "the cukninarion

of blood, sweat, tears, face-rotting leishmaniasis, and

torrential rain washing the road—and our Land Cruiser

—

down steeply wooded slopes." Didham is now a postdoctoral

research biologist studying insect-plant relationships at the

University of Delaware. Coauthor Nigel E. Stork, right, has

studied tropical rainforest insects in many parts of the world,

including West Africa, Central and South America, and

South Asia. Working in London's Natural History Museum for more than sLxteen years gave him a

fascination with the "httle things that make the world tick" and a desire to ensure that science be used to

improve the conservation and sustainable management of tropical rainforests around the world. As director for the last three years

of Austraha's Cooperative Research Centre for Tropical Rainforest Ecology and Management, he encourages 200 scientists and

postgraduate students to produce science that benefits those who live and work in rainforests.

Claude Gascon ("Of Frogs & Ponds & Peccaries") has been studying Amazonian frogs for more than

ten years. He first visited the Amazon as a graduate student in the mid-1980s
'

while completing his Ph.D. at Florida State University. He is now the

scientific coordinator of the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project

in Manaus. In 1993, coauthor Barbara Zimmerman, along with the Kayap6

Indian cominunity of Audre, founded the Kayapo Centre for Ecological

Studies, a field research station located near the middle of the vast, mHitantly

defended Kayapo Indian Reservation in the southeastern Amazon. From this

base, she helps direct a program of conservation and forest management for Conservation International-

Brazil. She IS also an assistant professor m the Department of Forestry at the University of Toronto.



Philip C. StOUffer ("Survival of the Ant

Followers") was introduced to tropical torests

as a graduate student at Rutgers. He worked

in the Amazon for t^vo years as a researcher for

the Smithsonian Institution and has contmued

this work for the past five years during

summer breaks from his position on the

biology faculty at Southeastern Louisiana

University. He loves the natural history and

culture of Brazil, although he has had to

accept that he wiU probably never dance a

passable lambada.

Jay R. JVIalCOitn ("High Roads to Oblivion") conducted his first field project in 1980 in the Canadian Arctic, "where small

manimals rarely encounter a tree, let alone cHmb one." A few years later, he joined the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments

Project and decided to study canopy creatures for his doctoral thesis at the University of Florida. Later, while based both at

Queens University in Ontario and the Wildlife Conservation Society in New York, he did postdoctoral research in the western

Amazon and in Afi-ica. Malcolm met his wife, a carnivore biologist, during fieldwork in the Central African Republic. He is now

a faculty member of the forestry department at the University of Toronto.

Richard Bierregaard ("Birds in Mixed Company") says his career took an unexpected but fateful turn one February night in

1977, when his friend and fellow ornithologist Thomas Lovejoy confided his plans

tor a giant experiment in the Amazonian rainforest. Two years later, after finishing

his doctorate at the University of Pennsylvania, Bierregaard helped launch Lovejoy 's

Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project. After a "100-month stint" as its

field director, Bierregaard returned Stateside to direct the project from its

Washington, D.C., headquarters at the World Wildlife Fund and Smithsonian

Institution. In 1993, he moved to the University of North Carolina, at Charlotte,

where he is now an adjunct assistant professor teaching ornithology. He also advises

graduate students, serves on the boards of three local conservation organizations, and is editing a book summarizing the results of

nearly two decades of research at the Manaus project—and wondering why there isn't more time to work in the garden.

Thomas Lovejoy ("Afterword"), founder of

the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments

Project, has worked in the Brazilian Amazon

since 1965 and currently serves as counselor

for biodiversity and environmental affairs to

the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

and as chief biodiversity adviser for the

World Bank. He was one of the creators of

the public television series Nature and has

provided science and policy advice to

United States government administrations

since 1988.

Chris Reiter ("Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Hedgehog") says his interest in nature was inspired by the

bears, deer, raccoons, and field mice he saw on walks in the Blue Ridge Mountains while he was

growing up. Currently a resident of Brooklyn, New York, Reiter is a freelance writer of fiction, poetrs',

and magazine articles, specializing in nature, conservation, and the arts. He is also now working on

"a couple ofmore 'personal' natural history essays. One is on the ecology of a salt

marsh in southern Delaware that has been my family's wild backyard for nearly

twenty years. The other is on the natural and cultural communities in my own

backyard, the Brooklyn waterfront beneath the Williamsburg Bridge." A geologist

and vertebrate paleontologist, coauthor Gino C. Gould began to study hedgehogs as a doctoral student at

Columbia University and Frick Fellow at the American Museum of Natural Histoiy. "Hedgehogs," she

says, "are intrinsically a very interesting group. They are very old, they have a great fossil record, and during

the course of their evolutionary history, they did some really cool stuff with their morphology." Now a

research associate in the biology department at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, she is using CAT
scan data and DNA evidence to study relationships among both fossil and living hedgehogs.

Puhtzer Prize-winning photographer Jacl< Dyl<inga "(The Natural Moment") turns the lens of his large-format camera toward

landscapes in the southwestern United States and Mexico, using the images he creates to promote environmental awareness and

preservation. Dykinga's work has appeared in Harper's, Audubon, and National Geographic and has been featured on NBC's Today

Show. He is currently working on a book about the Mojave Desert, to be published by Hany N. Abrams.
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Ati Affair with Africa: Expeditions and Ad-

ventures Across a Continent, by Alzada

Carlisle Kistner; Island Press (Shearwater

Books): $24.95; 224 pp.; illus.

Review Beetles that habitually hve in

ant or termite nests (myrmecophilic and

termitophiHc beedes. respectively) have

evolved a fascinating range of adaptations

that afford varying degrees of acceptance

by potentially hostile hosts. Fleet of foot

and protected by hea\Tly armored exo-

skeletons, they can avoid attack, and the

more specialized beedes can secrete sub-

Family
stances that trick ants and termites into

feeding them at the expense of their

hosts' ovrai broods. It was this group of

beedes that led David and Alzada Kistner,

tw-o graduate students in biologx-, to set

out for Africa shordy after their marriage

in 1960.

In her memoir, An Affair with Africa.

Alzada Kismer presents often humorous,

sometimes harrowing accounts of the

couple's entomological field research

spanning thirteen years in eleven A&ican

countries. At a time when women were

discouraged from pursuing fiiU profes-

sional Hves, the author discovered a pas-

sion for adventure and obser\"arion, a

world "endlessly beckoning, a hvely bub-

bling cauldron of questions and intrigue."

Her book gives a behind-the-scenes ac-

count of the couple's entomological re-

search, over the coiu-se of which Da\dd

Kistner became the worlds leading au-

thority" on m^Trmecophihc and termi-

tophiUc beedes, discovering and describ-

ing more than 500 new species and 150

new genera.

In five African expeditions, the Kist-

ners' paths crossed those ofimportant po-

Ktical figures such as Zambian president

Kenneth Kaunda and Tanzanian president

Julius Nyerere. They even dined with Idi

Amin and his entourage just months be-

fore Amin led his bloody coup against the

Ugandan government.

Then first expedition began in the

Belgian Congo (now the Democratic

Repubhc of Congo) in 1960, just as Bel-

gium granted the colony its indepen-

dence. The Kismers settled into field-

work, but within three weeks of their

arrival, pohtical conditions had deterio-

rated to such a degree that their fate—and

that of their beede collection—was in

jeopardy. They escaped from their re-

search station and fled to Stanleyville

(now Kisangani) in a motorcade led at

Africa and Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe).

Kistner marveled at the termites" amazing

engineering feats—concreteHke mounds

constructed with soU, vegetation, and

saliva that keep millions of inhabitants in

comfort by maintaining a remarkably

constant internal environment of 90° F

and 95 percent relative himiidity. But she

also discovered that termites are a culinary

deHcao' and that nests are regularly plun-

dered for their %\djiged reproductive males

and females, rich in fat and protein. '"In

the \Tllage market, termites xaelded about

SI [Rhodesian dollars] per pound; some

nests yielded 100 pounds each season.

Thus, an acre of termites '^delded more

Fieldwork^
breakneck speed by the pro\Tndal gover-

nor and were eventually airlifted to safety

in an Air Force plane sent by Vice Presi-

dent Richard Nixon. Not missing a beat

at this setback to their research, the Kist-

ners relocated to Kenya to continue their

search for rare and unusual beedes.

In 1962, more than six months preg-

nant with her second daughter, the au-

thor set out on a second expedition \vith

David to Liberia and the Ivor)' Coast.

(Their three-and-a-half-year-old daugh-

ter, Alzada. had been reluctandy left in

the safen,' of her grandparents' care.)

"Fortunately. I had my short-legged,

foldable stool," Kistner \rates. "I could

kneel on the ground, rest my forearms on

the stool, and suspend my ample middle."

This probably ranks as one of the more

imusual observation positions in the field.

Elevated blood pressure eventually forced

her to return home while Da\'id stayed

behind to carr\' on with his research. On
a later expedition to South Africa and

Tanzania in 1965—66, the Kismers were

joined by their oldest daughter—already a

budding naturahst—^whOe the youngest

remained at home with her grandparents.

All four Kismers set ofl" for Africa in

1970, this time to study termites in South

cash than an acre of catde or sheep."

In Kismer's Africa, "there was never a

night \\ithout roaring, snuffling, chomp-

ing, and bashing through camp." In one

spot, on their fifth expedition to Bot-

swana in 1973, they heard lions around

them throughout the night. In the morn-

ing, when they asked then ten-year-old

daughter Kymry why she looked so hag-

gard, she said, "A lion went to sleep lean-

ing up against me, and 1 didn't dare move

for hours until he left. I thought he

would eat me right through the tent."

Those intrigued by African natural his-

tory', adventure travel, family dynainics in

the field—and especially termites, beedes.

and ants—^wiU find An Affair with Africa

difficult to put dovirn. Alzada Kistner al-

ludes in her book to the family's other

entomological expeditions in Asia, Aus- :__

traha, and South America. I look forward

to possible sequels.

Artliur ].' Evans, director of the Insect Zoo at

the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles

County, Uved in South Afiica for three years

u'liile studying melolonthine scarabs. He is tJie

coauthor, with Charles L. Bellamy, ofAn In-

ordinate Fondness for Beedes (Henry Holt

and Company).



In the Presence ofElephants
At the end of one field sclUoii in Namibia's

Etosha National Park, biologist Knty Payne

(discoverer of infrasonic connnnnication in ele-

phants) came across some clepihant behavior she

had never seen before.

From Silent TIninder: In the Presence ofEle-

phants, by Katy Payne. Copyright O 1998

by Katy Payne. Reprinted by arrange-

ment with Simon and Schuster.

Excerpt One day we encountered a

group of elephants in a large natural pool

called Ajab. Out of the pool heaved an

immense, dark, sliiny bulk—an elephant

head so coated in mud that the whites of

the eyes didn't show. The elephant lunged

into the air, flopping its long and inde-

cently relaxed trunk upward and then

flipping it backward, releasing a great

sUng of mud; dark droplets flew out and

made an arch against the clear sky

—

whoosh! The head flopped over onto its

side and sank, leaving a

seething crater on the sur-

face. Displaced water rushed

to the center of the crater

just as another huge, dark,

asymmetrical shape rose up

beside it. We strained to un-

derstand the anatomy—that

ridge could only be a back-

bone, making this shape a fat

haunch. The ridge swelled

and lumped but failed to

produce a head; an animal

fmust be rolling under the

surface. Now a circle ofmud
began to seethe, revealing

what appendages? Some-

thing that squirmed like

large and thick snakes or, I

thought to myself, like the

penises of right whales when

cohort of males compete

simultaneously for a female

svho lies beUy-up avoiding

them and they reach over her, groping at

the surface. I had watched such scenes

with mixed emotions fi-om the cUfis in

Argentina. But these elephant parts were

not penises. They were trunks wound to-

gether and slithering apart, all covered

with "sUp," to use a potter's terminology.

A rounded back now rose up with two

trunks slithering along its upper surface,

but the heads beyond the back and trunks

remained submerged. We tried to count

the animals, joking about counting the

visible body parts and dividing by some

integer—four? But now a fifth surged out

of the depths, breaching like a whale,

with its ears flung out sideways. This

creature landed on its back, wallowed,

and disappeared in a new crater, sur-

rounded by thick, curling waves. Sud-

denly, out of this crater's center rose the

heads of two large bull elephants with

broken tusks. Their identical texture, de-

gree of emergence, and facing positions

gave them the appearance of mirror im-

ages carved out of clay and set on a shelf

for display. But the faces rushed at each

other and locked together. I gasped, real-

izing that a jousting match had started

underwater. Immediately, a third large

black head surged out of the mud,

slapped Its trunk across the back of one

contestant, and reached into the mouth of

the other; the three of them fell over as a

unit into the turbulent pool. I was begin-

ning to see the elephants as monsters and

the pool as a prehistoric, sucking tar pit.

Beside the pool, four yearling calves were

enjoying a game of "pig pUe." They were

sHding one over the other into a shallow

pool of mud, landing on their sides or on

their rumps, their legs splayed in the air.

They achieved a pile four deep, facing the

deeper water. Then the top animal

swooped into the lake and, in a mighty

splash, disappeared as one of the elephants

trumpeted. D

1

Cows and calves mud bathing
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Bookshelf

Summer Reading

Swallow Summer
By Charles R. Brown (Umversity ofNebraska Press,

1998; S16.95:iUus.)

Charles Brown began his ongoing smdy of cUff

swaEows in 1981 in southwestern Nebraska,

where the birds return in May from their win-

tering grounds in Argentina. All summer he. his

wife, and several student assistants net and ob-

ser\'e the birds, sometimes wading in mud up to

their knees. In this chronicle of his fifteenth

field season, Bro\ATi conveys his fascination with

these swallows.

Cliffswallow

Inside the Dzanga Sangha

Rain Forest
Compiled by Francesca Lyman (Workman Publish-

ing Co., 1998; $12.95: illiis.)

During a recent expedition to the Central

African Republic's Dzanga-Sangha rainforest, a

team from the American Museum of Natural

History collected materials for a rainforest exhi-

bition in the new Hall of Biodiversity. Pho-

tographs, drawings, andjournal entries from six

Museum scientists, artists, and filmmakers tell

the story of the exhibition for young adults.

The Passionate Observer
By Jean Henri Fabre (Chronicle Books, 1998;

$21.95; ilhis.)

"It is no easy matter to acquire a laboratory in

the open fields, when harassed by a terrible

anxiery' about one's daily bread,'" wrote nine-

teenth-century French entomologist Jean

Henri Fabre. But once he retired, Fabre—de-

scribed by Victor Hugo as "the insects"

Homer"—^\vasted no time generating ten vol-

umes of musings on his native Provence. The

selection represented in this volume reveals his

keen obser\'arions and enthusiastic appreciation

of natural history.

-A.bout This Life
By Barry Lopez (Alfred A. Knopf, 1998; $24}

Lopez, in this new collection of essays, is fluent

on a range of subjecB—£rom» eating the flesh of

blue lobster in the Galapagos Islands to •\\'atch-

ing wolves in the high Arctic. The reader learns

that Lopez had ever\' intention ofbecoming an

aeronautical engineer in college until he heard

Robert Fitzgerald read his translation of the

Odyssey. "History, quest, longing, metered

prose, moral consternation, and fantastic image

all came together in that room," Lopez says.

From diat moment, he decided to be a writer.

Wind
ByJan DeBlieu (Honghton Mifflin, 1998; $24)

Although primarily about the science of

wind—the "flow of air" that has shaped hfe

—

DeBUeu's book is also a personal and poetic

portrait of this natural force. The relation of

wind to the CorioHs effect, ocean currents and

waves, and bird migrations is explained with

simpHcit^' and clarity.

Being There
By Daniel Bradbnrd (Smithsonian Institution Press,

1998: $32.50, $15.95 paperback: ilhis.)

Ethnographer Bradburd and his wife spent

1973-74 among the Komachi pastorahsts of

southern Iran. Bradburd enhances his memoir

of the period by interweaving accoimts of four

nineteenth-century Western travelers.

North Alaska Chronicle
ByJohn Martin Campbell (Museum ofNew Mexico

Press, 1998; $45, $29.95 paperback; ilhis.)

Anthropologist Campbell persuaded Simon

Paneak, a Nunaiuiut Eskimo, to iUustrate and

annotate a history of his people. These ninet^'-

seven drawings from 1968-69 document aban-

doned ttaditions, including st^-les of clothing,

the caribou tents and moss houses that served as

dwellings, and even a legend about hunting the

woolly mammoth.

The Camel's Nose
By Knut Schmidt-Nielsen (bland Press [A Shear-

water Book], 1998: $24.95; illus.)

Norwegian-born Schmidt-Nielsen chronicles

his childhood in the close-knit pre-World "War

II European scientific community that included

Danish physicist Niels Bohr and Hungarian

chemist George de Hevesy. Throughout his ca-

reer in phvsiologN', which brought him to the

United States in 1946 and eventually to Duke

University', Schmidt-Nielsen investigated how

animals survive in hostile emTTonments.

The Book of Nature
By Margaret Welch (Sorthcastern Unii'crsity Press,

1998; $50; illus.)

Naturahsts, namre obser\'ers, diarists, govern-

ment survey artists, craftspeople, painters

—

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America

had many enthusiasts "who devoted hours of

intense effort composing their commentai'y on

the natural world." Historian "Welch portrays an

America already aware of its natural resources

and concerned over their depletion.

From Botswana to the

Bering Sea
By Tlwmas Y. Canby (Island Press [A Shearwater

Book], 1998: $24.95; illus.)

In 1972, when National Geographic instituted a

science department, Canby moved from writ-

ing captions (a task that trained him in "under-

standing a serious scientific subject and trying

to explain it simply and excitingly") to writing

scientific articles. "While he is critical ofsome of

the magazine's poHcies, he is unconditionally

enthusiastic about his own job at National Geo-

graphic, which he describes as a "salaried WTiter's

Outside Lies Magic
ByJohn R. Stilgoe (Walker Publishing, 1998; $20)

Landscape historian Stilgoe explores America's

mysterious and complex "built environ-

ment"—its power lines, highways, commercial

strips, motels, and main streets.

Nahanni Remembered
By A. C. Lewis (NeWest Publishers, 1998;

$19.95; illus.)

Driven by the Great Depression to seek his for-

tune, an inexperienced twenty-two-year-old

farm boy joins a friend to work a trapline deep

in Canada's Northwest Territories. The story is

a page-turner—fiinny, informative, and culmi-

nating in a dramatic account of running the

flood-swollen South Nahanni Raver on a log

raft for more than 200 miles, from their winter

camp back to civiUzation.

Their Father's Work
By William McCloskey (McGraw-Hill [Interna-

tional Marine], 1998; $24.95; illus.)

McCloskey began his career at sea as a mer-

chant seaman and Coast Guard officer. Since ^^

1975, he has worked as a journalist covering^fc.

commercial fishing issues, accompanying vessels

ranging from an industrial-scale seiner ofi" the

coast in Chile to a twenty-foot wooden sailboat

in the Java Sea netting skipjacks and sardines.

Chronicle of the Guayaki

Indians
By Pierre Chistres, translated by Paul Auster (The

MIT Press [Zone Books], 1998; $22.50; illus.)

In the early 1960s, ethnographer Pierre Clastres

(1934—77) spent a year among the Guayaki, a

small tribe from a remote part of Paraguay.

Their culture practiced cannibalism but v^as

also deeply religious and humane. Clastres'

book has been translated for the first time into

English by novehst Paul Auster.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections"

are usually available from the Museum Shop of-

the American Museum of Natural History,

(212) 769-5150.



Cool
Caves
By Robert Anderson

nature.net During the hottest months

of the year, try going underground. Not

only are caves interesting places to visit,

but in the summer they are often 20°

to 30° F cooler than the surface. On
the Internet, the Virtual Cave (www.

goodearth.com/virtcave.html) is a good

place to start. This guide to all the strange

rock formations in caves—including

splattermites, stegamites, bathtubs, and

showerheads—lists various show caves

around the country.

Four sites that have great hsts of caves

are the National Caves Association (www
.cavern.com), the Speleo Link Page (hum

.amu.edu.pl/~sgp/spec/links.html), Caves

I Page (w3.one.net/~charlie/2.html), and

Caving WWW Sites (rschp2.anu.edu

.au:8080/cave/cavelink.html). I especially

enjoyed Bob Gulden's site (www.pipeHne

.com/~caverbob/longdeep.htm), which

Usts the deepest and longest caves. While I

was not surprised to fmd that Kentucky's

Mammoth Cave, nearly 350 miles long, is

the longest in the world, I had never

heard of the second-longest cave in the

United States, Jewel Cave in South

Dakota, some 112 miles in length. The

country's deepest is a lava tube in Hawaii;

to fmd out more about these fascinating

volcanic conduits, try Maui Cave Adven-

tures (www.maui .net/~hanacave/)

.

For information on cave biology, go to

IBiospeleology (www.utexas.edu/depts

/tnhc/.ww^v/blospeleolog^'), which in-

cludes a map of the United States show-

ing the limestone regions richest in caves.

Add uskarst.jpg to the last address to

check out subterranean biodiversity. To

see some large Oregon cave critters, go to

Sea Lion Caves (seahoncaves.com).

Robert Anderson is a freelance science writer

based in Los Angeles.

The Orinoco, a lost world waiting to be found. The Amazon, a mystery yet

to be solved. And Carnival in Rio, a little bit ot both set to music.

10' to 55-day jungle river cruises, departing December through March.

Call your travel agent or 800-872-6400 for more intonnation.

^p^ya[Ofympic Cruises

For the slightly adventurous.

www.roYalolympiccruises.com Ships of Greek registry-
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The poor roads ofthe Ituri

forest were bad for people

but great for wildlife.

By David Wilkie and Gilda Morelli

May 1996: "Snkitma, snkuma [push,

push]," yells SamueU, leaning half out of

the window of his ancient Toyota to egg

on his helpers. Thigh-deep in muddy

water, we and four others are heaving

mightily to try to pry the pickup truck

out of yet another huge hole in the road.

We are in the Ituri forest in what is now

the Democratic RepubHc of the Congo

(at that time, Zaire)

.

The engine roars, and the wheels do

nothing but spin wildly, covering us with

a slurry of brick-colored mud. "Snkiima

tena! [push again!]," yells the driver, who

seems obHvious to the fact that for the last

thirty minutes, the truck has not moved

one inch. It is our fifth trip to the Ituri

forest since 1981, when we began to re-

search the socioecology of hunter-gather-

ers and farmers. We are tliree days out

from the town of Bunia, having traveled

all of seventy-five miles, and we still have

about twenty miles to go to reach Mam-
basa, beyond which the road reportedly

gets even worse for the last seventy miles

to our field site.

In 1981, we were able to drive from

Bunia to the field site in a single day. It

was often hard then to beHeve that we

were in a tropical forest, for along many

stretches of the dirt road, all we could see

were villages, farms, and plantations.

Later, we were struck by how the hves of

the Ituri people and the abundance of

wildlife are influenced by an element that

we did not anticipate when we first

started working there: the road.

With each return visit, the road

showed progressive symptoms of aging:

potholes grew larger and more numerous;

wooden bridges lost their planks; clogged

culverts blocked streams, which flooded

and washed away the road. As it slowly

fell apart, fewer and fewer truck drivers

were willing to incur the cost of repairing

vehicles that were battered by mud, pot-

holes, and fractured bridges. With a

dwindhng number of trucks arriving each

year at roadside villages to buy agricul-

tural produce from farmers, fewer and

fewer farming famihes could afford to

buy the clothes, pots, lamps, radios, and

bicycles that had become part of the local

economy. Progressively, the families shd

back to a precolonial standard of hving.

Villages along the road were abandoned

as whole famihes moved to the towns of

Mambasa, Isiro, and Wamba in search of a

living—or, more typically, young men

If
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and women left to look for work while

their parents stayed behind.

The forests of eastern Congo, which

include the Ituri, are also at the mercj^ of

the roads. They cover roughly 70,000

square rrules and host a stunningly diverse

array of animals and plants. The biologi-

cal significance of these forests has been

recognized since colonial times. Over the

last sevent\--t\vo years, four major pro-

tected areas—three of them UNESCO
World Heritage Sites—have been created

in the region. The most recent, the

5,100-square-mile Okapi Wildhfe Re-

serve, was established in 1992 in the heart

of the Ituri forest. Although these parks

and reser\-es have the potential to protect

much of the region s diverse fauna, they

are all severely threatened.

Most luridly, the ci\Tl war that engulfed

the countr}' in October 1996, exacting

thousands ofhuman casualties, also took a

all the protected areas. The scale ofincur-

sions and the le\'el ofdamage the\' are ca-

pable of \Tsiting on these areas are direcdy

linked to accessibOit^" by road.

t;
I he Ituri forest is home to

chimpanzees and twelve other

primate species. It is also home

to the forest elephant and buf-

falo, two species ofwild pig, ten species of

antelope, the leopard and golden cat, sev-

eral species of genet, and the okapi—

a

short-necked relative of the giraffe,

unique to the area—not to mention

hordes of scurrying smaller creatures, a

great dh'enitN" of birds, and spectacularly

colorflil flurries of butterflies. Although

farmers fields could have been a veritable

supermarket to hungr\- elephants, pigs,

and primates, the densiD." of \Tllages along

the road and the \'igilance of fanners'

children used to keep the animals at a dis-
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Tlie only truck to try togojrom Mimgbere to Mambasa inJune

1996, above, collapsed on a log bridge. Months later, it was still stuck.

Opening page: A trader's "team" makes road repairs.

toU on the forests. The Ituri region did

not see the worst of the war. However,

people there suffered the theft of seed

crops and other goods by retreating gov-

ernment troops. Already weakly enforced

regulsdons on the himting of bushmeat

completely collapsed. Also, gold and dia-

mond miners, commercial game-meat

hunters, and poachers operate illegally in

tance—^most of the time. But as the forest

reclaimed roads and deserted \Tllages alike,

elephants, antelope, and other herbiv-orous

animals quickly took advantage of the

dense flush of regrowth vegetation that

grew up roadside; it was more accessible

and palatable than the toxic, tannin-rich

leaves of the tall trees tN'pical of undis-

turbed forest in the Ituri region. Foraging

animals also found a short-lived but abun-

dant food supply in the bananas, papayas,

and oil palms in abandoned fields.

Although we have watched the road

decay over time, when we return in 1996,

we are truly stunned. It has ne\"er been this

bad. By 5:00 P-M., it's clear that we are not

going to get the truck out of the mud be-

fore dark. Samueh and his helpen stay with

the ^^hicle; we grab our backpacks and tell

him that we are going to find a \illage to

sleep in tonigjit. Even walking along the

road is hard. The sides of the track are

piled high with slipper\- red clay dug out of

holes by truck crew-s looking for dr\- soil to

give their vehicles some purchase in the

mire. We teeter along the edge of chasms,

some ofthem hundreds ofyards long.

This close to the equator, rRnlighr lasts

only a few minutes. With cit\- lights hun-

dreds of rmles away, moonless nights are

pitch black. We are lucky tonight, for as

the sun goes down, a fiill

moon rises above the trees.

Avoiding the ^oom of each

other's shadows, w"e continue

to plow through the mud,

past the white trumpets of

hundreds of bat-pollinated

moonflowers—an eerily si-

lent roadside orchestra. It's

well after 7:00 P..M. when we

finally arrive at a tillage,

which, fittingly, is named

Pumzika, meaning "to rest."

We're not the only ones

looking for a place to spend

the night. Five traders are

sprawled out next to their bi-

cycles, each ofwhich is piled

with empty five-gallon plas-

tic jerricans. The traders, in

their late teens or eady tw-en-

ties, are headed for Mungbere or Wamba

to buy pakn oil for resale in Bunia.

At Pumzika we greet AfaKukpa, the

headman, and his family. His son Kukpa

shows us the path to the river. Apologiz-

ing for the soap his mother has made

from pakn oil and ashes, Kukpa says few-

traders come by an^^nore because of the

condition of the road. "Now? we have
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neither mone)- nor good soap!" When we

get back, Knkpa's mother, Mulaodi, has

finished cooking the rice we brought

with us, augmenting it wixh some of her

family's dinner of boiled plantains and

sombe, a stew of cassava leaves, pakn oil,

and screamingly hot peppers.

While earing, AfaKukpa scans our

mud-encrusted boots and socks. Shaking

his head, the sixt\Tsh headman begins his

stor)'. (We are all speaking KiNg^vana, a

variant of KiSwahili.) "My father built

this road. When I was this high [indicat-

ing by the level of his hand a child about

age ten], our family was driven fi'om our

village, about two days' walk west of here,

to btuld this road for the Belgians. We
have Hved beside the road ever since. In

the early days, the bus would travel firom

Bunia to Isiro and remm the next day.

Traders would come to our \Tllage to buy

my father's peanuts and rice, and we had a

maintenance continued into the early

years of rule by Mobutu Sese Seko, the

commander in chief of the army who
seized control of the countr\" in 1965.

AfaKukpa says, "After the Simba rebel-

lion in the 1970s. President Mobum de-

cided to kill the roads through neglect.

Now, only the bic\xle traders sriU travel

here, and even they stop fix>m August to

December [during the hea\y rains]." He
gets up and goes into his hut, returning

with an old, rusty, charcoal-heated flat-

iron. "Look at this," he says. "When I was

a young man, we used this to iron our

clothes, we had so many. Look at my
children now: they are walking around

mbiitdii [^^ithout clothes]."

In their heyday, the dirt roads that cross

the forest were the commercial lifeline

connecting the numerous and often huge

coffee and oil pakn plantations within the

forest to factories in Isiro. Kisangani, and

Kinshasa, the capital. At harvesttime,

traders came to the village in trucks to

buy coffee and pakn oil, as well as peanuts

and rice, from the farmers. Roadside

markets were filled with stalls of alu-

minum cooking pots, wax-printed cotton

cloth. Goodwill and Oxfam clothing, and

soap. Now AfaKukpa says, "The forest is

taking over again. Bushpigs are raiding

our fields. Elephants ate my brother's ba-

nana crop last week. We haven't sold

peanuts and rice since Kukpa was a boy,

and he's married with tw^o children.

Bushmeat—that's all we can sell, and

there are so few- traders it is even getting

hard to buy wire for snares to go trapping.

We have no money to buy anything.

Look at Kukpa's mother over there; she's

burning banana skins to make salt. What

wiU we do when the road dies?"

Next morning, we are awakened by

Toma, one of Samueh's assistants, telling

coffee plantation that produced ten sacks

of beans ever\- year. When I was a boy I

even wore shoes, and mv mother had the

most beautifiil clothes."

The Ituri forest is acmaUy traversed by

three roads, built in the 1930s and 1940s

under Belgian colonial rule, often with

the forced labor of local people. After the

country became independent in 1960,

only the busiest stretches of road were

graded, and those irreguladv This level of

Ten years ago at Epulu,

above, the road through the

Ituriforest was in much

better condition, and the

town was easily reached by

car. Right, a trader makes

ready the "supermarket on

wheels," whose goods he

uHHpush into theforest and

exchangefor money or

bushmeat.
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US that he is going to walk to Mambasa to

see if he can get a spare part at the

Cathohc mission. We quickly arrange for

the bicycle traders to pick up the few re-

maining pieces of our luggage from the

truck and meet us in Mambasa. Leaving

some salt and tobacco with Mulaodi, we

set off on foot with Toma. For mile after

mile, the road ranges from a narrow, dou-

ble-tracked walking trail to a morass of

water-filled holes. In some places, drivers

have created multiple tracks in heroic at-

tempts to work their way around the

holes. Dead vehicles htter the verges, and

mini tent-cities appear next to trucks that

are not exactly dead but are in need of

much more than a simple tune-up.

A bout noon, we ask Toma

when we wiU pass the village

where Karoh, a friend of ours,

lives. He laughs and says,

"KaroH moved to Mambasa a year ago.

Everyone is leaving the forest." But

clearly not everything. In the last fifteen

years, as people left the forest, abundant

wildlife moved in to fdl their place. We
have never seen so many troops of mon-

keys. More than once, we spook a duiker

(forest antelope) feeding close to what is

left of the road. And where the vegetation

is at its thickest, pUes of elephant dung at-

test to how the wildlife is once again

thriving as the road is dying.

With the day almost done, we reach a

log bridge. An overloaded truck has

snapped three of the logs and is now

canted precariously, half on and half off

the bridge. The truck is owned by Toni

Uwongo, from Beni, a market town

ninety-five miles farther south. As the

second son in a tamily ot eight, he inher-

ited no land. And after graduating from

teacher-training college in Bukavu, he

was unable to find a paying job. Trading

seemed to him the only way to make a

living. He started with a bicycle and

evennially worked his way up to the 1983

Toyota HiLtrx four-by-four now stuck on

the broken bridge.

Never has a truck so shown its age.

The rear looks hke a HiLux but the front

looks hke something else entirely, sug-

gesting that it has been the subject of

many creative repairs. This is Toni's third

trip this year to Wamba to buy palm oil

and probably his last before the heavy

rains make the road totally impassable for

another six months. His truck is laden

with at least 250 gallons of oil, along with

eleven sacks of fire-blackened, smoked

bushmeat of indeterminate type; nine

freshly killed monkeys; and six bloody,

fly-encrusted duiker carcasses. Five

human passengers perch on top.

As on the previous night, the conversa-

tion quickly moves to the state of the road

and the ineffectualness of the Office des

Trous ("the department of holes"), as the

roadworks department is known. Toni re-

counts a joke: "Mobutu told the presi-

dent of Rwanda after a coup attempt

there, 'Look what happens when you

buUd roads. In Zaire we have no roads,

we have no insurrection.' " Toni hopes

that the government will let truck owners

repair the roads.

Toni may now be closer to getting his

wish than he ever imagined. When insur-

gent Laurent Kabila overthrew the

Mobutu regime in May 1997, he declared

that one of the first priorities of his newly

created Democratic Republic of the

Congo was to build 300 miles of tar road

in each province. And although it is still

extremely difficult to get information

from people in the Ituri forest, the news

that does get through is consistent. The

roads are improving, but it's primarily the

traders—not the government—who are

responsible. Traders, keen on exploiting

the forest's rich resources, are finding

ways to repair the bridges and fdl the

holes. This is not road repair as we know

it, with big machines and big money.

This is almost invisible, incremental repair

by teams ofyoung men walking alongside

each truck and fixing each impediment

they come across just effectively enough

to get the vehicle through.

However, while road repair is hkely to

be good for local economies, it may be

disastrous for wildlife conservation. Mar-

kets for forest goods and for agricultural

crops encourage exploitation of forest re-

sources; more of the forest can be felled,

and many plants and animals—some of

which are found only here—may be lost.

Until big trucks can travel easily along the

roads at harvesttime, agricultural markets

wiU be slow to recover, and bushmeat that

can be transported on bicycles wUI offer

the first source of revenue for poor vil-

lagers in the eastern forests. Road recon-

The roadfrom Mambasa past thefield site,

above, used to be a major routefor buses and

trucks, butfew "good" patches remain.

struction is essential for the expansion of

trade in Congo. Yet the improved roads

and increased trade that will help families

to drag themselves out of poverty also

bring the risk of accelerated and totally

unregulated destruction of forests hke the

Ituri. As roads are revitalized, there is a

need for strategies to regulate the bush-

meat trade in the immediate fiiture—and

to ensure that, in the long term, forest

resources contribute to people's welfare

and development. D

David Wilkie is a socioecological consultant and

adjimct professor in the Department of Psychol-

ogy at Boston College, ii'here Gilda MoreUi is

an associate professor ofpsychology. Terese and

fohn Hart of the Wildlife Conservation Society

provided additional reportingfor this article.
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On
Embryos

and Ancestor
Fossils of tiny embryos 570 million years old may well

greatest paleontological discovery of our time.

"Every day, in every way, I'm getting bet-

ter and better." I had always regarded this

famous phrase as a primary example of the

intellectual vacuity that often passes for

proflmdiry in our current era of laid-back,

New Age bliss—a verbal counterpart to

the vapidity of the "have a nice day" smi-

ley face. But when I saw this phrase chis-

eled m stone on the pediment of a French

hospital built in the early years of our cen-

tury, I knew that I must have missed a

longer and more interesting pedigree. This

formula for well-being, I then discovered,

had been devised in 1920 by Emile Coue

(1857-1926), a French pharmacist who
made quite a stir in the pop-psych circles

of his day with a theory of self-improve-

ment through autosuggestion based on fre-

quent repetition of this mantra—a treat-

ment that received the name of Coueism.

(In a rare example of improvement in

translation, this phrase gains both a rhyme

and better flow, at least to my ears, when

converted to EngHsh from Coue's French

original: Tows ks jours, a Urns points de vne, je

mis de mieux en mieiix.)

I don't doubt the efficacy of Coue's

mantra, for the placebo effect (its only

possible mode of action) should not be

dismissed as ?. delusion but cherished as a

useful strategy for certain forms of heal-

ing—a primary example of the influence

that mental attitudes can wield upon our

By Stephen Jay Gould

physical sense of well-being. However, as

a general description for the usual style

and pacing of human improvement, the

constant and steady incrementalism of

Coue's motto—a twentieth-century ver-

'f

sion of an ancient claim embodied in the

victory cry of Aesop's tortoise, "slow and'

steady wins the race"—strikes me as only

rarely applicable, and surely secondary, to

the usual mode of human enlightenment,

either attitudinal or intellectual: that

is, not by global creep forward, inch

by subsequent inch, but rather in

rushes or whooshes, usually follow-

ing the removal of some impedi-i

nient or the discovery ofsome facil-

itating device, either ideological or

technological.

The glory of science hes in such in

novatory bursts. Centuries of vain

speculation dissolved in months be^

fore the resolving pow^er of Galileo's

telescope, trained upon the frill range

(let

An embryo of a triplobhst animal in

an early stage of cleavage, right, was

preserved in late Proterozoic chert

from southern China. It bears a

remarkable resemblance to the

liYpothetical early lifefbrm, above,

drawn by a>olutionist Ernst Hacckel

more than a century ago.
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of cosniic distances, from the Moon to the

Milky Way. About 350 years later, cen-

turies of conjecture and indirect data

about the composition of lunar rocks

melted before a few pounds of actual sam-

ples brought back by Apollo 1 1 after Mr.

Armsn^ong's small step onto a new world.

In the physical sciences, such explo-

sions of discovery usually follow the in-

vention of a device that can, for the first

time, penetrate a previously invisible

realm—the "too far" by the telescope,

the "too small" by the microscope, the

imperceptible by X rays, or the unreach-

able by spaceships. In the humbler world

of natural history, episodes of equal pith

and moment often follow a "eureka"

triggered by continually available mental,

rather than expensively novel physical,

equipment. In other words, great discov-

ery often requires a map to a hidden mine

fiUed with gems then easily gathered by

conventional tools, not a shiny new

space-age machine for penetrating previ-

ously (and utterly) inaccessible worlds.

The uncovering of life's early history

has featured several such cascades of dis-

covery following a key insight about

proper places to look, and I introduce this

year's wonderfiil story by citing a previous

episode of remarkably similar character

from the last generation of our science

(literally so, for this year's discoverer wrote

J
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his Ph.D. dissertation under the guidance

of one of the earlier two innovators).

When, as a boy in the early 1950s. I

first became fascinated \\'ith paleontologv'

and evolution, the standard dogma pro-

claimed the origin of life was inherendy

improbable but achieved on this planet

onlv because the immensitN' of geological

A 570-million-year-oldfossil embryo,

right, shows hexagonal cells still

constrained by membranes. Ernst

Haeckel's speculative illustration of

early life, above, was published long

before anyfossil corroboration.

time must convert the nearly impos-

sible into the \TrmaIly certain. (With

no limir on the number of tries, you

\\tL1 eventually flip frtiy heads in a

row with an honest coin.) As e\"i-

dence for asserting the exquisite special-

ness of life in the face of overwhelmingly

contrar)' odds, these conventional sources

cited the absence of any fossOs represent-

ing the first half of the earth "s existence

—

a span of more than 2 billion years, often

formally designated on geological charts as

the Azoic (Hterally, "lifeless") era. Al-

though scientists do recognize the limita-

tions of such negative evidence (the first

example of a previously absent phenome-

non may, after all, turn up tomorrow), this

failure to find any fossils for geolog\-'s first

2 biUion years did seem fairly persuasive.

Paleontologists had been searching assidu-

ously for more than a cenmr>' and had

found nothing but ambiguous scraps and

blobs. Negative results based on such sus-

tained etibn over so many years do begin

to inspire beliet.

But the impasse broke m the 1950s,

when Elso Barghoorn and Stanley Tyler

reported fossOs of unicellular Hfe in rocks

more than 2 bOlion years old. Pale-

ontologists, to summarize a long

and complex stors- \\ith many excit-

ing turns and notable heroes, had

been looking in the \\Tong place

—

in conventional sediments that

rarely preserve the remains of single-

celled bacterial organisms without

hard parts. They had not realized

that life had remained so simple for

so long, or that the ordinan.- sites for

good fossil records could not pre-

ser\^e such organisms.

Barghoorn and colleagues dis-

pelled a centur\" of finastration by looking

in a different place, where cellular reinains

of bacteria might be preser^-ed—in chert

beds. Chert has the same chemical for-

mula (wth a different molecular arrange-

ment) as quartz: sihcon dioxide. Paleon-

tologists rarely think of looking for fossils

in silicate rocks—for the perfecdy valid

and utterly ob\-ious reason that silicates

form by the cooling of volcanic magmas

and therefore cannot contain organic re-

mains. (Life, after aU, doesn't flourish in

bubbhng lavas, and amthing falling in

gets burnt to a crisp.) But cherts can form

at lower temperamres and be deposited

amid layers of ordinar)' sediments in

oceanic waters. Bacterial cells, when

trapped in this equivalent of surrounding

glass, can be preser\'ed as fossils.

This cardinal insight—that we had

been searching in the \vrong venue of or-

dinary sediments rather than in firuirful

cherts—created an entire field of study:

collecting data fi-om the first two-thirds or

so ofUfe s full history'. Fort}' yean later, we

may look back with wonder at the flood

of achievement and the complete over-

turn of established wisdom. We now pos-

sess a rich fossil record of early life, ex-

tending right back to the earliest potential

source for cellular e\idence. (The oldest

rocks on earth that could preserve such

data do contain abundant fossils of bacte-

rial organisms. These 3.5- to 3.6-billion-

year-old rocks from Australia and South

Africa are the most ancient strata on earth

that have not been sufficiendy altered by

subsequent heat and pressure to destroy all

anatomical eNidence of Ufe.)

Such ubiquirv' and abundance have

forced a reversal of the old \iew. Life ot

simplest bacterial grade now seems in-

evitable rather than improbable. As a

mantra tor memon.', may I suggest: "Lite

on earth is as old as it could be." I realize,

of course, that an earliest possible appear-

ance constitutes no proof of ine\itabilin'.

After all, even a highly improbable event

might occur, by good fortune, early in a

series of trials. (Vbu might flip those fiftrs'

successive heads on your tenth attempt,

but don't count—or bet—on it.) None-

theless, faced with the data we now pos

sess—that life appears as soon as it could

and remains pervasive forever after—our

thoughts must move to ideas about almost

predictive ine\itabilit\-. Given a planet of

earthly size, distance from a central star,

and composition, life of simplest grade

may originate with ^irtual certainty as a

consequence of principles of organic,

chemistry and the physics of self-organiz-

ing ss'stems.

But whatever the predictability- of life's

origin, the subsequent pathways of evolu-

tion have been mighn^ peculiar, at least

with respect to our conventional hopes

(Please turn to page 58^
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Why Menopause?
By Craig Packer

As more and more baby boomers

reach middle age, advances in as-

sisted fertility make headlines almost

every day, and infertile couples can

now employ a variety of techniques

to conceive a child. So far, however,

technology has failed to alter a basic

biological limit: the end of a

woman's reproductive life span.

From about the age of forty, ovaries

become less responsive to estrogen,

fertilized eggs give rise to embryos

with more chromosomal abnormal-

ities, and menstrual cycles become

increasingly irregular, ceasing by an

average age of fifty-one. Why is this

process so relendess? And why does

reproductive cessation occur when
women are still so vigorous, while a

man can become a father at any age?

Since many women today live

well into their seventies, menopause

seems a frustrating, old-fashioned

constraint. Indeed, evolutionary bi-

ologists have long viewed menopause as a

reflection of life-history patterns adapted

to a pretechnological era. Biologists have

not agreed, however, on just why and

how menopause evolved. Some consider

it a natural part of the aging process; oth-

ers see it as some sort of adaptation, a

milestone hke puberty, marking a new
phase in Hfe.

The evolutionary theory of aging pre-

dicts a programmed senescence in any

species that sufiers "extrmsic mortahty,"

that is, death from external causes. The
world is a dangerous place, filled with

predators and disease. Consequently, al-

though everyone gets to be young, old

age is a -arity for most species. Generic

traits that inflict damage only in old age

can thus persist in the general population

because they do not interfere with suc-

cessfiil reproduction—the ultimate test of

"fitness" (which is usually defined as the

total number of surviving ofispring pro-

duced over a hferime). Most individuals

who carry the genes for Alzheimer's dis-

ease, for example, will die long before

these genes have a chance to do any

harm. If, in the distant past, few women
lived long enough to experience

menopause, then reproductive cessation

iTught be just the inevitable outcome of

an overall pattern of senescence.

But human menopause happens so

early in hfe compared with other physio-

logical dechnes (hke heart failure or senil-

ity) that many biologists have been dissat-

isfied with the "reproductive senes-

cence" hypothesis and have proposed in-

stead that menopause irdght be an evolu-

tionary adaptation. The "risky child-

birth" hypothesis points out that

pregnancy becomes more hazardous with

increasing age and that when a woman
dies in childbirth, any young children still

dependent on her are also at risk. Thus,

the hypothesis goes, middle-aged women
might do better to forego the risks of re-

production and enhance their genetic

legacy by concentrating their energies on

their surviving children and grandchil-

dren. A variant of this theory is that since

newborn infants are so demanding, a

mother who already has a large brood and

gives birth to addirional babies will in-

evitably neglect her earlier oSspring.

("There was an old woman who Hved in a

shoe; she had so many children she didn't

know what to do.") Both of these hy-

potheses view menopause as a gateway to

a purposefril new phase in hfe.

Like the reproductive senescence hy-

pothesis, however, the various adaptive

hypotheses have shortcomings. First, the
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risk of dying during childbirth is actually

quite low. Even in undeveloped nations,

middle-aged women suffer an average

risk of only 3 percent, which—although

sobering for the individual mother-to-

be—is far too low for natural selection to

favor reproductive cessation. Second, in

order to have a chance of becoming a

grandmother, a woman must have post-

pubescent children. High infant survival

rates are largely restricted to the devel-

oped nations of the twentieth century.

leaving postmenopausal women with

nothing better to do than help care for

grandchildren.

One way to test these alternative hy-

potheses is to study other mammals. I

have been involved in long-term studies

of two species that are often viewed as

useful models of hominid evolution: the

oHve baboon and the African lion. Lions

and baboons both Uve in complex social

groups that revolve around the relation-

ships of female kin. The lion pride cen-

A woman's reproductive life stops while

she is still vigorous. A man can become a fether

at any age. Why?
Throughout our evolutionary history,

most women would have been lucky to

raise any surviving offspring at all, so why

should they be hard-wired to forego fur-

ther reproduction during middle age?

Surely, it would be more plausible for

women to have evolved a birth-spacing

mechanism that was sensitive to their lev-

els of nutrition and/or stress, and thus to

have prevented further pregnancies only

when they were overwhelmed by the de-

mands of their older children.

So is menopause a harbinger of senes-

cence or an adaptive transformation? The

reproductive senescence hypothesis is dif-

ficult to evaluate in humans. Only a few

homirud skeletons have been discovered,

and whether these specimens provide an

accurate picture of ancestral life spans is

unknown. In defense of the adaptive hy-

potheses, anthropologists Kristen Hawkes

land Nick Blurton-Jones have noted that

the presence of grandmothers in tradi-

tional hunter-gatherer societies improves

the survival of grandchildren.

However, older women can potentially

leave more descendants by continuing to

have their own babies than by looking

after their grandchildren. Further, even if

postmenopausal women's help does en-

hance their grandchildren's survival, this

would not necessarily account for the ori-

gins of menopause, which could have

evolved as a side effect of senescence,

ters on a core of female relatives who

hunt together, defend a joint territory,

and raise cubs communally—even to the

point of nursing one another's young.

Lion grannies sometimes "babysit" and

join their daughters in defending terri-

tory. The baboons form family-based, hi-

erarchical social groups, with daughters

ranking just below their mothers. Elderly

females frequently groom their grandchil-

dren and help their daughters maintain

their social status by defending them

against other females. In addition, ba-

boons, as higher primates, have a repro-

ductive physiology that is essentially the

same as that of humans.

I first encountered baboons in 1972,

when I went to Tanzania's Gonibe Na-

tional Park with feUow biologist Anthony

CoHins. (Jane Goodall is most famous for

her studies of chimpanzees, but she has

also overseen a continuous project on

olive baboons at Gombe since 1967.

CoHins has headed the project for the last

sixteen years and supervises a team of

Tanzanian field assistants who census the

troops every day.) Gombe provides a rela-

tively mild habitat for baboons: the park

contains no lions or hyenas and only a few

leopards, and the forests are so rich that

each troop travels only a few hundred

yards a day in search of food. Most

Gonibe females survive into their twen-

ties, and troops always have a few elderly

females, some of whom are so frail they

can no longer climb into the troop's

sleeping trees at night. None, however,

has reached her twenty-eighth birthday.

After several years in Gombe, I moved

to northern Tanzania to continue the

long-term study of Serengeti Uons initi-

ated by George SchaUer in 1966. Lions

are seldom attacked by other species, so

they often survive into their dotage. One

of the first honesses I saw was named

Shenzi (SwahUi for "shabby"). At the age

of fifteen, she had very few teeth, a bat-

tered snout, and shredded ears. Again,

after gathering data for decades, we know

how long Uons Hve: no lioness here has

reached eighteen.

Years of fieldwork have taught us much

about the reproductive Hves of hons and

baboons. Baboons are especially gratify-

ing to study because much of their love

Hfe is so, well, obvious. Females have a

conspicuous "sex skin" that swells as the

menstrual cycle progresses, reaching max-

imal size about the time of ovulation,

which occurs every thirty-eight days.

Shortly after conception, the skin turns

scarlet. Gestation is 185 days, so if a preg-

nant female's sex skin begins to swell be-

fore that much time has elapsed, we can

tell that she has miscarried. Tracking fer-

tility in the field this way has enabled us

to determine that the overall maternity

rate in these baboons remains constant

from age six (when puberty begins) to

age twenty-one, after which the miscar-

riage rate soars. Two years later, menstrual

cycles become irregular and fertiUty de-

chnes; in four more years, when a baboon

reaches twenty-seven, cycling has ceased

altogether.

Pregnancies and sexual cycling are

harder to detect in Hons, but our observa-

tions revealed that reproduction also re-

mains constant over most of a hon's hfe

—

starting at the age of three and continuing

until thirteen. But when lionesses hit

their fourteenth year, the average number

of cubs in a Htter drops sharply, from 2.5

to 1 , and the number of litters per year

appears to dechne. By the rime a honess is

seventeen, her reproductive days are over.
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Thus, in both species, reproducrive

performance is constant for many years,

followed by decline and eventual cessa-

tion—a pattern that is reminiscent of re-

production in the human female. What,

then, do these species tell us about the

possible adaptiveness of reproductive ces-

sation? Do granny baboons catch a sec-

ond \\"ind by stopping breeding and de-

voting themselves to their grandchildren?

Do aging hons become the grandes

dames of their prides and boost their

daughters' reproductive rates?

I asked Marc Tatar, an evolutionary- bi-

ologist at Brown University; to help ad-

dress these questions with a detailed de-

mographic analysis of our data. Together,

we tested for evidence of an adaptive

lifetime genetic contribution of a hypo-

thetical female that continues breeding to

the end of her life: A continuous breeder

would leave only 0.24 percent more off-

spring than the "t^^ical" female; a H-

oness, only 0.15 percent more.

No one yet knows the precise genetic

basis for programmed senescence. Aging

may result from mutations that remain

harmless until the carrier reaches old age

or may be a consequence of traits that en-

hance survival and reproduction during

youth but have a ravaging effect in old

age. Either way, Tatar's estimated "costs"

of reproductive senescence are low

enough to be consistent with general

models of aging.

StiU. the question remains, why don't

Female mainnials—^whether lion, baboon, or

human—^may not be adapted to Hve much past

the years aucial for rearing the final offipnng.

menopause by comparing the survival

rates of animals that had living grand-

mothers with those that didn't. Unfortu-

nately for the adaptive hypothesis, ^ve

could find no e\"idence of a "granny ef-

fect'" in either baboons or hons. Grand-

children survived just as well when their

grandmother \vas dead as when she was

ahve and postmenopausal. Our one sig-

nificant finding even ran counter to the

adaptive "granny hv^othesis": a grand-

mother lioness enhanced the survival of

her grandchildren only wrhen she contin-

ued to bear young herself. Since a lioness

nurses her daughter's cubs only when she

has a htter ofher outi, reproductive cessa-

tion reduces her abUit\- to look after her

grandchildren.

In the end. the reproducrive senes-

cence hypothesis pro\ides a more power-

fill explanation ofwhy hons and baboons

stop gi\ing birth. In both species, only a

few females survive long enough to expe-

rience a declining reproductive rate, at

which point they have short life ex-

pectancies. The advantage of maintaining

reproduction at these advanced ages is

therefore ver\- small. Tatar calculated the

females all drop dead at menopause?

"Women today regularly live well past

menopause. Occasionally, a woman may

hve nearly as long after menopause as be-

fore it: Jeanne Caknent of France, for ex-

ample, went through menopause some-

time in the 1920s and died in 1997 at the

age of 122, sho\\Tng no signs of mental

impairment. Again, our analysis of ba-

boons and Hons pro\-ides some clues.

AH mammals are characterized by pro-

longed maternal investment. Mammahan

infants are so dependent on their mothers

that they may be doomed by her frailt\' or

death. Thus, past a certain age. a female

will gain no advantage from ftirther re-

production. She needs the rest of her

bodily fimctions, however, long enough

to rear her final "survivable" ofispring. It

makes sense, therefore, for female repro-

ductive organs to deteriorate before other

parts of the body. In most mammals.

males, in comparison, do not contribute

as much parental care, so retaining their

reproductive fimction could allow them

to father surviving offipring at any age.

In baboons, maternal care has a pro-

found effect on infant sunival: at Gombe.

infants are much more hkely to die if they

are orphaned prior to their second birth-

day. At the age of twent^'-one (when re-

producrive senescence first becomes ap-

parent), a Di'pical female has a hfe

expectancy' of another five years and thus

has a good chance of rearing any infant

born in her tvvenrieth year; any infant

born after that is increasingly likely to be

orphaned too young to survive. In the

hons, maternal survival is only important

during the first year of a cub's life, and

when a lioness reaches the age offourteen

(at which time her Htter size drops dra-

matically), she can expect to hve another

1.8 years—long enough to raise the last

cub born. Using these data as a rough

guideline, and assuming that human in-

fants need their mothers until they are ten

years old, we would guess most "ances-

tral" menopausal women hved to any-

where between fift\'-eight to sixt\'-five.

Like reproductive cessation in hons and

baboons, menopause in humans may in-

deed be a milestone, but its message is

one of impending bodily decline. A
woman's body might only have been

adapted to survive the crucial years neces-

sary to raise her final ofispring. Now that

we have ehminated so many sources of

mortaht\'. women survive long enough to

endure long-term consequences of
i

menopause that were outside the experi-

ence of our ancestors. Menopausal

women today have the option of hor-

monal replacement therapy to alleviate or

prevent some of these long-term conse-

quences, although the appropriate ther-

apy, as well as possible adverse effects of

the therapy itself, remain a matter of de-

bate. In the meantime, studies Hke ours

suggest that menopause is not only a uni- :

versal feature of mammahan hfe history
j

but also an ine^^table legacy' of the very

feature that defines mammals: the re-

markable care that we receive from our i

mothers.

Cniio Packer is Distinguished McKnight Uni-

I'ersity Professor in the Department ofEcology, \\

Ei'ohition, and Behavior at the Uniivrsity of

Michioan
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Interstate 70 goes through Lawrence, Kansas, once a station on the UndergrouK

Tlie Alexander

family homestead

lies afew miles

north ofNicodemus,

Kansas, a town

founded in 1877.

Inset: An early

photograph of

Nicodemus's African

Methodist Episcopal

Cluirch.

A Kansas homecoming
honors black pioneers.

By William H. Wiggins Jr.

Friday
12:00 noon. A large "Welcome to Kansas" sign

greets me as I drive from the Kansas City International

Airport on a westward journey into American history.

I am headed for Nicodemus, the oldest surviving town

west of the Mississippi founded by African Americans.

The occasion is that pioneer village's August 1 Eman-

cipation Celebration, a well-attended homecoming.

Kansas has a rich abolitionist heritage. During the

1850s, it was called Bleeding Kansas because of the

fierce fighting between those who wanted this terri-

tory to be a slave state and those who did not. (Kansas

entered the Union as a free state in 1861.) After the

Civil War, tens of thousands of African Americans,

mostly from the South, were among the settlers who

created new communities here. Nicodemus, founded

in Graham County in 1877, was one of them. Otherj

all-black Kansas communities included two established!

by Benjamin "Pap" Singleton, a former runaway slavCi

from Tennessee. From 1874 to 1879, he led somei



ailroad. The conductors included the militant abolitionist John Brown.
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1,100 Tennessee ex-slaves to Kansas to found the Bax-

ter Springs colony (in Cherokee County) and the

Durdap colorfy (in Morns County). Like other home-

steaders, blacks came in search of independence and

the opportunity to become whatever their grit and fate

would allow.

12:45 P.M. Interstate 70 takes me through

Lawrence, once a station on the state's Underground

Railroad. The conductors included the militant aboli-

tionist John Brown, later hanged for leading the 1 859

raid on Harpers Ferry, Virginia.

2:00 P.M. I pass through Topeka, birthplace of the

Nicodemus Town Company, established April 18,

1877. The prime movers were William H. Smith,

president, a black minister from ClarksviUe, Tennessee,

who had settled m Graham County in 1874; and

W R. HiU, treasurer, a white, twenty-seven-year-old

"homestead locator and town-site promoter" from

Covington, Indiana. Hill, who recruited the settlers,

collected a five-dollar fee from each one—two dollars

for government filing charges, two dollars for Hill's

commission for locating the homesteader on his parcel

of land, and a dollar for the company treasury, to be

used for the common needs of the township. The

name Nicodemus referred to a legendary slave, said to

have arrived in America aboard the second slave ship

from Africa and to have later purchased his fr-eedom.

6:30 P.M. Having crossed the invisible divide into

more sparsely populated western Kansas, the highway

skirts Russell, birthplace of Senator Robert Dole. On
January 23, 1996, Senator Dole introduced a bQl to

I.

Saturday snacks

and Sunday service,

below, figure in a

weekend celebration

that commemorates

West Indian

emancipation,

August 1, 1834.

*
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According to legend, WR. Hill chose this spot because it was where he awok

make Nicodemus a National Historic Site within the ^

National Park Service. |

7:30 P.M. I reach Hays, my layover, forty miles |

southeast of Nicodemus. This was originally Fort |

Hays, the temporary station of the "buffalo soldiers" i

Native daughter

Angela Bates-

Tompkiiis, right,

holds a photograph

of her great-great-

grandmother,

America Bates, and

her daughters.

Other Nicodemus

residents today

include Tine

Covington and her

sons, Christian and

"K.C.," center, and

A. Gillan

Alexander III, far

right. Below: Tlie

African Adethodist

Episcopal Church

as it appears today.

from 1881 to 1885. The Cheyenne had dubbed the

black cavalrymen buffalo soldiers because the texture

of their hair resembled that of a buffalo's mane.

Saturday
8:00 A.M. Having traveled west from Hays and then

north—finally off the interstate—I enter HiU City,

county seat of Graham County. HiU City was founded

in 1878, also by promoter W. R. HiU. The Pomeroy

Inn (named in honor ofJames P. Pomeroy, an Atchison

coal dealer and land speculator who invested heavily in

the development of the town) is one of the gathering

places for homecoming celebrants making their annual

pilgrimage to nearby Nicodemus. FuU of anticipation,

they mill about the lobby.

9:30 A.M. I arrive in Nicodemus, whose perma-

nent resident population numbers about forty. Situated

at the intersection of State Highway 24 and a dusty

country road, the motley collection of houses and'

buOdings huddle around the town's water tower. They

say Hill chose the spot because it was where he awoke -^

to a beautifiil sunrise—or where he was awakened and

frightened by a big snake.

Nearly 350 blacks from Lexington and George-

town, Kentucky, arrived here on September 17, 1877,

and about 150 came from Kentucky and Tennessee in

the spring of 1878. A group of 50 Mississippi blacks fol-

lowed in the spring of 1879, and 25 more migrated. «

later that year. In June 1880, the federal census reported^ ?;

260 blacks living in Nicodemus township and another

224 in HiU City and Wild Horse townships, making up s;

about 11 percent of the count\''s population.

In contrast to the great urban migration ot the first

half of the twentieth century—in which primarily

young, southern black males searched for work in

northern factories—the trek to Kansas involved whole



beautiful sunrise—or where he was awakened and frightened by a big snake.

families. "When we got in sight of Nicodenius," re-

called WOliana Hickman, a member of the George-

town contingent, interviewed in 1937 at the age of

ninety, "the men shouted, 'There is Nicodemus!'

Being very sick, I hailed this news with gladness. I

looked with aU the eyes I had. I said, 'Where is

Nicodemus? I don't see it.' My husband pointed out

various smokes coming out of the ground and said,

'That is Nicodemus.' The families lived in dugouts. We
landed and once again struck tents. The scenery to me
was not at all inviting, and I began to cry."

In the 1 880s, the settlers celebrated anniversaries of

several historic events: July 4, 1776, America's Inde-

pendence Day; August 4, 1865, the day "on which

Nicodemus 's master laid aside his whip" (1865 is the

year ofJubilee, the year when all slaves were finally set

free, while the early August date may have originated

in a weekend off firom work that slaves were given in

the settlers' place of origin); September 17, 1877,

Nicodemus's Founder's Day; and August 1, 1834, the

effective date when England ended slavery in all its

Caribbean island holdings. Marking the first emanci-

pation of slaves by a colonial government in the New
World, the West Indian Emancipation Celebration of

August 1 held a great symbolic weight for slaves and |

free blacks in the United States. The other commemo-
|

rations have faded, but the lively Emancipation Cele-

bration, now held on the last weekend in July, never

fails to draw the community's scattered heirs. North

America's largest annual Emancipation Celebration,

however, is actually held in Windsor, Ontario.

9:45 A.M. Angela Bates-Tompkins, president of the

Nicodemus Historical Society, gives me a tour of her iravei JNOteS

headquarters, the restored former home of a previous Tlie 120th Annual

local historian, Ola Wilson. It is crammed full of dis- Nicodemus

Emancipation

Celebration will take

place July 31 to

August 2. A
highlight this year

will be the dedication

of the African

American pioneer

town as a National

Historic Site within

the jurisdiction of the

National Park

Service. Other ei'ents

include a parade, the

Buffalo Soldiers

'

cavalry performance, a

plays of family photographs, letters and documents, fashion show, music,

dance, and children 's

rides. For

information, contact

Angela Bates-

Tompkins,

Chairperson, 1998

Nicodemus

exhibits on the Kentucky-Kansas migration and on

women of Nicodemus, books, videotapes, T-shirts,

handmade crafts, and jars of homemade preserves.

The heyday of Nicodemus was 1881 to 1885.

Schools, churches, and businesses sprang up, but

homesteading on the arid land proved difficult. Many

men had to find work away from the family farm to

make ends meet. The population fell off quickly after Homecoming

1888, when the town was bypassed by the Union Pa- Committee, P.O.

cific Railroad in tavor of a route a few miles south. Bo.x 149, Bogue,

10:45 .^..\l. The Emancipation Celebration parade Kansas 67625;

passes through a gaundet of fast-food stands, clotliing (785) 839-4280.

boutiques, bookstalls, souvenir kiosks, and temporars'

arcades lining the main street. A piercing wail from the

siren of the Nicodemus Fire Department's shiny red

truck leads off the thirty-one parriciparing groups and

drill teams. The parade ends \\-ith the measured, mut-
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The Cheyenne dubbed the black cavalrymen "buffalo soldiers" because their h

Members of the

Nkodemus

Buffalo Soldiers

Association, right,

wear the post—Civil

War uniforms of the

10th Cavalry

Regiment,

Company F. |

Opposite page, top: j

Traditional garb is |

modeled in the |

fashion show. J

Bottom: I

Stereotypical

marching-band

figurines are among

the many collectibles

for sale along the

parade route.

fled hoofbeats and occasional neighing of sweating

brown horses as members of the Nicodemus Buffalo

Soldiers Association ride by. The soldiers are clad in

the blue dress uniform of the 10th Cavalry Regiment,

Company F, with its gold trim, brass buttons, and

black-biUed cap. One soldier carries a yellow flag em-

blazoned with the figure of a buffalo.

12:00 noon. After the parade, the horses are trans-

ported to a corral four miles north of town. As the sol-

diers lead their mounts into the corral, I speak with the

president of Buffalo Soldiers of the American West,

Inc.—-John Bell Jr., who lives in Broomfield, Col-

orado. He informs me that in the interest of increasing

the potential speed and endurance of the horses, the

original buffalo soldiers, hke his grandfather Addison

Taylor, could not exceed five feet, ten inches in height

and about 150 pounds in weight.

The corral is located on an original Nicodemus

homestead. A. GiUan Alexander III, third-generation

owner of the 1,300-acre property, also has strong fam-

ily ties to the 10th Cavalry. Sam Garland, his great-

grandfather, whose mother was a "full-blooded

Cherokee," migrated from Panola County, Mississippi,

to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to erdist in the 10th Cav-

alry during the early summer of 1867. After serving at

Forts Hays, Larned, Wallace, and Sherman, Garland

mustered out in 1872, settled on this homestead, and

later married a girl from Scott County, Kentucky.

1:30 P.M. Two hundred celebrants gather in the

Nicodemus Town Hall for the Descendants Program.

Louis Switzer, who has traveled from Oak Park

Michigan, to attend the homecoming, is one of those

called upon to speak. His remarks echo those of family

matriarch Ora Switzer, who in 1977 spoke to a news

paper reporter covering the town's centennial home-

coming celebration. "I have a heritage I'm proud of,'

she said. "My grandmother came here in 1877, and

they got busy and built a dugout where she had her

first baby, my mother's brother. There were no trees

out here, so they used sunflowers for the top."

2:30 P.M. With the aid of a portable public-address

system, Sharon L. Kearse, from Topeka, announces the

celebration's two-hour-long fashion show. In addition!



^embled a buffalo's mane. The name has become a source of pride.

to introducing celebrants modeling fashions ranging

from hip-hop style to Western garb, Kearse informs her

audience that Nicodemus had the first school district in

Graham County and that the 1 0th Cavalry laundresses

earned $40 a month. At the climax of the show, to a

chorus of "oohs" and "aahs," Barrie Tompkins and

Angela Bates-

Tompkms model

the formal dress

of a buffalo sol-

dier and his wife;

Barrie Tompkins

is dressed in the

uniform he wore

m the parade,

and his wife

wears a match-

ing, floor-length

light blue skirt

and a dark blue

blouse with gold

trim.

5:00 P.M. Weary celebrants lean on or stand in front

of the jumbled mass of dusty cars and trucks—bearing

hcense plates from Colorado, Missouri, Kentucky, Ne-

braska, and Kansas—parked on both sides of the dirt

road. With rapt attention, the audience watches as the

Buffalo Soldiers, back in action, conduct intricate cav-

alry maneuvers on the town's baseball field to the faint

accompaniment of a military band, coming from a

boom box atop a car parked near first base. After the

exercises, some of the celebrants walk onto the field to

socialize with the soldiers, asking them questions and

taking pictures. Several onlookers are offered the op-

portunity to ride a horse across the outfield. 1 overhear

one mother affirming the historical and cultural signifi-

cance of this mihtary demonstration by teUing her

daughter: "It's part of your history. Many blacks don't

know about it."

7.00 P.M. The sun sets on Nicodemus's Emancipa-

tion Celebration. The host, the Nicodemus Historical

Society, has kept ahve matriarch Ora Switzer's charge

to "keep things going on in remembrance of the old

folks who started it." D

Further
Reading
Black Towns and

Profit: Promotion

and Development

in the Trans-

Appalachian West,

1887-1915, by

Kenneth M.

Hamilton (University

of Illinois Press,

1991).

"Nicodemus: Negro

Haven on the

Solomon," by Glen

Schwendemann

(Kansas Historical

Quarterly, vol. 34,

no. 1, 1968).

O Freedom! Afro-

American

Emancipation

Celebrations, by

William H. Wiggins

Jr. (University of

Tennessee Press,

1987).

Additional

information on

Nicodemus, the

buffalo soldiers, and

related topics can be

pund on "Lest We

Forget," a Web site

dedicated to African

American history,

culture, and current

events (nnvu'.coa.x

net/people /luf).
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By William F. Laurance

To Portuguese explorers of the sixteenth century, the

rainforest of the Amazon was a vast, verdant hell. But

they pressed forward eagerly in search of gold and rare

woods, while missionaries looked for heathen souls for

conversion to Christianity. Soon after Europeans

rlaimed the land, they established plantations and en-

slaved thousands of Indians to work them.

Historically, the Amazonian rainforest remained

nearly intact because of its sheer size, its soils that were

unsuitable for agriculture, and the deterrent of such

endemic diseases as malaria and yellow fever. Recently,

however, the tide has turned against one of the last

great forested areas remaining in a largely deforested

world. In the Brazilian Amazon, annual forest loss firom

all causes rose from less than 3 million acres in 1991 to

an average of 4.8 million acres during each of the past

three years—the equivalent of seven football fields a

minute. In 1995 alone, more than 7 million acres were

destroyed—an area roughly the size of Belgium.

Using chain saws and bulldozers, industrial loggers

go after such valuable timber trees as mahogany, but

they also kiU many other kinds of trees in the process.

In logged areas, up to half of the protective canopy is

destroyed, drying out the remaining forest and increas-

ing the hkehhood of fires. Loggers also create roads,

opening up forest tracts for setders who clear plots for

farming or cattle raising, and for hunters who slaughter

peccaries, tapirs, monkeys, and jaguars.

Companies from Malaysia, Indonesia, China,

South Korea, and Singapore are stripping the Ama-
zon's most valuable timber in record time. Their major

customers are the United States, Europe, and Japan. In

1996 alone, Asian companies invested more than half a

DiUion dollars in the Brazilian timber industry, and they

now own or control more than 30 million acres of

•ainforest in Brazil, Suriname, and Guyana. Until re-

:ently, major deforestation was concentrated along the

ioutheastern arc of the Amazon—in the Brazilian states

at Acre, Rondonia, Mato Grosso, and Para, as well as

n Bolivia.

But now new roads have been cut into the heart of

:he Amazon Basin, providing access to areas once con-

idered too remote for development. One such highway

'uns irom the city of Manaus, in the central Amazon,

lOO miles north to the Venezuelan border. Last year,

Brazilian president Fernando Cardoso announced that

ipproximately 15 million acres of forest along the high-

vay would be opened to setdement, creating a farming

.rea "so colossal that it would double the narion's agri-

cultural production." Large expanses of forest have al-

In Brazil

rainforest loss
is now 5 million

aores a year—
about seven
football fields

a minute,

ready been cleared along fifty miles of the new road.

With a burgeoning population that now exceeds

1.5 million, Manaus is the hub of development in the

Amazon. Home to the infamous "rubber barons" at

the turn of the century, Manaus was, for a few brief

decades, one of the world's wealthiest cities, where leg-

endary high-roUers flaunted their wealth by hghting

cigars with paper currency and sending their soOed

laundry to Europe. A grand opera house still stands as a

testament to its past opulence. The rubber boom that

fueled the city's rise collapsed long ago, but today,

money and people are again pouring into the city as

tropical timber is converted into cold cash.

Logged and fragmented forests—and the scrubby

regrowth that colonizes unused fields and pastures

—

are far more prone to fires than are

intact rainforests. And since the

traditional method of clearing land

is to hack down vegetation and

then burn what remains, the dan-

ger is ever present that farmers'

fires will rage out of control—es-

pecially in drought years. Accord-

ing to archaeologists who have

studied charcoal deposits in Ama-

zonian soils, four catastrophic fires

during the past 2,000 years coin-

cided with droughts caused by El Nmo. Now, even

minor droughts have catastrophic potential. In the first

three months of 1998, in the northern Brazilian state

of Roraima, fires Ht by farmers and ranchers swept

through more than 2 million acres of savanna and de-

ciduous forest. In Manaus, the smoke from fires Ht in

local forests became so severe that the airport was tem-

porarily closed and hospitals reported a 40 percent rise

in the incidence of respiratory problems.

Decades ago, when ecologists and other life scien-

tists realized that this kind of development would in-

evitably reduce and fragment the Amazonian forest,

they began to wonder if any plants and animals could

withstand such an onslaught. If reserves were to be set

aside, how large would they need to be to ensure the

survival of rainforest species into the next century?

With such questions in mind, ornithologist

Thomas Lovejoy initiated the Minimum Critical Size

of Ecosystems Project in 1979. (Some years later, it was

renamed the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments

Project.) Lovejoy was soon joined by fellow ornitholo-

gist Richard Bierregaard and several Brazilian col-

leagues in what was to become one of the world's

longest-running ecological experiments. Their efforts

were facihtated by a Brazilian law stipulating that 50

A satellite Intrared

view ot the Brazilian

central Amazon

stiows primary forest

(dull greenish

brown) and the

populated area

around Manaus

(pink). A highway

north from fhe city

leads directly to the

deforested areas

(light green). The

blue river is the Rio

Solimoes, fhe black

is fhe Rio Negro;

they meet at Manaus

to form fhe Amazon

River proper.
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Secondary forest

50-65 feet

Pasture
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percent of the land in any Amazonian development

project must be retained as uncut forest. After learning

that four experimental cattle ranches were to be spon-

sored by the Brazilian government near Manaus, Love-

joy proposed that the ranchers divide the required por-

tion of uncut forest into isolated patches of various

sizes, ranging from 2.5 to 25,000 acres. Researchers

could then study the communities of trees, birds,

manmials, frogs, butterflies, and other animals in the

areas, both before and after creation of the patches, to

learn how each was affected by fragmentation.

But the plans for the project soon had to be modi-

fied. Fragment placement was reorganized because of-

ficial maps did not accurately reflect the topography.

Trucks bogged down in rivers of mud. Fieldworkers

suffered from local diseases. And the project's botanists

were overwhelmed by the stunning diversity of the

Amazonian forest; they encountered more than a

thousand species of trees.

Still, the project survived and grew. As word

spread, researchers from Brazil, the United States, Eng-

land, and Canada arrived and initiated new studies.

Project scientists trained dozens of Brazilian graduate

students, several ofwhom later joined the project's re-

search stafi". Under its current scientific coordinator,

Claude Gascon, new research avenues are being initi-

ated, and an outreach program is helping to educate

decision makers about forest management.

Wfrile the project has not achieved all its ambitious

objectives, it has provided vital insights into the re-

mil



sponses of ecosystems to fragmentation. My own team

is trying to learii how trees and lianas (woody vines)

are affected. We work in permanent plots (each 2.5

acres) located in fragments ranging fi-om 2.5 to 250

acres, as well as in nearby continuous forest. In all, our

plots contain more than 57,000 trees. In the early

1980s, agile field technicians climbed thousands of

these trees to collect leaves or flowers for identification;

many were new to science. We return to our plots

every few years to remeasure the trees and lianas and to

count the dead, damaged, and new trees to determine

which species are increasing or declining.

We have found that rainforests have their own
unique rhythm and that fragmentation completely

changes it. In continuous forests, trees die and fall at a

slow, regular rate. The falling trees create small open-

ings in the dense forest canopy, which are soon resealed

by the growth of new vegetation. Like a protective

skin, the continuous canopy maintains the rainforest

interior's cool, shady, and humid conditions, upon

which many species of specialized plants and animals

depend. Fragmentation kills trees on a massive scale,

and those within a few hundred yards of forest edges

are especially vulnerable. The dry heat of the sur-

rounding pastures penetrates the fragments, killing

some trees, many ofwhich die standing. Lifeless hmbs

break off under their own weight, sometimes dangling

from tangled vines in the canopy. These suspended

limbs, some weighing hundreds of pounds, can fall at

any time. (They have been aptly

named widow-makers.) Winds ac-

celerate over the surrounding de-

nuded pastures, then slam into the

fragments, sometimes toppling

trees like dominoes and shearing

off Hmbs and crowns.

These changes make Swiss

cheese of the once-continuous

canopy. Tree species specifically

adapted to the rainforest interior

die or shed their leaves, while

vines, lianas, and weeds may in-

crease in abundance. The complex architecture of the

forest—from the ground to the treetops—is markedly

altered. If, over time, plant commumries in forest frag-

ments become skewed toward a few species that thrive

in the new conditions, those that are specialized for life

in the deep, continuous forest may disappear. Three-

quarters of all rainforest tree species are rare in the first

place; only a few individuals can be found in a hundred

acres. Many problems, such as those caused by inbreed-

ing and generic drift, plague these small populations

and often drive them to extinction. In isolated frag-

ments, entire populations may be extirpated. The over-

all result is likely to be a major loss of plant diversity.

What's more, many plants require specific ani-

mals—insects, birds, bats, or monkeys—to transfer

their pollen or disperse their seeds. Every species of or-

chid, for example, is poUinated by a particular r\'pe of

bee, while each fig has its own special wasp poUinator.

As other articles in this issue of Niitiiml History make

clear, fragmentation afreets many kinds of organisms. If

a crucial poUinator or seed-disperser disappears from a

fragment, dependent plant species may rapidly go ex-

tinct. Such ripple eflects will frirther diminish the bio-

logical diversity in forest that has been broken up for

timber, ranching, and farming. Our research has re-

Without their

seed-dispersing
animals and
pollinating

inseots, many
forest plants
would rapidly go
extinct.

(
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Travel Notes

Many nature-

oriented tours start

in Manaus and

feature cruises on

ttie Rio Negro and

Rio Solimoes,

Camping and

naturalist-guided

canoe side trips into

river creeks and

flooded woodlands

ore Included In some

packages. The Hotel

Ariau, a lodge built

on stilts for viewing

wildlife, also

organizes boat tours

into flooded areas

for fishing and

viewing birds,

caimans, and

dolphins. In general,

the best time to visit

is from April to

August, when the

rains have abated,

the weather is not

yet saunalike, and

the river level is

rising.

To survey a

variety of Amazon

trips, contact the

Brazilian

Government Trade

Bureau, at (212)

916-3236, or visit its

Web site, at viww.

braziltradeny.com.

vealed an alarming and unanticipated phenomenon:

the sudden collapse in the total amount of living mate-

rial, or biomass, in forest fragments. Small patches lose

up to 36 percent of their biomass soon after being iso-

lated from surrounding forest, a process that begins

when large trees near fragment edges die.

This loss has important implications for the global

climate. One of the principal causes of the greenhouse

effect, aside from the burning of fossil fiiels, is the rapid

destruction of forests. As trees and other plants are

burned or decomposed by microbes, they release huge

amounts of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous

oxide into the amiosphere, increasing the greenhouse

effect. Our findings reveal that biomass loss vi^ithin

fr-agments will probably cause additional gas emissions

that are the equivalent of destroying an additional 1 to

3 million acres of rainforest each year.

How can we help save the rainforests? We can sup-

port efforts to slow the world's burgeoning population.

We can support organizations such as the Rainforest

Action Network and Rainforest AlHance, which pro-

mote forest protection in the developing world. We
can educate the public about plant products—fr-om

picture frames to furniture—that are manufactured

from endangered species. We can boycott corporations

that aggressively exploit the rainforest and can lobby

our leaders to support rainforest conservation.

And we can fight tor the forests in our own back-

yards. In developing countries hke Brazil, conserva-

tionists from wealthy countries are understandably seen

as hypocrites. In addition to consuming rainforest

products, industriahzed countries continue to destroy

their own old-growth forests. Why should Brazilians

protect their forests when the rich countries of the

world are unwilling to do the same? D

Rise
of the
Supertramp
Beetles
By Raphael K. Didham and Nigel E. Stork

Imagine
you had spent your life wandering the

rainforests of the Amazon Basin. Every day you

would see the signs of large rainforest animals:

peccary mud wallows, carpets of tapir dung, and

tracks of the jaguar. Now imagine you are stand-

ing in the middle of a forest fragment surrounded

by scrubby cattle pasture baking in the sun. The scene

appears pristine, but you are immediately aware that

something is wrong: large creatures and their telltale

signs are missing. Closer inspection reveals that many

of the smaller creatures are missing, too; there are far

fewer insects, and far fewer kinds of insects, than you

used to encounter in the undisturbed forest.

Early naturahsts' accounts of the Amazonian forest

give the impression that one can easily observe and

collect vast numbers of insects there. Actually, except

for the seething masses of ants and termites endemic to

the rainforest floor, the casual hiker or collector can see

many more insects during summer in a European or

North American woodland. But in the rainforest, the

richness is not so much in numbers as in diversity; al-

most every new insect one encounters is a species dif-

ferent from the last. Indeed, a single square mile of

pristine tropical rainforest generally contains about

50,000 different insect species—more than all the

world's mammal, bird, fish, reptile, and amphibian spe-

cies combined.

The most important actors in Earth's global ecosys-

tem (leaving aside bacteria), insects perform such vital

functions as assisting plant polhnation and decompos-

ing larger organisms. But what happens to insects and

the services they provide when the forest is cut into

small patches? To find out, we first needed to establish

how many different species hve on the forest floor. We
began by scraping up and sieving more than 10,000

square feet of leaf Htter—almost two tons of material.

Then, using simple contraptions known as Winkler

bags, we extracted more than 80,000 large insects and

Sit
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tens of millions of other small arthropods, such as mites

and springtails. (Winkler bags allow the leaf litter to be

dried for several days without any insects escaping. As

the litter dries out, the moisture-seeking creatures

crawl downward and end up in a collecting jar at the

bottom of the bag.)

Ironically, one of the earliest and most obvious ef-

fects of forest fragmentation seems to be a huge in-

crease both in insect abundance and in the kinds of in-

sects in disturbed areas. At first, we found that insects

were two to three times more common at forest edges

adjacent to pasture and in small forest fragments than

they were in undisturbed forest. A decade ago, these

"edge effects" were thought to be desirable, and forest

managers deliberately created edges to increase the in-

sect population. We have since learned, however, that

the increase in diversity at the edge is caused by the in-

vasion of an array of very common, widely distributed

insects that we now call supertramp species.

When the Amazonian rainforest had an unbroken

canopy stretching from one coast of the continent to

the other, the supertramp insects survived mainly in

gaps where trees had fallen and in other naturally dis-

turbed areas where Hght and heat could reach the for-

est understory. In recent years, with the rising rate of

tropical deforestation, there has been a corresponding

increase in habitat for these hardy insects. Tolerant of

disturbance, they are usually in no danger of extinc-

tion. The insects that normally inhabit the deep forest,

however, have decreased markedly in both abundance

and number of species in forest fragments.

Our studies focused on beetles. More than 1,000

kinds of beetles may live in any one patch of undis-

turbed Amazonian leaf litter, but we looked most

closely at 300 species—ground beetles (Carabidae), rove

beetles (Staphylinidae), and dung beetles (Scarabaeidae)

.

Of these 300 species, 70 percent are very rarely found

and were sometimes represented by just a single indi-

vidual in our samples. Just six species of beetle repre-

sent 30 percent of the total number of beetles in undis-

turbed forest. Oddly, these very common species are

the most affected by forest fragmentation. When the

forest is cut up, the common, deep-forest species disap-

pear from the fragments. But why? Why can't these

beetles, which are less than one-tenth of an inch long,

survive in half a square mile of forest?

At present, we do not have the answer to this very

important question. Maybe the shghtly drier environ-

ment does not suit them, or perhaps the decaying

large-mammal dung and faDen fruits that they feed on

have become scarce. Fragmenting of the insect popula-

tion may also be a factor; when populations become

too small, individuals have difficulty finding mates, and

inbreeding may result. Small populations may also be-

come less adaptable to small environmental changes; a

short-term fluctuation in rainfall, for instance, may

cause a species to become locally extinct. Often, new

colonists from the continuous forest wiU not be able to

cross the open pasture to repopulate the forest island.

Deep inside forest fragments of half a square mile or

more, the disappearance of these very common beetles

apparendy leaves a gap in the food chain. Unlike small

forest fragments and forest edges, the interiors of large

fragments often have comparatively few insects for

small mammals, birds, and frogs to feed on. Many of

these creatures never venture near the forest edge.

They are falling upon hard times in forest fragments,

and the absence of their favorite insect foods is, in

some cases, contributing to their demise.

But insects are not just important as food for other

animals; like bacteria and fungi,

they play a major role in decom-

position. Even in small rainforest

fragments, we found that the rate

at which leaves break down on the

forest floor is only one-third as fast

as in undisturbed forest, partly as a

result of insect biodiversity loss.

Thus, nutrients locked up in the

dead leaves are not being recycled.

Leaf decomposition is slow not be-

cause of a general lack of insects

(there are now twice as many in

small fragments) but because the

species specifically adapted to

breaking down leaf Utter have dis-

appeared. In addition to the loss of

many beetle and ant species, im-

portant Utter-feeding termites have

also disappeared. Without the insects that normaUy

balance the rate of decomposition against the rate of

leaf faU, leaf litter accumulates, changing the nature of

the forest-floor habitat.

Our insect inventories show that the whole balance

of the forest changes with fr-agmentation, but we can

still only guess at the long-term effects. Rainforest

patches below a certain size may simply cease to frinc-

tion as working ecosystems, and many plants and ani-

mals seem likely to disappear. We believe that reserves

of at least 1,250 to 2,500 acres are required to preserve

intact remnants of unaltered ecosystems in the central

Amazon, together with a wildlife management policy

that takes into account the often forgotten, but criri-

caUy important, insects. D
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One of the
earliest and
most obvious
effects of forest

fragmentation
seems to be a
huge increase
in the
abundance
and number of

different kinds of

insects.
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Survival
of the
Ant
Followers
By Philip C. Stouffer

Just
before dawn, fifty miles north of

Manaus, my assistant and I opened our

bird nets in a small section of Brazilian

rainforest. We generally snared more than

half of each day's bird catch during these

cool mormng hours. A few miles away, in

continuous forest, a glorious cacophony of birdcalls

greeted the dawn, but at our fragment site—about the

size of two football fields—mornings were ominously

silent, for comparatively few birds were then inhabiting

such small forest patches.

White-plumed
ontbirds—
common in

continuous
rainforest—soon
disappeared
from forest
^Mslands"
isolated in

cleared pasture

In the dim Amazonian hght,

our fine mesh nets, stretched out

about seven feet above the ground,

were nearly invisible to low-flying

birds. Just after dawn we caught

several, including an antbird and a

common flycatcher, which we

identified, measured, and released.

Usually we captured few birds in

the middle of the day (when the

heat seemed to be as oppressive to

the birds as it was to us), so I often

went for a leisurely walk. This

time, as I returned from my stroll at

about 11:00 A.M, I heard excited

chattering from the direction of

the nets. I could make out the calls of several kinds ot

birds and wondered why there was so much commo-

tion. Then I realized these were aU birds that follow

army ants to find their food. An ant swarm was prob-

ably moving through the fragment.

As I approached the nets, I could hear not only bird

vocalizations but also the faint buzz of innumerable in-

sects and the low rustle of tens of thousands of army

ants moving along the forest floor. When I reached the

nets, I nearly panicked at the scene that confronted me.

The ant swarm was moving direcdy under the nets.

creating a dangerous situation for the captured birds,

whose weight had made the nets sag. Any bird that isj

touched the forest floor would be attacked. Hundreds

of ants ascended my boots as I raced down the hne of

nets, lilting the bottoms so birds would not touch the

ground. The venom from ant bites and stings can eas-
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ily kill birds and other small animals, but the ants'

mandibles are incapable of tearing flesh off a large

mammal like me. The ants climbing up my legs turned

back after reaching knee level.

Within about two hours, to our relief, the ants

were gone from the area near the nets, and I had

A white-plumed antbird (right) watches as army ants swarm into

cleared pasture. Like the rufous-throated antbird (center) and

white-chinned woodcreeper (left), it will not venture beyond

the forest edge.
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For some
rainforest birds,

disoovering on
army of ants
or^ the moroh is

like wir^ning o
free shopping
spree at the
supermarket.

banded and released seventeen birds. Seven of these

were white-plumed antbirds, rufous-throated antbirds,

and whjte-chinned woodcreepers—species that do all

their feeding at ant swarms.

In 1979, soon after cattle ranchers started cutting

down the forests north of Manaus, researchers began

monitoring the bird populations in the fragmentary

patches left standing. Within a few years, they found

that the white-plumed antbird—the bird that had been

the most ft-equently netted before extensive cutting

—

was no longer present in the forest fragments. It was

stiU thriving, however, m uncut, continuous forest in

the area. But now I had abundant evidence in my nets

that the birds were back in their former habitat. Why
had they disappeared and then re-

turned?

To understand what was hap-

pening, one must consider the be-

havior of antbirds. For some spe-

cies of insectivorous birds,

discovering an army ant swarm

moving through its territory is like

winning a free shopping spree at

the supermarket. The ants (them-

selves unpalatable to the birds) feed

on insects and other arthropods,

which they flush out of the leaf Ht-

ter as they move through the

forests. AH the birds have to do is pounce on the ex-

posed, distracted prey.

Several kinds of bfrds hunt with ant swarms when

the opportunity arises, but some birds are "profes-

sional" ant followers and can find their food in no

other way. Among these speciahzed species are the

white-plumed antbird, the rufous-throated antbird,

and the white-chirmed woodcreeper, all of which are

restricted to the Amazonian rainforest.

Ant following as a specialty has developed only in

South America, where several kinds of ants swarm reg-

ularly during the day. (The nocturnal swarmers and re-

lated ants of Africa and Asia have not developed com-

plex interactions with birds.) But even Eciton burchelli,

the most common army ant at our site, forms large

s\varms for only about fourteen days out of its thirty-

five-day reproductive cycle. During the other three

weeks, the queen, the pupae, and some of the workers

remain secluded, while most workers forage indepen-

dently. Fortunately for the birds, the various ant

colonies are not in phase with one another, so birds can

always switch swarms.

Birds that attend ant swarms have developed vari-

ous techniques to collect their bounty. Woodcreepers

perch on tree trunks, while antbirds generally perch on

small branches, often at precarious angles. A size-based

dominance hierarchy determines which species gain

access to the profitable central area of the ant swarm.

The reason that we net white-plumed antbirds most

frequently is not because of their great numbers but

because they are forced to spend more time in flight.

Since they are small, they are often chased off by such

larger species as white-chinned woodcreepers and ru-

fous-throated antbirds and so must constandy com-

mute among several swarms.

To keep track of the movements of several ant

colonies at once, ant-foUowing species range over very

large areas in comparison with nonspeciahzed bfrds of

similar size. Ornithologist Lee Harper, who also works

near Manaus, determined that white-plumed antbirds,

although only the size of house sparrows, forage daily

over as much as one square nfrle. The birds must go

where the ants lead them, and swarms may move a

hundred yards a day; over several weeks, the bfrds may

range over more than 125 acres. Time and energy

spent commuting probably peak during nesting, when

birds must travel back and forth to dehver food to their

broods and to nesting females.

Forest fragmentation disrupts these deeply estab-

hshed patterns of behavior. When loggers isolate small

patches of forest, ant followers persist briefly in the

fragments but then disappear. No one knows whether

they starve in the altered habitat or cross the newly cut

landscape to the safety of continuous forest. The birds

do not, however, follow the ants into open pastures.

Interestingly, the army ants themselves are less af-

fected by logging and will forage in the scrubby fields

and fragment edges. Undaunted by open spaces or

young, regenerating forest, they often leave the forest

fragments at dusk and bivouac overmght at tree stumps

in cow pastures. They even swarm fearlessly over the

kitchen and sleeping areas of researchers—ours is lo-

cated in a clearing within the pasture—and do us the I

favor of exterminating roaches and other undesfrable I

insects. On one occasion, as I watched an ant swarm |

leave the forest and enter our camp, I took carefiil no-

tice of the behavior of its avian camp followers. A few!

ant specialists were attending the swarm, but most did I

not follow the ants into the tangled vegetation at the!

edge of the clearing. -Black-headed antbirds, however,

prefer forest edges, and one ofthem continued follow-

1

ing and feeding at the swarm up to the point where I

vegetation stopped and our campsite began. None ofl

the birds followed the swarm into the clearing.

Mourning the white-plumed antbfrd's demise inl

forest fragments turned out to be premature, however. I
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UNDISCOVERED FLORIDA
Exploring Our Natural and Historic Treasures

Florida's abundance goes far beyond palm-fringed

beaches and balmy weattier, dazzling attractions and

modern city skylines. Our treasures reach way back

to a time when Florida's first people used tools to

hunt mastodons, whose preserved bones have been

found in clear springs. They embrace a land that, by

mtue of its unique geography, serves as a bridge

between the tropics and temperate North Ameiica,

and is thus endowed with a diversity of landscapes

and flora and fauna. Florida's riches draw from the

many peoples who have made this their home, from

the Native Americans to the European explorers to

Caribbean immigrants to others the world over, all

tossing their own culture into the stew, giving Florida

a flavor all its own.

This guide takes you to the Undiscovered Florida to

explore the preservation of our past, the plenty of

our present, and the promise for our future.

Southeast . U4
Central East UIO
Northeast U14
Northwest 1)18

Central U22
Central West D26
Southwest U30

Undiscovered Florida is cli\i(le(l according to tlie seven geographic regions of the

state. Each section includes an overview of the region, l^ey highlights, and listings

of the area's key state and national parks, gardens, historic sites and monuments,

cultural and Native American attractions, private attractions and resources.

Florida possesses a glorious wealth of ecotourism and cultural heritage sites to

discover, and the information contained herein represents only a part of those

assets. Readers are encouraged to contact the various entities Usted as resources

throughout this guide and visit their websites for more detailed information.

A list of sponsors who participated in this project is on page U13.

ON THE COVER; Key West Lighthouse (Patricia Lodge); Seminole woman (D.L Stiemian); a glimpse of nature (D.L Shemian); Florida egret Back cover tropical flofa at Fairchild Tropical Garden (Patricia Lodge): remnants of oW
fort (D.L Sfiennan); canoeing in The Everglades (D.L Sherman); Flagler College in St. Augustine (D.L Shennan); wildflower (Patricia Lodge).

Florida State Parks
The Real Florida,SM

Florida may have stunning beach-

es and tourist attractions. But

much of its wealth lies in its

abundance of wildlife, diverse natural

communities and unique cultural her-

itage. The state park system contains

half a million acres in over 150 units,

offering visitors the opportunity to dis-

cover Florida's many riches.

They'll encounter landscapes of beau-

ty and diversity from coral reefs to limestone caverns, and the iiilerpreli\e facili-

ties that give them deeper context: how sea oats protect fragile coastal dunes, for

example, or how Florida panthers and Key deer struggle to survive in an era of dimin-

ishing wilderness. Hundreds of festivals and special events, nature walks, campfire

circles and workshops bring these experiences to life.

And there's more to Florida State Parks: historic sites, many of which offer "living

history" programs; museums that allow exploration of Florida's unique past; pre-

serves, designed to protect natural flora and fauna; recreation areas, with oppor-

tunities for swimming, boating, fishing, camping, hiking, biking, nature study and

other activities; botanical sites, highlighting the state's subtropical climate and boun-

tiful vegetation; and geological and archaeological sites, preserving natural and cul-

tural heritage laid down centuries preceding our own.

For details on how to oriJer your own The Real Florida'" magazine, see

page 1)35. For a brochure detailing Florida State Parks,

call (850) 488-9872 or visit «wv.dep.state.fl.us/parks/

The
Seminole
Tribe
of Florida
Discover Native
America Tourism
The Seminoles are the descen-

dants of Native Americans who

have lived in southeastern

North America for 12.000 years. For

almost half a century, they fought U.S.

soldiers who tried to remove them to

Oklahoma Territory. Finally, they

sought refuge in The Everglades of

South Florida. Now, they invite you to

visit their five reservations.

In Central Florida, discover the

Brighton Seminole Indian Reservation

south of Orlando on Lake Okeechobee

with a Rodeo Arena, camping, fishing

and an arts and crafts shop.

In Southeast Florida, the Holljwood

Seminole Indian Reservation features

the Indian Village, arts and crafts



Dear Visitors:

I

Welcome to the natural and historical

sides of Florida! Ecology and heritage

activities combine to create the perfect

I

vacation to the Sunshine State, and this

guide will assist you in learning about

the diverse and unique activities and

I
sites we have to offer our visitors.

From natural acclaims such as
I canopied fresh water springs and

secluded byways to legendary sites and cultural

locales, visitors will marvel at the wonders of the state.

Whether you seek adventure, relaxation, sightseeing,

history or anything in-between, this guide will provide a

variety of information for your interest. Also, if you
would like to receive more information on Florida, call

toll free 1-888-7 FLA USA or visit www.flausa.com to

request an Official Florida Vacation Guide and a host of

other useful information about your interest.

Have a great vacation to Florida!

Sincerely,

Austin L. Mott, III

President and Chief E.\ecutive Officer
lliidlscdvcn'ri Rorlda was producfd liy Worli! Custom l^bllshing. a division of Wtirlli International Cnmmunlcattoas

Corporation, with dl-slrlbutlon In Rerammcnd Maganliie and Natural Hlslor^-.
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RESOURCES
Here is o selerted list of sources for more infomialion about Florida ecolourism

and licritagi} and publications available to the public.

STATE AGENCIES

Florida Deporlment of Agriculture ond Consumer Services

Mayo Building, Room 416, Tallohossee, Fl 32399-OBOO; (850) 4BB-96B2;

florida Horse Jrail Diteilory

Florida Department of Environmental

Protection-Division of Recreation & Porks

3900 Commonweolth Boulevard, MS 535, Tallahossee, FL 32399;

(B501 '18B-9872, www.dep.state.ft, us/parks; A Guide lo florido Stale Path;

Feitivais & hen!:; Fnhing Unei: Angler's Guide lo florida Marine Hmmes
Florida Department of Slate-Oivision of Historical Resources

500 S. Bronough SI., Tollohassee, FL 32399-0250; (B50) -IBB-HBO;

ww.dos.slale.fl.us/dfir/index.html; Their website provides informolion on

ordiaeoiogical sites and underwater preserves, hbtoric preservation, Florido

folklife and more.

Floddo Division of Forestry

3125 Conner Blvd., Rm. 252, Tollabossee, FL 32399-1650; (850) 48B-8160;

Your Guide lo florida's Slale forests

Florida Gntne and Freshwater Fish Commission

620 S. Meridian St., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250; 1850) 487-3796;

www,slote.fl.us/gfc; florida Wildlife; Wildlife Resoutcei Handbook; Kegional

Fishing Guides; Official Usis of fndangered ond Polentialiy Endangered fauna

and Flora in Florida; and others listed on their website

Florida Greenways and Trails

325 John Knox Rood, Buildiitg 500, Tallahassee, h 32303^124; (850) 4BB-370I;

Canoe Trail fiaps; (anoe Uveries and Oulfittm Oirsdorf, and Cme Resources

Fforida Heritage mogozine

500 S. Bronough St., Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250; (800) 847-PAST;

www.dos.s1ole,fl.us/dhr/bhp/fhpApub.html; Quarlefiy publkolion devoted lo

Florida's bisiork sites and emls

Water Management Districts

North florido: (850) 539-5999; St. Johns River (904) 329-4500; South florida: (561

)

68^800; Southwest Rorida: (352) 796-7211; Sumnnee Kver. (904) 362-tOOl

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Notional Park Servite

450 Auburn Ave., Atlanta, GA 30312; (404) 331-5190; www.nps.gov/park-

lists/fl.html; Website indudes information on Big Cypress flational Preserve,

Biscayne Haliono! Park, Canaveral Halionoi Seashore, Castillo de San Moras

National Monument, OeSato Halionai Monument, dry Jortugm Hational Pork,

fverglades National Park, Fort Caroline Hational Monument, fort Malanias

NationalMonon}ent, GulfIslands National Seashore andTimumnfcalogkal and

Historic Preserve.

Notional Forests in Florida

325 John Knox Rood, Suite F-lOO, Tallahossee, FL 32303; (850) 942-9300

A Guide lo your flondo Nalionol Smi( hail and Ihe Sunshine Connedion

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service-Southeost Re^on

1875 Century Blvd., Ailonio, GA 30345, ['104) 679-4000; www.fw.gov/r4eao;

Websilo includes reformation on floiido'i National Wildlife Refuges, including:

Arthur R Marshall bxohalchee, Hobe Sound. (Tiojso/iowfflto, Crystal River,

fgmoni Key, Passage Key, Pinelk, Florida Panlki, Ul. 'Oing' Bailing, bke

Woodruff, lower Sminnee, Merr'itt island. Nalionol Key f)eer, Si Marks and

St Vincent, Welaka Hational Fish Haiihery

NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES

Seminole Tribe of Florida

6300 Stirling Rd., Hollywood, a 33024; (954) 967-3416; wwwiemrefetrie.com

Mkcosukee Tribe of Indians of Florido

P.O. Box 440021, MM 70, US. 41, Mfami, fl 33194; (305) 223-8380

OTHER RESOURaS

Florida Assodotion of Dive Operators, Inc.

P.O. Box 12393, Tollabossee, FL 32317; (850) 386-5245

Florido Attractions Association

P.O. Box 10295, Idlohassee, FL 32302-2295; (850) 222-2885

Florida Audubon Sodely

1331 Polmetto Ave., Sle. 110, Winter Park, fL 32789; (800) B74-BtR0

Florida Professional Poddlesports Assodotion

P.O. Box 1764, Afcadk],fL 34265

Florida Trail Assodotion

RO. Box 1370B, Gainesville, FL 32604; (800) 343-18B2

Florida's Nature Coast

(Posco, Hernando, Gtrus, Levy, Dixie, Toylor, Jefferson, WcJcuflo and Oty of

Ounnellon in Marion County)

20 N. Main St., Rm. 461, BrooksvilJe, FL 34601; (800) 60M580

Greater Lake Okeechobee Tourism Alliance

(Okeechobee, fiighlands, Clodes, Hendry, Pobn Beodi, Morfin and St. Lude)

55 S. Parrot Ave., Okeechobee. FL 34974; (941) 763-3959

Notional Speleological Sodety-Cave Diving Sectkm

RO Box 950, Branford, FL 32008-0950

The Nature Conservancy

222 S. Altomonle Springs, FL 32714; (407) 6B2-3664; www.tiK.org

The Original Florida

(Madison, Hamilton, Columbio, Taylor, Lofayetts, Sumnee, tbvon, Bradford,

Dixie, Gilchrist and Alochuo)

2009 N.W, 67 PI., Suite A, GoinesviOe, Fl 32653-1603; (352) 955-2200;

www,on'ginolfkirido.org

VISIT FLORIDA

661 E. Jefferson St.. Suile 300, Tollohassee, FL 32301; Visilots: 88B-7-FIA-USA;

Travel Professionals: 8B8-6-FIA-USA; www.flouso.tom

Publicolions include: Florida Vacation Guide, florida Fvenis Pianner, florida

domestic Travel l^anner, Official Florida Meeting Planners Guide, florida Tcaik,

Florida Camping Directory, Florida Fishing Guide. Florida Sports Vacation Guide,

Florida Slack Heritage Guide and Destinallon Florida Goff

Above: Airboat and swamp buggy at Billie Swamp Safari.

Below: See Seminole culture at the Ah-T^h-Thi-Ki Museum.

shops and the museum preview center

(954) 792-0745. The Tampa Seminole

Indian Reservation offers a Seminole

Indian village, museum and gift shop, and

Immokalee Indian Reservation east of

Fort Myers features the Panther

Hammock Seminole arts and crafts shop.

CONTINUED ON PAGE U8

VISIT FLORIDA

Exploring
Florida's
Heritage
From Art Deco to Mediterranean

Revival, from ancient Indian

mounds to the launch pads of

Cape Canaveral, Florida's wealth of fasci-

nating historic places can be found in the

pages of Florida Heritage magazine.

Magnificent photography and fascinating

articles offer practical travel ideas for day

trips, weekend excursions and longer vaca-

tions. The calendar of events provides great

ideas for fun and educational places the fam-

ily can enjoy together

In Florida Heritage, you'll e.xplore forts

and mansions, archaeological sites and his-

toric communities. Spanish galleons and

eclectic museums. Travel with us as we

visit Civil War reenactments, historic sea-

ports, opulent hotels built by railroad mag-

nates, turn-of-the-century resorts,

traditional music festivals, and restored

Hewflpf.
newoeai

//"><„'„
I ^

' suace

downtowns brimming with antique shops

and sidewalk cafes.

Florida Heritage is available by subscrip-

tion for $12.95 a year, $23.95 for two years,

or $34.95 for three.

For a look at places we've been, \isit our

website: www.dos.state.fl.us/dhr/bhp/fhp

For more Infomiation. caU toll free

1 (800)&I7-7278 or write Horkla Heritage,

Department of State, DMskm of Historical

Resources. 500 South Bronough Stre^

Tallaliassee, FL 3239^0250.
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Diversity in the Subtropics

The vast sawgrass of The

Everglades, tropical hardwood

hammocks in the Keys and

spectacular coral reefs of Biscayne Bay

are the natural

attributes of this

region. Less than

an hour from the

heavily

populated coastal

'

areas lies one of

the least populated

parts of Florida: the

inland region from

Lake Okeechobee south.

GILBERT'S BAR-. -

HOUSE OF REFUGE

p
* OiJy une Mojlnlnq of tiln^ on. HoriOa ej

f c.M>t cratniuhmcd tn 1075 (or the U.a
u. .,... c—-™ c^«,-i^e Keepers provided shi-ltti

bi Hi. Coait C

by Mirtin Cooniy Hii
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OUTDOORS
ARTHUR R. MARSHALL LOXAHATCHEE NATIONAL

WILDLIFE REFUGE

10216 Lee Rd., Boynfon Beodi, FL 33437-4796; (561) 734^303

Freshwutei moishes ond swnmps mode this wildemess kntwn os the norttieni

Eveigiodes. Hundreds of rtes isjonds ttitougtiout me nesting oreos for many

birds. Wolldng ond conoe trails, visilor center, guided wofts.

BAHIA HONDA STATE PARK

36850 Oversees Hv/y., Big Pine Key, FL 33043; 12 ml souHi of Mototlion,

(305) 872-2353

Founded on on nncient coral reef, Bohio Hondo ('deep boy' in Sponish)

offers bench, dunes, mongroves ond tropcol hommocks with core plonts, loc-

coons and nesiing tuilfes. Comping, cnMns, booting, ooture ttoil.

BiSUYNE NATIONAL PARK

P.O. Box 1270, Homesteod, FL 33030; (305) 230-1100; fox; (305) 230-

1 120; E-ffloil; coptsovi<9Dellsouth.ncf

Atetty undetwnter pork entompnssing coral reefs, Flondo Keys, ond mon-

groves, feoturing living reef formotions ond outslnnding yeor-round birdJng.

Kew visitor center, gloss-bottom tour boots, conoe tentob, snotkeling, diving.

BLOWING ROCKS PRESERVE

574 S. BectJi Rd., Hobe Sound, Fl 33455; (407) 747-3113

'viTQ-' .*ond viitn mile oi beothfront feoturing fragfe done vegetotion ond

: -sWg creo fo( turtles. WJdSfe includes shore ond woding birds, monotees,

g: C'jTiS <i-A incsss Vis,^ center, girided hikes, onsite naturorsts.

OfE FlCiilCA STATE RECREATION ARIA
i20G S, Ci.T^cn 8I«;., V-:] Bca-iW fl 33;4?: (3C5) 361-5811

Vftte bc-oc!" c.ti or.j o si3tc«ic lighlhouse doting to i646 ore highlights of

this pork ore tue southern :ip c! fey Biscayne.

EVER6UDES NATIONAL PARK
/ton enhonce: 40001 Stnte lioc(t-9336, Homeneod, FL 33034-6733;

(305) 242-7700; Shork Volley entrance on U.S. 41, west entrance in

Evergtodes City

Neorfy o million ond o half oaes of unique wikiemesi thisislbe kiigest

notional pork in the Eost and the only such evetglodes anywhere. Much of

.At left: Gilbert's Bar House of Refuge was a haven for

shipnTCCked sailors. .Above: Palm Beach Ballet.

the unique wetlands that make up

Everglades National Park and the Big

C^'press Sv\amp to the west. To the

south, brilliant fishes, lobsters, sponges

and other marine organisms inhabit the

fragile living coral reefs of BiscajTie

National Park and John Pennekamp

Coral Reef State Park.

There is remarkable cultural diversitv"

here, too, forming an intricate human

mosaic reflecting heritages from all over

the world. From the Seminole and

the podc is loH sawgrass ond hommocks; some is dense mongroves. Comping

and bockcountty comping, hiking, biking, backpocking, fresh and sohwoter

fishing, booting, ond conoeing. Visito5 center ond infomtotion ovoiloble of

main enlrance, Roynl Polm, Flomingo, Shork Voiey ond Everglodes (jty.

FAIRCHILD TROPICAL GARDEN
10901 OW (jjtier Rood, Miomi, FL 33156; (305) 667-1651; www.ftg.otg;

E^noil: moil@ftg.org

One of the wodd's preeminent botonicol gonlens, Faiichild's 83 ocres include

extensive collections ol rare tropicol plonis incbding polms, cycods, Dowering

trees ond vines. Nnrrated tram tours, conservotory, gonien shop.

FLORIDA KEYS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES

Vorious keys; Heodquorfers: P.O. Box 430510, Big Pine Key, FL 33043;

(305) 872-2239

Key Oeet NWE on Big Pine Key ond others protects the ctiticolly endongered

small deer, vichm of hunhng, loss of hnbitnt and now cois.Greot White Heron

NWR ond Key West NWR pratecf raigratory ond neshng bird species, including

roseate spoonbills ond great whtte herons. Crocodile loke NWR on North Key

Lorgo protects endongered Amencon aocodiles.

HUGH TAYLOR BIRCH STATE RECREATION AREA

3109 E. Sunrise Bhrd., Fort loodenlole, FL 33304; (954) 564-4521

ISOiiae bom'er islond beoch indudes dunes, tropicol hordwood hommocks,

heshwoter lagoons and mongrove swomps. Originol notive flora ond abundont

binis. Visitor center, nature trail.

JOHN D. MACARTHUR BEACH STATE PARK

10900 S.R. 703 (AlA), North Polm Beoch, FL 33408; (561) 624-6950

A prime example of subtropical coostnl hobrtot, this bom'er island features sev-

eral rare or endangered notive tropicol ond coostol plnnt species, Noture cen-

ter, svflmming, fishing, shell coliectino, snorkeling.

JOHN PENNEKAMP CORAL REEF STATE PARK

MM 102.5, P.O Box 487 Key Largo, FL 33037; (305) 451-1202

This is the first underwater shite pod; in the U.S., with 70 nnuhcol sguore

miles of coral reefs, seograss beds ond mongrove sworaps. Glossbottom boot

touis, camping, snotkeling, scuba tou5, canoeing and boot cenrals,

nnluie wolks.

Miccosukee tribes whose colorful culture

can be seen in their villages and at the

new M-Tcth-Thl-Ki Museum... to Greater

Miami's many-layered Hispanic coramuni-

\s. . . from the Bahamians who settled in

Coconut Grove in the 19th centur>- to the

"crackers" who have been a part of the

rural Southeast for generations... fh)m the

self-proclaimed "Conchs" of the Ke^s to the

diverse Jewish communit>' throughout the

urban areas-all these cultures and more

give Southeast Florida a flavor all its own.

JOHN U. UOYD BEACH STATE RECREATION AREA

6503 N. Oceon Drive, Oonio, FL 33004; (954) 967-1297

Dunes, coostal hommocks ond mangroves ore highlights of this oreo. Fishing,

surf coshng, conoeing, swimming oiid hoofing.

JONATHAN DICKINSON STATE PARK

16450 Sf Federal Hwy. 1, Hobe Sound, FL 33455;..(561) 546-2771

This extensive pod; consists of sand pine scnib, pine flolwoods, mongroves,

river swomps ond the Loxohotchee River, Flondn's only designoted notionol

wild ond scenic river. Conoe, bike ond horse trails; comping; conoe ond cobin

rentols; guided tour boot; hiking tioils indudc o segment of the Florida Trail.

LIGNUMVITAE KEY STATE BOTANICAL SITE &
INDIAN KEY STATE HISTORIC SITE

\'.i\ 78.5, PO. Box 1052, Islamorado, FL 33036; (305) 664-4815

Ugnumvifoe Key is a 280iicre islond supporting nafive liopicnl trees such os

gumbo limbo, Jomoico dogwood, shongier fig and lignumvirae. Indion Key

was inhobited by Indians for severol thousond years before the Sponish

onived, ond loter served os hcodquorteB for o solvoge business unfil it was

bumed to the ground in 1 840 dunng the second Seminole Indion Wot. Both

islonds ore occessible by privote boot or chorter boots.

LONG KEY STAn RECREATION AREA

MM 67.5, P.O. Box 776, long Key, FL 33001; (305) 664^815

Ten miles of shoreline with mongrove swomps, hardwood forests ond hom-

mocks, ond mnnne bobitots. Conoe and uplond nature hails ond a lagoon

boordwolk. Woterfront eompsites.

OIHA RIVER STATE RECREATION AREA

3400 N.E. 163rd St., N. 6Momi, FL 33160; (305) 919-1846

Locoted on the Oletn River, this oceo's mongrove forests ond oguotic areas

offer glimpses of wildlife such os endongered monotees ond porpoises.

Mountain bike trails, conoeing, swimming, sohwoter fishing.

REDLAND FRUIT & SPICE PARK

24801 S.W 187th Ave., Homesteod, FL 33031; (305) 247-5727;

www.metnMiade.com; Email: FSP©itd.niefiD<kide.com

Unique botanical gonien feohjiing hundreds of varieties of huts, nuts laid spices.

w^rvr.fiausa.com
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FOCUS: THE EVERGLADES

Events

One ut llic

mail}' reatlivrrd

icsidciils of tlic

I'Uiridii l^ergladfs.

"There are no other Everglades in the world. They are. they have always been, one of

the unique regions of the earth, remote, never wholly known...." wrote Marjory

Stoneman Douglas in The Everglades: River of Grass. The nation's only large subtropical wilderness,

OX'erglades National Park is over 1 .4-mllllon acres of sawgrass, mangroves, rivers, bays, tidal

ereeks and hammocks populated with a remarkable array of birdlife and other wildlife.

There are a number of areas to visit here. At the Royal Palm Visitor Center in Homestead,

Anhinga Ti'ail and Gumbo Limbo 'fl'all provide excellent viewing of alligators and birds. There is a

checklist of 347 species. 85 of which are known to nest here. Flamingo is the primary center with a

ranger station, lodgings and campground. Boats travel up the Buttonwood Canal and Whitewater

Bay, a maze of islands, creeks and channels. The northern boundaiy entrance Is Shark Valley

Information Center, with a 1 5-mile loop road through the Shark River Slough. An observation tower

provides views of abundant wildlife.

FOCUS: BISCAYNE NATIONAL PARK AND
JOHN PENNEKAMP CORAL REEF STATE PARK
These unique parks off the Upper Florida Keys reveal the underwater wonders

of living coral reefs and their myriad brilliant fishes, lobsters, anemones,

sponges and other sea life. Biscayne National Park is 180.000 acres of

subtropical wetlands, to be seen by divers, snorkelers or on glass-bottom boat

tours. -Adjoining on the south, John Pennekamp covers 70 nautical square miles

of coral reefs, seagrass beds and mangrove swamps. Nearby waters are full of

explorable shipwi-ecks.

SAN PEDRO UNDERWATER ARCHAEOtOGICAt PRESERVE

long Key Stole Recieolion Aiea, P.O. Box 776, long Key, Ft 33001; (305)

664-4815

Locoted in 1 8 feef of woter obout 1.25 noulicol miles soulli of Indion Key,

the site contoins ttie temoins of the Ootch-built ship San Pedro which sailed in

1733, leplico cannons and on informotion ploqoe.

ST. LUCIE INIET STATE PRESERVE

c/o lonothon Dickinson State Park, 16450 SE Federal Hwy., Hobe Sound, Ft

33455; (561) 744-7603

Ibis Alianhc Oceon bonier islond's boordwalk lends visitors Ibrougb mangrove

forests ond coastol hammocks to sandy benches, imporfont nesfing oreos for

turtles. Accessible only by privote boot. Swimming, fishing, picnicking.

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
AH-TAH-THI-KI MUSEUM
5845 South S.R. 7, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314; (954) 792-0745

AUDUBON HOUSE AND GARDENS
205 Wbileheod St.; Key West, FL 33040; (305) 294-21 16

THE BARNACLE STATE HISTORIC SITE

3485 Main Hwy, Coconut Grove, FL 33133; (305) 448-9445

BASS MUSEUM OF ART

212) Pork Ave., Miomi Beoch, Ft 33139; (305) 673-7530

BONNET HOUSE

900 N. Birch Rood, Fort Louderdale, FL 33304; (954) 563-5393

DONKEY MILK HOUSE
613 Foton St., Key West, FL 33040; (305) 296-1866

DUVAL STREET WRECKER'S MUSEUM
(THE OLDEST HOUSE IN SOUTH FLORIDA)

322 Duvol St., Key West, FL 33040; (305) 294-9502

EAST MARTELLO MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY

3501 S. Roosevelt Blvd., Key West, FL 33040; (305) 296-3913

EUlOn MUSEUM
825 N.E. Oceon Blvd., Sniort, FL 34996; (561) 225-1961

ERNEST HEMINGWAY HOME & MUSEUM
907 Wbileheod St., Key West, FL 33040; (305) 294-1 136

FORT JEFFERSON NATIONAL MONUMENT
t/o U.S. CoosI Guord Bose, Key West, FL 33040; (305) 247-6211

VISIT FLORIDA

FORT ZACHARY TAYLOR STATE HISTORIC SITE

RO. Box 6560, Key West, FL 33041; (305) 292-6713

GILBERT'S BAR HOUSE OF REFUGE

301 S.E. MocArthur Blvd., Stoort, FL 34996; (561) 225-1875

GRAVES MUSEUM OF ARCHAEOLOGY & NATURAL HISTORY

481 S. Federal Hwy,, Doriio, FL 33004; (954) 925-7770

HARRY S. TRUMAN LITTLE WHITE HOUSE MUSEUM
1 1 1 Front St., (PO. Box 6443), Key West, FL 33041; (305) 294-991

1

THE HENRY M. FLAGLER MUSEUM
1 Whitehall Way, Box 969, Polm Beocb, FL 33480; (561) 655-2833

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN STUART

161 S.W. Flogler Ave., Stuart, FL. 34994; (561) 286-2848

HISTORICAL MUSEUM OF SOUTHERN FLORIDA

101 W. Flogler St., Miami, FL 33130; (305) 375-1492

KEY WEST LIGHTHOUSE MUSEUM
938 Wbileheod St., Key West, FL 33040; (305) 294-0012

LOWE ART MUSEUM
1301 Slonford Drive, Coral Gables, Ft 33134; (305) 284-3535

MEL FISHER MARITIME HERITAGE SOCIETY AND MUSEUM
200 Greene St., Key West, FL 33040; (305) 294-2633

MIAMI-DADE CULTURAL CENTER

Miomi Art Museum (305) 375-3000; Histoiicol Museum of Southern

Floridn (305) 375-1492; 101 W Flogler St., Miami, Ft 33130

MIAMI MUSEUM OF SCIENCE & SPACE

TRANSIT PUNETARIUM

3280 S. Miami Ave,, Miami, FL 33129; (305) 854-4247

MORIKAMI MUSEUM AND JAPANESE GARDENS

4000 Monkomi Park Rood, Delroy Beoch, FL 33446; (561) 495-0233

MUSEUM OF ART

1 E. Los Olos Blvd.. fort Louderdale, FL 33301; (954) 525-5500

MUSEUM OF DISCOVERY AND SCIENCE & BLOCKBUSTER

3D IMAX THEATER

401 S.W Second St., Fort Louderdole, FL 33312; (954) 467-6637

MUSEUM OF CRANE POINT HAMMOCK
MM 50, 5550 Oversees Hwy., Morathon, FL 33050; (305) 743-9100

... listings continue on page US

Art Deco Historic

District.

Art Dfco Weekend. Jan. 1(5-19.

Is a lively three-day festival

commemorating South Beach's

unique Art Deco architecture.

(305) 672-201 4...Fort

Lauderdale's Sislnink llislorical

'estival. a celebration of black

cuiuiie. takes place throughout

Fori Lauderdale from Feb. 9

through iVIarch 9, (954) 357-

7514. ..More than a million people are expected

lo turn out for Camaval Miami, the nation's

largest Hispanic festival. Mareh 5-14. culminating

in the huge Calle Ocho block party March

14...Win(lley Key Day on Feb. 21 Is an open

house event highlighting the geological, historical

and natural history of this unique site with guided

tours. (305) 664-481 5... In June and July try a

ranger-led Turtle Walk to search for nesting

loggerhead sea turtles at Jotin D. IVIacArthiir

Beach State Park. (561) 624-6950...On July 5.

the MIccosukee tribe of South Florida hosts its

annual Freedom Fest, a day-long festival of

Native American music, crafts, food and culture,

(305) 223-8380.. .Native American tribes gather

the first weekend in February for the Seminole

Itlbal Fair/Pon WoH/Rodeo in Hollywood.

There's dancers, alligator wrestling, arts and

crafts, and more (954) 967-3434...ENery Tuesday

from January through April, park rangers at

Bahia Honda State Park offer guided walks along

the Silver Palm TVail, one of the largest remain-

ing stands of endangered silver palms in Florida,

(305) 872-2353....At Fort Pierce Inlet State

Recreation .\rea, canoe trips are offered

January through .April along the Indian Ri\er

Lagoon, part of America's most diverse estuary'

system, (561) 468-3985...From January through

,lune. take the Trapper Nelson Tour and traxel

three miles up the Loxahatchee Rl\er. Florida's

only federally-designated Wild & Scenic River in

Jonatlian Dickinson State Park

(561) 744-98 1 4... rhe lianiacle Stale Historic

Site in Coconut Grove hosts an afte^hou^s series

called Barnacle by

Moonlight.

(305) 448-9445...

•feke a Walk

Through Time

March 21 in

celebration of Florida

Xrchaeological Month at

John IVmiekamp Coral "'""S "> "'< >^<'>s

Reef State Park and Key I.argo Hammocks

State Botanical Site. (305) 451-1202.

us



The Florida Keys
and Key West
120 Miles of Beauty and Culture

Long noted for their physical

beauty, the Florida Keys share a

history as colorful as the people

who live there. Over the years, they've

hosted Caloosa Indians, Spanish explor-

ers, English pirates, American presi-

dents, authors, artists and smugglers,

exerting a mysterious hold over both

residents and visitors alike.

After 250 years of Spanish ownership

and 60 years of absentee British rule, the

Keys finally became a part of Florida in

1831. Today's self-reliant "Conchs," or

natives are easily recognizable as

descendants of the pioneers of the early

!8th century. Their first endeavor was

uTf-'-king, or salvaging, the holds of ships

uh; ! foundered on the Florida reef.

In t'ne early 1900s. the Keys became

more accessible, thanks to one of his-

tory's great feats of engineering: the

Overseas Railroad, which reached Key

West in 1912. Washed away in the

Labor Day hurricane of 1935. its

U6

bridges, including the famous Seven

Mile Bridge, form the basis for today's

highway connecting Key West to the

mainland.

Two roads lead to the Keys from the

north. The most commonly used is the

historic "18-mile stretch" crossing

Jewfish Creek, the accepted border

between the Keys and the mainland. The

other route. Card Sound Road, runs

through the hardwood hammock of

Upper Key Largo. Legend has it that in

former days, pirates-including Black-

beard-buried treasure at Caesar's

Creek. In the late 19th century, home-

steaders scratched out a meager li\1ng

by fishing and farming.

KEY LARGO: DIVING CAPITAL

Key Largo (MM 1 1 0-87) was farm coun-

ti7 well into the 1 9th century producing

pineapples, limes and melons. John

Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park. (305)

451-1202, was the first undersea park in

the U.S.. containing shipwTecks dating

ft\)m the 1600s. Molasses Reef is the

world's most popular dive site because of

its clear water, hordes of tropical fish and

easy access. At MM 102, the Maritime

Museum of the Florida Keys, (305) 451-

6444, contains treasure fix)m shipwrecks

and underwater archaeologj' exhibits. On

the southern end of Key Largo, 'fevernier

(MM 91-92) features a historic district,

including Settlers Park and the old Tavern

Store. For information on Key Largo, call

(800) 822-1088.

During the Depression. Wlndley Key (MM

84-85) sened as a work camp for World

War I veterans employed by the CMlian

Conser\'ation Corps to construct the

Overseas Higliway The 1935 Hurricane

destroyed the camp, and the Hurricane

Monument (MM 81.5) in Islamorada com-

memorates the veterans' deaths.

ISLAMORADA: FISHING CAPITAL

Islamorada (MM 86-66). Sport Fishing

Capital of the World, drew baseball

legend Ted \MIliams here in the 1940s in

www.flausa.com



pursuit of bonefish and tarpon. On the

Atlantic side, marlin, tuna and dolphin

thrill game fishermen. For more

information about Islamorada, call

(800) FAB-tCEYS.

Lignum Vitae Key State Botanical Site

(accessible ftx)m MM 77.5) is a 280-acre

island named for an endangered native

hardwood. Two Indian middens remain

from the era of Native American occu-

pation. Indian Key State Recreation Area

(MM 78, ocean side) is an uninhabited

island once used for salvaging wrecked

ships and as a county seat. San Pedro

Underwater State Park, the site of a

1733 shipwreck, is a top

dive site, with trails, can-

non replicas and coral

formations. For informa-

tion, contact the Long

Key State Recreation

Area, (305) 664-4815.

At MM 50, a complex of

museums of conserva-

tion land includes a sig-

nificant historic building

built by Bahamian native

George Adderley In later

decades, the African-

American community of

Adderley Village emerged.

VISIT FLORIDA

Other museums include the Museum of

Natural History of the Florida Keys and the

Children's Museum. (305) 743-3900.

MARATHON: HEART OF THE KEYS
Marathon (MM 65-40). so named by

railroad workers who thought the job of

building the Overseas Railroad would

never end, housed the workers who built

a wood bridge from Knight's Key (MM

47), once a steamship port hauling

passengers and freight to and from

Cuba; and Pigeon Key, now an environ-

mental education center and museum

(305) 289-0025. The Dolphin Research

Center on nearby Grassy Key was once

the site of Flipper's Sea School. For

information on Marathon call (800)

2-MARATHON.

BIG PINE KEY: ECO-CENTER
Bahia Honda State Recreation Area

(MM 37-38), known for its good beach,

also provides views of the spectacular

Old Bahia Honda Bridge, the only truss

bridge that carried the Overseas

Railroad (305) 872-2353.
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I'arl of Big Pine Key (MM

39-9) is preserved as Ihe

home of the endangered

Key deer. The Blue Hole, a

freshwater pond in the

heart of the key deer refuge,

is home to a few alligators

and other wildlife. The Looe

Key National Marine

Sanctuary is accessible by

boat from Little Torch Key

or Big Pine Key Fishing in

the Lower Keys in out-

standing, and so is canoe-

ing the inland waters at Watson's

Hammock. For more information on Big

Pine Key and the Lower Keys, call (800)

USA-ESCAPE.

KEY WEST: THE UNCOMMONPLACE
Key West (MM 8-0) is more Caribbean

than mainland and closer to Havana

than to Miami. There are more than

2,500 historic buildings here, including

many built by shipbuilders of the past,

featuring the "carpenter gothic" ginger-

bread for which Key West is famous.

Highlights include the Little White

House Museum. 1 1 1 Front Street,

dedicated to President Harry Truman's

tenure: the Wrecker's Museum/Oldest

House, 322 Duval Street, reputedly the

oldest dwelling in the Keys; San Carlos

Institute, 516 Duval Street, founded in

1871 as a cultural center for the Cuban

exile community; Ernest Hemingway

House, 907 Whitehead Street, a

National Historic Landmark that ser\'ed

as the author's home between 1 929 and

1940; the Key West Lighthouse Museum.

920 Whitehead Street,

completed in 1848;

and Fort Zachary

Taylor. Southard Street

to Truman Annex,

begun at the time of

Florida's statehood in

1845. For more infor-

mation on Key West,

call (800) LXST-KE'i'.

For more

information,

caU i-800-FL\ KEliS

or \isit our nebsile

at ««i\.fla-ke>s.coni

^^^B
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Greater Fort Lauderdale
Natural Wonders
What better place to experience The Everglades,

explore a magical underwater world, study

fossils, butterflies or tropical flowers, or

visit parks and beaches than at the heart of South

Florida's Gold Coast: Greater Fort Lauderdale.

From airboat tours to scuba expeditions to

museum discoveries, this regions ofl'erings are many.

Heading west fix)m the area's beautiftjl beaches, past the

orange groves and mangrove swamps, one finds the last

great remnant of Florida's untouched Eden: The Everglades.

Skimming across the river of grass in an airboat, visitors can

glimpse anhingas, blue herons, turtles, water snakes and fish.

Mother diverse ecosystem about 1 5 feet below sea level. South Florida's coral reef

system, is home to thousands of species of marine life, including staghorn coral,

angelflsh, barracuda, leatherback turtles, green moray eels and spiny lobsters.

Other opportunities to explore the natural world include Florida's most-visited

museum, the Museum of Discovery & Science/Blockbuster IMAX 3D Theater; the

Ah-T^h-Thi-Ki Museum for Seminole heritage; Butterfly World, with hanging gardens

and a hummingbird exhibit; the wetlands of West Lake Park and the Anne Kolb Nature

Center; Hugh Taylor Birch State Recreation Area and the Graves Museum of

Archaeology and Natural History in Dania.

For more information, contact the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention &
Visitors Bureau at (954) 765-4466, (800) 22 SLNIMY or visit mvw.sunny.org

The Seminole
Tribe of Florida
CONTINUED FROM PAGE U3

GREATER
FORT LAUDERDALE AREA
Experience the most complete Everglades

adventure at the Big Cypress Seminole Indian

Reservation west of Greater Fort Lauderdale

and also accessible from the East Coast. The

Billie Swamp Safari Indian village features

airboating, swamp buggy tours, wildlife

shows, canoeing, hiking and overnight

accommodations. Guided tours in all-terrain

swamp buggies cover trails through typical

wild sawgrass prairies, swamps, and hard-

wood hammocks, skirting alligator holes and

rookeries.

Also located at Big Cypress is the new Ah-

"teh-Thi-Ki Museum, with 5,000-square feet

of Seminole exhibits and artifacts: moc-

casins, leggings, turtle shell rattles, silver-

work, beaded sashes and medicine baskets

and other artifacts. There's a five-screen

film on Seminole history, one mile of board-

walk nature trails and a Native American

gift shop. (941) 902-1113.

For more information on Florida

Seminole Tourism, call (800)
617-7516 or (305) 257-3737 or

visit wvvvv.noridaeco-tours.com and
wv\w.seniinoletribe.com

SOUTHEAST LISTINGS CONTINUED FROM PAGE US

NORTON MUSEUM OF ART

1451 S, Olive Are, West Pnim Beach, FL 33401; (561) 832-5196

SOUTH FLORIDA SCIENCE MUSEUM
4801 Orehei Trail North, West Palm Beach, FL 33405; (561) 832-1988

STRANAHAN HOUSE

las Olos iM. ot SE 6th Ave., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316; (954) 524-4736

VIZCAYA MUSEUM AND GARDENS

3251 S. Miami Ave., Miami, FL 33129; (305) 250-9133

ATTRAGIONS
ALL FLORIDA ADVENTURE TOURS

8263-B 5.W. 107th Ave., Miami, FL 33173-3729; (305) 270fl219;

www.alFfloridrhecotours.com; E-moil: Allflo@aol.com

BILLIE SWAMP SAFARI & CAMPING VILLAGE

12261 S.W. 251 St., Miami, Fl 33032; (800) 949-6101

BUnERFLY WORLD
3600 W Sample Rood, Coconut Geek, Fl 33073; (954) 977-4400;

www.butterflyworld.com; E-mail: GB0ENDER@ool.com

CORAL CASTLE

28655 S. Dixie Hwy. (U.S. 1), Homestead, FL 33030; (305) 248-6344

DOLPHIN RESEARCH CENTER

MM 59, U.S. #1, Grassy Key, FL 33050; (305) 289-1121

DREHER PARK ZOO
1301 Summit Blvd., West Palm Beach, FL 33405-3098; (561) 547-Wlli);

www bestzoo-org

EVERGLADES ALLIGATOR FARM
40351 SW 192 Ave., Homesteod, Fl 33090; (305) 247-2628

EVERGLADES HOLIDAY PARK AIRBOAT TOURS

21940 Grifhn U, Fort Lauderdole, FL 33332; (954) 434-8111;

www.intToweb.cam/everglades; E-mail: ehpark@laker.net

SAWGRASS RECREATION PARK

500 North Hwy 27, Fort LoudeiJole, Fl 33329; (954) 389-0202

FLAMINGO GARDENS

3750 Flomingo Road, Fart Louderdale, EL 33330; (954) 476-6669

KEY WEST AQUARIUM
1 Whiteheod St., Key West, Fl 33040; (305) 296-9911; Emoil:

keyaqu@ilim.net

LION COUNTRY SAFARI

2003 Uon Country Sofori Rd.; loxahatchee, FL 33470-3977; (561) 793-

1084; www.liancountrvsofori.com

MARINELIFE CENTER OF JUNO BEACH

1 4200 US. Hv/y. 1 , Loggerhead Park, Juno Beoch, Fl 33408; (561) 627-8280

MIAMI METROZOO
12400 S W 152nd St., Miami, Fl 33177; (305) 251-0400

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM

4400 Rickenbacker Cswy., Miami, FL 33149; (305) 361-5705;

www.miomiseoquarium.com CONTINUED ON PAGE U35
wwiw.flausa.conn



CreateT Miami
& The Beaches'

African AtnerlcaT)/

Caribbean
Hctct/fce €ultf«

Miami
A Celebration of Cultural Diversity
Ever since its beginnings, Greater Miami tias altracled a diverse group of seel<ers. First came the

Tequesta people 10,000 years ago, followed by the Spanish explorers of the 16th century. In the

1800s. enterprising Bahamians came to salvage shipwrecks and ended up slaying. From the north.

Seminole and Miccosukee Indians settled in The Everglades with a group of

runaway African-American slaves. Coconut Grove attracted a mbiture of peo-

ple including Europeans, Northerners and Black Bahamians. Other immi-

grants arrived from Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados and other

Caribbean countries. During the Depression, a predominantly Jewish group

came to Miami Beach and built the sleek hotels and apartment buildings that

now make up the Art Deco District.

In the 1960s and 1970s more than half a million Cuban exiles came to Miami

to start a new life, followed by other Hispanics-Nicaraguans, Colombians,

Dominicans, Puerto Ricans and others. About 30,000 Haitians settled in

Miami over the past 18 years, settling in an area now known as Little Haiti.

Visitors can delve deeper into Greater Miami's cultural diversity at the

following sites: Black Archives, History & Researcli Foundation of Soutii

Florida, (305) 636-2390; Historical IVIuseum of Southern Horida, (305) 375-1492; Little Havana/Calle Ocho; Sanford L. ZifT

Jewish IVIuseum of Florida. (305) 672-5044; and Miccosukee Indian Village and Virboat Rides, (305) 223-8380.

For a detailed listuig of multicultural offerings, get a copy of the Greater Miami & Tlie Beaches' Multicultural Guide and

Greater Miami & Tiie Beaclies' Atrican-American Caribbean Resource Guide. Call the Greater Miami Convention & Visitors

Bureau at (800) 283-2707 or visit www.miamiandbeaches.com

§

r.

Palm Beach County
Discover the Nature
With more than 30 ecotourism sites and attractions. Palm Beach

County has plenty to offer visitors. Take wilderness adventures, for I^^V'ii*

example. The Loxahatchee River canoe trail, on Florida's only

nationally-designated Wild and Scenic River at Jonathan Dickinson State

Park, offers canoeing and kayaking along a forested river. The Corbett

Wildlife Management Area & Dupuis Reserve, 60 acres of natural wet pine

flatwoods, features a boardwalk through pinelands, cypress swamp and

sawgrass. Nature lovers can see alligators and birdlife on an airboat tour from

Loxahatchee Airboat Rides. And visitors can watch fruit being harvested,

processed and packed on a tour of one of the area's many citrus groves.

Palm Beach County's attractions include outstanding beaches and offshore

attractions. Scuba divers can see coral, sponges and tropical fish at Juno

Ledge, a natural reef south of Jupiter Inlet, and at Dclray Ledges, offshore

from Defray Public Beach. John D. MacArthur Beach Slate Park, 750 acres

of barrier island ecology, features a visitors center with exhibits and aquari-

ums. Live sea turtles and other marine life are on hand at Loggerhead Park

& Marine Life Center.

Palm Beach County is also the home of cultural heritage and historic sites, including the Florida Histor> Center & Museum.
Lighthouse & Pioneer Home in Jupiter, the LawTcnce Will Museum highlighting local hislor>, African-American and

Native-American heritage, and Historic Delray. including a historic railway station.

For more information on Palm Beach County nature-based tourism attractions, contact the Palm Beach County

Convention and Visitors Bureau at (561) 471-3995 or Msit their website at wwvv.palmbeachfl.com

li
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Space Shuttles and Sanctuaries

Floridas Central La^t region otters

an intriguing contrast 1)et\^"een

man-made power and nature's

gentle forces. On the Space Coast, mega

6.2-million pound space shuttles loom

near delicate seabird sanctuaries, \vhere

OUTDOORS
BUK SPfUNC SUTE PASK
rm ilfS Fro*> fe. tense a», a 32763; «9M) 77S-3663

as bcffi 2 a tsl^ fKKe be eaixigeed nudes, Has Sisig Sli&

'iOH*.;. SEASHORE

DtUOH . ^ECBaWJ ; «5A

BKHANTED FOMST NATURE SAiKIUASY

sea grapes, sea o\-e%e daisie«! rmlroad

\1nes and dune grasses blanket 40-foot

sand dunes at place? like Cana\ eral

National Seashore, Sebastian Inlet State

Recreation Area and Florldana

Beach.

\Mldl)fe flourishes here. Tbi

_ largest sea turtle nesting

is located on this co^t. with more

than 6.000 loggerheads, green seas

and teatherbacks la>1ng up to

600 eggs each from May through

.\ugust. Hundreds of square miles of

parks and protected wildlife refuges and

parks are home to many threatened and

endanoerecl species, including manatees,

ea-tern indiso snakes, gopher tortoise

aBd peregrine falcons. The Indian Ri\'er

Lagoon is another area rich in plants,

animals, fish and birds, including 36

rare or endangered species.

The southern part of this region touches

on huge Lake Okeechobee, where a

rimitive 1 10-mile trail around the lake

'ers panoramic \1ews of its marshes,

terbirds and wUdlife.

Offshore, nature and histon.- mingle.

The spectacular barrier reefs off Fort

Pierce and Hutchinson Island are

teeming with marine life anil relics
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from centuries-old shipwrecks. Onsliore,

travelers can experience tlie Florida first

seen by early European settlers including

Juan Ponce De Leon, who encountered the

Tlmucuan Indians. Native American artifacts

and other local history collections can be

explored at the St. Lucie County Historical

Museum, the Volusia Museum and Halifax

Historical Museum, among others. Civil War

and Seminole War reenactments are held in

Volusia County. And in the Daytona Beach

area, visitors can get a taste of Old Florida at

New Smyrna Beach.

Events

Far ipR:

Gvploring pristinr

lieaolirs on lliitchinsun

Island. Middle Iva:

The Daytona Beach

Clock 'Ibner was buill in

the 1930s from local

coquina rock. Left: a

spectacular

sunset bathes The

Hvergladcs in a

golden glow.

FOCUS: BIRDING AT THE MERRITT ISLAND

NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
Located near the Kennedy Space Center, this refuge shelters more threatened and

endangered species than any other single refuge in the U.S. More than 500 species of

wildlife have been documented, including 330 species of

birds, so many that the refuge posts a detailed guide to

wildlife events (www.nbbd.coni/godo/minwr).

In January large numbers of songbirds, including tree

swallows and yellow-rumped warblers, move through;

during February raptors such as red-tailed hawks,

ospreys, merlins and American kestrels can be seen

hunting for food while bald eagles are feeding their

young; in April, visitors observe the northbound

migration of willets, sandpipers, plovers and other

shorebirds. In May, anhingas, little blue herons, cattle

egrets, tricolored herons and other residential colonial

nesting birds are at work in the rookeries. In the fall,

the first major influx of migratory birds occurs and by December, winter concentrations of

shorebirds, wading birds, waterfowl and raptors near their peak. There's a Visitor Information

Center, special programs from Novembe^March, turtle watches and nature trails.

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
ASTRONAUT MEMORIAL PUNETARIUM AND OBSERVATORY
1519 Clearloke Road, Cocoo, fL 32922; (407) 63't-3732

THE BREVARD MUSEUM
2201 Michigan Ave., Cocoo, FL 32926-5618; (407) 632-1830; Internet

www5.polmnet.nel/-brevoi()iiiuseum; E-mail:

brevardmuseuni@pnlmnet.net

BREVARD MUSEUM OF ART & SCIENCE

1463 HiBhlond Ave., Melbourne, Fl 32935; (407) 242-0737

THE CASEMENTS

25 Riverside Drive, Ormond fieoch, FL 32176; (904) 676-3216

CENTER FOR THE FINE ARTS

3001 Riverside Pock Drive, Vero Beodi, FL 32963; (561) 231-0707

DEUND MUSEUM OF ART

600 N, Woodland Blvd., Delond, FL 32720-3447; (904) 7344371

HALIFAX HISTORICAL MUSEUM
252 S. Bench St., Oaytono Beoch, Fl 32114; (904) 255-6976

MARY MdEOD BETHUNE FOUNDATION

640 Mory McLeod Bethune Blvd., Doytono Beoch, FL 321 1 5; (904) 255-

1401

VISIT FLORIDA

MUSEUM OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

1040 Museum Blvd., Daytona Beach, FL 32114; (904) 255-0285

M( LARTY STATE TREASURE MUSEUM
13180 N. AlA, Vera Beach, FL 32963; (561) 589-2147

PIONEER SEHLEMENT FOR THE CREATIVE ARTS

1 776 Lghtfoot Lone, ?.0. Box 6, Batberville, FL 32105-0006;

(904) 749-2959

PONCE DE LEON INLET LIGHTHOUSE

4931 S. Penrnsulo Drive, Ponce Inlet, FL 32127; (904) 761-1821;

Internet: www.ponceinlet.org; Email: lighthouse@panceinlet.org

ST. LUCIE COUNTY HISTORICAL MUSEUM
414 Seowoy Drive, fort Pierce, FL 34949; (561) 462-1795

AHRACTIONS
BREVARD ZOO
8225 N. Wickham Road, Melbourne, FL 32940-7924; (407) 254-WILO;

Internet: www.brevordzoo.org; E-mail: inio@bfevordzoo.oig

FUNDAY DISCOVERY TOURS

233 E, New Hoven Ave., 2nd Floor, Melbourne, Fl, 32901; (407) 725-

0796; Internet: www.fuiidoytouts.com; f-moil; sales@fundnytouts.com

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

The Second

Annual Space

Coasl Flyway

Festival, a

eelebraLlon of

birdwatcliing

and wildlile.

returns to

various venues in Brevard County Nov. 12-

15. 1998. (407) 267-3036... Indian dancing

and alligator wrestling, Seminole foods and

cultural crafts are all pari of Lhe Seminole

Indian and Florida Pioneer Festival at

Brevard Community College in Cocoa each

October, (800) USA- 1969... Look for

manatees seeking refuge in the spring run

ftx)m the colder water of the St. Johns River

at the annual Blue Spring Manatee

Festival in January at Blue Spring State

Park in Orange City, (904) 775-3663...

Watch giant loggerhead, leatherback and

green turtles nest along the 72-mile slrelch

of shore along Florida's Space Coast

during Sea Turtle Nesting Season from May-

September... Join locals as Ihey celebrate

the most diverse estuary in the nation,

Indian River Lagoon, at the Grant Seafood

Festival near Melbourne each February,

(800) USA-1969... IVIerritt Island National

Wildlife Refuge hosts a series of special

events the third week of October during

National Wildlife Refuge Week Celebration.

(407) 861-0667. ..The Florida Indian

Hobb>1st .Association Pow Wow is held at

the St. Lucie Fairgrounds every March. (561)

464-2910 ..The Fall Country Jamboree

Nov. 7-8 is held at the Pioneer Settlement

for the Creative Arts, a folk museum in

Barber\11le, (904) 749-2959... Okeechobee's

annual Speckled Perch Festival and

Rodeo In mid-March

includes arts and

crafts and a

rodeo in

downtown

Flagler Paik.i

(800)

871-4403.

t



Indian
River
County
From Turtles
to Treasure

In
Indian River County, the warm-tem-

perate climate to the north meets a

subtropical climate from the south,

providing a wealth of plant and animal

life. In cooler months, the area is home

to the West Indian manatee. Endangered

loggerhead turtles migrate to lay their

eggs on the sandy beaches. Thousands of

species of plants, animals, fish and birds

are found in the Indian River Lagoon,

including 36 rare or endangered species.

Environmentally-minded visitors will

enjoy the Archie Carr INational Wildlife

Refuge, (561) 589-2089, which pro-

tects marine turtles, and the Pelican

Island National WUdlife Refuge, (561)

567-3520, protecting pelicans and

wading birds; the Manatee Observation

and Education Center, (561) 466-

1600; and the Environmental Learning

Center, (561) 589-5050. Plant lovers

can visit Heathcote Botanical

Gardens, (561) 464-4672, and McKee

Botanical Garden (561) 794-0701.

History buffs can experience Florida's

past with a tour of a working cattle

ranch from Florida Ranch Tours,

(561) 467-2001, and discover the

state's rich heritage at the McLarty

'K'easure Museum, (561) 589-2147

and the Mel Fisher Treasure Museum,

(561) 589-9873.

For more Woraiation, coMact the

Indian Ri\'er County Chamber of

Commerce, (800) 33&-2678, E\t. 802

or visit \vww.vero-beach.fl.us/chamber

CENTRAL EAST LISTINGS

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

MCKEE BOTANICAL GARDENS

350 U.S. Hwy. 1., Vera Beadi, FL 32962; (561) 794-0601

SWAMPUND BIRD TOURS INC.

10375 Hwy. 78 West, Okeechobee, FL 34974; (941) 467-4411

RESOURCES
DAYTONA BEACH AREA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

126 E. Orange Ave., Dnytona Beach, FL 32114; (904) 255^415;

Internet: vflm/.daytonnbench-lourism.com; E-moil; DnytonQBen@QoLconi

EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA TOURISM BUREAU
115 Conol St., New Smyrno Beach, FL 32168; (904) 428-2449

Ffflloridas

FLORIDA'S SPACE COAST OFFICE OF TOURISM
8810 Monnut Blvd., Ste. 102, Cape Cnnnveral, FL 32920; (407) 868-

1 1 26; Internet: www,spate<oast.com

INDIAN RIVER COUNTY TOURIST COUNCIL

1216 21st St., P.O. Box 2947, Vera Bench, FL 32961; (561) 567-3491

Internet: vwvw.vera-bench.fl.us/chnniber; E-moll chonibei@venft)eoch.fl.us

OKEECHOBEE COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

55 Soulti PnnotAve., Okeechobee, FL 34974; (941) 763-3959

ST. LUCIE COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

2300 Viiginia Ave., Fort Pierce, FL 34982 (561) 462-1 535

WEST VOLUSIA TOURISM ADVERTISING AUTHORITY

336 N. Woodlnnd Blvd., DeLond, FL 32720; (904) 734-4331; Internet:

www.nnturalflorida.org

A Galaxy of Discoveries
From moon walks to dune

walks, a wealth of options

awaits at Florida's Space

Coast, a 72-mile stretch of sun-

bronzed Atlantic shore and protected

wildlife refuges amid space age

attractions.

Not far from the NASA Kennedy

Space Center, delicate sea bird

sanctuaries entwine along nine dis-

tinct coastal settings, from secluded

sea oat scattered strands to sand

beaches. More than 250 square

miles of protected wildlife refuges

wrapped by freshwater impounds,

vast saltwater estuaries and brack-

ish marshes provide nesting areas

for a myriad of endangered species

including the Southern bald eagle to

the West Indian manatee. Merritt

Island National WildUfe Refuge,

the second largest sanctuary in Florida, has more federally endangered species than

any refuge in the U.S. The Space Coast beaches are the nation's largest sea turtle

nesting area, more than 6,000 loggerheads, green sea and leatherback turtles lay

their eggs from May to August. T\irkey Creek Sanctuary, surrounded by sand pines,

saw palmettos and live oaks emerging from ancient sand dunes, is a major stopover

for spring and fall migratory birds. Stick Marsh claims to have the best bass fish-

ing in Florida and there are more than 30 marinas, three fishing piers and numer-

ous charter boats and fish camps providing fresh and saltwater excursions. Indian

River Lagoon, the most diversified estuary in the U.S., nurtures more than 4,000

species of plants and animals.

Cocoa is the site of the annual Seminole Indian and Florida Pioneer Festival fea-

turing Indian dancing, airboat rides and alligator wrestling, Seminole food and crafts.

For more hiformation, contact the Space Coast Office of Toiuism at

(800) USA-1969 or visit www.space-coast.com.

U12 vwtfvv.flausa.coiTi



St. Lucie
County
Still Uncrowded,
Still Unspoiled

INDEX OF PARTICIPAI^TS

St.
Lucie County-Fort Pierce, Port

St. Lucie, and Hutchinson Island-

offers spectacular barrier reefs,

vibrant with undersea life and centuries

old shipwrecks to dive, and miles of

pristine beaches, undiscovered.

Step into Florida's past at Florida Ranch

Tours, a working cattle ranch where exten-

sive wildlife in natural habitats of oak ham-

mocks and open grasslands abounds.

Spanish treasure, a Seminole Indian

encampment, replica railway station and

tum-of-the-century shops, bring history alive

at the St. Lucie County Historical Museum.

Located on the same beach where U.S.

Navy frogmen trained in 1943 is a tribute

to the underwater demolition teams of

World War II and today's Navy SEALs-

the UDT/SEAL Museum.

Submerse yourself in marine science at

Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute.

Unique aquaculture tourism exhibits and

gifts celebrate our abundant ocean life,

unspoiled.

Cruise or canoe the picturesque St.

Lucie River-see alligators, playful river

otters and bird sightings galore.

From surf casting to sport fishing to

renowTied bass fishing at the Savannas-

Florida's last fi^shwater marsh and lagoon

system-St. Lucie County offers more

angling opportunities than you can

shake a rod at.

Yes, nature has been verj good to us.

Call (800) 344-TGIF for a free Get-a-

way guide.

Alachua Counly \1silors and Ccinvcnlion Uuri'au U17
Bradcnlon Area Convenliiin & Visllors Bureau U28
Ccniral I'lorlda Visilors & Convention Bureau U25
Cliarliille County Convonllun & Visitors Bureau 132-33

tcol'AiM'iionn' U34
Dinlona Beaili Area Convention & Visllors Bureau UI3
Del,anil-\\csl \iilusla Counl\ U21

Florida Dhisiiin of llisliirnal Resources 112

l'!(jridii imisiiin nl KerriMliuii and Parks U2
Kliirida Inlernaliiinai Miiseiira U29
Florida Seminnle TuiHism U2
Grcaler Furl Laiidenlale Convention & Visitors Bureau 18
Greater Miami S tlie Beaches Convention

4 \1sitors Bureau U9
Indian River County Tburlst Development Council UI2
Jacksonville & the Beaches Convention & Visitors Bureau...U16

KIsslmmee-St, Cloud Convention & Visitors Bureau U24

Lake County Convenllon & Visitors Bureau U25
l,ce Island Coast County Visitor & Convention Bureau 134
Monroe i:iiiiNi\ Tourist Development Council U6-7
Ocean Ki\ llo[i,c U8
Orlando-dranKi- County Convention and Visitors Bureau U25
Palm Beach Cimh (:oii\cnlion & Msliois liure-au 119

Pen.sacola CimM-nlinn 4 Visitor Inlormallon Center 1)20

SeaWuriil/ltiisiii i .aniens U35
Semlnoir Ciiiiiiiv Cumrniiun & Visitors Bureau U25
St. Johns County Visllors & Convention Bureau IJ17

St. Lucie County Tourist Development Council 1)13

SL PetersburB/tJearvvater Vrea

Convention & Visitors Bureau D28
South Walton ionrisl iMeiopment Council 1)20

Space Coasi Hilin- oi lourism 1)12

Tallahassee Area Convention and Visitors Bureau U20
TSmpa/Hillsborough Convention and Visitors iVssoclatlon U29

BVDf\y yBAi\ AriBls nm,
ibb §amb families comb back

TO DAYTONA BBACB.

^Daytona
(J^Beach

«J^J^^ Big Beach. Big Fun.

Our Blue Spring

State Park Is one of

the few places on

earth the manatees

call home. Beyond

the beach, you can

experience the rest

of Florida at Gemini

Springs, DeLeon

Springs State

Recreation Area, the

Museum of Arts and

Sciences and

Halifax

Historical

Museum. Td

receive your free

Visitors Guide and

Superior Small Lodg-

ings Brochure, call

J-800-854-1234

Daytona Beach Area Convention t. Visitors Bureau • i 26 E Orange Ave. • Daytona Beach. FL 32 1 1 4 904-255^)4 1 5 • www.daytonabeacMourism com
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iirthe
Rich in Historv and Resources
Northeast Fioridajs abundantly

blessed with resources. naturHi

and historic. Here is

St. .Augustine, the oldest continuously

occupied European

<r
> settle-

ment in the

country. Here,

too. is a divers-

ity of un-

crowded

natural

areas:

swamps

and salt

marshes,

springs, barrier

beaches, and

Florida's largest

river, the St. Johns.

Extending from the Georgia line to just

north of Daytona Beach, this region

encompasses such

diverse destinations as We

i'earling author Marjorle

Kinnan Rawlings' backwoods

OUTDOORS
AMEUA ISUND STAn RECREATION AREA
c/o The Talbot Islands GEOpotk, 12157 Hecksctier Dr., JacksonMlle, FL

32226; (904) 251-2324

More Ifion 200 aaes of undeveloped sea island, wilti pristine beacties,

salt morshes end coostnl moritime foiests, provide a glimpse of Ifie oiigi-

nnl Floiido. Hocebock riding, fishing, hiking, birdwntctiing.

ANASTASIA STAH RECREATION AREA
134M AlA South, St. Augustine, FL 32084; (904) 461-2033

Abundonr vraterfowl ftequent the logoon and tidal morshes.

BEAKS-BIRD EMERGENa AID AND KARE SANaUARY
T2084 Houston Ave., Big Talbot Island, FL 32226; (904) 251-2473

This sonctuory coies i™ Itiousonds of injwed wild biids, including eogles,

oeiicons owls and csins're.

BIG TAIBOT ISlAJtD STAn PARK
c/o Ths Tolbot Istonds hfOmrk, 15157 Hecksche; Oi., Jacksonville, FL

3222t;;?-^'
-:""

liiHpiE w :ic " :-L '::C^^ fc'ijiles soil marshes

omiveGrt'i^' .- ,;, . ,.. ..._ i-

BULOW CRSt:; STATE PkSK
3351 Old Dixie Ht^hiCT/ Lto.-nd Set-'' -_ -

, 'Ui 676-4040

Site of on SOO^or-cW Foirchilii 'i.'e oos , file pail (c,.';uics .. I'otjre trail

to explore hommocks ond plant o.-d cir^ii fife

BUlOW PUHTATION RUINS STATE HISTORIC SITE

P.O. Box 655, Bunnell, FL 32110; (904) 517-2084

Site of plontotion of sugot cone, cotton, rice and iiid'igo that 'was

destroyed in the Second Seminole Indion Wot, this aieo inclwies o scenic

walking trail ond interpretive center.

farmhouse and Bulow Creek State Park,

home of the reputedly 2,000-year-old

Fairchild Oak.

Tlie state's longest canoe trail, the

Suwannee River, meanders from

Georgia's Okefenokee Swamp to the Gulf

of Mexico. Along the way it flows through

swamps with cypress, oaks, pines and.

palmetto, limestone outcrops and Big

Shoals, the only real Whitewater rapids

in the state. The Stephen Foster State

Cultural Center, in memory of the

composer who made the Suwannee River

famous, has a center for folk art and

crafts, museum and the world's largest

tubular bell carillon.

The St. Johns Rj\er. the nation's largest

north-flowing ri\er, is surrounded by

lakes until it finally empties into the

.Atlantic at Jacksomllle. The ri\'er passes

by Lake Woodruff National Wildlife

Refuge and Welaka State Forest.

The Osceola National Forest, nearly

200.000 acres of forested woodlands and

swamps, is crossed by a 20-mile segment

of the National Scenic Trail. The annual

re-enactment of the Battle of Olustee, the

DEVIL'S MIUHOPPER STAH GEOlOGICAl SITE

4732 Millhopper Rd., Gainesville, FL 32653; (352) 955-2008

This sinkhole, 1 20 feet deep, wos formed when an undergraund cavern

roof collapsed. Fossilized shork teeth v/ere discovered here.

FAVER-DYKES STATE PARK
1000 Fovet Dykes Rd., St. Augustine, FL 32086; (904) 794-0997

Home to deer, turkeys, tobcots and river otters, the pork contains 752

acres along Pellicer Creek. Camping.

FORT CUNCH STATE PARK
2601 AtkinticAve., Femandino Beoch, FL 32034; (904) 277-7274

Site of a fort occupied by both Union and Confederate troops during the

Ovil War, the pork oko includes sond dunes, moritime hammock ond

estuflrine tidal moish. Camping, swimming, fishing and hiking,

FORT GEORGE ISUND STATE CULTURAL SITE

c/o The Tolbot Islands GEGpotk, 12157 Hecksther Dr., Jacksonville, FL

32226; (904) 251-2324

Occupied continuously by mnn for more thon 5,000 years, the island

offers glimpses of history and rich plont life. Hiking and bike trails.

FORT MATANZAS NATIONAL MONUMENT
c/o Castillo de San Morcos National Monument, 1 South Costillo Drive,

St. Augustine, FL 32084; (904) 829-6506

GAIMESVII.IE-HAWTHORNE STATE TRAIL

Rt. 2, Box 41, Miconopy, FL 32667; (352) 466-3397

Stretching 1 7 miles from Goinesville's Boulwore Springs Pork through the

Poynes Prairie State Preserve ond Locklooso VWife Management Areo,

this recreotional troil is designed for walking, cycling and

horsebock riding.

largest Civil War battle in Florida, takes

place at Olustee Battlefield State Historic

Site. At San Felasco Hammock State

Preserve visitors v\1ll find almost everj'

major North Florida forest type and a few-

rare plants. And. at PayTies Prairie State

Presene in Alachua County. 427 species

of plants ha\e been logged.

At the nation's first permanent settle-

ment. St. .Augustine, visitors will find the

1 7th centur\ Castillo de San Marcos, the

oldest masoiiiy structure in North America;

Fort Matanzas National Monument and the

St. .Augustine Lighthouse. In Gainesville, the

Florida Museum of Natural History houses

19 million specimens and artifacts ftx)m the

state's rich natural heritage. Hamilton

Count> (eatures maiy tuni-of-the-centurj

homes, a historical dislrirt in Wlu'te Springs

and an Old Jail Museum in Jasper.

.Also notable: the Dexil's Millhopper State

Geological Site, where \isitoi's can climb

down a sinkhole 500 feet across and 120

feet deep and see fossils of bones, teeth and

shells: and the Timucuan Ecological and

Historic F^sene, with 35 acres of shell

mounds left by Uie Timucuan hidians.

GAMBLE ROGERS MEMORIAL STATE

RECREATION AREA AT FLAGLER BEACH
3100 South AU, Flagler Beach, FL 32136; (904) 517-2086

Sea turtles lay their eggs in the sand in this 144-aoe podc, which offers

coostol camping, swimming and nature study.

GUANA RIVER STATE PARK
2690 S Ponle Vedro Blvd., Ponte Vedio Bench, FL 32082; (904) 825-5071

Seven disrinct plont communifies, including hordwood hammock, inland

marsh, and pine flalwood, thrive in this 2,400 ocre park, believed to be

the site of Ponce de Leon's first landing.

ICHETUCKNEE SPRINGS STAn PARK

Rte. 2, Box 5355, Fort White, FL 32038; (904) 497-2511

More than 233 million gallons of water flowing from ten springs form

the liver, o favorite for tubers ond conoeists.

KANAPAHA BOTANICAL GARDENS
4700 SW 58 Dr., Goinesville, FL 32608; (352) 372-4981

A natural londscope enhanced by rare ond unusual plants, this 62-ocre

site includes o butterfly gonlen, herb gorden, bomboo gorden and

sunken gorden developed in one of the oreo's sinkholes.

UHLE TALBOT ISUND STATE PARK
c/o The Talbot Islonds GEOpork, 12157 Heckscher Dr., Jocksonviile, FL

32226; (904) 251-2324

A seo islond with wide benches ond salt morshes, migrating shorebirds

ond wildlife including river otters, morsh rabbits and shore birds.

Comping, conoeing, hiking, surfing, fishing, swimming.

MARJORIE KINNAN RAWLINGS STATE HISTORIC SIH
Rte. 3, Box 92, Howthome, FL 32640; (352) 466-3672

The cracker-style home of the outhor of Ihe Yeadiitg is preserved at

Cross Creek. iwwnw.flausa.cofn



ON THE BUCaNEER TRAIL
The Buccaneer Trail (AlA, Florida's First Coast

Highway) one of America's Most Scenic Byways,

takes travelers on a history- and nature-rich route

through Jactcsonville and the Beaches and points

south. Originating in Yulee, the Trail passes Fort

Clinch State Parle, an 1847 Civil War fort on Amelia

Island. It crosses over Nassau River to Big Talbot Island

Slate Park with its stunning eroding sand cliffs, then

continues past BEAKS (Bird Emergency Aid and Kara

Sanctuary) where injured wildlife is rehabilitated. The Trail crosses over Fort

George River past the Timucuan Ecological and Historical Preser\'e and on

to Kingsley Plantation, the oldest standing plantation in the slate.

After passing the seaside communities of Atlantic Beach. Neptune Beach and Jacksonville Beach,

the Ttail heads into St. Johns County and Guana River State Park, the site where, historians say.

Ponce de Leon's first explorations took place. It then continues south to St. Augustine, the oldest con-

tinuously occupied city in the U.S. and home to an impressive array of historic sites and buildings,

including the Castillo de San Marcos and museums.

i

MIKE ROESS GOLD HEAD BRANCH STATE PARK
6239 S.R. 21, Keystone Heights, Fl 32656; (352) 473-4701.

Mnrsties, lakes, scrub and sondliills provide a haliitat for wildlife. Cabins.

O'LENO STATE PARK
Rte. 2, Box 1010, Higb Springs, FL 32643; (904) 454-1853

Port of the Santo Fe River runs Ifirough tfiis park, which includes sink-

holes, river swomps and hordwood horrmocks.

OLUSTEE BAniEFIELD STATE HISTORIC SITE

RO. Box 40, Olustee, FL 32072; (904) 758-0400

Florido's only mojor Civil Wor bottle took place here. Reenoctments ore

held every Februory.

OSCEOU NATIONAL FOREST

U.S. Hwy. 90, RO. Box 70, Olustee, FL 32072; (904) 681-7265

Hordwood swamps, o large lake, ond obundont birdlife ond wildflowers

chorocterize ttie forest. Camping, hiking, fishing, swimming.

PAYNES PRAIRIE STATE PRESERVE

Rte. 2, Box 41, Miconopy, FL 32667; (352) 466-3397

More than 20,000 ocres ttiot includes o huge basin witti noturol

overtooks, ond the Alochuo Sink. Rich in plont life, birds ond wildlife.

»

PEACOCK SPRINGS STATE RECREATION AREA
18081-1 85th Rd., live Ook, FL 32060; (904) 776-2194

One of the longest underwater cove systems in the continental U.S. is

locoted in this pork, site of notural springs ond plont communities.

RAVINE STATE GARDENS
RO. Box 1096, Palntko, FL32177; (904) 329-3721

A steep ravine wos creoted by water flowing from beneath the ridges

along the shore of Ifre St. John's river.

SAN FELASCO HAMMOCK STATE PRESERVE

c/o Devil's Millhopper Stote Geologicol Site, 4732 Millhopper Rd.,

Goinesville, FL 32653; (904) 462-7905

Sinkholes, rare plants, obundont wildlife and varied plont communities

ore found in tliis 6,90&i]cre preserve.

WASHINGTON OAKS STATE GARDENS
6400 N. Oceon Shore Blvd., Palm Coost, FL 32137; (904) 446-6780

400 acres of scenic beach, tidol pools and beautiful ornamental gordens.

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
AMELIA ISLAND MUSEUM OF HISTORY

233 S. Third St., Fernondino Beach, FL 32034; (904) 261-7378

CEDAR KEY STATE MUSEUM
12231 SW 166 Ct., Cedor Key, FL 32625; (352) 543-5350

CUMMER MUSEUM OF ART AND GARDENS
829 Riverside Ave., Jocksonville, FL 32204; (904) 356-6857

CENTRE STREET HISTORIC DiSTRIG

Centre Street, Femnndino Beoch, FL 32034; (904) 261-3248

FLORIDA HERITAGE MUSEUM
167 San Marco Ave., St. Augusfine, FL 32084; (904) 829-3800

FLORIDA MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Hull Ave. ot 34 St., University of Florida, FL 32611; (352) 846-2000

FRED BEAR MUSEUM
1-75 ot Archer Rd., Goinesville, FL 32601; (352) 376-2411

THE HISTORIC THOMAS CENTER

302 N.E. Sixtti Ave,, Goinesville, FL 32601; (352) 334-2197

JACKSONVILLE MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
4160 Boulevard Center Drive, Jacksonville, FL 32207; (904) 398-8336
VISIT FLORIDA
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JACKSONVILLE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
8605 Zoo Parkway, Jacksonville, FL 32218; (904) 757-4463

KINGSLEY PUNTATION
11676 Polmetto Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32226; (904) 251-3537

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND HISTORY

1025 Museum Orcle, Jocksonville, Fl 32207; (904) 396-7062

THE OLDEST HOUSE/GONZALEZ-ALVAREZ HOUSE
271 Chariotte St., St. Augusfine, Fl 32084; (904) 824-2872;

THE OLD JAIL

167 Son Morco Ave., St. Augusfine, FL 32084; (904) 829-3800

OLDEST STORE MUSEUM
4 Arfllery Lone, St. Augusfine, Fl 32084-4463; (904) 829-9729

SAMUEL P. HARN MUSEUM OF ART

34fii St. & Hull Rd., Gainesville, FL 3261 1-2700; (352) 392-9826

SPANISH QUARTER MUSEUM
29 St. George St., St. Augusfine, Fl 32084; (904) 825-6830

STEPHEN FOSTER STATE FOLK CULTURE CENTER

U.S. 41 N., PO. Orower G, White Springs, FL 32096; (904) 397-2733

AHRACTIONS
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH
11 Mognolio Ave., St. Augusfine, fl 32084; (904) 829-3168

MARINELAND OF FLORIDA

9507 Ocean Shore Blvd., IWorineland, FL 32086-9602; (904) 471

ST. AUGUSTINE HISTORICAL TOURS

167 Son Marco Ave., St. Augusfine, FL 32084; (904) 829-3800

RESOURCES
AUCHUA COUNTY VISITORS

AND CONVENTION BUREAU
30 Eost University Ave., Gainesville, FL 32601; (352) 374-5231

Internet: www.ofn.org/-ocvacb; E-moil: acvacb@0fn.0r9

AMELIA ISUND TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

102 Cenfie St., Fernondino Beoch, Fl 32034; (904) 277-0717;

(800) 2-AMEUA

BEACHES CHAMBER AND VISITORS CENTER

1101 Beoch Blvd., Jocksonville Beoch, FL 32250; (904) 249-3868

JACKSONVILLE & THE BEACHES

CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
201 E. Adoms St., Jocksonville, FL 32202; (904) 798-9100; (800)

733-2668; E-moil: |oxtlcvb@leading.nel

NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA: THE ORIGINAL FLORIDA

P.O. Box 1300; Loke City,

FL 32056-1 300;

(904) 758-1555

ST. JOHN'S COUNTY
VISITORS &
CONVENTION
BUREAU
88 Riberio St., Suite 250,

St. Augusfine, FL 32084;

(904)829-1711;

(800)418-7529;

Internet: www.oldcity.com;

E-moil: Idt@au9.com

SI. Augustine has an abundance of events

throughout the year. Celebrate the arrival of

the first colony of Greeks in North .America

June 27-28 at the Greek Landing Day

Festival...On December 4 hear Voices of

the Past in an evening filled with music,

dance, story, song and re-enactments of the

charming British Colonial times...The

American Indian Festival is celebrated in

the month of February. (800) OLD-

CITY...From October-March go on ranger-led

Moonliglit or Sunrise Canoe IVips at

Ichetucknee Springs State Park, (904) 497-

4690...A moderately strenuous hike of

approximately 6.5 miles over level to slightly

rolling terrain, the Overnight Backpacldng

THp at Paynes Prairie State Preserve is

available from November-March. (352) 466-

41 00...Get a glimpse of 1800s pioneer life in

the town of Leno the second weekend in

March at Leno Heritage Days in O'Leno

State Park. (904) 454-1853... In May. the

.'\nnual Florida Folk Festival at the Stephen

Foster State Folk Culture Center is a celebra-

tion of folk songs, music, dances,

legends, crafts and other forms of traditional

expression that reflect the folklife of Florida.

(850) 488- 1484...The first full weekend of

every monlh see the Union Garrison

Fncanipnipnt at Fort Clinch State Park

including fireplace cooking. artiller>

demonstrations, marching drills, sentry and

guard duties. (904) 277-7274.

.fafian Edmcrpdson
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Jacksonville & the Beaches
Naturally Enchanting
Imagine planning a vacation where you could relax, spend

qualit>' time with family and friends, and experience a true

outdoor adventure. Jacksonville and the Beaches, Florida

offers this dream vacation, filled with activities including

kayaking, canoeing, hiking, biking. Ashing, summing, surfing,

golfing and even snoozing. This trip can become a challenge,

a history lesson and even a picture perfect moment.

Picture yourself paddling a kayak through warm sparkling

waters. A dolphin surfaces off your bow as pelicans soar over-

head. Kayak .'Amelia offers excursions that put you face-to-

face with dolphins, manatees, otters and other local

inhabitants. Several programs are part of the Paddle and

Discover Packages including the BKAKS (Bird Emergenc}- Aid

and Kare Sanctuary) Tour, where participants paddle through

picturesque North Florida salt and marsh to the home of the

region's bird and wildlife rescue and care center: the Maritime

Forest Tour, down Simpson Creek to Little Talbot Island State

Park with a one mile hike through the forest; or the Kingsley

Plantation Tour, to navigate the Ft. George River. The

Timucuan Ecological and Historical Preserve offers 46,000

acres of opportunity' to see oyster beds, schools of fish, dol-

phins and manatees, eagles, ospreys and wading birds. Several

packages, programming and training courses are offered by

Kayak Amelia and can be arranged by contacting Ray and Jody

Hetchka at (904) 321-0697 or nT>T\.kayakainelia.coni.

Want a hiking excursion? Try one of the many trails through-

out Jacksomille and the Beaches. The 600-acre Theodore

Roosevelt Area, (904) 641-7155, features four miles of hik-

ing trails that wind through a maritime of hammock forest and

along ancient sand dune bluffs. The area is part of Ft. George

Island, where Kingsley Plantation. (904) 251-3537, the

oldest remaining plantation house in Florida, is located. Little

Talbot Island State Park, (904) 251-2324, five miles of wide.

uie

sandy beaches, can be observed from the park's four-mile

nature trail. Just north. Big Talbot Island offers three miles of

undeveloped beaches, sand dunes, salt marshes, a driftwood

forest and five hiking trails.

Ready to peddle your way around the town? The Uni\'ersity

of North norida, (904) 646-2666, has 12 miles of nature

trails featuring a diverse blend of plant and animal life and

almost every type of terrain found in Northeast Florida. Ride

over the 1,600-foot boardwalk, overlooking a freshwater lake

and cypress swamp. Katherine Abbey Hanna Park, (904)

249-4700, Jacksonville's premier 450-acre beachfront get-

away has over 20 miles of trails, 10 that can be individually

explored.

Fishing charters, deep-sea fishing and backwater fishing add

a new dimension to your visit to Jacksonville & the Beaches.

Captain Chad Griffin of Salt^vater Sport Fishuig, (904) 744-

8752, offers opportunities including reef and wTeck fishing for

king mackerel, shrimping, river and creek fishing for trout and

sightseeing and a day on a secluded beach. Dive charters and

excellent spear fishing are offered by David Chilean of Stray

Cat Fishmg Charters, (904) 993-9228. The areas natural

reefs and wrecks are the perfect habitat for tropical and exot-

ic fish. For fly-fishing, Domistream Outfitters, (904) 389-

6252, provides full or half day expeditions. Also offered is

their "Cast and Blast" package for the hunter/fisher to com-

bine duck, quail, deer, fishing and golf.

At AmeHa Island Plantation, (904) 321-5082 ext. 5082, dis-

cover nature tours naturally Including an Edible Plant and Wildflower

Ramble, a Paddleboat Tour of Red Maple Lake, a Crabbing

Expedition, a Bug Hunt and a Flora and Fauna Marsh Tour.

Learn more about Nature Tourism at JacksomlUe and the

Beaches by calling the Jacksomille and the Beaches

Convention and Visitors Bureau at (800) 733-2668.

wvwtr.flausa.com



St- Augustine, Ponte Vedra
and the Beaches
Nature Lover's Paradise

ordered by the St. Johns River and the Atlantic Ocean, St. Augustine and Ponte

Vedra offer an exceptional range of recreational experiences. From 42 miles

of ocean shoreline flanked by towering sand dunes to serene, unliurried inland

forests, wetlands and hammocks, there is plenty for travelers to see and do.

The area's three state parks offer organized field trips where visitors can see

plentiful wildlife, native plant life, sea and water birds and even playful dolphins.

Altogether, there are 17 campgrounds in the area.

Anastasia State Recreation Area on Anastasia Island features four miles of

drive-on beach, a 139-site campground, 1,700-acre bird sanctuary, marsh and

nature walks. Excellent fishing, windsurfing, canoeing and kayaking.

At Faver-Dykes State Park, south of St. Augustine, visitors can see wad-

ing birds, alligators, otters, raccoons and bald eagles along a four-mile trail

through a tidal marsh. Canoeing and camping are available.

Guana River State Park, near Ponte Vedra Beach, is home to a pristine 2,200-acre preserve with a fi\e-mile coastal

strand, canoeing and both saltwater and fresh water fishing, and hiking and biking trails through beautiful hammocks.

Offshore saltwater fishing, featuring marlin and sailfish. is highlighted by six annual competitive fishing tournaments in St.

Augustine. The area has six full-service marinas, each offering charter boat and group fishing tours, and seven boat ramps.

Onshore fishing can be enjoyed at St. Johns County Pier, Liglithouse Pier and \ ilano Beach Pier.

The inland freshwater lakes, rivers, creeks and streams west of St. Augustine and Ponte Vedra are home to speckled

trout, largemouth bass, three different species of bream, stripers and catfish.

For more information, contact the St. Johns (bounty Visitors & Convention Bureau at (800) OLD CITY or wvwoldcitj.com

*

Alachua County
Outdoor Adventureland
Within the quiet, lush beauty of North Central Florida, Alachua

County is world renowned for outdoor adventures. When

William Bartram. Philadelphia naturalist, chronicled his

famous travels in Alachua County in the 18th century, he described a

breathtaking untamed land inhabited by fierce, smoke-breathing

alligators. Of course, he exaggerated about the smoke-breathing alli-

gators, but he was right about the enchantment and allure of Alachua

County that draws outdoor adventurers from around the globe.

A lot has changed since Bertram's day, but one thing has not. Alachua

County is still famous for unspoiled outdoor adventure. Paddle your

canoe along wild and protected rivers. Swim with an otter in a crystal

clear spring. Fill your frying pan with fish you catch in one of the

shimmering lakes. Hike and birdwatch in deep, verdant forests. Camp

under ancient oaks, stately palms and starry night skies. Run or cycle

along miles of backroads and shaded trails that wind through the scenic

countryside. Observe wild herds of horses and American bison on

Paynes Prairie State Preserve, a 20,000-acre wildlife sanctuary Help

tend livestock at Morningside, a 100-year-old Living History Farm.

Or choose from other exciting adventures that await you!

For more information on your visit to Alachua County, stop at

our Welcome Center at Exit 77 on 1-75, contact the Alachua

County Visitors and Convention Bureau at 30 East University

Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32601, phone (352) 374-5231 or visit

www.co.alachua.fl.us/~acvacb

VISIT FLORIDA
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Northwest Florida
Pine Forests and Falling Waters
Northwestern Florida is the most

heavily forested part of the

state, with the highest

concentration of longleaf pine forest.

The Apalachlcola National Forest

offers miles of hiking trails and

includes the bird-watchers' haven and

lighthouse of St. Mark's National

Wildlife Refuge. Nearby, Torreya State

Park is named for a species of rare

Torreya tree nearly destroyed by disease

in the 1960s. Other rare plants found

in the area include the Florida yew tree

and the U.S. Champion winged elm.

A handsome osprey.

For canoeing adventurers, the

spring-fed Goldwater, Blackwater and

Sweetwater/Juniper Rivers make up the

"The Canoe Capital of Florida."

The region's forests and rivers pro\ide

a natural habitat for a variety of

wildlife such as alligators, turtles.

black bears, wild pigs, turkey and

white-tailed deer. Native birds that can

be spotted in the shallow marshes

include limpkin, purple gallinules,

heron, egret, bald eagle, anhinga,

osprey. and black and turkey vultures.

One unique feature in the area is the

only waterfall in Florida, at Falling

Waters State Recreation Area. The

67-foot waterfall flows into a sinkhole

and then disappears. One of the world's

largest and deepest fresh water springs

is at Edward Ball Wakulla Springs

State Park. Divers have discovered a

series of aquatic tunnels and a large

cavern with a 300-foot-long fossil bed.

but the source of the spring is still

unknown. At Florida Caverns State

Park, connecting caves with limestone

stalactites, stalagmites, columns and

draperies are found.

The two main cities in the

region-Pensacola and Tallahassee-are

historical landmarks. The heritage of

Pensacola, permanently settled in

1698, can be seen in the Historic

Pensacola Village, the 1 6th century

Spanish Fort San Carlos de Barrancas

and the Old Pensacola Lighthouse.

OUTDOORS
ALFRED B. MAOAY STATE GARDENS

3540 Hiomisville Rood, Tollohossee, a 32308; (850) 48741 1

5

This fonrn winter retreot of tinonder Alfred 8. Modoy has more Ikn 200

varieties of ptonts, nature troils and a historical house.

APAUCHICOU NATIONAL FOREST

P.O. Box 579, Bristol, Fl 32321; (850) 643-2283

Mors Ihon holl a million ones of forest induding plnelonds, hordmod

smmps, sff/onnohs, ihis forest indudes the Odikkonce River and the spring-

fed Silver loke. Hntvre trails, canoeing, camping, hiking, horsebock ridii^.

m LAGOON STATE RECREATION AREA
1230! (Mill Bench Hw/., fen<o<a!o, a 32507; (850) 492-1595

Hiis ores'! 705 qgb inciudss fragile sand pine scrub, more than 100 spedes

of birds, ngiure i-ran, coiTf-ltig g>j s';rimming.

BUCKWfiTEK RiVER STATE FOi^SST

11650 Mutton Ik/., Mifcn. fl 3
-.573; (350) 957-4590

langleoi pine stonds, oiKct'Jon; Jiidfbwsrs and tour mojor d"o: streams ore

bcnted in this forest, '^ wnipinj. hikire!, fishins, coiroing, horse stables.

BLUE GROnO/DEVll'S DEN

3852 HE 172 Q., VSllislon, R 32696; (352) 528-5770

Explore sunken geologic and archoeological sites. Spring and cnvem diving.

DEAD LAKES STATE RECREATION AREA

P.O. Box 989, Wewahitdiko, a 32465; (850) 639-2702

Coveted mainly by longleaf pines, this oreo's wildlife indudes foxes, beovers,

turtles and olligotors. Fishing, boating, camping and nature study.

ECOFINA RIVER STAH PARK

Rt. 1, Box 255, lomont, a 32336; (850) 584-2135

Pine flotlands and sob marsh are some of the varied landscapes at this scenic

pork. Camping, conoeing, fishing ond hiking.

FALUN6 WAHRS STATE RECREATION AREA

1 1 30 Stole Poric Rood, Chipley, a 32428; (850) 638-61 30

Rondo's only waterfall drops 67 feet to the bottom of a sinkhole, final desti-

notkm unknown. Camping, nature traits, swimming.

FLORIDA CAVERNS STATE PARK

3345 Caverns Road, Morionno, R 32446; (850) 482-1228

Connecting caves wilh cakile formations. Camping, canoeing, noture study.

GRAYTON BEACH STATE RECREATION AREA

357 Moin Park Road, Sonto Rosa Beodi, a 32459; (850) 23M210

Rne sand beodies ond borrier dunes with sea oats are found here.

GULF ISLANDS NATIONAL SEASHORE

1801 Gulf Breeze Pkwy., Gulf Breeze, a 32561; (850) 934-2600; Internet

www.nps.gov/guis/gub.htm

Located in l^orido ond Mississippi, the seashore indudes offshore iskmds with

'^ite sond beodies, historic forts, nature trails ond adjacent open waters.

HENDERSON BEACH STATE RECREATION AREA

17000 Emerald Const Pkwy., Destin, R 32541; (850) 837-7550

A habrtnt for sand pines, mognolios, wildflowers ond more, this pork mdudes

sugar white sond beodies, obundonl birdlife and protected seo turtles.

MANATEE SPRINGS STATE PARK

Rle. 2, Box 617; Chiellond, a 32626; (352) 493-6072

Millions of goBons of crystal dear water flows through o swranp of cypcess,

gum, osh and mople trees, with etidongered monotees making appearances.

OCHLOCKONU RIVER STATE PARK

P.O. Box 5, Sopdioppy, a 32358; (850) 962-2771

This riverside paH< features gross ponds ond pine flotwoods, providing diverse

habitat for deer, bobcots ond extensive birdlife.

PERDIDO KEY STATE RECREATION AREA

c/o Big lagoon State Reaeotion Area, 12301 Gulf Beadi Hwy., Pensocoki, a
32507; (850) 492-1595

A pristine barrier island with while sandy beodies and sea oats, this area

features good birding.

PONG DE LEON SPRINGS STATE RECREATION AREA

Rte. 2, Box 1 528, Ponce de leon, a 32455; (850) 8364281

Notural springs provide 68-degree water for swimming. Noture trails, fishing.

RIVER BLUFF STATE PICNIC SITE

1022 DeSolo foHc Dr., Tollohossee, a 32301; (850) 922-6007

This 400-atre picnic site is locoted in the former Loke Tokiuin Stole

Recreation Area.

wiww.fiausa.com



Tallahassee, the only uncaptured rebel capital east of the

Mississippi during the Civil War. has several plantation

houses plus the Museum of Florida History and the

Tallahassee Museum of History and Natural Science.

Smaller but still just as interesting is DeFuniak Springs, a

Victorian town on the National Register of Historic Districts

centered around one of the only two naturally completely

round lakes in the world.

t=ff«B c

FOCUS: THE GULF ISLANDS NATIONAL SEASHORE
The Gulf Islands National Seashore is a protected environment for wildlife and national

historic places, stretching from Mississippi to Florida and Including sections of Santa Rosa

Island of South Walton County and Perdido Key, Naval Live Oaks and the Fort Barrancas and

Advanced Redoubt at Pensacola Naval Air Station.

Thousands of years ago, Florida was more than double the size it Is now. As the sea level

rose, the barrier islands were formed. The Islands are continually changing shape as wind,

waves and storms shift the sand.

Fort Pickens, built between 1829 and 1834, was one of the forts protecting Pensacola Bay.

It is now the main recreational center of Florida's section of the National Seashore.

FOCUS: WAKULLA SPRINGS STATE PARK
One of the world's largest and deepest freshwater springs Is located at Edward Ball Wakulla

Springs State Park, allowing visitors a clear look at fish and fossilized mastodon bones from

glassbottom boats. The pristine Wakulla River and Its environs are also a natural habitat for

abundant wildlife, including alligators, deer and birds. Nature and hiking trails provide visitors

opportunities to obser\'e plant and animal life.

ROCKY BAYOU STATE RECREATION AREA

4281 Hwy. 20, Nice*, Ft 32578; (850) 833-9144

Pine Holwoods, send pine scrub, ond plant ond animal life in the bayou's wet-

lands are found here. Nature trails, camping, fishing, booting.

ST. ANDREWS STAH RECREATION AREA

4607 State Park Lane, Panoma Cty, PL 32408; (850) 233-5140

Sand dunes with pine flotwoods and marshes and waterfront tamping moke

this 1,260-ncre park popular with beach lovers.

ST. GEORGE ISLAND STATE PARK

1 900 L Gulf Beach Or, St. George Is, Ft 32328; (850) 927-21 1

1

A fine exomple of Rondo's GuH Coost bonier istands, the pork is known br

abundant birdlife and loggetheod turtle nesting grounds.

ST. JOSEPH PENINSULA STATE PARK

8899 Cope Son 8las Rood, R 32456; (850) 227-1327

Binlen and hshermen enjoy this 2,500-aae pork surrounded by the Gulf of

Mexico ond St. Joseph 8oy.

ST. MARKS NATIONAL WILDUFE REFUGE

U.S. Frsh ond Wildlife Service, RO. Box 68, St. Morb, Ft 32355; (850) 925-

6)21

More than 300 spedes of birds have been recorded at this wildlife rehjge

mode up of salt morshes, forest land, notural lakes and ponds.

ST. VINCENT NATIONAl WIU>LIFE REFUGE

U.S. Frsh ond Wildlife Service, RO. 8ox 447, Apolochicolo, FL 32329; (850)

653-8808

One of several borrier islands enclosing Apolochicolo Boy, the refuge includes

scrub oak ridges, cabbage polm and mognolio hammocks, and obundonl

birdlife.

SUWANNEE RIVER STATE PARK

20185 CR. 132, Uve Ook, FL 32060; (904) 362-2746

Ihe Wrililotoochee River meets the Suwonnee River here, with 1,800 acres of

sondhill, river swomp and hardwood hammock plant communities.

THREE RIVERS STATE RECREATION AREA

7908 Ihrec Rreer^ Pork Rd., Sneods, FL 32460; (850) 482-9006

Scenic hilly terrain and the Chottoboochee, Flint ond Apolochitob rivers distin-

guish this reaeotion area. Comprng, h'shing, hiking, boating.

VISIT FLORIDA

TORREYA STATE PARK

HC 2, Box 70, Bristol fi 32321; (850) 643-2674

Unusual high bluffs rise above the Apolachicola River at this pork, named for

rare spedes of torreyo tree that grows here only. Camping, hiking, tours.

WACCASASSA BAY STAH PRESERVE/

aDAR KEY SCRUB STATE RESERVE

P.O. Box 187, Cedor Key, a 32625; (352) 543-5567

More than 30,000 ocres of salt motsh dotted by wooded islands, the preserve

is home to mony endongered spedes ond wildlife.

WAKUUA SPRINGS, EDWARD BAU STATE PARK

550 Wokulln Pork Or, Wokulta Springs, a 32305; (850) 922-3632

Home of one of the world's largest and deepest freshwoter springs, the pork

feotures abundant wildlife and old-growth hardwood forest and bold cypress.

Historic lodge ond restouront.

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
ODAR KEY STATE MUSEUM
12231 SW 166 ft. Cedar Key, a 32625; (352) 543-5350

EDEN STAn GARDENS

P.O. Box 26 (north of U.5 98 on CR. 395), Point Washington, a 32454-

0026; (850) 231-4214

FOREST CAPITAL STATE MUSEUM
204 Forest Poric Orive, Perry, a 32347; (850) 584-3227

HISTORIC PENSACOLA VILUGE

120 Churdi St., Pensotoln, FL 32501; (850) 595-5985

INDIAN TEMPLE MOUND MUSEUM
139 Mirade Strip Pkwy., P.O. Box 4009, Fori Walton Beach, a 32549; (850)

833-9595; Inlemel; wwm.freenel.tlb.fl.usAnlLMuseum/

JOHN GORRIE STATE MUSEUM
PO. Box 267, Apolodiicolo, a 32320; (850) 653-9347

LAKE JACKSON MOUNDS STAH ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE

1022 DeSoto Pork Drive, lollohossee, a 32301; (850) 922-6007

MONTiaUO HISTORIC DISTRIG

MonticdWefferson County Chomber of Commerce, 420 W. Washington St.

Monlicello, a 32344; (850) 997-5552

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Events
The I'oresl Capital Stale

Museum In Perrj.

Learn about the endangered sea turtles at

the Sea "Untie Program in Perdido Key

State Recreation Area from June-August.

(850) 492-1 595... November 1-1-15 brings

Nature's Gallei>. an environmental and

historical arts and crafts festival at St.

Andrews State Recreation Area. Call the

Apalachlcola Bay Chamber of Commerce for

more details. (850) 653-9419...

On January 9 experience Desoto's Winter

Encampment at ttie TSllahassee-St. .Marks

Desoto Site. The IMng historj' Interpretation

of Hernando de Soto's winter encampment

In an .Apalactiee Indian village Includes

exhibits, food and weapon demonstrations.

flint napping and more, (850) 922-

6007...Victorian tea. architectural walking

tours, heritage arts demonstrations and

storj'-telling will all be a part of The

Chautauqua ,'\ssemblj' in DeFuniak Springs

on Februar)- 26-28. (850) 892-4300...

Natural Bridge Battle Reenactment on

the first Sunday In .March brings to life the

1865 Civil War battle which defeated the

Union takeover of Thllahassee at the Natural

Bridge Battlefield. (850) 922-6007....April is

the month for Earth Day Celebrations all

over Including Big Lagoon State Recreation

.Area. Honor our planet by joining a Park

Ranger on a guided tour and viewing of

environmental exhibits. (850) 492-1595...

Welcome the manatees back to the St.

Marks and Wakulla Rivers with food.

dlsplajB. music, a walk and more at San

Marcos De .Apalache State Historic Site on

May 1 5 during the Humanatee/St. Marks

Festival, (850) 925-6216.

% Old house al Ihe Pensacola Hisloric Milage.



Florida's Last Frontier
The Gulf Coast region encompassing

Pensacola. Pensacola Beach and

Perdido Key has been delighting

nature-lo\ers and histon," buffs for decades.

Outdoor opportunities stretch from the clear

emerald waters of the Gulf of Mexico to the

rustic "Canoe Capital of Florida." where creeks.

rivers and woodlands beckon.

Pensacola is in the heart of the Gulf Islands

National Seashore, which showcases

unspoiled beaches and miles of clean, sugar-

white sand presened from development. For

woods and fresh water, nearby Milton is home

to a ^"ariet>" of canoe li\"eries.

There's plents" of history here. Fort Pickens.

on the west end of Santa Rosa Island, had an

early part in the Ci\1l War and once held famed

Indian leader Geronimo prisoner. Pensacola ''' '• "-'"
-^

celebrates its 300th anni\"ersan." in 1998 with

a series of events that commemorate its rich heritage as a part of five nations:

Spain. England. France, the Confederao." and the United States.

For more information, contact the Pensacola .\rea \ isitor Information

Center at (800) 874-1234 or \1sit «T\T\.\1sitpensacola.com

Of
South Walton
Natural Unspoiled Beauty
At the Beaches of South Walton, \isitors have

been enjowg the natural unspoiled beauty

of our beaches, nati\'e vegetation and inland

waterways long before the term ecotourism was

coined. Here are a few reasons why:

Xaturalh". the beach. First-time visitors gasp in

amazement at South Walton's stunning sugar white

sand and clear aquamarine waters. Gra\ton Beach

State Recreation .\rea. located in the heart of the

Beaches of South Walton, was named the "Best

Beach" in the United States in 1994.

Unspoiled nature. About 40 percent of South Walton's

53.000 acres are owned by the state and are protected

Enim future development, providing habitat for such

native wildlife as deer foxes, and endangered species.

Ecological communities. These include towering sand dunes, mesic flatwoods,

depression marshes, wet flatwoods and coastal dune lakes found at Topsail Hill

and Grayton Beach, considered the most unique in the U.S.

Protected nature. The area is home to endangered or threatened animals and plants

including .American alligators. Atlantic loggerhead turtles, and southeastern kestrel.

For more infomiation contact (800) 822-6877 or

\lsit \\-n-n.beachesofsouthnalton.com
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NORTHEAST LISTINGS CONTINUED

MUSEUM OF FLORIDA HISTORY

500 S. Bronough St., Root G-2, TdUnssee, a 32399-0250; (850) 488-

1484; Internet d(Kd(ite.fl.uLdhrjiiiBeum

NMURAL BRIDGE BATTUFIELD STAH HISTORIC SITE

1022 OeSoto Park tee, Tolbhossee, R 32301; (850) 922-6007

PENSACOLA MUSEUM OF ART

407 Sou* Jefferain, Pensocolo, Fl 32501; (850) 432-6247

SAN LUIS ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC SITE

2020 W. Ifeion Rood, Tolobosec, h 32304; (850) 487-3711

SAN MARCOS DE APAUCHE STAn HISTORIC SITE

1022 DeScrto Pork Dme, TnllatitKsee, R 32301; (850) 922-6007

SEVILLE HISTORIC DISTRia

120 L Oiurth St., Pensocolo, FL 32501; (850) 595-5985

STHNHAFCHEE

PC. Box 789, Sleinhotchee, Fl 32359; (352) 498-3513

T.T. WEMTWORTN FLORIDA STATE MUSEUM/
HISTORIC PENSACOLA VILUGE

120 1 tturdi St., Pensocolo, R 32501; (850) 595-5985

TAUAHASSEE MUSEUM OF HISTORY & NATURAL SOEHO
3945 }hsem Drtve, TnUakissee, R 32310-6325; (850) 576-1636

VISUAL ARTS CENTER OF NORTWEST FLORIDA

19 E. fcuftti St, Panomo Qfy, R 32401; (850) 7694451

AnRAGIONS
ADVENTURES UHUMITiD

Rte. 6, Box 283, Mfein, R 32570; (850) 623^197

Internet: www.propoddiesiiofls.conv'paddJe/odvunlimDed

CANOE 0UTP0ST-5UWANNEE RIVER

2461 95tti Drive; live Oak, a 32060; (904) 3644991

SASQUATCH ZOO

5262 Deer Springs Drive, Creslview, FL 32539; (850) 682-3949

THE ZOO
yOl (mjH Breeze Pkvfy., (wH Breeze, R 32561; (850) 932-2229; Internet:

Internet: www.lhe-zoo.coni; E-mri thezooSgulfjiet

RESOURCES
EMERALD COAST CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

P.O. Box 609, Fort Woltrxi Beach, R 32549-0609; (850) 651-7131; (800)

322-3319; Internet: www.deslin-fwbxom

Tallahassee Area
The Other Florida

With its deep-rooted history,

rolling hills, canopy roads

and cool climate, Florida's

Capital City is often described as "The

Other Florida." Tallahassee is the center

of this unique part of the Sunshine State,

offering a \ ast array of outdoor pursuits,

\Miether canoeing or fishing in area

lakes and rivers, biking down the historic

St. Mark's Itail, exploring underground

caverns, hiking on the Florida iVational

Scenic TVail or studying nature at

Wakulla Springs-one of the world's

largest and deepest freshwater

springs-the Tallahassee area offers end-

less outdoor recreational activities.

For more information, contact tlie

IMIahassee Area Convention and

\^»tors Bureau at (800) 628-2866 w
Tistt n«w.co.Ieon.fl.usAisitors/inde.\Jitm

wnrtnw.flausa.com



GULF BREE2E CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

RO. Box 337; Gull Breeze, Fl 32562; (8501 9327888

NAVARRE BEACHES TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER

8543 Navarre Pkwy., Navarre, FL 32566; (850) 939-2691

LEON COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

200 W. (allege Ave., Tallalimsee, FL 32301; (850) 488-3990

PANAMA CITY BEACH CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU

P.O. Bax 9473, fanamn (jty Bench, FL 32417; (850) 233-6503; (800)

PC-BEACH; www.ponomacitybeachfl.com; E-mail: pch@interoz.cam

Adventures Unlimited
Outdoor Center

] Canoe, Kayak or tube

clear springfed streams

with white sandy

I

beaches in Northwest

Florida forests. Camping,

cabins, hildng, swimming,

birding. Challenge

course. Bed & Breakfast

Family Resort. Relax,

;
reftiesh and explore the

I
last fiDntier of Florida.

CaU 1-800-239-6864 or 850-623-6197

mvw.adventiiresunliniited.com

DeLand Area
Volusia County, Florida

Enjoy spectacular natural

beauty on the scenic

St. John's River.

Exceptional bass fishing.

Unique shopping. Superb

dining. Great museums
and galleries. Nationally

acclaimed downtown

DeLand. Home of historic

Stetson University.

1-800-749-4350

www.naturalflorida.org

PENSACOIA CONVENTION & VISITORS INFORMATION GNTER

1401 E. Gregory St, Pensacola, FL 32501; (850) 434 1234

SOUTH WALTON TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

RO. Box 1 248, Santo Roso Beach, FL 32459; (850) 267 1 21 6;

www.beochesotsouthwallon.com; E-moil:

floriiia@beochesafsouthwalton.com

STATEWIDE TOUR OPERATORS

Seminole County
New Passport to Eco Travel

The Eco Passport is a

customized commissionable

ecotourism package that

includes vouchers and dis-

counts for local attractions

and Florida State Parks.

Packages include canoeing,

horseback riding, animal

encounters, historical tours,

hiking. Ashing and a variety

of accommodation choices.

1-800-820-2753

SUWANNEE COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE/SUWANNEE

COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

RO. Drawer C, Uve Oak, FL 32060; (904) 362-3071

TALLAHASSEE AREA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

200 W. College Ave., Tollahossee, FL 32302; (850) 413-9200;

www.co.leon.fl. us/visitars/index.htni; E-mail; AnnL@mail.co.leon.fl.us

n Wildlife on
Easy Street

A non profit wildlifem refuge, for over

[ flB'' ^' * 140 large exotic

H%
fc.^^j^2

felines, representing

1 6 species.

Photo tours,

events, cabin

stays all benefit
-i^^ tfie animals.

jll^iMk..-';:'^ .'^^m
m£"' -^ H II'

"
-jShf: S^^^^^l (813) 920-4130

12802 Easy Street,

Tampa, FL 33625

EVERGLADES HOLIDAy PARK
• Rshing • Bait • Licenses • Guides • Camping

• Picnicking • Tackle • Groceries • Ice

ALLIGATORS!!
21940 Griffin Road, Fort Lauderdale

(954) 434-81 1 1 1-800-226-2944

• Marine Ecology Tours
• Snorkeling • Sightseeing

MM 84.5
Islamorada. FL Keys 33036
(305) 664-2431
Fax (305) 664-8162

SIMIFTOCl
ECO HERITAGE TOURS

• AH-TAH-THI-KI & Swamp Safari Package
Includes: lunch, swamp buggy tour, and

museum tour. Tour; 11:00 am to 4:00 pm
• Swamp Safari Overnight Package
Includes; 3 meals, 2 safaris, park amenities,

overniglit accommodations, & AH-TAH-THI-KI

museum tour. Airboating available.

• AH-TAH-THI-KI Museum
American Indian exhibits & artifacts.

Tour time: 1 hour.

LEE TIGER & ASSOCIATES, INC.

12261 S.W. 251 Street, Miami, Florida 33032
INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

Phone: (305) 257-2134
Fax: (305) 257-2137

Cypress Gardens
Today's Cypress

Gardens features

world-famous

botanical gardens,

water slci sliows

and Soutliern

Belles-along with

an unexpected

parade of refresh-

ing new family

adventures that will surprise you! Plus,

explore the natural side of Florida with a

special pontoon boat Eco-Tour* that takes

you on a three-lake excursion discovering

native wildlife and beautiful natural

shorelines. *Nominal fee.

Directions; Located between Orlando

and Tampa, off U.S. 27

just 22 miles south of 1-4.

ToU Free Number: 800-282-2123

Fairchild
Tropical Garden

Discover an 83-acrc li\1ng museum of

tropical plants from around the world.

Explore winding paths, Conser\atory,

Gate House Museum, Rainforest.

Sunken Gardens, Bailey Palm Glade

and Overlook vistas. Tram Tours and

Garden Shop.

Open dally, except December 25.

9:30am-4:30pm
10901 Old Cutler Road. Miami. FL 33156

wi\w.ll£.ora

VISIT FLORIDA
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entral Florida
Florida^s Lake Country

Bok Ibner al l^ke Halo^

An abundance of natural lakes

characterizes Floridas central

region, starting at Ocala

National Forest and ending just before

Lake Okeechobee. The many pristine

waterways offer plenty of nature-based

activities. Lake County- alone has more

than 1 .000 lal^es. while in Seminole

V peaceful taiioc Hip in Orange Count)

County, there are an astonishing 2,000

freshwater lakes and rivers.

Ocala National Forest, in Marion

County, has the world's largest scrub

community. Its 7-mlle St. Francis Trail

unco\ers sl\ different ecosystems and

leads to the ghost town of St. Francis.

Marion County also offers a tour that

includes Ocala's Historic District and

the historic 1800s Victorian towns of

.Mcintosh. Reddick and Citra. The

largest artesian spring in the world is

just east of Ocala at Silver Springs.

Further south, the Dade Battlefield

State Historic Site tells the story of the

battle that marked the beginning of the

Second Seminole War. To present

central Florida in its most natural state.

Tosohatchee State Resen'e offers miles

of the Florida Trail, dirt roads and horse

trails that wander through live oak and

cabbage palm hammocks, slash pine

uplands, cypress swamps, and marsh-

lands. The Orange County Historical

Society tells of Central Florida's past

through exhibits on Native Americans,

pioneers, a Victorian parlor and the cit-

rus industry.

In Polk County. Lake Kissimmee State

Park, surrounded by Lake Kissimmee.

Florida's third largest lake, and lakes

Rosalie and Tiger, features a working

cow ranch that recreates life in the

1800s. Nearby, rare animals and plants

such as the fleet-footed scrub lizard, the

swimming Florida sand skink and the

showy pygmy fringe tree can be found at

the Tiger Creek Preserxe. Also In this

region, the Green Swamp is home to

OUTDOORS
GENDtAl JAMES A. VAN FLEF STATE TRAIL

12549 SlDtEm ()!., Oemiont, FL 3471 1; (352) 394-2280

On(£ a itAood tink, iKs 29-0^6 tid Itifou^ lie green swmp is populiif with

l)!cycfeB, Mkeis, joggere ore) hosebod liite.

HARRY P. LEU GARDENS
1920 N. Forest Ave, Odondo, FL 32803; (407) 246-2620; intemer.

vwi».d.oiton(io.llus/ile|xitnie(i6/leu_goidens/Bidex.tilnil

Neofty 50 does of meoiideiing pottis staled bi ooks, aimete ond gionf com-

pixiis. VstoR am iDur liie Leo House Musem, a restored lofE 19lh Century

Ifcme itiot l)egon OS o Florido fetmbouse.

HIGHLANDS HAiWMOCK SfOl PARK
5931 HronoddM., Sebiing, FL 33872; (941) 38fr6094

Ors of Flotirio's fa porb, Ite piEtTO cypress s\WBnp ond hradwood forest feo-

Iwes ssvotI nofije lto& thicugfi vorious lirttnis, induiing bomMi Itirough

weltads. The jsik is borne to mcny types of wilfe ariiiiftig wliitBHiied d^r

ond oSgntois.

LAKE GRIFFIN STAH RECREATION AREA
3089 Kwy. iA\/ii.hmm Pors. Fl 34731; (352) 3603760

Boss fehna. corra^, ios^rg, cnnoaiig ond notute sfjdy ae lop octivities of

tfe pnrV.

UKcSiS5!M.MaSISnft."
i 4248 Oj:r: tot Ri.ir-Vs '.'•-: "v;il2

ianted iii cfnie K-„Tir;' ki *£
s :, -,i c. jiki; -.js^-./ree, Tger ond RosoSe,

the pcft teotiires o *«; fetory iJeir;-,StiSs; d ci 1876 cow cnaip

lAKE lOUISA STATE PARK
12549 Stoie Pe* fe, (3e,-TOni, FL 347)1; (352) 374-3969

Hiis l,790ooepoikisloa!taiontties?io.f'; :-h<-' I'.i.i i li-ia ^irft^iisi

comef of llie Green Swanp. V/ifife inclmis-

ondbobcot.

LOWER WEKIVA RIVER STAII RESERVE

8300 West S.R. 46, Sorfotd, FL 32771; (407) 884-2009

This 4,63frcae present's ut«]ue system of btockwotet streoms ond wettonds

provides supert) bobimt for blotk berss, otters, oSgotoB, wood storis ond snnd-

hS cranes. Hiking, horse ttijls, binfwotdiing, wJdlife, nature tmJ.

OCAU NATIONAL FOREST

10863 E. Hi'^. 40, Site Springs, FL 34488; (352) 625-7470

The fef Notionol Forest eost of the Jfeisappi, the Ocolo encon^xisses 383,000

ooes ond indudes o wedtb of wnterenented reaeotion octivities. Three first

mognitude springs ore sources for three rivets provitfiig conoeing ond booting.

RAINBOW SPRINGS STATE PARK
19158 S.W. 81st Ptece Rd., Bunneta, FL 34432; (352) 489-8503

The spriigs bosin of the Roinbow River, the ozoleo goniens, liver wettonds ond

smdHI pile forest of this port ore home to (Aiindnnt plont ond wikSfe. Histoiic

sites dote from asfy Nnti,e ibmons. Conoejig, con^, swimming, tittig.

ROCK SPRINGS RUN STATE RESERVE

1800 Wekivo Grde, ipopko, FL 32712; (407) 884-2009

Sond pine saub, |wie flotwoods, swomps of ptistme fiontoge on Rock Springs

Run ond the Wekivn River chmxterize this resene, wNcb oSows hSciig, prmi-

tive bockpocking, noture study, conoeing ond horsdiock riding.

TOSOHATCHEE STATE RESERVE

3365 Toylof Oeek Rd., (Jristmos, FL 32709-9130; (407) 568-5893

The reserve consisls of 28,000 oaes of moishes, swomps, psie Hotwoods ond

hommodcs end 1 9 mUes frontoge on the St. Johns River. Hiking, piimitive bock-

oock comp'iij, f^jiq ond honehdina trails.

WEKIWA SPRINGS STAH PARK

1800 Wekiwo C^de, fipotAo, FL 32712; (407) 884-2009

Wekjivo Springs, the heodwoter of the Wekivo River, ftows T5 miles into the

St- Johns River, joined oteng its 'loumey by Rock Springs Run ond the little

iVeiivn I5*e(. Ibis lage stnte poHc of wetionds ond frirest is the southern ronge

for Southern bkxk bears.

WITHIACOOCHEE STATE TRAIL

12549 Stole Park Or., Clemmt, FL 34711; (352) 394-2280

Porf of Fkirido's Rols-ti>-Tmils ptogtom, this 46inile trail posses thrau^ the

Withtacoochee Stnte Forest ond poroilels the WBhtecoochee River.

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
APPinON MUSEUM OF ART

4333 NE Sit^r Spiings Blvd., Ocoki, FL 34470-5000; (352) 236-7100

QNTRAL FLORIDA RAILROAD MUSEUM
101 S. Boyd St., Vfmtet Gonicn, FL 32787; (407) 65M749

THE CHARUS HOSMER MORSE MUSEUM OF

AMERICAN ART

445 Poik Ave. N, Winter Pork. FL 32789; (407) 645-5311

MULBERRY PHOSPHATE MUSEUM
RO. Box 707, Wbetty, FL 33860; (941) 425-2823

ORLANDO MUSEUM OF ART

2416 N.m Ave., Oitondo, Fl 32803; (407) 89fr4231; www.OMArt.org;

Eflml: stEsfo@0/.Wit.org

ORLANDO SCIENa ONTER
777 East Princeton Street, Odondo, FL 32803; (407) 514-2105

PAYNES CREEK STATE HISTORIC STTE

888 Iflke Branch Rd., Bo'^fing Green, FL 33834; (941) 3754717

POLK MUSEUM OF ART

800 E. Polmetto St., Lokekmd, a 33801; (941) 68^7743

AHRAGIONS
BOK TOWER GARDENS

1 151 Tower Blvd., Inke Wofes, FL 33853-3412; (941) 676-1408; Inttmet:

www.boktDwet.otg

aNTRAl FLORIDA ZOOLOGICAL PARK

RO. Box 470309, 3755 Hwy. 17/92, toke Itmx, Fl 32747;

(407) 3234450

vnAT^.flausa.com



hardwood forests

and cyi)ress swamps.

The Orlando area's

well-known iheme parks
"^

provide educational

programs for wildlife lovers,

such as Sea World Orlando's

Manatees: The Last

Generation? and the

Conservation Station at the new

Disney's Animal Kingdom.

almost 40 percent of Florida's native

vertebrate wildlife with the exception of

saltwater fish.

Along the Kissimmee River, the

Hickory Hammock Trail lets hikers pick

up a 27-mile section of the Florida

National Scenic Trail, which follows

forests full of pine, cypress and

moss-draped oak.

For birding, Highland Hammock State

Park's eight short nature trails offer

viewing of 1 77 bird species in

FOCUS:

WEKIWA SPRINGS STATE PARK
Wekiwa Springs State Park, encompassing nearly 8.141 acres, is one of tlie states largest parks.

Tlie springs are the lieadwaters of the Wekiva River, wliich runs 1 5 miles into the St. Johns River.

Wekiva River ioined by Rock Springs Run are excellent for canoeing. It's an easy paddle through

wetlands, hai-dwood hammocks, pine flatwoods and sand pine scrub.

The northern end of the park is only accessible by a 13-mile trail. Visitors can explore eight

different plant communities, each with its own unique animals. A number of threatened and

endangered plant and animal species can be found at the park. FYobably the most impressive are

the Southern black bear and American bald eagle. Birdwatching is also popular here.

The park allows visitors to take a peek at how Central Florida looked when the

Timucuan Indians lived in the Wekiwa Springs State Park area. The Indians left a

number of mounds that are still visible today

CITRUS TOWER
141 U.S. Hwy. 27, Ctemont, FL 34711; (352) 394-4061

CYPRESS GARDENS
P.O. Box 1, Cypress Gordens, FL 33884; (941) 324-2111; Internet:

www.cypressgoirfens.com

GATORLAND

14501 S. Orange Blossom Trail, Orlondo, FL 32837; (407) 855-5496

GREEN MEADOWS PEHING FARM
PO. Box 420787, Kissimmee, FL 34742; (407) 8460770

KATIE'S WEKIVA RIVER UNDING
190 Kotie's Cove, Sonfotd, FL 32771; (407) 322-4470;

Internet www.ktlond.com; Eflmil: ktOmngicnetnet

JUNGLELAND WILDLIFE PARK
4580 W. Hwy. 192, Kissimmee, FL 34746-5304; (407) 396-1012

lAKERIDGE WINERY AND VINEYARDS
19239 U.S. Hwy, 27 Nortti, Clemionf, FL 34711; (352) 394-8627

ORANGE BLOSSOM BALLOONS
RO. Box 22908, Loi:e Bueno Visto, Fl, 32830; (407) 239-7677

REPTILE WORLD SERPENTARIUM

5705 E. Iilo Bronson Mem, Hwy., St. Cloud, FL 34771; (407) 892-6905

RISE & FLOAT BALLOON TOURS
P 0. Box 620755, Orlando, FL 32862-0755; (407) 352-8191

SEA WORLD OF FLORIDA

7007 Seo World Drive, Orlondo, Fl 32821; (407) 351-3600; Internet:

www.seowodd.com

SKYSCAPES BALLOON TOURS
5755 Cove Dr., Odondo, FL 32812; (407) 8564606

SILVER SPRINGS

5656 E. Silver Springs Blvd., Silver Spnngs, FL 34488; (352) 236-21 21

DISNEY'S ANIMAL KINGDOM
fiO. Box 10,000, Luke Bueno Vistn, FL 32830; (407) 824-4321;

Internet, www.tinvelogenls.disneycom

A WORLD OF ORCHIDS

2501 Old Uike Wilson Rood, Kissimmee, FL 34747; (407) 396-1887; Einoil:

Knctia7010@ooLcom

RESOURCES
CENTRAL FLORIDA VISITORS & CONVENTION BUREAU
P 0. Box 61; Cypress Gordens, FL 33884; (941) 534-4375;

www.cfdc.org/tourism

KISSIMMEE-ST. CLOUD CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
RO. Box 422007, Kssimmee, FL 34742-2007; (407) 847-5000

UKE COUNTY CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
20763 U.S. Hwy. 27, Grovelond, FL 34736; (352) 429-3673; www.take-

countyll.com

LAKELAND AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERa
(CONVENTION & VISITOR DIVISION)

35 loke Morton Dr, Inkelond, fl 33801; (941) 688-8551

ORLANDO-ORANGE COUNTY
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
6700 Fonim Dr., Ste, 100, Orlondo, FL 32821-8087; (407) 363-5800

PARK AVENUE AREA ASSOCIATION

150 N. NewM Ave., Winter Rode, FL 32789; (407) 644-8281

SEMINOLE COUNTY CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
105 Intemotionol Pkwy, Heathrow, FL 32746; (407) 328-5770; www.co.semF

nole.fl.us/visit; Einnil: semcvb@ix.netcom.com

A Kisslmmee-SI. Cloud rodeo.

Events
The twice-yearly Silver Spurs Rodeo in

Kisslmmee-St. Cloud draws visitors from all

over the world. (800) 83 1-1 844...Celebrate

native Florida during Ocali Fest with

demonstrations, reenactments. children's

events and entertainment on August 1 5 at

Tuscawilla Park., (352) 629-8358...October

24 marks the 25th Annual IVIclntosh 1890

Festival, a festival recreating a fall day in

Mcintosh around the turn of the century

including a tour of Victorian homes, (352)

629-8051...The Silver River Museum also

depicts the turn of the century at Uieir Ocall

Cracker Country Days. wiUi an exhibit of a

Florida homestead, period demonstrations

and activities, at Silver River State Park

November 14-15, (352) 236-5401...On

November 20-21 the IVative American

Festival in Silver Springs serves up Native

American food, art and dancing. (352) 236-

2121. ..Highlands Hammock State Park's

Guided Walks through one of its trails teach

visitors about the area's plants and animals.

The guided tour is available November-April.,

(941) 386-6094... hi the spring. Living

History portrayers depict the times of the

Timucuan Indians, Spanish explorers, the

British plantation period, the .American

Territory. Seminoles and more at Wekiwa

Springs State Park's Florida Then and ^ow.

(407) 884-2009...The 8th Annual Heritage

Tbur of Homes on NE Tuscawilla to SE 1

1

St. features seven "off the beaten path"

historic buildings that are all private

residences. Tbur takes place March 6-7.

(352) 351-1861.

.\ leisurely cruise along a Lake Counh rher.
:jii

VISIT FLORIDA



Kissimmee-St. Cloud
Naturally Fun
Assorted trails, alrboat and sea plane rides or

guided ecological tours reveal much of Florida's

natural beauty and amazement to the growing

fascination of many Kissimmee-St. Cloud visitors. Such

nature explorations offer hints into Florida's past when the

area was an unchartered wilderness, dominated by

wetlands and unique creatures.

These natural getaways are creating their own niche

among area guests who seek to add to the experience of

the nearby major theme park attractions. Kissimmee-St.

Cloud is the gateway to Central Florida's famous attrac-

tions, including WALT DISNEY WORLD® Resort, Universal

Studios Florida®, SeaWorld Adventure Park Orlando®, the

Kennedy Space Center Visitor Center, Cypress Gardens and

other entertainment venues.

For visitors charmed by nature, a specially arranged

cruise is perfect to explore the area's wildlife, lakes and

the Kissimmee River. Aquatic Wonders Tours provide

various educational and fun tours daily from the Big Toho

Marina at Kissimmee Lakefront Park. Narrated excursions

include Gator and Eagle Watch tours, a Rivers in Time

history exploration and family fishing outings.

At the Environmental Study Center operated by Osceola

County Schools much of Florida's habitat may be enjoyed

free of charge. An observation deck provides a clear view

of the regional wildlife population, including bald eagles,

blue herons, white ibis, egrets, American alligators, aqua-

tic turtles, as well as orchids, mosses and ferns.

Some 5,000 alligators reside at Gatorland, one of the

area's oldest attractions. A 2,000-foot boardwalk winding

through cypress swamp provides an up close inspection of

flora and fauna, a variety of birds and, of course, alliga-

tors. Breeding pens, baby alligator nurseries, and rearing

U24

ponds situated throughout the park provide the unique

opportunity to observe, study, and feed the alligators and

crocodiles. A three-story observation tower presents a

memorable perspective-a bird's eye view-of Gatorland and

its habitat.

Nature also is evident in the acres of citrus groves, which

along with the Kissimmee-St. Cloud's many ranches paint

an imaginative and historical picture of the area before the

emergence of tourism. A weekly rodeo keeps the area's

cowboy culture alive, much to the enjoyment of visitors

who thrill at bronc- and bull-riding, calf roping and other

skill events. At Horse World Riding Stables, visitors can

enjoy a relaxing horseback ride then picnic in a sedate,

quiet setting.

Visitors fascinated by nature's beauty are often drawn to

A World of Orchids, a climate-controlled botanical con-

servatory featuring thousands of rare and exotic flowering

orchids from around the world. Tropical trees, plants and

waterfalls make a breathtaking background for the world's

largest permanent exhibition of orchids.

Nature and outdoor enthusiasts may also appreciate

Kissimmee-St. Cloud's rich assortment of other natural

appeals such as golfing, fishing, alrboat rides and other

leisure opportunities. In addition, Kissimmee-St. Cloud

offers guests more than 37,000 accommodations suitable

to any taste or budget.

A visit to Kissimmee-St. Cloud is filled with natural

pleasures. For a free, full-color Visitors Guide,

detailing Kissimmee-St. Cloud's diverse vacation

opportunities and offering Fabulous Vacation

Specials, call 1-800-327-9159 or visit our website

at www.noridakiss.com.

wnvw.flausa.com



Central Florida's
Polk County
Laid-back Beauty

Seminole County
Florida's Natural Choice

^•c««,

Substantially larger in land mass

than Rhode Island, Central

Florida's Polk County is located

in the geographic center of Florida,

smack-dab between Orlando's world

famous attractions and the beautiful

Gulf Coast beaches. Its boundaries have "^--^'p^

remained virtually unchanged since establish-
'

ment in 1861. And while its major tourist

attractions-Cypress Gardens. Bok Tower Gardens and Fantasy of Flight-are

worth a visit anytime, Polk County offers a change of pace where you can do just

about anything you want, including nothing at all.

To avid sportsmen or frenzied city dwellers looking for escape, this area repre-

sents a refreshing alternative to today's typical "r «& r" getaway such as Lake

Kissimmee State Park. Polk County's laid-back lifestyle beckons those who yearn

for a great outdoors adventure, and those who simply seek reprieve from ringing

telephones and airport delays.

Polk County offers a truly relaxing vacation away from the hurried lifestyle. Few
places can combine tourist attractions with the scenic beauty of acres of orange

groves, gently rolling hills, oak hammocks and hundreds of refreshing lakes. Here,

the great outdoors is the number one attraction, naturally

For a free Vacation Guide on the area, call the Central Florida VisitOTfX^
Convention Bureau at (800) 828-7655 ext. iVFl or visit the website at

www.cfdc.org/tourism

Seminole County, with 2,000

freshwater lakes and clear-run-

ning rivers, is the natural escape

for local residents and Central Florida

tourists.

The Eco Passport™ allows travelers to

explore the natural Florida in Seminole

County. This customized commissionable

package features nature-based vouchers

and discounts for attractions including

canoeing, horseback riding, animal

encounters, historical tours, hiking fish-

ing, narrated tours and the Florida State

Parks; and accommodations ranging

fix)m traditional hotels, bed and breakfast

inns and RV camping.

For more biformation, call (800)

820-2753; (407) 532-1352 outside

the L.S. or visit our website at

www.co.seminole.fl.usMsit

Beauty like this
is only natural in

~lounty.

From pristine lakes and clear-flowini

streams to lush wetlands and marshes,

there's nothing lilte the natural beauty

of Lake County. For information, call

1-800-798-1071 or see your travel agent.

ON THE COUNTRYSIDE of ORLANDO

The Unexpected Orlando
A Natural for Nature and Culture Lovers

Canoeing down a gently flowing river as wildlife

peer curiously from their habitat;

getting up close with nature while

riding horseback with friends down nature

trails; and snorkeling in pristine, crystal-

clear waters watching a myriad of fish

swim about is not what most vacationers

expect in an Orlando vacation.

Many visitors from around the world are

delightfully discovering just what they didn't

expect-the Unexpected Orlando that combines the desire

for the fast-paced excitement of the attractions with the serenit>' of the area's natural

beauty, man-made works of art and spirited performances to make it a complete

vacation experience.

From marveling at the craftsmanship of Tiffany glass or being amazed at the wonders

of science to experiencing the rush of skimming across the water's surface in an air boat

or relaxing with nature in a botanical garden, the Unexpected Orlando satisfies visitors'

vacation whims. Come discover the Unexpected Orlando.

For a free Official Visitors Guide and an Unexpected Orlando brochure,

call TOLL-FREE 1-888-881-2313

*
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Natural Gifts and a Wealth of Culture

rr

An enchanting combination of

sparkling spring-fed rivers and

streams, secluded barrier

islands, and sUdemess parks. Florida's

Central Weal region offers visitors

glimpses of natare and

wildlife even near its

most urbanized areas.

In tlie northern-

most part of the

region.

shad\'. slow-mo\1ng risers, natural

springs, a Tslnding Gulf shoreh'ne and

lusli rolling hills characte^- this lagely

rural

area. Shorebirds,

herons and ducks head south

to Pasco CounD." for the winter. The

V\ith!accK>chee State Trail is a 46-mile

stretch of pa\ed trail for hiking, biking

and horseback riding through hardwood

forests and hammocks, high pine, flat-

woods, lakes, rhers and springs.

Once a small Indian fishing \111age

which later became known as the "Cigar

OUTDOORS
.iKaOTEKFTSIAnrSBf.RVl

feS^Jfi

CHi^>.^r."

CRYSTAL RFVER SUTt ARCH&SOLOGICAL Sin

EGMONT KEY STAn PARK

FORT COJpa STHi PARK

r j; S ;- -d-d C-* t, Wstks, F;. 525ft 052 72W3315

S"i'D~c jii "OT ybx hD^ivctX'^DrnfTi^i:, and sonJiS lannas^tes^
":"-: " ::i.ori- .vidfe Cros^i ^v-tc. D-n''^.'- zTDir:.

; AiAE LE PLAKTMWN HATE HlSTORtC SITE
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Cit\'.' Tampa is now a booming

metropolis. Its Latin Quarter, 'i'bor

Cit>', is a National Historic

Landmark District. Yet minutes

away from downtown, there's a

16.000-acre Wilderness Park

wtere \1sitors can take a tranquil

canoe trip down the Hillsborough

River and see alligators, ibises,

barrei owls and remnants of

Indian cMlizations. In the St.

Petasburg/'Clearwater area.

daladesi island is a notewoithy represen-

tative cif the chain of Gulf Coast barrier

islands witb beach dunes,

pristine beaches and abundant

birdllfe. In and near the historic ri\er

cit> of Bradenton are watch areas where

\isitors mi^t see the endangered manatee.

For cultural connoisseurs. Sarasota's

tlFixing arts scene represents a rich

panorama of world-class talent as home

of the John and Mable Ringling Museum

of Art. .^olo Theatre Festi\^. the

Sarasota Opera. Florida \\est Coast

Svmphony and many other performing

arts groups. In St. Petersbiug. the Florida

International Museum features major

intemarional exhibitions.

HBISBOROUGH RIVER SUTI PARK

too-'n: ";i:r-: .;' ^.r :;- is: ss o Bflng resry irogiom u Rm

H0M0SAS5A SPRINGS STATE W1U>UH PARK

-:.: i.-..:.r;-: -:-;:::;: ".;---: '::'- =28^343; End:

-yrij d 10.000 »iWifie

, xraBTj.Taoc.

mNEYMOON tSUMD STATE RKREATKW AREA

) stz^Ki ivL. Dunedri, R 54696: iEi 3i 469-5942

3 '*' S^"i~iS" ~i-i-(T-v.i:. -jtc^—rtr .--.-.- -iT--' "1—: "n' "."i- -"^ "*» ^.v WTiip.rin

JAY B. SIARK£Y WiU>5UiESS PARK

: i y iMr^n^ ?crv ?_:. H^^- ^r:r fj&e^^ FL 34655; (813) 834-3247
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Left: A timid

i^orida frog.

Opposite page:

Tlie Vulee Sugar Mill Riilns

dale bacli to Civil War

da)'s. I^mpa's llenr) B.

Plant Museum features

distinctive Moorish-style

arcliitecture.

FOCUS: MYAKKA RIVER STATE PARK I

Florida's largest state park. Myakka River State Park invites visitors to explore a variety of distinct s

habitats in largely natural condition. With one of the largest tracts of dry prairie habitat in the region,

two lakes, extensive river marsh and 1 2 miles of the Wild and Scenic Myakka River, the park can be

toured on foot, by canoe, and by horseback. Tliere are 39 miles of the Florida TVail for hikers.

There are flora and fauna in abundance here. Wiregrass. palmetto and blueberry grow in the pine

flatwoods. while resurrection fern, butterfly orchid and mosses grow in the hydric hammocks with the

large live oaks and cabbage palms. Birdwatehers may spot some of the more than 220 species, with

populations peaking in winter. Other wildlife

includes vvhitetall deer, bobcat, river otter,

alligators, gopher tortoise and many species

of snakes.

Camping, backpacking, rustic log cabins,

fishing, canoeing and nature study are avail-

alile here, and an interpretive center has plant

and animal exhibits. Guided boat and land

liam tours are available.

LAKE MANAHE STATE RECREATION AREA

20007 S.R. 64, Biodenton, Ft 34202; (941) 741-3028

Mostly pine flolwoods ond soiid pine smib, itiis S^irum recreotion areo

extends nbng loke Mnnofee. Camping, swimming, fishing, booting.

UTTIi MANATEE RIVER STAH RECREATION AREA

215 UghtfoofRd.,Wimoumo,FL 33598; (813) 671-5005

Uttle Manatee R'wer, designated an Outstanding Florida Watei, flows Hitough

this l,638oae pork, wtiitli indudes sand pine soub, swomp ond botdwood

lotest. Hiking, hotseliock riding, comping, conoeing, fishing.

MYAKKA RIVER STATE PARK

13207 Slote Rd. 72, Sorosoto, Fl 34241-9542; (941) 361-651

1

Florido's kirgest stole pork feotures o voriety of hobitots, takes, river moish.

and 1 2 miles of the Myokko Rwer. Abundont wildlife includes deer, alligators

and rabbits, taping, bockpoding, fishing, conoeing, horse Iraik, nolue study.

OSCAR SCHERER STATE RECREATION AREA
1843 S. Tomiami Iroil, Osprey, Fl 34229; (941) 483-5956

Ihis park's extensive scnrbby flotwoods ore home to thieotened Florido scnrb

joys ond other declining species, including gopher tortoises, gopher frogs ond

indigo snokes.

VISIT FLORIDA

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
DADE BATTUFIELD STATE HISTORIC SITE

7200 County Rd., 603 S. BnttlefieW Or, Bushnell, Fl 33513; (352) 7934781

DE SOTO NATIONAL MEMORIAL
RO. Box 15390, Brodenton Fl 34280-5390; (941) 792-0458

FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM
100 Second St. N, St. Petersburg, Fl 33701; (813) 822-3693; Internet:

www.floridomuseum.org

FSU CENHR FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

5555 N. laminmi Iroil, Somsotn, Fl 34243; Internet: www-sorasolc>

online.com/nsolo; (800) 361-8388; Fninil: osolocentr@ool.com

GREAT EXPLORATIONS, THE HANDS ON MUSEUM
1 1 20 Fourth St. South, St. Petersburg, Fl 33701; Intemet: www.slpete<:leor\vo-

ter.com/expkire; (813) 821-8885

HERITAGE V1UAGE
11909 125th 51,, North, lorgo, Fl 33774; (813) 582-2123

HISTORIC SPANISH POINT

337 N. Tomiomi trail (U.S. 41), Osptey, Fl 34229; (941) 966-5214

Sarasota's FSII Center for tlie Performing .Arts.

Events
The Rorida Strantoerry Festival, dating

back to 1930. is an 1 1-day event

celebrating the area's bountiful harvest

of strawberries, from Feb. 25-March 7

at the festival grounds in Plant City.

(813) 752-9194... Learn about life at a

frontier fort at the annual Fort Foster

Rendezvous the last weekend of February

at Hillsborough River State Park,

(813) 987-6771... Explore detailed

replicas of Withlacoochee Native American

villages and experience song, dance and

art at the annual Mother's Day Native

.'Vmerican Indian Pow Wow at

Withlacoochee River Park, (352) 929-

1260... Sample local seafood and art Nov.

8-9 at the annual Ruskin Seafood and

Arts Festival in the historic town of

Ruskin on the eastern shore of T^mpa Bay,

(800) 44 DMVIPA... Visit Gamble

Plantation State Historic Site, the only

remaining antebellum mansion in South

Florida, during its annual open house in

March, for a look at period costumes,

music and folk demonstrations at the

1850s site. (941) 723-4536...See slither-

ing snakes, gopher turtles, wildlife shows

and more at the 32-year-old Rattlesnake

Festival held in October at San Antonio

City Park in Pasco Count>-. (352) 588-

7322... From Florida's Cultural Coast

comes Sarasota .Vrts Da> each January,

an annual celebration of jazz, ballet, folk

dance, paintings, sculpture, chamber

music and more. (941) 365-51 18...

Meet at ihe Boca Grande Lighthouse at

the Gasparilla Island Stale Recreation

.'Vrea for shelling walks and nature walks

led by park rangers. Call (941) 964-0375

for dates.

i
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St. Petersburg/Clearwater
Top Beaches, Rich History

One of the biggest sur-

prises awaiting visitors

to the St. Petersburg/

Clearwater area is the wealth of

natural attractions and unique

history.

There are plenty of deep-sea and

salt-flat fishing, sailing, canoeing,

diving and shelling opportunities.

St. Petersburg/Clearwater is the

only destination with three of the

nation's top 20 beaches: Caladesi Island. Fort DeSoto and Sand Key. Also here:

the Suncoast Seabird Sanctuary and the Clearwater Marine Aquarium

And there's more to come. Pinellas County is developing the Brooker Creek

Preserve featuring a $5 million nature education center, and the Weedon Island

Preserve featuring a Native American cultural center. The area also will host the

first Florida Birding Festival Sept. 17-20.

St. Petersburg/Clearwater's rich historical heritage includes Fort DeSoto, built

in 1898 and a Hmucuan Indian mound at Philippe Park. Heritage Village traces

the area's history through weekly craft exhibits, turn-of-the-century structures and

a Country Jubilee every October.

For more information, caU the St. Petersburg/Clearwater Area

Convention & Visitors Bureau at (800) 345-6710 or

visit www.stpete-cleanvater.com ^iii"?

Bradenton & Florida's
Gulf Island Beaches
Unspoiled Beauty
Bradenton and its Gulf Islands of

Anna Maria and Longboat Key are

known for their breathtaking

natural beauty - 27 miles of uncrowded

white sand beaches, plus a host of cultural

activities and historical sites.

On Longboat Key and Anna Maria

Island, unspoiled views are found in the

broad sweeps of white sand beaches. In

many places the tropical Gulf of Mexico

waters are skirted by rolling dunes dotted with sea oats and shelling is abun-

dant. For nature lovers, the islands and inland estuaries are full of wildlife.

Visitors can spot the endangered manatee at a number of places, including Leffis

Key and Emerson Point on Snead Island, and learn about the marine ecology

of the barrier islands aboard Manatee Airboat Tours.

Inland, perched on the southern shore of the Manatee River, the historical river

city of Bradenton is home to many historical and cultural sites, including the

Gamble Mansion, the only remaining antebellum plantation home in peninsular

Florida; the South Florida Museum, home of Snooty the Manatee; and the

DeSoto INational Memorial, a park commemorating DeSoto's 1 539 landing.

For more information, contact the Bradenton Area Convention &
Visitors Bureau at (941) 729-9177 or visit our website at:

floridaislandbeaches.org

MANATEE VIUAGE HISTORICAL PARK

604 15th St, Eost, Bradenton, FL 34208; (941) 749-7165

MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN ART

1305 N, Flondo Ave., Tampo, FL 33602; (813) 272-2466

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

255 Beodi Dnve N.E, St. Petei3buig, FL 33701; (813) 896-2667;

Internet: www.fineur1s.oig

MUSEUM OF SQENG & INDUSTRY (MOSI)

4801 E. Fowler Ave, TnmjM, FL 33617; (813) 987-6300; Internet:

www.tnmpotiib.com/mosi; Einoil: cnor(ian@niosi.org

PIONEER FLORIDA MUSEUM
Off N U.S. Highway 301, on floneer Museum Rd., Dode Oly, FL 33526;

(352) 567-0262

HENRY B. PLANT MUSEUM
401 W. Kennedy M., Tompo, FL 33606; (813) 254-1891; Internet:

www.plantnius8um.com.

THE JOHN AND MABLE RINGUNG MUSEUM OF ART

5401 Boy Share Road, Sorasota, FL 34243; (941) 359-5700; Internet:

www.ringling.org; E-moil: ringling@concentiic.net

ST. PETERSBURG MUSEUM OF HISTORY

335 Second Ave. N.E., St. Petersburg, FL 33701; (813) 894-1052;

Internet: www.ij.net/spmh; E-moil: smphOij.net

THE SALVADOR DALI MUSEUM
1000 Third St. South, St, Petersburg, FL 33701; (813) 823-3767;

Intemet: www.dnl'rwcb.com; E-Moil: daliweb@mindspring.com

SOUTH FLORIDA MUSEUM, BISHOP PLANETARIUM

AND PARKER MANAHE AQUARIUM
201 lOth St. West, Bradenton, FL 34205; (941) 7464132; Intemet:

www.maiioteetc.com/planet5

TAMPA MUSEUM OF ART

600 N. Ashley Drive, Tempo, FL 33602; (813) 274-8130; Internet:

www.ci.tampo.fl.us; Einail: TM09@d.tompa.fl.us

YBOR CITY STATE MUSEUM
1818 9th Ave., Tampo, FL 33605; (813) 247-6323

YULEE SUGAR MIU. RUINS STATE HISTORIC SfTE

c/o Crystal River Stole Archeologicol Site, 3400 N. Museum Point,

(jyslol River, FL 34428; (352) 795-3817

AHRAGIONS
ALAFIA RIVER CANOE RENTALS

4419 Rivet Drive, Valrico, FL 33594; (813) 689-8645

BIG RED BALLOON BY FANTASY FUGHTS

16302 E. Course Dnve, Tempo, FL 33624; (813) 969-1518

BUSCH GARDENS TAMPA BAY

Comer of Busch M & 40 St., Tompo, FL 33674; (800) 4ADVEIfflJRE;

Internet: www.buschgordens.com

CANOE ESCAPE

9335 E. Fowler Ave., Thonotososso (Tompo), FL 33592; (81 3) 986-

2067

CANOE OUTPOST LfTTlE MANATEE RIVER

18001 U.S. 301 South, Wimauma, FL 33598; (813) 634-2228

CANOE OUTPOST-PEACE RIVER

2816 N.W. County Rood 661, Atcodio, FL 34266; (941) 494-1215;

Intemet: www.conoeoulpost.com; E-moil: canoefla@desoto.net

CANOE OUTPOST WITHUCOOCHEE RIVER

29196 Loke Undsey Rood, Nobleton, FL 34661; (352) 7964343

CANOE SAFARI ON THE PEACE RIVER

3020 N.W. County Rood 661, Atcodio, FL 34266; (941) 494-7865

CLEARWATER MARINE AQUARIUM
249 Windward Possage, Cleorwoter, FL 33767; (813) 441-1790;

Internet: www.Haoutdoors.com/wildlife/morine; tmoil: cnio@cflnet.com

FLORIDA AQUARIUM
701 Chonnelsidc Drive, Tempo, FL 33602; (813) 27J4000; Internet:

vAw/ sptimes.com; E-moil; gstours@floquorium.org

KONGER CORAL SEA AQUARIUM

850 Dodeconese Blvd., Torpon Springs, FL 34689; (813) 938-5378

LOWRY PARK ZOO
7530 N. By., Tompo, FL 33604; (813) 935-8552; Intemet:

www.oza.org

MARIE SELBY BOTANICAL GARDENS

81 1 S. Polm Ave., Sorosoto, FL 34236; (941 ) 366-5731; Internet:

www.selbyorg.; Einoil: Mitchel^rtu.sor.usf.edu.

MOTE MARINE LABORATORY

1600 Ken Thompson Pkwy., Sorosoto, FL 34236; (941) 3884441;

Intemet: www.mote.org; Einoil: piomes@motB.org

RAY'S CANOE HIDEAWAY

1247 Hogle folk Rood, Brodenton, FL 34202; (941) 747-3909

SARASOTA JUNGLE GARDENS

3701 Boysliore Rood, Sorosoto, FL 34234; (941) 355-5305

SUNCOAST SEABIRD SANQUARY
18328 Gulf Blvd., Indian Shores, FL 33785; (813) 391-621 1; Internet:

www.webcoost.com/Seobird

SUNKEN GARDENS

1825 Fourth St. North, St. Peteisburg, FL 33704; (813) 896-3186

WEEKI WACHEE SPRING

6131 Commerciol Woy, Spring Hill, FL 34606; (352) 596-2062

wrww.flausa.com



WILDLIFE ON EASY STREET

12802 East St„ Tompa, Fl 33625; (813) 92M130

SPONGERAMA EXHIBPT QNTER
510 Dodaanese Blvd., loipon Spiings, FL 34689; (813) 943-9509

RESOURCES
BRADENTON AREA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

PO. Box 1000, Brodenton, FL 34206; 1 Haben Blvd.,

Pnlmelto, FL 34221; (800) 822-2017; Inlemet:

www.flondoBlondbeoclies.org; Email: gulfisl@bliip.infi.net

CITRUS COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNOL
1300 S, Leranto Hwy., Letanto, FL 34461; (800) 587-6667

HERNANDO COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT

20 N. Mam, Room 461, Biooksville, Fl 34601; (352) 754^000

PASCO COUNTY OFFICE OF TOURISM

7530 Utile Rood, New Port Rithey, FL 34654; (813) 847-8990

ST. PETERSBURG/CLEARWAnR AREA

CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

14450 46tti St. North, Suite 108, Cleotwoter, FL 33762; (813) 464-7200;

Internet; www.slpetKlearwater.com; Eitioil: spclwcvb@co.pinellos.ll.us

SARASOTA CONVENTION & VISPFORS BUREAU

655 N. TomiomI Tmil, Sorosoto, FL 34236; (941) 957-1877; Internet:

www.cvb.sorosoto.fl.us

TAMPA/HIUSBOROUGH CONVENTION

AND VISITORS ASSOCIATION

400 N. Tompo St., Ste. 1010, Fompo, FL 33602; (813) 223-1111;

Intemef www.lficvo.tom; Emoil: info@thcvo.com

Roseate spoonbills, found along

the coast from the Keys to

Tampa, are commonly mistaken

for flamingos because of their

pink feathers, it was these pink

feathers, a result of a diet high

in shrimp, that almost drove

them to extinction back in the

1800s by those cashing in on

ladies' hat fashions.

The spoonbill can be found

nesting In dense mangrove
forest areas during the months
of December, January and
February. Their spooned beak
has sensitive nerve endings that

allow it to feel when the beak

comes in contact with food.

The spoonbill is now protected

by law to ensure that it will

make a successful comeback.

If vou want 10 explore the Tampa few others will mankind and wtiite beacfies shimmer withoul a

ever see, we'll rake you lo a place that gets to the high-rise in sight. So come. Explore the possibilities

real heart of Florida.Where the egrets dance of a vacation where having fun is onlij

and the ancient oppress trees dress in HHtt T-'^^B natural. To book a vacation package

veils of Spanish moss. Then cross the 99wf *^ ""ISi" that's environmentalli/ and econo-

bay where mangroves exist untouched bt/ Lf"~ "Tl W . micalli/ friendly, call 1-800-36-TAMPA.

The Heart &lSoulo/Florida
www.gotampa.com

Coming October 23, 1998

Vabts
OF OUR
LATEST
EXHIBITION
HAVE BEEN
TIED UP FOR
CENTURIES.
Transport vourself to this \"er\"

^

next blockbuster exhibition

Empires

IMF :ml-.^s.thf .A\DF<.
^MDlosT^.:^:L:2-^T;o\^.

Florida International Museum
100 Second Street North. St. Petersburg

1-800-777-9882 • Groups: 1-888-VISIT FIM (847-4834)

I
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f FIcdda
From Serene Shores to Cypress Forests

In
this ecologically-rich region, you

can glimpse a rai"e wood stork, hear

Seminole Indian stontellers weave

campflre tales and experience some of

the finest shelling in this part of the

world. \Mth the vast wetlands and forests

of Big C\press National Presene and

E\erglades National Park on one side,

and the shell-rich sand of the Gulf Coast

islands of Charlotte Count\' and the

Lee Island Coast on the other. Southwest

Florida offers \1sitors worlds of

possibilities.

In the north, one

of the most

producti\e biological areas in the world.

the Mangro\e Estuarine S\?tem. can be

found at Lovers Key State Recreation Area

at Fort Mwrs Beach. Farther south, the

Naples Nature Center has a .Museum of

Natural Histor\' and a Wildlife

Rehabilitation Center for injured natise

midlife. Naturalist-guided trail walks and

boat tours through a mangrove forest are

available. Nearb\'. Briggs Nature Center,

located in the Rooker>" Bay National

Estuarine Research Resene. has

hands-on exhibits and

boards alk for a close-up view of Florida's

\anishing scrub lands, home to

threatened scrub ]a\? and gopher tortoises.

Off the coast are an abundance of barrier

islands that sustain wildlife such as

pelicans, herons, egrets, ibis and spoon-

bills. Sanibel and Captiva Islands are home

of the J.N. "Ding" Darling National VMldUfe

Refuge, a migraton,- bird sancluar\'. iMarco

Island, largest of the 10,000 Islands, hosts

more than 200 species of burls and the

endangered A\est Indian manatee.

BH; CYPRiSS NATIONAL PRESERVt
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DON PEDRO ISLAND STATE UOiEAnON AREA
c/c E:-' .; :-3 EEOr.-.. =0. Box 1 150, Braemide, R 33921;

{941, 7S4-0375 '*„ '

taestte csti b^ piMitB boet, tss horier isinid sfei s"e -; :-: -r. r

siiitV. Fisting, swfHisig, booting.

FAKAHAICHS SHUND STMI PRESERVE

P.O. Box 548, Oasi^A R 34137; (94: 695-1593

Tbis stmsii^ffSaH^lei sWoinp feiest-tsntiiiiis the loigest stoid of

iHtive foySpdms and Jorgest cdiKentrciion of epiphyiic orchids in

FLORIDA PANTHER NATHDHAI-WIUHJFE REFUGE

'Ji =;^ :-: •'•' :'-i Sr, :=. SaiOToJaiite BW., Suite 300, lioales, FL

GASPARILLA fsLAND STATE RECREATION AREA
c, e -=•: tesiis GtOpcik, RO. Bocl 1 50, Boco Gtande, R 33921; (941

)

964-0375 ^
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JJ). "DING" DARUNG HAnONAL WILBUfE REFUGE

1 Vr.:^e :-;.i. S-re, R 33957; .?-" -72-110:
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I, for (Bi fifomous psote who

!^.exdeflt she&g dureig the

ing •'-B ten. 200 gecfes ti Hs. Hiking, fishiig, cnn9^.

KORESHAN Smi HKTORK Srre

RO. Box 7, EstEn>, a 33928; ;941J 9|M31 1 .:

VisiJoisaiiitfist^rEfndnsofrminjsuolpiorieefSiltterrierit onttieFsieio

^rv?- Rsh'^ bfyf~': ;r3i^«: ce^^'C; "^r^jre study.

LOVERS KEY STATE RKREATI0N"AREA
5^;; is^-: i\z., }yill»i-i ?k:-, ^l 33931; (941) 463-4588

iDves Key offers 70Qeaes of noturol hobitot, white sond beoch^ord bo-

lie) isknls. Hsiiing and swiniiiu.

MANATEE PiOlK

On Rort 80, 1 .5 Hi ensr of F75, eost of Fort Atyeis; (94!) 432-2004

'f^r= x+ "":.:« •nir'C* ram cs:, rxiuie boordwoi!;, enriorim.

HERITAGE AND CULTURE
BAILEY-MAHHEWS SHEU MUSEUM
3075 3:-jf-:::-.; ': I:- :4 Istend, R 33957; j941) 395-223^

CALUSA NATURE CENTER AND PLANETARIUM

34:3c-:-;, e. "ixry r ;-i. Six WeC,D-sss, md&fon'ri),

FcirV.fK, R 33906; ;94i) 275-3435

COLUER COUNTY MUSEUM
33C' ":-:- "-: 3- \::i=s,fl 34112; (941) 774-8476

EDISON & FORD WINTER ESTATES

2353 .'.V-feii;; B;,:. -r V,-- CL 3390^; 941) 334-3614; in'emet:

wiw.edisortfonteste . : ;

~

^r^nv.flausa.com
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Inland, the Fakahatchee Strand State Presen'e

a 20-mile long freshwater swamp that (lows south to the Gulf

of Mexico, features North ,\merica's largest stand of native royal

palms. Nearby, the Big Cypress National Preser\'e, noted for its

cypress prairies which flood during the wet season, includes the

starting point of the Florida N&tional Scenic Trail. Wildlife include

the rare Florida panther, alligators, crocodiles and deer. In the Big

CjTjress Reservation, the Seminole Tribe offers swamp buggy tours,

folklore storytelling and overnight stays in thatched chickee huts.

Everglades National Park, the largest subtropical wilderness in the

US. is an ecological treasure. Most of the park lies in the southeast

region, but it's accessible through Everglades City on the west.

(See also Southeast Region).

Southwest Florida's heritage includes some unique architecture. The Burroughs Home

a waterfront Georgian Revival house built in 1901 , is a Nationally Registered Historicaf y

Landmark located in Fort Myers. And the seasonal estates of two great inventors are

located here: Thomas Edison and Henry Ford's homes, filled with original

furnishings, are open to visitors.

FOCUS: CORKSCREW SWAMP SANGUARY
One of the National Audubon Society's crown jewels, the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary In Bonita

Springs is renowned among photographers and nature lovers because of its abundance of wildlife.

The sanctuary is home to hundreds of alligators, about 200 species of birds, white tailed deer,

river otter, red-bellied turtles and Florida black bears. During the winter, the largest populations

of rare wood storks in America can be

found here. It also has the world's largest

remaining subtropical old-growth bald

cypress forest, the oldest trees in eastern

North ,\merica. A two mile boardwalk

allows x-isitors to wander the cypress forest
|

and see a tropical jungle of ferns, airplants

and wildflowers.

FORT MYERS HISTORICAl MUSEUM
2300 Peck St., Fort Myers, Ft 33901; (941 ) 332-5955

MOUND KEY STATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE

c/o Koreshan Stnte Hisforic Site; P.O. Box 7, Esfeto, Ft 33928-

(941) 992-0311

PHILHARMONIC CENHR FOR THE ARTS
5833 Pelicon Boy Blvd., Noples, Ft 34108; (941) 597-1900

AHRAGIONS
BABCOCK WILDERNESS ADVENTURES
8000 Sfnte Road 31 , Chorlotte Courty, Pimto Gordo, Ft 33982; (800) 500-

5583; Internet: www.bnbcKkwildemess.com

CARIBBEAN GARDENS
1590 Ikjodlette Rood, Noples, Ft 33940; (941) 363-5409; Internet:

coribbeongordeiB.com

E-moil: corgot@noplesnet.com

EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK BOAT TOURS
P.O. Box 1 19, Route 29, Chokoloskee Cswy., Everglodes, Ft'33929; (941)

695-2591

EVERGLADES WONDER GARDENS
27010 Old U.S. 41, PO. Box 292, Bonilo Springs, PL 33959; (941) 992-

2591

FLORIDA BOAT TOURS
200 S.R. 29, Eveiglodes Gty, ft 341 39; (800) 282-9194

VISIT FLORIDA

GUIF COAST KAYAK COMPANY
4882 N.W. Pine Islond Rd., Mndocho, Ft 33903; (941) 283-1 125; E-moit

gckoyok@siipefnet.nel

MANATEE PARK
Along Oronge Rivet eost of fort Myers, Ft; (941) 432-2004

MIKE FUERY'S SHELLING CHARTERS

PO. Box 1302, Coptivo Islond, Ft 33924; (941) 472-1015

ROYAL PALM TOURS
PO. Box 60079, Fort Myers, FL 33906; (941 ) 368-0760

SIX MILE aPRESS SLOUGH
7751 Penzonce Crossing, Fort Myers, FL 33918; (941) 275-8487

RESOURCES
CHARLOTn COUNTY VISITORS BUREAU
2702 Tomiomi Troll, Port Chorlotte, Ft 33952; (941) 743-1900, eiiioil;

LEE ISLAND COAST VISITOR & CONVENTION BUREAU
21 80 W. First St., #100, fort Myeis, Ft 33901 ; (800) 237-6444; Internet:

\vww.leelslondCoast.com > ^
MARCO ISLAND AND THE EVERGUDES ^ J
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU ^
1102 N, Collier Blvd., Morco islond, FL 34145; (9«) 394-7549

VISIT NAPLES, INC

R 0, Box 10129, Noples, FL 34101; (941) 262-2712; Internet: ivww.vis-

itncples.com

Don Pedro Island State Recreation Area fea-

tures a 'lUrlle l^lkAValk on the sea turtle's

nesting habits on June 1 1 ...From June-

August. Gasparilla Island State Recreation

Area also hosts "nirtle l^ks... Gasparilla

Island State Recreation Area offers visitors

the chance to learn about the history behind

the 1890s Boca Grande Lighthouse, a

National Historic Landmark. The Lighthouse

Open House runs from June-

December...Join a Park Ranger on a Beach

\alure Walk at Cayo Costa State Park in

September and November... October 10 and

December 12 take a Shelling Walk at the

Gasparilla Island State Recreation Area,

(941) 964-0375...Wade through cypress for-

est and pondapple slough on Fakahatchee

Strand State Preserve's S^vamp Walk

November-February. (941) 695-

4593... December-March experience the

Winter Season Programs at Delnor-'WIggins

Pass State Recreation .Area where Park

Rangers present programs on birding. beach

combing, native plants, salt^vate^ fishing and

wildlife. (941) 597-61 96...The iVative

.•\merican & Pioneer Heritage Days in

February at Collier-Seminole State Park

include Native American and pioneer arts and

crafts and food. (941) 394-3397...To cele-

brate the finest shelling area in the U.S.. Uie

.Annual Sanibel Shell Fair features shell dis-

plays and crafts with prizes in special cate-

gories. The fair is held March 4-7. (941)

472-2 155...On March 5, see replicas of

Calusa technology,', art and ceremonial pieces

on display at the .\nnual Koreshan

.Archaeologj Fair at the Koreshan State

Historic Site. (941)992-0311.

\ hciiitiliil riorida panlhrr.
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Charlotte Harbor
Explorers' Favorite For Hundreds of Years
Although Charlotte Harbor and its Gulf Islands are

Florida's newest eco-tourism destination, it has had

a few early explorers.

According to historian Lindsey Williams. Charlotte Harbor can

be traced back to 1513 with the officially-sanctioned exploration

of Florida by Ponce de Leon. However, it was the English in 1 775

who named Charlotte Harbor in tribute to Queen Charlotte

Sophia, mfe of King George 111.

With its 219 miles of unspoiled, natural coastline. Charlotte

Harbor and its surrounding Gulf Islands-located between R.

Myere and Sarasota on the Gulf of Mexico, about 100 miles south

of Tkmpa-xire trulj- an oasis for the 20th Centurj' e.xplorer.

Through the Charlotte Harbor Emironmental Center, a non-

proFit organization dedicated to emironmental education,

research. preser\atlon and land management, the area is able

to offer unparalleled access to some of Mother Nature's rarest

sights and sounds.

Among many ecological findings are .Mligator Creek, the

Babcock Wilderness Ad\enture. Boca Grande Pass. Cedar

Point. Fishermen's Milage, the breathtaking Peace River and

the Tippecanoe Scrub Nature Preser\e.

-\lligator Creek is 20 acres consisting of more than five miles

of trails. The site is rich mth a diversity of plant and animal

species found where Calusa Indians once hunted. Just dri\ing

up to the site can be quite an adventure, as great blue

herons-the largest of the North .\merican herons-often stretch

their sLx-foot \Klngspan mere feet above your windshield.

The Babcock Wilderness Ad\'enture encompasses 90.000

acres of natural wildlife from bison herds to natural w etlands.

The Ad\enture offers a look back in time to pure Florida.

Spectacular birdwatching and the thrill of Florida panthers,

wild turke>^. white tailed deer and alligators in their natural

habitat await explorers day or night.

At Boca Grande Pass, a karak or catamaran tour re\ eals wad-

ing birds, shore birds, osprey dolphin, pehcans and other marine

plant and animal life. Boca Grande Pass is also where you'll find

Charlotte Harbor's onl\" traffic report-as tarpon, barracuda,

cobia. amberjack. snapper, grouper, and snook buzz about com-

muting between the Gulf of Mexico and Charlotte Harbor.

The Cedar Point Emironmental Park in Englewood is home

to .American bald eagles, gopher tortoises and a number of

endangered plants. Cedar Point offers more than four miles of

trails through Southwest Florida pine flatwoods. oak scrub,

salt flats and the mangro\ e fringe of Lemon Bay The 88-acre

park also is highlighted by a kayak launch site and a number

of picnic areas.

Fishermen's Milage is the general store for explorers of

Charlotte Harbor's pure Florida. From sunscreen to culinan."

Southwest Florida salads to kayak tours to fisher kings-it all

can be found at Fishermen's Milage. Adjacent to historic Punta

Gorda. Fishermen's Milage is located on a ]ett\' that extends

into Charlotte Harbor.

The Peace River is one of the brightest treasures of Charlotte

Harbor. River tours spotlighting the interesting histon. and \is-

itors the River has had over the past few" centuries are avail-

able year-round.

Regarded by emironmentalists as one of the best places to

see Florida's ecosjistem close-up. the Tippecanoe Scrub Nature

I^sene spans over 350 acres. A 10-foot high obser\"ation

platform located a mile down the main trail is where the quiet

and alert may \1ew the abundant wildlife of the area.

By land or by sea, the pure Florida tliat is Chariotte Harbor

and the Gulf Islands will surely attract more explorers for cen-

turies to come.

For acconimodations to fit any explorer's budget

caU I-888-4-Pn{-FL\ (478-7532).

www.flausa.com



NOBODY KNOWS*
*"Where Mother Nature Lives"

Be one of THE FIRST to visit Florida's NEWEST VACATION DESTINATION

941-743-1900 • 1-888-4-PUR-FLA
CHARLOTTE HARBOR & THE GULF ISLANDS

• Punta Gorda

• Englewood Beach • Port Charlotte

• Little Gasparilla island • Don Pedro Island

• Boca Grande • Manasota Key • Palm island

'^...Chsrlattt County

I
fflone/ magazine -T5d6& 1337

FLORIDA
FREEDOM

"Your home
away from home!"

En]oy total privacy. Luxurious rental

homes - 2 & 3 bedrooms.

Each home includes private pool

and lanai area, fully equipped,

modern hirnishings.

Rent by the week or month.

Very affordable off-season rates.

Call for brochure:

Port Charlotte Horida

Homebuilders RD Ltd.

(Rental Division-Canada)

1-800-263-9111

Mother Nature Is

Watchlnt You*
^yfrn^

A 90 minute swanip buggy eco-tour

witti experienced guides.

See the beauty of a Florida

Cypress Swamp.
Seasonal restaurant

See Florida Wildlife up close & natural

Tours by reservation only
1-800-500-5583

www.babcockwilderness.com
SOOO state Road 31 Punta Gorda, Florida 339S2

Palm Island Resort

Leave the world beliliid...and

experience Florida the way it was

meant to be. ..natural, unspoiled,

and serene. Palm Island Resort offers

luxurious, fully-equipped one, two. or

three bedroom Old Florida style villas

overlooking the Gulf of Mexico.

For an authentic no bridge, no car.

"island time" experience call

1-800-824-5412.

7092 Plarida Road. Cape Haze. Horida 33946
941-697-4800 • Fav 941-697-0696

m\>>.paliiiislaiid.roni

Best Western
Waterfront

• 181 Deluxe Rooms & Suites

• Banquet & Meeting Facilities up to 400
• Waterftxjut Cafe & Pub • Heated outdoor

swimming pool & whirlpool • Boat dock on

premises • Gilchrist Park & Tennis courts

adjacent to property- • Coconuts Gift Shop
located adjacent to lobby • Fisherman's

Village & Marina, one mile • Babcock

Wilderness Adventures & Eco Tour.

300 Retta Esplanade
Punta Gorda, FL 33950

Reservations: 1-800-525-1022

941-639-8116, Fax 941-639-8116

Charlotte County is blessed

with a variety of different

habitat types which host

many protected species.

Some you might spot:

•Florida scrub-jay

•Gopher tortoise

•Eastern indigo snake
•Various species of

air plants, shield ferns

and orchids

For a brochure identtfying

some of Charlotte County's

listed species, write the

Planning and Zoning Division,

18500 Murdock Circle, Room 104,

Port Charlotte, FL 33948-1094.

I
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EcoExperience
An "Ecoresort" For Nature Lovers

The first-ever "ecoresort" is being planned for a 240-acre site located wlttiin

a 5.000 acre rancfi in Central Florida. The site offers a natural en\lronnient

including rare species of plants and wildlife, including the whooping crane:

outstanding fishing and boating on Lake Kissimmee; and 45 minutes from

Orlando and convenient access from T^mpa.

The Lalce Kissimmee Lodge, built using traditional Florida "Cracker" st\le

architecture, will ofTer 99 \lsltor lodging units, including 2-bedroom suites,

freestanding secluded Eco-Cablns and 15 Eco-Tents at the remotely located

EcoExperience camp. Guests can \le\v wildlife and explore the surrounding

wilderness, participate in hands-on nature and cultural acti\lties with expert guides, and see indoor and outdoor interpretive

exhibits. Other amenities include a garden lagoon pool: child-safe beach; jogging, biking and outdoor exercise courses and indoor

gjTn: and state-of-the-art meetmg and mini-conference facilities. The main lodge is scheduled to open in fall 1999.

The Welcome Center, due to open in summer 1998. will function as the gateway to the lodge. In the interim, plans are

underway to de\"elop various wildlife and birdlng programs. 'WTien the project

is complete, the center will introduce \1sltors to EcoExperience and will include

a registration desk, orientation program, gift shop, interactive exhibits and other

hospitalit> and educational ser\lces. Msltors then board an emlronmentally

sound tram that transports them to their chosen EcoExperience lodging

facilit\" in the wilderness.

For more information, contact EcoExperience, Inc. at (305) 529-1400.

e\t. 1469 or (561) 744-5931, fax (305) 529-1485 or

e-mail wendall_coIlins@pro(ligj.com

Lee Island Coast
Florida's Natural Paradise

b:
ird watching has become one of the most popular American pastimes.

.\nd nowhere can it be enjoyed more hilly than on Florida's Lee Island

' Coast. Such a varlet>' of birdlife thrives here that It can easily be

considered an ornithologist's mecca.

Southwest Florida boasts more than one million acres of nature sanctuaries,

many of which have paths or boardw alks that allow" \1sItors to easily explore

and enjoy. These areas feature unspoiled wetlands where everyone can

experience the beaut> of the state in Its \lrgln condition and an abundance of

wildlife thrl\lng In its native setting.

Prime examples of such areas include the J.\. "Ding" Darling \ational

AMldlife Refuge, home to nearly 300 bird species and more than 50 t>pes of

reptiles and amphibians: Lovers Key State Park, with hiking trails and beau-

tiful remote beaches: and Babcock AVilderness .\dventures. where

\lsltors can take a swamp bugg\" ride through Telegraph C\press Swamp.

Mound Key, largely constructed from shells deposited by Calusa Indians

several centuries ago. Is a favorite with archaeologists, and histon,' buffs and

is accessible only by boat from the southern tip of Estero Island. -\lso accessi-

ble by boat only is Cajo Costa Island Recreation Area, a paradise of desert-

ed beaches, sabal palms and hammocks.

The Lee Island Coast Is home to a mjriad of tropical wildlife including roseate spoonbills, manatees, bald eagles, herons,

American alligators, bottle-nostd dolphin and Atlantic loggerhead turtles.

For more detailed mfomiation on the Sanibel/Fort Mjers area and all tliat the Lee Island Coast has to offer, call

today for a free visitor's Guide and Nature Guide (888) 231-3289. Or «sit our website at «wv.LeeIslandCoast.com

www.f1ausa.com
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MONKEY JUNGLE

14805 S,W, 216tli St., Miomi, FL 331/0; (305) 235-1611

PARROT JUNGLE & GARDENS
1 1000 S.W. 5;tli Ave,, Miomi, Ft 33156; (305) 666-783'l;

wwwparroljungle.com, E-moil: pjungle@aol.(oni

THEATER OF THE SEA

Mile Marker 84.5, U.S. 1, P.O. Box 407, Islomorodo, Fl 33036;

(305) 664-2431

RESOURCES
GREATER FORT UUDERDALE CONVENTION

& VISITORS BUREAU

1850 Filer Dr. S(e. 303, Fort loiderdole, FL 33316; (954) 765-4466;

fox (954) 765-4467; (800) 22-SUNNY, Ext. 505; www.sunny.org; E-moil:

gflcvb@co.htoword.fl.us; Publiiotrons include: Sieotei Fort Laudeidale Miican-

iweiicon Visitors Guide

GREATER MIAMI CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
701 Bnckell Ave. Ste. 2700, Miomr, FL 33131; (305) 539-3088; fox

(305) 539-2985; (800) 933-8448; wwwmiomiondbeoches.com; E-moil:

teomus@minmiandbenclies.tom; Publicotjons include fireote Miami S, Bie

Beadles Malticultural Guide, African America/Caril]beaa Kesource Guide,

Tiavel Planner (trade)

MONROE COUNTY TOURIST DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

3406 N. Roosevelt Blvd., Ste. 201, Key West, FL 33040; (800) FLA-KEYS;

www.flo-keys.com; E-moil: keyssoles@ool.com

PALM BEACH COUNTY CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
1555 Palm Beach Lokes Blvd. Ste. 204; West Palm Beocb, Fl 33401;

(561) 471-3995; (561) 471-3990, (800) SSmiM;
www.polmbeochfl.com

TROPICAL EVERGUDES VISITOR ASSOCIATION

160 U.S. Hwy. 1; Florida City, FL 33034; (305) 245-9180;

fox (305) 247-4335; (800) 388-9669
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Over the centuries, tlie architect of nature

has graciously provided Florida with unique

and unspoiled wonders of the universe.

These wonders are represented by the

natural diversily found in the rolling upland

pine forests of the panhandle to the

mangroves and coral reefs of the Keys. You

can find the dry prairies of Central Florida

or the many clear water springs found

throughout the state. All of these

wonders are found in Florida's state parks.

To learn more about these state parks.

read The Real Florida"" magazine, a newly

published magazine from The Friends of

Florida State Parks. Inc. Tlie Real Floridsf"

is dedicated to telling the story of Florida's

state parks ftx)m Fort Clinch Park where you

can relive the events of the Civil War to

Wakulla Springs where you can visit a

wilderness river teeming with wildlife. The

magazine tells you where to go to experi-

:
ence life in a Florida cow camp or where to

visit one of America's top beaches, a Florida

state park beach.

j

Tlie Real Florida" is available with your

i $25.00 membership in The Friends of

I

Florida State Parks, Inc. Post Office Box

(
6633, Tallahassee, FL 32314 or by calling

Um) 488-8242

Yom Adventure Begins

Our Commitment Continues
While you're roaring dov^'n a roller coaster,

soaring above the Arctic, whirling on a water

^ .. , ride or discovering other sensational adventures

J^ at the SeaWorld and Busch Gardens parks, we're

working on adventures behind the scenes.

Anheuser-Busch Theme Parks have been

committed to protecting and preserving the

environment for 40 years, 365 days a year,

24 hours a day.

SeaWorld rescues, rehabilitates and releases

more marine animals than any organization

in the world, among them a baby gray whale

named J.J. , orphaned along the California

coast last year.

Busch Gardens

and SeaWorld help

to sustain wildlife and

habitats on all seven

continents, and we are the caretakers of more

than 60,000 animals, including 40 threatened

and endangered species.

We support the Center for Marine

Conservation's International Coastal Cleanup, the largest in the world.

Our educational programs like "Sleep with the Sharks" and Zoo Camps

encourage everyone to learn about our fi-agile and wondertlil world.

So enjoy the thrills and adventure of our parks. We'll continue

working behind the scenes on adventures that mean the world to all of us.

Caring for endangered species

A whole new kind ofclassrooin

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
THEME PARKS®

SeaWorld Ga^NSADVENTURE PARKS Xa/^l\|.^l.l^J-

> 1998 Busch Entertainment Corporation. All rights reserved.
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In the first few years after the forest was cut, some frag-

ments remained isolated in the midst of cattle pastures,

while others were soon surrounded by regrowth. Al-

though the new vegetation did not provide sufficient

cover for the birds, after about sLx years of isolation,

some of the regrowth had formed a forest with a closed

canopy as tall as thirty feet, dominated by rapid-grow-

ing Cecropia trees. At that point, ant followers returned.

After an absence of nine years in some fragments, ob-

ligate ant followers reappeared in the same numbers as

before isolation, and became common in the over-

grown pasture as well.

But the forest in the fragments was unlike the

uncut rainforest. The smaller patches were so damaged

by fallen trees—a result of exposure and drying out at

the edges—that they bore Utde resemblance to old for-

est. Without the stabihzing effects of neighboring trees

and vine connections, weakened trees fell over. Most

of the smaller fragments we studied have become gi-

gantic brush piles. Larger fragments also suffer desicca-

tion at the edges, but the interior trees are protected

from winds. Apparently, both army ants and ant-fol-

lowing birds can tolerate these modified forests.

The birds' return to their former haunts showed

they were more adaptable than we had assumed. It

seems they can learn to forage in regenerating forests,

or even in small fragments connected by scrub, so long

as there are ants and some cover available—even if it is

not the tall trees of their original habitats. In addition

to using heavily damaged fragments, ant followers also

inhabit two very distinct types of regenerating vegeta-

tion: Cecropia forest and abandoned cattle pastures.

However, all the forest fragments we studied were

within 1 ,000 feet of a vast area of continuous forest

—

which may well be the birds' hfehne. We don't know

how far birds will travel through new growth, or

whether those we capture in fragments can reproduce

without using the larger continuous forest. However,

we learned that the range of possible habitats for obUg-

ate ant followers is wide in comparison with that of

other birds living in the forest understory.

Unfortunately, some rainforest birds have proved to

be far more vulnerable to forest fragmentation in the

long run than our early observations had led us to pre-

dict. About twelve kinds of ground-foraging insectivo-

Irous birds appear to be the most sensitive to change.

These species have much smaller area requirements

than ant followers, so they hang on in fi-agments for a

[few years—and then they disappear entirely. We don't

know why these birds cannot survive in a modified

I'labitat, but their future in a changed and fragmented

andscape appears gloomy. D

Frogs
Ponds
Peccaries

By Claude Gascon and Barbara Zimmerman

As
we walked through a tract of Ama-

zonian rainforest surveying frogs, we

were startled by grunting noises louder

than the granddaddy of all frogs could

ever have produced. Braving the spiny

palms and stinging ants of the under-

growth, we left the trail just in time to see a coUared pec-

cary running off^. The vidld pig had been rolling in a wal-

low, a muddy pond about six or seven feet in diameter.

Since rainforests are dotted with mud wallows, which are

also used by armadillos, we won-

dered whether these mammals

might play a role in creating habi-

f.

tat for some of the forest's frogs.

Indeed, soon after we began

looking for frogs in pig wallows,

we found several species breeding

there. Most often, the wallows pro-

When wild
pigs and
armadillos roll

around in the
mud, they may

vided tadpole habitat for tree frogs OO OreOtinO
and two species of poison-arrow r\A\Ai h/^^lt^t fr^T
frogs, including one species we

found breeding nowhere else. Al- I I OCJo .

though some wallow-breeding

species use other kinds of pools as well, their overall sur-

vival may be tied to the habits of peccaries. We do not

know whether these wallows are acaially created by mud-

loving mammals or are merely exploited by them; but

peccaries and armadillos, by roUing and digging, enlarge

the puddles, keeping them from fdling up with debris and

possibly preventing them fi^om evaporating during the dry

season. Therefore, frogs may breed in the pools year-

round. And because the wallows are widely scattered,

these frogs can occupy much larger areas of forest than

frogs that rely on temporary ponds, v\'hich tend to be

patchily distributed.

While logging and ranching were irrev-ocably altering

the central Amazon, we were studying the distribution

and abundance of frogs to determine their critical habitat

requirements. Virtually all frogs need water to repro-

duce—or at least a wet place in which to spawn and fer-

tilize their eggs. By hiking through the forest and identi-
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Although
ranching and
logging hove
destroyed
much breeding
habitat, many
forest frogs are
now colling

at ponds in

cleared pasture.

fying species by tlie males' mating calls, x^-e learned that

most species—about n\ent\-five of the fortv" kinds we

encountered—depend upon ponds and pools to breed,

an observation we confirmed by surve^dng tadpoles.

Others called regularly from the banks or valley's of

streams: ten or eleven of this group bred nowhere else.

Sixteen species reproduced at upland ponds that were

not connected to streams, and tadpoles of two species

developed in tree holes containing water. A few

spawned in moist leaf litter, in self-generated foam, or

within bromeliad plants. Interestin^y, only seven kinds

reproduced direcdy in streams, a finding that surprised

us, since in the rainforests of

Southeast Asia, most fiog species

do breed in streams.

Pools, ponds, and screams are

not e\'enly distributed through-

out the forest. Some areas con-

tain many, while others have

none. Wide streams flanked by

broad, flooded areas pro\"ide

more reproducthe opportunities

than small streams, but still-

water pools are the most impor-

tant breeding habitat of Ama-

zonian firogs. Therefore, to

consene many frog species, it

would be better to protect 100

acres of forest containing quaHt\" breeding habitat than

500 acres without pools or ^\•ide streams.

After more than twelve years of research, we have

learned that many fiiog populations have suffered firam

ranching and forest fiagmentation. but not to the de-

gree we expected. We had supposed that most of the

forty forest species we encountered in undisturbed pri-

mary forest would disappear from the area after cut-

ting. To our surprise, however, we began to observe

several species of forest frogs calling at ponds in cleared

pasture. Following up on these obsers-ations, Mandy

Tocher, a graduate student from New Zealand, even-

tually found that tv.-ent\"-six: of the forest-dwelling frog

species were now also hving in pasture ponds. R.e-

markabh; she discovered that tu'o species rare in the

virgin forest were h^lng in the pastures.

We do not know, however, how many forest spe-

cies can maintain themselves in the drastically different

conditions ofthe pasture ponds. Since pastures contain

no streams or large forest trees, fixjgs that are stream and

tree-hole breeders cannot survive. We have found one

species of tree fix>g, PhyUomediisa tarsius, successfiJly re-

producing in pasture ponds. Although most ot the

other soecies we found there are breedins. we don't

know if their e^ and lanae wtII siuvive or if thei

numbers are being maintained by immigration fixjr

nearby forest.

And what about the pig-wallow species? We place

large plastic mbs in forest patches and in pasture to se

whether the frogs would colonize them. Sure enougl



i

lie same set of species we saw in the wallows appeared

lirly quickly at the artificial ponds. These firogs appar-

iitly travel about looking for a pool. To find one, they

ot only search the forest floor but will also venture

ito cleared pasture. At least some of the forest frogs are

lore adaptable than anyone expected. D

In deep forest, the tree frog Phyllomedusa tarsius is often found in

mud wallows frequented by tfie collared peccary (left), but it is also

able to live and breed in cattle pasture ponds.
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Whereas it was
often possible to

get close to

terrestrial

species, my
sightings of

arboreal
species were
usually little more
than fleeting
glimpses of

distant eye-
shine.

High Roads
to

Oblivion
By Jay R. Malcolm

We had gambled on beating out

an approaching storm by trying

one last chmb into the canopy

before the rains came, but we

were caught in a furious down-

pour. My own situation was

precarious enough; the tall, thin tree that had begun to

lean gently as I ascended was now swmgmg madly

with its neighbors. When the storm settled into a

steady rain, I careftdly descended to fmd my assistant,

Jose Santos, recovering from a bad scare: sixty feet

above the ground, he had sUpped off a branch and lost

one handgrip. Luckily, the other

hand had held.

Like many other biologists, I

was attracted to the Tropics—and

to the canopy in particular—by the

lure of the unknown. I had come to

the Brazihan central Amazon, north

of Manaus, to study the impact of

forest fragmentation on small mam-
mals, mainly rodents and marsupi-

als. At that time, about fifteen years

ago, little was known of the canopy

fauna.

As I began my work, I had to

find a practical, low-cost method

for working with traps in the

canopy. Whereas it was often pos-

sible to get close to terrestrial spe-

cies, my sightings of arboreal species

were usually httle more than fleet-

ing glimpses. Some of the newer techniques for getting

into the canopy, such as trams and construction cranes,

were prohibitively expensive. Others, including towers,

webs, and walkways, were effective only within small

areas. Jose and my other Brazilian assistants offered an

elegant, low-tech solution: peconhas. These loops ofbark

or ^ ine, when secured around the chmber's insteps, give

the feet a firm grip. By huggmg the tree with his arms, a

climber can wedge his peconha-hound feet against the

J

trunk and inch-worm his way upward—a method

used widely in the Amazon Basin to harv^est pakn

firuits. Only trees of relatively small diameter can be

climbed this way, but many of these reach weO into the

canopy. Afrer a month or so of conditioning, a climber

can scale ten to twenty trees a day.

One major difficulty is the frequent rains; many

forest trees, with their smooth bark, become extremely

sHppery, and some are impossible to cUmb. When we

began our canopy survey, we had to rechmb many trees

to retrieve animals from our traps, which made the

procedure doubly difficult and dangerous. Eventually,

we devised a rope-and-puUey system to ferry our trap

cages in and out of the canopy.

Over the following two years, we hoisted more

than seven hundred traps into the trees, at heights be

tween twenty-three and seventy-one feet; they yielded

a total of more than a thousand captures of canopy

mammals. We also trapped extensively on the ground

at the same time. This census allowed us to answer, for

the first time, basic questions about which small main-|

mals Hved in the Amazonian canopy, how they dividei

up the habitat, and their relative rarity or abundance.

We were to learn that our very frrst capture, ;

woolly opossum, is the most abundant mammal in thi

undisturbed forest. In most years, it outnumbers evei

the ubiquitous terrestrial spiny rats. A medium-size(

marsupial with a striking orange-brown coat and ;

dark stripe between its large brown eyes, the wooU^

opossum has the sharp claws, powerfiil Hmbs, and pre-

hensile tail that suggest its strictly arboreal habits. Th<

species accounted for 105 of the 244 animals w<

caught in the canopy of undisturbed forest, but it mad(

up less than 1 percent of the 2,271 animals we caugh

on the ground. Among the other canopy dwellers fre-

quently encountered were climbing rats, long-fiirrei

woolly mouse opossums, spiny tree rats, and arborea

rice rats. Rare finds were plain brush-tailed rats and the

western woolly opossum.

Our studies of small rainforest mammals were no'

restricted to the central Amazon study area. In collab-

oration with Jim Patton and Maria da SUva, of the

University of California's Museum of Vertebrate Zool-

ogy' and the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazo-

nia, respectively, I also caught canopy mammals ir

uncut, primary forest along the Jurua River in th^

western Amazon region. And in 1993, I joined m^j

wife, Justina Ray, as she studied small carnivores of th^

Central African Republic's upland forest. The thret

sites revealed interesting parallels and contrasts. I

Like most rainforest organisms, the mammals w^

studied tend to speciahze. At all sites, most terrestria'



An arboreal species,

the bore-tailed

woolly opossum

(left) balks at

crossing open

pasture. The smaller

long-furred woolly

mouse opossum

(center) is also

found in the canopy,

but it readily

traverses open

spaces. The brown

four-eyed opossum

(right) thrives in

forest edges and

overgrown pasture.

I

P
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Most of the small

mammals hod
beoome more
abundant in the
fragments than
in oontinuous
forest, How was
suoh an
outoome
possible?

and canopy species stick to their o\\'n levels when trav-

eling through the forest. Some species, such as the tiny

short-tailed opossum in the central Amazon and the

brush-furred rat in the Congo forest, remain on the

ground or burrow into it.

Canopy-dwellers, we foimd, are not necessarily the

most common rainforest animals. Although the arbo-

real woolly opossum is most common in the central

Amazon, two terrestrial species—spiny rats and rice

rats—predominate in the western Amazon. And in the

Central African Republic, an arboreal species (a wood

mouse) and a terrestrial one (a soft-furred rat) are

equally abundant. At our central Amazon site, approx-

imately half of the small manmial species (as well as

about half the total number of individuals) were stricdy

arboreal. In the upland forests along the Jurua, how-

ever, about a quarter of all the species—and only 15

percent of all individuals—were canopy dwellers.

Would the cutting of continuous stands of forest

into a patchwork ofremnants lead to drastic reductions

in small mammals? Our sampling of the tree- and

ground-dwelling mammals in several of the smaller re-

serves revealed that fragmentation had a strong effect,

but not in the direction we would

have predicted. Most small mam-

mals had become more abundant in

the fragments. In fact, fragmenta-

tion had led to a decline m the

populations of only two species:

the arboreal woolly opossum and a

terrestrial rice rat. The rest seemed

unaffected or, in some cases, were

more abundant. Why?

Research over the last several

decades has identified several key

ecological processes that may

structure fragment communities.

In 1967, Robert H. MacArthur

and Edward O. Wilson published their seminal work

on island biogeography, and a great deal of ecological

research since then has focused on the possible analogy

between habitat patches and true islands. Populations

in habitat patches, like those on islands, are often iso-

lated from their neighbors by intervening inhospitable

habitat. The authors united two key concepts in con-

structing their theory of how populations would re-

spond to this insularization. First, they reasoned that

\vithout replenishment, small island populations would

be more hkely to go extinct than large ones (this fol-

lows from basic probability theory: given some chance

that a female's attempt at reproduction will fail, failure

of all females is more hkely in a smaD population than

in a large one' Second, they suggested that distance

from the mainland would affect the chances of island

recolonization.

If one accepts the applicability of the MacArthur-

Wilson theory of island biogeography to habitat

patches, one would expect a forest-fragment popula-

tion to stabilize eventually at a level determined by the

probability of extinction (a function of patch size) and

the opportunities for recolonization (a function of

patch isolation). In addition, changes in t)'pes and

numbers of species could lead to secondary effects in

the conimunit\'. For instance, when a particular island

population is no longer under competitive pressure

from mainland species, it may then have the opportu-

nity' to grow larger.

But predictions from an ideal island model did not

hold up in real life. When humans create a fragment,

nature changes the forest \\dthin it. The understor^' is

flooded with Hght, and the canopy becomes more ex-

posed to the ravages of wind. As a result, understory

plants grow more rapidly, and many trees are blown

down. Pioneer plants from the surrounding pasture in-i

vade the forest patch, and insect populations boom.

Such "edge effects" dramatically alter the forest at least

300 feet in from the edge, and perhaps much farther.

Because smaller fragments have proportionally more

edge-modified habitat than larger ones, we expected

changes to be most dramaric- -and most devastating—

.

K

in our smallest sites. But what was most difficult to

know was whether those changes had to do with isola-

tion itself (the MacArthur-Wilson theory) or with the

altered environment created by the edge effect.

A simple experiment revealed that, for the woolly

opossum at least, the pasture was a barrier to move-

ment, and its populations in the remnants might there-

fore remain isolated. We trapped these canopy-

dwelling mammals along the edge of a 450- to

900-foot-wide strip of pasture, fitted our captives with,

radio transmitters, and then released them. AH animals

had to travel an equal distance to return to the site

where they were caught. But half were let go in the

forest fragment on the opposite side of the pasture,

while the other half were released in the forest frag-

ment on the same side of the pasture where they had

been caught. When released on the side \^'here the\

had been trapped, woolly opossums doggedly remrnec

to their original capture sites a fifth of a mile away. Ir

contrast, the others wandered up and down the oppo-

site edge of the pasture, apparendy looking for a wa)i-\,

across; only one braved the gap and made it home. In-

terestingly, the pasture seemed to represent less of

;

barrier to a canopy-dweUing species of mouse opos-

m



sum, perhaps in keeping with its less strictly arboreal

habits. Fully half these animals managed to return to

their capture sites, regardless of where they had been

released.

But what was the impact ot the newly created

edges on the remaining tracts of continuous forest?

Surprisingly, we found the same small mammal com-

munities both at the edges of forest fragments and in

continuous forest. Although the scrub and secondary

vegetation that sprang up around the fragments acted

as partial barriers for some species, animals were peri-

odically getting through.

Another experiment revealed how the types of

edge and pasture vegetation influenced the composi-

tion of the animal community. Because of rampant

plant growth in the Tropics, keeping a pasture perfectly

clear of shrubs and young trees is a laborious undertak-

ing; near our study sites, most pastures were a mosaic

of grass and shrubs. In some cases, the forest was win-

ning out; attempts to establish a pasture had failed

completely, and the fragments were surrounded by

rapidly growing secondary forest. Trapping in these

second-growth trees revealed a superabundance of

small mammals, just as it had along the edges of feg-

ments. In fact, small fragments in young secondary for-

est were inundated with the creatures, but small frag-

ments in relatively "clean" pastures had few small

mammals.

The varying responses of organisms to the altered

habitats at the edges of fragments have been among the

project's most unexpected and intriguing findings. As-

usual, human disturbance seems to favor a group of

weedy" species—hardy, adaptable plants and animals

;hat become superabundant as the more speciaHzed

ipecies disappear. In the Tropics, it may not be easy to

oredict which species will turn out to be the survivors.

Vlost of the small mammals from undisturbed forests

ippear to do weO in young secondary forests. The

ame may be true offrogs and snakes. In contrast, many

nsectivorous birds of the forest understory appear to

roid secondary habitats and are therefore quickly los-

g ground.

These results cast a new Hght on the long-standing

lebate about whether wOdhfe survives better in nu-

nerous small forest reserves or in a few large ones.

When that controversy raged some years ago among

:cologists, httle was known about edge effects. Now
ve know that small reserves may be composed entirely

)f edge-modified forest. Although these habitats can

lUpport many kinds of small mammals—often in sur-

jrisingly great abundance—those that are specialized

or the deep forest may well be out of luck. D

Birds in

Mixed
Company
By Richard Bierregaard

very morning, as the first hght filters

through the dense, damp rainforest, a dawn

chorus of birdsong begins. From among the

myriad voices, one can easily discern the

loud tones of a small gray insectivorous bird

known as the dusky antshrike. Like other

singers, the male antshrike uses its dawn song to an-

nounce its territorial claim to members of its own spe-

cies. But the antshrike s message is also a rallying call to

other species whose territories and daily movements

coincide precisely with its own: woodcreepers,

antwrens, antbirds, foHage-gleaners, and, sometimes,

flycatchers. As the morning be-

gins, pairs of these birds leave their

overnight roosts and gather to

begin seeking food. The birds

spend most of the day within one

hundred feet of one another,

searching for insects as they move

through the forest. Since each spe-

cies has its own specialized forag-

ing techniques, the individuals do

not directly compete. Some look

for insects on the bark of large

trees, others search the undersides

of living leaves, and still others forage only from dead

leaves hanging above the ground.

In the understory of the tropical rainforest, as many

as twelve or thirteen kinds of birds often forage to-

gether as a single, mixed-species flock. High above, in

the upper reaches of the forest canopy, the phenome-

non is repeated by a completely different set of species.

Occasionally, to the delight of lucky birdwatchers, an

understory flock will be foraging directiy beneath a

canopy flock, but the associarion is serendipitous and

temporary. If two niLxed flocks occupying the same

level in the forest should meet, they confront each

other in an excited frenzy—flying about and calling

frantically in defense of their territorial boundaries.

Our present understanding of these flocks has been

established in recent decades by ornithologist George

I

As many as
twelve or

thirteen kinds
of birds often
forage together
in the rainforest

as o single
floclc.
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As the pastures
began to fill In,

we found that
mixed-species
flocks returned
to the small
forest potohes,

Powell, working both in Costa Rica and at our own

project in Manaus, Brazil; and by Charles Munn,

working in Peru's Manu National Park (see "Birds of a

Different Feather Also Flock Together," Natural His-

tory, November 1984). By keeping track ofhundreds of

birds marked with coded leg bands, Powell and Munn
established that New World mixed flocks are year-

round territorial associations that persist for years in

particular locations. These permanent groups contrast

with mixed-species flocks of chickadees, titmice, and

woodpeckers, which frequent

temperate forests in winter and

disperse in the breeding season.

For most species, the flock's

common foraging territory coin-

cides with their own territory,

and they almost never leave the

group. Two species of wood-

creepers, however—the wedge-

biUed and chestnut-rumped—be-

have somewhat differently. The

chestnut-rumped woodcreeper's

territory is somewhat larger than that of the flock, and

the range of the wedge-biUed is smaller. A chestnut-

rumped, therefore, spends some time with one flock

and then moves on to forage alone or joins a flock in

another part ot its territory. The wedge-biUed, how-

ever, does not continue to travel with the mixed flock

outside the boundaries of its own, smaller, territory.

What benefits have driven the evolution of this re-

markable social system? Enhanced foraging success and

protection from predators seem to be the main ones.

Members of the flock serve as "beaters" for one an-

other. If a bird finds an insect hiding beneath a leaf and

is unsuccessfU in capturing it, the fleeing insect may

attract the attention of another member of the flock.

Many of the insects captured by the antshrikes, for ex-

ample, appear to have been flushed by other species.

Protection from predation is enhanced for all be-

cause many pairs of eyes are on the lookout for poten-

tial danger. The antshrike, often foraging on open

ground at the center ot the flock, is hkely to see an ap-

proaching bird of prey; it will then sound a call that

sends the entire flock diving for cover. But, as Munn
demonstrated, an antshrike wiQ also occasionally "He,'"

sounding an alarm call when no danger exists, if the

bird has spied an insect that others have not noticed.

When other flock members dive for cover, the

antshrike seizes its uncontested prize.

In 1979, I set out to study how various bird species

respond to forest fragmentation in the Brazilian Ama-

zon. Over a thirteen-year period, my team captured

and banded more than 25,000 birds in our mist nets,

both in undisturbed forest and in forest fragments.

When the first resen^es were carved out of contin-

uous forest in 1980, our bandmg data showed that

mixed flocks could not survive in patches of less than

twenty-five acres. The interesting exceptions were

wedge-billed and chestnut-rumped woodcreepers, the

two species whose ranges do not coincide exacdy with

the territories ot their mixed flocks. Both survived in

the fragments long after the other species in the large

mixed flocks had gone.

When Powell came to study the mixed flocks as

part of the Forest Fragments Project in 1981, he color-

banded all the birds from a dozen or so flocks in one

25-acre and one 250-acre area that were stiU part of

continuous forest. He found that the minimum size for

a mixed-flock territory was 28 to 33 acres. Three years

later, after our original 250-acre reserve had been iso-

lated for one year, Powell went back and found his

flocks mosdy in the same places, with a fan number of

birds StiU wearing leg bands. The flocks had remained

in the same locations even though there was substantial

turnover of individuals—a finding that proved true of

flocks in both continuous and fragmented forests.

After Powell left, we reconfirmed the finding that

flocks disintegrate in reserves of25 acres or less but per-

sist in 250-acre forest remnants. Part of the reason is

that the creation of an abrupt edge between forest and

open land profoundly alters the forest's microclimate.

As a result, in a 25-acre forest reserve, most of the

vegetation in the lower levels suffers from a general

drying out; trees die; and the types and numbers of in-



sects change—phenomena known as "edge effects."

Even as the first reserves were being isolated in the

early 1980s, the cattle ranches began to foil financially.

As ranchers were forced to abandon many of the new

pastures, the close-cropped "sea" around our forest "is-

lands" was filling in, turning into scrubby second-

growth vegetation. At first, we were concerned only

with what was happening inside the forest reserves, but

now we had to take the whole landscape into account;

it was becoming a mosaic of forest patches connected

by large tracts of shrubs and saplings.

We had to ask whether any deep-forest species,

which had failed to cross close-cropped pasture, would

cross these second-growth areas. Would pollinators or

seed-dispersing creatures move through this vegeta-

tion, and what effect might they have on the course of

plant succession? Could we treat our forest reserves as

islands, after all?

As the pastures began to fiU in, we found that

mixed-species flocks re-formed and recolonized the

small reserves. As the secondary growth became taller,

flocks began moving freely between reserves and

neighboring second-growth forest. In the isolated

patches, we netted all the regular flock species except

one that was hard to catch, the plain xenops, which we

did at least see. As with many other mammals we

thought could survive only in primary forest, the birds

af the mixed-species flocks seemed capable ofUving in

:he new mosaic habitats.

Now a new set of questions must be answered: Are

:he species that seem comfortable in this mosaic repro-

ducing, and, if so, are they able to maintain or increase

their numbers? Can these modified habitats support

lew generations of birds that can recolonize aban-

doned territories, or do the reserves simply attract local

copulations from primary forest? Our project's re-

searchers and graduate students are now looking for

:he answers. The project's founder, Thomas Lovejoy,

md I had never even thought of these questions when,

on a cold February night almost twenty years ago, we

cored over maps of the Brazilian Amazon and formu-

ated our plans for the Forest Fragments Project. D

Afterword
By Thomas Lovejoy

As early as 1975, scientists and conservationists began

to cast about for ways to preserve portions of the Ama-
zonian rainforest and its wOdlife. At the time, I was di-

recting a conservation program for the World Wildlife

Fund and recommending various areas for preserva-

tion. When it came to saving tropical forests, many

ecologists disagreed on what was the best strategy.

Some argued that only very large reserves could pre-

vent mass extinctions. Others believed that many small

reserves could do the same job and would be a hedge

against local catastrophes. The dispute was vigorous

but the data were weak. We decided to attack the

problem in Brazil by arranging for a number of rain-

forest reserves (ranging in size from about 2.5 to

25,000 acres) to be set aside in areas slated to be cleared

for cattle ranches. The goal was to study the ecological

impact of forest fragmentation.

The project was grand—some would say

grandiose—and we began on a shoestring budget.

Richard Bierregaard, the first field director, and I got

help from Herbert Schubart and Warwick Kerr, leaders

of Brazil's National Institute for Amazon Research; we

soon enticed numerous researchers and graduate stu-

dents into the project.

While the primary question at the outset was the

critical size of reserves, our focus later broadened to in-

clude the effects of forest dynamics—edge effects, mo-

saic landscapes, and plant succession—on biodiversity.

For more than twenty years, ornithologists, entomolo-

gists, botanists, and other specialists have been studying

death and life in this archipelago of forest islands

—

charting the responses of wildlife to a newly discontin-

uous forest and discovering, even as the rainforest was

being destroyed, new species of trees, frogs, and insects.

The map of the Brazilian Amazon is quickly changing.

Our hope is that studies of these changes wlU lead to

inteUieent conservation choices. D
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Representing an ancient and

venerable line of mammals, the

common hedgehog holds a

not-so-common place in the

mind's eye of artists

past and present.

Thirteen Ways of Loo



'By Chris Reiter and Gina C. Gould

In the middle of the seventh century B.C., before

Aesop's tortoise outran the hare, the Greek lyric poet

Archilochus observed a simple truth in a hedgehog's

meeting with a wily fox. "The fox knows many things,"

he wrote, _^^ "but the hedgehog knows one

big thing." A mercenary soldier

as well as a poet, Archilochus

must have been intrigued by the

spiny hedgehog's signature defense,

its ability to curl up into a prickly, un-

appetizing ball—one that might be

pawed, but eaten only at the risk of getting

a mouthfiil of spines.

Still prickly as ever, the hedgehog, a grape-

fi-uit-sized omnivorous mammal that lives throughout

Eurasia and Africa, is covered by a coat of some 7,000

ipines. Unlike those of porcupines and echidnas,

ledgehog spines are short, lightweight, and flexible,

typically lying on the back in a dense thicket and

bristling when the hedgehog is threatened.

When a hedgehog is in grave danger, special-

ized muscles enable it to fold up and cinch

in its head and legs with a fleshy hood,

much as a cold camper does with a

mummy bag, fiirnishing this otherwise

vulnerable animal with a formidable

deterrent to predation.

Indeed, the hedgehog so commonly

frustrates predators that its hneage has

survived for close to 70 million years;

hedgehogs have outwitted not

only the fox but extinction it-

self. Although Archilochus

could not have been aware of

what the fossil record would

reveal about the hedgehog's

long evolutionary histor)', he

was a keen enough observer

of animals to see that the

spiny creature was a survivor;

being a poet, he also saw a

muse. As human ecologist Paul

Shepard w-rote: "More than

monuments to human imagina-

tion, the whole panoply of [ani-

mals'] mythic, fantastic forms is

based on a thousand millennia of watching and study-

ing real wild animals."

With a few exceptions, human obser\'ations of

hedgehogs over nearly three thousand years have re-

sulted in a lasting image of prickly steadfastness. In Lat-

vian folktales and Chinese poetry, in English children's

stories and ancient Egyptian myths, hedgehogs appear

both as admirable survivors and as steady, benevolent

companions. In its most recent incarnation as the

comic-book and cartoon character Sonic, the hedge-

hog has been catapulted into superhero status—ensur-

ing that American children half a world away from any

wild hedgehogs will be at least as farruliar with the beast

as their parents were with BeatrLx Potter's kindly rendi-

tion, Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle. The narratives of natural and

evolutionary history reaffirm the hedgehog as a sur-

vivor and form a foundation for the menagerie of

hedgehog images.

In the Old World, one needn't be a naturalist or lit-

erary scholar to catch a glimpse of a hedgehog. In Eng-

land, for example, the common European hedgehog,

Eriimcens euwpaeus, thrives near human settlements and

frequents backyard gardens, pastures, and hedgerow's,

and it is ubiquitous there as both mascot of a national

land trust and icon of the Mammal Society. This

hedgehog is one ofsome thirteen spiny species found in

hg at a Hedgehog
L

Multiple hedgehogs,

left, bristle with

appeal in a work by

contemporary artist

Joanne Rodeman. In

the imagination of

ie 1970s British

comedy troupe

Monty Python, the

unassuming

mammal was

transmogrified into

Spiny Norman,

opposite,

bloodthirsty nemesis

of the mobster

Dinsdale Piranha.

I
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A hedgehog 'picks'

apples in a

fourteenth-century

English bestiary.

The mistaken

belief that

hedgehogs used

their spines to

impale fruit, which

they then

transported to their

burrows, may have

stemmed from the

sight ofa hedgehog

with grapes or

berries (in any case,

fniit smaller than

apples) caught in its

spines.

A Miocene Spiny

Norman? Nine

million years

ago, the giant,

carnivorous

hedgehog

Deinogalerix hunted

Hs prey on a

Mediterranean

island. Animals

isolated on islands

sometimes

become dwarfed

or, conversely,

inordinately

large.

Europe, Asia, and Africa. In contrast, the silky-skinned

hedgehogs—also knownti as moonrats or g^Tnnures—are

found only in Indochina. Together the\" make up the

family Erinaceidae. Predominandy burrowers, spiny

hedgehogs have a dense weave ofmotded black, biowTi,

and white spines, a fleshy snout, short legs, and a ftirry

belly. The more primirive moonrats are long-legged

and covered with soft, dense frtr rather than spines.

For small, sohtar\; nocturnal animals that at rimes

hibernate (sleep through the \\inter) or esri^ate (sleep

for shorter bouts during the summer), European

hedgehogs are commonly encountered. Usually after

dark, they leave their burrows or nests of twigs and

leaves and forage in a home range no bigger than an

acre. Rehing on their acute senses ofsmell and hearing,

they foUow the rustling of

leaves and grass and the

scratching of digging

insects, feasting on a

smorgasbord of spiders,

beedes, frogs, mice, occasional birds'

e^s, and sometimes even snakes.

Hedgehog master\" over snakes is

legendani English folktales celebrated the animals bat-

des and supposed immunit\' to venom (it is resistant,

but not immune, to the poison). In ancient Eg^-pt,

hedgehog amulets were worn to ward off snakebite. If

approached by a snake, a hedgehog will brisde and roll

up, fending off the reptile's striking fangs ^^^th its longer

spines. When the snake is fatigued or wounded, the

hedgehog attacks, biting along the backbone tow^ard the

head until the snake is dead. As the ninth-centurv' Chi-;

nese poet Chu Chen Pu wTOte of a hedgehog:

He ambles along like a walking pincushion.

Stops and curls up Hke a chesmut burr. i

He's not worried because he's so htde.

Nobod)' is going to slap him around. i

Apparendy. nobody has. Hedgehogs, we have dis-i

covered from the fossil record and from reconstructions

of their family tree, have been around since the lata :-

Cretaceous. They survived not only the extinction that -

wiped out the large dinosaurs but also later catastrophes -:

that killed offgreat numbers of other mammals.

So what exactly has given hedgehogs such an edge?



at 3esides having a prickly defense, hedgehogs are a

a .extbook example of primitive generalises surviving

.-pi .he odds. The spines and musculature that enable

;,1 hem to curl up into a

roi laU are novel adapta-

i5i|'ions, but their basic

)ody plan has not

hanged much since

;iiif he age of dinosaurs.

"or highly specialized

nimals adapted to a

ery specific habitat

nd diet—the giant

anda, for instance,

vhich can eat only

amboo—even slight

d Hmatic perturbations

lid
an mean local ex-

inction. Hedgehogs,

Lowever, are able to

ieep through in-

lement weather and

ustain themselves on

a wide variety of foods during times of environmental

stress. Consequently, "spinies" have been able to make

themselves at home in the frigid Norwegian forests and

the scorching Algerian deserts, as well as in the English

countryside. Moonrats, unhke their spiny cousins, are

confined to the tropical jungles of Indochina and are

less tolerant of extreme shifts in climate.

In addition to colonizing their present habitats,

hedgehogs, judging by the distribution of fossils, appear

to have dispersed to North America over the Bering

Strait land bridge at least twice. Covering thousands of

miles, crossing grasslands and forests, these marches

were accomphshed (over millennia) by creatures with

inch-long limbs, a walk best described as a waddle, and

a top speed only a tortoise could appreciate. Given such

physical characteristics, the extent of these dispersals is

extraordinary. Hedgehogs' success as a long-surviving

and diverse lineage makes their conservative, general-

purpose design look Uke a stroke of evolutionary ge-

nius. How fitting, then, that the intellectual historian

Isaiah Berlin, citing Archilochus, chose the hedgehog as

an image of singie-mindedness, referring to Dante,

Plato, and Hegel as hedgehogs for their devotion to

"one big thing."

That is not to say that hedgehogs haven't taken a

fe"w wrong turns along the way. After invading North

America twice, they went extinct there about 10 mil-

hon years ago. One unusual species, Pmterix loomisi,

Hved in North America approximately 30 miUion years

ago and seems to have taken the habit of burrowing to

extremes. Its skuU (which extended back in a pair of

bony plates), along with its uniquely compressed verte-

Further Reading

Try a library for a

classic such as

Beatrix Potter's The

Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-

Winkle (Penguin

Books, 1905) or

writings of a

philosophical nature,

such as Isaiah

Berlin's Ihe

Hedgehog and fhe

Fox (New American

Library, 1957) and

Paul Shepherd's The

Others: How Animals

Mode Us Human

(Island Press

[Shearwater Books],

1996). For natural

history, consult

Hedgehogs, byN.

Reeves (T& AD

PoyserUd., 1994).

or try one of the

nfiany Web sites

available.

Lower left: The moon

rat, or Malayan

gymnure, is a silky-

skinned hedgehog.

The European

hedgehog, top row

and bottom right, is

one of some thirteen

spiny species. When

stimulated by a

novel scent, such as

that of a toad, top

right, a European

hedgehog flicks gobs

of foamy saliva on its

spines, bottom

right— behavior

known as self-

anointing.
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The slow and steady

becomes the fleet

and powerful In the

cartoon creation

Sonic, above, which

has also appeared in

giant-balloon form in

f^acy's Thanksgiving

Day Parade in New

York City. Right:

'Hedgehog Mtecki

and his Wife" are

puppets dating from

the mid-1950s.

Lower right: In

silhouette, a

hedgehog trails the

composer Brahms.

suggest a kind of

headfirst, jackham-

mer digging.

A number

of complete

skulls and

associated

vertebrae

^~^ have been

recovered

in Preferi.x

buirro\\"s, but

nary' a trace of

a Hmb or a pectoral

or peMc girdle

has ever been

^rit^ ^ftb^"?^ ^^^^^^^ found. This

V^V -iWk^^^^H^^v' absence of

^ y^^^^^M^w^ hmb fossils,

coupled with the

unique shape of the

skuU, has led some re-

searchers to speculate that this

Ohgocene hedgehog might have

evolved itself right out of its legs. If this

was the case, it would be the furst limb-

less mammal kno\ATi.

Life in relative isolation on islands

can lead to gigantism in some animals,

and this seems to have been the case ^^dth

Deinogakrix, a Mediterranean island

dwelling hedgehog. Found in 9-mil-

Uon-year-old Itahan rocks, this preda-

ceous giant among hedgehogs bears a

strong resemblance to Spiny Norman,

the man-sized, flesh-eating hedgehog of

Mont\' Python fame. At the other extreme, the

Miocene hedgehog Lanthanotherium sawini, from North

America, was nearly as tiny as the smallest shrew. Pro-

terix, Deinogakrix, and Lanthanotherium ^^"ent extinct,

possibly because they strayed too far from the basic, ser-

viceable hedgehog design—evolutions version of

putting Cadillac fins on a Volkswagen. For hedgehogs,

simphcit)^ appears to be the key to survival.

Hedgehogs' positive role in animal stories might

also have helped. Fables and tales can set the tone for

how animals are treated. As \\Titer Barn.' Lopez has

pointed out, being a wolf is difficult in a world where

human imaginations are filled with hang \\-olves,

sneaky wolves, and werewolves. As with wolves, stor)--

teUers have not always held hedgehogs dear. During the

Renaissance, they were symbols of lasci\-iousness. In

nineteenth-centurs' EngUsh lore, they were cast as cow-

suckhng pests or, worse, voracious, infanricidal beasts.

But the British have adored hedgehogs ever since Beat-

rix Potter introduced Mrs. Tiggy--Winkle in 1905.

Today in England, while hedgehogs still suffer from the

heavy use of pesticides in industrial farming and run a

gauntlet each time they cross a highway, legislation has

been adopted to protect them, and some forU' hedge-

hog hospitals dot the Enghsh countryside. Malaysian

moonrats have not been so lucky. Hunted by the local

population and threatened by deforestation, these silky-

skinned hedgehogs could use a Beatrix Potter.

Although no longer found in North America,

hedgehogs are becoming as popular here as they are in

England. People who ^^^ll never see a wild hedgehog

foraging about a suburban garden have purchased them

as pets. Here, where many animals are experienced

only in cartoons or on the Internet, \drtual animals

stand m for the complex presences that inspired poets

and storytellers, naturahsts and scientists. Still, if a child

in the United States is moved by Sonic to go to her

computer and explore the 125-odd hedgehog Web sites

currently available, or to write a paper on her prickly

pet, she may discover along the way

the v\\\A images of a poet who saw

the animal clearly or a scientist's story

about Lanthanotherium sawini, the

hedgehog that once hved in her o\\'n

back\'ard. D
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(Continuedfrom page 22)

and biases. The broadest pattern might

seem to conhrm our usual view of gener-

ally increasing complexity, leading sensi-

bly to human consciousness; after all, the

early earth sported only bacteria but now

features people, ant colonies, and oak

trees. Fair enough, but any scrutiny of

general timings or particular details leaves

Httle faith m any steady pattern. If greater

size and complexity bestow such Darwin-

ian blessings, why did life take so long to

proceed "onward," and why do most of

the supposed steps occur so

quirkily and so quickly? Con-

sider the following epitome of

major events.

Fossils, as stated above, ap-

pear as soon as they possibly

could in the geological record.

But life then remains exclu-

sively at this simplest so-called

prokaryotic grade (uniceUs

without any internal or-

ganelles—that is, no nuclei,

chromosomes, mitochondria,

and so on) for about half its

subsequent history; the first

unicells of the more complex

eukaryotic grade (with the

conventional organelles of our

high-school text figures of an

amoeba or paramecium) do

not appear in the fossil record until about

2 billion years ago. The three great multi-

cellular kingdoms of plants, fungi, and

animals arise subsequently (and, at least

for algae within the plant kingdom, more

than once and independently) to eukary-

otic unicells. Fossils of simple multicellu-

lar algae extend back fairly reUably about 1

biUion years, and far more conjecturaUy

to as many as 1.8 biUion years.

But the real enigma—at least with re-

spect to our parochial concerns about the

progressive inevitabihty of our own Un-

eage—surrounds the origin and early his-

tory of animals. If Ufe had always been

hankering to reach a pinnacle of expres-

sion as the animal kingdom, then organic

history seemed in no hurry to initiate this

ultimate phase. About five-sLxths of life's

history had passed before animals made

their first appearance m the fossil record,

some 600 million years ago. Moreover, as

previous essays in this series have ex-

plained in far greater detail, Earths first

community of animals—which held

nearly exclusive sway firom the time of its

appearance right up to the dawn of the

Cambrian period, 543 million years

ago—consisted of enigmatic species with

no clear relation to modern forms.

These so-called Ediacaran animals

(named for the locality of first discovery

MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO

BILLIONS OF YEARS AGO

Present-

520 CAMBRIAN
Atdabanian ~l Cambrian
Tominotian J explosion

Manakayan Small shelly fauna

PRECAMBRIAN

"^PH Oldest

-t_i~i animals

(?) Oldest multicellulaiL|

algae

First eukaryotiC"!
unicells

Oldest fossil,

bacterial life

cme of Ediacaran

"diversity

Embryos of

triploblast animals

; J ' First appearance
:600 of Ediacaran fauna

Recentfinds qffossil embryos indicate that the history of complex

animals extends asfar back as 570 million years—well before the

Cambrian explosion, which gave rise to most modern phyla. Tlie

tiny phosphatized cells werefound in chert from China and Siberia.

in Australia, but now known from all

continents) could grow quite large—up

to a few feet in length—but apparently

contained neither complex internal or-

gans nor even any recognizable body

openings of mouth, anus, and so on.

Many Ediacaran creatures were flattened

forms, in a variety of shapes and sizes,

built of numerous tubeUke sections com-

plexly quilted together into a single struc-

ture. Theories about the affinities of

Ediacaran organisms span the full

gamut—firom viewing them (most con-

ventionally) as simple ancestors for several

modern phyla to interpreting them (most

radically) as an entirely separate, and ulti-

mately failed, experiment in multicellular

animal hfe. An intermediate position now

gaining; favor (a situation that should lead

to no predictions about the ultimate out-

come of this complex debate) treats Edi-

acaran animals as a bountifiil expression of

the range of possibilities for diploblastic

animals (built of two body layers), a group

now so reduced in diversity (subsisting

only as corals, jellyfishes, and their allies)

that hving representatives provide little

understanding of fuU potentials.

Modern animals—except for sponges,

corals, and a few other minor groups—are

all triploblastic, or composed of three

body layers: an ectoderm, forming ner-

vous tissue and other organs;

mesoderm, forming reproduc-

tive structures and other parts;

and endoderm, building the

gut and other internal organs.

(If you learned a conventional

list of phyla back in high-

school biology, all groups from

the flatworms on "up"—in-

cluding the five "big" phyla of

annelids, arthropods, moUusks,

echinoderms, and verte-

brates—are triploblasts.) This

three-layered organization

seems to act as a prerequisite for

the formation of conventional,

complex, mobile, bilaterally

symmetrical organisms with

body cavities, appendages, sen-

sory organs, and all other ac-

coutrements setting our standard picture

of a "proper" animal. Thus, in our

parochial manner (and ignoring such truly

important groups as corals and sponges),

we tend to equate the problem of the be-

ginning of modern animals with the ori-:

gin of triploblasts. If the Ediacaran animals,

are all (or mostly) diploblasts, or some-

thing even more genealogically divergent!

fi^om triploblastic animals, then this tirst

fauna does not resolve the problem of the

origin of animals (in our conventionally

limited sense of modern triploblasts).

The story of modern animals then be-

comes even more curious. The inception

of the Cambrian period marks the extinc-

tion, perhaps quite rapid, of the Ediacarar

fauna and the beginning of a rich recorc

for animals with calcareous skeletons easU)
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presen'ed as fossils. But the first phase of

the Cambrian, called Manakayan, lasting

trom 543 to 530 million years ago, features

primarily a confiising set of spines, plates,

and other bits and pieces called (even in

our technical literature) the SSE or '"small

shelly fossils" (presumably the disarticu-

lated fragments of skeletons that had not

yet evolved to large, discrete imits cover-

ing the entire organism).

The next two phases of the Cambrian

(called Tommotian and Atdabanian and

ranging from 530 to about 520 million

years ago) mark the strangest, most im-

portant, and most intriguing of all

episodes in the fossO record of animals

—

the short inter\-al knouTi as the Cambrian

explosion and feamring the first appear-

ance of all animal phyla vnxh skeletons

subject to easy preservation in the fossil

record. (A single exception, a group of

colonial marine organisms called the Brv'-

ozoa, makes its appearance at the begin-

ning of the next, or Ordovician, period.

Many intriguing "inventions," including

human consciousness and the dance lan-

guage of bees, have arisen since then, but

no new phyla or animals of starkly diver-

gent anatomical design.)

The Cambrian explosion ranks as such

a definitive episode in the histors" ot ani-

mals that we cannot possibly grasp the

basic tale of our o^^ti kingdom until we

achieve better resolution for both the an-

tecedents and the unfolding of this cardi-

nal geological moment. The second dis-

cover)- treated in this essay, announced in

February 1998 and also based on learning

to look in a pre\-iously unsuspected place,

has thrilled the entire paleontological

communiD.- tor its promise in imravehng

the previously unkno\\'n histon." of

triploblast animals before the Cambrian

explosion.

Ifthe Cambrian explosion inspires frus-

tration for its plethora of data—too much,

too confusing, and too fast—the Precam-

brian histor\' of triploblast animals engen-

ders even more chagrin for its dearth. The

complex animals of the explosion, so

clearly assignable to modem phyla, didn't

arise ex ruhilo at their first moment offos-

sOization, so what (and where) are their

antecedents in Precambrian times? What

\\ere the forebears of modern animals

doing for 50 miUion prior years, when

Ediacaran diploblasts (or stranger crea-

tures) ruled the animal world?

Up to now, we have engaged in much

speculation while possessing only a whiff

or nvo of data. Ediacaran strata also con-

tain trails and feeding traces presimiably

made by triploblast organisms of modern

design (for the flattened and mosdy im-

mobile Ediacaran animals could not

crawl, burrow, or feed in a manner sug-

gestive of activities now confined to

Once they looked

in the right

places, scientists

found fossils

documenting the

earliest two-thirds

oflife s history.

triploblast organisms). Thus, we do have

e\idence for the existence, and even the

acti\ities, of precursors of modern ani-

mals before the Cambrian explosion, but

no data about their anatomy and appear-

ance—a situation akin to the finjstration

we might feel if we could hear birdsong

but had never seen birds.

A potential solution—or, at the ver\'

least, a firm and first source of anatomical

data—has just been discovered by apply-

ing the venerable motto (so beloved by

people, including yours truly, of shorter-

than-average stamre): Good Things Often

Come in Small Packages, or, to choose a

more literan.- and inspirational ex-pression.

Ivlicah's statement (5:2). taken by the later

evangehsts as a prophecy of things to

come: "But thou, Bethlehem . . . though

thou be httle among the thousands of

Judah, yet out of thee shall he come forth

unto me that is to be ruler in Israel. . .
."

In short, paleontologists had been look-

ing for conventional fossils in the usual

(and \Tsible) size ranges of adult organisms:

fractions to a few inches. But a solution

had been lurking in the realm of smaller-

sized creamres just barely \Tsible (in prin-

ciple) but undetectable in conventional

practice—^in the domain of embrs'os. But

who would ever have thought that delicate

embryos might be preser\-ed as fossils

when presumably hardier adults left no

fragments of their existence? The stor\; a,

:

fascinating lesson in the ways of science, :

has been developing for more than a dec-:

:

ade, but has onlv just found application to i

the problem of Precambrian animals. -':

Fossik form in many modes and suies— r

as original hard parts preser\red within en- :;

tombing sediments or as secondary' struc- r:.

tures tormed by impressions of bones or r

sheUs (molds) that may then become filled :r

with later sediments (casts). But original i:

organic materials may also be replaced by :

percolating minerals—a process called pet- ::

rifaction. or. literally, "making into stone," :::

a phenomenon perhaps best represented in 7

popular knowledge by gorgeous specimens :

from the Petrified Forest in Arizonaj

:

where multicolored agate (another form ol ::

silicon dioxide) has replaced original car- >;

bon so precisely that the wood's ceUulan ^

:

structure can still be discerned. (Petrifac

tion enjoys sufficient pubHc renown foi z-.

many people to mistakenly regard such re^ :;

placement as the primary definition of

fossil. Not at all; any bit of an ancient or-

ganism qualifies as a fossil, \vhatever it; ^

st)'le of preser\'ation. In almost any cir^ :;

cumstance, a professional would muct

prefer to work with imaltered hard pare :-

than with petrified replacements.)

In any case, one poorly understood st\ie

of petrifaction leads to replacement of sof .

tissues by calciiun phosphate—a proces; ;:

called phosphatization. This st\ie of re-

placement can occur within days of death,

thus leading to the rare and precious phe-

nomenon of petrifaction before decay o; :

soft anatomy. Phosphatization might pro-

\ide a paleontologist's Holy Grail if all sof

tissues could thus be preser\'ed at any sizt

in any kind of sediment. Alas, the proces



ieems to work in detail only for tiny ob-

ects up to about 2 millimeters in length.

|Since 25.4 iniUimeters make an inch, we

ure talking about barely visible dots, not

;ven about bugs large enough to be

ieemed "yucky" when found on our din-

ler plates or in our beds.)

StiU, on the good old principle of not

ooking gift horses (or unexpected boun-

ies) in the mouth (by complaining about

in unavailable better deal), let us rejoice

n the utterly unanticipated prospect that

iny creatures—which are, after all, ever

o abundant in nature, however much

hey may generally pass beneath our ex-

dted notice—might become petrified in

ufFicient detail to preserve their bristles,

lairs, or even their cellular structure. The

ecognition that phosphatization may

)pen up an entire world of tiny creatures,

s oreviously never considered as candidates

or fossiUzation at aU, may spark the great-

est burst of paleontological exploration

ince the discovery that 2 billion years of

'recambrian life lay hidden in chert.

ii : The first hints that phosphatization of

iny creatures might resolve key issues in

he early evolution of animals dates to a

'liscovery made in the mid-1970s and

hen researched and reported in one of

la he most elegant (but rather sadly under-

ic- ppreciated) series of papers ever pub-

.shed in the history of paleontology: the

K York of German scientists Klaus J. MiUler

nd Dieter Walossek on the fauna of dis-

)f ;nctive Upper Cambrian rocks in Swe-

ll en known as Orsten beds. In these layers

I lif limestone concretions, tiny arthropods

id mostly larvae of crustaceans) have been

reserved by phosphatization in exquisite,

iree-dimensional detail. The photogra-

hy and drawings of Walossek and MiiUer

» ,ave rarely been equaled in clarity and

:e!
Esthetic brilliance, and their papers are a

If eHght both to read and see. (For a good

arly summary, consult MiiUer and

Walossek: "A remarkable arthropod fauna

"om the Upper Cambrian 'Orsten' of

iK weden," 1985, Transactions of tlic Royal

ociety of Edinburgh, vol. 76, pp. 161-172;

5r a recent review, see Walossek and

I'liiller: "Cambrian 'Orsten'-type arthro-
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pods and the phylogeny of Crustacea." in

R. A. Fortey and R. H. Thomas [eds.],

Anhwpod Relationships, London: Chap-

man and Hall, 1997.)

By dissolving the limestone in acetic

acid. Walossek and Miiller can recover the

tin\^ phosphatized arthropods intact.

The\' have coEected more than 100,000

specimens tbUowing this procedure and

have summarized their findings in their

paper of 1997 cited above:

Tlie aitiailar surface ofthese artliropods is

still present infiill detail, revealing eyes

and limbs, hairs and minute bristles . . .

gland openings, and even cellular patterns

and grooves ofmuscle attachments

underneath. . . . Tlte maximum size of

specimens recovered in this t)'pe of

preservation does not exceed 2 mm.

From this beginning, other paleontolo-

gists have proceeded backv\^rd in time, and

downward in grovrth feom larvae to eady

embr\fonic stages containing just a few

cells. In 1994, Xi-guang Zhang and Brian

R. Pratt found balls ofpresumably embrv--

onic cells measuring 0.30 to 0.35 miHime-

ten in diameter and representing, perhaps,

the earliest stages of adult trilobites, \\"hich

are also found in the same Middle Cam-

brian strata (see Zhang and Prate "iVIiddle

Cambrian arthropod enibr}"os with blas-

tomeres," 1994, Science, vol. 266, pp.

637—38). Just last vsear, Stefan Benetton and

Yue Zhao reported even earlier phospha-

tized enibn,-os fiom basal Cambrian strata

in China and Siberia. In an exciting addi-

tion to this growing literature, these au-

thors traced a probable growT:h series

—

from embryos to tiny near adults—for nvo

entireh- different animals: a species fiom an

enigmatic extinct group, the conulariids;

and a probable segmented ^\-orm (see

Bengston and Zhao, "Fossilized metazoan

embryos from the earhest Cambrian,"

1997, Science, voL 277, pp. 1645-48).

"When such novel techniques first en-

counter materials Som a truly unknowTi

or unsuspected world, genuineh" revolu-

tionary conclusions often emerge. In

what may well go down in history- as the

greatest paleontological discovery of the

late rw-entieth centun,', Shuhai Xiao, a

postdoctoral smdent in our paleontologi-

cal program; Yun Zhang, ofBeijing Uni-

Now that \VQ have

discovered their

enibnT)s, where

are the fossil

Precambrian adults

hiding?

versit)-; and my colleague (and Shuhai

Xiao's mentor) Andrew H. KnoU, have

just reported their discovery of the oldest

triploblastic animals, preserved as phos-

phatized embryos in rocks from southern

China estimated at 570 miUion years of

age (and thus even older than the richest

Ediacaran faunas found in strata about 10

million years younger [see Xiao, Zhang,

and KnoH, "Three-dimensional preserva-

tion of algae and animal embr^'os in a

Neoproterozoic phosphorite." 1998, Na-

ture, vol. 391, pp. 553-58]). These phos-

phatized fossils include a rich variety? of

multicellular algae, showing, according to

the authors, that "by the time large ani-

mals enter the fossil record, the three

principal groups ofmulticellular algae had

not only diverged fi'om other protistan

[unicellular] stocks but had evolved a sur-

prising degree of the morphological

complexit\' exhibited by h\dng algae."

Given our understandably greater in-

terest in our owtq animal kingdom, how^-

e\^r, most ofthe attention wiU be riveted

upon some smaller and rarer globular fos-

sils, averaging half a millimeter in diame-

ter and found phosphatized in the same

strata: an exquisite series of earhest em-

br\'onic stages, beginning with a single

fertilized egg and proceeding through

rwo-ceU, four-cell, eight-ceU, and sis-

teen-ceU stages to small balls of cells rep-

resenting shghdy later phases of early de-

velopment. These embrx^os cannot be

assigned to any particular group (more

distinctive, later stages have not yet been

found) but their identification as earhest

stages of triploblastic animals seems se-

cure, both from characteristic features (es-

pecially the overall size of the embryo

during these earhest stages, which re-

mains unchanged as average cell size de-

creases to pack more cells into a constant

space) and from their uncanny resem-

blance to particular traits of h\Tng groups

(several embrx'ologists have told KnoU and

colleagues that they would have identified

these specimens as embryos of hving

crustaceans had they not been informed

ot their truly ancient age).

Elso Barghoom, Knoll's thesis advisor,

opened up the world of earhest hfe by

discovering that bacteria could be pre-

served in chert. Now, a fiJl generation

later, KnoU and coUeagues have pene-

trated the world of the earhest knov^Ti an-

cestors of triploblast animals by accessing

a new domain where phosphatization

preser\"es minute embn'onic stages but no

known process of fossilization can rehably

render potentiaUy larger phases oi

growth. When I consider the cascade of

knowledge that proceeded from

Barghoorn's first report of Precambrian

bacteria to our current record spanning

three bOhon Precambrian years and hun-

dreds of recorded forms, I can only con-

clude that the discovery by Xiao, Zhang,

and KnoU places us at a gateway of equal

promise tor reconstructing the earhest

history of modern animals, before theii

overt evolutionary burst to large size and

gready increased anatomical variety in the

subsequent Cambrian explosion. If we

can, thereby, gain any insight into the

greatest of aU mysteries surrounding the

early evolution of animals—the causes ol

both the anatomical explosion itseh" and

the "turning off' of evolutionarv' fecun

dit\' to generate new phyla thereafter

—

then paleontology wiU shake hands x\dth

evolutionary theory in the finest mergei

of talents ever appHed to the resolution ol

a historical enigma.

Two final comments might help to es-

tablish a context ofboth humiUtx- and ex-
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citement at the threshold of this new

quest. First, we might be able to coordi-

nate the growing direct evidence of fossils

with a potentially powerful indirect

method for judging the times of origin

and branching for major animal groups:

the measurement ofrelative degrees ofde-

tailed genetic similarity' among hvdng rep-

resentatives of diverse animal phyla. Such

measurements can be made with great

precision upon large masses of data, but

furm conclusions are hard to obtain be-

cause various genes evolve at different

rates that also maintain no constancy over

time, and most methods applied so far

have made simpHf^ing (and probably un-

justified) assuinptions about relatively even

ticking of supposed molecular clocks.

For example, in a paper that received

much attention upon publication in

1996, G. A. Wray J. S. Levmton. and

L. H. Shapiro used differences in the

molecular sequences ofseven genes in Uv-

ing representatives of major phyla to de-

rive an estimate of roughly 1.2 billion

years for the divergence time between

chordates (our phylum) and the three

great groups on the other major branch of

animals (arthropods, annehds, and mol-

lusks) and 1 billion years for the later di-

vergence of chordates from the more

closely related phylum of echmoderms

(see Wray, Levinton, and Shapiro, "Mole-

cular evidence for deep Precambrian di-

vergences among metazoan phyla," 1996,

Science, vol. 274, pp. 568-73).

This paper sowed a great deal of un-

necessary confusion when several un-

comprehending journahstic reports, and a

few careless statements by the authors,

raised the old canard that such an early

branching time for animal phyla disproves

the reaht\' of the Cambrian explosion by

rendering this apparent burst of diversity

as the artifact of an imperfect fossil record

(signif)dng, perhaps, only the invention of

hard parts, rather than any acceleration of

anatomical innovation). For example,

Wray et al. 'ATite: "Our results cast doubt

on the prevailing notion that the animal

phyla diverged explosively during the

Cambrian or late Vendian [Ediacaran

times], and instead suggest that there was

an extended period of divergence . . .

commencing about a billion years ago."

But such statements confiise the vital

distinction, in both evolutionary theors'

and actual results, between rimes of inirial

branching and subsequent rates of

anatomical innovation or evolutionary

change in general. Even the most vocifer-

ous advocates of a genuine Cambrian ex-

plosion have never argued that this period

of rapid anatomical diversificarion repre-

sents the moment of origin for animal

phyla—if only because we all acknowl-

edged the evidence for Precambrian

tracks and trails of triploblasts even before

the recent discovery of embryos. Nor do

these same vociferous advocates imagine

that only one wormlike species crawled

across the great Cambrian di^dde to serve

as an immediate common ancestor for all

modern phyla. In fact, I don't see that it

matters one whit (tor the realit)' of the ex-

plosion—although it matters a great deal

for other evolutionary' issues) whether

one wormlike species carrying the ances-

try of all later animals, or ten similar

wormlike species already representing the

lineages of ten subsequent phyla, crossed

this great di\dde from an earher Precam-

brian histoiy The Cambrian explosion

embodies a claim for a rapid spurt of

anatomical innovarion wthin the animal

kingdom, not a statement about times of

genealogical divergence.

The following example should clarifv-

the hmdamental distincrion between times

of genealogical splitting and rates of

change. Both rhinoceroses and horses may

have evolved fi-om the genus Hyracotheiiinn

(formerly called Eohippus). A visitor to the

Eocene earth, about 50 million years ago,

might determine that the basic split had al-

ready occurred. He might be able to iden-

tify one species of HYracotheriinii as the an-

cestor of all later horses, and another species

of the same genus as the progenitor of all

subsequent rhinos. But such a visitor would

be ridiculed \\dth justified scorn if he then

argued that later divergences bet^veen

horses and rhinos must be iQusori,' because

the two lineages had already spHt. Alter all.

the two Eocene species looked like kissing

cousins (as e\ddenced by their placement in

the same genus) and only gained their later

status as progenitors of highly distinct lin-

eages by vktae of a subsequent history; ut-

terly unknowable at the time of splitting.

Similarly, if ten nearly identical wormlike

forms (the analogs of the two Hyracotheriwn

species) crossed the Cambrian boundary

but evolved the anatomical distinctions that

would make them great phyla only during

New evidence of

very early

branching of

animal phyla in no

w^ay disproves the

reality ofthe

Cambrian

expl

m

lift

:K

osion.

the subsequent explosion, then the explo-: e
sion itsek remains as real—and as vitally im-j 3f:

portant for life s history'—as any advocate w
has ever averred.

This crucial distinction has been recog- c
nized by most commentators on the worl jv

ofWray et al. Geerat J. Vermeij, in his di-i e;.

rect evaluation {Science, 1996, page 526); r.;

\\Tote that "this new work in no way dii xy,

minishes the significance of the Vendian-: i;

,

Cambrian revolution." Fortey, Briggsi t

and WiUs added that "there is, of course sj

no necessary correspondence betweeij it

morphology and genomic change." (Se« •;,:

BioEssays, 1997, vol. 19, p. 433.) In an-; -.

case, a recent pubUcation by Ayala .:

Rzhetsky, and Ayala {Proceedings ofthe Na :.

tional Academy of Sciences, vol. 95, 1998 -

pp. 606—11) presents a powerful rebutta;
;:

to Wray et al.'s conclusions. By correctinj .j

statistical errors and unwarranted assump- ir'

tions, and by adding data for twelve addi lits;

tional genes, these authors pro\dde a ver t^

different estimate for initial diversificatioi --



01 in late Precambrian times: about 670 mil-

II lion years ago for the split of chordates

TOm the line of arthropods, annelids, and

moUusks; and 600 million years ago for

;he later divergence of chordates from

;chinoderms.

We are left, of course, with a key mys-

;ery (among many others): where are

Precambrian adult triploblasts "hiding"

low that we have discovered their em-

B jryos? An old suggestion, dating from the

1870s and devised by the bombastic Ger-

nan theorist Ernst Haeckel (who was,

lonetheless, outstandingly right far more

often than random guesswork would

lUow) held that Precambrian animals had

Jvolved as tiny forms not much larger

han, or very different from, modern eni-

sryos—and would therefore be very hard

o find as fossils. (The similarity between

^aeckel's speculative ancestors and Xiao,

^hang, and Knoll's actual embryos is al-

iTiost eerie.) Recently, in a brilliant paper,

',. H. Davidson, K. J. Peterson, and R. A.

;;ameron (Science, 1995, vol. 270, pp.

319-25) have made a powerful case,

lased on genetic and developmental ar-

guments, that Precambrian animals did

iriginate at tiny sizes, and that the subse-

[uent Cambrian explosion depended

:aii ipon the evolution of novel embryologi-

:al mechanisms for greatly increasing ceU

lumber and body size, accompanied by

onsequent potential for greatly enhanced

natomical innovation. If Haeckel's old

rgument, buttressed by Davidsons new

oncepts and data, has validity, we then

;ain genuine hope, even reaHstic expecta-

ion, that Precambrian adult triploblasts

nay soon be discovered, for such animals

ivill be small enough to be preserved by

hosphatization.

As a final point, this developing sce-

lario for the early history of animals

,\'( Slight foster humihty and generate re-

pect for the complexity of evolutionary

athways. To make the obvious analogy,

/e used to regard the triumph of "supe-

ior" mammals over "antediluvian" dino-

mrs as an inevitable consequence of pro-

ressive evolution. We now reahze that

lammals originated at the same time as

ilo

dinosaurs and tlicn lived for more than

100 million years as marginal, small-bod-

ied creatures in the nooks and crannies of

a dinosaur's world. Moreover, mammals

would never have expanded to dominate

terrestrial ecosystems (and humans would

surely never have evolved) without the

supreme good fortune (for us) of a cata-

strophic extraterrestrial impact that, for

some set of unknown reasons, ehminated

dinosaurs and gave mammals an unantici-

pated opportunity'.

Does the earlier story of Ediacaran

"primitives" versus contemporary Pre-

cambrian ancestors of modern animals

differ in any substantial way? We now
know (from the evidence of Xiao,

Zhang, and KnoU's embryos) that animals

of modern design had already originated

before the Ediacaran fauna evolved into

full bloom. Yet "primitive" Ediacara

dominated the world of animal life for at

least 50 million years, while modern

triploblasts waited in the proverbial

wings, perhaps as tiny animals of embry-

onic size, living in nooks and crannies

permitted by much larger Ediacaran

dominants. Only a mass extinction of un-

known cause, which wiped out Ediacara

and initiated the Cambrian transition 543

million years ago, gave modern

triploblasts an opportunity to shine—and

so we have.

In evolution, as well as in politics, in-

cumbency offers such powerful advan-

tages that even a putatively more compe-

tent group may be forced into a long

period of watchful waiting, hoping for an

external stroke of good luck to pick up

the reins ofpower. If fortune continues to

smile, the new regime may even gam

enough confidence to invent a comfort-

ing and commanding mythology about

the inevitability of its necessary rise to

power by gradually grovidng better and

better—every day and in every way.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard Vniver-

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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In the higli mountain

desert of southwestern

W\-oming, about

7.500 feet abo\'e

sea level, rain is

scarce and

winters are

long and cold.

Starting about

September, temperatures

tiequently go belo\\' freezmg, and

winter snows often persist through

late May. XK'lien suminer finally

comes to the area. 1 arrive vnth a ^

crew from Cliicago's Eield .Vlusetim

of Natural Piistory to expioie-'one

or more of the half dozeii ibssU

quarries that he about ten nules ^
west of the town ofKemmerer.

Even after twent}' yearrof

fieldwork here. I'm still

thrilled to lift up

a lunestone

slab, peer

has not seen the hght of day forvrg^

.miUions c^fcars. Entombed in the fpssil-rich layers

(geologically known as the Fossil Butte Member 'of the

larger Green River Formation) are the remains ot an

exrinct lake coirununit^'. Beautifully preser\'ed

organisms—from poOen to palm fronds, stingrays, and

thirteen-foot crocodiles—allow us to glimpse a

time when this now arid expanse was warm,

waten,; and lusli. _

Paleontologists reter to mother lodfes ot

fossilized flora and fauna as Lagerstatten. and

the Fossil Butte deposits. represenLone of the

i-richest Lagerstatten in the world. My field crew '^^

and I diyntost of our excavating in the limestone ;'•.,

-deriwd^iom the 50-iniUion-year-old sediments of

Fossil Lake. This lake was by far the smallest of three

e.xtinct bodies of water-tKat-onc* formed a huge lake

.4 single fossil shib ccnhiiiis part ofii

:

' 50-wilUou-year-old- lake comnnmity

freshwater turtle, three different species

offish, and three tiny flies.

GEOS5891C ©Hie Field Museum, Chicogc
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. complex. Fossil Lake, Lake

Uinta, and Lake Goshuite

covered tens of thousands of

square miles of what are now

parts of Wyoming, Utah, and

Colorado. One of the world's

longest-lived great-lake

systems, it originated about 60 million years ago and lasted for

nearly 20 million years before disappearing toward the end of the

Eocene. (In contrast, the present-day Great Lakes system of

North America has been around only about 15 thousand years,

and the Great Rift Valley lakes of Africa, thought to be the oldest

existing lakes, are about 10 milUon years old.)

Literally millions of fossils have been mined from the Fossil

Butte deposits since they became known in the mid-1800s; more

than half a million fossil fish skeletons have been excavated

during the last three decades alone, and the sediments are stiU

phenomenally productive. The Fossil Butte National Monument

helps protect part of the Lagerstatten and displays fossUs in its

Visitor Center. My field crew and 1 work on private land—

a

horse ranch near monument lands, and I

owe much to the Lewis family, who own

the ranch; the Tynsky family, who allow

me and my crew to excavate in their

leased quarry; and the National Park

Service personnel, who sometimes lend a

hand with the excavations.

The fossilized plants and animals of the

once-thriving aquatic community have

given us clues to the ecology of the region

50 million years ago. The presence of Hly pads, cattails, insect

larvae, certain snails and clams, particular kinds of fishes and

turtles, a salamander, and a frog point to freshwater conditions,

and the pure calcium carbonate/organic composition of the rock

indicates that the water was aUcahne. Only a tropical, or at least

subtropical, climate could have supported the palms, banana

plants, balloon vines, tsetse flies, aUigators, crocodiles, four-foot

hzards, and boa constrictor-hke snakes that are preserved in the

rocks. As the climate changed drastically some 40 million years

ago, all of these species vanished from western North America,

although close relatives ofsome of them stiU live in tropical and

subtropical regions of the world today.

Fossil fishes—plentifril, diverse, and often preserved down to

the finest details of bones, scales, and teeth—point to a

subdivision of Fossil Lake into near-shore and midlake

conmiunities. The near-shore areas were the habitat of most of

the stingrays, paddlefishes, mooneyes, trout-perches, and the

larval and juvenile forms of many fish species, as well as shrimps

and crayfishes. The deeper,

midlake waters were home to

the largest individuals of most

species and to the long-bodied

Notogoneus, a fish curiously

absent from near-shore

locahties. Gars, bowfins,

herringlike fishes, bony

tongues, and spiny-rayed fishes occupied both parts of the lake.

Although absent from Fossil Lake, catfishes and suckers inhabited

Eocene Lake Goshuite to the east. The Green River Formation

contains early members ofmany extant North American fish

families, and this fauna is key to better understanding the origin

and development ofmodern freshwater fauna.

In the midlake quarry where my field crew and I often work,

most of the fossils come from a fourteen-to-eighteen-inch layer

of limestone, stiU nearly horizontal, that lies beneath twenty feet

of dirt and broken rock. This limestone layer is naturally

protected from groundwater and other weathering elements by a

thin cap of oil shale on its upper and lower surfaces. In a few

short weeks of work, we can expect to fJl the Field Museum's

trucks with a ton or more of fine fossils neatly trimmed from

limestone slabs. Fossil Butte specimens from previous excavations

ill

i

d

A hungry perchlikefish met its end when its smaller,

herringlike prey prowd to he more than a mouthful. I



are on view not only at the Field Museum and Fossil Butte

National Monument but also at many other mstitutions,

including the American Museum of Natural History in New
York and the British Museum in London.

After a long day of quarrying fossils, we head up to our

campsite at the top of the butte as the evening temperatures

begin to drop sharply. We build a fire and trade our dirty T-shirts

for down coats. We can hear coyotes howhng and sage grouse

singing far down in the valley. The sky that earlier was dotted

with golden eagles and various other birds of prey darkens to

reveal a panorama of brilliant stars. This is good therapy for city-

dweUing scientists, an environment that helps us keep our sanity

and gives us a wider perspective on Ufe.

Fish specialist Lance Grande is curator of vertebrate paleontology at the

Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago.

A thirteen-inchfemale stingray,

above, is preserivd along with

three of her tiny, long-tailed

offspring. Opposite page: the

sharp-toothed, carnit^orous fisli

Phareodus is a close relative of

the living tropical arawana.

Freshwater crayfish, which lived

near the shores of the ancient

great lakes, and dragonflies are

among the manyfossilized

invertebrates from Green River

deposits.
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IDAHO
FOSSIL BUHE
NATIONAL MONUMENT

h
WYOMING

' Limestone cliffs oj southwestern

1 1 yoming

For more information, write:

Fossil Butte National

Monument, P.O. Box 592,

Kemmerer,WY 83101

(307) 877-4455.
^1

D WYOMING]

Londlubbers and Others

While fishes and other aquatic

life flourished in the ancient

great lakes, fossUs show that

the water also attracted

creatures of the air, including

many flying insects, birds, and

one ot the earhest bats.

Remains of land-dweUing

mammals found near the

shores of Fossil Lake include

the stocky, tusked herbivore

Coryphodon and the ancient

tapir Heptodon.

Today, visitors to Fossil

Butte National Monument

(and environs) can see mule

deer, moose, pronghorn,

jackrabbits, desert cottontails,

beavers, coyotes, ground

squirrels, prairie dogs, and sage

grouse.

j>'-
3£»

mSSmm FossHBune

National Monument,

administered by the National

Park Service, is located about

fourteen miles west of the

town of Kemmerer,

Wyoming, along U.S.

Highway 30. The Visitor

Center, which is open year-

round, except on winter

hohdays, displays many fine

specimens of plants and

animals from FossO Lake and is

a good introduction to the

region past and present. Trails

ofter visitors a look at the

geology and wildlife of the

liigh desert, and Junior

Ranger programs are available

tor kids and their parents.

Fossil collecting is

prohibited in the park, but

\isitors can participate in

scientific fossil collection on

guided tours offered h\ park

paleontologists txom June

through August.

TTrr--^,
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Celestial Events

The Doctor Is In
By Joe Rao

Ophiuchus, the serpent bearer, is in fiiU view in the southern sky

in July. This vast and somewhat complex group of stars is

technically two constellations: Ophiuchus (a human figure) and

Serpens (the snake he is holding). Serpens is further separated

into two parts: the head (Serpens Caput), to the west of the

serpent bearer, and the tail (Serpens Cauda) to the east. To some,

Ophiuchus does not suggest a man at all but an oblong house,

with the constellation's brightest star, second-magnitude

Rasalague, marking the peak of its roof

Ophiuchus represents Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine

and healing, who was reportedly so skilled in his profession that

he could restore the dead to Hfe. This angered Pluto, the god of

the nether regions, who felt he was being cheated ofsome of his

"guests." In one legend, Asclepius tries to revive Orion, the

hunter, after he has been killed by a scorpion, and Zeus kills the

physician with a thunderbolt. Asclepius is then placed among the

stars together with the scorpion (Scorpius), but on the opposite

side of the sky from Orion, to avoid further trouble.

Several legends associate Asclepius with a serpent: In one, he

assumes the shape of a serpent; another speaks of his skill in

curing snake bites. The symbol of the medical profession, two

snakes coiled around a staff, probably has its origin in the

association of the snake with Asclepius.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Museum—Hoyden Planetarium.
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In July, lookfor Ophiuchus holding the serpent in the southern sky.

The Sky in July and August

l!lMMli!l in early July looks

like a zero-magnitude, ocher

star. It reaches its greatest

elongation (distance from the

Sun) east (27°) on the 16th,

but North American observers

will be able to see it only from

about the 5th to the 12th.

Look for the planet low near

the west-northwest horizon

during evening twihght.

On August 14, Mercury is

at inferior conjunction

—

between the Sun and Earth.

The planet is not visible until

late in the month, when it

appears very low in the east

before sunrise. During

the last week ofAugust, the

planet increases sixfold in

brightness, going from second

magnitude to zero magnitude.

Mercury is at greatest

elongation west of the Sun

(18°) on the 31st, when it

rises at about 5:00 a.m. The

mornings of the 25th and 26th

present good opportunities to

locate Mercury as it passes

about 3° to the south

of Venus.

DSlBSI still dazzling at

magnitude -3.9, rises about

two hours before the Sun

during July and August. A
lovely crescent Moon sits

below and to the right of it on

the morning ofJuly 21.

Venus and Mars are within

about 2° of each other August

2—7 and grow even closer

August 4—5. Venus passes 7°

south of the star Pollux on

August 8 and is lined up with

Castor and Pollux August

1 1-12. It approaches the

Beehive star cluster (Praesepe)

in mid-August, making the

cluster invisible to naked-eye
i

ti-

observers on the 19th. A thiiiji''3

sliver ofMoon will hover

below and to the right of

Venus on the 20th.

liviilRl reappears in the

morning in late July, when it £-"

can be seen low in the east-

northeast dawn sky. On the

morning ofJuly 21, Mars wU gi

look Uke a yellow-orange star Ji

situated below and to the left

ofVenus. You can also use

Venus (see above) to guide yo ;:!

to Mars early in August. Mar: rs

appears only Vm as bright as

the dazzling Venus this montl: i'i

wmiiiiaa rises about nvo ano

a half hours after sunset in Jul

and is high toward the south-

southwest at dawn. A waning

gibbous Moon stands below

and to the left ofJupiter on Hjjj

the night ofJuly 14-15. tiiic

On August 1 ,
Jupiter rises ::-

c;

about 10:00 P.M., gleaming at :•

;

magnitude -2.8. By month's : ,.;:,-

end, it comes up in the east- :-:

southeast just after sunset,

nearly fiill Moon is situated (

to the left (east) ofJupiter onl

the night ofAugust 1 0-1 1 . frd

EttllUlUI near zero

magnitude and with a

yeIlo\\'ish tint, rises bed,veen

midnight and 2:00 A.M. in

July. By dawn, it stands well

above the south-southeast

horizon. The Moon passes

below Saturn on the morninf

of the 16th.

On August 1 , Saturn rises

in the east just before

midnight and about rvvo hom gj^

earher by month's end. On
August 9, the rings of Saturn;

\k

k



re at their maximum tilt for 1998:

lil 6.7° from horizontal. This is their

aost open appearance since 1992. A
vaning gibbous Moon is nearby on the

light of August 12—13.

Earth is at ODhelion Its greatest

iistance from the Sun ( 94,507,828

niles away)—on July 3 at 8:00 P.M.

JBbmwImmiI is at first-quarter phase on

Lily 1 at 2:43 p.m., and fuU Moon is on

aly 9 at 12:01 p.m. Last-quarter phase is

mjuly 16 at 11:13 A.M., and new

« /loon is on July 23 at 9:44 A.M. First-

M« luarter phase occurs again on July 31 at

:05 A.M. In August, fiiU Moon is on

Ml he 7th at 10:10 PM. Last-quarter phase

; on the 14th at 3:48 p.m. New Moon
Jiliccurs on the 21st at 10:03 P.M., and

iirst-quarter phase occurs on the 30th at

:06 A.M. AH times given are in eastern

imiaylight time.

The Perseid meteor shower will

;ach its peak during the early morning

ours of August 12. Bad news this year

or prospective meteor watchers: a

ightly-larger-than-last-quarter Moon
/iH rise around 11:00 P.M. on the

vening of the 1 1th, and its Hght will

kely wash out all but the brightest of

lese famous meteors, which appear

3 streak out from the northeast part of

.le sky.

WBHIBISHSI occur in August. On
le evening of August 7, the Moon will

ide to the north of Earth's umbral

aadow, barely grazing its outer

xtremity (the penumbra). The

lint wisp of a shadow this eclipse

reates is not visible to the unaided eye.

)n August 21, an annular, or ring,

iclipse of the Sun can be seen across

arts of Sumatra, Malaysia, New
iritain, and some of the New Hebrides

lands. Much of Oceania wOl see a

artial echpse.
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^Tien buff-breasted

sandpipers reach the

tundra, the mating

games begin.

Story by RJdmrd B. LanOot

Hiotogi^is by Kami T Kmboii

Spreading his wings to reveal their pearly

white undersides, the male buff-breasted

sandpiper tilted his head to the sky, puffed

out his chest, and uttered a series of soft

"tick-ticksr He then proceeded to stamp

his feet and vibrate his wings as if the

ground were quaking beneath him. Soon,

three females, attracted by this courtship

display, entered the curve of his embrac-

ing wings. TheN^ then spread their own

wings and turned so their backs were

against his chest, each jostling for the po-

sition closest to him. Just when mating

seemed inex^itable, a neighboring male

rushed into the group, forcing all the

birds into the air.



Such scenes are common among buff-

reasted sandpipers on their Arctic breed-

ig grounds. Migrating alone or in small

ocks, the birds leave their wintering

rounds on the pampas of Argentina in

lid-January to early March. After passing

ver the Gulf ofMexico and the plains of

Jorth America, they arrive on the Arctic

Dast in late May or early June. For three

unmers, I studied these birds and their

.iried mating rituals on the tundra of

orthern Alaska.

Flashes of the white underwings of dis-

laying males are visible from half a mile

A'ay and are the first sign that these oth-

-w'ise well-camouflaged and unobtrusive

lorcbirds have arrived on the vast Arctic

mdra. Males first begin to display on

low-free areas, usually the dry, elevated

opes parallel to the many waterways

raininw into the Arctic Ocean. As the

•ief breeding season progresses and more

ow melts, they display throughout the

ndra in groups of up to twenty males

—

jogregations known as leks. (Lekking

'ecies include other birds, such as greater

airie-chickens and violet-headed hum-

ingbirds, as well as mammals, including

uropean red deer and hamnierheaded

its, and numerous species offish and in-

cts.) Within the lek, male buff-breasted

adpipers defend, and try to lure females

individual territories that range in size

Dm fifty square yards to two acres. Terri-

ries offer females no resources, such as

od or nesting places, but serve simply as

spot on which to mate. To catch the

eyes of females passing overhead (some-

times at heights of more than 1,000 feet),

a male buff-breasted sandpiper lifts and

waves one or both wings and periodically

raises his tail, jumps up and down, and

flies short circuits around his territory.

Few birds can match the sheer variety of

buff-breasted sandpiper performances.

In contrast to sites used by most lekking

birds, only about 10 percent of buff-

breasted sandpiper sites are used year after

year; most leks pop up in new locations

and may last only a day or two before the

males regroup elsewhere on the tundra.

The more traditional sites, usually at river

junctions, may be strategically located to

intercept migrating females. Most buff-

breasted sandpipers display for only a few

hours to a few days before departing to

display at new locations as more snow

melts. Other males, called residents, main-

Stationed on his piece of

snow-free tundra, a male

hiifj-breasted sandpiper,

opposite page, waves a

wing semaphore-fashion to

invitefemales passing

overhead to touch down.

Left: Neighboring males

take to the air in stylized

maneuvers that serve to

demarcate territorial

boundaries.

tain their territories for a week or more

before moving on. A few males display

alone or near new nest sites—mere scrapes

on the sedgy ground made by females in

preparation for egg laying.

Establishing a territory on a lek is no

small feat. New arrivals are fiercely re-

buffed by the ensconced males; chased

from territory to territory, most resort to

displaying along the outer edge of the lek

or even farther afield. To reinforce terri-

tory boundaries, neighboring males en-

gage m both ground and aerial contests.

When they take to the air. they flutter

straight up in tandem, legs dangling, and

can reach heights of thirr\' or more feet

before alighting back in their respective

territories. Biologists and birders are

often alerted to the presence of a lek by

the sight of aerial combatants silhouetted

against the blue Arctic sky.

Why males display together on rela-

tively tiny, hotly contested sites within the

vast open space of the tundra is open to

debate. One school of thought, devel-

oped from studies of other lekking spe-

cies, holds that females find it easier to lo-

cate such congregations than to locate

solitary males; that mating at a lek mini-

mizes disturbance at nest sites; and that

once on a lek, females can compare males

and select the best-quality mate. Another

school focuses on the males perspective:

in groups, males may be safer from preda-

tors (in the case of buff-breasted sand-

pipers, these include Arctic foxes and

peregrine falcons). Leks may also form as

males display at "hot spots" frequently

visited by females, or as less attractive in-

dividuals take advantage of the drawing

power of a superior male (known as a

"hot shot") by clustering around him.

On any given buff-breasted sandpiper

lek, only a few males succeed in attracting

and courting the majority of the females

that visit. Males routinely fly into territo-

ries of neighbors that have attracted fe-

males, disrupt their courtship, and try to

lure the females away. Others are more

surreptitious; they resort to sneaking into

adjacent territories. Alternately crouch-

ing and creeping, they approach within a

few feet of the resident male's display site

and wait until the resident has attracted

one or more females. Because male and

female buff-breasted sandpipers look

alike—apparently even to one another

—

these sneaky males can then join the fe-

male entourage and participate in the

courtship that is a prelude to copulation.

At this point, intiaiders t\'pically disrupt

the courtship and try to lure females to

their own territories. More rarely, they

position themselves between the territor-

ial male and the closest teni.ile and at-

tempt to "steal" a copulation. Almost half

of all female \dsits to a lek are disrupted,

and more than a third of these disruptions

f
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result in the female's lea\dng one of the

males' territories. This may happen time

and again, with the female moNing from

male to male and often not completing a

copulation ^^'ith any of them.

One of the strangest beha\dors takes

place when one male approaches a terri-

torial male and, mimicking a female, en-

ters the territorial male's embrace. At the

last minute, he runs behind the territorial

male and attempts to mount him. More

rarely, other nearby territorial males re-

spond to this acti\at\" by joining the two.

Each male then acts as if the others are fe-

males, and they all attempt to mate with

one another. These actions appear to be

dehberate and are puzzling, given that

many of these males have fought with one

another on a regular basis for days.

Male buff-breasted sandpipers may be

able to use alternative matino; tactics more

readily than do other, more "classic"

lekking species for tvvo main reasons.

First, while males in most lekking species

have ornaments, such as colorful feathers

or wattles, that distinguish them from fe-

males and immature males, buff-breasted

sandpipers lack distinct morphological

markings that signal status or sex. This ab-

sence of extravagant attributes expands

the repertoire of behaviors available to a

male. Second, buff-breasted sandpipers

breed in the high Arctic, v\-here em-iron-

mental conditions are extremely variable.

With snow melting on patches of tundra

at different and unpredictable times, most

lek locations change both from year to

year and within a season. Males, accord-

ingly, rarely display at the same location

over the years and move extensively

within a year. This instability prevents the

estabUshment of male dominance hierar-

chies and prevents females from visiting a

particular male (or males) repeatedly or

from cop\'ing other females' choices at a

single lek, (In contrast, males of classic

lekkmg species tend to stay at a single lek

throughout a breeding season and to re-

turn to the same lek site from year to year

to display with the same males.) For buff-

breasted sandpipers, no one mating tactic

appears to be clearly superior, and the

males engage in a sort of scramble com-

petition, switching tactics as local condi-

tions change.

Not to be outdone, females also have a

number of tricks under their wings.

Banded and radio-equipped females have

A male attempts to mount

a territorial neighbor, also

a male (in crouch), left.

Tlie other two birds that

have entered tlie territory

are also males. Right: A
male's double-winged

courtship display. Far

right: Two responsive

females and a "sneaky"

male [foreground) enter a

displaying male's wing

embrace.

frequendy been obser\'ed \"isiting several

males on a single lek and several leks dur-

ing a breeding season. Such beha\-ior sug-

gests that females are being choosy about

whom to mate with. But what makes a

male particularly attractive? In some

lekking species, females prefer males with

particularly bright or exaggerated

plumages, or those that display most \"ig-

orously or have unique vocalizations. In

other species, such as black grouse, fe-

males select those males in the center of

the lek.

To discover what characterizes a suc-

cessfiil buff-breasted sandpiper male, I

spent long hours each summer watching

the acti\ir\' on leks. What I saw indicated f-

•

that just a few males were doing most of -^-

the mating and, seemingly, siring most of -

the young. But behavioral obser\-ations, -•

especially when restricted to just a few --

leks, can be misleading. Females can \"isit -

more than one lek. mate with more than '-

one male, and use sperni from more than -'

one male to fertihze their eggs. Similarly, '-

males that fare poorly on a particular lek -

may move to another, or display alone, to ;

increase thefr chances of mating. i?

I used "DNA fingerprinting"—a kind c:

of paternit)' testing—to determine which

male had fathered which young in forty- ';

seven families of buff-breasted sandpipen i'

over a two-year period. Much to my sur-

:

prise. I found that 40 percent of thef'-

broods w'cre sired by more than om ::

male—some four-egg clutches had three 'i'

ditierent fathers—and that only fouj;::

E-

males (7 percent) had fathered young ii s

more than one brood.

In my study, t\vo factors made a mali

more likely to mate: the length of his sta^

on the lek and the number of spots on hi

wings. In this species, as juveniles mature

the spots on their outer primary feather

become fewer, bigger, and bolder. Fe

males appeared to prefer mates with a fev

distinct spots—in other words, olde

males. (Experiments are needed to verif

tliis relationship.) I also discovered that fe

males occasionally mated with males awa;

from the leks. When courtship disrup

tions and female mimickry on the lek be

come too intense, a female may opt t(

V~



Lite in relative peace with a lone male

isplaying near her nest.

After just one to three weeks of fren-

ed mating activity, the males and those

males that lose their nests to predators

irly on leave the Arctic on their 8,000-

lile migration back to Argentina. The

:her females incubate their eggs for

)out twenty-four days and tend the

licks (which can fly at twenty days of

;e) for two or three weeks. These fe-

ales and young sandpipers then start the

uniey south.

But fewer and fewer buff-breasted

ndpipers on the wing are seen each

ar. Once reported to number in the

indreds of thousands to miUions, this

ecies has suffered from habitat loss as

iportant stopover areas on their mid-

<,)rth American migration route and

irts of their wintering grounds in the

gcntine pampas have been converted to

nculture. Buff-breasted sandpipers also

\'cr fully recovered from commercial

lilting in the late 1800s, when they

re shot, pickled, and shipped back east

I the barrel to be consumed as deHca-

;s. Today, buft-breasted sandpipers may

iniber fewer than 15,000, a population

ttlcneck that could make even rarer the

:lit ot these acrobatic birds hovering in

. midnight sun.

(hard B. Lauctot is a research wildlife hiolo-

t lit the Alaska Biological Science Center,

S. Geological Survey, in Anchorage,
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AnVERTISRMI'NT

Whenever My Ex-Husband Dates This

One Skinny Blonde, I Have A Secret

Trick I Play On Him
By Sharon Louise Brodie, R.N.

I
began writing this at a very low point

in my life.

First, my husband left me like a thief in

the night. I had been at nurses' training

classes until 11:30 P. M. When I returned

home, there was a note on the kitchen counter

saying he was sorry but "... the fire has died."

How original!

Anyway, he took most of my personal belong-

ings including my furniture, my share of our

savings account — even the sheets off our bed.

And, no matter what his note said, I know

the real reason he left. It was because I was

overweight. Very overweight. I was 5'7" and

weighed 210 pounds at the time. You'd think a

nurse could do something about her weight.

But I couldn't.

I spent $399.95 on a home gym. I tried

acupuncture. I tried hypnotism. I tried sixteen

different diets and failed at all of them.

Let me tell you something. In my humble

opinion diets dont work! Period. I tried

almost every popular diet you could think of.

The problem wasn't losing the weight. It

was keeping it off once I lost it.

I just couldn't go through life starving

myself Or taking dangerous pills. Or drinking

those chalky-tasting "shakes" every day.

I became nervous. Irritable. And hungry.

Always hungry. So any little thing triggered

my anger. I was a bear. Or another "B" word.

Finally I'd binge. It was always the same.

I'd buy a box of chocolate-filled donuts. The

real good kind. Then I'd drive around in my car

with the donuts next to me on the front seat,

eating and listening to Rocket 105.

It was my mother who finally talked me into

getting real help. She made an appointment

for me with our family doctor.

He took my history, listened to my

complaints about diets and then recommended

a program that was completely different from

anything I'd ever seen before.

This wasn't a "diet." It was totally different.

I started the program on May 17th. Within the

first four days, I only lost three pounds. So I

was disappointed. But during the three weeks

that followed, my weight began to drop. Regu-

larly. Within the next 196 days, I went from

202 to 129 pounds. This may not seem like a

lot. But, to me, it was a miracle. This was the

first time in my life I'd ever been able to lose

weight — and keep it off!

It worked for me for one simple reason:

I was allowed to eat.

Three delicious meals. Plus a snack or two.

Every day. Seven days a week.

So I wasn't hungry. I wasn't irritable. I

wasn't bingeing on donuts.

But, I was losing weiglit!

I'm sure you're wondering, "How can a

person eat so much and still lose weight?"

The secret is not in the amount of food

you eat. It's in the prescribed combination of

specific foods you eat during each 24-hour

period. Nutritionally-dense portions of special

fiber, unrefined carbohydrates and certain

proteins.

Researchers have discovered that certain

combinations of foods create what is called,

"The Thermic Effect." In laymen's terms, it

means that these specific combinations

actually amplify and extend your metabolism.

So your body burns more calories. More

consistently. Not just in spurts, like many

diets. That's why it allows you to lose weight

without feeling hungry. Without feeling

irritable. Without feeling bored with all those

"shakes" and bland meals.

The Clinic-30 Program is totally different]

You'll enjoy meat, chicken, fish, vegetables,

potatoes, pasta, soups, baked goods, sauces —
plus great-tasting snacks. Lots of snacks.

You'll also enjoy the variety.

There are literally hundreds of selections

and combinations to choose from. Some are

gourmet meals. Others just soup and

sandwiches.

There are other benefits, too.

• There are no special foods to buy.

Everything's available at your supermarket.

• There are no pills. No powders. No

artificial food. No drugs. No "strange" foods.

• You don't count calories. You don't keep

diaries. Simply stick with the program. It's

easy-to-follow. Everything is explained on a

day-by-day basis.

Why haven't you heard about the Clinic-30

Program on TV? Or in newspapers?

The original progi-am — developed by

Dr. J.T. Cooper, M.D. — was given to senior

medical-school students, interns and doctors

taking in-service training in family practice.

So it's doctor-tested. But, until it was published

by Green Tree Press, Inc., it was only available

to doctors. No one else. And it's still only

available directly through the doctor's

publisher, Green Tree Press.

Here are a few comments from some other

people who purchased the program ...

Steven R. wrote to us from Nova Scotia —
"My weight was 194, now it's 157. My wife

was 159, now she's 133. My daughter was 175,

now she's 150 ... And, now, our neighbors

want to get the program. Is it possible to

purchase 2 dozen programs?

Kitty R. wrote to say she lost 56 pounds —
"The Clinic-30 Program works! I'm an

example. What I like best is that I can eat

six times a day and lose weight! I recommended

it to a couple of friends. Now they've started

losing weight, too!"

And then there's me. Whenever I see my

ex-husband, Mark, and his girlfriend, I have

this secret trick I play on him. I know the

restaurant where the two of them go with

several other couples. I love to go there with a

date — I have plenty now — stroll past his

table and softly whisper, "Hello. Mark."

I know through the "grapexdne" that they all

keep asking him about me ... Am I still single?

... Does he still care about me? ... Are we seeing

each other again? And each time, he has to

explain ... I love it.

We'll be happy to send you the program

to examine for 31 days.

Show it to your doctor. Try it yourself for a

week or two. You're under no obligation to keep

it. In fact, your check won't be cashed for 31

days. You may even postdate it 31 days in

advance if you wish!

If you're not absolutely dehghted with the

results you achieve, simply return it and we'll

promptly return your original uncashed check.

No conditions. No delays.

Or, keep it for a full year. Even then, if

you're not pleased with your results, just return

it for a prompt refimd.

To order, just send your name, address and

postdated check for $15.95 (plus $3.00 shipping/

handling! to The Clinic-30 Program, do Green

Tree Press, Inc.. Dept. 307, 3603 West 12th

Street, Erie. PA 16505.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please do not allou' yourself to become too thin.

It's also very important to consult your

physician before commencing any weight-loss

program because everyone's results will vary.

The message on this page is from — and

directly reflects — the contents of the Clinic-SO

Program. So you're assured of its accuracy.

Visit us at www.greentreepress.com

\

1998 Green Tree Press. Inc.
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Thin

PeopJe
The only OdV
thing worse

than a blind believer

denier.IS a seems

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Aristotle once declared that while the

planets moved against the background

stars, and while shooting stars, comets,

and ecHpses represented variability in the

heavens, the stars themselves were fixed

and unchanging, and Earth was the cen-

ter of all motion in the universe. From

our enhghtened perch rwent\-four cen-

turies later, we chuckle at the foUy of

these ideas, but the claims were the con-

sequence of legitimate, albeit simple, ob-

servations of the natural world.

Aristotle also made other kinds of

claims. He said that heavy things fall faster

than light things. Who could argue

against that? Rocks ob\"iously fall to the

ground faster than tree leaves. But Aristo-

tle went fiirther and declared that hszvy

things fall faster than hght things in direct

proportion to their own weight, so that a

ten-pound object would tall ten times

faster than a one-pound object.

Aristode was badly mistaken.

To test him, simply release a small rock

and a big rock simultaneously from the

same height. Unlike fluttering leaves, nei-

ther rock will be much influenced by air

resistance, and both will hit the ground at

die same time. This experiment does not

require a grant from the National Science

Foundation. Aristotle could have per-

formed it, but didn't. His teachings were

adopted by the Roman Cathohc Church,

and through the Church's power and

influence, many of his proclamations

became lodged in the Western worlds

fund of common knowledge. Not

only did people repeat to others

things that were not true, they

ignored things that clearly hap-

pened but were not supposed

to happen.

In scientific im'estigations of

the namral world, the only thing

worse than a bHnd believer is a

seeing denier. In A.D. 1054, a star in

the constellation Taurus abruptly in-

creased in brightoess by a factor of one

million. Chinese astronomers wrote

about It. Middle Eastern astronomers

wrote about it. Nati\"e Americans in what

is now the southwestern United States

made rock engra\'ings of it. The star be-

came bright enough to be seen in the

daytime sky for weeks, and it continued

to be \isible in the night sky for months.

Yet we have no record of anybody in all

of Europe documenting the event. (The

bright star was actually a supernova ex-

plosion that had occurred in space some

7,000 years earlier, but whose hght had

only just reached Earth.)

True, Europe was just emerging from

the Dark Ages, so we cannot expect acute

data-taking skills to have been common.

But cosmic events that were "allowed" to

happen were routinely recorded. For ex-

ample, what ulrimately became known as

HaUey's comet was seen in 1066 and soon

afterward depicted—complete wAth on-

lookers agape—in a section ot the famous

Bayeux tapestrs'.

But Aristotle had said the stars don't

change. The Church, with its unmatched

authority; promulgated the idea. People

accepted it, beUeved it: a collective delu-

sion that was stronger than their own

powers of obser^'ation.

We all beHeve some things blindly be-

cause Ufe is too short to test every state-

ment uttered by others. I can tell you that

the proton has an antimatter counterpart

(the annproton), but you would need a

hundred million dollars' worth of labora-

tory equipment to verity' the claim. So it's

easier just to believe me and trust that at

least most of the time, and at least \vith :;

regard to the asrrophysical world, I know ; -

what I am talking about. (I don't mind if c

'

you remain skeptical. In fact, 1 encourage;'-

it. Feel free to visit your nearest particle

accelerator to see antimatter for yourself) i

But how about all those statements that]

don't require fancy apparatus to prove?

One would think that in our modern and

enhghtened culture, people would be im-

mune to believing falsehoods that are eas-

ily testable. But we are not.

Consider the following declarations:

The North Star is the brightest star in the

nighttime sky; the Sun is a yellow star;

what goes up must come down; on a dark

night you can see millions of stars with

the unaided eye; in space there is no grav-

ity; a compass points North; days get

shorter in the winter and longer in the

summer; total solar ecHpses are rare.

Every statement in the preceding para-

graph is false.

Yet many people (perhaps most people)

beUeve one or more of these statements

and then spread them to others, even

when a firsthand demonstration of theii

falsity is easy to come by.

Welcome to my Things-People-Say

rant.

The North Star is not the brightest stai

in the nighttime sky. It's not even bright

enough to earn a spot in the celestial top

forty. Perhaps people equate famiharity

with brightoess. But when gazing upon

the northern sky, you will see that three

of the seven stars of the Big Dipper, in-

cluding its "pointer" star, are brightei

than the North Star, which is parked only

three fist-widths away. There is just nc

excuse.

And I don't care what else anyone ha;

e^'er told you, the Sun is white, not yel--—

low. Human color perception is a compli- *.;

cated business, but if the Sun were yeUowJ/.

like a yellow hght bulb, then white stuff. 1

such as snow, would reflect this Hght anc ^
appear yellow—a phenomenon notec

only near fire hydrants. What could leac

people to say that the Sun is yellow:,

Maybe because the occasional bool

makes the claim. Maybe because it's hare

t



check the Sun's color in the middle of

; (.i.i\', when a glance at it can damage

ur eyes. And sunset colors are mislead-

;: when the Sun is low on the horizon,

IS seen through a greater thickness of

Earth's atmosphere, which scatters blue

light from the Sun's spectrum. Left be-

hind are the yellow-orange-red hues of a

color-corrupted Sun.

What goes up need not come down.

All manner of golf balls, flags, vehicles,

and crashed space probes litter the lunar

surface. Unless somebody goes up there

to bring them back, they will never re-

turn to Earth. If you want to go up and

not come down, all you need to do is

travel at any speed faster than about seven

miles per second—straight up. Earth's

gravity will gradually slow you

down, but it ^vill never

succeed in actually revers-

ing your motion and

forcing you back to Earth.

Not ever.

No matter where you

are on Earth and no mat-

ter what the acuity of your

sight (unless your eyes have

pupils the size of binocular

lenses), you will not resolve

any more than about five

or SLX thousand stars in the

entire sky out of the 1 00

brUion (or so) stars of our

Milky Way galaxy. Try it

one night. Things get

much, much worse when

the Moon is out. And if the

Moon happens to be fuU, it

win wash out the light of all

but the brightest few hun-

dred stars.

When one of the

missions of the Apollo space program was

en route to the Moon, a noted television

news anchor announced the exact mo-

ment when the "astronauts left the gravi-

tational field of Earth." But think about

it. The astronauts were on their way to

the Moon, and the Moon orbits Earth.

So Earth's gravity must extend into space

at least as far as the Moon. Indeed, Earth's

gravity, and the gravity of everything else

m the universe, extends without hmit

—

albeit with ever-diminishing strength.

Every object in the universe is puUed in

all directions by countless gravitational

mgs from every other object in the uni-

verse. What the announcer meant was

that the astronauts had crossed the point

in space where the force of the Moon's

gravity exceeds the force of Earth's grav-

ity. The whole job of the mighty, three-

stage Saturn V rocket was to endow the

command module and the lunar lander

with just enough initial speed to reach

this crossover point, because, thereafter,

they would passively accelerate toward

the Moon—wliich they did. Yes, gravity

is everywhere.

As everybody knows, when it comes to

magnets, opposite poles attract and similar

poles repel. But a compass needle is de-

signed so that the half that has been mag-

netized "north" points to Earth's mag-

netic North Pole. The only way the

north half of a magnetized object can

point to Earth's magnetic North Pole is if

magnetic north is actually in the south

and magnetic south is in the north. Mag-

nets hold these truths to be self-evident.

Furthermore, no particular law of the

universe requires the precise alignment of

an object's magnetic poles with its geo-

graphic poles. On Earth, the two are sep-

arated by about 800 miles, which makes

na\dgarion by compass a futile exercise in

Antarctica and northern Canada.

Do winter days grow shorter? No, be-

cause the first day ofwinter is the shortest

day of the year, so every succeeding day

in the season must get longer and longer.

Similarly, since the first day of summer is

the longest day of the year, every suc-

ceeding dav in the summer must get

P
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shorter and shorter. This is, of course, the

opposite of what is told and retold. (In

England, none of this is a problem be-

cause the solstice is not called the first day

ofsummer but midsummer's day.)

Total solar eclipses are not rare. Viewed

from somewhere on Earths surface, the

Moon passes completely in front of the

Sun even,- couple of years. This event is

more common than the summer

Olympics, yet you don't read newspaper

headlines declaring, "A Rare Ol^Tnpics

WiU Take Place This Year." The per-

ceived rarity of eclipses may derive from a

simple fact: at any chosen spot on Earth,

you may have to wait up to a half millen-

nium before you see a total solar eclipse.

True—but lame as an argument, because

there are spots on Earth (Hke the middle

of the Sahara Desert or any region of

Antarctica) that have never hosted the

Olympics and probably never will.

Want a few more checkably wrong

statements? At high noon, the Sun is di-

rectly overhead. The Sun rises in the east

and sets in the west. The Moon comes

out only at night. At the equinox, there

are twelve hours of day and twelve hours

of night. The Southern Cross is a beauti-

ful constellation.

At no time of day. on no day of the

year, and in no place in the continental

United States is the Sun directly over-

head. If it were, vertical objects such as

telephone poles would cast no shadows.

The only people on the planet who see

such a "high noon" live in the Tropics,

that is. between 23.5° south latitude and

23.5° north latitude. And even there, the

Sun passes directly overhead on only two

days a year. The concept of an earth\Aide

high noon, hke the superlative brighmess

of the North Star and the yellow Sun, is a

collective delusion.

For ever\- person on Earth, the Sun

rises due east and sets due west on only

two days of the year: the first day of

spring and the first day of fall. Otherwise,

except tor those who live smack dab on

the equator, the Sun rises and sets at a dif-

ferent spot on the horizon 363 days of the

vear. From the latitude ofNew York Cit\-

(41° north—the same as that of Madrid

and Beijing), the Sun's rising spot can be

an\"\vhere along a 60° span of the hori-

zon. From the latitude of London (51°

north) the sunrise spot can span nearly

80°. Viewed from the Arctic or Antarctic

Circles, the Sun can even rise due north

or due south, spanning a full 180 degrees.

The Moon "comes out ' not onlv at

night but also when the Sun is in the slsy.

B\' making a small extra investment in

your sk)r viewing (such as looking up in

broad daylight), you wiU notice that the

Moon is visible in the da\Time nearly as

often as it is at night.

As for the equinox, look at the sunrise

The equinox is not

halfday and half

night. Depending

on latitude,

daytime wins out

by up to thirty

minutes.

and sunset rimes m the newspaper on the

first day of either spring or fall. The day is

not split into two equal twelve-hour

blocks. In all cases, daTOme wins. De-

pending on your latitude, it can win by as

few as seven minutes at the equator and

by up to nearly half an hour at the Arctic

and Antarctic Circles. Whom or what do

we blame? For one thing, refracted sun-

hght, as it passes from the vacuum of in-

terplanetary space to Earths atmosphere,

causes an image of the Sun to appear

above the horizon several minutes before

the acmal Sun has risen. Equivalendy. the

actual Sun has set several minutes before

the sunset that you see. Then there is the

convention of defining sunrise as the mo-

ment when the upper edge of the Sun's

disk peeks above the horizon and. simi-

larly, defining sunset as the moment the

Suns upper edge sinks below the hori-

zon. The problem is that these "upper

edges'" are on opposite halves of the Sun,

thereby pro\-iding an extra solar width of

light in the sunrise/sunset calculation.

And don't get me started on the South-

ern Cross. It gets the award for the great-

est h}-pe among aU eight\'-eight consteUa-

rions. Listening to Southern Hemisphere

people talk about this constellarion. hear-

ing the songs written about it, seeing it

on the national flags of Australia, New
Zealand, Western Samoa, and Papui

New Guinea

—

^n'ou would think that we

in the North were somehow deprived.

Nope. First of all, one needn't travel to

the Southern Hemisphere to see the

Southern Cross. It's plainly \-isible (al-

though low m the sk\-) from as far north

as Miami, Horida. This diminutive con-

stellation is the smallest in the sk\"—^\'our

fist at arm's length would echpse it com-

pletely. Its shape isn't ver\- interesting, ei-

ther. It vou were to draw a rectangle using

a connect-the-dots method you would

use four stars. And ifyou were to draw a

cross, you would presumably include a

fifth star in the middle to indicate the

cross-point of the two beams. But the

Southern Cross is composed of only four

stars, and is therefore more accurately

likened to a kite or a crooked box. In the

Northern Hemisphere, we have the

Northern Cross, composed of the full five

stars that a cross deser\'es. It forms a subset

of the larger constellation Cygnus (the

Swan), which is fl\Tiig across the sb.'

along the Milk\' Way. ji

When people believe a tale that co^'

flicts with e\"idence, it tells me that people

under\"alue the role ot e\"idence in tor-

mulating an internal belief s\"stem. Why

this is so is not clear. But aU hope is not

lost. Occasionally, people say things that

are always true, no matter what. One o(*

my favorites is "Wherever you go, there

you are," and its Zen coroOarv; "Ifwe are

all here, then we must not be all there."

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is tin

Frederick P. Rose Director ofXew York City':

Hayden Planetarium and is a Visiting Re-

search Scientist at Princeton University.
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One scientists vision

revolutionizes the hearing

industry, benefiting millions

of people...

Crystal Ear® uses sophisticated electronics to provide affordable,

cosnietically-pleasing and easy-to-use hearing amplification.

by Harold Sturmim

One day a friend asked my
wife Jill if I had a hearing

aid. "He certainly does,"

replied Jill, "Me!" After hearing

about a remarkable new product,

Jill finally got up the nerve to

ask me if I'd ever thought about

getting a hearing aid. "No way,"

I said. "It would make me look

20 years older and cost a fortune."

"No, no," she replied. "This is

entirely different. It's not a hearing

aid... it's Crystal Ear!"

No one will know. Jill was right.

Crystal Ear is different—not the

bulky, old-styled body-worn or

over-the-ear aid, but an advanced

personal sound system so small

it's like contacts for your ears.

And Crystal Ear is super-sensitive

and powerful, too. You will hear

sounds your ears have been miss-

ing for years. Crystal Ear will make
speech louder, and the sound is

pure and natural.

I couldn't believe how tiny it is. It is

smaller than the tip of my little finger and

it's almost invisible when worn. There are

no wires, no behind-the-ear devices. Put it in

your ear and its ready-to-wear mold fits

comfortably. Since it's not too loud or too

tight, you may even forget that you're wearing

it! Use it at work or at play. And if your hear-

ing problem is worse in certain situations, use

Crystal Ear only when you need it.

A fraction of the price. Hearing loss is the

world's number-one health problem, but in

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE:

200 Hz to

6142 Hz

HARMONIC
DISTORTION:

.03% at 1600 Hz

AMPLIFICATION:

Superior

Class D

/(Circuitry

VOLUME:

Adjustable

Innovative,

breakthrough

technology

solves common
problem...

Hearing loss, which

typically begins

prior to teenage

years, progresses

throughout one's

lifetime. Nearly 90

percent of people

suffering the type

of loss Crystal Ear

was designed for

choose to leave the

problem untreated.

Crystal Ear is now

available to help

these people treat

their hearing loss

with a small and

very affordable

Class I in-the-canal

hearing amplifier

COMPARE CRYSTAL EAR AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE

most cases it goes completely untreated. For

many millions of people, hearing devices are

way too expensive, and the retail middlemen

want to keep it that way. What's more, treating

hearing loss the old retail way can involve

numerous office visits, expensive testing and

adjustments to fit your ear. Thanks to Crystal

Ear, the "sound solution" is now affordable

and convenient. Almost 90% of people with

mild hearing loss, and millions more with just

a little hearing dropoff, can be dramatically

helped with Crystal Ear. Plus, its superior

design is energy-efficient, so batter-

ies can last months, not just weeks.

MOST
IN-CANAL
BRANDS

CRYSTAL
EAR

Require fitting Yes No

Require testing Yes No

Battery life 160 hours 320 hours

Impact resistance Average Excellent

Whistling/feedback Frequent Limited

Telephone use Yes Excellent

Retail price $1,000-2,000 $299.85

You'll feel years younger! Wear

Crystal Ear indoors, outdoors, at

home and at work. Crystal Ear

arrives ready to use, complete with

batteries, two different fitting

sleeves, a cleaning brush and even a

carrying case. Crystal Ear is a break-

through advance in the hearing

device field. It is made in the USA,

using state-of-the-art micro-manu-

facturing techniques that cut costs

dramatically—savings that we can

pass on to you. The conventional companies,

domestic and foreign, don't like that!

Don't be fooled by high prices. No hear-

ing device, no matter how expensive, can

eliminate background noise, despite claims

by the manufacturers. Crystal Ear does not

promise miracles—just an affordable, sound

solution to many common hearing problems.

DON'T TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT...

"My father spent

over $5000 on anoth-

er brand. 1 showed

him my Crystal Ear,

he tried it, and he

decided it worked

better than his

brand, even though

it was a small

fraction of the cost!"

"It's so easy to put in and out of my ear...

I just twist it. It's small and the tone matches

my ear, so I can look in my mirror and not

ei'en see it in my ear. I'm very happy about

that. In fact, no one has ever commented...

I don't think anyone realizes.

—Satisfied Crystal Ear users

Risk-free. Try Crystal Ear and hear what

you've been missing. It comes with a 90-day

manufacturer's limited warranty as well as

our risk-free home trial. If you're not satisfied,

return it within 30 days for a full refund.

Crystal Ear®:

Three credit-card payments of S99.95 si9 s&h

If not purchasing a pair, please specify right or left ear.

Please mention promotional code 4012-13532.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966
^^^l^^iCSlI^'--

comtrad
industries
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102

Midlothian, Virginia 23113
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Foithfu
In 1916, ranchers drilling for water on

the 30,000-acre, privately owned Fly

Ranch in Nevada's Hualapai Flat (a

stone's throw from the Black Rock

Desert) got a bit more than they

expected. They inadvertently tapped a

vein of geothermal water (as hot as

220° F) churning just a few feet below

the surface. Fly Geyser was born.

Into this once bone-dry ecosystem,

part of the 190,000-square-mile Great

Basin Desert, water now constandy

flows—twenty-four hours a day, seven

days a week. The water has transformed

the habitat into the seeming

contradiction pictured here—a desert

wetland. The spectacular colors are the

result of thermophilic bacteria and algae,

as well as mineral deposits from the water

(including iron). Over the years, the

water has also deposited travertine, a type

of limestone. Its accumulation has

formed the fifteen-foot-plus mounds

fi-om which the three separate discharges

emerge, as well as the lavalike formations

that surround them.

—

Annette Heist

Photograph by Jack Dykinga

I
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The Humpbacks ofAntongil Bay
By Howard Rosenbaum

The thirty hours of travel to Madagascar

from New York gave me some time to

consider the worst possible scenario: what

if we had come all this way and couldn't

find any humpback whales? Humpbacks

(Megaptera novaeangliae) are baleen whales

that grow up to fifty feet, with flippers

spanning nearly a third of their length.

They are known for energetic and spec-

tacular behaviors, such as breaching, lob-

taihng, flipper slapping, spyhopping, and

bubble feeding. Males produce some of

complex songs of

mammals. Before

the most

any marine

whales were

hunted in-

tensively in

the nineteenth

centuiT, hump-

backs probably

numbered about

150,000 worldwide;

today's estimates range

from 25,000 to 35,000.

When I began my research

very little information existed on

humpback wintering areas in the western

Indian Ocean, although other ocean

basins in the Southern Hemisphere had

been the subject of research studies. From

looking at nineteenth-

century whaling records,

I knew that many hump-

backs had been hunted

by whalers in the waters

around Madagascar as

they migrated from their

summer feeding grounds

in Antarctica's nutrient-

rich waters to winter

breeding and calving

areas m the tropical lat-

itudes. I also knew the

whaling industries had

operated on Madagas-

car's southeastern coast

well into the 1950s, but where specifically

did humpbacks spend the winter? Were

there any whales stiU wintering around

the island?

I first ran across old ships' logs with ref-

erences to humpback catches around

Madagascar while I was an undergradu-

ate. One area, Antongil Bay, appeared to

be an ideal wintering ground, at least on

the map—a large (nineteen miles wide,

forty-four miles deep), shallow (the deep-

est areas are no more than 400 feet), and

protected body of water. I would not get

the opportunity to survey the area, how-

ever, for another six years. In the mean-

time, I continued my humpback research

and began working at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History's Molecular Sys-

tematics Laboratory.

With funding from the Museum's Centel *

for Biodiversity and Conservation, I wen' !"

to Madagascar's Antongil Bay in Jul'

1996 to look for humpbacks with a tean '^

of scientists and personnel from the Wild

life Conservation Society-Madagasca

and Project Masoala (run by CARE In

ternational and dedicated to local envi

ronmental and conservation issues) , alon

with other scientists from the Museuir'

Uncertain whether we would have anl
'*

success at all, we set up a base camp o:

Nosy Mangabe, a lush island nature rd '''

serve several miles from the remolj ''i

northeastern coastal town of Maroants^

tra. On the first clear, calm morning, w

headed out into the bay and, almost irr

mediately, spotted the tall, distinctiv »

bushy "blow" of a humpback a half mi

or so from us. In another direction, w

saw a humpback breaching, then

more blows in the dis-



ince. On that first morning, we saw

bout twenty of these leviathans—almost

5 many as I had anticipated seeing the

ntire trip.

For the next two months, we spent the

jetter part of each day on the water look-

ig for and identifying humpbacks, using

iie same basic methods that nineteenth-

lentury whalers used to spot them: look-

ig for a tall blow, a fluke-up dive, or

•ther acrobatic behavior. Then we com-

ined a variety of classical and modern

echniques to identify individuals and

scord behavior. We tracked the move-

iients of individual whales using a com-

,iination of photographs (showing

11 he patterns on the ventral side

f tail flukes, as well

Against the backdrop of the Masoala

Peninsula, a humpback lobtails into the bay

with a thundering crash.

as the natural shape and scarring pattern

on the dorsal fin) and satelUte technology

via the Global Positioning System (GPS).

We also videotaped behaviors and

recorded humpback sounds and songs

with a hydrophone and obtained tissue

samples using a crossbow with a small,

modified biopsy dart attached to an

arrow. Later on, in the Museum's labora-

tory, we looked at the DNA extracted

firom the tissue samples, which provided

us with genetic information to determine

the sex of individuals. ^ Together vnth

our photographic ^^k and posi-

tioning

data, these

findings

allowed us

to begin

reconstruct-

ing genealog-

ical relation-

ships within and

among popula-

tions. With these

methods, we now main-

tain a database on identified

individuals and can record their

movements in the area.

We also observed a range of behaviors.

Males often congregated in large groups

to compete with one another for the

right to mate with a receptive female,

charging and lunging to maintain or im-

prove positioning. The male closest to a

female and able to fend off his challengers

(the primary escort) presumably wins the

right to mate, although thus far, no one

has directly observed mating in this spe-

cies. Once we watched seven males at the

surface forcefully exhale (sounding re-

markably like trumpets), one right after

the other, and then lunge and roll into

one another as they jockeyed for position

within the group. Then they lifted their

tail flukes into the air and dived. When

they surfaced again, three more whales

had joined the group, which was zigzag-

ging in all directions, indifferent to our

presence. This behavior was repeated sev-

eral times, with four whales—probably

the female with her primary escort and

challengers—always surfacing first.

In two seasons of fieldwork, from July

through September, 1996 and 1997, we

identified about 250 individuals. Of this

group, 23 were mothers with newborn

calves. Despite decades of whaling and

possible recent illegal exploitation, hump-

backs still use Antongil Bay as a wintering

ground.

Our project is ongoing and continues

to grow. Malagasy researchers and stu-

dents are being trained on-site and at the

Museum, and we hope to estabUsh a

long-term marine mammal research pro-

gram in Madagascar.

Howard Rosenbaum is a research fellow in the

Museum's Molecular Systematics Laboratory.

From August 17 until September 20, his

work at Antongil Bay will be covered by the

Discovery Channel on-line and will also be

shown on the Museum's Web site (www.

amnh.org). TIte program is called "Hump-

backs of Madagascar: An Expedition iinth the

American Museum ofNatural History.

"

July and August Events

Flora at Risk
"Rare Beauty: America's Endaiis;ered Platils." an exliihi-

tion of pholographi d)' Xfaryl Lcniie, i.< on disi'lay '" '^^

Akeley Gallery from July 15 ihrougti October 4.

Some pliuits tlirivc only in areas like limestone out-

crops, acid bogs, or blowing sand dunes. Maryl

Levine has photographed thirt>--t\vo such rare plants

of the United States, including California's large-

flowercd fiddleneck, whose population in the wild is

now limited to one steep slope of a sm;ill ra\ine, and

Nebraska's blowout penstemon. specifically adapted

to bare sand "blowouts." Efforts to stabilize these

dunes ;u-tificially have reduced the species' habitat and

tlireateiied dieir survival.

The American Museum of Natural History is located

at Central Piuk West and 79th Street in New York

City. For tickets and information about events, call

(212) 7</)-5200. Consult tlie Museum Web site for

additional information (littpV/www.amnli.org). For

hours and admission fees, call (212) 769-5100.
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So naturally, he drives a Diamante LS. You see,
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he has absolutely no interest in driving a boat.

A big multi-adjustable

seat holds you, while

big speed-rated tires
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ways a Diamante
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"I can climb that mountain with four wheels."

"I can climb it with two."

"I can do it with one."

"Let's meet our finalist: Bob is a gym teaclier from Duluth.

"Okay, Bob. Climb that mountain."
And iie'll be driving tiie Mercedes-Benz M-Class! Joiinny?"

(Audience applause) "That's right, Brock, the impressive

M-Class comes with the unique 4-wheel Electronic Traction

System. 4-ETS electronically senses wfheelspin and responds

by braking the slipping wheels. Then, it redirects power

back to the wheels with traction. Now you can get a grip

in almost any condition-with the M-Class!" (Audience

applause) "Thanks, Johnny! Well, Bob has made it up the

mountain on just one wheel, so he's our big winner! Johnny,

tell us what he's won!" (Audience applause) "For more informa-

tion, call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES, or visit us atwww.MBUSA.com.

The Mercedes-Benz M-Class starts at $34,950.*" M-CLASS
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Discovery

34 Sizing Up the Competition
Africa's wild dogs are a fast-disappearing

breed. But competing with lions and hyenas

for prey may be easier than competing

with humans for habitat.

Scott Creel

Pliotogmphs byJonathan Scott

4 Up Front: Ah, Wildness

6 To the Editor

8 Contributors

Special Report iHrY^P^HlL
46 Guyana's Gold Standard

^flfuBIn August 1995, Guyana's Essequibo River

turned red; a spill from a gold-mining l_?Ihbi^HI
operation sent cyanide-laden effluent into the hrim^^^^V^
water, killing fish and alarming residents. HQQ^^^^m^
Forced to reevaluate its dependence on gold. jlPIHCSBBi
Guyana is now at a crossroads. Says a local pS^BHHlMti
poHtician, "Ifwe make the wrong choice iol^^^^^^^H
now, we'U pay for it forever." H^^hBI^^I
Markjacobson ^^^^^SS
Photographs by Antomn Kratochvil li^^flB^K^2
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Ah, Wildness
Looking for what's still wild? In this issue, we find wildness in East Africa,

South America, Minnesota, your backyard: wild dogs, wildcatters, wild rice,

and wildflowers, respectively. Wild still exists, and not in name only.

While most tourists in Tanzania go to Serengeti National Park to see

wildhfe, the Selous Game Reserve is bigger and less disturbed. There,

researcher Scott Creel ("Sizing Up the Competition," page 34) has been

observing one of Africa's largest remaining wild dog populations and

determining how the dogs' survival is linked to that of lions and hyenas.

In a time when most industrialized nations are becoming chary about

exploiting their own natural resources, international corporations are going to

new frontiers looking for gold, diamonds, wood, and oil. In countries like

cash-strapped Guyana, they often find that governments become willing

partners in the quest. Writer Mark Jacobson and photographer Antonin

Kratochvil ("Guyana's Gold Standard," page 46) decided to see the effects of

the great Guyana mining disaster: in 1995, some 800 million gallons of

cyanide-laced effluent from the gold-purifying process spilled into Omai

Creek and from there flowed into the Essequibo, the largest river in Guyana.

Jacobson and Kratochvil found the cyanide gone but the country struggUng to

control the exploitation of its natural resources from without as well as from

within.

In "Just Lookin' for a Home" (page 60), Arthur E. Weis and Warren G.

Abrahamson provide a lesson in biodiversity from the wilds close to home—as

close as the nearest stand of goldenrod.

Finally, Robb Walsh ("Wild and Wilder," page 82) discovers that wild rice

is not really rice at all and that most of what's lawfully sold as wild rice, isn't.

Those who harvest the truly wild stuff, he found, are facing a difficult

future.

—

Bruce Stutz

lion in Tanzania's Selous Game Res
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To the

Editor
Things Tyson Says

Thank you for Neil de Grasse

Tysons "Things People Say"

(July/August 1998), which

exposes many common

misstatements about celestial

phenomena. The article

inipUed, however, that there is

no variation in sunrise (and

sunset) points for viewers at the

equator.

Actually, people on the

equator see the Sun rismg

vertically in a range spanning 47

degrees—^from 23.5 degrees

north of east at the June solstice

to 23.5 degrees south of due

east by the December solstice.

The equator is the only place

where the rising points of all

celestial bodies, including the

Sun. are equivalent to their

declinations.

Yuri MYkola]V]'ch

New York, Neiv York

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: Silly me. Equatorial

residents do not experience

zero variation in sunrise and

sunset points, as wrongly stated

in my essay, but they do

experience the least variation

in sunrise and sunset points ot

any spot on earth. Perhaps

"Things People Say" should

have urged equal skepticism

about things people write.

Barstool Biodiversity

I applaud your eiforts to bring

our present extinction crisis

before the public ("Life in the

Balance," June 1998). I remam

daunted, however, by the reahn-

pointed out by Museum

president Ellen Putter in the

"Up Front" section ofthe same

issue: the scientific community

rates biodiversit\- loss as our

planet's most serious

environmental problem, yet the

public isn't even sure what the

word biodiversity means.

Perhaps ifbar and restaurant

patrons everywhere would muH

over the image at right

(produced with the help ofmy

conservation biology students at

Colorado College), we might

gain some ground. I live in

eternal hope.

Peter Marchand

Colorado Springs, Colorado

In the coming issues of

Paleocommerce

Dmosaurs for Sale

Ancient bones have become big business, from the auction

houses ofNew York to the flea markets ofthe West. Are

museums losing out to treasure hunten and wealthy collectors?

Interview

The rather ofModem Ecology
A talk with Euaene Odum

Life just wouldn't be the

same without it.

These foods depend on the following organisms:

Food sources: "^Tieat Tritiaiiii acstiviiui rice Ory:a s.iur.i

corn Zca vhiys cassava Maiiihot cSi-iitcma barley Hordciiiu

nih^.m- sorghum Sorghiiiii bi,-olor hops Hnmubis lupiihis yeast

S.uslLmviiyics carlsbavaisis milk from cows Bos taiinis tfed

alfalfa Medicaoo s.nira corn Zc.i ways wheat Triricwn acstiviini

cotton seed Gossypiiiiii barbadaise soybean Glyane uiaxi

cheese molds Streptococcus lactis, S. cremoris, S. dimns,

LactobaciUus wici jalapeno and green pepper Capsiaim

aiininiiii tomato Lycopersicon esculentiuu onion Alliiun cepa

garlic AUiimi sativum cilantro Coriaudrum sativum olive Olea

curopaca Pollinators: honeybee Apis mellifera bumblebee

Bondnis spp. native bee Exomalopsis fly Diptera Natural Pest

Controls: little brown bat Myotis hicifugus barn owl Tyto

alba American kestrel Fako sparvcrius yellow warbler

Deiidroica petechia eastern kingbird Tyramms tyraunus

ladybird beetle Coleoptera coccinellidae pirate bug Heteroptera

miridac assassin bug Zelos bilobus lacewing Neuroptera

chrysopidac wasp Hyiiieiioptera mite Acariformes midge

Ccratopooonidae spider Araucae Soil Microbes: i i5+ species

ofantluvpods, fiuioi, algae, bacteria, cyanobacteria.

Here's to the good life in things!
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Meredith F. Small ("Love with the Proper Stranger") is a wTiter and professor of anthropolog\' at Cornell

L":uversit\'. She was fascinated by mate choice among the Hutterites because it demonstrates the

;:icenecQon ofbiology and culture. "Even when culture is supposed to be most influential, as we might

expect it to be w'hen it comes to choosing a mate, innate biolog\- keeps poking through," she explains.

Small's most recent article for Xawral History "Our Babies, Ourselves" (October 1997), was based on a

book of the same name published last spring by Anchor/Doubleday Books. The book explores the new

field of ethnopediatrics, which places parenting in cross-cultural and biological perspective. Smalls

pre\dous books include I-Wwr'^ Love Got to Do mih It? Tlie Evolution of Human Mating (Anchor Books,

1996) and Female Choices: Sexual Behavior ofFemale Primates (Cornell University Press, 1995).

1,

Scott Creel ("Sizing Up the Competition") and his wife, Nanq,'. Hved for several years in Tanzania's

Sereiigen National Park studying dwarfmongooses. While there, they became interested in wild dogs,

which, like the mongooses, ]ive in packs and breed cooperatively. In 1991, w-hile Creel, right, was an

assistant professor at Rockefeller University, the couple undertook a six-year field

smdy ofthe dogs U\Tng in Selous Game Reser\'e. Creel is finishing up a book on the

beha\?ior, ecology, and conservation ofwild dogs. Now an associate professor of

biology at Montana State University, he has recendy turned some ofhis research

attention to North America's gray wolf Award-winning photographer Jonothon

fJPPS^ £^^A Scott has written and illustrated twelve books, been involved in a number ot

tele\;ision programs, and produced a CD-ROM—all on African wildlife. Scott's other great

Antarctica. He and his wife, Angela, are currendy writing a book about their travels there.

love is

New Yorker Mork JoCObSOn ("Guyana's Gold Standard") is a regular contributor to Natural Histor]'; he has covered

topics ranging firam digging for fossils in the Badlands ofSouth Dakota to the legacy' ofreggae composer-performer

Bob Madey. A contributing editor for New York magazine. Jacobson. right, has wTitten two works of fiction, Gojiro

(Grow/Adantic, 1998) and Everyone and No One (Villard, 1997). Afltonin KrotOChvil, who accompanied Jacobson to

Gm^ana, w^as bom in what is now the Czech Republic and has spent many years documenting life in Eastern

Europe. Kratoch^il, associated with Saba Press Photos, has won many aw"ards, most recendy the Alfred Eisenstaedt

Aw-ard for magazine photography for his pictures of street children in "Mongoha: Out in the Cold.'" which

appeared in the July/August 1997 issue o{ Natural Histor)'.

^'Tiile conducting research for his dissertation on insects that use goldenrod. Arthur WeiS ("Just Lookin' for

a Home") decided to setde an ancient question; are galls a feature of plants or of the insects found m them?

I II
Weis, left, now" professor of ecolog^^ and evolutionary biology at the University of California, lr\ine.

continues his research on the evolution ofplant defenses against insects. Much of his fieldwork is

Wm^ 3 wli^^^Hf' conducted at the National Emironmental Research Park at the Fermi National Accelerator Laborator\^

,^-, ^imf^^H^m Coauthor Worren AbrahamSOn's interest in goldenrod galls was sparked eadier in his life and by more

practical considerations. When he w-as five years old, a painter working on his family's

house paid him a penny for ever\- gall he collected; the larv-ae in the galls make good

Abrahamson is Da\id Burpee Professor of Plant Genetics at Bucknell University-, w-here

he works with a local land trust (Merrill Linn Land and Waterways Conservancy). He is also conducting

research on the effects of fire on scrub communities in Honda. Last year, Princeton Universitx' Press

published Abrahamson and Weiss mear^- but \'ery readable Evolutionar)' Ecolog)' Aaoss Tliree Trophic Levels: ._^_ ,^^ —,»
Goldenrods, Gallmakers, and Natural Enemies. i*^';-^-€»^-'^^

bait tor icc

Arthur Morris ("The Namral Moment") is a nature photographer and wTiter w'ho specializes in birds. His

many bird photographs have been published in Audubon ^Lloa^ine and National Geographic, among many

others, and in all the major field guides. Two of his images were awarded prizes in the 1997 British Gas

Wildhfe Photographer of the Year Competition. "When I venture afield with my super-telephoto rig

and tripod." the former New- York Civy schoolteacher says, ""selling pictures is the last thing on my mind.

I shoot to make art—to please myselfand inspire others." Morris's latest publication is T7je Art ofBird

Photography: Tlie Complete Guide to Professional Techniques (Watson-GuptiU Pubhcations, 1998).
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The Politics of

Plagues
By Paul Fanner

Viruses, Plagues, and History, by

Michael B. A. Oldstone. Oxford Univer-

sity Press, $25; 21 1 pp., illus.

Epidemics and History: Disease, Power

AND Imperialism, by Sheldon Watts. Yale

University Press, $35; 414 pp., illus.

i-Review viruses, Nobel laureate Peter

Medawar once observed, are merely

"pieces of nucleic acid surrounded by bad

news." Along with bacteria, fungi, proto-

zoa, and other microscopic pathogens,

viruses continue to spell bad news. Three

[decades after a United States Surgeon

General declared that it was "time to

close the book on infectious diseases,"

these illnesses, most of which are readily

treatable or preventable, remain the

world's single most common cause of

death, accounting for 17 million of the

estimated 52 million deaths in 1995.

In Viruses, Plagues, and History, virolo-

gist Michael Oldstone chronicles past epi-

demiological successes and predicts high

yield on fiiture investments in the basic

sciences to combat viral challenges. In

Epidemics and History, historian Sheldon

Watts covers social and economic aspects

and takes a less sanguine view. Both the

scientist and the historian agree that the

eradication of smallpox in 1 977 was a feat

of unprecedented importance, but Watts

notes that "in the viral world out there,

niches emptied are soon refilled."

Oldstone, who works at the Scripps

Research Institute in La JoUa, California,

recounts the history of viral plagues

through a series of sometimes rambling

narratives. Like previous works of this

genre, including Hans Zinsser's often

zany 1934 classic. Rats, Lice, and History,

The news that a cowpox vaccination could prevent smallpox in humans was greeted by some

with skepticism and repugnance. In Cow-Pock, painted in 1802, artistJames Cillnay

satirizes the procedure.

Oldstone 's is a book by a laboratory sci-

entist who has discovered history and the

persuasive power of anecdote. We learn

that in World War 1, some 80 percent of

deaths among United States Army sol-

diers were caused "not by bullets, shells,

or shrapnel but by influenza." Particularly

virulent epidemics, such as the yellow

fever that decimated Memphis in the

"dark year" of 1878, are rendered in vivid

detail. Oldstone is sketchy, however, on

Lassa fever, Ebola, and hantavirus, which

have excited worldwide interest even

though they are, statistically speaking,

small-time players.

Another cavO: Oldstone's book has lit-

tle sense of scale. A discussion of scrapie,

or mad cow disease (which may or may

not be the same as the rare human afflic-

tion known as Creuzfeldt-Jakob disease),

is sandwiched between HIV and in-

fluenza, which together have killed tens

of millions. And there's no revealins^ in-

formation on controversies surrounding

scrapie's etiology, although the subtide for

that chapter asks, "virus or prion dis-

ease?" There's a fine discussion of polio

and influenza, but Oldstone's brief chap-

ter on HIV will likely irk the AIDS

cognoscenti (he uses terms like "the het-

erosexual commumfy") and will not sat-

isfy inquiring minds. When he writes that

"the history of virology would be incom-

plete without describing the pohtics and

the superstitions evoked by viruses and

the diseases they cause," we're disap-

pointed that we don't get an insider's ac-

count of, say, the GaUo-Montagnier feud

over the discovery of HIV.

Science, in Oldstone's view, will prevail

if allowed to flourish, but one keeps won-

dering about recent outbreaks of tubercu-

losis, plague, cholera, t)'phoid, and diph-

theria—all with heavN' loss of life—in

settings as diverse as Eastern Europe and

Latin America. Those skeptical of cheertlil
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medical triumphalism may prefer Epi-

demics and Histcij, a more scholarly work.

The richly documented narrative has con-

siderable moral bite but is also suffiised

wdth irony and -ttit. Watts, a \Tsiting asso-

ciate professor of history at the American

UniversiD,- in Cairo, is well-grounded in

social responses to a host of plagues, from

smallpox to s^'phihs. The black death, for

example, generated hysteria in Renais-

sance Florence, where officials burned

down the houses of plague vic-

tims and locked the dying in |

quarantine (we have the Itahans %

to thank for this word). In seven- i

teenth-centur^" Eg\-pt, in con-

trast, "many rich men, emirs.

great merchants and others,

joined in charitable work and as-

sisted personally with the burial

of a great number of plague

dead."

Where Oldstone sees mainly

microbes. Watts also sees the so-

cially constructed entities that

drive forward responses to these

plagues and the "swampy fron-

tier" lying between objective medical

"truth" and subjective, culturally derived

perceptions. But Watts, who dates mod-

em medicine to Robert Koch's discovery

of the tubercle bacillus, wonders why

modern doctors and technicians, building

on Koch's insights, haven't been able to

control all epidemic diseases. At the heart

oi Epidemics and History is a keen appreci-

ation ofthe conaibution, both to plagues

and our responses to them, of social in-

equalities.

Watts 's familiarit\- v,-ith colomal history-

informs his v.T\- dissection of several of

imperial medicine's darker episodes, in-

cluding its dealings \mxh. leprosy and

malaria. Early practitioners of tropical

medicine regarded these diseases as "im-

perial dangers" that posed threats chiefly

to the colonists, /is eady as the seventh

century, while many in the Muslim world

understood lepros)' clinically as an infec-

tious disease, much of Christendom re-

garded it as "God's punishment for dark,

hidden thoughts, words, and deeds, usu-

ally invohdng disgusting forms of sex."

This persistent medieval notion was trans-

ported to colonial Africa. I am willing to

predict that Watts 's trenchant examination

of African leprosaria will become classic

medical histon'.

Part of the diflierence in the tone of

these books lies in the topics chosen.

Watts takes on some of the failures

(malaria control being the classic ex-

ample) not even considered by Oldstone.

Aztecs afflicted with smallpox are portrayed in a

sixteenth-century treatise, Florentine Codex:

General History' o± the Things ot New Spain.

Watts 's account rings truer, because the

control of infectious diseases has been, in

many senses, a failure—especially from

the \"iewpoint ot the worlds poor. Watts

compares the causes ot death among the

wealthiest fitth of the worlds population

\\dth those afflictions that kill the poorest

fifth. While only 8 percent of deaths

among the w-orld's wealthiest are caused

by infections and maternal and perinatal

mortaht}', iuUy 56 percent of all deaths

among the poor are caused bv these con-

ditions, with infectious diseases at the

head of the Hst.

Paul Farmer is an associate professor at Haivard

Medical School, where he directs the Program hi

Infectious Disease and Social Change. A
physician-anthropologist, he divides his clinical

time between Haiti's Clinique Bon Sauveur

and Boston's Brigham and Women's Hospital.

He is the author yf AIDS and Accusation:

Haiti and the Geography of Blame, The

Uses ofHaiti, and thefortlicoming Infections

and Inequalities: The A4odern Plagues.

Pathogens

on Parade
By Robert Anderson

I

(

natUre.net Nature's most deadly organ-

isms have always been its smallest: parasites,

protozoans, bacteria, Mruses, and prions

(those mysterious proteins suspected of

causing mad cow disease). With its numer-

ous medical sites dealing with topics from

cancer to sports injuries, the Internet can

also offer plent\- of information on infec-

tious diseases. The Anatomy of an Epi-

demic site (library.advanced.org/11170)

has an animated map of the world; select

a disease and watch it spread across the

continents. (Texas cattlemen will be

happy to see not a trace ofmad cow dis-

ease jumping to North America.) Out-

break (wv\-\v.outbreak, org) provides a lot

ofinformation on emerging diseases.

The World Lecture Hall (^^-^^-^v.utexas.

edu/world/lecture) lists course materials

from many institutions on every aspect of

infectious disease. One such site is Med-

ical Microbiology, which has a nice

gallery of many disease-causing bacteria

(www:geodties.com/CapeCanaveral/3504

'galler\-.htm); the site also has hnks to

the Big Picture Book of Viruses (\\-\\-w.

tulane.edu/~dmsander/Big_Virology/

BVFamilyGenome.html) and the World

ot Parasites (martin.parasitologs'.mcgiU.

ca, jimspage/worldof.htm). CHck on the

latter to learn about the nasD,' worms and

other organisms that afflict people around

the globe.

Children might enjoy the Pfizer Mi-

crobes Site (\A"\\-v\-.Ptizer.com/rd/mi-

crobes), which gives a brief description of

the company's touring museum show.

One exhibit has a robot that guides you

through a Parisian catacomb lined with

the skulls of bubonic plague victims

—

some of the 56 miUion Europeans deci-

mated bv the disease.

dm

5! ot
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Robert Anderson is a freelance science writer

based in Los Angeles. HrJ:
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IBy Michael Yuddl

Clone: The Road to Dolly, and the

'^ATH Ahead, by Gina Kolata. William

\4orrow, $23; 276 pp.

'iEA'iAKiNG Eden: Cloningand Beyond

N A Brai'e New World, by Lee M. Sil-

7er. Avon Books, $23; 315 pp.

View Working in a lab in the hills of

kotland, two scientists clone a lamb they

lame DoUy (after DoUy Parton) from a

nammary cell of an adult sheep. Anyone

vho spent the past year or so in a state of

uspended animation might insist that this

'tory is the work of a clever, if not funny,

cience fiction writer. But DoUy is real,

md cloning seems to be upon us. Our

ioppelgangers may soon be among us,

brcing us to reconsider the hows and

vhys of life, reproduction, and the

joundaries of scientific research.

As the twentieth century draws to a

:lose, breakthroughs in reproductive ge-

letics, of which cloning is only one ex-

imple, may give scientists the power to

Jter our evolutionary future in ways once

only dreamed of by futurists and snake oil

alesmen. Two books, one by Princeton

)iologist Lee Silver and the other by New

rbrk Times science writer Gina Kolata, set

tbrth to make some sense of this brave

lew future. Why is DoUy such a big deal

vhen for several years scientists have been

ble to clone other animals—and thereby

:reate identical twins—from embryo

ells? As both Kolata and Silver tell us,

lever before were scientists successful in

tloning from a mature, differentiated

dult cell. This means, in theory, that a

lake of your skin, a snippet of your hair,

)r a sample of your blood could be used

o create your identical twin.

Clone: Tlie Road to Dolly, and the Path

Ahead is adapted from Kolata 's news sto-

des—Kolata is the reporter who broke

the DoUy story. She nimbly traces the de-

velopments that led to the now infamous

cloning of a sheep by Ian Wilmut and

Keith CampbeU at the Roslin Institute

outside ofEdinburgh. Not only does Ko-

lata give the reader a detailed overview ot

the research leading to the birth of "the

most famous lamb in history," but she also

gives an accurate rendering of the often

tedious Ufe of a laboratory scientist, the

process of scientific discovery, and the

Spice Girls-Uke fame now heaped upon

once humble laboratory scientists.

The road to DoUy, Kolata argues, was

littered with a series of "speed-bumps"

that significantly slowed down the pace of

cloning research and altered its nature,

moving it from the hallowed haUs of

academia to the frowned-upon, corpo-

rate-sponsored labs of agricultural sci-

ence. Take, for example, the 1978 publi-

cation of //) His Image: Tlie Cloning oj a

Man, by David Rorvick. The book teUs a

fantastic tale of Rorvick's aUegedly suc-

cessful role in helping an eccentric mil-

lionaire to clone himself Although even-

tuaUy deemed a hoax, the book caused

such an uproar that it prompted outraged

editorials, lawsuits, and even Congres-

sional hearings. Kolata points out that the

book succeeded in making a mockery of

cloning research.

Adding to this fiasco was the claim

made in 1981 by the highly respected

German researcher Karl lUmensee that he

had successfully cloned a mammal—three

mice from embryo cells. The results were

never repUcated, and the work was dis-

credited. Kolata argues that these

events—together with an emerging

bioethics movement ti-ying to shake some

of the traditional illusions of a "science

above morahty," and a public increasingly

wary of science—pushed cloning research

out of the mainstream.

While Clone takes the reader down the

road that led to DoUy, Lee Silver's Remak-

ing Eden: Cloning and Beyond in a Brave

New World is an overview ofwhere repro-

ductive technologies might take us in the

future. The book opens with a series of

scenarios that posit a future fiUed with

cloning, genetic engineering, and even

the speciation of the American popula-

tion, by the year 2350, into those who are

geneticaUy enhanced (Gene-enriched or

GenRich) and those who are not (Natu-

rals, consigned by class to their nonengi-

neered fates). These scenarios are in-

tended to make us consider the

possibihties—or perhaps the inevitabili-

ties—of such technologies.

Remaking Eden takes the reader on a

fascinating tour of new techniques in

human reproductive biology—from the

now familiar artificial insemination proc-

ess to the weU known and not yet prac-

ticed eugenic embryo selection and ge-

netic engineering. The descriptions are

instructive, but the author sometimes em-

braces these technologies with such fer-

vor that the reader is left wondering

whether Silver is already planning his Ufe

in a brave new world. If Aldous Huxley's

classic novel taught us anything, it was

that the unfettered use of scientific tech-

nologies can present a danger to human

freedom and dignity. Huxley once said:

"Science in itself is moraUy neutral; it be-

comes good or evU according as it is ap-

plied." We must take care, particularly in

this biologicaUy deterministic age, not to

embrace this power without considering

where it might lead us. The two books

under review offer exceUent introduc-

tions to these issues.

Michael Yiidcll is a Ph.D. candidate in history

at the Graduate Center, City University of

New York. He is also agradnate student in the

Molecular Systcmatics Laboratory at the

American Museum of Natural History.
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[ Bookshelf

Clones and Clones: Facts and Fantasies about Human Cloning
Edited by Mnrllm C. Niissbmmi and diss R. Siinstein (W. W. Norton and Company, 1998; $25)

The arrival in 1996 of Dolly, cloned from the mammary cells of an adult ewe, has generated a

tsunami of debate about human cloning. This collection of essays offers perspectives from writ-

ers in the fields of ethics, law, public policy, and, best of all, fiction and fantasy.

Mad Dogs: The New Rabies Plague
By Don Finley (Texas A&M University Press, 1998; $22.95 hardcover, $i4. 95 paperback; ittus.)

Rjbies—primarily affecting coyotes, domestic dogs, and raccoons—is on the increase through-

out the United States. Finley, a medical reporter for the San Antonio Express-News, presents an

engrossing, detailed account of the epizootic.

The Greatest Benefit to Mankind: A Medical

History of Humanity
By Roy Porter (W. W. Norton and Company, 1998; $35; iUiis.)

Roy Porter, a professor at the Wellcome Institute for the His-

tory of Science, has provided an exhaustive yet readable history

of medicine. Although he emphasizes the power of Western

theory and practice, he does not stint on the rest of the

world—including illuminating details on medicine as practiced

in India, China, and the Middle East. Pulse taking, India

A Field Guide to the Invisible

By Wayne Biddle (Henry Holt and Company, 1998; $23; illus.)

This slim, witty guide informs us about sundry unseen and unseeable annoyances and dan-

gers—from pollen to noise, microbes, and beta rays.

Frankenstein's Footsteps: Science, Genetics and Popular Culture
ByJon Turney (Yale University Press, 1998; $30; illus.)

Turney, a lecturer in science communication at University College London, explores how

novels like Frankenstein and Brave New World reflected and shaped popular ambivalence toward

the biological sciences and calls for new stories to help us deal both intelligently and positively

with biotechnology.

The Cambridge Encyclopedia ofHuman Paleopathology
By Arthur C. Aufderheide and Conrado Rodriguez-Martin (Cambridge University Press, 1998; $100)

Although a highly specialized reference for paleopathologists, archaeologists, and medical his-

torians, this encyclopedia is also written clearly enough for aficionados to learn about the

range of maladies afiiicting ancient peoples.

Salt, Diet and Health: Neptune's Poisoned Chahce
By Graham A. MacGregor and Hugh E. de Wardener (Cambridge University Press, 1998; $64.95

hardcover, $22.95 paperback; illus.)

MacGregor and de Wardener, both professors of medicine in Britain, have probed the history

and mythology of salt and the salt trade. They go on to document the use of salt today as a food

additive and to expound on its momentous health consequences, which they compare to other

harmfiil substances, such as tobacco and sugar.

The Gospel of Germs: Men, Women, and the

Microbe in American Life

By Natuy Tomes (Harvard University Press, 1998; $29.95; illus.)

The first great germ panic hit America roughly 100 years ago. Tomes, a history professor at the

State University of New York at Stony Brook, traces how the public dealt with its budding

awareness ofmicrobes.

The New Healers: The Promise and Problems of Molecular
A'ledicine in the Twenty-First Century
By ''iWa^!t R. Clark (Oxford University Press, 1997; $25; illus.)

CisTi. ?.r- immunologist at the University of California, Los Angeles, examines the develop-

ment of i;-;' therapy and its potential for curing up to 4,000 genetic disorders.
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Love with the

Proper Stranger
Some ofthe genes that drive the

immune system may also exert an

influence in matters ofthe heart.

By Meredith F Simll

In a crowded bar during happy hour,

people mill about sipping drinks and eat-

ing canapes. For no apparent reason, a

man locks eyes with a woman on the

other side of the room. Pulled by an in-

visible magnet, he slowly moves toward

her. She acknowledges his gaze by sHghtly

Hfting her glass and then begins to navi-

gate through the crowd toward him.

Once together, they stand within touch-

ing distance, awkwardly demonstrating

with body language that something spe-

cial is going on. They exchange pleas-

antries, then phone numbers, and a year

later, they are married.

What draws people of the opposite sex

together? Biologists have a general an-

swer—we are members of a sexually re-

producing species and need to join up

with someone of the opposite sex to

mate, conceive offspring, and pass our

genes on to the next generation. But

what scientists cannot yet fully explain is

why people are attracted to particular

members of the opposite sex. Why that

man and not another; why that woman
and not her friend?

Recent research combining genetics

and behavior suggests there may be a hid-

den agenda at work: it looks as ifwe may

avoid prospective mates who are too sim-

ilar to us in the genes that drive the im-

mune system. And data that may explain

some of the basics ;.f human attraction

and mating are coming Crom a very spe-

cial group of people—the

Hutterites, a closed religious

sect in which people marry

young, stay married for life,

and value fidehty.

In a nation that is com-

monly likened to an ethnic

melting pot, the Hutterite

communities have remained

remarkably homogeneous.

Every Hutterite can trace his

or her ancestry to the 400 or

so members of the Anabaptist

sect who migrated from Eu-

rope to the United States in

the 1870s to escape reHgious

persecution. The founders

settled on three communal

farms in South Dakota. Today,

the Hutterites, more than

35,000 strong, are spread

across the northern United

States, as well as western

Canada, in 350 colomes.

In the late 1950s, biologist Arthur

Steinberg and his colleagues at Case

Western Reserve University began visit-

ing the Hutterites for an extensive project

that included measuring people, checking

their health (administering EKGs, for ex-

ample, and testing cholesterol levels),

drawing blood for genetic studies, and,

most important for analysis, recording ge-

nealogies. They visited most of the

colonies and developed a priceless bank

of information about the population. In

the 1970s, these data were handed down

For young members of a Htttteritc coiimnmity, socidl

gatherings are the most important opportunities for

meeting prospective spouses.

to Alice Martin, of Northwestern Uni

versity Medical School, who in turn

passed them on to Carole Ober, a geneti-

cist with anthropological training now

working in the Department of Human-

Genetics at the University of Chicago. In

1982, Ober began a long-term project on

one of the original lineages, focusing on

thirt\'-one of the forty-four colonies in

South Dakota.

From a population geneticist's point oi

view, the Hutterites are ideal research

subjects. The 400 original settlers them-
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BILLIE HOLIDAY
BILLIE'S BLUES

This album was drawn from three sources during the 40s

and 50s, just before her lifestyle took its toll. The live

tracks were taped during her only European tour which

featured the Red Norvo Trio, with Jimmy Raney and Red

Mitchell; the Buddy DeFranco

Quartet with Sonny Clark, and

the all-female trio of pianist

Beryl Booker. Includes: Blue

Moon; All of Me; Them There

Eyes; and 12 more.

CD #512947X

GEORGE BENSON
THAT'S RIGHT!

Benson is back as a full-fledged jazz guitarist and his

singing has deepened his playing with a kind of sexy

provocation, continually creating new excitment!

George Benson, Guitar: Paul Peterson, Bass/Rhylhm

Guitar: Ricky Peterson.

Keyboards: Michael Bland,

Drums: Eric Leeds, Saxophone.

10 tracks include: The Thinker;

True Blue; Holdin' On;

Summer Love; P Park.

CD #514547K

DAVE KOZ
OFF THE BEATEN PATH

One of the most popular saxophonists in smooth jazz,

Dave's soulful sounds on alto, soprano and tenor are bet-

ter than ever! Never abandoning his danceable r&b-ish

rhythms, he's expanded his range and created new

melodies without leaving out the

fire! Includes: Don't Look

Back; I'm Ready; Wake Up
Call; much more. Enhanced CD
also compatible with Mac and

Windows 95.

CD #51 491 9K

MILES DAVIS
BIRTH OF THE COOL

The timeless music of the Miles Davis Nonet, whose

entire output is in this CD, is a product of a special

grouping of musicians, featuring arrangements of Gil

Evans and Gerry Mulligan. J.J. Johnson, Trombone:

Gunther Schuller, Tuba: Lee

Konitz, Alto Sax: Gerry

Mulligan, Baritone Sax: and

Max Roach, Drums. Includes:

Move; Jeru; Moon Dreams; 9

more. Grammy' Winner!

CD #5143422

CASSANDRA WILSON
NEW MOON DAUGHTER

Cassandra 'Wilson is the superstar vocalist on the

scene today. Here are over 60 minutes of her

soulful meditations on love and loss. Rolling

Slime calls this "an album of elegant melodies

and emotions." It won the

Grammy® for Best Jazz

Vocal Performance, and

Time 's Album of the Year.

Includes: Strange Fruit;

Love Is Blindness; more.

CD #514269M

FRANK SINATRA
With the Red Norvo Quintet

Live in Australia, 1959

The first major discovery of live Sinatra in over 15

years, recorded during the tour of Melbourne with

pianist Bill Miller and the Red Norvo Quintet, only

recently available to the public!

Sinatra's aggressive jazz has

never sounded more explosive!

Includes: All the Way: Night

and Day; The Lady is a Tramp;

Sinatra Speaks; 15 more.

CD#514803A ,

Biggest Names...Biggest Bargains... In Classic and Today's Smooth Jazz
YES, TO ACQUAINT YOU WITH

JAZZ HERITAGE, any one of the six

blockbuster jazz CDs described above can

now be yours to keep and enjoy forever. This

full $14.99 value is your no-risk introduction

to the very finest in classic and smooth

jazz. . .and you'll incur absolutely no obliga-

tion to buy anything more, ever again!

FREE MEMBERS-ONLY
MAGAZINE. The Club's recordings are

offered exclusively to members through

the Jazz Heritage Review at 3-week inter-

vals ( 1 8 times a year). Each issue is packed

with superb jazz recordings, including our

Featured Selections. Our library of artists

reads like a "Who's Who" of jazz. And all

selections are priced right!

BUY ONLY WHAT YOU WANT!
If you want the Featured Selections, do

nothing; they'll come automatically. If

you'd prefer an alternate selection, or

none at all. just mail the reply form always

provided, by the date specified. You'll

always have at least 10 full days to decide.

If you don't, simply return the recordings

at our expense, and owe nothing.

NOTHING MORE TO BUY...
EVER! You never have any obligation

to purchase recordings, and you may
cancel membership at any time! Your

satisfaction is guaranteed! You may
return any recording within 10 days for

full refund. No questions asked.

SEND NO MONEY NOW... MAIL
THE COUPON TODAY! Don't miss

out on this outstanding no-risk opportu-

nity! Choose any one of the 6 jazz

albums shown. We'll bill you later for

$1 processing, plus shipping... and we'll

also include your FREE Discount Catalog.

Mail the handy coupon right away!

HERITAGE
JAZZ HERITAGE
1710 Highway 35
Oakhurst, NJ 07755

•98A2714

\T7€f f''^"^^ *'-'"'' •'"^ '^^^ Heritage CD I have indicated by number

iL jLi^» in the box below FREE-along with my Discount Calalog-and

bill me later for only $ I processing, plus shipping. Enter my JTIEE magazine

subscription and set up an account in my name. I understand dial I may cancel

at any lime, and I incur no purcha.sc obligation.

SEND CD #

I prefer (check one only): Classic Smooth Jazz

City_ -Zip_

Send FREE facts about Musical Heritage Society, the

no-purchase-obligalion club for classical music lovers!

Limited to new members: one memberstiip per tamily. Valid only wittiin ttie 48 connecting United

States We reserve Ihe right to reiect any application Applicable sales lax added to all oitiers
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selves were closely related: they are be-

lieved to be descended from about 90

individuals. Written genealogies go back

nearly sixteen generations. The rules of

Hutterite culture, which include ^^dthin-

group marriage as well as hielong fi-

delity; prevent the usual shenanigans re-

sponsible for the exchange of genes

across geographic, ethnic, racial, and re-

ligious borders. As a result, the Hut-

terites are relati\"elv inbred. In addition,

they are highly fertile (wdth an average

family size of nine) and do not practice

birth control, allowing a geneticist to get

a picture of how genes are passed along

under '"natural" conditions.

Ober's main interest is a genetic system

found in all vertebrates, the major histo-

compatibility complex, or MHC (knov\"n

in humans as human leukocyT:e antigen

s^'stem, or HLA), and its effect on fertility

and mating. The MHC is a set of closely

hnked genes (found on chromosome

number 6 in humans) and is best known

for its role in the immune system. In con-

cert with the immune sv'stem's T-cells and

B-cells, HLA genes help guide the pro-

duction of antibodies and are also respon-

sible for rejecting foreign tissue or infec-

tious agents.

Each ofthe genes so fu identified in the

HLA s)'stem—referred to by the letters A.

B, C. DR. DQ, DP, E, E and G—comes

in several forms, or alleles. For example,

there are at least 60 different forms of the

A gene, 150 of the B, 180 of the DR, and

so on. At least 80 milHon combinations are

possible, which means that any one set of

HLA genes, or haplot^'pe. is shared by only

a small number of people. (Organ trans-

plants are difficult, in part, because the re-

cipient's HLA system tells the bod^• to re-

ject tissue that does not match its own—in

other words, to spurn tissue from just

about every unrelated indi\idual.)

Imagine that your body contains two

strands ofmulticolored lights. Each strand

represents a haplorv^pe. Each bulb is a

gene, the different colors representing the

various possible forms of a particular

MAGNIFICATION: 220X MAGNIFICATION: 12X

Ohmpus 15 wond-renowTsed in microscopx", where e%"en" magnirication, nom 4i.ix to lijuilix. is

crucial and every lens itsdf a predaon instrumenL With our microscopes even a mite becomes
migbiNi No wtmder the differeiKe between our binoculars arxi all others is optics: the razor-

sharpness, the pin-point accuraq,: the crystal bri^tness. Of course, our multi-coated lenses

arx! feather-light bodies are also ideal Frran mites to riKXJse. Ohmpus lets you focus on life in

the great outdoors. And great indocss.

Look throigh a pair c^ birxxrulars at your nearest dealer. Call l-SOO-622-6372.

Internet www. olympus.com

^^^WiROOPSR seats ^^obtbacks!

OLYMPUS
Focus on Life

gene. Ifyou placed your r\vo strands next

to each other, the bulbs would Hne up in

pairs. A pair might match (a red next to a

red) or differ (a red next to a blue). The

number of combinations is enormous.

Where you have a pair of red bulbs, for

example, someone else may have one teal

and one magenta bulb.

Each of us gets one set of HLA genes

from each parent, as if a strand of Hghts

were passed down intact from each side of

the family. These sets can be traced back

Iflaboratow mice

can sniffout

genetically suitable

mates, perhaps we
can do it, too.

through the generations because, unlike

most genes, indi\-idual HLA genes do not

shuffle about during replication and fer-

tiLization. Instead, they remain hnked to-

gether as they are passed on, pro\'iding a

genetic road map into the past.

That the genes at each position come

in so many different forms intrigues evo-

lutionar\- biologists, who wonder why

such variety- evolved in the first place and

\iovQ it might be maintained. One possi

bihtx- is that the variety is a product ot the

ongoing arms race betw-een pathogens

and antibodies. Ha\'ing a multitude of

combinations in the HLA sy'^stem would

increase the chances that whenever a new

pathogen appears on the scene, the im-

mune system \\iLl already have some am-

munition \Aith which to fight it.

Another possibility is that some HLA
genes may pro\'ide protection against par-

ticular diseases and thus be maintained in

a population by natural selection. Some

HLA haplotN'pes, for example, are associ-

ated with resistance to mberculosis. lep-

rosy, and malaria. Other haplorspes

however, may increase the chances of de-

veloping a disease. Celiac disease, anky-

losing spondyHtis. multiple sclerosis, anc

t\^e 1 diabetes have all been tagged to

specific HLA genes. Recently, HLA

ts;

HIA

Pui

bd

OC:



t^ciies have been implicated in the

progress of diseases such as AIDS and in

the rate at which tumors grow.

Researchers have also discovered—and

this is where Ober's work reenters the

story—an intriguing relationship between

HLA and pregnancy. Although half of its

genes come from its mother, a fetus is still

essentially foreign to the mother's body.

Smce one role of the HLA system is to

differentiate self from nonself and then re-

ject any tissue that is not an exact match,

you might think "foreignness" would

spell trouble for the fetus. But the oppo-

site appears to be true: several studies have

shown that trouble—in the form of

higher risk for miscarriage—arises when

a man and a woman with similar HLA
haplotypes conceive. If the best inmiune

system is one able to produce a wide vari-

ety of antibodies, natural selection may

favor fetuses with HLA genes different

from their mothers'.

Ober found that for the Hutterites,

fetal loss increased significantly when par-

ents shared all the genes of the HLA sys-

tem or just genes in the HLA-B region.

Ober is quick to say that, at this stage in

the research, we cannot declare with cer-

tainty that the HLA genes themselves

—

and not some other genes found in the

same region on the chromosome—inter-

fere with fertility, but since pregnancy is

essentially an intrusion by foreign tissue,

HLA is probably involved. If natural se-

lection is operating so strongly during re-

production, organisms should be "de-

signed" to avoid the fetal wastage that

comes with shared HLA genes. But how?

In the late 1970s, Kunio Yamazaki and

colleagues observed that inbred labora-

tory mice were more likely to mate with

mice having dissimilar MHC genes.

Working with mice in a more natural set-

ting (outdoor pens that gave the animals

considerably more freedom to move

about and interact), Wayne Potts, now at

the University of Utah, confirmed Ya-

mazaki's findings: the first generation of

offspring in his mouse colony produced

far fewer pups carrying matching MHC
regions than might be expected if the par-
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.# -^̂
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ents were mating at random.

In some of his experiments, Yamazaki,

now at the Monell Chemical Senses

Center m Philadelphia, placed newborn

male mice with foster mothers of a

different MHC strain. He noted that

when the time came for these males to

choose mates, they avoided females

whose MHC genes were similar to their

foster mothers', even when that meant

winding up in the position of mating

with a female whose MHC genes were

similar to their own. In other words,

exposure during development, rather

than some innate MHC mate-choice

program, appears to be at work.

These startling results suggested that

animals might somehow be able to detect

prospective mates whose MHC genes are

more or less similar to their own and

then to choose mates accordingly. They

may have evolved such an abOity because

of MHC's importance in the immune
system or simply because MHC
sensibihty is a way to distinguish relatives

from nonrelatives and thus to avoid

inbreeding. To find out, scientists have

shifted their studies of mate choice from

the more traditional variables of outward

appearance to the realm of genetics.

Inspired by the mouse studies, Ober

launched a project on mate choice in the

Huttentes m 1992. Hutterites go about

finding mates as most people do—by

socializing. After graduating from high

school, young adults travel with their

parents to other colonies to help with

farmwork and household chores, often

when a new baby arrives. These social

gatherings are opportunities for young

people to interact and are the way that

most Hutterites meet their spouses. Most

marry in their early twenties, after a year

of courtship. The same colonies tend to

exchange visits over and over, resulting in

a history of marriages between particular

colonies and even particular families. In

fact, 20 percent of Ober's sample were

"double" marriages, with two or more

siblings from one family married to

siblings from another.

After genetically typing 411 couples.

Ober discovered that, in this inbred i ra

population, where there is a much higher
i

ri

likelihood of falling in love with i

someone carrying a similar haplotype,

spouses shared fewer HLA genes than ' ssiK

expected. Ober traced HLA inheritance

The Hutterite studies

showed that

miscarriage rates

were elevated

when parents shared

all ofthe immune-
system genes

known as HLA.
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further and found that when a husband

and wife did have a matching strand, the

set of genes in question most often came

from the paternal side, for both the wife

and the husband. In other words, men
and women appear to have avoided

finding a mate with HLA genes that

resembled their mother's; it did not seem

to matter if their partner had genes like; 4

their father's. As in mice, people may yii

somehow imprint on their mother's

HLA and then be drawn to someone

with genes different from hers.

But how do people, or mice for that

matter, know who is who in the first

place? Research on mice, rats, and even

humans has imphcated smell as a possible

cue for distinguishing MHC/HLA
genes. Mice and rats, researchers have

shown, can easily distinguish the urine

and body odor of fellow creatures caged

in the same way, fed the same food, and

bred to be genetically identical in all but,

ii'ffle:
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libs
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their MHC genes. Remarkably, research jj^

has also shown that humans can smell the!
fjj^i]^

difference in body odor, urine, and fecesi

among mice of various MHC types,

A controversial finding, published in

1995, suggests that the sense of smeD also

plays a role in human mate choice. Claus

Wedekind and colleagues, at the Univer-

sity of Bern, presented women with T-

shirts imbued with the body scent of mem

ma

•slifc
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with various HLA haplotypes. The

women (who were not taking birth

:ontrol pills and were in the middle of

their menstrual cycle, and thus at their

most fertile) preferred the T-shirts ofmen

with HLA haplotypes unlike their own.

The women also tagged these T-shirts as

smelling like their current partners,

suggesting that odor has something to do

with their real-world mate choices.

^Interestingly, women who were taking

:he pill—which simulates pregnancy

—

preferred T-shirts ofmen with HLAs hke

:heir own.)

Rachel Herz and Ehzabeth CahiU, also

It Monell Chemical Senses Center,

would not be surprised to fmd that

women attempt to sniff out a genetically

oroper mate. Surveying both sexes about

which senses are important, they found

:hat "for females, how someone smells is

;he single most important variable" in

i:hoosing a lover. If odor does provide in-

.xirmation about the immune system, it

nakes evolutionary sense for women to

Day attention to smell: they have much to

ose if they mate with an inappropriate

Tiale and give birth to a baby with a re-

duced abihry to fight off disease.

But unlike mice, humans—as pri-

mates—rely mosdy on vision, not smeU, to

lavigate through life. Perhaps other sen-

sory cues—embedded in facial features or

Dody shape, for example—alert us to the

.lidden genes in potential partners. If these

;ues are there, however, Ober and other

researchers have yet to discover them.

During our ancient hunter-gatherer

days, when humans lived in small bands

eparated by great distances, finding a

mate with a different set of HLA genes

md producing children with immuno-

logic advantages may have been critical to

urvival. At this point in human history,

with our restless, globe-trotting popula-

ions and relatively unlimited number of

possible mates, we are unlikely, even

across a crowded room, to spy someone

with the same HLA haplotype. But even

ifwe did, as the Hutterites have demon-

strated, our genes would probably compel

;iis to look the other way. D

The Orinoco, a lost world waiting to be found. The Amazon, a mystery- yet

to be solved. And Carnival in Rio, a little bit of both set to music.

10- to 55-day jungle river cruises, departing December through March.

Call your travel agent or 800-872-6400 for more information.

^p H^pyafOfympic Cruises
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t'.royalolympiccruises.com Ships of Greek registry-
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As the millemiiuni approaches,

e\'olutionaix and social trends

def\- prediction.

Second-Guessing the

ruture
By Stephen Jay Goidd

From anonymous \-ice presidents to

nameless palookas, a special kind of op-

probrimn seems to haunt those who

come second
—

"close, but no cigar" in

an old cliche. I once met "T^'O Ton

Tony" Galento in a bar in upstate New
"York, a pitiful figure as an old man still

cadging drinks in exchange for the true

ston," of his moment of gion" when he

knocked Joe Louis do^Ti before losing

their fight for the heav\-w-eight champi-

onship. And just consider the stereot\^e

of the sidekick—oli fat. foolish, and in

servitude—finm Gabby Hayes and Andy

Devine in the quintessential epic of our

pop culture, to LeporeUo and Sancho

Panza in the Uteran," worid. (Strong and

noble sidekicks like Tonto get cast as

"ethnics" to advertise their secondar\'

rank by another route, now happily—or

at least, hopehilly—fading fixjm the col-

lective consciousness ofTvhite America.)

Second in rime fares no better than

second in status. I w^^, at first, surprised

by a statement that made perfect sense

once I punctured the apparent paradox. A
composer faiend told me that he could

easily obtaiii fimding for a premiere per-

formance of any new work, as special

grants and scholarships abound for such a

noble purpose. A philanthropist who

truly loved music, he told me, would

endow the most unprofitable and unfash-

ionable of all geiu"es: second perfor-

mances ofnew? wx)rks.

I recendy had the privilege ofspeaking

with Larry Doby, one of the toughest,

most courageous, and most admirable

men I have ever met. But how many

readers recognize his name? You aU know

Jackie Robinson, of course; Lany- Doby

w-as the second black player in major

league basebaU. We all recognize the tune

when Rodolfo grasps Mimis cold litde

hand in Puccini's ha Boheme, first per-

formed in 1896, but how many people

know that Leonca\^o (w'ho had scored

the hit of 1892 with Pagliaca) also wTote

an opera with the same tide (and tale)

produced in 1897?

I can think of only one second-finisher

who became more famous (at least among

An^ophones) than the victor—but only

for special circumstances of unusual hero-

ism in death, mingled with a dose of

British patriotism: Robert Scott, who

reached the South Pole on January' 18,

1912, only to find that Roald Amundsen

had been there a month betbre. Confined

to a tent by a blizzard, and just eleven

miles finm his depot, Scott fi-oze to death,

lea^'ing a last journal eaxry that has never

been matched in all the annak of Britist

understatement, and that, I confess, stil

brings tears to my eyes: "It seems a pity

but I do not think 1 can write more."

In my parish, the dubious (and admit-

tedly somewhat contradictor^') status ol

most famous second-place finisher goes

without contest to Alfred Russel Wallace,

who, in 1858, during a malarial fit on the

Indonesian island of Temate, de\Tsed w-
tuaUy the same theor\- ofnatural selectio:

that Darwin had developed (but hadn'l

published) in 1838. In a familiar stor\^'

WaUace sent his short paper to Darwin, i

naturalist he gteady admired and who, ai

Wallace knew, had a strong interest it

"the species question" (although Wallace

had no inkling ofDarwin's particular, and

nearly identical, theorv? and probably

didn't even realize that Dar\\Tn had a the-

ory at all). Dar\^^n, in understandable;

panic, turned to his best friends, Chadi

LyeU and Joseph Hooker, for ad\ice. In

resolution knowTi to later history" as th(

"delicate arrangement," Darwin's fiiem

made a joint presentation to the Linne

Society ofLondon inJuly 1858: they reai

both Wallace's paper and some unpub-

lished letters and manuscripts by Darwi

establishing his earher authorship of thi

same idea.
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Conspiracy theorists always stand at the

ready, and several salvos have been

launched for this particular episode, but

to no avail or validity, in my judgment.

Yes. Wallace was never asked (but he was

quite incommunicado, half a world away,

and the issue did press). Yes, Darwin was

wealthy and well established; Wallace

poor, younger, and struggling for liveli-

hood and reputation (but why, then,

grant him equal billing with Darwin for a

joint presentation ot unpublished re-

sults?). No, I think that, as usual (and un-

fortunately for the cause of a good tale),

the more boring resolution of ordinary

decency applies.

The "delicate arrangement" was ex-

Wallace, at least, never complained and

seemed to feel honored that his e.xercise

of an evening had been so linked with

Darwin's long effort. (I do not, ot course,

base this claim on Wallaces public pro-

nouncements, in which his secondary sta-

tus to Darwin would have precluded any

overt expression ot bitterness. Rather, m
his truly voluminous private jottings, let-

ters, and conversations, Wallace never ex-

pressed anything but pleasure at Darwin's

willingness to share at least partial credit.)

I do not, however, deny the usual as-

sessment of Wallace as a man trammeled

by meager circumstances and dogged by

hard luck. He spent several youthflil years

of difficult and dangerous fieldwork in

Special Deliver

y

In 1910, to celebrate the new centuiy, the French chocolaticr Royat tucked artists' visions

of the year 2000 into his candy-bar ivrappers.

actly what the words imply: a fair solution

to a tough problem. Darwin held legiti-

mate priority, and he had not been shiUy-

jlshallying or resting on old claims and lau-

iTels. He had been diligently working on

i|tiis evolutionary views and had already,

when he received Wallace's paper, fin-

ished nearly half of a much longer book

on natural selection that he then aban-

doned (spurred no doubt by fears of for-

|:her anticipations) to write the shorter

'abstract" known to the world as the Ori-

lin of Species (a pretty hetty book of 490

Dages), pubUshed in 1859.

the Amazon only to lose all his specimens

in a shipwreck that nearly ended his own

life as well. Wallace did not despair but

quickly set sail in the other direction and

spent several years engaged in similar

work around the Malay Archipelago,

where he took second place in the great-

est biological discovery in history. He

grew up in poverty (in a family of

middle-class social status but much lower

means), and while comfortable enough

during most of his adult life, he never ac-

cumulated adec]uate resources to reach his

true goal: doing science without impedi-

ment and without having to live by his

own wits as a writer and lecturer. (A gov-

ernment pension, secured for Wallace by

Darwin and his friends—perhaps partly to

assuage a tinge of guilt—didn't hurt, but

didn't supply solvency either.)

Because Wallace lived a long time

(1823-1913), wrote copiously both for

his bread and from his convictions, and

held a variety of passionate and quirky

views, he left us a vast legacy of varied

content and quahty. He campaigned ar-

dently for the right and the just, accord-

ing to his idiosyncratic standards, and he

fought vahantly for a set of causes usually

deemed "cranky" both in his own time

and today—including phrenologs" and

At most, we ask vague

and general questions

about futures not really

very distant and not truly

very different from

what we already know
or suspect.

spiritualism (where he nearly came to

blows with skeptics like Darwin and

Huxley)—and against vaccination, which

he called "one of the foulest blots on the

civilization of the nineteenth centun,-."

His politics defy simple characterization

but generally fall into a camp that might

be labeled democratic socialism of a

Fabian bent but spiced by utter dex^orion

to a few favored causes that did not rank

high on most people's lists of indispens-

able reforms.

1 have often called upon WaDace's large

body ot work for essax's in this series, both

for his wisdom (in debunking Percival

Lowell's ideas on Martian can,il builders)

and tor his crankiness (in claiming \-irtual

proof for the proposition that, throughout

the entire universe, no planet but Earth

could house intelhgent life). But now, for

the first time, 1 im-oke Wallace proacri\'ely.

and after considerable patience in waiting

for the appropriate moment.
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An impassioned author approaching a

public milestone at the height of his own

supposed wisdom and maturits' could

scarcely resist such a temptation tor

proclamation. The turnings of our cen-

turies may bear no relationship to any

natural cvcle m the cosmos (I label such

passages ""precisely arbitrary-"" in the sub-

title to mv latest book, Qiiestioiiiiio the

Millenmum). But we construe such artifi-

cial transitions as occasions tor taking

stock, especially at the centurial bound-

aries that have even generated their o\\ti

pubHshed Tlje Wonderful Centur)': Its Suc-

cesses and its Fiiihires m 1898, and I have

been waiting for several yean to celebrate

the 100th anniversan' of this book near

the da\\Ti of our o\\ti ne\v millennium. I

saved my remarks tor this forum ot evolu-

tionarv essays both because Wallace plavs

a major role on this particular stage and

because the genre of fm-de-siecle siun-

mations includes two linked and distinc-

tive themes that have ser\"ed as linchpins

for these columns: the relationship be-

nveen science and society (an unavoidable

Macro Microbes

epomTHOus concept of cychcal Angst—
' the tin-de-siecle (end-of-centurs-) phe-

nomenon. (The forthcoming millennium

might provoke an even greater btirst, but

we have too htde experience for any pre-

diction. 1 am at least amused by a diminu-

tion in the qualiD.' of armers" for the nvo

documented transitions: Last time

around. Europe feared all the gorv'

,

prophecies ofArmageddon as recorded in

Revelation, chapter 20; for this second

j

experience in Western history, we focus

! our worries on what might happen when

computers misread the great mrning as a

recursion to the year 1900.)

Thus. Alfred Russel Wallace could not

let the nineteenth centur\- expire without

presenting his summation, his evaluation,

and his own predictions to the world. He

centerpiece in assessing the nineteenth

centun,; with its technologically inspired

industrial and colomal expansions) and

the unpredictability of evolutionary and

social futures (ironically, the theme that

ultimately undermines this entire genre of

summing up the past to ensure a better

fumre).

Wallace presents a simple thesis as the

foundation for his epitome of the nine-

teenth centurj'—a standard \-iew about

the relation of science to society, stated in

the context of a particular time. Science.

Wallace argues, has made unprecedented

gains, largely expressed as technological

advance (at least in terms ofimpacts upon

evers'day Ufe), but this progress has been

blunted, ifnot per\-erted, by our failure to

make any moral improvements, especially



as expressed in the alleviation of social in-

equities. Thus, and ironically, the progress

of science, however bursting with poten-

tial for social improvement, has actually

operated to increase the sum total of

human misery.

Wallace opens with a statement of his

thesis:

Tlie present ii'ork is not in any sense a his-

tory, civn on llie most limited sciilc. It may

perhaps be termed an appreciation of the

century—ofwhat it has done, and what it

has left undone. . . . A comparative esti-

mate of the number and importance of these

[material and intellectual] achievements

leads to the conclusion that not only is our

century superior to any that have gone be-

fore it, but that it may be best compared

with the whole preceding historical period.

It must therefore be held to constitute the

beginning of a new era in human progress.

But this is only one side of the shield.

Along with these marvelous Successes—
perhaps in consequence of them—there

have been equally striking Failures, some

intellectual, butfor the most part moral and

social. No impartial appreciation of the

cciUury can omit a reference to them; and it

is not improbable that, to the historian of

thefuture, they will be considered to be its

most striking characteristic.

In his first, and shorter, section on sci-

entific and technological progress, Wal-

lace even tries to quantify the relative

value of nineteenth-century achieve-

ments, reaching the conclusion that this

single century surpassed the summation

of all previous human history in weight of

accumulated progress:

In order to estimate its [the nineteenth

century's] full importance and grandeur—
more especially as regards man 's increased

poiver over nature, and the application of

that power to the needs of his life today,

with unlimited possibilities in thefuture—
we must compare it, not with any preceding

century, or even with the last millennium.

but with the whole historical period—
perhaps even with the whole period that

has elapsed since the stone age.

The chapters of this first part then de-

tail the major inventions, spurred by ad-

vancing science, that brought such great

potential improvement to nineteenth-

century lite: control of fire (with wide-

ranging implications, from steam engines

to generating plants), labor-saving ma-

chinery, transportation, communication,

and lighting (culminating in the incandes-

cent bulb). Wallace's examples often com-

bine charm with insight:

The younger generation , which has grown

up in the era of railways and of ocean-going

steamships, hardly realize the vast change

which we elders have seen. . . . Even in

my own boyhood the wagon for the poor,

the stage coachfor the middle class, and the

post-chaisefor the wealthy, were the

universal means of communication, there

being only two short railways then in
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existence. . . . Hundreds offour-horse mail

and stage coaches, the guards carijing horns

or bugles which were played while passing

through every town or pillage, gave a stir

and liveliness and picturesqueness to rural

life which is now almostJorgotten.

I confess to a personal reason for in-

trigue with Wallace's best example for re-

garding the nineteenth century as ex-

Complex systems

must be constructed

slowly and sequentially,

but they can be destroyed

in an eye blink. A day

offire destroyed a

millennium of

knowledge in the library

ofAlexandria.

ceeding all previous history- in magnitude

of technological improvement: The trip

from London to York, he states, took less

time during the Roman occupation than

in 1800, just before the advent of rail-

roads—for the Romans built and main-

tained better roads, and horses moved no

faster in 1800 than m A.D. 300. (I am

amused by the analogous observation that

rail travel on my frequent route between

Nevi? York and Boston has slowed during

the last hundred years. A nineteenth-cen-

tury steam engine could make the jour-

ney faster than Amtrak's quickest train,

which now runs by electricity from New-

York to New Haven but must then lose

substantial time in switching engines for

the diesel run on a nonelectrified route

from New Haven to Boston. Yes, they tell

us, vast improvement and frill electrifica-

tion he just around the temporal corner.

But how long, O Lord, how long!)

In reading Wallace's examples, I also

appreciated the numerous reminders of

the centi-aj principle that all truly creative

invention must be tentative and flexible,

for manv workable and elesjant ideas wiH

be quickly superseded—as in this tempo-

rai7 triumph for receiving news via the

newly invented telephone;

Few persons are aware that a somewhat

similar use of the telephone is actually in

operation at Buda Pesth [sicfor Budapest,

a city then recently amalgamatedfrom two

adjoining towns with Wallace's separate

names] in theform of a telephonic

enormous powers for good or evil which the

rapid advance o/ scientific discovery had

given us. Our boasted civilization was in

many respects a mere suface veneer; and

our methods ofgovernment were not in

accordance with either Christianity or

civilization. This view is enforced by the hi
consideration that all the European wars of

the century have been due to dynastic

squabbles or to obtain national

Sky Fishing

newspaper. At certain fixed hours

throughout the day a good reader is

employed to send definite classes of news

along the wires which are laid to

subscribers' houses and offices, so that each

person is able to hear the particular items he

desires, without the delay of its being

printed and circulated in successive editions

qt a newspaper. It is stated that the news is

supplied to subscribers in this way at little

more than the cost of a daily newspaper,

and that it is a complete success.

But Wallace's second and longer sec-

tion then details the failures of the nine-

teenth century, all based on the premise

that moral stagnation has perverted the

application of unprecedented scientific

progress:

We of the 19th century were morally and

socially unfit to possess and use the

aggrandizement, and were never waged in

order to free the slave or protect the

oppressed imthout any ulterior selfish ends.

Wallace then turns to domestic afiairs.

with the damning charge that our capital

ist system has taken the wealth accrue

from technological progress and distrib-

uted the bounty to a few owners of the

means of production while actually in-

creasing both the absolute and relative

poverty of ordinary working people. Ir

short, the rich get richer and the poor ge

poorer:

One of the most prominentfeatinvs of our

century has been the enormous and

continuous growth of wealth, without any

corresponding increase in the well-being oj

the whole people; while there is ample

evidence to show that the number of the

very poor—of those existing with a

\1
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minimum ofthe bare necessities oflife
—

has enonnoiisly increased, and many

indications that they constitute a larger

proportion ofthe wliole population than in

thefirst halfofthe century, or in any earlier

period ofour history.

At his best, Wallace writes with passion

and indignation, as in this passage on pre-

ventable industrial poisoning ofwx>tkers:

Let every death tliat is clearly traceable to a

dangerous trade be made manslaughter, for

wliidi the owners . . . are to be punished

by imprisoinnent . . . and uvys will soon

befoinid to carry away or utilize the

noxious oases, and provide the automatic

maclunery to carry andpack tlie deadly

uMte lead and bleachingpowder; as woidd

certainly be done it the oiiiiers' families, or

persons of their own rank oflife, were the

only ainailable workers. Ewai more horrible

than the uMte-lead poisoning is that by

phosphorus, in the matdi-Jaaories.

Ttiosphoms is not necessary to make

matclies, but it is a trifle dieaper and a

little easier to light (and so more

dangerous), and is tlierefore still largely

used; and its effect on the ivotkers is

terrible, rotting away thejaivs with tlie

agonizing pain ofcancerfi>llowed by dealJt.

IVill it be believed infiiture ages lliat tins

horrible and unnecessary mam^aOure, tlie

evik ofuMdi were thoroughly known, was

yet allowed to be carried on to die very end

ofthis century, wliidi dmnis so many great

and beneficent discoveries, and prides itse^

on die height of dvilization it has attained?

Wallace offers few su^estions for a

new social order, but he does state a gen-

eral principle:

Tlie aapitalists as a doss have become

enonnoiisly ridier. . . . And so it must

remain till die timkers leant wliat alone will

sam dian, and take die matter into their

own hands. Tlie capitalists will coiisait to

nodiing but afew small ameliorations,

wliidi may improve die condition ofselect

classes tfworkers, but will leave die great
j

massjust where tliey are.
j

I doubt that Wallace harbored any i

muscular or martial fantasies about armed i

revolt sw-eeping through the streets ofI

London, \wth the aposdes of a new and I

better w^odd, himself included, leading a

Tanguard, rifles held high. Wallace was far
j

too gende a man even to contemplate

such a st\'le of renewal. At most, he
|

looked to electoral reform and unioniza-

tion as means for workers to Cake "the I

matter into their own hands." His final I

chapter, entided "The Remedy for]

A^nt," goes litde beyond a naive proposal
j

for free bread on demand, financed by a]

\X)luntar\r (albeit strongjy suggested) gov-

ernmental tax upon people with the I

hi^est incomes.

Wallaces summary of the nineteenth!

centtuy

—

A steady inexorabiht\' of tech-

1

nological progress derailed by failure ofj
our moral and social sensibihties to keep I

pace—underscores the second evolution-
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ary theme of this essay, while undermin-

ing the entire genre of fin-de-siecle (or

millennium) summations: the unpre-

dictability of human fiitures and the fiitil-

it\- of thinking that past trends will fore-

cast coming patterns. The trajectory of

technology might offer some opportunity

for prediction—as science moves through

Almost all our agonized

questions about the

future focus upon the

unpredictable wriggles

ofthe short term,

rather than on the

broader patterns ofmuch
longer scales.

networks of imphcation, and each discov-

ery suggests a suite of steps. But even the

"pure" history of science features unan-

ticipated findings and must also contend

with natures stubborn tendency to frus-

trate our expectations—factors that will

cloud anyone's crystal ball. Moreover, any

forecast about the fiiture must also con-

sider the incendiar)' instability generated

by interaction between technological

change and the weird ways of human

conduct, both individual and social. How,

then, can the accidents that shaped our

past give any meaningfial insight into the

next millennium?

I think that the past provides even dim-

mer prospects for prediction than Wallace's

model of history implies—for another

destabilizing factor must be added to Wal-

lace's claim for discordance between tech-

nological and moral change. Wallace

missed the generality of an important pat-

tern in nature because he remained so

committed to Lyellian (and Darwinian)

gradualism as the designated mode of

' change for both the history of the earth

and the evolution ofUfe. His book devotes

[ an entire chapter (in the first section on

scientific progress) to arguing that the re-

placement of catastrophism by uniformi-

tarian geology—the notion that major
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features of the earth's history and topogra-

phy "are found to be almost wholly due to

the slow action of the most famiHar every-

day causes" and should not be "almost al-

ways explained as being due to convul-

sions of nature"
—

"constitutes one of the

great philosophical landmarks of the 19th

century."

Wallace knew that the discordance of

technological and moral change could

produce catastrophic disruption in human

history, but he viewed such a result as ex-

ceptional among the ways of nature, and

not subject to generalization. Now that

our modern sensibilities have restored

catastrophism as an important option (al-

Any forecast must

weigh the incendiary

instability generated by

interaction of

technological change and

humanity's weird ways.

though not an exclusive pattern) for na-

ture as well, this theme gains ground as a

powerful argument against predictability.

Not only as an anomaly ofhuman history

but also as a signature of nature, pasts can't

imply futures because a pattern inherent

in the structure of nature's materials anc

laws
—

"the great asymmetry" in my ter

minology—too often disrupts an other

wise predictable unfolding of histoncaji

sequences.

Any complex system must be con-

structed slowly and sequentially, adding

steps one (or a few) at a time and con-

stantly coordinating along the way. Bu

the same complex systems, once estab-

lished, can be destroyed in a tiny fractioi

of the necessary building time—often ii

truly catastrophic moments. A day ot fin

destroyed a millennium of knowledge ii|

the library of Alexandria and centuries o?

building in the city of London. The las:

blaauwbock of southern Afi-ica and th'

last moa of New Zealand perished in

momentary shot or blow from humai

hands but took millions of years to evolve

lit
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The discordance between technologi-

cal and moral advance acts as a destabi-

lizing factor that feeds the great asym-

metry and prevents us from extra-

polating past trends into future predic-

tions—for we never know when and

how the ax of the great asymmetry will

fall, sometimes purging the old to create

a better world by revolution, but more

often (I fear) simply cutting a swath of

destruction and requiring a true rebirth

from the ashes of old systems (as life has

frequently done—in a wondrously un-

predictable way—following episodes of

mass extinction).

Thus, I am even less sanguine than

particular modern tragedy—and our re-

sultant inability to predict the fijture—re-

sides largely in the great asymmetry and

the consequential, if unintended, power

of science to enhance the effect. I suspect

that twenty Hitlers ruled over small

groups of Europeans a thousand years

ago. But what could such petty monsters

accomplish with bows and arrows, batter-

ing rams, and a small cadre of execution-

ers? Today, one evil man can engineer the

murder of millions in months.

Finally, a fascinating effect of scale de-

feats all remaining hope for meaningfiil

predictabiUty. Yes, if one stands way, way

back and surveys the history of human

Talking Books

Wallace about possibilities for predicting

the future—even though I think that he

; overstated his case in an important way. I

don't fully agree with "Wallace's major

1 premise that technology has progressed

while morality has stagnated. I rather sus-

pect that general levels of morality have

improved markedly as well, at least during

the last millennium of Western history

—

although I don't see how we could quan-

• tify such a claim. In most of the world,

j
we no longer keep slaves, virtually im-

j
prison women, mock the insane, burn

witches, or slaughter rivals with such

j
gleeful abandon or such unquestioned

i feelings of righteousness. Rather, our

technology, I suppose that one might

identify a broad form of sensible order of-

fering some insight into future possibili-

ties. The invention of agriculture does

imply growth in population and con-

struction of villages; gunpowder does

move warfare away fi-om the besieging ot

walled cities; and computers must exert

some effect upon printed media. Unless

the great asymmetry wipes the slate clean

(or even frees the earth from our presence

entirely), some broad pattern of techno-

logical advance should be discernible

amid all the unpredictable wriggles of any

particular moment.

{Please turn to page 64)
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Wings Over

By Luis M. Chiappe

Recently I learned that The Valley of

Gwangi, a 1969 "lost world" movie that

featured Mexican cowboys battling vi-

cious dinosaurs and pterosaurs, was

largely filmed in and near the picturesque

medieval town of Cuenca, m central

Spain. What the fiimiTiakers couldn't have

foreseen wis the discovery in the mid-

1 980s of a real and more e>xiting prehis-

toric realm buried in a small pocket of

hmestone at a site near Cuenca. Fossils

from this site, which the locals call Las

Hoyas, preserve the remains of an array of

creatures that lived in and near a freshwa-

ter lake some 1 1 5 million years ago.

Today, this region is hilly and arid, with

occasional rock outcrops surrounded by

pines and other trees. The thin-layered

rocks of Las Hoyas, which cover an area

of just a couple of acres, are known as

lithographic limestones, the kind once

used by printmakers; they preserve the re-

mains of ancient animals in exquisite de-

tail. Over the past decade, Jose L. Sanz

and his associates, from the Universidad

Autonoma in Madrid, have excavated an

entire Mesozoic ecosystem—including

insects, crustaceans, fishes, amphibians,

and dinosaurs—from the Las Hoyas lime-

stones. Among the most precious finds

are fossils of primitive birds, which I have

had the privilege to study with my Span-

ish colleagues.

The detailed fossils reveal not only the

small, delicate bones of birds but also

their feathers, and in one case the remains

of a last meal—seafood—in the stomach.

But the bird that never had the chance to

digest that supper has a bigger claim to

fame. It has given us new clues as to how

and when in their evolutionary history

early birds fine-tuned their ability to fly.

The impressions of this bird's wing

plumage included a small tuft of feathers

attached to the "thumb." Immediately

recognizable as the bastard wing, or alula

One hundred fifteen

million years ago, some
primitive birds not only

flew but flew well.

this feature is a characteristic of many,

modern birds but had never before beeni

encountered in a fossil bird from the^

Mesozoic. The new bird was christened

Eoalulams, "early bird with alula." The

presence of the httle tuft shows that fiilly

115 million years ago, the finch-sized bird

was able to fly and maneuver almost as

well as its modern counterparts.

The bastard vinng functions like the

wing flap on an airplane. When a birc



Newfossil birds from Spain include a 13 5-million-)>ear-old hatchlingfrom

Catalonia, opposite (illustration), and the 1 1 S-inillion-year-old EoaluhvK

(in ultraviolet light), left. The presence of an alula on the "thumb," orfirst

digit, of the finch-sized Eoaluhvis, below left (detail), indicates advanced

flying ability. An aerodynamic feature ofmany modern birds, the alula, also

called the bastard wing, allows birds to fly slowly without staUing. Below

right: Limestones at Las Lloyas, central Spain.

wants Co reduce its speed or make a laiid-

ini;, it increases the angle of its wing to

the lionzon. The drag produced by this

wing position helps the bird slow down.

But when the angle between the direc-

tion of the airflow and the wing surface

gets too steep, turbulence over the wing

lowing the bird (or plane) to brake with-

out stalling.

The primitive birds from Las Hoyas are

not the only ones known from Spain. For

the past century, bird feathers have been

found in the lithographic limestones of

the Montsec range of Catalonia, in the

large head with enormous eye orbits. But

other aspects of its skull—such as the

presence of teeth, the relative size of the

braincase, and the ample space for the at-

tachment of jaw muscles—are reminis-

cent of Archaeopteryx and birds' di-

nosaurian ancestors. Where the hatchlins

increases until the bird loses the lift neces-

,sary to maintain flight. Like an airplane

I
under similar circumstances, the bird is in

danger of stalling in midair. The bastard

\\ing then comes to the rescue. By raising

;this small appendage, the bird creates a

islot between it and the main part of the

wing, similar to what happens when a

pilot deploys a craft's wing flaps. The slot

allov/s air to stream over the main wing's

upper surface, easing turbulence and al-

H

north. These deposits are older than those

of Las Hoyas, and they too once formed

the bottom of a freshwater lake. A recent

and extraordinary find (made by an ama-

teur fossil hunter, who presented the

specimen to a Catalonian museum)

proved to be the remains of a 135-mil-

lion-year-old hatchling, the most ancient

ever found.

Like any modern hatchling bird, this

as-yet-unnanied relative of Eoaluhvis has a

is far more advanced than Archaeopteryx,

however, and closer to modern flying

birds is in its specializations for powered

flight—the design and proportions of its

wings and shoulder. (As an older but close

relative o( Eoalularis, it may also have had

a bastard wing, although this is not evi-

dent in the fossil.) So, despite its toothy,

dinosaurian-Iooking head, this bird, in

adult form, probably flew as well as

Eoalitlai'is.
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Enormous eye orbits and a large head—in

relation to the body—are evidence that a

fossil Catalonian bird, below, isjust a

hatchling. W'liile the young bird retains some

marks of its dinosaurian ancestry, such as

teeth, its wings and shoulder have

specializations for powered flight.

Duruig die early history of birds, evo-

lution focused primarily on the develop-

ment of flight. The 150-milHon-year-old

Archaeopter)'x, the earhest-known and

most primitive fossil bird, was probably

not an accomphshed flyer. Yet by 115

•,'ears ago, or possibly even 135

rniiiion. years ago, some primitive birds

nor only fiew but fiew well, ha\ing devel-

oped '.lovd strucmres they used aerody-

namicaliv.

/); search offossils, author Ltiis M. Chiappe,

below, splits limestones at Las Hoyas, near the ,)

town of Cuenca. Before the discovery ofthe

fossil site, a 1969film about a lost prehistoric

world, bottom, was filmed in Cuenca.

COWBOYS BAniE MONSTERS IN THE [OST WORLD

OF FORBIDOEN VALLEY.

Unprecedented numbers ot Mesozoic

birds discovered worldwide over the past

twenty years have contributed to a revo-

lution in evolutionary thought among pa-

leontologists. The fossil record has shown

birds to be the direct heirs of bipedal

dinosaurs (see "First Came Feathers," fac-

ing page, and ""Origins of the Feathered

Nest," Xaiural History, June 1995). We
also now know that birds were a large and

diverse group, even in their early evolu-

rionar\- history' (see "A Diversin.- ot Earl

Birds," Natural Histor]', June 1995). Th

early birds from Spain take their place i

this growing roster and show us that th

airspace above the large land dinosau

was tuJl of flapping wings.

I

Vertebrate paleontologist Luis M. Chiappe is

research fellow and associate in the Departme

of Ornithology at the American Museum

Xatural History in Xcw York. P



First Came Feathers

By Mark Norell

Our language has its share of sayings when it comes to birds.

Birds of a feather flock together. If it walks like a duck and

quacks like a duck, it must be a duck. These are a couple that

come to mind. For better or worse, these old saws might re-

quire some revision, based on discoveries of two new fossil an-

imals fi-om northeast China.

The two turkey-sized creatures were found in fme-grained

lake sediments, estimated to be 135 million to 122 million

years old, near Beipiao City, in Liaoning Province. They be-

long to the coelurosaurs, a group of theropod dinosaurs that

now includes birds. The Chinese fossOs have a whole slew of

features—hoOow bones, flexible wrists, and wishbones, to

name a few—that ally them with birds, and whose presence in

other coelurosaurs have for some time indicated to paleontol-

ogists that birds are the descendants of coelurosaunan dino-

saurs. Other features—including an opposable hallux (or back

Left: Caudipteryx

feathered dinosaur.

Feathers on the arm,

above (detail), and tail

resemble those of

modern birds.

toe) and smooth-enameled teeth—are characteristics of Meso-

zoic birds and are not present in the Liaoning animals. But the

new fossils consist of more than bones and teeth; they contain

remarkably well preserved feathers. The presence of feathers in

animals that are not birds forever blurs the distinction between

birds and their closest relatives and indicates that feathers alone

are not sutFicient evidence for calling something a bird.

Named Protoarchaeopteryx and Caudipteryx (tail feather), the

Chinese animals have feathers that are quite similar to those ot

modern birds. The feathers cover the entire body and have

central shafts with branching barbs. Scanning electron mi-

croscopy shows that the barbs are held in alignment by smaller

barbules—tiny, Velcro-hke hooks that give feathers their neat

appearance, even after a fair amount of ruffling. As in modern

birds, the long arm feathers (preserved in Caudipteryx but not

in Protoarchaeopteryx) emanate from the hand, although the pri-

mary feathers of modern flying birds tend to be even longer.

In the dinosaurs, the barbs are distributed symmetrically on ei-

ther side of the shaft, unlike the asymmetric, and more aerody-

namic, distribution of barbs found in the wing feathers of

modern birds. Both Protoarchaeopteryx and Caudipteryx have

long tails covered in feathers with a flourish at the tip: a clump

of feathers that form a fan.

Although fully feathered, neither Protoarchaeopteryx nor

Caudipteryx could fly. The origin of feathers and the origin of

flight are separate issues. Likely scenarios for the evolution of

feathers concern their use for display or insulation. Patches of

downlike feathers on some parts of the Chinese animals appear,

in my opimon, to support the insulation argument, as does the

remarkable flufiy covering of another, much more primitive

coelurosaur from the same deposits. Described in

1997, Sinosauropteryx is known from several speci-

mens, all of which show tliis covering. While not

consisting of true feathers, this feature is also pow-

erful evidence that its coelurosaurian relatives,

such as Velociraptor, Troodon, and even Tyran-

nosaurus, were also cloaked in protofeathers.

How bird flight originated is still a wide-open

question, but proponents of the "trees down the-

ory" (a hypothesis that holds that flight developed

after an intermediate gliding stage) cannot be too

pleased to learn that both Caudipteryx and Protoar-

chaeopteryx, while feathered, were flightless

ground-dwelling runners. This tact does not

close the argument, but it does lend support to

the idea that flight arose from the ground up

rather than from trees down.

What do these discoveries ultimately mean? To

me, it IS a matter of perception. Ifwe could n-avel

back in time to the late Mesozoic, some animals

would be familiar, others alien. But ifwe focused only on early

birds and their close dinosaur relatives and compared them, we

would find htde outward dilierence between these avian and

nonavian dinosaurs. This is what the fossils are telling us in the

strongest statement yet: the dinosaurs are still among us in the

form of the feathered bipeds we call birds.

Mark Norell is a cinalor and cliainnan of the Deparnncnt oj 1 crte-

brale Paleoinolo};y at the .-inierican .Museum of \alural History in

New York.
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Sizing Up the

Competition
For African wild dogs, catching dinner
IS one thing. In the presence of lions

and hyenas, eating it is quite another.

Stcr)' by Scott Creel • Photographs byJonathan Scott

In June of 1991, my wife, Nancy, and I

packed up our belongings in Tanzania's

Serengeti Narional Park and, as hard as it

was to leave the packs of dwarf mon-

gooses we had been studying for the past

three years, headed south in our fresh,

white Land Rover. We had decided to

begin a field study of the endangered

African wild dog and were hoping to find

a large, stable population living in wood-

lands. Although many people think of

these wnid dogs as savanna dwellers, they

actually fare much better in wooded habi-

tat. And so we had set our sights on the

Selous Game Reser\'e. 17,500 square

miles in the southeastern part ot the

country', where Tanzanian wildlife offi-

cers told us the dogs were stiU relatively

numerous.

About the size of Costa Rica, Selous is

the largest protected area in all of Afi-ica,

but It has not attracted much attention

from tourists or ecologists, so we had ht-

de idea what to expect. After several days'

travel, with a stop at the wildlife division

offices in Dar es Sa-

laam to collect final

permits and instruc-

tions, we arrived at

the end of the sur-

faced road in Kibiti.

Late in the day we

reached the north-

ern shore of the Ru-

fiji River and found

Left: At about

fifty pounds, the

Aftican wild dog

is half the size of

one of its main

competitors, the

spotted hyena,

opposite.

-^^1
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ourselves creeping

along a dwindling

pair of ruts with

grass growing in the

middle. Is this really

the road, we won-

dered. And is the

whole place this

heavily wooded?

The trees and

head-high grass had

us worried: wild

dogs are so rare that

one cannot expect to

bump into them by

chance, and their

patchwork coat of

Above: As

members of a pack

rally before setting

out on a hunt, a

subordinate dog

grins submissively.

Intensely social,

the dogs enjoy

close contact while

resting, right, and

become visibly

distressed when

separated from

pack mates for

more than afew

minutes.

Wild dogs are slowly disappearing from the Africa
browTi, black, and white ser^^es as excel-

lent camouflage.

Our concerns were well founded. The

Selous is covered by a mosaic of habi-

tats—even,'thing from open plains to

dense, riverine thickets and pahn

swamps—but it is dominated by miombo,

a type of woodland characterized by tall,

spreading Brachystegia and Julbernardia

trees, which thrive in frequendy burned

areas. Elsewhere in Africa, miombo
woodland can be quite open, but in

Selous, a bushy understory cuts the \-iew

down to between 20 and 100 yards in

most places. "SX'eek after frustrating week

passed \%ith no sign of the dogs.

Fortunately, this fatiguing work was

eased by the delight we took in the

beauty of the reser\'e. We arrived at the

beginning of the dr^- season, which runs

fromJune through November or Decem-

ber and is a time ofpleasandy cool nights.

(For the rest of the year, Selous is in-

tensely hot and humid.) Our study site

was well situated. At its southern edge, a

chain ot five lakes are connected by the

broad, sandy Rufiji River. This belt of

water is a year-round home to hippopota-

muses, crocodiles, buSalo, and a who's

who of shorebirds. A line of rocky hills

rises a mile to the east, pro\'idkig a spec-

tacular \'iew of the surrounding area.

The absence of other researchers

working in the reser\'e was in some wavs

a handicap, as we had to gather much of

the background information for our-

selves. But we enjoyed the variet\"; look-

ing for wild dogs one day, mapping vege-

tation the next, counting impala fawns

the dav after that. And in manv wavs. our

isolation and the area's tranquillit\' were a

pleasure. Even along the north bank of

the Rufiji River, where antelope congre-

gate in the dr\- season and tourist traffic is

hea\"ier, vehicles were few.

Finallv, after five months ot searching,

our luck turned; in November we found,

and soon radio-coUared. the first ofmany

wild dog packs. Eventually, we counted

more than 100 dogs living in the 1.000-

square-rrule area we chose as our study

site. Now that we were able to keep track

of the dogs and follow them around, the

real work could begin. One of our goals

was learning how these medium-sized

(45 to 55 pound) carnivores interact with

the much larger hyenas and Hons (about

100 and 300 pounds, respecrively) with

whom they share their wooded habitat.

The ancestor of the African wHd dog

tts

ins

Hi

fell



y/ Whither the Dogs?
ByJoshua R. Ginsberg and Rjosie Woodroffe

\NDSCAPE.
diverged from the rest of the canid family

three to five miUion years ago, and the

species is the only living representative of

its genus. Skilled hunters, these dogs owe

much of their success to group living.

Pack size averages about ten adults and

yearlings, plus the pups born each year,

but it vanes considerably, with packs in

Selous ranging from three to fifty-six

dogs. The larger packs succeed in more ot

their hunts, can tackle bigger prey, and

generally chase prey for a shorter distance

before making a kill. Moreover, large

packs often bring down two or more an-

telope in a single hunt—the record is

seven impalas, killed by a pack of more

than forty dogs, which promptly bolted

down aU seven carcasses.

Unfortunately, competence in the hunt

is not enough to guarantee a secure place

Slowly but surely, wild dogs are disappearing from the African landscape. While

Tanzania's Selous Game Reserve supports about 900, the species is faring less well

F. across much of the continent. In the last three decades, wild dogs have vanished

from twenty-five of the thirty-nine countries in which they once Uved. Today only

six countries are known to support more than 100 dogs, and populations are stable

or rising in only a few countries in southern Africa.

The major reason for this rapid and precipitous decline has been loss of habitat

and prey. As a result of burgeoning human populations across western and central

Africa, and increasingly in eastern Africa, patches of habitat suitable for wildlife

have been shrinking and becoining isolated from each other. And even where prey

and habitat persist, decades of active persecution by farmers and, until very recently,

by wildlife managers have led to local extirpation.

The process of habitat fragmentation and isolation affects wild dogs more than it

does any other carnivore in Afi'ica. Living in packs of eight to ten adults and their

ofispring, wild dogs range widely, covering up to 450 square miles in a year. Dogs

in protected areas frequently come up against reserve borders, where they en-

counter snares and poisons (usually set out to catch other animals, but also efficient

at killing dogs), farmers with shotguns, diseases transmitted by domestic animals,

and cars. Recent studies suggest that human activity at the edges ofmany protected

areas is responsible for as many as half of all wild dog deaths.

Wild dogs need extremely large blocks of relatively intact habitat. While a pro-

tected area of 400 square rrdles might support a viable population of elephants or

lions, such an area is totally inadequate for wild dogs. Parks of 4,000 square rrules or

larger, with well-protected borders, are necessary if the species is to survive. Unfor-

tunately, such extensive tracts of wild land are becoming increasingly rare.

The situation of the wild dogs is bleak but not hopeless. Perhaps 600 to 1,000

packs, with a total of 3,000 to 5,000 individuals, still roam the woodlands, plains,

and bushlands of Africa. The dogs, however, are not evenly distributed. They are

gone, or rapidly disappearing, from most of northern and western Africa, and

trends are downward in central Africa. The species is also dechning across much of

eastern Africa, with southern Tanzania, and Selous in particular, proNading the rare

exception of a stable and relatively large wild dog population.

The wild dog's last, best hope is in southern Africa, which supports several large,

healthy, and often interconnected populations. Dogs hving in northern Botswana,

for example, probably interact with populations in northeastern Namibia, western

Zimbabwe, and southern Zambia. And if a chain of protected areas were estab-

lished, populations in southern Zimbabwe could easily be linked to those in

Mozambique and, perhaps, Kruger National Park in South Africa. Ensuring the

protection of reserves large enough for the peripatetic dogs and maintaimng habitat

corridors between smaller reserves is a big job. The potential rewards, however, are

even greater, for successfijl conservation of the dogs wWi mean protection for the

hundreds of other species that share their African home.

Joshua R. Ginsberg is director of the Asia Program Jor ilie Wildlijc Conservation Soeicty in

New York. Rosie Woodroffe is a rcseanh felloii' in the Depiinincni of Zoology at tlie I'niver-

sity of Candiridge.
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m an ecosystem.

Studies carried out

in Atrica, Europe,

and the Americas

have begun to reveal

the pivotal role large

carnivores play in

the lives of smaller

ones—^by competing

with them for food,

by pre\dng on them,

and sometimes both.

A good example of

this interplay comes

from North Amer-

In the Selotis

Game Reseive,

uwthogs, above,

are the mid dogs'

third most

important prey,

after wildebeests

and impalas.

Right: An

unusually large

herd of wildebeests

line up to drink

in one of the

reserve's many

lakes.

In Serengeti, but not in Selous, hyenas steal meal afte: i

ica, where coyote numbers rose dramati-

cally as humans eradicated the wolf;

booming coyote populations, in turn, led

to hard times tor foxes in some areas. (In

Yellowstone National Park, the good

times for coyotes were recently upset by

the reintroduction of wolves, which have

begun to take their toU on local coyotes.)

In Patagonia, the culpeo (a South Ameri-

can fox) monopoUzes areas with abundant

prey, forcing another, smaller fox

—

kno-wn as the gray zorro—to Hve in the

gaps beuveen culpeo territories. In

Spain's Goto Dofiana National Park,

Iberian lynx prey on Egyptian mon-
gooses, which consequently avoid areas

inhabited by the cats. And in Serengeti

i\ai.ional P.irk, three out of four cheetah

cubs are killed by lions and hyenas.

The wdld dogs, too, suffer at the hands.

or jaws, of their bulkier brethren. Lions,

hyenas, and dogs tend to hve in the same

places and rely on much the same prey,

with particularly broad overlap between

\\Tld dogs and hyenas. Wildebeests and

Thomsons gazelles, for example, are the

most important prey species tor both wild

dogs and hyenas in Serengeti. The

strength of numbers sometimes enables

the dogs to defend their food, but not al-

ways, because hyenas and Uons also hunt

in groups. In the 1960s, Hans Kruuk, a

pioneer of African ecological research

working in Serengeti, noted that spotted

hyenas succeeded in stealing food at 60

percent of kills made by wild dogs, while

the dogs managed to grab a bit of meat at

only 1 percent of hyena kills. With sober

understatement, Kruuk concluded that

the relationship was "one of one-sided

benefit for the hyenas." In the 1980s,

work by John Fanshawe and Clare

Fitzgibbon, also in Serengeti, showed just

how one-sided the benefit could be.

They calculated that hyenas congregated

at 86 percent of all kills made by wild

dogs and outnumbered them at more

than a third of the lulls. The more hyenas

showed up. the less time the dogs got to

feed before giving up the prize. Some-

times the hyenas managed to steal prey

that was still breathing.

Lions are less skilled than hyenas at lo-

cating carcasses, but encounters vwth

lions—while less frequent—are more

likely to prove fatal for the dogs. Com-

panions count tor httle \vhen a dog taces

an opponent capable of killing it \\'ith the

svwpe of a paw or a quick shake. Nancy

and I once watched thirteen wild dogs

tEIOt

lejic

!e:\i

km

ea

It



A dan of hyenas,

above, feeds on the

carcass of a

wildebeest that

died after becoming

mired in the mud

of a drying water

hole.

lEAL FROMTHE WILD DOGS
cautiously harass two lionesses with cubs,

but more often, the dogs will try to stay

out of the lions' way. When lions roar in

their vicinity, dogs move in the opposite

direction. Unfortunately for the dogs,

lions do not always announce their pres-

ence. Working in South Africa's Kruger

National Park, Gus Mills saw a pair of li-

onesses burst out of long grass and kill

thirteen dogs in a matter of seconds. Over

the course of several years. Mills found

that lions were the most common cause

• ofdeath for Kruger's wild dogs. The lions

do not eat the dogs (or hyenas) that they

kill; their actions seem intended to elimi-

nate the competition.

While studying mongooses in

Serengeti, we had occasionally watched

that area's few resident wild dogs and had

seen for ourselves how often the doss

came out on the los-

ing end of encoun-

ters with lions and

hyenas. Lions proved

to be a problem for

the dogs m Selous,

too, but we watched

in amazement as the

dogs ate meal after

meal without any

disturbance from

hyenas. According to

our data, the hyenas

located only 1 8 percent of kills made by

Selous's wild dogs and rarely managed to

get away with any food at all. Simultane-

ously, we found that the population of

wild dogs in Selous was surprisingly

dense, about one adult for every ten

square miles—double the density of most

healthy wild dog populations elsewhere

(in Kruger, for e.xample, or Zimbabwe's

Hwange National Park) and six times

greater than in Serengeti.

These observations strengthened a

growing suspicion that the density ofdogs

was controlled by the densities of hyenas

and/or lions. So, over the course of the

next year, we engaged in the not very

flashy, but essential, work ot counting the

lions and hyenas in our study site. To at-

tract hyenas, we broadcast a smorgasbord

of sounds they cannot resist, mainly hye-

nas whooping and wildebeests bellowing.

To count lions, we developed a file of

photographs that enabled us to recognize

individuals. The hyena population in

Selous turned out to be only moderately

dense (one per square mile), and the den-

sity ot hons was average (one for every

three and one-half square miles). A statis-

tical analysis of data from Selous and else-

where showed that wild dog density goes

down as the density of lions or hyenas

goes up.

Environmental variables also influence

the intensity of competition among carni-

vores. Lions and hyenas, for example,

know that a vulture plummeting to earth is

a pretty reliable signal of a meal to be had,

and they will di'op whatever they are doing

(resting, usually) to investigate. In Seren-

geti's short-grass plains, they can easily

monitor a huge swath ot sky. but from

most places m thickly wooded Selous. onl)-

a small patch of sky is visible. Moreover,

wild dog hunts in Selous usually cover

only 650 yards or less and take place in

brushy vegetation where visibility is lim-

ited for the vultures themselves. In

Serengeti, hunts last longer, cover far more

ground, and often create a swirl of dust and

animals that can be seen for miles.

Lions and hyenas are not the dogs' only

problems. For a number of years, re-

searchers have investisated the effects of
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infectious disease on wild dog popula-

tions. In Serengeti, disease-driven popu-

lation crashes have been a recurrent prob-

lem. In the early 1970s, biologist George

SchaUer was the first to observe an out-

break of disease. Another drastic decline

occurred between 1989 and 1991, leaving

only a handful of wild dogs. Rabies was

the confirmed cause of five of the deaths,

but canine distemper, which causes simi-

lar symptoms, may also have been in-

volved. Although the virus was not actu-

ally cultured in samples from wild dogs, a

distemper epidemic swept through do-

mestic dogs living nearby in the early

1990s, eventually killing hundreds of

Serengeti's lions (see "Virus Hunter,"

Natural History, October 1997). In gen-

eral, the diseases that kill wild dogs also

afflict Hons and hyenas, so dog popula-

tions facing strong competition will also

face greater exposure to pathogens. And

if the competition leaves the dogs in poor

condition, they wiU be more vulnerable

to those pathogens.

Because wild dog packs are close-knit,

researchers have worried that the dogs may

be unusually vulnerable to viral epideirdcs.

But since neighboring packs rarely interact

(average home-range size in Selous was

about 150 square miles), low transmission

among packs might offset intrapack out-

breaks. If the source of infection were an-

other species, however, the lack of contact

between packs would be of little benefit.

At this stage, too Httle is known to assess

risks confidendy, but

Greater kudu, the data from Selous

left, and impalas, left us cautiously op-

below, fall prey to rimisric. In our study,

wild dogs. A lion, blood tests revealed

right, hunts alone, that two-thirds of the

ii'aiting in the dogs had been ex-

long grassfor an posed to the canine

unsuspecting distemper virus dur-

animal to come ing the years we were

near obser\dn^ them, but

Wild dogs also must fight disease.

,lii
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Travel and Reading

AFRICA '

Tlie Selous Game Resen'e supporis

Afiiai's largest Tcmaimug populations of

wild dogs, buffalo, elephants, and lions.

Most visitors flyfrom Dar es Salaam

into one of the reserve's "tented camps.

"

we saw no e\ddeiice that any of the dogs

we were following died of it. Exposure to

par\-o\Trus (a disease transmitted \'ia the

unattractive habit of eating one another's

feces) was also common in Selous. Par-

vo\Trus is dangerous for young dogs but

rarely Idlk adults. The Htters we obser\-ed

were slighdy smaller than wild dog litters

in other populations, su^esting that par-

vo\'irus might be taking its toll on pups.

all directions in an

attempt to escape.

The elegance of a

leaping impala tak-

ing flight over a

fallen tree and the

audacity with which

a wild dog plunges

into the flashing legs

of a wildebeest tes-

7(1 the rivers and

lakes of Selous,

herons often ride

atop unprotesting

hippos, above.

Opposite: Hie

wild dog's big ears

help dissipate

excess body heat.

A LION CAN KILL A DOGWITH A QUICK SWIPE OF ITS PAW
Atnona the best are AftuyMiii. Sand

Rivers, Riifiji Riivr, and Xlbuyii.

During the dry season (fromJune

tlirough November), the Selous is

relatively cool, roads are passable, and

Uiirsty anunals congregate along the

Rufiji River and nearby lakes. Tlte

woodlands that make up most oftlie

Sdous are lusher during the ii>et season,

but many roads are impassable then, and

wildlife is more dispersed. Peter

ifatdtiessen's 1981 book, Sand Rivers,

gii/cs tlw reader a sense of^le geography

and history oftlie reserve.. Last year,

njCNH-^/cir'd Cnnseripation Union

-
' ~ Dog: Staros

-V onsr-nation Action

Ph.:. TTv :'-:^^ r.^<h.-i R.

Ginsiic;.:

The chances ofsurvi\^ for pups that made

it beyond the first few months were excel-

lent, however.

The dogs also showed an abihty to sur-

\rive anthrax. For several weeks, we

watched a pack of eighteen adults and

tw^nt\'-four pups that had contracted the

disease, probably by feeding on an in-

fected impala. We worried that all the

dogs were doomed because we knew an

outbreak of anthrax had killed wild dogs

in Zambia's Luangwa Valley. Yet all the

adults and all but four pups recovered.

Two of the puppies that died were killed

by hyenas after falling behind the pack.

JournaHst Natahe Angier described

wild dogs on the move as a "gorgeous ex-

ercise in group kuietics,'" beautifully con-

vening the spectacle ofa pack sv^^eeping in

behind a herd ofimpalas, which scatter in

tif\' to the grace and power predators and

prey have bred into each other. We now

spend httie time in Selous but enjoy the

thought that the dogs are out there and

hope that our research viih have some

practical value. The lessons we learned

suggest that reintroducrion efforts should

focus on places where hons and hyenas

are not abundant. Experience elsewhere

supports this view^: three attempts to

bring wild dogs back to Namibia's Etosha

National Park, for example, failed when

hons killed eleven of the twenty-four

newcomers. Fortunately, research on the

dogs began before the species had reached

the edge of extinction, and there is still a

good chance to save them. With some

luck, hons and hyenas—in manageable

numbers—^wiU have wild dogs to pick on

for manv vears to come. I:
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Got a craving for adventure and luxury? Treat yourself to the new Subaru Outback® Limited. On the outside, this unique

All-Wheel Drive vehicle is more than a match for the competition, holding a turn better than a Blazer and braking better than

an Explorer. Inside, the Limited offers deliciously decadent comforts like soft leather seating, woodgrain patterned trim

and - count 'em - two sunroofs. To get a taste of The World's

First Sport-Utility Wagon'j see your Subaru dealer, call

1-800-WANT-AWD or visit our website at www.subaru.com

The New Outback Limited

Mmj.
TheBeautyofAll-WheelDnvi



' t Ik\ \ Blazer turning stability claim based on USAC-certitled dry lateral acceleration test. l'^^7 Ford Explorer br.iking comparison based on USAC<ertified dry testing of b(W) braking. Tbc ABC's ol Sal'ctv: Air bags. Buckle up. Children in back.
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Can an impoverished
country in South
America survive a
gold-mining boom?

story by Mark Jacobson

Photographs by Antonin Kratochvil

"*
' our hundred seventy years ago, toiling in the

~"

dank, semi-illicit laboratories of Basel and

•| Strasbourg, Paracelsus (real . name, Philippus

Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Ho-

henheim), the most canny and bombastic of

alchemists, sought a quintessential agent that would

transmute base metals into gold. This catalyst, often

called the philosophers' stone, was accorded properties

that approached the divine. If Paracelsus could be

transported through time and space to the steaming

jungles of present-day Guyana, he could now stand on

a catwalk at Omai—one of the largest open-pit gold

mines in South America—and peer into a twenty-five-

foot-high, ten-thousand-gallon vat to see the roiling of

a whole other kind of alchemy.

At Omai, liquid sodium cyanide is the "quintessen-

tial" catalyst in the leaching process that separates gold

ore from contiguous, worthless base deposits. One of

the deadliest poisons known to man—or possibly to

God—cyanide is no philosophers' stone, but it works a

heck of a lot better. Here, where operations go on

around the clock, close to 1,000 ounces ofgold are ex-

tracted every day.

For the alchemists, gold was the priinn materia—the

primary material. Nothing else that can be dug from

the ground has caused such a ruckus in the human

heart and rmnd. A metal with a complicated karma,

gold has a tortured history that goes back at least 6,000

A freelance miner,

left, learns ttie value

of tiis gold at a

counting house in

fi/lahdia. Hundreds of

unregulated miners

come to seek their

fortunes in the rough

territory around the

town. "Gold is my

love: gold is sure,

"

one of them says.
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years. Gold has always been used as

a measure of desire, of the worth

of things. One need only rent

Tlie Treasure of the Sierra Madre and

watch Humphre}' Bogan's twisted,

seething face as he sa\"s, "Make each

guy responsible for his own goods"

to imagine the obsessional lengths to

which people wiU go when the\"re

going tor the gold-

Today we are li\Tng through the

most sustained gold rush in history-.

Once accounting for a relatively

small portion of the so-caUed ex-

tractive industries, gold mining bur-

geoned in the early 1980s as the

price ofthe metal rose from its long-

time level of $35 per ounce to al-

most $800; mining continued to ex-

pand during the past decade, e\=en as

the price leveled to between $300

The first thing the visitor

notices at Wiite Hole is

that he is sinking into the
blanched, waterlogged
sandstone. "Welcome
to hell," one of the
miners says.

and $400. According to Project Underground, an en-

\"irDnniental and human rights organization that mon-
itors the extraction industries, the amount of gold

taken from the earth has increased by upward of 50

percent in the past tw-ent\' years: 3,642 tons of gold

were mined in 1995, the most ever. In 1995 and 1996,

53 percent of all commercial geological exploration ft»-

cused on finding gold reserves, 80 percent of which

win likely be used, in the end, to make jewelry

In this world boom, Guyana, a former British

colony on South America s Caribbean coast, plan's a

smallish, but potentialh- tragic, part. This stru^ling

counny-, home to barely 800,000 people, most ofthem

descendants of African slaves and East Indian inden-

tured servants, was once thought to be El Dorado. It

V-. as here that Sir Walter Raleigh, author ofthe mono-
graph "'The Discoverie of the Large, Rich, and Bewti-

tiil F.mpyre of Guiana," came in 1595, intent on find-

ing a gold-rich kingdom. Raleigh's search didn't pan

out (indeed, his failure contributed to his eventual be-

heading). Today El Dorado persists onh" as the brand

name of GuvJana's most widely consumed rum. None-

theless, later generations of European geoadventurers

tapped riches so vast that even Raleigh may not have

imagined them.

There is gold—^and more gold being mined all the

time—in Gu\iana. In 1988 gold accounted for about 8

percent of the countr\''s exports. By 1995, it exceeded

32 percent—^nore than for traditional items such a^

sugar; rice, or bauxite. Until recendy. much of the gold

was taken close to the siuiace. This w:as enougji to sup-

port local, low-tech, freelance miners known as poifc-,

knockers. Taking their name from the salt pork they ate,

these itinerant men traditionalh- operated in the mode

ofmigrant farmers: they filed claims, worked with pans,

then moved on. These days, howevei; widi the sui&ce

i

mil
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increasingly picked clean, you have to dig deeper to

touch El Dorado s ghost. At the turn of the century,

German prospectors—who originally had been search-

ing for diamonds—excavated the Omai site, in north-

central Guyana, with picks and shovels. Today, Oniai's

Fennel! Pit is more than 500 feet deep. A few times a

week, at about noon, a horn blares, and they dynamite

deeper. (The pit is named after David Fennell, chief ex-

ecutive ofticer and president of Golden Star Resources

Ltd., the Denver-based company that helped develop

Omai Gold Mines Ltd. [OGML] at the current site

starting in 1991.)

At best, gold mining, like all mining, is messy,

tough on the land. For every ton of gold mined, about

3 million tons of waste rock are churned up. Mining

can be particularly savage on the scale practiced at

Omai. This punishing process somehow seems to mat-

ter more here, in such biologically rich territory: the

Guyanese jungle is home to more

than 1,000 tree species, 8,000 plant

species (half of which are found

nowhere else), and more than 1,000

kinds of terrestrial animals, includ-

ing giant anacondas, jaguars,

ocelots, and bushmasters. The land

itself—blasted, pulverized, and run through with

cyanide solutions, all for the sake of gold to be

snatched on a subway or flaunted at a fancy restau-

rant—is part of the Guiana Shield, which scientists

think contains some of the oldest rock on earth. The

prima materia of the planet.

In August 1995 at Omai, the land finally gave. The

tailings dam, a packed earthen wall that was supposed

to contain the end products of cyanide leaching, rup-

tured. Over four days, an estimated 800 million gallons

of effluent were dumped into the Omai Creek and

then flowed into the Essequibo, the largest river in

Guyana, a country whose name means "land of wa-

ters." The spill was the largest recorded in the thirty'

years since cyanide leaching became the method of

choice for high-volume gold-ore extraction.

It was a mad time then in Bartica, a tatt)' but lively

settlement of fishermen, miners, and purveyors of

into a "modoc pit.
'

where a "pit man,

"

top, picl(s tlirough

the runoff for

detritus. The

rerriaining material

is dredged, filtered,

and sorted, then

burned with a

tincture of mercury

to extract whatever

gold it might hold.

I
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uTld-animal meat sevent\'-five miles downrh'er from

the dam. Helicopters clattered overhead, fiiU of gov-

ernment men shouting into bullhorns, warning people

not to drink the river w^ter or wash with it. The town

was unsettled by reports that corpses of \\ild hogs had

fiUed the Essequibo do^\^l^iver from the spill. With

thousands of dead fish washed up on the riverbanks,

the government imposed a ten-day ban on using river

water and seUing Essequibo catch. Then-president

Cheddi Jagan proclaimed the area an environmental

disaster zone.

"The river turned red," says Mrs. Barka, sevent^'-

five-year-old resident of Riversview, a small

Amerindian village across the muddy-hued Essequibo

from Bartica. "Bloody red and brass\' . . . brassv;

brass^"," the genial, gap-toothed widow remembers.

She was, she says, "punished plenty'" in the days fol-

lowing the spiU: she had to paddle three nules to get

drinking water; she couldn't wash

her clothes.

"It was as before, poison from

the outside, as with Jim Jones," says

Leslie Patrick Norton, referring to

the suicide of 913 people in Jonesto\\Ti, northwestern

Guyana, in 1978. Norton, a sevent\'-year-old Arawak

Indian, was once the captain (the Amerindian version .

of mayor) of Riversview, where he has Hved for the

better part of fift>,' years. "Cyanide then, cyanide now,"

the banty, gleaming-eyed captain says \\dth dehbera-

tion, noting that the poisoned Kool-Aid that Jones

bade his followers drink ^vas ""red—red Hke the river."

For one who has hved most of his life in a jungle, the

self-educated Captain Norton is a savvy cosniopohtan.

He is well aware that while most people know Htde

about Guyana and care less, ever^'one the world over

know'S about Jonestown. As Walter Cronkite opined in

1978, Jonestown is a "nightmare that just won't quit."

To hear Norton teH it, the Omai spill is an equally

enduring nightmare. He says he's famihar with the ht-

erature on the cyanide-leaching process that was

handed out bv Cambior Inc., the Canadian company

"We are at a crossroads
in Guyana—polilically,

spiritually, environmentally
at a crossroads. Ifwe
make the wrong
choice now, we'll pay for

it forever."
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that owns 65 percent ot the Omai mine and controls

day-to-day operations there. (Golden Star Resources

Ltd. owns 30 percent and the Guyanese government

the remaining 5 percent.) Captain Norton knows that

(.~)(iML says there has never been an industry-related

cyanide death. He knows, too, that OGML publica-

tions claim that "the water of the Essequibo River will

dilute the tailings discharge . . . within 100 meters

downstream . . . making it completely harmless to

aquatic and human life."

Through what he calls "diligent study aimed at the

separation of fact from Aesop's fables," Captain Norton

has become something of an authority on cyanide

leaching. He knows, for instance, that even if cyanide

does dissipate rapidly in sunlight, other heavy metals

associated with the gold-mining process—notably

mercury, copper, and iron—do not. "These invisible

things remain, entering the food chain, closing in.

menacing us always," Captain Norton says, ever cog-

nizant of "our weakness and power in this situation."

By this he means that even though the basically indi-

gent Amerindians make up only 4 percent (about

31,000) of Guyana s population and live primarily in

remote, roadless forests, where they subsist on hunting

and fishing, they were here first. They were here be-

fore Columbus (who reached Guyana m 1498), before

the Dutch, before the British, and certainly before the

colonialists' unwilling subjects, the ancestors of the

Afro- and Indo-Guyanese, who now cluster on the

coastal strip around the tumbledown capital, George-

town, and control the nation's fractious political des-

tiny. His people, he says, are the originals—the prima

iihUciia of the place.

The mining company took out apologetic adver-

tisements in the Guyanese newspapers after the spUl,

promising proper restitution, and then sent its agents

into the bush, ofiering people $150

Canadian (U.S.S102) in "fiiU setde-

ment" of their claims; this is partic-

ularly rankling to Captain Norton.

Last year, he and two other residents

of the Bartica area tiled a class action

on behalf of 23,000 people allegedly

aftected by the spill. Leery of

Guyanese courts, they are seeking to

have their case heard in Montreal,

Cambior's home base.

After the spOl, various commis-

sions arrived in Guyana to try to as-

sess the extent of the damage. The

Pan American Health Organization

confirmed that "aquatic life in the

Laborers clear jungle

near Mahdia, far left,

for a new mining pit.

Center: Where once

ttiere was a jungle, a

mined-out stretcti

now stands.

Freelance miners not

only overturn the

land for gold, they

also dredge the

rivers in search of it.

Dredging changes

the contours of

riverbeds, destroying

fish-spawning

grounds and

impeding navigation.

It can also cause

riverbanks to

crumble altogether.

Left: A dredge-

damaged river in the

Mahdia region.
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Miners buy their

supplies at a shop in

a Mahdia mining

camp, below.

Accessible only by

plane, Mahdia may

be about to lose its

frontier aura: the

Guyanese

government recently

granted an

exploratory

concession there to

Golden Star

Resources Ltd., part-

owners of the

massive Omai mine.

Above, right: Patrons

at a Mahdia

restaurant.

Omai Creek and at the confluence with the Esseqnibo

River was completely destroyed" and that '"the spiU did

initially pose some emironmental health risk to . . .

people along the first forty kilometers of the Esse-

quibo." But the report also determined that the large

dilution factor and swift degradation of c\'anide meant

that it would not pose a long-term risk to residents of

the river.

OGML officials maintain that the damage was lim-

ited to the Omai Creek and that at no time were

people along the Essequibo exposed to free cyanide

levels above the 0.2 parts per million (ppm) limit ac-

cepted as the Canadian guideline for drinking water.

A United Nations report states that cyanide levels

reached at least 5.5 ppm in the Omai Creek but are

currendy back to pre-spiU levels. StiU, the report

harshly criticized OGiVIL for failing to adequately

monitor the operation of the dam, even though the

design chosen was one that required "extremely carefiil

construction and monitoring." The report concluded

that the mine operated "without proper e\^uation of

groundwater levels in and around the dam. without

evaluation of discharges in creeks . . . and most impor-

tant widiout capacity for oversight

of the environmental monitoring

program." Representatives from the

United States En\ironmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) concluded

that the dam failure "could have

been predicted ifnot prevented."

Sw^atting away mosquitoes under

a thatched roof in Rivers\'iew, Cap-

tain Norton explains that the lawsuit

against the mine and its manage-

ment asks for pajinent of S69 rrul-

hon Canadian (US.S47 million)

That w'orks out to $3,000 Canadian

(U.S.S2,004) for each plaintiff, quite

a ium in a countrx' that has—at S750

per annum—the second lowest income per capita in

the Western Hemisphere. The suit also demands an in-

dependent environmental audit of the entire river dis-

trict, to be paid for by OGML.
Meanwhile, some people who Hve along the river

are slowly begmning to make use of it again. Many res-

idents continue to get their water upstream of the spill

or find secondary water sources. Fishermen have trou-

ble selling hsh taken from the river. The c\-anide levels

might be considered harmless, but the psychological

efl'ects linger.

The mine was back in business within six months.

Captain Norton complains that "they act as if w-e are

ignorant bogey men of the hinterlands, but we are not.

We are well aware that we Uve in a Third World coun-

try': The man from the government came here. He ex-

plained the balance of payments to us. We support ef-

forts to increase the national economy, but not at the

compromise of om- existence." Although some charge

that Captain Norton's suit is another form of gold dig-

ging, he is resolute. "For us, it is a matter of confi-

dence. We have none, none at aU," he remarks. In the

end, what makes Captain Nortons stated no-confi-

k2.
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s-Ri.

In 1988 gold
accounted for about 8
percent of all Guyana's
exports. By 1995 it

exceeded 32 percent-
more than for

traditional Items such as
sugar, rice, or bauxite.
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dciKc total, tragic, is that, as he puts it, "What we re-

alK' no longer have confidence in is the river itself.

Ihis river is our lives. It always has been. For me to say

that we have no confidence in the river—what price

can a court oflaw put on that?"

The question is, can the government, a shareholder

in the mine, be responsible for overseeing OGML's en-

vironmental monitoring of the mine? The mine was al-

lowed to reopen soon after the disaster, with a new,

three-times-as-large, $60 million tailings dam, and this

prompted charges that Cambior was holding the gov-

ermnent hostage by threatening to pack up and leave

unless its demands for a quick return to production were

met. With 1,000 workers, the Omai mine is the biggest

private employer in the country and accounts for a fliU

quarter of the Guyanese gross national product.

"Is this country up for sale or not?" asks Rupert

Roopnaraine, puffing on a Havana-made Cohiba cigar

as he swings in a hammock at his exceedingly pleasant

home, set amid the coconut fields east of Georgetown.

Roopnaraine, who once taught comparative literature

at Cornell University, is the leader of the Working

People's Alliance (WPA) and was its presidential candi-

Idate in the December 1997 elections. The small, left-

ileaning party has been prominent in raising environ-

imental issues, especially in the wake of the Omai splQ,

iand has questioned recent concessions offered by the

government to companies such as the Malaysian-based

Barama Corporation to log large swaths of hitherto un-

touched forests, as well as new exploration rights

granted to Golden Star. "Being a backwater has its ad-

vantages. Ecologically, you can slip through the cracks,"

iSays Roopnaraine. "Guyana has not been totally flayed

land pillaged like so many places. Out in the bush, it's a

virtual museum of life as once glimpsed on earth." The

professor takes a dramatic puff on his cigar and says.

We are at a crossroads in Guyana—politically, spiritu-

ally, enviromaientally at a crossroads. If we make the

wrong choice now, we'U pay for it forever."

Guyana's predicament is not unfamiliar in the so-

called developing world—that is, a cash-poor, debt-

ridden nation (Guyana has one of the highest debts per

capita in the Americas) is handed its marching orders

from the World Bank's structural adjustment portfolio

and enters into a series of potentially Faustian bargains

with multinational corporations in hopes of capitaliz-

ing on untapped natural resources. Some call it "glob-

alization," others "plunder." But that's too easy. Each

backwater has its own particular set of circumstances,

and the route by which Guyana arrived at an economic

and environmental crossroads is especially tortuous.

What brought the country to this pass is a history

seemingly known to all Guyanese—whether they be

frying roti in Georgetown's teeming Stabroek Market

or seUing chutney music (a kind of Hindu hip-hop) in a

record shop on Liberty Avenue in Queens, New
York—home to thousands of recent emigrants. Every-

one agrees that the trouble dates back to the pernicious

racial legacy of colonialism, which has long pitted East

Indians and blacks against one another. After the

breakdown of the panracial independence movement

of the 1950s, this problem was exploited by the British

and then by the Americans (who feared that Guyana

would become another Cuba). Race riots broke out in

the early 1960s. By 1964, aided by American interests

wary of Marxist Prime Minister Cheddi Jagan, Forbes

Burnham and his largely Afro-Guyanese People's Na-

tional Congress (PNC) had come to power. The

country gained independence in 1966 and became a

repubhc in 1970, but Burnham—an eccentric autocrat

who ruled for twenty-one years—led it into economic

and psychological bankruptcy; elections were rigged,

the electricity supply was erratic, potable water was

ever more scarce, and roads deteriorated greatly. The

majority Indo-Guyanese (55 percent) saw themselves

as prime victims of Burnham's often nakedly racialist

pohtics. Burnham would whimsically ban imports of | ivENEZUEiA

such items as chickpeas, a staple of the Indian diet. The

paramilitary police and security forces under his direct

control were almost exclusively black. An Indo-

Guyanese brain drain ensued, stripping the nation of a

good deal of its merchant class and skilled workers.

Forbes Burnham died in 1985; Hugh Desmond

Hoyte was his successor. By the time the PNC was fi-

nally voted out in 1992, in the counti-y's first unfixetl

election, the nation had no consistent rule ot law. Liter-

acy rates, among the highest in the world when Burn-

ham took over, had plummeted; more than 80 percent

ofpeople under the age of twenty-five were considered

tlinctionally illiterate. Finally back in power, the then-

seventy-five-year-old Cheddi Jagan vowed to turn the

country around, proclaiming his East Indian-domi-

nated People's Progressive Party (PPP) as a force "for all

Guyana." Six years later, this claim is debatable. With

the tables turned, Afro-Guyanese claim to find them-

selves increasingly marginalized in the ensuing eco-

nomic upturn. "It's payback for those guys, now," says

one Georgetown black, referring to the Indians. "Now
we'll never get a piece." In the December 1997 elec-

tions, Indians voted PPP, while blacks went PNC. "In

such an intractable climate, we remain paralyzed to ef-

fect meaningful change, on the environment or any-

thing else," says Roopnaraine, who walked the width of

the country waving his WPA banner of nonracialism

Atlantic Ocean
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A gold-buyer in and wound up getting 1 percent of

Mahdia, right, tal<es the vote.

stocl( of a nugget of Less pessimistic is victorious PPP

the "great arcanum" President Janet Jagan (the widow of

that has been Cheddi Jagan), the only white, Jew-

brought in for ish grandmother ever elected to lead

appraisal and a Third World nation. The former

possible sale by a Janet Rosenberg of Chicago, lUi-

freelance nniner. nois, who was once considered a

leftist firebrand, has taken heat for

being too friendly to the multina-

tional companies she previously

might have labeled robber barons

and plutocrats. Addressing a meet-

ing of the Guyana Gold and Dia-

mond Miners at Georgetown s

slightly frayed Pegasus Hotel just

weeks after being elected, Jagan said,

investment, both foreign and domestic, to build a bet-

ter, more modern Guyana." Later on in the speech, she

added, "I am certain all present understand this devel-

opment must be done within respect for the environ-

ment and in the spirit of sustainable development."

Critics maintain this addendum was disingenuous,

considering that everyone from pork-knockers to

Norman McClean (former brigadier general of the

Guyanese Defense Force under Burnham and current

head of security at OGML) attended the miners' meet-

ing. As for Captain Norton's pending lawsuit regarding

the mine, Jagan says, "These are matters for the court."

Prime Minister Sam Hinds, a soft-spoken, Afro-

Guyanese man in a safari suit, is more direct. (In this

racially polarized society, the leaders of the "Indian

Party" are a white woman and a black man.) While re-

grettable, the "former" situation at Omai must be seen

as one of "the risks of development," Hinds asserts.

This goes for new concessions given to logging com-

panies as well. "We are nation-buildmg here," Hmds
says. "We must accept what our nation provides for us.

Of course, we wish to control our own destiny. But

Guyana is part of a world economy now, and this tends

to be quite unpredictable."

A twenty-year veteran of the Guyanese bauxite

mining industry. Hinds has personal experience of the

vagaries of world markets. As recently as the 1970s,

Guyana's bauxite mines produced upward of 90 per-

cent of the world's calcite bauxite. But then, Burnham,

with an impetuousness even his enemies now regard

with nostalgia, tossed out the American and Canadian

companies that ran bauxite mining and nationalized

the industry. Punitive international reaction was im-

:i':-u'.-ice. Within three years, faced with upstart com-

petition from (inferior) Chinese bauxite, the Guyanese

share of the bauxite market was down to less than 15

percent. It has never recovered. The industry's once-

thriving center at Linden, seventy-five miles down the

roadkill-splattered highway from Georgetown, is a

ghostly clutter ot corrugated metal housing and rust-

ing, outmoded machinery. Asked if he feared the same

fate for Omai should the government press the mine's

officials there about, say, environmental issues. Hinds

only frowns.

"Guyana is a unique opportunity for the estabhsh-

ment of an environmentally sound state, but as already

shown here, the self-reliant model has proved a

lose/lose situation," says Australian David Cassells, a

former employee of the World Bank and now director

general of the Iwokrama International Centre tor Rai:

Forest Conservation and Development, a preserve

nearly a miUion acres of virgin rainforest in the center'

of the country. Cassells says Iwokrama—designed to be

self-supporting through the use of private capital, the

judicious management of local timber, and the estab-

lishment of ecotourism—could be a model for devel-

oping Guyana's hinterlands, but it won't be easy. "You

have a country coming out of a long period of con-

fused, pseudosocialist rule with a huge debt and an un-

diversified economy. Whether outside environmental-

ists hke it or not, these are the real-world factors that

will determine the ecological future here," says Cas-

sells. "For instance, the way the Guyanese sugar and t

rice industries are organized, it costs too much to pro-

duce these things. They're kept in business by interna-

tional price supports. Should those supports disappear,

sugar would not be able to compete on the world mar-

ket . . . panic could set in. There would be a fire sale

on the forests and minins rishts in five minutes."
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Stepping
down into White Hole, near Mah-

dia, a rough-hewn mining town 100 miles

south of Georgetown and accessible only by

semiregularly scheduled planes (there are no

roads), the first thing the visitor notices is

that he is sinking in the blanched, waterlogged sand-

stone—sinking past the knee, edging toward the crotch.

It is then that one of the local freelance miners (who

work either their own claims or for one of the hundreds

of small mining outfits that operate in and around Mah-

dia), a bare-chested black man wearing yellow rubber

hip boots and an improvised magenta caftan, extends a

helping hand. "Welcome to hell," he says.

In and around White Hole (and its companion pit,

the ocher-hued Red Hole, a few rrules away through

the jungle), there is not much talk ofdevelopmental pol-

itics. "Development?. . . Yes, man, I'm trying to develop

a few dollars," laughs SmaUy, a friendly man in a New
York Yankees baseball cap. Smally is actually quite large,

in a blocky, five-by-five sort of way. About forty years

old now, he was fifteen when he first started working

gold claims in the jungle. Brought up hard in George-

towns scrufiy Tiger Bay area, SmaUy, father of six, seek-

ing to avoid the malaria rampant in the Mahdia "dredge

.yards" ("Been sick with that at least twenty times," he

Bays), decided to try his hand prospecting diamonds near

the Venezuelan border. But the bandits got to him.

First they robbed me with knives, so I got a knife.

Then they robbed me with pistols, so I got a pistol.

iWhen they returned with Uzis, I left and came back

here." No matter. He never cared much for diamond

tnining, Smally reports with a smile, reveaUng the gold-

apped choppers sported by most people around Mah-

dia. "Gold is my love," Smally says. "Gold is sure."

As opposed to the highly regimented, 300-man-

Der-shift work at Omai (where the miners' overnight

quarters are called Brooklyn and the bosses', Beverly

HiUs), at White Hole, freelance miners usually work in

ceams of four to six and sleep in hammocks strung

jnder plastic tenting. A pair of "jetters," often attired in

nothing more than briefs, "ride" high-powered hy-

Jraulic hoses that blast streams of water at the edges of

:he pit. The water pressure eats away at the land, break-

ing it down to a muddy torrent that is charmeled into

:he "modoc pit," where the "pit man," up to his waist

Ji muck, picks through the runoff, discarding detritus,

iuch as stumps of 1 00-year-old trees and bowUng-ball-

iized rocks. From there, the 'winnowed flow funnels

into an (ear-splitting) compressor-run dredge that

ibrces the liquid into a length of ten-inch-wide plastic

jiping. This duct, propped up by makeshift wood lat-

icework, runs about 100 feet to a rickety sluice; at both

White Hole and Red Hole, several such pipelines cross

and recross one another like tubes at a crazed Rube

Goldberg water park. The runoff is ftirther filtered by

cloth mat "rifiles." Finally, the heavier, gold-bearing

material is caught in the sluice box, or "head."

Once a week or so, the head is sorted for gold

residues, which usually amount to between two and

four ounces per day per team. Transported to a zeal-

ously guarded spot, the gold is separated from sur-

rounding materials by burning the ore with a tincture

of mercury. It is a time-honored process. Indeed,

Paracelsus himself would not be unfamiliar with the

final steps of isolating gold from base ore at White

Hole. Paracelsus' recipe for obtaining "the great ar-

canum [gold] by quicksilver" was as follows: "In the

separation of the pure from the impure, take some

mercury" and burn it; through this "celestial fire," the

material rendered wiU approach "metallic heaven."

Apprised of this antecedent methodology, SmaUy, the

local miner, had no quibble. "Burning the gold down,

it is a magic thing, you know."

Mahdia may be without
ticker tape and be
populated with men who
have never seen the
Financial Times, but
everyone seems to know
the price of gold at the
daily London fixing.

Over at Omai—where workers produced 340,000

ounces of gold in 1997, compared with 70,000 ounces

for all other Guyanese miners put together in the same

year—OGML ofticials say operations Uke White Hole

are far more harmful to the environment than theirs.

Not only is the mercury-curing process more toxic

than cyanide leachmg, they say. but the local miners are

totally unregulated. To press the point, they invite you

to sit in a spacious, air-conditioned oftice at Omai and

watch videotapes of the jetting process in which tough-

looking men, none of them wearing OGML's required

neat, corporate overalls and bright orange hard hats,

wash away whole hillsides with their spewing hoses.

The argument is not easily dismissed. Flying over

the jungle, you see the app;illing results wrought by the

fi-eelance miners and their migrating land dredgers.

Below, the forest extends, infinite and green, its tree-
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tops like so many heads of broccoli

sewTi together. But then there are

the gouges: white splotches in the

canopy, divots out of the prima mate-

ria. Even more ruinous is the infa-

mous river-going "missile." A
dredge/sluice operation set on a

flatbed boat, the missile is equipped

with a pronglike iron pipe that sucks

up material from the gold-bearing

riverbed. Invented in the 1960s by

the Guyanese Stanislav Jordan and

now in use throughout South

America, the missile replaced

dredges that required miners to de-

scend to the river bottom in jerr\'-

ri^ed diving bells, a riskv? practice

that led not inirequendy to dro\ATi-

ings. No doubt several miners have

been saved by the missile, but envi-

With 1 ,(XX) wori<ers, the
largely foreign-owned
Omai mining operation is

the biggest private

employer in the country
and accounts for a full

quarter of the Guyanese
gross national product.

ronmentally, the device is a nightmare. Throughout

the river country, one sees the artificial sandbars left by

its tailings. This recontouring of riverbeds plays havoc

with fish-spawning areas, st^Tnies navigation, and often

causes riverbanks to crumble altogether. A recent spate

ot catastrophic floods that ravaged much of the upper

Essequibo have been attributed by local Amerindians

and emironmentalists to missile dredging.

While few around Mahdia deny the deleterious ef-

fects ot freelance gold mining on the land, they resent

the idea that a $250 million operation, such as that at

Omai, is somehow safer. "That's the propaganda ofbig

business. Those people do not understand the land and

v.^hat it means to be do\\Ti in it. Thev are looking to

extsnct us," says thiny-eight-year-old Fitzroy Lietch.

^o^ years, Lietch prospected the Mahdia region, pri-

ffiirily around his mine on looming Eagle Moimtain,

where he worked with pans "in the old way. just taking

what the ground gives up. We had that kind of healthy

relationship to it," he says. More recendy economically

pressed, he has done stints in the pit at White Hole.

"You can't go deeper than thiru- feet \\-ith [our] land

dredges," Fitzroy says. "To me, thin\- feet is a compro-

mise \\ith reaht\?. Six hundred feet is not. SLx hundred

feet is an exercise of vanitx'; at places like Omai and

them other big firms, they have no attachment to am-

thing. Guyana, Canada, Suriname, doesn't matter to

them. It's just dirt, something to strangle money out

of. Me—if I ^^Teck the land, sin against it. it's stiU my

land, and I have to Hve wdth that. That's solenm, man."

Desperate as they might be. few miners around Mahdia

would give up their claims, even the busts, to work for

a wage at a place Hke Omai. Lietch says, "Places Hke

Mahdia, they're for the independent."

Indeed, Mahdia, where the airstrip is a mud bog

and generators bang all night, has an independent,
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podge City feel to it, except that most of the tough-

ooking hombres sauntering down the dusty streets

lave machetes shoved into their belts instead of six-

;uns. Aside from the steady business done by the

nedic shack, where the afflicted line up to purchase

loses of "OPT-imal—the fast, fast malaria detector,"

Ivlahdia street life tends to be slow during the day,

fvhen miners work through their tourteen-to-sixteen-

aour shifts. By dark, however, the town gets jumping.

That's when tops come flying off bottles of Banks'

iter and open-air clubs start cranking up the reggae.

Vfter a couple of belts, many find their way to Rani's

Desert Storm Club. There, amid the black lighting and

:ar-shattering bass lines, the so-inclined might arrive at

n arrangement with one of the numerous neon-

jright hot-pants-clad ladies of the Mahdia night.

In the end, most miners wind up in a counting

louse like the one run by Z. Razach, on Mahdia's

^' "?^<.i

mam street. Here, as Percy Sledge

sings "When a Man a Loves a

Woman" and fluorescent lights

flicker on the thick-planked floor

and on shelves full of Spam (a sign

says, "Goods near expiration, prices

slashed!"), Razach assays what's

been brought out of White Hole.

Gold currently goes for $34,000

Guyanese (about U.S.$239) an

ounce in Mahdia, with proportion-

ately smaller prices for "penny-

weights" (twenty to an ounce).

These numbers have changed a bit

of late, in line with the falling prices

around the world. Mahdia may be

without ticker tape and be popu-

lated with men who have never seen

the Fiihiiicial Times, but everyone

seems to know the price of gold at

the daily London fixing. "Under

$300 now," says Lietch, mournfully. This drop in the

price, along with the drought brought by El Nifio

—

another global trend the locals foUow closely, since

drought dries up the water for hydrojetting—has put a

serious dent in the already slim profit margins in Mah-

dia. Gold returns are off as much as 60 percent this

year, shutting down many dredge operations. At Omai,

where international commerce dictates that gold be

sold at a prearranged price, such market uncertainties

are minimized. They're doing quite well over there,

thank you very much.

StiU, a find is a find, and tonight a stubby miner in

a flannel shirt has brought in a cache for Razach's pe-

rusal. Resting on Razach's dark, pufly hand, the irreg-

ular-shaped ball of unrefined gold, still encrusted with

sand, appears to be anything but the august arcanum,

the ever-sought prima \nataia.

As it turns out, Mahdia's Wild West days may be

Operations go on

around the clock at

Omai Gold Mines

Ltd., in north-central

Guyana, left and

above. Companies

based in Denver,

Colorado, and

Montreal, Canada,

are the principal

owners of the mine:

the Guyanese

government owns 5

percent. Close to

1,000 ounces of

gold are extracted

there

every day.
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At the turn of the

century, German

prospectors

excavated the Omai

site with pidcs and

shovels. Omai's

Fennell Pit, t>elow, is

today more than 500

feet deep. Right:

Dump tmcks dear

rocks from the pit.

coining to an end. The government has just granted a

large explorator\' concession in the area to Daxiid Fen-

nell s Golden Star company, the same outfit that helped

develop Omai. Golden Star is already hard at work,

looking to expand the claim. This is unwelcome news

to Eric Robert, a serious, almost melancholy man of

about forty who only months before was elected cap-

tain of the nearby Amerindian \TlIage, Campbelltown.

With se\7eral dog-eared ledgers piled

in finnt ofhim as he sits in the shade

ofhis stilt house. Captain Robert at-

tempts to scrai^ten out the \Tllage s

modey finances and worries about

Golden Star.

"It is law that the\' must respect

our borders, so they cannot actually

enter our land," the captain says.

"But the new concession comes

rigbt up to the edge of where we

are. Our main water supply nms
fiom there to here. We are farmers.

Should they divert our ^vater, or

pollute it, we will be seriously af-

fected." Mindfiil of what happened

at Omai, Captain Robert says he has

asked for "a htde chat" with gov-

ernment officials concerning the

proximity ofthe new mine.

Leaning back in his chair. Captain Robert says he

has considered the "lack of control" gold has brought

into the lives of his people. "Of course, we respect the

power of mone^;" the captain says. But even if many i

men fiiom the village have spent most of their hvesj

working on the dredges, gold has never been the /)r/;;m|

materia for the men ofCampbelltown. "Gold has never!

had any real importance for us—not in a spirituall

r>f »r

The land—blasted,
^h/erized, and run

#h cyanide
^'' for the sake of

•ghtto

3 of the oldest
^nnet.



;nse, traditionally. We have never treasured it in the

,'ay others do, not sought it out. ... To us gold is a

assing thing. It doesn't mean anything beyond what it

an buy."

Told that the price of gold might intercede on his

nd his people's behalf—-just that day it had fallen

elow $300, headed down to $285—conceivably ren-

enng the new concession too expensive to develop.

Captain Robert smiles. "That would be good, as long

as it stays down. We have been here a long time, suf-

fering the changes brought from the outside. We ac-

cept change as part of existence, but for so long, none

of the changes have been good for us. So this is what

we seek, something of lasting value, which does not

change. Something permanent ... a permanent

something." D
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Lookin'

for a Home
Like the boll weevil in the old folk song, a mother goldenrod gall fly

is determined to give her young a good start in life.

By Arthur E. Weis and Warren G. Abrahomson

A
parent struggling to stay awake for the

2:00 A.M. feeding of her month-old

baby or a tree swallow staring into the

gaping mouths of his five featherless,

pink chicks might be tempted to envy

insects, whose parenting duties generally end with the

laying of the last egg. But the life ofan insect parent, or

rather parent-to-be, is not carefree. Ecologists have

found that for many insects, actions taken by the

mother before the birth of her young are as vital to

their survival (and ultimately their reproductive suc-

cess) as is postnatal care in mammals and birds. Over

the last twenty years, in the course of studying the

goldenrod gall fly, Enrosta solidagiiiis—one of North

America's most abundant but least-noticed insects—we

have observed just how important these maternal

preparations can be. Along the way, we have uncovered

a complex set of relationships involving the insect, the

plant on which it lays its eggs, and its several predators

and parasites.

Perhaps it is misleading to say the goldenrod gaU fly

goes unnoticed. The quarter-inch-long fly itself is

rarely seen, but any observant person driving through

the countryside of the eastern or midwestern United

States or walking through a weedy vacant lot in winter

is likely to spot the insect's eponymous trademark: a

gaU on the stem of its host plant, goldenrod. A curios-

its' of nature, galls are abnormal growths of plant tissue

induced by the larvae of various species of aphids,

wasps, and flies. The insect's relationship to the plant is

parasitic, for while the tumorlike growth supplies the

larva wirh food and shelter, the plant receives no bene-

fit in return; in fact, it produces shghtly fewer seeds

than an unafflicted plant and grows more slowly.

)' can (

lit are 1

The bright green gall induced by Eurosta is a

prominent spherical swelling, typically about an inch

in diameter, halfway up the goldenrod stem. Inside, a

single fly larva feeds on the gall's inner tissues and bides^

its time. It pupates in early spring and emerges in Ma^

as a tawny, speckle-winged adult, quite handsome as'

flies go. The male seeks out the tip of a nearby, newly

growing goldenrod stem, where he flicks his wings in a jljul

way females find irresistible. After mating, the female sue, Tl

goes ofl^ in search of her own goldenrod plant. When
she finds a suitable stem, she inserts her ovipositor (an

egg-laying structure that works much like a hypoder-

mic needle) into the stem's terminal bud and injects a jiisceptib

single egg. Over the course of her adult life—which litre less

lasts, at most, two weeks—a female goes without food
|

and may lay a hundred eggs. Each egg hatches four to 'i le quea

seven days later, and the tiny larva burrows its way \ mt, wi

down through the bud and into the stem. There it

stinrulates the plant to begin producing a gall, which

consists ofan inner tissue rich in protein and starch and;

an outer, protective tissue that soon becomes dry anil

corky. (Just how the fly induces a gall is unknown.)

the larva grazes on the nutritious inner tissue, the hosi

produces more of it, guaranteeing a steady food supply.

The developing insect remains in the gall's small central

chamber for the next fifty weeks, emerging as an adult

fly to begin the cycle over again.

An emerging adult female Eurosta fly has some cru-

cial decisions to make. First, she must find a goldenrod

plant, and not just any one will do. Throughout the

eastern United States, the fly lays its eggs on Solidago al-

tissiina, or tall goldenrod. Four related, similar-looking

plants—the Canadian, rough, early, and late golden-

rods—also grow in this region. A gall fly mother, as we

learned from a series of experiments, will land on

other species of goldenrod, but a quick walk over the
| \^
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cwlopiny; flower is enough for the "taste buds" on

LT feet to persuade her to move on. We found tliat

^ hen we wrapped leaves from S. altissinm around the

ud of another species of goldenrod, we could trick a

;niale into inserting her ovipositor into the bud, but

u' would quickly realize her inistake; microscopic re-

eptors on the tip of her ovipositor enable her to

taste" potential hosts with her reproductive organs as

vcll .is with her feet. Additional experiments showed

Ak it is adaptive to be choosy: when we fooled a few

;m.iles into injecting eggs into the wrong goldenrod,

c.nlv all the resultant larvae failed to induce galls.

Not all tall goldenrods are created equal, however,

1 mother gall flies must be even more discriminating.

onie plants in our study area never cari-y more than a

»;\v galls, year after year, while others only yards away

onsistently carry many. We could tell that females had

ivestigated the seemingly resistant plants; their ex-

iloratory probes left small scars on the buds. To find

ut how these plants managed to discourage the flies,

/e first cloned equal numbers of resistant and suscep-

ble plants. Experiments showed that newly hatched

irvae stimulate both types of plants to begin producing

alls, but the resistant plants soon kiU off the abnormal

ssue. The larvae, left without food, die. A mother gall

y can detect—at least some of the time—the plants

aat are likely to starve her young. In our experiments,

emales probed resistant plants less often than they did

asceptible ones. And the probes into resistant plants

/ere less Hkely to end with the injection of an egg.

Gall or no gall, that's one question. Beyond that hes

le question of gall size. This, too, is a complicated

sue, with equally significant ramifications for the

irva. The gall's inner chamber is fairly constant in size,

ut the thickness of its outer tissue varies, determining

ae gall's eventual girth. This corky covering is all that

Jparates the defenseless larva from a challenging set of

redators that includes insectivorous wasps, beetles,

ad birds. Big galls can provide complete protection

•cm one of the Eiirosta larva's worst enemies—the par-

iitoid wasp Eiiryhvua gigaiitca. Despite its Latin name,

lis wasp is minuscule in comparison with the gall fly.

: makes its living by injecting its own eggs into gold-

tirod galls. After hatching, the wasp larva consumes

le fly larva and then eats the inner gall tissues as well,

the outer layer is thick enough, however, the wasp's

vipositor cannot reach the central chamber, and the

eveloping fly is spared.

Unfortunately for the little fly larva nestled in its

orky home, large gall size is no protection against

Dme other predators. During the winter months, the

owny woodpecker comes out of the woods in search

of food. Pecking a narrow hole in a goldenrod gall and

extracting the larva mside is easy work for this master

excavator. In fact, woodpeckers and, in some areas,

black-capped chickadees (whose efforts leave behind a

cruder, conical-shaped hole) show a marked preference

for big galls. This preference is understandable, since

the smaller ones are Ukely to contain the parasitic wasp

larvae, which—at one-tenth the size of Eiirosta lar-

-are a much less rewarding meal.

A female goldenrod

gall fly investigates a

goldenrod bud. When

stie finds a spot to

her liking, she will

insert her needlelike

ovipositor (extending

from the rear of her

abdomen) and inject

an egg.

For other predators, gall size is simply not an issue.

The beede Mordellisteiia cotivicta, which evolved from

stem-boring ancestors, lays its eggs on the outside ot

the gall. The larvae then chew right through the gall to

get at the nutritious meal inside. And some of Eiirosta s

enemies don't even wait for the goldenrod gall to form.

Eiirytoma cbtiisii'ciitris, another species of parasitoid

wasp, seeks out goldenrod buds with Eiirosta eggs and

injects its own egg into the fly embryo before it

hatches. Like a time bomb, the tiny wasp lar\'a waits

inside its developing host until the end of summer, by
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Gender Matters

Like most wasps, a female Eurytoma gigantea can score sperm after mating

and thereby determine the sex of her offipring: if she withholds sperm

from an egg, the otispring is destined to be male; ifshe fertihzes an egg, it

will be female. The diminutive mother lays her fertihzed eggs in the largest

galls she can manage (stiU much smaller than the galls preyed on by birds)

to pro\'ide her daughters widi as much food as possible. (Unlike its gall fly

host, the wasp lar\-a is unable to stimulate gro\\TJi of the protein-rich tissue

lining the gall and, once it has eaten the fly, must rely on however much of

the nutritious lining was there at the time of the attack.) The mothers ac-

tions help ensure that female lar\^e will develop into big adults with long

ONipositors of their owti, enabling them, when the time comes, to reach

all the way into the central chamber of a gall to lay their own eggs. Size is

less important for males (all they have to do is find a female and mate vAxh

her), so a mother wasp can safely relegate her sons to the smaller, less nu-

tritious galls.—^.4. E. W and IT.' G. .-1.

Below: A gall cut open in early

spring reveals a fly pupa inside.

The larva chews its future exit

tunnel in the fall, stopping just

short of the protective outer

layer. In ti/lay, the emerging

adult, which lacks moufhparts,

simply pushes its way out.

Right: A downy woodpecker

pecks open a gall.

i

Above, left:

Stimulated by a fly

larva, a goldenrod

produces a tumorlike

gall, providing

shelter and food for

the developing

insect. Above, right:

With its long, thin

ovipositor, a

parasitic v,rosp

Injects an egg into a

gdl's centra!

::-ha!rJ36i: .Afli--

the res..

which time the fly lar\='a will make a good-sized meal.

With so many enemies, what is a Eurosta mother to

do? If she injects her eggs into plants with a weak re-

sponse to the larva, small galls will result, and her off-

spring are liable to be eaten by wasps. If she injects her

eggs into a highly reactive plant, the resultant large galls

are attractive to birds. If the decision process is con-

trolled by genes—as has been shown ki many other in-

sect species—the mothers that happen to make the

right choice will pass those "'decision" genes on to the

next generation. Selection usually favors gall fly moth-

s U:at choose reactive plants, since in most places, and

"05t years, wasp attack is more prevalent than bird

This may explain why most mothers prefer fast-

giowmg goldenrods, which on average produce

shghdy larger galls. But natural selection can be capri-^ Bgjjij

cious, and where goldenrod grows near woodlots,'' sssuj

birds can be a bigger problem. SHghdy difierent "deci- i^,y

sion" genes may be favored in these locations.

A wise parent knows that, ultimately, a child is re-

sponsible for its own success. Goldenrod gall fly moth-

ers can get their eggs to the right plant, but the larvie

must stimulate the galls by themselves. Selection acts

here, too. We have found that genes expressed in the

larva can alter gall size. This means that where ^vasp at- :

tack is hea\'\; more of the lar\'ae that stimulate big galls
| (^

wiU survive to become adults and pass on those "stim-
| ^.,

ulus" genes to the next generation. Where wood- ;i>».

pecker and chickadee presence is heavy, larval fortunes,

and the attendant selection pressures on gall size, are < \j^
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reversed. This patchwork quilt of conflicting selection

pressures may prevent the evolution of a single best set

of decision genes m mothers and stimulus genes in

their offspring.

The Euwita plot thickened still more when we

began looking at the flies in other parts of the country.

In the niid-Adantic states, where we have done most of

Hir research, the gall fly lays its eggs exclusively on tall

^oldenrod. Across the northern tier of states, however,

•mm New England to the Great Plains and up into

C'.inada, galls are also tound on late goldenrod. Evi-

Jcnce suggests that we may be witnessing one insect

^pccies beginning to split into two. Working with post-

doctoral colleagues, we investigated some gall flies from

Vhnnesota and New England. The adults that emerged

Our work with goldenrod gall flies showed that natural selection usually

favors larvae that produce big galls. Readers can check this for themselves.

Sometime between February and April, collect 100 or more goldenrod

galls (by wintertime, the green galls have faded to pale brown). Measure

the diameter of each gall, either with calipers before opening it or with a

ruler after splitting the gall down the middle. Use pruning shears to cut

partway through the gall, then twist to break it open; don't cut all the way

through or you wiU chop the larva in half and will never know if it sur-

vived. It is easiest to cut in the same direction as the stem—from pole to

pole, rather than around the equator.

Once the gall is open, identify its contents. Full-grown gall fly larvae

have an oval shape and are about a quarter of an inch long and almost an

eighth of an inch wide. Score galls with a Eurosta larva as "survived." Galls

that contain other kinds of insect larvae (for example, the one-eighth-

inch-long, teardrop-shaped larva of a Ewytoiim gigaiiteiJ wasp; the small,

white, cylindrical larva of a Adordellistetm beetle; or the brown pupal case of

an E. obtusiventris wasp) should be scored as "dead." Galls with woodpecker

or chickadee holes also obviously count as dead. Calculate the average size

of the survived and the dead galls. Can you tell which size galls natural se-

lection favored in your area this year?

—

A. E. W. and W. G. A.

from the two species of goldenrod looked identical, but
|

analysis ot their mitochondrial DNA showed clear dit-

ferences. At the very least, Eurosta has split into two =

races. The spHt appears to be driven, at least in part, by

mutations of genes controUing host-plant choice. The

adults that emerge from tall goldenrod galls over-

whelmingly seek out that species as a rendezvous for

mating and later for egg laying. Fhes emerging from late

goldenrod display the same sort of fidebty to their cho-

sen host plant. These strong plant preferences, com-

bined with a ten-day difference in the emergence dates

of the two flies, virtually eliminate genetic irdxing of

the two populations.

Given suftlcient time and the maintenance of bar-

riers to interbreeding, a truly new species of fly may

emerge. If it does, we hope to be around to document

it. This small ecological community, centered on an

inconspicuous insect and a coarse plant growing in

undistinguished habitats, continues to ofl^er opportuni-

ties to explore a broad sUce of evolutionary biology. If

we ever find ourselves wondering why we have spent

so many years investigating such a seemingly mundane

system, all we have to do is remember Charles Danvin.

His few months on the Galapagos Islands may have set

in motion much of his thinking about evolution, but

he refined those thoughts during many subsequent

years of observing and experimenting with earth-

worms and bumblebees in his own backyard. D

A ladybird beetle

roams a goldenrod

flower head,

probably looking for

insect prey.
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(Continuedfrom page 29)

Yes, but almost all our agonized ques-

tions about the future focus upon the

wriggles, not the broader patterns of

much longer scales. We want to know if

our children wiU be able to Uve in peace

and prosperit)'—or if the Statue of Lib-

erty will still exist to intrigue (or bore)

our grandchildren on their school trips or

to greet yet another wave of immigrants.

At most, we ask vague and general ques-

tions about futures not really very distant

and not truly very different firom what we

already know or suspect: wiU clones and

virtual worlds destroy our souls and indi-

vidualities?

centuries by grafting the phony doctrine

of scientific racism upon old-tashioned

xenophobia. The second—arising largely

from a desire to reject the falsity and

moral evU of racism, while still viewing

history as predictably sensible—holds that

people are much of a muchness through-

out the world, but that certain chmates,

soils, and environments must inspire tech-

nological advance, and European people

just happened to hve in the right place.

This second argument holds much

merit and almost has to be valid at a scale

of explanation that only treats the broad-

est patterns. Indeed, no other explanation

m the determinist mode makes any sense

Air Tennis

Just consider the most widely discussed

pattern ofhuman history since the inven-

tion of writing: the rise, spread, and dom-

ination of the European world, thanks

largely to the auxiliary technologies of

gunpowder and navigation. Traditions of

Western explanation, largely self-servmg

of course, have focused upon t^vo succes-

sive causes—strikingly different claims to

be sure, but strangely united in viewing

European domination as predictable, if

'•xA ibre-ordained.

"i i:e nrst. as old as oi;r lamentable self-

igS~=j"-'i2"nieQt. siinply trumpets the in-

herent ;<uper;ora-;-f of European people, a

claim made cvl:; ^i:;iiei- in the last few

once we recognize the multitude of re-

cent genetic studies that reveal only trivial

differences among human groups, based

on an enormous weight of shared attri-

butes and the great variability existing

within each of our groups.

But 1 ask most readers of this essay

(published in a Western land and language

and read mostly by people of European

descent) to look into their guts and exam-

ine the basis of their assumption about

dominant groups in history: are you really

thinking about an admittedly broad in-

evitability' based on soils and latitudes, or

are you wondering about a wriggle lying

within the realm of unpredictabilirs'? I

suspect that most of us are really asking

about wriggles but looking at the wrong

scale and thinking about predictabiHty.

Yes, complex technology probably had

to emerge from midlatitude people living

in lands that could support agriculture for

starters—not fi-om Eskimos or Laplanders

'

m frozen terrains with limited resources,

.

and not from the hottest tropics with veg-

etation too dense to clear and a burden of

disease too great to bear. But which mid-

latitude people? Or, to be more honest

(and for the majority of people who read

this magazine), why among people ofmy
group, and not ofyours?

In honest and private moments, I sus-

pect that most readers of European de-

scent regard the spread of European dom-

ination as a sensible and predictable event,

destined to happen again if we could

rewind time's tape, say to the birth of

Jesus, and let human history unroll a sec-

ond and independent time. But I wouldn't

bet a hoplite's shield or a Frenchman's

musket on a rerun with European domi-

nation. The little wriggles of a million

"might have beens" make history, not the

predictabilities of a few abstract theme:

lying far fi'om our concerns in a broad and'

nebulous background.

Can we really argue that Columbus's

caravels began an inevitable expansion of

one kind ot people? Surely not, when the

great Chinese admiral Zheng He (ren-

dered as Cheng Ho in a previously fa-s

vored system of transliteration), using

mariner's compass invented by his people^

led seven naval expeditions as far as th^l

shores of eastern Africa between 1405!J

and 1433. Some of Zheng He's shipg

were five times as long as a European car-

avel, and one expedition may have in4j

eluded as many as sixty-two ships carry*]

ing nearly 28,000 men. t

To be sure, Zheng He sailed for the

Yung-lo emperor, the only ruler wh^
ever favored such expansionist activitii

during the Mmg dynast)'. His successors

suppressed oceanic navigation and insti-

tuted a rigid isolationist policy. (I also un-

derstand, although 1 can claim no exper-

tise in Chinese history, that Zheng He's
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voyages must be viewed more as tributary

expeditions for glorifying the emperor

than as harbingers of imperialistic expan-

sion on Western models. Incidentally, as

fiirther evidence for our fascination with

differences, I have never read a document

about Zheng He that proceeds past the

first paragraph before identifying the

great admiral as both a Muslim and a eu-

nuch. I could never quite fathom the rel-

evance, for captains don't navigate with

their genitalia, and we know that court

eunuchs played a major role throughout

Chinese imperial history.)

In any case, suppose that Chinese his-

tory had unfolded a bit differently. Sup-

pose that the successors of the Yung-lo

emperor had fiirthered, rather than sup-

pressed, his expansionist policies? Sup-

Battutah surveyed the entire Muslim

world during three decades of voyaging

in the mid-fourteenth century. Would

any companion have bet on Christianity

over Islam at that moment in history (and

how would one vote today, despite the

intervening success of European doc-

trines)? The Encyclopaedia Britannka com-

ments: "Thomas Aquinas (c. 1224—1274)

might have been read from Spain to Hun-

gary and from Sicily to Norway; but Ibn

al-'Arabi (1165-1240) was read from

Spain to Sumatra and from the Swahili

coast to Kazan on the Volga River."

Islam came close to subduing Europe

on several occasions that might easily have

led to an opposite outcome. Perhaps the

Moors of Iberia never did have designs on

aU Europe, despite the cardboard tale we

Voice Mail

pose that subsequent admirals had joined

another great Chinese invention—gun-

powder as weaponry—with their un-

matched naval and navigational skills to

subdue and occupy foreign lands? May
we not suppose that Europe would then

have become a conquered backwater?

We inusc also consider dramatic (and

entirely believable) alternatives within

Caucasian histo.ry. Has any force in human
.liFairs ever matched the spreading power

of Islam after a local origin in the sixth

centuiy A.P, - "i -c : Tsniinent traveler Ibn

once learned in conventional Western

history classes—that Islam peaked and

began an inevitable dechne when Charles

Martel beat the Moors at Poitiers in 732.

Brilannica remarks that "the Andalusian

Muslims never had serious goals across

the Pyrenees. In 732, Charles Martel en-

countered not a Muslim army, but a sum-

mer raiding party."

But genuine threats persisted for nearly

a thousand years. If the great Timur (also

known as Tamerlane), the Turkish con-

queror of Samarkand, had not turned his

sights toward China and died in 1405 be-

fore his eastern move, Europe might also

have fallen to his form of Islam. And the

Ottoman sultans, with their trained and

efficient armies, took Constantinoplej

(now Istanbul) in 1453 and laid powerfiill

siege to the walls of Vienna as late asl

1683—a final failure that gave us the

croissant as a Uving legacy, the breakfast

roll based on the Islamic symbol of a cres-

cent moon and first made by Viennese

bakers to celebrate their victory. (As a lit-

tle footnote, remember that I have not

even mentioned AttUa, Genghis Khan,

and several other serious threats to Euro- '

pean domination.)

Our history could have been fashioned

in a million different credible ways, and

we have no adequate sense of where we

"We ofthe 19th century

were morally and socially

unfit to possess and use

the enormous powers for

good and evil which the

rapid advance of scientific

discovery had given us."—Alfred Russel Wallace

are heading. But a good moral compass,H t,

combined with an inteUigent use of sci- " >'•'

entific achievements, might keep us

going—even prospering—for a long time

by our standards (however paltry in geo-

logical perspective). We do have the re-

sources, but can we muster both the will

and judgment to hold first place in a

game that can only offer possibilities,(i

never guarantees—a game that spells

obhvion for those who win the opportu-

mty but fail to seize the moment, plung-

ing instead into the great asymmetry of

history's usual outcome? _

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geologyj

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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Programs, Call: 1-800-526-4927.

.:0 vmnus /vnierica. iic.

For more mtormation on the full hne of Olympus
binoculars, please call 1-800-622-6372 or visit us on the

Internet at http://ww^v.olympus.com

Since 1''69 over 7(i.i"H) people have discovered Africa

with Park East Tours. Our experience from Cape

Town to Cairo, from Galapagos to Antarctica means a

flawless tour experience. Call 800-223-6078, ext. 307

for a free brochure.

. Pax World Funds

The Pax World Fund Family, a socially responsible frind

group, has offered investors the opportunity to achieve

"performance with principles" for over 25 years.

Shghdy adventurous cruises featuring the rainforests of

the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, plus Carnival in Rio,

Maya Equinox and Panama Canal. Call your travel

ai^entor 1-800-872-6400.

World leader in the 50+ travel market, providing do-

mestic and international tours and cruises. Send for

your free Saga Hobdays Travel Planner or call (800)

291-0786.

Private Counti'y Ckib resort island. Free Vacation Guide.

30 minutes from Historic Charleston. Ad Code 162. 1-

800-845-2233. Great Beach Vacations.

The worlds first sport-utility wagon. For more infor-

mation, please call 1-800-WANT-AWD or visit

ww\\-.snbaru.com

QualiDy' in optics since 1926. Free brochure displays

Sv^'ift s complete line of long range binoculars, contain

photographs and detailed descriptions with binoculars

use chart. On the Web at http://w\\avswift-optics.com

33. TIAA CREF
Financial services especially for people in education and

research. For your free personal investing kit call 1-800-

22(1-)) 1 47.

Find out about Toyota's environmental breakthroughs,

such as electric vehicles, friel cells and hvbrid technology.

Africa's leading safari operator. United Touring Com-
pany (UTC) has been making safari dreams a reality for

51 years. For a copy of our brochure, contact your local

travel agent or call us on (800) 223-6486.

Hike majestic mountain trails, challenge America's best

Whitewater, shop for authentic mountain crafts and

hand blown glass. Call 1-800-CALL-WVA to request

your free travel kit.

tt*t«BBiri8i8HaamfladBiHanatwft!HflffiiM

Teams from this anim.il protecnon charit\' trawl the

globe rescuing animals. You can help save hves too.

Supporters receive a beautiful membenhip newsletter.

Call l-80(l-8S3-WSPA.

Dedicated to ofTering an expeditionan.' adventure to the

inquisitive traveler. Expeditions are accompanied by

some of the world's foremost naairaHsts and expedition

leaders. Call 800-628-8747.
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This Land/New Hampshire

White Mountain
IVIeanderings
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Spre.idiiig :icross northern New Hanipsliire, w ith some overlap into Maine. White

Monntain National Forest encompasses nuich oftiie White Mountain range, so

named because its peaks are often enshrouded in dense fog or capped with snow.

Among the roads that provide a scenic itinerary through this region is the

Kancamagus Highway, named after a seventeenth-century Native American

leader. Kancamagus kept a confederac\- of se\enteen tribes together from l(i84 to

]'ishi I'lviii rlic KiiiiuiiiuhMis P.f.vv, U'liirc Moiiiiit
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1691. until aggressive European setders forced him northward

out of the region. A section ofNew Hampshire State Route

112, the Kancamagus Highway covck the thirty-four miles

between Com^'ay and Lincoln. From Conway it follows the

S-^Tft River for several miles to the Passaconaway Valley, ascends

to nearly 3,000 feet along the north flank ofMount

Kancamagus, and then descends toward Lincoln, tv\-isring and

turning as it follows the Hancock Branch and then the East

Branch of the Pemigewasset River.

Eight miles west of Conway, one stretch ofthe Swift River

has been designated the Rocky Gorge Scenic Area. Here the

clear mountain stream plunges nvent\' teet into a gorge ot sohd

granite. A short trail ftom the parking area passes through a forest

dominated bv red spruce and white pine to pastoral FaUs Pond.

The six-acre pond formed during the Ice Age, when a melting

glacier left behind a ridge of sand and gravel that dammed up a

tributarv' of the S-s^ift Rh'er.

A litde west ofRocky Gorge, just beyond the tumoil for

Bear Notch Road, is the Passaconaway Historic Site. Pioneer

Austin George established the setdement ofBurton Inter\-ale

here in 1800, and his cabin, built in 1810. is now used by the

Forest Service as a \'isitors" information station. Several trails can

be followed from here. The Rail 'n' River Trail is an easN' half-

mile loop through a forest of red spruce, balsam fir, and northern

hardwoods. The ru^ed four and one-half miles of Sawyer Pond

Trail eventually ascends to Owl's

cuff, providing an outstanding

view of SawA-er Pond and the

CRAWFORD NOTCH,
,

,'p^Mount i.;C STATE PARK
j

ji ^k
'FRA/JCONIA NOTCH nlh- Lafayette J- ^ ^ ^ V>'

STATE PARK jT , ig^ <^ ^GlenARK iT ,'^-

^^ ^-'^^>,. Bartlettl

( Kancamagus

forest below. The fort\ -six-acre pond is crv^stal clear, with an

average depth of forty-four feet. It is abloom with white w^ater

lilies during the summer. The Church Ponds Loop Trail leads to

a wetland that includes two ponds and the largest open bog in

the White Mountains, all surrounded by a forest of spruce, fir,

and white pine. Bog^ often form m lakes where poor drainage

fs,v

Hardwood-soruce forests.

consisting of deciduous

hardwoods mixed with red

spruce and some balsam fir,

occupy most ofthe slopes

below 2,500 feet. The major

hardwoods are sugar maple

—

w-hose briUiant fall foliage

attracts numerous \isitors in

October—American beech,

and yellow birch. Paper birch

is .usually found in w-etter

areas. Because the canopy is

somewhat open, an

understorv- of smaller trees is

commonly present, with

striped maple, mountain

maple, mountain ash, and pin

cherr\'. Tw-o prominent ferns

are intermediate fern and hav-

Purple trillium

scented fern; the latter is

especially common in

disturbed areas. WUdflowen

include mountain sorrel (an

evergreen), false lily of the

valley, bluebead Hly. and

\^/liite Mountain aster.



permits the accumulation of organic matter, especially sphagnum

moss, which builds up in thick layers of peat. Much of the

Church Ponds bog is a floating mat of vegetation, so walking on

it is hazardous to the hiker, as well as deleterious to the plants.

The Kancamagus Highway reaches its high point at a

mountain pass, where most of the forest consists of red spruce

and balsam fir, with scattered

heart-leaved paper birches.

Near one of the sharp curves

on the descent to Lincoln, a

trail a little more than two

miles long follows a branch of

the Pemigewasset River to

Lower and Upper Greeley

Ponds. Although the

surrounding spruce and fir

woodland is not virgin forest,

some of the spruces are

estimated to be nearly 200

years old.

From Lincoln one can

follow U.S. Route 3 north to

Franconia Notch, one of the

most rugged and scenic passes

m the White Mountains.

Some of the high rocky

outcrops have been given such fancifiil names as Indian Head,

Cannon Rock, and Old Man of the Mountain. Just north of

Franconia Notch, Route 3 crosses Lafayette Brook, which has

meandered down from the slopes ofMount Lafayette. A trail

along the lower reaches of the brook passes through a forest of

red spruce, balsam fir, and paper birch. Before reaching the

summit of Mount Lafayette, the trail passes the lovely, high-

mountain Eagle Lakes.

Farther north. Route 3 intersects U.S. Route 302, which one

can follow southeast back to Conway. This highway goes near

two mountain brooks—Elephant Head and Gibbs—which are

Falls ofFlume Gorge, Franconia

Notch State Park, above. Left:

Tlie Swift River

PWHBBBl forests appear at

higher elevations, where the

deciduous trees begin to drop

out. Red spruce and balsam fir

are the major species here.

Several wildflowers of the

hardwood-spruce forest are

also present, along with

cucumber root, foamflower,

downy Solomon's seal,

twisted-stalk, yellow violet,

and blue cohosh. Maidenhair

fern is scattered throughout.

White Dine forests

most common in well-drained

sandy soil or on moist, gentle

slopes, although white pine

trees may grow in other forests

-is well. Balsam fir, basswood.

hemlock, sugar maple, yellow

birch, and American beech are

also found here. Jack-in-the-

pulpit, bunchberry,

partridgeberry, mountain

sorrel, purple trUlium, and

ground pine grow on the

forest floor.

Ba sam fir forests

with many species from

lower elevations.

the highest elevations

I

grow at

In

addition to balsam fir, they

often host red spruce, white

spruce, mountain ash, and

heart-leaved paper birch.

Wildflowers such as

goldthread, creeping

snowberry, and large-leaved

goldenrod, among others,

grow in these forests, along

BS^Ofl^^B several of

which are scattered through

White Mountain National

Forest, contain a great number

of plant species. In the

shrubby category are bog

rosemary, leatherleaf, Labrador

tea, sweet gale, sheep laurel,

bog kalmia, wild raisin, large

cranberry, black chokeberry,

and shining willow. Among
the wildflowers are calla lily,

swamp candle, bog green

orchid, swamp pink orchid,

twinflower, and many kinds of

sedge. Even sundew and

pitcher plant can be found.

IAMi{li!J{M are found

adjacent to bogs and along

some of the streams. Common
plants include sweet flag, water

plantain, purple avens, blue

iris, marsh marigold, sundrops,

water smartweed, and several

kinds of white-flowered aster.

IQS aquatic plants include

the common bladderwort and

white water crowfoot (a r\'pe

of buttercup), both of which

grow entirely underwater

except tor their blooms. In

other species, the leaves

emerge above the surface as

well. Among these are white

water Hly, water shield, and

bullhead lily (spatterdock).
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A birch branch rnvrhangs the

Swift River.

surrounded by a forest of

virgin red spruce with a

healthy mix of balsam fir,

yellow birch, and paper birch.

A trail follows Gibbs Brook,

then rises steeply as it climbs

up the northwestern flank of

Mount Pierce. Near the

sumnut, the spruces and firs

are dwarfed and scrubby

because of the harsh, gale-

force winds that blow across

the mountaintop.

Paralleling the Saco River,

Route 302 continues through

Crawford Notch, a pass

located in a state park ot the

same name. South of the park,

a few miles short of Bartlett, is

a trail to serene, shallow

Nancy Pond, a four-acre

glacial pool. The three-mile

trail, along Nancy Brook, is

often muddy in places.

Common trees are red spruce

and balsam fir, interspersed

with such broad-leaved species

as American beech and sugar

maple. High above the pond

are the Nancy Cascades, a

series of four waterfalls with a combined drop of 275 feet.

Descending into Bardett, Route 302 passes through a broad

river valley to the town of Glen and a junction with State Route

16. From here, one can either return south to Conway or turn

north on Route 16, which winds through some of the most

beautiful scenery in the White Mountains. Along the way are

several covered bridges, including a much-photographed red

bridge on a side road to Jackson. The main highway, following

EUis Creek through a narrow passage in the mountains, goes near

Glen EUis Falls, a silvery, sixty-foot cascade. The highway then

climbs over Pinkliam Notch. Beyond loom the mighty summits

of the Presidential Range—Mounts Wiishington, Jefferson,

Adams, and Madison. (A toll road leads to the top of 6,288-foot

Mount Wasliington.) Several mountaintops in this range support

a tiindralike flora during a growing season that lasts no longer

diaii iOU dcivs.

Ven'.uring tarther north on Route 16 to Gorham, one can

tollow U.S. Ronce 2 eastward into Maine and then take Maine
Route 113 south, crossing through that state's relativelv small

portion ofWhite Mountain National Forest. Short of the Evans

Notch pass, a trail leads east from the highway, skirting scenic

Kees Falls before ascending Caribou Mountain. Because of the

cold and wind, this granite summit is nearly devoid ot

vegetation; plants grow only in the thin gravel lodged in crevices

Two species found here, the White Mountain silverling and the

mountain sandwort, are among the rarest in the country.

Robert H. Mohkribrock, professor eiiicrittis ofpkiit biology at Southern

Ilhnois University, Carbondale, exphires the biological and geological

highlights of United States national forests and other parklands.

For visitor intormation write:

Forest Supervisor

White Mountain National Forest

Federal Building :

719 Main Street
''

Laconia, New Hampshire 03246

(603) 528-8721
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Celestial Events

Binocular Vision
By Joe Rao

boundaries of Cygnus (the Swan), is overhead from about 8:00

P.M. to 10:00 P.M. Two other excellent sights this month are the

Andromeda Galaxy, ascending the eastern sky, and the Perseus

double cluster, toward the northeast. The latter is especially

impressive; both clusters are easily visible within the same

binocular field of view.

Many sky watchers appreciate the value of a good pair of

binoculars; this handy, compact, and portable optical instrument

has a number of uses for any star person, from novice to

seasoned professional. Newcomers to astronomy should first

obtain good binoculars, which are always an asset, even if a

telescope is acquired later.

With binoculars, you'U be able to distinguish many of the

i features of the Moon's surface and get a better look at the

planets. Binoculars are also usefiil for looking at bright comets

and star clusters; they provide a broad, overall view, whereas a

telescope's viewing area may cut off a comet's tail or show only a

few of the stars in a cluster.

A longtime consensus is that the optimum binoculars for

celestial observing are 7 x 50. The first number represents the

magnification of an object, and the second number is the

diameter of the lenses; larger lenses gather more Hght, a useful

feature for viewing faint objects. A 7 x 35 pair—particularly

good if wide-angle—is lighter, however, and easier to carry.

September evenings present a binocular paradise. One of the

brighter stretches of the summer Milky Way, located within the

Joe Rao is ii kdiircr at the American Mnsewn-Hayden Planetarium.

Cygnus, in the Milky Way, is directly oucrhead in mid-September.

The Sky in September

l!^HHnW appears as a

morning "star" during the

first half of the month; look

for it low in the east about 45

minutes before sunrise. Venus

;is close to Mercury on the

mornings of the 10th and

11th; look for the planets low

in the predawn sky. Mercury

disappears from view as it

arrives at superior conjunction

;(behind the Sun as seen from

Earth) on the 25th.

at the start of

September, appears low in the

.\ist about 45 minutes before

uinrise. On the morning of

:hc 6th, Venus is above and to

-he left of the first-magnitude

itar Regulus.

imiiUil IS low in the eastern

sky at dawn on the morning of

September 1, within the

Beehive star cluster (Praesepe).

The crescent Moon is off to

Mars's right on the morning of

the 17th. By month's end,

Mars rises more than three and

a half hours before the Sun.

IS in opposition to

the Sun on the 15th. It rises

near sunset, is visible high in

the sky at midnight, and rules

the sky until morning

twilight. At magnitude -2.9,

this is its best appearance since

1987. Jupiter is the silvery

"star" above the fuU Moon on

the night of September 6-7.

rises in the east

between 8:30 and 10:30 PM.

and attains a magnitude of

—0.1 by month's end. Its rings

are now tilted some 1
6° to our

line of sight—their most

inclined appearance in many

years. The gibbous Moon
passes Saturn late on the

nights of the 8th and 9th.

i„i.Mm,UM
js f„j] o„ (he 5(h

at 7:21 A.M., at last quarter on

the 12th at 9:57 PM., new on

the 20th at 1:01 PM., and at

first quarter on the 28th at

5:10 PM. Much of the

southern and eastern United

States wiU see the Moon
occult the bright red star

Aldebaran between 3:00 and

4:00 A.M. on the 12th.

A penumbral lunar eclipse

occurs on the mornina; ot the

6th, when the fuU Moon slips

through the southern part of

Earth's penumbral shadow,

beginning at 5:14 A.M. Until

Its maximum phase, the eclipse

may not be visible to the

unaided eye. Unfortunately,

this phase occurs at 7:10

A.M.—after the Moon sets for

the eastern third of North

America. People in the central

and western regions might

perceive the Moon's color and

shine as shghtly muted at the

time of greatest ecHpse.

The autumnal equinox

occurs at 1 :37 A.M. on the

23d. Autumn begins for the

northern hemisphere, and

spring begins for the southern

hemisphere. All times above

are eastern davliaht time.
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The only tilings standing

between us and iaterstellar

space travel are politics

and monev—and the

need to travel at

the speed oflight.

Bv Neil de Grasse Tv^son

From listening to space enthusiasts talk

about space travel, or from watching

blockbuster science fiction movies, you

might think that sending people to the

stars is ine\-itable and will happen soon.

Reality check: It's not and it wont—the

fantas\' far outstrips the tacts.

A line of reasoning among those who

are unwittingly wishfiil might be, ""We

invented flight when most people

thought it was impossible. A mere sixt\-

Arp i:

15m Cant Get There from Here'
five years later, we went to the Moon. It's

high time we journeyed among the stars.

The people who say it isn't possible are

ignoring history."

My rebuttal is borrowed fi-om a legal

disclaimer often used by the investment

industry: "Past performance is not an in-

dicator of fature returns." Analysis of the

problem leads to a crucial question:

Wnaf does it take to pry money out of a

ropulation to pay for major initiatives? A
quick suri'ey of -'tie world's famously

fiinded projec" . e common

motivations: praise of person or deit\',

economics, and war. Expensive invest-

ments in praise include the Great PvTa-

mids. the Taj Mahal, and opulent cathe-

drals. Expensive projects launched in the

hope of economic return include

Columbus's voyage to the New World

and Magellan's round-the-world vovage.

Expensive projects with militars' or na-

tional defense incentives include the

Great Wall of China, which helped keep

out the Mongols: the Manhattan Project,

which designed and built the first atomic

bomb: and the Apollo space program.

^XTien it comes to extracting really big

money from an electorate, pure science

in this case, exploration for its own

sake—doesn't rate. Yet during the 1960s,

a prevailing rationale for space travel was

that space was the next frontier: we were

going to the Moon because humans are

innate explorers. In President Kennedy's

address to a joint session of Congress on **;:;

May 25, 1961, he waxed eloquent on the

need to reach the next frontier. Th^fo.-^

speech included these oft-quoted Knes:



/ believe that this nation shotihi commit

itself to achieving the goal, before the

decade is out, of landing a man on the

moon and returning him safely to the

earth. No single space project in this period

will be more impressive to mankind, or

more important for the long-range

exploration oj space; and none will be so

difficuh or expensive to accomplish.

These words inspired the explorer in all of

us and reverberated throughout the dec-

ade. But nearly all of the astronauts were

being drawn from the military—a fact I

could not reconcile with the rhetoric.

Only a month before Kennedy's Moon
|speech, Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin

;had become the first human to be

launched into Earth orbit. In a rarely re-

played portion of the same address,

Kennedy adopts a military posture:

If we are to win the battle that is now

going on around the world betweenfreedom

and tyranny, the dramatic achievements in

space which occurred in recent weeks should

have made clear to us all, as did Sputnik

in 1957, the impact of this adventure on

the minds ofmen everywhere who are

attempting to make a determination of

which road they should take.

Had the political landscape been differ-

ent, Americans (Congress in particular)

would have been loath to part with the

money (more than $200 billion m 1998

dollars) that accomplished the task. In

^pite of Kennedy's persuasive phrases, the

debates that followed on the floor of

Congress demonstrated that funding for

^poUo was not a foregone conclusion.

A trip to the Moon through the vac-

cuum of space had been in sight, even if

iechnologicaUy distant, ever since 1926,

when Robert Goddard perfected liquid-

iiel rockets. This advance in rocketry

nade flight possible without the lift pro-

vided by air moving over a wing. Goddard

limself realized that a trip to the Moon
Jvas finally possible but that it might be

jrohibitively expensive. "It might cost a

nillion dollars," he once mused.

Calculations that were possible the day

after Isaac Newton introduced his law of

universal gravitation show that an effi-

cient trip to the Moon—in a craft escap-

ing Earth's atmosphere at a speed of seven

miles per second and coasting the rest of

the way—takes about a day and a half

Such a trip has been taken only nine

times—all between 1968 and 1972. Oth-

erwise, when NASA sends astronauts into

"space," a crew is launched into Earth

orbit a few hundred miles above our

8,000-mile-diameter planet. Space travel,

this isn't.

What if you had told John Glenn, afi:er

his historic three orbits and successful

splashdown in 1962, that m thirty-seven

years, NASA was going to send him into

space once again? You can bet he would

never have imagined that the best we

could offer was to send him into Earth

orbit again.

Space. Why can't we get there from

here?

Let's start with money. If we can send

somebody to Mars for less than $100 bil-

Had the geopolitical

landscape been different

in 1962, \vould

Congress have

appropriated billions of

dollars for the Apollo

prograin?

lion, then I say, let's go for it. But I have a

friendly bet with Louis Friedman, the ex-

ecutive director of the Planetary Society

(a membership-funded organization

founded by the late Carl Sagan, and oth-

ers, to promote the peacefijl exploration

of space), that we are not going to Mars

any time soon. More specifically, I bet

him that there will be no flinded plan by

any government before the year 2005 to

send a manned mission to Mars. I hope I

am wrong. But I will only be wrong if the

cost of modern missions is broueht down

considerably, compared with those of the

past. The following note on NASA's leg-

endary spending habits was forwarded to

me by a Russian colleague:

The Astronaut Pen

During the heat of the space race in the

1960s, the U.S. National Aeronautics and

Space Administration [NASA] decided it

needed a ballpoint pen to write in the zero

gravity confines of its space capsules. After

considerable research and development, the

Astronaut Pen was developed at a cost of

approximately $1 million U.S. Tlie pen

worked and also enjoyed some modest

success as a novelty item back here on

earth. Tlie Soviet Union, faced with the

same problem, used a pencil.

Unless there is a reprise of the geopo-

litical circumstances that dislodged $200

billion for space travel from taxpayers'

wallets in the 1960s, I wiU remain uncon-

vinced that we wUl ever send Homo sapi-

ens anywhere beyond Earth's orbit. I

quote a Princeton University colleague, J.

Richard Gott, a panelist who spoke a few

years ago at a Hayden Planetarium sym-

posium that touched upon the health of

the manned space program: "In 1969,

[space flight pioneer] Wernher von Braun

had a plan to send astronauts to Mars by

1982. It didn't happen. In 1989, President

George Bush promised that we would

send astronauts to Mars by the year 2019.

This is not a good sign. It looks like Mars

is getting farther away!"

To this I add that, as we approach the

millennium, the only correct prediction

from the 1968 sci-fi classic 2001: A Space

Odyssey is that things can go wTong.

Space is vast and empty beyond all

earthly measure. When Hollywood

movies show a starship cruising through

the galaxy, they t\'pically show points of

light (stars) drifting past like fireflies at a

rate of one or two per second. But the

distances bet\\'een stars in the galaxy are

so great that for these spaceships to move

as indicated would require traveling at

speeds up to 500 million times faster than

the speed of light.
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The Moon is far away compared with

where you might go in a jet airplane, but

it sits at the tip of your nose compared

with anything else in the universe. If

Earth were the size of a basketball, the

Moon would be the size of a Softball

some ten paces away—the farthest we

have ever sent people into space. On this

scale, Mars (at its closest) is a mile away.

Pluto is 100 miles away. And Proxima

Centauri, the star nearest to the Sun, is a

halfmiUion miles away.

Let's assume money is no object. In this

pretend-future, our noble quest to dis-

cover new places and uncover scientific

truths has become as effective as war for

drumming up funds. If a spaceship sus-

tained the speed needed to escape

Earth—seven miles per second—a trip to

the nearest star would last a long and bor-

ing 100,000 years. Too long, you say? En-

ergy increases as the square of your speed,

so if you want to double your speed, you

must invest four times as much energy. A
tripling of your speed requires nine times

as much energy. No problem. Let's just

assemble some clever engineers who will

build us a spaceship that can magically

summon as much energy as we want.

How about a spaceship that travels as

fast as Helios B, the U.S.-German solar

probe that was the fastest-ever unmanned

space probe? Launched in 1976, it was

clocked at nearly 42 miles per second

(150,000 rrdles per hour) as it accelerated

toward the Sun. (Note that this is only

one-fiftieth of one percent of the speed of

light.) This craft would cut the travel time

to the nearest star down to a mere 15,000

years—three times the length of recorded

human history.

What we really want is a spaceship that

can travel near the speed of light. How
about 99 percent the speed of Light? All

you would need is 700 million times the

energy that dirust the Apollo astronauts

.v.i riieir way to the Moon. Actually, that's

•'ti'-'" vou ^"or.ld need ii the universe were

- b)- r'lastein's special theory

oi rciaavity. But as Einstein correctly pre-

dicted, while voi.:- :peed increases, so too

does your mass, torci-ig you to spend even

more energy to accelerate your spaceship

to near the speed of hght. A back-of-the-

envelope calculation shows that you

would need at least 10 billion times the

energy used for our Moon voyages.

No problem. These are very clever en-

gineers we've hired. But now we learn

that the closest star known to have planets

is not Proxima Centauri but one that is

Let's say we could

travel at the speed of

light. All we would
need to reach the

nearest star is 10 billion

rimes the energy

that thrust the Apollo

astronauts on their way
to the Moon.

about fifteen light-years away. Einstein's

theory of special relativity shows that,

while traveling at 99 percent of the speed

of light, you will age at only 1 4 percent

the pace of everybody back on Earth, so

the round-trip for you wiU last not thirty

years but about four. On Earth, however,

thirty years actually do pass by, and every-

body has forgotten about you.

The distance to the Moon is 1 miUion

times greater than the distance flown by

the original Wright Flyer, built by the

Wright brothers. But the Wright broth-

ers were two guys with a bicycle repair

shop. Apollo 1 1, the first moon landing,

was two guys with $200 biUion and ten

thousand scientists and engineers and the

mandate of a beloved, assassinated presi-

dent. These are not comparable achieve-

ments. The cost and effort of space travel

are a consequence of space's being

supremely hostile to life.

You might think that the early explor-

ers had it bad, too. Consider Gonzalo

Pizarro's 1540 expedition from Quito

across Peru in search of the fabled land of

oriental spices. Oppressive terrain and

hostile natives ultimately led to the death

of half Pizarro's expedition party of more|

than 4,000. In the classic account of this!

ill-fated adventure. History of the Conquesq

of Peru, William H. Prescott describes tha

state of the expedition party a year into

the journey:

At every step of their way, they were

obliged to hew open a passage with their

axes, while their garments, rottingfrom the

effects of the drenching rains to which they

had been exposed, caught in every bush

and bramble, and hung about them in

shreds. Their provisions spoiled by the

weather, had long sincefailed, and the live

stock which they had taken with them had\

either been consumed or made their escape i

in the woods and mountain passes. Tltey

had set out with nearly a thousand dogs,

many of them of theferocious breed used in

hunting down the unfortunate natives.

These they now gladly killed, but their

miserable carcassesfurnished a lean banque

for thefamished travelers.

On the brink of abandoning all hope

Pizarro and his men built firom scratch

;

boat large enough to take half the remain

ing men along the Napo River in searcj

of food and supplies:

Theforestsfurnished him with timber; the

shoes of the horses which had died on the

road or had been slaughteredforfood , wen

converted into nails; gum distilled from tin

trees took the place ofpitch; and the

tattered garments of the soldiers supplied d

substitutefor oakum. . . . At the end of

two months, a brigantine was completed,

rudely put together, but strong and of

sufficient burden to carry half the compan]

Pizarro transferred command of tl

makeshift boat to Francisco de Orellana,

cavalier from Trujillo, and stayed behir

to wait. After many weeks, Pizarro gaj

up on Orellana and returned to the to'

of Quito, taking yet another year to g

there. Pizarro later learned that Orella

had successfully navigated his boat dov

the Napo River to the Amazon and, wi

no intention of returning, had continu

flllfttl
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\
Discovery Tours, the,

\ Museum's educational

!i travel program.
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Discovery Tours travel

program have the unique

opportunity to explore the

world with Museum
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to uncover new insights into

the nature of life on earth.
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Museum travelers have

participated in Discovery
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Gardens of tlie Caribbean

Aboard the Sea Cloud
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From $4,990 -$8,990

The Galapagos Islands
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Voyage to Antarctica
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California and the Sea of Cortez
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Bhutan and Coastal India

Aboard the Sea Goddess II

February 15 -March 6, 1999

From $10,970 -$15,425

Costa Rica and Panama:

A Journey on the Wild Side

February 27 -March 7, 1999
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Discovery Tours

AmericanMuseum
of Natural Histoiy

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 Fax (212) 769-5755
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The Seychelles and Madagascar
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From $6,990 -$7,690

The Amazon:

Discovering Untamed Wonders

March 6 -13, 1999

March 13-20, 1999

$2,995 (Airfare from NYC included)

TRAIN TRIPS

The Ancient Silk Road: Through

China and Central Asia By Train
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April 16 -May 8, 1999
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South Africa and Swaziland by

Rovos Rail

April 9 -.24, 1999

$8,990

National Parks of the West
Aboard the American

Orient Express

June 2 -10, 1999

From $4,490 -$6,950
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Prehistoric Caves and Medieval

Castles of Southern France

October 10 -21, 1998

$4,995

Peru Expedition

September 25 - October 9, 1998

$4,995

Ethiopia: The Heart of African

Civilization

September 26 - October 1 1, 1998

$5,450

Himalayan Kingdoms:

Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan

September 28 - October 18, 1998
""

October 5 -25, 1998

$6,990

Lost Cities of Asia and the

Near East By Private Jet

October 27 - November 20. 1998

March 5 -29, 1999

From $27,950 -$28,950

Oaxaca: Archaeology, Arts

and Traditions

November 7 -14, 1998

$2,595

Easter Island

January 7 -20, 1999

$4,990
n

Guatemala: New Destinations

In the Maya World

January, 9 -19, 1999

$3,495

Big Cats of the Serengeti
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$7,595
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A Family Safari
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From $2,795 to $5,895

Alaska Wilderness Adventure

July 2 -11, 1999
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along the Amazon until he emerged in

the Atlantic. Orellana and his men then

saUed to Cuba, where they subsequently

found safe transport back to Spain.

Does this story* have any lessons for

would-be star travelers? Suppose one of

our spacecraft with a shipload of astro-

nauts crash-lands on a distant, hostile

planet—the astronauts survive, but the

spacecraft is totaled. The crew adopts the

spirit of our sixteenth-century explorers.

Problem is, hostile planets tend to be

considerably more dangerous than hostile

natives. The planet might not have air.

And what air it does have may be poison-

ous. And if the air is not poisonous, the

atmospheric pressure may be 100 times

higher than on Earth. If the pressure is

okay, then the air temperature may be

Perhaps what we really

need is to engineer life-

forms that can survive

the stress ofspace travel

and still conduct

experiments.

We already have them.

They're called robots.

200° below zero. Or 500° above zero.

None of these possibilities bode well for

our astronaut explorers, but perhaps they

can survive for a while on their reserve

life-support system. Meanwhile, all they

would need to do is mine the planet for

raw materials; build another spacecraft

from scratch, along with its controUing

computers (using whatever spare parts are

musterable from the crash site); build a

rocket fuel factor)^; launch themselves

back into space; and then fly back home.

I :irr-d;!'r dwell on the absurdity of this

*i thank Steve Napear, •iq.i.'.y director of the San

Diego Sf.percomputir.-< Center, for calling my atten-

tion to the Pizarro stor^' and iui relation to the chal-

lenges of space travel.

Perhaps what we really need to do is to

engineer life-forms that can survive the

stress of space and still conduct scientific

experiments. Actually, such "hfe" forms

have already been created. They are called

robots. You don't have to feed them.

They don't need life support. And most

importantly, they won't be upset if you

don't bring them back to Earth. People,

however, generally want to breathe, eat,

and eventually come home.

It's probably true that no city has yet

held a ticker-tape parade for a robot. But

it's probably also true that no city has ever

held a ticker-tape parade for an astronaut

who was not the first (or the last) to do

something or go somewhere. Can you

name the two Apollo 16 astronauts who

walked on the Moon? Probably not. It

was the second-to-last moon mission. But

rU bet you have a favorite picture of the

cosmos taken by the orbiting robot

known as the Hubble Space Telescope. I'll

bet you remember the images from the

Mars robotic lander. Pathfinder, and its de-

ployed rover. Sojourner, which went "six-

wheehng" across the Martian terrain. I'U

fiirther bet that you remember the Voy-

agers images of the Jovian planets and

their zoo of moons from the early 1980s.

In the absence of a few hundred billion

dollars in travel money, and in the pres-

ence of hostile cosmic conditions, what

we need is not wishful thinking and sci-

ence fiction rhetoric inspired by a cursory

reading of the history of exploration.

What we need, but may never have, is a

breakthrough in our scientific under-

standing of the structure of the universe,

so that we might exploit shortcuts

through the space-time continuum—per-

haps through wormholes that connect

one part of the cosmos to another. Then,

once again, reaUty will become stranger

than fiction.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the

Frederick P. Rose Director ofNew York City's

Hayden Planetarium and a visiting research

scientist at Princeton University. His latest

book, Just Visiting This Planet, was recently

released by Doubleday.
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Is America's popular

native cereal stiU

harvested bv Indians

in canoes?

By Robb Walsh

The nose of the canoe parts the tall, slen-

der stalks of grass as we paddle across veg-

etation-choked Mallard Lake in central

^'Iinnesota. Behind us, the greeners'

slowly converges again, and our path dis-

appears. When I stand up in the canoe to

see over the stalks and leaves, the lake ap-

pears to be a solid meado^v. Don Wedll,

commissioner of natural resources for the

Mille Lacs Ojibway Indian Reser^^ation,

is gi'STng me a tour of the lake and de-

scribing the Ufe c\'cle of the aquatic grass

knov\Ti as wild rice.

Wild rice kernels that fall to the lake

bed begin to germinate and establish

roots in mid to late April, WedU tells me.

The developing leaves take about a

month to reach the surface of the three-

to-five-foot-deep lake. By late June, they

reach what's called the "floating stage."

when they look hke long green ribbons

on top of the water. In early July, stalks

begin to break the water's surface, and

blossoms appear. Now, in late July, the

lake has become a marsh.

During the month of August, pur-

pHsh-red seed heads -uiU form, and the

plant \^iU rise one to three feet above the

water. In late August to mid-September,

when the seeds are ripe, they \\ill "shatter

out,"' or fall away from the stalk. Septem-

ber is kno^^Tl to the Ojibway as manoo-

minike-giizis, or "ricing moon"'—the time

when the tribe traditionally moved to

camps on the lakeside to spend their days

har\-esting and processing the wild rice.

The Ojibway (sometimes spelled

"'0]ib\ve" or "'Ojibwa," and also kno\\"n

is t:-^ Chippewa or the Anishinabe) still

risn'est tiie v7ii6. nre gro\^Tng in places

iike Mallard Lake the \\'ay their ancestors

harvested it. Two people work together in

a canoe. One stands at the prow to see

Vlld and

over the grass and maneuvers the canoe

^^ith a long pole. Another, seated toward

the back, uses two sticks called "knock-

ers" to bend the rice plants and knock the

grains onto the canoe's floor. "The Ojib-

way har^"esting method is purposely inet-

ficient. but self-replenishing," says WedU.

"It allows a lot of ^^^ld rice kernels to fall

to the lake bed and provide future crops."

In a good year, the lakes and rivers of

Minnesota can yield about a rrulUon

poimds of \^Tld rice, collected in the tra-

ditional \\'ay. But the 'wild rice crop is

shrinking. "Over the last hundred vears.

we have probably lost something like half
''~

of Minnesota's naturally occurring crop,'"

WedU estimates. Beaver dams and man-

made dams, changing water levels, poUu-^ <im\

rion, boat trafiic, invasive plants and ani-

mals, real estate development, and the

introduction of excess nutrients into the fesc

water have all contributed to the loss. But -

once upon a time, this region was the

scene ot bount\'.

Wild rice is the only cereal native tc

North America with any well-docu-

mented food uses. "How did the Ojib-

way cook it?"" I ask WedU as we paddle i5Efi|



icross the lake. "How didn't they cook

It?" he laughs. Wild rice was eaten boiled;

,t was popped m a hot skillet to make a

iort of popcorn snack; it was even made

.nto a mush with maple syrup and wild

merries. But probably the best-known

dish was made by simmering game and

.he grain together to produce a thick

i\ild-rice soup that is still found on

[-"estaurant menus all over Minnesota.

I Wedll cautions, how-

ver, that "the black stuff

/ou eat in Minneapolis

sn't really wild rice.

There s a world of differ-

nce between the wild

ice harvested from lakes

md cultivated wild rice."

Cultivated wild rice

oegan to hit the market

n the late 1960s, when

"armers in Minnesota

irst succeeded in grow-

ng it in conventional rice paddies, where

t could be mechanically harvested with

:ombines. Although it may come in

packages decorated with pictures of Na-

ive Americans paddling canoes, nearly all

he wild rice found in grocery stores

oday is commercially cultivated. Accord-

ng to the Minnesota Cultivated Wild

^ice Council, 85 percent of the state's 7-

nillion-pound hai-vest now comes from

:ultivated paddies. (California growers

low lead the nation, armuaUy producing

'.5 million pounds of the cultivated type.)

The "taming" of wild rice by com-

nercial growers has taken a toll on the

Djibway, both economically and, some

vould argue, spiritually. In a book called

Vild Rice and the Ojihimy People, by

Thomas Vennumjr. ( Minnesota Histori-

al Society Press, 1988), the author de-

cribes the role that wild rice played in

Djibway culture, myth, and rehgious cer-

monies. "It was endowed with spiritual

ttributes, and its discovery was recounted

n legends. It was used ceremonially as

veil as for food. . . . Consequently, many

Djibway view the commercial exploita-

ion of this resource by non-Indians as the

iltimate desecration."

"Cultivated wild nee put us out of

business for a while," says Mert Lego, the

former wild-rice manager of the Leech

Lake Indian Reservation. "But now we're

coming back." Lego has initiated several

legal challenges. Thanks to his efforts,

new Ojibway-sponsored legislation re-

quires that all wild rice sold in Minnesota

be identified as either "hand-harvested

wild rice" or "cultivated wild rice," but

Hand-liari'fiicd uii.i r;, r^:\cr in

color than the paddy-grown variety,

opposite. An Ojibway man harvests

wild rice near Cass Lake, Minnesota,

top. Piles ofcommercially grown rice

are turned and watered by niachine at

Deer River, Minnesota, above.

even this falls short of what the Ojibway

really wanted. "We've tried and tried

to stop them from using the word wild,"

says Lego.

Ervin Oelke, an agronomist at the

University of Minnesota, has been work-

ing with wild rice cultivators since 1968,

and he is very familiar with the con-

tentious history of the plant's nomencla-

ture. "The meaning of the original Ojib-

way name, manoomin, is lost to history,"

Oelke explained, "and the first European

settlers variously referred to the plant

as wild oats, blackbird oats, water grass,

and wild rice. But wild rice was the name

that stuck." He admits that "there is some

discomfort in the scientific community

about the name wild rice. We, as re-

searchers, have discussed putting a hy-

phen between the two words to avoid

confusion. If we call this wild rice, then

what do we call the wild strains of Oryza

[true rice]?"

Carolus Linnaeus, the eighteenth-cen-

tury taxonomist, chose the scientific

name Zizania aquatica for the wild rice

specimen sent to him from North Amer-

ica, probably from the continent's eastern

seaboard. Other wild rice species of

North America include the endangered

Z. texana of central Texas and Zizaiiiopsis

miliacea, once common in the American

South. Plant taxonomists now distinguish

between two species of Zizania in the

northern and eastern United States: Z.

aquatica grows along the East Coast and

down toward Florida; to the west and

north, the rice is replaced by Z. pahistris,

the species with the shorter, thicker ker-

nels. AH the rice harvested in Wisconsin

and Minnesota, and even into Canada, is

Z. pahistris—the kind harvested by the

Ojibway.

Ojibway spokesmen, in seeking to dif-

ferentiate between naturally occurring

wild rice and the cultivated product,

point out that agronomists have selected

plants that hold onto their seeds longer.

Growers use what they call "nonshatter-

ing" wild rice as cultivars to facilitate har-

vesting by combines, Oelke explains. Un-

like cultivated rice, naturally occurring

wild rice has manv varieties, which,

while not taxonomically distinguished,

are genetically diverse. "There are genetic

difierences from lake to lake in naturally

occurring wild rice," OeUce says. "The

elders will tell you that some lakes pro-

duce better rice, that some produce eas-

ier-to-harvest rice. We have proposed to

study the genetic dilierences from lake to

lake, but the Indians don't want it done.

They say, 'You'll just use the information

to improve your cultivated rice.'
"

Wild rice farmers in Minnesota have
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their own grudges against Oelke and the

Universirs- of Minnesota. In working

\\-ith the agronomists, they thought they

were developing a new agricultural prod-

uct that would be unique to Ndinnesota.

Not only are they being outproduced by

California these days, but now wdld rice

cultivation is under way in Australia and

Hungary as well. Oelke responds that

growers and processors, not agronomists,

spread the new technology' to other states.

Agronomists, he says, are expected to

publish their scientihc findings and can-

not control the agricultural marketplace.

"This is the ethical dilemma that has to

be faced anytime you take a plant out ot

its native habitat and begin to exploit it,"

Oelke says. "As a scientist, I'd love to see

how adaptable this food plant really is.

Could this be a grain that could feed

more people in cUmates that are too cold

for other grains? It is a beautiful grain tor

cold weather It occurs naturally way up

into the marshlands of northern Canada.

From the standpoint of science, it's a re-

source we should be working with. On
the other side, there is the concern for the

economic success of the people you're

trNdng to help—the Minnesota farmers,

the Ojibway people. What does spreading

this grain around the world do to them?"

The Ojibway beheve that their hand-

har\-ested wild rice will always be supe-

rior to the cultivated product. "The

biggest difference between paddy rice and

lake rice is the way it's processed," says

Wedll. "Most commercial rice is black.

The grains stay on the plant longer and

darken. Also, if the rice isn't processed

immediately, it turns darker still." Ojib-

way rice is processed by hand immedi-

ately after har\'esting.

In the traditional Ojibway method, the

rice was taken to shore and dried in the

sun. Later it was parched in a ketde over a

slow fire until the outer husks got soft.

Then the rice was threshed; it was placed

in a buckskin-lined hole and was trod on

'Dy so2neone m clean moccasins until the

husks broke away, a method called "danc-

ing the rice." Finally the rice was tossed in

the air so the wind could blow awav the

husks. "This whole process scarified the

kernel and removed some of the aleurone

layer, the black seed coat that is unper\'i-

ous to water," says Oelke.

Much of the hand-harvested rice is

threshed mechanically these days, but

Ojibway nee and cultivated rice stiU dif-

fer. The Ojibway thresh the rice more.

renio\dng more of the dark seed coat,

which makes the rice Hghter and faster

cooking. According to Wedll, "'Black rice

of sense. I kno^v I have stood in the aisle

of the supermarket shaking the package

of wild rice blend to see how many black

specks are in it. and I guess everv'body else

does too. If packagers used Hght \\'ild rice

in a blend, it probably wouldn't sell as

well, even though it would taste better,

because the customers wouldn't be able

to tell at a glance that they were getting

their money's worth.

So how big a difference in flavor is

Basic Wild Pace m^^
Add 1 cup hand-harvested wild rice and 'A teaspoon salt to 3 cups boihng water and '

"'

cook for 25 minutes, or until tender. (Cultivated wild rice must be cooked tor 45

minutes or more.)

J-

Cream ofWild Pace Soup
The Leech Lake Wild Rice Company includes this basic recipe tor \\-ild rice soup

in ever\- package.

2 Clips cooked wild rice

'/cup butter

'A cup chopped green onion

'A cupfiour

3 cups chicken broth

Vi cup sherry (optional)

1 cup half-and-half

2 tablespoons fresh chopped parsley

Melt the butter in a hea^'^

3-quart saucepan. Add the green onion and stir in the flour. Cook the mixture for

2 minutes, but do not bro\\Ti. Stir in chicken stock (and sherry, if desired), and

bring to a boil. Add the cooked wild rice. Reduce heat and simmer for 10 minutes,

stirring occasionally. Add the half-and-half and the parsley. Ser\-e immediately.

takes longer to cook and it never gets ten-

der. The Indians always said that only lazv'

people eat black rice."

Then why isn't cultivated rice

processed this way, too? I ask Beth Nel-

son, the executive director of the Min-

nesota Cultivated WOd Rice Council.

"Our market demands black rice," she

said. "The major market for cultivated

wild rice comes from the companies that

make wild rice blends, and they specift-

black rice."

This explanation makes a per\'erse sort

iffi

.'^M

slit
there? I ask Wedll, and after our canoe kj^,..

trip, he takes me to the Northern Grill

Restaurant on the MiUe Lacs Indian

Reservation, which serves only hand-j

har\'ested rice. There I order wild rice!

soup and waUeve with wUd rice on the ,
.

side. The wUd rice soup is ven- good, al-

though I don't see any big difference in

flavor. But the simple wild rice pilaf thai , .

^

comes wdth my fish is a revelation. Th( v
^

rice has the wonderfiil nuoy flavor thai

I've come to expect, but it is Ughter anc .

fluffier than anv ^^ild rice I've ever eaten



Each grain has split, and each side has

L'uried until the individual grain resembles

I tiny butterfly. There isn't a single un-

opened grain on the whole plate. This

lice has the tender texture of al dente

pasta; it is without a doubt the best I've

.'\cr eaten.

Ciiven that it tastes better and cooks

"aster, I'm somewhat astonished that the

v~)]ibway-sryle wild rice has all but disap-

x'.ired from the market. "Unless you buy

t from an Indian reservation, it's almost

nipossible to find lake rice anymore out-

,ide of Minnesota," Wedll agrees.

The Ojibway are hoping that the

.prcad of wild rice around the globe wiU

.omeday work to their advantage. "The

nbes are in a great position to niche-

Jiiarket their hand-harvested lake rice at

sremium prices," says Oelke. "It's grown

A^ithout any pesticides or chemical fertil-

zers. There's a good market for organic,

.latural foods like this." But the common

aame of the species stiU poses a vexing

oroblem for the Ojibway wild rice pro-

ducers: If the cultivated product is called

vild rice, then what do they call wild rice

hat's really wild?

lulinary adventurer Robb Walsh writes about

hodfor the Austin Chronicle.

JMiere to

Set Ojibway Rice

.eech Lake Wild Rice Co.

^eech Lake Indian Reservation

IR3, Box 100

:ass Lake, MN 56633

218) 335-8317

vlative Harvest

White Earth Land Recovery Project

*.oute 1, Box 291

'onsford, MN 56575

!218) 573-3448

Aanitok Wild Rice Company

^ite Earth Indian Reservation

$0x97

Maway, MN 56521

BOO) 726-1863

Explore Africa

with the

American

Mnseum of

Natural History-

Ethiopia: The Heart of

African Civilization

September 26 - October II, 1998

Price from: $5450

Holidays in Kenya: A Family

Safari

December 20, 1998 - January 2,

1999

Price from: $2,795 - $5,895

Big Cats of the Serengetl

February 1 8 - March 3, 1999

Price $7,595

South Africa and Swaziland

by Rovos Rail

April 9 -24, 1999

Price $8,990

Africa's Great Southern

Lakes: Malawi and Zambia
Aboard a privately-

Chartered DCS Aircraft

June 18 -July 2. 1999

Price $8,595

A Summer Family Safari to

Kenya and Tanzania

August 14-28, 1999

Price TBD

Wild Africa: South Africa,

Botswana, Zimbabwe
September 8 -21, 1999

a
.^ Price $6,995

South Africa: A Family

,, Safari
December 21 - January 2, 2000

Price TBD

\

Discovery Tours

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700 Fax (212) 769-5755
Call for a complete listing of our 1998/1999 tours.

Please mention ad code #12000898.
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First Life
ByJohn J. Lee

As a microbial ecologist with the Mu-

seum's Department of Invertebrates, I was

assigned to collect samples of Earth's first

microorganisms for the new Hall of Bio-

diversity. These are stromatolites, micro-

bial communities that carpeted the shal-

low seafloor 3.5 billion years ago,

some two feet below the water's surface.

I remember with fondness my first trip

to Solar Lake, about twenty years ago,

with Yehuda Cohen of Hebrew Univer-

sity. He showed my daughter and me how

to "walk on the waters"—that is, on the

submerged stromatolite mats—of the

lake. This is precarious, because if you

stop, you sink. Only my daughter and

Yehuda made it across. Later at the uni-

versity, he pointed out a photograph of a

long core from the lake, each of its layers

representing one year—a record of life

Diatoms, left, are closest to the

surface in a stromatolite's

living layer, followed hy

cyanobacteria, bottom, and

purple sulfur bacteria, below.

September Events

September 11, 12, and 13
A three-day festival celebrating Nigerian art and mas-

querade is being held in conjunction with the exhibi-

tion "Spirits in Steeh The Art of the Kalahari Mas-

querade." On Friday at 7:00 P.M., Yoruba women's art

traditions wUl be the subject of a talk by Rowland
Abiodun, of Amherst College. Saturdays program,

beginning at 3:00 P.M., will feature a talk by Henry

John Drewal, of the University of Wisconsin, about

masking traditions among West Africa's Yoruba

people and their spiritual descendants in the Ameri-

cas. On Sunday at 3:00 RM., Esiaba Irobi, a Nigerian

scholar and founder of the Republic ofBiafra Theater

Company, will dramatize a Nigerian masquerade. For

a complete schedule, caU (212) 769-5370.

September 17
Kefyn Cadey, a research arachnologist in the Mu-
seum's Department of Entomology, will lead a day-

long expedition through New Jersey's Great Swamp
in Morris County, home to an extraordinary diversity

of spiders. Participants should meet at the Museum at

8:30 A.M. and bring magnifying glasses.

September 28
The first lecture in a four-part series, Living with

Biodiversity, explores ways in which people can be-

come "green consumers" in their food choices. The

talk begins at 7:00 P.M.

Throughout September
An exhibition, "Cave of the Warrior," displays fliner-

ary objects from a six-thousand-year-old burial site

near Jericho discovered by archaeologists in 1993.

The exhibition is in the fourth-floor Library Gallery

through December 6.

The American Museum of Natural History is located I

at Central Park West and 79th Street in New York I

City. For tickets and information about events, call I

(212) 769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site fori

additional information (http://www. amnh.org). Fori

hours and admission fees, call (212) 769-5100.

generating enough oxygen over the next

2 billion years to create the atmosphere.

Composed of layers of different types

of bacteria, stromatohtes are still forming

in a few sites; one of the best known is

called Solar Lake, on the Sinai Peninsula

at the head of the Gulf of Aqaba. A small,

shallow basin (about 250 by 140 feet) in

which a layer of brackish water overhes

saline water. Solar Lake is formed by

seepage from the Red Sea, only 90 feet

away. The upper layer, which accumu-

lates during winter rains, acts like a lens,

focusing the sun's energy into the deeper

i;iycr a.nd making it so hot that no

" '-re can survive there.

i- - •- - - .: :niomatolites lie mat-

ted on the Like fioor. but toward the

middle of the la'!.:e. che thick mat floats

dating back 4,600 years. One could even

discern the sandy layers that correlate

with earthquake years.

This year I revisited the lake, armed

with letters of permission firom the Egyp-

tian ambassador to the United Nations

and various Egyptian government agen-

cies. The project manager for the Gulf of

Aqaba, Alain Jeudy de Grissac, showed

me and other scientists where we could

collect our samples without damaging the

lake or disturbing the multinational ex-

periments going on there, and he helped

us extract two cores. He also explained

that the soldiers we saw were there to

protect the site from damage by tourists,

who sometimes try to walk on the water

(I had a twinge as I remembered our

transgression of twenty years ago). The

damage already done to the lake, he said,

may take sixty years or more to repair.

The Egyptian government plans to de-l

velop tourism in the Sinai, but we were

assured that the Solar Lake habitat will be|

preserved for future generations.

I made the long trip back to New Yorl

with the stromatolite cores packed in

thirty-gallon cask on rollers. One of thei

is now on display in the Museum's nc

Hall of Biodiversity.

John J. Lee has been associated with the imi

seum's department of invertebrates since 1957.

He is a distinguished professor of biology a

City College of New York. His most receii

book is the second edition of The lUustratei

Guide to the Protozoa. His daughter is no\

a microbial ecologist. .
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Arrogance and Anthrax, by Stephen jay Gouid
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Scientists, like the rest of us, must take human fallibility—their own and

others'—into account whenever they try to understand the world around them.

As Stephen Jay Gould points out m "Above All, Do Not Harm," ("This View

of Life," page 16), the all-too-human failings of shortsightedness, prejudice, and

parochialism can affect the reckoning of even the best scientific minds, in this

case that ofJ.B.S. Haldane (1892-1964). During World War I, Haldanes research

into the technologies of warfare, undermined by a naive overestimate of his own

expertise, led him to proclaim mustard gas the best of all possible weapons in

future wars, since he beUeved its effects could be readily controlled.

In his essay "Certain Uncertainties" ("Universe," page 86), Neil de Grasse

Tyson explains that the scientific method takes time to work and that patience

with regard to results is a necessary virtue. Scientists may understand the

uncertainties that are inherent in even the most carefully designed study, but the

media and the public demand definitive answers. The human urge to take

action—when, for instance, global warming or a new virus threatens—can lead

to a rush to judgment, often based on tentative results.

In this issue's special report on the international trade in human organs,

"Truth and Rumor on the Organ Trail" (page 48), anthropologist Nancy

Scheper-Hughes looks at the moral and cultural effects of the medical

breakthrough that made organ transplantation commonplace. With demand for

organs always exceeding the supply, body parts have become commodities in a

worldwide marketplace. While the need for organs is as great among the poor as

it is among the rich, the reahty, Scheper-Hughes points out, is that the poor are

more often donors than receivers. Because a kidney can bring a good price, the

organ trade has, in some places, even altered cultural constraints that \vould

forbid such transactions.

The human factor is what makes science—and life—so endlessly fascinating:

Discovery is not only what we see, but the differences in the way we see it.

—Bnicc Stiitz.
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To the

Editor
Don't Blame Aristotle

Neil de Grasse Tyson is

himself perpetuating an

inaccuracy when he ascribes

the absence of any European

historical record of the 1054

supernova to the influence of

an Aristotle-besotted Church

("Things People Say,"

July/August 1998). People say

that Aristotle's writings

dominated the thought of the

entire Middle Ages, but his

works were virtually unknown

in Europe in 1054; they were

not available in Latin until a

century later and were viewed

with great suspicion by the

Church until a century later

still, when philosophers such

as Albertus Magnus

(ca.1200-80) and Thomas

Aquinas (ca. 1225-74) created

a synthesis of Aristotehan

thought and Cathohc

theology.

John W. Kennedy

Chatham, NewJersey

Killed for a Cure

Alan Rabmowitz's account of

how Asian wildlife is being

mined for sale in traditional

medicines ("Killed for a

Cure," April 1998) struck me
with particular force. This past

May, 1 was in China exploring

a tributary of the Chang

(Yangtze) as part of an effort

to inventory some of the

^cerier^/ that will be lost when

.
-11 Three Gorges

-^:;u ,i-c; :.o a heighc of 173

meters. I had teaiiied up with

a young graduate student from

Wuhan, an even ycimgcr

Polor Opposites

I much enjoyed the

photograph of the penguins

crossing a South African street

("Natural Moment, "April

1998) and couldn't help

noticing the similariry to a

street crossing 1 observed in

Barrow, Alaska. Some local

inhabitants came ashore to

look for a meal, and, as you

can imagine, it stopped traffic.

Frank E Willingham

Barrow, Alaska

govermnent guide, and a local

guide. We followed the stream

for several kilometers into its

steep-walled and virtually

uninhabited valley.

While we were resting on

a gravel bank, the local guide

spotted a tiny head bobbing

by in the water—it was a

musk deer, an endangered

species. A shout went up, and

rocks flew. The deer turned

and swam upstreain; this

proved its undoing. The local

guide splashed after the deer

and held it up by its hind legs

to drown it.

I marveled at the dead

animal—both at the petite

precision of its body and at its

alien features. No larger than a

greyhound, its diminutive

footprint was the size ofmy
thumb. Its deHcate muzzle

featured four glandular sHts

and two sturdy fangs in its

upper jaw. The local guide

told me that he had never

before in his thirty-something

years seen such a deer. He
appreciatively fondled the

animal's penis, mentioning its

medicinal potency.

1 felt strongly obHged to

respect the feeUngs ofmy
guide, who, after all, was

eking out a living in this

isolated village. To him, the

deer was meat on the table,

medicine in the cabinet, and

good luck around the neck.

How can such practices be

changed? The World Wildhfe

Fund and the American

College of Traditional

medicine may be on the right

track to encourage the

substitution of nonthreatened

game m traditional medical

products. But ifmy one

experience is at all

representative, the belief that

wild animals have a potency

to cure remains strong. This is

a problem for the Chinese to

solve. It is a morally complex

mission in which Western

environmentalists hke me have

no place.

Stewart W. Herman

Moorhead, Minnesota

In the coming issues of

f}»
Anthropology

Vodou's Drums
Whether in Port-au-Prince or New York Cit)', many

Haitians maintain the traditions ofvodou. A Brooklyn

drummer bridges the native and immigrant worlds.
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An archaeological expedition to Kenya's storied Hon cave

I
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Charles Bergman ("The Almost-Missing Lynx"), far left, has two professional

passions: Enghsh Renaissance literature and nature writing, both of which he

teaches at Pacific Lutheran University' in Tacoma, Washington. Nothing makes him

happier, Bergman says, than being in an unspoiled wilderness—although reading

Shakespeare's sonnets, he adds, comes close. Bergman's most recent book is Orion 's

Legacy: A Ciilttiml History ofMan As Hunter (E. P. Dutton, 1996). AntOtliO Soboter-

ArtUS, near left, a native of Seville, Spain, has been a professional nature

photographer since he was eighteen years old. Sabater-Artiis works extensively in

the Dofiana region, where he spent three years photographing the elusive lynx.

In the early 1980s in the shantytowns of northeastern Brazil, anthropologist Noncy Scheper-HugheS ("Truth and Rumor on the

Organ Trail"), near right, began to hear bizarre rumors of "medical agents" kidnapping children and stealing bodies for organ

transplantarion. Scheper-Hughes. a professor at the University of California, Berkeley,

noted that the rumors coincided with often fatal assaults on street children in Brazilian

cities, a subject she covered with co-author Daniel Hofirnan in "Brazil: Moving

Targets" (Natural History, July-August 1997). Scheper-Hughes has gone on to research ^BS^fsmb^,, \

organ procurement practices in Brazil and South Africa. New York-based

photographer Vivione MoOS, tar right, has covered social and political issues m Asia.

Africa, and South America. Her photographs, which have appeared in such

publications as Time, Newsweek, Paris Matdi, Der Spiegel and Stern, have won several

awards and been exhibited internationally. H^^^^^^^^SHH Q

opportumty to

nature

—

As a student of "things Chinese," ErliPg Hoh ("Flying Fishers of Wucheng"), left, rehshed the

explore cormorant fishing. He suggests that the practice epitomizes the Taoist relationship to

working with it. Born in Sweden and based in Hong Kong as a correspondent for the

Danish paper Dagbhdet, Hoh reports that his research was an illuminating experience in

cross-cultural exchange: "The fishermen were amazed by the amount of film used to

shoot the story. When 1 explained that a photographer's camera is his cormorant, they

understood." A freelance photojournalist based in New York, Jim LeOChman focuses

much of his work on the relationship ber^veen people and wildhfe. He has also written for Audubon,

Smithsonian, Airone, Terre Sauvage, and other magazines. EarHer this year, he received two awards in the Nature

and Environment category of the World Press Photo Awards.

An "eclectic" collector herself of the odd feather or small fossil, Virginia Morell ("A Dinosaur for the

Mantel") undertook to learn more about why people want to own natural history objects and how

this popular pursuit affects scientific research. The author o( Ancestral Passiotis: Tlie Leakey Family and

the Questfor Humankind's Beginnings (Touchstone Books, 1996), Morell is also a correspondent for

Science and a contributing editor for Discover A freelance photographer who Uves

111 Topanga, California, Jeff JaCObSOH has contributed to numerous pubhcations,

including Aperture, Life, Rolling Stone, Buzz, and Fortune. His photographs of the

giant-sized animal sculptures that appear unexpectedly in the American landscape

("Land of the Giants") were pubhshed in last April's issue of Natural History

Jacobson's book credits include his monograph. My Fellow Americans . . .

jJ (University ofNew Mexico Press, 1991).

IVIarl< iVIoffett ("The Natural Moment"), an entomologist and professional nature photographer, has been

exploring the world's rainforests for the past uventy years. A native of Colorado, he joined a scientific

expedition to Costa Rica at the age of seventeen as the group's resident snake catcher. After completing

undergraduate work at Beloit College, he earned a doctorate at Harvard, under the tutelage of E. O.

Wilson, for a thesis on Asian ants. A self-taught photographer, he began publishing photographs m
National Geographic in 1986. Moffett's book Tlie High Frontier: Exploring the Tropical Rainforest Canopy

(Harvard University/ Press, 1994) chronicles his exploration and documentation of life m the rainforest.
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A Conversation with
Eusene P. Odum

Whole-Earth Mentor
By Tom Chaffin

Eugene P. Odiim—often called the father of

ecology—didn't exactly invent the discipline.

Many of its concepts reach back to ancient

times. Tlie word itself was coined by German

biologist Ernst Haeckel hi 1869. Bin during

the late 1940s, Eugene Odum led the way in

drawing various doctrines together into a new

science called ecosystem ecology.

Odum and fellow ecologists G. Evelyn

Hutchinson and Raymond Lindeman saiv na-

ture as shaped more by physics than by biol-

ogy—nature as a vitalflow of energyJrom re-

cycled chemicals moving through a

thermodynamic system. Tliey thought of en-

ergy as a currency shared among the earth 's var-

ious lifeforms, and they defined ecosystems—
uicluding human societies—as living organic

conununities within their physical settings.

Odum saw the earth—indeed, the entire

universe—as a series of interlocking ecosys-

tems. Each one, he wrote, embraced a unique

"strategy of development," each "directed to-

ward achieving as large and diverse an organic

structure as is possible within the limits set by

the available energy input and the prevailing

physical conditions of existence." Each ecosys-

tem, Odum argued, was moving toward, or

had already achieved, that goal. In 1953, with

the help of his brother and fellow ecologist,

Howard Odum, he published Fundamentals

ofEcology, thefirst textbook in thefield. Tlie

book, which has since appeared in numerous

revised editions, secured ecosystem ecology's sta-

tus as a discipline independent of biology and

natural history. As environmentalism began to

grab public attention during the late 1960s

and the t970s, the book provided the move-

ment until a vocabulary, as well as a compre-

hensive vision of nature as a dynamic system.

Tlie son of a sociologist and regional-plan-

Noiv an emeritus professor at the Institute of Ecology, Eugene Odum still keeps regular office

hours and talks with students daily.

ning advocate, Eugene Odum was born in

1913 and grew up in Chapel Hill, North

Carolina.

His interest in birds led him to zoology and

a Ph.D. from the University of Illinois. For

his dissertation, he examined avian cardiovas-

cular systems with a device he invented to

measure the heartbeat of small birds. Since

1940, Odum has been at the University of

Georgia, in Athens, where in 1967 he was

instrumental in founding the university's In-

stitute of Ecology.

mierviev/ you made a name for yourself by

trying to see nature holistically but your inter-

est began with individual species of birds.

I considered going off to get a Ph.D. at

Cornell under Arthur A. Allen [a pio-

neering ornithologist, 1885-1964]. But

all Allen did was assign you to a species

and then you wrote a thesis on it. 1 con-

sidered the UniversiD,' of Michigan. They

had a great museum there, but I didn't

want to be a museum person. I didn't

want to shoot and stuff birds; I wanted to

study Uve birds. So I ended up at the Uni

versit}' of Illinois—one of the few schools

with something Uke ecology—in the zo-

ology department.

My thesis was in physiological ecology.

1 ^^anted to get beyond taxonomy—de-

scriptive ecology—into function, into the

physiology of birds and how that related

to the larger natural environment. How is

everv'thing working out there? What's

going on? What are the energ\' flows?
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VVIien you firsr arrircd at the Uiiiversily of

Georgia, in 1940, you were allowed to teach

some ecology courses. But by the end of that

decade, you had a confrontation over the inclu-

sion of ecology in the core curriculum.

We had a meeting about what the core

curriculum should be and what every

major in biolog\' should take. I suggested

that ecology- ought to be in there, and

they looked at me and laughed. They

thought that ecology was just going out

and finding animals and describing and

coUecring them. They said, "There are no

principles. It is just organized natural his-

tor\'. Its not an important subject."

They were right about what it was

then, but I got mad and walked out. Later

they said, "We didn't mean to hurt your

feeUngs, but what is ecology?" Then I re-

ahzed that nobody had wTitten a general

book about ecology. So with help from

my brother Howard, I started to write it.

Howard was then a graduate snident at

Yale under the pioneering ecologist G.

Evelyn Hutchinson. We were interested

in putting together the physical and bio-

logical sides of ecology. Unhke other

books, which started with the organism

and ended with the ecosystem, ours

started with the ecosystem and worked

down—the top-down approach.

Speaking of trying to see the big picture, you

were one of the few major figures to embrace

fames Lovelock's and Lynn Margulis's Gaia

hypothesis, published in 1979, which argues

that the biosphere is a selfregulating entity

that preserves life on earth by controlling the

chemical and physical environment.

The Gaia hypothesis is certainly top-

down and holistic, and it's now generally

accepted—although there's much discus-

sion as to whether it's self-organized. Or-

ganisms have not just adapted to different

physical environments; they also modify

and improve the environment for their

own good—just like people. Evolution-

ary biologists tend to object to the idea,

because they think that the environment

is just a stage, and the organisms are up

there on it fighting each other—sur^aval

of the fittest, and that's aD there is to it.

The physicists, because they observe the

umverse and how beautifrilly it operates,

see a plan out there.

Wlty do you devote so little attention to evolu-

tion, natural selection, and to what geologists

call deep time?

In ecology today, we say that evolu-

tion is not restricted to the organism

level. We say that evolution occurs all

the way through the spectrum. Earth

evolves, populations evolve. In other

words, the evolutionary processes are not

restricted to the gene. And of course,

there is coevolution, which involves two

unrelated species and the development

of mutualism.

One of our big points now is that as

pioneer communities grow large and

complex, with all their resources in use,

we have increasing nrutualism—an evo-

lutionary trend from competition to

mutualism. We point out the parallel of

the United States and Russia trying for

years to kill each other; now it's m their

mutual interest to cooperate.

Evolution does not have to mvolve nat-

ural, genetic selection. All this business of

cloning and genetic engineering—^we're

no longer talking about letting natural se-

lection select people. We're talking about

us selecting people. We're playing God

now. Let's put it this way: evolutionary bi-

ology focuses on what happened in the

past, but ecology focuses on the present,

on what's happening now, and what wiU

happen in the friture.

Everything pulses. People are overwor-

ried about endangered species. I think it's

important, but not the only thing we

should study now. But deep time does

show us that when there have been mass

extinctions, nature is resilient. After each

mass extinction, the species left recover

their numbers. Diversity is slower. You

have a period of wiping out huge num-

bers of species—and we're doing that

—

and the questions are: Can we be sure that

these species play important roles? Can

they be replaced?

You 've talked about the needfor affluent people



Human
Growth
Factor
From Ecology: A Bridge Between Science

and Society, by Eugene P. Odum;

Copyright © 1997 by Sinauer Associ-

ates, and reprinted with permission.

Excerpt j^st as there are parallels be-

tween development at the organismal

and community levels, there are inter-

esting parallels between ecosystem de-

velopment and the development of

human societies (although these paral-

lels are not based on the same cause-

and-efFect relationship). In pioneer so-

cieties, as in early stages of succession,

opportunistic exploitation of the envi-

ronment and accumulation of re-

sources are necessary for the survival

and growth of human populations.

Accordingly, "clearing the land" is the

first order of business.

Exploitation of people (slavery) has

also been common in that life-support

resources (and human rights, for that

matter) do not receive a high priority

at this early stage, chiefly because the

supply is still perceived to be larger

than the demand. Ruins of civiliza-

tions and human-made deserts in vari-

ous parts of the world stand as evi-

dence that societies preoccupied with

population growth and economic

growth (and sometimes with war)

often do not recognize the need for

protective, as well as productive, envi-

ronments until it is too late. After the

hiUs are denuded and all the soil is

washed off, only a massive infusion of

outside capital can rehabilitate the land

(as is now occurring to some extent in

Israel). Likewise, when urban growth

is allowed to mushroom unrestricted,

it may be too late to protect air and

water quality.

A spyglass in the great naval tradition...

Adm. Nelson's Telescope
(with table tripod) just $59

'''But read this adfor an even better deal!

When Horatio Nelson fought the battle of Trafal-

gar, he used a telescope just like this to monitor
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manufacturer has created a faithful replica of this

famous scope. Admiral Nelson's Telescope mea
sures about five inches in its "collapsed" posi-

tion. When you extend the four sections to full

length, the scope will be fifteen inches long and
focused to infinity with needle sharpness. Everything
will appear twenty-five times larger than it would to

the naked eye. Compare that to standard binoculars

which give you only 6x or 8x magnification.

The most amazing thing about Admiral Nelson's Telescope

may well be its price. We are tlie exclusive importers of this

outstanding optical instrument and are able therefore to

bring it to you for just $59.95. But we have an even better deal: Buy two for $119.90 and
lue'll send you a third one, ivith our compliments—absolutely FREE! If you have ever

wanted to own a fine telescope, but found prices a little steep. Admiral Nelson's Telescope

should be your choice. You'll get many years of good use and enjoyment from it.

You may order by toll-free phone, by mail, or by fax

and pay by cfieck or Visa/MasterCard. Please give

order number #1069E242. Add $4.95 for ship./ins.

and sales tax for CA delivery. You have 30-day refund

and one-year warranty. We do not refund postage.

• Vie optics ofAdmiral Nelson's Tele-

scope are "25x30" which means 25x

umgiiification and the great hght-gather-

ing capnciti/ ofa 30mm objective lats. Ad-

miral Nelso}! 's telescope zoos made ofbrass.
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2360 Third St., San Francisco, CA 94107
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Q: Who% your ultimate guide

This Planet

Sun. .Moon, nl.cl Sims

Neil de Grasse Tyson

Merlin's tour of the universe was so successful he just

had to come back to answer more of your questions

about the cosmos. In Just Visiting This Planet, Direc-

tor of the Hayden Planetarium Neil de Grasse Tyson

tackles all-new questions about the universe with au-

thority and wit (and with some help firom Merlin, a

fictional visitor from the Andromeda gala.xy). As in-

formative as they are entertaining. Jiiit Visiting Tliis

Planet and Merlin's Tour of the Universe are the de-

finitive skywatcher's guides for lovers of the universe

by one of its brightest lights.

Praise for Merlin's Tour of the Universe

"The volume is fun and may rekindle that

sense of wonder about the universe that city

lights helped to extinguish years ago."

—Chicago Tribune

.-ii'iiihihlc wherever books arc sold

Visit our Web site at www.doubleday.com
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/() avisiimc less, but you've resisted the allure oj

ideas like "small is beautiful.
"

WeO, "small is beautiful," but big is

powerful. As long as big is powerful,

"smaE is beautifiil" won't work. As my fa-

ther [sociologist Howard Odum] said,

"Scientists think they can solve problems

by being scientific and rational, but not it

people don't want to go along with it."

What we ecologists tell students is to

think big but work small. We point out to

students right away that you can't do a re-

ally hohstic study as a thesis—a piece

study has to be put in a framework.

Do you feel that the fragtueutation of ecology

into subdiscipliiies has resulted, in many cases,

in a kind of narrow professionalism and a loss

of the hohstic vision?

Science in general does that. It's per-

fectly natural. In a new field you have only

a broad picture, and as you get involved

and learn more, you become reductionist.

But you hope you don't stay on that level

and [will] come back to the broad picture.

C. P. Snow, in his book The Two Cultures,

articulated the growing dichotomy between the

sciences and the humanities. You've said that

ecology is the science that's best suited to bridg-

ing the two cultures.

Ecology is the best bridge because it's

the only one of the major sciences that's

increasing in scale of study. In genetics,

you study a gene for cancer but not the

bigger idea that cancer won't develop un-

less the environment and other things are

conducive to it.

Over the pastfew years, the so-called nonequi-

librium ecologists have charged that your brand

of ecology overstates the role of balances and

order in nature. Looking at forests, for instance,

they see a continually shifting crazy quilt of

patch forests, rather than orderly succession.

If you believe that's the way things

^vot'k, i.hcii there's no order, and why
:?oiher aVo:.u ccnsevvation? You can't

!?• 'Ssilyy wke thar viewpoint and then try

i<^ -
;

iing abaiu our problems.

Tlie nonequHibriwn ecoiogi;t: argue that the

instances of stability—the natural balances—
are the exception.

For at least a billion years, we've had a

rough balance between oxygen and CO2.

What do you call that? The so-called

nonequQibrium ecologist never looks at

the big things—the enviromnent to him

is a backdrop. There is no steady state, but

there sure as hell are a lot of balances.

We say that the control of organisms is

at a set point. From the organism on

down, everything is tightly controlled.

Eugene Odum on his twenty-five acre

woodland property near the institute.

When you're growing and when you get

to be an adolescent, you stop growing au-

tomatically because of genes and hor-

mones. And whether you like it or not,

you go from youth to maturity. That's

called homeostasis, a well-known physio-

logical term. It means that your body

functions are highly controlled and main-

tained. Cancer and obesity happen when

things get out of control.

But above the organism, and for soci-

ety there's no set-pomt control. So if so-

ciety goes from youth to maturity, it's

only because the balance of nature is pul-

sating. We have a Greek word for this

—

homeorhesis, which means "same flow."

The balance of nature is Hke a river; it

rises and falls. Nature pulses. That's why

it's a little hard to be sure whether global

warming is a permanent change or a

pulse. El Niiio, of course, pulses.

You have written that as an ecosystem moves

toward maturity, it gains species diversity and

stability increases. But it's been argued that a

monoculture, such as a spartina salt marsh or

tundra, has very little diversity but is actually

more stable than, say, a tropical rainforest with

many species.

Salt marshes have just one big plant be-

cause very few higher plants can tolerate

the salt. But the [salt marsh] system is ex-

traordinarily diverse in microorganisms

and algae. You need to measure their ac-

tivity, rather than count their numbers, in

microbial ecology, and this is a field most

traditional ecologists don't know about.

The marsh is not stabOized by diversity

but by pulsing tides. Organisms are

adapted to pulsing, and if you stop the

pulses, the marsh will become something

else. The cornfields of the Midwest are

also pulse-stabilized systems, maintained i

for years and years, not by species diver-

sity but by machines and people.

In the tundra, there's also a tremendous

variets' in kinds of organisms. It is pulse-

stabUized by huge weather changes. Or-

ganisms only have a short period in

which to grow, so only certain hchens,

grasses, sedges, and the hardiest land

plants are adapted to that kind of Hfe.

We're about to enter a new millenniiun. Are

you optimistic?

I'm hopeful that we can handle the

bust. We're very resourceful. We get

knocked down, but we get up quick. Hu-

mans are the most resilient organisms that

ever appeared on earth.

But you see a bust coming?

Oh, sure. It's already here. a

Ton} Chafftn teaches American history at

Emory University and is director oJ Emory's

Oral History Project. He published Fatal

Glory: Narciso Lopez and the First Clan-

destine U.S. War Against Cuba in 1996 .
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Seeking
Common
Ground
By Robeit Anderson

riafure.net Because religion and science

are D,vo very different ways of looking at

the world, they have had a strained rela-

tionship. But recendy, concerns about the

planet's environment have renewed the

search for coninron ground between the

two fields. The Har\-ard University Cen-

ter for the Study of World ReHgions has

organized a series of conferences on Reli-

gions of the World and Ecology. The^ con-

ference Web site (divweb.harvard.edu/

cswr/ecolog)'/) features summaries of the

meetings, which have, so far, tocused on

how religions, fi^om Buddhism to Judaism

to Chrlstianit^', have shaped our attitudes

toward nature and our responses to vari-

ous environmental crises. You can also

check out the schedule of events for the

concluding conference, to be held at the

American Museum of Natural History on

October 21.

At the Worldviews site (ww^v.erica.

demon.co.uk/WVl.html), you can find

summaries of such articles as "What Has

God to Do with Sustainable Develop-

ment?" or "Arne Naess and the Norwe-

gian Nature Tradition." The Boston The-

ological Institute's Rehgion and Science

Program (www.bu.edu/sth/BTI/progs/

ras/ras.htm) also has a number ofhnks re-

lated to the intersection of religion and

environmental and population concerns.

One such lii-ik, called Facing the Future,

has a section on how religion influences

population growth (www.facingthefu-

;;;re.r;"g/:rj-religion.html). It dispels a

.nu.mber ofruyths about the links between

i:ae t«c

Bookshelf

If a Lion Could Talk: Animal Intelligence and the Evolution of Consciousness

By Stephen Budiansky (Simon and Schuster, 1998; S25)

Animal intelligence and consciousness are explored by science writer Budiansky, who discusses

birdsong dialects, animal migration and navigation, and primate communication, among other

subjects. He engagingly summarizes the adaptations of nonhuman creatures.

The Mind's Past

By Michaels. Gazzaniga (Unimsity of California Press, 1998; S22.50; ilhis.)

The author, who directs the cognitive neuroscience program at Dartmouth College, guides the

reader through the human brain, from its built-in, largely unconscious operating systems to its

conscious functions ofperception, memory, and judgment. He argues that conscious functions

reflect our need to reconstruct and interpret the world around us.

The Cambridge Quintet: A Work of Scientific Speculation

ByJohn L. Cast! (Addison Wesley 1998; $23)

Casti, who divides his time between the Sante Fe Institute and Vienna's Technical University,

has imagined tive ot the great minds ot our century—philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, biol-

ogist J. B. S. Haldane, physicist Erwin Schrodinger, mathematician Alan Turing, and novelist

and scientist C. P. Snow—at a dinner party in Cambridge University in 1949. The lively dis-

cussion revolves around artificial intelligence at the dawn of the computer age and the ques-

tion. Can a machine think?

The Search for the Giant Squid: An Authoritative Look at the Biology and

Mythology' of the World's Most Elusive Sea Creature

By Richard Elhs (Tlie Lyons Press, 1998; $35; ilhis.)

Almost ever^'thing we know about Architeuthis, or the giant squid, we know from examining

dead or dying animals. How can an animal more than sixty feet long and weighing more than

a ton remain so elusive? Ellis explores facts and fiction surrounding the giant squid.

The Birder's Bug Book
By Gilbert IValdhaiier (Harvard Unii-ersity Press, 1998; $27.95; ilhis.)

Over millions of years, complex interactions have evolved among the earth's 9,500 species of

birds and 900,000 species of insects. Entomologist Waldbauer looks at a range of physiological

and behavioral associations, from how tropical hairstreak butterflies dupe the birds that tr)' to

eat them to how songbirds rub acid-fJJed ants over their feathers to combat external parasites.

Baby Bird Portraits by George Miksch Sutton: Water-

colors in the Field Museum
By Paul A. Johnsgard (University of Oklahoma Press, 1998;

$19.95; ilhis.)

George Miksch Sutton (1898-1982), an ornithologist at Cor-

nell University and later at the University of Oklahoma, was

inspired to paint birds by the great nature artist Louis Agassiz

Fuertes. Sutton recommended painting baby birds because

"when properly fed, [they] stay in one position and allow an

artist to study them carefully as he draws."Yciiiig cardinals, 1936

Robert Aadc

Los Angeles.

'dice science writer m

The Genetic Gods: Evolution and Behef in Human Affairs

ByJohn C. Avise (Harvard University Press, 1998; $29.95; illus.)

According to geneticist Avise, we are now intellectually and technologically reshaping our-

selves and our environment. He explores the underpinnings of this revolution, wondering if it

vvoll improve the human condition and change our religious beliefs.

Memory: The Darwin College Lectures

Edited by Patricia Fara and Karalyn Patterson (Cambridge University Press, 1998; $24.95; illus.)

A novelist, an anthropologist, a neuropsychologist, and a biologist, among others, have con-

tributed essays in tins volume on the meaning ofmemoiy They investigate the physical processes

involved in remembering, as well as such products ofmemory as literature, art, and music.

The books mentioned in "Natm-al Selections" are usually available from the fvluseum Shop of

the American Museum of Natural History; (212) 769-5150.
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Above All, Do No Harm
Long, stagnant, and costly wars tend to

begin in idealistic fervor and end in cyni-

cal niisety Our own Civil War inflicted a

horrendous toll of death and seared our

national consciousness with a brand that

has only become deeper with time. In

1862, the Union Army rejoiced in

singing the year's most popular ditty:

Yes we'll rally round the flag,

boys, we'll rally once again

Shouting the battle cry of Freedom,

We will rally from the hillside,

we'll gather fi^om the plain.

Shouting the batde cry of Freedom . . .

So we're springing to the

call fi^om the East and fi'om the West

And we'U hurl the rebel crew

fi^om the land we love the best.

By Stephen Jay Gould

By 1864, Walter Kittredge's "Tenting on

the Old Camp Ground" had become the

favorite song of both sides. The chorus,

with its haunting (if naive) melody, sum-

marizes the common trajectory:

Many are the hearts that

are weary tonight.

Wishing for the war to cease;

Many are the hearts

looking for the right

To see the dawn of peace.

But nothing can quite match the hor-

rors ofWorld War 1, the conflict that the

French still call la grande guerre (the Great

War) and that we labeled "the war to

end all wars." America entered late and

suffered relatively few casualties as a

consequence—so we rarely appreciate

the extent of carnage among soldiers or

the near certainty of death or serious

maiming along lines of stagnant

trenches, where men fought back and

forth month after month to take, and

then lose again, a few shifting feet of ter-

ritory. I feel chills up and down my
spine whenever I look at the "honor

roll" list posted at the village green or

main square in small towns in England

and France. Above all else, I note the

much longer lists for 1914-18 (often

marking the near extermination of a

generation of males) than for 1941—45.

Rupert Brooke could write his famous

poems of resignation and patriotism be-

cause he died in 1915, during the initial

blush of enthusiasm:

Scientific arrogance mixed with flawed assumptions

can be hazardous to your health.

A gas attack on AtmiKaii mops in France, May 191
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If I should die, think only this of me:

That there's some corner

of a foreign field

That is for ever England. There shall be

In that rich earth a richer

dust concealed.

His fellow poet Siegfried Sassoon, who

survived and became a pacifist (a condi-

various chemical agents used by both

sides. The Geneva Protocol, signed in

1925 by most major nations (but not by

the United States until much later),

banned both chemical and biological

weapons—a prohibition followed by all

sides in World War II, even amid some

of the grimmest deeds in all human his-

tory. (A few violations have occurred in

War." The opening paragraph reads:

Tlie aimtor of a police museum in Trond-

heim, Nonmy, recently discovered in his

archive collection a glass bottle containing

two irregularly shaped sugar lumps. A
small hole had been bored into each of these

lumps and a glass capillary tube, sealed at

its tip, ims embedded into one of the lumps.

The wisdom ofthe Geneva Protocol lies in understanding that some relatively ineffective

novelties of 1925 might become the principal horrors ofa not-so-distant future.

tion first attributed to shell shock

and leading to his temporary

confinement in a sanatorium),

caught the drift of later realism:

And when the war is done

and youth stone dead

rU toddle safely home

and die—in bed.

Sassoon met Wilfred Owen,

the third member of this famous

trio of British war poets, in the

sanatorium. But Owen went

back to the front, where he was

killed exactly one week before

Armistice Day. Sassoon published

his friend's single, sUm volume of

poetry, containing the most fa-

mous and bitter Hues of all:

What passing-bells for these

who died as cattle?

Only the monstrous anger

of the guns.

Only the stuttering rifles'

rapid rattle

Can patter out their hasty orisons

Masked French soldiers of the First World War

Among the horrors of World War I,

we remember not only the carnage

caused by conventional tactics of trench

warfare with bombs and bullets but also

i'T i': i "'^-r-hfii and large-scale use of

'lemical and biological

v/capv! — .i£L;:.;,'i^ng with a German
chlorine g<,s ,.-.ract; zioAW, four miles of

the French li.oe .= '; Ypres on April 22,

1915, and ending wit'; 100,000 tons of

local wars: by the Italian army in

Ethiopia in 1935-36, for example, and

in recent wars in Iran and Iraq.) The

Geneva Protocol prohibited "the use in

war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other

gases, and of all analogous liquids, mate-

rials or devices."

A recent contribution to Nature (June

25, 1998), the leading British professional

journal of science, recalled this episode of

twentieth-centuiy history in a remarkable

letter entiried "Deadly relic of the Great

A note attached to the exhibit

translated asfollows: "A piece of

sugar containing anthrax bacilli,

found in the luggage of Baron

Otto Karl von Rosen, when he

was apprehended in Karasjok in

January 1917, suspected of espi-

onage and sabotage.

"

Modern science to the rescue,

even in pursuit of a mad scheme

that came to naught in a mar-

ginal and forgotten outpost of a

great war—the very definition of

historical trivia, however intrigu-

ing, in the midst of great pith and

moment. The authors of the let-

ter removed the capillary tube

and dumped the contents ("a

brown fluid") onto a petri dish.

Two columns of conventional

scientific prose then detailed the

procedures followed, with all the

usual rigor of long chemical

names and precise amounts:

"After incubation, 200|J,1 of

these cultures were spread on 7%

of horse-blood agar and L-agar medium

[identical to L-broth but solidified by the

addition of 2% Difco Bacto agar]." The

clear results could be stated more suc-

cinctly, as the authors both grew some

anthrax bacilli in their cultures and then

confirmed the presence ofDNA from the

same organism by PCR (polymerase

chain reaction for amplifying small

amounts ofDNA to levels that can be an-

alyzed). They write: "We therefore con-

firmed the presence of B. aitthracis [scien-
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tific name of the anthrax bacillus] in the

specimen by both culture and PCR. It

proved possible to re\ive a tew sur\d\Tng

organisms fix)m the brink of extinction

after they had been stored, without any

special precautions, for 80 years."

But what was the good baron, an

aristocrat of German, Swedish, and

Finnish extraction, doing in this for-

saken area of northeastern Norway in

the middle of vxinter? Clearly up to no

good, but to what form of no good?

The authors continue:

Wlien the SheriffofKauwkeiiw, who was

present at the group's arrest, deriswely

Tlie grinding of the sugar and its glass

insert betweeti the molar teeth ofhorses

would probably result in a lethal infection

as the anthrax spores entered the body,

eventually facilitated through the small

lesions produced in the wall of the

alimentary tract by the broken glass. It is

not known whether reindeer eat sugar

lumps butpresumably the baron never had

the chance to carry out this piece

of research.

As anthrax cannot be transmitted di-

rectly from animal to animal, the scheme

probably would not ha\^ worked without

a large supply of sugar cubes and ver\-

stead, Hider spent a mere nine months in

jail, where he wrote Alein Kampf and

worked out his grisly plans.

We humans may be the smartest ob-

jects that ever came down the pike ot life's

history' on earth, but we are outstandingly

inept about certain issues, particularly

when our emotional arrogance joins

forces wdth our intellectual ignorance.

Our inabiht\' to forecast the future hes

foremost among these ineptimdes—not,

in this case, as a limitation of our brains,

but more as a principled consequence of

the world's genuine complexity and inde-

terminism. We could go with this flow,

but our arro^nce intercedes, leadins; us

Hidden in Baron von Rosens luggage in 1917 were bottles of curare, various microbial

cultures, and nineteen sugar cubes, each containing anthrax.

m

suggested that he should prepare soupfrom

the contents ofthe tin cans labeled "Svea

kott" (Swedish meat), the baronJeh

obliged to admit that each can actually

contained between 2 and 4 kilograms of

dynamite.

The barons luggage also 'vdelded some

botdes of curare, various microbial cul-

tures, and nineteen sugar cubes, each

containing anthrax. The t^o cubes in

Trondheim are, apparently, the only sur-

\dvors of this old incident. The baron

claimed that he was only an honorable

activist for Finnish independence, out to

destroy supply lines to Russian-con-

trolled areas. (Finland had been under

loose control of the Russian czar and did

\\in independence after the Bolshe\Tk

revolution.) Most historians suspect that

he was actually working for the Ger-

mans, who had authorized a program for

infecting horses and reindeer with an-

thrax CO disrupt the transport of British

arms (on sleds pulled by these animals)

through northern Norway.

re bir-:<-i. expelled after a few weeks

er carried out his hare-

braiuio scriemc. The authors of the Ka-

•v.re tetter, Caroline Redmond, Martin J.

Pearce, Richard j. Manchee, and Bjom P.

Berdal, have inferred his intent:

sweet teeth in the intended victims. But

the authors do cite a potential danger to

other participants: "However, if the meat

fixjm a dying animal had been consumed

without adequate cooking, it is likely that

human fatalities from gastrointestinal an-

thrax wfoidd have followed." The authors

end their letter with a Sank admission:

Tliis small but relatively important episode

in the history of biological warfare is one of

the few instances where there is

confirmation ofthe intent to use a lethal

miaoorganism as a weapon, albeit 80 years

after the event. It did not, however, make

any significant difference to the course ofthe

Great War.

We may treat this botched experiment

in biological warfare as light reUef in a

dark time, but the greatest e^nls often

begin as farcical and apparendy harmless

escapades, while an old motto cites eter-

nal \igilance as the price of Ubeny. If

Hider had been quiedy terminated after

his ragtag band failed to seize local power

in their Beer Hall Putsch of 1923 in Mu-
nich—even the name of this incident

marks the derision then heaped on the

protagonists—the histor\" of our cenmrv'

might have unfolded in a much different,

and almost surely happier, manner. In-

m

Ijt

B5:{

to promote our ignorant intuitions into

surefire forecasts about things to come.

1 know only one antidote to the major

danger arising fix)m this incendiary mix-

ture of arrogance and ignorance. Given

our inabUity to predict the fiiture, partic-

ularly our frequent failures to forecast the

later and dire consequences of phenom-

ena that seem impotent, or even risible, at

their tirst faltering steps (a few reindeer

with anthrax today, an entire human pop-

ulation with plague tomorrow), moral re-

straint may represent our only sure salva-

tion. The wisdom of the Geneva

Protocol lies in vmderstanding that some

relatively ineffective novelties of 1925

might become the principal horrors of a

not-so-distant fiiture. Ifsuch novelties can

be nipped in the bud of their early inef-

fectiveness, we may be spared. We need

only remember the legend of Pandora to

recognize that some boxes, once opened,

cannot be closed again.

The good sense in this \-ital form of

moral restraint has been most seriously

and effectively challenged by scientists

who stand at the cutting edge of a devel-

oping technolog\' and therefore imagine

that they can control, or at least accurately
jj^

forecast, any future developments. I d\Aell

in the camp of scientists, but I want to il-

lustrate the value of moral restraint as a

Wtt
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councenveight to dangerous pathways

forged either by complacency or active

pursuit and fueled by false confidence

about forecasting the fiiture.

I told a stop,- about aristocratic bum-

bling with ineffective biological weapons

in World War I—but we might be in quite

a frx today if we had assumed that this

technolog)' could never transcend such

earlv ineptitude, and ifwe had not worked

But a different contradiction moti-

vates Haldanes appearance as the focus

of this essay. Haldane. a man of peace

and compassion, adored war—or at least

his role on the front hnes in World War

I, where he was t^^•ice wounded (both

times seriously) and mighrv' lucky to

come home in one piece. Some people

regarded him as utterly fearless and

courageous beyond any possible call of

trench warfare against Turkish troops

near the Tigris River, \\-here. iwa\ from

the main European front and unencum-

bered by foohsh orders from senior offi-

cers without local experience, men could

fight wano a inaiw (or at least gun against

gun). Haldane wrote: "Here men were

pitted against individual enemies with

similar weapons, trench mortars or rifles

with telescopic sights, each with a small

J.
B. S. Haldane, a founder ofmodem evolutionaiy biology, was a fearless soldier during

the First World War. A daring saboteur who frequendy infiltrated enemy Hnes, he had

more than his share ofcourage and dumb luck.

hard for internariona! restriction. But a

much deeper lesson may be dra^\^l from

the other innovative, and much more ef-

fective, technologN' of chemical warfare in

World War 1. The primary' figure for this

lesson became one of the founders of my

awn field of modern evolutionary biol-

ogy—J. B. S. Haldane (1892-1964), called

"the cleverest man I ever knew" by Sir

Peter Medawar, who was certainly the

cleverest man I have ever kno\^-n.

Haldane mixed so many apparent]}-

contradictorv^ traits into his persona that

one word stands out in every- description

ofhim 1 have ever read: enigma. He could

be shy and kind or blustering and arro-

gant, elitist (and -viciously dismissive of

underlings who performed a task poorly)

or eg-alitarian. (Haldane became a promi-

nent member of the British Communist

Part)' and wTote volumes of popular essays

on scientific subjects for their Daily

Worker. Friends, attributing his political

views to a deep personal need for icono-

clastic and contrarian beha\dor, said that

he would surely have become a monar-

chist if he had lived in the So^^et Union.)

Haldane held no formal degree in science

but excelled in se\-eral fields, largely as a

consequence of superior mathematical

abiht)'. He remains most famous, along

wth R. A. Fisher and Sewall Wright, as

one ot the tiiree founders of the modern

theory of population genetics, especially

for integrating the previously warring

concepts of Mendelian rules for heredity

and Da^\^•iIl!an natural selection.

J. B. S. Haldane as a Black 1 1 arch officer

duty; others, a bit more cynically per-

haps (but also, I suspect, more realisti-

cally), \-iewed him as a latter-day Parsi-

fal—a perfect fool who survived in

situations of momentary- danger (usually

encountered as a result of his bravado

and appalling recklessness) by a combi-

nation of superior intelligence joined

\\'ith more dumb luck than any man has

a right to expect. In any case, J, B. S.

Haldane had a good \\'ar—every last mo-
ment of it.

He particularly enjoyed a spell of

team helping him. This was war as the

great poets have sung it. 1 am luck\' to

have experienced it." Haldane then of-

fered a more general toast to such a

manly occupation: "I enjoyed the com-

radeship of war. Men like war because it

IS the only socialized acri-vity in which

they have ever taken part. The soldier is

working with comrades for a great cause

(or so at least he believes). In peacetime

he is \vorking tor his o-v\ti profit or some-

one else's."

Haldane's contact with chemical war-

fare began in great disappointment. After

the first German gas attack at Ypres, the

British War Office, by Lord Kitchener's

direct command, dispatched Haldane's

father, the en-iinent respirator)' physiolo-

gist John Scott Haldane, to France m a

desperate effort to overcome this new

danger. The elder Haldane, who had

worked with his son on physiological ex-

periments for many years, greatly valued

both J. B. S.'s mathematical skills and his

willingness to act as a human guinea pig

in medical experrments (an ancient tradi-

tion among biologists and a favorite strat-

eg\- of the elder Haldane, who never

asked his son to do am-thing he wouldn't

try on hin-iself). So J. B. S., much to his

initial disgust, was pulled off the front

lines he loved so well and into a labora-

tors' with his father.

J. B. S. already knew a great deal about

toxic gases, primarily through his role as

father's helper in self-experimentation.

He recalled some earlv work \\-ith his fa-
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ther on firedamp (methane) in mines:

To demonstrate the effects ofbreatliiiio

firedamp, myfather told me to stand up

and recite Mark Antony's speechfi-om

Shakespeare's ]u]ius Caesar, beginning

"Friends, Romans, countrymen. " I soon

began to pant, and somewhere about "the

noble Brutus" my legs gave way and I

for the proposition that such expertise

should confer special powers of forecast-

ing—and that the technical knowledge of

such people should therefore be trusted if

they advocate a path of further develop-

ment against the caution, the pessimism,

even the defeatism of others who prefer

moral restraint upon fiiture technological

progress because they fear the power of

CaUinicuss family, who held an exclusive

right of manufacture, remained a state se-

cret and still elicits controversy among

scholars of warfare.)

Haldane's argument can be easily

outhned. He summarized the data, in-

cluding and death toUs and casuaUt^- rates,

from gas attacks in World War I and pro-

claimed the results more humane than the

Haldane adopted the parochial and arrogant position, still all too common among
scientists, that war could be ended only by scientific research "such as has

prevented most epidemic diseases."

collapsed on to thefloor, where,

ofcourse, the air was all right.

In this way I learnt that

firedamp is lighter than air and

not dangerous to breathe.

(Have you ever read a testi-

mony more faithful to the

stereot\-pe of British upper-

class inteDectual dottiness?)

The Haldanes, pere etfils, led

a team of volunteer researchers

in \'itally important work (no

doubt saving many thousands

of hves) on the effects of nox-

ious substances and the tech-

nolog)' of gas masks. As always,

they performed the most un-

pleasant and dangerous experi-

ments on themselves.
J. B. S. recalled:

Using themselves as guinea pigs, J. B. S. Haldane, right, and a

colleague test a submarine pressure chamberfor the Admiralty.

We had to compare the effects on ourselves

of various quantities, with and without

respirators. It slung the eyes and produced a

tendency to gasp and cough when breathed.

. . . As each of us got sufficiently afi'ected

by gas to render his lungs duly irritable,

another imuld take his place. None of us

was much the worsefor the gas, or in any

real danger, as we knew where to stop, but

some had to go to bedfor afew days, and I

was very short of breath and incapable of

' \''r a month or so.

Thus, we cannot deny Haldane's supe-

rior knov/ledge or his maximal experi-

ence in the subject of chemical warfare.

He therefore becomes an interesrins; test

unforeseen directions and unanticipated

consequences.

In 1925. as nations throughout the

world signed the Geneva Protocol to ban

chemical and biological warfare, J. B. S.

Haldane pubHshed the most controversial

of all his iconoclastic books: a slim vol-

ume of eighty-four pages, based on a lec-

ture he had given in 1924 entitled Callini-

cus: A Defense of Chemical Warfare.

(CaUinicus, a seventh-centurs' Jewish

refugee in Constantinople, invented

Greek fire, an incendiary liquid that

could be shot from siphons toward enemy

ships or troops. The subsequent flames,

almost impossible to extinguish, helped

save the Byzantine Empire from Islamic

conquest for several centuries. The for-

mula, known only to the emperor and to

consequences of conventional

weaponry.

A case can be made outfor gas

as a weapon on humanitarian

grounds, based on the very small

proportion of killed to casualties

from gas in the War, and

especially during its last year

[when better gas masks had

been made and well

distributed].

Haldane based this conclu-

sion on two arguments. He first

Usted the chemical agents used

in the ^var and branded most of

them as not dangerous for hav-

ing only transient effects (mak-

ing the assumption that temporarily in-

sensate soldiers would be passed by or hu-

manely captured rather than slaughtered).

The few chemicals that could induce

more permanent harm—mustard gas. in

particular—are both hard to control and

relatively easy to avoid, with proper

equipment. Secondly, he called upon his

own frequent experience with poison
[

gases and stated a strong preference for

these agents over his equally personal

contact with bullets:

Besides being wounded, I have been buried

alive, and on several occasions in peacetime

I have been asphyxiated to the point of

unconsciousness. Tlie pain and discomfort

arising from the other experiences were

(Please turn to page 78)
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"Weller is a giant. . .overall excellence!"

Send no money now. ..we'll

bill you later. Claim your six-

recording set of Beethoven: The
Complete Symphonies today!

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY
1710 Highway 35, Oakhurst, NJ 07755

•98A2715

Vf7 r / Please send the Society's recordings

IlLu. of Beethoven: The Complete
S\niphonies-in either the CD or Cassette format I

have checked at left below-and bill me later for

only $5.95 plus shipping and handling. Enter my
FREE magazine subscription and set up an

account in my name. I understand that I ma\ can-

cel at any time, and I incur no purchase obUgation.
Send my

Beethoven Set

in this fomiat: name
(Please Print)

n COMPACT DISC

#547Y 55,95 address

OR

CASSETTE CITY state zip

#548W - S5.95

I I

Please send FREE fads about Jazz Heritage, the no-
'—

' purctiase-obligalion club for jazz lovers!

Limited to new members; one membership per family. We reserve the right to reject

any application and to cancel any membership. Shipping, handling and applicable

sales lax added to all orders. Offer valid only in the 48 connecting United States.
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There's ma.^^henl and

mating as diousands of

marbled salamanders march
mto a shrubby wetland

called Ginger's Bav.

By David Scott

Had I gi\?en it much thought, I never

would have expected to actually hear

them. But there I w=as, standing in a quiet

raiii on a cool October night, listening to

': / arbled salamanders coming. Ch-er

'id logs. Tumbling offclumps

:: --^j,^.. A few hundred had even

crossed a nearby high'sv'ay. Sometimes

while conducting field research on am-
phibians my hearing has played tricks on
me. Was this mv in-rifi'nririon? No. The

marbled salamander herd thundered in as

only salamanders can thunder, arriving by

the thousands at a small, shrubby wedand

in South Carolina called Gingers Bay

But first, what should we call this ap-

proaching horde? "Herd" is a bit mislead-

ing, with its connotation oftrampling and

mayhem. I prefer the term coined by a

biologist decades ago: a breeding con-

gress. Forget the trampling but keep the

mayhem. And instead of lobbyist-filled

hall-n^ys, picture low-l^dng depressions

that fill with water part of the year

—

ephemeral wedands called Carolina bays.

Marbled salamanders inhabit much of

the eastern United States, but the coastal

plain of the Carolinas—^home to hun-

dreds of these bays—is a hot spot. The

marbled salamanders breeding cycle be-

gins with a late simimer or earlv autumn

migration to the wedand site. Most of its

close relatives (mole, tiger, and spotted

salamanders) mate later, when the bays

have filled wath water, but marbled sala-

manders do their mating at the dr\' pond

sites. After the animals breed, females de-

posit their eggs in nest cavities under veg-

etation and logs and in craxiish holes.

They stay with the e^ for as long as a

month. Once the ponds start to fiU and

the nests are flooded, the eggs hatch.

From there, marbled salamanders fol-

low a relatively typical amphibian hfe

c^cle: aquatic lar\'ae, a period ot transi-

tion, then adult life on land. T)-pical, per-

haps, but never duU. And fascinating

enough that most of my rainy October

nights during the last tweh^ years have

been spent watching indixiduals of this

one species, Awbystoma opacwn, move

from woodlands to wetlands on their an-

nual breedina: miararion.



How the adults find the sites is a mys-

tery—to us, not to them. At migration

time, there is usually no water in the wet-

lands. The ponds fill later, with the onset

of winter rains, so these pond-breeding

salamanders are not cued by the presence

of water. Males of the species have no

mating calls (unlike male frogs and toads).

Some scientists suspect that chemical sig-

nals are important because many individ-

uals return to the pond in which they

were born; perhaps they act as sabnon do.

Others suspect that the earth's magnetic

field provides a cranial road

map. I don't have a clue

how they do it. Just call it

radar love.

Marbled salamanders dif-

fer from many other sala-

manders, not only in their

breeding time (early fall)

and location (dry sites), but

also in the predictability of

their breeding efforts. Be-

cause they don't require the

ponds to be filled, the tim-

ing of their migrations

doesn't vary from year to

year. Forget an explanation

using scientific analyses and

jargon. A few years ago, trwo British film-

makers asked to follow the migrations.

With our assurances, of salamander regu-

larity, they were able to book cheap air-

line seats several months in advance. We
suggested they arrive on October 2,

which they did. By 8:00 P.M. that night,

the first pulse of several thousand males

began to enter Ginger's Bay. There is

no other species that I'd venture such a

guarantee for, even with someone else's

money at stake.

In many species of salamander, court-

ship activities are elaborate, with behav-

ioral signals and mating dances that last

for up to an hour before both individuals

are "ready." At the peak of sexual stimula-

tion, the male deposits a spermato-

phore—a packet of sperm on a jellylike

base. At the appropriate stage of receptiv-

ity, the female salamander straddles a

packet, squats, and incorporates the

sperm mass into her cloaca. In describing

this behavior, Lynne D. Houck, an ecolo-

gist at Oregon State University and a past

president of the Society for the Study of

Amphibians and Reptiles, actually man-

aged to have the term "spermatophore

play" published in a respected scientific

journal. Such prolonged courtship, how-

ever, is not the case with marbled sala-

manders. The frenzied activity of the

congress results in spermatophores being

deposited everywhere; Houck called it a

"minefield ot spermatophores." Females

hardly need to sqtiat—they just pick up a

spermatophore on the run. Such indis-

criminate mating is a bit curious for a

salamander species, although not un-

precedented in the amphibian world.

After all, a male southern toad "in the

mood" wiU mate vwth your thumb.

On the right night, marbled salaman-

der males are quite in the mood. From lab

analyses ofblood samples, we learned that

these four-to-five-inch-long males have

testosterone levels far exceeding mine.

Males "dance" (their movements have

been described as a waltz with a touch ot

slam dancing) with females and can de-

posit more than ten spermatophores in

thirty minutes. Males also court other

males, depositing spermatophores galore.

Chin-rubbing with this animal, tail whip-

ping with that one—gender doesn't seem

to matter. What gives here? A. opaaim has

been around for far more than a million

years. It must be doing something right.

Last year at Ginger's Bay (which is about

half the size of a football field), we caught

almost 12,000 adults coming in to breed.

Using mathematical models, we estimate

the local population in the hardwood for-

est surrounding Ginger's Bay at close to

40,000 salamanders.

As you might expect, aU the frenzy of

searching for mates during the congress

(which includes U-whipping tails, a male

courtship behavior in which the animal

jerks its tail to one side, temporarily

These salamanders

don't have a

prolonged

courtship: males

deposit their

spermatophores

everywhere. A
female can just

pick one up on
the run.

changing its shape to that of the letter U)

is energetically expensive. When male

and female marbled salamanders enter the

breeding site, they are fat and ready. Both

sexes spend six to eight weeks at the wet-

land site without feeding. Many have

close to 15 percent body fat, which ap-

pears, in females, to enable them to pro-

duce a clutch of 30—150 eggs, and in

males, to fuel searching and courtship ac-

tivities. A high proportion of the sala-

manders apparently don't survive; in

some years the mortality during the

breeding season is close to 50 percent.

The reasons are not obvious. Skin toxins

make adult marbled salamanders distaste-

ful to many predators, so they aren't being

eaten up. Some may die of old age—at

eight, nine, or ten vears, they've gone

about as tar as they can go. Adults that do

survive the breeding seasoi^ generally de-

part the wetland lean and hungry. Be-
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cause future reproduction is contingent

on accumulating adequate fat stores, some

animals may take cwo or more years to

prepare to breed again.

For newly hatched young, the tood ot

choice is zooplankton—^microscopic ani-

mals, such as daphnids and copepods, that

live in the water. And there's not always

enough to go around in the pond habitat.

Many experiments have demonstrated

that larval salamanders compete with one

another for food. Jim Petranka, of the

Universit\- of North CaroHna at Ashe-

\"ille, manipulated numbers ot larvae in

entire ponds by adding or remo\Tng them

(try catching several thousand slipperv

baby salamanders the size of shoelace

tips). He found that more lar\ae mean

smaller lan^ae. A higher density of babies

in a pond results in slower gro\A'th and a

longer development time (or lar\-al pe-

riod). These lar^'ae emerge from the pond

smaller, and that means fewer survive. I

was amazed that salamanders that meta-

morphosed and left their natal pond at a

small body size were still relatively small

five or six years later, when they returned

as prospective parents. Their larval ema-

ronment had set a course for the rest of

their ten-year hves.

I decided years ago that my personal

goal in ecological research was to trulv

undentand a single species well enough to

make meaningfiil predictions. Just one

species! At the Savannah River Ecology'

Laboratorv; my colleagues and I have

studied marbled salamanders from eggs to

adulthood and beyond. In our experi-

ments, we have manipulated females on

their nests, numbers of lar\-ae, aquatic

predators (such as dragonflies and spiders),

prey levels, timing ofhatchings, water lev-

els, and populations of coexisting amphib-

ian species. We have studied salamander

nest sites, salamander genetics, salamander

metabolism, and salamander fat. At Rain-

bow Bay, another ephemeral wetland

smdy site, we have collected data for

twenty years on the natural population

fluctuations of Uvent)-five amphibian

species. It is the worlds longest-nmning

observational study ofan entire amphibian

communiD,-. The Rainbow Bay project

provides a model for long-term ecological

studies at a time when many amphibian

species, particularly frogs, are thought to

be in decline or in danger of disappearing.

Using the data we gathered while observ-

But what about understanding how to

maintain "healthy" habitats and avoid

cosdy fix-it plans in the first place? What

about the value of understanding animal

and plant populations that are relatively

free from human disturbance?

When the

marbled

salamanders enter

the breeding site,

thev are fat and

ready; they'll

spend six to eight

^A^eeks there

\\Tthout feeding.

ing natural populations in conjunction

\\ith our experiments, we have developed

insights into the dri\ing forces behind the

conunonly obser\'ed ups and dowTis of

amphibian populations.

So you'd think I would know marbled

salamanders by now. Yet I still o\Ae my
ex-office mate more pitchers ofbeer than

I could ever repay due to errant predic-

tions. Perhaps I'll get it right someday. It

is encouraging to have learned so much,

discouraging still to know so Htde, and

disheartening that time and money are in

short supply. Folks today (my Congress)

attach too Htde importance to basic ques-

tions ot ecolog\\ If a critter is contami-

nated with mercury, exposed to radio-

acti\dty, or eliminated from vast stretches

ot habitat so that we have but a few left,

then it may get some attention, especially

if it is fiirr^- or pretty-. As well it should.

I

r

I

I

I

Many questions remain, even for a spe-

cies not in apparent decline. How do mar-

bled salamanders find that wedand, any-

^vay? What happens when it is destroyed, as

is. sadly, often the case? We know that for

this species a forested area around the wet-

land is essential, but we don't know how

big this "buffer" strip must be. How "con-

nected" must populations be if aU are to

sur\dve? I hope I'll be able to help othen

answer these questions. But you'll know

where to find me on a rainy October night:

watching hormonaUy charged salamanden

marching into Gingers Bav. Once across

the highway, they reach the safet\" of the

wedand. and the taU-slapping mayhem be-

gins. Finall); a congress I can relate to.

Dai'id Scon is a researcher at the Savannah

River Ecolooy Laboratory, in Aiken, South

Carolina.
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Finally—a "cure" for bad breath!

For years, the cause of chronic bad breath has been misdiagnosed,

but a dentist's research has led to TheraBreath™, a dramatic treatme^it

system that zuorks naturally and effectively.

by jnson Williams

These days, people spend
a great deal of time on
their health and fitness.

Exercise, nutrition and an

emphasis on general well-

ness are important to

people not only for medical

reasons, but for social ones as well. Everyone

wants to feel and look their best. Unfortunately,

many people around the world suffer from a

condition that cannot be cured at a health club,

spa or even a hospital: chronic bad breatli.

It is estimated that over 80 million people

worldwide suffer from bad breath, or halitosis.

In the past, treatment has consisted of masking

the odor with mouthwashes or mints, flooding

the mouth with alcohol-based rinses, or the

latest craze, popping pills that claim to cure

the problem in the stomach. None of these

treatments work, because halitosis is caused

by bacteria on the back of the tongue and
upper throat that produce sulfurous gases.

The way to stop bad breath is to stop this

process, and this is the secret behind the revo-

lutionary TheraBreath™ system.

You're the last to
know. Because halitosis

originates in the mouth,

it is virtually unde-
tectable by your own
sense of smell. You may
notice a bitter, sour taste

in your mouth or a

whitish coating on the

back of your tongue, but

you generally find out

there's a

HOW IT WORKS
We all have natural bacteria

that live on the back of the

tongue and aid in digestion.

Under certain conditions,

these bacteria will break

down proteins and transform

them into sulfides, which
create odor and bad taste.

degree in bacteriology. Dr. Harold
Katz has been keenly aware of the

widespread nature of this problem. It

was not until his daughter came to

him about her halitosis, however, that

he began to research the problem in

earnest. His studies led him to an
amazing discovery about the source

of bad breath: it does not originate

in the digestive system, and the

food you eat has no direct effect on
your breath.

Certain foods, however, contribute

to the production of sulfurous gases

in the back of the mouth. Acids in

coffee and proteins in dairy products

exacerbate the problem. Mints and mouth-
washes intended to mask or prevent bad
breath actually worsen the condition because

sugar and alcohol dry out the mouth. Many
common medications for everything from
high blood pressure to depression have the

same drying effect, resulting in the formation

of odorous gases. Mucous from post-nasal

drip contains dense proteins that are full of

sulfur. Some treatments for

halitosis contain Sodium
Lauryl Sulfate, which can

cause canker sores. The
only effective means of

eliminating the sulfur gas

production is to introduce

oxygen to the bacteria,

causing them to produce
tasteless, odorless sulfates.

Effective, safe and nat-

ural. At his

problem
when a fami-

ly member,
friend or co-

w o r k e 1

brings it to

your atten-

tion. At that

point, you
need an
effective,
long-lasting

and easy-to-

use method of eliminat-

ing the problem. Without

proper treatment, chronic

bad breath can lead to a

loss of confidence and
self-esteem, and it can
even result in depression.

The problem can adverse-

ly affect your marriage, social life, career and
relationships with family members. What's
needed is a quick and effective treatment that

works naturally with no side effects.

A scientific solution. As a dentist with a

Oxyd-VIII™ (A Proprietary

Oxygenating Formula), the active

ingredient in TheraBreath, trans-

forms these odor-causing sul-

fides to sulfates, which have no
taste or odor.

California
Breath Clinic,

Dr. Katz has
perfected a

five-step pro-

gram for treat-

ing halitosis.

By using these

products on a

regular basis,

chronic halito-

sis sufferers

can end their

problem. The TheraBreath

system eliminates the prob-

lem of bitter or sour taste in

the mouth, improves gener-

al periodontal health and
will even whiten teeth.

Unlike mouthwashes that

are flavored heavily or

designed to taste like medicine, TheraBreath

has a mild spearmint flavor that tastes great

and creates pleasant, neutral breath. It con-

tains no SLS compounds, so you will not suffer

from an increase in canker sores or any other

side effects. These

products are all-

natural and sim-

ply introduce a

greater amount
of oxygen into

the mouth's
chemistry.

Try it risk-free.

The TheraBreath

System is an
effective, safe and

easy-to-use solu-

tion to a troubling

problem, but
don't just take our

word for it. Try

this product for

yourself with our

risk-free home
trial. If you are

not fully satisfied,

just return it with-

in 30 days for a

full refund.

Dear Dr. Katz,

Our son lias had a

breath problem for

I/ears. He tried mouth-

umslies and mints.

We took him to doc-

tors and dentists, and

even had his tonsils

removed. Nothing

zvorked, until he tried

your product. I am so

tliankfid and thrilled

that you found the

solution to his prob-

lem. You'll never

knoio how much you

changed his life!

—M.C. , Los Angeles

TheraBreath™ $39.95 S6 s&h

Please mention promotional code 3304-141 1 1

.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966

^^^^i^®K
To order b\j mail, send check or moncxf order for the lotol amount

mcluding S&H. To charge it to your credit card, enclose ifour account

number and cxi'iration dale.

Virginia residents only—please include 4.5% sales tax.

camt:rad
indu5t;rie5
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102

Midlothian, Virginia 23113
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Full of Wonder
Almost Heaven, Were 's oi ily oneplace ot i earth that 's so beautiful

they say it's "AlmostHeaven." For majestic mountain vistas, lush forests

and glorious ivildflower trails, West Virginia 's awesome beauty is

known worldivide. See for yourself how wild and ivonderful your

next vacation can be.

West Vrgiin
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By Michael Adams

"My heart in hiding

stirred for a bird

the achieve of,

the mastery of,

the thing!"

wrote 19th-century poet Gerard Manley Hopkins. It's ateeling well-known

to devotees of birding: the sheer exultation of catching one of nature's

most glorious creations free in its natural habitat.

Birding is quickly becoming one of the world's most popular

pastimes, with thousands of novice watchers joining the flock every yean

And why not? It's a hobby that can be enjoyed almost anywhere, from

backyard lounge chair to a vantage point deep in the wilderness.

Woodlands, wetlands, forests, seashores, deserts, and cities— all offer

hospitable habitat for birds. Each environment offers its own special

allure, its individual challenges, and its unique array of different species

(more than 9,300 in the world).

We've gathered a handful of the hemisphere's best birding

destinations, all eminently explorable, all certain to captivate the most

sophisticated birder, and—as Hopkins would have it— all heart-stirring. For

birders, the world is their backyard.

11 e n e z u e I a

Highlighted by astonishing natural diversity, Venezuela encompasses snow-

tipped Andes peaks, rolling savannahs, dense jungle along the Amazon

Riven and mile after mile of Caribbean coastline. Each embraces a rich

avifauna, with more than 1 ,300 species throughout the country.
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The Andes of the west yields an array cf birds, some

seen nowhere else outside of northern South America: the

White-Fronted Redstart, Red-ruffed Fruitcrow, Booted

Racket-tail, and Andean Cocl<-of-the-Rock, to name but a

few. In the west-central area known as Los Uanos, the

ranch Hato Pinero boasts huge grassy savannahs that are

home to waterbirds of impressive variety—storks,

kingfishers, herons—as well as such exotic species as

Russett-throated Puffbird and the White-Bearded Rycatcher.

In the mountains near the Caribbean coast, Henri Pittier

National Park encompasses both upper tropical and lower

subtropical zones. Here Red-eared Parakeets, Violet-

chested Hummingbirds, Black-throated Spinetails, and

Venezuelan Bristle-Tyrants are among the 500 species to be

spotted.

For a truly special perspective, consider Royal

Olympic's Orinoco cruises. Navigating the legendary

Orinoco River, inspiration for Arthur Conan Doyle's

prehistoric fantasy. The Lost World, rewards the birder with

a spectacular display of falcons, parrots, hummingbirds,

toucans, and ibis— all w/ithin the gracious comfort of the

840-passenger Olympic Countess.

Panama
"The crossroads of the world," Panama is one of the

hidden delights of Central America, particularly for the

naturalist. Of the country's 29,761 square miles, more than

22 percent are protected by national parks. A country with

amazing biological diversity, including mammals, reptiles,

and insects, Panama is graced with a stunning array of

birds—some 960 species.

Each of the parks has its own birding treasures.

Metropolitan Nature Park, for example, houses among its

260 species the Rosy Thnjsh Tanager and the Green

Honeycreeper. Soberania National Park's Pipeline Road is a

highly accessible rainforest that's home to Black-breasted

Puffbird and the Pheasant cuckoo. Darien National Park—

1 .3 million acres— at Santa Cruz de Cana is a veritable

birding paradise, home to hawks, eagles, and such species

as the Tody Motmot, Saffron-headed Pamot, and King

Vulture. A five-hour hike to the beautiful Pirre Cloud Forest

rewards the birder with glimpses of the Greenish Puffleg,

Beautiful Treerunner, Slaty Antwren, and many, many more.

Expert guidance through the country is available

through Ancon Expeditions of Panama, whose parent

organization, the National Association for the Conservation

of Nature, is a private organization dedicated to preserving

the country's biodiversity. An 8-day tour. The Birds of

Panama, guided by expert naturalists, provides a thrilling

overview for both beginner and experienced birders.

Trinidad
At the southernmost tip of the West Indies, the sensually

enticing island of Trinidad and sister Tobago have long been

meccas for the adventurous traveler. Here mountain ranges,

savannahs, mangrove, and wetlands— both saline and

"'esh- offer welcoming havens for a bounty of birds.

Perhaps the richest collection of avifauna can be found in

the mountains of Trinidad's Northern Range, whose

ainforest provides a hospitable setting for a great profusion

cf wildlife. The Asa Wright Nature Center is an old estate

house converted to a haven for naturalists and birders. Soon

to open is the Paria Springs Nature Lodge, whose lush

setting promises to be a birding mecca. Here alone, an
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enthusiast will be able to add 1 00-

200 different species to a birding list.

And don't miss Tobago's Main

Ridge, thie oldest forest reserve in the

western hemisphere, another area

whose spectacular setting promises

great birding rewards, particularly for

those interested in seabirds.

Throughout the islands, some 430

species have been recorded, and a

visit can yield sightings of many

endangered species. Raptors,

flycatchers, oilbirds, toucans, bellbirds,

woodpeckers, ibis, parrots,

honeycreepers, and more can be

spotted— including the rare Trinidad

piping guan.

Costa Rica
Enjoy this unspoiled gem of a country

for a number of reasons— its

accessibility its warm hospitality to

visitors, its striking beauty and its

natural wonders. In fact, five percent

of the world's biodiversity can be

found in this tiny country,

in 1 2 ecological zones that

encompass dry tropics, rainforest,

beaches, and Atlantic wetlands— and

an occasionally obstreperous

volcano. Twenty percent of the

country's land is in protected reserves

that are home to 200 species of

mammals, 1 ,000

species of orchids, and 2,000

kinds of trees.

And birds! 850 species, from

Three-wattled Bellbirds to Scarlet

Macaws and 15 other kinds of parrot

species. Thanks to the wide variety of

habitats, as well as its location between

temperate North America and tropical

South America, Costa Rica has

become a haven for such warm-

climate species as hummingbirds

(more than 50 species), toucans,

The Orinoco, a lost world waiting to he found. The Amazon, a mystery yet

to be solved. And Carnival in Rio, a little bit of both set to music.

10- to 55-day jungle river causes, departing December through March.

Call your travel agent or 800-872-6400 tor more information.

^yaCOfympic Cruises

For the slightly ad\'enturous.

www.royalolympiccruises.com Sliips of Creek regiscr>*
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motmots and potoos, as well as a

number of winter migrants from the

north.

With such reserves as Rancho

Naturalista, La Selva Biological

Station, and Carara Biological Station,

offering supreme birding opportunities

and the expertise of professional

naturalists, Costa Rica is fast

becoming one of the world's most

spectacular birding destinations.

West Virginia
With lush, extensive forest cover

and a mountainous topography the

beautiful state of West Virginia offers

birds a wide range of nesting sites.

Migratory songbirds, for example, can

be found In greater numbers here than

In many other states where the forest

cover Is more fragmented.

West Virginia's state parks

encompass more than 200,000 acres

of forested lands. With their many

miles of roads and trails, the parks

can be a birder's paradise. Pipestem

Resort State Park, Canaan Valley

Resort State Park, Monongahela

,

National Forest, all host special events

for birders to take advantage of the

spectacular scenery as a backdrop for

their endeavors. Dolly Sods, the

windswept moors of the Potomac
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Highlands, hosts a bird club from mid-

August to mid-October. Here visitors

can watch members net and band

migratory birds of many species.

Along the Potomac, a train known

as the Potomac Eagle treats passengers

to the awesome sight of American Bald

Eagles soaring or nesting. (In May or

June, young eaglets are the draw, with

adults in constant, watchful

attendance.)

The Ohio River Corridor comes

alive with birds in fall and spring. Ideal

spots include the McGlintic Wildlife

Management Areas, the Greenbottom

Wildlife Management Area, and the

Ohio River Islands National Wildlife

Refuge.

Head also to the New River Gorge/

Southern Region. Here, the river's route

through the Appalachian Mountains is

used by migratory waterfowl and

songbirds.

Continental Airlines, the 5th largest

airline in the U.S., with more than 2,000

daily flights to 1 22 domestic cities and more

than 70 destinations worldwide, has

become the 2nd largest airline to Latin

America.

Ecotourism was born in Latin America

and Continental Airlines can take you

to some of the most primitive jungles,

rainforests, coral reefs and bird-watching

spots in the planet!

Contact your specialized Travel Agent or

Continental Airlines for more information

Continental Airlines International Desk

800-243-4399

Continental Airlines Vacations

800-634-5555

HYPERLINK http://mww.flycontinental.com

www.flycontinental.com

Expand your universe with the

revolutionary Meade ETX Telescope

Observe land, sea or sky in stunning

high-resolution detail with the

world's best-selling modern
telescope.
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Lxplore tiidden corners of

the universe with the Meade
ETX. As Sky & Telescope

reported, "The Cassini Divi-

iwn in Saturn's ringspopped into

view. . . / could see every wisp of
velvet on the antlers ofa deer 50

'
feet away. . . the ETX [is] an ideal

'.l-purpose telescope for anyone
wanting to inspect eagles at 100yards or stars at 100 light-years... a compact,

portable telescope with first-class optics. " The Meade ETX: there's no other

telescope like it in the world.

See it now at over 1000 Meade dealer locations
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Spain's Donana National Park shelters

one ofthe world's most endangered cats.

)ry by Charles Bergman • Photographs by Antonio Sabater-Artus
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As recendy as a centurv^ ago,

the Iberian l\iix ranged

throughout Spain and

Portugal but relentless

hunting has brou^t its

present population down to

about five or six hundred.

For
che past thirteen years,

Spanish field zoologist Fran-

cisco Palomares has been

stud\ing the hiix in Doiiana

National Park, a resen,-e of

Mediterranean forests, scrub, and wet-

lands near Spain's Adantic coast. Using

radiotelemetry, he has been tracking the

daily movements of about ten indi\'iduals

since 1992. His is the most comprehen-

sive study of the Iberian l^iix, the area's

top predator, since his countr\Tnan

Miguel Dehbes's groundbreaking research

almost three decades ago.

'"The Iberian l>"nx," Palomares says, "is

one of the most endangered wildcats in

the world—its continued existence is

much more precarious than the tiger's."

Found only on the Iberian Peninsula, this

Ktix's total population is down to about

five or sis hundred, or half ofwhat it was

only six years ago. "The prospect is bas-

tante mala," Palomares sighs. "Prett\- bad."

FoUov^ing the signals from his radio

antenna, he locates Gloria, a radio-col-
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lared female hiding about fifty feet fixsm

where we stand. This year she has had

kittens, so we cautiously approach the

clump of bushes to peek at the new fam-

ilv. From below the taraje—a kind of

tamarisk tree with scalelike foUage—Glo-

ria utters a throat)- and menacing growl.

Soon she slinks out from the cover and

exits behind the tree through tall, dr\'

grass. One kitten bounds ahead of her.

Gloria slowly pads along behind, her

white rump flashing in the low autumn

sun. Her short, erect tail looks cropped,

like that of a bobcat. A quick leap and she

is gone.

Following Gloria with telemeoy, we

find her beneath a nearby bush, where she

is nursing her two kittens. After a mo-

ment, she emerges, keeping a watchfiil e\"e

on us and on the cavorting youngsters.

Her reddish fiir, spotted with black, gJow"s

like pounded copper in the October after-

noon sunlight. A fiiU ruff ornaments her

cheeks and chin like Victorian mutton-

chops. Tufts of fiir on her pointed ears

—

an earmark, as it were, of hits—w^ve in

the evening wind. As she rests in the grass,

her young romp around and over her, gi\--

ing vent to their pla\-fiil exuberance.

The lynx once roamed throughout Eu-

rope, from Scandina\"ia to the Mediter-

ranean. Until recendy the Iberian 1\tix

(Lynx pardinus) was considered a sub-

species ofthe Eurasian lynx (L. lynx). Re-

cent studies of its morphology- and pa-

leontology-, however, have established its

unique status. Males are typically 24 to 44

percent smaller than their northern cous-

ins. The Iberian h-nx is stockier, and its

fur is not as thick as that of the Eurasian

variety, nor do its paw-s have quite the

same resemblance to outsized snow-

shoes—probably an adaptation to south-

em Europe's warm climate. Recent ge-

neric studies also confirm that the Iberian

l\-nx is a distinct species. Even where the

ranges oftwo types ofhnix overlap, inter-

breeding was rare.

As recendy as the last centun; che Iber-

ian l\-nx ranged throughout Spain and

Portugal. It was routinely hunted, with as

many as 300 skins a year arri\-ing in

Madrid fixim all parts ofthe peninsula. By

the early tv\fenrieth centmy- the lynx had

disappeared fix)m northern Spain, and by

the 1950s, it was confined to small popu-

lations in the central and southw-estem

parts of the country-. The animals have

now disappeared fixjm 80 percent of the

habitat they occupied in 1960 and are

found in only nine isolated populations,

only tw-o ofw^hich are considered geneti-

cally ^-iable.

Gloria lives ia what might be called the

epicenter for ly-nx in Spain—the heart of

the Goto del Rey a small part ofDonana

that lies between the marshes and



Mediterranean scrub and that was once

the favorite hunting grounds of Spanish

nobles and kings. Now totaling about

125,000 acres, Doiiana was set aside thirty

years ago as a national park on the south-

ern coast of Spain, just east of its border

with Portugal. Protecting the estuary of

the Guadalquivn- River, Doiiana is an

austere flatland ot marshes and brush, ot

sandy soil and dr^' scrublands; its highest

peaks are sand dunes along the Atlantic

coast. The park provides a protected habi-

tat for a huge number of nesting and mi-

grating bird species. With such residents

as flamingos and mongooses, it seems hke

a chunk of Africa tucked away just across

the Strait of Gibraltar. In Donana, the

noon sun is searing, and the sunsets are

spectacular.

The park lynx are divided into two

groups, totahng about frfty animals. One
group lives in the Goto del Rey scrub,

and the other, smaller one inhabits the

marshes nearer the sea. Lynx avoid the

pine and eucalyptus plantations outside

the park, except when they must travel

through them to reach more suitable

habitat. I had always associated lynx with

snowy boreal forests and had never pic-

tured them living in an arid, Mediter-

ranean chmate that swelters in the sum-

mer and floods during winter rains. Yet

the lynx m Donana prosper in the Goto

del Rey scrub, where the extensive cover

includes dense bushes, shrubs, nnajc trees,

and a kind of tree called lentiscus; both

trees provide favored lynx hiding places.

The most common bush is the jagimrzo,

or HaliiuiHiii, which sports pale leaves and

huge yellow flowers. Among the taller

trees are the frasino, a type of ash; and the

alcornoqiie, or cork oak, whose bark is

used to cork the fine wmes of Andalusia.

While Goto del Rey makes up only

about 230 square miles of parkland, the

Iberian lynx probably reaches its greatest

concentration here. When I visited dur-

ing the fall, the area contained about sev-

enteen animals—three pairs of breeding

adults, the year's young, and some born

the year before. It is possible to encounter

lynx frequently here, fostering the false, if

delightflil, illusion that these rare animals

are common.

Female lynx divide their habitat into

territories that may remain stable for years.

Palomares has painstakingly mapped the

fehne geography of Doiiana and found

that the average female lynx's territory is

about 3.5 square miles. Both males and fe-

males are usually solitary and maintain

their separate territories, which overlap

and connect in complex ways. A female

will mate vidth whichever male has won
the adjacent territory, and a male will

mate with as many females as he can. In

Donana, since each male's range overlaps

with that of onlv one female, the mating

measure a lynx cub, top, in Spain's

Doiiana National Park. Scientists

track the cats with antennae

mounted on their vehicles, above,

tlien home in on the lynx with

binoculars. At left, a young lynx

that has just been radio-collared

sprints aaoss the scrubland to rejoin

its siblings.
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s\^tem appears to be monogamous. Pairs

u^pically come together briefly to mate,

usually in January. After a gestation period

of sijoy to seventy' days, the female finds a

hollowed-out tree trunk—cork oaks are

favorites—^in which to have her cubs.

The\' remain there for some weeks in the

earlv stages, but as the cubs get older, the

mother moves them frequenthi

Three pairs of lynx have contiguous

territories in Doiiana. Gloria has occu-

pied the middle territory" since her arrival

there in 1992. Escadata occupies the east-

ernmost territory and has produced a Ut-

ter everv" year—the only female in the

Goto del Rev to have done so. Nuria,

territor\- and that of Escarlata. Palomares

thinks the male established himself in the

area because he was Escarlata's new mate.

He was a striking creature, bold and con-

fident, with a penetrating gaze. Rows of

dots stretching into lines on his tawny fur

flowed fir)m his shoulders to his rump.

He would saunter into the nearby fields

about sundown to begin his nighdy hunt.

Iberian hiix need cover for hiding,

w-ater holes to \asit daily in this dry cH-

mate, and lots of rabbits, which are their

staple food. By examining more than a

thousand feces samples, Palomares found

that most hiix consume an average oftwo

rabbits a dav. In the Goto, the abimdant

Her eyes wqtc fixed on a rabbit that had

carelessly wmidered onto the path.

Semia-ouched and nio\ing for\^?ard in

short spurts. Gloria began stalking it As

the rabbit, seemingly oblivious, hopped

into the bushes, Gloria broke into a

gmce&l lope in pursuit

who occupied the territory to the W"est,

died in 1997, at nine years of age. Her

territory is up for grabs. When the fe-

males have young, their ranges shrink

considerably, perhaps to one square mile

or less, because mothers do not go far

from their kittens.

Male lynx tvipicaUy have larger territo-

ries than females do; each male that Palo-

mares studies claims about seven square

miles. Gloria's mate, Barro. established his

territorv- at the beginning of 1996. Escar-

lata's previous mate died in 1997, leaving

his territor\" open. Males fight for terri-

tory^ and females probably do so as well.

Nuria's mate, Borja, died in 1996 at the

age often. His torn body bore witoess to

a battle with another male.

\isiting for just over a w-eek, I got to

:he daih- patterns of a male that was

i had not yet been

:r;. Everv? evening

rush to sit .

seri. es as the bounda

emerge nom
'
: road that

rabbits are also prey for mongooses, foxes,

the catlike genet, and the rare imperial

eagle. As Palomares puts it, "The whole

world eats these rabbits." However, rab-

bits are not always rehably plentiftil. In the

late 1950s, the rm'xomatosis \drus swept

through the rabbit population, and a dec-

ade ago hemorrhagic pneumonia wiped

out thousands. Both epidemics, in turn,

caused major declines in the lynx popula-

tion, as many of the cats starved. EarHer

research by Miguel Dehbes showed that

in the fall and winter, marsh-dw^eUing

hTJx supplement their diet of rabbits with

ducks, TOimg deer, and partridges.

Gloria's territor\? is adjacent to the park

boundary. One overcast Sunday momina.

Palomares and I found her among high

weeds near a trail just inside the park. We
hid in the bushes, and soon Gloria ap-

peared on the road. Her eyes were fixed

on a rabbit that had carelessly wandered

onto the path. Semicrouched and mo\ing

forward in short spurts, Gloria began

stalking it. As the rabbit, seemin^y obhv-

ious. hopped into the bushes. Gloria

broke into a gracefiil lope. With rump

high, stubby tail erect, and paws out-

stretched, she disappeared into the brush

in close pursuit.

Nearby, wre found her kittens" foot-

prints, which told us Gloria had taken her

nearly year-old cubs along on the hunt.

They w'ould soon be out hunting on their

own. The cubs would need all the sur-

vival skills she could teach them, as they

would likely be forced to find territories

outside the park's protective boimdaries.

According to Palomares, half of these

"'dispersers" w^ould be dead within two

vears. In 1994. Escarlata aave birth to five

I



males whose mortality rate was even

higher than the norm. By the summer of

1997, two had disappeared, one was

killed by a car, and another was shot by a

hunter. Only one is presumed still alive.

Over the last few decades, the lynx has

become a symbol of national pride for

many Spaniards, yet local rural people still

hunt this animal. Lynx also succumb to

traps set for foxes and rabbits or are killed

in highway accidents. Young lynx, seeking

At the moment of capture, a rabbit thrashes

helplessly in the grip of a lynx's jaws, below.

The abundant rabbits are also preyfor foxes,

genets, eagles, mongooses, and local villagers.

water, sometimes drown in artesian wells.

Gloria had two kittens in 1994, a male

and a female; both found their fates en-

twined with cats from Escarlata's litter.

Gloria's young male wandered widely just

outside the park for three years before he

found a territory—the area left vacant

when his contemporary, Escarlata's off-

spring, died. In the fall of 1995 and into

the winter of 1996, Palomares and his as-

sistants tracked Gloria's female cub Nati,

which had paired up with Barbaro, the

sole surviving male from Escarlata's 1994

Htter. Moving through a forest of pines

that parallels the Atlantic, the two animals

left Dofiana and headed toward the in-

dustrial town of Huelva, along the Por-

tuguese border, where the forest gives

way to a long stretch of commercial

farms. The area outside the park had once

been good lynx habitat, but now the cats

encountered mile upon mile of straw-

berry fields. The rows of berries, covered

with long sheets of black plastic, resem-

bled waves on a shimmering plastic sea.

Barbaro and Nati setded at the edge of

the tields m a tangle of arroyos—which

can be serviceable habitat. Although

Palomares thought the two were getting

ready to form a pair and mate, he sud-

denly was unable to track Nati. She had

disappeared and was almost certainly

i^% .^'^'^-
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dead. Soon after, in the spring, Barbaro

left the arroyos and ventured into the

black-plastic-covered strawberry fields,

his odyssey still monitored by ra-

diotelemerr\-. Barbaro wandered for niiles

among fields and factories and evenmally

found himselfon the outskirts of Huelva.

There he gave up his quest for a new

home and mate and turned back to the

arroyos, where we found him.

Barbaro is one of only two survivors of

the seven monitored Ktix bom in 1994. As

the Ivnx population continues to cHng to a

precarious existence, officials have stepped

up their efforts to improve the habitat and

to persuade locals not to kill h-nx outside

the park. Some pine and eucalyptus areas

inside the park's boimdaries have been cut

so that more scrubland ^^^ll be available for

rabbits and lynx. The park has also ac-

quired 131,000 additional acres, ^vllich

Ktix have begim to occupy, and small tim-

nels are being bmlt imder dangerous road^

to afford the animals safe crossing.

According to DeUbes, the number ot

h-nx in Donana is stable but not gro^^ing.

What is needed is effective protection

outside the park. One major difficulty in

achieving this has been that in Spain,

management of threatened species is the

responsibility^ of the various regional gov-

ernments, not a central aeencv. As a

Ever on the alert, a Donaiia lynx pwwb its

territory, above, usually searchingfor rabbits,

although lynx may also hunt ducks and

youtig deer. It stalks slowly, but when its

prey begins to flee, the cat sprints to make

the kill, below.



My frequent encounters

with lynx in the Goto del

Rey fostered the false if

delightfrd illusion that

these rare animals are

common.

member of the European Union, Spam is

required to prepare a new plan to protect

the lynx and has spent $3 million on var-

ious projects since 1995. Recently, how-

ever, the Spanish Ministry of Environ-

ment called a meeting; of biologists and

officials to develop a coordinated strategy

for saving the lynx. Such efforts may

prove to be too litde too late. As Palo-

mares admitted in an unguarded moment,

"My study may be one of the few done

on how a species in a fragmented popula-

tion goes extinct."

No one knows whether Barbaro has

found a new mate to replace Nati. My last

glimpse of him was memorable. After

watching me carefully for a long mo-

ment, he turned slowly and walked into a

thicket of wild rose bushes. Just before he

vanished, his short tail with the black tip

Ungered for a moment, like an exclama-

tion point. D

Travel Notes

Dcnana National Park, one of the largest

nature reserves in Europe, encompasses

iiiarshlaiids, dunes, lagoons, scrub laud, and

Mediterranean forest within its 125,000

acres. Doiiana's fauna includes the red deer,

Iberian eagle, and flamingo. The park is a

stopover for hundreds of thousands of birds

that migrate between Europe and Africa,

arriving in autumn and winter For

information on guided tours, contact the

Marismas del Rocio cooperative, tel: (959)

43 04 32.
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Don't fish have enough on their minds

without having to worry about the water?
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It's not easy being a fish in the nineties. But

thanks to Hondas long-time commitment to

clean water, at least they have one less thing

to think about these days.

Since 1973, we've manufactured and sold

only remarkably clean and surprisingly quiet

four-stroke outboard motors.

Unlike typical two-stroke marine engines,

which deposit unburned fuel and oil in the

water, Honda outboards feature recirculating

oil systems. So the oil stays where it belongs.

In the engine. Plus, our outboards are more
fuel-efficient and as much as ninety percent

cleaner for hydrocarbon emissions.

All ofwhich proves that when it comes to

the environment, Honda is always thinking.

With all of our products, from cars to power

equipment, we work to balance your desire

for fun and performance with society's need

for clean air and clean water.

Something we're sure all our underwater

friends appreciate when attempting to decide

which minnows are really minnows.

Thinking.
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Many of the world's poor believe their

organs moy be stolen for Iranspiant surgery.

Such fears are fueled by more than fantasy.

By Nancy Scheper-Hughes

Photographs by Viviane Moos

The iirgent need to define new iatemadonal standards

for human oigan transplant surgery prompted David

Rothman, professor of social medicine and history at

Columbia University, to set up the BeDagio Task Force

on Transplantation, Bodily Litegrity, and the Interna-

tional Traffic in Organs in September 1995. This task

force, of which I am a member; is an international

group of transplant surgeons, organ procurement spe-

cialists, human righK activists, and social scientists con-

cerned especially with possible abuses ofdisadv^antaged

people. At the top of its agenda are allegations of the

use of organs fiiom executed prisoners in China for

commeroal sale in transplant smgety; traffic in kidneys

in hidia; and the truth, ifany, behind rumors oforgan

theft and other gross \dolations in die procurement and

distribution of organs.

The immunosuppressant drug cyclosporine, intro-

duced in 1983, has gready reduced transplant rejection

rates. Transplant technolc^ and expertise have quickly

The United States has a well-organized national

distribution system for organs and a kw, at least on the

books, that requires hospitals to solicit the organs of

dead people by requesting permission from their next

of kin. Despite these efforts, nearly 50,000 people are

currendy on waitii^ lists for various organs. World-

wide, the medical community's persistent emphasis on

the scarcity of organs has, if amrthing exacerbated the

desperate search for them. Faced "ndth long waiting

lists, candidates cross borders and enter unorthodox

agreements for transplants—agreements often made

without provision for vital follow-up care. The

scarcity, however, may represent a need that can never

be satisfied, for underiying it is the unprecedented pos-

sibility of extending life indefinitely via the organs of

others—in other words, the denial and refiisal of death.

At the same rime, many countries in the Southern

Hemisphere lose potential donors" oigans because they

lack piopeily trained staff, basic equipment, and the

means to transport organs rapidly.

Tensions over organ supply and demand are

heightened in countries where religious mores pro-

hibit the removal ofbody parts, or where brain death

is not a culturally accepted notion. Prohibitions in one

country may stimulate organ sales in neighboring

countries with more secular or diverse traditions. And

with desperation built in on both sides of die equa-

^^ Truth and Rumor^ on then

Organ T^oil
spread fiom technolc^caDy sophisticated and wealthy

countries to poorer countries. The consequent scram-

ble for organs has created fierce competition between

public and private hospitals for transplant patients with

adequate medical insurance. It has produced so-called

compensated gifting, in which donors are paid and

doctors sometimes act as brokers for body parts. It has

also given rise to outright sales, with organs often

moving fiom poor bodies to rich bodies. Most omi-

nous, the search for organs and the payment for them

have led to'serious human ri^ts violations.

tion—deathly fll recipients and needy donors—once

seemin^y inviolable beliefi in the sanctity' ot the body

and rehgious and community sanctions against body

mutilation have collapsed in some parts of the Third

World. Lawrence Cohen, a colleague at the University'

of California, Berkeley, wrho has worked in cities and

towns in India, reports that the idea of trading "a kid-

ney for a dowry" has become a fairly common strat-

egy for poor parents trying to arrange a comfortable

marriage for an "extra" daughten in other words, a

spare kidney for a spare daughter. Ten years ago.
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The social and economic contexts of organ

transpiantation are tieatedly debated in a number of

countries, including South Africa. In Cape Town, a

transplant coordinafor conveys a kidney to an

operating theater at Groote Schuur Hospital, where

heart transplant techniques were pioneered.
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Last November, a South African court decided tliat because

of the country's limited resources, peopie have no right to

Iddney transplants or even to dialysis. Above: Nomonte Konco

(right) v:/as able to depend on her sister, Alice Nosipho (left),

for a Iddney donation at Groote Schuur Hospital, where

seven-year-old Xixhona, belov/, from Transl(ei, also recently

received a kidney transplant. Opposite: A mother awaits

the outcome other teenage son's Iddney transplant operation

v/ith her daughter
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Cohen says, townspeople responded with revulsion

and alarm when they first learned, through newspa-

pers, of kidney sales in the cities of Bombay and

Madras. Today, some of the same people speak matter-

of-factly about how it might be necessary to sell a

"spare" organ. Some of them have told Cohen they

can no longer complain about the fate of a dowryless

daughter. "Haven't you got a spare kidney?" an un-

sympathetic neighbor is likely to respond. As a med-

ical anthropologist, my role in the task force is to ex-

plore the social and economic contexts of transplant

surgery in Brazil, South Africa, and—with Lawrence

Cohen—in India, countries where issues concerning

organ transplant are especially contentious. I also try

to disentangle rumors that confuse gross violations

with certain exploitative, yet officially sanctioned,

medical P'^actices.

Rumors about organ theft are commonplace

among the poor of Latin America, Asia, and

Africa; I first encountered them in northeastern

Brazil in the mid-1980s. These rumors told of abduc-

tions and mutilations of children and youths for an in-

ternational trade in organs desired by wealthy trans-

plant patients. Residents of Alto de Cruzeiro, the

Brazilian shantytown where I have done anthropolog-

ical research for twenty-five years, reported sightings

of large vans (the rumors even agreed that the vans

were blue and yellow) driven by American, or some-

times Japanese, agents scouring poor neighborhoods

in search of stray youngsters. People whispered that

children would be nabbed and shoved into the back of

the vans and that their discarded bodies, minus heart,

lungs, liver, kidneys, and eyes, would turn up by the

side of roads or in hospital dumpsters. No evidence of

s
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abductions (except for illegal international adoptions)

ever came to light.

In South Africa, I recently encountered another

variant of the rumor, this one telling of blood-sucking

"firemen" driving red vans in search of unsuspecting

victims whose blood will be drained and organs re-

moved for nuiti (magical medicine) or for sale to hospi-

tals. In black townships outside Cape Town, a stones

throw firom the famous Groote Schuur Hospital where

Christiaan Barnard pioneered heart transplants, people

expressed fear and suspicion of transplant surgery.

Among older people and recent arrivals from the rural

homelands, the idea of harvesting organs bore an un-

canny resemblance to deviant witchcraft practices, es-

pecially to miiti murders, in which body parts are used

magically to increase the wealth, influence, health, or

fertility of a paying client. One elderly woman, a re-

cent rural migrant to the outskirts of Cape Town, had

heard rumors of organ stealing but knew nothing of

the mechanics of transplantation. When told of them,

she said, '"If what you are saying is true, that the white

doctors can take the beating heart from one person

who is dead, but not truly dead, and put it inside an-

other person to give him strength and life, then these

doctors are witches just like our own."

In 1995 an angry crowd in Nyanga Township, Cape

Town, tore down the shack of a suspected iiiiiti mur-

derer after police discovered the dismembered body ofa

missing five-year-old boy smoldering in the fireplace

and stored in medicine jars and boxes in the suspect's

shack. Such rare incidents are often followed by rumors

that amplify people's concerns about the illegitimate

taking of organs. For example, I was told ofluxury cars

prowling squatters' camps in search of children to steal,

of body parts stolen from public morgues by func-

tionaries and sold to witch doctors, of business people

using mutilated body parts in rituals to increase profits.

Even township residents skeptical of such stories

tend to be hostile to organ transplantation because of

South Afi-ica's legacy of apartheid medicine, and espe-

cially because of the sinister role of state-run police

mortuaries. During the worst phases of political op-

pression, medical personnel collaborated with poHce at

those mortuaries to cover up police acts that had re-

sulted in the disappearance, mutilation, and death of

:hundreds of political prisoners and suspected "terror-

lists." Addressing the Truth and Reconciliation Com-
mission (TRC) last year, Leslie London, of the Health

and Human Rights Project (and a professor of health at

the University of Cape Town), said, "These were not

events involving a few bad apples. . . . Rather, these

abuses arose in a context in which the entire fabric of

the health sector was permeated by apartheid, and in

which human rights were profoundly devalued."

Township residents are quick to note the inequality

of exchanges in which organs and tissues were rou-

tinely taken from young black bodies, without the

knowledge of family members, and transplanted into

the ailing bodies of mosdy white male patients. "Why
is it," I was asked, "that in our township we have never

met or even heard of a person who received a new

heart or eyes or kidney? And yet we know a great

many people who say that the bodies of their dead

have been tampered with in the police morgues." Until

the early 1990s, about 85 percent of all heart transplant

recipients at Groote Schuur Hospital were white

males. In 1994, the year of South Afirica's first free

elections, 36 percent of heart transplants were assigned

to mixed race, Indian, or black patients.

Before 1983, transplant surgeons in South Africa

were not obligated by law to ask a family for its consent

before harvesting organs and tissues fi^om cadavers. And

the 1983 Organ and Tissue Act allows "appropriate" of-

ficials to remove

needed organs and

tissues without con-

sent when "reason-

able attempts" to lo-

cate the potential

donor's next of kin

have failed. But as

one state pathologist

explained to me,

some doctors and

coroners use this au-

thority to harvest

prized organs imme-

diately, without giving much thought to the feelings of

the relations; eyes and heart valves need to be removed

within hours of death, and it can be very difficult to lo-

cate families living in distant townships and squatter set-

tlements in such a short time.

Sometimes township residents fight back. Last year,

Rosemary Sitsheshe, of Gugulethu Township, lodged a

human rights abuse complaint with the TRC. She told

how the Salt River Mortuary in Cape Town removed

her dead seventeen-year-old son's eyes for transplant

without contacting her or her husband for permission.

(Her son had been caught in gang crossfire in August

1992 and died at a poHce station while waiting for an

ambulance to take him to a hospital.) Sitsheshe said she

would never have given consent.

Today in South Africa, organ transplantation is

moving away from public hospitals and research centers

Wynand

Breytenbach, below,

a former deputy

minister for defense

in South Africa,

received a tieart

transplant on his

private health plan

after only two

months' waif.
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Sales of organs

from executed

prisoners in

China, traffic in

Icidneys in India,

and rumors of

organ ttieft are

urgent concems
of tlie tasi( force.

and into the private realm, with the prospect that soon,

only the wealthy and those with private medical insur-

ance will have access to transplants. In November

1997, the Constitutional Court of South Afi'ica de-

cided against people's "right to dialysis" or to kidney

transplants, given the country's limited economic and

medical resources, a decision that Constitutional Court

judge Albie Sachs described to me as necessary but

"wrenchingly painful." Patricia de LiUe, an opposition

member of parHament, concurred. "One ot the first

decisions the new government made was to guarantee

free medical care to all mothers and children," she said.

"Later on, we should strive to extend equal access to

the higher levels of medical care. But at the present

time, this is not possible." In the absence of a national

poHcy regulating transplant surgery—and with no offi-

cial regional, let alone national, waiting lists—the dis-

tribution of organs is based on informal arrangements

between hospitals. Some transplant coordinators claim

that surgeons pressure them to drop us-

able organs in a bucket rather than give

them to competing hospitals.

Nurses at one hospital's kidney trans-

plant unit suspect that the steady trickle

of donor-recipient couples arriving

from such places as Mauritius and

Namibia includes paid donors, al-

though the pairs claim to be related.

During a February 1998 visit to a Cape

Town hospital, I learned that a very iU,

elderly businessman from Cameroon

had come to its kidney transplant unit

accompanied by a donor he had found

in Johannesburg. The donor, a young

student from Burundi, had agreed to

part with one of his kidneys for $2,000 and expenses.

The head of the kidney unit read the international

medical code against organ sale to the pair and ex-

plained the risks and dangers of Hving kidney dona-

tion, but because they persisted, he agreed to order

blood tests. When the tests showed that donor and re-

cipient did not have matching blood types, the hospital

airned them away. StrU, despite almost certain rejec-

tion of the organ, the men continued to beg in vain for

the transplant to be attempted.

Meanwhile, the chances are slight that an iU person

Hving in the sprawling townships of Soweto (outside

Johaimesburg) or Khayalitsha (outside Cape Town) can

even get as far as the door of a transplant unit. The rule

ofthumb among some heart and kidney transplant sur-

ge-' i;:-; in Johannesburg is, "No frxed home, no phone,

no organ." In February 1998 at Chris Hani Barag-

wanath Hospital, a huge pubhc institution on the out-

skirts of Soweto, I met a sprightly, middle-aged black

man flirting with nurses during his dialysis treatment.

"He's very famrhar with you," I commented to the

head nurse. "And well he might be," she rephed. "He's

been on the waiting list for a kidney for more than

twenty years."

The week before, I had interviewed Wynand

Breytenbach, former deputy minister of defense under

President P. W. Botha. We met at his home in a pri-

vate, guarded community of mostly retired white resi-

dents in Sun Valley, outside Cape Town. Breytenbach

was recuperating from the heart transplant he had re-

ceived on his private health plan after two months'

wait. He said, "To this day, I still do not know why I

was given a heart transplant. I know that at the time, I

had only ten or twelve days at most to live. . . . And it

is great to be alive! I look at the country and 1 see that

there may be more people more deserving than me of

a heart transplant, and many who cannot get it because

of a shortage of funds or of donors, with so many

people waiting for hearts."

As
in South Africa, rumors about organ steahng

can be heard among poor people in BrazU. The

rumors are based on similar perceptions

—

equally grounded in social and biomedical reality

—

that their lives and those of their children are dispens-

able. Because of these rumors, shantytown residents in

Brazil try to avoid public hospitals, where they fear

they will die prematurely so that their organs may be

harvested. The Brazilian rumors are also fueled by un-

scrupulous operators involved in international adop-

tions. In many people's minds, the active market in ba-

bies, with its occasional scandals involving corrupt

officials, police, doctors, and mafiahke intermediaries,

is indistinguishable from the market in spare organs for

transplant surgery. Largely to dispel persistent, con-

fused rumors and collective panic, Brazil recently

passed a radical law designating the state as "owner"

and arbiter of dead bodies. The law, in effect since Jan-

uary, makes all adults universal donors at death, unless

they declare themselves "nondonors" by requesting

new identity cards or drivers' licenses officially

stamped, "I am not a donor for organs or tissues."

Last summer and again this summer, I visited civil

registry offices in large and small cities in Brazil and

saw long lines of anxious people—most of them poor

and from the notorious favelas (shantytowns)—who

were seeking to opt out of the pool of compulsory

organ donors. "God forbid," whispered Rosa da Silva,

a young, black school-cafeteria assistant. She had taken

3



her lunch break to get the stamp that—as she saw it

—

would save her body from greedy doctors or overly

zealous mortuary police who might transfer her young

organs to some wealthy old fiilaihi dc ral ("so-and-so").

Variations on the same thenie were repeated up and

down the line of those waiting at the Felix Pacheco

Institute in Leblon, not far from Copacabana Beach,

Rio de Janeiro. Most of them said they did not trust

medical people or the state to monitor potential abuses

of the bodies of the poor and socially disadvantaged.

"Now we are doubly afraid of being hit by a car. We
were always afraid before of crazy drivers, but now we

also have to worry about ambulance workers who may

be paid on the side to declare us 'dead' before our

could help save another person s life in exchange for an

amount of money that will allow me to feed my fam-

ily." Following Brazil's return to democracy in 1984,

the more blatant forms of conimerciaUsm began to dis-

appear. The wording of advertisements began to

change; "selling" and "buying" organs became "re-

quests" and "offers" of help. In the 1990s, such adver-

tisements were banned altogether. Yet to this day, des-

perate people turn up at transplant centers, offering to

sell "spare" organs. One surgeon from Sao Paulo re-

lated to me the case of a politician who wanted to sell

a kidney for $10,000 so he could pay off his campaign

debts after losing a municipal election. In rural Brazil,

some people have begun to view their matched body

time IS really up," said Jose da Silva, a house painter.

While the bulk of media attention has focused on

the use of body parts of executed Chinese prisoners

and on allegations of international trade in human or-

gans, most actual sales in organs are domestic. In Brazil,

sales reached a peak during the military regime of the

late 1970s. According to Dr. A, an elderly Brazilian

surgeon, the trade was quasilegal; police were involved,

and doctors were protected by police from any legal

action by protesting families. (In common with other

people I interviewed about controversial aspects of

organ procurement and transplantation. Dr. A does not

want to be identified.) Organs were regularly adver-

tised tor sale in Brazilian newspapers. The following

advertisement, for example, appeared in the Diario dc

Pcrihitiibiiio in 1981: "I am willing to sell any organ of

my body that is not vital to my survival and which

parts as redundancies. I interviewed a forty-year-old

woman who had been pressured into giving a "spare"

kidney (for small compensation) to an older male rela-

tive: "Wouldn't you feel compelled to give up an organ

of which you had two and the other person had none

at all?" she asked.

Surgeons and activists intervievi'ed in 1997-98 by

my Brazilian colleagues and me maintain that com-

merce in organs still takes place in Brazil, even in pub-

lic hospitals. In the absence of a national waiting Ust

and a unified organ-sharing network comparable to

those in the United States and Europe, private trans-

plant clinics compete with less well-off public hospitals

tor available organs and for better-off patients. And al-

though the old law restricted living organ donors to

first-degree kin, the new law does not stipulate allow-

able degrees of kinship, thus opening loopholes that
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are exploited, especially in private hospitals.

The demand for organs to keep Brazil's more than

one hundred certified kidney transplant centers oper-

ating at optimum levels has meant greater tolerance

toward the use of informal incentives to encourage

donations among relatives and friends. "Compensated

gifting"—whereby living donors (relatives included)

are paid by recipients for organs—is accepted by some

transplant surgeons as an ethicaDy neutral practice.

Compensation ranges from as little as $1,000 to much

more. Dr. B, a nephrologist in private practice in Rio

de Janeiro, told me of a young working-class woman
who agreed to donate a kidney to her wealthy uncle

in exchange for a fully furnished suburban house. Be-

cause the old man's condition was poor and he refused

to comply with basic medical instruc-

tions, surgeons at one transplant clinic

refused to go ahead with the proce-

dure. But the patient was quickly ac-

cepted at another private facility. After

suffering various crises of kidney rejec-

tion, he wound up back on dialysis and

was dead within the year. "As for his

niece," concluded Dr. B, "there she

was, minus a kidney but happily enjoy-

ing her new home!"

The line between "bought" and

"gifted" organs is indeed fuzzy, and

considerable pressure can be exerted on

vulnerable family members to volunteer

as donors. Dr. C, a transplant surgeon in

the state ofBahia, told one ofmy research assistants of a

young woman whose brother threatened to kill her if

she refiised to give him a kidney; the doctor had not

known of the threat at the time of the transplant.

In
India, the first reports of organ marketing surfaced

in the mid- to late 1980s. They de.scribed patients

fi-om the United Arab Emirates and Oman traveling

to Bombay, where they purchased kidneys firom living

donors through local brokers. The donors, mostly

fi-om shantytowns, were paid $2,000 to $3,000 each.

Now, human rights activists, journ;ilists, and medical

anthropologists report that hidia's international trade in

kidneys has slowed down in the wake of a 1994 law

criminalizing organ sales. The black market persists,

however. It has simply shifted to domestic sales.

Lawrence Cohen spent a month earlier this year inves-

tigating the impact of the 1994 law, particularly the

work of its mandated Medical Authorization Commit-

tees, whose job it is to screen potential sellers among

those claiming "affective ties" to would-be recipients.

Faced with long

waiting lists,

transplant

candidates are

willing to cross

borders and enter

into unorthodox

agreements for

organs.
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Rigorous

oversight,

reguiation of

organ saies, and

an official donors'

bill of rights are

needed,

according to one

task force

member.

A loophole in the new law allows people who are re-

lated to the recipient only by ties of affection to donate

organs with committee approval. The result is that sales

are now conducted with an official seal ot approval.

Now, in addition to paying donors, middlemen, and

hospitals, organ recipients may have to consider brib-

ing committee members as well. Today, says Cohen,

only the very rich in India can get a kidney from an

unrelated donor.

When the BeDagio Task Force first met, reports

of the use of body parts of dead prisoners in

China were among its major concerns. Vari-

ous human rights organizations (Human Rights

Watch/Asia, Amnesty International, and the Laogai

Research Foundation) had opened a debate on Chi-

nese organs, basing their reports primarily on infor-

mant interviews and first-person accounts charging the

Chinese government with sponsoring an official policy

of systematically removing organs from

executed prisoners for transplantation.

These body parts, they claimed, are

sometimes given to reward politically

well-connected Chinese or, more

often, sold to people from Hong Kong,

Taiwan, Singapore, or other Pacific

Rim nations, who pay as much as

$30,000 for an organ.

Chinese-born Harry Wu, who heads

the Laogai Research Foundation in

California, was among the first to re-

veal the sale of executed prisoners' or-

gans. He and other human rights ac-

tivists claim the Chinese government

sanctions the removal of organs from

the bodies of at least 2,000 executed

prisoners each year, and that the num-

ber is growing because the list of capital crimes in

China has been expanded to accommodate the de-

mand for organs. In 1995, task force leader David

Rothman visited hospitals in Beijing and Shanghai,

where he interviewed surgeons and administrators; he

is among those convinced that what lies behind

China's new anticrime campaign is a "thriving medical

business that relies on prisoners' organs for raw materi-

als." A recent FBI sting operation in New York City

led to the arrest of two Chinese men allegedly offering

to sell organs taken from executed Chinese prisoners.

While all members of the task force readily agree

on the human rights violations imphcit in the use of

executed prisoners' organs, they have found the issue

of organ sales to be more complex. A task force report

last year noted that the "sale ofbody parts is already so

widespread that it is not self-evident why solid organs

should be excluded. In many countries, blood, sperm,

and ova may be sold. . . . On what grounds may blood

or bone be traded on the open market but not cadav-

eric kidneys?" Since the sale of organs continues de-

spite condemnation, what is needed, one task force

member suggests, is rigorous oversight, regulation of

organ sales, and an official donors' bill of rights. Other

task force members disagree with a reliance on West-

ern notions of contract and individual choice, noting

that the social and economic conditions in a Calcutta

slum or a Rio de Janeiro shantytown makes the

"choice" to sell a kidney anything but free.

There's no denying that the movement toward

commercialization is gaining ground in the United

States. L.R. Cohen (no relation to Lawrence Cohen)

has proposed a "futures market" in cadaveric organs

that would operate through contracts offered to the

general public. These contracts would ensure that if or-

gans from donors are successfully transplanted at the

time of death, a substantial sum would be paid to the

designated beneficiaries of the donors. And whUe the

American Medical Association disapproves of pay-

ments to living donors, it does not frown on financial

incentives for cadaveric organ donations under certain

conditions.

Elsewhere, the donor's body—either dead or

alive—is being considered a candidate for "nationaliza-

tion." The idea that organs should be treated as na-

tional treasures is a sentiment I encounter more and

more frequently in Brazil and South Africa. The very

idea of Brazilian livers going to American patients

gives Dr. D, in Sao Paulo, "an attack of spleen." Nurs-

ing sister E, a transplant coordinator at a hospital in

Cape Town, fumes at the idea of foreigners lining up

for South African organs. "The day I find out that a

foreigner has got their hands on an organ that by right

belongs to a South Afi-ican," she says, "I will go in

there swinging."

In the end, organ transplantation depends on a so-

cial contract and on social trust. The ethics of trans-

plant surgery also require reasonably democratic states

in which basic human rights, especially bodily in-

tegrity, are protected and guaranteed. Even where such

protections exist, they can be compromised by global

economic forces that transgress borders and national

regulations, turning the bodies of the world's poor into

reservoirs of spare parts for transplant surgery. The

poor then fight back with the only resources they have

at their disposal: the circulation of personal stories, im-

probable rumors, and urban legends. Q
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Pa\nc\a de Lille, below, a representative of the opposition Pan African Congress in the

'\South African parliament, agrees with a recent court decision not to guarantee South

{Africans access to Iddney transplants or dialysis. South Africa should aspire to

^delivering "equal access to the higher levels of medical care, " she says. "But at the

[present time, this is not possible. " The world's first heart transplant, performed in

1 967 in Groote Schuur, right, is commemorated, above, with a diorama in the

''hospital's Transplant Museum.
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Going once, going twice-

collectors make nature's
heritage their own.

story by Virginia iVlorell

Photographs by Jeff Jacobson

Four years ago, Edward Shapiro experienced an epiph-

any. Browsing in an antique shop in Atlantic City, New

Jersey, he spied a hefty dinosaur bone. All the other di-

nosaur fossils he had ever seen were in the care ofmu-

seums, carefijlly locked in glass cabinets or roped off

from the public. But here was one he could reach out

and touch, and with a price tag attached. Stunned, he

turned to the owner. "I can buy and own such a

thing?" The shopkeeper smiled and nodded, and

Shapiro was soon the proud possessor of a vertebra

from Edmontosaurus, a duck-billed dinosaur that lived

70 million years ago. For Shapiro, a thirty-three-year-

old attorney in New York City who once dreamed of

being a paleontologist, the transaction helped fulfJl a

lifelong fascination with dinosaurs: "I fantasized about

them as a child, and I stUl think about them every day."

Life's practicalities had led him to study for the bar, but

at the "antique" shop, Shapiro found a way to indulge

his old passion: he is now a collector.

Dinosaur
Last December, Shapiro joined others of his per-

suasion at Phillips International's twice-a-year Natural

History Auction. "I always look forward to these," he

explained, even though he came with no plans to bid.

"It's a way to educate myself and you also often see

things that you never see in a museum." At a previous

auction he had acquired his favorite dinosaur speci-

men, a twenty-eight-pound slab of sandstone bearing

the footprint of Diloplwsaurns, a carnivorous dinosaur

with a crested head. The fossilized imprint now sits on

the mantel of his fireplace.

The Phillips auctions have become very popular.

Few seats in the hall were empty last winter, and it

seesned to be a family affair, too, with knowledgeable

children discussing the latest prices for shark teeth.

Bidders had a chance to buy everything from dinosaur

eggs and embryos to the wicked-looking claws and

teeth of fierce carnivorous dinosaurs. An entire skuU of

Tricemtops, a horned dinosaur, was available (the owner

quipped that this was "the living-room model," since it

was relatively small—only five feet long). Or you could

set your sights on a single toe bone from Tymnnosannis

rex, the monster of aU meat eaters.

A piece of limestone with the exquisitely pre-

served, frescoHke imprint of a tiny bird was on display,

as were a half-dozen trQobites. These last were so well

prepared, with the encrusting rock removed trom

every spine and bump, that one attendee stood opeii-
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me Mantel
mouthed in their presence, his hand on his heart. And

the auction wasn't limited to fossils; it embraced all

kinds of natural history collectibles. Gems and miner-

als, chunks of polished amber (many with ants and

beetles suspended inside), meteorites, animal skulls and

skeletons, mounted beetles and butterflies, prehistoric

stone hand axes—all were going on the block.

Potential buyers hovered around the display cases,

making notes in their auction catalogs and furtively

eyeing the competition. This was serious business, as a

glance at the anticipated minimum seDing prices at-

tested (few were below SI,000). Over the past decade,

prices for natural histoiy collectibles—dinosaur fossils

in particular—have chmbed as steadily as those for

Excavated by

Western

Paleontological

Laboratories, Inc.,

a Stegosaurus witti

some fossilized skin,

above, was recently

offered for sale at

the annual Arizona

Mineral and Fossil

Show in Tucson.

Dealers, left, set up

booths in a Tucson

hotel courtyard.
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Seller Vito Bertucci,

right, points out the

merits of fossil shark

teeth prior to last

December's auction

by Phillips

International.

Various collectibles

are for sale at

Evolution Nature

Store, middle, right,

and at NIaxilla and

Mandible Ltd..

bottom, right, both

located in New

York City.

paintings by Rembrandt or van Gogh. And for many

would-be buyers, the sculptural sweep of a fossUized

femur or the metaUic shine of a meteorite is just as aes-

thetically entrancing. "'It's natural beaut\- from the

earth," explained Daxid Hersko\A4tz, a prime mover

behind the auctions. "Ho\v can you not love it? All ot

art is inspired by natural histors'. So of course, ever\'one

loves it and wants a piece of earth's past."

That passion has some scientists worried. "It's easy

to understand the emotion and desire to have fossils of

your own," says vertebrate paleontologist Michael No-
vacek, provost of the American Museum of Natural

Histor}-. "But there are certain categories of this re-

source that are limited in their availabihty. When you

start to winnow away that resource through commer-

cial venues, then the incredible legacy left by fossils is

dispersed in ways that are uncontrollable. They're usu-

ally no longer available for scholarly study or for the

pubhc to enjoy." NQes Eldredge, an invertebrate pale-

ontologist at the Museum, advises people to collect

only common invertebrate fossils, such as the shells

found in or near rock cuts along many highways.

I asc October, a skeleton of T. rex, known the world

over as Sue, was auctioned off at Sotheby's for a cool

S8-36 million. Just twent\'-one T. rex specimens have

been excavated in the past centur\; and

only four of these are more than 60

percent complete; 90 percent of Sue's

skeleton is intact. Since the Field Mu-

seum of Natural Histon' in Chicago

turned out to be Sue's buyer, paleon-

tologists could breathe a sigh of rehef.

But they realized their science was

never going to be the same.

"Eight milhon dollars gets a lot of

people thinking," says Jack Horner, the

noted dinosaur paleontologist at the

Museum of the Rockies, in Bozeman,

Montana. Horner made many of his

biggest fmds—such as the first Nonh
American dinosaur nesting sites, eggs,

and embryos—on pri\-ate land. Now
two ranchers have asked him to return

the duck-biUed dinosaur remains he

uncovered on their propert); although

they had originally agreed that the fos-

sils would reside in the museum. "I sent

them back," says Horner. "What could

I do? I just hope it's not a trend." Pre-

sumablv those fossils are now for sale.



Currently tor sale on the Internet,

at Fossilnet, is another T. rex only

slightly less complete than Sue. "Mr. Z
Rex," as the fossil is billed, is hsted at

between $6 million and $12 million.

Unlike Sue, Mr. Z Rex's skeleton can

be purchased already prepared (with all

adhering rock and sediment removed)

and mounted. Meanwhile, the Black

HiUs Institute of Geological Research,

Inc., in South Dakota (which discov-

ered and excavated Sue but lost her in a

court battle to the owner of the land

Currently for sale on
the Internet is a
Tyrannosaurus known
OS Mr. Z Rex, listed

at between $6 million

and $12 million.

where she was found), has acquired the

rights to another three T. rex specimens

still in the ground.

The urge to collect natural histors'

objects may be as old as humankind,

but the current trend probably has roots

in the Victorian era. Driven in part by

the idea that eversthing on God's planet

should be named and scientifically clas-

sified, seemingly every countrs' genrie-

man and lady was out collecting fossil

shells or sweeping up insects in butterfly

nets for the mounting board. Until re-

cently, this pursuit remained largely the

province of academics and the rich.

Such wealthy individuals as Andrew

Carnegie funded scientific expeditions, and the resul-

tant collections were given to museums.

By the 1950s and 1960s, however, people of more

modest means had joined the collecting ranks, often

searching for specimens on those pubHc lands where

"rock hounds" were allowed. Major trade shows, no-

tably the annual Arizona Mineral and Fossil Show in

Tucson, started up then, too. While these activities

didn't trouble scienrists at first ("It was just mom and

pop and the kids," says one, "and it got a lot of kids

turned on to the science"), they do now. Many re-

searchers have horror stories to tell about what they

have seen for sale in Tucson, from rare fossO fish to

even rarer fossihzed birds. And it's not

just Tucson anymore. Similar rock and

fossil bazaars are held in Denver, De-

troit, and Munich, and collectors are

found ever^Jwhere, from Los Angeles to

Milan and Tokyo.

Some 500 traders from around the

world attend the week-long Tucson

show to barter, buy, and sell. Hotels and

motels are converted into shops, \\dth

fossils and other assorted treasures piled

high on beds and makeshift shelves.

Hand-painted banners and signs bear-

ing the names of dealers hang from bal-

conies or are tacked next to motel-

room doors, while card tables loaded

wth rocks and fossils crowd the court-

yards and lobbies. Even the hundreds of

converted rooms aren't enough to hold

all the goods, so the Tucson organizers

erect huge tents in which still more

dealers display their wares. If the

PhiHips auction has the aura of a mu-

seum, Tucson has the air of a commodities exchange.

"It's definitely the Wall Street of fossU collecting," says

Henry Gahano, the owner of Maxilla and Mandible

Ltd. (a natural histoPi' store in New York Cit\') and a

passionate collector himself. "But most of the big deals

have already happened," he adds. "They happen be-

tween dealers before the show even opens."

SriU. there is plent)' left to choose from. The people

pa\\'ing through bins ofwarthog tusks, ammonites, and

coprolites ("dinosaur dung," as a sign ex-plains) may

seem part of some fin de siecle madness, but, say those

in the business, they are just t^'pical Americans. "You

see it all the time," explains Clifford Miles, one of the

owners of Western Paleontological Laboratories, Inc.,

a professional fossil enterprise in Orem, Utah. He
points to a perfecdy preserved fossil of a seagoing rep-

Collector Edward

Shapiro shows off

his DilophosQurus

footpririt, left,

along with a

miniature model of

the dinosaur that

made it.
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rile exposed on a black rock. "People see something

—

like the baby ichthyosanr over there—and they gasp:

and the next thing they know, they've bought it."

One of Miles's fossils is a Stegosaurus mounted in its

inatrLx, priced at $375,000. It is the first ever found

with some of its skin fossilized. "In terms of scientific

value, it's like the star on top of the Christmas tree,"

says Miles. Why, then, isn't this rare fossil in a museum?

"Oh, I'm sure that's where it'll end up," he responds.

"I've never nm into a private collector that wanted a

piece this size." (SriH for sale, it is currently on display

at Brigham Young University''? Earth Science Museum

in Provo, Utah.) Last June, Miles, along \wth scientists

Mike Triebold's at the Denver Museum ofNatural History, published a

Tricerotops, top, paper in Nature about a skull he found that turned out

right, sold for to be a new species of ankylosaur. Mindful that the tos-

$65,000 0I a Ptiiliips sU was the type specimen—the one on which the de-

ouction. I^iddle. scription and name was based—he donated it to the

right: A potential Denver Museum. "I wanted to see that it stayed in the

bidder peruses United States," he says.

auction lots on To find new specimens. Miles and his partners, and

display. Bottom, other reputable commercial operations, lease private

right: Daryl Pitt holds ranches in the West in areas rich \Aath fossil deposits.

two fossilized Some private landowners, who once welcomed pro-

dinosaur eggs he is fessional scientists, now want to work only with coUec-

putting on the block, tors ready to pay top dollar—fees that academics work-

ing with small grants can't afford. Conunercial dealers

excavate the fossils they find and prepare them the way

a trained paleontologist would. But they emphasize the

aesthetics and are looking for fossils \\ith an eye to sell-

ing them. "There's a world of difference between col-

lecting a fossil for the information it holds about the

past and collecting it to sell," says Horner. "Commer-

cial collectors may gather data about their excavations,

but it may not be useflil to a scientist."

For instance, when Horner excavated a nesting site

of duck-billed dinosaurs at Montana's Egg Mountain,

he collected every Segment of nest, eggshell, and baby

and adult dinosaur bone in an 8,400-square-foot area.

This enabled him to come to the conclusion that these

dinosaurs had nesting colonies much like those ofguUs

and terns today, and that the parents were tending the

hatchlings. "A lot of material that may not be ver\'

valuable by itself can acmaUy be extremely valuable be-

cause of the context that it's found in," observes No-
vacek. "People collecting fossils for their commercial

value alone may not recognize the difference."

In the United States, the commercial collecting of

fossUs on federal soil—ever^'where from U.S. Forest

Sendee lands to Bureau of Land Management prop-

err.-—is generally prohibited by a tangled web ofregu-

lations, but not strictly forbidden by federal law. Six



years ago, professional paleontologists tried to have leg-

islation passed explicitly banning commercial collect-

ing on federal lands, but the collectors lobbied hard

against what they called the "Governmental Paleontol-

ogist Welfare Act," and it failed to pass.

On the other hand, commercial collectors failed to

have a biU passed opening up federal land to their enter-

prises. "If they ever did succeed, it would be the end of

paleontology as a science in this country," says Steven

C "iittelman, president of the nonprofit Dinosaur Society.

"We've lost the war with the commercial collectors on

private lands. If they open up the pubUc lands, there'll

Wyoming. "And like in any business, you get some

commercial collectors who are unethical."

Rogers, who began aerial surveys of Wyoming's

public lands six years ago to watch tor suspicious tossil

collecting, has also visited the big Tucson show. "You

do find things for sale that you know come from pub-

lic lands," he says. When he suspects that objects come

from his own state, he does his best to bust the dealer.

"You work It like you do dope," he says. "You make

controlled buys, get their confidence, then see what

they offer you." In this manner, he was recently shown

a perfect fossil of a stingray. "I asked the guy where it

A skeleton for sale,

left, is stored in the

basement worl(shop

at Maxilla and

l^andible Ltd.

be a huge bone rush. I can guarantee that they've been

out exploring these already and know exactly where

the best stuff is; they'll make a beeline straight to the

spot for something they've had their eye on for years."

Laws regulating fossil coUecting on state-owned

lands vary from state to state. In some states, such as

Wyoming, commercial collectors are issued permits to

gather fish fossils from quarries on state properties, but

the permits carry the proviso that rare or new species of

fish must be turned over to state paleontologists. "It's

the honor system," says Steve Rogers, a sergeant/pilot

with the Lincoln County sheriff's office in Kemmerer,

Id Of

ween
collecting a fossil for

the information it holds
about the past and
collecting it to sell."

came fi-om, and he said, 'From Kemmerer. from a state

quarry.' The only problem was, commercial collectors

aren't allowed to keep the stingrays; they're rare and

must be turned over to the state." Rogers bought the

fossil, and it now sits in the county's evidence vault,

waiting for the trial. "We have one of the neatest col-

lections you'U ever see of fish and dinosaur fossils in

our vault."

Collectibles from elsewhere in the world are also

available at the Tucson show. Although some countries

have strict laws regulating the collection and export of

fossils. United States customs officials aren't responsible
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for their enforcement. Popular at the Tucson show are

fossilized birds from a site discovered in China only

four years ago. Several Chinese dealers, who speak lit-

de English, handle most of the birds, which come on

sandstone slabs measuring about twelve by fifteen

inches, carefully encased in sUk-lined wooden boxes.

To judge by the dwindling stacks of boxes, the birds are

easy to sell, even though the prices are substantial:

$9,000 for a mediocre specimen, $18,000 for one that

is both well preserved and attractive. Most are pur-

chased by other dealers. Everyone at the show seems to

know that China has recently passed laws restricting

An extinct sea turtle the export of these rare fossils, but that is no deterrent.

for sale at the "These come, you know . . . under the table," smiles

Arizona Mineral and one Chinese woman, as she makes a downward mo-

Fossil Sliow, rigtit, rion with her hand.

was excavated by Last December, Henry Galiano dropped by the

me Black Hills Phillips auction to examine some of the specimens for

Institute of his cUents. One was the egg of a sauropod, a long-

Geological Researct], necked, plant-eating giant that lived 180 imllion years

Inc. Tt)e same firm ago. "The environmental movement has taught us that

was responsible for all this stuff is disappearing, so people think, 'Maybe I

discovering a should grab it before it's too late,' " he observed. "Mu-

Tyrannosaurus rex seums can't satisfy the public's demand now. Just look

skeleton, known as at this dinosaur egg. There's a power in it. It's real.

Sue, that became more real than any man-made thing. The egg is a di-

the subject of a hotly rect Unk to evolution, to Darwin and Jurassic Park. It's

contested custody like owning a piece of the cross."

battle. StiU, specimens that were not aesthetically pleas-

ing—no matter how rare—seldom found a buyer. Two

dinosaur embryos exposed in their rocky shells went

unsold at the Phillips auction—largely, the dealers

there thought, because they were not pretty. "You

really have to know what these are to appreciate them,"

said one collector. "They don't call to you the way the

litde bird or trilobites do."

Not everything sold at the auction went for the

sky-high estimates in the catalog. The Triceratops skuU,

pegged at between $85,000 and $110,000, headed off

the block to an unseen bidder for a mere $65,000,

while a much-vaunted "slice of the planet Mars"—

a

meteorite fragment derived from that planet and val-

ued at $18,000—brought an offer of only $11,000

(which the owner didn't accept).

But most of the less costly fossils, minerals, and

meteorites did sell. "I got the moonstones I wanted,"

said one collector, who had traveled all the way from

Florida for the event. "I bought the fossilized masto-

don tooth my grandson wanted," said another. "He

told his grandmother that's what he wanted for

Christinas. And he's going to get it. It has the feel of

adventures, after all." D

"People see
something—like the
baby ichthyosaur over
there—and they
gasp; and the next
thing they know,
they've bought it."



A hotel room, far left,

serves as a

salesroom at ttie

Arizona show. Left:

Rhino skulls are

loaded up by a New

York dealer
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Flying Fishes
While some Chinese fishermen

deploy electrified nets, others

still depend on the old-fashioned

cormorant.

Story by Eriing Hoh

Photographs by Jim Leachman

Yang Shmiin s cormorants are Big Guy, Little Guy, Big Pearl, Little Pearl, and
Boss Wu. They fish for him in fresh waters near the towa ofWucheng. in the

southeastern Chinese proxTnce ofJiangxi. Before releasing his cormorants to dive

tor pre\', Shuyun ties a grass straw snugly around each birds neck. If a fish gets

svv^owed before Shm-un manages to grab it/the grass straw keeps-it from-passing

all the way dowTi the birds throat. By stroking it? neck uptvarti, Shmoui cancoix
the bird to gi\e up its catch. When the birds are not fashing, they sit 06^3:^0 a

bamboo perch outside Shwim'sbrick house, sleepiiigwith dieirliads tucked
back beTO'een theirwmgs, preening theinselves widiJiheir beaks, seratcMRg Eeir
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Fishermen, with their

cormorants, prepare for

worl( near the Chinese

town of Wucheng, where

the Gan and Xui Rivers

merge and empty into

Poyang tote.
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necks with their webbed feet, snapping at their neigh-

bors, cawing, defecating. Occasionally one bird wiU

mount another.

Shuyun, age forty-six, lives with his wife, daughter,

two sons, a daughter-in-law, and grandson. He learned

cormorant fishing from his stepfather, Zhou Dahai,

whose family had practiced the trade for many genera-

tions. His own father, who died when Shuyun was only

two, had been a net fisherman. Shuyun grew up, illiter-

ate, on a boat that made the rounds of fir-flung fishing

waters; he bought a house in Wucheng so that his chil-

dren would be able to go to

school. He and his cor-

morants raised the money.

The city occupies a low

hiU where the Gan and Xiu

Rivers merge before empty-

ing into Poyang Lake, one of

the nation's largest freshwa-

ter lakes. Wucheng was once

an important trading hub m
the Yangtze Basin. Bustling

with shops and a population

of 70,000, it was nicknamed

Little Shanghai. But early

this century, railroad con-

struction robbed Wucheng

of its importance, and in

1939 it was nearly razed by Japanese bombing. Only

about 4,000 people live there now, mostly employed in

agriculture or fishing.

There are three types of fishermen. The wealthiest

group, consisting of about seventy families, uses nets.

They live on large, concrete-huUed boats and catch fish

with net fences and elaborate net traps. Some twenty

other families rely on hooks. Hook fishermen do not

bait their hooks but place poles strung with hundreds of

hooks at strategic spots; the fish get entangled by the

sharp barbs. The least prosperous, ifoutwardly most ex-

otic, group consists of twenty-two families of cor-

morant fishermen. Most of these families have one

large boat with an engine, which they use for towing

their rowboats to fishing places. Some families have just

one smaller, motorized boat, and they turn the engine

off when it is time to fish. Altogether, the cormorant

fishermen employ some 125 birds.

By all appearances, Shuyun is one of the most in-

dustrious of Wucheng's cormorant fishermen. He
fishes day or night, year-round, the weather dictating

the rhythm of his work. Rain interferes because it

muddies the water, maicing it difficult for the cor-

morants to spot the fish. Hard wind is another reason

Shuyun (right) and

another cormorant

fisherman wieid their

oars. A motorized boat is

used to reach the fishing

grounds, but motors are

not used while fishing.

to call it a day. If the weather does not permit fishing,

Shuyun goes to the market and buys fry for his cor-

morants. He feeds them in the afternoon, about one

pound offish each, followed by a liberal dose of water.

The fish are swallowed whole; the bones and other in-

digestible parts are regurgitated with a yellowish slime

the following morning.

One morning I watched Shuyun and two other

fishermen maneuver their boats along a small rivulet off

the Gan River. Standing and facing forward, the fisher-

men rowed rapidly along the narrow waterway, hauling

in the birds that had made a

In the tenth

century, some
fishermen

called the bird

"the small

official," while

others referred to

It as "black-

headed net."

catch and prodding on the stragglers. In Wucheng, the

cormorants' wings are often clipped to keep them from

flying too far away. Each bird has a three-foot-long

string tied around one leg, with a knot on the loose

end. The fisherman retrieves a bird with a long, thin

bamboo pole tipped with a block ofwood. He uses the

block to catch onto the knotted string and pulls the bird

toward the boat, letting it sit up on the pole. Since the

cormorant swallows fish head first, it takes some jug-

gling before the bird can get the fish into the right po-

sition, and usually the fishermen can snatch the fish

while it is still in the cormorant's beak.

The rivulet, it turned out, was a bad bet—the fish-

ermen caught only a few pounds of niaii, a common

catfish. When the ditch came to an end, we met a

herdsman who told us about another stream nearby

where, he said, there were plenty of fish. One of the

fishermen was sent oft to see it the water was deei

enough to move the boats there, but he returned afti

a while with the news that it was not possible.

This kind of daily labor is intensive and exhaustinj

which is why the fishermen in Wucheng usually retire

in their late forties or early fifties. Neither of Shuyun's

two sons plans to carry on the trade. His older, married
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son, Guoyong, works as a cook. Twenty-year-oki Jian,

wlio graduated from Wucheng's junior high school

four years ago, did a stint as a wekler's apprentice and

then joined his father as a cormorant fisherman tor a

couple of years. But he quickly began looking tor op-

portunities farther afield. Currently he trades fish be-

tween Wucheng and Yongxiu, a larger town nearby.

"Wucheng is a good place to grow up and grow old

m," he says. "In between, I think one has to go some-

\\ here else."

The fishing is tied to seasonal changes in the

ecosystem of Poyang Lake, which, situated on a flood-

plain, swells to as large as 1,800 square miles in summer

and shrinks to about 200 square miles in winter, when

the weriands host some 2,000 Siberian cranes and

other rare migratory birds. In the early spring, Shuyun

i>ften fishes for catfish in the small, shallow rivulets that

crisscross the grasslands. During the summer, when the

water level rises some forty

tcet, much of the fishing is

tarried out in the vast tracts

of inundated grasslands and

reeds, where the valuable

\ellow eel can be found. In

the fall, as the water level be-

sj;ins to drop, the fishermen

move to deeper water up-

stream, along the banks of

the Gan and Xiu Rivers. In

general, the fishing is more

profitable during the sum-

mer, but the really big fish

can be caught in the winter,

when the cold renders them

less mobile.

Shuyun recalls that when he was a

boy fishing with his stepfather, they

caught a large gan (Elopichthys bam-

busa, a type of large-mouth, small-

scaled, predaceous carp). At least

thirty cormorants ganged up on the

I fish, lifting it, pulling it as it swam, at-

tacking its gills, eyes, fins, and vent.

"It was like ants lifting a bone," he

says. "We had to row after it for a mik'

before we could bring it in." Shuyun"-.

stepfather, now sixty-nine years old,

still remembers the exact weights ot the three biggest

fish he ever caught, all gaii—52, 51.5, and 50.5

pounds. He also says that in his youth, the cormorant

fishermen had 400 to 500 birds, and a day's catch of

300 pounds per boat was not unusual.

A cord attached to one

of ttie cormorant's legs,

below, assists In

retrieving the bird from

the water Bottom: A

straw tied around the

bird's neck l<eeps it from

swallowing any

substantial prey, such as

this catfish.

Because of overtlshing, the stock in Poyang Lake

and its adjoining rivers has dechned. both in the size of

the fish and in their quantity. Although illegal, the use

of dynamite and, especially, of electrified nets has be-

come widespread in recent years. Punishment is theo-

retically severe, but corruption and lax enforcement by

the authorities allow both practices to continue. On a

good summer day, Shuyun can catch a hundred

pounds offish. On a bad day, only ten or twenty.

Cormorant fishing has been practiced in both

Japan and China for a very long time. Sinologist

Berthold Laufer, in his 1931 study The Dciiicsllcciticn of

tlic Coniwmiit in China and Japan, traced the earliest

known record to the Sni Shu (the annals of the Sui Dy-

nasty in China, a.d. 581-618): "In Japan they suspend

small rings fironi the necks of cormorants, and have

them dive into the water to catch fish. In one day, they

can catch over a hundred." Laufer found the first

record of cormorant fishing

practiced in China in Qing yi

In (An Examination of

Strange Accounts), by Tao

Gu (A.D. 902-970). Tao Gu

reported that some fisher-

men called the bird "the

small official," and others re-

ferred to it as "black-headed

net." Whether cormorant

fishing originated in Japan

and then spread to southern

China, or the other way

around—or even arose in

both regions indepen-

dently—remains a matter for

debate. The first Western

traveler to record the custom was the

Italian friar Odoric of Pordenone,

who spent three years in China in the

fourteenth century.

The place best known for cor-

morant fishing in China is the pic-

turesque Li River in Guangxi Zhuang

Autonomous Region. Many of the

fishermen there have become part of

the tourist industry (Shuyun says the

traveling cormorant traders sell the Li

River fishermen their most useless

birds). Tourism also plays a great role in cormorant

fishing in Japan, where it is practiced on Honshii (the

main island) on the Nagara, Kiso, and Ibi Rivers. The

Japanese fish exclusively for the ayu—a relative of

smelt, whitefish, and trout—during a season that lasts
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from May to December. While the great cormorant,

Pbalacrocomx carbo, is the species m.ost commonly used

in China, Japanese fishermen use Temminck's cor-

morant, P. capillatiis. In Japan, cormorants are caught in

the wild on the cliffs ot

Honshii Island's southern

shore, when the birds are on

their annual southward mi-

gration at winter solstice.

Enticed by a decoy, a bird is

snared \\'ith a birdlime-co\'-

ered stick that bonds in-

stantly to the leg. Its eyeHds

are stitched closed and are

not opened until it arrives at

its destination.

In China, however, the

cormorants used for fishing

are customarily bred and

raised in captivity. After mat-

ing in the spring, a captive fe-

male produces eight to ten eggs, laying

one ever}' other day. The Ught green

eggs, which are the size of duck eggs.

are given to hens to brood and require

four weeks of incubation. The hatch-

lings, which are removed immediately

from the hen, do not open their eyes

for seven days and cannot stand on

their own legs for two months. For the

first k\\ days they are given no food,

and then they are fed with eel's blood,

morsels of bean curd, or bits of raw

fish. The baby birds are very sensitive to cold and are

therefore kept in baskets lined with cotton. A hot-water

botde is often added for extra comfort. After about one

month, feathers begin to cover the sparse down on the

hatchlings' skin.

The fishermen in Wucheng, however, no longer

breed their own cormorants. For breeding to be success-

fiil, a cormorant pair needs fort^' days ofpeace and quiet,

and it would be uneconomical to keep the birds away

from fishing for that long. Also, captive cormorants that

have been allowed to breed often lose their enthusiasm

for fishing. Except for a bird called Flower-Feather,

which he bred himself, all of Shu^Tin's cormorants in re-

cent years were purchased or obtained by barter, either

locally or fi-om breeders in other provinces.

Shuyun usually buys and begins training cor-

morants that are about sLx months old. First, he checks

a bird for bUndness by moving his hand in front of its

eyes. The condition of the bird's feet is also important.

because it determines swimming and diving speed.

Cormorant fishermen also like a bird's beak, head,

neck, body, and legs to be in proportion, whether

"long," "medium," or "short." One evening I watched

as, over an ample supply of

Despite their

apparent

cleverness, the

birds may fail to

notice the

difference

between a fish

and a plastic

shampoo bottle.
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Pan Dongying, Shuyun'

s

wife, top, sells the catch

at the market in

Wucheng. Above:

Shuyun's daughter, Xiao

Xia (right) sings with a

friend.

spirits and cigarettes, Shuyun bar-

gained with another fisherman for two

\'oung cormorants. The day after, hav-

ing paid S30 apiece for them, he took

them over to his stepfather for an

iipinion. Dahai muttered something

.ibout their being "no good." At the

time, the comment seemed mostly a

matter of convention, but Dahai

proved to be right, and both birds

were later sold.

When training commences, the

string that is used tor retrie\ang the young bird is tied

around both legs rather than just one, to prevent injury.

The cormorant can begin to fish seriously when it is

one year old; it reaches marurit\' at two. In Wucheng,

the cormorants are especially trained to catch \-aluable

prey, such as yello\\- eel and Japanese eel, by ha\'ing

their rewards withheld until they have succeeded.

Shu^oin feeds his cormorants small bits of food

—

fry and chopped-up morsels offish—at random times

while they are on the job. without loosening the grass

straw around their necks. He also rewards them with

food for especially good catches. In the 1970s, on the

Li River, Pamela Egremont obser^-ed fishermen who

allowed the birds to eat every eighth fish they caught.

Writing in the Biological Journal oj the Liniieaii Society^

she reported that, once their quota of seven fish vfM

filled, the birds "stubbornly refiise to move again until

their neck ring is loosened. They ignore an order to

dive and even resist a rough push or a knock, sitting
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glum and motionJess on their perches." Meanwhile,

other birds that had not filled their quotas continued to

catch fish as usual. "One is forced to conclude that

these highly intelligent birds can count up to seven,"

she wrote.

While fishermen in Wucheng tie a grass straw

around the bird's neck, others (according to several ac-

counts) have used cormorants that did not require this

precaution. Sir George Staunton, who took part in a

late-eighteenth-century embassy from the king of Eng-

land to China, wrote that "the birds appeared to be so

\\'ell trained that it did not require either ring or cord

about their throats to prevent them from swallowing any

portion of their prey." Other observers have recorded

cormorants that would dive on their masters' signal,

such as whistling, shouting, or rhythmic stamping, and

then return to the boat with their catch. Despite the

cormorants' apparent cleverness, however, anyone who
watches the birds in action wiU see that

they sometimes fail to notice the dif-

ference between a fish and a plastic

shampoo botde and will try to swallow

both with equal enthusiasm.

In recent years, the fishermen of

Wucheng have trained their cor-

morants to go after Chinese softsheU

turtles, a newly fashionable dish for

diners in affluent Hong Kong and

Guangdong Province. With carapaces

up to ten inches across, the turtles hi-

bernate in the mud on the

bottom of rivers and emerge

in March and April. In 1996,

the price the fishermen

could command skyrocketed

from a few cents to sixty dol-

lars a pound for a live female

and twenty-five dollars a

pound for a Hve male. Many
of the turdes were sold to be

bred in captivity. The price

has since fallen but is stOl a

good ten to twenty dollars a

Dound. The cormorant ex-

:els at catching these turtles,

ilthough they are not the

bird's natural prey.

A cormorant named Shorty was Shuyun's prize

ratcher of softshell turdes; he could even dig them out

.if the mud. Shorty's tail had been chewed up by flies,

"educing his ability to maneuver in the water, and he

;pent as much time riding on the boat as he did fishing.

Cormorants on the

picturesque Li River,

below, serve the tourist

industry as much as the

fishermen. Bottom:

Shuyun's son Man has

tried his hand at

cormorant fishing, but

now is iooldng for wider

opportunities.

His age and his knack for finding turdes allowed him

this privilege. According to Jian and Shuyun, Shorty lo-

cated the turdes through his sense of smell, but he often

left the catching to other cormorants. Shuyun was

forced to sell Shorty and two other birds he owned after

a major deal to sell shipments of yellow eel went awry.

Shuyun has had other misfortunes in the past two

years. Two of his birds died of what fishermen call

the plague, an ailment in which the cormorant loses

its appetite, does not sit on its perch, becomes apa-

thetic, and does not fish. And while Shuyun was fish-

ing along the banks of the Gan River, another of his

birds gashed its leg on a shard of glass. The cor-

morants had been picking up plastic and glass bottles

and pieces of glass all day, and the fishing had been

dismal. Cursing his birds and his bad luck, Shuyun

neglected to bandage the wound, and the bird bled to

death. Afterward, regretting his rash temper, Shuyun

dug a grave and buried the bird.

The cormorants are most prone to

disease during the summer, when

temperatures in the region exceed

1 00° F. Hyperthermia is treated by let-

ting blood from the bird's legs, often

with success—or at least without

harm. But with the plague, if a bird

tails iU, the fishermen have little practi-

cal recourse. One of the senior fisher-

men may go to a local temple, burn

incense, and ask for divine interven-

tion. He then returns to the

sick bird and gives it a cup of

river water while reading in-

cantations. As Jian told me,

99 percent of the time, the

procedure is unsuccessful

and the bird dies within a

day or two.

When the birds are too old

to be productive, they are

xtiU allo\^'ed to come along

on the boat trips and fish for

themselves. Shuyun says that

cormorants can hve to age

r^vent\'-five. When they die,

they are unceremoniously

buried or disposed of, at least

in Wucheng. Cormorant fishermen along the Li River

told me that, when the time for one of their cor-

morants has come, the bird is sen'ed a pound of meat

and a pound offish, then euthanatized with a quart of

60-proof spirits and buried in a litde wooden box. D
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This Land/Colorado

Twin Peaks H
By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The snowcapped peaks of the Sangre de Cristo

Mountains rise fort)' miles west of the southern

Colorado town of Trinidad. Much of the

intervening terrain ranges froni flat to rolling, with

few mount.ims. But two peaks, with elevations of

13,626 and 1 2,683 feet, stand out about 6,000 feet

above the surrounding plateau. Known as the

Spanish Peaks, they have sei-ved as landmarks to

Native Americans, Spanish explorers, European

settlers, and today's inhabitants and travelers in the

^i.

A wall qf volcanic rock—
afommiion kiiowit as a

dike—rises at West

Spaiiisli Peak.
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area. Lending them distinction are a great number of dikes

—

feestanding wuUs of volcanic rock—ranging from one to one

hundred feet thick and about one hundred feet tall, which

radiate from the peaks Hke the spokes of a wheel. A dike is

formed when molten rock is injected into a fissure and then

hardens. If the enveloping rock, because of its composition,

erodes more quickly, the dike is left standing alone. Because of

these volcanic features, the Spanish Peaks have been designated a

National Natural Landmark. One plant that gro-«-5 only on these

dikes is Aletes lithophila, a member ofthe carrot and parsley

family. Its tiny yellow flowers appear in umbrellalike clusters, and

its leaves smell like celer\" when crushed.

The peaks may be \'isited by setting out from Trinidad on

State Route 12, which meanders west and then north for some

70 miles. On its westward leg, the road parallels the Purgatoire

Ri\"er, famous for its trout. Soon it passes the nearh' abandoned

coal mining town of Cokedale, which had its heyday in the

1920s. It then begins its ascent into the mountains. About thiny

rcules due west ofTrinidad, the road comes to a sandstone

formation, 260 feet thick and more than 150 feet tall, known as

the Stonew^; a small town of the same name is nesded at its base.

Ten miles short ofthe heart ofthe Sangre de Cristo range.

Route 12 turns northward, passing through a montane forest of

pine, spruce, and aspen. After a dozen miles, the road enters the

San Isabel National Forest, climbing through Cucharas Pass,

elevation 9,941 feet. Here the forest suddenly opens up into a

meadow; a good place to stop and hike around. T\-pical ofwet

meadows in the southern Colorado Rockies, it has moist,

spring\" soil and m\Tiad wUdflowers, most ofwhich bloom

during the summer and early autumn months.

T^'Tiile Route 12 continues north from Cucharas Pass for

about fifteen miles to a junction with U.S. Highway 160, the

Spanish Peaks are reached by turning off east on Forest Road 46.

In five miles this twisting gravel and, sometimes, dirt road

ascends another 1,300 feet to reach 11,248-foot Cordova Pass. At

this higher elevation, the montane forest is replaced by a

subalpine zone. Here almost all ofthe trees are conifers, and the

understor\r of flow-ering plants is not as varied and dense. From

the rustic campground at Cordova Pass, \Tsitors can venture out

for a look at the forest vegetation.

From the pass, a good trail winds up West Spanish Peak, the

nearer ofthe tw-o. The trail climbs through subalpine forest, past

the treeline at 12,000 feet, and into an arctic-alpine zone of

alpine meadows with hchen-covered rocks and tundra

j farIE
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ESElr

Esaiii
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Tlie Spanish Pe^-h J as local landmarks.

ESEME^hosta
profrision ofyeUow flowers,

including the leafj' arnica,

hair\' groundsel, golden

banner, \^Ilow- ratde, owls

clover, large-leaved avens, and

at least tw^ kinds of evening

primrose. One particularly

distinctn^ species is a t\-pe of

PotentiUa called silverw=«ed

—

the irnderside of its leaves are | ^^^

covered in silver-colored hairs.

Purple flow^ers in the

meadow^ include the leafi'

Jacobs ladder (ofthe phlox

family), purple avens, a small-

flowered gentian, and

elephant's-head—^w-hose

flowers come complete with a

miniature "trunk." Meadow

rue and northern bedstraw-

have clusters of small, white

flowers, while w-hite checker

mallow- has much larger but

few-er flowers.

Com Hly, or false

hellebore, which usually gro'

along rivulets in the meadow.



\egetation. The severe conditions on the summit prevent the

growth of most woody plants, but several wildflowers grow in

protected rock crevices. Most rewarding to encounter is old-

man-of-the-mountains, a dwarf plant with large, daisylike heads.

The species is confined to the southern mountains of Colorado.

The hike up West Spanish Peak requires an extra day's time,

but on a one-day drive, visitors can simply continue along Forest

Koad 46, which eventually reaches Interstate Highway 25,

twenty-one miles north of Trinidad. The road passes through

Apishapa Arch, an opening in one of the volcanic dikes, carved

by members of the Civilian Conservation Corps in 1940.

Robot H. Mchkiibwck, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

For visitor information write:

Forest Super\asor

Pike-San Isabel National Forests

1920 Valley Drive

Pueblo, Colorado 81008

(719) 545-8737

gets its name from its large,

strongly veined leaves that

resemble green corn husks.

Although its greenish white

tflowers are small, their great

[numbers give the plant a

spectacidar appearance when

in bloom. Also growing in and

along the rivulets are blue iris,

white bistort (a type of

smartweed), hemlock parsley,

a couple of species of

buttercups, and monument

plant. The flowers of a

monument plant each have

four, purple-speckled petals

with a line of stiff hairs down

the middle. The hairs guide

the polUnatmg insect to the

base of the petal, where there

is a purpUsh nectar)' covered

by a flap of tissue.

Montane forest consists

principally of lodgepole pine,

Douglas fir, ponderosa pine,

Engehnann spruce, and

quaking aspen. Wildflowers

that may be visible from the

road include Rocky Mountain

bluebells, monkshood, golden

smoke. New Mexican

groundsel, white lousewort,

Easter daisy, and the lovely

mariposa lUy, whose flowers

have three large white petals.

Blue- and white-flowered

asters line the road throughout

autumn and until the end ot

the growing season. Other

Colorado columbine with Indian

paintbrush

species can be encountered by

penetrating deeper into the

forest. The dense undergrowth

beneath the evergreen trees

holds shrubby mountain

blueberry, false Solomon's seal,

pink-headed wild clover, and

pearly everlasting.

SubalDine forest trees

—

Engelmann spruce, subalpine

fir, and limber pine—are

accompanied by such shrubs as

the red-fruited and prickly

mountain gooseberry and

buffaloberrs', whose leaves are

covered with rustV' scales.

Wildflowers include a wild

larkspur, a wild geranium, a

bottle gentian (whose purple

petals do not spread open but

form a bottle-shaped flower),

and a deep purple thistle that

is seldom found outside the

Spanish Peaks area.

Arctic amine wildflowers

gro\\ing only in the southern

mountains of Colorado are

old-man-of-the-mountains

(Rydbergia brandegei) and a red-

flowered Indian paintbrush

(Castilleja haydenii). More

widespread species include a

couple of white-headed daisy

fleabanes, a blue bellflower,

purple-fringed phaceha,

golden saxifrage, moss pink,

and alpine species of spring

beaut)', primrose, avens. and

cinquefoU.
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Celestial Events

Out-of-This-World Series
By Joe Rao

The Great Square of Pegasus, high in the south on October

evenings, is a conspicuous landmark in the autumn sky. The

constellation is also an excellent example of the extremes to

- "

/ Scheat

.

Pegasus.
/ ,t i

Pisces .
.. :-

Aquarius

Piscis Austrinus

South-Southeast about 9:00 p n

which ancient astronomers went to fmd images of gods and

monsters in random star patterns. For a modern stargazer,

visualizing an upside-down half of a flying horse is a big stretch.

We can, however, project our own interests onto the same

Great Square. What could be more timely for this World Series

month than a celestial baseball field? The star Scheat can

represent home plate; Alpheratz, first base; Algenib, second; and

Markab, third. The pitcher can be represented either by fifth-

magnitude Upsilon Pegasi (u) or by Tau Pegasi (x), which are

both near the center of the square. Eta (Tj) can be the catcher.

An imaginative stargazer can visualize various plays, drafting

stars from nearby Aries, Pisces, Aquarius, and Piscis Austrinus as

outfielders. In the last constellation, for instance, the first-

magnitude star Fomalhaut can be seen as a left-fielder chasing a

long ball and running up against the foul pole (the western edge

of the Great Square points almost exactly to that star). To

complete the scene, Mu ((J.) and Lambda (k—-just southwest of

Scheat) can be the manager and umpire.

The star Alpheratz is actually "borrowed" from Andromeda.

Until the constellation boundaries were officially delineated in

1930, astronomers spoke of this star as being common to both

patterns. Today, every star belongs to only one constellation.

Team Pegasus: the stars of the Great Square outlifie a celestial ball field. Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Musewn-Hayden Planetarium.

The Sky in October

which was at

superior conjunction (beyond

the Sun as seen fi-om Earth)

last month, is not visible to

observers in most of the U.S.

arrives at superior

conjunction on October 30

and is not visible.

llSI£9 in Leo, rises near 3:30

A.M., EDT, and is high in the

east as morning twilight

begins. The planet makes a

close approach to the star

RegL'ius, less than one degree

to the north, on the morning

of October 7. Mars's yeilow-

orange color contrasts sharply

with Regulus's brighter, blue-

white hght. A waning crescent

Moon is near Mars on the

morning of October 16.

ISIISfl in Aquarius, is

prominent in the southeast at

dusk and outshines every

other point of light by at least

one and a half magnitudes. It

sets in the west between 3:30

A.M. and 5:30 A.M., EDT. A
waxing gibbous Moon is near

Jupiter on the morning of

October 4 and on Halloween

niaiht.

^JSSIiil^ rivahng the star

y\rcturus at -0.2 magnitude, is

at Its brightest since 1989. In

addition, Saturn's distance

from Earth is "only" 771

million miles, and its rings are

tilted about 16° to our line of

sight. These are very favorable

conditions for viewing the

golden-hued planet. The

Moon—brilliant and just past

full—is near Saturn on the

evening of October 6. The

planet reaches an excellent

opposition on October 23,

rising at sunset and settina; at

full for the first

time since the autumnal

equinox. This "harvest

Moon" occurs on October 5

at 4:11 P.M., EDT; last quarter

comes on the 12th at 7:10

A.M., EDT; new Moon is on

the 20th at 6:09 A.M., EDT:

and first quarter is on the 28th

at 6:46 A.M., EST.

HSBSiashedbythe
Giacobini-Zinner comet may

be visible in the northwest skyj

soon after sunset on October

8. Called the Giacobinids,

they were seen by the

thousands in 1933 and 1946

and by the hundreds in 1985.

The comet is due to return to,

the Sun's vicinity later next

month, but the odds are

against your seeing more than!

a few "falling stars" per hour.

Move clocks back one hour

on October 25, from daylight!

saving time to standard time.
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the contingent and nondeterministic path-

ways of histoirx'; and second, the personal

hubris that leads us to think we are acting

in a purely and abstracdy rational manner

when our views are really motivated by un-

recognized social and personal prejudices.

Calliniais contains an outstanding ex-

ample of each error, and I rest my case tor

moral restraint here. Haldane does con-

sider the argument that further develop-

ment of chemical and biological weapons

admittedly precarious atomic world

—

thanks to moral and political restraint.

But the even greater danger of arrogant

and "rational" predictions unwittingly

based on unrecognized prejudice led Hal-

dane to the silliest statement he ever

made—one that might be deemed so-

cially vicious if our laughter did not in-

duce a more generous mood. Haldane

tties to forecast the revised stv'le of war-

fare that mustard gas must impose upon

"Here men were pitted against individual enemies with

similar weapons. . . . This was war as the great poets have

sung it. I am luck)^ to have experienced it."

—J. B. S. Haldam

might prompt an investigation into even

more powerflil technologies of destruc-

tion—in particular, to unleashing the

forces of the atom. But he dismisses this

argument on scientific grounds of impos-

sible achievement:

Of course, if we could utilize theforces

which we now know to exist inside the

atom, we should have such capacitiesfor

destruction that I do not know ofany

agency other than divine intervention which

would save humanityjrom complete and

peremptory annihilation. . . . [But] we

cannot utilize subatomic phenomena. . . .

]Ve cannot make apparatus small enough to

disintegrate orfuse atomic nuclei. . . . We

can only bombard them with particles of

which perhaps one in a million hit, which

is like firing keys at a safe-door from a

machine gun a mile away in an attempt to

open it. . . . We knoiv very little about the

structure of the atom and almost nothing

about how to modify it. And the prospect

ofconstructing such an apparatus seems to

me to be so remote that, when some

suaessor ofmine is lecturing to a party

spending a holiday on the moon, it will

still be an unsolved (though not, I think,

an ultimately unsolvable) problem.

To which, we need only reply: Hi-

roshima, 1945; Mr. Armstrong on the

Moon, 1969. And we are still here, in an

I
fiiture conflicts. He claims that some'

people have a natural immunity, differ-

ently distributed among our racial groups.

He holds that 20 percent of whites, but

80 percent ofblacks, are unaffected by the

gas. Haldane then constructs a truly dotty

scenario tor tuture gas warfare: vanguards

of black troops wiU lead the attack; Ger-

man forces, with less access to this aspect

of human diversity, might be at a disad-

vantage, but their superior chemical

knowledge should see them through, and

balances should therefore be maintained:

It seems, then, that mustard gas wotdd

enable an army to gain ground with Jar less
\

killed on either side than the methods used

in the late War, and would tend to

establish a war cf movement leading to a

fairly rapid decision, as in the campaigns of

the past. It would not upset the present

balance ofpower, Germany's chemical ',

industry being counterposed by French

negro troops. Indians [that is, East Indians

available to British forces] may be expected
j

to be nearly as immune as negroes.
\

But now Haldane sees a hole in his ar-

gument. He steps back, breathes deeply

and finds a solution. Thank God for tha

20 percent immunity among whites!

Tlie American Army authorities made a

systematic examination of the susceptibility
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oflart^e numbers of recruits. Theyfound

that there was a very resistant class,

comprising 20% of the white men tried,

but no less than 80% of the negroes. This

is intelligible, as the symptoms of mustard

gas blistering and sunburn are very similar,

and negroes are pretty well immune to

sunbtmi. It looks, therefore, as if, after a

slight preliminary test, it should he possible

to obtain colored troops who would all be

resistant to mustard gas blistering in

concentrations harmful to most white men.

Enough resistant whites are available to

officer them.

I find it simply astonishing that this brO-

liant man, who preached the equality of

unacknowledged bias of this statement

—

that poor folks rarely rank high in fixed

genetic intelligence and that neither

women nor rich folks could ever be ex-

pected to drive a car?)

The logic of this argument must lead

to a truly modest proposal. Wouldn't we

all love to fix the world in one fell swoop

of proactive genius? We must, of course,

never stop dreaming and trying. But we

must also temper our projects with a

modesty born of understanding that we

cannot predict the future and that the

best-laid plans of mice and men often

founder into an even deeper pit dug by

unanticipated consequences. In this con-

text, we should honor what might be

A major European auto manufacturer confidently predicted

that neither women nor rich folks would ever drive cars.

humankind in numerous writings spanning

more than fifty years, could be so caught in

conventional racial prejudices and so wed-

ded to the consequential and standard mili-

tary practices of European and American

armies that he couldn't expand his horizons

far enough even to imagine the possibihty

of competent black officers and therefore

had to sigh in relief at the avaHabUity of a

few good men among the rarely resistant

whites. If Haldane couldn't anticipate even

this minor development in human relation-

ships and potentialities, why should we

trust his judgments about the far more

problematical nature of future wars?

(This incident should carry the same

message for current discussions about un-

derrepresentation of minorities as man-

agers of baseball teams or as quarterbacks

in football. I also recall a famous and sim-

ilar episocle ot ridiculously poor predic-

tion in the history of biological determin-

ism—the estimate by a major European

car manufacturer, early in the century,

that his business would be profitable but

rather limited. European markets, he

confidently predicted, would never de-

mand more than a million automobiles

—

for only so many men in the lower classes

had sufficient intellectual ability to work

as chauffeurs! Don't you love the triply

called the "negative morality" of restraint

and consideration, a principle that wise

people have always understood (as em-

bodied in the golden rule) and dreamers

have generally rejected, sometimes for

human good but more often for the evil

that arises when demagogues and zealots

try to impose their "true belief" upon all

humanity, whatever the consequences.

The Hippocratic oath, often misunder-

stood as a great document about general

moral principles in medicine, should be

read as a manifesto for protecting the se

cret knowledge of a guild and tor passing]

sldHs only to designated initiates. But thej

oath also includes a preeminent state-

ment, later recast as a Latin motto for

physicians, ranking (in my judgment)j

with the Socratic dictum "Know Thy-i'

self" as one of the two greatest tidbits of

advice from antiquity. I can imagine no

nobler rule of morality than this single

phrase, which every human being shoulc

engrave into heart and mind: prinmm not

nocere—above all, do no harm.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geolog]i

and the history of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorar]

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu,

seum of Natural History.
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sia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey, South

'Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group holi-

days to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. Advenhires Abroad 1(800)665-

, 3998.

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1(800)926-

1140 www.calnative.com.

G.ALAPAGOS! Join a small group on a week-long

\'ovage to the islands. Excellent boats with options to

the Amazon, Andes, and Machu Picchu. Call Voy-

agers at 1(800)633-0299. wvifw.voyagers.com.

Edaeatioaal Adlweatare Vaeatisns
Weefi-ieng 3stand .t?ectiiie and Jnt&utdute !fie£d Utip

^*rf-.^ Se^aiom led &^ Cxpetiemed ScientiiU

' /tIEOk ) mm&TiGHTmn& 808-337-9269
'— _^^ tcok{5>aloha.nct www.teok.com

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led natural history and photo tours of the

; Galapagos Islands. Monthly deparhires/ 16 passenger

j

yachts. Galapagos Travel, 783 Rio Del Mar Boulevard,

(Suite 47, Aptos, CA 95003. (800)969-9014.

'ZO WEST AFRICA! Join one of our fully guided cul-

1 :ural immersion tours to West Africa. Small groups,

v'illage stays, beautiful beaches, art, history, music and

dance of this fascinating region. Tours start at $1650,

ncluding airfare from JFK. West African Journey

1(888)500-5732 www.westafricanjoumey.com.

Rumble in the Jungle
Elephant treks & 75 other trips.

Call for Iree travel catalog

Thailand Indonesia Laos Ca

WSSBi
Nobody gels yoii into SC Asia lilte Asia Troaspocific Jooraeys.

800-642-2742 • Est. 1987 • www.SoutlieastAsiii.iom

NDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
2ambodia, Burma, Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

norland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable rates.

-roe color catalogs. Himilayan travel, 112 Prospect St.,

. 5tanitord, CT U6901. 1-800-225-2380, 24 hours.

Galapagos
East Africa
Costa Rica

Experts in natural history travel

w^MF^^Msrt^ www.voyagers.com

,ANGUAGE, SPORTS, ARTS LEARNING VACA-
nciNS don't vegetate.. .edu-Vacate! Explore great

iliices, French, Spanish, watersports, skiing, bicyclmg,

iliotography, painting, Italian & French cooking you
lanie it! Combine language/cultural study with

ports or arts. Tuscany, Corsica, Bordeaux, Provence,

Mps, Cote d'Azur, Soutliern Spain, Barcelona, more.

'duVacations (202)857-8384.

SECLUDED NATURAL CARIBBEAN ADVENTURE
self-contained environment accessible only by sea

"like no other place" wvvw.outahere.com/petitbya-

haut.

SOUTH & CENTRALAMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean trekking.

Free color catalog. Himalayan Travel. 1-800-225-2380.

MOVIES/STILLS TRANSFER TO VIDEO editing, du-

plication and foreign conversion. Rafik, 814 Broad-

way NYC, 10003 (212)475-7884.

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS Worldwide Guide to Volim-

teering in Nature Conservation 100+ projects $16.00,

(800)525-9379 www.greenvol.com

WEATHERVANES

WEATHERVANES AND CUPOLAS 50% off sale.

America's largest selection. Antique and custom de-

signs. Free catalog 1(800)724-2548.

Rates and Style Information-

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $455 per inch. Advertisements must be prepaid. No
cash discounts. Ads are accepted at Nahiral History's

discretion. Send check or money order to: The Mar-

ket/Natural History Magazine, Central Park West at

79th St., New York, NY 1002, or call (212)769-5539 for

more information.

American Museum
of

Natural History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th

Street,

New York, NY 1 0024

(800) 462-8687 or (2 1 2)

769-5700

Fox (2 12) 7 69-S7 55

Coll for a complete

listing of our

1998/1 999 tours.

Please mention

ad cocJe # 1 2000898 and

see our ads

on pages 77 and 85 in

this issue.
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Send me a year of Natural History magazine for only $25,

a savings of $5 off the cover price. Other benefits include a

free one-time admission pass to the American Museum of

Natural History, a discount on a ticket to cur IMAX

theater, travel club enrollment and much more...

Name

Address.

City_ .State. -Zip-
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The frontier ofscience is a

messy place.

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

When reporting scientific discoveries, the

popular press hardly ever conveys the un-

certainties inherent in the data or in the

interpretation. This seemingly innocent

omission sends a subde, misgmded mes-

sage: If it's a scientific study the results are

exact and correct. These same nev^^s re-

ports often declare that scientists, ha\dng

previously thought one thing, are forced

bv new data to think something else; or

must return to the m\thic dra\\'ing board

in a stupor. The consequence? Ifyou get

all your science from press accounts, then

you might be led to beheve that scientists

arrogandy yet aimlessly, bounce back and

forth between one perceived truth and

another w.nthout ever contributing to a

base of objective knowledge.

But let's take a closer look.

New scientific ideas are wTong much

of the tune because the frontier of discov-

er\' is a messy place. But weU-trained re-

search scientists know this and are trained

to quantify their level of ignorance \^'ith

an estimate of the level of uncertainty for

any experiment or observation. (The fa-

mous "plus-or-minus" sign in reported

polling results is, perhaps, the most

widely recognized example of such esti-

mates.)

In person, scientists have been known

to completely ignore their uncertainties

Certain

because, for the most part, scientists are

people too. There are arrogant ones, lov-

able ones, loud ones, soft-spoken ones,

and boneheaded ones. In their published

research papers, how-ever, they are always

circumspect. A scientist t^^picaUy pub-

lishes a tentative result based on a shaks'

interpretation of poor data. Six months

later, different, equally bad data may be-

come available from somebody else's ex-

periment, and a different interpretation

emerges. This stage can drag on for years

or even decades. Eventually, excellent

data become available and a consensus

emerges.

During the long stage of uncertainty,

news stories impl^dng certitude get wTit-

ten am^way. Epidemiological studies of

environmental health risks or the effects

of food consumption on diseases and

longevity are especially susceptible to ex-

aggerated reporting. The financial and

emotional consequences ot such news

stories can be staggering.

Fortunately, most of the comings and

goings of astrophysicists have so litde im-

pact on how people conduct their daily

Uves that I can spend more time joking

about the problem than crying about it.

When a pubhshed scientific finding is

confirmed and reconfirmed and re-re-

confirmed, further confirmation be-

comes less interesting to scientists than

working on new problems. At that point,

the repeatedly confirmed nuggets of

knowledge are justifiably added, with Ut-

Ml
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tic or no uncertainty, into the basic text-

hooks of the day. Consistency and re-

pcatabihty are the hallmarks of a genuine

scientific finding, for if the laws of physics

and chemistry were unpredictably differ-

ent from lab to lab, then scientists could

all just pack up and go home.

Modern astronomy textbooks say that

the Sun occupies the central region of

our Solar System. You can bet that five

luindred years from now, textbooks will

^tlll be saying the same thing. Today's

rcxtbook, however, will speak only tenta-

ri\ely about the formation of galaxies in

:he early universe, or the nature of the

abiquitous dark matter, because major

jiKcrtainties remain m these areas. Sup-

pose one day someone discovers that dark

natter in the universe is actually made of

liocolate pudding. Despite all the prob-

ciiis this would create in theoretical as-

rophysics, no consensus would be over-

hrown, because no consensus exists.

C'onsider the origin of the Moon's

.raters. All modern textbooks describe

hem with certainty as being caused by

iigh-speed collisions with rocks and

)ther debris from interplanetary space.

3ut a century ago, they were described as

olcanic calderas. If the scientific com-

nunity changed its mind once before,

hen why should you believe us now? Be-

:ause last century, the volcanic caldera

lypothesis (although a leading idea) had

lot achieved consensus and was thus not

nesented as a certainty in responsible sci-

•ntific writings. A chapter in Tlic Heavens

Above, a popular handbook of astronomy

vritten in 1882 by two academics
(J.

A.

jiUet, a professor of physics at City Col-

ege of New York, and W. J. Rolfe, head-

naster of Cambridge High School, Mas-

achusetts) described the lunar surface as

oUows:

77i(' siiuiller sniiccr-sliiipec! foriiiatioiis on

the surface of the diooii are called craters.

They are of all sizes, from a mile to a

hniulrcd ami fifty miles in diameter; and

they are supposed to be of volcanic origin.

"he words "supposed to be" don't quan-

tify the uncertainty, but they are an excel-

lent literary substitute for a popular book.

And as late as 1923, Sir Richard Gregory,

a professor of astronomy at Queens Col-

lege, London, wrote in the popular book

Tlie Vauh of Heaven:

The origin of the lunar craters is stiH

obscure. Analogy suggests that the forces

which cause volcanic eruptions on the earth

have been at work on the moon ...

[although] some astronomers and geologists

favour the view that the craters were

produced by the bombardment of masses of

rock when the moon was in a plastic

condition.

More often than not, a scientist's printed

words convey an honest uncertainty that

later goes unnoticed when people reflect

on the history of scientific misconcep-

tions. What about that 1996 research

paper in the journal Science that claimed

to have found life in a Martian meteorite?

The nine coauthors wrote, among other

things, in their abstract:

The carbonate globules fin the Martian

meteorite] are similar in texture and size to

some terrestrial bacterially induced

carbonate precipitates. Although inorganic

formation is possible, formation of the

globides by biogenic processes could explain

many of the observed features ... and could

thus befossil remains ofpast martian biota.

From the oversized newspaper headlines,

you would never have guessed that the

original research paper contained such

unassertive language—although the au-

thors probably could have predicted the

media firenzy that followed.

At mid-nineteenth century, there was a

famous disagreement between the gentle

geologists and the cocky physicists over

the age of the Sun and Earth. The geolo-

gists needed billions of years to account

for Earth's surface features. The physicists,

led by the brilliant William Thomson

(who became Lord Kelvin) asserted an

age of at least 1 but no more than 1 00

million years, based on thermodynamic

calculations that invoke Earth's current

internal temperature and the rate at

which ordinary matter cools. A similar

calculation for the Sun yielded similar re-

sults, adding to Kelvin's confidence.

It turns out he was off by a factor of

fifty.

How embarrassing is this? Not bad at

all. Kelvin's actual statements (this one

taken firom his 1871 lecture "On Geolog-

ical Time") candidly alert the reader to

inherent uncertainties in his calculations:

Nou>, if the sun is not created a miraculous

body, to shine on and give out heat forever,

we nuist suppose it to be a body subfect to

the laws of matter (I do not say there may

not be laws which we have not discovered)

but, at all events, not violating any laws we

have discovered or believe we have

discoi'ered, we should deal witli the sun as

we should with any large mass of molten

iron, silicon or sodium.

With no concept of the heat generated by

radioactivity (for the Earth's interior) or

thermonuclear fusion (for the solar inte-

rior), Kelvin had no chance of getting the

right answer. But he humbly, and cor-

rectly, recognized that possibility.

Another historical question was

whether the force of graviry, discovered by

Isaac Newton in the seventeenth century,

appHed to regions far beyond the solar sys-

tem. As late as 1893, Charles Young, a

professor of astronomy at the College of

New Jersey (now Princeton University)

wrote in Lessons in Astrotiomy: "It is prob-

able (although not certain) that gravita-

tion operates between the stars, as indi-

cated by the motion of binaries." Once

again, the scientist conveyed what was

known, and he was candid about uncer-

tainties.

When this humble approach is aban-

doned, embarrassing claims can result.

The nineteenth-century astronomy pop-

ularizer Agnes M. Gierke, who wrote

brilliantly in her 1890 Systcni of the Stars

about all manner of astronomical discov-

eries, lapsed into h^^ierbolic denial on the

nature of the spiral nebulae:
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Tlie question whether nebulae are external

galaxies hardly any longer needs disaission.

It has been answered by the progress of

discovery. No competent thinker, with the

whole ofthe available evidence before him,

can now, it is safe to say, maintain any

single nebula to be a star system of

coordinate rank with the Milky Way. A
practical certainty has been attained that

the entire contents, stellar and nebular, of

the sphere belong to one mighty

aggregation, and stand in ordered mutual

relations within the limits ofone all-

embracing scheme—all-embracing, that is to

say, sofar as our capacities ofknowledge

extend. With the infinite possibilities

beyond, science has no concern.

This passage is simply irresponsible

—

the lady doth protest too much. If the

facts ofthe case were as secure as she pro-

claimed them to be, why did she need

114 words to say so? Although not a re-

search scientist, Gierke should have

known better. She left no room for un-

certainty- and bet on the wTong horse.

Fony-three years later, just three years

before Edwin Hubble settled the debate

on the nature of the nebulae, Richard

Gregory- candidly confessed in Tlie Vatdt

ofHeaven:

It can scarcely be said, however, that

anything very definite is known concerning

theform of the sidereal universe even at the

present time.

This kind ofwriting does not make head-

lines, but it is honest and accurate.

A rare, but now-famous case of a mis-

reported uncertainty; coupled with an

overconfident claim by a scientist, took

place earher this year, when the Gentral

Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (an

international clearinghouse for as-

tronomers who need to disseminate up-

to-the-minute reports of sk\^ phenomena

among colleagues) aimounced the discov-

er}- of a mile-wide asteroid whose orbit

would bring it dangerously close to Earth

in the year 2028. (Formerly sent around

the world via telegram, such notices are

now distributed instantly \'ia e-mail.)

The telegram reported on the offend-

ing asteroid on 11 March, 1998.

77iii- object, discovered byJ. V Scotti in the

course of the Spacewatch program at the

University ofArizona on 1997 Dec. 6 ...

[and] recognized as one ofthe 108

"potentially hazardous asteroids," has been

under observation through 1998 Mar. 4 ...

An orbit computationfrom the 88-day arc

... indicates that the object will pass only

More often than not,

scientists' published A\'ords

contain an honest statement

ot measured uncertainty.

0.00031 AUfrom the earth on 2028

Oct. 26. 13 UT! Error estimates suggest

that passage within 0. 002 AU is virtually

certain, this figure being decidedly smaller

than has been reliably predictedfor

generallyJainterpotentially hazardous

asteroids in theforeseeablefuture.

Converted to evervday language, the

announcement says that the asteroid wiU

come wdthin 30,000 miles of Earth—

a

cosmic hairs-width. The calculation s un-

certainty' placed the asteroid an^•^vhere

within a 200,000 mile "error-circle" that

happened to enclose Earth. When the

substance of this telegram was fiirther dis-

tributed viz press release from the Ameri-

can Astronomical Societx; passing along

the hair-raising words "\-irmally certain,"

a media deluge followed that overnight

converted your neighborhood as-

tronomers into the most sought-after

people in your community':

The telegram went on to give the best

available coordinates for the object,

which were obtained from obser^"en who
were tracking it, preceded by a scientifi-

cally sensible appeal: "The following

ephemeris is given in the hope that fiir-

ther observations wiU allow refinement of

the 2028 miss distance." The next day, on

March 12, 1998, another telegram ap-

peared that announced the existence of

what astronomers call a "prediscovery"

photograph ofthe asteroid, obtained from

archival sur\'ey images taken in 1990.

This significandy ejaended the baseline of

obser\-ations to well beyond the original

eighty-eight days. (Longer baselines al-

ways pro^ade more accurate estimates

than shorter ones.) Calculations that in-

corporated the new- data narrowed the

error-circle to a skinny ellipse that hand-

ily shifted Earth from within the range ol

collision uncertainty' to well outside of it.

Five weeks later, a telegram was issued

correcting the alarmist language of the

first announcement and admitting that

the original telegram's uncertainties coul(

have been sharpened if a more complex

method of calculation had been used.

The episode was widely reported as a

blunder: but at worst, the original calcula-

tion was simply incomplete. At best, it w^
a valid scientific starting point. True, the

survival ofthe human species was involved,

but everxthing wxsrked the way it was sup-

posed to. The earh' estimate, and the better

estimates that followed (within a da\'!) p;

\ided a model ofhow- science refines itself

as it approaches an objecti\-e realit\-.

After what had been twent\'-fo

hom^ of sensationalist journalism acto!

the country; the Neiv York Post, a color-

fijUy wTitten daily, ran the irreverent

headline: KISS YOUR ASTEROID
GOOD-BYE. A few days later, an illus-

tration by Jesse Gordon on the Op-Ed

page of the Netv York Times depicted the

asteroid changing its collision course over

a sequence of nine panels. We were

treated to the top nine reasons why the

asteroid decided not to hit Earth, one of

them being: "No desire to spend the rest

of its days in the lobby of the Museum of

Natural History."

Tliis is the first ofa two-part essay.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the
|

Frederick P. Rose Direaor ofNew York City.

Hayden Planetarium and is a visiting research I

scientist at Princeton University.
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Heavy Duty
On first ciicoiintcriiiy; Icat-ciittiiig ants in South Anicrici. <;onic Europeans thought the in><ccts were carrviiii!; hits

ofj;recnery to -ihide themselws froni the tmopic.il -iiiii—hence, tlie sobriquet "parastil ants," Naturalists later

learneil that the I'M I species of leal-cutters, touod only in the tn>pica! New World, transport their verdant

b«>ot\ to coinnuinal nests, which may reach fhirt\-fi\e feet in diameter. These subterranean labvrinths of

tiiiinels and chambers shelter a queen, her es^ and young, and as many as HI million workers, most of

uhicli are females. Above ganind, «.|iiarter-inch-long workers fonige for the fragments of foliage.

which they tr.nnsport. caravan-style, back to the nest, UndergRiinid, smaller workers cut the leaves

into bits, scrape them, chew them, and deposit the pmcessed greenery in an inidcrgaiimd fungus

garden, ("arehilly tended and fed by the ants, the liingi produce enough chemical nutrients to

feed the entire col«>ny. When entomologist Mark l\U»ffett photographed this species of leaf-

cutter, Aii.1 aplhihics. in French Ckiiana, he noticed that the leaves were full of hitchhikers,

"With theirjaws occupied," he writes, "the large w«irkers are defenseless agjiinst Hies riiat

attempt to parasitize them. So a special caste ofsmaller wi>rker ants ride on the leaves

and drive away the flies with open-jawed riireats. But their presence has its cost

—

sometimes a leaf is so covered with protectors that it becomes cumbersome, and

the worker staggers; under the load,"

—

Rklhinl Mihnr

n: u « vc. :mI ( l:.v Mark Moffett
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The Passionate Naturalist
"Papua New Guinea: Arts and

Spirits; Photographs from the

Middle Sepik Riper, 1953-54"

will be displayed in the Akeley

Gallery from October 23

through March 26, 1999. Jlie

curator of the exhibition is

George A. Corbiit, an art his-

tory professor at the City Uni-

versity of jVcii' York who has

been doing fieldwork in New

Guinea since the early 1970s.

In December 1953, Ameri-

can Museum of Natural His-

tory ornithologist E. Thomas

GUliard and his wife, Mar-

garet, arrived in New Gumea

to begin a research trip, con-

tinuing the work of three

previous expeditions backed

joindy by the Museum, the

National Geographic Society,

and The Explorers Club.

They planned to collect and

study the birds and other

fauna of the Victor Emanuel

Range, in the rugged center

of the world s second largest

island. They found, upon ar-

rival, that they were unable

to proceed as planned, o^^dng

to police activiries in the area.

Hoping to travel inland later,

Gilliard quickly redirected

the expedition to sur\'ey the

Sepik River's avifauna and to

photograph the latmul and

Sawos people, who lived

along its banks.

Gilliard, who had joined

the Museum's Department of

Ornitholog\' in 1932, was an

indefatigable field-worker

with an astonishing breadth

ot interests. New Guinea fas-

cinated him. He was intent

on sur^e\-ing not onlv its

fauna—and particularly its unique species

of bowerbirds and birds of paradise—^but

also its peoples, hi a 1951 article in Na-

tional Geographic, he compared the island

to "a gawky vulture astride Austraha's

back, its ugly beak facing west and

opened as if to devour the Celebes. Bor-

neo, and Singapore."

Earlier, anthropologists Margaret

Mead, Gregory Bateson. and Reo F. For-

tune had lived among the Sepik River

headhunters and written about their way

of life. "Since that culture has all but

eroded as coastal customs and values have

pressed upcountry," Gilhard wrote, "we

thought it more than ever important to

capture it on fdm." By the end of Febru-

ary 1954, GiUiard had not only collected

and photographed hundreds of birds,

mammals, and reptiles along the Sepik

but also documented latmul and Sawos

culture with more than 1,500 pho-

tographs and thousands of feet of 16mm
film. The expedition collected cultural

artifacts for the Museum, and Margaret '

GiUiard made dozens ot dra\Adngs and wa-

tercolors detailing the elaborate carvings ^

and ceremonial costumes of the New
Guineans.

By the tmie of the 1953 Sepik River P

expedition, Gilliard had become an ex-

pert photographer. In addition to his r -

16mm Arriflex and a 35mm Leica, he p '

used the bulky, boxlike Graflex Speed

Graphic—the top-of-the-Une press cam-

era ot the day. "Unlike the guns, which

are carried unloaded." he wrote, "the

cameras are always ready to fire. The ^'•^

16mm camera is mounted on its tripod ^''''

and shouldered like a rifle; the Graflex '

'T^

box can be flipped open and a picture

made in 25 seconds."

From a base 200 miles up the Sepik

River, in the village of Kanganaman,

Gilliard photographed the natives" huge,

arnevi

3! of]

diof

vaulted ceremonial houses (taiiiberan); the '
A '<'•

carved log slit-gong (garamiit); and the

long-nosed imtiation masks made from ?-wo.

i ffi. he

'^ ^ '«la.

siioft

Roben

5 101

im'sD

iol;^-

as

aty.

~'

it'ie

atin

SI joi

ad in

-'""Den

Mafia

«lifii.

The traditional Luiniii war canoe, above, has a spiritface carved on its shield and a i ^ifdac

crocodile head on its bow. At left and right: Margaret Gilliard drew in detail the masks and •iijij

}

ceremonial figures of the Sepik River peoples.



wi le shells, carved mother-

pearl disks, and human

n. His photographs of the

tiiiul and Savvos peoples

icumented many traditions

jt have changed or disap-

•uvd, such as men carving

iniatuie wooden images to

cp evil spirits at bay, or

omen making skirts from

cal fibers.

After his return to the

iiscum. Gilliard continued

make trips into the field:

Venezuela in 1955, to

cpal m 1956, to the West

dies in 1958, and to

uiana in 1961. GiUiard also

urneyed to unexplored

j^as ofNew Guinea to study

rds of paradise and bower-

rds before his untimely

ath m 1965, at the age of

ty-two. On these expedi-

ms, he collected specimens

d artifacts and shot thou-

ads of feet of film.

Robert Cushman Murphy

IS a curator in the Mu-
um"s Department of Or-

thology when GiUiard ar-

v^ed as a young man ot

'enty. "The boy, it seemed

me,'" he wrote in the obit-

iry that appeared in the

merican Ornithologists"

nion journal, The Auk,

hared traits with traveling

ituialists of earlier genera-

Dns- -men such as Banks,

)lander, Steller, Hutton,

Wallace, Bates, Livingstone,

id others. He loved the

ith in its primordial guise,

ithout the scars that over-

jpulated and overtechnolo-

zed man has scratched on

; face.""- J. L.

October Events

October 4
Cuban biologist and photographer Alfonso Silva Uec

will give a slidc-illusnated talk at 2:00 P.M. about the

diversity of Puerto Rican fauna.

October 5
As part of the "Distinguished Authors in Astronomy"

lecture series, David Grinspoon, ot the University of

Colorado, will give a slide-illustrated talk entitled

"Venus Revealed" at 7:30 P.M.

Octobers, 12, 19, and 26
Earth's plants, their diversity, and their role in sustain-

ing the web of life wiE be the subject of a series of

four talks by William Schiller, Museum botany lec-

turer, starting at 2:30 P.M. (He will give the same talks

on four consecutive Thursday evenings, starting Oc-

tober 8, at 7:00 RM.)

October 6, 13, 20, and 27
Robert S. Grumet, an archaeologist and National

Park Service ethnologist, will present "Native New
Yorkers," a series on Native American life in the New
York City area before European colonization. Each of

the four talks will begin at 4:00 P.M.

October 8
At 7:00 RM., Katharine Payne will talk about her

twelve-year study of the ultrasonic communication ot

elephants, drawing on her book Silent Tlmnder. In the

Presence of Ekpbanls.

Octobers, 15, 22, and 29

November 5
In five lectures beginning at 7:00 RM., scholars and

practitioners will explore the history and cultural

context of vodou. The series is presented m conjunc-

tion with "The Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou," in

Gallery 3 from October 10 through January 3, 1999.

October 1

1

In conjunction with the e>diibition "Sacred Arts of

Haitian Vodou," paneUsts will examine various as-

pects of Haitian vodou, including its emergence from

Benin, Congolese, and Yoruba traditions.

October 13
At 7:00 P.M., Niles Eldredge, a curator in the Depart-

ment of Invertebrate Paleontology, will explore the

relationship of the living and nonliving worlds, draw-

ing on his new book. T/ic Pattern of Evolution.

October 14,21, and 28

November 4
A series of four talks at 7:00 RM. by Museum scientists

will explore biodiversity from various angles. The

speakers include Francesca Grifo, director of the

Center for Biodiversity and Conservation; Joel

Cracraft, curator in the Deparmient of Ornitholog)';

David Grimaldi. chair of the Department of Ento-

niologj'; and Melanie L.
J.

Stiassny, chair of the De-

partment of Ichthyology.

In the fifth annual lecture series sponsored by the

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, four

scientists will discuss present-day cUmate and how to

interpret chmatic change from past records. Each of

the four talks wiU begin at 7:00 RM.

October 16
At 7:00 RM. the Museum's Department of Educarion

presents "Charles Darwin, Live and in Concert!" a

one-man musical, by lUchard Milner, historian of sci-

ence, songwriter, and senior editor of Natural History.

October 16,23, and 30

November 6
In four lectures beginning at 7:00 RM., Willi.im

Dorsey, of the Hayden Planetarium and the New
School for Social Research. wiU investigate the ways

artists and physicists explore the universe.

October 19
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" series, J.

Richard Gott, of Princeton Universir>', will give a

slide-iUustrated talk entitled "Can the Universe Cre-

ate Itself?" The talk will begin at 7:30 RM.

October 20
The natural history of the cit)''s five boroughs will be

the subject of a talk at 7:00 RM. by Margaret Mittel-

bach and Michael Crewtison, authors of Wild New
Yorii: A Guide to the Wildlife Places, and Natural Phe-

nomena of Neu' York City.

October 21
The Museum will host "Religion and Ecology: Dis-

covering the Common Ground," the culminating

conference in a three-year series e.xploring religions'

understanding of nature. Sponsored by Harvard's

Center for the Study of World Religions and several

other organizations, the conference will bring to-

gether economists, scientists, and educators. To regis-

ter, call (202) 778-6133 or check the Web site

di^'^veb.harvard.edu/cswr/ecolog>'/.

October 21, 22, and 23
Along with the Hasrings Center, a research and edu-

cation institute for bioethics. the Museum's Center

for Biodiversity' and Conservation is sponsoring

"Wolves and Human Communities: Biolog)-. Politics,

and Ethics," a three-day conference at the Museum.

For more information, check the Museum Web site

(www.amnh.org) or call the Hastings Center at (914)

424-4040. extension 202.

October 26
As part of the ongoing series "Li\ing with Biodiver-

sity," a lecture on household water conser\-aOon and

its impact on water quality will begin at 7:00 RM.

October 26-November 23
Discovery Channel On-Line will cover a team of

Museum arachnologists collecting species of the spi-

der superfamily Gnaphosoidea in Australia. The Mu-
seum's five-year study, tiinded by the National Sci-

ence Foundation and the Austrahan Biological

Resources Study, will document the remarkable dis-

persal of these ground spiders in Australia (check the

Museum's Web site: wwNv.amnh.org).

The American Museum of Natural History- is located

at Centr.il Park West and 79th Street in New York

City. For tickets and information about events, call

(212) 769-5200. Consult the Museum Web site for

additional informarion (ww\v.anmh.org). For houn
and .idmission fees, call (212) 769-5100.
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2 A Monsoon Delivers Storks
From a stork's-eye view, the site had potential.

So the wild birds established a nesting colony

in the middle of the Delhi zoo.

AbdulJamil Uifi

The Human Strategy

Movable Harvest
Margarita and Jose Maya and their children

follow the ripening crops—from oranges in

Florida to apples in West Virginia. Against the

odds, the couple have managed to make

migrant farmwork pay off tor their family.

Leslie Nielsen

Photographs by Eugene Richards

Environment

Trouble at Timberline
With little to halt its advance, blister rust has

reached some of the continent's most remote

parks and wilderness areas. As the trees die,

the birds and the bears suffer, too.

I
Yi>on)ie Baskiu

Herpetology

6 Cowards, Bluffers, and
Warriors
What makes a cottonmouth strike?

J. U'liitfield Gibbons and Michael E. Dorcas

Cover: A painted stork

grasps a small fish that it

will feed to its chicks.

Colonial nesters, wild

painted storks breed each

year on the grounds ot the

zoo in Delhi, India.

Story on page 32.

Photograph by P. Kumar
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Silent Fail
Wliile the ruin ot forests is often announced by the sounds of chain saws and

bulldozeK, some forests go sUendy. No legal batdes call attention to them, and

few en\Tronniental groups come to their aid—for in these cases, death is due

to natural causes. But how do we define natural? With trade and travel making

the globe smaller than ever, forests are newly \ailnerable to microbes and

insects that arrive from other continents.

Native to Asia, an aphidlike insect called the woolly adelgid has been

v\Teaking havoc in recent years on spruces and firs at high elevations in the

southern Appalachians and on hemlocks from North Carolina to New
England. The effects have been felt not only in the loss ofvaluable timber (in

the northeastern United States, some four miUion cubic meters ofhemlock
are har\'ested yearly) but also by animals that depend on the forests. The deep-

shaded understor)' of old-growth North American hemlock forests

—

hemlocks can live up to nine himdred years—proxades food and crucial habitat

for deer and for many migratorv' birds that return to North America s woods
to breed each spring.

On the opposite side of the continent, high-elevation forests of the Pacific

Northwest are also facing a silent crisis (see "Trouble at Timberline," page 50).

A fimgal blister rust from Europe is killing off the whitebark pine, a tree that,

like the hemlock, is slow growing and—ordinarily—^long-Uved. Like the

woolly adelgid, the white pine fimgus has effects that reverberate through the

food web. Clark's nutcracker—^a large, gray cousin of the blue-jay—feeds on
the whitebark s pine nuts, and the bears of the region also depend on them.
These days, scientists who might have hoped to study the biology of trees in

undisturbed conditions find themselves instead becoming experts on forests in

distress. The difficulty hes in trying to get people to listen to the

scientists—and to hear the tnses before thev fall.

—
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To the

Editor
Getting There

From H.G. WeUss Tlie First

Men ill the MMfi (1901) to

Robert Heiiileins Tlie Miiii

Wlw Sold the Moon (1939).

science fiction depended on

the millionaire-philanthropist

to fiind its imaginal moon

shots. In his excellent and

judicious essay on the

improbability ofdeep-space

travel ("Space: You Can't Get

There from Here," September

1998), Neil de Grasse Tyson is

kind not to point out that, as an

underwriter of science, our

govermnent may be going the

way of the great philanthropists

of the Gilded Age.

Roy llagiier

Charlottesville, Virginia

Neil de Grasse Tyson did an

excellent job of explaining

the massive amounts of

energ\- required for traveling

at a significant fraction of the

speed of light and why we

won't see any interstellar or

interplanetary voyages

unfolding soon.

However, I take issue with

the assumption that a

worthwhile program of Mars

exploration by humans will

require hundreds of billions of

dollars and a thirt^'-year lead

rime. Several years ago,

Robert Zubrin, then a

member of the advanced

mission planning team at

Lockheed Martin, designed

Mars Direct, demonstrating

that a robust program of

human exploration could be

mounted with two or three

launches of a Saturn V-class

booster. The key to the Mars

Direct philosophy is to travel

hght and live off the land.

(The Martian atmosphere is

95 percent carbon dioxide. By

catalyzing the COt with

hydrogen, we could make

methane tor the return trip to

Earth, as well as fuel for

ground vehicles.)

This August saw the

founding meeting of the Mars

Society in Boulder, Colorado.

Now more than forty

chapters have formed around

the world tor the purpose of

promoting the exploration of

Mars by pubUc or private

means.

Paul Contursi

Brooklyn, New York

Neil de Grasse Tyson

REPLIES: I have read Robert

Zubrin's book Ttie Case for

Mars and am not unfamiliar

with Mars Direct. But one

must stiU ask what will carry

an expensive project when

the costs begin to rise over the

initial low estimates. For the

Apollo Program, it was the

cold war. For the Manhattan

Project, It was World 'War II.

History has sho\\ii that society

is choosy about what it

supports.

Alfred Russel Wallace

as Activist

In "Second-Guessing the

Future" (September 1998),

Stephen Jay Gould unfairly

pictures Alfred Russel Wallace

as someone devoted to "a few

favored causes that did not

rank high on most people's

hsts of indispensable reforms"

and whose political positions,

at least as expressed in Tlie

Wonderful Century, went little

beyond "a naive proposal for

fi-ee bread on demand."

But Wallace's political

agenda was more practical

than Gould impHes. In 1882

Wallace had published Land

Nationalisation, in which he

advanced a drastic reform

proposal showing impressive

forethought to particulars and

implementation. Picking up a

cause fi-om John Stuart Mill,

Wallace founded and led the

Land Nationalisation Society

for many years and saw its

programs (modified as a land-

tax reform) translated into the

program of the Liberal Party

in the Edwardian era, leading

to the Parliamentary

Revolution that defanged the

House of Lords in 1911.

Mason Gaffney

Department of Economics

University of California,

Riverside

In the coming issues ofmm

Human Culture

National Passion
With its star players abandoning the island for greener

pastures, Cuban baseball has fallen on hard times of late.

Naturalist at Large

Wliale versus Whale
When killer whales attack sperm whales,

the \'ictims, though large, are helpless.

Art, Music, and Argument
New ideas in evolution appear even as debate continues

over older fmdinss.

1
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A mounted display of two historic lions at Chicago's Field Museum

of Natural History provides the backdrop, left, for four of the

museum's scientists who are now seeking to unravel the truth about

these beasts' long-lost lair ("Man-Eaters of Tsavo"). They are (left to

right) Bruce D. Patterson, Julian C. Kerbis Peterhons, Chapurukha M.

KusimbC, and Thomas P. Gnoske. Left out of the group portrait is

their colleague Somuel Andonje, right, a research assistant with the Kenya Wildlife Service. Kerbis Peterhan wrote his doctoral

dissertation in anthropology on the role of porcupines, leopards, and hyenas in dispersing animal remains, and on how an

understanding of this behavior could assist paleontologists studying human evolution. He is an assistant professor at Chicago's

Roosevelt University and adjunct curator ofmammals at the Field Museum, where Kusimba is assistant curator of African

Archaeology and Ethnology, Gnoske is chief preparator in the Division of Birds, and Patterson is MacArthur Curator ofMammals.

Mertice M. Clark and Bennett G. Galef Jr. ("Where the Males Are") are a husband-and-wife team who share laboratory space but

direct independent research programs in the psychology department at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. They have

worked together at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute on Panama's Barro Colorado Island

and at the University of Colorado at Boulder, as well as in Canada. Galefwrote about his work on

social learning in rats ("Learning Under the Influence") in the September 1997 issue of Natural History.

Hubert SchwabI ("Mother Knows Best") is an associate professor of zoology at Washington State

University, in PuUman. He has been interested in the behavior and physiology of birds since his

childhood in the Bavarian Alps.

"Midway through my Ph.D. in fish biology at the

University of Delhi," says Abdul Jcmil Urfl ("A

Monsoon Delivers Storks"), "I realized that my real

interest was not in the lab, doing enzyme assays of

tissue sections." His avocation of bird-watching led

Urti to study wetland birds. Alter a year of research

and teaching at the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, in

England, he returned to India, where he is currendy

the director of the Sundarvan Nature Discovery Centre

in Ahmedabad, in Gujarat State. One of the main

programs of Sundarvan, a division of India's Centre for

Environment Education, involves reptile conservation

and snake rescue. And, Urfi notes with satisfaction,

"Gujarat is an excellent place for studying storks."

After working in a medical care program for migrant laborers in West Virginia, Leslie Nielsen ("Movable

Harvest") concluded that "all migrant workers live painful lives." When Nielsen, right, met Margarita and Jose

Maya, profiled in her article, she revised her opinion somewhat to take account of the hope that can flourish

amid the harsh routines of the field. Nielsen coordinates research and manages the outpatient clinic at

Incarnation Children's Center for HIV-infected children in New York City. She last

wrote for Natural History about sickness and health in a village m Niger ("Surviving

in Safo," November 1997). Eugene Richards collaborated with Nielsen on the Safo

story as well as on this month's feature. The winner of numerous awards for his

>>>• '^K^B^'^nSt photography, including many for his Safo pictures, he was named Magazine Photographer of the Year

K4-.^— m 1990, 1996, and 1998 by the Umversity of Missouri's School ofJournalism.

Science writer Yvonne Baskin ("Trouble at

Timberhne") is the author of The Work of

Nature: How the Diversity of Life Sustains Us

(Island Press, 1997), which was the basis for an

article in the February 1997 issue o( Natural

History. While researching that book, she

learned about the ecological efliects of the bHster

rust introduced into the United States some

ninety years ago. She is currently working on a

book about invasive exotic species.

Greg and Mary Beth Dimijian ("The Natural Moment") have photographed wildhfe for the past

twenty-five years, primarily in Africa and South America. Greg has been taking photos since his

childhood in Birmingham, Alabama, when he made a makeshift enlarger out of the bellows of
his father's folding camera. Mary Beth, a Texan and a teacher, has spent her vacations on photo
shoots in the wilderness. The Dimijians coauthored Animal Watch: Behavior, Biology, and Beauty

(Harry N. Abrains, 1996) and have been fi-equent contributors to Natural History

fi C;
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Deep Appreciation
By Steivn Aiistad

Cn 7UZ.iTiosAND THE Llmpet, by Martin

Wells. Perseus Books (Helix Books), $22;

224 pp.

Review One of the challenges and satis-

factions of scuba diving is mastering that

state of grace knowTi as neutral buoyancv;

in which one floats effortlessly upside

down or side\vays, neither ascending nor

descending—the way astronauts float in

space capsules. Maintaining neutral buoy-

ancy IS nearly impossible for humans.

Even tiny errors in adjustoient get exag-

gerated. A bit too much air intake in your

balloonlike buoyancy-control de\dce, and

you slowly begin to ascend. 7\scending

reduces the w-ater pressure, causing the air

providing your buoyancy to

expand, so you rise ever

faster. Another error could

start you descending instead,

and you would soon be

hurtling do\vnward into the

abyss.

So when we dive, most of

us remain at our chosen

depth by actively inelegandy

flapping our arms and legs.

Like human divers, most ma-

rine creatures prefer to spend

their hves suspended sonre-

where between the surface

and the seafloor; in other

words, they are also weU

served by a mastery of neutral

buoyancy. As Martin Wells

reveals in one essay in his new-

book, the various ways they

do so not only are fascinating but also

help explain why fish firom the depths are

usually D.O.A. on a trawler's deck, and

why deepwater squid are never found on

your susbj plate.

Wells is a zoologist, diver, vachtsman.

and keen observer of generally underap-

preciated sea creatures, particularly

those—such as jellyfish, lugworms, and

hmpets—that lack joints, jaws, back-

bones, and teeth large enough to terrorize

teenage moviegoers. Like all

good zoologists, he values an-

imals for more than their in-

herent charm: he understands

how they are constructed,

can decipher their evolved

solutions to special emdron-

mental problems, and tries to

imagine what their sensory

world might be like. Unlike

most zoologists, ho\vever, he

has a flair for connecting his

professional insights in inter-

esting wavs and then relating

limpets fmd their way back from their fa-

vorite algal dining spots to their home

niche among the intertidal rocks? He
then proceeds to consider why snails.

\vorms, and even octopuses, with all their

Hiimble jellyfish, Caribbean Sea

Toitoiseshcll liinpci, Alain

them to aspects of life beyond science. He
also enjoys communicating these insights

and connections to more casual obser\'ers

of the natural world.

In his tide essay. Wells begins by asking

a straightforward question: How do

formidable intelligence, cannot learn, as

arthropods and vertebrates do, to navigate

mazes or distinguish the three-dimen-

sional shapes of objects by feeUng their

outhne. The answer turns out to be that

creatures need movable joints to measure
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listances accurately and to be able to re-

)eat movements precisely. He finishes the

;ssay with an appreciation of how ani-

nals' ability to measure distances is a nec-

;ssary condition for navigating by the

tars (and by compass) or for building

romputers or civilizations. The pleasant

hing about such essays is that as you learn

I bit about the animals, the provocative

ronnections invoked also stimulate novel

:houghts.

Wells is a zoologist of the physiological

/ariets', and his most successful essays have

1 physiological theme. He discusses

vvarm-blooded fishes, the hows and whys

3f animal luminescence, the costs and ad-

v'antages ofjet propulsion, and how div-

.ng mammals avoid the bends. But he also

weighs in on nonphysiological issues,

juch as life on islands, the politics of over-

fishing, animal rights, and why there are

cwo sexes rather than one or ten.

Wells has a spare, informal writing style

and a good sense of metaphor (he de-

icribes the hard-shelled moUusks' defense

when they "puU back into the castle and

slam the door" as a "medieval tactic").

For those who may have forgotten that

the British and Americans are indeed two

peoples separated by a common language,

:his book will remind them. For Anieri-

:ans, the Anglicisms provide as much off-

renter charm as does the subject matter.

Wells loves those marvelous Anglo-Saxon

terms such as "knackered" or "scup-

pered," which, alas, have never become

popular on this side of the Adantic. He

Wso enjoys dispensing practical advice on

everything, including how to avoid ven-

omous sea creatures, how to cheat on a

Breathalyzer test (hint: ti7 hyperventilat-

ing), and the best way to pick up an octo-

pus or cook a mackerel.

I admit that his talent for concise sum-

maries of physiological principles makes

me envious. My guess, however, is that

this talent may occasionally leave the

physiologically unsophisticated reader be-

•hind. For instance, he disposes of the fal-

lacy ot comparative strength—the idea

that because an ant can hoist a leaf tsventy

times its body weight, one the size of a

person could walk off with your .sport

utility vehicle—in a mere handful of

words: "The force a muscle can exert de-

pends on its cross section, not its volume.

Volume is a cubic measurement, so the

ratio of cross section to mass rises as you

shrink." That's a concise and accurate de-

scription, but there's a lot in it to unpack.

All the essays in this book are short but

resonant. They were apparently written

during a long sea voyage, and that is the

spirit in which I recommend they be

read. Take one in the evening with a glass

of wine and digest it at leisure under the

stars. These essays are designed to add

perceptual dimensions to the otherwise

mundane. Finding stories in the mundane

IS a common experience for biologists.

Perhaps that is why we were attracted to

studying the natural world in the first

place. Plants and animals generally have

interesting stories to tell, if one has the wit

and wisdom to listen. Put another way by

Wells, "Biologists suffer from paranoia,

frustrated ambition, angst about their sex

hves, lack of hard cash, and all the usual

frets that beset mankind. But they are not

bored." Nor will anyone be in the least

bored who has this book to dip into on a

long journey or on one of those endless

winter nights when tedium comes calling.

Steven Aiistad is a professor of zoology at the

Unwersity ofIdaho and an affiliate professor of

pathology at the University of Washington

School of Medicine. He is the author ofWhy
We Age: What Science Is Discovering

About the Body's Journey Through Life

(]olui Wiley and Soiis, 1997; paperback edi-

tion to be published in April, 1998).

Sun Worship
By Robert Anderson

nature.net During the colder months,

when the Sun is low in the sky, you might

want to spend some time exploring our

star on the hiternet. Just thinking about

those million-degree temperatures will

warm you up. In the last few years, images

and data collected by solar satellites have

provided us with spectacular new views of

the Sun. Armed with the new perspec-

tives, scientists have made rapid headway

unraveling the mysteries of this seething

cauldron of gas, which represents 99.9

percent of the mass of the solar system.

Perhaps the best place to start is the

Stanford Solar Center (solar-center. Stan-

ford, edu), which has lots of great images,

movies, and information, as well as links

to everything else on the Sun. Go to

"Current Solar Events," and you will find

a movie ot the Sun, showing comets

crashing into it and an erupting solar flare

sending ripples across its surface. You wUl

learn that water has been discovered on

the Sun, along with rivers of plasma that

resemble Earth's jet stream. You can even

listen to the Sun (quake.Stanford.EDU:

80/sasha/SOUNDS/sounds.html), be-

cause Alexander Kosovichev, from Stan-

ford's Hansen Experimental Physics Labo-

ratory, has converted its surface oscillations

to audible sound. The "Activities" page at

the Stanford Solar Center site has wonder-

ful links for students: "Understanding

Solar Music" (\vww^noao.edu/education

/ighelio/solar_music.html), for ex-

ample, explains helioseismolog}' to third

graders with the help of musical triangles,

botrie harmonicas, and Slinky toys.

Also be sure to visit Stanford's Solar

and Heliospheric Observatorv''s SOHO
Explore page (sohow\\"\v.nascom.nasa.gov

/explore), as well as the movie theater

shovnng clips taken by X-ray telescope

from the Yolikoh satellite (uT.\-Av.lmsal.

com/YPOP/homepage.hrml), where vou

dive into the solar atmosphere and watch

flares erupting.

Robert Anderson is a treelaiice science writer

based in Los Angeles.
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In the Shadow of

Red Cedar
Elhtiobotaiiist Wade Davis describes the huge

trees found in the coastal temperate rainforests

of North America—from mirthcrn California

north and west to Alaska—which are home to

"a constellation oflife unique on earth," and in

of being logged to extinction.

Excerpt More than twenty years ago,

soon after graduating from university, I

worked for one of the largest timber

companies in British Columbia as a sur-

veyor. In the depth of winter, our small

crew moved through stands of red cedar,

hemlock, and Sitka spruce, trees as tall as

cathedrals. Everyone knew, of course,

that the ancient forests would never come

back. The tangle of halfhearted trees that

grew up in the slash no more resembled

the forest they had displaced than a wheat

field resembles a wild prairie meadow. It

was work, and Kving on the edge of that

immense forest, people believed that it

would go on forever.

There were, of course, vague murmurs

of ecological concern that filtered

through to our camp. But talk for the

most part was of wages and survival. Log-

ging is among the most perilous of occu-

pations. Were a government office of five

hundred employees to suffer the injury

rate typical of a West Coast logging camp,

the office workers would see someone

carried out on a stretcher virtually every

day. Six or seven times a year, there would

be a death. In the year I worked in the

woods, I heard of a faUer killed by a snag

that pierced his hard hat and exited his

groin. Another returned to camp covered

in blood; his saw had kicked back and

ripped a trench in his face. In a neighbor-

ing camp, a trigger-happy rigging shnger

blew in the main line before the choker-

men were clear of the bight. The logs

hung up, nose-dived into the ground, and

then, torn by the force of the yarder's two

thousand horsepower, swung about like a

giant scythe. One man was crushed be-

neath one hundred tons of spruce. An-

other miraculously escaped unscathed,

losing only his hard hat. The third and

youngest was struck in the back of the

head. No one was able to find his face.

The fallers were a breed apart, the elite

of the camp, rough-cut individuals wiUing Coastal rainforest, Olympic Peninsula

Big-leaf maples of the Pacific Coast rainforest draped in ferns, mosses, and epiphytes.

to risk their lives in exchange for the

highest industrial wages in the province.

They loved the solitude of the forest, even

when its sOence was broken by the whine

of their saws. In their massive hands these

formidable machines could appear akiiost

toylike. But each weighed thirty pounds,

packed the power of an outboard motor,

and at hall throtde drove one hundred feet

of sharpened steel chain around a four-

foot bar every second. Such a tool cuts

through a three-foot log in a minute, a leg

in the wink of an eye. In time, the vibra-

tion affects the circulation in the hands.

Several old fallers in camp could get to

sleep at mght only by tying their hands

above their heads to reduce the pain. Oth-

ers had nightmares of trees that twisted

and split as they fell, or hollow snags that

collapsed and exploded. One spoke of a

friend who never returned from a shift.

Buried by blowdown, his body was not

found untU the setting was logged.

It was impossible not to admire these

men, but it was equally difficult to ignore

the consequences of what we were

doing. Week by week, month by month,

the edge of the clear-cut spread, consum-
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ing the forest and leaving in its wake a

torn and desolate landscape, pounded by

winter rains that carried away the thin

soil in dark torrents to the sea. What ulti-

mately happened to the land was irrele-

vant. It was simply abandoned. In the

nine months I spent in the camp, I never

saw a tree planted, let alone evidence of a

sustained program of modern silvicul-

ture. I cannot recall a single decision that

was influenced m any way by an ecologi-

cal concern.

The priority and focus of every aspect

of the logging operation was the extrac-

tion of timber. Roads were built as

cheaply and efFiciendy as possible and,

with the exception of main-line corri-

dors, expected to last only long enough

to access the wood. Streams clogged by

riprap, mountainsides etched with ero-

sion and scarred by landslides, clear-cuts

piled high with wood, wasted and aban-

doned—these were the norm, the in-

evitable result not just of an economic

imperative but of a way of thinking that

viewed the forest as but a resource to be

exploited. As surely as a miner rips coal

from the earth, we were cutting away the

rainforest. It was a one-time deal, and

everyone knew it.

StOl we keep cutting. In Oregon and

Washington, only 10 percent of the orig-

inal coastal rainforest remains. In Califor-

nia, only 4 percent of the redwoods have

been set aside. In British Columbia,

roughly 60 percent has been logged,

largely since 1950. In the two decades

since 1 worked in the forest, over half of

all timber ever extracted from the public

forests of British Columbia has been

taken. At current rates of harvest, roughly

1.5 square miles of old growth per day,

the ne.xt twenty years will see the destruc-

tion of every unprotected valley of an-

cient rainforest in the province.

From Rainforest: Ancicnl Realm of the Pacific Northwest,

photographs by Graham Osborne, text by Wade
Davis (originally published in Canada by Greystone

Books/Douglas and Mclntyre; in the U.S. by Chelsea

Green). The essay excerpted here also appeared in

Shadows in the Sun (Island Press) and Tlie Cioudai

Leopard (Douglas and Mclntyre). Reprinted by

arrangement with Douglas and Mclntyre.

Bookshelf
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Charles Doolittle Walcott, Paleontologist

By Ellis L. Yochebon (Vie Keiil Stale University Press, 1998; $49; illus.)

While the first two directors of the United States Geological Survey (seminal American geol-

ogists Clarence King and John Wesley Powell) have been the subjects of biographies, the sur-

vey's third director, the redoubtable Charles Doolitde Walcott (18.50-1927), has remained lit-

tle known to the general reader. Yochelson, a paleontologist, geologist, and science historian,

has written an engrossing account of Walcott, an expert on 500-niillion-year-old trilobites and

the discoverer, in the horse-and-wagon days of paleontology, of the famous Burgess Shale.

Dinosaur Impressions: Postcards from a Paleontologist

By Pliilippe Taqiiel; translated hy Kevin Padiaii (Caiubridi;c University Press, 1998; $24.95; illns.)

French paleontologist Taquet, director of Paris's Natural History Museum, recalls liis thirty-

year career searching for dinosaur skeletons and other fossil treasures, inspired, he tells us, by

the fictional adventures of Conan Doyle's Professor Challenger in The Lost World. With playtlil

wit and profound love of his subject, Taquet includes historical asides and updates on recent

discoveries that enrich his book, which has been elegantly translated by Kevin Padian, a Uni-

versity of California paleontologist.

Chimpanzee Politics: Power and Sex among Apes
By Frans de Waal (TheJohns Hopkins University Press, revised edition, 1998; $29.95; illus.)

This extraordinary account of schmoozing, scheming, and consensus building among a colony

of captive male chimpanzees in the Netherlands, now updated, became an instant classic ofpri-

matology when it was first published sixteen years ago. Primatologist de Waal concluded that

male chimpanzees are very much like humans in their "mLxture of camaraderie and rivalry."

While constantly coinpeting among themselves, they present a common front to "outsiders,"

suggesting that human political behavior springs from primate biology and not from the "so-

cial contract" of a philosopher's imagination.

Great Feuds in Science: Ten of the Livehest Disputes Ever

By Hal Hellman (John Wiley and Sons, 1998; $24.95)

By describing some of the most famous fights m science (for example. Pope Urban VIII versus

Galileo, Thomas Hu.xley versus Bishop Wilberforce, and Alfred Wegener versus everybody on

the subject of continental drift), Hellman limns an idiosyncratic history ofmodern science and

proves that scientists, like the rest of us, are prone to pride, greed, beUigerence, jealousy, and

ambition.

Underwater Wonders of the National Parks: A
Diving and Snorkehng Guide
By Daniel J. Lenihan and John D. Brooks (National Park

Foundation Compass American Guides /Fodor's, 1998;

$19.95; illus.)

Sixty-one National Park Service areas boast impressive

underwater attractions, such as the geysers on the bot-

tom of Yellowstone Lake, the coral reefs of the Dry

Tortugas, wrecked steamers sunk in Lake Superior, and

the kelp forests of the Channel Islands. This guide to

them is organized by area and includes basic informa-

tion, helpful maps, travel tips, and diving rules and

regulations. Wliitc-speittcd rose iiiiciiioiic

The Earth in Turmoil: Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and Their Impact on Humankind
By Kerry Sieh and Simon Ul'ay (tl.' H. Freeman and Co., 1998; $24.95; ilhis.)

Geologist Sieh and neuroscientist LeVay focus on the earthquakes and volcanoes that have

shaped the contours of the United States. By describing eruptions such .as Mount St. Helens,

the New Madrid earthquakes in the Mississippi Valley, and tremors along the Adantic coast,

the authors provide riveting information about the mechanisms of converging tectonic plates

and about the past, present, and future implications of such cataclysms.

The books mentioned in "Natural Selections" are usually available from the Mu-
seum Shop of the American Museum of Natural History, (212) 769-5150.
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Scientific detectives take up the search for an infamous

"lions' den," lost for one hundred years.

One of the most popular

displays at Chicago's

Field Museum of Nat-

ural History is a dio-

rama with r\.vo man-

eating lions. These are the mounted skins

of a pair of male Hons that, one hundred

years ago, went on a r^velve-month ram-

page in southern Kenya, killing at least

128 people, many of them employed in

building a railroad hne into the interior ot

the countr\'. Work on the railway was

halted until the marauders were finally

tracked down and shot by J. H. Patterson,

a British engineer directing construction

of a bridge for the raihoad. Not long af-

terward. Patterson stumbled upon a "fear-

some-looking" cave. In his 1907 memoir,

Jlic Man-Eaters of Tsai'o and Other East

Africa}! A<h'e}itures, he recalls this incident:

"Round the entrance and inside the cav-

ern 1 was thunderstruck to find a number

of human bones, \A-ith here and there a

copper bangle such as the natives wear.

Beyond all doubt, the man-eaters' den."

Patterson even took a photograph of the

cave entrance, but unfortunately, the lo-

cation of this notorious Uons' den, some-

where m the west section of what is now
Tsavo National Park, \A'as soon forgotten.

As members of the Field Museum staff",

familiar with the diorama and Patterson's

memoir, some of us became inrria;ued bv

his description of the supposed hons' lair,

which to a naturalist sounds much more

like a hyena den. Although the man-

eaters had been observed dragging oft

some of their human \-ictims and, con-

ceivably, could have returned to a home

Byjiiliaii C. Kahis Peteriuvis,

Cliapunikha M. Knsimba, Tlwiiias P. Gnoske,

Samuel Andatije, and Bnice D. Patterson

cave in order to teed, such behavior has

not been documented in the modern hon

species. Lions consume most of their prey

near the kiU site. Hyenas, however, do

have dens to which they retreat \A-ith mar-

row-bearing bones. Perhaps the human

remains Patterson saw were left by hyenas

that had scavenged the man-eaters' prey.

Six years ago, we began to entertain

the notion of locating the cave. We felt

that if we could analyze the skeletal con-

tents, this lion-versus-hyena question

could be resolved. Analysis of the bones

and artifacts could also confirm whether

or not they had been amassed during the

man-eaters' reign ot terror; if so, we

should find some remains of Indian labor-

ers, who were among the victims.

Members of the team that, defying

man-eaters, laid a railroad a century ago.

A search for the cave could also prove

usetU for students ot early human evolu-

tion. When paleontologists find fossil

bones of our ancestors, they want to

know ho\\" the remains got to be where

they are. While we commonly think of

our forebears as hunters, they could just as

often have been prey, ending up as a few

gnawed bones. A modern carnivore den

^vith human remains—whether it be-

longed to hons or hyenas—would give

paleontologists a good idea of what clues

to look for when examining tossil bones.

As for the string of killings in 1898,

other questions also interested us. For ex-

ample, was this due to some aberration in

the nature of these specific animals? In

the ^\•ild, most lions and other large cats

avoid contact with people. Wounded or

old animals, however, must resort to rela-

tively easy prey, frequendy including hu-

mans and livestock. One of the man-

eaters at the Field Museum had a broken

lower right canine with an exposed root;

asN-mmetrical growth of the skull in re-

sponse to this abnormaliU' suggests the

beast had sufl^ered trom this condition for

a long time. Perhaps he was too disabled

to hunt and consume the usual prey. We
do know that after he w-as shot, no more

humans were killed, although the second

Hon made several unsuccessfiil attacks be-

fore beinCT shot as well, three weeks later.
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This suggests that the first lion may have

been the main culprit.

Another possibility is that the attacks,

which took place along an eighty-mile

stretch of railroad located between Voi

and Kima, were part of an established pat-

tern. The railway track followed a tradi-

tional caravan route from the interior of

East Africa to the Mombasa coastal re-

gion. From the sixteenth through the

nineteenth centuries, countless caravan

porters, many ofwhom were slaves, grew

weak or died along this route, perhaps

supplying generations ot lions in the area

with an easy source of food. Or perhaps

there was a more irmnediate precedent.

Between 1880 and 1890, a famine rav-

aged the Wataita, a Bantu-speaking agri-

cultural people who inhabit the Taita

Hills, near the railroad. An estimated

three-fourths of the population died, and

whole villages were abandoned. The

corpses of many famine victims report-

edly lay unburied and could have pro-

vided ready meals for scavengers, includ-

ing lions. Thus, Patterson and his crew

may have intruded in a region where

lions were accustomed to human flesh.

Beginning in 1996—the same year the

story of the man-eaters was retold in the

film Tl>e Ghost and the Darkness, starring

Michael Douglas and Val Kilmer—four

separate searches for the cave were orga-

nized by the Field Museum, in collabora-

tion with the Kenya Wildlife Service.

One was a reconnaissance by airplane that

targeted streambeds lined with doom
palms, which Patterson mentions in the

description of the landscape. Pattersons

memoir contains a very detailed account

ot how he came upon the cave. It also

provides compass bearings, but as we

learned the hard way, the published coor-

dinates are in error, perhaps because they

were incorrectly transcribed or because ot

some confusion in judging the orienta-

tion of the original hand-drawn maps.

After fruitless efforts based on the com-

Like many male lionsfrom Tsapo, the

specimens on display, top, lacked manes.

Aboi'c: Patterson with the first lion shot.

pass bearings, the search retocused on the

landmarks.

Finally, on April 30, 1997, a team lo-

cated the cave, only a mile away from the

railroad line. Despite the lapse of nearly a

hundred years, its external appearance

matched the photograph taken in 1899.

But the bones Patterson described were

nowhere to be seen. Perhaps they were

part of a collection of East African skeletal

remains that Louis Leakey had gathered in
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Ll.-Col.J. H. Patterson . in later years

the 1920s and taken to Duckworth Labo-

raton' at the Universit)' ot Cambridge.

Or they may have been flushed out by

rain and deposited in the sandpit outside

the cave mouth. Excavation of the cave

and adjacent streambed is now under way

to search for bones and to determine the

nature of this site.

A possibilit\' we are now considering is

that the cave served as a burial chamber

for the Wataita, who have inhabited the

region for about five centuries. Tradition-

ally, Wataita families buried their dead in

a seated position, the head covered with

only about one foot of soU. After a body

was interred for a period of time, its skuU

was dug up and placed next to other an-

cestral skulls in a rock-shelter, cave, or

niche in a rock. Patterson may have dis-

covered just such a secondary repository,

perhaps ravaged by scavengers. Retrieval

of Wataita artifacts and skulls would sup-

port this h^'pothesis.

The rediscover)' of the cave has helped

launch a comprehensive study of the pre-

histor%- and ecology- of Tsavo National

Park. The Tsavo Research Program—

a

collaboration between the Field Museum
and the Kenya Wildlife Service (which is

celebrating its fiftieth anniversary)—^wiU

document, among other things, past ch-

maric change, the effects ofhuman settle-

ment, the interrelation of local peoples

\v\xh those of other regions, and the rise

and fall of elephant populations as a result

of the ivorv' trade. Elephants are consid-

ered a keystone species in the region be-

cause they profoundly affect the habitat.

Today Tsavo consists primarily of dense,

thorny bush, but there is evidence that in

the past, when elephants were more nu-

merous, they kept the landscape far more

open (see "Br'er Elephant and the Brier

Patch." Natural History, April 1984).

All these thorns may be haxdng an im-

pact on the local hon population. The

mo\ae The Ghost and the Darkness incor-

rectly depicts the rwo male man-eaters

with full manes. In fact, the mounted

specimens bear only the trace of a mane

on their chests and sideburns, which is

common among male hons in the Tsavo

region. The explanation for this condi-

tion may be either emdronmental or ge-

netic: male hons may simply be losing

their mane hair as they traverse the

thorny thickets, or natural selection may

be ehminating a trait that has become

useless, or even disadvantageous, in this

thorn-ridden region.

To address conservation issues, the

Tsavo Research Program plans a survey of

the genetic diversity of Tsavo s Uons

—

some of which are large and rangy and

others small, some with and others wdth-

out manes. Using mitochondrial and nu-

clear DNA sequences, we can determine

the number of lineages \\Tithin Tsavo and

their relationship to neighboring prides

elsewhere in Kenya and East Africa. This

baseline information would assist in the

management of hon populations, whose

geographical range has eroded substan-

tially during the twentieth century. The

most secure refuge for hons may be in

drj'land parks such as Tsavo, which is

large and has limited agricultural poten-

tial. While one hundred years ago, two

man-eaters provoked human dread, today

we extend our protection to their surviv-

ing relatives. D

TSAVO WEST ^Taitd\^''
NATIONAtPARK Hills 'Mombasa

T A N Z A N

Travel Notes

Covering nearly 21,000 square miles,

Kenya's wildlife-rich Tsai'o National Park is

split into n'estern and eastern sections by the

busy Mombasa—Nairobi road and railroad.

Attractions of Tsavo West include Mzima

Springs (where visitors can observe hippos

from undeivater viewing hides) and the

Cliaimu volcanic crater Tsavo East is a

popular safari destination favored by

photographersJor its light and its vieu's. Trail

guides, lodgings, and campsites are available

in both sections of the park. For I'isitor

information, contact:

Kenya Wildlife Seivice

P.O. Box 30027

Nairobi, Kenya

(2.54-2) 33-10-30

Tlie cave then (top) and now (bottom)

i
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Writing
IN THE

Margins
Famed as the

greatest of chemists,

Lavoisier made
seiTLinal

contnbutioiis to

geolog}^ that have

gone unheralded.

By StephenJay Gould

I

once had a teacher with an idio-

s\Ticraric habit that distressed me
fort\' years ago but now—and fi-

nally, oh sweet revenge!—can

work for me to sxiabolize the

general process of human creativity. I

never knew a stingier woman, and

though she taught history' in a New York

City junior high school, she might well

have been the Irugal New England

fanner with the box marked "pieces of

string not wTDrth sa\dng." Readers who
anended New York Cit\- pubhc schools

in the early 1950s will remember those

small yellow shps of paper, three by six

inches at most, that ser\-ed all purposes,

from spot quizzes to "canvases" for art

class. Well, Mrs. Z. would give us one

stieet—only one—for any classroom

exam, no matter how elaborate the re-

quired answers. She would always reply to

any plea for adviee about contaiimient or.

God forbid, an additional yeUo^v sheet

(comparable in her s\-stem of values to

Oliver T^^'ist's request for more soup)

with a farm refiisal followed by a cheery

instruction expressed in her oddly lilting

voice: "And if you run out of room, just

write in the margins!"

Margins play an interesting role in the

histor\' of scholarship, primarily for their

schizophrenic housing of the two most

contradictor\' forms of intellectual activ-

it\'. Secondary' commentaries upon

printed texts (often followed by several

layers of commentaries upon the com-

mentaries) received theit official designa-

tion as "marginalia" to note their neces-

sar\' position at the edges. The usual status

of such discourse as derivative and trivial,

stating more and more about less and less

at each iteration, leads to the dictionar\"

definition of marginaha as "nonessential

items" (Webster's Tliird Neiv Inteniatioiuil

«:

Diaiouary) and ine\'itably recalls the fa-

mous hnes ofJonathan S\\"ift:

So, naturalists observe, a flea

Hath smaller fleas that on him prey;

And these have smaller still to bite 'em;

And so proceed ad infmitum.

Thus ever\' poet, in his kind.

Is bit by him that comes behind.

But margins also ser\'e the diametri-

cally opposite purpose of recei\Tng the

first finits and inklings of novel insights

.md radical revisions. When received wis-

dom has ho^ed all the central locations,

where else can creative change begin?

The curmudgeon and csTiic in me regards

Thoreau"s Walden as the most overquoted

(and underwhelming) American classic,

but I happily succumb, for the first time,

to cite his one-liner for a \ibrant exis-

tence: "1 love a broad margin to my life."

Literal margins, however, must usually

be narrow—and some of the greatest in-

sights in the histor\- of human thought

necessarily began in such ferociously

cramped quarters. The famous story of

Fermat s last theorem, no matter how fa-

miliar, cannot be resisted in this context:

When the great mathematician Pierre

Fermat died in 1665, his executors found

the follo\\ing comment in his copy of

Diophantus" Arithinetica, next to a discus-

sion ofthe claim that no natural numbers

.V, }', and z exist such that .v" t /' = 2",i

where /; is a naniral nimiber greater than* sdi tt

2: "I have discovered a truly remarkable

proofbut this margin is too small to con-

tain it." Mathematicians finally proved

Fermat s last theorem just a few years ago,

to great subsequent fanfare and an out-

pouring of popular books. But we shall

never know if Fermat truly beat the best

of the latest by 350 years or if (as my owi

betting money says, admittedly with noj

good e\idence) he had a promising idea

but never saw its disabhng flaw in the

midst ofhis excitement.

I devote this essay to the happier and

opposite stor\" of a great insight that a ^

;

cramped margin did manage (just barely) t skbij;

to contain and nurture, but which the3 (StBrt

I
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grew to such originality and fruitfulness

that I need a two-part essay to do the

subject justice. Part 1 appears here, and

Part 2 wiO be pubUshed in next month's

issue. But this tale, for reasons that I do

not fully understand, remains virtually

unknown (and marginal in this frustrat-

ing sense) both to scientists and to histo-

rians alike, although the protagonist

ranks as one of the half-dozen greatest

scientists in Western history, and the sub-

ject stood at the forefront of innovation

of these layers on the earth's surface, this

sequential history can be inferred. By

1820, detailed geological maps had been

published for parts of England and

France, and general patterns had been es-

tablished for the entirety of both nations.

This discoveiy of "deep time," and the

subsequent resolution of historical se-

quences by geological mapping, must be

ranked among the sweetest triumphs ot

human understanding.

Few readers wiU recognize the name of

The discovery of "deep tdme" and the

resolution ofhistorical sequences in the

earth must be ranked among the

sweetest triumphs ofhuman
understanding.

in his time. In any case, the movement of

this insight from marginality in 1760 to

centrality by 1810 marks the birth of

modern geology and gives us a rare and

precious opportunity to eavesdrop on a

preeminent thinker operating in the

most exciting and instructive of all times:

at the labile beginning of the codifica-

tion of a major piece of natural knowl-

edge—a unique moment featuring a

landscape crossed by a hundred roads,

each running in the right general direc-

tion toward a genuine truth. Each road,

however, reaches a slightly different

Rome, and our eventual reading of na-

ture depends crucially upon the initial

accidents and contingencies specifying

the path actually taken.

In 1700, all major Western scholars be-

lieved that the earth had been created just

a few thousand years earher. By 1800,

nearly all scientists accepted a great antiq-

uity ot unknown duration and a sequen-

tial history expressed in the strata ot the

earth's crust. These strata, roughly speak-

!
ing, form a vertical pile, with the oldest

layers on the bottom and the youngest on

top. By mapping patterns of the exposure

Jean-Etienne Guettard (1715-86), a lead-

ing botanist and geologist of his time and

the instigator of the first "ofFicial" at-

tempt to produce geological maps ot an

entire nation. In 1746, Guettard pre-

sented a prehminary "mineralogical map"

of France to the Academie des Sciences.

In subsequent years, he pubUshed similar

maps of other regions, including parts ot

North America. As a result, in 1766, the

secretary of state in charge of mining

comnussioned Guettard to conduct a geo-

logical survey and to publish maps for all

of France. The projected atlas would have

included 230 maps, but everyone under-

stood, 1 suspect, that such a task must be

compared to the building of a medieval

cathedral and that no single career or Life-

time could have completed the job. In

1770, Guettard published the first 16

maps. The project then became engulted

by political intrigue and, finally, by a revo-

lution, which (to say the least) tended to

focus attention elsewhere. Only 45 of the

230 projected maps ever saw the pub-

Ushed light of day, and control of the sur-

vey had passed to Guettard's opponents

by this time.

Guettard's productions do not quaUfy

as geological maps m the modern sense,

tor he made no etfort to depict strata or to

interpret them as layers deposited in a

temporal sequence—the revolutionary

concepts that vahdated deep time and es-

tablished the order of history. Rather, as

his major cartographic device, Guettard

established symbols for distinctive mineral

deposits, rock types, and fossils—and then

merely placed these symbols over appro-

priate locations on his map. We cannot

even be sure that Guettard understood

the principle of superposition: the key

concept that time lies revealed in a verti-

cal layering of strata, with younger layers

above (superposed upon) older beds.

Guettard did develop a concept of

baiides, or roughly concentric zones ot

similar rocks, and he probably understood

that a vertical sequence of strata might be

expressed as such horizonal zones on a

standard geographical map. But, in any

case, he purposely omitted these bandes

on his maps, arguing that he only wished

to depict tacts and avoid theories.

This focus on each factual tree, com-

bined with his studious avoidance of any

theoretical forest of generality or explana-

tion, marked Guettard's limited philoso-

phy of science, and also (however un-

fairly) restricted his future reputation, for

no one could associate his name with any

advance m general understanding. Rhoda

Rappoport, a distinguished historian of

science at Vassar College and the world's

expert on late-eighteenth-century French

geology, writes of Guettard (within a

context of general admiration, not deni-

gration): "The talent he most conspicu-

ously lacked was that of generahzarion, or

seeing the implications of his own obser-

vations. . . . Most of his work reveals . . .

that he tried hard to avoid thinking of the

earth as having a history'."

But if Guettard lacked this kind of in-

tellectual flair, he certainly showed opti-

mal judgment in choosing a younger

partner and collaborator for his geological

mapping, for Guettard flilly shared this

great enterprise with Antoine-Laurent

Lavoisier (1743-94), a mere fledghng of
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promise at the outset of their .work in

1766 and the greatest chemist in human

histon,- when the guillotine cut short his

career in 1794.

Guettard and Lavoisier made se\eral

field trips together, including a four-

month journey in 1767 through eastern

France and part of Switzerland. After the

first sixteen maps were completed in

1770, Lavoisier's interest shifted away

from geology- toward the sources of his

enduring hime—a chans:e made all the

regisseiir dcs poudres (director of gunpow-

der) and leading light of the commission

that invented the meter as a new standard

of measurement—and despite the in-

creasing troubles that would lead to his

arrest and execution (for his former role

as a farmer general, or commissioned tax

collector)—^Lavoisier continued to write

notes about his intention to pursue fiir-

ther geological studies and to pubhsh his

old results. But the most irrevocable of all

changes fractured these plans on A4ay 8,

forests. Lavoisier realized that geological

maps could depict far more than the

mere location ot ores and quarries. He
sensed the terment accompanving the

birth ot a new science, and he under-

stood that the earth had a long histon,;

potentially revealed in the rocks on his

maps. In 1749, Georges ButTon, the

greatest of French naturalists, had begun

his monumental treatise

—

Hisloire na-

uirelle—^\vhich would e\"entuaLly run to

fort\--four volumes, \A'ith a long discourse

Liuvisier's drawings of vertical sediment sequences adorn the right-hand margins of the Atlas iVIineralogique de la France.

more irrevocable in 1777, when control

ot the geological survey passed to An-

toine Monnet, inspector general ofmines

and Lavoisier's enemy. (Later editions of

the maps ignore Lavoisier's contributions

and often don't even mention his name.)

Nonetheless. Lavoisier's geological in-

terests persisted, buttressed from time to

time by a transient hope that he might re-

gik? control of the survey. In 1789, wth
his sig'kon on the verge of revolution,

LsvaisiCT ^isblished his only major geo-

logical paper

—

i. stunning and remarkable

work that shall occupy the second install-

ment of this essay. Amid his new duties as

1794, less than three months before the

fall of Robespierre and the end of the

Terror. The great mathematician Joseph-

Louis Lagrange lamented the tragic fate

ofhis dear friend by invoking the primary-

geological theme of contrasting time

scales: '"It took them only an instant to

cut off his head, but France may not pro-

duce another like it in a century."

All the usual contrasts apply to the

team of Guettard and Lavoisier: estab-

lished conser\-ative and radical beginner:

mature professional and youthful enthu-

siast; meticulous tabulator and brilliant

theorist; counter of trees and architect of

on the history and theors' of the earth.

As La\'oisier groped for a way to un-

derstand this history- from the e\ddence of

his field trips, and as he struggled to join

the insights pubhshed by others A\ith his

own original observations, Lavoisier rec-

ognized that the principle of superposi-

tion could peld the required key; the ver-

tical sequence of layered strata must

record both time and the order of history.

But vertical sequences differed in all con-j

ceivable ways from place to place—in

thickness, in rock t\-pes. in the order ol

the layers. Ho\\- could one take this con-

fusing welter and inter a coherent Iristors"



for a large region? Lavoisier appreciated

the wisdom of his older colleague enough

to know that he must first find a way to

record and compile the facts of this varia-

tion before he could hope to present any

general theory to organize his data.

Lavoisier therefore suggested that a

drawing of the vertical sequence of sedi-

ments be included alongside the conven-

tional maps festooned with Guettard's

symbols. But where could the vertical

sections be placed? In the margins, of

cal conclusions born of long struggles to

think and see in new ways.

If we can recapture the excitement ot

such innovation by temporarily suppress-

ing our legitimate current certainties and

reentering the confusing transitional

world of our intellectual forebears, then

we can understand why all fundamental

scientific innovation must marry new

ways of thinking with better styles of see-

ing. Neither abstract theorizing nor

meticulous observation can provoke a

One-dimensional lists of layered strata

can be integrated into a three-

dimensional understanding of

geological changes by that greatest of all

scientific machines, the human mind.

course—for no other space existed in the

completed and conventional design. Each

sheet of Guettard and Lavoisier's atlas

therefore features a large map in the cen-

ter with a marginal column on either

side: a tabular key for Guettard's symbols

in the left margin and Lavoisier's vertical

sections in the right margin. If I wished

to epitomize the birth ofmodern geology

in a single phrase (admittedly oversimpli-

fied, as all such efforts must be), I would

honor the passage—^both conceptual and

geometric—of Lavoisier's view of history,

as revealed in sequences of strata, from a

crowded margin to the central stage.

Many fundamental items in our shared

conceptual world seem obvious and in-

controvertible only because we learned

them in our cradle (so to speak) and have

never even considered that alternatives

might exist. We often regard such no-

tions—including the antiquity of the

earth, the rise of mountains, and the de-

position of sediments—as simple facts of

observation, so plain to anyone with eyes

to see that any other reading could arise

only from the province of knaves or fools.

But many of these "obvious" foundations

emerge as difficult and initially paradoxi-

change of such magnitude all by itself.

And when—as in this story of Lavoisier

and the birth of geological mapping—we

can link one of the greatest conceptual

changes in the history of science with one

of the most brilliant men who ever

graced the profession, then we can only

rejoice in the enlarged insight promised

by such a rare conjunction.

Most of us, with minimal training,

can easily learn to read the geological

history of a region by studying the dis-

tribution of rock layers on an ordinary

geographical map and then coordinating

this information with vertical sections (as

drawn in Lavoisier's margins) represent-

ing the sequence of strata that would be

exposed by digging a deep hole in any

one spot. But consider, for a moment,

the intellectual stretching thus required,

and the difficulty that such an effort

would entail, if we didn't already under-

stand that mountains rise and erode and

that seas move in and out over any given

region of our ancient earth.

A map is a two-dimensional represen-

tation of a surface; a vertical section is a

one-dimensional listing along a line

drawn perpendicular to this surface and

into the earth. To understand the history

of a region, we must mentally integrate

these two schemes into a three-dimen-

sional understanding of time (expressed as

vertical sequences of strata) across space

(expressed as horizontal exposures of the

same strata on the earth's surface). Such

increases in dimensionality rank among

the most difficult of intellectual prob-

lems—as anyone will grasp by reading the

most instructive work of science fiction

ever pubhshed, Edwin A. Abbott's Flat-

land (1884, and still in print), a "ro-

mance" (his description) about the diffi-

culties experienced by creatures who live

in a two-dimensional world when a

sphere enters the plane of their entire ex-

istence and forces them to confront the

tliird dimension.

As for the second component ot our

linkage, I can offer only a personal testi-

mony. My knowledge of chemistry is

rudimentary at best, and I can therefore

claim no deep understanding of

Lavoisier's greatest technical achieve-

ments. But I have read several of his

works and have never failed to experience

one of the rarest emotions in niy own ar-

senal: sheer awe accompanied by spinal

shivers. A kind of eerie, pellucid clarity

pervades Lavoisier's writing (and simply

makes me ashamed of the peregrinations

m these essays).

Perhaps, indeed almost certainly, a few

other scientists have combined equal

brilliance with comparable achievement,

but no one can touch Lavoisier in shining

the light of logic into the most twisted

corners of old conceptual prisons and

onto the most tangled masses ot confus-

ing observations, and extracting new

truths expressed as hnear arguments ac-

cessible to anyone. As an example of the

experimental method in science (includ-

ing the fundamental principle of double-

blind testing), no one has ever bettered

the document that Lavoisier wrote in

1784 as head of a royal commission (in-

cluding Benjamin Franklin, then resident

in Paris, and, ironically. Dr. GuiUotin,

whose "humane" invention would end

Lavoisier's life) to investigate (and, as re-
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suits provei to refute) the claims of

Fianz Mesmer about the role of "'animal

magnetism"' in the cure of disease by en-

crancement (mesmerization).

Lavoisier did not publish his sin^e ge-

ological paper (anal\rzed in next month's

column) until 1789, but Rhoda Rap-

poport has shovvTi that he based this vfotk

upon conclusions reached during his

mappii^ da\-s with Guettard. Lavoisier

did not iiR'ent the concept ofvertical sec-

tions, nor did he originate the idea that

sequences of sttaca record the history' of

regions on an earth of considerable antiq-

uity. Instead, he resolved an issue that may

seem small by comparison but couldn't be

more hmdamental to any hope for a

workable science of geology (as opposed

to the simpler pleasures of speculating

about the histon,' of the earth fiom an

armchair): he show'ed how die geological

history ofa region can be read fiom vari-

ations in strati i&om place to place—in

other words, how a set of one-dimen-

sional lists ofLftfered strata at siagje places

could be integrated by that greatest of all

scientific machines, the human mind,

into a three-dimensional understanding

ofthe history of geological changes across

an entire region.

(I doubt that Lavoisier's work had

much actual influence, for he published

only this one paper on the subject and did

not li\re to realize his more extensive pro-

jects. Other investigators soon reached

similar conclusions, for the nascent sci-

ence of geology was the hottest intellec-

tual property in late-ei^teenth-century

science. Lavoisier's paper has therefore

been forgotten, despite several effiins by

isolated historians of science throng the

years—vtith this two-part essay as the lat-

est attempt—to show the singularity oi

Lavoisier's vision and accomplishment.)

From ray excellent sample of volumi-

nous correspondence fcom lay readers

during a quarter century ofwriting these

essavs. I have learned the irony of the

most fiindamental misunderstanding

about science among those who love the

enterprise SI am not discussing the difier-

ent errors made by opponents ofscience).

Supporters assume that the greamess and

importance of a yyoik correlates direcdy

with its stated breadth of achievement:

minor papers solve local issues, while

great wx)rks claim to fathom the general

and universal nature of things. But all

practicing scientists know in their bones

that successfiil smdies require strict limita-

tions. One must specif^- a particular prob-

lem with an accessible solution, and ther

find a sufficiendy simple situation where

attainable facts might point to a clear con-

clusion. Potential greatness then arises

fix)m cascading imphcations toward

testable generalities. You don't reach the

generality' by direct assault without proper

tools. One might as well dream abou:

climbing Mount Everest wearing a T-

shirt and tennis shoes and carrying a

backpack containing only an apple and a

botde ot ^-ater.

I shall, in next month's essay, show how

Lavoisier's only geological paper rest?

upon such a simple and testable theme

—

the claim that sea level rises and falls in

c\'Cles and that distinctive differences in

type of sediment mark,the lowstands and

highstands.The argument of this remark-

able work then cascades in two directions

niom this firm startii^ point: first, toward

a great statement about the methodologv"

of science and, subsequendy, toward a

fiamework for the fiill panoply of con-

cepts that would elevate the di&ise anc

tentatK'e eS)rts of naturalists into an ex-

pansive and cohesive science ofgeology

Stephen Jay Gould leaches biology, geolog):

and die history ofsdeme at Hanwrd Uiiinvr-

sify. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorapj^

Curator in Imvrtebrates at die Ameriam Mu-

seum ofNatiiml History.

Photograph by Steve Myers

In close-up, a sunflowers "eye' at an earty

stage of seed formation shows overall

regufarity v,ith idiosyncratic vorioflon.

*Contemptatir»g 1t>e details,' says Steve

Myers, *is where photography excels.'
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Exposure to testosterone

in the uterus has some

unexpected effects

on females.

By Mertke M. Clark and Bennett G. Galefjr.

Ten years ago, we noticed some rather

odd things about the females in our labo-

ratory colony of MongoHan gerbils. All

the animals—sand-colored rodents with

jet black eyes, black toenails, and a black

tuft of hair at the tip of an elegant tail

—

were living under apparently identical

conditions, but some females were reach-

ing sexual maturity when sixteen days old

and still suckUng, while others were ex-

periencing their first estrus at twice that

age, long after they had been weaned.

The females that matured early went on

to produce almost twice as many babies as

did their late-maturing counterparts (fe-

males of both groups lived an average ot

eleven to twelve months).

Differences between the females also

showed up in their behavior. Early-

maturing mothers spent less time in the

nest with their young and nursed them

less often. They also rapidly became preg-

nant if we replaced their mate of many

months with a new male. Late-maturing

females were more likely to resist the ad-

vances of unfamiliar males—sometimes

attacking and severely injuring them—and

if they did accept them as mates, they took

longer to do so.

Our curiosity was thoroughly piqued

when we discovered that early-maturing

females gave birth to more daughters than

sons and that the opposite was the case

with their late-matunng counterparts.

Furthermore, to our surprise, the daugh-

ters tended to follow in their mother's de-

velopmental footsteps, maturing early if

she had, and so on.

The divergent reproductive histories in

these tv^'o groups of gerbils might have

been genetically determdned, but we sus-

pected that something other than genes

was at work. Our records revealed a strik-

ing pattern: the greater the proportion of

males in a litter of gerbils, the greater the

probability that any female in that litter

would mature late. This correlation sug-

gested to us that the development of fe-

male gerbils might be affected by the pre-

natal environment, a possibility we

decided to pursue further.

If you were to look inside a pregnant

gerbil, mouse, or just about any other

small rodent, you would find her fetuses

lined up rather like peas m a pod, with

males and females distributed randomly

within each of the two horns of her

uterus. We knew from earher research by

Fred vom Saal, at the University of Mis-

souri, and his colleagues that both the ap-

pearance and reproductive behavior ot a

female house mouse could be affected by

the sex of her immediate neighbors m
utero. Using radioactively labeled testos-

terone, vom Saal had shown that testos-

terone secreted by a male fetus in the last

Mouse embryos lined up in the uterus,

above, each in its own amniotic sac. A
huddle ofMongoUan gerbils, right.

week of gestation enters the amniotic

fluid and is absorbed by the fetuses on ei-

ther side of him. Exposure to this hor-

mone is known to have profound mas-

culinizing effects on both males and

females. Thus, at a critical period of de-

velopment, fetuses developing next to

males are exposed to more testosterone

than are fetuses lying next to females. We
suspected that similar things might be

happening in the wombs of our gerbils

and that they might be the cause of the

differences in development and behavior

we were seeing.

To find out, we started delivering ger-

>/

bils by cesarean section—which enabled

us to determine who had been lying next

to whom in the womb—and we then

documented the history of each female

from birth. The results were clear:

twenty-seven of twenty-eight females

that matured late had been either next to

a male or between two males; in contrast,

twenty-one of twenty-two early-matur-

ing females had developed in the woml

without an immediate male neighbo:

Further, as vom Saal's work had sug{

gested, both male and female fetuses posi

tioned between males in the womb hal

hisher levels of testosterone.
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Our next step was to determine what

effect position in the womb, and thus

testosterone level, had on male gerbils.

We found that male gerbils that had been

stuck between sisters grew up to be less

attractive to females in estrus. Some of

these testosterone-deprived males didnt

appear interested in females; others ex-

hibited apparently normal sexual behavior

(pursuing females around the cage and at-

tempting to mount them) but with rela-

tively little success. Interestingly, when

these males did mate, they proved to be

good, helpful fathers—licking the pups,

returning them to the nest when they

strayed, and huddling over them in the

same posture adopted by nursmg females.

All this attentiveness enabled their mates

to produce a second litter sooner than fe-

males whose mates had developed m
utero between males.

Other investigators have looked for ev-

idence of effects of intrauterine position

on the behavior of animals living in more

natural circumstances. In one particularly

ingenious study, John Vandenbergh and

his colleagues at North Carolina State

University used the circular grassy "is-

lands" formed by the curving ramps ot

cloverleaf highway interchanges as giant

mouse cages. Vandenbergh caught wild

mice, bred them, delivered the babies by

C-section, and then released the off-

spring—once fully mature—into the

cloverleaf islands. The exit and entrance

ramps enclosing each island acted as bar-

riers, so each leaf of the interchange con-

tained a separate population of mice. As

the released mice went about the business

of establishing a home range, Vanden-

bergh found that the females that roamed

most widely were those that had devel-

oped between males as fetuses. This jibes

well with what is known of wild house

mice (and many other animals), in which

high levels of testosterone are correlated

with aggressive behavior and a tendency

to hold a large home range or territory.

What effects might this sort of natu-

rally occurring variation in prenatal e.x-

posure to testosterone have in our species?

So far, studies are suggestive but incon-

clusive. Recently, for example, Edward

Miller, of the Umversity ofNew Orleans,

reviewed a number of studies that com-

pared fraternal twins of the same and op-

posite sex. In general, the studies found

that women who had shared their

mother's womb with a twin brother had

more characteristics that the researchers

labeled "malelike"' than did women with

a twin sister. Unfortunately, the determi-

nation of "malehke" behavior in these

studies was based on a selective, some-

times even subjective, set of traits, ranging

from a greater HkeHhood of using mind-

altering drugs, of travehng, and ofseeking

adventure, to a susceptibility to boredom.

Few of these studies looked at secondary

sexual characteristics known to be indica-

tive of high levels of testosterone (distri-

bution of pubic hair, for example), which

might have provided more useful, and

certainly less controversial, evidence.

Our own work has recendy focused on

the connection beuveen a female gerbil's

position in the womb and the ratio of sons

and daughters in her litters. The complete

answer to this puzzle has so far eluded us,

but we have made some interesting dis-

coveries along the way. It turns out that

male gerbil fetuses are more frequendy
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found in the right uterine horn than in the

left. The reason for this Hes in the ovaries,

not the horns: eggs produced by the right

ovary (even when surgically attached to

the left horn of the uterus) are more likely

to develop into males than are eggs li-om a

left ovar)'. We haven't yet figured out why

or whether the same process is responsible

tor the different sex ratios of litters pro-

duced by feniales fi-om different intrauter-

ine positions. Meanwhile, however, an-

other study suggests that the fmding may

have relevance to other mammalian spe-

cies, including our own.

Two years ago, Allan Pacey, a zoologist

working in the Assisted Conception Unit

at the University of Sheffield, in England,

told us about some exciting findings in his

laboratory. After reading about our dis-

coveries m gerbils, Pacey had examined

the medical records ofhundreds ofhuman

births resulting from artificial insemina-

tion. He found that eggs taken from the

right human o\'ary were roughly 30 per-

cent more likely to produce sons than

were eggs from the left ovary. Pacey

looked at other possible determinants of

offspring gender—including the mother's

age and the timing of insemination—but

none correlated with the sex ofthe babies.

The notion that the left and right sides

of the human body and the gender ofba-

bies are somehow related is not new.

More than twenrs^-five hundred years

ago, the Greek mathematician Pvthagoras

asserted that maleness is associated with

the right side of the body and femaleness

with the left. Hippocrates thought the sex

ot a child was determined by its position

on the left or right side of the womb.

Aristotle vacillated, sometimes rejecting

such ideas, sometimes accepting them.

Early in the twentieth centurs', the dis-

covery of sex chromosomes seemed to

ride out any connection between side of

the body and gender, but findings such as

curs ind Pacey's demand that we take an-

other look. If the connection proves

valid, it coiild potentially give parents-to-

be more say la the gender of their babies.

The ethical questions raised by such

choices are another matter. D

Mother Knows Best
By Hubert Sclmnbl

Bird embryos develop outside the

mother's body, inside a hard-shelled egg.

Since hormones cannot travel fi'om one

egg to another or from the incubating

mother to an egg, it might seem that bird

embryos exist in hormonal isolation. As I

discovered several years ago, however, a

mother bird has a strong and direct hor-

monal influence on her offspring, deliver-

ing steroid hormones, such as testosterone

and other andi"ogens, into the yolk of the

eggs betbre laying them. And, I was sur-

!
iriiis;

food

attempting to accomplish through thes^ji

hormonal adjustments?

After hatching, nestlings ofmany specie*

compete for food. Often, competition in |)v i^

the first few days is based on which |oct, (

nestling can beg most voraciously anc j m
stretch its neck closest to the food. As the^ a of

grow, bigger nestlings may shove or ag: jnmbi

gressively peck at their smaller siblings. Tc oni ft

the casual observer, the mother often ap-
lotifr's

pears indifferent to these squabbles, seldonj :

leiji

attempting to make sure the "underbird'
1,

gets a fair share of the food. In fact, somi

of her actions- including the timing o
)[|i[ij(

ion,!

lentoi

Cm

Competition among cattle egret nestlings can he fierce.

prised to find, different eggs \\^ithm a sin-

gle clutch may contain different amounts

ot these maternal hormones. Cattle egret

mothers, for example, generally lay

clutches of three eggs and place twice as

much androgen in the first two eggs as in

the third. Canarv' mothers take the oppo-

site approach: each egg in a clutch offour

or five gets a little bit more testosterone

than the one before, with the last egg

containing three times as much as the

first. What, if amthing, are these mothers

egg laying and incubation and, perhap
j

how much hormone she delivers to aj
^j^

egg—mav even contribute to the inequai j a

lt^' of her nesdmgs' competitive abilities, fg^^

Many birds lay their eggs one or

days apart. If the mother begins to ini

bate before the last egg is laid, the,

nestlings to hatch v^dU have a signifi'

head start developmentally. Cattle ei

mothers generally start incubating ai

laying the first egg. The third nestlin| ^u^

may not hatch until two or three da^j
;j ^
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ter its older siblings, which may kill it

unng times of food shortage (see

Knockouts in the Nest," Natural History,

lay 1985). In collaboration with Doug

lock, of the University of Oklahoma, I

m now investigating whether the extra

lot of androgen from the egret mother

Dntributes to the aggressiveness ot first-

orn chicks. If so, it may be part ot the

lother's strategy to ensure the survival of

least some of her offspring in years

hen food is in short supply.

Canary mothers vary hormone provi-

oning of the eggs. Early in the breeding

•ason, they deliver more steroids to the

ter eggs laid (making hatchlings from

iiose eggs more competitive beggars),

iius endeavoring to ensure the survival of

1 the offspring. Late in the breeding sea-

)n, when food for nestlings may be less

oundant, mothers give no extra steroids

the last eggs and even start incubation

arly, thus betting on the survival of

atchlings from the first eggs only. This

ne-tuning of nestling competition in a

rood—sometimes influencing who lives

id who dies—enables mother birds to

roduce the most offspring under varying

Dnditions.

The influence of maternal hormones

oes not stop once the nestlings have

edged. For example, canaries that hatch

om eggs that received more testosterone

:e more aggressive as adults than those

lat developed in eggs with less of the

ormone. And my work with a third spe-

les—the house sparrow—is revealing the

nportance of the mother's social envi-

bnment: the greater the number of spar-

ows living in an area, the more testos-

;rone a mother is apt to deliver to her

;gs. If further research shows that, as

nth canaries, more testosterone means

lore aggressiveness, this may be the

lother's way of preparing her offspring

1 compete in crowded conditions.

I

Photographer; Capt. Lorun Mclncyi
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In Search ofa

Tree ByJack Hope

Until roughly midcentury,

many rural Americans

regularly har\-ested

honey from wild bee

trees. Each autumn,

after the competing odors of flowers had

faded, the bee hunter would set out an

aromatic bait: either small sections of

honeycomb or a simple, t\vo-to-one

mixture of sugar and water flavored with

mint or anise. Honeybees (Apis mellifera)

can catch the scent from bait up to three

rrules from their hive. After imbibing the

sweet mixture, wild bees carried it back

to their residences in the hoUows of an-

cient hickory, oak, maple, or pine trees.

Obhgingl\=, the insects flew straight

from bait to home "in a beeline." And the

bee hunter followed them, charting their

route by eye and compass and mo\Tng his

bait step by step ever nearer the goal over

a period of two days to a week, until he

frnaUy arrived at the base of the bee aee.

Inside the hive, thousands of \\Tld honey-

bees had built their waxi,' combs and

scored from sboy to one hundred pounds

ot honey for the coming -^-inter.

Today the vast majotit\' of American

honeybees reside in man-made, multi-

tiered hives. And even though the species

has been recently ravaged by parasitic

mites (see 'Trouble with Honeybees,"'

Natural History, May 1997), commercial

apiaries produce and sell some 200 mil-

Hon pounds of honey a year, available on

supermarket shelves for about three dol-

lars a pound. With such a supply, finding

a \^Tld bee tree has become an irrelevant

and nearly lost art.

But for just that reason, on a clear and

chilly Friday in late October 1993, I set

out near my family home in the CatskiU

Mountains of New York \\ath Albert

Lounsbur^'—^longtime beekeeper and for-

mer farmer, not to mention my onetime

scoutmaster—in search of a wild bee tree.

If we found one, Al and I agreed, we

would not fell it or smoke the insects out

to har\-est their honey as traditional bee

hunters did. Rather, our reward would be

the satisfaction of locating a tree using

only simple, traditional gear: compass,

thermometer, watch, a few honeycomb

sections five inches in diameter (from one

of Al's hives), and a century-old "bee

box." Complete with two small shding

doors and a tiny release chamber on top,

this bee box had been crudely fashioned

by its original owTier from a Robert

Burns cigar box ("Havanas for lOe

apiece," it said on the Ud).

While both Al and I had stumbled

upon bee trees in the past, neither of us

had acmally sought and found one with a

beekeeper's painstaking methods. But, as I

boldlv announced to him on our drive to

Columbia Hill (a 1,200-foot promontor\'

overlooking our hometo\vn), what we

lacked in actual bee hunting experience,

we more than made up for in outdoors

sax'vy Between us, after all, we were ex-

pert at ever\Thing from sphtting fence-

posts to grafting apple trees, fly-fishing

for trout, and finding edible herbs. Given

Als gentle way with honeybees, gleaned

from fifty--two years of beekeeping expe-

rience, and my anglers eagle eyes, honed

by decades of spotting minute mayflies

rising from CatskiU trout streams, I was

sure we would succeed within the three

days we'd set aside for our mission. All we

had to do was follow the beeline. How
hard could that be? Al smiled. "Don't

count on it," he said. "There must be

some reason the old-timers took a week

to find a tree."

At 9:00 A.M., surrounded by the bright

yellow of poplars, the deep red of oaks,

and the subtle purple of ash trees, we

placed our honeycomb sections in the

center of a grassy meadow on the hill's

north slope. We set our sections up on a

sandstone boulder so chat the scene of our

baic would carry in rhe breeze. We
doused che combs with sugar-water and

sprinkled them with anise—its potent

odor is irresistible to bees.

And then we waiced. Honeybees do

noc leave cheir warm hives until the air

K
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temperature reaches roughly 50° F. Just

past eleven, as the thennometer we car-

ried showed the niercurj? easing up to 52°,

we saw our first vxo bees of the day The\"

did not come to our sumptuous bait,

though. They landed instead on a tiny

cluster of asters, past their prime, at the

western edge of the 300-foot-long

meadow. After eating, they left, then re-

turned, ate, left, and returned again to the

small blue-and-white flowers. Even when

we held our honeycomb direcdy under

their noses, they could not be budged

bom the waning asters. A. inellifera may

well be industrious, but they are also to-

tally lacking in imagination when it comes

to striking out in new directions. Or,

more scientifically, whenever honeybees

discover one tbod source—even a meager

source, like the asters—they inform their

fello^'^ workers of its location with an in-

hive directional dance, then obsessively

stick to the site until everj' last edible bit

has been transported back to the hive.

But thats what a bee box is for. Over

centuries, bee hunters learned that an en-

tire colony of bees can be quickly in-

ft)nned of a new and better soiurce of

food if the hunters enclose a single

hone\7bee within a box, let her gorge (all

honeybee workers are female) on the

abundant sweets therein, then release her

to return home and tell the others. A bee

box and the bee inside can be carried

wherever the bee hunter wishes, usuallv

to a spot that ofiers a better \iew of the

surrounding countr\fside. Once the bee is

fiKed and begins to spread word of the

bountv; other field workers will follow

rejecting lesser locations and fl\ing right

to the box and bait.

That's what w« did. As one bee fed on
an aster, Al expertly caught her with a

gende closing of the Robert Bums cigar

box Ud, and we transported box and bee

back to the center of the meadow. For

tw-enty seconds, the insect buzzed angrily,

but then discovered the honeycomb and

began to lap up the rich mixture ofsugar-

water and honey. Five minutes later,

when we opened the glass-Udded release

chamber, the fattened bee made readv to

/*£

fly. She rose hea\ily into the air and made

half a dozen slaw but ever-ascending spi-

rals around the box to get her bearings.

On the seeming sUngshot of her last loop,

the insect sped ott", fading Lnstandy into

the landscape ... in an unseen direction.

I was dismayed. "Which way did she

go?" I asked.

Al shrugged his shoulders, then chuck-

led. "Where are those angler's eagle

eyes?" he asked.

We had released that bee firom our box

at 11:54 a.m. Within four minutes, four

honeybees had returned to the bait. Pre-

sumably, they included the one we'd

caught and three others to whom she had

relayed the location of the bait after re-

gurgitating her bell\iiil of food for other,

in-hive workers to pack into cells. For six

minutes, the four fed ravenously, then

flew off. At 12:08, the bees arri\Ted back

at our bait, along with fourteen others

from the hive. At 12:30, Al and I counted

roughly fifty-five bees swarming over the

surfaces of our closely bunched honey-

comb sections, and by 12:45, so many

workers had come that we lost count.

We knew- there w-ere no nearby com-

mercial apiaries. And since honeybees

travel at a speed of about a rtule in eight

minutes, we figured, by the bees' round-

trip flight time, that—by luck—^we had

set out our bait within a quarter rrule of a

wild bee tree.

We were happy bee hunters. We re-

plenished our bait, pouring sugar-water

onto the combs and, unavoidably, onto

the gvT^ring mass of bees. The eager

workers simply lapped the solution finm

the hairy bodies of their sisters. We ate

lunch with dozens of wild bees hovering

about us. Hghting on the sugars- hd of our

bait jar, on the bright yellow strap ofmy
tote bag, even occasionally on us. as they

awaited their turn at the honeycombs.

No bee stimg us. Hone\tees tend to be

even-tempered, and especially so when
they are feasting. But as Al later had occa-

sion to show me, even if thev do sting,

there's minimal discomfort caused by the

wound it the stingee immediately re-

moves the tiny black stinger fcom the

flesh—^before the

poison spreads—by scraping it

away with a thumbnail.

We now- had a steady stream of bees

coming to and departing fi-om our bait,

but wre still found it impossible to tell

w^hich way our bees w-ere flying. When
they left the combs or the now open bee

box, they did not rise straight up and take

off in a straight line toward the hive but

looped and tacked against the fifteen-

mile-per-hour breeze mo\ing up the

steep hillside. In the perfect midday sun-

hght, w^ could foUow" them by eye for

only fifteen to thiny- feet after they left

the sandstone boulder.

1 began to realize that I'd been duped

by the adage that these litde beasts travel

in a "beeline." Whenever there is the

The bee sped

off, fading

instandy into the

landscape ... in

an unseen

direction.

I

shghtest wind, or wherever there are trees

or changing contours in the land, there is

no way bees can fly straight home, no way

the bee hunter's eyes can follow them for

more than a few feet. But we tried. For

three hours after lunch, as the tempera-

ture slowly fell fi»m 62° to 54°. Al and 1

used our binoculars to tr\" to trace the

bees, even King down on our backs in the

meadow- to try to spot them against the

sk\'. We then paced out from the meadow

in ever\' direction, eyeing all the old pines

and hardwoods, hoping to blunder upon

'

the bee tree and its knothole entrance teni

or tw-enty feet above the ground.

We tailed. But on one of these excirr-

sions. at 4:15 P.M., with sunhght angling

steeply down the hillside, w^e entered a

I

i
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brush lot 450 feet uphill and southwest of

the meadow. There we suddenly spotted

a stream of gleaming golden specks flash-

ing across the brush lot at chest height

and flying more or less in a straight line. It

took no more than a moment to verify

that they were our bees, flymg m a direc-

tion roughly ten compass degrees east-

southeast of our bait.

We debated whether to move our

honeycombs into the brush lot and closer

to the hive (hoping to divert the now

waning procession of bees to our new lo-

cation) or to wait until the next morning,

when, with high enough temperatures

and no rain, we could get another stream

of bees moving. As the temperature

dipped below 50°, the queue of honey-

bees dropped off abruptly, even more

quickly than it had built up in the morn-

ing. The golden insects closed up shop

for the day, and so did we.

Next morning, with the sky starting to

cloud, we were back on Columbia Hill at

10:00 A.M. The uphiU brush lot was not

visible from our original location. But by

my repeated calls from a hemlock stump

in the lot down to Al standing on the

sandstone boulder in the meadow, we

were able roughly to align the two sites

and then line them up, in turn, with a tall

and especially bright-red oak another two

hundred yards beyond. Theoretically, the

bee tree we sought lay somewhere along

that line of sight.

We set out a single honeycomb m the

meadow—just in case our new bait

failed—and we placed two baited combs

atop the hemlock stump m the brush lot.

At our new location, as bee hunting hter-

ature recommends, we also waved an

anise-scented rag through the air, then

tied the cloth high up in a nearby poplar

sapling. By the time I had shinned down

from the tree, half a dozen bees were on

our bait. Within twenty minutes, sixty or

seventy swarmed upon the combs and an-

other ten or twelve, probably puzzled,

clung to our anise cloth.

We decided to "mark" a bee; that way,

we could precisely time an individual's

flight from bait to hive and back again.
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Traditional bee hunters marked a <>

bee with chaJk, skillfully placing a line of

the powdery substance on the insect's

back, just between the wings, as it fed.

We used typewriter White-Out. Even

though I steadied my right hand with my

left as I tried to subdy brush one of the

bees feasting on our bait, I deposited an

enormous glob of the white hquid on the

thorax of the unsuspectmg creature. The

bee never stopped lapping sugar-water,

but she shifted uneasily, swerving her rear

against those of the seven or eight others

packed tightly around her, as if I had

caused her some discomfort.

When she was done eating, the bee

spiraled up and vanished among the

sapling sumacs and poplars of the brush

lot. She returned to the bait—the dried

white dot on her back making her con-

spicuous among eight}' or ninety part-

ners—in two minutes, four seconds; the

next trip took one minute, fifty-three

seconds. This told us, once we did the

arithmetic, that we were now likely

within seven hundred feet of the bee tree.

But beyond the brush lot, the old-growth

forest was dense. With low visibility, it

was useless to wander in there to try to

find the one tree, among the many hun-

dreds, that harbored our bees' nest.

By early afternoon, scalloped gray

clouds hung low over Columbia HiU, and

the temperature was dropping down

through the fifties. With a conspicuously

smaller number of bees visiting our bait,

we hurriedly employed our last bee

hunter's tactic—triangulation. Placing a

comb with a dozen bees on it in our box,

we carried the insects up to the two-acre

supply pond near the top of the hiU. If, in

this open area of better visibility, we

could spot the flight path of departing

and returning bees, we could extend this

hue until it intersected our earlier hue

from the meadow, through the brush lot,

to the blazing red oak; there, near the in-

tersection, should be our bee tree.

At the pond, we opened the bee box.

One by one, the bees slowly exited, cir-

cled their new location, then peeled off

downhUl. Maybe because we had a rough

notion of which way they would fly,

maybe because the gray sky made them

more visible, or maybe because we were

simply getting better at this business of

bee hunting, we were now able to spot

the creatures' hne of departure. And once

extended, this hne seemed to cross our

first sight line about fifty yards downslope

of the fiery oak.

But we'd waited too long. The ther-

mometer read 49°. Of the twelve bees

we'd released at the supply pond, only

three returned to the bait. We quickly

strode downhill to the intersection of our

sight lines and peered up along the trunks

of the biggest and most knotholed trees,

hoping to spot hovering honeybees

awaiting their turn to enter the hive. Not

a bee was in sight.

We returned to the brush lot to pick up

our gear. Only a half-dozen bees were still

coming to our bait. But, strangely, as I

walked past the hemlock stump, some-

thing small and high-powered collided

with me, smashed into my chest, then

stung me. Looking down at the culprit

bee now writhing in the grass, dying

without her stinger, I saw the white dot

on the thorax. It was the bee I'd marked

with White-Out hours earlier. 1 was as-

tounded. Of the many bees that had vis-

ited our bait, what were the odds of this

single creature's colliding with me? Had

the insect remembered and sought me out

for revenge? Or was the attack a sort of ill

omen, portending failure in our bee hunt?

Next morning, Sunday—the last day

we'd set aside for our mission—cold rain

began before daybreak; by 10:00 A.M., the

rain had turned into the fall's first snow.

No bees would be out today. We sat at

home sipping tea flavored with honey and

anise and, appropriate for a Sunday, de-

bated the mystical meamng of my bee

sting. And we enthusiastically vowed a re-

turn to our search on Columbia HiU

when the weather again turned warm the

following year.

I

I

Jack Hope, who has been stung just once by a
'

bee, is a writer who lives in New York City and

the Catskill Mountains ofNew York State.
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As the summer monsoon rains draw to a close in northern India, painted stoil

By Abdul Jamil Urti

Righf: Feathers are

occasionally ruffled

as storks crowd into

ttie sfiallows to f'tsti.

A catch can range

from bite-sized to

gargantuan, below.

After months of searing sun, when aU is heat and dust,

the arrival of the Indian monsoon is an event. In June,

dark, bloated clouds loom overhead, and when they fi-

nally release their load of rain, everyone welcomes the

sweet. must>' smeU of wet earth. The brown landscape

suddenly turns green, and dried-up rivers fill, sweU,

and overflow their banks. The rains trigger the spawn-

ing of fish, amphibians, and other aquatic creatures.

which are carried far and wide by iloodwaters. Soon,

the surplus of edible freshwater species stimulates more

new life in the wedands. Among the fish-eatmg birds

that take advantage of the bount>' are painted storks.

During the sunmier, these wading birds hunt alone or

m small feeding groups in ponds, lakes, and wet fields

across the countryside. But as the monsoon draws to a

close m August, they begin to gather in large colomes

to mate, nest, and raise their young.

Three feet tall, with huge yellow bills, painted

storks are impressive burds, particularly at the start ot

the breeding season, when their black, white, and rose

plumage is at its most brilliant. Widespread residents

on the subcontinent, painted storks are one of six spe-

cies of Indian stork. Of the nineteen species world-

wade, some, including the painted stork and the Amer-

ican wood stork, nest m colomes; others, such as the

central African saddle-biUed stork and the South

American jabiru, are solitary nesters. The sites ofsome

painted stork nests, and even individual nesting trees,

have probably been used for generations, but in 1960,

painted storks in the countryside around the citv- ot

Delhi, m northern India, began to nest in a new spot.

From a stork's-eye view, the place had potential: big

mesquite trees on islands situated in three large ponds

not far from the Yamuna River. The wild storks had

estabUshed their colony m the middle of the Delhi zoo.

Covering about two hundred acres and located in

Monsoon
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Ijgin to congregate in large colonies to mate, nest, and raise their young.

i
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Without leaving Deliii, a city often million inhabitants, I could observe hundreds cIdP
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National Parl< in the

state of Rajasthan
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www.rajasthan-

tourism.com.

For information on

Gujarat State, its

wildlife sanctuaries,

and Itie coastal city

of Btiavnagar, ctieck

www.gujaratonline

.com.

the southeastern part of India's capital city of more

than ten million people, the Delhi zoo, officially

known as the National Zoological Park, has the usual

displays of captive animals, but it has also become one

of the largest and most important breeding areas for

colonial waterbirds in northwestern India. Although

surrounded by a concrete jungle, this site is essentially

natural, as the nesting birds fly freely on and off the

premises. At various times ofthe year, not only painted

storks but also herons, egrets, cormorants, and ibis

adopt the zoo as a nesting ground. Gardens and zoos in

some other Indian cities also host rmxed colonies of

birds, loosely known as heronries. Storks and their fel-

low waterbirds have been nesting for years in the large,

public Piele gardens in the city of Bhavnagar, in Gu-

jarat State, on the Arabian Sea. Unlike European

storks, painted storks do not set up their nests on

rooftops (nor are they popular subjects of folklore, as

are the European birds), but they appear to be com-

fortable m proxiinity to humans, at least during the

nesting season, when the colony affords them some se-

curity. In Kokre Bellur, literally "stork vUlage," in

southern India's Karnataka State, painted storks and

other birds, notably gray pelicans, have been nesting on

trees close to village houses for centuries.

Among the more unspoiled stork nesting sites is

Keoiadeo Ghana National Park, in Bharatpur, 120

rrules west of Delhi. This park's vast marshes are in

great contrast to the cityscape surrounding the zoo. A
World Heritage Site and a protected wetland, Keo-

iadeo attracts large numbers ofpainted storks and other

Bhavnagar'

V9?

Bombay

100 f.ljies

Sweet Stormy Weather

Among the most predictable of aU storm systems, the mon-

soon is a shifting seasonal wind pattern that brings months of

near-constant rain after months of clear, hot, dry weather. Per-

haps the world's best-known monsoon is the one that blows

„ _ across the Indian

.^^ , I Ocean. With the onset

CHINA '--, g of summer in April,

~^ the land heats up more

rapidly than the ocean,

and monsoon winds

begin to blow inland

across the Indian sub-

continent. A low-pres-

sure area forms as

heated air above the

land expands and rises,

and warm, moist

ocean air moves in to

take its place. Passing

over the hills and high-

lands, the ocean winds

then drop their mois-

WEPAp BHUTAN

Keoiadeo Gh9tia,0~v
) Notional Parlu ^^

INDIA

Hyderabad

teikre

Bellur,

O
•Madros

m ijm.A

ture as torrential summer rains. This is known as the south- *

west, or summer, monsoon (in India, we call it sinrply "the

monsoon"). In autumn, over the southern part of the subcon-

tinent, the situation is reversed. As the land cools down more

rapidly than the sea, low-pressure areas develop over the ocean,

and from October to December, the monsoon winds blow

steadily seaward.

The Indian summer monsoon spans a fiiU three months,

from June to September. It provides India and its immediate

South Asian neighbors with about thirty-five inches of rain,

almost 80 percent of the annual rainfall. A major source of

household water (the avaUabiUty of which, per capita, has

dropped by half since 1947) and an important component ot

hydroelectric power, the rains are vital to the heavily popu-

lated, primarily agrarian subcontinent. The monsoon not only

sustains plant and animal Hfe in all its diversity but also has a

profound effect on national economies and polity in this re-

gion. In India, agriculture is the largest and most important

sector of the economy. The rainy season is critical to the pro-

duction of grains for human consumption and for animal fod-

der, which supports the world's largest population of dairy cat-

tle. If the monsoon fails, cattle overgraze scant vegetation and -i

milk yields drop, leading to high prices for nutritious milkj.

products. For people and for painted storks, a good monsooa^^i

makes all the difference.

—

A.J. U.

i
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Id painted storks during the most active and vital stage of their yearly cycle.

colonial waterbirds each year. But unprotected wet-

lands throughout India, like those in most other parts

of the world, are disappearing. That a wetland within

the Delhi zoo became a bird sanctuary may be an indi-

cation of the loss of extensive natural nesting habitat.

The Delhi zoo attracts various types of visitors:

families coming to see the caged animals, couples

looking for peace and privacy, and city dwellers seek-

ing tranquil environs. Some twelve years ago, I began

to visit the zoo as a birdwatcher. As a professional zool-

ogist, I had been spending much of my time contined

to a laboratory, but I was drawn to the zoo heronry,

where, without leaving the city, I could observe wild

painted storks at the most active and vital stage of their

yearly cycle. J.
H. Desai had studied the nesting storks

in the 1960s, when he was zoo director; I decided to

leave my lab and follow up his original research, but

with an ecological focus. Much of my work has cen-

tered on the link between the monsoon and the

painted stork's nesting patterns.

Although these patterns vary across the vast Indian

subcontinent, in each region they coincide approxi-

mately with the arrival of the monsoon (see "Sweet

Stormy Weather," opposite page). In northern Indian

nesting colonies, such as those in the Delhi zoo and

Keoladeo, nesting starts in earnest in late August and

early September, just after the summer, or southwest. Opposite, top:

monsoon. But southernmost India—south of the city A stori< airlifts fresh

of Hyderabad—experiences a northeast, or winter, brandies to add to a

monsoon; there, painted stork nesting can begin as late new nest or to

as November. If the rains fail, painted storks have been refurbisti one from

known to abandon nesting altogether. a previous breeding

Painted storks begin to congregate at the zoo in season. Below: In

late August, at first simply standing about on tree limbs norttiern India's

in bachelor groups of unattached males and females. Keoladeo Ghana

Then adult males attempt to take possession of a suit- National Park,

able territory, which, in a crowded colony, may be no painted storl<s tend

bigger than a nest firom the previous year. Platforms of their downy, three-

twigs, the nests are two to three feet in diameter. They weeti-oid chicks.

are often used from year to year and simply refurbished Among the

with fresh twigs. If a new nest is called for, the male waterbirds sharing

begins construction. their tree is a

Not all nest sites are equal. Those higher up are at a spoonbill (second

premium. They afford protection from ground preda- tall bird from right).
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Crowding togellier or the lop of a tree has its advantages. One of the benefits (isiin

tors and may also be preferred because they allow these

tall birds more room for takeoffi and landings. A higher

site may even facilitate copulation, during which the

male mounts the standing female and extends his wings

to mamtain balance. Crowding, too, has its advantages.

One of the greatest benefits of nesting in a packed

colony is protection from avian predators. Trees with a

canopy shape that can support many nests (such as the

mesquite trees in the Delhi zoo, with their merged

canopies, or large, spreading ficus trees) are stork fa-

vorites. At Keoladeo and other expansive wetlands,

birds of prey such as kites, marsh harriers, and winter

migrant eagles attack stork eggs and chicks, whereas at

the zoo, kites and crows tend to be the culprits.

A male painted stork attracts a female to his small

territory by advertising his presence, but with such

subdety that his actions hardly look hke a full-blown

display. A lone male may appear to be doing nothing

except preening himself and rearranging twigs in the

nest. Should another male encroach upon an occupied

territory, he is rudely sent on his way by a powerful jab

of the bill. Some interlopers fight back, and when con-

flicts escalate, the intruder may succeed in usurping the

territory. Male and female painted storks look alike.
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lusting in a paclced colony is protection from ground and aerial predators.

•md, when first drawn to a displaying male, a female

may mitially be attacked as if she were a rival. But in-

stead of retaliating, she adopts a meek and submissive

posture, her head held low, wings spread wide, and bill

gaping. The male soon recognizes her as a potential

mate. If a pair bond develops over several days, and a

nest is under construction, the male will continue to

airlift nest material, and the female will see to the

arrangement of the leafy twigs and the completion of

the nest. The birds are then ready to embark on a hec-

tic program of raising a family, timing their effort to

take advantage of the postmonsoon abundance offish.

For five seasons, from 1988 through 1992, 1 main-

tained records of rainfall patterns and adult arrival dates

at the Delhi zoo and counted the number of adults and

chicks every two weeks. Yearly numbers ot individual

adults peaked at between 325 and 550. The number of

young, which reflected the relative numbers of mated

adults, peaked in October or November.

The normal clutch of three or four eggs is incu-

bated for about thirty days. The female bears the brunt

of the incubation duties, but the male relieves her at

intervals during the day so that she can take short

flights and fish for herself. Chicks less than three weeks

old are never left alone in the nest; one parent always

stands guard and shields them from the strong midday

sun by spreading its wings.

As the chicks grow, parents may undertake simulta-

neous food-finding missions to satisfy the appetite of

their brood. The Delhi zoo storks tend to fly to

marshes near the Yamuna River, a mile and a half away.

Left: In concert,

nesting parents

adopt a protective

posture, spreading

ttieir capelike wings

to stiield eggs and

tiatctilings from tlie

fierce midday sun.

rather than fish in the concrete-lined ponds at the zoo.

After catching a fish, a painted stork parent swallows

and holds it in its crop, a distensible pouch that is part

of its digestive system. Then it flies to the colony and

regurgitates the now slightly predigested catch onto

the floor of the nest. There are reports of painted stork

chicks choking while attempting to swallow big fish

brought in by the parents, and parent birds of the Keo-

ladeo colony have been observed dropping fish more

than about a foot long even after arriving at the nest.

This could be because such fish are too much of a

mouthful for the storks' young.

The timing of the breeding season seems logical,

because after the rains, the volume offish in wetlands is

At tlie Deltii zoo

tieronry, above, a

painted storl<

delivers a sizable

meat to the treetop

nest where Its mate

incubates the eggs.
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The stork's adaptability will prove to be a strength as wetlands disappear.

Painted storks gather

in wetlands great

and small to raise a

new generation.

Storks nest wittiin

sigtit of the Old Fort,

a monument near

the Delhi zoo, below.

enormous, and most are smaD to mediuni-sized fmger-

lings of carp, catfishes, and other freshwater species. As

yet, field studies have not shown painted storks to be

selecting small fish to feed their young and keeping the

big catches for themselves. However, field studies ot

adult herons, ibis, and American wood storks suggest

that parents of these species feed chicks the same size

fish they themselves eat. So, "what is good for mum
and dad is good for baby" might hold for painted

storks, too.

Incoming food shipments are greeted enthusiasti-

cally by the chicks. At just a week old, they make

squeaky calls and are already adept at picking up fish

from the nest floor. At three to four weeks—the "cot-

tonbaU" stage, when, except for their dark heads and

extremities, they are covered with fluffy white down

—

they greet fish-bearing parents by moving their heads

up and down and are quick to threaten chicks in

nearby nests. As in many species of birds, sibhng rivalry

""^'~^ i^^^.
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and in the vast is rife. Bigger, stronger chicks, usually the first hatched,

marshes of Keoiadeo gobble most of the food; over time, the weaker chicks

Ghana National may perish and be summarily flung fi-om the nest by a

Park opposite. parent. Other causes of mortality are predation, bad

weather in January or February, and overall food short-

ages if the rains have failed. A mated pair usually suc-

ceeds in raising at least one chick from its clutch.

As the weeks pass, the young steadily become taller,

noisier, and more agile. After about fifty days, they are

three-quarters the size of their parents but have a

Hghter-color bill and smoky gray plumage. By sixty

days, they have fledged; that is, they have begun to take

small flights from, the nest. They remain near the

colony and continue to be fed by the parents until they

are fijUy independent, at eighty-five days old. In Janu-

ary, the zoo colony is bursting with parents and the

new generation of painted storks. The young will not

have fuU adult coloration untU they are two years old

and will not breed until they are four.

The first season I spent observing the Delhi zoo

colony proved to be the longest; it indicated that if

conditions are right, painted storks can sometimes nest

independent of the monsoon rains. That nesting pe-

riod stretched from August 1988 to June 1989. After a

first bout of breeding, with chick numbers peaking in

October, a second round, starting in February, then

produced a smaller but still sizable batch of young

storks, with numbers highest in May.

Some of the later-breeding birds may have been

new to the colony; others may have taken advantage of

a combination of factors to renest after their first chicks

fledged. Just what combination of environmental fac-

tors could account for this banner year is unknown,

but food must have been plentiful enough to make

nesting at this late stage possible. As wetlands dry out,

for example, fish become concentrated along the dry-

ing edges or trapped in isolated pools, where wading

birds can easily catch them. But this unusual season in

Delhi would seem to have been an aberration were it

not for the presence of the painted stork colony in

Kokre BeUur, in southern India, whose members un-

characteristically choose to raise their progeny in the

normally dry spell firom February to May. Wood storks,

the American cousins of painted storks, are normally

dry-season nesters, and studies in the Florida Ever-

glades have shown a strong relationship between the

seasonal drying of wetlands and wood storks' breeding

success. So, while the immediate postmonsoon time

remains the painted storks' prime nesting season in

India, they may cue in to some unknown environmen-

tal factors that make off-season nesting an opportunity

to raise more young storks. The adaptabiHty of painted

storks may prove to be a strong advantage as wedand

feeding and nesting habitat disappears.

Since my stork study ended in 1992, I have moved

to another city, but I stiU visit the Delhi zoo every year.

The heronry remains active, and painted storks con-

tinue to nest there. Although zoo authorities are atten-

tive to their captive charges, the wild birds are seldom

monitored and their ponds are only minimally main-

tained. But the birds persist, and the zoo heronry is on

its way to becoming a traditional nesting place, giving

city dwellers a ghmpse of the rich natural Hfe of the In-

dian wetlands. D
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Margarita and Jose Maya started picking

fruits and vegetables in American fields

wtien they were children. Now they have

found security in the migrant life.

Story by Leslie Nielsen

Photographs by Eugene Richards

L

Margarita and Jose Maya met in 1977 while pick-

ing oranges in a Florida citrus grove. Twenty-six-

year-old Margarita, newly divorced, was raising her

four cliildren—Diana, Margarita, Sacramento, and

Marissa—on her own. Jose, aged seventeen, was work-

ing to help support lais mother and six sisters. He had

been working in the fields of Mexico and the United States

since he was eleven years old, although he did not become a

legal immigrant to the United States until 1985. Working pa-

pers were not a problem for Margarita, who was born m Donna,

Texas. Brought as a child to live in a Mexican border town with

her grandmother and her impoverished and ailing mother, she used

to watch men and women cross a bridge over the Rio Grande to go

to work in Texas. She envied them the paper sacks of sandwiches they

were given as part of a program to entice Mexican field workers because

of a shortage of American labor, and she used to beg them for food.

When she was eleven, she joined them, crossing the bridge each
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Margarita and Jose morning before dawn to pick tomatoes, onions, cot-

Maya, above. They ton. or cabbages. At seventeen she married another

and their crew of held worker and went to live in Texas. The marriage

n:)igrant laborers go ended nine years later. Margarita and her children

where the work is. moved on, to tr\- their luck in Florida.

eventually to West After they met, Margarita and Jose, together with

Virginia apple the children, followed the ripening crops in a battered

orchards, where they old Ford station wagon—from oranges in Florida,

warm themselves north to blueberries in Georgia, and farther north

against the early again to apples in West Virginia. Like many migrant

morning chill, right. farmworkers, they made barely enough to cover their

Opposite page: Hvii^ expenses (the median annual income among mi-

While a police officer grant farmworkers is S5,000, according to the United

checks Jose's States Commission on Agricultural Workers), and Uke

paperwork, his crew many, they took as a given poor working conditions,

wait in the bus that medical care, and housing, as well as crew leaders and

takes them to work growers who often cheated them. Regularly, they ar-

in Florida orange rived at a new job to learn that the grower had pro-

graves, vided no Hving accommodations. If they couldn't fmd

a cheap place to rent, Margarita, Jose, and the children

would hve in the car or sleep in the fields. The Mayas'

wages made them ehgible for some federal assistance

programs, but they never sought them, because Jose

wanted to be able to pro\dde for his family without re-

course to outside assistance. When they weren't on the

road, they used to set down in Haines City, in south-

central Florida. Actually, in 1979 Margarita and the

children went off the road in an attempt at permanent

settlement, and she found employment in a social work

agency for agricultural laborers. Jose stayed on the

road, returning home between harvests. They married

in 1983. But by 1986 Jose had grown tired of the

lonely life, so Margarita elected to go back on the road

with him, where she has been ever since.

Twenty years on from her first days in Florida.

Margarita, takes me on a tour through Haines CiU' m

her new green Mustang. The car bumps over the rail-

road tracks in the middle of towTi. Out past the citrus

warehouses, we puU up on a street Uned with small,

shabby bungalows whose tiny front yards ofpacked dirt

are cluttered with broken machiners; odds and ends of

fiirmrure. and discarded toys. Children sit alone on

porch steps. Most of the adults are out working the cit-

rus groves. The few" grown-ups in sight on this hot. still

afternoon sit together in doorways, fanning them-

selves, the air aroimd them spiked with the scent ofor-

anges cooking in nearby processing plants.

In aU. the United States has approximately two rrul-

hon crop workers, ofwhom 840,000 are migrants. Mi-

grant seasonal farmworkers usually travel in one of

three "streams": East Coast. Midwest, and West Coast.

Margarita and Jose
Maya and their children

follow the ripening

crops—from oranges in

Florida to blueberries in

Georgia and apples in

West Virginia.

Haines Cirv- is home to many of those

who follow the eastern stream, which

starts in Florida citrus groves at the end

of October. Slx months later, it moves

to Georgia for the peach, blueberry,

and tobacco har\"ests. From there, it

wends its way up through the Caroh-

nas, again for peaches, tobacco, and

blueberries. Finally, it arrives in Vir-

ginia and West Virginia for apples and

yet more peaches and tobacco. After

that, it's time to return to Florida and

start all over again.

I had met other people in the East

Coast stream in West Virginia. It was

1994, and I was working as a nurse,

part ot a team giving medical care to

migrant w'orkers. Conditions varied

enormouslv from camp to camp. In

some, the accommodations were clean

and w'eU kept. In others, workers hved

in dilapidated trailers or in houses

without electricity^ or plumbing, and

sometimes in chicken coops or barns. I

remember one fixty-six-year-old man,

American born, who had worked the

ki.-V\
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harvest for forty years. He complained of a frequent

cough and chest pain; an X-ray revealed a tumor on

one lung. He underwent surgery to remove the tumor,

and five days later I drove the man back to camp. The

picking was over, and the crew was gone. His locker

had been pried open and everything stolen. At another

camp, I met a group of Haitians who had fled their

country with the wave of "boat people" in the early

1990s. They didn't even have the right clothes or shoes

for climbing trees to pick apples. Frequently they

showed up at our clinic looking for treatment for the

back and shoulder injuries they sustained when their

smooth-soled shoes caused them to slip off ladders.

Whenever they were in trouble, their crew leaders

seemed to vanish.
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Workers approach a

row of unpicked

apple trees in

Jeffersons' Orchards,

Kearneysville, West

Virginia.

A I

s Margarita and I continue driving down the

streets of Haines City, she points out the dif-

ferent houses where she and her family have

hved. "That place was very bad because

Lthere was no electricity or water. The place

next door was pretty nice, but it was too small, with

ten of us in three rooms. . . . We used to rent a house

on that empty lot. It burned down and we lost every-

thing." She stops in front of a boarded-up warehouse at

the end of a street. "This is where Jose and I would

come every night to get away from the kids," she says.

They had three children together, bringing the family

to nine. Having left the older children in charge of the

yoimger ones, the couple used to come here, sit on old

packing crates, and talk about how to make a better

life. They thought they could make it only if they be-

came crew leaders—but good ones, who treated their

workers fairly. They would confront growers who did

not treat workers decently, and they would not accept

poor housing, either for themselves or for their crew.

Crew leaders are essentially labor contractors. They

are the ones who recruit workers—usually men—to

bring in the harvest, then super\-ise them at the job.

Most leaders are year-round employees who take up

other duties on the farms once the crops are in and the

workers have moved on. Thev schedule the work and

help to oversee it. They keep track of what each

worker picks. They also handle workers' payments.

Many field workers depend on crew leaders, not only

to get them work and wages and to transport them to

the fields but also to mediate between them and the

world; many workers do not speak Enghsh. Mexican-

rUHBt

BXtOi
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born and Haitian-born workers domi-

nate the ranks of harvesters in the

United States, followed by Jamaicans

and a small number of American-born

workers. Stories of exploitation are

common: some crew leaders sell sup-

pHes to workers at inflated prices or

charge workers hefty fees to cash their

paychecks.

Margarita and Jose assembled their

first small crew in 1983 in time for the

Florida citrus harvest. Most members

of that original crew were family and

friends who went on to become crew

leaders themselves. Today Margarita

and Jose's crew is made up of thirty-

four men, all Mexican, who work with

them steadily, season after season. In

fact, the Mayas are among the few fuU-

time crew leaders who both foUow the

stream of harvests and work with virtu-

ally the same crew.

I first met the Mayas in the fall of

1997, when they were supervising the

apple harvest at Jeffersons' Orchards, a

Fermin Bautista was
injured when he fell

from a ladder with

a fifty-pound pail of

apples strapped to

his chest.

small tamily-owned enterprise in Kearneysville, West

Virginia, where they have been providing the crew

since 1985. Margarita had just withdrawn workers from

another orchard because she beUeved the owner was

pushing them to pick too fast. She said, "I don't want

anyone getting hurt trying to work harder than they're

able." Margarita and Jose's crew have had few injuries

over the years, although there are a lot of hazards to

harvesting, including chmbing and heavy carrying

—

not to mention exposure to pesticides and fertiHzers.

One of their workers who ran out of luck last year was

forty-two-year-old Oaxaca State native Fermin

Bautista. With his arm m a sling, he moved awkwardly

about the bunkhouse at Jeffersons'. He had been in-

jured when he fell from a ladder with a fifty-pound pail

of apples strapped to his chest, and he was out of work

for the duration of the crew's 1997 stay at Jeffersons'.

Seasonal laborers earn their wages in short periods of

intense work, so a few weeks on the sidelines hits hard.

Fermin, who is saving to put two of his four children

through college in Mexico, had sent all his money

home the day before he was injured and so had no

ready cash. Margarita filed the paperwork for his dis-

ability benefits, but it would be weeks before a check

came through. To keep himself going, Fermin sold his

radio and used the proceeds to buy soda, beer, and cig-

arettes, which he resold to the other workers for a small

profit.

At the bunkhouse, Margarita greeted workers

straggling in from their eleven-hour day in the orchard.

They showered and prepared a communal dinner in

In West Virginia,

buckets of apples

are emptied into

large wooden boxes,

below, for removal to

a packinghouse.

Bottom: In Florida,

crew leader Jose

Maya employs

mechanization to

move plastic tubs of

just-picked oranges

to a trailer.
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Top: Fermin Bautista the kitchen. Afterward, some of them sat talking at a

(right) was injured rough picnic table in the harshly lit, sparsely fiirnished

in a fal! from a tree. bunkhouse. The rest turned m.

We still manages to Lucio Garcia, a quiet twenty-four-year-old from a

play the fiddle back village near Monterrey, has the reputation of being the

at the bunkhouse at fastest, strongest picker in the crew, yet the story of

Jeffersons' Orchards, what brought him here is typical. He went to school

accompanied by until the sixth grade, when he dropped out to help his

Ellas Mesa (left) on parents financially. First he worked in cornfields; next

guitar. Above: Ten- he dug irrigation ditches, never for more than t\vent)'

year-old Anita Maya pesos a day (approximately S3). When he heard how
and her relatives much money could be made in the United States, he

in a cp'iifieid. traveled north. That was in 1990. Lucio has been with

the Mayas ever since. With money made picking

Ainerican apples and citrus fruit, Lucio bought a small

isrm back in Mexico, where the annual income in

nu-al areas is less than $1,000. He sends a larae chunk

of his wages—averaging over the year about $2,000

every three months—home to his wife, who lives on

the farm with their two children and Lucio 's parents.

His wife pays workers to tend the fields of corn, the

herd of cattle, and the vegetable garden that are the

fruits of Lucio's northern harvest. Lucio says he will

work American fields for another ten years in order to

send his children to college.

Like Lucio, the rest of the cievj manage to spend

several weeks a year in Mexico, and occasionally several

months for the birth of a child or for some other big

family event. Margarita juggles their schedules so that

they can do so. When they are in the United States,

Jose encourages the men to keep sending money

home. "If they become too interested in going out to

"Oh, yes," says ten-

year-old Anita Maya.

"I like being a migrant,

but I wish we
could be migrants

in Paris someday."

movies or bars, they spend all of their

money and have nothing to show for

their work," he told me. For the 1997

season, as for many seasons, the har-

vesters were paid $.55 for every bushel

of apples they picked. As crew leaders,

the Mayas were paid $.10 on every

bushel. Margarita said, "It's a very sad

situation for the pickers that the price

per bushel has not improved for years;

they work so hard in hot, cold, and wet

weather." She said a good harvester in

her crew can earn from $400 to $700

for a five-and-a-half-day week of

roughly sixty hours. Margarita said that

in a good year, she and Jose can earn a

joint income of up to $100,000 for all

the diflerent harvests they work. This

figure is substantially higher than the

average, and Margarita attributed her

and Jose s earning power to their ability

to keep good workers employed year

after year by the same growers.

For harvesters. Thanksgiving marks

a break in the year's labors. The Mayas

spend the holiday in Davenport,

\"
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Florida, a town a few miles from Haines City. SLx years

ago, they bought an acre ofland here and placed a mo-

bile home on it. It stands at the end of an unpaved road

beside an orange grove. One by one, other family

members followed them and made their homes in this

quiet spot. The Maya house is the hub for all of Mar-

garita's children, grandchildren, nieces, and nephews,

who congregate in front of the television or in her

daughter Anita's toy-filled bedroom. Ten-year-old

Anita and fifteen -year-old Noe, Margarita and Jose's

two youngest children, travel with them on their har-

\est rounds, as does their eldest son, nineteen-year-old

Little Jose, who works with them.

Agriculture is the only industry that allows chil-

dren as young as twelve years of age to work, and chil-

dren of migrant farmworkers are often under pressure,

because of poverty, to drop out of school and pick

crops. Margarita and Jose dream of seeing their two

youngest children graduate from college. "Even

though the older kids chose to do this work and they

are happy, I don't like to see them working so hard,"

Jose says. He and Margarita won't allow Noe and

Anita to work in the fields. They arrange their migra-

tions so that the children attend only two different

schools during the year. Noe and Anita get good

grades, and they have friends in both schools. Still,

Anita loves life on the move. "I like being a migrant,"

she says, "but I wish we could be migrants in Paris

someday." Her mother understands the appeal of the

road. Only one of her children, Diana, is no longer on

In the heat of a

Florida afternoon, a

member of the l^aya

clan tinkers with a

car engine.
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The IVlayas spend the

hoHday at home in

Davenport, Florida,

where they moved six

years ago. One by

one, other relatives

followed them.

Thanksgiving Day, the migrant traO. Margarita says, "Her

1997—four husband works in construction, and

generations of the she's just got a job as a waitress. She's

Maya family, top. still talking about coming back to

Ham fio/te in work as a picker, but she might be the

cauldrons, above, one to break the pattern."

while workers On Thanksgiving Day, the Mayas'

in the Maya crew house is even more bustling and nois\-

help to prepare than usual. Margarita and her daughters

their holiday meal. have been cooking since early morn-

ing. Finally the food is ready to be

loaded into cars and trucks for the short

di-h-e to the nventy-five-acre ranch that

N '-irgarita and Jose bought last year. It
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has a small orange grove, whose fruit they harvest with

outside labor. More than fifty members of the ex-

tended family are assembling at the ranch. The women
arrange roasted turkeys, platters of tortillas and mashed

potatoes, pots of mole, and jars ofhomemade relish on

white-draped picnic tables. The older children help

them while the younger ones play hide-and-seek in

the orange grove. The men of the Mayas' harvest crew

,ire also spending the holiday in Davenport. Since early

morning, Jose has been across town, preparing a pig

roast, their Thanksgiving feast, with them. When he

arrives at the ranch, four generations of family gather

around. After the blessing of the food, they fill their

plates. The women and children eat and talk at tables.

The men hunker down in a circle. Margarita fills her

own plate and sits down. Tomorrow she will be at

work in nearby orange groves, and in a few months she

win be on the road again. D
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As whitebark pines

succumb to G foreign

fungus, the birds and the

bears may suffer, too.

By Yvonne Baskin

Before us on the mountain slope, the green expanse of

spruce and fir was interrupted by spreading gray

branches that might easily be mistaken for the winter-

bare crowns of broad-leaved trees. This was the first of

August, however, and the skeletal trees were whitebark

pines, not seasonally dormant but long dead. I had

hiked with ecologist Kate Kendall to this seven-thou-

sand-foot mountainside in Glacier National Park to see

for myself the damage done by white pine blister rust

{Cronartiwn ribkola), a Eurasian fungus that is killing

these stately evergreens and threatening the welfare of

many creatures in high, wild places like this through-

out the Pacific Northwest.

As we walked, Kendall periodically called out a

startling "HEYEEEEOOO." Grizzly bears are com-

mon here, and it's best not to surprise one. Other hik-

ers carried walking sticks topped with jingling bear

bells. For most of them, enthralled by the spectacular

scenery, nothing here must have seemed amiss. But the

bears—which once gorged on meaty whitebark pine

nuts each fall as they fattened up for hibernation—have

undoubtedly long sensed a change. And it was because

of them that Kendall, a bear speciaUst with the U.S.

Geological Survey's Biological Resources Division

(USGS-BRD), became concerned about the trees.

The whitebark, a picturesque pine with a spreading

crown, grows on rugged terrain in the high-elevation

forests of the northwestern United States and south-

western Canada. Slow growing and long-lived—re-

searchers in central Idaho recently dated one at more

than twelve hundred years of age—it may grow to fifty

feet or sprawl in a low, shrubby mat. This pine often

forms pure stands at timberline in sites too cold, dry,

and windy for any other tree. The ability to survive in

such conditions makes the whitebark pine often the

first tree to appear in high-elevation burned, clear-cut,

or otherwise disturbed sites. Once established, it stabi-

hzes bare slopes and snowpack, slows the spring melt, ':

and provides shelter for seedlings of the less hardy

spruces and firs. Unfortunately, this tough, ecologically

valuable tree is no match for the fungus. |
After passing one great silver ghost after another,

Kendall found what she wanted to show me; a living

whitebark with a telltale sign of infection—a dead

branch with rust red needles. On the trunk, at the base

of the branch, was a fungal canker where yellow resin

oozed Uke sticky tears out of cracked and swollen bark.

This tree, Kendall told me, was most likely infected

several years ago at a cool, moist time during late sum-

mer when the air fiUed with billions of fungal spores

released from infected currant and gooseberry bushes.

Three of the five stages in the life cycle of the rust fun-

gus take place on berries, and the other two on pines.

After landing on a damp pine needle, a spore ger-

minates and sends its germ tube down into a leaf pore,

where it eventually forms a spaghetti-like ball of hy-

phae. Within a couple of weeks, the infection is vis-

ible—to the trained eye—as a tiny yellow spot on the

needle. The threadlike hyphae of the rust soon invade

the vascular system of the needle and spread toward the

branch. At the branch, the hyphae spread out in four

directions, creating a diamond-shaped swelling as they

force their way between the cells of the bark. Eventu-

ally the hyphae encircle, or girdle, the branch, cutting

off the flow of nourishment and killing it.
j

Two to four years after the infection starts, the rust

goes through a sexual stage, forming a "fruiting

canker" like the one Kendall and I were examining.

Shallow sweUings burst the bark, oozing sticky, spore-

filled drops, which then fertilize receptive fungal
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threads inside the canker. The results of this union ap-

pear a year later, when blisters erupt from the scarred

bark and release enormous masses of powdery yellow,

long-lived (up to nine months) spores—a process that

may be repeated every year until the branch dies.

Some of the spores will settle nearby; the wind may

carry others up to three hundred miles away. When-

ever they land on a gooseberry or currant bush, the

spores enter pores on the underside of the leaves and,

within a few weeks, form pinhead-sized orange pus-

tules. Over the course of the summer, these pustules

may release up to seven generations of spores (a rela-

tively modest amount in each generation), passing on

the infection to other berry bushes nearby. The berries

suffer little mjury from the rust, but by late summer, a

feltlike arrray of brown bristles sprouts from the pus-

tules, coating the underside of the leaves. And during

cool, wet periods, the bristles release yet another type

of spore—-just four per bristle. These spores live only

minutes to hours and infect pines within a radius of a

few miles, thus beginning another cycle.

A spore will germinate on any wet surface, but it

can continue growing and can penetrate the leaf pore

only if it lands on one of the "five-needle" pines

—

whitebark, bristlecone, limber, sugar, and three types

ofwhite pines—so named for the way their needles are

bundled in packages of five. No one is sure why the

rust prefers the specific microscopic landscape of these

pines. Even so, U.S. Forest Service plant pathologist

Geral McDonald, at the Rocky Mountain Research

Station in Moscow, Idaho, has found that for every fif-

teen hundred spores that land on susceptible needles,

only one results in a yellow infection spot.

Blister rust infections can take decades to kill a

pine, and there is argument over the final cause of

death. Some say the coup de grace is dehvered by in-

sects, by other fungi that infect the cankers, or by ro-

dents gnawing at the sticky bark. Others, including

McDonald, think girdling by the rust itself can kiU as

surely as an ax. Unfortunately for the bears and other

Derline

stands of dead

whitebark pines

surround Glacier

Notional Park's Old

Man Lake, above.

Where healthy

stands remain,

whitebark pine nuts

are an important part

of the grizzly bear's

autumn diet.
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Blisters on the

bark, above, and

dead branches with

red needles are

syniptoms of blister

rust infection.

Spores, fight,

produced by these

blisters help spread

the disease.

creatures that rely on the whitebark's nuts, which are

the size of Spanish peanuts, the tree bears its dark pur-

plish cones near the crown, and smce infected trees die

from the top down, cone production falters years be-

fore the last needles turn red.

The impact ofwhite pine bhster rust on the white-

barks first attracted attention about a decade ago, but

this rust has plagued North American five-needle

pines for most of this century. The ironic saga began in

1705, when colonial America's favorite timber tree,

the eastern white pine, was first exported to Europe.

Two hundred years later, loggers in this country had

cut down most of the timber-worthy white pines in

the eastern states and had turned to Europe for

seedlings to reforest their lands. But the repatriated

trees were infected with blister rust, beheved to have

invaded Europe from Asia. The fungus showed up in

New York in 1906 in seedlings from Germany, and it

arrived on the West Coast, near Vancouver, in 1921,

carried on seedlings imported from France.

Foresters launched a massive but unsuccessful con-

trol effort that lasted from 1909 until 1967 and cost an

estimated 1150 million. Their strategy was to eradicate

berry bushes growing near valuable sugar pine and

white pme timber stands, but they underestimated the

distances rust spores could travel and also the sheer

numbers and tenacity of the bushes. Subsequent aerial

spraying of the trees with antifungal chemicals also

failed. Fungicides seldom make economic sense for

controlling rusts on vast stretches of rugged forest. To

be effective, fungicides must be sprayed onto every

needle and reapplied after every rain or poured on the

soil at least annually in quantities massive enough to

dose every tree. Even if soil treatment were feasible, it

would also kill beneficial fungi, without which the

trees would likely be doomed (see "Fungi of the For-

est," opposite). In the past thirty years, the battle

against blister rust in white and sugar pines has focused

on fostering naturally resistant strains of the trees, an

approach foresters have only recently begun directing

at whitebark pines as well.

With litrie to halt its advance, blister rust has now

reached some of the continent's most remote parks and

wilderness areas. From Glacier National Park west

across northwest Montana, Idaho, and Washington and

up into southern Alberta and British Columbia, 40 to

100 percent of the whitebarks in most stands are dead.

Most of the rest are infected, and many of these have

stopped producing cones. Drier areas to the south have

not suffered as much: in Yellowstone and Grand Teton

National Parks, an average of 7 percent of the white-

barks are dead and 5 percent of the live trees are in-

!
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Fungi of the Forest

Turn over a bit of rotting wood and you will probably find

the underside enmeshed in a tapestry of white threads, an in-

tei-woven mat of fungal hyphae. Fungi dominate the soils of

conifer forests. Elaine Ingham, of Oregon State University,

estimates that if all the fungal threads in a teaspoon of soil at

timberline were laid end to end, they would stretch one and

a half miles and weigh four thousand times more than the

bacteria present in the same teaspoon. But you would need a

microscope to see them. In a moister, lower-elevation fir for-

est, the skein of flingi firom a teaspoon of soil would stretch

forty or even four hundred miles and would be visible, like

fungal Shredded Wheat.

One-quarter to one-half of the soil fungi in conifer

forests busy themselves breaking down the dead organic mat-

ter around them. The rest live symbiotically on the roots of

living plants. If you dug through the duff and looked closely

at the living roots of a whitebark pine, you'd find them

wrapped in a net of fungal threads. Known as mycorrhizae,

these pairings of tree-root cells and fungi are required for

trees to get a toehold on rocky,

nutrient-poor sites. (Indeed,

90 percent of all plants can

form mycorrhizal partnerships

with fungi.) U.S. Forest Ser-

vice researcher Randy Molina,

based in Corvallis, Oregon, es-

timates that there are more

than one hundred species of

mycorrhizal fungi that scav-

enge phosphorus and other

nutrients and water from the

soil to share with the white-

bark pines, and draw off sugars

from the roots in exchange.

The fungi also provide the

pines some protection from

root disease. The only above-

ground signs of these subterranean fungi in conifer stands are

mushrooms, spore-producing fruidng bodies that periodi-

cally pop from the forest floor. (Not all mycorrhizae produce

mushrooms, and not all mushrooms are mycorrhizal.)

Looking up from the soil in search of fungi grovv'ing in

the whitebark pine canopy, the average observer would spot

only rust cankers and lichens (partnerships of fungi and

algae). But closer inspection with a microscope would reveal

one to two hundred species of tungi coating the needles,

twigs, and bark or lurking, largely benignly, inside the tissues.

Many of these fungi are biding their time, ready to start "eat-

ing" only when the tree is stressed or when needles and limbs

begin to die. Many trees don't drop branches until they start

to rot, so the canopy fungi get a significant head start on their

competitors waiting in the soil below.

Not all fungi have the courtesy to wait until a tree Umb is

dead or dying of other causes. By one estimate, every tree

species is faced with an average of fifteen native fungal

pathogens. Globs of black snow mold, for example, mark

many small firs in whitebark stands. And the whitebarks

themselves are afflicted by several types of needle cast and

blight fungi. But according to Alan Dickman, of the Univer-

sity of Oregon, most such diseases are to the trees "what

colds are to us." Although they may weaken or blemish indi-

vidual trees—and are certainly undesirable on a Christmas

tree farm—these fungi seldom alter the fate ofpopulations of

trees in natural stands.

Other native fungal pathogens, such as some rusts and

root rots, do have significant ecological consequences—lim-

The shingled

hedgehog

mushroom (Hydnum

imbricatum) is the

fruiting body of a soil

fungus that draws

sugars from the

roots of trees and

provides nutrients in

exchange. Like all

fungi, it is more

closely related to

animals than to the

plants it lives v/ith.

iting which types of trees can survive in a region, for in-

stance, or triggering periodic die-offs that result in the

growth of different species of trees. Foresters often regard

even native diseases as a problem to be eradicated—which is

understandable if the goal is to grow a harvestable, uniform

stand of pines in seventy years. But in a natural, self-main-

taining forest ecosystem, individual trees damaged by native

diseases may also provide fuel for fires that slow the rate of

forest succession. Such a process, in the long run, favors pio-

neering species such as pines.

—

Y. B.
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The first part of a

wtiitebark pine to

die from tfie blister

rust furtgus is the

top, which is also

where rr]ost of the

tree's cones—

a

source of food for

many animals—
are produced.

fected. But Kendall and others predict that these parks

and other places in the southern Rockies and Sierra

Nevada will eventually lose their w^hitebarks, too.

Waiting for the rust to run its course and for the

forests to regenerate from the few surviving resistant

whitebarks would take hundreds of years. Young

whitebarks may not begin producing cones until they

are a century old. Diana Toniback, of the University' of

Colorado at Denver, fears the decHne of the whitebark

could trigger a "downward spiral" in the communities

that both depend on and sustain the tree. Unlike most

conifers, whose seeds are scattered on the wind, the

whitebark is a "bird pine"; it reHes primarily on nut-

crackers to force open its cones and disperse its seeds

(see "Remembrance of Seeds Stashed," Natural History,

September 1983). A Clark's nutcracker can pack more

than one hundred whitebark seeds into the expandable

pouch beneath its tongue and then fly as far as seven

iniles away to "plant" them in the soil of rocky clear-

ings. These birds have an impressive ability to remem-
ber where they have buried seeds, which they retrieve

in late fall and winter. Nutcrackers even feed the

highly nutritious pine seeds to their nesthngs, which

are born in early spring. Fortunately for the trees,

howe\'er, each bird may cache tens of thousands of the

nuts each year, perhaps twice what it will recover, leav-

ing plenty to sprout new trees. Red squirrels also feed

on the nuts, cutting down hundreds of cones and stor-

ing them in middens at the base of trees. It is these

squirrel middens that grizzhes raid during their fall

feeding frenzy. (Black bears, too, raid the middens, but

unlike grizzhes, they occasionally climb the trees and

harvest the seeds themselves.) In areas Uke Yellowstone,

where whitebarks remain abundant, grizzlies often get

the bulk of their fall calories from whitebark pine nuts,

supplementing them with side dishes of moths, ants,

clover, grasses, berries, and an occasional eUc.

Tomback, one of the first to document the pine-

and-nutcracker connection, fears that the birds may not

stick around as the nut crops falter. Instead, they may

move to lower elevations, ^vhere the smaller seeds of

other pines can support them, but in diminished num-

bers. Fewer birds to disperse seeds means less regro%\T:h

m high-elevation clearings, a lowered tree hue. and ul-

timately less food and habitat for nutcrackers, squirrels,

and bears. Kendall fears that a sharp decline in white-

bark pine nuts could be "catastrophic" for the bears in

the Yellowstone region, \vhere alternative foods, such as

huckleberries, aren't as abundant as in Glacier. Mark

Haroldson, interim leader of the USGS-BPJD's Inter-

agency Grizzly Bear Study Team, expresses some faith

in the adaptabiht\' of Yellowstone's grizzhes: "Elk and

bison are like berries do\\Ti here. Our bears eat a lot of

meat." But food is not the only issue, as USGS-BRD
bear biologist Da\dd Mattson points out. Whitebark

pme nuts promote a "refiige effect," keeping bears at

high elevations and well away from most humans. That

distance is iinportant, because 80 to 90 percent of the

bears that die in and around Yellowstone after weaning

are killed in interactions \\ith people. The poor out-

look for whitebarks, as well as for other critical ele-

ments of grizzly habitat, is a key reason conser\'ation
f

groups and many biologists are fighting a proposal by

the U.S. Fish and Wildhfe Service to remove the bear

from the protection of the Endangered Species Act.

In the mid-1980s, the prospect of unwelcome rip-

ple eSects from the loss of whitebark pines prompted

Stephen Arno and Robert Keane. of the U.S. Forest

Serxdce Fire Sciences Laboratory- in Missoula, Mon-

tana, and a handfiil of other researchers to begin devel-

oping strategies to help the pine and its communities

survive the advancing bhster rust. As Arno sees it, thi

phght of this pine is a paradox: "Here we have a specii

that seems to epitomize high-mountain \\Tlderne:

but the only way we can really hope to perpetuate it is
"

by intervention." Restoration experiments and

demonstration projects are already under way in Gla- kaj^

cier and on other national forest lands. Haifa cenmry
fii^'j^

*
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of fire suppression has allowed firs and spruces to

crowd out the pioneering whitebarks and reduced the

number of burned clearings where seedlings can get

started. Arno advocates management-ignited fires and

selective cutting to regenerate as many whitebark

seedlings as possible. In some areas, human crews may

have to plant the seeds themselves. These tactics may

seem to contradict the spirit ot parks and wilderness

areas, yet in the face of a fungal scourge unleashed by

humans, Arno fears that traditional hands-off preserva-

tion "may be the death knell to whitebark." D

iciflK Two other North

^^ American trees

l^^k currently afflicted by

i^JI fungal disease are

m the Monterey

pine, above, and

1 »'i-
the flowering

mMm dogwood, left.

I
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By J. Whitfield

Gibbons and

Michael E. Dorcas

A researcher tests /?/s

snake-proof boots.

Pushing aside the large fan of a palmetto and stepping

iTom the dark, muddy edge of the c\^ress swamp into

the even darker shallow water, we headed toward a

fallen log where a three-foot-long, muddy brown cot-

tonmouth was coiled. On this cool spring day, it had

picked a sunny, dr\' spot on which to warm itself.

While Mike, a little ways away, held the stopwatch

and recorded data. Whit stepped onto the huge cypress

log where the cottonmouth was resting. Its tongue

flicked out inquiringly as Whit inched closer, and by

the rime the side of his boot nudged against the big

snake's outer coil, the animals mouth was wdde open,

exposing the white interior that earned the species its

name. The male (it was too large to be a female) held

its ground and exposed its fangs: its head and body ex-

panded. It now \abrated its tail in a formidable eifort to

scare us away.

Our beha\"ior was

not entirely foolhardy,

as we were wearing

snake-proof boots (at

least, that's what the

label said). We were

testing our theor\' that

venomous snakes bite

people only as a last

resort—once they

have determined that

an easy escape is not

possible or that the Ln-

now detect the unmistakable musk of an alarmed cot-

tonmouth; some people say the smell is like cucum-

bers. Only when Whit grasped the snake midbody

\\-ith a leather glove had the cottonmouth finally had

enough. The fangs sank deep into the glove, and

venom dripped out of the animal's mouth. (The glove,

however, was not on Whit's hand but had been fitted

onto the open end of a pair of "snake tongs" some

three and a half feet long.)

About 10 percent of the snakes we've tested have

bitten the boot after being stepped on: only 40 percent

have struck when picked up with ""the hand." Under-

standing how a cottonmouth protects itself requires

adopting the point ot view of a snake: What if you

were only a couple of inches tall and a towering beast

were approachmg? Striking is a last resort. To begin

with, by challenging a much larger enemy, the snake is

potentially exposing itself to a great danger. It also

needs to conserve its precious venom. Composed of

complex proteins that require time and energy to pro-

duce, venom is vital for capturing prey

When cottonmouths bite people defensively, they

often inject less venom than they have available. The

importance ot conserving venom is indicated by labora-

tory studies sho^\Tng a high proportion of so-called dry

bites, in which htde or no venom is injected. Experi-

ments have demonstrated that venomous snakes can

control the amount of venom injected during a strike,

using only \vhat is necessar\- to subdue prey. It would

seem that namral selection should therefore favor those

Cowards, Bluffers, an
What does it

take to make

G cottonmouth

strike?

truder cannot be held off by a threat display. The idea

was put most succinctly in the 1950s by the late her-

petologist Clifford Pope: "Snakes are first co\\'ards,

then bluffers, and last of all warriors.'' Our study was

designed to determine at what point the warrior mode
comes into play. We'd tested more than fort\' cotton-

mouths in the swamps and wedands of South Car-

olina's Savannah River, and they had bitten only when
stepped on or picked up.

After twenty seconds, Mike signaled and Whit
nudged the snake harder with his boot. It closed its

mouth and attempted to escape by sHthering partway

into the water. Whit placed his boot firmlv on the rear

half of its body holding it on the log. The snake turned

back to face the boot and reopened its mouth but still

did not strike. Again twenty seconds elapsed. We could

snakes that use venom only as a last resort for defense.

No reliable snakebite statistics are available to con-

firm the exact number of bites cottonmouths infhct

each year, but the estimated numbers are much lower

than for copperheads or ratdesnakes. In the United

States, an average of fewer than ten people die each

year from the bites of all native snakes. So far, our re-

sults show that we should not be so quick to indict cot-

tonmouths as aggressive enemies prepared to attack.

J. WJiitfield Gibbons, a University of Georgia professor ot

ecology at the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SRELi,

is the author of Eco\'iews: Snakes, Snails, and Environ-

mental Tales (University ifAlabama Press, 1998). Michael

E. Dorcas is a postdoctoralfellow at SREL and the author of

severaljournal articles and book chapters on herpetology.
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•ince 1869, ths American Museum of

Mural Eistoi-y Ms sponsored

kousands ofscientific
expeditions

round the globe in an effort to unravel

he world's greatest mysteries. It is this

msion to discover and to understand

hat inspires Discovery Tours, the

Museum's educational travel program.

Participants in the Discovery Tours

ravel program have the unique

opportunity to explore the world with

Museum scientists as they continue to

uncover new insights into the nature of

life on earth. Since 1953, over 12,000

Museum travelers have participated in

Discovery Tours to some of the world's

greatest wildlife areas, archaeological

sites and cultural centers.

CRUISES
Voyage to Antarctica

Aboard the Caledonian Star

January 26-February 13, 1999

From S8.700- $15,300

The Galapagos Islands

Aboard the Isabella II
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China and the Yangtze River
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An Amazon Rainforest Workshop
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Western Turkey and Cappadocia
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This Land/Pocomoke River

On the Way to QJ)
Chesapeake Bay—

By Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Starting as a trickle six miles west of

Millsboro, Delaware, the Pocomoke

River meandei-s for about seventy'

miles through the Delmarva

Peninsula, which separates the

Atlantic Ocean from Chesapeake Bay.

(The peninsula derives its name from

Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia,

the three states that share it.) Along its

ever-widening route, the river is lined

with magnificent bottomlaiui forests.

In sevei'al places, backwaters have

formed swamps, and where the river

4 bald cypress grows beside the

Pocomoke Rii'er.

All phologrophs by Dovid W. Horp
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finally empties into Pocomoke Sound, it mixes with seawater to

form brackish wetlands.

About half\\^y along its cotirse, at a back-road bridge in

Manland known as Porter's Crossing, the Pocomoke is more

than filh- feet across. Visited only by hikeR and fishermen, the

woods here are relatively undisturbed, except where U.S.

Highway 12 crosses the ri\-er, one mile to the southwest. The

terrain is generally flat, but shallow depressions fill with w^ter

follo\%ing heav"^." rains. Common trees in the forest are red maple,

green ash, sweet gum, and American elm. A few bald cypress

trees, some more than seventy-five feet talL grow in the wetter

areas, their knobby-topped "knees" protruding above the soil.

These stately trees are near the northern limit of their range.

About tvs-elve miles southwest ofPorter's Crossing, midway

between the towns ofSnow HiU and Pocomoke Cit\; the

backwaters firam the ri\"er have created a scenic sxv-amp that

contains myriad wetland species. The suamp falls within Shad

Landing, part ofPocomoke River State Park, accessible offU.S.

Highwa\" 113. The Trail ofChange, a half-mile loop trail that

begins in dry upland forest and passes for three hundred feet

through the river swamp, allows visitors to see swamp plants

without getting their feet wet.

For an eighth of a mile, the needle-covered trail passes

beneath a canopv ofloblolly pine, blaclgack oak, southern red

oak. and red maple, rounded out by an assortment of shorter

trees. Because the fallen pine needles create an acidic soiL the

forest floor is relatively bare, except for some acid-tolerant

species. As the trail drops down, small, red-barked trees with

shiny leaves herald a transition zone bordering the swamp. These

are mountain laurels, members of the same species that is

common in the Appalachian Mountains.

The trail bottoms out in the river sw'amp, a forested habitat

with standing w^ater. Small mounds of soiL many capped with

sphagnum moss, rise above the water, w^hich is shallow. Because

of the spong}- nature ofthe imderlying soil, however, walking

out into the water or stepping onto the mounds is hazardous.

Southwest ofShad Landing, Highw^ay 1 13 reaches U.S.

Highway 13, w-hich crosses southward into the Virginia part of

the Delmar\"a Peninsula. About eight irules south of the state

boundar\i Virginia Route 695 leads west to the Saxis Marsh

Wildlife Management Area, on the edge ofPocomoke Sound.

Here, where the fluctuating tides of Chesapeake Bay mix with

the fi"esh ri^'er water, is a brackish marsh, a nieadow?Iike area

consisting of salt-tolerant species.

Robert H. Mohleiibwck, professor emerittis ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States natiotmlforests and otherparklands.

For ^isitor

information, write:

Pocomoke River

State Park

3461 Worcester

Highway

Snow HiU

MD 21863

(410) 632-2566

Saxis Marsh "^^dlife

Management Area

Department of

Game and Inland

Fisheries

RO. Box 11104

Richmond

VA 23230

(804) 367-9369

\

^ioMiidin id.'



Bottom and forest consists

mainly of red maple, green

ash, sweet gum, and American

elm but also includes species

that are more common in the

South, such as bald cypress,

willow oak, overcup oak, and

swamp chestnut oak. hi

addition, cross vine, a typically

southern species, crawls up the

trunks of several of these trees.

Its leaves grow in double pairs

along the stem, and it has

two-mch-long tubular flowers

that are red on the outside and

yellow on the inside. The

predominant tree next to the

river is river birch, whose

papery bark shreds to reveal a

lovely pinkish underbark.

Shrubs seldom grow in

significant concentrations.

Among them are sweet

pepperbush, with spikes ot

white flowers, and

winterberry, a holly whose

brilliant red berries persist

even after the leaves have

fallen off. Buttonbush grows

in the wettest depressions. Its

spheres ot crowded white

flowers, which bloom in early

summer, give way later in the

season to round seed balls.

The forest floor supports

colonies of coarse royal fern,

sensitive tern, and netted chain

I fern, as well as a large variety

of flowering plants,

particularly grasses and sedges.

Patches of creeping

: dayflower—a succulent-leaved

relative of spiderworts—are

plentiful, but this is a

nonnative species from Asia.

lirtlKTiBIBirBl trees forming

the upper canopy are loblolly

pine, blackjack oak, southern

red oak, and red maple.

Beneath these is a lower

canopy dominated by

sassafras, notable for bearing

leaves in three shapes

(unlobed, two-lobed, and

three-lobed); Juneberry,

tjmjl.miiilil IS donunated

by bald cypress, with sweet

bay magnoUa and green ash as

the prominent broad-leaved

trees. Anions the countless

The lower Pocoiiiokc Rii'ei; near Sliilltowii, Maryland

whose clusters of inch-long

white flowers bloom before

the leaves emerge in early

spring; and American

hornbeam, also known as

ironwood, blue beech, or

niusclewood. American holly

and flowering dogwood are

also common.

Low-bush blueberry and

black huckleberry are two

low-growing, wiry shrubs that

appear nearly identical. (They

can be distinguished on close

inspection of their leatheiT

leaves, preferably with a hand

lens: the huckleberry leaves

are covered with tiny black

dots.) Both produce dark,

edible berries. Crawling on

the ground is partridgeberry,

with its coin-shaped leaves and

red berries; and creeping bush

clover, which has three-

parted, cloverlike leaves and

tiny purplish flowers. The

green-and-white leaves of

wintergreen and the flower of

the pink lady-slipper orchid

may higlihght the forest floor.

shrubs are a viburnum known

as raisin tree and another

called arrowwood; Virgima

sweet spire (a shrub remotely

related to hydrangeas); and a

wetland species of high-bush

blueberry. Others are swamp

rose, winterberry, sweet

pepperbush, brook alder, and

swamp azalea. Woody vines

include cHmbing hydrangea

and a type of greenbrier

known as bamboo vine. One

bamboo vine near the Trail of

Change has a stem three

inches tliick.

The grasses, f-
^'°^^l»

sedges, and -^

wUdflowers in the

river swamp are

equally diverse.

Grasses range from

the foot-tall, dehcate

white grass to the

much taller, more

robust wood reed.

Two kinds of

tearthumbs sprawl

over low vegetation.

These relatives of

smartweeds are so named

because the short prickles on

their stems are sharp enough

to break the skin if stroked in

the wrong direction. Among
the wildflowers are a

diminutive orchid with

greenish white flowers

(Platanthera clavellala), white

turtlehead with inch-long

flowers, hzard's-taU, pink

Saint-John's-wort, water

horehound, tiny white

bedstraws, and sLx-tbot-taU

water hemlock and cow-

parsley. Ferns range firom the

delicate marsh tern to the

mid-sized netted chain fern

and the huge cinnamon and

roval ferns.

Brackisti marsti harbors

robust stands of salt marsh

cordgrass and seaside bulrush,

which grow up to five feet

tall. Even taller are the

shrubby marsh elders and

groundsel bushes. Seas of soft,

green salt meadow cordgrass

contrast with stiff, dark

needle rushes. A dwarf

spikerush grows no more than

three inches tall. The

threadlike stems of widgeon

grass are common in the

brackish water.

~J:IJJ.|.||.|J|'||]

VIRGINIA
Ctjesapeake Bjy
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Celestial Events

The Lions Roar
By Joe Rao

The annual Leonid meteor shower is expected to be especially

intense this year (and next) thanks to comet Tempel-Tutde's

recent pass through the inner solar s\'steni, a phenomenon that

occurs roughly ever)- thirt\--three years. Because there hasn't

been a meteor storm ofthis magnitude since the beginning of

Tliis year's Leonid meteor shower is expected to be the

best ill thirty-three years.

the space age, people are wondering how the storm wiU afiect

the 500-plus satellites that are used for worldwide

communications, navigation, and weather ^vatching.

The "showers" we see are actually the brief, glowing tracks

left by particles of heated-up comet debris passing through

Earth s upper atmosphere. The particles won't reach our planet

itself but hurtling through space at speeds approaching forty-five

miles per second, they can inflict at least surface damage on

sateUites. They may also poke holes in solar panels, pit lenses,

destroy the reflective coating of mirrors, and short out electrical

systems. (Militar\' sateUites may fare better than most because

the)' are built to withstand nuclear assault.) In anticipation of the

onslaught, commercial and military satelhte operators, scientists,

and insurance representatives met in Manhattan Beach,

California, last April to discuss how to prepare for it.

Earth wtU pass closest to the comet's orbit at 2:00 P.M., EST
on November 17—perfect timing to view the showers from

Japan and Australia but, unfortunately, a dayhght hour in North

America. Srill, there's a small chance that a meteor storm might

occur some hours earHer or later. Thus, obser\'ers in the Western

Hemisphere should be on the lookout for Leonids on the nights

ofNovember 16—17 and 17—18. The meteors appear to emanate

from the sickle ofthe consteUation Leo, hence their name. Ifyou

plan to look for them, keep in mind that Leo rises in the east

around midnight and that at dawn the constellation appears high

toward the south-southeast.

Joe Rao is a lecturer at the American Museum—Haydeii Planetarium.

The Sky in November

lu^^l reaches its greatest

easuern e.or.garion (distance

from the Sun) on the 11th.

This is its worst evening

apparition ofthe year for

viewers at midnorthem

latimdes. Seeing it is unlikely,

since it is immersed in evening

twihght and very low near the

southw-est horizon.

the Sun to be visible this

month.

brightens in

November, but at magnimde

1 .5, it is less than spectacular.

The planet rises at about 2:00

A.M. local time and is very

high in the southeast in the

dawn sk\i The Moon is above

and to the right ofMars on

the morning of the 13th.

MiiiHuaa is still an impressive

si^t at magnitude —2.7. Look

for it in the south-southeast at

nigjittall. It sets between

midnight and 2:00 A.M. The

Moon is quite close to Jupiter

on the evening ofthe 27th.

taUUllUi in Pisces, at

inigmrude —0.1, can be found

in the east-southeast at dusk; it

sets between 4:30 A.M. and

6:30 A.M. The Moon visits the

planet twice this month: it is

just to the right ofSaturn on

the evening ofNovember 2

and to the left of it on the

30th.

ECaMm li frm on

November 4 at 12:18 A..M. It

reaches last quarter on the

10th at 7:28 P.M., new phase

on the 18th at 11:27 PM., and

first quarter on the 26th at

7:23 P.M. The Moon is at its

closest to Earth this year

(221,700 miles) at 8:00 rm. on

November 3. and its proximin-

will produce a wide range ot

high and low^ tides. An almost-

ftdl Moon will occult (hide)

the star Aldebaran between

roughly 7:00 P.M. and 8:00

P.M. on November 5.

Unless otherwise noted,

times are given in eastern

standard time.
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The Bread ofthe Dead

El Machin Chico and I are sitting at the

farmhouse table drinking hot chocolate

and eating sweet pan de muerto, the bread

of the dead. It is the morning of Novem-

ber 1, the second day of the three-day an-

nual celebration known as El Dia de los

Muertos, or the Day of the Dead. Today

the festival will reach its high point:

the spirits of deceased adults wLU re-

turn to join the feast.

As we talk, three baby turkeys

peck at the bare dirt in the courtyard

just beyond the open doorway of the

dining room. It is a surmy day, and

the temperature is already at least

eighty degrees. There is no breeze, so

the rustic aromas of wood smoke and

manure hang in the warm air. We can

hear several radios playing in other

parts of the village and some boys yelling

down by the river. But the loudest sound

by far is the frantic mooing of cattle.

"They want to eat, too," chuckles El

Machin Chico, nodding in the direction

of the din.

I am interested in the role that food

plays in the Day of the Dead celebration,

and I've been asking a lot of questions.

But first, I have to ask El Machin Chico

about his unusual nickname. He says his

father, Crispin Marquez, was known in

the village as a very hard worker. He
worked so hard that people called him El

Machin (the machine). As soon as his son

Francisco was born, people started calling

him El Machin Chico (the litde ma-

chine), and the name stuck.

Several boys appear, and we all walk

down to the barns to feed the catde and

turkeys. "We fatten other people's cattle

here." Francisco tells me. "And we sell the

turkeys." The farm is on the edge of the

village of San Lorenzo Cacaotepec, half

an hour's drive from the city of Oaxaca in

southwe.stern Mexico. With its rutted

By Robb Walsh

Share a meal with your

ancestors this Dia de los

Muertos.

roads and open sewers, the village is not

much to look at, but the farm and coun-

tryside beyond are lush and green. Live-

stock fed, we return to the house, and

Francisco's wife, Margarita, shows me the

kitchen shed. It is made of sticks fastened

together vertically, so the light on the dirt

floor is striped. Mole negro—a thick,

deep-black sauce of charred chilies,

chocolate, tomatoes, and ground nuts,

traditionally made here on the Day of the

Dead—is cooking in a cazuela, a clay pot

that sits directly in the coals of the wood

thes

wittl

aroui

clock

fire. Two dead chickens, soon to be

plucked, lie on the dirt floor. "Chickens

to eat with the mole," Margarita explains.

In the poorest of houses, the mole negro is

eaten from a bowl, like a soup; to have

chicken with the mole is a luxury.

In bags throughout the house are many

more loaves oipan de muerto. I ask how

many loaves of bread the family has.

The week before the celebration, I am

told, they usually buy a twenty-two-

pound sack of flour and take it to the

baker, along with five dozen eggs and

the other ingredients needed for the

sweet bread. Most families here also

bring along their own papier-mache

decorations, usually ovals with various

faces painted on them, which are in-

serted into each loaf. The baker prepares

the family's entire order oipan de muerto.

Each loaf represents an individual soul.

The twenty-two-pound sack of flour

yielded 130 loaves this year, which in-

cluded tiny loaves for the angelitos, the

spirits of children who have died.

"The angelitos are here now," says Fran-

cisco as he shows me the family ofrenda,

which dominates an entire wall of the Hv-

ing room. The ofrenda is the center of the

Day of the Dead celebration. It is a pyra-

midal altar, generally three or four tiers

high, covered in cloth. An arch of sugar-

cane stalks is formed above it, decorated

with the yellow mangolds known as zem-i

poalxochitl (literally "twenty flowers" in

the Nahuatl language but popularly

known as "the flower of the dead"). On
the top tier of the ofrenda are often photos

of deceased friends and relatives, religious

statues, and candles. The rest of the altar is

taken up with special foods and bever

ages, mainly pan de muerto, fruits, and ho

chocolate. "The angelitos will leave ai

noon," Francisco continues, "and the:

we will put out the food and drinks for y

audi

the CI

caini

IS

tfri"

Hen

mdi

scnlpi

begin

overt!

Fnna
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the adult spirits." I am not wearing a

watch, and neither is Francisco. I look

around the house but don't see any

clocks. I wonder how he can be so precise

about the timing of all this.

It is very warm indoors, so Francisco

and I go outside and sit on a porch facing

the courtyard. An old woman walks by,

carrying a bundle of firewood, which she

drops outside the kitchen before she en-

ters. "That is my mother," Francisco says.

Her name is Vincenta, she is seventy-six,

and she has the classic face of a Zapotec

sculpture. Suddenly the church bells

begin ringing and fireworks explode all

over the village. A parrot in a cage hang-

ing from the eaves above us begins to

shriek. I marvel at how perfectly the vil-

' lage is synchronized. There is never any

doubt about when it is precisely noon on
' November 1 in San Lorenzo Cacaotepec.

Francisco looks squarely into my eyes.

"The angditos are leaving now," he says.

with a quiet smile. Vincenta and Mar-

garita come out of the kitchen carrying a

bowl of black mole, a bottle of mescal,

glasses, and some pan de miierto, which

they take into the living room to place on

the ofrenda. Francisco and I go and watch.

"My father was born here on this farm

eighty-five years ago," says Francisco.

"We have no photos of him. But he loved

mescal and mole negro, so we always put

those things on our ofrenda.''' El Machin

Chico pours El Machin Viejo a hefty shot

of mescal and places it on the altar.

Then Francisco leads me back to the

porch and insists that I join him in a shot

of mescal. I understand I am not just join-

ing El Machin junior in this mescal, I am
also joining El Machin senior, and to

refuse would be an insult. I can also see

that, by this logic, I could become very

drunk very quickly. After downing two

shots, I make my good-byes and head for

the village center, where I spend the rest

of the day visiting ofrendas, giving and re-

ceiving loaves of bread, and eating and

drinking with the villagers and all their

dead friends and relatives.

I am surprised to see a Day of the Dead

ofrenda in the vUlage church. I grew up

Catholic and was aware that All Saints' (or

All Hallows') Day, on November 1, and

All Souls' Day, on November 2, are con-

nected with our celebration of Hal-

loween, or All Hallows' Eve. But Hal-

loween is far from an ofiicial Christian

holiday. On the contrary, in my suburban

Texas community, some fundamentalist

Christians have campaigned to have Hal-

loween decorations banned from public

schools, claiming that images of witches

and skeletons are symbolic of pagan sor-

cery. And yet, here in Oaxaca, the Day of

the Dead is perhaps the most important

Catholic holiday of the year.

In Religions of Mesoaiiierica, David Car-

rasco writes, "Scholars have determined

hi San Lorenzo Cacaotepm-, Day oj the Deadfestivities begin with an all-iiigiit vigil in tlie graveyard, above. Upposite page: A tiny loaf of

nead, decorated with ajace, commemorates an angehto, a child who has died.
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that important elements ofthe Day ofthe

Dead festivities w-ere practiced in pre-

Hispanic times and have become inte-

grated into the Cathohc traditions of

Latin iVmerica." Carrasco goes on to

quote Bernardino de Sahagiin, an eady

Spanish obser\-er who described the

Aztec ritual ofplacing images of the dead

in shrines and offering them food.

As it happens, Carrasco. professor of

the historj- of rehgion at Princeton Uni-

versity; is in Oaxaca to obser^-e this year's

Day of the Dead ritual. I call him at his

hotel, and we discuss the ojrendas we have

seen that day. Carrasco is particularly in-

terested in the similarit\- between the

modem ofretidas and the ancient ceremo-

nial p\Tamids of Mesoamerica, which

were also heaped ^ith fruits and flowers.

Carrasco's book chronicles several con-

cepts associated with the Day of the

Dead, such as the behef that one's earthly

tortunes depend on treating the dead

well, and that if the dead are not properlv

worshiped, one's owti economic security

and health could be jeopardized. He re-

ports on the custom (obser\'ed in San

Lorenzo) of spendii^ all night in grave-

AmoHo the specialJoods producedfor the

Mexican festival are candy skulls, above, and

the small loaves of bread thatflank the

ofrenda, or household altar, below.

Itet

Effi'i

yards to welcome back the dead. Some icgiofj

villagers teU tales about the vengeance of fe^

the ignored dead and of angrv- spirits with

no homes to go to. But after spending the iw^

day with El Machin Chico and his family, njj,^,



I have come to a very simple understand-

ing of the hoHday. El Dia de los Mucrtos is

a time for the hving to join their dead

family and friends in a joyfiil feast.

On the night of November 1, I have a

dream in which I see the face of a crying

baby. I vi^ake up and think ofmy first and

only son, stillborn ten years ago. At the

aiggestion of the grief counselor at the

hospital, my wife and I gave the chOd a

name, Andrew, after my grandfather. We
had a brief memorial service, and for a

few years we lit a candle on his birthday.

But since the birth ofmy two daughters, I

have rarely thought of him.

This year, my Day of the Dead ofretida

will have an old black-and-white picture

ot my dad and a sonogram of Andrew on

the top tier. Underneath that, I'll put out

i glass of Scotch and a ham-salad sand-

Vich for Dad and a tiny cup of hot

rhocolate and a sweet bun for Andrew.

Then, on November 1, all three genera-

ions of us wlU sit down and enjoy a meal

ogether.

'iiliiiary adventurer Robb llhlsli writes about

hodfor the Austin Chronicle.
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Belly Up
to the

Error Bar
An implicit goal of the scientific method is to

minimize human bias—one of the great sources

of experimental blunder.

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

Tliis is the second part of a two-part essay.

"Certain Uncertainties," Part I, appeared in

last month's issue.

Formal accounts of the scientific method

typically describe a hypothesis-posing,

experiment-conducting activity. You

might see words such as indtiction, deduc-

tion, cause, and effect. What's missmg are

the words creativity and uncertainty. Sci-

ence can be a process in which practically

anything goes—from middle-of-the-

night hunches to mathematical formula-

tions driven by classical aesthetics—so

long as the results accurately describe and

predict phenomena in the real world.

When conducting an experiment on

the frontier of human understandmg of

the universe, you never know what the

right answer is supposed to be. Some-

times you don't even know the right

question. Ofi:en, guided by a particular

vision of how the universe works, all you

can do is make a series of measurements

that you hope will lead you to the right

answer. Data gathered to answer such

questions as How far away is the Moon?
or What is the mass of the Sun? lend

themselves to standard statistical analysis.

But answers to other questions—such as

What kind of cheese is the JVIoon made
of?—do not, because the question starts

with the false assumption that the Moon

is a cheesy place, which would most Ukely

inhibit your acquisition of relevant data.

In most astrophysics experiments,

some measurements wlU come out above

the true value, ^A'hile some will come out

below. These are ordinary fluctuations: a

chart of all the data points would look

like the statistician's beloved bell curve.

The history of science has shown that if

an experiment is well designed, then

most of the data will cluster around some

value, presumably the right one.

Unfortunately, this "right" value may

bear little correspondence to the real

world when human bias is involved. An
impUcit goal of the scientific method is to

minimize human bias, for therein lie

some of the greatest sources of experi-

mental blunder. When making multiple

measurements, scientists occasionally dis-

card values that deviate strongly from

their expectations. Such selective editing

can skew data and fatally compromise the

experiment. Once results have been pub-

hshed, the experimenter may be the only

one who knows which data were in-

cluded and which discarded. (In all fair-

ness to the experimenter, however, some

raw data do deserve to be discarded be-

cause of unavoidable experimental

glitches, but preconceived notions

shouldn't drive the data.)

In Part I of this essay, I noted that there

is no greater scientific misconception

among the general pubhc than what con-

stitutes experimental uncertainty Scien-

tists are partly to blame, because uncer-

tainties are called errors in research par-

lance. TeU someone that your experiment

had errors, and nobody will believe your

result. TeU someone that your experiment

had quantifiable uncertainties, and the

scientific enterprise is salvaged.

A few years ago, new and improved

data led to the announcement that the

oldest stars in the galaxy had been born

about 14 bUhon years ago and that the age

of the universe was about 12 billion years.

The press, invoking the you-can't-be-

older-than-your-mother principle, por-

trayed the news as a cosmic controversy of

the first rank.

But if the reported numbers had been

accompanied by the scientists' pubhshed

uncertainties—known as "error bars"—

a

sensible picture quite undeserving of

headlines would have emerged. The age

of the universe had been calculated at

12±3 biUion years, the age of the oldest

stars at 14±2 biUion years. The error bars

suitably overlapped at 13 billion years, the

point toward which current estimates of

the age of the universe and the age of the

oldest stars are converging.

For decades the mass media ignored

the significance of measurement errors.

But nowadays, reports of pubhc opinion

polls are accompanied by "margins of

error"—the sociologist's error bar. If

opinion pollsters query only one hundred

of the 270 miUion or so people in the

United States, they will (or had better)

frame their claims with fat uncertainties.

So when a news station reports, "The in-

cumbent leads the challenger 54 percent

to 46 percent with a ±5 percent margin of

error," then you have my permission to

ignore all subsequent discussion of the

significance of the incumbent's lead. For-

tunately, there are well-tested statistical

methods that account for the size of your

poUed sample in relation to the size of the

total population. Clearly, if all 270 million

people were polled, there would be no

uncertainties—except for the unavoidable

fact that some people change their minds

with the breeze.
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Often, the most heated scientific con-

troversies take place amid the noise and

confusion ofmessy data. Perhaps the most

famous astronomical controversy of the

second half of the twentieth century cen-

tered on the numerical value of the fa-

mous Hubble constant, a measure of the

expansion rate of the universe. Poor data

allowed two warring factions to arise on

opposite sides of the error bars. One

group supported H = 100+10. Another

group supported H = 50+5.

What's a factor of two between friends

in a universe where factors of thousands

and millions are common? The problem

here is that somebody's error bars are way

too small. Whose? Perhaps they were

I

both too small. In any case, experimental

bias operating on messy data was at work.

After the world's most aggressive sup-

porter of H =100 (University of Texas

I astronomer Gerard de Vaucouleurs) died

several years ago, and after more and bet-

ter data became available, the consensus

'converged around H = 70+ W, comfort-

ably between the extremes. Do we credit

the new and improved value for the Hub-

ble constant to better data? That would

be good. Or did scientists stop trying after

continually reinterpreting the data until

things agreed? That would be bad. In the

case of the Hubble constant, however, the

former is more hkely than the latter, but

the specter of the latter haunts nearly all

research questions when a scientist has a

bias toward a particular answer in advance

of the experiment.

Speaking of scientists who take ex-

treme views to their graves, the late dis-

tinguished M.I.T. mathematician Irving

Segal remained, to the end, a spirited op-

ponent of the big-bang model for the ori-

gin of the universe. He even offered a

theory of his own to replace it. Whenever

a new discovery in support of the big

bang was reported by the press, he would

write a letter to the editor explaining why

the big bang was all wrong. The problem

was that readers got the (false) impression

that Segal represented one "half" of re-

sponsible scientific opinion, v^'hen, in

fact, his views were those of a vanishingly

small minority. As the German physicist

Max Planck (father of the counterintu-

itive but very real branch of physics

known as quantum mechanics) percep-

tively penned in 1936;

An important scientific innovation rarely

makes its way by gradually winning over

and contorting its opponents. . . . IVIiat

does happen is that its opponents gradually

die out and that the growing generation

is familiarized with the ideafrom the

bcgiiming.

Unpopular scientific ideas have a cer-

tain appeal. Perhaps people just hke to

root for underdogs. But for each correct

idea in science, a hundred (or a thousand)

respectable ideas failed before it.

You would think science's route to reli-

able conclusions would be valued in our

courts of law. I wonder. Having never,

until recently, lived more than a few years
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in the same place during my adult life, I

had never been called for jury duty.

When I was finally summoned to serve, I

went willingly and patriotically. After the

classic long wait in the waiting room, I

was fin;illy called for questioning by an at-

torney: "What is your profession?" Astro-

physicist. "What is an astrophysicist?" An
astrophysicist studies the universe and the

laws of physics that describe and predict

its behavior. "What sorts of things do you

do?" Research, teaching, administration.

"What courses do you teach?" This se-

mester I happen to be teaching a seminar

at Princeton on the critical evaluation of

scientific evidence and the relative unreli-

abihty of human testimony. "No further

questions, Dr. Tyson. Thank you."

I was on my way home twenty minutes

later.

In courts of law, yes/no questions and

multiple-choice questions are common.
But science does not lend itself to such

responses wthouc Incurring major mis-

representations of reality. I was once

called by a law^'er investigating a car acci-

dent; he wanted to know what time the

sun set on a particular day at a particular

location. This question can be answered

precisely, but later in our conversation. I

realized that what the lawyer really

wanted to know was what time it gets

dark outside on that date. He was going

to compare the time of the sunset \vith

the time of the car accident, assunung

that darkness descends the instant the sun

sets. His question was poorly framed for

the information he was seeking. A better

question might have been, What time did

the dark-sensitive streetlights turn on?

But even for that question, the presence

or absence of clouds and the shadows of

nearby buildings would have affected the

"right" answer.

Although I was tainted goods as a juror,

I once managed to help convict a person

who was charged in a fatal hit-and-run

accident. The driver of the vehicle had a

photograph of himself that he said had

been taken at the time of the incident, far

from the scene of the crime. The defense

attorney asked me if I could verify the

claimed time of the image from the

lengths ofshadows cast by cars and people

in the photo. I said, "Sure." Given the lo-

cation and the date, I provided him with

the time of the photograph, plus or minus

twelve minutes. The time of the photo

differed from that of the accident by sev-

eral hours.

Only with confirmation can we be

certain of a scientific measurement, al-

though the news media and the movies

can be oblivious to this fact. An excep-

tion was the 1997 fdm Contact (based on

the 1983 novel of the same name by the

celebrated astronomer Carl Sagan), which

dramatized what might happen—scientif-

ically, socially, and politically—ifwe were

one day to make radio-wave contact with

extraterrestrial intelligence. When a sig-

nal from the star Vega is detected above

the din of cosmic noise, Jodie Foster

(who plays an astrophysicist) alerts ob-

servers in Australia, who can check the

signal long after the stars in that region of

the sky have set for Americans. Only

when the Australians confirm her mea-

surements does she go pubhc with the

discovery. The original signal could have

been a systematic glitch in the telescope's

electronics. It could have been a prankster

beaming signals into the telescope fi-om

across the street. It could have been a local

collective delusion. Her confidence is

boosted only when somebody else—on

another telescope with different electron-

ics driving an independent computer sys-

tem—gets the same results.

Null results matter, too. Occasionally

scientists will test for an effect that does

not exist or that fails to reveal itself

through the chosen methods. That same

scientist may elect not to publish the non-

result. Another scientist may conduct the

same experiment and find a statistical

gUtch that mimics a real effect. The sec-

ond scientist elects to pubhsh. The re-

search literature now contains an inno-

cent vet harmflil bias toward the existence

Riiti
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of an effect, when, in feet, none is pre-

sent. Unfortunately, a very cheap but also

ver\' blunder-prone w^y of doing science

is by conducting a survey ofpublished re-

search rather than by designing and con-

ducting one's own experiment.

A litde-knowTi null result in the histor\f

of science comes from attempts to mea-

sure the speed ofUght. In the early se\^n-

teench centursv Galileo sent an assistant to

a distant hill to flash the h^t ofa lantern.

Galileo, staying behind, -n-as to respond

immediately with flashes from a lantern

of his awn. His attempt to time the delay

proved fiitile. Human reflexes w^re inade-

quate for such a task. Of the speed of

light, Galileo noted, ''Ifnot instantaneous

it is extraordinarily rapid."

Now those are some large error bars.

More than three centuries later, the In-

ternational Committee on Data for Sci-

ence and Technology- in an unprece-

dented decision, defined the speed of

light as exactly 299,792,458 meters per

second, the current best experimental

value. The speed of light has such small

error bars that by defining it by fiat, any

subsequent improved measurement wiU

translate directly to a modification in

the length of the meter. The meter is

now defined as the distance traveled

by a beam of Ught in a \-acuum during

1/299,792,458 of a second. The speed of

light has gone fiom having big error bars

to ha\Tng no error bars at all. Galileo

would be impressed.

Occasionally—^when you have a good

theon,- and good observations and you

understand the ways of the universe

—

magic can happen. When comet Shoe-

maker-Levy 9 was discovered in 1993, its

orbit was computed as soon as a sufficient

baseline of obser\^ations was accumulated.

Laws of physics known since the days of

Isaac Newton enabled us to predict that

the comet would come so close to Jupiter

on its next pass that its most likely trajec-

tory would intersect the planet's gaseous

surface. How about the error bars? All

paths within the micertainties fell within

the bod^' ofJupiter. The inescapable con-

clusion: A dtanic Jupiter-comet impact

v\-as unmiient. We were certain enough

to aler: die media and mobihze all avail-

able :ilescopes to obser\'e the event. Sure

enough, on the comet's next orbit, it

slammed into Jupiter's atmosphere with

the force of five bilhon atomic bombs.

Ordinary uncertainties almost always

lead to correct (and meaningfiil) answen,

but s^'stematic uncertainties are insidious.

Your measurements may be statistically

sound, but what if you measured the

wTong object or the wTong phenome-

non? What if the electrical current that

fed your apparatus changed during the

measurement? I was once observing our

Milk\T Way galax\' fix>m the Cerro Tololo

Inter-American Observatory^ in the

Chilean Andes. I was getting spectra of

stars located near the galactic center when

a 6.2 earthquake rolled through (not par-

ticulady uncommon in such a geologi-

cally acti\"e area). There was an expected

loss of electricity' in the observatory, but

the data acquisition system and the com-

puters were cormected to an uninterrupt-

ible power supply that seamlessly kicked

in during the power failure. I \\"as able to

save open files and to back up my data.

When power was restored forty minutes

later, I resumed taking data, only to dis-

cover that the power outage had shifted

the telescope's spectrograph. It was now

sensitive to an entirely different part of

the spectrum. Had I mindlessly kept

working, then averaged the night's data,

the results would have been not only

WTong but meaningless. And I would not

have known it for some time.

Some meanin^ess a\^rages you recog-

nize right away. Tr^' this one; If half the

time I sit on the left side of the train and

half the time I sit on the right side of the

train, then on average, I sit in the aisle. Or
take my all-time favorite, which I credit

to the mathematician and occasional hu-

morist John AUen Paulos: The average

American has one breast and one testicle.

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is tlie

Frederick P. Rose Direaor ofNew York City's

Hayden Planetarium and a research scientist at

Princeton University.
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EXPLORER GUIDE
ANTARCTICA CRUISES ECUADOR

POLAR BEARS
The world's greatest gathering of polar

bears occurs each autumn in Churchill,

Manitoba. Join our naturalist guides on

a Tundra Buggy or in the Tundra

Bunkhouse Lodge for an unforgettable

journey to see the Great White Bears.

From $1995, Oct. 1999 Departures

TravelWiM Expeditions (800) 368-0077

or e-mail: info@tFavelwild.com

www.travelwild.com uuqo

Explore coastlines, remote villages and

spectacular wildlife sanctuaries in England,

Ireland, Scotland & Wales— on ihe

comfortable expedition vessel Explorer.

May 29-June 9, 1 999 From $2995
Save $400 if you sign up by

n/30/98
TrovelWild ExpediHons (800) 368-0077

or e-mail: info@travelwild.com

www.traveiwild.com uuog
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1-800-633-7972 www.ecoventura.coni.ec

EXPLORE THE WORLD
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on early writing. Fax: (941)5W-2I63 www.aibenapidy.com

Atliena PubUcations, Box 10904, Naples, FL 34101

EXTRAORDINARY DESTINATIONS

Extraordinary Destinations
BOTSWANA: Private safari with Lynne
Leakey. Visit delta, savanna, the Kalahari:

Victoria Falls: S. African game preserve.

ARCTIC CANADA: Sail Great Slave Lake

in crewed or bareboat yachts; or cruise the

Mackenzie River in 20-passenger riverboat.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Stone age people;

Sepik river & Irian Jaya cruises; primitive

villages; rain forests, highlands & jungle.

GREENLAND: Musk ox, reindeer, whales,

seals; Eskimo art & culture; Spectacular

fjords & icebergs. Danish cuisine.

Details: 1-800-552-8546

Katlin Travel Group, www.katlintravel.com

PERU

uniful Inko/ Natura^X

UmquerJion-profit companv
All proceeds protect nature

Manu and Tambopata Reserves

See the world's most photogerm: 'macaw
clay licks and Cock-of-the-Rock display

We also offer: The Condors of Colca Canyon
Cusco/Machu Picchu, The jungle ruin's ofGrar.

Vilaya and Kuelap and much more!

www.inkanatura.com • e-mail: inaturl@ibm.net

call toll free: 883'287'7186

DAYTONA BEACH
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Daytona Beach is one of the few

places on earth the manatees still

call home. Besides our 23-mlle

shore, we also have scenic parks.

historical landmarks, museums

and other cultural attractions.

f^Daytona
d^Beadi
\ ^^ Big Beach. Big Fun.

1-800-854-1234
www.daytonabeach-tourism.com
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Double
Crossing
Tarzan always managed to find a handy

swinging vine, but for most arboreal

travelers, crossing gaps in the forest canopy

is not so easy. Early one morning in June

1990, in a coastal rainforest in southwestern

Costa Rica, photographer Greg Dunijian

watched a troop of squirrel monkeys

leaping some eighn' feet from the upper

branches of a tall strangler fig to a distant

tangle ofvines.

Squirrel monkeys travel through the

treetops foraging for insects and fruits in

mixed-sex groups of as many as one

hundred individuals. When a troop comes

to an open space along a well-known route,

the monkeys do not jump en masse but line

up and cross one by one. In unfamiliar

territory, individuals pause, survey their

destination, and look around carefrilly

before launching into space.

A young monkey must be schooled in

climbing up and down tree trunks and

negotiating swaying branches before it can

attempt these aerial maneuvers—one of the

last lessons it learns before reaching

adulthood. An inexperienced juvenile clings

fearfiiUy to its mothers back; sometimes it

even uses its small tail to help it hold

on (the tails of young squirrel monkeys are

prehensile but lose that trait as the

animals mature).

How did Dimijian manage to focus so

well on small animals saiUng rapidlv through

the air? "I was able to tn' the shot twenu^ or

thirty times," he says, "as about fifteen

squirrel monkeys—several with clinging

young—waited their turn and made the

jump, one after another. After a few tries, I

was able to follow each one's flight

smoothly, keeping it in focus while the

background went blurn'"

—

Richard Mibm

P'notogroph by
Greg and Mary Beth Dimiiian
Photo Researchers, Inc
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Feast Your Eyes
Tlie Museum is humming with activity this

season. Visitors can choose from among five

special exliibitious, inchiding the newly opened

"Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou" and "Butter-

flies." The Margaret Mead Fihn and Video

Festival is presenting more than sixty films,

and two IMAX presentations, Africa's Ele-

phant Kingdom and Amazon, are also being

shown. Museum-goers can visit the permanent

halls with an audio guide that highlights the

treasures of the collections or can attend a vari-

ety of lectures, workshops, andfield trips.

Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou
Haitian vodou was born of the encounter

between African and Western rehgious

practices, beginning in the seventeenth

century, when enslaved peoples from West

and Central Africa came to the Americas.

Forbidden to practice their own reUgion

by their French masters, Haitian slaves

took up the rituals of Roman CathoU-

cism, praying to the saints while secretly

worshiping their traditional deities.

As it evolved, Haitian vodou was also

affected by assorted hermetic and spiritist

traditions, such as Freemasonry. Vodou

communities have shaped everyday life in

Haiti and have spread as Haitians migrated

abroad; vodou reUgions now have an esti-

mated 50 million followers worldwide.

From October 10 through January 3,

1999, the exhibition in Gallery 3 explores

the wide range ofAfro-Caribbean arts in-

spired by vodou. Among the five hundred

objects on display are paintings, sequined

flags, sacred bottles, pots, beaded rattles,

doUs, and musical instruments. A vodou

temple has been re-created for the exhibi-

tion, which also features music, slides,

video, and large-format photographs that

portray vodou's history and culture.

The exhibition was organized by the

UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural His-

tory, with support firom the National En-

dowment for the Humanities and the

Rockefeller Foundation. The Museum's

presentation is made possible through the

support of the Lila Wallace-Reader's Di-

gest Endowment Fund.

(For morefeatured events, turn to page 80.)

A vodou priest who died in 1948 at the age of fifty-two,

Hector Hyppolite produced most of his paintings, like

Noire, beh

November Events

November 2
As part of the "Distinguished Authors in As-

tronomy" series, Michio Kaku, of the City

University ofNew York, gives a slide-illustrated

talk, "Terraforming Planets, Starships, and
Alien Civilizations," at 7:30 P.M.

DlftU

November 4
Morocco, a researcher and performer ofMiddle
Eastern dance, discusses and performs dances of

North Afirica in a presentation sponsored by the

Department of Education.

Melanie L. J. Stiassny, chairman of the De-
partment of Ichthyology, explores the variety of

freshwater life on the planet in the final talk in

the series "Museum Curators Discuss Biologi-

cal Diversity."

Paul A. Mayewski, of the University ofNew "j
|

Hampshire's Institute for the Study of Earth,

Oceans, and Space, gives a talk on "The Signif-

icance ofRapid Climate Change Events."

These events all begin at 7:00 P.M.

am'

ilijiiJ
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nnira
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November 5
At 7:00 P.M., John Maddox, editor emeritus of i

Nature magazine, discusses science in the r i

twenty-first century, drawing upon his newj

book, U^iat Remains to Be Discoi'ered.
[j'JIO

If fill

i\'ii

November 6 im
William Dorsey, of the Hayden Planetariumj h
and the New School for Social Research, invesH mDw

tigates the ways artists and physicists see thei mit

universe in a talk entitled "Naive Art/Nonlin-j Kan

ear Time." The lecture begins at 7:00 P.M.

November 10 and 12 miu
David Grimaldi and James Miller, curators ir

)iri,ii

the Department of Entomology, lead two be- Je anc

hind-the-scenes tours of the Museum's coUec-| Jn. f,

tion of seventeen million insect specimens. The jjuu'

tours, open to Museum members only, begin ai !|i)7(

6:00 RM. and 7:30 P.M.
i The

,

November 15
In conjunction with the Margaret Mead Filn "I'l*

and Video Festival, a panel of Haitian scholar

and media professionals talk about the depic-

tion of Haiti in a program entided "Spirits iij

Celluloid: Haiti, Hollywood, and the Mas
Media." The program begins at 2:00 P.M. It Cm

itfe

November 16, 23, and 30

December 7
Sidney Horenstein, coordinator of the Mu
seum's environmental public programs,

presenting a series of talks on the them
"Whole Earth Geology." Each lecture begin I
at 7:00 RM.

;JSirni

mm

t Mils

£.W

^"•JX

November 17
At 7:00 RM., Marcos Terena, of the Tern

Amazon Indians, and other leaders of inT

digenous groups in South America tal

'

about the historic Earth Summit that toojf

place in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The prefcisim's

sentation will conclude with Yakoanf!'-'hvi

Tlie Voice of Iiiciigenous Peoples, a dod^'fec



mentary about the gathering of one thousand

tribal elders at the conference in Brazil.

November 21 and 22
In conjunction with the exhibition "Sacred

Arts of Haitian Vodou," the Department of Ed-

ucation presents an exploration of cultural ritu-

als and sacred art forms from South and Central

America. This program includes free perfor-

mances, fdms, and talks in the Museum's Leon-

hardt People Center. For a full schedule of

evenLs, caU (212) 769-5315.

November 22
In a special program for children and their

grandmothers, Molly Rose Goldman and Lois

Wyse, authors of Hon' to Take Your Grandmother

to tlie Museum, give a talk followed by a tour of

the Museum. The program begms at 2:00 RM.

Noveinber 23
At 7:00 P.M., several ofNew York City's leading

enviromnentahsts lead the program "Biodiver-

sit\' and Your Energy Use." Experts discuss im-

mediate changes people can make in their

lifestyle (such as recycHng or using less electric-

ity) to help conserve the planet's biodiversity.

The final program in the Center for Biodiver-

sity and Conservation's series "Living with Bio-

diversity," scheduled for December 7, wiU ex-

iplore "Biodiversity and What You Buy." Local

enviromnental organizations will be on hand to

provide resources and suggestions for protecting

the environment.

Throughout November
For information about field trips, walking

tours, and workshops for adults and children in-

side and outside the Museum, call (212) 769-

5304. For information about the Hayden Plan-

etarium's catalog of fall courses and lectures, call

(212) 769-5900.

The Museum's IMAX theater is featuring

Africa's Ekplian! Kiii'i;dom, which explores the

Hfe history of the world's largest land mammals,

and Amaxon, a portrait of the river, its flora and

fauna, and the people who live along its banks.

Double features will be shown only on Friday

and Saturday evenings at 6:00 P.M.

The CityPass ticket booklet provides a 50 per-

cent discount for admission to the American

Museum of Natural History, the Empire State

Building Observatories, the Intrepid Sea Air

Space Museum, the MetropoUtan Museum of

Art, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Top
of the World Trade Center. CityPass is sold at

the Museum or can be ordered in advance by

caUing (212) 769-5200. Prices are $26.75 for

adults, S18 for seniors, and $25 for ages 13-18

(not available for children under 13).

;The American Museum of Natural History is

located at Central Park West and 79th Street in

.New York City. For rickets and information

iabout events, call (212) 769-5200. Consult the

Museum's Web site for additional information

(http://www.amnh, org). For hours and admis-

sion fees, call (2 1 2) 769-5100.

Paradise Found.

Exotic Wildlife, Distinctive Indian

Cultures, Unspoiled Jungjies and

Cloud Forests, Two Ocea

Over 1,000 Islafids

MII1M2'
^ The|Canal and Muctf JVIi

ruiiiMiiii

TM For Inlormation Contact Youti

PANAMA TOURtSWI BU'
I. P.O. Box 144351 •Dept.NH2

.. „,^ Coral Gables, FL 33114-4351PAT Toll Free U.S. & Canada 1-800-557-0017
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Neil de Grasse Tyson

Merlin's Tour
of the Universe

Neil de Grasse Tyson

Merhn's tour of the universe was so successtiil he just

had to come back to answer more ofyour questions

about the cosmos. InJust Visiting Tliis Planet, Direc-

tor of the Hayden Planetarium Neil de Grasse Tyson

tackles all-new questions about the universe with au-

thority and wit (and with some help firom MerUn, a

fictional visitor from the Andromeda gala.xy). As in-

formative as they are entertaining, JiisfKiiitin^TJiti

Planet and Merlin's Tour of the Universe are the de-

finirive sky-watcher's guides for lovers of the universe

by one of its brightest lights.

Praise for Merlin's Tour of the Universe

"The volume is fun and may rekindle that

sense of wonder about the universe that city

lights helped to extinguish years ago."

—Chicago Tribune

Ai'itiLihle ft'hcrci'er hoohs tin' sold

Visit our Web site at www.doublcdav.com 1

mainI
IstrectI
I books!
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Butterflies

Scientists believe that

the order Lepidoptera

probably developed dur-

ing the rapid evolution of

flowering plants in the

Early Cretaceous. Today, Lepidoptera

(from the Greek words for "scale" and

"wing") comprises about 250,000 de-

scribed species, an extraordinarily diverse

group. Butterflies and moths are found

everywhere on earth except Antarctica,

and they range in size from less than two

millimeters to more than a foot wide.

From November 7 through February 28,

1999, Museum visitors may observe sev-

eral hundred live, free-flymg buttei-flies

from Central and North America in a

sixty-foot-long walk-in vivarium in the

Hall of Oceanic Birds. Information about

their evolution, life cycle, behavior, and

the important role they play in conserva-

tion is also available.

Top to bottom: Skeleton butterfly, Isabella

loiigu'iiig moth, and zebra swallowtail

x'garet Mead
Film and Video
Festival

Conceived in 1977 as a one-time celebra-

tion of the famous anthropologist's fifty

years of service to the Museum, the Mar-

garet Mead Film and Video Festival has

become an annual event and the preemi-

nent showcase for cultural documentaries.

In conjunction with the exhibition

"Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou," this

year's festival (November 6-14) presents

the first United States retrospective of the

films of Raoul Peck. The director (untQ

recently Haiti's Minister of Culture) has

produced works that examine issues rang-

ing from Haitian and African pohtics to

aspects of cultural displacement.

Among the more than sixty films to be

shown during the nine-day festival are

Moon Children, a Taiwanese documentary

exploring personal and professional dis-

crimination in an albino community;

Dreaming Series, an Austrahan feature on

Aboriginal dreaming stories; and the Pol-

ish film Hie True Story of a Wartliog, in

which a warthog's escape from the War-

saw zoo becomes a symbol and rallying

point for popular sentiment. Tickets can

be reserved by caUing (212) 769-5200.

For a complete program guide, call (212)

769-5305.

Other Exhibitions

In the Akeley Gallery from October 23

through March 26, 1999, the exhibition

"Papua New Guinea: Arts and Spirits;

Photographs fi-om the Middle Sepik River,

1953—54" displays the work of Museum

ornithologist E. Thomas GiUiard.

In the Museum's Library Gallery, from

July 31 through December 6, the exhibi- i

tion "Cave of the Warrior" presents fu-

nerary objects from a fourth millennium

B.C. grave, discovered in 1993 in the

Judean Desert.

In Gallery 77 through January 31,

1999, is "Spirits in Steel: The Art of the

Kalahari Masquerade," featuring artist

Sokari Douglas Camp's life-sized steel

sculptures.

Left: Frame from an Australian animated

film. Below: Raonl Peck (right) and

pihotogiaphei Michael Chin.
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Whale vs. Whale: The True Tale of an Orca Attack



Sure, there are cleaner vehicles than a Honda.

But how long is your commute?

-onmynL cal! l-888-CC-HONDA, or visit us at www.honda.com. © 1998 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.



If the idea of sitting in bumper-to-skateboard

traffic doesn't appeal to you, we have a better

idea. In fact, several. The clean and fuel-efficient

vehicles from Honda. Our low- and ultra-low-

emission Accords and Civics now comprise the

majority of cars we sell in America. And our

natural-gas Civic GX and electric EV PLUS are

remarkably clean alternative-fuel vehicles. Best of

all, these cars perform like, well, Hondas. You see,

we've always been committed to balancing your

desires for fun and performance with societys

need for cleaner air and improved fuel economy

Which can be just about as difficult as balancing

on a skateboard. With a briefcase. In a suit.

Thinking.
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Storytellini
Just as Einstein changed the way we understand time and space, and Freud

changed the way we understand the workings of the human psyche, Charles

Dai-win changed forever the way v/e look at natural forms. The shapes of bodies,

of finches' beaks and fishes' fins, v/eie not fixed at some moment of creation;

rather, forms evolved and were altered by circumstance. Life on earth is a great

collection of individual stories, natural histories that, while sounding

Kjplingesque—how the snail got its shell, how the bacterium got its DNA—give

us a deeper appreciation of the world and our place in it. This issue's section on

evolution shows how scientists continue to interpret the narratives embodied m
natural forms.

Some interpretations were just too good to be true. Ernst Haeckel, an early

disciple of Darwin's, an artist, and an ideological hero of the National Socialist

Workers' Party, maintained that the story of each species' evolution was retold m
the stages of its prenatal development. This theory, commonly known as

"ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny," was influential for a time but wrong: it

depended more on Haeckel's artflil

imagination than on actual

observation.

Some stories are fiercely argued. In

his recent book, paleontologist Simon

Conway Morris challenges Natural

History columnist Stephen Jay Gould's

understanding of the tales told by the

fossils of Canada's Burgess Shale. Many

of these life-forms no longer exist. For

Gould, these species represent

evolutionary dead ends, and at one

time, Conway Morris agreed. In

Gould's view, the story of a species'

evolution does not unwind in

continuous narrative but moves in fits

and starts, driven by environmental

change and even cataclysmic

happenstance. The vagaries of

evolution are such that if the tale were

to begin again, it would never follow

the same story line. This also applies to humans—intelligent life, by Gould's

reading ot the fossil record, is neither ultimate nor inevitable.

Conway Morris weaves a different story from the diverse strands of the

Burgess fossil record. The species that Gould and Conway Morris once agreed

were evolutionary dead ends, Conway Morris now beUeves to be primitive

progenitors of present-day groups: the Ufe-forms that look so fantastical to us

today eventually evolved into the familiar. Conway Morris further asserts that

intelligent life was inevitable, the inescapable denouement to evolution's long

narrative. Gould disagrees. This "Showdown on the Burgess Shale" begins on
page ^^S.

Some sfories are only now being revealed. How the echinoderms—starfish

and sea urcliins,, for example—came to h.ave five sides and no head is a half-

billion-year-oid tale thai gene research is just beginning to tell.

—

Bruce Stutz

A 1909 illustration satirized Haeckel's

reverencefor Charles Daru'in.
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To the

Editor
Casual Mentor

Eugene Odum, the "father of

ecolog\'" inteniew'ed in

"Whole Earth Mentor"

("Natural Selections,"

October 1998) is mistaken to

dismiss mass extinctions so

casually. We recognize mass

extinctions in the geological

record because groups of

dominant organisms die out.

And look who's dominant

going into this mass

exrinctioni Although Odum
correcdy notes that diversit^f

returned after previous mass

extinctions, he does not

mention that this e\'olutionar5,'

process took millions of

years—^not a humanly

meaninghal time tcame.

Jamie E. Jliompson, Ph.D.

Edwardsvilk, Illwois

Help, Please!

In ""Gender .Maners." a sidebar

to your September article on

goldenrod gall flies ("Just

Lookin' for a Home"), Arthur

E. Weis and Warren G.

Abrahamson wTite that if a

female paiasitoid wasp

withholds sperm tiora an e^,

the offipring is destined to be

male, and that if she fertilizes

it, it will be a female.

How does an unfertilized

e^ become an\Tiiing at all

—

even a lowly male? How does

the vs'asp bypass fertilization?

Marie Mmashed

M- ^lebec

Arthur E.Weis .and

WARREN G.ABPAH.4.MSON

REPLY: Bees

(order Hymenoptera) have no

special X and Y chromosomes

that determine gender.

Instead, females have two

copies of all chromosomes,

and males only one. When a

wasp mother passes an e^
dowTi her reproductive tract,

she may release a small

quantitx' ofsperm (stored for

months or even years in a

specialized gland after mating)

for fertilization. Acquiring

one set ofchromosomes irom

the mother through the e^
and another from the father

through the sperm, this

embryo de\i'elops into a

daughter. But should the

mother udthhold sperm, the

e^ is stuck with only one

copy of every gene and

develops into a male. The

result is a rather odd situation:

E\?ery hymenopteian son is

fatherless!

Throughout the animal

kingdom, in fact, males tend

to be a few genes short of a

fiJl load. The pattern is also

seen in human males, w?hose

Y sex chromosome—the

determinant ofmale gender

inherited from the father—^is,

among other differences,

much shorter than the X
received from the mother.

The First Rocket

I ha\e enjoyed all ofNeil de

Grasse Ty^^on's "Uni\^ne"

essays. But I would like to

offer an addendum to one of

his comments in "Space: You

Can't Get There from Here"

(September 1998). T\'son

wTites that "a trip to the

Moon through the \^cuum of

space had been in sidit" only

"since 1926, when Robert

Goddard perfected liquid-ftiel

rockets." an advance that

"made flight possible without

the lift prowded by air mo\Tng

over a wing." But one could

say that win^ess flight was

made possible by the invention

of the rocket itselfby the

Chinese in the ninth century.

By the turn ofthe

twentieth century, there had

been any number of

descriptions of—and even

serious plans for—^rocket-

powered space flight by such

innovative thinkers as the

Russian scientists Konstantin

Tsiolkovsky (who first

conceived of the Uquid-ftiel

rocket) and Nikolai

Kibalchich, as well as the

engineer Hermann Ganswindt

of Germany, the novelist

Elbert Perce of the United

States, the physicist Robert

Esnault Pelterie of France, and

many others.

Ron Miller

King George, Virginia

The writer is the author of

Jlie Dream Machines, an

illustrated history of

spacecraft.

In the coming issues of
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Environment and Culture

Women aiid Water
In much ofthe nonindustrialized world, finding drinkable

water is women's v«)rk—and this work is getting harder as

the water supply d\vindles or becomes contaminated.

Infectious Disease

Ln'es of the Pathogens
Viruses evol\-ed along with the first forms of life.

Bacteria and frmgi seem to thrive everywhere. New studies

suggest that these organisms may affect not only human

health but the health of the planet's ecosystems.

m
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Based in Washington, D. C, where he sen-es as Washington correspondent for the Village Voice,

James Ridgeway (•Heartbeats ot'Vodou'") has long covered Haiti s political crises. He is shown at left

with photographer ChantOl RegnOUlt, who shared uith him her knowledge ofVodou practices, which

' . she has been documenting for more than twenty yean. Ridgeway has authored fifteen books,

including Blood in the Face: Tlie Kii Klux Klan, Aryan Nations, Nazi Skinheads, and the Rise ofa New

Ultite Culture (Thunders Mouth Press, 1995) and, with Sylvia Plachy. Red Light: Inside the Sex Industry

3 (Power House Cultural Entertainment, 1996). He is also codirector of the films Blood in the Face and

_J Feed (a documentary on the 1992 presidential campaign). Coauthor Jean Jean-

Pierre, right, born m Haiti and a resident of Spring Valley. New York, is a journalist (with the I 'illagc I bice and

Gaimett newspapers), dnmimer, and recording producer. He has toured extensively as a musician and arranger

and has hosted television and radio shows. In 1995 he produced the Fii-st International Haitian Roots Music

Festival in Hairi, featuring such musicians as CeHa Cruz and WyclefJean. Photographer-photojournalist

Regnault, born in France, Hves in New York Cit^' and is associated with the Gamma-Liaison Network. Her

work has appeared in numerous pubHcarions, including the New York Times, Vanity Fair, and Aperture.

h
Gregory A. Wray ("Bodv Builders of the Sea") was born in India, where he spent much of his childhood and where his interest in

the incredible diversity- of Ufe began. "1 just study it more formally now" he says. After earning a doctorate in zoolog\' from

Duke Universit\-. Wray, left, did postdoctoral work with, coauthor Rudolf A. Roff at Indiana University,

Bloomington. and then \\ith Richard Strathmann at the Universitv' ofWashmgtons Friday Harbor

Laboratories in Puget Sound. Currently, Wray is associate professor ot ecology- and evolution at the

State University- ofNew York at Stony Brook, where he plans to continue his studies

ofhow regulator)' genes acquire new fiinctions during the course of evolution. Raff",

right, professor of biologv' at Indiana University', began focusing on the relationship

between evolution and development during his graduate days at Duke University' thirty' years ago. He has fond

memories ofreading Gavin de Beer's classic Embryos and Ancestors while warring for his socks to dr\' in the

Laundromat. He has worked on echinoderms since his postdoctoral days at MIT. In 1996, University' of

Chicago Press published his book Tlic Shape ofLife: Genes, Development, and the Evolution ofAnimal Form.

An evolurionar\' biologist fascinated bv the

relationship between art and science, JomeS

Honken ('-Beauty Beyond Belief) was

naturally drawn to the works ofErnst

Haeckel, an important figure in both areas.

Hanken is a professor in the Department of

Environmental, Population, and Organismic

Biolog\' at the University' of Colorado,

Boulder, where he studies the developmental

biolog\" of amphibians—especially frogs and

salamanders ofthe New^ World Tropics—and

the evolution of the vertebrate head, the

inspiration for his last article in Natural History

("The Art of the Skull," October 1996).

"When not watching foxes. J. David Henry ("Spirit of the Tundra") is likely to be \TOring about

them. Red foxes were the focus of nvo of his pre\-ious articles for Natural History: "Fox

Hunting" (November 1980) and "The Litde Foxes" (Januan' 1985). Henix did much of his

arctic fox watching as a boreal ecologist for Parks Canada, a position he left in 1997 to take ajob

as ecologist for Kluane National Park in the Yukon Territor\^ He is the author of three books;

Red Fox: Tlie Catlike Canine (Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997), How to Spot a Fox (Chapters

Publishing Ltd., 1993), and Foxes: Uving on the Edge (NorthWord Press, Inc., 1996).

'^

A geologist by training, award-wirming photographer Theo AllofS ("The Natural Moment") turned

his hobby into a profession nvelve years ago when he started to incorporate his nature and travel

images into multiprojector sHde presentations about coimtries and regions of the world. Just two years

ago, he began to specialize in \\'ildlife photography. He captured the unusual African water-hole scene

in this month's feature with a Nikon 5F and 600mm Nikkor lens. Allofs has published his photos in

magazines worldwide and has several books to his credit: Yukon: Spellbound under Northern Skies

(Canada: Nimbus Publishing, 1995). Namibia (Germany: Artcolor, 1996), and a new book on the

i^-? ' V Yukon Territory where he resides, entitled Yukon (Germany: Eggenkamp, 1998).

h^
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Designing Nature
By Eiwi Eisaibag

The Self-Mwe Tapesitq': Pattern For-

SMTiOS ix Xaivre. by Philip Ball. Oxford

University Press, $37.50; 287 pp., illus.

Review ofihand I can think offew h\'es

whose pattern, \'iewed from the distance

of a half centur\- or so, is more neady and

agreeably woven than that of D'Arcy

Wentworth Thompsons (1860-1948).

most often paired, though—^not cheek by

jowl but head to head—^is Darwdn. In

Thompson's day, Darwinism was busily

explaining evers^thing from the tiger's

stripes to the ibex's horn. Thompson

found some of these "just so" stories in-

credible; what is more, he found them

unnecessary- Why invoke natural selec-

tion to explain the shape of the ibex's

horn vifhen simple mathematics could do

the job? Nature did not have to arrive at

Jlie dievTOii pammiiio in a bacterial colony, above, is a clteinical response to adverse

conditions. Top: Butterfly wings present some qfttature's most spectacular designs.

Classicist, mathematician, and biologist,

he translated Aristode's Historia animal-

ium, WTote A Glossar}' of Greek Birds and

A Glossaq' of Greek Fishes, and in 1917

produced On Grotvth and Fonn, which

the zoologist Peter Medawar called "be-

yond comparison the finest work of liter-

ature in all the annals of science that have

been recorded in the F.ngiisVi tongue." He
sisc '.Tore nonsense, anthologized cheek

t- ic- ' "-± that z.f Edward Lear and

this shape by tiny, mincing steps or select

it fiiom an arsenal of all imaginable protu-

berances; in fact, natinre had only two

choices. Either the horn would grow at

the same rate at even.^ point of its circum-

ference, in which case it would be

straight, or it ^"ould grow faster on one

side than the other, in which case it

would be curved like the ibex's—or. in

the extreme case, spiraled like the ram's.

Thompson w^as no reductionist; if the

mathematician in him sometimes pulled

diat way, the birdv^Jatcher and scholiast re-

frised to be draped along. In love with

nature's whims^', he wanted to enrich the

realm of explanation, not narrow it down.
\

But some of those who have dusted off

On Growili and Form in recent years are

not so modest: they seek a Theory of

Ever\=thing that will explain not only the

leopard's spots but every kind of order

that springs from disorder—ever\^thing

from spiral galaxies to nation-states to the

thud of the human heart.

Look at some of the juxtaposed pho-

tos in Tlie Self-Made Tapestry—a new
book by Nature editor Philip Ball that

ushers Thompson into the twenty-first

century—and you wiU understand the

theory-seekers' zeal. It is rather like the

old Spy magazine teature, "'Separated at

Birth,'' in which, say. Madonna and

Nanc\- Reagan, seen side by side for the

first time, suddenly look like twins. A
honeycomb, the ebbing head on a pint of

Guinness, the deHcate silica exoskeletons

of radiolarian plankton; why are they all

made (mainly) ofhexagons? A shme mold

colony stressed by thirst, the MiUc\' Way,

the pulse of calcium ions across a fertil-

ized frog egg, a human heart about to fail:

does a spiral wave animate each? A
snow^ake, a tree, a city, the networks of

the lungs, a colony of Bacillus subtilis

grown on agar, a mineral intrusion in

quartz: why do they share a similar firactal

branching pattern, one that looks the

same whether the \iewer zooms in or

out? Stripes adorn the tiger but also the

angelfish, the firuit fly embryo, and sundry

seashelLs: did the same hand or eye frame

their fearfril s\inmetry?

In each of these ill-assorted sets, the

members do seem to have something in

common. Were they, in fact, separated at

birth—in other words, did the same prin-

ciple guide the formation of each? Sup-

pose we could find that principle. Might

T\"e then dispense with the endless ac-

counting of genes and enzymes, of hard-

to-collar orsanisms in hard-to-reach
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ecosystems? Might we hack a straight

path through Danvin's tangled bank?

If you want to watch the hackers at

work and try to judge their progress, you

will find no better guide than Ball. His

book is a scrupulous, unusually clear pre-

sentation of research—theories, experi-

ments, computer models—whose modest

form disguises the immense industry, in-

telligence, and skill that have gone into its

making. He is reixeshingly skeptical. He

will carefully piece together examples

from different fields, seeming to form an

overarching pattern—and then calmly

yank out the keystone.

Yes, in essence Thompson was right

when he guessed that radiolarians make

their hexagonally patterned geodesic

spheres by blowing bubbles and setting

them in stone. But he was wrong—and

Darwin dizzyingly right—about the bees:

their hexagons are the product not ot

pure physics but of painstaking, thrifty

craft. A "diffusion-limited aggregation"

model of branching (in which drifting

particles cling to whichever branch of a

cluster they happen to hit) may work for

snowflakes, bacterial colonies, and some

mineral patterns in rock, but it doesn't tell

us much about the growth of trees or the

veining of leaves. In short. Ball refuses to

offer "a grand, unifying picture of pattern

formation." He writes: "I feel there is

much more wonder in a world that

weaves its own tapestry."

The final irony, of course, is that the

mathematical and physical explanation of

life's patterns, far from being neater than

the "Darwinian," turns out to be a good

deal messier. The latter (which I put in

quotes because Darwin was no Darwinist

in the vulgar sense) relies on a single, uni-

versal principle—natural selection

—

while the former requires a whole troop

of principles fighting it out for domi-

nance in an almost Darwinian way, red in

tooth and claw.

As Ball points out, a single force or

principle given free rein will produce

symmetry in the boring sense: something

approaching entropy. What breaks sym-

metry and makes for patterns our eyes

find interesting is the struggle of oppos-

ing forces. So the reader who comes to

Ball's book seeking a Theory of Every-

thing, or at least of Everything Having to

Do with Form and Pattern in Nature,

may want to ponder one of D'Arcy

Thompson's nursery rhymes:

An inquisitive Cock Sparrow

Ask'd every man in Wales

Why Parrots had long noses.

And Foxes had long tails.

Some said, that Foxes used their tails

In winter for a muff;

And Parrots' noses all were long

Because they all took snuff.

But the reason, so it seems to me,

As perhaps it will to you.

Is that they once tried short tails,

And short tails wouldn't do.

Well, short tales won't do, either. Na-

ture's tales are long, and very often shaggy.

Evan Eisenberg's writing on nature, culture,

and technology has appeared in many periodi-

cals. He is the author of The Ecology' of

Eden (Alfred A. Knopf, 1998).

Garden Spots
By Robert Anderson

nafure.net it's never |

too early to start think- =

ing about what to grow °

in the spring, and the |

Internet has a seemingly
|

infinite amount of infor- %

mation on plants. A
Sierra Home software

site (www.gardening

.com) allows you to

search a list ofmore than

1,500 plants for suitable

candidates. It also has a

searchable horticultural site directory with

reviews. Plant Dictionary (www.hcs.ohio-

state.edu/plants.html), maintained by

Ohio State University, has a searchable

database of information on 585 ornamen-

tal plants plus more than 1,100 images of

plant-destroying insects and diseases.

Ifyou live in an urban area. Urban Agri-

culture Notes (cityfarmer.org), maintained

by a group in Vancouver, has lots of infor-

mation about how to grow food in densely

populated areas, including New York City.

Plants for a Future (www.scs.ieeds.

ac.uk/pfafyindex.html) is a great site for ex-

ploring overlooked edible plants (such as die

strawberry tree, hawthorn, and hardy yam),

the many uses of plants, and a database of

7,000 plants together with extensive Lnfor-

^^'

Urban Gardens

.inc^oil in dvOty

mation on how to grow

and use each ofthem.

Also of botanical in-

terest is Kingdom IV—

Plantae (www.mancol.

edu/science/biology/

plants_new/intro/

plantmen.html), which

surveys the plant king-

dom and includes an

overview of plant classi-

fication and evolution.

Also try Seeds of Life

(versicolores.ca/seedsof

life/index. hmil), and be

sure to check out, on the Voyage page,

the biggest seed on earth from the coco

fesse, a native palm of the Seychelles with

a seed that weighs as much as forty

pounds. The site Plants of the

Machiguenga (montana.com/manii) was

created by a neurologist who spent two

months in eastern Peru searching for eth-

nobotanical headache remedies. And Ari-

zona State University's Photosynthesis

Center (photoscience.la.asu.edu/photosyn

/defaiJt .html) is working to elucidate the

steps (some of them occurring in just a

few trillionths of a second) by which

plants trap and store the sun's energy.

Robert Anderson is a freelance science uriier

based in Los Angeles.
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Deep Earth Genesis
Tlwmas Gold, founder ofand professor emeri-

tus at the Cornell Center for Radiopbysia and

Space Research, believes that earth's subsurface

realm and its inhabitants cottstitute what he

calls the "deep hot biosphere. " Tliis is a large

region within the earth's crust, deeper than we

can drill: the source ofearthquakes and a place

of iwt resen'oirs of petroleum, certain metal

ores, miaobes—and the chemical energy tltat

created life's beginning. Gold, whom Stephen

Jay Gould has called "one qf America's most

iconoclastic scientists," has made major contri-

butions to our understanding ofthe mechanism

of mammalian hearing the nature ofpulsars,

and an extraordinar)' range of other scientific

phenomena. One of Gold's controversial ideas

is that natural gas and oil originated not from

biological deposits butfrom relics ofthe material j:

out ofwhich the eartii condensed. 1

From Tlie Deep Hot Biosphere, by Thomas ^

Gold. Cop\-right 1999 by Thomas Gold. |

Reprinted by permission of Copernicus. |

an imprint ofSpringer-Vedag. |

Excerpt \'e^Y ideas in science are not 5

nghc just because they are new. Nor are
-

old ideas wTongjust because they are old.

A critical attitude is clearly required of

ever\" seeker of truth. But one must be as

critical of the old ideas as of the new.

Whenever the established ideas are ac-

cepted uncritically and conflicting new
e\-idence is brushed aside or not even re-

poned because it does not fit, that partic-

ular science is in deep trouble. This has

happened quite often in several fields. Ir.

geolog\-, for example, a person who
thought chat continents or parts of conti-

nents might have moved in the past was

ridiculed before 1960, despite the e>ds-

tence of good eiddence from magnetic

rock measiirements. After 1965 anvone

^hc did not believe in such movement
v%-as again a subject of ridicule. In petro-

leum geologj^ the massive and persuasii'e

e\ddence for a deep origin ofthe fluids is

stUl treated with disdain and cannot be

published in certain journals.

Carbon and hydrogen can form a great

\^et\" ofmolecules that have different ra-

tios of carbon to hydrogen and different

molecular geometries, and all are called

hydrocarbons. At the temperatures and

pressures on or near the earth's surface,

some hydrocarbons are soUd (coal), some

are Uquid (crude oil), and some are in the

\-apor state (natural gas, which is predomi-

nandy methane). Liquid and gaseous hy-

drocarbons are commonly called petro-

leum, which exhibits great variation in

the proportions of hydrocarbon mole-

cules. Petroleum also has unifldna features

that surest a similar mode of generation.

How; then, is petroleum formed?

At the present time, most petroleum

geologists outside the former Soviet

Union would say that the question has

been completely answered—that deposits

of biological debris, reworked by geolog-

ical processes, account for all natural pe-

troleum. Elevated temperatures (but not

elevated to volcanic levels) and elevated

pressures prevailing at depth wiU, given

sufficient time, perform this feat of

alchemy, transforming the remains of sur-

face life buried v\-ithin sediments—or so

we are told. Petroleum is therefore re-

garded as "fossil fuel." Yet the assemblage

An artist's view ofprimeval earth, bombarded by planetesimals ofall sizes.
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of widely accepted facts on petroleum

chemistries and their geographical and

geological occurrences, considered as a

whole, does not support a preference for

this standard solution.

The abiogenic theory, the alternative

explanation that I favor, holds that hydro-

carbons were a component of the mater-

ial that formed the earth, through accre-

tion of solids, some 4.5 billion years ago.

With increasing internal heat. Liquids and

gases were hberated, and because they

were less dense than the rocks, buoyancy

forces drove them upward. In favorable

conditions, the upward journey from the

regions ot origin would be dammed tem-

porarily in porous rocks at depths that our

drills can reach, and from which we then

derive commercial petroleum.

The abiogenic theory of petroleum

formation depends on the truth of five

underlying assumptions. First, hydrocar-

bons, or compounds that could have been

converted into hydrocarbons at the in-

tense pressures of the earth's depths, must

have been a common constituent ot the

primordial materials out of which the

earth was formed. Second, in the four

and a half bilUon years since the earth ac-

creted, the primordial hydrocarbons must

not subsequently have become dissociated

and fuUy oxidized to carbon dioxide and

water by exposure to the significant

amounts of oxygen bound in the rocks of

the earth's crust. Third, hydrocarbons

must be chemically stable at the combina-

tions of high temperature and pressure

that prevail deep within the earth.

Fourth, hydrocarbon fluids must have

found or created suitable pores in which

to exist at depth, and through which to

travel in their journey upward, driven by

buoyancy forces due to their low density

compared with that of the rocks. Fifth

and fmaUy, a source ofhydrocarbons must

still exist at great depth. Can these five as-

sumptions all be valid? D

Neotropical Rainforest Mammals
By Louise H. Eiiiwmis (Utiwersity of Chicago Press, 1997: $25.95; iilns.)

Sounds of Neotropical Rainforest Mammals: An Audio Field Guide

By Louise H. Emmons, Bret M. Wtiitney, and David L. Ross Jr. (Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology,

distributed by University of Chicago Press, 1997; $24.95)

Compact disk recordings introduce the listener to the remarkable range of sounds of neotrop-

ical rainforest mammals, from the plaintive keening of the bush dog to the guttural, rumbling

growl of the jaguar. Following along in the updated field guide, you experience the next best

thing to being in the Central and South American rainforests.

Sounds ofNorth American Frogs: The Biological Significance of Voice in Frogs

By Charles M. Bogert (Smithsonian Folleways Recordings, 1998; $14)

Between 1954 and 1957, pioneering herpetologist Bogert journeyed across America to record

the sounds of North Anierican frogs. The mating calls, warning chirps and croaks, breeding

choruses, and individual barks of fifty-seven species are interspersed among Bogert's verbal ex-

planations. Today, when frog and toad populations are in rapid decline, this recording reminds

us of the diversity of species and music we are in danger of losing.

Pueblo Artists: Portraits

By Toha Pato Tucker (Museum of New Mexico Press,

1998; $55; illus.)

During a several-year sojourn in the Southwest,

Pato Tucker photographed painters, sculptors, sil-

versmiths, drum makers, and potters from nineteen

pueblos in New Mexico and Arizona, where

Pueblo visual traditions are continually evolving

and being redefined. The resulting portraits show the

artists, both individuals and families, alongside their

own works of traditional and contemporary art. Ro.xaunc Su'entzcH. sculptor

Noah's Flood: The New Scientific Discoveries about the Event

That Changed History

By William Ryan and Walter Pitman (Simon and Schuster. 1999; $25; illus.)

Ryan and Pitman, geophysicists at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observator)'. have pieced to-

gether compelling evidence that the great flood of the Bible was an actual historical event.

They demonstrate how the rising Mediterranean broke through a natural dam m the Bosporus

Strait, flooding a freshwater lake and expanding it into the Black Sea.

Blood: An Epic History of Medicine and Commerce
By Douglas Starr (Alfred A. Knopf 1998; $27.50)

Science writer and investigative reporter Starr traces the cultural history of blood from its role

as a magical substance to its modern status as a component ofhuman anatomy capable ofbeing

isolated, studied, and even commercially synthesized.

The Life of Birds

By David Attenhorough (Princeton University Press, 1998; $29.95; illus.)

In this richly illustrated book (the companion to a ten-part series to air on PBS in 1999), nat-

uralist, writer, and fdmmaker David Attenborough describes his travels in search of answers to

such questions as why birds sing and why birds have colonized the globe more effectively than

any other vertebrate. He also investigates the human threat to bfrds and the ways in which

many species have already been driven to extinction.

The Second Brain

By Michael Gershon (HarperCollins Publishers, 1998; $24; illus.)

Gershon, a professor of anatomy and cell biology at Columbia University College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, chronicles discoveries about the body's other brain—the less-known but

vitally important enteric nervous system responsible for "gut feelings." Too bad there's

no index.

The books and compact disks mentioned in "Natural Selections" aa' usually available from the

Museum Shop of the American Museum of Natur.il History, (212) 769-5150.
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Capturing the

enter
Viis is the second part of a two-part essay.

Part 1, "Writing in the Margins," on the

great chemist Lavoisier's contributions to the

nascent science of geology, appeared in last

month's issue.

When Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier began

his geological work with Jean-Etienne

Guettard in 1766, he accepted a scenario,

then conventional, for the history of the

earth as revealed by the record of rocks: a

simple directional scheme that envisaged

a submergence of ancient landmasses

(represented today by the crystalline rocks

ot mountains) under an ocean, with all

later sediments formed in a single era of

deposition from this stationary sea (on

this topic, see Rhoda Rappoport's impor-

tant article "Lavoisier's theory of the

earth," British Journalfor the History of Sci-

ence, 1973). Smce geologists then lacked

techniques for unravehng the contorted

masses of older crystalline rocks, they de-

voted their research to the later stratified

deposits and tried to read history as an

uncomplicated tale of linear develop-

ment. (No fossils had been found yet in

the older crystalline rocks, so these early

geologists also assumed that the stratified

deposits contained the entire history of

hfe.)

Lavoisier's key insight led him to reject

this linear view (one period of deposition

from a stationary sea) and to advocate the

opposite idea, that sea level had oscillated

through time and that oceans had there-

fore advanced and retreated through sev-

eral cycles in any particular region—a no-

tion now so commonplace that am/

geologist can intone the mantra of earth

Lavoisier's

geology

triumphs.

By Stephen Jay Gould

history, "The seas go in and the seas go

out." Lavoisier reached this radical con-

clusion by combining the developing

ideas of such writers as Georges Bufibn

and Benoit de MaiUet with his own ob-

servations on cychcal patterns of sedi-

mentation in vertical sections.

Lavoisier christened his 1789 paper

with a generous title fiiUy characteristic of

a time that did not separate literature and

science: Observations generates sur les couches

modernes horizontales qui ont ete deposees par

la mer, et sur les consequences qu'on pent tirer

de lews dispositions relativement a I'anciennete

du globe terrestre (General observations on

the recent horizontal beds that have been

deposited by the sea, and on the conse-

quences that one can infer from their

arrangement about the antiquity of the

earth). The title may have been grand,

general, and expansive, but the content

remained precise, local, and particular—at

first. Lavoisier begins his treatise by dis-

tinguishing the properties of sediments

deposited in open oceans from those

formed along shoreUnes—a device to es-

tablish data for his central argument that

seas advance and retreat in a cychcal pat-

tern over any given region.

After rwro short introductory para-

graphs, Lavoisier plunges right in by ex-

pressing puzzlement that two such con-

tradictory kinds of rock can be found in

alternating cycles of a single vertical sec-

tion. The nature of the fossils and sedi-

ments indicate calm and gentle deposition

for one kind: "Here one fmds masses of

shells, mostly thin and fragile, and most

showing no sign of wear or abrasion. . . .

AH the features [of the rocks] that sur-

round these shells indicate a completely

tranquil environment." (I am responsible

for these translations from Lavoisier's

1789 paper.) But rocks deposited just

above testify to completely difierent cir-

cumstances of formation:

Afewfeet above the place where I made

these observations, I noted an entirely

opposite situation. One now sees no trace of

living creatures; instead, onefinds rounded

pebbles whose angles have been abraded by

rapid and long-continued tumbling. Tliis is

the picture ofan agitated sea, breaking

against the shore and violently churning a

large quantity ofpebbles.

Lavoisier then poses his key question, al-

ready made rhetorical by his observations

How can we reconcile such opposite

observations? How can such different effects

arise from the same cause? How can

movements that have abraded quartz, rock

crystal, and the hardest stones into rounded

pebbles also have preserved light andfragile

shells?

The simple answer to this specific ques-

tion may then lead to important generali-

ties for the science of geology and also to
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criteria for unraveling the particular his-

tory of the earth:

Atfirst glance, this contrast of tranquiUity

and movement, of organization and

disorder, ofseparation and mixture seemed

inexplicable to me; nevertheless, after seeing

the same phenomena again and again, at

different times and in different places, and

by combining thesefacts and observations, it

arise by "destruction and tumult ... as

parasitic deposits formed at the expense

of coasthnes."

In a brilliant ploy of rhetoric and argu-

ment, Lavoisier then builds his entire trea-

tise as a set of consequences from this sim-

ple model of two types of alternating

sediments representing the cycle of a ris-

ing and falling sea. This single key,

Lavoisier claims, unlocks the great con-

presents a brilliant fusion of general

methodology and specific conclusions,

making the work a wonderful exemplar

of scientific procedure at its best. The

methodological passages emphasize two

themes: the nature ofproofm natural his-

tory and the proper interaction of theory

and observation. Lavoisier roots the first

theme in a paradox discussed at the end of

last month's installment of this two-part

J^^jLJ '^l"Mf

Jffm. i^e /2c. </&' Sc. jffi. tjfii; Aitfc :Jpt Jtf.J"
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Lavoisier

argued that

alternating

sediments

represented

the cycle of

a rising and

falling sea.

Lavoisier showed that the sea's gradual erosion

nodules, eroded out of the chalk, accumulate at

seemed to me that one could explain these

striking observations in a simple and

natural manner that could then reveal the

principal lawsfollowed by nature in the

generation of horizontal strata.

Lavoisier then presents his idealized

model of a two-stage cycle as an evident

solution to this conundrum: "Two kinds

ot very distinct beds must exist in the

mineral kingdom: one kind formed in the

open sea . . . which I shall call pelagic beds,

and the other formed at the coast, which

I shall call littoral beds." Pelagic beds arise

by construction as "shells and other ma-
rine bodies accumulate slowly and peace-

fully during an immense span of years and

centuries." But littoral beds, by contrast.

oj a chalk cliff results in a predictable sequence ofsediments. Flint

the cliff's base; nmny eventually are worn down tofine sand.

ceptual problem of moving from one-di-

mensional observations of vertical se-

quences in several localities to a three-di-

mensional reconstruction of history (I call

the solution three-dimensional for a literal

reason: the two horizontal dimensions

record geographical variation over the

earth's surface, while the vertical dimen-

sion marks rime in a sequence of strata):

Tills distinction between two kinds of

beds . . . suddenly dispersed the chaos that

I experienced when Ifirst observed terranes

made of horizontal beds. Tliis same

distinction then led me to a series of

consequences that I shall try to convey, in

sequence, to the reader.

The remainder of Lavoisier's treatise

essay: the need to simplify at first in order

to generahze later. Science demands repe-

tition for proper testing of observarions

—

for how else could we learn that the same

circumstances rehably generate the same

results? But the conventional geologies of

Lavoisier's time stymied such a goal—for

the concept of one directional period of

deposition from a single stationary sea of-

fered no opportunity for testing by repe-

tition. By contrast, Lavoisier's model of

alternating pelagic and Httoral beds pro-

vided a natural experiment in replication

at each cycle.

But complex nature defies the needs of

laboratory science for simple and well-

controlled situations, vv^here events can be

replicated under identical conditions set



by few variables. Lavoisier argues that we

must therefore try to impose similar con-

straints upon the outside world by seeking

"natural experiments," where simple

models of our own construction might

work adequately in natural conditions

chosen for their unusual clarity and mini-

mal number ot controlling factors.

Consider three different principles,

each exploited by Lavoisier in this paper,

for finding or imposing a requisite sim-

plicity upon nature's truly mind-boggling

complexity.

1. Devise a straightforward and testable

model. Lavoisier constructed the simplest

possible model of seas moving in and out

and depositing only two basic (and

strongly contrasting) types of sediment.

He knew perfectly well that real strata do

not arrange themselves in neat piles of ex-

actly repeating pairs, and he emphasized

two major reasons for nature's much

greater actual complexity: first, seas don't

rise and fall smoothly, but rather wiggle

and jiggle in small oscillations superposed

upon any general trend; second, the na-

ture of any particular Httoral deposit de-

pends crucially upon the type of rock

being eroded at any given coastUne. But

Lavoisier knew that he must first validate

the possibility of a general enterprise

—

three-dimensional reconstruction of geo-

logical history—by devising a model that

could be tested by repHcation. The pleas-

ure of revealing unique details would have

to come later. He wrote:

Beds formed aloii^ tlie coast by a rising sea

will have unique characteristics in every

different circumstance. Only by examining

each case separately, and by discussing and

explaining them in comparison with each

other, will it he possible to grasp the lull

range of phenomena. . . . I will therefore

treat [these details] in a separate memoir

2. Choose a simple and informative

circumstance. Nature's inherent complex-

ity of irreducible uniqueness for each ob-

ject must be kept within workable scien-

tific bounds by intelligent choice of data

with unusual and repeated simplicity.

Here Lavoisier lucked out. He had noted

the problem of confusing variation in ht-

toral deposits based on erosion of differ-

ing rocks at varying coasts. Fortunately, in

the areas he studied near Paris, the an-

cient cHffs that served as sources for lit-

toral sediments might almost have been

"made to order" for such a study. The

cliffs had been formed in a widespread

deposit of Cretaceous age called Lm Craie,

the Chalk—the same strata that build

England's white cliffs of Dover. The

Chalk consists primarily of fine white

particles, swiftly washed out to sea as the

cliffs erode. But the Chalk also includes

interspersed beds of hard flint nodules,

varying in size in most cases firom golf

balls to baseballs. These nodules provide

an almost perfect experimental material

(in uniform composition and limited

range of size) for testing the effects of

shorehne erosion. Lavoisier noted in par-

ticular (see the accompanying figures)

that the size and rounding of nodules

should indicate distance of deposition

ffom the shorehne—for pebbles should

be large and angular when buried at the

coast (before suffering much wear and

erosion) but should then become smaller

and rounder as they tumble tarther away

from the coastline in extensive erosion

before deposition.

3. Ask a simple and resolvable ques-

tion. You needn't (and can't) discover the

deep nature of all reality in every (or any)

particular study. Better to pose smaller

but clearly answerable questions, with

impHcations that then cascade outward

toward a larger goal. Lavoisier devised a

simple and potentially highly fruitful

model of oscillating sea levels in order to

solve a fundamental question about the

inference of a region's geological history

ffom variation in vertical sections from

place to place—the sections that he had

placed in the right-hand margins of the

maps he made with Guettard (see last

month's essay). But such a model could

scarcely fail to raise, particularly for a

man of Lavoisier's curiosity and bril-

liance, the more fundamental question

—

a key, perhaps, to even larger issues in

physics and astronomy—of why oceans

should rise and faO in repeated cycles.

Lavoisier noted the challenge and wisely

dechned, recognizing that he was busy

fi-ying some tasty and sizable fish already

and couldn't, just at the moment, aban-

don such a bounty in pursuit of Moby
Dick. So he praised his work-in-progress

and then politely left the astronomical

question to others (although he couldn't

resist the temptation to drop a little hint

that might help his colleagues in their

forthcoming labors):

It would be difficult, after such perfect

agreement between theory and

observation—an agreement supported at

each step by proofs obtainedfrom strata

deposited by the sea—to claim that the rise

and fall of the sea [through time] is only a

hypothesis and not an esiablislied fact

derived as a direct consequence of

observation. It is up to the geometers, who

have shown sucli ivisdom and genius in

different areas ofphysical astronomy, to

enlighten us about the cause of these

oscillations [oftfie sea] and to teach us if

they are still occurring, or if it is possible

that the earth has now reached a state of

equilibrium after such a long sequence of

cetituries. Even a small change in the

position of the earth's axis of rotation, and

a consequent shift in the position oj the

equator, would suffice to explain all these

phenomena. But this great question belotigs

to the domain ofphysical astronomy and is

not my concern.

For the second methodohgical theme

of interaction between theory and obser-

varion in science, Lavoisier remembered

the negative lesson that he had learned

fi-om the failures of his mentor Guettard.

A major and harmful myth of science

—

engendered by a false interpretation ot

the eminently worthy principle of objec-

tivity—holds that a researcher should just

gather facts in the first phase of study and

rigorously decline to speculate or theo-

rize. Proper explanations will eventually

emerge firom the data in any case. In this

way, the myth proclaims, we can avoid
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the pitfalls of succumbing to hope or ex-

pectation and departing from the path of

rigorous objectivity' by "seeing" only

what our cherished theor\' proclaims as

righteous.

I do appreciate the sentiments behind

such a recommendation, but the ideal ot

neutrally pure observation must be

judged as not only impossible but actually

harmfiil to science in at least two major

ways. First, one cannot possibly make ob-

tnmble into trouble, for you \\dll probably

not recognize your own ine\'itable preju-

dices. But if you acknowledge a context

by posing explicit questions to test (and,

yes, by inevitably rooting for a favored

outcome), then you will be able to spec-

ify—and diligently seek, however much

you may hope to fail—the obser\fations

that can refute your preferences. Objec-

tivirv' cannot be equated with mental

blankness; rather, objectivin.' resides in

porting ways. Lavoisier used his prelimi-

nary observations to build his model and

then went back to the field for extensive

and systematic testing.) In an incisive

contrast between naive empiricism and

hypothesis testing as modes of science,

Lavoisier epitomized his preference for

the second method:

There are two ways to present the objects

and subject matter of science. Tliefirst

i-iu- uiritarje.,af.f7fff /^0!^ym.'^X. n

Lavoisier

inferred the

history ofa

region from

variation in

vertical

sections.

r/^Amtr^^

After advatuing to itsjull height, the sea has retreated to itsformer level, burying the remaining chalk under

sedimentsformed both at the shore and in the deep sea.

servations without questions in mind and

suspicions about forthcoming results. Na-

ture presents an infimt\' of potential ob-

servations; how can you possibly know

what might be usefrJ or important unless

you are seeking answers to particular puz-

zles? You can hardly fail to waste a fright-

fi-il amount of time when you don't have

the foggiest idea about the potential out-

comes of your search.

Second, the mind's curiosity' caimot be

suppressed. (Why would anyone ever

want to approach a problem without this

best and most distinctive tool of human
uniqueness?) Therefore, you will have

suspicions and preferences whether you

acknowledge them or not. If you truly

belie\-e that you are making utterly objec-

tive observations, then you wil- really

recognizing your preferences and then

subjecting them to especially harsh

scrutiny—and also in a wiUingness to re-

\ise or abandon your theories when the

tests fail (as they usually do).

Lavoisier had spent years watching

Guettard fritter away time with an in-

choate gathering of disparate bits ofinfor-

mation, wdthout any cohesive theor\' to

guide and coordinate his efforts. As a re-

sult, Lavoisier pledged to proceed in an

opposite manner, while acknowledging

that the myth of objectivity' had made his

procedure both suspect and unpopular.

Nonetheless, he would de\dse a simple

and definite model and then gather field

observations in a focused efibrt to test his

scheme. (Of course, theon,' and obser^'a-

tion interact in subtle and mutually sup-

consists in making observations and tracing

them to the causes that have produced

them. Tlie second consists in hypothesizing

a cause and then seeing if the observed

phenomena can validate the hypothesis.

Tliis second method is rarely used in the

searchfor new truths, but it is often useful

for teaching, for it spares studentsfrom

difficulties and boredom. It is also the

method that I have chosen to adoptfor the

sequence ofgeological memoirs that I sliall

present to the Academy of Sciences.

Lavoisier therefore approached the ter-

ranes ot France with a detmite model to

test: seas move in and out over geograph-

ical regions in cycles of advancing and re-

treating waters. These oscillations pro-

duce two kinds of strata: pelagic deposits
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in deeper waters and littoral deposits fash-

ioned from eroded coasts near the shore-

hne. Type of sediment should indicate

both environment of deposition and geo-

graphical position with respect to the

shoreline at that time: Pelagic deposits al-

ways miply a distant shore. For littoral de-

posits, relative distance from shore can be

inferred from the nature of any particular

stratum; for littoral beds made mainly of

flint nodules eroded from the Chalk, the

bigger and more angular the nodules, the

closer the shoreHne.

From these simple patterns, all derived

as consequences of an oscillating sea, we

should be able to reconstruct the three-

dimensional geological histor\' ot an en-

tire region from variation in vertical se-

quences of sediments from place to place.

(For example, if a continuous bed repre-

senting the same age contains large and

angular flint nodules at point A and

smaller and more rounded nodules at

point B, then A lay closer to the shoreHne

at the time of deposition.)

Lavoisier devotes most of his paper, in-

cluding all seven of his beautifully drafted

plates, to testing this model, but I can

summarize the bulk of his treatise in three

picmres and a few pages of text because

the model makes such clear and definite

predictions—and nature must either af-

firm or deny. Lavoisier's first six plates—in

many ways, the most strikingly innovative

feature of his entire work—show the ex-

pected geographical distribution of sedi-

ments imder his model. The first plate, for

example, shows the predictable geograph-

ical variation in a littoral bed formed by a

rising sea. The sea wiU mount from a be-

ginning position, marked ligne de niveau de

la basse mer, "line oflow sea le\-el" and in-

dicated by the top of the illustrated waters,

to a high stand, marked ligne de niveau de la

haute mer, "line of high sea level." The ris-

ing sea beats against a chff, shown at the

far left and vcarktAJalaise de Craye avec cail-

loux, "Chalk chft with pebbles." Note
that, as discussed pre\dously, this deposit

contains several beds of iiint nodules,

drawn as thin horizontalbands made up of
:'-'- -':Sles.
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With this cross seaion of a mountainside near

Saint-Gobain, Lavoisier demonstrated the

accuracy of his theoretical model.

Working with

flat regional

maps, Lavoisier

literally added

a new dimension

to our

knowledge.

The rising sea erodes this cUff and de-

posits a layer of httoral beds underneath

the waters and on top of the eroded

chalk. Lavoisier marks this layer with a se-

quence of letters (BDFGHILMN) and

shows how the character of the sediment

varies systematically with distance from

the shoreline. At B, D, and F, near the

shore, large and angular pebbles, formed

from the eroded flint nodules, build the

stratum (marked cailloux roules, "roUed

pebbles"). The size of particles then de-

creases progressively away from shore as

the pebbles break up and erode (going

from sable grossier, "coarse sand," to sable

fin, "fine sand," to sable tres fin ou argille,

"very fme sand or clay"). Meanwhile, far

from shore, marked KK at the right of the

figure, a pelagic bed begins to form,

marked commencement des bancs calcaires,

"beginning of calcareous beds."

From this model, Lavoisier must then

predict that a vertical section at G, for ex-

ample, would tirst show (as the upper-

most stratum) a littoral bed made of large

and angular pebbles, while a vertical sec-

tion at M would show a pelagic bed on

top of a httoral bed, with the Httoral bed

now made of fme sand or clay. The two

Httoral beds at G and M would represent

the same age, but their differences in

composition would mark their varying

distances from the shore. This simple

principle of relating differences in beds of

the same age to varying emdronments of

deposition may seem straightforward, but

geologists did not really develop a usable

and consistent theory of such^ci'ei, as we

caU these variations, until this century.

Lavoisier's clear vision of 1789, grossly

simplified though it may be, seems all the

more remarkable in this context.

Lavoisier then presents a series of simi-

lar diagrams of growing complexity, cul-

minating in Plate 6, also reproduced here.

This plate shows the results of a fuU

cycle—the sea, having advanced to its frill

height, has already retreated back to its

starting point. The chalk cHff has been

entirely eroded away and now remains

only as a bottom layer. (Note the distinc-

tive bands of flint nodules for identifica-
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tion. I will discuss later the lowermost

layer, marked ancienne tern, "ancient

earth.") Above the eroded chalk lies a

lower littoral layer, marked HLIMN and

bancs lithmwx inferieursformes a h mer inon-

tantc, "lower httoral beds formed by the

rising sea." Just above this layer lies a

pelagic bed, marked KKK (don't blame

Lavoisier for a later and accidental Amer-

ican anachronism!) and labeled bancs

pelagiens calcaires horizontaux siiperieurs,

"upper calcareous horizontal pelagic

beds." Note how the pelagic bed pinches

out toward shore because sediments of

this type can be deposited only in deep

water. This pelagic bed forms when sea

level reaches its highest point. Then, as

the sea begins to fall, another littoral

bed—marked HIGG and bancs littoraux

superieurs formes a la mer descendante,

"upper httoral beds formed by the iaUing

sea"—will be deposited in progressively

shallower water atop the pelagic bed.

Again, Lavoisier's insights are subtle

and detailed—and several specific predic-

tions can be made from his model. For

example, the upper and lower httoral beds

wiU be confluent near the coast because

the intervening pelagic bed didn't reach

this far inland. Thus, a vertical section

drawn here should show a single thick ht-

toral bed made of large and angular peb-

bles. But, farther away from shore, a verti-

cal section should include a full array of

alternating beds, illustratmg the entire

cycle and moving (top to bottom as

shown in the vertical hne, located just left

of center and marked 12345) from the

upper httoral bed of the falling sea (1) to

the intervening pelagic bed (2), the lower

Httoral bed of the rising sea (3), the un-

derlying chalk (4), and finally the founda-

tion of the ancienne terre (5).

Thus, Lavoisier's model makes highly

specific predictions about the sediments

deposited in full cycles of rising and

falling seas, as expressed in the vertical

sections that adorned the right-hand mar-

gins of the maps he made with Guettard,

and that represented his signal and origi-

nal contribution to the developing sci-

ence of geology. Moreover, the model
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specified predictions not only for the ver-

tical sequences ofsingle places but also for

geographical variation in those sequences

from place to place. Therefore, in a last

fia;ure. Lavoisier presents some actual ver-

tical sections measured in the held. The

example presented here corresponds ex-

actly to his prediction for section 12345

in the idealized model. Note the perfect

correspondence beuveen Lavoisier's

Coupe des Montagues des Environ de Saint-

Gobain, "section through the mountains

in the neighborhood of St. Gobain," and

his model (except that the actual section

doesn't extend below the chalk into the

ancient basement). The measured section

shows four layers, labeled upper Httoral.

pelagic beds, lower httoral. and chalk

when they run; cycle 100 ^^^ll •\deld the

same results as cycle 1, and the record of

rocks can never tell you where you stand

in the flow of history; AH variation re-

flects either general emTronment (high or

low sea) or local circumstance (t\.-pe ot

rock in the cliff being eroded), and not

any distinctive imprint ot histon.-.

Lavoisier, in other words, had worked

brilliantly \\ith the necessary concept ot

time's q.'cle, so \"ital for any scientific ac-

count of the past because we need general

laws to explain repeated physical events.

But geology cannot render a fiill account

of the earth's past \\ithout the fiindamen-

tallv different, but intricately conjoined

and equally necessary, concept of time's

arrow, so \dtal because geolos%' also em-

Scotsman James Hutton: "Time is, to na-

ture, endless and as nothing." Lavoisier ex-

pressed his version ot deep time in the

more particular Hght of his model:

Tlie details that 1 have just discussed have

no other object than to prove this

proposition: ifwe suppose that the sea

undergoes a very slow oscillatory

movement, a kind offlux and reflux, that

these movements occur during a period of

sa'eral hundreds of thousands ofyears, and

that these movements have already occurred

a certain number of times, then ifwe make

a vertical section of rocks deposited between

the sea and the liigli mountains, this section

must present an alternation of littoral and

pelagic beds.

fjCi'u 4^i^ fitf^n^h^

Both Lavoisier and Gabriel de Bory approved the plates of the great chemist's 1 /89 article.

(note the layers of flint nodules in the

lowermost chalk). Lavoisier had intended

to write several more geological papers

filled with similar empirical details to test

his model. Thus, this pilot smdy presents

only a few actual sections, but with im-

pressive promise for validation. Lavoisier

had achieved a scientitic innovation of the

finest and most indubitable form: he had

added a dimension (hterally) to our

knowledge of natural history:

As if he had not done enough alreadv,

Lavoisier then ended his treatise with two

pages of admittedly hypothetical reason-

ing on the second great general theme in

the study ot time and histor\-. His model

of oscillating seas hes fiJly within the

Newtonian tradition of complete and

ahistorical generahty. Lavoisier's ocean

qxles operate through time, but they do

not express history because no events of

distinctive directioRality ever occur; no

result ever denotes a unique moment.
The cycles obey a timeless law of nature

and proceed in the same way, no matter

braces history, and history- requires a di-

rectional sequence of unique events—^in

other words, the last five letters of its own

name, a stor)'.

As a prerequisite for interest and mean-

ing, history^ must unfold in a matrix of ex-

tensive time—which Lavoisier had already

provided by combining his osciUaring

model of the oceans with empirical e\i-

dence for multiple cycles in vertical sec-

tions. If each cycle required considerable

time (particularly for the formation of

pelagic beds, so slowiy biult from the de-

bris of organisms), then the e\idence for

numerous cs'cles imphed an earth of great

antiquirv' By 1789 (and contrary to popu-

lar legend), few scientists still accepted a

bibHcal chronology' ofjust a few thousand

years for the earth's histor\-. But the true

imniensit)' of geological time still posed

conceptual difficulties for many investiga-

tors, and Lavoisier's forthright claims mir-

rored the far more famous Hnes published

just a year before, Lq 1788, by the tradi-

tional "father" of modem geolosA', the

Within such a matrix of deep time,

the concept of a truly scientific history^

obtains new meaning and promise. At

the end of his treatise, Lavoisier there-

tore touches upon this subject in his

characteristically empirical way: by re-

turning to the lowermost layer beneath

the recorded sediments of his models

and measured sections—a complex of

rocks that he had bypassed with the sim-

ple label I'ancienne terre. Lavoisier now

states that he does not regard this foun-

dation as part of the original earth at its

rime of formation, but rather as a prob-

able series of sediments, much older

than the Chalk but also built as a se-

quence of httoral and pelagic beds (al-

though now hard to identify because

age has obliterated the characteristic fea-

tures of such deposits):

One i(i7/ no doubt want to know about the

rocks found underneath the Chalk and

what I mean by the expression I'ancienne

terre. . . . Jliis is almost surely not the



orii;iiial earth; on the contmiy, it appears

that what I have m/W I'ancienne terre is

itself composed ofUttoral beds much older

than those depicted in the figures.

In a remarkable passage, Lavoisier then

invokes what would become the classic

example forjuxtaposing the yin of history

(time's arrow) and the yang of constant

features built by invariant laws (time's

cycle) to form a complete science of ge-

ology: the directional character of Ufe's

pageant, the primary component of the

earth's rip-roaring narrative story. (By the

way, Lavoisier's particular claims turn out

to be wrong in every detail, but I can

hardly think of an observation more irrel-

evant. In 1789 no one knew much about

paleontological particulars. 1 am stressing

Lavoisier's keen and correct vision that

Hfe would provide the primary source ot

directional history, or time's arrow.)

Lavoisier bases his claim for the exis-

tence of directional history upon a clever

argument. He believes that rocks of the

ancienne terre contain no fossils. But if

these rocks include (as he has just argued)

the same alternation of pelagic and httoral

beds found in younger sediments, then

the invariant physical laws of time's cycle

should lead us to expect fossils in these

strata—for such sediments form in envi-

ronments that now teem with Hfe. There-

fore, time's arrow of directional history

must be responsible for the difference.

Physical conditions of the ancienne terre

must have corresponded with later cir-

cumstances that generated similar sedi-

ments, but the earth must then have

housed no living creatures, since these

identical rocks do not contain fossils.

Lavoisier then argues that sediments

sometimes found below the Chalk (the

oldest rocks with marine fossils) but

above the ancienne terre often contain tos-

sils of plants. He therefore envisages a

threefold directional history of hfe—an

original earth devoid of organisms, fol-

lowed by the origin of vegetation on

land, and fmally culminating in the de-

velopment of annual hfe both in the sea

and on land:
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It is very remarkable tfiat the Chalk is

iistuiUy the youngest rock to contain shells

and the remaiiu qfotlier marine organisms.

Tlie beds ofshale that we sometimesJind

below the Clialk often imlude vestiges of

floating bodies, wood, and otiier vegetable

matter thrown up along the coasts. . . . If

we may be allowed to liazard a guess about

tilts strange result, I believe we might be

able to conclude, as Mr. Monge has

proposed [the important French

mathematician Gaspard Monge, who

served with Lavoisier on the revolutiottary

commission to devise the metric system],

tliat tlie earth was not always endowed

witli living creatures, that it was,for a long

time, an inanimate desert in which nothing

lived, tliat ttie existence of vegetables

preceded tliat ofmost animals, or at least

that tlie earth u>as covered by trees and

plants before tlie seas were inliabited 6y

sliellfish.

And thus, hurriedly, at the very end of

a paper intended only as a preliminarv'

study, an introductory model to be fiUed

in and fleshed out with extensive data

based on field research, Lavoisier ap-

pended this htde conjectural note—to

show us, I suspect, that he grasped the full

intellectual range of the problems set by

geolog\', and that he recognized the

power ofcombining a firm understanding

of timeless and invariant laws vntii a con-

fident narration of the rich directional

histon," of an ancient earth. His last page

bubbles with enthusiasm for future plans

involving the whole earth, a project so

soon cut offby the e\Tl that only men can

do. Consider the poignant paragraph just

following his speculation about the his-

tory ofhfe:

In the next article, I mil disaiss in ver^'

great detail tliese opinions, which really

helofig more to Air. Monge than to myself.

But it is indispensable that Ifirst establish,

in a solid way, tlie observations on whiclt

they are based.

1 don't know^ why Lavoisier's execution

during the Reign of Terror in 1794 af^

fects me so deeply. We cannot be confi-

dent that he W'Ould have completed his

geological projects if he had Hved (for all

creative careers must remain chock-fiiU of

unrealized plans); and we know that he

faced his end with a dignity- and equa-

nimity that can still provide comfort

across the centuries. He wTote in a last

letter:

/ have liad afairly long life, above all a

very happy one, and I think tliat I sliall be

remembered with some regrets and perhaps

leave some reputation behind me. Ulrnt

more could I ask? Tlie events in which I

am involved will probably save mefiom the

troubles ofold age. I sliall die infull

possession ofmyfaculties.

Lavoisier needs no rescue, either firam

me or from any modem author. Yet,

speaking personally (a happy pri\ilege

granted to essayists ever since Montaigne

invented the genre for this explicit pur-

pose more than 200 years before

Lavoisier's time), I do long for some vis-

ceral sense of feUow^ship with this man

W'ho stands next to Darwin in my private

intellectual pantheon. He died through

human cruelty^ and far too young. His

works, of course, will hve—and he needs

no more.

But, and 1 have no idea why, w-e also

long for 'what I called visceral fellowship

just above—some sense of physical conti-

nuity^ some sign of an actual presence to

transmit across the generations, so that we

will not forget the person behind the glo-

rious ideas. (Perhaps my dedication to

such material continuity marks only a

personal idiosyncrasy—but not, I think, a

rare feeling, and certainly concentrated

among those who choose paleontology

for a profession, because they thrill to the

objective records of life's continuous his-

tory'.)

So let me end with a confession

—

weU, not really a confession (for I have

nothing to hide or to regard with shame)

but rather a testimony. Through incredi-

ble good fortime, I was able to buy a re-

markable item at auction a few- months



ago—the original set of proof plates,

each personally signed by Lavoisier, of

the seven figures (including the three re-

produced here) that accompany his sole

geological article of 1789. Two men
signed each plate: first, in a thick and

bold hand, Gabriel de Bory, vice-secre-

tary of the French Academy of Sciences

(signed "Bory Vice-Secretaire"); and

second, in a much more delicate flow

composed of three flourishes surround-

ing the letters of his last name alone, An-

toine-Laurent Lavoisier.

Lavoisier's own flourishes enhance the

visual beauty of these plates that express

the inteUectual briUiance of his one foray

into my field ot geology—all signed in

the year of the revolution that he greeted

with such hope (and such willingness

to work for its ideals); the revolution that

eventually repaid his dedication in

the most perversely cruel of possible

ways. But now I hold a tiny little

bit, only a symbol really, of Lavoisier's

continuing physical presence in my pro-

fessional world.

The skein of human continuity must

often become this tenuous across the

centuries (hanging by a thread, in the

old cliche), but the circle remains unbro-

ken if I can touch the ink of Lavoisier's

own name, written by his own hand. A
candle of light, nurtured by the oxygen

of his greatest discovery, never burns out

if we cherish the intellectual heritage of

such unfiractured filiation across the ages.

We may also wish to contemplate the

genuine physical thread of nucleic acid

that ties each of us to the common bac-

terial ancestor of all living creatures,

born on Lavoisier's ancienne terrc more

than 3.5 billion years ago—and never

since disrupted, not for one moment,

not tor one generation. Such a legacy

must be worth preserving from all the

guillotines of our foUy.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the histoiy of science at Harvard Univer-

sity. He is also the Frederick P. Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American Mu-

seum of Natural History.
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Killer whales devastate a pod
of speiiii whales in the Pacific

offthe coast of California.

Terror in

Black and White
By Roben L. Pitman and SusanJ. Cliii'eis

We sit silendy in the galle)- waiting for the

sun to rise on another day at sea. Vibra-

tions lioni the ship's engines cause concen-

tric circles to jiggle in our coffee cups, and

we stare at them, mesmerized. Attention is

easily corralled at live in the morning.

Our meditations are interrupted by a

phone call bBm the wheelhouse, with a

report that killer whales are attacking

sperm whales in front of the ship. We hes-

itate. The crew is sometimes merdless

\\ith its practical jokes, and the scientists

on board are eas\- pre\-. We are here to

stud)"^ the di\Tng habits of sperm whales,

but we have spent a luckless rsvo weeks off

the coast ofcentral Califomia on the Daind

Starr Jordan, a research ^^essel of the Na-

tional Oceanographic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA). Late yesterday,

about sevent\- miles off the coast, we fi-

nally- sighted a group of whales; and we
are, as the crew knows, eager to relocate

them. So it is not without skepticism that

we gather our cofiee cups and make our

way up to the flying bridge. Moments
later, we are focusing our binoculars on a

group of sperm whales rafting close to-

gether at the surface. They are surroimded

by a large slick, the kind that forms when
oil from e.xposed blubber seeps to the sur-

face. Even in the dim light, w^e can see a

large and widening circle ofblood.

A:" „. --as adjusc to the hght, we vnt-

^'Css '" '
" ho study whales

I:svc e.ei seen. Nine sperm -T-'hales have

sathered re forai a '"'rc-e':^" ':^i: heads

pointing to the center, thefr bodies radiat-

ing out like the spokes of a wheel. Sperm

whales, like musk oxen, are knowTi to "cir-

cle the wagons" in the face of imminent

danger, but whereas musk oxen alwa^ face

outwrard with their horns tow"arid their at-

tackers, sperm whales form a ring with

their tails out—the tail of a lai^e whale

being a formidable weapon. The reason

for the defensive formation quickly be-

comes apparent: three or four adult killer

whales are rapidly circling just outside the

rosette.

From their relati\"eh' small, backward-

cur\-ing dorsal fins, we can see that the

killer whales ate females (the dorsal fins of

adult males are giant and triangular). At

least two ot the females are accompanied

by young calves, w-hich leap alongside

their mothers like frisk\' pups.

A killer w-hale in attack mode is a

Right: A killer wlmle spins violently as it

tries to ivrest a chunk of flesh from a sperm

whale. Above: A raft of injured sperm

whales. Top: Researchers aboard the David

StarrJordan scan tlie horizonfor whales.

strangely contradictor\' sight; the consen-

sus among us is that with its striking black-

and-white pattern and aggressive de-

meanor, it looks like a shark in a clown

costume. But this group of killer whales is

here on business. One of the adults charges

into the rosette, arches, and broadsides a

sperm w-hale, hitting it hard below the w"a-

tedine. The w^ound she inflicts must be se-

rious, because fresh blood wells up to the

surface of the water.

Next, for no apparent reason, the killer

whales abruptly dive and leave the scene.

The sperm whales, however, continue to

hold their formation. Soon, four female

killer w-hales come charging in, this time

from about a quarter mile out. At one



hundred yards, they lunge high out of the

water, shoulder to shoiJder, in the syn-

chrony of practiced pack hunters. Circling

rapidly around the rosette, they stay just

beyond the reach of those dangerous tails.

One cuts in and locks her jaws onto the

side of a sperm whale. We can see flashes

of wliite below the surface as she spins

around, tail pumping, trying to wrest a

mouthtlil of flesh. As fresh blood again

colors the surface, two more killer whales

join the attack. After a brief flurry, the at-

tackers again retreat and the sperm whales

shore up their formation. From our van-

tage point, the sperm whales appear to be

holding their own. But the air is filled with

the smell of flesh and oil, and they huddle

in a gathering cloud of their own blood,

which hints at the unseen damage below.

Curiously, although killer whales are

beheved to prey regularly upon larger

whales, only a handfiil of recorded obser-

vations exist. And these eyewitness ac-

counts are lacking in detail—probably be-

cause most of the action takes place

underwater. Consequently, almost nothing

is known about how these attacks are or-

chestrated, what the responses of the prey

are, or even how prevalent such encoun-

ters really are.

Although we are scheduled to move out

ot the area, this rare opportunity cannot be

ignored. We watch for three hours as the

female killer whales and their excited

young return again and again to press their

attack. The rest of the herd, including two

or three adult males, are scattered up to a

nule or so away. The strategy of the attack-

ers seems to be to wear down their much

larger prey—to wound them, withdraw

and let them bleed for a whUe, and then

charge again. Whenever the killer whales

withdraw for a little longer than usual, in-

dividual sperm whales briefly puU away

from the rosette, roll on their sides, or hang

head-up or tail-up in the water, perhaps

looking for signs of the predators' return.

The sperm whales we are observing this

morning are probably adult females, judg-

ing by their size. Smaller than males, they

are stiU considerably larger than their ag-

gressors (about thirty-three feet versus

twenty-one feet) and much heavier (ap-

proximately thirteen tons versus four tons).

They can, with a flick of that giant tail, in-

flict a fatal blow. Even a broken jaw can cut

short the roughly sixty-year life span of a

killer whale.

After witnessing some two dozen at-

tacks, we begin to wonder aloud why the

sperm whales don't defend themselves.

Old whahng accounts are filled with

graphic descriptions of sperm whales lash-

ing out at whalers who attacked them, at

times destroying longboats with their flail-

ing tails or snapping jaws, or even ram-

ming whahng vessels with their blunt

heads. Sperm whales can also dive for over

an hour, much longer and much deeper

than killer whales can. And nothing in our

years at sea working with whales has pre-

pared us for such apparent helplessness.

We also have another question: why

aren't the adult male killer whales partici-

pating? Only the adult females and their

The four female killer

whales come charging in

from about a quarter

mile away. At a hundred

yards, they begin to

lunge high out ofthe

water, in the synchrony

ofpracticed pack

hunters.

young have so tar been involved in the

raids. Adult males are substantially larger,

outweighing females by as much as a ton

and a half. But the only ones we have seen

in the area have stayed out of the action.

What are they waiting for?

Killer whales hunt in packs like wolves,

and this group may have spent decades to-

gether honing the cooperative skills neces-

saiy to bring down large prey. This morn-

ing the^ seem intent on breaking up the

rosette and isolating indi\iduals. During

one of their sorties, a sperm whale is

pulled away from the rosette and immedi-
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ately set upon by four or five attackers. We

can see several black-and-white shapes be-

neath the water; the group is charging at

the sperm whale from both sides. Twisting

their bodies and violently shaking their

heads like huge hungry sharks, the killer

whales try to wrench off mouthfuls of

what must be very tough flesh. The tempo

of the attack picks up, as though the killer

whales sense they are gaining the advan-

tage. The sperm whale cannot survive this

punishment for long.

Then, to our astonishment, two sperm

whales leave the rosette formation and ap-

proach their isolated companion. One on

each side, the two begin to herd the se-

verely injured whale back to the rosette.

For a time, the kiUer whales redirect their

attack to the escorts, then retreat once

again. We see this same heroic scenario

several times: one or two members of the

rosette invite attack on themselves in an ef-

fort to bring one of their own back into

the formation. AU who watch are shaken

by these acts of apparent altruism.

Eventually the sperm whales become

disoriented. They try, but fail to hold the

rosette formation. All appear to be

wounded, several severely. The number of

killer whales in the area is building—we

now estimate there are forty to fifty—and

the raiding parties are getting larger. Per-

haps emboldened by their success, they at-

tack with increasing intensity. Earlier, dur-

ing the actual attacks, the kiUer whale

calves were left swimming outside the

rosette, but now they tug on whale flesh

alongside their mothers. Could this be a

training exercise? Or could the area now
be safer because the sperm whales are

weaker? The mothers are soUcitous of their

young calves, a behavior that starkly con-

trasts with the carnage of the hunt, and we
are aware of our own tangled emotions as

we watch in horror and fascination.

The batde has reached its peak. Several

sperm whales have been dragged away

iTom die rosette ana are being savagely at-

tacked. One of the largest roils, slovv'ly over

on its side lik-c a sinking sbjp a.nd appears to

be vet7 near death. 11:er', as if on cue, a

bull killer whale rushv^s L;. f-Ie broadsides

1/99

the isolated sperm whale, pushing it side-

ways through the water. Like an angry

dog, he seizes it by the flanks and shakes it

violently from side to side, then swings it

around in an arc, throwing up huge sprays

of water. As he jerks his head to tear off

chunks of flesh, his turgid dorsal fin quiv-

ers with intensity. The actions of the fe-

male killers have been demure compared

with the power exhibited by this animal.

Just as abruptly as it began, this final as-

sault ends, and a calm sea covers up the ev-

idence. The buU shps away, dragging the

dead sperm whale with him. Our vessel

moves slowly through the area of the kill;

we pick up a forty-pound chunk of float-

ing blubber from the slain whale. Back at

the lab, using molecular genetic tech-

niques, we will confirm that the victim

was a female. Sperm whales are thought to

have a matriarchal social system; this indi-

vidual may have been mother, daughter, or

sister to the others in her group.

After the coup de grace and exit of the

buU, the females and their young leave the

PREDATOR AND PREY

Killer whale

Sperm whale
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area. We see the dead sperm whale one last

time when a group of four or five killer

whales bring it briefly to the surface. Tow-

ing it backward through the water, they

quickly distance themselves from the re-

maining sperm whales. A giant tail, once

lifted out of the water in majestic arcs at

the start of hour-long dives, now dangles

awkwardly over the heads of the victors.

A pod of whales that may have spent

decades traveling the North Pacific to-

gether has been devastated. Instead of tar-

geting a specific individual during the at-

tacks, the killer whales appear to have

attacked at random. As a result, every

member of the herd has been injured, and

all may die from wounds received this

morning. One has been disemboweled, its

intestines draped over its back and floating

alongside. Another rolls over close to our

ship; hanging from its side is a huge, yawn-

ing slab of blubber, perhaps eight inches

thick and as big as a queen-size mattress.

The attackers had been skinning this whale

ahve. The killer whales killed more this

morning than they could possibly eat:

hundreds of tons of flesh are left behind.

We are struck by the tremendous waste.

Leaving the remaining sperm whales, we

silently watch them still trying, with Httle

apparent success, to form a rosette as they

disappear in our wake.

A mile or so from the kill site, we rejoin

the killer whales and photograph them for

an hour as they dive, presumably feeding

on a carcass well below the surface.

What we have seen is probably the most

dramatic killer whale attack on a large

whale species ever witnessed by scientists.

Although it has provided new insights into

We witness a heroic

scenario: one or tAvo

members ofthe sperm
whale pod under attack

leave their defensive

formation and try to

escort an isolated, injured

companion to safety.

the dynamics of killer whale predation, it

has also left many unanswered questions.

For example, how important has kiUer

whale predation been in shaping the life-

history characteristics of large whales? Be-

fore witnessing this encounter, we—^Uke

others in the field—believed that sperm

whales, because of their size, cooperative

herd behavior, and deep-diving proclivi-

ties, were largely exempt from the pres-

sures of predation by killer whales. Also,

why were these sperm whales so passive in

the face of attack, and why did they stay

together and, in some cases, risk their Kves

to come to the aid of others in their

a



group? Many individuals might have es-

caped harm by diving and leaving their

wounded companions behind.

Just as many questions remam about

killer whales. What is the role of the adult

male in their hunting strategy? Does he

wait, like the male Hon, until the females

have performed the risky business of

killing larger prey, then step in and use his

large size to claim the spoils? Or does he

represent the power hitter who steps up to

bat when the bases are loaded?

Interestingly, scientists currently recog-

nize two distinct types of killer whale: A
rather docile type, typically found near

shore, preys mainly on fish and tends to be

relatively easy to follow and study. An-

other, wilder type is usually found farther

offshore, and relatively little is known

about it, except that it preys primarily on

marine mammals. The forces of political

correctness and media marketing seem

bent on projecting an image of a more be-

nign form (the Free Willy or Shaniu

model), and some people urge exclusive

use of the name "orca" for the species, in-

stead of what is perceived as the more sin-

ister label of "killer whale." But consider,

for example, that by current estimate more

than 80,000 kiUer whales live in the waters

off Antarctica during the summer. There

they are well known for their habit of eat-

ing just the fleshy lips and tongues of

minke whales, then leaving their victims to

die. The image of the gende giant may be

ingrained in many people's minds, but the

name "killer whale" is an appropriate re-

minder that this species consumes huge

numbers of marine mammals annually and

that its predatory habits are a significant

force in shaping marine communities.

Both authors are employed by NOAA's Na-

tional Marine Fisheries Service and work at the

Sonthii'cst Fisheries Science Center in Lajolla,

California. Robert L. Pitman, a marine ecolo-

gist, has participated in more than fifty marine

bird and mammal survey cruises in oceans

throughout the world. Susan J.
Chivers, a ma-

rine biologist, specializes in cetaceans. She was

chief scientist on the cruise that ivitnessed the

killer whale attack.
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HaiHon drums call

from Port-au-Prince to

Brooklyn.

story by James Ridgeway and

Jean Jean-Pierre

Photographs by Chantol Regnault

For Frisner Augustin—known to all sim-

ply as Frisner—drumming is a livelihood,

an art, and a religion. "I play from my

soul," he says. "I play from my roots."

Born in Haiti in 1948, Frisner grew up in

a dirt-poor section on the south side of

Port-au-Prince, close to the cit>''s big

cemeter>'. There, amid the graves, stands

an imposing, dark stone cross. For many

who frequent the burial grounds, this is

not just a Christian symbol. It also repre-

sents Baron Samedi, keeper of the ceme-

tery' and commander of the Cede, the

"The Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou," an

exhibition organized by the UCLA Fowler

Museum of Cultural History, is on display

until January 3 at the American Museum

of Natural History. Featured are works of

art, ritual objects, videos, photographs,

and recordings.

family of Vodou spirits associated \\ith

the cycle of life and death.

As a child, while his mother worked,

Frisner was often cared for by his grand-

mother, who had a deep faith in Vodou.

At night he would sneak out to cere-

monies to watch his uncle play the

drums. First Frisner began to play the

ogan (a simple metal instrument of varied

form, struck like a bell), then the drums.

He showed a natural talent and was soon

playing the big nmman (mother) drum.

He was so small that it looked as though it

might topple over on him.

Frisners father wanted him to learn

welding, and for a while he worked Ions

hours for SI.50 a week—not even enough

to help his mother buy food. But he

gained a reputation as a drummer and was

soon sought out by folklore troupes and

Latin bands in Haiti. In 1972 he came to

New York City, where one of his bands

had landed a job. To survive in "the Big

Apple," he worked as a carpenter, tried to

start a small moving company, and drove a

taxi. Eventually he was able to earn a Uv-

ing from his music—^teaching drumming

classes at Hunter College and gi^Tng pri-

vate lessons, playing at Vodou ceremonies

and folk performances, and occasionally

recording. Now he even gets lucrative gigs

when mainstream artists want a Vodou

sound—for example, on the sound track

to the Jonathan Demme film Beloved,

based on the Toni Morrison novel.

Frisner sees himself as more than sim-

ply a teacher and performer. He is a kind

of cultural and religious ambassador, in-

troducing the beHefs and rimals—and the

underlying spirit—of Vodou to his audi-

ences and students, who are both Haitian

and non-Haitian, black and white. Long-

time friend Lois Wilcken, a white woman

who first met Frisner in 1981, recalls that

during her first drumming lesson with

him, he pointed to the images of Vodou

spirits hning the walls of his room.

"When you play the Vodou drum," Fris-

ner told her, "relax and let these people

help you." He charged her only ten dol-

lars for a three-hour lesson. "I don't see

the money," he says. "I see the people. I

teach everybody, and I play for every-

body. My dream is to let people know

that the drum is their heart."

Particularly in the United States, Fris-

ner realizes, Vodou is feared and misun-

derstood. "They are always talking about

how Vodou is killing people. I am going

to really fight to make them know Vodou

is not this." Contemporary Haitian

Vodou is much less concerned with death

than with hfe—Hfe as it has been hved by

J^
»#E^
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V d u
Driven by the beat of Frisner Augustin on the

maman drum, a devotee in Brooklyn becomes

possessed by one of the Gede, or spirits

associated with the cycle of life and death.
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Har -ur hundred years and is

lived cotlay ty millions of Haitians and

Haitian emigranB around the wodd. It is

a rehgion that honors ancestors—^both

the blood ancestors of the indi\'iduals

who practice it and the shared ancestry of

a people brought in slavery from Africa.

In Haiti, where sur\-ival has often de-

pended upon family and communirv' sup-

port svstems, Vodou is tamily oriented.

community based, and ultimately charita-

ble. The basic rituals of Vodou are cere-

monies during which the many spirits are

fed offerings; afterward the food is shared

with the hungr\-. StiU, Vodou does have a

sinister side: black magic, rites designed

to bring good to oneself and harm to

one's enemies. Traditional Vodou priests

reject black magic. behe\-ing it entails

making a pact with the devQ or with e\'il

spirits, which in time will drag dowTi and

destroy the practitioner.

No one gave Vodou a worse reputation

than the Haitian "President for Life"

Francois "Papa Doc" Du\-alier. who used

black magic as a political tool. Soon after

he assumed power in the late 1950s, Du-

valier appointed a Vodou priest as head of

a nationwide militia force. He fostered

the tear that he himselfwas a potent com-

mander of the spirits, and his paramilitap."

goons, the Tonton Macoutes, were tied in

fact and myth to sorcerers. Wild stories

circulated about how Papa Doc would

bmy people aUve or have the head of zr.

enemy cut off, packed in ice, and flown

to the palace, w^here he would sit in a

room and commune with it for hours.

Although he now- lives in New York,

Frisner often \Tsit5 Haiti, where he is at-

forded the regard due someone who has

managed to make it in the United States

without abandoning his traditions. While

in Port-au-Prince, the drummer seldom

leaves his old neighborhood, a narrow-

side street near the cemetery. Tiie father

of five children from se^'eral relationships.

^<? =- ' "~"
-- "" .^--" ;-e bought ic:" hi'.

--;-'c: nneaos and relanvsi; .md
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and coinmunin,- center here, where kids

can learn drumming. Across the street, his

cousii". .Mimose. herself a itiimho (Vodou

:: :^ . runs a tiny outdoor shop, the

center of all acti\it>' on this block. She

sells a Uttle bit ofe\erything—soap, pack-

ets of salt and sugar, and other household

necessities.

One late-spring morning, Frisner. Mi-

Frisner jimips out and warmly hugs the

gatekeeper and other attendants.

Leading the way through the gate,

Frisner first makes an offering to the spir-

its by pouring a little coffee and scattering

some bread crumbs and fruit rinds onto

the path. It is ten o'clock and already very

hot. The group makes its way slowly

down a path flanked by small, above-

mose, Gary. Stanley (a distant cousin in

his teens), and two members of the

neighborhood Vodou socierv- (the inner

circle ofpeople who ofliciate at the cere-

monies) decide to \isit the cemetery? to

make an oftering to their ancestors—^par-

ticularly to Frisner's mother, who is

buried there. They prepare a large urn of

cottee and collect some bread, fruit, a few

coins, and a bottle ofrum. The coffee urn

; -"vr:i; - in the back of a hatchback, and

. -n for the short trip around

- -'-' to the main sate. There,

ground family mausoleums, the standard

for cemeteries in Haiti. The place looks

like a war zone. Pieces of mausoleums

have been knocked askew^ and some

tombs have been broken into, with parts

ot caskets and even clothing pulled out.

These are lingering signs of the despera-

tion and terror that gripped Haiti follow-

ing the fall ofJean-Claude "Baby Doc"

Duvaher. especially between 1991 and

1994, when the popularly elected presi-

dent. Jean-Bertrand Aristide, was forced

into exile by the mUitary. With the nation



under an embargo, starving people look-

ing for something to sell broke into tombs

and removed the bronze handles of

coffins.

Soon the little group begins to attract a

following. The first to join is a guard sit-

ting sleepily next to a tomb; he spots Fris-

ner and rushes to embrace him. Merrily

swinging his sawed-off shotgun and tak-

ing swigs fa-om Frisner's rum bottle, he

follows along as they turn left onto a dirt

road. Ahead, coming from the opposite

direction, a burial procession ap-

proaches—a fine Cadillac hearse, fol-

lowed by the members of the family on

foot, neatly attired in black. The two

groups pass each other; the scruffy Vodou

contingent with the coffee urn moves to

the side of the road as the mourners walk

slowly by, eyes straight ahead. The only

sounds are of the car's motor and of shoes

crunching on the dirt.

Frisner and his group wind through

the tombs untO they reach the big cross of

Baron Samedi. The drummer and his

young cousin approach the cross, twine

their bodies around it, and then draw

back and embrace each other. They place

flowers at the base of the cross and dribble

rum around it.

A taU, slightly stooped man emerges

from the back of the procession and be-

gins to lead the society members in recit-

ing Catholic prayers, very quickly and al-

most inaudibly. He is a professional

mourner, one who makes a hving prowl-

mother's tomb and, together with Stanley,

jumps up onto it; the two of them pose

for the camera, pouring rum on the tomb

and on themselves.

Back outside the main gate, the group

is engulfed by a crowd ot poor people

—

women, many of them with small chil-

dren and tiny babies, crying out tor tood.

Frisner and his companions take what re-

mains of the fruit and bread and begin to

feed the desperate women, ladhng out

one cup of coffee after another.

The next day, Mimose organizes a

Vodou ceremony for nine o'clock in the

evening. Its purpose—as in virtually all

Vodou ceremonies—is to make contact

with the Iwas, or spirits. The eclectic and

ever-growing pantheon includes tradi-

tional African gods, CathoUc saints, his-

torical heroes, great Vodou priests from

the past, and other distinguished dead. All

ofthem are more present in Vodou rituals

than is the remote and more impersonal

God, le Bon Dieu. The spirits are ex-

pected to provide for the faithfiil, and

they must be called upon and honored.

When the ceremony participants ar-

Vodou honors both the

blood ancestors of its

followers and the

shared ancestry of a

people brought in

slavery from Africa.

Possessed by the warrior spirit Ogou, ttie

Vodou priestess Edeline Saint Arr\ar)t connects

Witt) participants in a ceremony, above and

above, left. Edeiine and anottier woman are

possessed by a Gede spirit, left.

ing the cemetery paths, watching for fu-

nerals and picking up money by helping

to officiate. A tiny old woman also ap-

pears, carrying a basket of flowers she of-

fers for sale. Other hangers-on beg for

money. Frisner leads the way to his

rive, they are escorted from the street

through a narrow passageway between

the houses that leads to an earthen-

floored peristil, or Vodou temple. Rows of

chairs hne the long sides of a rectangular

room, facing the center. The place is fes-

tively draped with bright-colored paper

streamers, and a table is heaped \\'ith of-

ferings to the spirits—food. Hquor, and

other small gifts.

Soon the room is packed \\ith people

sitting or standing along the sides and

peering in fi-oin the passageway. Near the
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center of thi- room, a wooden pole called

a pcto iniiau, a kind of conduit between

the spirimal and material worlds, stretches

fiom floor to ceiling. Close to the pole,

members of the Vodou society, dressed in

crisp white garments, gather around a

veve, an intricate symbol traced on the

ground to form a door^vay for the spirits

to enter. At one end of the room, three

young men bend over the drums. The

room grows quiet. The night air of Port-

au-Prince drifts in through the open

doorways.

Mimose enters and joins another manho

from a nearby Vodou temple. Both are

clad completely in white. The society

members crouch around Mimose as she

begins to shake a rattle to sumnion the

spirits. Now, quickly and in low voices,

the two inanbos lead the society in reciting

Catholic expressions of faith—the Hail

Mary, the Apostles' Creed. Turning to-

ward one end of the room, Mimose calls

forth the drums.

There are three drums, all commonly

found in Vodou ceremonies. The smallest

ofthem, the boula, is played with sticks. It

The Vodou pantheon

includes African gods.

Catholic saints,

historical heroes, and

great Vodou priests of

the past.

is the timekeeper; its incessant, clacking

sound sets the beat. The two bigger

drums, the maman, the lead drum, and

the segon, the second, join in. These two

call and respond to each other during the

long ceremony, cariying on a conversa-

tion throughout the night.

In the early stages of the ceremony,

Mimose calls forth the Rada, spirits of

West African origin. They are powerful

but :;ls'_ .J ^-.J generally peaceable, aa-

socjiccd .'\at ; earth . ' .-:'- [he i'lmi-

mers v.-acch M;-:^ direcTS the

drums from oi^s i-\ ;
' cj'-.m;-

or nodding to the drummers to change

the rh^^hm. They also keep an eye on the

other people in the room, looking for

signs of possession—^being "ridden" by a

spirit. Although this is unpredictable, it

may befall one or more participants dur-

mg a ceremony. Once he spots someone

m the early stages of possession, a drum-

mer may break the rhythm, stepping up

may actually be of Central African origin,

they are regarded as Haitian spirits, fiery

spirits of rebellion, of revolt against slav-

ery. (Haitians mounted the hemisphere's

first successful slave revolt in 1791 and

gained independence in 1804. More re-

cently, they have had to endure a brutal

dictatorship and relentless poverty.) When

members of the society re-enter, the

mi

In Port-au-Prince, Frisner visits witti t)is son Gary

and granddaugliter, above. Top: Gary's wife,

Valoge. Above, right: Frisner communes witli tiis

mother's spirit by making offerings at the family

grave. Right: Frisner and his companions honor

Baron Samedi, i<eeper of the cemetery.

the intensity to help "push" the spirit in.

Suddenly there is a pause in the cere-

mony as the members of the Vodou soci-

ety disappear to change into clothes of

red and green, the colors of the hotter

Pcivvo spirits. Although many of these



drumming becomes faster, with an in-

tense, driving beat. The drummers make

the complex, ever-changing patterns they

perform seem easier than they are. Their

stamina is impressive, although from time

to time, other drummers take turns.

Frisner has been drifting in and out of

the room for several hours, saying he is

feeUng under the weather. Finally, after

bean—Haitians, Jamaicans, Barbadians,

and others. He has made his bedroom

into a Vodou shrine, replete with pictures

ofpeople he beheves to be spirits, includ-

ing the chanteuse Josephine Baker. Part of

the neighborhood has the feel ofPort-au-

Prince, with small Haitian restaurants and

bakeries, sidewalk domino and card

games, even a woman selling herbal med-

midnight, he takes his place at the iiuviwn.

It is a cameo performance—brief, but

long enough to display his virtuosity. In

the temple are some observers, including

several musicians (one a former student of

Frisner's), who have come to the cere-

mony specifically to hear him perform.

After he has played, Frisner steps back and

disappears into the night. The ceremony

continues until nearly dawn.

In New York, Frisner lives in Flatbush,

Brooklyn, home to the city's largest con-

centration of immisrants from the Carib-

icines froin Haiti out of her car. Double-

parked along the side streets are the car-

service vehicles that many Haitian Amer-

ican men di-ive for their UveUhood.

Nobody knows how many of the quar-

ter of a million or so Haitians in the

Greater New York City area practice

Vodou in one way or another. Despite the

etforts of people hke Frisner to improve

the mainstream perception of the reli-

gion, their world remains largely hidden

in shuttered basement temples, and cere-

monies are advertised bv word of mouth.

Further Reading

A Day for the Hunter, a Day for the Prey: Popular

Music and Power in Haiti, by GageAverill

(University of Cliicago Press, 1 997)

Mama Lola, A Vodou Priestess in Brooldyn, by

Karen McCarthy Brown (University of California

Press, 1991)

Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou, edited by Donald J.

Cosentino (UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural

History. 1995)

The Drum and the Hoe: Life and Lore of the Haitian

People, by Harold Courlander (University of

California Press, 1960)

The Drums of Vodou, by Lois Wilcken (White Cliffs

Media, 1992)

Music Resources

Boukman Eksperyans: Vodou Adjoe

(Pgd/Mango, 1991)

Caribbean Revels: Haitian Rara and Dominican

Gaga (Smithsonian Folkways, 1992)

Divine Horsemen: The Voodoo Gods of Haiti

(Lyrichord Discs, 1980)

The Drums of Vodou (White Cliffs Media, 1994)

Rhythms of Rapture: Sacred Musics of Haitian

Vodou (Smithsonian Folkways, 1995)

Vodun-Roda Rite for Erzulie

(Smithsonian Folkways, 1 975)

Music of Haiti, vols. 1-3

(Smithsonian Folkways, 1950-52)

For information on Haitian drumming classes

and performances, contact:

La Troupe Makandal

621 Rutland Road 4C

Brooklyn, NY 1 1203

(718) 953-6638

Yet the Vodou religion thrives in its new

enwonment, altering more powerful cul-

mral and religious institutions, just as it is

altered by them. For example, many

Haitians in New York are pleased to be

living in a city that honors Saint Patrick

with an annual parade—Saint Patrick,

who is always pictured with the snakes he

mastered, is linked to Danbala, the im-

portant Rada serpent spirit who repre-

sents the energy of Hfe.

Similarly. Our Lady ofMount Carmel,

a manifestation of the Virgin Mary that
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originated in Europe, i? linked to the

Rada spirit Ezili Freda, representing fem-

inine love and compassion. On East

1 1 6th Street in Manhattan, the remnants

of a once-large Itahan American comniu-

nifs' congregate at the Church of Our

Lady of Mount Carmel. For several

decades, they have been joined by local

Latino residents. On July 16, the feast day,

both groups are oumumbered by Haitian

Americans, who crowd the standing-

room-only mass. In the procession that

follows, Cathohc priests and Itahan

"When you play the

Vodou drum/' the

drummer said,

pointing to the images
of spirits lining the

room, "let these

people help you."

American residents still lead the way, car-

rying Itahan flags and a church banner.

But on either side of the flower-draped

float carrying the likeness of Our Lady of

Mount Carmel is a sea of Haitian

women, five and ten deep, accompamdng

their saint on her journey. As they walk,

the women sing, sometimes joining the

other parishioners in the slow; melodic

strains of "Ave Maria" but more often

singing traditional Haitian songs in Cre-

ole—moving to a beat all their own.

Frisner shares an apartment with his

longtime student and fitiend Lois Wilcken,

who now also acts as his manager and as

manager of La Troupe Makandal, a music

and dance group ofwhich Frisner is artis-

tic director. Named after an eighteenth-

century Haitian revolutionary. La Troupe

Makandal was foimded in Port-au-Prince

in 1973. Its members arrived in the

United States in 1982 to play a gig. Frisner

spearhraded efforts to get the group estab-

lished LI !;he United States, and they iiav-e

since peiformed wrerfver the growing

Haitian commuiricy :-£s'.;v.:-i—hom Brook-

lyn and Q. - . ;:;rti-f ?'=!:.-- isUnd

and west across the Hudson, in nearby

Rockland County where many Haitians

live in such towns as Spring Valley.

Back in the early eighties. Troupe

Makandal performances in Rockland

County attracted a group of white

youths, among them twenty-four-year-

old Steve Deats, who had a rock-and-roU

band and was a Latin-drums fan. Deats

Hainan devotees in New York City join the feast day

procession honoring Our Lady of l^ount Camiel. For

followers of Vodou, this manifestation of the Virgin

IVIary is linked with Ezili Freda, the spirit

representing feminine love and compassion.

took up Frisners offer of drum lessons

and soon found himself immersed in

Haitian American culture. "After re-

hearsal on Friday night, we would just go

to his place and spend the weekend,"

Deats says. "That meant if there was

something going on. we'd be there. If he

was playing a class, or if there was a

Vodou ceremony that happened kind of

impromptu, we'd be there." Once he en-

tered this world, Deats never left. He
married a Haitian woman, and they and

tiieir children live in Spring Valley.

Paid ^^'ewman (a Frisner student, not

the actor) was another of the youths

drawn mto the wodd ofVodou music and

culture. "There was this basement bar

where we'd walk in, and people would

disappear out the back door, yeUing,

'Immigration! Immigration!' The owner

would say to Frisner, 'God damn it, when

you bring your blaiics [white people],

wiU you please tell me first, so I can make

an announcement?' After that we got to

be known."



On a sweltering summer night, Frisner

brings five drummers to play tor a base-

ment Vodou ceremony in Jamaica,

Queens, a neighborhood of small, neat,

single-t'amily homes. The ensemble will

receive about $501)—high pay for a cere-

mony of this kind but not much tor a gig

that lasts from nine o'clock at night until

about five in the morning. The room is

low beamed, brightly lit, and jannned

with people, who sit in orderly rows on

folding chairs. The windows are shut

tight to prevent the neighbors from hear-

ing the noise, and it's hard to see how

everyone could possibly get out ot the

room if there were a fire.

The drunmiers take their places, Frisner

on the iiiaiiidii and Steve Deats on the

ici^'c'o. The basement quiets. The manbo be-

gins a chant, and a few people in the back

of the room answer her. Just as in Port-au-

Prince, the boii\a starts its screechy-scratchy

timekeeping. Frisner begins on the big

drum and almost immediately starts the

"push," ratcheting up the rhythm. The

numbo produces a botde of rum and sprin-

kles it about to draw the spirits. D

- ry- •-'•/- gyi'a*' ,'aB'^ :'»K':: Tw™»;;:e'j. --!/:. - i;
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Previous page: A

detail from the

underside of a sea

star from Sulawesi

reveals the animal's

five-sided, radially

symmetrical body

plan. Even the toxic

spines, below, of an

Indonesian sea

urchin are clearly

five-sided.

By Gregory A. Wray and Rudolf A. Raff

All
the world's animals—from earthworms

burrowing in the soU and eagles soaring

overhead to giant clams and diaphanous jel-

h^ish in the sea—fall into thirt)'-five major

groups, or phyla, each defined by a distinc-

tive body plan. Species wdthin a phylum often vai7

enormously, but they all share certain physical traits.

Insects may have six legs and spiders may have eight,

for example, but the legs of both are jointed—a char-

acteristic of the arthropod body plan. Similarly, mem-

bers of the phylum Chordata (\\-hich includes humans

and all other vertebrates, along with tunicates and

other less familiar organisms) have distinct zigzag

blocks of muscles along the trunk and, at least in em-

brv'onic stages, a notochord. Each body plan repre-

sents a different anatomical and functional solution to

the fiindamental challenges of Hfe, such as feeding,

breathing, and reproducing. Evolutionary biologists

have long wanted to know how different body plans

arise and change over time. Recent research on the

genes of a variety of animals is providing some answers

and suggesting that some of these changes may not be

so difficult to achieve after aU.

Animals in the phylum Echinodermata, which in-

cludes the familiar sea stars (or starfish) and sea urchins,

have a particularly unusual body plan: they have no

head and are organized into a pentamerous, or five-

"sided," radially symmetrical shape. Humans and other

vertebrates are bilaterally symmetrical: our left side is a

mirror image of the right. This symmetry, together

with a forward-facing head at one end of the body and

(often) means of locomotion toward the other, has an

n experimenting witli body design



enormous impact on how we function. It gives us, for

example, a front and a back and thus a preferred direc-

*tion of movement, hi most echinoderms, the five sides

radiate out from the mouth. For these animals, there is

no such thing as forward or backward.

Early in their evolutionary history, which began

more than a half billion years ago, echinoderms exper-

imented with a variety of anatomical designs (see "By-

gone Body Plans"), but as the rich fossil record reveals,

most of the approximately twenty-five known groups

of anatomically distinctive echinoderms perished be-

fore the age of dinosaurs; only five groups survived to

the present. In terms of sheer numbers of species and

geographical distribution, however, echinoderms are a

modern evolutionary success story. Some 6,500 species

of various shapes and sizes exist today, occupying

nearly every seafloor habitat, from the Tropics to the

Poles and from the edge of the sea to its deepest abyss.

Up to two feet across from tip to tip, sea stars pry

open mussels and clams with their muscular "arms," al-

though they are not above scavenging a meal as well.

Brittle stars, their more slender cousins, capture live

tish, squid, and crabs with highly mobile, graceful

arms. Omnivorous sea urchins scrape the surface of

kelps and algae-encrusted rocks with an elaborate jaw

apparatus, named Aristotle's lantern for its first de-

scribe!". Sand dollars, which are basically flattened sea

urchins, burrow through sediment in search of micro-

organisms that dwell on sand grains. Other echino-

derms filter small creatures fi-om seawater: the swaying

arms of sea feathers, deep-water sea Lilies, and some

brittle stars reach out to capture tiny plants and animals

floating by. Many of the soft, sausage-shaped sea cu-

cumbers use elaborately branching tentacles to shovel

mud loaded with microorganisms mto their mouths.

The ecological success of echinoderms is the her-

itage of their unique anatomy—not only radial sym-

metry and lack of a head but also a distinctive skeleton,

composed of a meshwork of calcite that is both light

and strong, and a unique assemblage of hydrauhc or-

gans. The most important function of this water vascu-

lar system is to power—with the help of muscles

—

hundreds of highly mobile, fleshy appendages known

as tube feet. In most species, powerful suckers on the

tips of the tube feet turn these Utde appendages, which

can be rapidly extended and retracted, into the echin-

oderms hands and feet. Tube feet also serve as the ani-

mal's giUs—enabhng it to take up oxygen from the sea-

water—and, since they are packed with sensory

neurons, as its primary sense organs.

alf billion years ago.

A 525-million-year-old helicoplacoid

Bygone Body Plans

The earliest echinoderm fossils, which are about 535 million years old,

have many of the features we associate with hving representatives of the

group, including a calcite skeleton and a water vascular system that pro-

vided hydraulic power to the

tube feet. However, these most

primitive echinoderms lacked

the trait we most associate with

the group: five-sidedness.

One of these ancient echino-

derms, a carpoid, had a front and

a back end but lacked bilateral

symmetry. A single arm carried

its water vascular system and was

presumably also used for feeding.

Carpoids were probably not very

active animals, but because their

fossils invariably occur in rocks

that formed from sand and mud,

which are inherently unstable,

we can assume they were not

sessile either. Our best guess is

that carpoids moved about slowly on the seafloor, sweeping their arm

back and forth to gather up food h'om the sediment.

The helicoplacoid, above, was a spindle-shaped animal covered by

skeletal plates in a spiral arrangement. Its water vascular system had

three branches wound around the body. The reason for this pecuhar

anatomy is unknown. Like carpoids, helicoplacoids lived on soft

seafloors and gathered food with their tube feet. Since no hving equiv-

alent of either animal exists today, we know fr-ustratingly Htde about

their relationship to living forms.

The first echinoderms with

fivefold symmetry appeared a

few miOion years later. These

animals had bodies raised

above the seafloor on stalks

and fed by filtering plankton

from the water. During their

Paleozoic heyday, eocrinoids,

right, and many other groups

of stalked echinoderms were

often the most abundant ani-

mals on the seafloor. Most of

these groups were extinct by

250 million years ago, how-

ever; the only living echino-

derms with stalks are some

crinoids (the sea liHes). ^"eT •'^^-'r'^Tih^!''.-'trr'^f

—R. A. R. !//(/ G. A. If A 520-million-year-old eocrinoid
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The long spines of a

sea urchin from New

Zealand, far left,

protect the animal

from predators. Tube

feet, above, help

echinoderms walk,

feel, and even

"breathe. " As a soft-

bodied sea

cucumber searches

for food with bushy

tentacles, it feels its

way on little yellow

tube feet, left,

middle. A sea urchin,

left, bottom, extends

its tube feet through

openings in its hard

skeleton.

^
(both mammal heads and echinoderm tube feet.
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Two-week-old Heliocidaris tuberculata larva

Evolving Larvae

Life cycles in which larvae and adults are dissimilar are quite common

in the anim;il kingdom. Butterflies develop from caterpillars, frogs from

tadpoles, and most animals in the sea start life as tiny lan'ae that look

very different t'rom the

adults they will become.

The lar\'al forms of many

marine organisms have re-

mained largely unchanged

for hundreds of miUions of

years. Partly because of

this, evolutionary biolo-

gists long thought that lar-

val anatomy evolved very

little, if at all. The apparent

similarit\' ofvertebrate em-

bryos, whether fish, bird,

or mammal, also con-

tributed to the notion that

most evolutionary' changes

involved adult anatomy (see

"Beauts' Beyond Behef,"

page 56). Research over the past few years, however, has sho\\ii that in

fact larvae can evolve in radically dissimilar ways.

Two closely related Austrahan sea urchins provide a good example.

The adults of these rwo species are anatomically similar, but the larvae

are strikingly different. The relatively complex larva o( Heliocidaris tu-

berculata, above, has rigid arms covered with tiny hairhke ciUa that it

uses to swim and to s\\-eep single-celled algae into its mouth. After a

few weeks of swinmiing near the water's surface, it metaniorphoses

into a httle sea urchin. In contrast, the larva of H. crythroorainnia,

below, is anatomically simple, swims near the bottom, and does not

feed: instead, it develops fi-om a much larger egg vidth enough nutri-

ents for the larva to metamorphose in just a few days. Some other

echinoderms also display dramatic

larval differences. Some sea star

genera include species that utihze a

dizzying variety of developmental

strategies, including feeding larvae

and nonfeeding larvae that develop

apart from their parents, as well as

juveniles that are brooded in their

mother's stomach, ovaries, or even

on her back. Significandy, the gene

sequences of some of these species

are very similar, indicating that big

changes in larval anatomy can

evolve in as little as a half miUion

years.—G. ^4. IV una R. A. R. Tv,o-day-old H. erythrogramma larva

Early attempts at classif^dng these anatomically pe-

cuhar animals grouped echinoderms with branches of

the animal kingdom quite distant fi'om our own, often

with jell\'fish and corals. But echinoderms are actually

quite closely related to the chordates. This surprising

kinship was initially proposed early in this centurv'. fol-

lowing the discoveiy that echinoderm and chordate

embryos have similar patterns of cell division and cell

movements, and it has since been confirmed through

extensive comparisons ofDNA sequences.

If echinoderms and chordates are so closely related,

how did they evolve such distinct body plans? In the

last fifteen years, researchers have discovered an extra-

oi'dinary commonality in the genetics ot embrv'onic

development throughout the amnul kingdom. It turns

out that fruit flies and mice, the workhorses of the

geneticist's laboratory, as well as organisms as diverse as

worms, sea stars, snails, and humans, share many of the

same key regulatory genes. But how, with so many of

the same genes at work, does one embr^'o develop into

a fi"uit fly and another into a mouse?

Part of the answer is that regulatory genes are

general-purpose switches that can turn a variety- ofem-

bty'onic processes on and off. Just as you may ilip a wall

switch to turn on a lamp or a fan, depending on what

its wires are connected to, so too can a regulatory gene

cause a cell to di\dde or change shape depending on

which developmental process it activates. (Although all

the cells in an animal contain all its genes, a given gene

win only be active at certain rimes and in certain cells.)

Along with several other biologists, we began to suspect

that modified interactions among regulators' genes,

rather than the mere presence or absence of these

genes, are responsible for many evolutionary changes in

anatomy. Regulators' genes, for instance, might be ac-

tive at different rimes or in different places within an

embryo, depending on the species. Even more surpris-

ing, some of these genes might come to control entirely

different processes. To test this idea, we joined forces

with colleagues Chris Lowe and EUen Popodi to raise

thousands of echinoderm lars'ae of various species in

the laboratory. We then examined embryos and larvae

of different ages under the microscope, using highly

specific chemical tags to label the proteins made from

particular regulators' genes. The tagged proteins al-

lowed us to trace when and where these genes are ac-

ri\'e during echinoderm development.

Echinoderm embiyos develop into tmy, swmiming

larvae that bear no resemblance whatsoever to their

parents; at this early stage of their life, they are bUater-

For headless, five-siddc



Resting on a

gorgonian coral, a

sea feather waves its

branched arms to

capture tiny

organisms

floating by.

e^chinoderms, there is no forward or backward.
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All echinoderm

larvae begin as

bilateral organisms,

with a left and a

right side, right but

soon form a

pentagonal disk, far

right, that develops

into a five-sided

juvenile the size of a

pinheod. Below:

'Standing' on thin

stalks, sea lilies live

on the ocean floor in

deep water. I^ost

sea stars, opposite

page, inhabit

shallow water near

the shore.

ally symmetrical (as were their ancestors), with a left

and a right side, as well as distinct front and rear ends

(see "Evohing Lan^ae," page 44). The transition from

lar\'a to adult is dramatic. Special groups of cells on the

left side of the larva begin to grow into a pentagonal

disk, all the v.Iiiie embedded in the hivi. Then, dur-

ing the most eventfiil half hour of an echinoderm's life.

the disk turns inside out and produces a miniature ra-

dial bodv that engulis the larval cells that formerly

housed it. The resultantjuvenile, which already looks a

lot like its parents but is just about the size of a pin-

head, immediately takes up life on the seafloor. A year

#

or so later, it will have grown large enough to repro-

duce and begin the ne.xt generation.

The very first embn,'os we e.xamined revealed how
profoundly different echinoderms really are from other

animals. Some of the differences were not particularly

surprising but gratifying to observ'e nonetheless. A
gene called engrailed, for instance, regulates the devel-

opment of several bilaterally situated structures in

chordates. One of its roles is to help set up muscles on

each side of the venebrate head. In the geometrically

more complicated echinoderm, engrailed is active in ra-

dially svTnmetrical patterns—^for example, in each of

the five major branches of the ner\'Ous system that run

down the arms of sea stars. We have found sumlar spa-

tial "rewiring" in numerous other genes.

A more surprising finding was that, in most cases,

regulators' genes in echinoderms are not even active in

the same regions of the body or in the same kinds of

cells as they are in members of other, bilateral phyla;

instead, they are involved in the de\,'elopment of struc-

tures unique to animals in this phylum. Two such

genes are orthodentide, which helps define the part ofan

insect or mammal embryo that \\tE go on to become

the head, and dislal-less, which is active in Knib forma-

tion. Echinoderms have neither heads nor limbs in the

traditional sense (whether the legs of a vertebrate or

the wings of an insect). This might seem to put these

genes out of a job, but natural selection has put them

to work in the development of tube feet. Thus, "old"

genes can be used to regulate entirely new develop-

mental processes that lead to the origin of new organs

and. ultimately, radically different body architecture.

Many changes of this kind undoubtedly occurred dur-

ing the evolution and diversification of echinoderms,

and we continue to find new examples. Orthodentide,

for example, also appears to be involved in the devel-

opment of Aristotle's lantern in sea urchins.

The evolutionary histor)' of animals is crammed

with extraordinary anatomical transformations. Wings,

eyes, and skeletons, each of which has evolved more

than once, are just a few examples. We have only

begun to vie\v this rich panorama through the lens of

the genes that helped shape some of these events. The

first images, although somewhat blurry, are already

changing the way we perceive the history of hfe.

Evolving new anatomical features—or changing exist-

ing ones—^probably doesn't require new genes. Namral

selection works with the genetic tools at hand, forging

new interactions among them that can resculpt an or-

ganism's anatomy and alter its destiny forever. D

upy nearly every seafloor habitat.
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Showdown
ON THE

Burgess Shale
Almost a decade ago, Harvard paleontologist and Natural History columnist StephenJay Gould

published Wonderful Life: The Burgess Shale and the Nature of History (W W. Norton and

Company, 1989). In addition to chronicling ongoing work on the Burgess creatures, Gould used

these fascinatingfossils to exemplify his view of evolution. Afew months ago, in The Crucible of

Creation: The Burgess Shale and the Rise ofAnimals (Oxford University Press, 1998),

invertebrate paleontologist Simon Conway Morris, of Cambridge University, a key player in Burgess

research, challenged Gould's interpretations. We invited Conway Morris to summarize his argument,

which we publish here, along with Gould's reply.—Eds.

y

The Challenge
By Simon Conway Morris

Few books on paleontology have

achieved the wide readership of

Stephen Jay Gould's Wonderful Life,

which popularized research spear-

headed by Harry Whittington at Cam-
bridge on the 520-miUion-year-old

Burgess Shale, found between two

peaks in the Canadian Rockies near

Banff. But Gould did much more than

chi-onicle discoveries concerning these Cambrian fossils; he also

set forth iiis own deeply held views on the mechanisms and na-

ture of evolution—and even on humankind's place in the uni-

verse—as the "lessons" to be drawn tirom the Burgess Shale.

In i!iy new book, The Crucible of Creation, I argue that the

major premises and conclusions of Wonderful Life must be seri-

ously challenged. Let me begin with some niatters of interpreta-

(Please turn to page 49)

The Reply
By Stephen Jay Gould

The recorded history of life on earth

extends tirom 3.5-billion-year-old bac-

teria to our modern biota of oak trees,

great white sharks, people, and many

other orgarusms of stunning diversity. If

evolution had followed a path of

smoothly rising complexity, then our

cultural preferences for progress would

be fiilfiUed and paleontology would val-

idate our deepest hopes and expectations. But life's bumpy and

unpredictable course challenges us at every turn. Why did uni-

cellular organisms of bacterial grade hold exclusive sway for

nearly 2 billion years—more than half of life's duration on earth?

When multicellular animals of modern design finally entered

the fossil record, why did nearly all phyla make their initial ap-

pearance in an interval so brief (perhaps no more than 5 to 10

(Please turn to page 52)
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rion of patterns in the fossil record, then move on to paleonto-

logical particulars, and finally offer different "lessons" on what

the Burgess Shale means in the larger reading of evolutionary

history.

Gould emphasizes, above all, the apparent weirdness and di-

versity of the Burgess fossils. How, he asks, was such an extraor-

dinary range of anatomies produced, and all apparently in a

bhnk of geological time? He hints at a special mechanism at

work—some unusual genetic happenstance gone wild—that

might account for the production of so many biological novel-

ties in such a startlingly short period of time, perhaps only a few

million years. And what ifwe could "rerun the tape" so that the

subsequent history of this

maelstrom of diversification

would have taken a different

course? We would still have a

planet full of hfe, he argues,

but surely one utterly different

from our famiUar world. No-

tably, this new trajectory ot

evolution would probably not

have led to the human species

and its unique form of con-

sciousness and self-awareness,

which emerged through a se-

ries of contingent accidents in

a unique, unrepeatable se-

quence.

Gould also charges that

Charles D. Walcott, the dis-

coverer of the Burgess Shale,

was ill equipped to appreciate

how diverse these novel phyla

of sea creatures really were.

Committed to the orthodox

view that the range of life-

forms must become ever

greater over time, Walcott, in

Gould's view, was unprepared

to confront a world in which

the prohferation of different

kinds of life-forms (phyla) was

much greater in the distant

past than in, say, the age of

dinosaurs or the more recent

age of mammals. Therefore,

he argues, Walcott attempted

to "shoehorn" a range of pre-

viously unknown creatures

into a few familiar categories

to fit his preconceptions.

Gould hints ata special

mechanism atwork inthe burgess
fauna—a genetic happenstance

gone wild.

Gould asserts that paleontologists have only just begun to appre-

ciate the ever-expanding catalog of bizarre "dead-end experi-

ments" conducted by nature in ancient seas.

Looking back at the Cambridge group's classifications of the

Burgess Shale, undertaken many decades after Walcott's pio-

neering work, my colleagues and I can see that we made some

mistakes. Too often, we thought we had stumbled across yet an-

other novel body plan (phylum, ifyou will), and in a few crucial

instances, we did not reahze that seemingly unrelated fossils

were actually fragments of a single orgamsm. With the benefit ot

hindsight, we can see that we had exaggerated the diversity of

these supposedly bizarre fossils and needed to reconsider their

evolutionary relationships. Recent discoveries in southern

China (Yunnan) and northern

Burgess Shale fauna included many su'inuners and floaters. In iliis

reconstruction, the animals with antennae-like appendages in the

upper left are Pikaia. 77;«(' creatures, with rudimentary backbones,

may haw been ancestral to all vertebrates.

Greenland (Peary Land) have

provided links thatjoin several

of these previously uncon-

nected fossils and establish

them in recognizable phyla.

Let's begin with the ani-

mal Wiwaxia. In Wonderful

Life, it is described as "another

Burgess oddball, perhaps

closer to the Mollusca than to

any other modern phylum . . .

but probably not very close."

Ironically, the first break-

through in establishing Wi-

waxia's aSinities came from a

postgraduate paleontologist at

Harvard who was inspired by

Gould's lectures a decade or

so ago. This young researcher,

Nick Butterfield, managed to

extract pieces of scalelike

armor from the fossilized

creature. When Butterfield

studied their microstructure,

he noticed immediately that it

was the same as that of the

chitinous bristles (chaetae)

that project fi-om the bodies of

such modern annelids as

earthworms. His conclusion,

published m 1990, was that

1 1 'iwaxia was not a mollusk at

all but an annelid. Yet this was

what Walcott had claimed in

1911. In at least this case, But-

terfield concluded, Walcott

was not "shoehorning"

bizarre animals into tamihar
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phyla, as Gould had charged;

Walcott had got it right the

first time.

Another recent discovery,

in which I was fortunate to

play a role, sheds flirther Ught

on the place of certain

Burgess animals in evolution-

ary' histoFN- On July 9, 1989, I

was with a team in northern

Greenland, coOecting at a site

containing fauna from Sirius

Passet, a regional variant of

the Burgess Shale. It wis. our

first day at the site, and almost

immediately we found an ex-

traordinarily complete fossil

of a halkierud—an armored

slug with a big shell at either

end. We wondered whether

this organism—with such a

weird anatomy, apparently so

different from any other ani-

mal's—represented yet an-

other new phylum. But that

was only at first sight. Unril

then, haUderiids had been

known only from the evi-

dence of isolated scales; wth
our discovery of this and

other complete specimens,

however, we were able to confirm that the creature was in real-

ity closely related to Wiivaxia.

In making that connection, we were mo\Tng toward resolv-

ing a fundamental problem in evolution: How are body plans

constructed, and how do new phyla actually emerge? To get

from haUderiids, well represented as Lower Cambrian fossik, to

Wiwaxia, which thrived in the Middle Cambrian, there is no

need to postulate macroevolurionarj^ jumps or some sort of ge-

netic revolution. The haUderiids are not only older than 117-

waxia but also clearly more primitive. In life, haUderiids crawled

across the seabed, their scales forming a beautifuUy arranged

protective armor. tri!i'(!.v;<! looked somewhat similar, but as But-

terfield showed, its scales evolved into chaetae. So is Wiwaxia an

annehd? It is really a matter of defmition, but in my opinion.

Wiwaxia is a member of the aimehd stem group—a creature still

in the process of becoming an anneUd. Once scrutinized, the wi-

waxiids and the halkieriids, despite their seemingly great differ-

ences, are closely related. They may be connected by two simple

steps: the scales of halkieriids are transformed into wiwaxiid

chaetae, and lobate, leglike extensions develop so that die style

oflocon::---- mges from crawling to a kind of stepping.

The Burgess creatures do not
form an exception to the
orthodox mechanisms and
patterns of evolution.

Posierior shell of a halkieriid—j;; ancestral hrachiopod

In recent years, the tech-

niques of molecular biology

have profoundly influenced

paleontology in ways that bear

on Gould's premise that the

Burgess Shale was a seemingly

inexpUcable explosion of

hundreds of bizarre Ufe-

torms, unrelated to anything

famihar. One major surprise

concerns the evolutionary po-

sition of the phylum Bra-

chiopoda, a group with bi-

valved shells. Molecular data,

quite unexpectedly, shows

brachiopods to be closely re-

lated to annehds. Functional

morphology also indicates

that the shells of brachiopods

must have originated as two

separate valves; clams, in con-

trast, derived their familiar

double shells from an ancestor

with a single plate, across

which developed a narrow

zone of weakness, which be-

came the hinge. Projecting

from the margin of both

valves of a brachiopod are del-

icate, chitinous bristles

—

identical to those of annehds.

Halkieriids also have two prominent sheUs. In the pre-bra-

chiopods, I beheve, the two sheUs were probably close to each

other, back to back. To produce a true brachiopod, aU that was

necessary' was to fold one sheU beneath the other. And, interest-

ingly, exactly this process can be seen in the embryological de-

velopment of certain primitive, Hving brachiopods. So what was

once a worm is transformed into a bivalved animal, the famihar

brachiopod. Nor does the story finish here. If the scales of

halkieruds can become chaetae, surely they can also evolve into

the structuraUy identical chitinous bristles of a brachiopod. Of

course, the origin of brachiopods is not so simple, but such

transformations are functionally plausible and historically behev-

able. Although constrained by genetic possibihties, they are

products of convergent evolution. Similar environmental selec-

tion pressures, acting on differing anatomies, can create conver-

gent or parallel adaptations.

New discoveries and interpretations have altered our view of

arthropod evolution as weU. The biggest surprise is Halhicigeiiia,

exemplar of the bizarre. Or is it? Recent finds from the Chinese

deposit of Chengjiang reveal that my original reconstruction of

this odd-looking, spik\" animal had but one simple nustake: I



had envisioned it upside down. Hallucigenia (a name coined by a

colleague and nie in an attempt to capture its dreamlike appear-

ance) may stiU look strange, but with new discoveries, especially

from southern China, HaUucigenia is now seen to belong to a

group of primitive arthropods. And what about the famous

Anomalocaris, another of Gould's star oddbaDs? "Nothing . . .

about Anomalocaris suggests a linkage with arthropods," he

writes. Now we know better. The discovery, in different species,

of lobopod-hke legs and jointed appendages along the length of

the body not only estabhshes a link between Anomalocaris and

the more prinurive Hallucigenia but also is crucial for under-

standing the appearance of the first arthropods—a group that

would eventually radiate into crabs, spiders, and the millions of

species of insects.

So the Burgess creatures

do not form an exception to

the orthodox mechanisms

and patterns of evolution, as I

believe Gould has implied.

The new evidence suggests

that not only did the sheer

number of species increase

since the Cambrian (as nearly

everyone agrees), but, more

significantly, the total num-

ber of phyla has been main-

tained and has not, contrary

to what Gould has written,

shown a catastrophic decline.

But now we come to the

most egregious misinterpre-

tation of the Burgess Shale in

Gould's book—a conclusion

drawn not from the evidence

of paleontology but from

Gould's personal credo about

the nature of the evolution-

ary process.

Gould sees contingency

—

evolutionary history based on

the luck of the draw—as the

major lesson of the Burgess

Shale. If you rerun the tape of

evolution, he says, the results

would surely come out differ-

ently. Some creature similar to

Pikaia, a small eel-like animal

with a rudimentary head, may

have survived in Cambrian

seas to become the ancestor of

all vertebrates. If it hadn't,

Gould says, perhaps other

—

Gould's emphasis on chance and
accident obscures the reality of

evolutionary convergence.

entirely different—major animal groups would have evolved in-

stead from one of the Burgess Shale's other "weird" body plans.

Such a view, with its emphasis on chance and accident, obscures

the reality of evolutionary convergence. Given certain environ-

mental forces, hfe will shape itself to adapt. History is con-

strained, and not all things are possible.

To understand how creatures that are descended from very

different groups can evolve similar forms and fianctions, consider

that dolphins, which evolved from dogHke mammals, are shaped

like fish because there exists an optimal shape for moving

through water—a classic example of convergent evolution. Or

consider another example: both placental mammals and marsu-

pials produced a large, saber-toothed carnivore on separate con-

tinents. If such a quahty as intelligence can arise both in human

beings and in the octopus

—

A complete lialkicriid from northern Gr enland

an eight-armed sea animal

without a bone in its body

—

then perhaps there is a course

and a direction to evolution

that would be achieved de-

spite diverse anatomical start-

ing points.

Contingency or no, I be-

Heve that a creature with in-

teUigence and self-awareness

on a level with our own

would surely have evolved

—

although perhaps not from a

taiUess, upright ape. Almost

any planet with hfe, in my
view, will produce living crea-

tures we would recogmze as

parallel in form and frinction

to our own biota. But first,

hfe must arise, and we have no

idea how rare an event that

might be. If we are honest,

despite our exciting fancies

about extraterrestrials, we

must admit the real possibility

that hfe arose but once, and

that we are alone and unique

in the cosmos

—

\\Vi\i an awe-

some and, to many, unantici-

pated role as stewards of all

other h\dng things. But were

we to let evolution take an-

other route than it did, why

not grant (as Gould will not)

that another kind of being

would have evolved to fiU our

special place in nature? D
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(The ILeply, continued from page 48)

million years) that paleontologists call this episode the Cambrian

explosion?

The Burgess Shale, in the Canadian Rockies, contains the

worlds most important fossil fauna—a detailed and exquisite

record (\vith rarely preserved soft parts included) of marine life

about 520 milHon years ago, just following the Cambrian explo-

sion and therefore permitting us to census the results of this

seminal episode in the history of animal Ufe on earth.

Charles D. Walcott, a great American paleontologist, discov-

ered the Burgess Shale early in our century but failed to appre-

ciate its fuU significance. Beginning in the 1960s, Cambridge

University paleontologist Harry Whittington, in eventual part-

nership with two remarkable graduate students, Derek Briggs

and Simon Conway Morris, restudied Walcott's extensive col-

lection in conjunction with new material from their own field-

work and developed a novel interpretation with profound im-

phcations for our understanding of evolution and the history of

life. I told the story, following their views of the Burgess fauna

quite strictly (while presenting my own best judgment about

larger impHcations), in my book Wonderful Life. Simon Conway

Morris (who has since rejected his original interpretation and

reached a nearly opposite conclusion—in general, an admirable

stance for a scientist, although in this particular case, 1 think that

Conway Morris was right the first time around) recently chal-

lenged my reading in The

Crucible of Creation, the impe-

tus for this dialogue.

Interpreting the faima of

the Cambrian explosion raises

two deep and distinct issues,

often confused in Conway

Morris's commentary but

providing a good framework

for exemplifying our differ-

ences. First, a question of ori-

gins: How could so much
anatomical variety evolve so

quickly? In particular, must

novel evolutionary mecha-

nisms be proposed for such a

burst of activity? Second, a

question of consequences:

How many distinct hneages

arose in the Cambrian explo-

sion? How many surxived to

leave modern organisms as

descendants? Why have no

new aiiirtial phyla (with the

single exception of Bryozoa)

evolved in more than 500

miUion yeai's since the Cam-

IN less than 20 MDXIONYEARS,
ALL MAJOR MARINE INVERIEBRATE PHYLA
EVOLVED. . . . How CAN THIS NOT BE SEEN AS

AUNIQUE TIME OF EXPLOSIVE AND
UNPARALLELED DIVERSIFICATION?

brian explosion? Did surviving Uneages prevail for predictable

reasons of superior biomechamcal design or ecological adapta-

tion? Or did nature (to speak metaphorically) play a grand lot-

tery' with this imtial diversity, issuing just a few winning tickets

effectively at random—thus implying that modern groups, in-

cluding our ovwi lineage of vertebrates, owe their current suc-

cess to an initial luck of the draw, combined with good fortune

along the meandering paths of history's later contingencies?

Tlie question of origins: I devoted only a few pages to this fas-

cinating topic in Wonderful Life because so httle meaningfril evi-

dence exists, and fruitfril science must be defmed by palpable

and potentially decisive data, not by our subjective sense of in-

trigue or importance. (For this reason, questions about inteUi-

gent extraterrestrial Hfe remain scientifically vacuous, although

no issue could be more important in principle.)

As a framework for tackling the puzzle of why so much

anatomical variety arose so rapidly at this unique time, I sug-

gested that two basic approaches should be explored (with a fiiU

answer undoubtedly requiring a balance of both). An "external,"

or ecological, perspective would focus upon the uniquely

"empty" ecological barrel of potential environments for mobile

multicellular animals at the dawn of Cambrian time; almost any

"experiment" might work for a while during an initial "fill-

ing"—at least until Dar\\'inian forces sorted the workable from

the suboptimal and placed a brake upon subsequent change of

such magnitude. By contrast,

y Shale scenefeatures the predator Anomaloczns,

'pturtd a trilohitc. On the seafioor are a Wiwaxia
id, among others, three HaUucigenia (center).

an "internal" genetic or devel-

opmental perspective might

view the Cambrian as a time

of unique flexibihty, before

definite patterns of growth

from egg to adult became so

locked into the embryology of

complex organisms that fim-

damental reconstructions be-

came nearly impossible.

I suggested in Wonderful

Life (and still maintain) that

scientists should devote more

attention to the unconven-

tional internal arguments than

to the more famUiar ecologi-

cal claims. I proposed no

bizarre or novel evolutionary

mechanisms but only empha-

sized a potentially greater effi-

cacy for ordinary processes at

a unique time ot organic flex-

ibiUt\', before major develop-

mental pathways became ir-

revocably set. I therefore feel

that Conwav Morris has mis-



represented my views by

vague allusion (for he can cite

no true source for arguments I

never made) when he states

that I hint "at a special mech-

anism at work—some unusual

genetic happenstance gone

wild" or when he floats an

even vaguer charge about un-

orthodox mechanisms that he

"believes" I have "implied."

TItc question ofconsequences:

This second key issue does call

upon a large and juicy reser-

voir of testable evidence and

therefore does become subject

to scientific adjudication and

ixuitful debate. I based Won-

derful Life almost exclusively

upon this issue. Two basic

questions, with different judg-

ments and iinplications, have

been widely debated within

this general theme:

1. How much anatomical

variety did the Cambrian ex-

plosion generate? Did the

number of early experiments

e.xceed (or overshoot) our

current range of organic ar-

chitecture? Wonderful Life ar-

gues for greater disparity dur-

ing the explosion, with

subsequent trimming on the

"lottery model"—thus raising

the interesting implication

(and central theme of my
book) that if we could per-

form the great undoable

thought experiment of

"rewinding the tape of life" back to the Cambrian and "distrib-

uting the lottery tickets" at random a second rime, the history of

animals would foUow an entirely different but equally "sensible"

course that would almost surely not generate a humanoid crea-

ture with self-conscious intelligence.

Most of Conway Morris's commentary properly focuses on

I
a crucial and testable point. He denies my claim for a Cambrian

overshoot by arguing that most Burgess "oddballs" really belong

to modern groups (or to formative stages of modern designs)

when properly interpreted. Therefore, the Cambrian did not

generate enough anatomical variety to fuel a markedly different

outcome for any hypothetical replay of life's tape.

Although he charges mewith
having a personal credo about
evolution, i am puzzled that

Conway Morris doesn't graspthe
EQUALLY strong PERSONAL

PREFERENCES IN HIS OWNVIEW OF LIFE.

Wiwaxia corrugata

—

an ancestral annelid?

I accept and applaud some

of Conway Morris's argu-

ments, while regarding the

tone of his rhetoric as pecu-

har in several key places. Why,

for example, does he label as

ironic the fact that Butter-

field's more orthodox reinter-

pretation of Wiwaxia began

with an interest in my lec-

tures? I don't know what

could bring a scientist greater

pleasure—the very antithesis

of irony—than the honor of

having his ideas act as a spur

to important advances in

knowledge, whatever the im-

pact upon any initially favored

and necessarily tentative hy-

pothesis. And why does Con-

way Morris imply that I have

been soft-pedaling the revised

interpretation of Hallucigenia,

when I applauded this discov-

ery as soon as it was an-

nounced by writing an entire

essay for this magazine enti-

tled "The Reversal of Halluci-

genia" (January 1992)?

Nonetheless, I think my

central argument has fared

well in the decade since the

publication of Wonderful Life,

for both a general and a spe-

cific reason. For the general

argument, my colleague Mike

Foote, of the University of

Cfiicago, and I engaged in a

technical debate with Con-

way Morris's colleagues (pub-

hshed in our major professional journal Paleobiology) on the

quantitative assessment ofcomparative degrees of anatomical va-

riety in the Burgess Shale versus modern oceans. Even our

staunchest critics agreed that the Burgess range equaled the

modern scope (while we argued for a greater variety in Burgess

times). In other v/ords, even our strongest opponents admit that

in less than 20 million years from the inception of the Cambrian

explosion to the deposition of the Burgess Shale, marine inver-

tebrate life reached a fully modern range—and that more than

500 million years of subsequent evolution has not at all enlarged

the scope of basic anatomical variety. In this context, how can

the early Cambrian be viewed as anything other than a unique
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time of explosive and unparal-

leled diversification?

For the specific argument.

I believe that many Burgess

and other early Cambrian

creatures are weirder than

Conway Morris allows and

that several of his linkages to

modern groups remain tanci-

ful at best. For example, he

blithely speaks about connect-

ing \\-iwaxiids and haUderi-

ids—rather dissimilar crea-

tures, to my eyes—by "r^o

simple steps" that seem both

complex and improbable to

me. How can Conway Morris

\'iew the evolution of lobo-

pods (leglike extensions pre-

sent in halkieriids but not in

wiwaxiids) firom no prior

structure at all in supposedly

ancestral halkieriids as a sim-

ple and ob\ious step? I am even more surprised by Conway

Morris's confidence that the two plates at either end ofan elon-

gated Halkieria can overcome their several centimeters ot separa-

tion to become the r^o connected valves of a brachiopod.

(I must also ask readers' indvilgence for a paragraph that

Robert's Rules of Order wovid call a "point ofpersonal pri\ilege":

Conway Morris has chosen, less in this article than in his book,

to be imperiously dismissive ofmy ideas, as ifno sensible or ex-

perienced person could ever advocate such prejudiced nonsense.

But he never teUs us that Wonderful Life treats him, in his radical

days as a graduate student, as an inteEectual hero. I developed

my \iews on contingency- and the expanded range of Burgess

diversit}' direcdy fiom Conway Morris's work and exphcit

claims, and I both acknowledged my debt and praised him un-

stintmgh' in my book. I even suggested—although it's surely

none of my business—^that "^Tiittington, Conwav Morris, and

Bri^ should receive the Nobel Prize for their exemplary- work.

Conway Morris is certainly firee to change his mind, as he has

done. Indeed, such flexibility- can only be \-iewed as admirable

in science. But it is a bit unseemly never to state that you once

held radically different opinions and to brand as benighted, in

some ob%ious and permanent sense, a colleague who holds the

\'ie\\'s you once espoused. I do therefore object to Conw-ay

Morris's strateg\- of working out his own ontogenetic issues at

my expense. Lest readers think 1 ai:i being either pee\-ish or

idios^-ncratic, may I cite our Briiish colleague Richard Fortey

who generally sides with Conway Morris on cbe scientific de-

bate, fixjm the Oaober 10 issue of the London Review ofBooks:

"What is peculiar abo-or "" ^udble ofCreatioit] is that the ca-

CONSCIOUSNESS AT OUR LEVEL HAS

E\^OL\'ED BUT ONCE ON EARTH—AN
EvIDICAr.ONTHAT SUCH A PHENOMENON IS

NOT INEVITABLY MEANT TO BE.

Students expose Cambrianfossils at Maotina Stian, in Yunnan

Province, China.

sual reader . . . would never

guess fi-om it that Con\vay

Morris ever entertained views

different fi-om those he now

holds. ... It is this selective

amnesia which accounts for

the passion of his disillusion

with Gould, for Gould has

preserved in the print of a

best-seller ideas that Conway

Morris . . . now repudiates.

He is fiarious that his past mis-

interpretations have been so

eloquendy placed on record.

. . . The way Conway Morris

goes about biting the hand

that once fed him would

make a shoal of piranha seem

decorous.")

2. How repeatable is the

histor)' of Ufe? In particular,

did lineages that survived after

Burgess times prevail for pre-

dictable reasons of adaptive superiority or by the luck of the

draw? If we could replay life's histor\- from Burgess beginnings,

would the same trends occur, and would a self-conscious species

arise again on earth? Conway Morris rests his claim for substan-

tial predictabiht\' upon the important evolutionary- phenome-

non of convergence, or the independent origins of similar and

highly adaptive designs in separate lineages—^v\-ith the wdngs of

bats, birds, and pterosaurs (flying reptiles of dinosaur times) or

the eyes of squid and vertebrates as classic examples. But I think

that Conway Morris has given too prominent a role to an ad-

mittedly interesting principle for three reasons:

a) hs a. striking phenomenon, convergence draws our atten-

tion, but I think that we often overestimate its st\-ay. Nearly all

textbooks stress the admittedly remarkable convergences of sev-

eral Austrahan mammals with their independently evolved

counterparts in northern continents (for example, the marsupial

"mole" \\ith the denizens of our gardens, and the extinct Aus-

trahan marsupial thylacine, otherv^dse known as the Tasmanian

wolf with doghke carnivores). When I first \-isited Australia, I

expected to be overwhelmed by these demonstrations of con-

vergence, but I encountered just the opposite phenomenon:

uniqueness and difference, with convergence as an oddit}' sin-

gled out for textbook illustration. The mammaUan fauna of

Australia, after all, is dominated by upright and effectively

"three-legged'' herbivores known as kangaroos—a group \\-ith

no evolved counterpart elsewhere.

bj Most outstanding examples of convergence biuld upon an

inherited anatomical substrate that evolved by ordinary routes of

highly contingent and unrepeatable historical circumstance. For



example, the wings of bats, birds, and pterosaurs are convergent,

but all these structures evolved from vertebrate forelimbs of sim-

ilar inherited design, not from scratch. In replaying life's tape

from Burgess beginnings, what odds would anyone place on the

evolution of such forelimbs if no ancestral creature had the pre-

cursors for these structures?

c) Evidence for convergence requires multiple cases of inde-

pendent evolution, while the example that we all carry closest to

our hearts (and that engenders the emotional oomph in this de-

bate)—the evolutioij of consciousness in Homo sapiens—remains

an outstanding singleton in the only history of hfe we know: the

story of our own planet. (I am not impressed by Conway Mor-

ris's citation of octopuses, a group that I deeply admire and re-

spect but that hasn't, and presumably can't, return the compli-

ment via any higher mental functioning of its own.)

Consciousness at our level of language and conceptual abstrac-

tion has evolved but once on

earth—in a small lineage of

primates (some 200 species),

within a small lineage of

mammals (some 4,000 spe-

cies, while the more successflil

beetles now number more

than half a million), within a

phylum that prevailed by con-

tingent good fortune from the

Burgess draw. If complex

consciousness has evolved but

once in the admittedly limited

domain of known evidence,

how can anyone defend the

inevitability of its cpnvergent

evolution?

Finally, Conway Morris

charges that my arguments for

contingency arise "not from

the evidence of paleontology

but from Gould's personal

credo about the nature of the

evolutionary process." This

claim, however ungenerously

stated, is—and must be—true,

for any general vi^w of life

must read evidence in the

light of a favored theory. I

would, however, label my
view as a valid reading of pa-

leontological evidence in the

context of a theory about life's

evolution and history that I

have worked out by consider-

able thought, practice, and in-

"TheWAY Conway Morris goes

ABOUT BITINGTHE HAND THAT ONCE FED

HIMWOULD MAKE A SHOAL OF PIRANHA
SEEM DECOROUS."—Richard Fortey

tellectual struggle, and that I always explicitly identify as tenta-

tive, undoubtedly wrong in places (but not, I hope, in general

approach), and embedded (as all ideas must be) in my own per-

sonal and social context.

I am puzzled that Conway Morris apparently doesn't grasp

the equally strong (and inevitable) personal preferences embed-

ded in his own view of life—especially when he ends his com-

mentary with the highly idiosyncratic argument that life might

be unique to Earth in the cosmos, but that intelligence at a

human level will predictably foUow if life has arisen anywhere

else. Most people, including me, would make the opposite argu-

ment based on usual interpretations of probabOity; The origin of

life seems reasonably predictable on planets of earthlike composi-

tion, while any particular pathway, including consciousness at

our level, seems highly contingent and chancy. I don't know how

else to interpret the cardinal fact that life did originate on earth

almost as soon as environmen-

A I'lcw oj llic Bulges SIhilc foiiiiiitioii III Yolio Wnioiial I'jik,

British Columbia

tal conditions permitted such

an event—an indication, al-

though surely not a proof, of

reasonable expectation and

predictability; whereas con-

sciousness has evolved only

once, and in a marginal lin-

eage among so many million

that have graced our planet's

history—an indication, al-

though again not a proof, that

such a phenomenon is not in-

evitably meant to be.

Conway Morris's pecuUar

and undefended reversal of

these usual arguments about

probability' can arise only

fr-om a "personal credo"—and

I would value his explicit at-

tention to the sources of his

own unexamined belief. All

scientific greatness must inte-

grate external data with the

internal power of a fruitfiil

view ot lite—the more icono-

clastic the better, for Lord

only knows that hidebound

tradition and stupidity stand as

the greatest barriers to en-

larged understanding. But we

cannot appreciate and use our

own mental power if we do

not toUow the earliest and

greatest advice of our classical

forebears: Know thyself. D
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Beyond
Belief
The art of Ernst Haeckel

transcends his controversial

scientific ideas.

Above: Bird's-Nesl Fsrn in the Pri/neval Forest of Tjibodas, plate 35,

Vv'andefbildEr (Travel Pictures). Opposite: Batractiia (Frogs), plate

68, Kunsffornten der Natur (Art Forms in Nature).

By James Hanken

Nineteenth-century German morphologist, embryol-

ogist, natural philosopher, and artist Ernst Haeckel

must surely be counted as one of the most influential

and controversial figures in the history of evolutionary

biology. To some a genius, to others a bigoted zealot

and fraudulent scientist, Haeckel was arguably, next to

Darwin, the dominant intellectual figure of his time.

His writings and lectures ranged widely, touching on

everything from microscopic unicellular forms of or-

ganisms to larger and more complex animals and

plants, the evolution of humans and human culture,

and the philosophical relationship between mind and

matter. Many of his scientific ideas engendered vigor-

ous debate at the time and were often more widely ac-

cepted by his lay audience than by his more critical

colleagues, but his overall influence on biological re-

search was enormously stimulating. Haeckel's forays

into social theory had less benign consequences, how-

ever. He treated evolutionary biology almost as a reli-

gion and believed that just as one could apply the con-

cept of natural selection to animals and plants, one

could also determine which groups of humans were

superior. Offering intellectual justification and "scien-

tific" support for racism, anti-Semitism, and eugenics,

his ideas were later a major ideological influence on

the National Socialist German Workers' Party, better

known as the Nazis.

Haeckel coined several scientific terms in use today,

including ecology and phylogeny, but among students of

biology, he is principally known as the author of the

biogenetic law. Commonly summarized as "ontogeny

recapitulates phylogeny," it posits that the embryonic

stages in the development of an individual (its onto-

geny) repeat the evolutionary history of its ancestors

(its phylogeny). Haeckel thought that if you could

watch a vertebrate embryo develop, you would see it

pass through the adult forms of its ancestors in the

order in which they evolved. A corollary of the bio-

genetic law is the idea that new evolutionary features

are typically added at the end of development, with

formerly adult, or "terminal," stages gradually being

compressed into progressively earlier stages (or some-

times being eliminated outright)

.

Biologists today regard the similarity between some

living embryos and their putative adult ancestors as

more apparent than real. And where it does exist, they

see it as due most likely to the retention of basic em-

bryonic features among a group of related organisms.

Furthermore, in this century, science has accumulated
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Haeckel maintained s

that early 1

development in

vertebrates is

virtually identical in 1

all species, as can

be seen in tttis detail

from his famous

1874 illustration of

embryos, near right.

Photographs, far

right however,

reveal dlifi-ences

among species even

in early stages of

developmenr. ^

many examples of natural selection's acting principally

on early stages of development, pro\dng that "terminal

addition" cannot be the sole, or even the principal,

mode of evolutionary change. Nevertheless, Haeckel's

\dtal role in dra\\ing professional and popular attention

to the fundamental importance of development in

evolution remains undisputed.

For better or. as it sometimes turned out, for worse,

Haeckel the thinker was inextricably entwined with

Haeckel the artist. A talented drafeman and painter, he

contributed many of the figures and plates that illus-

trate his numerous wTitings on biolog\'. Indeed, his

1874 depiction of comparable embryonic stages in hu-

mans and other vertebrates may be the single most fa-

mihar illustration in the histon,' of biolog\-. A prohfic

landscape artist as well, Haeckel produced hundreds of

watercolors and oil paintings during his extensive trav-

els; many of his tropical landscapes were published in

1905 in Wanderhilder (Travel Pictures). The culmina-

tion of his career as a scientific illustrator, however,

came a year earher, with the pubHcation ofKumtformen

der Niitiir (Art Forms in Nature), a collection of one

hundred Hthographic plates, including elaborate and

ornate depictions of a wide variets' of single-celled or-

ganisms, plants, and animals.

Combining science and art in the study ot natural

history was not unusual in Haeckel's day. Art historian

Beryl Hartley has noted, for example, that beginning

m the early nineteenth centurs'. Western landscape

painters worked hard to accurately portray indi\"idual

species of trees and other natural features. The British

painter John Constable epitomized the thinking be-

hind this approach w^hen. in 1836, he asked why

"landscape painting should not be considered as a

branch of natural philosophy of which paintings are

but experiments." Equally (if not more) important to

Haeckel's art was his fervent behef in evolutionar)'

monism, an extreme worldview that purported to have

found in Darwinism the unifying principle for all of

Hfe. With Its romantic and, at times, mystical notions,

monism encouraged artistic expression as a means of

\-enerating the natural world.

But the enormous intensity and energy with which

Haeckel promoted many of his theories frequently

overreached their hniited empirical foundations, as

many of his contemporaries pointed out. Some ot the

leading embn.'ologists and anatomists of the time, for

example, criticized his depictions ot vertebrate em-

bryos, considering them firaudulent. In 1868, Ludwig

Riitimeyer, a paleontologist at the University of Basel,

demonstrated that Haeckel had used the same illustra-

tion for embrs'os of at least three different species.



Many zoologists came to regard Haeckel as a prolific,

successful popularize! and propagandist for his views,

but a poor scientist. In Tlie Golden Age of Zoology, the

twentieth-century embryologist Richard Gold-

schniidt, who knew Haeckel late in life, offered a par-

ticularly damning assessment, describing Haeckel's

early monographs on jellyfish and radiolarians (a kind

of single-celled organism) as "actually almost the only

factual contributions Haeckel made to zoology."

Goldschmidt, who regarded Haeckel's artistic talent

as "a gift and a tendency which were to get him into

trouble," provides insights into what might have led

Haeckel to produce such apparendy misleading repre-

sentations of the natural world. "Haeckel's easy hand at

drawing," Goldschmidt v\T:ites, "made him improve

upon nature and put more into the illustrations than he

saw. . . . One had the impression that he first made a

sketch fi-om nature and then drew an ideal picture as he

saw it in his mind." But as the paintings on these pages

show, although Haeckel's representations of—and ideas

about—^nature were sometimes sensational, even sus-

pect, the artistic inspiration he derived from the natural

world was the real thing. D

3" S'arKiine hun6cclf(cin WtljiirUMati Opposite page, top:

Crinoidea (Crinoids),

plate 20,

Kunstformen der

Natur. Left: In 1909,

artist T. T. Heine

captured Haeckel's

reverence for

Charles Danvin in

the issue of the art

periodical

Simplicissimus

published on the

centennial of

Darwin's birth.

Below: Tamarind tree

near Madula,

Ceylon, plate 32.

Wonderbilder.
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! have often been charmed by the arctic fox's ability to appear c

'

By J. David Henry

Years ago, I was far out on die open rundra ot Canada's

Banks Island, moiiy niiles from my base camp and hun-

dreds of miles from Sachs Harbour, the nearest Inu-

vialuit community. I was scanning the rolling Mils for

birds, when I felt an intense stare at the back ot my

neck. I turned around, and there, just fifty yards away.

was an arctic fox studying me. It was an adult but was

barely as high as my knees. I don't know how long it

had been obseridng me, but now it peered at me with

some alarm. Then the Httle animal—only shghtly

larger than a house cat—threw back its head, gave a

single, shrill bark, and disappeared in a trot over a

ridge. I chased after it over the hummock\^ tundra, but

when I got to the top of the ridge, the fox was

it of



(I out of nowhere and then, just as mysteriously, to disappear.

nowhere to be seen. The polar desert sti^etched out tor

miles in front ofme—no trees, no shrubs, no deep val-

leys, just the gently rolling land, tufts of arctic grasses,

and scattered wildflowers. Yet the fox was gone.

In the years since this brief encounter, I have trav-

eled to arctic fox country many times and have often

been charmed by the animal's ability to disappear,

seemingly before my eyes, as if it were more spirit than

substance. Recently, however, in many parts of its

range, the fox seems in danger of a disappearance more

alarming than charming. The species—which inhabits Rounded ears, dense

tundra areas around the globe—suffers from human undertur, and fur on

hunting and trapping and, increasingly, from competi- the soles of ttieir feet

rion with one of its closest relatives, the red fox. tielp keep arctic foxes

The arctic fox {Alopex lagopus) is a young species, warm at temperaturet

the oldest known fossils dating back only 250,000 as low as -50° F.

"'* 'm mmm^
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Adaptations to tundra life are not always enough to protect thtl

years. But recent DNA analysis shows that despite its

relative youth, the species has already evolved a num-

ber of miique genes.

The arctic fox may have evolved from the s\\Tft fox

{Vulpes velox) on the tundra surrounding the continen-

tal ice sheets. Whatever its origins, the arctic fox has be-

come so well adapted to its harsh northern emdronment

that at first it is hard to imagine how the more southerly

wind, an arctic fox in prime wdnter coat does not

begin to shiver (that is, raise its metaboHsm to warm it-

self) until the air temperature drops below —50° F. Red

foxes under the same conditions start to raise their

metabolism much sooner, at a relatively mild —9° F.

The arctic fox is also well adapted to the boom-

and-bust ecology' of the arctic timdra. An average arc-

tic fox htter contains ten offspring, or kits, as compared

The number of kits in a

litter of arctic foxes,

above, depends in part

on the abundance of

prey; the average is

ten, but when food is

plentiful, vixens may

give birth to tv/ice that

many. Right: As red

foxes follow human

settlements northward,

they often outcompete

arctic foxes for food

and denning sites and

may sometimes even

prey on them.

red fox l\' ndpcsi could pose much of a threat.

Prospering on the top of the planet means being

able to cope ^^ith temperatures as low as —50° F and

gale-torce blizzards. Among the attributes enabling the

arctic fox to tolerate such bone-chilling cold are small

size and foreshortened body proportions, which re-

duce heat loss by minimizing surface area. An adult is

only about two-thirds the size of a red fox. Females

weigh betvi'een six and twelve pounds, males between

eight and fourteen. The arctic fox also has a rounder,

more compact head than the red fox. with roundish

ears and shorter muzzle, neck, tail, and limbs.

Namral selection has further sculpted this ice fox.

Approximately 70 percent of the arctic fo.x's coat con-

sists of a fine underwool—^long strands of hair that coil

and coil, creating a layer of thick, dense fur next to the

skin. In red foxes, only about 20 percent of the coat is

invested in underwool. The winter coat ofan arctic fox

is twice as long as its summer coat; the bottom surface

of Its paw^s is completely covered by dense, short fur;

ir.d extetisive layers of fat form between the muscles

a : :! -hi skin. All these features pro\-ide more insulation

i.Si- If sheltered completely from the

with the red fox's five. Yet when lemmings and other

prey are abundant, arctic fox \Txens have been known

to give birth to as many as rwenty-five, among the

largest htters documented for any manmial. When
prey is scarce, the foxes may fail to raise any yoimg.

Whether the embrs'os are reabsorbed in the vixen or

the kits are born but die early of star\'ation, we do not

yet know.

Hungr)' kits start eating sohd foods at three or four

weeks of age, and one researcher documented that a

pair of arctic foxes and their litter consumed approxi-

mately 18,000 lemmings during the ninet\'-day period

in which the young were being raised. Adult arctic

toxes can be run ragged supplying food to their

whelps: they frequently seem agitated and stressed dur-

ing this time, and thev lose a good deal ot body tat. In

a typical year, however, fat deposits wiU peak again in

November and remain impressively high throughout

the long, dark arctic winter.

The red fox is more at home at lower larimdes,

where it inhabits prafries, shrublands, and forests. But

this is an adaptable, oppormnisric species, and it is not

by chance that the red fox has the widest current dis-

tribution of any existing species in the mammalian

order Carnivora. Hrunans have intruded on the north-

ernmost reaches of the earth, and thefr arrival is often

accompanied by alterations to the land that favor the

red fox. Forest clearing, for example, opens up the



tie arctic fox from one of its closest relatives, ttie red fox.

landscape, creating prime hunting habitat for red foxes.

Thus, as human development moves northward, so do

red foxes—often moving out onto the tundra and sup-

planting arctic foxes as they go.

There are limits to how far north red foxes can sur-

vive, but where the two species do overlap, arctic foxes

are in danger of being replaced by their larger relatives,

which often outcompete the arctic foxes for food and

cost of thousands of dollars, have tried to rid the islands

of foxes. Although largely unsuccessflil, their efforts

have been revealing: whenever the two species were

placed on the same island, red foxes consistently re-

placed arctic foxes. So, in 1984, taking advantage of the

red foxes' abOity to dominate their snialler relatives, bi-

ologists introduced sterilized red foxes into two Aleut-

ian Islands that previously had only arctic foxes. By the

Below, left: Arctic foxes

often catct) lemmings

and other small

mammals by listening to

the sounds they make

under the snow and

then plunging in

headfirst after them.

denning .sites and sometunes prey directly upon them. A
well-documented—if somewhat unnatural—example

may be found on the PribUof and Aleutian Islands off

the west coast of Alaska. During the 1920s and 1930s,

when the price for fox pelts was high, arctic and red

foxes were released pnto these islands in an effort to de-

velop open-range fox farms. Biologists are now

painfuDy aware of the havoc these foxes cause to popu-

lations ofbreeding birds and, for several decades and at a

summer of 1992, the arctic fox was gone ffom both is-

lands, and the sterOized red foxes will soon die out.

Competition with, and predation by, red foxes may

be among the several problems facing arctic foxes in

parts of Scandinavia. The arctic fox was an important

furbearer in Norway, Sweden, and Finland until the

1920s, when its numbers crashed. Hunting and trap-

ping were subsequently banned, but more than half a

century of legal protection has not restored arctic fox

Above: Some arctic

foxes turn bluish gray,

not white, in winter,

"Blue" foxes are more

common near the coast,

where they sometimes

climb rocky cliffs to prey

on nesting shorebirds.

I
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The large expanses of tundra in northern Alaska and arctic Canad

populations. A number of interacting factors may be

keeping their numbers down. A serious reduction m
the wolf population has meant fewer wolf-killed car-

casses for the fp\-es to scavenge. Climatic warnung may

favor red foxes. Interbreeding with arctic foxes that

have escaped from fox farms and may no longer be ge-

netically well adapted to the wild may be weakening

the species. And certain pathogens and diseases, such as

Replacement of arctic foxes by red foxes has been a

problem in parts of Quebec, but arctic foxes inhabit

virtually aU of Canada north of the tree hne—from the

Yukon to Labrador—and have been carried on ice

floes to Newfoundland and Cape Breton Island. In

Alaska, the arctic fox lives in coastal and tundra regions

m the western and northern parts of the state and is pe-

riodically abundant north of the Brooks Range.

While the arctic fox's

winter coat provides

camouflage in snow, it

stands out against a

lichen-covered rock,

above, where the fox

may be seen by

potential predators,

such as the occasional

arctic wolf.

sarcoptic mange, are know n to have spread from red or

tarm-bred foxes to wQd individuals.

In Iceland, where there are no red foxes, the arctic

fox is generally regarded as vermin because it preys on

eider ducks (many farmers supplement their income

by harvesting eiderdown every summer); arctic foxes

are also accused of killing lambs and even sheep. Under

present law, communities m Iceland must hire one or

more hunters each spring to visit aU known fox dens m
the area and, if possible, kill any occupants. During the

1960s and 1970s, such actions reduced the country's

arctic fox population by as much as two-thirds. In the

past few years, wildUfe managers have been releasing

sterihzed adult male arctic foxes from fox farms. Larger

than the wild males, these foxes are expected to be

more successful at controUing territories and attracting

mates. This biological control technique may reduce

Iceland's arctic fox populations even further.

The arctic fox is not yet a rare species, however. In

Russia, the species has been replaced by the red fox in

some areas bur is still found throughout the far north,

being especially coirmion toward the coast. Arctic

foxe.; are a'so common along the coast of Greenland.







ipear to offer the arctic fox its best chance for a secure future.

When conditions warrant it, arctic foxes can walk

across a continent in search of a better existence: indi-

viduals tagged near the border of Russia and Finland

have been recovered in northeastern Alaska. Only

Alaska and Canada, however, possess large tundra re-

gions with a climate too severe for red foxes, and con-

sequently these areas appear to offer the arctic fox its

best chance for a secure future. We need to monitor

populations in these areas and carry out research to un-

derstand fiiUy the arctic fox's role in arctic ecosystems.

If Alaska and Canada do not show leadership in the

conservation of the arctic fox, I am afraid we wiU see a

slow, steady fragmentation of its circumpolar distribu-

tion and, in some parts of its range at least, eventually a

different and more permanent sort of disappearance

than the one I witnessed on Banks Island. D

Arctic foxes sometimes

liang around polar bears.

lootdng for carrion to

scavenge, but ttiey tiave to

be careful. Even an old,

thin bear can quicldy

dispatch a fox that comes

too close.
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EXPLORER GUIDE
SOUTHWESTERN TRAVEL ANTARCTICA CRUISES

Discover remote

archaeological sites

and Native American

culture

Expedition to Carrizo Mountain
May 16 - May 22, 1999 Designed for truly

adventurous explorers! A backcountry trip that

takes you to spectacular archaeological sites in

northeastern Arizona.

Ruins & Rock Art of the San Juan
River May 30 - June 5, 1999 Join archaeologist

Dr Ricky Lightfoot and Acoma Pueblo traditional

leader Ernest Vallo for rafting and light hiking to

remote sites in canyons along the San Juan River

Crow Canyon
Archaeological Center

m I 23390 Road K Cortez, Colorado 81321

1-800-422-8975
www.crow/canyon.org

The world's greatest gathering of polar

bears occurs each autumn in Churchill,

Manitoba. Join our naturalist guides on

a Tundra Buggy or in the Tundra

Bunkhouse Lodge for an unforgettable

journey to see the Great White Bears.

From $ 1 995, Oct. 1 999 Departures

TravelWild Expedirions (800) 368-0077
or e-mail: info@tTavelwild.com

v^ww.travelwild.com uuqo

Explore coastlines, remote villages and

spectacular wildlife sanctuaries in England,

Ireland, Scotland & Wales— on the

comfortable expedition vessel Explorer.

May 29-hr\e 9, 1 999 From $2995
Save $400 if you sign up by

n/30/98
TravelWild Expeditions (800) 368-0077

or e-mail: info@travelwild.com

www.travelwild.com uuio

EXTRAORDINARY DESTINATIONS

TEXAS

Extraordinary Destinations
BOTSWANA: Private safari with Lynne
Leakey. Visit delta, savanna, the Kalahari;

Victoria Falls; S. African game preserve.

ARCTIC CANADA: Sail Great Slave Lake

in crewed or bareboat yachts; or cruise the

Mackenzie River in 20-pas.senger riverboat.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Stone age people;

Sepik river & Irian Jaya cruises; primitive

villages; rain forests, highlands & jungle.

GREENLAND: Musk ox. reindeer, whales,

seals; Eskimo art & culture; Spectacular

fjords & icebergs. Danish cuisine.

Details: 1-800-552-8546

Katlln Travel Group, www.katlintravel.com

KING RANCH
Birding Tours

Experience bird-watching at it's tinest on tlie world

famous King Ranch! Located in S. Texas and spreading

across both the central and lower sections o( the Great

Texas Birding Trail, King Ranch offers

• Day birding & halt day wildlife tours

• Custoinized, private nature tours

• Photography blinds ^{2(5^ ^3// 1998

Ferr. Pygmy-Owl (the largest known U.S. population),

Least Grebe. Sprague's Pipit, and Tropical Parula are

just some of the 300+ bird species possible!

For more inlormation, call, write, or visit our home page,

*" ^S^ King Rancti Visitor Center

'^lljfc, P.O. Box 1090

. %?,^, Kingsville, TX 78364-1090

(^ "i)^ (512) 692-8055 Fax: (512) 595-1344
^ V^ rittp://turtt.tamu.edu/

~
king

m

EXPLORE THE WORLD PERU

IkIok, NaiuyaA

- Unique, non-profit company
All proceeds protect nature

Manu and Tambopata Reserves

See the world's most photogemc tnacaw

clay licks and Cock-of-the-Rock display

We also offer: Tfie Condors ofColca Ojnybn
' Cusco/Mochu Picchu. The jungle ruins of Gran
Vilaya and Kuelap and much more!

www.inkanatura.com • e-mail: kit@inkanatura.com

call toll-free: 838'287'7186

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL
@212-769-5539

IRENE CASTAGLIOLA
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Musoiun (if

Histf.ry

Uiseoveiy Tours

Central Park West at 79l'aStrtr

New York. XT lOU-24-5

1

K

Since 1869, ilie American

Museum ofNatural History

lias sponsored tlimisands of

scientific expeditions around

the globe in an ejfoti to

unravel the wmid's greatest

jnysteiies. It is this passion

to discover and to understand

that inspires Discovery

Tours, the Museum's

educational travel program.

Pariicipants in the Discovery

Tours travel program have

tJie unique opportunity to

explore the world with

Museum, scientists as they

continue to uncaver new

insights into tJie nature of life

on earth. Since 1953, over

12,000 Museum travelers

have participated in

Discovery Tours to some of

the world's greatest wildlife

areas, archaeological sites

and cultural centers.

CRUISES
The Galapagos Islands

Aboard the Isabella II

Januar) 31 - February 10, 1999

S4.895

Costa Rica and Panama:
Journey on the Wild Side

Aboard the Temptress

Februar\27-March7. 1999

From 53.090-55,080

The Seychelles and Madagascar
Aboard the S.V. Druzhba
March 3 -20. 1999

From 56.990 -57.690

Passage to Arabia

Aboard the Sea Goddess II

March29-Aprill9, 1999

511.300

The Greek Islands: Walking and

Sailing in the Islands of the Gods

Aboard the Panorama
Aprill6-26. 1999

From 54.895 -55,695

Faces of Melanesia:

The Soloman Islands, Vanuatu & Fiji

Aboard the World Discoverer

September 25 - October 9. 1999

From $6,280 -51 1,480

Treasures of Arabia: Dubai to

Bombay Aboard the M/V
Song of Rower
November 6- 21.1999

From 57.620 - S 1 1 ,020 (Airfare

included)

TRAIN TRIPS
South Africa and Swaziland

by Rovos Rail

Apnl9-24. 1999

58.990

The Ancient Silk Road: Through
China and Central Asia

April 16 -May 8. 1999

From 58.990 to $12,990

National Parks of the West
Aboard the American Orient

Express

June 2 -10. 1999

From 54.490 -56.950

LAND PROGRAMS
Guatemala: New Destinations

In the Maya World

January 5-25. 1999

53.490

Big Cats of the Serengeti

Februar\18-March3. 1999

57.895

Indochina Unveiled

February 19 -March 6. 1999

54.695

Tunisia

.\pril 8 - 23. 1999

55.790

China and the Yangtze River
April 18 -May 4. 1999

$5,690-56,290

Pharmacy from the Rainforest:

An Amazon Rainforest Workshop
May 1 - 8, 1999

$2,495

Western Turkey and Cappadocia
May 10 -27.1999

56.690 (Airfare from select cities

included)

Ireland

May 12 -20,1999

52.950 (Airfare from NYC included)

Africa's Great Southern Lakes:

Malawi and Zambia Aboard a

Privately Chartered DC-3 Aircraft

Junel8-July2. 1999

58,595

Iceland, with an Optional

Extension to Greenland

July 19-28. 1999

$4,425

Southern India: A Cultural

Pilgrimage to the Land of the

Ramayana
October 11 -28, 1999

Estimated at $7,190

FAMILY PROGRAMS
Galapagos Family Adventure

Aboard the IVI.V. Santa Cruz

June 26- July 6. 1999

From 53.660 - 54.480

Alaska Wilderness Adventure

Aboard the Wilderness

Adventurer

July 2- 11. 1999

From 52.399 -54.690

The Mediterranean:

Voyage to Lands of Gods
and Heroes

Aboard the Clelia II

July24-Auaust5. 1999

From 51.995"- 58,895

Renaissance Tuscany:

A Family Tour

July 23 -August 3, 1999

Estimated at 54.180

A MERICAN MUSEUM OF NATUEAL HISTOEY
.'iscoverj' Tours office for a complete listing of our 1998/1999 tours at (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700.

. 769-5755. Please mention ad code #12001 198
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.and/Dominican Republic

sand Low life
y Robert H, Mohlenbrock

Located between Cuba and Puerto Rico,

the island of Hispaniola is divided between

the nations of Haiti and the Dominican

Repubhc. At 18,792 square miles, the

Dominican RepubUc is nearly
-.ujij

twice as large as its immediate

neighbor, and it has the

distinction of •'

encompassing both

the highest and

lowest elevations

in the

Caribbean. Its ^s

highest ''

point, Pico

Duarte, i

rises J

10,417 ffeet
I

above the §
sea, while I

a htde
;;i

more than

one

hundred

miles to the

south, Isla

Cabritos, an

island in Lago

Enriquillo, lies ;

131 feet below sea

level. Botanists have

recorded nearly six ,,

thousand species of ferns.

Flamingos abouini iujaragiia Nafioiml .

Geny Ellis; ENNmages
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trees, and flowering plants in the nation, ofwhich one-third are

endemic—that is, found only in the Dominican Repubhc. To

presen-e them, the countr\' has established the Di\Tsion ot

National Parks, Scientific Reserves, and Refuges, which oversees

protected areas covering about one-tenth of the land, as well as

marine zones. Visitors to these areas muse obtain permits. Here I

will e.xplore coastal and other lowland habitats, while a fiature

article will sur\"ey the higher-elevation presenes and the

ornamental plants one commonly sees along the roadsides.

Monte Cristi National Park, in the northwest comer ofthe

Dominican Republic, is bordered on the north by the Caribbean

Sea and separated on the west from Haiti by Rio Dajabon. z\long

the coast, particularly in the bay called Bahia de Manzanillo, near

the mouth of the Rio Dajabon, are lagoons with water HHes and

coves lined -s^-ith extensive mangrove swamps. iMuch of the 205-

square-mile park is flat, and because oflow elevation and an

exposure to westerly winds, the vegetation is predominantly

subtropical dr\' forest.

At the opposite, southeastern comer of the nation is Del Este

National Park, a 165-square-mile park that includes Isla Saona

and a large area of sea. The driest parts are rocky, with vegetation

similar to that ofMonte Cristi, but the park also boasts an

extensive subtropical humid forest with mahogany and other

trees. Sea grapes and coco palms grow by the sea.

Ofparticular interest are two small, primarily nocturnal

animals that Uve in caves and dr\" tree trunks. The only native

land mammals to survive into modern times, both are threatened

Los Haitises National Park, above, is reached by boat. Below: Sun

and sea bathe Monte Cristi National Park.

with e.xBncrion. One is the Hispaniolan solenodon, a fifteen-

inch-long, short-le^ed, hair\" insectivore with a slender,

upturned snout. Only one other solenodon species is known,

and it is found in Cuba (see Natural History. December 1997).

The other mammal is an endemic rodent, the hutia. It is about as

long as the solenodon but heavier.

Jaragua National Park, 540 square miles ofland and water in

the southwestern corner of the countr\; includes Isla Beata and

Isla Alto Velo. Much of the park is dp,- thorn forest abounding in

cacti, but where there is more moisture, there is a subtropical

humid forest that includes guanito, a palm endemic to Haiti and

SubtroDical drv forest

includes such prickly trees as

cat's-claw; with short spines,

and sweet acacia, with long

spines, both members of the

legume family. Another spiny

tree is prickly nightshade.

Non-spiny trees include a

species of fi^ngipani, Phimeria

tuberculata, with large, flagrant

flowers; West Indian

boxwood, a small tree

belonging to the ekn family;

mesquite, the same species

found in the American

Southwest; and the extremely

toxic poisonwood, which

belongs to the same family as

poison i\y. Two colorhil.

shrubby plants in dn.; rock\'

habitats are bicolored croton

and Monte Cristi sage, an

endemic species.



the Dominican Republic. Sea grape is a common woody plant

on the beaches, along with the treelike sea ox-eye and a many-

branched shrub called tassel plant or bay cedar. Four species of

endangered sea turtles—hawksbill, leatherback, loggerhead, and

green—periodically come to the beach to lay their eggs.

Jaragua National Park is a good place to see flamingos, while

roseate tern and Hispaniolan parakeet are plentiful in Los Haitises

National Park, on the northeast coast. This park, which Ues on

the south side of Bahia de Samana, must be visited by boat. Its

eighty square miles include many low hiUs and host a subtropical

humid forest.

Two inland areas in the southwest are the Laguna Rincon

Scientific Reserve and the Isla Cabritos National Park. They are

protected primarily because of their aquatic habitats, remnants of

an ancient channel that once connected the waters ofBahia de

Neiba in the Dominican Republic with Haiti's Golfe de la

Gonave, in the vicmity of Port-au-Prince. Laguna Rincon is

home to duck, ibis, heron, flamingo, several endemic fish, and

one endemic turtle (a freshwater slider, Tmcheiiiys decorata). Isla

Cabritos National Park encompasses Lago EnriquiUo and Isla

Cabritos, the nation's low point, whose soil consists of one-

million-year-old marine deposits of seasheUs and corals. With less

than twenty inches of rainfall each year and temperatures

sometimes climbing to 112° F, Isla Cabritos supports a large

number of cacti. The lake has one of the highest populations of

the endangered American crocodile, while on the island visitors

can see the rhinoceros iguana and Ricord's iguana.

Robert H. Mohknbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern

Illinois University, Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

highlights of United States nationalforests and other parklands.

For visitor information, contact:

Division of National Parks

CaUe Damas No. 6

Old City Santo Domingo,

The Dominican Republic

(809) 685-1316

mmmsmsm

/?/od™M/7-
..^Santiago

HISPANIOLA
'f%|H DOMINICAN

Port-au-Rrinee < REPUBLIC

Santo Domingo

Isla Cabritos 5.

''Lagutia/il^c/eA/ff
del'Rincon " "Laguna

Rincon
Scientific

Reserve

DOMINICAN gBP^m6

Santo

Domingo
'^io

Del Este

National

Park

Jaragua National Park 40 Miles

SubtroDical humid forest

contains mahogany, copey,

Hgnum vitae, gumbo hmbo,

and wild oHve. Mahogany is

the same species found

throughout the West Indies

and northern South America,

while copey is one of the most

widespread trees in the West

Indies. A member of the

Saint-John's-wort family,

copey has thick, leathery

leaves about six inches long

and four inches wide and

large, creamy white to pink

flowers. Lignum vitae, another

widespread species, is a small

tree with pale bark and leaves

divided into six to ten leathery

leaflets. Gumbo hmbo has

reddish brown bark that peels

ofli'in paperhke sheets (because

of this flaky bark, it also goes

A tree cactus on Isla Cabritos

by the name West Indian

birch). Its leaves are divided

into three to nine leaflets.

Wild oUve (not an oUve at all

but a relative of the white

mangrove) is recognized by its

very blunt leaves clustered at

the tips of the branchlets.

Other trees may include the

scented muskwood and the

silk cotton, or kapok, tree.

In some areas, the mix of

trees includes guanito, which

is a pabn, and two deciduous

trees, catalpa and anisiUo. The

local catalpa resembles the

catalpas of the United States,

but it has somewhat smaller

leaves, more twisted pods, and

pink rather than white

flowers. AnisiUo is a type of

hackberry readily recognized

by its three distinct veins

arising at the base of the leaf.

Dry ttiorn forest consists

primarily of cacti. Among
these is Opuntia moniliformis,

known locally as alpargata,

which may reach a height of

twelve feet. Its straight trunk is

topped by several branches

made of long, flat joints.

These joints easUy become

detached and fall to the dn,'

earth, where they germinate

into compact masses of riny

round stems. Neoabottia

paniculata, vifhich may grow

thirty feet high, is a tree cactus

with a smooth trunk and spiny

branches at the top, while

PiloccrcHs polygonus is a shorter,

many-branched tree cactus. A
very spiny cactus called

Leptocereus weingartiana creeps

across the ground or cHmbs on

other vegetation.

plants include several

species of water lily and yellow

lotus. An aquatic plant that

grows completely underwater

is coontail. Both the lotus and

the coontail are species

commonly found in the

United States.
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Celestial Events

Two Hundred

Fifty Sisters
By Joe Rao

The exceptional clarin' of the atmosphere on sparkling clear,

cold winter nights gives the amateur stargazer a chance to pick

out stars and nebulae that are normally too dim to spot. One

such formation is the Pleiades. Nearly straight overhead during

the mid to late evening hours in December and Januan,; this

cluster of stars seems, at times, no more than a smudge ot hght

on the shoulder of Taurus, the Bull. On a good night, however,

obser\'ers can usually discern a tight knot of 6 or 7 stars with the

unaided eye, and some especially sharp \dewers report seeing 1

1

or more. Modern telescopes have picked up 250 stars in the

Pleiades, and there are undoubtedly more.

Known variously as the Seven Sisters, the Seven Virgins, and

the Daughters ofAdas, the Pleiades have been held in high

esteem through the ages. Temples in ancient Greece were built to

face them, as was a passage leading from the Great Pyramid at

Giza. In Japan, the Feast of Lanterns is a remnant of ancient rites

honoring these star-s. (The Japanese word for the cluster is, by the

way, siibani, which is why stars figure in the car company's logo.)

At approximately 400 light-years away, the Pleiades are among

the nearest of the open star clusters. (Open clusters, as opposed to

globular clusters, are relatively young, and their stars are not so

densely packed.) The nine brightest stars in the Pleiades are blue

giants. Alcyone—the brightest of the group—is ten times larger,

and nearly a thousand times more luminous, than our Sun.

The entire star swarm is enveloped in a faint, diffuse cloud

—

apparendy dust and perhaps larger particles that reflect starhght.

In Lixksley Hall, Tennyson \vrote that the Pleiades glitter like

"fireflies tangled in a silver braid."

Joe Rcw is ii lecturer at the American Musenin—HaYden Planetarium.

Pleiades

"• /^ Asterope 1 attdJI

TAURUS (
. Tayd'efe *- • \

Majail 'CelaenA

Aldebaran .

Apieione-
--^^^^^Bmmj^^^ *

'"*fc.N^ • ^r

Tlie Pleiades are nearly straight overhead in December andJanuary.

The Sky in December

and January

IB3SI] IS benveen the Sun

and Earth on December 1 and

therefore hard to see. But by

about December 13, it

becomes visible as an

increasingly bright, ocher-

hued "star" low in the

southeast before sunrise. A
vers' thin sliver ofMoon sits

above Mercirry on the

morning ofDecember 16 and

is below and to the left of the

planet the next morning.

On December 20 the

zero-magnitude planet rises

some ninet)' minutes before

the Sun anc' h nt it^ greatest

elongation __ - of the

star. Mercury- »-'•' -^ i slowly

brighter thereafter and remains

visible until the end of the

month. In early January,

however, the planet quickly

disappears in the bright

morning twdlight as it moves

toward superior conjunction

(beyond the Sun as seen from

Earth) on Februar\" 4.

Ktailika moves ever so slowly

out of the Sun's glare until it is

low in the west-southwest at

dusk. Despite shining at a

brilliant -3.9 magnitude, it

will be very hard to see until

the end of the month, when it

\\dll set about an hour after

sundowTi. Venus continues to

draw slowly away from the

Sun in January, becoming

progressively easier to find:

near the west-southwest

horizon right after sunset.

f/tilK« appears as a ruddy,

frrst-magnitude "star" in the

constellation Virgo. It rises

during December at about

1 :00 A..M. and is high in the

east-southeast as dawn

brightens the eastern sk)'. A fat

crescent Moon wiU pass below

and to the left of Mars on the

morning ofDecember 12.

During January-, watch Mars

approach and then pass the

similarly bright, fnst-

magnitude star Spica. The two

will be closest on the

morning ofJanuary 12, wdth

Mars 4° above the star. By the

end ofJanuary, Mars rises just

before midni2:ht.

gleams at magnitude

—2.4 in the dim constellarion

of Aquarius and is almost due

south as the last vestiges of

evening twilight fade from the

western sky in December.

Note the Moon below and to

the right ofJupiter on

Christmas Eve. The giant

planet sets in the west at about

12:30 A.M. at the begirming of

December and about two

hours earher by New Year's

Day. Injanuary, Jupiter fades

only shghtly, to magnitude

-2.2, and is stiU well up in the

south-southwest at sunset.

Look for it hovering above the

crescent Moon on the evening

ofJanuary' 21.

KinniiW a zero-magnitude
<



object amid the faint stars of

Pisces, is high in the southeast

at nightfall and sets during

December between 1 :30 and

3:30 A.M. Even a small

telescope can provide a

wonderful sight of the planet

encircled by its famous ring

system, now tilted 14° to our

line of sight. A waxing gibbous

Moon lies just below Saturn

on December 27. In January,

the planet continues to be

conspicuous, appearing nearly

due south at nightfall and

setting at about midnight. The

Moon, almost at first quarter,

sHdes south of Saturn during

the evening ofJanuary 23.

HiSBClis fuU on

December 3 at 10:19 A.M., is

at last quarter on December

10 at 12:53 p.m., reaches new

phase on December 18 at 5:42

P.M., and is at first quarter on

December 26 at 5:46 a.m. In

January, the Moon turns fuU

on the 1st at 9:49 PM., is at last

quarter on January 9 at 9:21

A.M., reaches new phase on

Januaiy 17 at 10:46 A.M., and

is at first quarter on January 24

at 2:15 P.M. A second full

Moon occurs on January 31 at

11:06 A.M.

The period from one full

Moon to the next is (on

average) 29 days, 12 hours,

44.05 minutes. It is interesting

to note that, at mean intervals

of 32.6 months, there are

some months—such as

January 1999—that contain

two full Moons. In recent

years, the second fuU Moon of

these months has come to be

known as the Blue Moon,

although nobody seems to

know why.

A waxing gibbous Moon
will occult (hide) the bright

orange star Aldebaran, in

Taurus (the BuU), on the night

ofJanuary 26-27. The star

will disappear behind the dark

part of the Moons disk and

wiU reappear on its

OluiTiinated side about an hour

later. This occultation will be

visible across all of North

Ainerica, although eastern

regions will see only the

opening stages.

lg«lliil arrives at perihelion

—

the point of its orbit that

brings it closest to the

Sun—on January 3 at 8:00

A.M. It will then be 91.4

million miles away from the

Sun, or about 3.1 million

miles nearer than when it's at

the far point of its orbit

(aphelion) in early July.

The Geminid meteor shower,

one of the best meteor

showers currently visible from

Earth, should peak before

sunrise on the morning of

December 14. The

constellation Gemini, from

which these often bright,

medium-speed meteors seem

to emanate, wiU be directly

overhead at 2:00 A.M. In a

dark sky, free from bright

lights and haze, you should

easily be able to spot between

fifty and a hundred shooting

stars per hour.

The Winter solstice occurs at

8:56 P.M. on December 21.

Winter begins in the

Northern Hemisphere,

summer in the Southern.

AH times given are eastern

standard time.

Calendars /or the Curious

C
reated for the mind as well as the eye, here are a wall calendar and a desk diary whose subjects are drawn from

the rich collections of the American Museum of Natural Histoiy. Elegant and engaging, the introductions, text, and

superb photography embody the Museum's continuing quest to bring the world's wonders into our lives.

/:
'etoel-like beetles, in a calendar that has the

elegance of a private obsession.

4^

pNATURALrST'S
EDlM 'A-R'Y

A:
s handsome

as it isfasci-

nating, an in-

.side look at the

eclectic treasures

ofthe Museum.

To ..nli-r: Call (212) 769-.t1.iO Moiula) llimugh Kiiday. 9:00 a.m. lo 5:00

p.m. EST, or send check or motley order for S9.95 for the wall calendar and

S13.95 for ihe diary (add $'i.i)0 per calendar and diary for shipping and han-

dling in the United States) to the Museum Shop. American Museum of Natural

Histoi7. Central Park West at 79lh Street, New York. NY 10024. (Membei^ re-

ceive a 10% discount.) Also available wherever fine calendars are sold.

Visit our shop at Iittp://www. amnh.org/Mnseum_Shops

Workman Publishing
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LIMITED EDITION PRINTS of reptile and amphibian

art. Komodo dragon, iguana, box turtle, treefrog.

$1.00 and S.A.S.E. for postcards and priceKst. Wild-

scenes, 1519 Springlawn Ave., Dept. N., Cincinnati,

OH 45223. http;// www.thevivarium.com

/ reptile_art.wildscenes.html

BED 8e Breakfast Inn

TLAQUEPAQUE, Mexico. La Villa del Ensueno B&B

in the heart of Mexico's world famous handcraft dis-

trict! IS min. from Guadalajara Airport. Discover the

soul of old Mexico. Brochure (800)220-8689

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

ATTENTION AUTHORS. EstabUshed publisher with

international offices can arrange the edihng, publica-

tion, promotion, warehousing and distribution of your

book. Pentland Press, Dept. NH 1(800)948-2786

ALTTHORS WANTED - Successful, full service, sub-

sidy publisher can transform your manuscript into an

attractive, quality book and promote it. Send your

completed work for a no-cost, no obligation assess-

ment, or request a free brochure. Rutledge Books, Inc.,

(800)278-8533, Dept. NH, Box 315, Bethel, CT 06801

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ALL TYPES. Publisher

with 75-year tradition. Author's Guide to Subsidy

PubUshing 1(800)695-9599

ODD ANIMALS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER: An
Uncommon Bestiary. Black and white drawings of

Babirus, Numbat, Suslik, Tenrec and 48 others. 4x5'
inches. Send $7.50 (CT residents $7.95) to Bickford,

1409 Country Club Rd., Middletown, CT, 06457

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS on Geology, Archaeology

Natural History and related subjects. Free catalogs.

The Harmum Company, Box 1505, Ardmore, c3K

73402-1505

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS ON NATURAL HIS-

TORY. Free catalogs. Marcher Books, Dept. NH, 6204

N. Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 54 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send manuscript or out-

line for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing Inc., Dept. NH, 6214 Wynfield Court, Or-

lando, FL 32819

CHINA, Crystal, Silver

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY - discontinued &
active china, crystal, sterling, silverplate, stainless, col-

lectibles. All manufacturers - fine & casual. 5,000,000

pieces; 100,000 patterns. Buy & sell. Call for free lists

daily 8 am-12 midnight ET 1-800-REPLACE (1-800-

737-5223). Replacements, Ltd., PO. Box 26029, Dept.

NL, Greensboro, NC 27420. www.replacements.com

Education

OUR MUSHROOM KITS MAKE GREAT holiday
gifts. Fungi Perfecti offers ready-to-grow mushroom
kits, MycoMedicinals, spawn, books, cultivation

equipment, seminars and more! Free color brochure,

80-page catalog $4.50. Phone: (800)780-9126. Fax:

(360) 426-9377. Email: mycomedia@aol.com
www.fungi.com

VVILDLFE CONSERVATION/Forestry/Ecology ca-

resrs, I'-ofessional level home study for concerned in-

dividuals. E>.C'>jig careers in ihe outdoors. Free litera-

ture. P. C. 0. i , Ai:ianfc), Ceor,«a. (800)362-7070 Dept.
N1NP124

^

e;m feeoyment o ppo rtu n it i es

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1(800)467-5566 Ext. 6371

Environmental Careers
Environmental & natural resource vacancies from non-

profit, private. & government employers Two issues

each month list opportunities nationwide A 6 issue trial

subscription is only $19 50 Subscribe todayl

The Job Seeker
Dept NH, Rt 2 Box 16. Warrens, Wl 54666

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL. Options

employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 4872 S. Forest

Hill, Evergreen, CO 80439. 1(303)670-5996

Inventions

Inventions, ideas, new products! Presentation to in-

dustry/exhibition at national innovation exposition.

Patent services. 1(800)288-IDEA

Networking

MEET SOMEONE SPECIAL or just like-minded

friends tlirough Science Cormection, the network for

single science /nature enthusiasts. (800)667-5179,

wrww.scicomiect.com /

Real Estate

MONTEREY BAY Luxury resort condos from $79,

overlooking the Monterey Bay. Aquarium and Golf

Packages available. SrmBay Resort (800)285-3131

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Authentic eco-adventuies

in Africa, India, Galapagos, Costa Rica, Belize and the

Amazon. Incredible wildlife, breathtaking natural

wonders, exotic cultures. Small groups, expert guides,

guaranteed departures. Free color brochures. Call

Special Interest Tours! (800)525-6772. www.GoSa-
fari.com

Ogle an Orangutan
and 75 other unique adventures.

Call for free travel catalog

Habody gels you inio SI Asia like Asia Transpadlic Journeys.

800-642-2742 •Esl.l987« www.SoutJieoslAsia.iom

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

camping safaris in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zim-
babwe, Botswana, Namibia, Kilimanjaro climbs, go-

rilla tracking, more. Also unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

Turkey, Jordan, Syria. Free color catalogs. Himalayan
Travel (800)225-2380, 24 hours

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES. Wildlife

safaris to East and Southern Africa. Also, India,

Burma, Vietnam, around the world, etc. Our 15th

year. Call Wanderlust Adventures at (800)572-1592

Qalapagos
East Africa
Costa Rica

Siiperts in natural history travel
•"

800-633-0299
www.voyagers.com

ALASKA DISCOVERY Sea kayaking, walking, ca-

noeing, and rafting on Alaska's premier natural his-

tory tours. Small group adventures to Glacier Bay,

Arctic, Wrangell/St. Elias, Pack Creek and Tatshen-

shini/Alsek Rivers. Unique experiences, spectacular

wildlife. Return home re-energized instead of cruise

ship plump! (800)586-1911. (907)780-6226.

www.akdiscovery.com. 5449 Sahune, Juneau, AK
99801

BELIZE
Rainforests, Reefs & Ruins

Experience the Diversity

INTIRNATHML WORLD LEADER IN NATURE TRAW^

EXl^lHrAKSS'"^ bollioeiotravel.ootn • www.lAtfaval^

AMAZON & ANDEAN EXPLORATIONS. Scholar

escorted, small group, educational adventures! Rain-

forest Safaris & Riverboat Cruises! Cuzco & Maccu
Picchu! Call Explorations, Inc. (800) 446-9660.

http: / / members.aol.com / xplorperu

AMAZON RAINFOREST Explorama offers five

lodges in over 250,000 acres of Privately Protected Pri-

mary Amazon Rainforest Reserves. Spectacular

Canopy Walkway. Birdwatchers Paradise. FuIIweek

Specials, www.explorama.com. 1(800)707-5275 ama-

zon@explorama.com

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly, |uve-

nile and religious works, etc. New authors welcomed

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press. 516 W 34 St., New York, NY 10001

AMAZONL\ EXPEDITIONS. The Amazon's leading

company for expedition travel, since 1981. Individual

attendon. Regional references available. (800)262-

9669

BAj[A WHALE WATCHING! The enchanting Baja

California peninsula offers memorable natural history!

Share 33 years learning vacation experience with

Baja's Fronfier Tours. Plan now for winter! Call Piet

1(800)726-7231

TBirHIHngTJuiHeTnE^
By Steven N. C. How/ell. Over 1 00 sites

' with more than 950 species. Tips on
'"s travel, too. Drawings and maps.

$29.95 paperback r\

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS (800) 666-2211

BELIZE, COSTA RICA, MEXICAN Yucatan, Bay Is-

lands, Copan, Tikal, Peru and Egypt. Great Trips

(612)890-0304

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Wolves, muskoxen,

caribou, moose, grizzlies, birds. Wildlife Biologist

guide. Operating 25 years in Canada's northwest terri-

tories. Brochure. Canoe Arctic Inc., Box 130C, Fort

Smith, NWT, XOE OPO Canada. Tel: (867)872-2308.

Website: http:/ / www.auroranet.nt.ca/canoe

CARIBBEAN ISLANDS $199. MEXICO $150. Cen-

tral / South America $220. London /Paris /Rome $228.

South Pacific $550. Asia /China $370. Roundtripl

2,780 flights /week going everywhere! Fly as courier

for international air express companies. Free informa-

tion. Air Courier Association 1-800-822-0888 (303-215-

9000) www.aircourier.org



COSTA RICA! Create your own tropical adventure

with our Costa Rica experts. Excellent air fares, out-

^tanding service and quality. We'll help you plan a

11
perfect trip. Call Voyagers at 1(800)633-0299.

www.voyagers.com

IF YOU BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION - SHOW IT!

Check to: Danvin POB 296 Karnes City TX 78118

Autoplaques, Lapel pins, Mamiets .$6.50 PP
T-shirts $16.95 PP XXL S17.95 PP Cups $14.00 PP
Or 800 573-5021 Amex MC Visa Discover

COSTA RICA, KENYA, Tanzania, Ecuador, Galapa-

gos, Italy, England, India, Ethiopia, Albania, Indone-

sia, Australia, Yemen, Greek Isles, Turkey, South

Africa, Vietnam, and many more. Small group holi-

days to many countries. Suitable for all ages. Call for

full color brochure. Adventures Abroad 1(800)665-

3998

DISCOVER MEXICO'S COPPER CANYON, Costa

Rica, more with the California Native. Call 1(800)926-

1140 www.calnative.com

GALAPAGOS. Specializing in comprehensive, pro-

fessionally-led natural history and photo tours of the

Galapagos Islands. Monthly departures/ 16 passenger

yachts. Galapagos Travel, 783 Rio Del Mar Boulevard,

Suite 47, Aptos, CA 95003. (800)969-9014

Asia • Africa • Latin America • Polar Voyages

Exceptionaljourneys tog^ "S. the far reaches

^Q[ , > of the globe.

expeditions can today
*^

1 800 351-5041
www.geoQxi^4itions.com

GUATEMALA, BOLIVIA, BALI craft villages - Ex-

plore key villages with expert folk art collector/ pho-

tographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-five years experi-

ence. Small groups. Contact: Gordon Frost, PO Box

666-NH, Point Reyes Station, CA 94956 (415)663-1919

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, VIETNAM,
Cambodia, Burma Indonesia: Tours, treks, wildlife,

overland adventures. Huge selection. Affordable

rates. Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel, 112

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901. 1(800)225-2380, 24

hours

SECLUDED NATURAL CARIBBEAN ADVENTURE
self-contained environment accessible only by sea

"like no other place" www.outahere.com/petitbya-

haut

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA: Overland & natural

history tours, Amazon, Galapagos, Andean hekking.

Free color catalogs. Himalayan Travel. 1(800)225-2380

SWISS ALPS "The Hikers Paradise" our 22nd year op-

tional length day hiking. Two guides per tour allow

you to choose a moderate or more strenuous hike each

day Free color brochure call toU free (888)4784004 or

visit wwTv.swisshiking.com

MOVIES /STILLS TRANSFER TO VIDEO editing, du-

plication and foreign conversion. Rafik, 814 Broad-

way, NYC, 10003 (212)475-7884

Volunteering

GREENVOLUNTEERS. Worldwide guide to volun-

teering in Nature Conservation 1004- projects $16.00,

(800)525-9379 VAVw.greenvol.com

WEATHERVANES

WEATHERVANES AND CUPOLAS 50% off sale.

America's largest selection. Antique and custom de-

signs. Free catalog 1(800)724-2548

Rates and Style Information

$4.20 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $455 per inch. Adverhsements must be prepaid. No
cash discounts. Ads are accepted at Natural History's

discretion. Send check or money order to: The Mar-

ket/Natural History Magazine, Cental Park West at

79th St., New York, NY 10024, or caU (212)769-5539 for

more information.

NATURAL HISTORY

Associate Services

P.O. Box 3030

Harlan, lA 51593-2091

Send me a year of Natural History magazine for only $25,

a savings of S5 off the cover price. Other benefits include a

free one-time admission pass to the American Museum of

Natural History, a discount on a ticket to our IMAX

theater, travel club enrollment and much more...

Name

Address _

City„ .State. -Zip-

SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Please add $10 postage outside the USA

and include Payment in US dollars. Allow 6-8 weeks for first issue.

Doranne Jacobson
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ackal in

,
Hiding

; During the dry season in southern

Afiica, any pool is bound to be a

'*' Center oflife as thirsty and dusty beasts

gather to drink, bathe, or wallow. But a

water hole can also be an arena in

'. which any lapse of attention may leave

one creature open to attack from

another that has come not only to

; drink but also to feed. Just after sunrise

F one dry day in Chobe National Park,

;

in northernmost Botswana,

I photographer Theo Allofi watched as

one predator, a black-backed jackal,

i worked the water-hole crowd. Quick-

s'; moving, jackals in groups are game

f enough to scavenge from kiUs made by

fHons and hyenas; as single hunters, they

I go for insects, birds, and other smallish

prey This lone jackal had already

snatched and devoured one turtledove

from the flocks ringing the water and

f seemed intent on going for seconds, a

I situation that called for stealth. The
dozen or so elephants at the w^ater hole

offered the litde canine a hiding place

of architectural propor^gfis::^eir flanks

Hke gray walls, their beUies and legs Hke

the roofs and pillars of porticoes. "The

elephants," Allofs noted, "were

absolutely oblivious of the jackal, while

it had to be wary ofbeing squashed, as

'

the pachyderms constantly milled

' about. But then again, wariness is the

dominant trait of the jackal. It is ahnost

constandy m motion, its eyes darting

around incessantly." Allofs caught the

peering hunter in a rare monifent of

stillness, just before it shot out after

another dove.

—

-Judy Rice

Photograph by Theo Allofs
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Mammoth Prospectin!

By Clare Flammng

On August 3, our team of researchers

led by Ross MacPhee, chairman of

the Museum's Department of Mammal-

ogy; departed from the Siberian mainland

in a huge Russian helicopter bound for

Wrangel Island. Joined by Jeff Saunders,

of the IlHnois State Museum, and our

Russian colleagues Alexei Tikhonov and

Sergey Vartanyan, we spent the next eigh-

teen daN^ on this 2,000-square-mile island,

well north of the Arctic Circle. Our goal?

To test a new idea about what may have

caused the catastrophic extinctions of

manmials at the end of the last ice age.

Unconvinced by theories that these ex-

tinctions were the result of climate change

or overhunting, Ross and ^•irologist Pres-

ton Marx, of the Aaron Diamond ADDS
Research Center, had come up \\ith the

hx'perdisease hypothesis: as human popu-

lations expanded and colonized new land-

masses during the Pleistocene, they

brought \\-ith them ^^rulent pathogens

that wiped out native animals.

Where could we go to test this hypoth-

esis? We picked Wrangel Island because

woolly mammoths had survived there

longer than an\-where else on earth.

Whereas all other Mammuthus primigenius

had become extinct by 10,000 years ago,

the population on Wrangel penisted an

additional 6,000 yean. In other words,

these mammoths rosjncd the tundra

while Pharaoh Sesostris I w^ building his

shrines at Thebes more than 3,500 years

ago. Because Wrangel's mammoths were

such late survivors, we thought that if a

deadly \Trus could be detected, their fossil

remains would be the HkeHest to have re-

tained traces of it.

Getting to Wrangel was not easy

—

after fl'V'ing from New York to Saint Pe-

tersburg and taking a series of trains and

buses to a mUitary base in a Moscow sub-

urb, we boarded an Ilyushin turboprop

for a ten-hour flight to the Siberian

coastal setdement ofMys Shmidta, a htm-

dred sea rmles south of our goal. Our six

days of traveling spanned sixteen time

zones. A local jailbreak and an ensuing

rash of murders in Mys Shmidta kept us

there another four days before a heli-

copter could take us to the island.

Once on Wrangel, we took an excru-

ciating four-hour truck ride up riverbeds

and made camp on the north side of the

island in an eight-by-seventeen-foot

cabin that sheltered the five of us, all our

gear, all our food, and all the fossils we

would collect. Outside our door, miles

and rmles of soggy, beautifril, lonely tun-

dra stretched to the horizon. The onlv

breaks in the landscape were the islands

snow-covered mountains to the south and

an occasional musk ox or an arctic fox.

Working on Wrangel was quite unlike

any fieldwork I have ever done. Mam-
moth tusks and molars were abundant

and found almost exclusively in the small

rivers that drain the tundra's waters to the

Arctic Sea. We spent our days in hip

waders prospecting the rivers, peering

through the crystalline waters and look-

ing for specimens. Excited by our discov-

eries, we would ignore the fact that the

water was barely above freezing and

plunge our arms in again and again to

claim the fossil rewards. Despite the

twent\'-four hours of dayhght. none of us

had trouble sleeping, thanks to trudging

miles over the mndra and lugging heavy

specimens in weather that included half-

hour cycles of gale-force winds, dri\ting

rain, bursts of sun, low fog, and snow. At

night, after a meal ofpasta or potatoes and

reindeer, we crowded around our litde

table and listened while Sergey made his

10:00 P.iM. radio contact with the outside

world. Ross would then announce the

ley water is no deterrent to Ross MacPhee as he retrieves a mammoth molar

from a riverbed, above. Top: Clare Flemming attempts afew steps carrying an eighty-pound

mammoth tusk on her shoulder.
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l(bu promised yourselfyou'd

do something, someday.

Promise kept.
INow you can keep your promise. It doesn't

take much to help needy children around the

world. Just $20 a month and a lot of love. That's

all you need to be a Save the Children sponsor.

Sponsorship is a great way to show your

concern and help bring positive, lasting change

to disadvantaged children. Your contributions

will be combined with those of other sponsors

to create self-help programs.

This is not a handout; it's a hand up. Clean

water, nutritious food, an education - Save the

Children works with each village to develop

programs according to their specific needs.

For $20 a month - just 65't a day- you'll help

make changes that last a lifetime. Experience the joy

of keeping a very important promise.

Call 1-800-519-2828.

Yes, I'll help needy children dirough sponsorship.
I prefer to sponsor a boy girl either in the area I've checked below.

D Where the need is greatest D Caribbean/Latin America

D Middle East D Africa D Asia D United States

Please send my child's photo and personal history.

Name

Phone (_ J_ E-mail
.

Address

.

City State

-Apt.

ZIP

D Automatic Credit Card Deductions (Continuous)

I .tudiorize $20 to be paid to Save die Children from my credit card each month. Automadc payments shall

begin next month. Please use my credit card to make my initial donauon, now.

Credit Informadon; Q MasterCard D Visa D Discover Q AmEx .

Account # E.\p. Date /

Signature

n I prefer to pay by check each month. My first monthly sponsorship contribution of S20 is enclosed

D Instead of becoming a sponsor at this time. I am enclosing a contribution of S.

D Please send me more inlormation.

Information concerning Save ihe Children Federation. Inc.

including financial, licensing or chaiilable purpose may be

oblained, wilhoul cost, by calling SOO-243.5075.

©1998 Save the Children Federation. Inc.

1
50180-M

Save the Chi Idrem.
so Wilton Road, W'estport, CT 06880

\\'\\"w,savcthechndren,oro
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next day's plan. Since we had not received

the all-terrain vehicle promised us, every

move we made w^as on foot. One cen-

timeter on our map equaled one kilome-

ter, so I would cringe as Ross opened the

calipers ever wider. "Okay" he would say,

"tomorrow weH waik eight mQes to the

lower Naskhok River. That should take

about four hours. Then we can start

prospecting upstream."

We collected many teeth and tusks, but

Ross practically tripped over the best find

of all—the only mammoth ulna (a fore-

limb bone) ever foimd on Wrangel. In-

credibly, the bone oozed grease, as

though the animal had been freshlv killed-

But what about deadly pathogens? We
drilled the ulna and other mammoth
bones to extract cores for radiocarbon

dating and molecular analysis. Postdoc-

toral tellow Alex Greenwood is now
working on the cores in the Museums
laboratories, searching for an ancient sig-

nal that might tell us if the hyperdisease

h^fpothesis can be verified.

Clare Fiamui-

'vniih.oTg/sdeiu-

i special

Deuart-

December 7
In the concluding calk ofhis series "Whole Earth Ge-

ology." Sidney Horenstein, coordinator of environ-

mental pubUc pn^rams. discusses how plate tectonics

tiansibnn the eairh s surface.

j\ichaeolc^t Bruce D. Smith follows the progress

of the agricultural revolution in the Middle East, Eu-

rope, China, Aj&ica, and the .Americas in a lecture

based on his new book, Jlie Emergauc of Agmulture.

How to become a ""green"" shopper, how to avoid

products made from endangered wildlife, and how to

recycle are discussed in die final talk in the Center for

Biodiversicy and Conservation series ""Li\'ing ^dth

Biodiversity: What You Can Really Do for the Envi-

ronmenL"

Each ofthe preceding ralK begins at 7:00 EM,

At 7:30 P_\i., as part ofthe "Distit^uished Authors

in Astronomy" lecture series, Roberta Olson, of

Wheaton Collie, gives a slide-illustrated talk enti-

ded "Fire in the Skj": Comets and Meteors in .Art."

December 9
Abioia Sinclair, editor and publisher of Bliuk H'maq'

magazine, presents a shde-illusirated lecture at 7:00

Ei\L on the GuDah people of the Sea Islands offSouth

Carolina, Georgia, and northern Florida.

December 12
While the Museum's twenty-ei^di Origami Hohday

Tree is on display, v^hmteos are on hand to show visi-

tors how to make a few simple models. On Saturday;

for members oni^; a g>ecial program in theJapanese art

offolding paper is ofered in hour-long sessions begin-

ning at !0-jO and 1 1jo A.M. and 2:30 and 330 P..\l

December 13
At 2:00 PJ<!-, in conjunction with the exhibition "Sa-

cred Arts of Flaitian Vodou," a panel of experts dis-

cusses the relation ofherbalism, psj'chiatry. and spiri-

tual counseling to Haitian vx>dou.

December 21
On display in the Library' Gallery- through February

1999 is ""Primates: TheJean Batilu Collection ofAn-
tique Prints," an exhibition of 51 prints, Primatolo-

gist Baulu amassed nearly 1,400 images that span four

centuries ofscientific illustration and serve as a repos-

itory ofinformanon on primates and their diversity.

J
ânuar}- 11
At 7:30 P-.\L. as part of the '^Distinguished Authors in

Astiononn"'^ lecture series. Lee Smolin. of Pennsvl\^a-

nia State University, gives a talk entided "Why Is

There Life in the Uni\Tsrse? A Ph\-sicist s Perspective."

Januan' 21
The issues tliat foce bhck men in America are the

subject ofa talk at 7:00 R.M. byJoseph L. TK^te, pro-

iessor emeritus of psychology and psychiatry at die

Univerdty of Calijfomia. Irvine, and coauthor of
Black XLui Einej^ng.

January 25
At 7:30 P..M., as part ofthe "Fionders in Astrophysics"

lecture series. Martin O. Harwit, former director of
cbe Nation^ Air and Space \Iusemn. gi^.'es an illus-

trated talk about in&ared astronom^i

Januar^^ 29
At 7:00 P.M.. pb\TvrigJit Bara Caseley Swain presents

a dramadc reading of selections &om her latest book,

\hr)'. In this collection of thematically connected

stories. Swain elaborates on the di\erse roles in an or-

dinary woman's life.

Throughout December and

January
For inibrmarion about field trips, walking tours, and

workshops for adults and children, both inside and

outside the Museum call (212) 769-5304. For infor-

mation about the Hayden Planetarium's catalog of fall

courses and lectures, call (212) 769-5900.

The Museum's IMAX theater is featuring Afrua's

Elephant Kingdom, which explores the life history- of

die worid's largest land mammals, and ^^nazon, a por-

trait of the ri\'er. its flora and fauna and the people

Uving along its banks. Double features wHi be showTi

onK" on Friday and Saturday evenings at 6:00 PJvi.

The American Museum ofNatural Histor\' is locatai

at Central Park West and 79th Street in New York

Cit^:. For rickets and inibrmarion about events, call

(212) 769-5200. Consult die Museum Web site for

additional inibrmarion (wTvw.amnii,org)- For hours

and admission fees, cafl (212) 769-5100.

OWNERSHIP STATE.\lE.Vr

Staremeni of ovraership, management, and circuladon

(required by 39 U. S. C. 3685) of Kaliiral I^tory, publi-

cation number 374-800, published ten times a year at die

American Museum of Naruial History, Central Park

West at 79d3 Street, New York. N.Y 10024-5192. fbr

September 29. 1998. Annual subscription price is

$30/year. General business offices ofdie publisher are lo-

cated at Central Park ^fet at 79d3 Street, New Yod:,

N.Y. 1002-5-5192. Publisher. Mark A. Fudong, Editor

in Chiet Bruce Sruiz; Managing Editor, EDen Golden-

sohn. Central Park West at 79rii Street, New York. N. Y
10024-5192. OwTier is die American Museum of Nat-

ural History. Central Park West at 79di Street. New
York. N.y/ 10024-5 192. Known bondholders, mort-

^gees, and odier security' holders owning or holding

one percent or more of total amoimt of bonds, mort-

gages, or other securities: None, The purpose, flmcnon,

and nonprofit status of this organization and the exempt

status tor federal income tax purposes have not changed

during die preceding 12 months. The average number rf

copies of each issue diaring the preceding 12 months are:

A. Total number of copies printed: 485.569. B. Paid cir-

culation: 1- Sales dirousji dealers and carriers, street ven-

dors, and counter sales: 8.248. 2, Mail subscriptions:

452,517. C. Total paid cimilation: 460.765. D. Free dis-

tribution by mai'i- 4,049. E. Free distribution outside die

mail: 3,236. F. Toral free distribution: 7.285. G. Total dis-

tribution: 468.050- H- Copies not distributed: 1. OSce
use, leftover, spoiled: 9,281. 2. Returns from news

agents: 8,238. 1. Total: 4S5.569. Percent paid circuladon:

S^.44%. The actual number of copies ofsingle issue pulfc

lished nearest to filing date (September 1998) are: A
Total number ofcopies printed: 441,225. B. Paid dra

tion: 1. Sales throu^ dealers and carriers, street vend

and counter sales: 16,617. 2. Mail subscripdons: 408.-?

C. Total paid circulation: 425.101. D. Free distriburioi

by mail- 3.757. E. Free distriburion outside the

2,802. F- Total free distribution: 6.559, G. Total distrib

tion: 431,66Ct. H. Copies not distributed: 1. Office \

leftover, spoiled: 4.126. 2. Returns from news agen)

5,439, I, Total: 441.225. Percent paid circulation

9S.4S?"'o. I certify that the statements made by me ;

are correct and complete.

Jud\- Lee, Business Manag5
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ANTARCTICA
SOUTH GEORGIA
& THE FALKIAND ISLANDS

January 31- FebrliapvY 20, 2000

Optional Extensions to Easter Island or the Laice

District and Patagonia

Far to the south Hes a land of dazzhng snowfields, crystalline

glaciers and dramatically car\'ed ice mountains soaring above

an untamed frozen wilderness. There are no human sounds

in this land of primeval beauty only the wild cries of birds,

seals, and whales echoing across a vast expanse of land and sea

Next winter, the American Museum of Natural History invites

you to experience the wonders and grandeur of a land where

few have ever set foot as we discover the world's last frontier

—

the great White Continent. This special voyage includes passage

to South Georgia. Explore its coves, fjords, historic sites and

observe its active wildlife which includes King Penguins and

four species of seals— leopard, Weddell, fur and crabeater. Visit

Ernest Shackletons grave and imagine his heroic sea voyage and

exhausting trek across the Allardyce Mountains to obtain help

for his men stranded on Elephant Island.

Our voyage takes place during the austral summer, when the

weather is best, temperatures are moderate and days are long.

Penguin chicks are hatching and it is common to see elephant

seals along the beaches. Zodiac landing craft— swift and sturdy

motorized rubber boats developed by Jacques Cousteau— carr}'

us from the ship to virtually an)'where along the coast. We will

sail aboard the five-star 170-passenger Hanseatic, a sturdy ice-

class vessel that represents state-of-the-an in expedition cruising.

We hope you will join the American Museum of Natural Histor}'

on this splendid expedition and count yourself among the

privileged few who have experienced both the wonders of the

White Continent and South Georgia. To reser\'e your space, or

for more information, please call American Museum of Natural

History Discovery Tours at 800-462-8687 or 212-769-5700.

Please ?nnitio)i ad code ANT2000.

The American Museimi of Natural Histon^

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79ih Street

New York, NY 10024-5192
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Dr. Ballard, during an expedition in the Pacific, atop the ATV (Advanced Tethered Vehicle)

TO UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF
THE OCEAN, DR. ROBERT BALLARD
USES THE MOST SOPHISTICATED

UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT.

INCLUDING HIS

ROLEX SUBMARINER.

Natural history
AM. MUS. NAT. HIST. LIBRARY

Using a r Received on: 12-11-98
Ref 5.06(74.7)M1
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Mystic, Conn. Inas uncovered a trove of

ancient slnipwrecks in tine Mediterranean,

some of which are more than 2,000 years

old. "You come in v\/ith your robot, this most

advanced technology on the planet, and

you're hovering over a picture of antiquity

two millennia old," says Dr. Ballard. "It's a

breathtaking, unbelievable sight." Ballard's

choice of equipment is no less astute when

it comes to his timepiece: a Rolex Submariner.

Equipped with a Triplock v\/inding cro\A/n,

modeled on the operation of a submarine

hatch, the Submariner would seem the

natural choice to accompany Dr. Ballard on

all his explorations of the world's «iv

oceans and seas. K.t I I i Hi X

Submariner

Officially Certified Sv\/iss Chronometer

I

For the n^-:- 2X u' -y.^iar
,
iT^ai > Ou, please call 1-800-35ROLEX. Rolex,*. Oyster Perpetual. Triplock and Submariner are trademarks.
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